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ga^* ?7w stars (*) in the follow-

ing Index show where engravings

occur, and (lie "prefixed figures l/te

number in the article. Articles re-

ferring directly or indirectly to

Bees, Cattle,Insects, Manures, Trees,

Weeds, etc., will be found indexed

under tliese general Jieads.

Accidents—Mowing Machines. 249
" Drowning 4*. .454

Achilleas, The 293

Acids and Alkalies 8

Address, J. Stanton Gould 209

Adobe and Concrete Buildings. 137

Adobe Walls, Lathing upon 83

Adonis, Spring *. .182

Advertising Agency 2-12

Advertisements—Good, 10—Read,

85—Reliable, 352.

Advertisers, to 10-47-126.

Agric ,

l and Farmer's Columns. 206
Agric 1

] Fairs, Buildings 95

Agric'l College—Mass., 6-279-316

—Penn., 174-397.

Agric'l Paper—New 168

Agric 1

! Schools 15

Agric1

l Society—Vermont, 89—N.

Y. State, &-12S—Officers of New
York State, 86—Starting, 95—To
Officers and Members, 2S0.

Agriculture—Conn. Board, 1SG6,

351—Dcp't of,2-207—InHamilton

College, 88—Meeting of Conn.

Board,89—Report of Comm'r of,

—Report of Department, 50.

Agriculturist—To Secure 314

A Few Turns Ahead 104

"All the Year Round" 103

Almshouse—Mass. State 316

Always Too Late 88

Annual—Agric 1

1 5-46-S5-130

Annuals—Our 351-434

Animals—Dead, 55— Exhibition

of, 279.

"An Opinion as Is an Opinion,"314

Antelope—Prong-horn, • 237—

A

Correction, 280.

Apples, 368—As Pear Stock, 48—
Dodge's Crimson, 103—For Yin-

egar,410—For Wis. ,129—Grimes'

Golden Pippin,»20—In England,
352—Pomace, 17.

Aquarium—Salt Water *. .179

Arbor, or Trellis 9

Ashes—Leached andTJnleached 2S0

Asparagus 244

Asphaltum Floors 437

Authors—To 47

B
Back Volumes Snppliod 6

Balsam—Fir 435

Barberry Hedges 435

Barley—Early Sowed, 244-279—

Large, 87.

Barn Cellars, 435—Boor Fasten-

ings, • 57—Good Farm, * 214—
Plan, * 2S6-«351—Room, 402.

Barometer—Challenge, 169— In-

doorsiS.

Barrers, etc., Might 207

Baskets—Home-made *. .137
' Basket-making S-*215

Bats—Flying Quadrupeds, * 401

—

Fruit-eating, • 441.

Beans, 171—190 Kinds, 86—Payiug
Crop, 51.

Bear—Am. Black, * 173—Cinna-
ncc, * 359—Polar, * 173.

Bearer *....53

Bedding Plants 221

Bees—Apiary—Calendar for Jan.,

3—Feb., 43—March, 84- April,

124—May, 164—June, 204—July,
240—Aug., 276—Sept.. 311—Oct.,
348—Nov., 391—Dec, 431— Pe-

riodicals, 8—Italian Queens, 242

— Impurities of Drones, 54 —
Forced Drones, 171.

Bene 435

Berries—Picking 220

Beurre—How Pronounced 7

Bills—State Bank 315

Binding—Home-made 88

Birds and Eggs 241

Birds and Fowls 350

Blackberry, 207—Kittatinny, 350—
Propagating, * 61-411—Pruning,

292.

Blackbirds vs. Robin 208

Blacking-brush Holder, Patent,244

Bluffton Wine Company S3

Bones-Dissolving, 213—Slaughter-

house, 129—Value, 394.

Books, 25S—Book Dep't, Agric't,

10—In Preparation, 127—Amer-
ican Gardener's Assistant, 10

—

American Naturalist, 5O-127-3S0

—Applcton's Aro. Annual Cy-

clopedia, 244—Bommer's Man-
ure, 87-207—Brock's New Flow-

er, 47—Chemistry of Farm and

Sea, 278—Copeland's Country

Life, 10—Cotton Planter's Man-
ual, SS—Draining for Profit and

Health, 47-208-352—Fruit Cul-

turist, 168—Flint on Grasses, 358

—Gardening for Profit,21-47-127-

314—Gregory on Squashes, 243—
Journal of Hortic. and Florists'

Companion, 87—Manual of Bot-

any, 351—Miles on Horse's Foot,

SS—Mohr on Grape-vine, 243—
Practical Entomologist, 814

—

Short-hornHerd,209-SmallFmit

Culturist, Fuller, 47-16S-169-207

-315—Sunshine and Showers,

351—Trapper's Guide, 395—Veg-
etable World, 351 — Vineyard

at Lakeview, 47—Warder's Am.
Pomology, 47.

Boxes, Barrels, etc.—Tight. . . .207

Boston Fun 434

Bottling Cider 436

Boys aitd Girls' Column.

A Ants,Strong Little People,67—
B BabyKed, 1S7-325— Beggars,

Street, 25 — Bells, About,
416—Bird Catcher, ITOvel, 13S

—Blowers, *147—Borer Under
Water. 107—Boys, To Finish,

148—Boy, Training, 1S7—Boy
with His Eyes Open, 415

—

Boys and Girls, Our Old, 415

—Bouquet, A Curious, *67

—

Box, A Curious, *455—Breath

Experiments, 29S-333— Bully

Rebuked, 456—Cat, A Home-
Loving, 14S—Catacombs, The,

373—Charley's Question, 334—
ChildiEh Conceit, 1S8—Christ-
mas Presents, 455—Cotton on
the Gallows, 68 — Courage,

True, 333 — Cowards, *107—

Curious Book Worm, 68

—

Danger of Hasty Words, 416—
Disturbance, Serious, 374

—

Division, A Fair, 297— Doc-

tor's Talks, *147-*lSS-*225
—Earth, Sire of, 10S—Editors,

Hit at, 10S—Educated Senses,

262—Engineer, An Ignorant,

455—Excitement Among the

Monkeys, *148—Experiments,
Instructive, *261—Eyes May

F Deceive, 67 — First Lesson,

*226 — Freedman, A, 297—
G Game, A, 25—Game, Our Ar-

tist's, *297—Garibaldi, 456—
Grandpa's Spectacles, 334 —

H Greedy Dick, *187— "Hand-
some is that Handsome Does,"

1SS—Happy New Year, 25—
Harebrained Team, *6S

—

Home Guards, The, *29S—
I Independence Day, 262—Iron

at $20,000 per lb, 261—"I
L Wasn't Watching," 148—Lit-

tle " Tot," 456 — Laziness,

Cure for, 25—Life, An Event-

ful, 297—Lively Time in Pros-

pect, *334—Love, Measure of,

415—Loving Sister, The, *374

M —Many a Slip Between Cup
and Lip, *262—Meeting, Great

Family, 29S—Merry Christ-

mas and Happy New Tear, *26

—Motion, About Perpetual,

N 373 — Nest, Valuable, 297—
I^ewarjuy Currcspoiiaenc, 3U3

P —Parrots, Stories of, 25—Pat-

tern Building, *225—Physiog-

nomy, Study in, *23—Plain
Words, Use, 373—Plant Some-
thing, 147— Plaything, New,
*67—Please Don't, 1SS—Po-
liteness, Lesson in, 416—Por-

trait, Lifelike, * 18S — Prob-

lem, Geographical, 107-188—

Problems and Puzzles, 25-67-

107 -147 -187-225-261-297-333-

373-415-455—Pump, Wonder-
ful, 373— Puzzle, Spanish, *226

R —Puzzle Picture, *261—Rail-

road, Our, *456 — Ride by

S Wind Power, 455—Sentinel,

A Faithful, 415—Sliver, A
Troublesome, 297—Suspense,

T *108—Tanner, the Kind Heart-

ed, 261—Terriers vs. Cats, 333

—Thumbs, Three, *18S —
Tools, Master Workman's, 68

—Toy, New and Useful, *147

U —Uncle Paul, 108—Use What
W You Know, 107— Waiting,

but not Watching, *416 —
Work, Small Piece of, 297.

Boys—To Keep on the Farm. .405

Bread Kneader - 315

Breeding Imported Animals. . .245

Briars—To Get Rid of 394

Brimstone—Showers of * . . 16S

Brooms—Patent 244

Broom-Corn Seed 394

Buckwheat S-253-2S5

Buffalo, The American... *309, 323

Building iu Cold Climates 98

Bulbs—Fine, 395—Spring-flower-

ing, 370.

Butchering at Paris 350

Butter—Boxes for, 168—Carrot
Juice in, 209.

"Butter and Egga" 351

c
Cabbage, 87—Club-foot in, 8—
Feeding Out, 437—Varieties, 19

Canker Worm—Remedy for .
*

. 102

Capital in Farming 357

Carrot Culture, 134—For Spring

Feed, 49—Juice in Batter. ...209

Castor Oi! B'daa nil-iZi

Catalogues Acknowledged, 50-S7-

127-209-315—Noteworthy. ... 50

Cattle—Abortion in Cows, 207-213

—Bulla, Beljrian. * 273 — Bull
Stable, *18—Breeding Imported

Animals, 245—Cow Stables, *90

—Cows in Yoke, 49—Disease in

Cows, 130—Family or Dairy

Cows, 5S—Fine Devon Steers,

49—Head of Calf, *60— Herd
Book, 209—High Price Cows, 81

—Hoove, 243 — Lice on, 245

—

Milch Cows, 244 — Milking

Cows, *361 — Milking before

Calving, 245 — Photograph of

Cow, 8—Fleuro-Pnenmonia, 175

—Raising Calves, 49-SS—Sale of

Short-Horns, 166— Short-Horn,

*408—Short-Horns in England,

394—Stanchion for, *48—Torture
at the Stack, 129-169—To Yoke
Oxen, 402—Transporting, 334—
Warts on Cows' Teats, 49.

Cats—Horticultural Value, 219—
Music, etc., 225.

Cedar and Thorn Seeds 103

Cellars—Above Ground, 6—Barn,

316—Wet, 127.

Chapped Hands 49
Cheap Homes 437
Cheated by " Doctors " 88

Cherries—Early May and Early

Richmond 62

Chess 244-316-403^37

Cheese-Cheddar,*132—Factory316

Chickory S3

Chronio-Lithography 436

Churning—Aeration in, 243—In

Cold Weather, 394— Tempera-

ture for, 244.

Cider 276

Clearing Land 438

Climate—Influence of 351

Clotted Milk 437

Clover—Good Crop Seed, 48—In
Illinois, 350 — Pasturing First

Year,349—Raising Sced,13—Red
and White, 350—Second Year,

2S9—Turning in, 285—Value, 90

Clubs 2S0-315

Coal Ashes 129-395

Coal Tar and Asphaltum, 97—and
Gas Tar,394—and Rats,9—Fence

Posts, 395.

Cockle instead of Wheat 89

Coffee Roaster *..186

Commercial Enterprise 248

Constit'n of a Hortic'l Soc'y...447

Contents—Table of 47

Corn, 170—Blight, 129—Cobs, 128

—Cribs, * 323—Cost of Raising,

323—Cultivation of, * 405—Fer-
tilization or inaian uorn, -no
—Egyptian, 352—Fodder, 321—

In Drills, 435—Indian, in Drills,

214—Harvesting, 362—Hnsks,253
—King Philip, 129—Manure, 2S9

—Measurement of Unhusked,

131—Nutritive Value, 245-319—

Plowing for, 394—Prairie Sod,

385—Small Cobe Desirable, 135.

Corn Dropper *..168

Corn Dusker 321

Corn Planter & Manure Sower..49
" Cornea Restorers " 88

Cornell University 6

Corners—Spare 256

Cotton and Manure, 437—At the

South, 284—Culture, 135-178—

Work on, 434—Plantations, 249

—Planter's Manual, SB-Moth,

Correspondents—To .6-lfif

Cow—Milker 8'

Cows Holding up Milk 43
Cranberry Culture 98-18;.

Cream—Frothy, 128—Temperature
of, S3.

Criticisms 288
Crops, 241-324—And Weather, 315
—For Orchard, 257—Reports and
Prospects, 277—Rotation in E.
Fenn., 288—Transporting, 245—
Turning in Green, S9—Valley of
the Lehigh, 243.

Dairy Farms 12
Dairymen's Assoc'n—Am 6-89

Dashes at Housekeeping with a

Free Pencil, * 259-295-*331.

Death—Commissioner of Agricul-

ture, 278—Jno. A. King, 2S0—
Siebold, 9—Thomas Brown, 280

—Wm. N. White, 315.

Decrease of Population in Agric']

Districts, 217.

Degeneration of Varieties 320

Department of Agriculture.. 2-207

Dictionary—A Good 436
r»imcmt Question 9
Ditching 212-253

Documents Acknowledged. .50-^352

Dogs, '139-244-394—Income from,
364—Law, National, 403—Law
in Conn., 168—Laws, * 91—New-
feundland, * 448—Statistics, 175
—Tax, 246.

Door Knobs—Cleaning 7
Drain Tiles 252
Drains, 170—Difficulty with, 438—
House, 395—Outlet for, 51.

Draining,131-212-379-320-Bencfit,

52—Facilitated and Cheapened,
* 404—For Profit and Health, 47

-208-352—John Johnston on. 9S
|

—Marshes, 129- Plow in, 360— \

Thorongh,*31S—ToDrySprings, 1

89. I

Drought at the West 357-397

Drowned—Treatment of the * . . 453
'

Drying Fruit, Hops, etc *..257

Dust-pan—Patent 244

Dyeing Brown 4S |

Dwarfs—Standard 50
j

Eagle—The Bald *..81

Earth—Dry 86

Earth Closets vs.Water Closets,360

Editor—Rev. Wm. Clift 10
Saili/ilnl CTwtHuya 111 Xiuiupc, £TO—

357-439.

Edgings and Edging Plants 327

Electricity—Lightning 26S

Embankments—Tight *. .446

Emigration Statistics 124

Emigrating. . 251

Encourage the Boys 217

Engravings—Fine 206

Entomology—Glover on 351

Evergreens—To Help Growth, 144

Variegated, 17.

Evening Post—Suppling 85

Excursion—Grand 86

Exhibition—Am. Institute 314

Experience of a Subscriber 166

Exports from France to Eng
land, 243.

Exposition—Paris, Visit to. . .207

EsjJr'igs—TftarsiJoTEatiBn lSy. . .015



INDEX HI

F
Facts Aoonr Peat 437

Fairs, 279—Addresses at, 94—Ameri-

can Institute, 332—Horse-Racing

at, 93-127-168-242-245— Kentucky

State, 393—Louisiana State, 129—

Michigan State, 898—N. E., 207-332

-N. T. State, 397—Nijni-Novgo-

rod, Ha., 393—Officers of, 278—Ohio

State, 39S—Partialities of Judges,

14—State and Otlier, 893— State

Sheep, 209—Staten Islaud, 397—

Wisconsin State, 393.

Fallowing, Summer 2S9

Farmers' Club. Sense at, 59—Hope
for, 87—Medicine at, 352.

I arm Boilers, .187—Farmers' Home
Journal, 437.

Farming—By City People, 52—By
Professional Men, 129—Good and

Bad, 217—How Docs It Pay, 333—

In Colorado, 437—Indiana, 317—In

Grain Districts Penn. and N. J.,

281-317—New Way, 12—Unprofita-

ble, 12.

Farms — Advertised, 169 — Buying

and Selling, 407—Indiana, 316—

Prico of Labor, 169—Large and

Small, 407—Mills, 13—Small, 63—

"Western Grazing, 824.

Fabm Wor.K—Calendar for Jan., 2

—Feb., 42-Mch., S3—Apr.-, 122—

May, 162—June, 202—July, 23?—

Aug., 274—Sept, 310—Oct., 816—

Nov., 393—Dec, 430.

Fashions 24-224

Feed Cutters 352

Feeding — Design in, 136 — Green

Fodder, 287 — In "Winter, 56— Oil

and Cotton Seed Cake, 170.

Fences—Farm,*210—Across Streams,

"404—Plan, "285—Posts, 169—Stone,

133 — "Whitewashed and Painted,

257—Wire, 6—Willow Stakes for,

•322.

Ferrets—Experience "with, SS

Fields-Large 284

Fifteen Months, 1 year 315

Firewood on the Prairies 217

Fire and Water-proof Wash 245

Fish Oil and Guano—Manufactured,
*400.

Fish—Restocking Rivers *. .230

Flea-beetle—Grape-vine *242

Flour $20 per bbl 248

Flowek Garden and LAW3f—Cal-

ender for Jan., 3— Feb., 43—Mch.,
88-April. 124—May. 164—June, 201

—July, 240—Aug., 276-Sept., 311—

Oct., 347—Nov, 391—Dec, 430.

Flowers—Astilbe Japonica, *22—do.

Variegated, *219—Scilla Hyacin-

tVoides, *S70—Camellias, 7—Dah-
lia,?—Dahlia Imperialis, *I8—do.

Roots, 8—Flower de Lnce, * 294—

Fuchsias, Not Blooming. * 449—

Geranium, Gloirc de Nancy, 350

—

Lady's Slipper, Showy, *255—

Lilies, Varieties of, '-149—Lobelias,

Beautiful, 395—Marigolds.Fiue, 435

—Orchids, Group of, • 355—Pelar-

gonium, Blooming, 9—Double, 350

—Variegated, 330— Petunias, * 82?

—Violets, *G0-*411—Viola Commit,
•258—Virginian Lungwort, * 255.

Flowers—Garden Experience, 221—

In New York, 59—Queries, 7 —
Wild, 293.

Fremontia Californica *. .218

Friends—Our Feathered *. .201

Followers in Mangers ".. 57

Food—Cooking 13-49

Foreign Items 447

Forests in France 330

Fox-Red ".. 11

Frosts 309

Fruit— California, 7— Critic Critl-

i elzert, 221—Growers' society, vv".

I N. Y., S7—Ohio Notes, 315—Pre-

serving Houses, 50-438—Preserving

Solution, 207—S. W. Georgia, 2S>—

Names, 369.

Fi'.uit Gakden—Calendar for Jan.,

3-Feb., 43—Mch, 83—Apr., 123—

May, 163—June, 203—July, 239—

Aug., 275—Sept., 311—Oct., 317

—

Nov., 391—Dec, 131.

Fnngl 321

Furrows—Flat or Lap 7-129

Furs—To Preserve 209

c
Garden and Farm 329

Garden, Kltchcu — Calendar for

Jan., 3— Feb.. 43— March, S3 —
April, 123—May, 163—June, 203—
July, 239—Aug., 275—Sept., 311—
Oct;, 317-NOv:, COl-DK., 431.

Gardening, Market at the South,

367—Window, * 141.

Gas Tar for Posts 87

Gates, Double Entrance, * 405 —
Simple Farm, » 97—Sliding or

Balance, 9—Self-closing. * 450.

Grafting—Experiment, 412—Unnat-
ural, 9.

Grain—Cutting and Cnring, * 282—

From Germany, 86— liaising, 406

—

Ripening, 131—Selecting Seed, S7

Grapes and Grape-vines—A Correc-

tion, 12S— At Pittsburgh, 352 —
Beautiful Leaves, 8—Books, Three
New, 314—Concord and Discord,

101—Culture and Vine Training, *

143—Exhibition at 245 Broadway.
439—Flea-beetle, 242—From Cali-

fornia, 43S—Fuller's Culturist, 85-

126—Grapes and Grape Culture,

142-329-305-411-453—Growers' Meet-

ing, 438 — Mohr on, 213 — More
Literature, 243—More Vines, 243—

Queries, 243 — Trellises, 220-435—

Young, 253.

Grapery, Cold—Calendar for March.
84—April, 124—May, 164—June, 204

July, 240— Aug., 276 — Sept,, 311

—Oct- SIS-Nov., 391.

Grass, 2I3-Flint's Work, 359—Hun-
garian, 243—Named, 350—Schrre-
der's Broinus, 280—Top-dressing,
231.

Gravelly Overflow S

Gravel-wall Houses 16S

Green and Hot-houses— Calendar
for Jan., 3—Feb., 43—March, S3—
April, 124—May, 161—June, 204—

July, 240—Aug., 276-Sept., 311—

Oct., 318-Nov., 391—Dee., 432.

Ground Vinery 455

Guano—Supply of, 49—Fish, 208.

Gypsum 393

H
Half Dollar Easily Earned 166

Hand Weeder—New *
. .48

Hanging Baskets 435

Harrows—Thill and Pole 133

Harvest—Results 2S0-349

Have Done with It 852

Haj1-—And Otlier Food, Value, 245—
Barracks, Jersej', * 136— ForKs,
Horse, * 176—Trial Fork, 127—
When to Sell, 216.

Heating Small Green-houses 435

Heeling-in 8

Herbaceous Perennials 433

Herbs—Sweet 1S2

Hickory Withes, Use, S7—Nuts, Are
They Seeds, 433.

Hoe—Hexamer's Wide-pronged, *

313.

Holcus Tartaricum 316

Hollies *..64

Honey—To Separate from Wax. .244

Hooks—Convenient Farm *. .404

Hops, 325-Cultur.c, 126-395—In Cali-

fornia, 4S.

Hopeful Sign 253

Horse Stall—Improved *..440

Horce-racitig at Fairs, 93-127-168-2-12

-215.

Horseradish—To Grow *. .141

Horses—Abdominal Tumor in, 437—

Breaking, 129—Cribbing, 129—De-
struction of, 394—Doctoring, 213—

Driving to Plow, 49-131—Fattening

Food lor, 433—Followers in Man-
gers, * 57—Foot in Mouth, S94—
Hints to Keepers, S3—Hitching, *

14—Mares as Mule Breeders, 55

—

Mares Breeding, 95—Mares Foal-

ing, SS—Miles on Foot, SS—Three
Abreast, * 250—Three Members of

the Temperance Society, * 389.

Horticultural—Annual for 1S<57, 5—16-

Work in J>ep*t, "M3-12H-103—Criti-

cism, 20S— Show In Queens Co.,

209—Laws of III., S9—Live Society,

410—Officers of Societies, 243—111.

Soc'y, 6—Indiana Soc'y, 43—R. I.

Soc'y, 209—Soc'y Wanted, 220.

Horticulture — Am. Journal and
Florists' Companion, S7—Hobbies
In, 104—In Indiana, 339.

Hot-bed—Straw Cover 63

Household Ornaments, * 65 - * 105-

* 145-»371-* 413-M54
Housekeeper's Advice 414

Housekeeper with Small Children,

245.

Housekeeping—Prize Articles, 23-18

Houses—Cheap and Convenient, 1

' 14

—Damp, ail—Plan for, * 96.

Humbug—Plants, etc., 126—Worse
than, 167.

Humbugs—At the South, Rfi—Decep-

tive Circular. Til—Gift KaT^'prlzs,

20G— Horticultural, 126—Manure
Frauds, 279—"Northern Coffee," 6

—Sundry, 10-16-36-126-167-207-241-

27S-314-393 — Tree Swindle, 816—

Ticket Swindlers, 86.

I

Ice-house—Cheap, 393—In Cellar, 395

Ice—Gathering *. .15

Ichneumon Flies *. .370

Implements—Catalogue of Ag'1,.315

Improvement—Agricultural .325

Indiana State Fair 433

Incubators 350

Information for Subscribers 280

Insect Enemies 232

Insects—Eggs, 316—On Plums, etc. 9

Inquiries—Personal 394

Invention—Lady's 2S0

Investing in the Farm 133

Iowa State Fair 433

Irrigation—Garden, *. .98-229

J

Journal of the Farm 437

Judas Tree *..144

Jujube 4S5

Judging Fruits at Fairs 452

K
Kidney Vetch 412

KingQshers— Group of. *. .1

L
Labels—Zinc 222

Labor in Ag'l Coll., 217—Price of. 212

Lake Shore Grape Growers' Ass'n,

438.

Land—And Fences, 357— Bringing

up Sand}', 391—Cheap in Va., 395—

Improved by Grazing, 360—Much,
316—Object in Working, 406—Over-
cropped, 215— Penn., 316—Tenn.,
243—Worn-out, 51-364.

Laurel Poisoning* 8

Leaves from the Diary of a Young
Housekeeper,* 65, -105- * 145-223-259-

* 295,-381-371-413-454.

Leaves from my Journal. C6-10G-116-

1S3-2G0-295-332-372-114-154.

Letters — Registered, 169-241-278—
TJn answered, 169.

Lice—Cure for, on Cattle, 215—Plant.
203.

Lifting Stones 438

Lightning 26S

Lime, S7-321-S95—Burning. * 322.

Liming Land, 2S5—TJse of, 243—Wa-
ter, etc., 9—Water and Fire, 8.

Lizards *..247

Lobelias—Beautiful 895

Louisiana Fairs 439

Lynx—Canada "..93

M
Machinery on the Farm 234

Mail—Transportation by 2S0

Maize—Peruvian 162

Mangel Wurzels for Sheep 13S

Manure, 55-320—Bommer's Method,
87-397—Clover and Straw,91—Com-
posting, 57 — Compost Forest
Leaves, 395—Corn for, 289—For the

South, 402—Hair f»r, 208—Hen, 49

—"Live" Ashes, 243—Manufactur-
ed, 48-Making, 256-Night Soil, 59

—Pipe for Liquid, 89—Salt as, 9—
Stable, and Lime, 87—Stale Fish,

129—Substitute for Stable, 395—

What to Buy, 109.

Map of Maryland 85

Market Gardening at Paris. 22

Market Reports—Jan., 5—Feb., 45—
March, 85—April, 125—May, 166—
June, 206—July, 210—Aug., 276—
Sept., 312—Oct., 3tS— Nov., S93—
Dec, 432.

Market Reports—English 316

Markets-N. Y. Live Stock, 1336, 47

Mass. Agricultural College 133

Matbushek Pianos 43-1

Mats—Door 7-48

Meadow Mice *..3l9

Meadows—Swamp, 50—Taking up,

435—Treatment, 407.

Meats — Boiling, 7— Influence of

Moon on, 123—Keeping Fresh, 214

—To Keep Smoked, 128—Smoking,
• 416.

Medicines to Try 169

Melon Vines—Soapsuds on S95

Middle Tenn 16

Microscopes—Bowen's *. .2-12

Mice—To Get Rid of 123

Milk for New York City 16

Milking Stools,* 52 -' 36-k

Ulxluw of Vaviwtiefl ,.SK

Money—Carrying and Sending, 164—
Investments, 352.

Moose *..161

Moreton Farm 170

Mountain Sheep *. .218

Mowing Machines—Accidents. . . .249

Mack—Mines, 235—500 Loads of, 437

—Composts, 49.

Mules—A Word for 16

Music Store—New 2S0

Murrain—Texas 173

Musquitoes, 351—Nets for, 316.

Mr. Judd and Office 167

Mutual Exchange 244

N
.Narcissus—Hoop-petticoat *. .409

Native Woods 438

New Office, 245 Broadway. 349-* 397

Nebraska Plums 435

Newsboys' Lodging House 436

New Year's Present 43?

No Plants for Sale 126

" Northern Coffee " 6

Notes of Travel 243

Nurseries 852

o
Oats—The Surprise 87

Of Small Consequence 6

Oil-Cake 203

Oranges *..101

Orchard and Nursery—Calendar for

Jan., 3-Feb.. 43—March, 33—April,
123-May, 103— June, 203— July,

239-Aug., 273-Sept., Ml—Oct., 317

Nov., 391—Dec, 431.

Orchards—Cultivation of, 182—On
Gravel, 214—Setting out, 43.

Orchids—Group of. *
. .365

Opossum *. .133

Otter—The American *. .401.

Osage Orange. 83-167—As Tree, 351

—As Hedge Plant, * 364—Seed, 393

Ox-bows and Yokes 351

Ox-Yokes * 284

Oyster Shells 2S2

Oysters in Salt Lake 437

P
Paint—Bed In Garden, 222—Petro-

leum, 288.

Painting Floors 6S

Papaw *. .447

Papers—Ag'l, Pay 333

Paper Cutter—Good 4S

Paring and Burning 407

Partridge—Justice to 397

Partridge—The Flushed *..345

Patent Office Reports 12S

Patents 356

Peach — Crates, 315 — Diseased

Leaves, 212—Trcos,6—Varieties,411

Pear — Beurre Clairgean. * 63 —
Bcurre Gris d'Hiver, " 21—Clapp's
Favorite, • 410—Culture In Conn.,

447—Dana's Hovey, 62—In Me.. 244

—In Cal..4S—Josephine de Malines,

« 21—Little Known, * 256—Vergali-

eu. 435.

Peas—Carter's, 9—Early, 323—Scald-

ing, 127-171.

Peat as Fuel 128

Peat and Muck 88

Peat Moss and its Uses * .452

Penn. Horticultural Soc'y 434

Pencil—Indelible Horticultural 8-315

Percentage on Investments 177

Perseverance and Pianos 213

Personal 127

Petunias *. 327

Phenomena—Wonderful 9

Pliren ology 46

Piano—A Good 242

Pickles—CucRmbers for, 239—Keep-

ing in Salt, 128.

Picnics 2S|

Pine Barrens of the South 130

I'ipe—Safe Water 394

Plants by Mall, 50—Grand Old. S30—

In Rooms, US—Named, SS1-395—

With Gray Foliage, S50.

Plants—Amaranth, Blood red, 25S—

Bamboo, Sliver Striped, " 1S1—

Dutchman's Pipe, " 222—Edging,

827—Lizard's-tall. • J53—Oleander,

Propagation of, 485—Pond Lilies,

395—Pampas Grass, New, 22—Rab-

blt-foot Clover, * 330 — Rlclnus

sanguineus, 412.

Plaster ou New Land, 399-TJse of.

352.

Plastering vs. Weather-boarding, 168

Plowing. Fall to Kill Grubs, IS—For
Corn, 894—Holding Lines to, 13-

Pastures and Meadow, 39— With
Ono Line, 437.

riows - Doctor's CTofls, • j:i—

Diching, S95 — Trial of, 1G9-209—
Left-hand, * 231—Points, S5S—Side-
hill or Swivel, 400—Single Lines
and Left hand, S3—Use in Drain,
ing, 369.

Plowman, Mechanical 8
Plum—Minor I2S-244-453

Pomological Soc'y—Aln., 47-163-314-
852-412-438.

Pork—Repacking Salt 244
Postage g93
Post-office Money Orders 278
Potato Planter 053

Potatoes, 13—Growing, 2SS—Experi-
ments, 90—Haris»n, 437— In Cel-
lars, 9-Ralsing. 16—Sweet, 87—
Under Straw. 245.

Poultry— Artificial Egg Hatchers,
330-Black Spanish, 129—Chicken
Ailments,4S—Cholera, 391—Change
of Color, 88—Close Breeding, 411—
Cure for Gapes, 245—Creveccenr
Fowls, » 172— Disease, 350—Eggs
for Setting, 12S—Establishment, 9
—Fancy, 54—Fattening, 403—Feed-
ing, 435—Fowls in Garden, 2S9—
French Fowls, 246—Geyelin on,
2S0—Hen-house, * 97—Hens' Nests,*
172—Keeping Eggs, 20S—Metiers,
16S—Moat for Fowls, 48—New Era
in Breeding, 27S—Poultry Book,
Saunders', S8 — Prize French
Fowls, * 362—Tcgetmeier on, 20S—
Two Eggs a Day 129

Poultry Society—Amer., 241-395—

Exhibition, * 317—Fancier's View,*
177.

Prairie Wolf *..n
Premiums 4-44-84-125-165-205-241-

276-312-353-354-355-356-392-415-433

Premiums—Books and Papers as 4J2
Prescribing at a Distance 12S

Prize Essays in Housekeeping...127
Produce—Future Prices 51

Profits of a Small Place 451

Propagation by Layers 222

"Proper Bad " 10

Proverbs—Farm 88
Pruning *..62

Publisher—Sam'l Burnham. Jr.. ..46

Puma—The '..247

Pump—Portable 5S0

Pump for Wells 129
Pumps and Water Pipes 8
Pumpkins for Food 89

Q
Quarries—Selling Land for 129

Queries 831-?94

Quinces 243

R
Race for the All-win Purse of the
Jockey Club «. .S26

Raid Into Mo 410

Raspberries—Black Caps, 183-292-

* 350—Miami, 850—Orange, 316—
Propagating 411

Rats—393—Finality on, 66—Hunt, S—
Manner of Trapping, ITS—Premi-
ums, 241—Trap *..251

Rattlesnake and Copperhead.*.. 2^3
Reading for Boys and Girls 296

Recipes—Household 209

Remit—How to 27S

Report—Central Park. SIS—Agri-
cultural Department 128

Request Repeated S95

Revue Horticole 351

Robins 230

Roofing—Plastic Slate 215

Rook—European for Insects 391

Rools—Raising and Storing...99-364

Root Crops—Large 174

Russia—Notes on 39S

Russian Sweet Petatoos 484

Ruts in Roads 217

Rye—Early, Feeding S15-397

s
Sable—The American '. .441

Sailed for Europe 213

Salmon—Culture in Australia, 316—

Fisheries in England, 851—In tho

Connecticut 316

Salt in Whitewash 12S

Salt and Plastsr. 315—And Lime.137

Sandy Land 168

Saner Kraut V.S6I

Screen for Shelter ».,184

Seal—The American... *..359

Seeds, 893—American, 50—Good, S7—
Ol' Wild Plants, 2.v2-Tronble with.

184—Where to liny 50

Seed Corn—Selecting 437

Sr.Ml Store—41 P-'rk Row 335

Sensible B?

S:rva;-.;s'-Iii'.cr'.'n^.oa'3e of 1M

351



rv INDEX
Sewing Machines—Cheap 8

Shad and Alewivcs *..254

Shad-Hatching 331

Shade in Pastures 394

Sheep and iiogs in Market, 12—An-

gora and Cashmere Goats, 163—

-

As Lawn Mowers, 244—Cotswold,*

290—Cofeswold Sale3, 315—Folding

Fleeces, * 215—Foot, * 136—Foot
Rot, 178—Head of Merino Ram, *41

—In Oregen, S97—Mangel Wur-
zcls for, 138—Mutton and Wool,

290—Raising, 316-468— Southdown
Ram,*121—State Fair, 209—"Weight

Merino Fleeces, 397—Winter Fat-

tening 51

Shot-sun—Good, Repeating...*. .167

Shrew and Star-nosed Moles...*. .53

Shrews „ *. .283

Shrnbs—Almond, Flowering, 242—

BlackAlder,449—Calycanthus,* 104

—Deutzia, Double, 2S0 — Green-

house, * 412—For a Grave, 4S—
White-flowering, * 1S4— Sweet-

scented, * 104—Snowy Frnited, *

449—WIegela nivea S16

Signals—Storm 208

Silk Culture, * 353—New Worms, *

S63.

Skirt—Be nlevard 352

Slugs—Bait for 48

Snails in Cellars, 9—Salt 9

Snake—Black *. .311

Snap Dragon .-—351

Sn#w—A Fertilizer, 9—Last Winter,

163.

Small Places—Profit from 103

Soap and Candles, 244—Castile, S—
Inquiries, 7—On Oil Stones, 242.

Soldering Iron 437
* Solomon in all his Glory "...*.. 449

Some Pumpkins 435

Sores on Animals 252

Sorghum—And its Products, 437—
Experience, 9-89—Juice, 120—Vin-
egar, 4S-123.

Specialties in Farming 3J5

Sports Affecting Fruits 29

Squares—Neglected 293

Squash—Boston Marrow, 169—Hub-
bard, 9—Gregory on, 243—Long
Keeping, 9.

Squirrels *..100

Staple Article 86

Steam for Farm Work 321

Steamer—Prindle's 13

Stoek—Breeding 216

Straw Bed—Use 64

Strikes—Remedy for 210

" Stump Lot "—Tho 407

Stumps, Quilts and Counterpanes, *

223.

Stumps—Rotting 394

Strawberries—Am. Ins. Show, 2S1—

Chas. Dawning, 314—Exhibition,

168—Late, 7—Motcalrs Early, 242—

Notes on, 2S0-*2D1—One-Leaved,

350—Trouble with Plants, 4S—Rais-
ing Seedling, 254-323—Sex of, * 1S1

Strawberry-tree 435

Subscriptions 166-206-393

Sugar-Cane—Brazilian, 48—In Ne-
braska, 434.

Sumach Berries 242

Sunshine and Showers... 351

Sweet Potato Culture, * 139-1S3—

Starting Plants, 143.

Swine—Breeding of, 444—Fat Pigs,

49—In Market, 12—Monster Hogs,
245—Raising, 279—Suffolk Pigs, 245

T
Taxes—High 51

Teeth and Hair 88

Teeth—Wash at Night 7

Tea Stains—To Remove 209

Thistles—Canada and E. R 403

Three Mombcrs of the Temperance
Society, * 3S9.

Thrashing; 129—Machines 130

Tim Bunker, 10—On the Eight Hour
Law, 248—On the Food Question,

57—On Jim Crow, 174—On Base

Ball, 441.

Timekeeper for $3 ». .240

Time Tables—Benedict's 267

Toad Flax 351

Toads—Do They Rain Down ? 395—

Garden and Tree, * 211—Jewel in,

253.

Tools—Care of, 94—Convenient, '52.

Tobacco—Influence on Crops...216

Tomato— Improvement in, 450

—

Keye8', 330.

Torture at the Staek 129-169

Trade Sale—Parson's 6

Trap for Rats, etc *. .251

Transplan ting Seedlings 221

Trees—Ailanthns, 83-410 —Big, of

Cal., 61—By Roadside, 327—Care
of Tonng, * 62— Doctoring, 182—

Elms and Evergreens, 316—Ever-

greens, To Help Growth, 144

—

Grafting, Experiment, 412—Grafts

Jng, Unnatural, 9—Heeling-in, S

—

Maple, Silver-leaved, 243—Osage
Orange, 351—Standard Dwarfs, 50

—Medicine, 9—New,103—Nut-Eear-
lng, 144—Packing Nursery, * 365

—

Removing, 142—Thinning out, 1S4

—Transplanted, 329 — Treatment
of Seeds. 17—What to Plant, 409.

Tree Peddlers 50

Tree Seed 435

Trellises—Grape 220

Tritons -..247

Turnips, 252—Economy of Feeding,

130—Egyptian, 19.

Turtle—Green V.133
Two Thousand Good Words....-..10

u
I

Unwarranted 50

Varieties—Mixing 292

Vaults with Coal Ashes 438

Vegetables—Early 164

Ventilation 138

Ventilator—A Simple *..137

Ventilation of Soil 437

View—Value of Good 407

Vinegar—Apples for, 410—Cider, 208

—From Apple Pomace, 94—From
Sorghum, 8-437—Making, 316—To-
mato, 209.

Visit to London, Paris, etc 169

w
Walks and Talks on the Farm—12-

51-90-130-170-212-252-2SS--320-S57-

406-4)0-442.

Warts — On Cows' Teats, 49— On
Hands, 48.

Washer and Wringer—Premium..39

Washing Compounds 207

Wasted Thunder 244

Watch Improvement. 3—Winding.

S

Water Cress .435

Watering Troughs 437

Weather Observations 241

Weeds, 293—A Bad, 435—Emigrating,
9—And Moisture in Soil, 13.

Weighing on the Farm 307

Western Opportunities 50

Weils—And Willow Trees, 315—In a

Quicksand, 394.

Winter Mulch for Grass 435

Wheat-And Chess, 214-316-403—Cul.

tare, 250-320— Drilling, 321—Fail-

ure, 129—In Me., 49-In the U. S.,

437—In England, 435—In Wis., 49—
Oh Drained Land, 397—Price, 289—

Raising, 24S-Spring, 49—The Win-
ter on, 90—Under Snow, 51—Win-
ter, 49—Yeast, 435.

Wheelbarrows *. .56

Where Can I Get It? 218

Where to Locate 395

Whifflctree Roller *..16S

Whole or Half Sheets 50

Why for Nothing? 314

Why It Pays 127

Willows and Withes *. .92

Wines—American, 17—Making on
Small Scale, 309.

Wine House—Longworth's 351

Winter Quarters *. *..367

Wolf—American Gray •'. .319

Women Can Help 146

Work Baskets and Bags *..1S5

Working Heavy Land 253

Work—Winter on Fann 51

Recipes.

Beans—Pickling 29S

Beef and T ongue—Pickling 209

Bread, 454—Brown, 209—Good, 24—
Graham, 414—Kneading, 315—Rye,
128.

Cabbage—Cooking 1<8

Cauliflower—Cooking 209

Cake—Farmer's Fruit, 245—Ginger
Drops, 414—Ginger Snaps, 209—
Molasses, 4S — Molasses Cookies,
209-Newport, 12S—Poor Man's, 414

—Pumpkin Johnny, 128—Silver,
209—Uncle Sam's Fried, 7—Web-
ster - 209

Corn—Biscuit, 128—Cake, 209—Hoe-
Cake, 128—Muffins 128

Cucumbers for Pickles, 209—Pick-
ling, 351—Preserving Ripe 372

Grapes—Pickled 315

Ham—Cooking 352

Hams—Marj-land 128

Head Cheese 454

Jelly Rolls 372

Meats—Eoiling 7

Muffins—Corn 123

Mush 7
Puddings— C»rn Meal, 128— Corn
Starch, 186—Graham, 186—Green
Corn, 260—Hasty, 7—Poor Man's,

12S—Rice, 4S—Rhubarb, 1S6—Tapi-
oca, 209.

Soap—Lime 146

Sausages 451

Tarts—Lemon Butter for 209

Tripe—Cleaning, 7—Cooking 48

Teast—Potato 186

MUDEX TO ELlLlUg«iffl(0)M§ m TOMJMB TWMW<
A

Agriculturist Office, 215 Broadway,
(2) S9S-397.

Antelope—Prang-horn...... 2S7

Apple — Dodge's Crimson, 103 —
Grimes' Golden Pippin, 20.

Aquarium ._ 371

Aquarium—Salt "Water 180

B
Barn Door Fastenings (2)..57

Barn Plans. (2) 214— (4) 2S6-287-(S)

SGI.

Baskots—Home-made. . . . (4) . .137-138

Basket-making (5) . .215-210

Bat—Little Brown, 461—Fruit Eat-

ing, 441.

Bear—Amer. Black, 173—Cinnamon,
£59—Polar, 173.

Beaver 53

Blackberry—Propagating, (2) . .61-62

Blowers 147

Bouquet—Curious 67

Box—A Curious 455

Box Cover—Mosaic 413

Brimstone—Shewers 168

Buffalo—American 309

c
Cabbage (6)..19-20

Canker Worm (5). .102

Card Basket—Paper 413

Castor Oil Bean 172

Cattle—Belgian Bulls, 273—Bull Sta-

ble, 18—Comfort in "Stanchions,"

4S—Head of Galf, 60—Manger for

Cows, 98—Short-horn Bull "Con-
jurer," 408.

Cheese—Cheddar (10). .132

Christmas Tree (10) . .4:4

Coffee Roaster (2). .186

Commencement of Hostilities 334

Cotton Moth (S)..444

Corn Cribs (6)..323

Corn Dropper 163

Corn Cultivator 178

Corn—Cultivation of 405

Corn, 22 and 21-l!owcd (2) . .445

Cowards * 107

D
Dog—Newfoundland 448

Dogs 140

D-og3—" Sic S'ewcr Catulms " 92

Draining 318

Braining—Ditch Filling Scraper, 404

Drowning Persons—Restoring, (4)

45S.

Drying Fruit, Hops, etc (4)..257

E
Eagle—The Bald 82

Embankments in Draining ..446

Excitement among the Monkeys.148

Experiment, Destructive 261

F
Fence—Across Streams, 405—Farm,
(6)210—Plans (3)..235

Fish—Group of Menhaden, 400—Re-
stocking Rivers (2) . .250

Flowers—Spring Adonis, 1S2 — As-
tilbe JnpOTiica, 22—Astilbe, Vari-

egated, 219—Atrsgene, American,
141—Dahlia Imperiulis, 19— Deer
Grass, 297—Dutchman's Pipe, 222—

Fremontia California, 219—Ivy-
leaved Geranium, 367—Iris, Dwarf,

294—Lady's Slipper, 255—Money-
wort, 367—Narcissus, Hoop-petti-

coat, 409—Orchids, Groups of. 336

—Petunia, Double, 327—Scilla Hy-
acinthoides, 370—Turks Cap Lily,

449—Violet, the Czar, CI— Viola
cornuta, 411—Virginian Lungwort,
255.

Fox—Red, 11—Flying 441

Friends—Our Feathered 201

Frog—Green Tree 211

G
Game—Our Artist's 297

Gate—Double Entrance, 405—Farm,
(3) 97-98.

Gate—Self-closing (2) . .450

Grain—Cutting and Curing.. (4). .2S2

Grape Culture and Vine Training,

(2) 143.

Greedy Dick 187

H
Hand-wceder 43

Harebrained Team 63

Hay Forks. Grapples, Harpoons, (14)

176-177.

Hay Barracks—Jersey (3) . .136

Hollies—American, 64 — European,

64.

Home Guards. ,. 296

Horse Stall—Improved 441

Horses—Followers In Mangers, (3)

57-Hitching in Stall, (2) 14—Three
Abreast, (3) 250-251—Three Mem-
bers of the Temperance Society,

389.

Hoe—Hexamer's "Wide Pronged. .313

Hook—Crochet 145

HooUs—Farm (2) . .404

Horseradish—Growing.. . (3). .141-142

House Plans, (3) 14-65 (7) . .96-97

Household Ornaments, (5) 65— (3)

105— (3) 145.

I

Ice—Gathering (5) . .15

Insects—Grape-vine Flea Beetle, 242

—Ichneumon Flies, (2) 370—Cot-
ton-moth (3)..Ill

Irrigation—Garden (3)..99

J
Judas Tree 14-1

K
Kingfishers—Group. 1

t
Lesson—The First 226,

Lifelike Portrait 18S

Lily—Turks Cap 449

Lime—Burning (4) . .322

Lizard—Pine 247

Loving Sister—The • S71

Lynx—Canada, 93—European 93

M
Many a Slip betwecm Gup and Lip,

262.

Meadow Mice 319

Merry Christmas und Happy New
Tear, 26.

Microscope—Bowcn's 242

Milking Stools 53-364

Moles—Shrew, 53—Star-nosed 53

Moose—Male and Female 161

Moss—Sphagnum 452

Mountain Sheep 21S

o
Opossum 183

Oranges—Wild 101

Osage Orange as Hedge 364

Otter—American 401

exbows ro..::i

Papaw—Seed of 447

Partridge—The Flushed 845

Pattern Building 225

Pears—Beurre Berckmans. 256

—

Beurre Clalrgeau, 63—Beurre Grls

d'Hiver, 21—Bonne Sophie, 256—

Clapp's Favorite, 410—Josephine
de Malines. 21—Souvenir d'Esper-

en 256

Peat Moss 4-12

Physiognomy—Stndy in 23

Plants— Lizard's-tail, 452— Rabbit-

foot Clover (2), 320—Silver-striped

Bamboo, 181—Tradcscantia zebri-

na 367

Play-room (7)..331

Plaything—New (2)..67

Plow-Clevis (2). .214

Plows—Left-hand 251

Ponltry—Baskets for Sitting Hens'

Nests, 173—Coop, 318—Crevecccur

Fowls, 172—Hen-house (2), 97—(2)

177-173—Houdan Fowls, 362—La-

flech e Fowls 362

Puma 217

Puzzles for the Eye (2), 833-(2), SID

-415.

Puzzle Pictures 26W15-455

Rabbits—Tho Interrupted Supper,
429.

Railroad Ride 456

Race for the All-win Prize of the

Jockey Club 326

Raspberries—Black Caps (2) 292

Rebuses, '3) 23-(2) 67-(3) 107—147—

187-225-261—(2) 297-3S3-(2) 373-

415-455.

Rug Pattern 145

s
Sable—American 441

Sauer Kraut (8)..365

Screen—Norway Spruce 135

Seal—Common 859

Shad (3). .254

Sheep—Cotswold Ram, 290—Folding

Fleeces, 215—Foot, (3) 137—Head
of Merino Ram, 41—Southdown
Ram Ml

Sbot-Gan—Kepsatir-g ;187

Shrew Mice 883

Shrubs—Black Alder, 449—Calycan-
thus, 101—Crape Myrtle, 412—Deut-
zia seabra, 154— Holly, American.
61—EuropeaB, 64—Oxydendron ar-

borcum,258—Sweet-scented Shrub
104.

Silk Culture (4) . .363

Skink—Blue-Tailed 247

Smoking~Meats—Arrangement for,

446.

Snakes— Black, 211 — Copperhead,
2S3—Milk, 211—Rattlesnake 283

Squirrels 100

Staple Article 86

Storax Americana 1S4

Srrawbcrries, (IS) 291—Sex, (3).. 181

Stnmps, Quilts, and Counterpanes,
(6), 233.

Suspense v^f . .103

Sweet Potato Culture 139

T
Tadpole—Development of, (6) 147—

(21 188.

Terrapin—Salt Water 18$

Three Members of the Temperance
Society 389

Thumbs—Three 18*

Tidies (S)..259

Timekeeper (2) . .24j

Toad—Garden, 211—Squirrel Treej

211.

Tools—Convenient .(1)

.

Toy—New and Useful
Trap—Rat, Mole, and Gopher, (2)*

251.

Trees—Care of Young, 62—rack-
ing Nursery, (2) 365—Pruning...6?

Triton—Tiger 247

Turtle—Green 133L.

V
Ventilator 1*7w
" WaitlDg but not Watching.".. . .416

Wardlan Case (2) . 371

Wheelbarrows (3) . .56

Whiffletree Roller 168

Willows and Withes (4). .92

Willow Stakesfor Fences. ..(2). .322

Window Gardening 141

Woir—Am. Gray, 319—Prairie, 11.

Work Baskets and Bags. . . . 06) . .IK
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GROUP OF KIN
We have had several of the most beautiful of

the Kingfishers engraved for our frontispiece

this month, not to remind our readers of the
" halcyon days " when they went a-fishing and
made the acquaintance of the brave little fellow

who seems here to be entertaining a party of

cousins, but simply to introduce this family to

our readers. The Kingfishers are peculiar birds,

distinguished by their short bodies, short legs,

short rounded wings, large heads and bills.

The central one above is our own Kingfisher,

(Alcedo alcyon,) with it9 bright eye and cocked

hat, and true Union-blue coat. It builds its

nests in holes in banks near streams; lives

upon fish which it takes from a poise in the air

above the water. Its sharp, loud call, quick, ar-

row-like flight, brilliant manoeuvres, and quick,

sure plunges after its linney prey, arc familiar

to every country-bred American. Beneath, in

the picture, flying from us, is the brilliantly

colored European Kingfisher—a bird of great

beauty. The upper part of the bill is black, the

lower orange colored ; the throat white ; the

crest green and blue ; shoulders and wings dark

Engraved/Or the American Agriculturist.

green, with the edges of the feathers pale blue;

the back resplendent azure ; tail blue, and the

whole under part 1 night orange ; legs red, with

black claws. It is much smaller than our King-

fisher; and smaller vet. but not more brilliant,

is the little East Indian one, which is darting

across the bottom of the picture. The spotted

Kingfisher on the right is also a native of

India, where il is called by the natives the

"Fish Tiger." It is considerably larger than

ours, and is brilliantly, but not gaily colored.

The largest is the great African Kingfisher.
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DeparfniLesit of Agriculture.—A bill

to reorganize this, as under its present head, disgraceful

concern, has been before the House of Representatives

twice read and ordered printed. It provides that the

President shall appoint a new commissioner within 30

days. There arc many wise features in the bill, and some
that are especially good to correct present abuses, but
might not wear well. We are glad Congress is brought

to think on this subject, and hope for a good result.
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January seems to have been taken as a starting

point for the-year, because it comes in mid-winter

at that time — when, for weeks before and
.weeks after the first of the month we have little

change. The natural end of the year has been past

for weeks, nature is asleep, and just now taking her

soundest nap. The natural beginning of the year

is weeks a-head, when the sun-shine and the mild
south wind shall wake the buds and the roots, and
rouse the sods to clothe the Earth in verdure again.

What better time could we have to stop and take a

fresh start. Janus of the. fables, after whom the

month is named, is said to look forward with one
face and backward with another, so we may review

with profit the old year, and with dilligeuce and
fore-thought prepare for the new.

It would be unpardonable in us not to send with

this first number of the New Year our cordial good
wishes to all our friends.—In this we not only fol-

low a very pleasant custom, but sincerely speak the

wishes of our hearts, that the year may be a pros-

perous and happy one to every reader of the Agri-

eulturist, to our beloved country, and to the world.

We shall labor to make the Agriculturist more use-

ful, more varied, more interesting, and more beauti-

ful, to make the farmer's calling' more profitable

and elevating to himself and more attractive to his

children, and to make our journal a welcome visitor

and safe guide to all who cultivate the earth for

pleasure or for profit, or rejoice in its beauties.

Hints about Farm Work.
Beginning the new year " with a conscience void

of offence," and his pecuniary affairs in such con-

dition, that he may know exactly what he owes and
what is his due, and of the latter what will be paid

and what may possibly be lost, the farmer is

ready to take hold in earnest of his year's work. He
should have, as essential to success,

Definite Plans, not only for 3 months or 6 months
a-head, but for every day, and as the evening and
the morning made the first and each succeeding day

of the creation, so every evening properly begins

the next day, as it is the best time to lay plans for

worktobedone. This makes themau '"fore-hand-

ed." The work of every week should be planned by
the Saturday night before. Winter is evening to

the morning which dawns in April and culminates

in July.

Buildings.—Desirable alterations and new erec-

tions may be discussed and planned, timber and
stones hauled when sledding is good, and prepara-

tions completed before the frost begins to come out,

immediately after which is the best time to dig cel-

lars, etc. , and do grading.

Stock of all kinds should now, in the beginning

of severe weather, be well fed and groomed. It is

really the most .critical time, for they now feel the

change of feed most, and if not kept up and well

cared for, will begin to run down.

Coies.—Good hay is not ' good enough for any
body's cows,' if a few roots daily, and a little meal
or oil-cake will make the hay go much farther,

make the cattle do much better, and make their

whole keeping cheaper, notwithstanding the extra

work. Do not dry off cows too early, especially

young cows. If possible, keep up the Sow of milk

by extra feeding, etc., until within 6 weeks of calv-

ing. Be. careful to have no slippery places where a

cow may fall on the ice ; the injury may induce

slinking (abortion), and this is infectious. If a cow
with calf shows symptoms of sickness of any kind,

remove her at once to another barn, entirely away
from her companions, and keep especial watch upon
cows that have slunk their calves in previous years.

This is a great scourge to fanners in many sections,

and every precaution should be taken to avoid it.

Oxen.—See hints in December number. Beef

cattle will be greatly benefited by regular carding
;

they need it as much as horses, and we doubt not it

would be more to the pecuniary profit of the feeder.

Young Stock.—Keep them growing, and give
daily exercise and sunning in roomy yards.

Sheep.—If troubled with ticks, lice, or scab, though
at this season it will not do, ordinarily, to dip them,
the spots most affected may be wet with the dipping-

solution, (strong tobacco water, made by boiling

tobacco stems, mixed with strong country soft-

soap). This is best applied by a bottle having a

groove cut in the side of the cork with which it is

stoppered. Give sheep access to water daily. It is

a great mistake to force them to eat snow or go
without. Feed roots freely to all, and especially

to fattening sheep. Very little grain will be a

great benefit, if equally distributed. Handle your
sheep and know their condition.

Ventilation.—Stables and cellars need good ven-

tilation. It is better to let in the cold air in blasts

than to confine the air in the stables so that the

animals breath it over and over again, loaded with
the exhalations of their skins and lungs, and the

vapors which rise from their manure both solid and
liquid. The health of the stock requires fresh air

;

economy of feeding is a secondary consideration
;

requiring warm stables ; both may and should
be had. In house cellars, especially if damp, the

gases from the decay of vegetables, though slight, if

not removed by frequent ventilation, may produce
miasmatic diseases, typhoid fevers, etc.

Fowls usually roost as high as possible to avoid

uncomfortable draughts of air. If indulged in this,

they often become asphixiated and drop dead from

their perches, from breathing foul air arising from

the fermentation of. their droppings, or being suf-

focated by the carbonic acid gas from the breaths of

many fowls, all close to the top of the house, or

from both causes. In warm quarters and well fed,

they will begin to lay before the close of the month.

Ice.—See article about tools used in gathering ice

on page 15. In packing, take care to have the drain
clear and covered to prevent tne air drawing-

through ; and see that the floor is covered thick witli

straw, the ice is closely packed, and the chinks

filled with snow or ice chips ; also that straw or saw-

dust is packed between the ice and the sides, and

that, if possible, the ice is put in when very cold.

Seeds.—Keep seeds in a dry cool place away from

rats, and not in tight boxes of either wood or tin.

Secure all that you will need, in good time, be-

fore the stocks of seedsmen are exhausted, or they

have so many orders to fill, that yours will be de-

layed. For the same reasons look out a-head for

Tools and Machines for spring and summer work.

Send for catalogues, study what you want, cor-

respond about strength, durability, adaptation to

your particular requirements, and order in time.

Manure.—Keep it piled up compactly, so that

fermentation will go on slowly in the mass. If pos-

sible, have a tank for liquid manure under the heap,

and pump it up over the solid frequently. Manure

sheds quickly pay for their cost in the increased

value of the manure. See hints on hauling out

manure in December number.

Swine confined upon manure under cover, will

keep hard at work rooting it over and working it

up all winter, and if it is quite strawy, they will

not compact it too much, but add much to its value.

Markets.—We venture no predictions in regard to

the markets, but state as facts, that our grain crop is

not equal to the demand, that much corn will go
South, and much to Europe ; the wheat will go to

Europe also—all that we can spare. Prices are now
very remunerative. Hay and all fodder is high. There

has been a great rush of beef, mutton and pork to

market. Those who can hold on to animals in-

tended for slaughter, will no doubt get well paid.

Still, the turns of speculation and the uncertainties

of winter and spring travel, involve it with risks,

and lead us to hold to our oft repeated advice, sell

when a fair price can be obtained.

Wood.—Cut fire-wood, also fencing stuff, such as

needs splitting or sawing, if not cut already, as it

should have been. Small stuff for fencing, posts, or

poles, should be cut when the bark will peel off easily.
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Work in the Horticultural Departments.

Writing up these notes for the month, has one

pleasant feature, for, dry as they may seem, they

allow a little play to the imagination, and we often

fancy ourselves as walking in the well kept gardens

and orchards of our friends, and talking with them
of the things of so much interest to both of us.

We do not make up these hints for the professional

gardener, for he needs nothing of the kind ; but to

those to whom gardening is a recreation, and to those

who follow it as adding much to their home com-

forts, we have reason to know they are useful helps.

They are intended to "j°g the memory" at the

right time, and while they are not supposed to be

full treatises upon the different branches of garden-

ing, we are gratified to find that but few essentials

are omitted. The enthusiastic cultivator, in what-

ever department, will avail himself of the best re-

corded experience, and have at least oue standard

work upon his favorite topic. These notes always,

among other things, have the farmers' garden in

view, and we aim to interest our agricultural friends

in horticultural matters. If we could induce every

fanner who reads the Agriculturist to grow one kind

of fruit or vegetable more than he now has, how
great the aggregate increase of comfort that would

result. Why should not your home be the pleasantest

in all the neighborhood

—

yours, reader, we mean

—

your family the most contented, your children the

most intelligent and refined? Did you ever think

how far a few shade trees go towards converting

a house into a home '? The comfort and health that

grow upon currant bushes and strawberry patches,

and what teachers and preachers are rosebushes and

garden lilies ? It is pleasing to know how welcome
we are in so many thousand homes, and to be told,

as we often are, that these homes are happier for

our coming. The Horticultural Department, in

giving its New Tear's Greeting to both old and new
friends, asks each duo of them to acknowledge this

salutation by resolving to plant either one new fruit

tree or shrub, one new garden vegetable, or one
new ornamental flowering plaut or shrub.

Orchard and Nursery.

Did you carefully plant an orchard last autumn,
and thiuk there is nothing to do but wait for the

fruit thereof? If so, in five years from now we
shall have letters asking what is the matter with

the orchard. The setting of a tree or plant of any
kind involves a promise to take care of it. Unless

these conditions are accepted, plant no more trees.

Young Trees, from the beginning, need constant

supervision. Were the trees properly planted, no
stakes will be needed, but if from careless planting

or accident, any tree has been thrown out of the

perpendicular, straighten it up and tie it to a stake.

Horses or Cattle often do much damage in young
plantations, and must be kept out; indeed hogs are

the only animals ever to be allowed in the orchard.

There are some annoying wild animals.

Rabbits are easily kept off by anything that is dis-

tasteful to them. Blood is found to be as efficacious

Its anything else, and is easily obtained and applied.

A small sprinkling only is necessary.

Mice will girdle small trees and shrubs. They
work under cover, and all dead weeds and such rub-

bish must lie removed from around the trees.

Clasping the trees with a girdle of sheet iron or old

tin, will be found to pay where mice are annoying.

Tramp down loose snow.

Drains should be opened on the surface, where-

ever water accumulates upon the surface. In

properly drained orchards this ought not to occur.

Insects cau now be successfully headed off. The
eggs of the Tent-caterpillar seem to be especially

arranged with a view to their ready removal. If a

swelling is seen near the end of a twig, it should be

looked to, as it is likely that there, is a deposit of

eggs glued in a band around it. These clusters arc.

readily seen while the trees are leafless, and may
be removed by the aid of a step-ladder, on trees of

moderate size, and on larger ones a pair of shears

may be arranged at the end of a pole to work by a

string. Any time and labor required to remove

these eggs will bo profitably expended.

Cions are to- be cut at any time in winter when
the trees are not frozen. Be careful to label every

parcel. Saw-dust, fresh from the log, is the best

possible material for preserving cions. Its amount
of moisture is just that required to keep them from

drying, and it is not sufficient to cause injury. It

is preferable to sand, as the knife is not injured.

Soot Graft at any time during winter, and set

the grafted roots in boxes of sand or earth. In

Nurseries, the young stock is to be headed back
and brought into shape. Never let two limbs start

so near together as to form a crotch. Make every

preparation for the spring trade, and have all pack-

ing material and labels ready for use.

Manure may be carted out while the ground is

frozen, and be ready to spread in spring.

Labels on trees received from the nursery are, for

safety, bound on tightly In this time of leisure go
over the orchard and see that no strangulation can

result from tight wires.

Fruit Garden.
The general remarks about orchard trees apply to

Dwarf Trees in the garden. Some pear trees may
be injured by lodging snow, which, if it remains

iii the tree, may do mischief. Shake it out. If any

Grape Vines were not pruned in autumn, do it

now in mild spells, and do the same witli

Currants and Gooseberries.—Keep the bush open
and shorten in the new growth. Cuttings may be

made of the primings by dipping the lower ends in

mud and setting them in a cool cellar. See that the

Winter Covering of strawberry and other plants

is not blown or washed off. If leaves are used, they

may require a little soil to be thrown over them.

Kitchen Garden.
The work here is that uninteresting one of prepa-

ration. There is actual work to be done, and there

is thinking to be done. Are you growing the best

and the earliest variety of every kind ? Those who
grow for market, look to earliness as the first essen-

tial, while those who provide only for home use,

look for both earliness and good quality. When
one tells us that this or that is the best variety, we
must know what use he intends to make of it. If

there is one fixed fact in gardening, it is, that the

crop is in direct proportion to the amount of

Manure, which should now, while the ground is

frozen, lie hauled to where it is to be used. Fresh
manure for hot-beds, and composted manure to

apply to the ground, need different treatment. Well
decomposed manure maybe taken to the spot where
it will be needed, and left in small heaps, while that

for hot-beds should not be in so small heaps that it

will be chilled through, but it should be kept in a

state of fermentation. As soon as a heap shows
signs of heating, it should be turned over, and
each turning will much improve its quality. Plants in

Cold Frames will need attention. If the weather

is very cold and the plants are frozen, it is not
necessary to remove the snow from the frames, but

alight fall of snow, followed by mild weather, must
be immediately removed. Give air abundantly ; even

take off the glass entirely in mild weather, as it is

the object to keep the plants as hardy as possible.

If line weather has made it safe to delay the final

Covering of celery and roots in pits, do it now.

At the time we write, the middle of December, it

seems as if this might be delayed for sonic time.

Lettuce, where there is a demand for early plants,

may be forced in a hot-bed. The bed should tie ex-

cavated at least 3'a feet deep, and this lie filled witli

fermenting manure. If not already done, make
Straw Mats for covering hot-beds,these or shutters,

will be needed on severe nights, later in the season.

Flower Garden and Lawn.
But little can be done here, other than the gen-

eral care that every careful person will give.

Evergreens must not bo allowed to suffer from an

overloading of snow, and there are many close

growing deciduous shrubs injured by this. Shake
it out before it becomes icy, and shovel it away
from .the lower branches of trees and shrubs. All

Laying out of beds and walls may be planned, and
in a mild season some of the work may be done.
Plants that are wintered in

Pits, need air in mild weather. Water only when
they seem to actually need it. Keep mice from pits.

Seedling Perennials in their first winter will do all

the better for protection, no matter how hardy the
old plants may be. A mulch over the bed will pre-

vent the roots from injury. Leaves may be used,

or well weathered muck.

Green and Hot-Ifonscs.

It is not well to let any collection reach a tem-
perature much below 40°. Plants cannot, as a

general thing, be expected to flower at much
below fi0°. For stove plants proper, more heat is

needed, according to their tropical character.

Bulbs, that were potted last autumn and kept
cool, may be brought to the warmer atmosphere of

the green-house or dwelling, and will soon flewer.

Whenever the flower lias passed its prime, cut away
the stalk, but allow the leaves to grow to ripen the

bulb, which may be useful in out-door culture.

Camellias need an even temperature, one rather

low with a moist atmosphere. If necessary, thin

the buds. Keep the foliage clear by use of syringe.

Cactuses should, generally, have rest and dryness,

Manure Water, made with sheep or other drop-

pings to the color of pale ale, or an amber color,

may be used upon roses and other plants just com-
ing into flower. Beware of over-stimulating.

Plants in cold frames, such as

Violets and other half hardy things, need plenty

of air when the outside temperature will allow.

Bedding Stock of scarce kinds may bo multiplied

by starting the stock plants into growth and taking
cuttings, which, after they are rooted, will in turn
furnish cuttings for later propagation.

Apiary for January.
During winter, the colder the weather, the closer

do bees crowd together in the center of the hive.

If they could be observed, they would be seen fill-

ing most of the cells of the plates of comb in the

middle, and forming almost a perfectly solid globe.

They eat out all the honey close to them, and the

outer ones of course must eal most, to keep up the

vital heat, for they are most exposed to cold. Such
a mass of bees throw off much moisture in their

breath (so to speak), and in cold weather and in illy

ventilated hives, this freezes in the top of the comb,

and as it thaws and freezes often, shuts off many
bees from access to their stores, unless passage

ways are provided in the middle through the combs.

These should have been made in the autumn. Be-

sides, were no ice present, the bees might be fatally

chilled in passing around the outside of the combs.

It is therefore sometimes advisable in case of out-

standing hives in long protracted severe weather, to

remove the light stocks to the bec-honso described

last month, or to any room thai ran be darkened

and wanned, when, after examining them to know

their state, clear out dead bees, etc. If ncces

sary, let them remain long enough to melt the ice,

and allow the bees to dry themselves, and get to

their stores, which requires only a few hours. Ex-

amine hives to see if they have been attacked by

mice, and if so, close entrances against tlicm with

wire cloth, but not so as to prevent the egress of

the bees. Watch hives that are housed against

attacks of mice, but do not disturb them ; look to

the ventilators. If snow covers exposed hives

—

well; if light snows fall, sweep it away from the

entrances and alighting board*, and from close

around the hives. The bees tly out somewhat iu

mild weather, and would be chilled and die did they

fall in the snow. Prepare hive-, frames honey

boxes and supers for next summer's use. Paint-

ing hives should not he deforrcd until summer, tho

longer they are painted before needed, the better.
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Our Excellent Premiums.

EXPLANATION.
In inviting; the special attention of all to the list of

most valuable premiums, offered in the accompanying;

table, a word of explanation may he needed hy the many

thousands of new subscribers who now see this paper

for the first time : We employ no agents, traveling or

otherwise, to attend to tlwcollection or renewing of sub-

scriptions, or the securing of new subscribers. As a rule,

our old subscribers renew without solicitation, and they

generally invite some of their neighbors and friends to

join them. In this way our circulation is continually in-

creasing. We bespeak the continuance of this good will

and favor, and shall spare no effort to make the coming,

nnmbers increasingly valuable, and worthy the patronage

of every man, woman and child in the entire country.

Still, it is usually convenient and desirable to have

some one or moi'e persons at every Post-Office to gather

up and forward renewals, and solicit new subscribers, and

to those who do this we offer a choice of good articles, of

a value proportioned to their cost, and to the number

of names sent in. These premium articles are a token or

acknowledgment on our part of favors received, to those

who act from disinterested motives—though they also

afford good pay in most cases for time expended. Hun-

dreds of persons have written us that they have, by using a

few evening hours or stormy days, secured without expense

just the articles desired. Frequent cases are reported

to us where premium canvassers have cleared from $10 to .

$30 a day, by earning- the premiums and selling them.

Any person so disposed can make up a premium list

—

the offers are open to all. It is a pleasant work. Any

one who persuades a dozen, or twenty, or more of his

neighbors to read about their business, does much to im-

prove and elevate the character of the people, and to bring

increased value to his own homestead, and to every other

homestead around him.

Our premiums are all really valuable articles, such as

we can cheerfully recommend to our friends. By whole-

sale purchases, by advertising arrangements, etc., we are

able to supply them as premiums on far better terms than

we could sell them, and we thus pay our canvassers much

more than we could possibly do in cash. The paper is

supplied to subscribers at cost, or even less. The im-

mense circulation gives great value to our advertising

columns, to which duly reliable parlies are admitted, and

these can well afford to supply all the funds needed to pay

our premiums, and also a satisfactory profit.

It will be seen then, that the premiums, by aiding to in-

crease the circulation, thus enlarge our advertising re-

ceipts, and these, in turn, furnish not only the means of

paying for further premiums, but also enable us to supply

a very valuable paper at less than its real cost, and still

receive au ample remuneration for our work.

We invite every reader who lives where no one is al-

ready actively engaged in raising a premium club, to take

hold in these leisure winter days, and secure such a club.

We often receive several different premium clubs from the

same Post-Office The last column in the table shows

how many subscribers are required when they are sent

at the lowest clnb price of §1 a year for 20 or more. The

next column shows the number required at the regular

price of $1.50 a year. (See notes following the table.)

Men and Women of various occupations,
Farmers, Gardeners, Post-masters, Mer-
chants, Mechanics, Clergymen, Teachers,
Soldiers, Boys, Girls, etc., can engage in the

work of soliciting subscribers and secure good pay for it,

in the excellent and desirable premium articles.

Table ofPremiums and Terms, ^ 3

For Volume 26— (1867). ?|

Open, to all—No Competition. $£
No. Names of Premium Articles. j

1— Garden Seedsfor a Family (40 £i;wZs).£5 oo!2—Flower Seedsfor a Family (100'tends) . §5 00
3—Nursen/ Stock {An)/ lands desired) $20 00

!

4—Iona Grape Vines (VZofNo. 1) $is QO5—Concord Grape Vines (100 ofNn, l)., £12 oo'6—Japan Lilies (1% Bulbs) S6 007—Sewing Machine ( Wheeler & Wilson') . ..$55 oo8—Sewing Machine (Grover & Baker) §55 ou
l

9—Sewing Machine {Singer's Tailoring) ..&S0 Oo!
10—Sewing Machine (Florence) $63 00
11—Sewing Machine (Willcox& Gibbs) $55 0012—Sewing Machine (Howe's) $60 00'

13

—

Washing Machine (Dotifs) $u 00;
14—Clothes Wringer (Best— Universal) 810 oo'
15— Tea Set (Hart's best Silver Plated) $50 00
16— Castors and Fruit Basket (do. do.) S30 oo!17—Iceor Water Pitcher (do. .do.).... $18 00
18— One Dozen Tea Spoons (do. do.) $? 50!
19— One Dozen Table Spoons (do. do.) §15 oo'20— One Dozen Dining Forks (do. do.) $15 00
31—Piano (Best Steinway & Sorts 7-'octooe)$625 00

1

%%—Melodeon (Besto-octave) $112 00'

23—Melodeon (Best A-octave) $67 0034—Ladies' Gold Watch (Beautiful).: $100 00'

35—Silver Watch ( Valuable Time Keeper). ,$33 5026—Double Barrel Gun ( Very good) $30 00
%7—Speneer\$BreaehdoadingRifie(Hunting)%=>7> 00

1

%8—Tool Chest (First Quality of Tools) ... ,$U 50
39— Case of Mathematical Instruments $9 00
30— Case ofMathematical Instruments $15 00|

31—Morton's Best Xo. Gold Pen < Silver Case)^ 75
33—Morton's Best No. 5 Gold Pen < Silver Case) $4 50'

33—Barometer (Woodruff's Mercurial) $1S 00'

34—Barometer (Woodruff's Mercurial) $12 00
35—Buckeye Mowing Machine, No. 2. $125 oo!
36—Allen's Patent Ci/linder Plow, etc $20 50J37— The Aquarius or Water Thrower $11 00
3S—American Ci/clopedia (Appleton's) $80 00
39— Worcester's Great Illustrated' Dictionary^Yl 00
40—Any Back Volume Agriculturist' '

4:1—Any Two Back Volumes do,

Number
of Sub-
scribers
required

at
$1.50 $1.

42—Any Three do.
43—Any Four do.
44

—

Any Five do.
45—Any Six do.
46—Any Seven do.
4:7—Any Eight do.
48—Any Nine do.
49— Vols. XVI to XXV

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

50—Any Back Volume Agriculturist'
HI—Any Two Back Volumes
32—Any Three do.
53—Any Four do.
54

—

Any Five do.
55—Any Six do.
56—Any Seven do.
57—Any Eight do.
58—Any Nine do.
59- Vols. XVI to XXV
60— Genesee Farmer, lS5S-lS65,8T"'</.v..-»)?<rtrt$U 00
01—Downing' sLandscape GardenVg '

tiii—Cum minas tC- Milter's Ai'cfoitect.
63—.1 $10 Library ( Your Choice) .

.

l>!iiU-\ do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do-

do.

S-w 10 ® 1* 2o

64—A S15 Libraru
6.1—A S30 Libraru
66—.1 S25 Libraru
67—A S30 Libraru
G9—A S3."» Libraru
69—.1 S40 Libraru
70—A $45 Libraru
71—A §50 Library
7:i-A S60 Libraru
73—.1875 Libraru
74—;l SlOO Libraru

(To.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do:
do.

75—A Choice of Good Books (See Terms below.)
76—Sewing Machine (Finkle dc Lyon) $fi0 00
77— One Dozen Pocket Lanterns $9 00

1550

UK)

295
400
153
150
275
190

GO 340
12 'IS

&W Every article offered is new and of the very best

manufacture. No charge is made for packing or boxing
any of the articles in this Premium List. The forty-

three. Premiums, Nos. 1, 2, G, and from 29 to 32,
and from 40 to 75 inclusive, will each be delivered

FREE of all charges, by mail or express, to the Post-

Office or express office nearest recipient, to any place in

the United States or Territories, excepting those reached

only hy the Overland Mail.—The other articles cost the

recipient only the freight after leaving the manufactory

of each, by any conveyance that may be specified.

|^Wc talte so much pains to procure only good

articles in all cases, that any one securing anythingfrom
our .premium list, saves the risk usually run of getting

poor or indifferent goods, when buying of unknown or

irresponsible parties. Every thing we send out as a

premium is guaranteed to be the best of^ls kind and price.

Our premiums are standard articles, and enough
can be obtained to supply all calls for premiums for six

months. Every canvasser can take abundant time, but

As fast as subscriptions are obtained, send them
along, tiiat the subscribers may begin to receive the

paper; and when all the names that can be obtained are

forwarded, select the premium, and it will be promptly
furnished. To save mistakes and keeping accounts, send

with each list of names, the exact subscription money
(in Post Office money orders, or drafts or checks on N. Y.
City, or, if these can not be had, register money letters.)

/Lap-" Every name designedfor a premium list?nust

be so marked when sent in. {We can notcount others.)

Old and new subscribers count in premium lists,

but a part should be new names, for it is to obtain

such that the premiums are in part offered. Papers to Pre-

mium clubs need ?iot all go to one Post Office. Of course

the extra copy, usually offered to clubs of ten or twen-

ty, will not be furnished when a premium is called for.

Specimen.Nnmbers of the Agriculturist, Cards,

and Showbills, as maybe needed, will be Supplied to Can-
vassers. These should be used carefully and economi-
cally, as each extra copy of the paper, with postage

(2c.) which must be prepaid, posts about 12 cents.

For Full Description of the several premiums
see October Agriculturist, pages 349 to 352, or apply for
a Descriptive List, which will be furnisheJ free and post-
paid. We have room here for only the following :

F¥o. €3 to 7&—Good MlM-ai-Ies.—These
can be selected by the recipients, from any of the books
in the list below. The books will be delivered free of
cost, by mail or express.

No. 75—Oenad'al I!Sooik IPjt-eiitiSami.—
Anyone not desiring the specific. Book premiums, 63 to 74,

on sending any number of names above 25, may select
Books from the list below, lo the amount of 10 cents
for each subscriber sent at $1: or to the amount of 30
cents for each name sent at the (ten) club price of $1.20

each: or lo the amount of GO cents for each name at

$1.50. This offer is only for clubs of lo or more. The
books will be sent by mail or express, prepaid by «5 ti4

No. 77 (New) — F'oclte* E^&utei-iis. —
This new premium is a very iugeuious as well as valuable
Yankee invention. It is a complete Lantern, large enough
to afford light for walking or other purposes, and yet in
less than half a minute it can be folded into a parcel 3 by
4 inches and % inch in thickness, or small enough to
set into the vest pocket, and yet contain 3 little sperm
candles, matches, etc. We have used one for several

months, carrying it in the pocket whenever going out at

night, ready for use at any moment. It is manufactured
by the Mcrriam Manufacturing Company, (Julius Ives &
Co., Agents," 49 Maiden Lane, N. T. City). The few sold

thus far have been retailed at %\ each (we thought our first

one purchased at that price a good investment ;) but in or-

der to introduce specimen samples generally, the manufac-
turers enable us to make a special offer of One Dozen of
the Lanterns, for a club of 12 subscribers at $1.59 each.

For larger clubs, at the same rate, or a lantern for each
member. A dozen pack in a box 3J£ by 5J4 by S\i inches,

and will go anywhere cheaply by express. It is de:

scribed in our advertising columns.

BOOKS FOR FARMERS AND OTHERS.
[For sale at the office of the Agriculturist, or they will be

forwarded by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price. 23?" All
these are included in Our Premiums, Nos. C3 to 75, above.

Allen*s (L. F.) Rural Architecture $1 50
Allen's (R. L.) American Farm Book 1 50
Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals 1 00
American Bird Fancier 30
American Rose Culturist.

,
80

American Weeds and F^t-fni Ki*a±a i 75
Architecture, by Cummings & Miller '.'.'.'.'.'. 10 ou

Barry's Fruit Garden 1 75
Bement's Poulterer's Companion 2 01)

Bement's Babbit Fancier 30
Breck's New Book of Flowers 1 75

Buist's Flower Garden Directory 1 53

Buist's Family Kitchen Gardener 1 00
Burr's Vegetables of America 5 00
Chorlton's Grape-Grower's Guide 75
Cobbett's American Gardener 75

Cole's (S. W.) American Fruit Book 75
Cole's Veterinarian 75
Dadd"s Modern Horse Doctor 1 50
Dadd's (Geo. H.) American Cattle Doctor 150
Dana's Muck Manual 1 25
Dog and Gnu (Hooper's) paper, 30c cloth.. 60
Downing's Country Houses.. R 00
Downing Landscape Gardening (new Edition) 50
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America 3 00
Downing's Rural Essays 5 00

Eastwood on Cranberry 7.i

Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50
Flax Culture 50
Field's (Thomas W.) Pear Culture 1 25
Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farming 2 50
French's*Farm Drainage 1 50
Fuller's Grape Culturist — 1 50
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist 20
Gray's How Plants Grow 1 25
Gray's Manual of Botany and Lessons in one Vol 4 00
Guenon on Milch Cows . 75
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetaiioiij plain4.00, col'd 5 00

Harris' Rural Annual. Bound, 8 Nos., in 2 Vols. Each 1 50

Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepers 1 75
Hop Culture 40

Husmann's Grapes and Wine 1 5

J

Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry 1 75
Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry 1 50

Johnson's (Prof. S. W.) Essays on Manures 1 25

Lan est roth on Honey Bee 2 00
Leuchar's How to Build Hot-Houses 1 50

Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Doctor 3 50

Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Management 3 50

Mayhew's Practical Bookkeeping lor Farmers 90

Blanks for do. do. 120
Miles on the Horse's Foot jS

My Farm of Edgowood 1 75

My Vineyard at Lakeview 1-23
Norton's" Scientific Agriculture 75
Onion Culture 20
Our Farm of Four Acres (bound) GOc paper.. 80
Pardee on Strawberry Culture 75
Peat and Its Uses, by Prof. S. W. Johnson 1 29
Pedder's Land Measurer 00
Quinbv's Mysteries of Bee Keeping (new) 1 50
Randall's Sheep Husbandry 1 50
Randall's Fine wool Sheep Husbandry 1 00

Rivers* Miniature Fruit Garden 1 00
Richardson on the Dog, paper 30c cloth.. GO

Rural Animal, by Joseph Harris 25
Saunders' Domestic Poultry (new), paper, 40c, bound 75

Schenck's Gardener's Text Book 15

Scrihner's Read v Reckoner : 30

Skillful Housewife 75
Stewart's (John) Stable Book 1 50
Thompson's Food of Animals 1 OJ

Tobacco Culture •• 25

Todd's (S. E.) Young Farmer's Manual 1 50

Warder's Hedges and Evergreens 1 50

Watson's American Home Garden , 2 00

Woodward's Country Homes ., 1 50

Youatt and Spooner on the Horse , 1 50

Touatt and Martin on Cattle -. 1 50

Touatt on th e Hog 1 00

Youatt on Sheep . 1 00

Youmans' Household Science. • • >' ^5
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AMERICAN

AGRICULTURAL ANNUAL for 1867.

(Companion to the Am. Horticultural Annual.*}

This new Annual includes an Almanac and Calendar for

each month, a review of events of agricultural interest

during the past year, valuable articles from eminent agri-

culturists, convenient and important tables, etc. It is

profusely illusti'ated with original engravings. Among
other articles of especial value are the following

:

Country Life and tlie Fanner's Old Age,
by Rev. Wm. Clift.

Tile Braining, by Col. Geo. E. Waring, Jr., C. EM
Engineer of the Drainage of the Central Park. A concise

yet very explicit and detailed account of the principles of

thorough land drainage and the best modes of accomplish-

ing it. Very fully and beautifully illustrated.

The Culture of Wheat in America, by
Joseph Harris, exhibiting the science of the best practice.

The Culture of Barley, by the same writer.

Morse Training vs. " Breaking," by Samuel

F. Headly. Full of valuable hints. Illustrated.

Cheap and Substantial Fences and Gates,
from several writers, with numerous illustrations.

Requirements of a Good Barn, with Plans,

by Dr. F. M. Ilexanier, discussing the principles of econ-

omy and convenience, applicable to large or small bams.

The Profitable Culture of Potatoes, with

descriptions and pictures of some of the newer and best

varieties, by "Wm. S. Carpenter, of Westchester Co., N. Y.

Management of ILarge Apiaries—A record

from the experience of Bidwell Brothers, St. Paul, Minn.

On Fattening Sheep in Winter, by John
Johnston, the Veteran Farmer of Seneca Co., N. Y, Full

of very valuable practical and instructive hints.

The Culture of Sorghum in the United States,

by Wm. Clough, Editor of the Sorgo Journal.

Principles of Fine Wool Sheep Husband-
ry, by Henry Swift, Esq., of Duchess County, N. Y.

Raising Poultry on a ILarge Scale, by
lUm^on m. ^auiuleis, Author of Domestic Poultry.

Veterinary Medicine and Surgery, by John
Bueteed, M. D., President of the New York College

of Veterinary Surgeons.

Recent Progress in the Science of Agri-
culture, by S. W. Johnson, Professor of Agricultural

Chemistry at Yale College.

Agricultural Education and Agricultural
YJolleges in the United States.

HORTICULTURAL ANNUAL for 1867.

(Companion to the Am. Agricultural Annual.*)

This important new Aunual is now ready. Its plan is

different from any heretofore published in this country];

it aims to be a

Record of Horticultural Progress, for the year

1800, free from matters not legitimately Horticultural.

The Material is all New, and not a reproduction

of old articles that have served their turn elsewhere.

The volume is

Liberally Illustrated, with engravings made es-

pecially fur the purpose. That a Year Book of Horticul-

ture is needed, is shown by the readiness with which

Distinguished Horticulturists have contributed to

its pages. Among other contributions from experienced

cultivators, there will be

The Aitles of 1866, by Doct. John A. Warder, (Pres-

ident of the Ohio State Pomological Society, Author of

American Pomology, etc.) New Ohio Apples
; New In-

diana Varieties ; Southern Varieties fruited at the North,

etc. Illustrated.

New and Noteworthy Pears, by P. Barry, author of

the Fruit Garden, etc, giving descriptions of new varie-

ties as well as of the less known ones that have been fully

Epsted. Illustrated.

New Bedding and other Plants of 1860, by Peter

Henderson. Florist, etc. An account of the newer varie-

ties of bedding and other flowering plants, and ther suc-
cess and failure during the past year. Illustrated.

Tne IIarer Evergreens that have Proved Valu-

* These valuable Annuals are worthy a place in every

''"tiily. Price SOcts. each. Sent post-paid for same pries,

able, by Thomas Meehan, Editor of Gardeners Monthly
American Hand-book of Ornamental Trees, etc.)

New Vegetables of 1866, by Fearing Bun-, Jr., au-

thor of American Field and Garden Vegetables ; and J.

J. H. Gregory, Marblehead, Mass.

Small Fruits in 1S66, by Andrew S. Fuller, author
of the Grape Culturist, Forest Tree Culturist, etc. A val-

uable summary of all small fruits, excepting grapes.

Home Decorations, by A. Bridgeman. How to treat

Ivy ; Hanging Baskets, Rustic Stands, etc.—Illustrated.

New Roses of 1S66, by John Saul, Florist, of Washing-
ton, D. C., and well known authority on Roses.

The Cultivation of Horseradish, by Peter Hender-
son, author of Gardening for Profit. Concise directions

for growing this profitable crop.

—

Illustrated.

Grapes in 1866. From notes by Geo. W. Campbell,
Delaware, Ohio, and other Grape Growers.

Propagating Grapes in the Open Ajr, by William
Patrick, Terre Haute, Ind., giving a method by which the

Delaware and other difficult varieties may be grown—
without artificial heat.

Useful Seed Tables, by James Fleming, Seedsman,
New York, giving the amount of seed to the acre, to a
given length of drill, etc.

Other communications by well known authorities, be-

sides a great amount of Editorial matter, including a
Calendar for each month in the year, articles on Wine
Grapes, Table Ornaments, Hedges, Farm Nurseries, Tree
Labels, New Gladioluses, List of'Engravings of New Fruits

and Flowers published in 1866. List of Works on Hor-
ticulture for 1866. A Dictionary of Horticultural Terms,
and a great amount of other matters of interest, both to

the professional and amateur gardener.—Price 50 Cents.

Commercial Matters—Market Prices,

Gold has again declined materially, and closes heavily,
leading to great caution in business operations, especially

in produce and merchandise, and most adversely in-

fluencing the market for imported articles Early in the
month under review, breadstiuTs were quite depressed in
price, influenced by liberal receipts, the fall in gold, and
the restricted wants of buyers, both for home use or

for export. Toward the close, the receipts fell off; the

home and foreign inquiry revived, accompanied by some
speculative orders ; and prices of the leading articles,

particularly of flour, wheat and corn, close with a strong

upward tendency. We enter the winter months with
comparatively moderate stocks of flour and grain, on
which the principal holders are not eager to realize at pre-

vailing rates, as they confidently look for a better market
later in the season. The canals of the State were to have
been officially closed on the 13th inst. Since that day,

the weather has been so cold as to forbid the hope of any
further considerable receipts by water. Henceforward,
for some months, the railroads will be the main reliance

of the trade Provisions have been much more freely

offered and purchased at materially reduced prices, espe-

cially for hog products, which have been arriving in un-

usually liberal quantities, but the market closes firmly on
the basis of our quotations, with a fair trade demand
Cotton has been moderately inquired for at variable

prices, closing tamely and slightly in favor of buyers.

Thus far, in the current cotton year, commencing with

Sept. 1, the receipts at this port have been 202,000 bales,

and at all the shipping ports of the country, 504,000 bales
;

exports from this port, S2,000 bales, aud from all ports,

185,000 bales ; estimated stock now here, 150,000 bales,

and at all the ports, at latest mail dates, 460,000 bales. . .

.

There has been an improved inquiry for wool, chiefly

within the past two weeks. Low prices were made early

in the month, but the market closes with more firmness

and buoyancy. Manufacturers evince more disposition to

purchase. Stocks of desirable grades arc moderate, and

less eagerly pressed for sale .... In tobacco there has been

less doing, and prices have been irregular. . . .In hemp and

seeds, business has been light, and prices of both have

been nearly nominal. .. .Hay has been in better supply

and less request at lower figures ...Hops have been in

fair demand, and quoted a shade higher.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

show at a glance the transactions for a month, ending

Dec. 15, 1S66, and the exports of Breadstufl's from this

port thus far, since January 1

:

1. TRANSACTIONS AT THE NEW-YORK MARKETS.

Keceipts. flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley, Oats.

25 davsM/i.itn'thH7,000 2.109,000 2,184000 481,000 4847,000 1,752,000

27 days la «( m'th321.000 1,213,000 1, l%,000 107,000 2,181,000 849,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Corn, Nye. ISarley,

25 days this month, 214.000 1.012.000 8,583.000 lio.noo 891,000

'.>7d:ivs.'.,s? month, 3K),ooo 2,oi,-.
;
roo ^sri.ooo pWIQ " 9,000

2. Comparison with same period at this time, last year.
Receipts. Flour. Wlteat. Corn. Rye. Barlet/. Oats.
25 days ISM. . . .417.000 2,409.000 2,134.000 431,000 2,247,000 1,752.000
2 1 days 186a. . . .553,000 2,216,000 1,979,000 310,000 576,000 965,000

Sales. Flour. Wlteat. Corn. -Rye. Jiarlerj.

25 days 1866 214,000 1,012,000 2,593.000 179.000 891,000
2idayslS6o 275000 1,393,000 2,185,000 111,000 451,000

3 . Exports from New York, Jan. 1 to Dec. 15

:

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Oats. Barley.
1866 .867,740 410,124 10,865,4S0 226,683 1,158,800 1,059.571
1S65 1,134,441 2.209,032 8,992,563 170,694 7L226 —

1

1864 1,SS5,807 12,105,884 837,303 583 41,459
1SS! 2,434,736 14,857,056 7,536,149 416,369 125,806
1862 .2,989,619 24,S90,341 11,531,8191,099,656 171,922

4. Stock of Breadstuffs in Store at New Turk, Dec. 15

:

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley. Oats.
1866. .. .Unknown 1,352,655 3,051,540 507,824 1,381,028 2,210,597

5 . Receipts of Breadstuff's at Albany, by the New York
Candle from, the opening of Navigation to Dec. 1

:

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley. Oats.
1866. . . .450.S00 6.852,700 24,193,400 1,521,800 6.801,600 10,240.300
1865... 931,300 9.998.400 1S.106.700 1,289.900 4,209.100 10.482,900
1864. ..1,184,300 13,465,600 10.352.400 620,300 3,045,900 12.177,500
1S63...1,549,600 22,OS9,400 20,560,700 432,400 3,181,300 12,351,800

Current Wholesale Prices.

Nov. 15. Dec. 15.

Price of Gold 143K 137^
Flour—Super to Extra State $8 75 ®12 40 $7 80 ©1150
Super to Extra Southern 12 25 @17 50 10 50 ©16 25
Extra Western 9 50 ©IS 00 8 70 ©16 50
Extra Genesee 12 50 ©14 00 1160 ©15 00
Superfine Western. 8 75 ©10 50 7 75 ©9 50
I'.YE Flour 6 75 @ 8 25 5 75 @ 7 15
Corn Meal 600®625 500 ©5 40
Wheat—All kinds ol'White. 3 00 © 3 45 2 90 © 3 30 '

All kinds 01 Ked and Amber. 2 05 ©3 20 1 85 @ 3 00 !

Corn—Yellow 1 30 © — 1 04 © 1 12
Mixed 130 © — 109 ©112
Oats—Western 67 © 70 64 © 66 ,

State 71 @ 73 70 © — f

Hye 180 ©150 115 ©130
Barley 1 10 © 1 34 &5 @ 1 20
Hay—Bale V 100 » 100 ©145 90@135
Loose 110 ©155 100@140
Straw, V 100 lb 70 @ 1 00 65 © 1 00
Cotton—Middlings, V ».... S4 @ 87 34 © 36
Hops—Crop of 1S66, V a 30 @ 63 35 © 65
Feathers—Live Geese, %> lb. 35 © 95 50@100
Seed—Clover, V lb 13 © 17 13)4® K'4
Timothy, H> bushel 3 25 ©3 75 3 25 © 3 62>4
Flax. $ bushel Nominal. 2 75 ©3 10

Sugar—Brown, ?) lb 9Ji@ 13)4 S © 12J4
Molasses, Cuba, "#gl 50 © 65 42 © 55
Coffee—l:io,(Gold prlce)^ lb 17 @ 19K 16 © 183-4

Tohacco, Kentucky, &C..V lb. 4>i@ 30 4 ® 22
Seed Leaf, V » 5 @ 43 3 @ 60
Wool—Domestic Fleece, *) tb. 37K® 70 37;,'® 65
Domestic, pulled, 1* n> 27^<a £0 2714© 55
California, unwashed 20 © 40 20 © 40
Tallow. *» 12 © Via 1114® 1154
Oil Cake—p ton 53 00 @57 00 55 00 ®56 50
PORK—Mess, V barrel 25 00 ® 2150 ®22 25
Prime, V barrel 2100 ®22 50 18 00 ©
Beef—Plain mess 12 50 ©18 50 13 00 ©17 50

Lard, in barrels, V n> 12J4® 14J4 1254® 13>i
Butter—Western, $ lb 17 © 35 15 © 33
State, V lb 33 © 55 30 © 50
Cukese 7 © 17>4 8 © 17
Beans—V bushel 190 ©3 00 190®33O
Peas— Canada, "f) bushel Nominal. 145 ©155
Eggs—Fresh, ? dozen 32 © 36 35 @ 33
Poultry—Fowls, ? a 16 © 19 21 @ 22
Turkeys, «t n. 18 © 22 20 © 23
Potatoes—Mercers, $tuul... 2 25 @ 2 75 2 25 © 2 75

j

Peach Blows. "«9 barrel 2 25 ® 2 50 2 00 © 2 50 ,

Potatoes—Buckeye, V bbl. . 1 50 ® 2 00 1 75 @ 2 25
Apples-S barrel S 25 © 4 50 3 50 ® 5 CO

Cranberries, V barrel 12 00 ®16 00 10 00 @14 00

New York Live Stock Markets.

—

The supply during the past five weeks has been abundant

for the season, as is shown in the following table :

week ending. Beeves. Coios, Calves. Sheep. Swine.

Dec. 18 6,434 67 598 25,403 17,987

Dec. 11 5,567 81 969 23,911 23,119

Dec. 4 4,956 43 794 27,852 15.09S

Nov.27 6,041 57 1,246 28,109 11,129

Nov. 20 6,106 66 1,007 20,329 19.S67

Total in Jive Weeks....29,104 311 4,614 125,661 S7.50O

Average per Week 5,821 63 923 25,133 17,500

do. do. last Month.... 0,770 102 1,220 29,400 21.000

do. do. ores'* Month. 6,798 103 1,387 25,514 14,326

do. do. do. 1865 5,255 US 1,500 16,091 11,023

rdo. do. do. 1861 3,161 145 1,511 15,315 12,676

Tdo. do. do. 1863 5,130 129 694 9,941 21.670

Total Animals for Slaughter In past 5 Weeks 3*7 ,190

The weekly receipts of all kinds of animals, though

less than the previous month* have yet bean abundant for

all demands Beef Cattle continued low for a time,

but with diminished receipts and cold weather, have ad.

vanced a little, and just now (Dec. 22) prices range at UiC

@17c. peril), estimated dressed weight for the first quality;

good fair killing animals, 15C.(g 15) ic. ; medium 14c.@

ll'jc; common to poorest, ltl'.ctd H 1

: e. Some "Christ-

mas Bullocks," sold at lSc.@21c 'III. li COWS are

in little demand al $l5(i7»?60 for poorest to common :
$ii">

(ftufSO for fair to good ; $SS®$100 for superior or extra—
Vcnl Calves of superior quality are in demand at 13c.

@14c. per 11). live weight ;
medium to inferior. 12c.<rf.

10c Slicci> and Lamliw have continued to arrive

In large numbers (over 25.0(H) per week.) and prices have

run very low. Present rates for Sheep are, 5C,<ft7a per lb.

live weight for poor to very good. "Christmas Sheep"

brought 8c.<3il0c. Lambs, yctSMc. above the same gradi

of sheep ... I>tve Hogs have come in less iivrh The

full in barreled pork has kept prices very low. but they

are looking up a llttl": fatost sales. 7V'" SV 1"" ;

'

live weight.
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Containing a great variety of Items, including many
good Hints and Suggestions which we throw into smaller
type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhwe.

War ik AH Subscriptions sentm as New, or Old.

'I'o Correspondents.—Just now, when
everybody is Bending subscription letters, we are receiv-

ing many notes of experience, bints, suggestions, inqui-

ries, etc. This is well nay, very desirable. Let them
come without limit. But we must take time to read, di-

gest, and use this mass of material ; we only refer to the

matter, to excuse any seeming, but not real, inattention.

Back Volumes Supplied.—The back volumes

of the Agriculturist ai e very valuable. They contain

information upon every topic connected with rural life,

out-door and in-door, and the last ten volumes make up

a very complete library. Each volume lias a full index

for ready reference to any desired topic. We have on

hand, and print from stereotype plates as wanted, all the

numbers and volumes for ten years past, beginning with

3857—that is. Vol. 16 to Vol. 25, inclusive. Any of these

volumes sent complete (in numbers) :it $1.75 each, post-

paid, {or $1.50 if taken at the office). The volumes

neatly bound, are supplied for $2 each, or $2.50 if to be

sent by mail. Any single number of the past ten

years will be supplied, post-paid, for 15 cents each.

Parsons «fc Co's. Sale oi" <*riipes.—
Messrs. Parson & Co., the well known nurserymen of

Flushing, N. Y., have for two years held a trade sale of

grape vines. They claim that the mere disposal of the

vines, was not so muofc of an object to them, as to ascer-

tain, by putting up a large number of vines at public sale,

the state of the market and the estimation in which the

different varieties arc held. We attended the sale held

on the 12th of Dec. last, and were surprised to find a com-
pany, not of vine buyers and planters, but one made up al-

most entirely of vine growers and dealers. People who
should have gone to buy vines, stayed away, while those

who had vines to sell and had curiosity to see how those

of other people sold, attended in considerable numbers.

As a consequence, but a small number of vines were sold,

and those at low prices.

Of j$miill CoiisequeBiee.—-The Country
Gentleman thinks that the appropriation of the literary

property of another is a " matter of small consequence."

Is it though ? Just wait awhile and see.

'JThe American H£airyBnen*,s Asso-
ciation holds its Second Annual meeting at L'tica, N.

Y., January 9th and 10th. The meetings of the Associa-

ted Dairymen, for some years past, have been full of in-

terest and profit to those attending. This flourishing

Society was formed last year. Win. H. Comstock is

President, and Gardner B. Weeks, of Utica, Secretary.

Cornell University.—Hon. Andrew D.
White, of Syracuse, has been chosen president. He is a
:;T-.iduatc tif Yale College, for some time filled a professor*

ship in the University of Michigan, and has from its

organization been a member of the Executive Committee
of the University. It is an excellent appointment.

rJTne ^f. Y. State Ag^ricullnral f3o=»

ciety holds its annual meeting in Albany, February 13.

Kiiinois Horticultural Society.—
The annual meeting was held at Champaignc, com-
mencing Dec. 11. We were unable to be present, but
have received from one of its prominent members the
following smnmary

:

On the present occasion the attendance at opening was
larger than usual. The address of welcome was pleasant-
ly offered by Mr. J. O. Cunningham, and was responded
to by the President, Parker Earle, Esq., of South Pass,
who gave a very agreeable address, filled with valuable
suggestions for the guidance of his fellow members.
The reports of the Vice-presidents, from the various

Congressional Districts, were then read. Some of these
were quite encouraging as to the extent and results of
horticultural operations. It was reported that at several

points along the line of the Illinois Central Railroad,
south of Centralia, there have been planted within a few
years: 500,000 Peach Trees ; 250,000 Apple Trees ; &5,000
Pear Trees ; 100 acres of Grape Vines ; 325 acres of Straw-
berries ; 75 acres of Raspberries, and that all of these
kinds of fruits do well in that region. One gentleman
stated that eighteen tons of strawberries had been shii*.

ped from a single station in one day, and it was estimated

that in a few years, in a favorable season, a daily train of

thirty or forty cars would be required for the transporta-

tion of the peach crop alone.

The bird question was brought up on the reading of the

reports upon this subject, by committees appointed last

year. This topic always excites a good deal of animated
discussion. Fruit growers who suffer from the depreda-

tions of these creatures are becoming very jealous of their

intrusion upon the privacy of the garden and orchard,

and are hardly willing to acknowledge the sendees

rendered by our feathered friends.

B. D. Walsh, of Pock Island, who ought to be Cie State

Entomologist, delivered a very interesting popular lecture,

illustrating the importance of a knowledge of entomology.

He was listened to with markedattention.—Strong resolu-

tions were adopted, urging the State Legislatures to act

liberally in this matter, to appoint and pay State Ento-

mologists to instruct the people by reports on injurious

insects.—The members and all others were urged to sus-

tain the Practiced Entomologist, which is published in

Philadelphia at a low price.—Much time was occupied by
reports as to the Status of Horticulture in different sec-

tions of the State, and in revising the fruit lists.—Among
the lectures read, was one by Hon. it. L. Dnnlcp, of

Champaigne, who pointed out the great advantages which
might be hoped for from the establishment of our great

school, supported by the proceeds of the Congressional

Land Grant.—The meeting closed with the feeling on the

part of all, that the occasion had been one of profit and
pleasure to those in attendance.

Muss. Agricultural College.—It is

often it good thing that "events happen Which put a dead

lock upon the proceedings of people in power, or those

holding important trusts, and force them to stop and think.

This has occurred to the Trustees of the Mass. Agricultural

College, which body, unwieldy from its numbers and slow

to act—its members disagreeing among themselves—has
finally come to the point of stopping to think. Their

president, and also the president of the College, Hon. H.
F. French, has resigned, Prof. Chadbourne of William's

College has been appointed president ; a first rate fanner,

Levi Stockbridge, of Hadley, has been appointed farm-

manager, and things look now as if beginning anew with
more moderate ideas, the Institution might gain a healthy

growth. A mistake too often made, is in attempting to

create a great institution in a short time. Strength, vigor

and sound vitality come with a gradual growth—as wit-

ness Home and the Oak.—In the beginnings of our agri-

cultural colleges and similar institutions, the error fallen

into, has been in considering a grand building the most
important thing. Set a number of earnest men, capable

of teaching agriculture, down upon a good farm, with a

good large house and barns upon it, and the co-operation

of a good farmer
; put up a few temporary buildings, if

need be, for lecture rooms now, and perhaps for stables

by and by
;
give the faculty a little money to spend Upon

books, apparatus and fitting up ; let them know that they

shall have more as fast as they can show results ; let all

permanent improvements be made with a view to the

future ; and leave the Faculty as unhampered in regard to

matters of instruction and discipline as possible, and suc-

cess of the most gratifying character will be almost cer-

tain in any State of the Union. The grand establishment,

with all desirable surroundings, will come in good time,

with that practical fitness of things to ends, which comes
with gradual healthy growth.

Ifienort oi* tlae Commissioner of
Agriculture.—The opening of a new session of Con-
gress last month was the occasion of the message from
the President and reports from the Departments, and the

report of ''The Honorable'" (what arc titles worth?)
Isaac Newton, Commissioner of Agriculture, comes also

among them. This document has been extensively

published by the daily press of the country, and we will

here only call attention to the fact, that nothing of any
importance has been done, with the exception of collect-

ing and publishing statistics In regard to growing crops

and the prospects, the wholesale distribution of seeds,

(amounting to 992,000 packages,) and of plants (34,000,)

with the reported "interesting and suggestive'' opera-

tions of the experimental farm, where grains, etc., re-

ceived from all over the world arc tested. These, with
the publication of the Annual Report, has cost §162,000.43,

but how much real good is accomplished ? Mr. Newton
has sent away his best men. The chemist has been kept

at work analysing copper, iron and silver ores, testing

rhubarb wine and such things (for Mr. Newton's friends).

The museum has grown, as it should, under the care of

Mr. Glover ; the garden improves year by year under Mr.

Saunders; the farm is, we presume, in good hands, and
the statistical department seems to have careful thought

a_nd labor. Mr. Newton has nothing to do with these

things, except to make himself a nuisance, and interfere

With, their better operation, as he has with the able

chemist, Dr. Erni, who, for faithfulness, has lost his posi-

tion. Mr. Newton has kept his own place, though notori-

ously inefiicient and a disgrace to the country, which has

such an illiterate, thick-headed man in so respon-

sible a place, simply by the dilligent use of means—
fruits to this Senator, flowers to the wife of another,

delicacies to the White House, a sinecure clerk-ship

to the lazy cousin of some one of intluence, and so

on. Does agricultural education receive a thought from

the Commissioner? Do the causes of the diseases which

are so destructive to our animals ? Hog-cholera has been

among us for years, and is as yet uninvestigated ; the

Spanish fever threatens great damage to the cattle of our

Western States ; abortion in cows is on the increase at

the East, and glanders and farcy are destroying thousands

of horses. Why no word about these things? Does he

concern himself with agricultural immigration, and the

occupation of United States land under the Homestead

Act? The instruction of immigrants? The projects of

planting trees upon the prairies ? The encouragement of

emigration southward, to restock and cultivate the South-

ern States ? and many such like things ? Not he.—In liis

concluding sentence, Mr. Newton says, l,hc cannot repress

the conviction that a new era is dawning upon the agri-

culture of our country."—May his own speedy retirement

from office give force to the conviction.

Hog Cholera.—This pest grows worse and

worse—its ravages have been the past year greater than

ever before within our knowledge. Many a farmer's

profits for the year have been swept away by the almost

utter loss of his swine just maturing for the butcher.

We know of no investigation of the disease by any really

scientific veterinarian, and the quacks either disagree or

follow the last published opinion. The anxious queries

of multitudes of our correspondents, and the reports

which burden the press, carry the conviction that some-

thing must be done by our General or State Governments

to investigate and stay this plague if possible. The
Prairie Farmer expresses the belief that the disease

prevails in every county in Illinois, and over a large part

of Kentucky, and our information is to the same effect.

Wire Fences.—J. Flanagin, Pawnee Co.,

Nehr. Wire fences answer very well after cattle are used

to them, and if they arc not inclined to be brcachy. A
fence with one rail at top and wire below is safer than all

wirCj although horses will get accustomed to this and
jump it, as they will any wooden fence not too high. JSo

animal likes to jump a wire fence, but they will learn to

crowd it down. The use of living trees set as posts for

wire fences is not new, and it works very well when
plenty of ground can he given up to the rows of trees.

l)ou-t Buy those PesicH Trees.—"J.

L. J.,
11 Gallia Co., O., says, a peddler has been along with

peach trees budded on a "Persian Pool," asserting that fil-

aects will not kill the trees, they will bear fruit every year,

and frost will not hurt the bloom. Now one of those

good things would be enough for one root, hut three such

precious qualities is more than one root could have, and

be anything less than Persian. Friend 3. doubts the state-

ment—as he evidently reads the papers—but he wishes

his doubts confirmed. Suppose it were possible for a

stock to confer such qualities, would you be likely to firs?

hear of it through a peddlerV—If you had such a stock,

Mr. J., you could be the richest man in OhU, and your

country's benefactor at the same time. Some things arc

" too good to be true."

AllOTe>^ronnd Cellars.—"J. A. M.,*'

Miami Co., Ind., asks for the experience of the readers of

the Agriculturist in regard to buildings made with double

walls, filled with saw-dust, and used as cellars.—We know
that "bomb-proofs" made altogether above ground, by

building up with logs and covering the structure withmany
feet of earth, make excellent cellars, and think a braiding

walled with saw-dust, if thick enough and well roofed,

would answer a good purpose. They certainly would if

they contained ice houses in one cud.

« Northern Cofflee."-u J. R.," South-
wich, Mass. This is just the old Chick Pea, Cicer arie- -

tinum, that in years past we have freely shown up when
offered for sale as a new kind of " coffee." It is probable

that it is as good as any of the substitutes. We cannot

publish the offer of any one to send the seeds of anything

free, unless assured that they have seeds by the ton, and

a large force with nothing to do but put them up, for in our

next issue we should be obliged to inform the public that

the stock was long ago exhausted. Such offers are made
in a liberal spirit, but it is kindness to refuse to publish^

them, though it may not seem so. We do not rccollec§5

a case, in which our giving such notice did not bring u{ ^
told vexation to the one making the offer, and disnppoitf w
ment to thousands of un supplied applicants. Every such

offer through the Agricultunst, is seen by at least half a mil-

lion people^ and responded to by many thousands at lea^t.
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I>oct©rs» in IMfficnlties—Camellias,
etc.—If one should write to a physician a hundred miles

off " Doctor, I am sick, what shall I do ?
,r he would per-

haps get by return mail the advice, "get well."—Now,

we get a great many letters that are no more definite than

the one supposed above. As a sample: One writes that

his Camellia is not doing well, is afraid he shall lose it,

and asks what he shall do. How is it possible to answer ?

The only useful advice we can give is to send it to the

nearest florist and let him take it in hand. The plant

may be overwatered, may have been burned in the sun ;

it may want re-potting, it may have been injured, as

Camellias loo often are, by over-stimulating with manure:

Scale may be all over it ; there is no end of troubles the

plant might have in the hands of one not used to plants.

l>aliliafe—Two Colors on One Plant.
—J. Broadhurst, M. D., gives an account of a Dahlia

with a light and dark flower on the same stalk, and asks

if it is a common occurrence. We have had it happen a

number of times with flowers that have dark petals tip-

ped wilh a lighter color. Sometimes these colors split

up as it were, and we had some flowers all of one, and

others all of the other color. Dahlias are so constantly

changing that no book, a few years old, would be of much

use for varieties. The catalogues of the florists' made

up every year, are the best guides as to co^rs, etc.

KSearre — How Pi-ouounced.-" Que-

rist" asks: "Can the American Agriculturist ie\\ us how
to pronounce the word beurre, which forms part of the

names of so many varieties of pears, as Beurre Dlel,

Beurre Superfin, Beurre Clairgeau, etc. ? Leading fruit

men differ, some calling it bure, others bit-re, others bu-ra,

others bu-ra, and still others burr. Someone proposed

the question through the N. Y. Evening Post, which

deals much in literary topics, but nobody has ventured

an answer in that journal, and we must look to the ' au-

thority ' on alt horticultural and agricultural matter, viz :

to the Agriculturist, to get the 'question settled.'"

—

Answer :' The word beurre means Butter-pear, and if

one follows the French pronunciation it is bur-ray, as

near as can be expressed in English spelling. We think,

however, that most of our pomologies say bu-ray, which

is Americanizing the word, and perhaps the next best

thing to dropping it altogether. We cannot see why*

Clairgeau is not just as good a name to designate the

pear as Beurre Clairgeau, and we hope that when our

American Pomological Society convenes again this

subject of names will have an overhauling. We put our

own pronunciation to geographical names, and consider

it affectation if one says Pah-i ee for Paris—why not do

the same with fruits.

Hiu&e Strawberries. — Several accounts

have come to us of strawberries fruiting in autumn, and

some sent US specimens. This is nothing new, nor is

it at all desirable. A warm autumn will frequently start

buds that should have kept quiet until spring, and the

next season's crop will be so much the poorer.

Frniti in California.—At the Statu Fair

last year, held at Sacramento, Cal.. Mr. J. It. Nickerson,

of Lincoln, exhibited 2G5 varieties of apples, 92 of pears,

30 of peaches, 12 of quinces, 240 of grapes, 5 of figs, 13 of

plums, besides blackberries and several other things. Mr.

Ni, we make you our best pomological bow, and encour-

age you with the assurance that if you keep on thus,

you will one day have a very choice collection of fruits.

A String" oi" Flower ifcneries.—The
following letter from a correspondent in Waltham-, Mass.,

illustrates how questions pour in upon us. As this

writer's queries are all in one line, the case is not so

difficult, but it very often happens that we have as many
In as many different departments. When the latter is

the case, it rarely happens that more than one gets

allswered, as our editors live many miles apart: 1. Is

there any hardy Evergreen climber suitable fur a porch ?

Do any of the Ivies answer the demand—if so, which ?—
2. Why is not the common Sumach eligible as an orna-

mental shrub; yet no nursery has it ? It is common—
so is Maple—has it a further ailment?— 3. Do double

I'uilulaccas seed, or must I buy more, annually ?— 1 Is

Cnlistegia a desirable plant?—5. Must I say gladiolus

oi gladiolus ?—6. Will any hardy rose flower in the gar-

den perpetually through the summer?— 7. Does any Lo-

belia retain the beauty of cardinaliS ?—8- And any Aqui-

legia the color of the Canadensis

7

—9. Why is not the

field lily. Lilium Pkilndetpkicum, cultivated in gardens?

—10. The seed catalogues give us the excellences, and

not the faults of all the flowers.—Answers. (1) Only

Ivy, which will not be hardy with you.— (2) It is. Nurs-

erymen keep only those things for which there is a de-

mand.—(3) They produce but very little seed.— (4) If you

wish a task, just try to get the roots out, after It U once

established. The vine and flowej are pretty

wish to grow it. sink a box or keg for the roots.—(5) That

depends upon whether you want to use it as a botanical

or common name. Gladiolus is the former, but popu-

larly gladiolus is too well established, to hope to change

it. We say Anemone and Anemone, for the Latin and

English of the Wind-flower.—(6) No.— (7) Some have

larger flowers, but none more brilliant.— (8J Not precise-

ly.— (9) It is in several that we know of.— (10) Because

they are catalogues, and not treatises.

Soap Inquiries.—We have a large batch

of letters of inquiry about various soaps, and sapona-

ceous preparations, advertised to " wash without nib-

bing'.-
1 ' labor-saving soaps," etc. These are nearly all

answered in November, by the article on soap in general.

Most of the advertised soaps do what is promised for

them, but remember that anything that will dissolve out

grease and filth quickly without nibbing, will also injure

the fibers of the garments. The only safe soap is the com-

mon brown, or pale brown, which, on drying, does not

contain any whitish or other deposit on the surface.

That which shrinks greatly, contains too much water to

be economical. The brown soaps, if not very dark, may
be used for cotton and linen, but for woolen, use only the

light colored or pale bar soap.—Sec November number,

where the subject is fully discussed, except as to fancy

soaps, and the like, which are reserved for a future chapter.

I7 fiat or Lap B^urrows.—An article in

the Af/ticulturlst recommending to turn furrows t;
flat as

a floor." has provoked comment both among our sub-

scribers and our exchanges and their correspondents.

The subject is one which ought to be discussed. The
writer long held to the value of lap-over flat-furrows

in fall plowing, for two principal reasons, viz. : that they

better drain or dry the land, and that they expose more

soil to the weather during winter. In regard to these

points we have changed our views, having seen it re-

peatedly demonstrated that the difference is not very

great. Perhaps on tenacious clays on springy cold laud,

essential benefit might be found in lap furrows ; on other

land not. There arc two other considerations, in fact

three, which outweigh the above altogether in our mind

:

1st, manure is much better covered ; 2d, the land is left

free from weeds, the sod is perfectly killed out of the way
of the harrow, and in the best position to rot quickly

and uniformly ; 3d, l>y the action of frost alone, much fall

plowed land is prepared for spring sowing of grass or

grain. For grass or clover it needs no working over at.

all. For oats, barley or wheat, all that is necessary, is to

harrow or bush in the seed, if sown broadcast, or other-

wise, to go right on with the drill, and follow with the

roller—this on good, common, loamy soils. We can point

to a field plowed two years ago for corn, half with a lap

furrow and half with a flat one, where the number of

weeds and the labor of suppressing them on the lap fur-

rowed part has been twice, if not three times, as great as

on the other. And we can name farmers who once held

strongly to the lap-furrows, but are now delighted with

the working of their flat-furrow plows. They arc not on

heavy clays, but we think the principles named equally

applicable to clay and sand as to loam, and especially so

in spring plowing, to which the objections urged do not

apply with the same force as to fall plowing.

Wash tlie TectU at WmgUt.—A few
who inherit good teeth, and care nothing for "looks,"'

neglect brushing their teeth : but none who study clean-

liness and a sweet breath, or who wish to preserve their

teeth, good or bad, as long as possible, should neglect to

brush them well one or more times a day, -with a brush

so stiff as to clean them well, but not so hard as to wound
and irritate the gums. They should be brushed both

night and morning, but if only once, let it be done the

last thing before retiring. Portions of food, sweets, etc..

left on or between the teeth during the night, decay or

acidify, and corrode the enamel, and thus gradually in-

jure them. If the cavities between and in decaying

teeth be thoroughly brushed out with water at night, and

when rising, it will add years to their eftectivo^iso and

freedom from pain. Most Of the tooth powders sold con-

tain an injurious acid, which, though it gives the teeth a

clean, white surface, doea it at the expense of Bomc of

the natural surface. A little hard soap, pleasantly per-

fumed, ia the best possible application. We would not

recommend even the finest charcoal, or prepared chalk or

clay, for though inert, they wear upon the enamel.

En Polishing or Wnsliin;;- Door
Kiiol..--. or other articles projecting from Q painted sur-

face, protect the paint by slipping over the articles ft piece

of Stout pasteboard or cloth, having a hole or slit in the

center largo enough to slip it on.

Stave you Plenty ofBoor' Mats?
Our observation is, that, comparatively few lioua I

era appreciate the economy of having plenty of mal il

ouuido door. The chtief wear vi carp

from sandy or gritty materials brought in on the boots or
shoes. TJncarpeted floors are constantly soiled from the

same source. Most persons keep but a single mat just

inside; or outside of the door. It is far better to have
two or three—one coarse, heavy one outside the door, at

the bottom of the steps, another just against the door on
the outside, and another finer one on the inside. Mats go

placed will be a strong bint to careless, slovenly men and
boys to wipe their feet clean. The cost isnot much more
for three mats thus nsed, for they will last nearly three

"

times as long as a single one. Each fifty cents invested
in mats will usually save ten times the amount in carpets,

and in lessening labor and annoyance. Com husks
braided together make good home-made mats. Pieces of

old carpets are far better than nothing. A good, cheap
mat can be easily made by stitching two pieces of old

carpet together and stuffing with a thin layer of hay or
straw, knotting it through to keep the filling in place.

Iai SSoilingT Meats, never put lliem in

cold water, but plump them into that which is boiling

briskly. This will coagulate the albumen on the outside,

close the pores, and prevent the water from soaking out

the rich juices. If salted meats need freshening, let it be
previously done with cold water, taking all needed time,

with frequent changing of the water, if it is very salt.—

Tough, cheap pieces of beef, can be made tender and pal-

atable as follows: If salt, freshen as above. Pnt into

the pot with a trifle more water than will be finally

needed. Set into the top of the cooking pot a closely

fitting tin pail or pan, and fill it with cold water. If this

gets boiling hot, dip ont some and add cold water from

time to time. Boil the meat until it gets so entirely tender

that the bones will drop out. even if it takes five or ten

hours. The steam and aroma or flavor of the meat, will be

condensed on the bottom of the covering pan or pail of

water, and drop back, and thus be retained. When thor-

oughly done, remove the coyer, and slowly simmer down
thick enough to jelly when cold. Dip out the meat, re-

move the bones, place it iii a pan. pour over it the boiled

liquid, lay over it a large plate, or inverted tin platter, and

put on 15 to 30 fb. weight. When cold, it will cut into

nice slices, and if lean and fat or white meat be mixed,

it will be beautifully marbled. The juice will jelly and

compact it firmly together, and you will have nice juicy

meat, good for breakfast, dinner or supper, and so tender

that poor teeth can masticate it. Fresh beef, or corned

beef well freshened in cold w.-uer. nmy lie creed in this

way with decided economy, and it is far superior to meat
boiled in an open vessel from which the flavor has con-

stantly escaped, as you can perceive by the odor all through

the house, if Bridget leaves the kitchen door open a min-

ute or two, as she will certainly happen to do.

Cleaning Tripe.—In October, we referred

to tripe as a wholesome, nutritious food, that should be

more generally used, and gave some methods ofpreparing

and cooking it. Edw. Partridge, of Waldo Count}-. Me.,

sends bis method of cleaning, which he thinks better

than those described: "In removing the stomach.be

careful to keep the outside clean. Shake the contents

well out through a small hole, and put in a quantity of

unslaked lime about the size of a coffee cup. with about

2 gallons of water. Place it in a tub of water and agitate

15 or 20 minutes, or until the lime is well slaked. _\

slight scraping will then remove the inside skin. The

slaking lime takes out all odor, and make- the tripe nice

and soft."
1 After cutting up and washing well, it is ready

for boiling, and may then be pickled in vinegar, or kepi

in salt water, to be changed daily and be cooked like

souse, or broiled like steak, buttered and peppered; or

be dipped in batter and fried.

rtlush, or Hasty Punain^.—Salt tuo

water sufficiently, and when boiling, stir into it sifted

meal until two-third:: a- thick as desired; then for the

other third, use coarse wheat flour, and boil a few min-

utes, stirring all the time.— .V, . M. W., I

Iowa. —[The secret of making com meal palatable, wheth-

er in puddings of any kind, or in cakes or emu bread, lies

in cooking it thoroughly, we think. Whether pun iu

or part meal and flour, we advise la mis the UBStj pud-

ding very thin, and then cook II do\i U by at least half an

hour's boiling—an hourormore, improves it. WhUoahoul

it, always make a lame quantity bo as to be sure to

a full supply to slice up and fry for breakfast. It i-

economical, and is relished by almost everybody, Bu

"Uncle Sana's Fried Cakes,"
calledbecause Ihcywore Invert thy our "Soldier Boy/'J

Take t quart flour, - tabhwpoonluls shortening (butter oi

lard), 'i tablespoonftils vinegar! i tcaspo . I Usa-

Bpoonful sab. and warm water enough to 111 the don

rolling.- /<
i

.
.v. r. pii thi

case tho vinegar takes the usual place of cream ol

. the carbonic ncid Ircc from tho 'oda SVueuppow
. . ,,

i
jhlj mUcd will
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Jersey Cow 6i Treasure."—We have

received from T. A. Denison, of Hampden Co., !Mass., a

photograph of their family pet, a Jersey cow, of which he

says : She i5 5 years old, weighs 7S0 pounds, gives 15

quarts of milk per day at her best, and 6 quarts of milk

yield 14 to 16 oz. of very hard, fine grained, high colored

butter. One day's milk, 2 months before her time to calve,

yielded 15 oz. of butter, when she had been giving milk

more than a year. Twenty years' experience leads our

correspondent to the conclusion that no breed equals the

Jerseys in value as family cows.

A Great Rat Hunt.—"Rat Hunter"
writes as follows : "An article in the Agriculturist on the

subject of catching rats by ferrets, induces me to give the

methods of destroying rats in Clinton Co., O. A rat hunt is

decided upon—a meeting is called, and two 'captains'

appointed, who choose their men alternately to any

number they wish; the parries then appoint, a committee

of three to count the tails of the rats caught by both

parties. A time is appointed for the hunt to close. Then
the tails are all counted, the party having killed the least

number, furnishes a free supper to both sides. A hunt of

this kind was ended on the *2Gth Nov. at New Burlington,

Ohio. Each of the sides killed over S000 rats. A sump-

tuous supper was given on the evening of Nov. 29th. of

which over two hundred ladies and gentlemen partook,

and every thing passed off pleasantly. Let every com-

munity adopt the same plan, and there will be many rata

destroyed, and few left for ferrets and patent rat traps."

Tall Bnckwheat.-Wm. A. McCleary
writes that he settled in the green woods, October, 1S65,

and after clearing a piece, raised among other crops,

broom corn and buckwheat, last summer—the former

grew 15 feet high, the buckwheat grew 7 feet 10 inches

high, and yielded 28 bushels to the acre.

The Bee Periodicals.—Two Bee papers

started in this country during the past season. One made
a start de novo—the other revived and took a fresh start.

Things did not seem to work quite rightly, or our hand
and word of greeting would have been prompt and cordial.

The Am. Bee Gazette, published in this city, departed

this life a few weeks since; the Am. Bee Journal, of

"Washington, as 1; next of kin," inheriting its list of sub-

scribers and wordly effects. "We hopt; its excellent foreign

department may be continued in the Journal. "We have

pleasure in commending the Journal to our readers, and
wishing it merited success.

Beautiful Grape Leares.—J. W. Hinks
&, Co., Bridgeport (Conn.) Nursery, sent us some leaves of

Rogers' No. 19 grape, that were colored as beautifully as

the autumn tinted leaves of the maple. They state that

the foliage of several of Rogers' numbers does the same
when it escapes early frosts. As far as we recollect, this

peculiarity has not before been noticed.

Laurel Poisoning*. — E. A. Holcomb
writes, that when a lamb is poisoned by laurel, he takes

a hard lump of fine salt—such as is usually to be found

in a sack where tha^ grains have caked together—as large

as a walnut, i»uts it in the animal's mouth, and holds up
the head until the salt is swallowed. For sheep and
calves he uses more, lie has tried many remedies, and
considers this the simplest and most efficacious.

Heeling-in.—M. J. Skinner criticises the
spelling of this word, and suggests that if it is derived

from the saxon word hele, to cover or conceal, it should

be spelt accordingly. We do not think the word has

any such derivation ; it is a short and convenient render-

ing of the old garden phrase, "laying-in-by-the-heels."

What may l>e Done frith Small
Garden Plots.—I. K. Jessup, of Staten Island,

writes us, that upon an oval piece of ground, 19x37 feet,

he raised 320 lbs. marrow* squashes, 1 bushel tomatoes,

37 peppers, and 8 egg plants.

A Mechanical Plowman.—A few days

since we were called upon to witness the operation of a

contrivance, which we designate as a ''mechanical plow-

man." 1 The idea is not a new one. There have been
other contrivances for holding and guiding the plow, and
whether this one possesses merit sufficient to make it a

success, the future must determine. We found a plow
without handles, having a rather short beam fastened at the

end into a sort of baby-carriage affair, consisting of an iron

frame with adjusting screws set upon two little wheels,

one of greater diameter than the other. The inventor is

a German, and the plow was a common German one of

modern construction, by no means superior to our good
plows. Two horses were hitched close to the little car-

riage, and, the plow being on its side, the team was
started in a patch from which Lima beans had just been

removed and full of stubs of broken poles. The plow in-

stantly righted itself, and laid a fair furrow, though the

wheels had no furrow to guide them. The second time

round it did perfectly good work. When it struck a stub

it was partly thrown out or turned, but got at work again

so quickly that one hardly noticed it. With a quick and

strong jerk one might throw the plow out of the furrow,

but it would get back again almost instantly. It was set

to cut about 6 inches deep and 10 inches wide, and in

steady going and even soil it did this, but the soil was
variable, and on hard packed spots it inclined to run

shallow, and where it was very mellow, it would go

deeper. The depth and width of the furrows is very

quickly and easily regulated by screws, and the set of the

wheels is changed for different depths. The trial was
made upon the farm of 3Ir. Breck, of New Durham, N. J.,

a thoroughly practical man and no way interested in the

implement. He uses it in preference to good plows of his

own, and, as he says, by a little practice he quickly gained

facility in its management. Stones, he says, will throw

it out or stop it ; if thrown out, it sets itself again quicker

than one held by hand, and if stopped, requires to be lifted

or pulled back and eased over, as any plow would be.

On the whole, the thing looks practical and handy. For
a foreign-made article it is very light. Still, its strength has

been well tested, and as we understand many will soon

be made, we may expect to see it put to the test of hard

and diverse usage. The inventor is Mr. F. Tolkmann.
who has TJ. S. Patents for the essential features. See ad-

vertisement. We can hardly over-estimate the importance

of the invention, if made easily adaptable to our plows

.of different sizes, provided it proves practical.

Q>aiili«i Roots.—" Subscriber"—Keep your
Dahlia roots just as they come out of the ground, unlil

spring. Do not pull the roots from the stem, unless >ou
wish to destroy ihem. They must be kept attached until

the buds are started in the spring, when they are sepa-

rated in a way to give a root to each bud.

Cluh-F'oot iu Cabbage.—"Subscriber,"
Conn.—This is ascribed to an insect, or rather to a kind

of centipede ; plenty of lime in the soil is said to prevent it.

"What can he Done for formerly good
land, now covered 3 or 4 feet deep with creek gravel ?

"

is a question asked by an "Old Subscriber,"

How toThaw out Pumps or Water
Pipes.—" The simplest way in the world."—We must
repeat directions given, and repeated in years gone by.

Procure a piece of india rubber pipe as long as any
emergency will require. It should have a lillle less than a

quarter of an inch bore, and walls thick enough to be

quite stiff. Apply one end of this upon a common fun-

nel, and run the other end into the water-pipe down as

far as the ice. When hot water is poured in, the ice will

melt before the end of the tube out of which it rows with

great rapidity, and of course the tube must be pushed

along down as fast as the ice melts.

Barometer in the House.—J. Menden-
hall, Parke Co., Ind., asks, if the indications of the barom-

eter are affected by the heat of the room in which it is

placed. The heat expands the mercury, making it lighter,

and in nice observations a correction for temperature

is made. The difference is of no consequence when the

barometer is observed merely as a weather indicator.

Acids ami Alkalies—Poisons.—In
November we gave a general article to explain to the un-

scientific reader the common terms " acids" and alkalies

—mainly with reference to the article on "Soaps" fol-

lowing it. An incidental allusion was made to these sub-

stances as poisons, whereupon a hyper-critical cor-

respondent of the Country Gentleman comes out with a

column headed '"dangerous advice," and garbles our re-

marks to sustain his anathemas. Let him go back and
read, and^hen quote aright what we did saj*, viz., that if

an acid is accidentally swallowed, "a strong solution of

soap swallowed freely, is the best common remedy ;" that

is, one always at hand. That was the whole gist of onr

remarks, which were not intended to discuss poisons, and

"Chemicns" will find it hard to create any sensation by
his exclamation of " Dangerous Advice."

—
"VTc may ere

long give a chapter on poisons and their treatment.

Utovr Priced. Sewing; Jlachines.—
A considerable variety of these have been offered, and the

number is increasing. One sold under different names,

for £5 by some, and for £10 by others, is a small affair,

costing the dealers $2 to $2.50, and would be dear to any

purchaser at 50 cents. "We have examined most of the

machines advertised, or offered by private circulars for

$5 to $25, and have yet to find one that we would advise a

friend to buy. A dozen or more of them have been re-

fused admission to our columns. "We gaw a new one tho

other day which is simple, and with further improvement,
it may come into practical use, but it is not yet tested

enough, nor well enough manufactured, to be worth buy-

ing. One caution we advise our readers to heed, viz.

:

Never buy any sewing machines to be turned by hand—as

most of these low-priced, but dear, machines are worked.
We consider a table and a good pedal geering to be worked
by the foot, as indispensable to any useful sewing machine.

Instead of purchasing any hand-worked machine, how-
ever cheap, it is better to reserve the money until it is in-

creased by interest and otherwise to the cost of a good

machine. It would give us great pleasure to find a

really practical effective machine retailed at $20 to $30 : it

would be a boon to multitudes of housekeepers ; but we
know of no such machine yet.

In "Winding- a Watch, always be careful

to have the tube of the key thoroughly clean, picking out

any lint gathered in from the pocket, and removing the

smallest trace of dust in it. This is very important : the

slightest particle of dust may fall in through the keyhole
and clog some of the delicate works. More watches are

injured from this cause, and require frequent cleaning,

than from all other reasons. A watch should never be

wound or opened when dust is flying in the air, nor should

it be opened with soiled fingers. New watches, even

of the best manufacture, require a year or so of wear to

get all the parts smooth and in proper running order, so

that a new watch can hardly be fully regulated to entirely

accurate time the first year. The moving of the regulator

when very near the right point, is so delicate an operation

that a long time is required to adjust it exactly ; one

may sometimes chance to hit it on a first or second trial.

Hint to Watch Manwfactnrers.—
From the great difficulty of regulating a watch exactly,

referred to in the item above, we suggest to manufac-

turers, and inventors, the contrivance of some kind of

screw, or other arrangement, by means of which a more
slight change can be readily given to the length of the

chain spring, than can now be made without the aid of

the magnifying glass used by watch repairers. The screw

on a clock pendulum is much more convenient than the

index arm for regulating a watch. This hint is at the

service of the American Watch Company, or of any one

disposed to apply it.

Lime, Water and Fire.—5. W. Stew-

art, Newcastle Co., Delaware, had his barn set on fire

during a heavy thunder storm. He wishes to know if the

conflagration was probably due to the lightning, or to

some lime that was stored there. As the barn had two

good lightning rods, and as the lime was placed close to

the side of the barn, where the rain could be blown
through the cracks, we conclude that the lime, or rather

the water, was in this case the incendiary. He thinks,

that if it was due to the presence of the lime, the fact

should be published for the benefit of others. We sup-

posed it was generally known that lime, in combining
with water, or in " slaking," as it is termed, evolved suf-

ficient heat to set fire to wood and other combustibles.

Only a few weeks ago, Doct. Grant, at Iona Island, had an

experience of this kind. The Hudson made an unusual

rise and overflowed his dock, on which was a shed hav-

ing a considerable quantity of lime stored in it, and a

conflagration was the result. It is not an unusual occur-

rence that vessels having lime as part of their cargo, are

lost by fire. How small a quantity of lime will generate

heat sufficient to set fire to wood, we cannot precisely

state, but a few ounces will produce a glowing heat, and a

pound will cook a beefsteak. It is better to lose the value

of a few bushels of lime than to run any risks in storing i t.

Ifashet Makiiig.-W. B. Waldo suggests

that some one who knows how to make willow baskets

for farm use, should communicate such instructions

through the Agriculturist, as will enable farmers wlio

have osiers to make their own baskets. We heartily en^

dorse this request. Who will respond ?

The Indelible Pencil for marking cloth-

ing is much more convenient than ink. and equally good

as to permanence—we judge after several months' trial,

Castile Soap.—"S. F. S." asks, if this could

be home-made. It could be by an expert soap maker, but

it would be found rather expensive. In the true article

Olive oil is the only fatty material used.

Vinegar from Sorghum*—L. F. Miller,

of Hardin Co., 0.,asks: 'SYill raw juice of sorghum

make good vinegar?"—We have no experience, but

to put the question in another form : May good vinegar

be made from sorghum juice without evaporating * If so,

how '{ The syrup is often used in making vinegar.
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Large Poultry Estaolisnment.—"We
are gratified to learn that a project is set on foot by/honor-

able and responsible parties, well fitted for the under-

taking, to test the question of the profit of a large poultry

farm. It is proposed to he locate the farm near New
York, and attention will he given to raising pure breeds

for sale, and also eggs and poultry for market. We think

the success of this enterprise would put the trade in

fancy poultry on a reliable basis.

Sliding or Balance Gates.— These
gates made as described in the Agriculturist for June last,

page 219, and in the number for November, 1864, p. 312,

are so simple and excellent, that many of our readers

have adopted them, and some are annoyed by persons

who have patented "improvements" upon the principle

which consist in swivel rollers of different patterns (we
know of three). The parties who sell those rollers, or

the rights for their use, tell the public that their patent

covers the use of the gate—which is not true. It only

covers the rollers, which are, perhaps, an improvement

for gates much used, but not for field gates opened no
oftener than ordinary bars. We supposed that the prin-

ciple of the gate itself was not patented until quite re-

cently. Now it seems that it is one of those still-horn

patents which are given and not used—no effort being
made to introduce it extensively. The Patentee is Ami
C. Tell, of Galesburg, 111., whose patent covers the prin-

ciple. The fact that this principle is patent should dis-

courage no one who wishes to use it. The roller Paten-

tees, however, should themselves make terms for the use

of the principle.

Potatoes in a Warm Cellar.—"J.
W.." Rehoboth. Mass. No vegetables will keep well

in a warm cellar, except sweet potatoes. The tempera-

ture should be as low as possible, and yet not freeze. A
mild uniform temperature is betterthan a fluctuating one,

averaging considerably lower. A cellar where the ther-

mometer will stand between 40° and 46° in winter
weather, will keep roots perfectly well. Keep the cellar

well ventilated, the potatoes covered with straw, and
watch the temperature to guard both against heat and cold.

Experience with SorgSium.—L. Graf-

ton, of Pulaski Co., Ind.. writes, giving his experience
as a sorghum syrup boiler. He says that the old original

black seeded sort makes the best molasses. The nicer it

is stripped, the better, and green cane makes an inferior

product. He appears not to hold strongly to the theory,

that green cane makes sugar, while the ripe makes syrup.

Cane cut when ripe, and woqked up will make more syrup
than if stored a while, but it improves the quality of the

product to store the cane. He planted the White African
cane on good black soil, and expected to make sugar. A
small quantity cut early and boiled down, tasted salty.

This was accounted for by its having been evaporated in

a meat pot. A quantity of juice expressed with a light

pressure, boiled down in an evaporating pan. had no
such taste, but when a hard pressure was given, the syrup
had the same "tang" again.

Arbor or Trellis.—G. T. Tanner, Bristol

Co., Mass., has his vines planted, and asks if he shall put
up an arbor or a trellis for them. A trellis by all means,
aa the vines have a much better exposure to light and air,

atealways accessible, and easily keptunder control. If an
arbor is needed for a screen, we would cover it with vines,

but never build one on purpose for vines.

»o Weeds Emigrate witU a I»eople?
is the substance of a letter from a " Doubter.'' They do
just as fir as the people take the seeds of weeds along
with them. The more civilized the people, Ihe more
agricultural and other seeds they would take from their

old home, and would thus sow many weeds with their

first crop. Besides, the seeds of weeds will be taken in

Ihe wool of sheep, in packing straw and other material,

and in a hundred unthought of ways. Some seeds are

carried by the winds, and others by streams, but the great-

er number arc taken to a new country by human agency.

Tree JVotlicinc—We have in general terms
expressed our opinion, that no medicine would help trees,

—and have refused the advertisement of several of these

tree medicines. We find the following in the Country
Gentleman, of Nov. 22, in relation to one of these com-
pounds: "J. D. Wisencr. Weal Dresden, writes ns as

follows: P. S. Sheldon's patent composition for fruit

Irees has been tested in this vicinity, this season, on
hundreds of trees. The result has been worse than fail-

ure, as it has killed quite a number of thrifty trees, and
others are as good as dead. It was removed a few weeks
after it was applied, or it would have been far worse for

the trees. Wherever it washes down the tree, the bark
dies and cracks open to the wood. There are also borers

in the trees now." The advertisement of this stuff was

offered to us, and when its composition was made known,
we refused to publish it, on the ground that we could not

see how a well known poison could kill the borers, unless

actuallyplaced in their holes, and that injury might result

from its use. The above shows that our view was correct,

and all other persons having tree medicines for sale will

please take notice. We have before us a circular of a

"Patent Fruit Tree Invigorator," which does still more
wonders, and makes '"mineral gases," and "airgasses"'

forma strong bud, besides a lot more of "gas"' about

keeping worms, curculios and borers from the tree.

Unnatnral Grafting*.—"Inquirer" takes

exception to onr statement, that a common chestnut will

not be converted into a Spanish chestnut by grafting on
the Horse-chestnut. He cites the grafting of the pear

upon the Hawthorn as an instance of the union of plants

as dissimilaras the Chestnut and the Horse-chestnut. The
best advice we can give our friend is. to study the structure

of plants a little, and he will not be so apt to be misled

by similarity of names. He has seen somewhere a draw-

ing of a Horse-chestnut stock prepared for grafting with

the Chestnut. We can beat that : we have seen a drawing
of a peach not only grafted on, but growing on a willow

tree ! The value of a drawing depends upon its source.

Death of" Siewold.—Perhaps no one else

has so largely contributed to our knowledge of Japan and

its productions, as Philippe Francois de Siebold. who died

at Munich, the ISth of Oct. last, at about the age of 70.

He accompanied the expedition sent by the Dutch Govern-

ment to Japan about the year 1823, and resided there for

a number of years, in the enjoyment of peculiar facilities

for acquiring information about the country and for

procuring plants. Of late years, introductions from Japan
have been numerous, but horticulturists must ever he
indebted to Siebold for some of their choicest plants.

§al£ as a Manure.—"The reason why
salt acts as a manure," says the N. T. Tribune, " is be-

cause it contains much of the quality of unleached ashes. 1 '

Shade of Solon !—Takedst thou thy mantle with thee

when thouwentest at novel writing?—In the same way
a stone quarry ' contains much of the quality of a brick

meeting house. Salt contains soda : ashes contain pot-

ash. Potash and soda are about as mnch alike, being
alkalies, as brick and stone. Ashes are alkaline, salt is

not. Soluble potash (contained in ashes) is a rare, yet

very desirable substance in most soils ; soda (contained

in salt) exists in abundance—more than the plants need.

The uses of salt m agriculture are more discussed and
less understood than almost every thing else. Its action

may be beneficial, or the reverse, and it is often neutral.

Long Keeping- Sqnasues.—H. L. Loo-
mis, Westfield, Mass.. writes, that a squash, a cross of

the Hubbard with some other, raised in 1SG5, kept sound
until the middle of Nov., IS06, and asks if we ever "before

knew a squash to keep 15 months. We have frequently

known the old Winter Crookneck to keep until the same
kind was ripe again, a year at least.

Coal Tar and BSats.—A. Ransom, of

Ulster Co.. N. Y., says that rats dislike coal tar very niuch,

and that he is in the habit of daubing it about their holes

and runs, with good results. Taking the hint from the

suggestion to dip rats in red paint, he proposes to dip

some in coal tar and let them go. Mr. Gilbert J. Green,

says: "Coal tar. mixed with sand, to the consistency of

thick mortar, is an effectual stopper to rat holes. The
process isnot patented, and a sure cure is warranted."

"Wonderful Phenomena.—Accounts of

phenomena are frequently sent tons for an explanation,

which, as they are related, arc inexplicable. Many per-

sons, who would not for any consideration misrepresent

a thing, are simply inaccurate observers. For in-.

we have an account of a quince found two and a hall" (eel

below the surface of a gravel bed. The quince "had all

the appearance of stone'' when broken to get oni the

seeds, which were planted and givw. Ii is assumed t lint

this was a petrified quince, and we are asked, llhow long

would a <piiu.ee lie buried before it would petrify, and how
long would the seeds lie in it and come out in a condition

to germinate.11 In an ordinary grovel bed ii Is not prob-

able that a quince would ever ]vtrify, and no one can tell

how long seeds will retain their vitality when boiled be-

low the influences thai Induce germination. Had this

been h really petrified quince, containing Living seeds, it

would be very strange, but the probabilities are all

against its being Buch, and the buried quince ceases to be

wonderful knottier remarkable instance is cited, of a

Black Currant bush, in the crotch of a pear tree, where it

grew and produced fruit for many years, T<» decide

whether this presents anything out of the ordinary course

of things, one must examine what is the real relation be-

tween tho two. The crotch of the pear tree may have

formed a convenient depression to retain dust, decayed
leaves, etc., and thus forma soil for the bush: the case
would then be no more strange than if it grew in a flower
pot. We notice, almost every season, Ailanthus trees,

two feet or more high, growing upon the stone window
caps of buildings in New York City. Some plants, if
shaded, will get along with an astonishingly small amount
of soil, and the Ailanthus finds enough in the dust of the
crevices of a stone or brick building to allow it to make
a vigorous growth. A good observer puts objects through
as searching a cross-questioning as a good lawyer does a
witness. Every child should be taught some branch of
natural science, if for no other purpose than to teach him
how to observe accurately. The lack of this power gives
rise to a large proportion of the wonderful stories that are
spread abroad and handed down in print and by tradition.

Is Snow a Fertilizer ?—" Farmer," of
Sullivan Co., N. Y., writes: "I have frequently heard it

said that snow is very beneficial to land, and hence it is

sometimes called the 'poor man's manure.' Although
this is a commonly received opinion. I have hitherto

failed to meet with any one who could explain it upon
philosophical principles, and have been led to doubt
the truth of the assertion. Why is it said to he so *?'

—

Answer.—Snow absorbs from the atmosphere very con-
siderable quantities of ammonia, which is especially

abnndant in the air near cities, as it is set free from coal

and other fuel. It is a warm covering, protecting the
plants covered by it, especially such as the grasses and
winter grains, from the unfavorable action of frost, for it

matters little how deeply the ground is frozen, a good bed
of snow lying upon it several weeks will thaw it all. and
even permit a growth of grain and grass to take place

under it. When it melts, the soil has the benefit of the

ammonia, and any fertilizing dust that the snowmay have
caught, and the snow-water besides contains much
oxygen—hence the effects are like those of manure, and
the reason for the popular judgment, which is quite right.

I*. I*. Pea.—Seedsmen and all others will

please take notice. In August last, we published a note

from a valued correspondent, to the effect that Cartcr"s

First Crop Pea, was a late one. Our friend, by some mis-

take, had got the wrong sort. In September, pages 311

and 31-1, we gave testimony on the other side. These last

articles seem to have been overlooked, as we still get

many notes from Seedsmen and others, on the matter.

Now, be it xmderstood that, as far as evidence can go.

Carters First Crop Pea is a first-rate thing, and please

don't write us any more about that particular pea.

3) £ flicalt to Answer.—W. L. Lent, Seneca
Co., Ohio, asks: " Can grapes or Osage Orange be grown
on a clay side-hill, from which the surface soil has been
removed by grading? "—Generally, no : but there are

some kinds of drift, often called clay, that are good grape

lands. It is a local question, and difficult to answer.

lame TVatcr and Cream of Lime.—
" L. R. V."—Lime water is a saturated solution of lime.

Lime is very little soluble in water, one part requiring

about 700 parts of water. A quantity of slacked lime is

put into alight vessel of water and stirred up, and after

the undissolved portion has settled, the clear liquid is

poured off. Cream of lime, or milk of lime, is water with

enough undissolved lime in it to make a thick mixture.

Pelargonium will not Bloom.—"S.

F. S.," Setauket, L. I. One of the difficult cases to

answer, as you do not say whether it is in a dwelling or

green-house. In cither case pelargoniums need to be

kept rather dry and cool until towards spring, and then

be started into growth by plenty of heal, light and water.

Iffu1»1>ai-<1 Sqnash.—** Stat en Island."—

This variety will sometimes come splashed with orange

colored spots, and be in all other respects like the clay-

colored. One of the distinctive characters off the Hub-

bard is its very hard shell.

Insect on •iiimw and Cherries*—
Q. Tniiar, Oswego (o.. x. y. The [need thai destroys

ynm- plums and cherries, is the CnrcoUo, which Is able to

fly as well as to elinib. Any invention for preventing

its ascending trees will therefore be of UtUi

Snails in 111** Cellar.—J. \Y. Hath/

Macon County, in., finds that a toad kept in a cellar

where snail- are troublesome, soon disposes of them.—

Mother writes thai he has found a land tortoise or ter-

rapin to perform the same -

Salt the #liigr> and Snails.—J. S.

Swain, of Jacksonville, Fla,, eays, sail sprinkled freely

in the haunts of snails and Bluga in the cellar, is a perfect

bane to them. He baa tried it with BQi
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Another Agriculturist Editor. —
We have an announcement to make which will doubt-

less gratify our readers, as it does ourselves. It has

been the policy of the Publishers of this journal to secure

the best possible Editorial aid to be obtained, at what-

ever cost, aud the result has justified the policy. One

man, of even moderate ability and experience only, may
collect enough readable matter of some kind to fill up

a weekly sheet ; but to prepare a thorough-going journal,

varied in its matter, pruned of superfluous words and

sentences and full of condensed thought, reliable in all

its teachings, and treating on subjects so multitudinous as

are embraced in the labors ofthe Farm, Garden, and House-

hold, there is needed the -combined thought, experience,

and observation of a considerable number of first class men
—the more the better. If every page or two has the en-

tire thought and investigation of one such man, the pa-

per must certainly be far superior to what it would be

if only one man spread his thoughts and repeated himself

over twenty or thirty pages each month..... While the

Agriculturist will continue to have the editorial labors of

our Associates, Messrs. Tbtjkber, Weld, Harris, Fitch,

and others, who have done so much to make, the pa-

per what it has been, we have at length prevailed upon

Rev. Wm. Clift to join our Editorial Corps, and he will

enter upon his duties here soon after the present number
goes to press. Mr. Clift became widely and very favora-

bly known by his "Carriage Views of Farming," and

other valuble contributions to the press, some twenty

years ago, and he has given us occasional editorial aid

during the past fifteen years ; but his practical labors as

a cultivator, his pastoral and other public duties, and the

care of the extensive Woodlawn Cemetery, of which he

has been Comptroller or Superintendent for some time

past, have left him little time to devote to his pen. . In the

avide and influential field upon which he now enters,he will

doubtless do good service to the country.

—

Publishers.]

Capital, Reliable Advertisements
fill all the space we can spare to that department.

Many more good parties, late comers, wanted room which
we could not give, and a multitude was shut out under our
rules, which exclude all secret and deceptive things, and
require evidence that the advertiser has both the intention

and ((frUity to do what 7w promises. It is a good time to

study these business ^columns well, and find out what is

for sale, by whom, and make arrangements for the spring

stock of needed implements, etc., and the other things

wanted now. It will please the advertisers, if in willing

to them for catalogues, or circulars, or sending orders,

they are informed w/iere their advertisements were seen.

They like to kuow where they find the largest number of

wide-awake, enterprising readers. One man tells us that

last year he advertised in just 300 papers, received 2000

orders, and that he knows that over 2(j00 of them came
from the Agriculturist readers.—Another says he set aside

just £10,000 for advertising, and that the $600 paid the

Agriculturist brought him more good business than the

$9,400 paid elsewhere. Many others talk in the same way.

- Special to Advertisers.—Our new adver-

tising terms are announced in the proper place. A little

advance is made, but not somuchas the increased circula-

tion would really warrant. Our basis for ordinary adver-

tisements is, one cent, or less per line for each thousand
subscribers, as we expect to print 150.000 to 200,000 or

more copies the present year. The subscriptions so far

are SO percent above the same period last-year. If this ratio

continues a little while longer, we shall exceed 200.000.

Based on circulation alone, oiu- terms are the cheapest in

the world, t» say nothing of the fact that our advertise-

ments are select, and are trusted by the reader ; that they
are before the reader a month at least ; and that they are

beautifully printed on small pages and are thus easily

seen. To merely print 150,000 cards containing 5 square
inches of reading matter, would cost at least $600. To
print that card in this paper, and have "a copy sent into

150,000 families, one in a place, costs less than $60. At
our old terms the advertising would not pay much more
than the expense of the paper they are printed on, as any
one acquainted with the cost of such paper can readily cal-

culate. (See note on " Capital Advertisements " above.)

** Proper Bad."—A "Rural" paper, pub-
lished not a thousand miles from Rochester, annually,

about the close of its subscription year, makes itself ri-

diculous and annoys its readers, by a billious overflow

toward the Agriculturist and one or two other journals.

This year its groans indicate almost expiring agonies.

Its latest special cause of complaint arises from the fact

that some extra copies of the Agriculturist were sent into

half a dozen towns in Western New York, where the

Genesee Fanner, which we purchased, formerly circulated.

We guarantee that neither the Mail clerk, nor his employ-
ers, when sending those papers, had the least thought of
11 disturbing" or "displacing" the "Rural. 11 ' They have

too much compassion for their Weakly friend. They were

not thinking of him at all, or they would have remembered

that he had a mortgage on, owned, and possessed, all the

farmers of Western New York, or claims to. But why
is he so disturbed at the apparition of an extra copy or

two of our beautiful sheet in that region, where thousands

of copies go regularly ? Oh ! we see.—One of his scat-

tered subscribers by chance saw our paper. Is he so

afraid of the comparison? Perhaps his conscience

troubled him lest that subscriber should see how exten-

sively the Rural has copied from our paper and books

—

transferring our beautiful and costly original engravings,

and ideas, without a word of credit. Pray, keep cool,

friend Rural ; we will sin as little as possible , though it is

hard to suppress the wish to let your readers occasionally

see a real, live, finished, original paper, that has had a

whole month's work of preparation, and is not hastily

thrown together and illustrated with borrowed or stolen

engravings. If you don't stop scolding, you -will get down
toward a par with your competing "Rural" whose editor

will fume at us until he dies, because we wont notice

him, wont advertise for him, or exchange.'with him, and

because we once showed up his sales of patent "Bee-

hives " without any patent, and his selling the address of

young ladies for sixpence each. Han-is Brothers1 "gift

enterprise" is helping that "Rural" to subscribers.

Pray don't get down to its level.

" Tim Bflisilier."—Old readers of the Agri-

culturist will be glad to know that a spicy letter from our

old friend, of racy, practical, homely wit and wisdom-
Timothy Bunker, Esq., of Hookertown. Conn.—is in type

for our next number. "Squire Bunker has been so much
occupied of late, that it has interfered with the claims

which readers of the Agriculturist seem to have upon

him. We can now congratulate our readers on the prom-

ise of a letter from him every month or two.. .

Copeland's Country I^ife.—When the

new and enlarged edition of this work appeared, we re-

commended it as a useful encyclopaedia of rural affairs.

A further examination of the book has resulted in our

purchasing it and adding it to our list of standard publi-

cations. There is scarcely a topic relating to the manage-

ment of gardens, green-houses, orchards, and all the mat-

ters pertaining to small farms and country places, that is

not intelligently aud pleasantly treated. It does not

profess to be a work upon agriculture proper, but it is oue

that will meet the wants of a large class who live in the

country. We do not mean to say that it would not be

useful to the farmer, for it would be. in teaching him how
to give his home pleasant surroundings. The work is

abundantly and well illustrated. A new issue is now
ready, on line paper, in beveled boards—912 pages. Price

$5.00. Sent by mail post-paid.

TSie American Gardener's Assist-
ant,—By Thomas Bridgeman. New Edition, Revised,

Enlarged and Rlustrated. by S. Edwards Todd. New
York : William Wood & Co. The work of Mr. Bridge-

man first appeared many years ago, and was in its day a

standard authority. The name is an honored one iu

American horticulture, and when a new edition of his

work came to hand, we felt glad that the "Gardener's

Assistant" still lived. Upon looking over the volume,

we found illustrations taken boldly and bodily from the

Agriculturist, and from books of which we hold -the copy-

right. We were astonished to find that honorable dealers,

like William Wood & Co., had thus taken the property of

others.. Our astonishment was at an end when we turned

to the title page, and found by whom the work was
revised. A committee of twelve men may decide on

this matter of illustrations, and we" will turn to the

literary portion of the work. We doubt if so many
blunders were ever before enclosed in one cover, and one

hardly knows where to begin to notice a work, claiming

to be " revised," in which old errors, thought to be truths

in their time, are so mingled with modern bluudevs. As
a specimen of the recklessness with which names are

handled, we are told under Cabbage, p. 55, " The Brassica

rapa, or Turnip-Cabbage, produces its bulb or protuber-

ance," etc., and on page 136 we have Brassica rapa, given

as the name of the Turnip.—The "reviser " js even less

at home among fruits than he is among vegetables, and
the article on the grape is of about as much use in the

present state of grape culture, as an almanac of thirty

years ago. As a matter of curiosity, we copy the names
of the grapes treated of. We first have, on page 105, a
" Select Descriptive List of Native Grapes," which gives

notes on Alexander, Blond, Carolina Perfumed, Catawba,

Cunningham, Elsiubnrgh, Hides Eliza. Isabella, Luf-

borough, Maddox, Norton's Virginia, Pond's Seedling,

Scuppernong, Warren and Woodson. A "select" list

truly! Evidently pleased with the amusement of mak-
ing grape lists, the "reviser" gives us a few pages

further on another (p. Ill) "Select Descriptive List of

Native Grapes," in which we have this time Diana, Gil-

bert's White Shonga, Lenoir, ^Missouri, Ohio, Shurtleff's

Seedling, Uchee Grape, and White Scuppernong. The
pears present a most melancholy array of antiquated

varieties, with a number of illustrations, only one of

which is referred to in the text. The list of strawberries

gives some twenty-four varieties, not one-fourth of which
are now extant; the Wilson, Triomphe dc Gand, Scott's

Seedling and Trolloppe's Victoria are represented by bad
engravings, but not a word is said of them. The flow-

ers are still worse managed, as witness the Dahlia, in

which a gentleman who has been dead a number of years,

is quoted as if he had given recent information. Itwere a
waste of time and space to point out the errors of omis-

sion and commission in a work, that in competent hands,

might have been made valuable. The heirs of Mr.-

Bridgeman must indeed feel chagrined to see their name
connected with such a jumble, and certainly must feel that

an alteration is not always an improvement.

Tlae Ag-ricwltnrist Itoolc I>epnrt-
me«t %—A few years ago, in response to their oft-

repeated requests, the Publisher commenced supplying

his subscribers with such books as they desired, sending
them by mail, post-paid, without additional charge. The
retiring of C. M. Saxton & Co., who were the leading

agricultural Book Publishers, cut off the supply of many
books, aud it became necessary for Mr. Jndd to issue

some of these books iu order to meet his engagements to

furnish them. Subsequently, at the urgent request of

many booksellers, and others, Mr. Jndd purchased all the

plates, rights to publish, etc., previously owned by Messrs.
Saxton & Co., and increased the stock by other purchases,

until he had control of a very large proportion of all the

Agricultural and Horticultural books published in this

country. A careful weeding was made, and more than

half of the books were condemned, and their stereotype

plates consigned to the melting pot, where it could be

done without infringing upon the vested-right of authors.

Mr. Chase, an experienced Boston publisher, was asso-

ciated in the business, so that there should be no lack of

business aud editorial attention to the Agficidttnist. but

rattier greater efficiency secured. The Firm, and all

associated with them, are ambitions to have the credit of

supplying good books. With the large editorial power
employed upon the Agricidturist, good old books are

being revised, aud first rate new books, edited with the
same care that is expended upon the Anrk»li>'ri*t. arc

being constantly prepared. The field is an extensive one.

Cultivators of the soil are waking up more and more to

the importance of studying their business in all its bear-

ings, and to meet the demand for good reliable Books,

Pamphlets. Annuals, etc., i^ an important work. The
Publishers say in their circular, that •"they aim to exercise

so much care that their Imprint upon auy book shall be a
guarantee of its value." The Agriculturist is entirely in-

dependent in its sphere, though its issue by the same pub-

lishers gives it additional resources, financial and other-

wise, so that this business connection makes it possible

to furnish it to subscribers at a lower rate than could be

done without this aid. Those who understand the mat-

ter, will readily see that the subscription money paid

cannot of itself cover the cost of supplying such a paper.

Sundry 17nxn1>ng'$.—Our letters, for four

weeks past, describe 85 individuals, or firms, engaged in

14 different modes of swindling, or of corrupting morals.

An analysis, and somewhat detailed exposure, is prepared,

but we have not room for it this month. Several of these

parties are consigned to the magistrates or policemeu.

The writers of over 300 letters, now before us. will please

understand that those who have inquired about reliable

parties will be answered by mail; all not thus answered
may put down the parties inquired about, either as swin-

dlers, or as being under investigation to be reported upon
hereafter. While waiting room to speak more particu-

larly, we advise our readers to beware of all tempting

offers coming by circular through the mails ; of all gift en-

terprises, however sugar-coated by pretending to aid

soldiers and their orphans, or needy artists : of all watch
and jewelry tickets; of Gold and Silver Mining Compan-
ies ; of recipes for washing, ink, vinegar, honey, etc. ; of

applications for catalogues of Female Seminaries, aud
lists of names of farmers and others : of low-priced sew-
ing machines (see item elsewherel : of cheap burning
fluids; of map publishers asking money for something
to be issued hereafter ; of wonderful new discoveries

where money is to be sent; etc., etc. Please continue

to report to us all new schemes, as sorui as they appear.

9,000 Good Words.—Our Assistant who
receives, examines, and sorts the large number of news-
papers regularly received, says that dining the past

year alone, more than two thousand different editorial no-

tices have appeared in these journals, strongly commend-
ing the Agriculturist. Our space is too valuable to allow

repeating such notices.
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The Prairie Wolf.

This animal (C'anis latrans) which is found

upon, the Prairies of the "West, from Mexico to

as far north as lat. 55°, is the type in this coun-

try of the Jackal of the Eastern world, both in

appearance and

habits. Although

naturalists differ

on the subject, it

is the generally

received opinion

that he is the same

animal as the Mex-
ican Coyote. In

size, he is a me-

dium between the

common Red Fox
and the ordinary

Wolf. His head is

shaped more like

the former animal,

having its long

and sharp muzzle,

while the whole

form of his body-

is more that of the

Wolf, and his tail,

which is bushy

and tapering, and

his coarse hair,

are unmistakably

those of the lat-

ter. He is from 36 to 40, or 42 inches in length

of body, with a tail some 16 or 18 inches long.

In color he is usually of a dull, yellowish gray

on the back and sides, sprinkled or clouded with

black, the belly and inside of the limbs being

white. His ears are large and triangular, al-

ways held in an erect position, and almost en-

tirely coated with hair. He has four toes on

each foot, besides a sharp claw on the inside of

the fore-foot, about two inches above the sole,

and attached to

the rudimentary

toe,corresponding

to the thumb. He
has a sharp, snap-

ping bark, which

gives him the

name, among the

dwellers upon the

prairies, .of the

"Barking Wolf."

They live and

breed in burrows,

and have their

young in April.

They are very pro-

lific, sometimes

bringing forth 10

or more at a birth,

and not often less

than 8. They are

very fleet of foot,

more so than the

ordinaryWolf,and

hunt in packs,

hanging on the

outskirts of the

herds of buffalo, on the lookout for stragglers,

aged, halt, and maimed. Though small, they are a

most terrible enemy when combined, and attack-

ing in numbers. They will follow up a company
of hunters for days, and loiter around their

camps for the refuse of their game, of which
they get. quantities, as your true buffalo hunter

only cares for the hump, tongue, marrow-bones,

and skin. They are afraid of man, and rarely,

if ever, injure the hunter or his horses, although

stealing into a still camp at night, they often

cause the latter to stampede. The mule is an

excellent watchman, for he no sooner detects

their neighborhood by his keen scent, than he
gives vent to his own, peculiar, musical bray

s
and

prairie wolf or coyote.—(Cards latrans.)

stands like a well-bred game dog, head and tail

erect, and nose pointed in the direction of his

enemy. The hunter then looks out for the safety

of his game or provisions, for the little thieves

are as expert as the New York pickpockets, and

will appropriate his most precious morsels.

They are killed for their skins, which, however,

are not very valuable, and are used to fill up the

scanty load of some not over-successful trader.

The Red Fox—[Vulpes fulvus.)

Closely allied to the wolf and the dog, is the

Fox, of which there are several distinct species

in this country, and among these there exists a

great tendency to varieties. The skins of the

common red fox show diverse shades, some being

very dark, (indeed there are those called black ;)

others have a more or less distinctly marked
cross, a stripe down the back and across the

shoulders. The usual color is bright reddish

brown, most intense along the saddle and should-

ers. The face is nearly black, as are also the

flanks ; and the feet are black in front, the color

extending up on the outside of the thighs. The
under jaw, the

edges of the up-

per jaw, and the

throat are white,

and this color ex-

tends more or less

upon the belly.

The brush is ren-

dered dark by
man}' long black

hairs, occurring

among the reddish

ones, which are

more abundant

and shorter. In

the darker varie-

ties of the fox the

brush is often

white tipped. The
head and bod}'

measure 27 to 30

inches usually,

and the tail to the

tips of the hairs

about 15 to 17

inches. They rare-

ly attain a weight

of 15 pounds, and 8 to 10 pounds is the usual

weight. The young are littered in March or

April, 4 to 6 in a nest. As the old one has these

to provide for just when field mice and birds

are least abundant, foxes are then boldest in

then- attacks upon poultry, and will even attack

young lambs. We think, however, that lamb is

uot a favorite diet by any means, and that rats,

mice, and small birds and eggs are much pre-

ferred to poultry of any kind—we are willing

to give the little

i rascals credit for

all the good they

do. Their habits,

their great degree

of sly intelligence

and reasoning

powers, are well

known. They are

active throughout

the winter, and

lives in burrows.

In trapping the

fox, to destroy the

smell of iron, the

trap should be

smeared with

fresh blood, or

heated and cover-

ed with bees-wax,

then set near their

haunts, covered

with light earfh,or

ashes, and fasten-

ed to a clog of 8

or 10 lbs. The sur-

face all around

should wear a natural look. Scraps of fried

meat and honey may be distributed around the

bed, 1ml nol on the trap, and no fool prints

should bo seen near. The genital organs of

the female fox, or dog in heat, preserved ia al-

cohol and smeared upon some object near the

trap, Will be most alluring. A fos will be very

likely to follow a trail ofbloody meat to I lie trap.
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Walks and Talks on the Farm—No. 37.

I notice from the papers that the receipts of

sheep and pigs in New York are now greater

than ever before, and prices have fallen a little.

The best sheep only bring about 6 cts.. per lb.,

live weight, and hundreds of poor sheep are sold

as low as $3.00a$4.00 a head. It seems a pity to

send such sheep to a distant market. After de-

ducting the cost of transportation and other

expenses, the prices received by the farmer must

be very low. It costs no more to send a sheep

to market that will bring $8.00, than one that is

slow of sale at $3.00. If the expenses are a

dollar a head, the farmer would get $3.00 in one

case, and $7.00 in the other.

Pork will probably be lower for a few weeks.

The failure of the corn crop will induce many
farmers to dispose of their hogs before they are

fat: The receipts will be very large, and for

the time being, will depress the market. But it

seems to me that after the first rush of half-fat

pigs is over, it will be found that good, well-fed

hogs are scarce, and the demand will be large

enough to insure a fair price for the corn they

have consumed. After severe cold weather sets

in, however, pigs will not fat rapidly. The in-

crease of weight alone, will hardly pay for the

food. The profit of keeping them, if there is

any, will be from the increase in price. With

warm, comfortable pens, hogs, as a general rule,

can be kept until after Christmas with advan-

tage, on account of the advance in pork. But

in a cold, dirty pen, they will eat a good deal

of corn, and do little more than hold their own.

It is not half as interesting now to talk about

pigs as it was last September, when our Roch-

ester butchers were eager to buy them at 14 and

15 cents a lb. They are now a drug at 10 cents,

and some have been sold as low as 8 cents. The
city papers are rejoicing over the decline in

prices. They were too high, perhaps. But to

attribute high prices solely to the "speculators
"

is absurd. The speculators do not create the

scarcity, they only avail themselves of it and

buy for a rise. If it proves that there is no

scarcity, they are—ruined. But if there is an

actual scarcity, they are really public benefac-

tors, as by storing awa}' the food until it

is wanted, and thus forcing up prices in the

meantime, they check consumption. If prices

remained low, much more would be consumed,

and in the end the scarcity would be greater.

It may be that farmers, tempted by high

prices, have raised too many hogs, and that they

must sell them at a loss. Certain it is, that with

corn worth $1.25 a bushel, there is little profit

in fattening hogs at 8 cents a lb. It is a good hog
that, with ordinary treatment, will give 7 lbs. of

pork for a bushel of corn. Fed in a rail pen,

cub and all, among the mud, it doubtless takes

much more, especially in cold weather. The
other day I wanted a new India rubber tube for

my steamer, and a few lbs. of castings. The
bill was $5.75. Now, with corn at $1.25 per

bushel and pork at 8 cents a lb., how long, at

the above estimate, will it take me to pay this

bill out of the profits? I heard a farmer say

last fall that " it took three bushels of potatoes

to buy a pair of baby's shoes !

"

"With all the drawbacks in our business, I

have no reason to complain. Farming is as

pleasant and profitable as I expected—especial-

ly the former. Those who complain that the

farmers charge such high prices do not under-

stand what they are talking about. If our city

friends will practice as close econom}- as the

farmer is compelled to do, they will be able to

pay him remunerative prices for his products.

He asks nothing more. And when the farmer

prospers, other business prospers too.

The great trouble with farmers is, that they

do not cultivate their land as well as they might.

One reason of this has been the low price of

produce. And now that we are getting good

prices, the land is in such a poor state that too

many farmers have nothing to sell. I kuow a

farmer who had six acres of Peach Blow pota-

toes, which yielded him 250 bushels, all told.

This was not owing to the rot, or to a bad sea-

son, but solely to poor farming, past and pres-

ent. The land has never been manured, and

the potatoes this year were not half cultivated.

He works the farm " on shares." The profits,

both to the owner and farmer, will not be

exorbitant even if the potatoes bring $1.00 a

bushel. But if, on the other hand, the crop had

been, as it might, 200 bushels per acre—say 1200

bushels, the extra yield at this price, would have

paid for a little manure, and a good deal of cul-

tivating. And this was all that was needed.

Working land on shares seems to be a poor

business for both parties. It is to the interest of

the tenent to spend as little for extra labor as

possible, because the owner of the land gets

half the benefit without bearing any of the cost.

When the country was new and the land rich,

a man could perhaps afford to give half the

products, as he could get fair crops with little

labor. But now that the laud is more 'or less

"run down," and it is necessary to build it up
with manure and good culture, it is impossible

for a man to expend the -necessary labor and

give half the produce for rent. It may be done

for a year or two on land in high condition, but

the farm must inevitably deteriorate under the

system. A man might afford to rent a grass

farm on shares, but not an arable farm. It is

difficult to take one of our ordinary "run
down " farms and raise enough from them, for

a few years, to pay the cost of labor and sup-

port the teams, from the whole of the produce !

"What, then, is the value of a run-down

farm ? " Not much, these times. It would be

cheaper, so far as immediate profit is concerned,

to pay $100 an acre for a farm in high condi-

tion, with, good buildings and fences, than to

accept as a gift one of these run-down farms.

It is time this matter was understood, so that

those uneasy mortals who are always expecting

to sell, and consequently make no efforts to

keep up and improve their land, should be com-

pelled to turn over a new leaf, or else dispose of

their farms at a low figure.

The advance of farm lands has been greater

in the dairy regions .than in any other districts

of the Stale—certainly far more than in the

wheat growing sections of Western New York.

Dairy farms in Herkimer County have changed

hands at two hundred dollars an acre. And yet

I have always supposed that one acre of our

land was worth two of their' s. Farms can be

had in this section at $100 per acre—and dear

enough at that ! The high rates of wages and
other expenses of managing an arable farm do

not affect the fanners in the grass growing dis-

tricts as much as they do us. We should learn

from this fact, not to cultivate so much land,

but to let a larger proportion lie in grass. This

would reduce expenses, and yet give us heavier

crops of graiu. It is the one lesson which the

history of agriculture clearly teaches.

We must, however, improve our grass land.

Most of our pastures consist of low land, which
produces little except coarse grass of very in-

ferior quality. Nothing can be done with such
land until it is drained. But if we would drain

our upland, we should in many cases cut off the

springs which feed the low land, and then a few
surface ditches would be all that is needed to

make these low pastures dry and productive.

The upland pastures must be top-dressed with

manure. I am inclined to think that, for im-

mediate effect, we can use our manure on grass

land to greater advantage than in plowing it

under for corn. I think I related before, that

last fall I drew out some manure on an old up-

land timothy meadow that we intended to plow
up in the spring for corn. The year before wc
mowed it, and the grass was hardly worth cut-

ting. In the spring, however, I fouud we should

hardly be able to manage so much com ground,

and abandoned the idea of breaking up this

meadow. Well, we pastured the field, and you
would have been astonished at the effect of the

top-dressing of manure. As far as the manure
went, the grass assumed a dark green hue,

thickened at the bottom, and.must have afforded

three times as much feed as the other portion.

The cows stayed pretty much all the time on
the manured land, and evidently liked the grass.

The timothy on the unmanured portion was
light, but what there was of it the cattle did not

eat, and it went to seed, while the other portion

was eaten close and gave a green succulent bile

all through the season. I am fattening aboui

200 sheep, a dozen head or so of cattle, with ten

milch cows, and some sixty head of pigs, little

and big, black and white, and as Thomas says

:

" There will be some manure in the yard next

spring, Sir, whoever lives to see it." I think of

putting every bit of it on to the grass land.

When I bought this farm three years ago. I

came from a temporary residence in the

city, where we had a rather nice lawn and
garden. And of course when we moved into

the country, the first thought was to "fix up
things round the home." I bought the farm the

latter part of November, and the first thing I

did on it was to set out a large bed of roses and
one or two beds of floweriug bulbs. The next,

was to top-dress the "lawn." This took pretly

much all the manure there was on the farm, ex-

cept some loose horse litter that we used to

protect the roses and other tender shrubs ! All

this time, the corn stalks were out in the field,

and I can now very well imagine that such a

mode of farming did not call forth any very

flattering remarks from the passers by, One
day, when I was busily engaged in attending to

the roses, and a man was carting the manure

and spreading it on the "lawn," a young farmer,

whom I had known for some years, came along

on a load of wood, and after looking on for a

few minutes and ascertaining what we were

driving at, remarked, 'Til tell you what I

think." " Well, John, what do you think," 1

asked. "I think," he said, "yoiCte got a good.

many things to learn." I had sense enough not

to press him for particulars, and he passed on.

Well, I have made a great many mistakes in

farming, but that was not one of them. The
effect of the top-dressing on the grass was truly

wonderful. We mowed it three or four times

during the summer, and sowed a little guano on

it in showery weather, leveled down some of

the inequalities by taking the soil from under

the grass without removing the sod, and batting

them down with the spade, throwing the soil in
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the holluws and—well we have now quite a

respectable "lawn" for a farm home. I advise

any city man, who turns farmer, to attend to

such things the first year—for if put off for

more time, they will never be done at all

!

I received a letter to-day from a subscriber to

the Agriculturist in Illinois. " I would like,"

he says, " to get an apparatus for cooking food

for a few hogs and neat cattle ; and I notice that

in your 'Walks and Talks you mention that you

have one ; and that D. R. Prindle, in his circu-

lar, publishes testimonials from you. Do you

use his steamer, and is it a convenient appara-

tus, simple enough to be used without danger

and without difficulty. Would his No. 2, have

capacity to cook enough meal for, say 30 hogs

and 10 steers ? Or is there a better than his ?"

I have used Prindle's steamer for two or three

years. There is no difficulty or danger in using

it. And it is a very simple and convenient ap-

paratus. Still it requires some brains to man-

age it—and farm hands, you know, are rather de-

ficient in that article. I have never had a man
yet who did not think he could cook better and

faster with an old-fashioned kettle. I have

steamed a barrel of potatoes with it perfectly in

'| 4 liour; but I have known a man to keep the

steamer going all day on one barrel, and not

have the potatoes cooked at night ! A boy

generally, after a few weeks training, manages
it better than a man, because less prejudiced.

But it must be confessed the steamer has

faults. You can not tell when the water is get-

ting low ; and we have several limes had it get

dry, with a large fire underneath ; and in one

case we poured water in when it had been dry

for sometime, and was nearly red hot. We
came near having an explosion—at least near

enough to frighten the person pouring in the

water, though I presume there was no real dan-

ger, as the steam was not confined. Still it blew

the water all over the room, and cracked the bot-

tom of the steamer, and it cost me §22 to get it

repaired. The steam is conveyed from the top

of the cauldron in a vulcanized rubber tube, to an

iron pipe, which goes through the meal or pota-

toes, to the bottom of the barrel. This tube

sometimes gets stopped up with the meal, part-

ly or entirely. We obviate it by tying a piece

of clothrouud the pipe. You andl would have

no trouble in correcting it, but those ''hands !"

There would be a great saving of heat if the

cauldron was set in an arch. It is now sheathed

with iron, and the heat radiates from it and is

lost. On the whole, I do not think it would
pay to cook food for neat cattle. I have tried

it for milch cows and found it too much trouble.

It will pay better to cook food for hogs than

for any other animal. Their stomachs are

smaller, and the)' require more concentrated

food. In steaming meal, I find that it is neces-

sary to put in considerable water, and to be care-

ful to have it well mixed. If any of the meal

is dry, it will remain dry, no matter how long

you steam il. The advantage of the steamer

over a common cauldron is, Ihat there is no
danger of burning the meal. There is no abso-

lute saving of heat ; it is simply more convenient,

and when the steam is up, you can cook

another barrel as soon as the first is done.

Another gentleman writes me in regard to a

mill for grinding grain. The one I have, on

the whole, is not entirely satisfactory. It does

not grind fast enoug'i. Once, when I attended

to it myself, with four horses, I ground twenty-

eight bushels of peas in three hours and ten

minutes. Tliis would do very well. But it has

never been done since. The men do not like it.

Thej' prefer to take the grain to the miil and
wait for it to be ground. And I find that if I

set two of them at grinding, one to drive, and
one to attend the mill, twenty-five or thirty

bushels is all that they will grind in a day

!

The men are not lazy either. I have as good

men as can be found—married men who live

in houses on the farm, and possessing more than

average intelligence. It is a lack of energy and

self-confidence. They think a thing " can't be

done," and they are generally right, so far as

they are concerned. But if you can attend to

it yourself, all the time, get a good mill, and it

will pay. I do not know, however, where there

is a really good one. I wish the good people at

the Agriculturist Office would look up the best

one there is made, and offer it as a premium.

When I was pulling some weeds out of the

potatoes last summer, the Deacon stood near

and shaking his head, said :
" There is too

much top." But one thing struck me : Notwith-

standing that it had rained almost constantly for

several weeks, I found in pulling up these large

weeds that the soil was really quite dry. The po-

tato tops completely covered the ground, and if

there was any truth in the idea that growing

crops shade the ground and keep it moist, this

land would have been wet
;
yet the soil pulled up

on the roots of the weeds was dry as dust. A
correspondent of the Country Gentleman men-

tions a fact that appears to prove that weeds

which shade the ground keep it moist. He saj-s

:

"To-day I was hoeiug in my garden, where
the weeds were one incli high, and scarce ; there

the ground was dry half an inch. One place,

not two feet distant, had many weeds about four
inches high, completely shading the ground.
There, not a particle of dry earth is to be found."

• The fact may well be as here stated. But

what does it prove? It shows, perhaps, that

weeds which shade the ground, check evapora-

tion of moisture from the surface, and that for

half an inch deep such soil is not as dry as that

which is exposed to the sun and air. But does

it show that the weeds do not take up/wm the

soil beneath, a large quantity of water and evap-

orate it through their leaves ? Had the soil

where the weeds grew been examined three,

four, or six inches deep, it would probably have

been found drier than that which was bare.

One thing is certain : plants, during all their

growth, take up by their roots and evaporate

through their leaves an enormous quantity of

water. Many experiments have been made

which demonstrate this fact. Those of Lawes

are the most thorough and extensive. He ascer-

tained with the 'greatest accuracy, the amount

of water evaporated by wheat, barley, beans,

peas and clover. A Wheat plant giving

in grain and straw only one pound of dry sub-

stance, evaporated during its growth, of 173 days,

247.4 lbs. of water ; Barley, 357.8 lbs. ; Beans,

208.8 lbs. ; Peas, 259.1 lbs. ; Clover (during 101

days), 209.1 lbs. In other words, an acre of

wheat of 30 bushels and 1800 lbs. of straw,

would evaporate during the spring and summer,

35o4 tons of water, or overJJw hundred gallons

a day. A crop of clover of 2 tons per acre evap-

orates in 101 days, 430 tons of water, or over

1,000 gallons a day ! And yet a heavy crop

of clover would shade the ground completely.

This water actually passed through the plants.

Of course the exhalation was greater as the

plants increased in growth. Thus a wheat

plant in March exhaled 14.1 grains of water a

day; in April, 41 grains; in May 102 grains ;

in June 1,177 grains ; in July 1,535 graiusa day.

After this, as the plant begau to mature, the ex-

halation decreased.—What we want for our
growing crops is not a moist surface, half an
inch deep, but a warm, moist soil underneath,

where the roots ramify and imbibe their food.

I wish something could be done to break up
the practice of tying the lines round the back in

plowing. It is very convenient, but it spoils the

horses for ordinary driving. It is hard work to

manage them with two hands, and no wonder.
They have to pull some lazy plowman along
every day by the bit, and when he wants them
to back or turn round, he braces himself against

the ground and pulls hard enough to spoil any
decently broken horse in a week. I once saw a

boy take the First Prize at one of the plowing
matches of the Royal Agricultural Society, who
drove his team without lines at all. Our horses

are a little too lively for that, but still they might
easily be trained to haw and gee, to back, to

turn round, and to stop, without using the lines

scarcely at all

You " do not see how holding the lines round
your back in plowing and cultivating spoils the

horse for ordinary driving in a wagon and car-

riage." . Simply because the poor horse has to

pull hard on the bit all the time, and is obliged

to set his neck so stiff that it soon loses all

elasticity. And a stiff-necked horse .is always

difficult and unpleasant to drive. My men say

they have to put the lines round their back to

keep the horses from going so fast, and to guard
against breaking the plow in case you strike a

stone. In the spring I mean to get some cord

lines just long enough to put on the handles of

the plow, putliug a short stick between the

horses fastened to the inside of the bits, and
then say, " if the horses go loo fast at first, they

will soon get tired of it, and if you strike a

stone and break a plow, you can go to the bam
and get another one." The light wooden
stretches between the horses' heads keeps them
from crowding each other, or from getting

too far apart, and you can plow much straighter.

And then the saving of the leather lines is quite

an object these times.

Raising Clover Seed-

This is one of the most profitable crops raided

by northern farmers. It is not generally large

in quantity, but so far as it goes, it yields large

returns for the labor and money expended on

it. From three to five bushels per acre may
generally be expected, and this, selling at from

$8 to §12 a bushel, is a good return for the la-

bor. The culture of clover is simple and easy.

The ground should be well plowed and har-

rowed fine, the manuring moderate. Suchlands

as bring good crops of wheat, oats, aud barley,

will produce good crops of clover. The seed

should be sown early, the earlier the better.

As clover does not last usually more than one

year for a full crop, it is generally best to seed

down the laud to timothy at the same time ; the

latter to form the main crop of the second year.

When the clover has got well established, it is

the practice of many to turn in their cattle aud

sheep upon it. This furnishes excellent feed,

aud the cropping of it does no harm to the

clover, but rather helps il. The stock are kept

here until the middle of .Tune, when they arc

taken out, and the crop allowed to take a new-

start. If kept on longer, the clover would not

have lime to mature seed before frost. By being

fed down pretty closely over the whole field,

the plants now start uniformly, and all blossom

and ripen their seeds nearly at once, which U a

very important matter. Attention to this point
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can hardly be urged too much. The closer and

evener the feeding off, the better and more uni-

form the filling and ripening of the. seed. Sheep

-will feed closer than cattle, and they should be

relied upon for finishing off. As soon as the

stock are taken from the field, plaster should

be applied, which will give the plants a vigor-

ous growth. A spell of dry weather may be

usually expected during the mid-summer sea-

son and then plaster will be particularly useful.

The seed will generally be ripe by the time of

the first frosts, and then is the time to harvest

it. It is mown, and when wilted well, raked

into small cocks in which it is left to dry—the

cocks being occasionally turned over by passing

a rake handle under them, and with one hand on

the top, inverting them. When dry enough, let

it be hauled to the bam, where it may be thresh-

ed and cleaned in a mill provided for the pur-

pose. Or after beating the seed off from the

stalks it may be left in a heap with the closely

adhering chaff to heat slightly, when the seed is

rubbed out and separated in a common fan mill.

Pantiy, connecting by slide with the sink in the

Back Entry {E); C, C, marks the China Closet.

Each room has independent facilities for warm-

Fig. 1.—ELEVATION.

Houses, Cheap and Convenient.

BY NARRAGANSETT,

[We published on page 53 (Feb. '66.), the ele-

vation and plan of a comfortable dwelling for

a small family, one adapted either to the vi-

cinity of a large city, or to the interior of a vil-

lage. These designs are not intended for farm

houses, although the principles of comfortable

living, upon which the plans are based, are

equally applicable to farm houses, cottages, or

villas. Our correspondent takes the elevation

of the February house, and by a re-arrange-

ment of the inside, gives us a plan adapted to a

Fig. 3.—GKOUND PLAN.

family of a little, different tastes and mode of life,

and perhaps as convenient on the whole.

—

Ed.]

In this design, upon the ground floor, as seen

in fig. 2, are a Parlor, Bed Room and Kitchen

;

A, Porch; 67, Front Entry; 8, Stairway; F,

Fig. 3.—BEDROOM PLAN.

ing; and while the rooms are in close commu-
nication with each other, they yet can be quite

separate. The bed-room has a spacious closet.

Upon the chamber floor (fig. 3), are three nice

bed-rooms and four closets. Each room has

direct access to a chimney flue. The
stairway can be lighted by a glazed

scuttle in the roof. This Cottage, if

well built, may be made a comfortable,

and as they say, a " genteel " house. It

is very compact—not an inch of room
is lost. If desirable, the partition be-

tween the closets over the pantry and

back entry, may be moved a little to

one side, making one of the closets

larger ; a circular window may be in-

serted in the gable ; and to the room
used for bathing, water may be carried

by a force pump, and even heated by

a boiler connected with the kitchen

fire. Few plans of this size afford a

greater amount of convenience than

may be found in this simple design.

True, the economy in side walls, ac-

companying square ground plans, is sacrificed

to the greater light and airiness of the structure,

but in a snug cottage like this that is a small fault.

i— u>n. i m>

Partialities at Fairs.

One of the minor hindrances to the success

of our Agricultural aud Horticultural Fairs, is

the real or fancied iujustice done to exhibitors.

When a man takes great trouble and goes to

some expense in preparing to exhibit stock or

grain, or fruit or flowers, and then finds his ar-

ticles slighted, and the premiums given to less

deserving competitors, he feels hurt, and perhaps

resolves to abandon the Society and its exhibi-

tions. Every year witnesses cases of this kind.

And so it happens that good contributors fall off

every year, and their places are poorly supplied

by new comers, or not at all. Not only do in-

fluential supporters drop off, but with their de-

fection the quality of the exhibitions declines,

and spectators go home every year declaring the

Fair a humbug, net worth attending again.

Now, to avoid such troubles, it is important,

first of all, to secure good men for judges. They
should be men above all mean and petty preju-

dices and partialities, men thoroughly compe-

tent to decide on the merits of the articles pre-

sented before them, and who will give time

and thought to their examination. They
should be the guests of the Society and be

entertained, free of expense, during the Fair.

The time for appointing the Executive Board

who will select the Judges, is at the winter

meeting of the local Society. Let all the mem-
bers attend this meeting, and see to it that good
and true men are chosen for officers. Then, let

this Board give time and careful thought to the

choice of Judges. The success of the Society

will depend much on this. But when the Judges
have been appointed, the exhibitor should

thenceforth dismiss all suspicion of partiality,

and take the decision of the Judges as given in

good faith. Let us ever remember that we are

apt to think more highty of our own articles

than we ought to think. The Judges have to

look on all sides of a case in order to render due

justice to all parties. Putting faith in their

honor and fairness, we should bear with occa-

sional disappointments quietty. This course is

right in itself, and is the only way in which a So-

ciety and its fairs can be successfully maintained.

Nevertheless, it is important that the judges

should fe«l their responsibilities as men, to ren-

der unbiased judgment, and we think that over

every department a member of the Executive

Board should preside, and while he watches

narrowly the behavior of exhibitors, some of

whom will leave no stone unturned to influence

Judges in their favor, he should be ready to en-

tertain objections to. Judges or to then action

;

and in case proof is afforded of improper bias,

it should be in his power to arrest proceedings

and have a new committee appointed, or the

unfair man removed. The position of Judge

at a fair is a thankless one, and should be made
as light and agreeable to honest men as possible.

But the Executive Committee should avoid

men who ask for appointment, or who are nom-

inated by exhibitors in the classes they inspect.

Fig. 1.

Hitching Horses in the Stall.

There are horses that are as sober and staid

while in the stall, as any one could desire, and

which might be tied with a six-foot tie rope with-

out ever getting a foot over it, and
there are others which are ever rest-

less, pawing and thrashing about, and
making themselves very uneasy about

something. These are frequently

getting themselves and their masters

into trouble in one way and another,

and very frequently by getting one of

their fore-legs caught ever the halter

strap. A correspondent, using the

friendly signature of "A Quaker,"

sends us the following, showing forth

Fig. 2. his' experience in this matter, together

with illustrative drawings, which the artist and

engraver have somewhat improved upon :

" Having seen and experienced much trouble
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with horses getting their fore-feet over the halter

strap, I employ a simple remedy. The tie-line

is of rope instead of leather, with the end well

wipped (wound with twine, to prevent the

strands untwisting). This is passed through the

hole and a figure-eight knot made a little dis-

tance from the end ; the hole in the manger be-

ing made smooth, and slanting up and down

;

the rope runs freely in and out, just as the horse

moves his head, thereby leaving no "bight" or

bend to hang down. This prevents any possibil-

ity of the horses' leg being caught over it; which

before was a frequent occurrence. Not only did

it take time and trouble to extricate him
;
but

there was also the liability of breaking the halter,

and endangering his limbs. Aside from the

above, less time is lost in tieing and untieing,

and there is no danger of the horse getting loose

;

having tried this plan nearly two years, I am
convinced of its efficacy."

Fig. 1.—ICE PLOW.

Gathering the Ice.

In gathering the ice for filling the home ice-

house, all the tools that are really necessary are

an ax, a shovel, one or two pike-poles, a stone-

boat, ox-sled, or wagon of some kind, and a few

Fig. 2.—ICE PLANE.'

boards. With the shovel, the ice is cleared of

snow and broken pieces frozen on ; with the

edge of a board for a guide, the ice is marked
off into strips of the desirable width,

say 2, 2'|a or 3 feet wide, using any

iron point to scratch with. Then
with the ax, a long, narrow gutter is

cut so that a start can be made, and
the lines marked off are deepened so

that long, narrow cakes may be de-

tached from the main field. These

are then, or previously, measured ofF

into cakes of uniform size, and then

striking blows with the ax, at first

gently, to start cracks, and finally

splitting blows, they are divided up
into cakes of a size to be handled. It

requires some judgment to get the

best sized cakes, for they must be as

large as can be handled easily, and yet

be of a size to pack evenly in the

house. Much, of course, depends up-

on the thickness. When the cakes

are separated, the next thing is to get

them out of the water. This may be

done either by making "ways" or skids of boards,

of about the width of the cakes. This should

consist of 2 or 3 bottom boards and 2 side strips

fastened together by cross-ties or cleats upon

the bottom. It is shoved partly into the water,

the cakes one after another floated over its sub-

3.

-A, ICE AX
J
-B, SPLITTING

C, PIKE ; D, HAND TON/IS.

merged end, and then shoved out by pike poles.

The same thing is used to load with subse-

quently. It is

best to set the

ice on edge and.

leave it until the

next morning
early, when the

temperature of

the air is the

lowest ; for then

ice is as dry as

wood, and not

only those who
handle it do not

get wet, but it is

much better for

the ice to be

packed at a low
temperature. If

the whole of the

ice could be

packed at zero, ^. ^
the probability is BÂ
that no thawing

would take place for months. Hard woodT/edges

are sometimes useful in making the long strips

of ice first cut, split off evenly. Several of these

are driven into holes started by the ax on the

line, and tapped smartly, one after the other.

The hand ice saw, fig. 3, is very useful in gather-

ing ice in a small way even. It is simply run

through a hole in the ice, and operated - by a

man standing. The cakes cut with it in both

directions are as true and even as possible.

If much ice is to be gathered, other tools ex-

pedite matters greatly. Then, ice gatherers

can not choose what time of the day to do their

work, and they must handle the ice cakes when
wet and dripping, as well as when cold and dry.

Instead of lining off the field ice with axes,

after the first scratch is made as a guide, the

ice plow is used. This instrument works on the

principle of a dozen narrow planes in a line,

each cutting its way a little deeper, and so mak-
ing, in once or twice passing, a groove so deep

that a crack will follow it when once started.

Attached to this is a guide which will run in one

furrow and guide the plow in

making the next. To free the

ice from snow, and broken

pieces, making the surface un-

even, or from soft bubbly ice, an

ice plane (fig. 2) is used. It con-

sists of plate iron guides in a

frame, and a blade which may be

raised or lowered, crossing at

right angles near the middle be-

tween the guides. This is little

used in this country, the com- j>j„ 5._HOrse
mon road scraper being employ tongs.

ed, before the plow is used, to throw the snow

into ridges, and to scrape it off into the water,

or out of the way. The strips are cut up into

accurately equal-sized cakes by the hand saio,

or better by running the plow at right angles

to its former furrows. This divides the ice into

perfectly square cakes. Splitting is accomplished

by the broad-ended iron bar, fig. 4, called the

splitting bar. The pike poles are much employed,

and in cases where the ice-houses are close by the

shore of the lake or river, canals are cut through

the ice so that the cakes may be floated close to

shore, and upon the long tresseled ways up

which the cakes are slid by horse-power, either

upon cars or sliding directly upon the ways.

Tongs for lifting ice cakes are shown in D,

fig. 4, and fig. 5, and arc of different sizes, some

intended simply for use in the hands, or for

horse-power, where large cakes or two at a time

are drawn up into the tops of the ice-houses.

The approved style of ax is shown in fig. 4,

A. B is a splitting bar for use on the pond or

in the house, and C is a convenient form of pike

pole. With these implements adapted especially

to the purpose, the work goes on very rapidly.

They may be obtained in all the cities we be-

lieve. The drawings were made from the tools ,

of B. H. Allen & Co., 189 Water-st., New York.

Agricultural Schools.

[This subject is one attracting the serious at-

tention of many good men in our country, and

the following article is from a valued correspon-

dent. In one particular, at least, he is surely

wrong, namely, in supposing that several hours

of work will interfere with the most efficient

study. We will state as one incontrovertible

proof, that at the Michigan Agricultural College

the boys all work three hours a day, and those

who are reported by the farmer as the best in

the field, are uniformly the best scholars.

—

Ed.]

It is a noteworthy fact, that agricultural col-

leges and schools, as thus far organized and

conducted in this countiy, have, with a single

exception perhaps, proved practical failures.

Students in law schools become lawyers, medi-

cal students become physicians, and so on, but

the students in our agricultural schools do not

distinguish themselves as farmers, and time

enough has passed for them to have done so if

they would. How is this to be accounted for?

We may not be able fully to explain it, but

may point out some of the defects in. the plans

of the institutions thus far established.

It is a mistake to make an agricultural school
.

a school also for general education. Our com- -

mon schools and academies teach the rudiments

of geography, grammar, arithmetic, etc. ; why
burden an agricultural school with these ele-

mentary and common branches ? They cannot

teach them any better or more economically

than it is now already done elsewhere, and it

only wastes time and clogs the working of the

professional' school to bring them into their

courses of stud}r
. It not only takes up the time

which should be devoted to studies strictly pro-

fessional, but it lowers the standard of attain-

ment. It tends to make a young man's educa-

tion superficial, and hurries him into practical

life at too early an age. The growing tendency

in our country to shorten the period devoted to

education, is hurtful, and should be resisted.

As the country grows older, the tendency should

be in the other direction.

Again, it is a mistake to connect the study of

agriculture with a regular classical college, and

make it a part of a course of general and clas-

sical education. This would lend to divert the

mind too much from the regular studies. If a

young man who iutends to be a doctor, should

have the science of medicine taught him in the

midst of his college course, he would be very

apt to neglect the other studies and give his

chief thoughts to medicine. It might, in some

cases, be wise to have an agricultural school in

the same town with the classical college, but

they should be separate institutions. In this

respect, they should be organized just as our

existing schools of medicine, law, theology, ami

practical science are—separate and independent.

It is a mistake, also, to make an agricultural

school a manual labor school. The student in

any and every department of knowledge should

have daily exercise in the open air, for the pre-
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servation of his health. But his exercise should

partake of the nature of recreation, not labor.

No man can well carry on two kinds of work
at once : it may be either brain-work or muscle-

work, but not both in the same day. If he toils

with hands the largest part of each day, his

reading, during his hours of rest, should not be

of the nature of stud}'. If he toils with his

head the largest part of every day, he should,

for the remainder, seek some kind of diversion,

amusement, not additional labor of any sort.'

For all kinds of labor exhaust vitality. " All

work and no play makes Jack a dull boy."

An agricultural school should differ from oth-

er institutions, in that it should be established

on a farm. This farm should, if practicable,

present a great variety of soils, also upland,

lowland, woodland. It should have all need-

ful buildings for stock, hay and grain, a well

furnished chemical laboratory, the departments

of Natural Philosophy, Natural History, etc.,

well provided with apparatus, and collections,

a well stocked library, a gymnasium, etc. The
farm, and its buildings and implements, and all

other needful apparatus, should not be for the

student to work upon and with, to any great

extent, but rather to afford him ample means
for study. He should work enough to learn

how to handle tools and implements, and to

know how to perform all kinds of farm-labor.

The school should have two courses of study

:

the one for a year and-a-half or two years, and
another for three years. The first should be
designed for those who are unable or disinclined

to prosecute any but the elements of agricultur-

al science ; the second for those who wish to

become thoroughly educated. The conditions

of membership should involve only a thorough

common school education. The course of study

should embrace such branches as Botany, Veg-
etable Chemistry, Natural Philosophy, Mechan-
ics, Vegetable and Animal Physiology, Miner-

alogy and Geology, Surveying, Farriery, Prin-

ciples of Stock Breeding, Culture of Fruits,

Draining, Elementary Law, etc., but which
should be taught in recitation, by lectures, and
text books, and illustrated by experiments in the

laboratory and on the farm.

This course of study, the long or short, should

be considered as only preparatory to stud}' iu

the great school of
,
experience. Actual fann-

ing on one's own land will illustrate and con-

firm what has been taught in an elementary

.way in the agricultural school.

» i m 9 m *-m

A Word for Mules.

We are glad to see that the use of mules for

all kinds of hard, rough work, is steadily gain-

ing ground. These animals are not beautiful

or musical, but they are useful and economical.

They are fit for work younger than the horse,

since they are put to service at three years old,

though they do not reach their maturity until

seven years of age. Their temper, health, and
usefulness, depend very much on the manner of

breaking them. The so-called stubbornness and
obstinacy of this animal arises chiefly from the

abuse he is wont to receive when young. He
seldom if ever bites or kicks those who treat

him kindly. But the fact is, that the club and
whip and whip-handle and boot-toe are applied

to him without mercy ; and yet he is expected

to , be always as patient and gentle as a cow

!

The mule will do more work, and require less

grain than a horse ; he is less liable to disease,

and recovers from sickness and injury quicker

than a horse. He works better when old, and

holds out longer. He seldom takes fright, or

runs awa}'. He does not like overurging when
drawing heavy loads, and he should never be

driven very fast. In making up spans (those of

15 to lo'l 2 hands high make most servicable

teams), those of similar dispositions should be

chosen and put together, so that they will work
together pleasantly and with a will. The mule
seems made for work—he thrives under it, and
is better in spirits and temper than when. idle.

Experiments in Raising Potatoes.

''Delaware" makes the following communi-
cation .

" Last spring I tried an experiment in

raising potatoes from whole tubers, halves, and
single eyes, planting three rows of " White
Sprouts," one with each, and marked a section

of thirty feet in each row, near the middle, for

testing. I planted 5 lbs. of whole potatoes, 12

inches apart—yield 18 lbs. In the next row, 5

lbs. of halves, six inches apart—yielded 20 lbs.,

while 1 lb. 12 oz. of single eye pieces produced

10 lbs. There was no discoverable difference

in the quality of the potatoes, and very little in

the size. Those of the whole tubers were a

shade the largest. This makes it appear that iu

economy of seed, the advantage is largely in

favor of single eyes ; for in the same proportion,

the whole and half potatoes should each have
yielded 28.57 lbs., instead of 18 and 20 lbs.

respectively. Having reference to the ground
occupied, the result is in favor of the halves

first, and the whole potatoes second. The halves

yielded double, and the whole ones nearly

double what the single eyes yielded on the

same surface of ground. Observe that, although

the quantity of seed and the ground planted

with whole and with half potatoes were the

same, yet the distance apart was double in the

first mentioned."

Milk for N. Y. City—Striking Figures.

This City is supplied with milk brought in

over eight or nine railroads, and by wagons from

many points in the immediate vicinity. The
largest supplies come over three railroads, which

during the ten months ending Nov. 1st, deliv-

ered the following supplies: Erie Railroad,

17,228,985 quarts ; Harlem Railroad, 15,406,605

quarts ; Hudson River Railroad, 13,007,810

quarts : Total, 45,643,400 Quarts !—equal
to 150,143 quarts per day, Sundays included. If

we add as much more for milk from all other

sources, condensed milk, etc., which is far too

great an estimate, the. supply would amount to

300,000 quarts per day. But this quantity is di-

vided among the permanent and transient resi-

dents of New York, Brooklyn, Jersey City,

Newark, and a dozen suburban cities and towns,

as Hoboken, Hudson City, etc.—amounting in

all to little if any short of two millions of people.

The consumption therefore is less than one-third

of a pint per day to each person. It is evident

therefore, that there is still opportunity to large-

ly increase the supply of milk without over-

stocking the market, even if there were to be no

increase in population. . . .Taking the average

retail price at 10c. per quart, the citizens paid

for the milk brought on over the three princi-

pal railroads, over 4^ million dollars, of which

the producers received about $2,300,000, the

Railroads $800,000 for freight, and the whole-

sale and retail dealers $1,400,000. These are

general estimates, based upon the facts as near-

ly as they can be ascertained This 45,643,400

quarts of milk (brought over the three Railroads)

would fill one million one hundred and twenty-
five thousand ten-gallon cans !..-.. . .Reckoning
this milk at only wine measure, it would cover

35 acres one foot deep, or it would fill a tank
covering an acre thirty-five feet deep ! The
reader can readily extend the figures to the num-
ber of cows, the number of milk-men or milk-

maids required, the feed consumed, etc., etc.

Middle Tennessee.

A correspondent, Mr. M. F. Averseiz, who
refers to Dr. Hart, of Tullahoma, as willing to

give particular informal Ion about this compar-

atively new part of the country, sends us the

following letter. The land is broad, and many
desirable locations are offered to enterprising

settlers. Here is a plea for Tennessee

:

" This beautiful country, especially the high

table-lands in the Counties of Coffee, Warren,

Grundy, and Marion, have many advantages, and

are well worthy the attention of every one seek-

ing a new home. The delightful climate, pro-

verbially healthy, is very mild. The spring al-

lows early plowing, sowing and planting. After

April 1st, there is little or no danger from frost.

In summer it is never too hot for out-door work,

and the nights are" always refreshing and cool,

to such a degree that sleeping without cover is

uncomfortable. The autumn is very pleasant,

and the winter never severe ; snow seldom lies

longer than 3 or 4 days at a time, and ice rarely

forms thicker than 3 or 4 inches. The land, a

good deal of which, about 60 years ago, was a

prairie, is now covered with White, Black,

Spanish and Post Oak and Chestnuts, and near

the streams Yellow Poplar, Black "Walnut and

Ash, having only little undergrowth, is easily

cleared, and after this, on account of being level

or slightly rolling, admits the use of all improved

agricultural implements. The soil, although

not so rich as the river bottoms, is a happy mix-

ture of loam and sand, with a good subsoil, very

easily worked, capable of holding a good deal

of moisture, not liable to cake very susceptible,

of lasting improvement by deep plowing, sub-

soiling, manuring, and a systematic natural ro-

tation of crops. It is well adapted to the growth

of all kinds of vegetables and grain. Wheal,

rye, barley, oats and spring grains are sown in

February. Corn, grass, clover, tobacco, flax,

sorghum, yield enormously. Fruit of all kinds

seldom fails
;
peaches grow large, and the trees

last 40 years. Apples grow quite thriftily and

bear well almost every year, also Cherries, Pears

and Apricots. The Grape, though not yet grown

extensive^, is cultivated with success on the

level land, and at a small cost, as thus the great-

est part of deepening, loosening and cleaning

the soil can be done by horse-power. Although

not proper cotton land, yet this crop can be

grown and pay well at present prices.

All circumstances combine to extend the farm-

er's work over the whole year, and as plowing

can be done every month in the year, one man
can put in and tend about twice as many acres

of crops as at the North and West, The rais-

ing of horses, cattle, sheep, hogs and poultry,

is very easj',and pays well ; wild grasses abound

;

in the woods, a good mast of acorns falls almost

every year, and only four months of winter feed-

ing is needed—for sheep, only when snow covers

the ground. Large springs of the best, purest,

and healthiest water, abound in this region, and

good water-power on different streams. The

most remarkable of these water-powers is at

Manchester, the county seat of Coffee County,
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a neat village before the war, beautifully situ-

ated ou the McMinnville Railroad, destined by
nature to become a manufacturing city of great

importance. Ilere the Duck River, a crystal

clear stream, of considerable size, falls 150 feet

in one mile, creating an immense propelling

power. Such valuable advantages can not fail

to attract the attention of capitalists eager for a

well paying investment, as with water-power,

all kinds of manufactured articles maj'be made
with less expense than were steam power
employed. Before the war, a Paper-Mill, Cot-

ton Factory, Distillery, and Saw and Grist-mill

were here erected, but the most of them were
badly damaged during the war, when General

Bragg made here 3,000 lbs. of powder per day.

The facilities for transportation to good mar-

kets are ample
;
good roads intersect the coun-

try everywhere. From Tullahoma, a Depot en
the Nashville and Chattanooga Railroad, a

Branch Road leads to McMinnville, which will

soon be in running order again, and probably

extended to Cincinnati ; from Decherd, another

Depot on the Nashville and Chattanooga Rail-

road, a Railway leads to the inexhaustible Coal

Mines at Tracy City, where a coal-vein of five

feet, is worked, and lately a bed of Iron Ore has

been found, and a Foundry is to be erected.

The war has devasted this country badly, and
deprived the inhabitants, a very clever, polite,

affable, sociable, and hospitable people, of almost

every thing but their laud ; they are very glad

that they are back again in the Union, and very

desirous that Northern men of enterprise should
come ami help to obliterate the ravages of the

war, and to develop the resources of the coun-
t ry. Money is very scarce here, and thus most
every land owner is willing to sell a part of his

generally large estates at a reasonable price un-

der favorable conditions. Wild lands are offered

at from one to six dollars per acre, and partly

improved farms at five to fifteen dollars per acre.

At present, labor is cheap, white men work for

$1 to §1.35 per day and board themselves, or for

50 to 75 cents and board ; colored men can be
hired for §100 to §135 per year and board, col-

ored women from 50 to 75 dollars.

Although agriculture is here yet in its infancy,

no improved implements to be found, as much
as 35 bushels wheat per acre have been raised,

and Cotton brings §100 per acre. An apple

orchard containing GO acres, last year yielded

3,000 gallons of cider Brandy, and another
orchard of 100 acres yielded to the owner, a
year ago, §15,000."

Apple Pomace.

Hundreds of tons of what, every farmer

knows, would bo good food, or at least good
manure, if it could be used, go annually to waste,

because nobody knows what to do with it. If

spread as manure, it poisons the grass or crops,

and it is hard to knock it to pieces. So it lies

in heaps and rots slowly, and after a while, is

used as chip manure would be.

Apple pomace may be worked over again,

and fair vinegar made from it, but still the pom-
nee or spent eider-cheese is left. It is remarka-

ble that farmers never think of adding this in-

gredient to the messes they cook up for their

hogs. The sour juice is nearly all pressed out,

there is starch, pectin, gum, sugar, and much
albuminous matter, besides the seeds, left—and
it will require not more than 30 minutes boiling

to cook it thoroughly. It would probably be

palatable simply boiled, but the addition of po-

tatoes, or .any roots, with corn meal or oil meal,

would surely make it so. We regret that we
are not situated so as to try the experiment
carefully and report results, and hope very much
that some of our readers will try it. We have
no data to determine the average value of what
is left of the apples, but have no doubt it is

greater than that of turnips or even beets. So
far as we see, it needs only to be cooked to

become tender and palatable. We commend
the subject to l; Tuckahoe," who writes inquir-

ing what to do with the article.

The Treatment of Tree Seeds.

Our people are at last waking up to the im-

portance of trees, whether for fuel, timber, or

shelter ; indeed, so many have been the in-

quiries in regard to the subject, that we have
offered a large premium (Oct. No.) to briug

out the greatest amount of experience relating

to it. The subject is alread}7 beginning to have
a literature, as we last month noticed the

"Forest Tree Culturist" of Mr. Fuller. Upon
looking over our correspondence we find a great

many queries as to the proper method of treat-

ing particular tree seeds, and we can best answer
these queries in a lump. These seeds may be
divided into two classes, one including those

that must be sown as soon as ripe, and the other

those that with proper care may be kept until

the following spring. Of those that are to be

sown as soon as ripe, the Elm and the Red and
White (or Silver) Maples ripen their seed in the

spring. As we have shown in a former number,
the failure with these seeds is due to want of

knowledge of the fact that they ripen in June,

and that they must be sown at that time. If

kept until the following spring, these seeds lose

their vitality and fail, but if sown as soon as

mature, they make strong young plants the first

3
-
ear. Other seeds needing immediate sowing

ripen in autumn, and these are to be treated as

nearly as possible as nature treats them. If, late

in autumn, we look beneath the fallen leaves of

an oak tree, a plenty of acorns will be found

from which the radicle has protruded, showing
that germination has already commenced. This

will give the hint as to the proper treatment of

acorns, which are to be planted shallow and the

bed protected with a good covering of leaves, or

other mulch. Chestnuts, Horse Chestnuts and
Buckeyes, Tulip Tree, Hickories and Walnuts
are treated in the same way. Hickories and
Walnuts are said to do well if kept mixed with

earth in a cool cellar during winter, and we
have succeeded perfectly well with Horse Chest-

nuts put iu a box of earth and exposed to the

weather all winter.

Seeds that are kept over winter should be

preserved at a low and even temperature, and
of course be quite dry before thej'are put away,

to prevent mould. The following arc among
the commonly planted seeds that arc usually to

be had of seed dealers: Honey Locust, Osage

Orange, the Ashes, Larch, Deciduous Cypress,

Maples (except Red and White), Spruces, Pines

and other evergreens. Honey Locust, if fresh,

will grow without preparation, but if old, it

should be scalded. Osage Orange must be

sprouted; the others merely need to be sown in

a light rich soil. Evergreens arc very tender

when young, and are apt to be sun-scorched.

These are best sown in beds where they can be

shade* by a lattice work screen made of laths.

Young trees, like other young plants, require

care, and no one need sow the seeds with the

expectation that they will take care of them-

selves. Weeding, cultivation, aud thinning must

be duly attended to, and if the little trees are
likely to suffer from drouth, the ground should
be covered with a good mnleh of saw-dust. If

they are left in the seed-bed over the first win-
ter, they will need to be covered with leaves.

American Wines.

Those who have only seen the sugared liquids

often presented as wines, can have no idea of

the wine producing capabilities of our native

grapes
; and very few are aware of the large

amount of capital already invested in wine
making, or of the excellent quality of the

wines produced at first class establishments.

At Hammondsport, N. T., the Pleasant Valley

Wine Company, the oldest iu that vicinity, has
already established a reputation for its Still and
Sparkling Catawba, and other winesj and it pro-

poses to compete, in the way of sparkling wines,

with the products of the French vineyards, at

the Paris Exposition. The Urbana Wine Co.,

at the same place, though not yet fully in opera-

tion, has the capital and means to carry on the

business on an extensive scale. At the exhibi-

tion of the Lake Shore Grape Grower's As-

sociation, we saw about a hundred samples

wine, some of them from well known makers,

and . others from those of less reputation.

The character of these wines was of a high

average, and some samples remarkably fine.

Aside from the wen-known Catawba and Dela-

ware, the first prizes for which were taken by

W. P. Anderson & Co., Cincinnati, there were
some kinds not often seen. A specimen of

Clinton showed that the wine making capabili-

ties of this grape have been overlooked. This,

and a creditable sample of Concord, were shown
by the Lake Shore Wine Co., Brocton, N. Y..

and took a well deserved premium. Norton'*

Virginia, of which but little is known at the

East, gives a dark red wine, of a peculiar flavor

that is usually unpleasant to those who are mi-

accustomed to it, but it is highly esteemed

by man}'. W. P. Anderson & Co. took the

premium in this class. The wine which

deservedly attracted the most attention, both

on account of its rarity aud fine quality,

was that from Ives' Seedling, exhibited by J.

M. M'Cullough, Cincinnati. It is a red wine,

somewhat like Burgundy, and gives promise

that we shall not long depend on foreign coun-

tries for a supply of wines of this character.

Many other noteworthy samples were exhibited

which we should be glad to speak of, if we

had space. In the discussious of the conven-

tion, very strong grounds were taken against

the addition of anything—even grape sugar

—

to grape juice in order to make wine. It is

probable that the many plantations of Iona will

in the coming season be in bearing, and thi<

variety lie sufficiently abundant to allow it lo

be made inlo wine in a quantify large.enough

to give it a fair trial. From a sample made in

a small way, as well as tests, we have seen of the

must, something remarkable mav be looked for

Variegated Evergreens are becoming quite

numerous; among the recent ones Are a silver

leaved variety of C'uprensus Lawsoniana : said

to be very line, and a variety of x. quoia gigdntea

(Wellingtonia of the English), with yellow

markings upon the leaves. The Golden Yew,

a marked variety of the European Yew, is re-

presented iu this country by some line speci-

mens. In the spring nothing is more beautiful

iu the way of " foliage plants," than this shrub.
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THE BULL STABLE .—FeoJI A PaTSTIXG BY BkasC'ASSAT.—Engraved for the American Agriculturist.

"Who has not stood at the door of a bull stable

and looked in-upon his Lordship, lazy and warm
in his bed of straw, as we are supposed to see

Monsieur Taureau here ? The soft flank, the

gnarly massive neck, the wrinkled, curly, hair-

padded forehead, the stout, short horns, are all

so natural and familiar that one almost expects

him to sway himself up, and then hollow his

bi.vk, and stretch, and snuif. In standing near

or handling a bull we have always the same
feeling we hare in standing near a locomotive

engine, or a steam boiler—that it is safe now,
but a little indiscretion on our part might pro-

duce an explosion at any moment. There is a

wonderful amount of power slumbering in both.

The bull maybe never so-sleepy and quiet, it is

not safe to give him a chance to show himself

wide-awake and able to use his power. To this

end, while still a calf, or just growing out of

calf-ship, the bull should have a ring put in his

nose, and be always led by it with a leading pole.

Notwithstanding the familiar look of the bull

here pictured, it is not rash to say that his like

was never seen in America. He is obviously of

none of the British breeds : every point is con-

tinental. Of the Continental breeds we have in

this country, those which came from the north

of France left their descendants chiefly in Cana-

da. These somewhat resemble the cattle of the

Channel Islands, (Aldemeys, etc.,) and are usu-

ally marked by the mealy muzzle, which this

one has not. "We have also the Dutch cattle,

those of modern importation, having much bet-

ter beef points than are here shown, and the

descendants of the cows brought over by the

earl}' Dutch settlers, in which the black and

white spots are sharply defined, and which, in-

deed, have something of this look, but are

not so coarse as this fellow, handsome and pic-

turesque though he is. "With the Spanish cattle

of the South, he bears no affiliation. We must

look rather to the common stock of the Swiss

border for the model which the artist had in

mind, or before his eye, rather, for this is no

fancy piece. "We remember well to have seen

animals very like him at the cattle shows, and
in the farm-yards, and pastures of that French-

German-Swiss region of the upper Rhine. The
monstrous coarseness of the root of the tail,

accompanying rather large head and great

flabby dewlaps, is a marked feature of some of

the large Swiss breeds. Their tails often stand

up several inches above the line of their bacss.

They are round buttocked too, and narrow

above the hock. "We present the picture, how-

ever, primarily as a beautiful and interesting

work of art, and not as a model for the breeder.

The Imperial Dahlia.—(Dahlia imperialis.)

•

All the double Dahlias of our gardens, whether

of the tall growing or dwarf sorts, though they

number their varieties by hundreds, all belong

to one species, Dahlia variabilis. This species

is rightly called variable, as it has run into all

the sports of color that we can conceive any
one plant capable of. Besides this, there are

some half-dozen other species cultivated in

European collections, but as none of these seem

disposed to make double flowers, they have not

obtained popularity. "We have been much in-

terested in one of these rare species, cultivated

this year by Mr. Henderson, the Dahlia im-

perialis. This, like the common one, is a native

of Mexico, but has quite a different aspect from

that. It is a very stately looking plant, with

palish leaves that are more divided than those
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of -the ordinary plant. It produces an abun-

dance of flowers, which, though single, are very

beautiful. A small yel-

low disk is surrounded,

by a single row of rays,

four inches long, which

together form a sort of

belL and look much
more like a lily than

they do like a head of

composite flowers. This

lily-like appearance is

hightened by these rays

being pure white, except

just at the base, where

they are touched with a

rich crimson. The en-

graving is about half

size, and though it gives

the general form of leaf

and flower, it fails to

convey the color, upon

which the effect so much
depends. In France,

this is valued to plant

out in the open ground

of their winter gardens,

where it attains an enor-

mous size. As it re-

quires a long season, it

will be necessary to

start it earl}' and get a

good growth before put-

ting in the open ground.

The Cabbage in its

Varieties.

In preparing the en-

gravings for the work
upon gardening, noticed

iu another article, we
were particularly struck

with the wonderful va-

riety presented by the

cabbage plant, Brassica

oleracea. Perhaps no

cultivated plant presents

us with such a wide
range of varieties, and
certainly no one of our

garden vegetables af-

fords so many useful forms. In one or another

shape it, as Bcecher says of the apple, "belts the

etable food from some form of this useful plant.

The origiual, or wild plant of the cabbage, is

Fig. 1.—BOI1ECOLE OB KALE.

year," for with a properly managed garden a fam-

ily need be no time in the year without fresh veg-

imperial dahlia.—(Dahlia imperialis.)

found on the coast of England, France, etc., and

would hardly be recognized by those who have

only known, the garden forms.

Its great tendency to change

is shown in the first genera-

tion, as seeds of the wild plant

will, if sown in rich soil, give

plants varying much in their

foliage and other peculiarities.

The nearest to the wild state

of the plant is the Borecole,

or Kale, (fig. 1.) which never

makes a head, but only a

cluster of loose leaves, in dif-

ferent sorts beautifully cut and

curled, and often presenting

fine colors. This is a very use-

ful, but much neglected varie-

ty. It is quite hardy, and where

the thermometer does not go

much below zero, it will stand

out without any protection.

After a freezing it is very

tender and well flavored. Iu

the Savoy Cabbages (tig. 2) we have the leaves

broader, still much curled and wrinkled, but

formed into a more or less compact head.

These are the richest of all cabbages, and so

distinct in appearance

and flavor from the

smoother and harder

forms, that in the Eng-
lish gardens they are

not called cabbages, but

Savoys. For family use,

though they do not grow
so large as other cab-

bages, they are late and
stand severe frosts. "We

then come to the cab-

bage proper, including

early and late sorts,

which present us with

a great variety, from the

loose Early York, to the

enormous and compact-

ly folded Drumheads
(fig. 3). In the Cauli-

flower and Broccoli,

which are very much
alike, the leaves do not

fold, but surround a

center, which is a mass
of fleshy flower stems

and undeveloped flower

buds, all so closely

crowded together that

then- parts are not dis-

tinguishable (fig.4). This

when cooked is of al-

most melting tender-

ness, and may be con-

sidered thus far the

crowning achievement

of the remarkable Bras-

sica, in the way of va-

rieties. A curious vari-

ety is presented in the

Brussels Sprouts, (fig. 5,)

a vegetable not so much
grown as it would be,

were it known that it

is easily raised in any
garden soil, and that it

is a most excellent vege-

table. In this the stem

grows tall, and instead

of producing a head at

the top, it forms a great number of small heads,

about the size of walnuts, along the stem. Still

another variation is presented by the Kohlrabi,

(fig. G,) in which the leaf is rejected, but the

Fig. 2.—SAVOY CABBAGE.

stem, which swells out like a turnip, is the cat-

able portion. This, if taken early and before

it becomes stringy, is esteemed by many. Then

again wc have an always acceptable vegetable
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Fig. 4.—CAULIFLOWER.

Fig. 3.—DRUMHEAD CABBAGE.

in the form of " cabbage sprouts " or greens, ob-

tnined by setting out cabbage stumps in spring.

These are all the forms of the plant grown

with us, but there are others more or less known.

As illustrations of the manner in which a single

plant may vary in cultivation, and be thus

adapted to different seasons and uses, they are

interesting and curious, but we had another ob-

ject in view in presenting them ; they include

plants little

known beyond

a certain few,

^^ that should be

known and

grown by all.

In the majority

of farmers' gar-

dens, the late

cabbage is the

only one that

finds a place.

Here are six

distinct sorts,

each differing

in flavor, and
in season, all of

which might,

with no more
care than is required for the common cabbage,

be grown and thus add largely to the variety

upon the table. Our city markets are supplied

with cabbages in June, from plants that have
been wintered

over. The &

seed is sown
in September,

and the young-

plants are set

in cold frames

where they

pass the win-

ter, and are

transferred to

the open

ground in ear-

ly spring. The
cabbage is

quite hardy,

aud more
plants are lost,

by keeping

the frames

too closely

covered, and

thus weaken-

ing them, than

there are by
actual freez-

ing. Any one with a few sashes at command,
can put together a rough frame of boards of

the proper size for the sashes; he should set the

Fig. 5.—BRUSSELS SPROUTS.

young plants rather closely, down to their

leaves, and have them well established before

cold weather comes on. He can afterwards, by
a little attention

to airing, carry

plants through

the winter with-

out any difficulty.

Kohl-rabi does

not transplant as

readily as do the

other varieties,

and the safest way
with this is, to

sow it in drills

where it is to

stand, and after-

wards thin to the

required distance.

We have not room to treat at length of their

cultivation now, but in our notes for the

month these things are always noticed.

Sports, as Affecting Fruits,

That plants will sport— that is, deviate from

their ordinary ways, and produce leaves and

flowers different in form and color from the or-

dinary—is a well known horticultural fact. It

is also well known, that many of our varieties

have been obtained by perpetuating these sports

by cuttings, grafts, etc. Some of our variegated

leaved Geraniums or Pelargoniums, and other

plants with marked foliage, have been obtained

in this way, and some of our fine Roses are

sports from other varieties. That the quality

of fruit may be affected by sporting is not so

well established
;
yet some cases have come to

our notice that look as if this were the case,

and which we wish to put on record, with a view

of calling out other and similar facts. At our

grape exhibition, in 1863, a dish of Isabellas

was presented, the berries in which were of a

size so great that the judges decided that such

fruit could only be produced by ringing the

vines, aud excluded the dish from competition.

Since then the exhibitor has assured us that no

ringing was practised, but that one part

of the vine always bore just such fruit,

while the other portion produced that

of only ordinary size. Recently, Mr.

Albeit Granger,ofWashington Heights,

1ST. T., brought us some bunches of

grapes, for an opinion, which we gave

to the effect that the fruit was an in-

different Isabella. The account that he

gave of the fruit was so remarkable,

that we requested him to make his state-

ment in writing, which is as follows:

"In the spring of I860, 1 procured 9

Catawba vines from Dr. Underbill, Cro-

ton Point. I set them all, they lived

and thrived, and, in 1862-63, fruited,

bearing Catawba grapes. In Nov., 1863,

the trellis on which they grew was
partially destroyed by fire (catching

from a burning barn.) and one of the

vines was burnt down to within one

foot of the ground. I left the stump

standing. In the spring of 1864 several

appeared just above the ground; I let

all grow, and in the summer broke off all but two
thrifty canes that sprung from opposite sides of

the stump. These two canes grew well that

year, and in 1865 the vine again bore Catawba

grapes. This year it has borne very prolifically,

and, as it had the best exposure of any of my
vines, the fruit commenced changing two weeks

earlier than on any other vine ou the same trel-

\ •

\

\

buds

them

lis. The beautiful tints of the berries—the semi-

transparency so to speak—was matter of re-

mark ; hut to my surprise the fruit soon lost

that character of color, and changed to the

color of an Isabella. When ripe, they were
found not to possess a single characteristic of a

Catawba, but are pronounced by all persons

who have partaken of the fruit to be Isabella

grapes, and so they appear and taste to me.

There can be no question about the histoiy of

the vine, and the fact that it bore, in 1862-3-5

Catawba grapes ; to this I would affirm."

From a long" conversation with the writer

of the above, we cannot see where he could

have made any error in his observations, and
that, as far as evidence can be relied on to estab-

lish an occurrence, the above must be accept-

ed. Before this article was in type, we found in

a foreign journal an observation hearing on this

point by M. Carriere, the well-known horticul*

tmist, of the Jardin des Plantes, Paris. "A
Black Hamburgh was cut down, when it pro-

duced three suckers, one of which was layered,

and after a time produced much smaller berries,

ripening at least a fortnight sooner than the

others. This phenomenon occurs every year.

Of the remaining two suckers from the same
stock, one gives every year fine grapes, while

the other, although it sets abundance of fruit,

only ripens a few, and these of inferior qualitj'."

These facts appear to us to show that in

some cases, vines at least do sport to an extent

that essentially modifies the quality of the fruit,

and that this helps us to understand how there

may be so many vines with fruit, differing much
iu quality, all called Isabella. The subject is

an interesting one, and one that has a practical

bearing. It should induce propagators, at least

those who grow vines, to be careful as to the

sources whence they obtain the wood, from

which they propagate stock for sale.

Western Apples—Grimes' Golden Pippin.—•

—

The number of new, or rather unpublished

apples that turn up every year, is something

GRIMES 1 GOLDEN PIPPLV.

alarming to one who tries to keep the run of.

such matters. The Western States give us an-

nually a batch of new sorts, that are slow in

making their way eastward ; indeed, there are

so many peculiarly western varieties, that a

large orchard might be stocked with a good as-

sortment of choice kinds, not one of which aNew
England orchardist ever saw, if he ever heard

of them. Of good apples, we have a sufficient

number of varieties, and probably some of these
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will never be excelled as far as quality is con-

cerned, and could we only get the fruit of those,

there would be but little temptation to look after

others. However this accumulation of varieties

may bother the pomologist, one good
results from it ; it allows more attention

to be paid to the character of the tree^

than if the lists were limited. A new
variety, the tree of which is hardy when
3'oung, comes into bearing early, and

bears regularly, must supplant an old

sort, 110 matter if the fruit is a little bet-

ter, provided the tree lacks these, desir-

able qualities. This is just what our

Western friends are doing, with their

abundance of material—studying the qual-

ities of the trees as to hardiness and health-

fulness, as well as those of their fruit.

Doct. J. A. "Warder, of Ohio, in mak-

ing up some notes on new apples for the

Horticultural Annual for 1867, refers to

the Grimes' Golden Pippin as one of the

.varieties that are remarkable for the

characters of the tree as well as those of

ihe fruit. Specimens did not reach us

in time to illustrate thi3, with the others,

for the Annual, but we have since re-

ceived specimens from. S. B. Marshall,

Massillon, 0., which enable us to give an

outline of the fruit, to which we append

an account abridged from the more ex-

tended one furnished by Doct. Warder.

The original tree stands in Brooks Co.,

West Virginia, not far from the Ohio

River ; it was known to the boatmen in

1804, and is still in vigorous fruiting, having-

borne about twelve barrels the past season, all

perfect and smooth. Orchard trees of this va-

riety in Smithfield Co., O., have not failed to

produce a crop for the past eighteen years.

ill-. Marshal], who sent us the specimens, writes

that it the hardiest tree in his nursery ; that the

branches neither split nor break, and that it is

a regular and uniform bearer, being never af-

fected by the severest winters. We ap-

pend a description and note by Doct.

Warder, with the remark that, while our

Western friends are responsible for the

statements about the tree, we are able to

corroborate all they have said about the

superior quality and richness of the fruit

:

" Tree, hardy, vigorous, healthy, pro-

ductive; branches, strong, spreading,

shoots stout, dark ; foliage, healthy, dark

green ; fruit, medium, globular, cylindric-

al, regularly or slightly angular; surface,

smooth, yellow, bronzy or slighted rus-

seted ; dots, numerous, minute, yellow;

basin, abrupt, deep, folded; eye, large,

generally open ; cavity, wide, regular,

green ; stem, long, slender, curved ; core,

small, closed, meeting the eye; seed*,

numerous, angular, brown ; flesh, yellow,

breaking, very fine-grained, quite juicy:

flavor, sub-acid, aromatic, rich. Use, table.

iN.-izc being very convenient, and kitchen.

Season, December or March. Quality, best.

"This delicious winter keeping apple

should be extensively disseminated by
nurserymen, who will find nothing to

complain of in its habit in the nursery,

while the planter will be gratified by a

noble and productive tree, that comes
early into bearing, and annually furnishes

him choice fruit that rivals the Newtown Pip-

pin in its good qualities. Indeed this variety

may well be recommended as a substitute for

that old favorite in regions where that does not

succeed. In its peculiarities of richness and

flavor, however, it more near]}- resembles that

charming amateur fruit, the Newark Pippin,

which is unfortunately little known in the

markets, though it is quite an old variety."

Fig. 1.—BEURRE ORIS Ij'HIVER.

A Couple of Old, but Little Known, Pears.

A good pear is a good thing ; but what is a

good pear? The select lists of the amateur

pomologist are not the lists of the fruit dealer,

and nurseryman. We have a democratic way
in our pomology as well as in our politics, and
vote for or against things without regard to

presidents or precedents. Pomologists sav that

Fig. 3.—JOSEPHTNH DE MALDTES.

the Bartlett is a third rate, or, at best, a second

rate pear; the people say that the Bartlett is the

pear for their money, and the nurseryman is

obliged to grow the trees, and the orchadist pro-

duce the fruit. We were led to the above re-

marks upon thinking how many really good
pears there were, in comparison with those that

found their way to the markets. One reason

perhaps is, that we have been too hasty in our

judgments, and have condemned many
worthy varieties before they had time

to show what they could do. At all

events there are many old sorts that have
been overshadowed by newer comers.

which have been quietly gaining strength

year by year, and though they do not

find a place in the " select lists " of fruits,

are well known, to those who have been

patient with them, to be of the great-

est excellence. Among the late varieties

, that are likely to be held higher in popu-

lar favor than they have yet been, are the

two of which we present figures.

Beitrre Gets D'nrvr.R.—This is a

French pear, and is given in some of

their works as Beurre de Lucon ; first

known in 1889. The tree is a very vigor-

ous grower and does much better on pear

than it does upon quince roots. The

size and shape are sufficiently well given

in the engraving. The skin russet, with

sometimes.a ruddy cheek in the sun. The
flesh is melting, juicy and vinous. Quali-

ty, best. An early winter pear that

keeps through December. Mr. Barry

informs us that it brings the highest price.

Josephine de MaldvEs.—A Belgian

variety made known about 1830. The
tree is hardy, but only a moderate grow-

er, and does not give its best fruit until it

has acquired age, but when sufficiently old, is

very productive. The fruit is yellowish green,

sprinkled with russet. Flesh slightly rose tint-

ed, melting, sweet, vinous, and agreeably per-

fumed. Keeps until January, and with care

will last even into March. It is justly re-

garded as one of the best winter varieties.

There are several other varieties now in un-

merited neglect, that we hope to bring to the

notice of our readers. More attention

should be given to late varieties, both for

market and home consumption. Well

kept late varieties bring astonishing

prices ; while at home, nothing can be

more refreshing as a dessert fruit, than a

properly ripened, melting winter pear.

" Gardening for Profit " — Small

Places near Towns and Villages.

The regular " salt " used only to ocean

soiling, looks with great contempt upon

the short waves of our inland lakes; yet

wc always attained the result, if not the

real object, of sailing—sickness—sooner

on the fresh wave than on the briny one.

B So farmers of five liuudred or a thousand

I acres woujd see ruin before them Trert*

f they told they could have only ten. Yet

many do get comparatively rich oft* of ten

acres, and . some who have only live,

pocket more money in a year than those

who have five hundred. But there is

this to be borne in mind, thai these small

places must be near a market, the land

must be good, and kept tip to the very

top of fertility, its occupant must work
hard, and he must know how. This

knowing how is perhaps the hardest of

the conditions, but we have cornered one of

our most successful market gardeners until

he has recorded his eighteen years' expe-

* Gardening for Profit, by Peter Henderson, South

Bergen. >.'. .T. New York : Orange .Tudd & Co. $
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rience in a book, the title of which is given

above.—Mr. H. writes pointedly, gives the

" tricks of the trade," so to speak, without any

reservation, tells his failures as well as his suc-

cesses, makes a book that is the best guide,

short "of actual experience, and has the rare

merit of stopping when he has nothing more to

say. To be successful

in market gardening,

besides the requisites

above mentioned, there

must be a sufficient

capital to employ all

the necessary working-

force, and procure the

required amount of ma-

nure and other appli-

ances. Every mile from

market lessens the pro-

fits, and every mile

nearer the market in-

creases the value of the

land. Every foot is

made to pay, and two

and often three crops

are taken from the same

ground each year.

Thus : In spring the

land is planted to early

cabbages, with lettuce

between the cabbages;

the lettuce comes off be-

fore it is in the way of

the cabbages, which,

after they have matur-

ed, are followed by cel-

ery or other late crops.

In this way, by various

combinations and rota-

tions, the land is kept

always at work. Though
the leading object of

this work is to furnish

a hand-book on market

garden, yet the private

garden is not overlook-

ed, and the cultivator

"for profit," whether he gets it in consum-

ing or marketing his produce, will find it of

great value. One commendable feature in the

work is, that the author confines the lists of va-

rieties to the few that he considers best ; suit-

able illustrations are given where needed, and

the chapters upon frames and houses for

forcing vegetables will meet a loug felt want.

Those who have places near towns and vil-

lages will generally find it profitable to raise

garden crops. Even if there is no regular

market, we know from experience that a demand
is easily made, and we have no doubt that in all

large villages and towns, vegetables a little

earlier or better than usual, will meet with a

ready and remunerative sale. The raising of

plants under glass can be made to pay in almost

every thickly populated community,as people are

willing to pay a good price for tomato, cabbage,

pepper and other plants. Mr. Henderson's work
gives ample directions for raising these, as well

as for wintering cabbage aud other plants for

sale, or for setting in the spring.

plant. A striped leaved variety is also among

the newer plants. This, by the way, is a most

stately ornamental plant, and should be more
common than it is. It may be kept by placing

the roots in a cellar for the winter. Around
New York it passes the winter safely if covered

with a box or cask, then filled in with leaves.

A New Variety of the Pampas Grass
(Cfynerium) has been raised in the Paris Garden.

Instead of the silvery white panicles of the or-

dinary form, it has its flower clusters of a rich

purple color. It will probably be a long time

before this becomes generally distributed, but it

will form a marked contrast with the original

ASTILBE JAPONICA.

A Valuable Herbaceous Plant.

(Astilbe Japonica—not Spima Japonica.)

Under the incorrect name of Spiraea Japonica,

we have for years grown a plant that we knew
could not be a Spircea, but neglected until last

summer to lookup its true name. It is curious,

as well as provoking, to see how an incorrect

name will stick, after it once gets into the cat-

alogues. A remarkable instance of this is Dicen-

tra, which the best of florists will call Dielytra,

a name that first came into use through a mis-

print, and the above plant is an illustration of

how the botanists sometimes keep a name un-

settled. As many who are not botanists are

puzzled at the way in which names are con-

fused and changed, wre will briefly state what

happened to this. As the plant is in general ap-

pearance like some Spiraeas, it was without

sufficient care, called Spiraa Japonica. After

the French botanists found out it was not a

Spircea, they called it Hoteia, making a new
genus in 1836, and naming it after a Japanese

.botanist—for they have botanists, after their

way, in Japan—named Ho-Tei. When Hooker

and Bentham came to overhaul genera for their

great work, they found our plant did not need

a new genus at all, but would fit very well in

the old genus Astilbe, published some thirty

years before, and here it will doubtless rest.

But to get back to our plant, of which our
engraving shows some flowering stems, with
their leaves, of the natural size. The radical

leaves are like those which are represented, but

much larger, and as they form a dense tuft of

dark green, shining, aud handsomely cut foliage,

the plant itself would be worth growing, even

if it did not bloom. In

June it throws up stems

about 18 inches in hight,

which bear spikes of

very small flowers of

the purest white, and

when these are set oif

by the unusually dark

and somewhat fern-like

foliage, the plant has an

aspect of delicacy and

neatness that is most

pleasing. The flowers

of the Astilbe are among
the few of those of our

herbaceous perennials

that are sufficiently re-

fined in their character

to use in a bouquet, and

for this purpose they

are always in demand
among florists. The
leaves are also a ser-

vicable green in largo

bouquets. Astilbe is per-

fectly hardy, grows rap-

idly, and multiplies

readily by division of

the clumps after flower-

ing is over; it likes a

good soil, and does

rather better if in a par-

tiallyshaded place. This

is an excellent plant to

force for green-house

decoration .in winter,

and it is • one of the

many forced perennial

herbaceous plants sold

in our flower markets

in spring. Though in the nurseries and in

works on floriculture the plant is classed under

the herbaceous Spiraeas, under its old name of

Spiraa Japonica, it does not belong in the same

family, but to the Saxifrage Family.- It is cat-

alogued by the principal nurserymen at 25 cts.

a plant. A beautiful variety, with the leaves

elegantly veined with golden yellow, was sent

from Japan by Mr. Hogg ; it is yet quite scarce.

— ^ 9 M » »

Market Gardening in Paris.—At the

"Great Exposition" to be held in Paris the

present year, market gardening will be a

prominent horticultural feature. A portion of

the grounds is appropriated to the use, under the

direction of a committee of the most celebrated

market gardeners near Paris. It is proposed to

have a model garden to illustrate all the proces-

ses of cultivation employed in supplying Paris

with its legumes, or, as a Jersey-man would say,

" garden truck." Extensive programmes are put

forth for displays in other departments of hor-

ticulture, but we see nothing at once so novel

and so useful as this.

Violets in England.—Violets are attracting

much attention in England just now; several

new varieties are offered, and some old and late-

ly neglected ones have suddenly become popular.

We hope our florists will have a Violet fever.
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<tW For oilier Household Items, see " Basket " pages.)

The Housekeeping " Prize Articles."

Wc are in trouble about these, as the reader will

see.—Every other department ot human labor has
been freely written about, in books and periodicals

;

a few recipe cook books, and occasional newspaper
items, embrace most that has been printed about
Household work and cares. After a dozen years
of oft-repeated invitations, we began to fear our
good Marthas either could not do it, or that they
mould not be induced to pen down their own expe-
riences for the benefit of others. So, in November,
we threw out a positive challenge in the form of a

S100 Greenback, hoping somebody would accept

the banter. "Well, it has been done,

and by nearly four-score of onr
fair readers—and to onr utter over-

whelmed ! Seventy-six fair compet-

itors! and from almost every State

iu the Union, we are told, though

we ar3 in utter ignorance of the

name or residence of any one of

the writers, and have our curiosity

tantalized to the highest pitch, for

one of the Publishers took the Es-

says in charge as they came in,
1

numbered them in the order of re-

ception, privately recorded the ad-

dress of the writers, and only hand-

ed the Essays themselves to us
Editors ("the Bachelor" included).

We look over the beautifully writ-

ten manuscripts, one after another,

and wonder who wrote this one aud
that one, but the only response is

" No. 1," " No. 5," " No. 14," " No.
26," " No. 34," " No. 43," " No. 56,"

"No. 71," as the ease may be. AVc

beg Mr. Chase to just tell ns who
wrote this very beautiful one. But
he answers " No : decide upon
the merits of the Essays themselves,

aud not of the writer. They are

all supposed to be written by mar-

ried housekeepers"— which of

course we (especially " the Bach-

elor,") don't like to believe. As
we look on this vast collection of

more than two thousand pages of

manuscript, and think of the labor

and toil and time and thought,

they have cost, we would regret

having thrown out the challenge,

were we not sure that great general

good will come of it. Our own
appreciation of the amount of

thought, skill, aud patience, and
the degree of domestic talent to be
found among Housekeepers, is

greatly hightened, and we shall

strive anew to secure a higher ap-
=

preciation on the part of others. TVe are carefully

considering how this mass of information eau be
turned to good account for others, and in some de-

gree to the benefit of, at least, a part of the writers.

But what about the selection of the Prize Essay '!

Of course, we men-folks can not do that. Well,

Dec. 1st these numbered Essaj-s were handed over

to a Committee of intelligent Housekeepers, in

good repute for their practical acquaintance with

every day work. They have been busy reading for

nearly two weelcs ! aud have only got to No. 65.

They read each Essay carefully through, make notes

upon it, and mark it "A,-' "B" or " C." They
report that nearly one-third are marked " A," and
that to go over and over these, and reduce the

choice to one, will require the work and considera-

tion of many days, if not weeks, yet. It is there-

fore impossible to announce the award, this month,

or begin the publication of the Prize Article, or

articles if more than one is selected.—While wait-

ing, we will give a few extracts, taken at random,
from some of the Essays. As so small a portion of

each is taken, these extracts will not at all affect

the value of any one for future use in this paper,

or elsewhere. The numbers merely indicate the
order iu which the Essays came in. We have not

the slightest idea of the name of any writer.

—

Eds.]

Extracts from Prize Essays.

[From No. 44.]—"....We had always two wells, one
in the yard, the other in the cellar, and used either at

pleasure. It was long after the house was rebuilt, that

a pleasant innovation came in the shape of a pump.
The relief from carrying water up stairs is very great.

We are not a demonstrative family, but we felt thai our
water-pail had faUc-n in more pleasant places, if we did
not tell of it. From an over-sight at the first, in the loca-

tion of onr kitchen, we had compelled upon ourselves

720 miles tracel in the fifteen years, for the one item of
water. Without a cent more expense at first, we might
have so arranged that we conld have pnmped water and
poured it into the kettle on the stove, the dish-pan in the
sink beneath, or the hand-basin in an adjoining sink,

[Copyright Secured.]

STUDY IN PHYSIOGNOMY.

in every thing else, very clever with me. He built a box,
just large enough for the pail to set in, and covered it with
a lid on leather hinges, and set this box in one corner of
the wood-house, j list by the kitchen door ... John brought
home fifty pounds of beef last week, and I concluded to
' com ' it. My way is this : I have it cut into pieces of
five or six pounds, and rub each piece with sugar, two
pounds will do for 100 lbs. of meat ; then pack tightly in
the barrel : take sufficient rain water to corn well. To
every 100 lbs. of meat, take 10 pounds salt, 4 oance3 salt-

petre, aud 2 gallons molasses
; put these in about half the

water, and heat until the scum rises, skim, stirring mean-
while to dissolve the ingredients, then mix with the
rest of the water, and when cold, pour over the beer.
This is the base of an Eastern 'Boiled Dinner.'...."

[From No. 15.]
—"—A house in the country is not a

Aottse merely, ' to keep and to dress.' It is agarden, afarni
—a little realm complete in itself—and a woman's presence
should he felt throughout—especially in the arranging
and ornamenting the grounds adjoining the house, should

her taste he apparent. And first of all,

it is desirable to produce a hannonious
effect, so that regarding the home from
without or from within, each object
shall appear to be a part of a beautiful

whole. Then, be the design simple or
elaborate, it matters not, provided the

home be an exponent of the owner's
tastes and means We chose our
home because of its proximity to Insti-

tutions we love, and not, as may fairly

be presumed, for the beauty of its lo-

cation.—We built our house in an open
field, on a rise of ground made by grad-
ing, but which now often elicits the

remark, 'How fortunate you were in

finding such a pretty building spot,'

—

the observer little dreaming that our
cellar bottom is a part of the original

surface. There being no previous im-
provements to modify our plans, we
gave the public road a wide berth, and
immediately set about shutting it from
view, by setting forest trees along our

whole front, and on either side of the

carriage way. An amusiug conversa-

tion occurred between the original

owner of onr fields, aud my husband,

Mr. Max, while thus engaged. To give

the story point, it must be premised
that this stickler for ' fruit,

1 had scarce-

ly managed in the course of twenty
years to cover his house lot with enough
trees to supply his family with apples.

' See here, neighbor,' said he,
' What kind o' fruit do you expect them
are trees to bear.' ' They would have

home dollars for you, had you set them
here twenty years since,' was the rather

tart reply, for the bare and desolate-ap-

pearance of our fields was a serious

drawback to our happiness that first

year. Well ! the trees have already

Our Artist has been amusing himself, as children sometimes do, by "making up faces," borne—not dollars nor apples—but the

aud has succeeded so well, we thiuk our readers will be pleased to examine Ills produc- pleasant assurance to us, that our home

tiou. An interesting part of the performauce is, that one feature is in many instances,

made to do double duty, presenting the singular fact of several persons having but one

nose, one pair of eyes, etc., among them. The picture was iuteuded for the Boys and
Girls' Department, but other matters fully occupied that space, and probably their

mothers will not object to a little "spice" in their own part of the paper.

without taking a single step Our table arrangements

are equally incomplete. A dish-closet adjoining the dish-

sink, and in convenient proximity to the table, would
leave the circuit from closet to table, from table to sink,

and from sink to closet again, a matter of less steps in a

week than we uow find necessary for one meal. As it is.

we traverse an average of 100 feet in simply bringing the

dishes for each meal. Returning them to their places in-

volves a distance of 240 more. This foots up iu the little

annual journey to our commissary, 108 miles ! Counting
our fifteen years' blunder, it amounts to 1,668 miles! aud

this not for the meals only—the 720 miles for water, and
L.ViS for dishes, giving a total of 2.'2?S miles ! and the

time absorbed in this long pedestrian journey might have

been absdhUe leisure, and the work have been as well per-

formed. A review of all our mistakes might not prove in-

teresting. We made a dozen or so. each having an unfor-

tunate effect on ourdomestic enjoyment . . .

." [Howmany
thousands of families are doing the same to-day ?-*Bd.]

[From No. 8.]—"....It is the Uttlo things of this life

that anuoya body ; my annoyance is I'm ashamed to con-

fers.! no larger than Hie ' swill pail.' It is a • necessary nui-

sance,' always needed, yet always in the way—an unsight-

ly object to man or woman-kind. John acted in this as

is growing iu beauty every year. Next

,

grass was desirable, thick, soft aud vel-

vety. Thanks to our peculiar soil, we
soon had this to our liking; and it is

not weedy and rough, if it is sometimes

high enough for meadow. A few ever-

' greens scattered here and there was

all we attempted further, that spring, for showy par-

terres and graveled walks were not to be thought of.

Trees will grow while we are at work or asleep, or enjoj -

ing our noonday rest. Many hardy climbers, roses, and

ornamental shrubs, will do the same, and thank us un-

tile privilege. We will put out a few iff these each spring

and autumn—no more than we can take good care of—
and in time we shall be satisfied. ...Sueii was onr conclu-

sion, aud steadily we have worked upon it. The care of

the grounds ha- been our recreation Our winter sit ting-

room opens to the south; the smoothly shorn lawn, and

a variety of Bhapoful evergreens are in view Irom here, bo

that no sense of desolation wars the prospect. The

rooms that open to the north and east, are our principal

summer resort. Opposite these 1 .-row my showy annuals

and tied my petted exotics. The breath of the Sweet

Briar. Lilac, Missouri Currant, and innumerable roses in

their season. Iloats in at onr open window. There are al-

ways flowers tor as many hontraets as 1 like, from early

spring until the Chrysanthemums arc frozen, and vet we

spend but very little time among them! Uow can wc

when we do not have it to spend* "

[From No. 49.]—" I am fully convinced that there

arc not only many men of many minds, but many iromm
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also. In talking of renewing fine shirts, quite an item

in these clays, Mrs. Thorn says when the edge of a bosom
begins to wear, she makes a delicate button-hole stitch

the length of the bosom, works over the button-holes

carefully as soon as they give way, patches the cuffs which,

never show it, and in this way she makes a shirt last one-

third longer than she once did. Mrs. May, who owns a

ecwing-machine, and seems to think there is sport in

making button-holes, stitches a strip of linen to match
the middle fold, cuts out the old one with its worn but-

ton-holes aud (having allowed for it in cutting) sets the

new one in under the first plait. Mrs. Jones says that

just as soon as this is all done, the bosom will give way
in other places. She 'long ago discarded her practice of

lining the bosoms throughout. Now she makes but one

fine shirt at a time—so that she never has new ones

altogether—allows au extra bosom and pair of. wrist-

bauds to every two shirts, sets them into shirt No. 1, as

that needs it, and then into shirt No. 2. Now hear old

Mrs. Simpkins : "What's the use of a farmer's having

fine shirts, anyhow ? The land ! what is the world com-

ing to ? My husband never had a fine shirt in all his life.

He puts on his standing collar and stock, and one of those

false bosoms {"hypocrites,"
1 some call them), over his every-

day shirt, when he goes to meeting, or takes a load to

town, and then he is dressed fit for a king. At any rate,

that old Alfred the Great, my Jeems used to read about,

would have thought it fit for him. I suppose Kings now-
adays would not think so, they've all got so grand—kings,
parsons and their wives, farmer folks, and all.' !"

[From No. 30.j— 1
" A good housekeeper makes a

good servant—a good housekeeper, you understand, not a

good woman. Look at Aunt Debby, one of the best women
ill the world, and was there ever such an abominable

muddle as her housekeeping ? Sometimes Aunt Debby does

a certain piece of work, sometimes it is left for Sarah

Jane—trimming the lamps for instance. Sarah Jaue
leaves them for Aunt Debby, aud Aunt Debby leaves them
for Sarah Jane ; if Aunt Debby sets out to do them, she

must, in the first place, find her scissors. Accordingly,

she rims up stairs and down to rummage the pockets of

her dresses, then she pokes over the little heaps of strings

and dried orange peel lying promiscuous in the cupboard ;

possibly her search is uninterrupted, but generally the

butcher comes, or a neighbor drops in; the scissors are dis-

covered after a time, but then the lamps are forgotten "

[From No. IT.]—" I will give my rule for bread-

making—a certain one for me. Of course, the flour must
be good; it should always be sifted just before using.

We use baker's yeast, and get it fresh every week, as it is

more convenient. For three loaves of bread, take 3 pints

of milk or hike warm water (according to taste). Boil

aud mash 5 good sized potatoes., add 1 cup of yeast and a

little salt. Stir all together at night with as much nom-

as you can stir in with a spoon. Leave it in a warm place

to rise, and in the morning, when light, knead it well,

adding sufficient flour. Let it rise until light and full of

air-holes, and mould it out into loaves; then let it rise

again to the point from which it was last worked down,

and bake. If I can not. through the medium of this

Essay, teach a novice to make bread, I wish I could im-

press it upon those Who do know how, to give more at-
' tention to it. If you know when bread is light, attend to

it immediately, and not put it off, because you are doing

something else, as the fermentation passes so rapidly

into the acetous stage, from which no saleratus or leger-

demain of that kind, can redeem it into good bread.

Bread should be baked about an hour, and as cook stoves

are so very different, every one should know best how to

temper her own oven. The heat should be directed to

the bottom as much as possible, for if the top crust forms

too rapidly, it will press down the bread and prevent the

expansion of the loaf, and so make a heavy streak. Or if

not so bad as that, there will bo great ugly cracks in the

crust. When it is cut, if there are large air-holes in it,

you may conclude it was not kneaded enough, and

try to have it better uext time A tin of raised bis-

cuit may be easily made by taking enough of the bread

dough when ready for moulding into loaves, and
working in nearly a cup of butter. But to make capital

raised biscuits, try the following rule, for it is certain

:

Six cups of milk, 1 of yeast, and a little flour stirred in at

night. In the morning add 1 cup of butter, and let it rise

the same as bread. For rusks, add 1 cup of sugar and 2

eggs, and varnish the tops, when done, with the white of

an egg With regard to pie-making, probably it would

have, been much better for us, if no pies had ever come
into existence ; but since they have, and since people will

cat them, we had better make them as nicely as possible.

Every body knows that it takes equal parts of lard and

water mixed in flour, to make crust, but every body does

not know how to mix it. It requires a deftness that can

be gamed only by practice. Put the lard into the flour

cold, and rub it in smoothly, adding the water by degrees

and roll out neatly and quickly as possible. If you want
the upper crust particularly flaky, rol] it out partially and

dot here and there with lard. Then make it in a lump
and roll out again for the pie. All pies are better baked
in earthen dishes. There must always be an opening in

the upper crust. Apple pies are especially nice, when
made in these dishes, the apples sliced .in without a bot-

tom crust, sweetened, a*nd a nice top crust, but you may
sigh in vain at hotels, and at the many private tables, for

anything so simple and so delicious What we call

'Toad Pie,' (though I'm sure I don't know why) is deli-

cious. The apples are stewed and then placed in a crust

and baked. The top crust and some of the apple is then

taken off. Sweeten and put on sweet cream or butter.

Replace the top crust and put the apple over it, and sea-

son the same as the lower part ; to be eaten warm "

[From No. 11.]

—

{Extracts from Vine Leroy's Experienced)

t;
' Come to supper, Mother, Aimt Peggy, Eva, and

all.
1—'In a minute, dear.'

—'Five o'clockprecisely.' Josey

is always very punctual, I can trust her to get meals for

us, with no fear of her not having them ready in season.

Shall I take your work Peggy ? Come Eva, we will go
aud see what Josey has got good for supper. ' Has
she been getting supper all alone, Aunt Vine ? ' Yes,

dear; she does it often. 1 had become so interested

in the story of LA Summer,' in Leslie Goldthwaite's Life,

I had not missed her. i

I wish you would take a maga-
zine for me, 1

said Eva to her mother, Aunt Peggy. 4Do
you know that that magazine costs two dollars a year ? X
will tell you sometime how the children pay for their mag-
azines.' l You have got a very nice supper, daughter, and
have set the table very nicely.' 'You don't mean to say

Vine, that Josey has made them short-cakes,' said Aunt
Peggy. ' Oh, yes, she has made a good many.'—' Why
don't you never let me help you so, Ma,' said Eva.—'Yon
will never let me bake any, and I am as old as Josey.'
' Well, I never could bear to^ec girls of your age mussing
in dough,' said Aunt Peggy. 'My ! how short and good
these biscuits arc.' 'Yes, I often tell Tine, that Josey
can beat her making short-cakes.' ' Now, Papa, I don't

like yon to praise my cooking so in company. 1 'But
it must be you don't have such good one's as these very

often, or you could not make so much butter,
1

said Aunt
Peggy. 'We only have them about twice a week.'

'Twice a week, and short as this! You must milk all

cream from your cows.' 'Let me tell her, Ma, how I

made them,' said Josoy. 'In the first place, mother al-

ways strains her buttermilk ; and I take a bowlitfl of the

dried cream we get from it. and a quart of buttermilk, in

whi'.ii I put two teaspoonfnls of soda, and a little salt.

And here is a berry short-cake I have made ; father likes

them so well.*
; A berry short-cake in January ! I never

heard of such a thing,
1

said Aunt Peggy. 'Yes, when
rolling my biscuit I roll a strip about two inches thick,

and put it in a long tin and bake it with them. When it

is done, I take it out on a platter, split it opeu and
butter it, then put my stewed berries in it while hot. I

had the berries hot, too, and sweetened well, with a good
deal of juice. I think strawberries are better, but they

were not plentiful last season, and red raspberries were,

so we use them. Black raspberries arc excellent to make
them of, too, and any of them are better still, if kept by
canning. 1

' I wish Eva could cook like this,' said Aunt
Peggy. 'And /wish my Ma would sometimes make
such a short-cake as this, or let me learn how,' responded
Eva. * * * 'Heigho ! there goes seven

o'clock, aud I must be off, it is the evening for the
' Farmer's Club,' so you must excuse me. There's a kiss

for you Vine, now let me kiss you Peggy,' said Mr. Le-

roy, in a playful manner. ' Well ! I declare ! I don't be-

lieve you ever will leave off your boyish capers. Now
you have been married fifteen years, and you kiss your

wife like a boy, just because you are to leave her for a

couple of hours. My husband hasn't kissed me since L
married him.' 'I hope my husband will never be too

dignified to kiss me.' Aud I guess I never will. Even
the name of Joshua has never made a prophet of me.

Good evening to you. 1 "

&oo«l Bread*—Mrs. M. W., writes, that

after keeping house 12 years, and trying all sorts of bread

recipes, and finding them all to fail some times, she

adopted the directions published in the Agriculturist two
years ago, (Feb. 1865), and she has never since failed to

have good bread. Several others have written similarly,

and we repeat the substance of the directions for the

benefit of at least a hundred thousand present readers

who did not have that number of the paper ; Requis-

ites, good flour, good potatoes, and good hops.—For stock

yeast, good for 4 to 6 weeks, boil 2 or 3 handfuls of hops,

iy2 hours, in 2 quarts water; strain the liquor on to 2

tablcspoonfuls of flour, previously wet with cold water

;

stir well and leave until lukewarm ; add % cup yeast, let

it stand 15 to 30 hours, then bottle for use—to be shaken

'every time any is to be taken out. Make a ferment

thus : Wash clean and boil soft 2 quarts of potatoes, and

mash fine while hot, with 1 quart of flour
; reduce with

cold water, aud add half a cup of the stock- yeast from
the bottle ; let it ferment S or 10 hours, or until it begins
to fall at the Lop, then strain. This will keep two weeks
in cold weather, but must not freeze or heat. For bak-
ing, in'the evening lay the sponge with % ferment, yz wa-
ter, and % milk if you have it, otherwise use %6& water ;

add a little salt ; cover with a cloth in a warm place until

morning, then knead in flour until it works free from the

hands and board. Let it rise again in pans, then bake.—
The sponge should be a little Ipo soft to knead, but the
more flour you add in kneading, the longer will it be in

rising; in summer it should be quite stiff. It should al-

ways rise until it has a delicate, silky touch to the hand,
or until it begins to fall at the top, which is a sure test.

If worked too soon, it will be tough aud dark colored; if

not kneaded enough, it will be coarse-grained, while that

properly kneaded will be fine-grained, light, and showy.
When cold keep bread in a stone jar; it will thus remain
moist much longer.

About the "Winter Fashions.

Br Madame Demorest.

If women are not healthy, and do not dress sensibly, it

certainly is not the fault of fashion. This much abused
goddess is, at least just now, doing every thing possible

to render the clothing of both women and children

healthy, convenient, and economical.—The trailed dresses

which are so generally worn in the drawing-room, are

hereafter to be confined to such privileged localities, and
dresses looped up or shortened, so as to form a mere up-

per skirt to the petticoat, worn in the street.

These short dresses are the novelty of the season ; they

are always cut gored, aud are vandyked out, or shaped in

battlements, or square teeth, over a petticoat, ornamented
with a plaiting: a fiat, single plaiting, called " Mark
Antoinette,'''' is the most in vogue. A striped Balmoral
petticoat is very good wear, the plaiting edged with a

contrasting color, and put on with, a narrow braid also of

the contrasting color. This may be worn with all lands
of dresses, long or short, and with all dark or neutral

colors. With a short dress cut out square, and bound, or

edged with a flat silk, or jet braid, a short sac, or louse

paletot is worn, also cut out square, and edged to matcli.

If the dress is vandyked, a peplum basquiue, or '-Ristori"

paletot is worn, both describing points to ma tch with dress.

Ladies should be careful in changing the style of a.

walking dress, to change also the size and shape of their

hooped skirts to agree with it. A short dress is of course

narrow, and requires a very narrow hoop, of the proper
gored shape. If one can not be purchased, it is better to

cut a short gored skirt (six gores) in cotton cloth, and in-

sert in casings, five or six springs. A flounce made to

button on and take off, will transform this into a hand-

some " dress" hooped skirt, the whole at a less cost than

a good skeleton hoop, besides which, the indelicacy of

skeleton hoops is avoided.

Ladies who do not like the short dresses, or who con-

sider them unsuited to their age, will find the li Benoi-
ton " Dress Looper, a very graceful, convenient, and orna-

.mental adjunct, extremely simple, and efficient in raising

dresses without injury out of contact with the dirt of

the streets. This useful novelty is made in all styles,

and contributes a sufficient trimming to any dress.

Au inexpensive, and very lady-like accessory to a hand-

some gored dress, consists of a dress peplum, which is

attached to a waist-band, and forms a sort of pointed

basque to the skirt, relieving it entirely of the look of

plainness, which is to many so objectionable. The
dress peplum opens on the sides, in front, and at the

back, and may be trimmed with fringe, with braid, with

gimp, with Cluny lace, or with anything adapted to the

material, and in harmony with the other parts of the dress.

There is a simple and excellent Shoulder Brace, and

skirt supporter, which ladies should always wear, in con-

junction with a heavy hoop, or Balmoral skirt. It is com-
posed only of bands of elastic, arranged so as to support

the back aud relieve the hips of the weight upon them,

and this it does effectually, at the same time greatly pro-

moting a fine walking fxtse, and symmetry of form

.

Bonnets are still worn very small, [ridiculously so—Ed."]
although the last Parisian advices indicate a considerable

enlargement. A decided change, however, will not take

place until spring. In the meantime, ladies may be thank-

ful, that with little skill, trouble or expense, they can

make their own bonnets.

A novel little invention has been introduced recently,

which has such direct bearing upon the health of women,
and children, that I can not forbear an allusion to it.

This is a new Stocking Suspender, superseding the old

elastics, which form a tight ligature around the limbs,

causing congestion, rush of blood to the head, cold feet,

and various evils. The new Suspender has no "ma-
chinery," requires no sewing on of buttons, is cheap,

and keeps the stocking neat, and accurately in place,
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A Happy ^'ew Year 1

1

1

To all the girls and boys of Ike Agriculturist family.

A few years ago it took some 23,000 greetings to go all

romid, and give eack family a share of our good wishes

—

now, 150,000 congratulations are not enough to distribute to

the throng, in return for the welcomes they send us from all

over tke land. Kind feeling and tke words of ckeer which
it prompts, come from a spring which can not be exhaust-

ed ; they increase in the giving. But words are cheap

—

one little boy of our acquaintance, in reply to tke saluta-

tion, " I wish you a happy New Year," was accustomed
to ask, "What are you going to give uic to make me
happy V

1
' This, of course, was not a very polite' question,

but it was very " common-sense-ica!.''' A true friend will

find many ways to bestow benefits upon those he loves,

besides kind words, although these alone, are of great

value. Well, 1SGG has, we trust, proved that little folks

arc kigk in our regard. The pictures, puzzles, stories,

and other good things which the Agriculturist has given

them, need no further acknowledgment than we have re-

ceived already in many thousands of pleasant letters,

telling us how much enjoyment our monthly visits give.

The Beautiful Holiday Picture {next page)

is an earnest of what maybe expected in 1867. There the

old year is represented going out sorrowfully, as if regret-

ting that more good has not. been done, while the New
Tear, 186?, coming from the Horn of Plenty, indicates

that we may look for abundant good things to follow;

and wc shall certainly try to do our part in keeping the

horn well supplied.

All will feel like joining the joyous group who arc so

gleefully welcoming Santa Clans, and not a few will re-

joice with those in the corners who are examining their

holiday gifts, or joining in the sports of the season. Bo
not neglect to study the scene in the upperrighthand cor-

ner of the sketch. It represents two little street sweep-

ers, such as swann in large cities, enjoying the Christmas
pic which some kind-hearted friend has given them. The
stable where they find shelter, and the manger, will bring

to mind the story and the example of Him, "who though
he was rich, for our sakes became poor," and will, we
trust, lead many lo bestow some good upon the poor of

their own neighborhoods. To begin the year with good-
will shown to the needy, will be a most worthy way of

exhibiting onr gratitude for good received, and our own
worthiness of expected blessings. God loves those who
remember his poor. No surer way of making this a hap-

py year can be found than keeping the resolution, to

Bo Good to Some One Evert Bat this Year.

Street BSeggurs*.

In most large cities, street, begging is a regular profes-

sion, having its own peculiar arts and mysteries, and re-

quiring a special training to make it successful. A pro-

fessional beggar studies appropriate dress, gesture, and
manner of speech, as certainly, if not as thoroughly as the

actors in a theatre, and many of them attain a degree of

perfection in this part of their art, that might make their

fortunes if practised on the stage. For example, notice

that poor, tottering, white-haired old man, that has just

entered our office ; he has frequently called before. He
is the very picture of a recent emigrant. His dress is

scanty, but neat; apparently u great effort is being made
to be decent, though poor. lie wears wooden clogs,

Which give notice of his approach, as be hobbles toward
you, and stretches out bis long thin hand, that in itself

has a most appealing look. In reply to a question, he
mumbles over some strange jargon, that no one present
can understand. Most persons at once think, A

- here is a
case of real misfortune, an aged stranger in a foreign

land, who lias no doubt lost the little all ho depended on
to make him comfortable in oldage." The whole appear-
ance of the man is carefully studied and arranged to pro-

duce just this effect, and until known as a professional

beggar, few can turn him away, without at leasl n trifle,

Yet on some fine afternoon, in walking up Broadway, you

may meet a well dressed, respectable looking old gentle-

man, walking erect, carrying a nice cane, rather for orna-

ment than support, the picture of one who has laid by

enough to make him easy for the rest of his earthly jour-

ney, and if you are sharp at scrutinizing countenances,

you may recognize onr poor pauper, for it i^ the same.
He is said to be already wealthy from begging, but he keeps

at his trade, part of thestime, perhaps from mere habit.

Thousands of onr readers have seen a one-legged man
clad in an old military dress, stumping painfully along

Park Row, not on crutches, but seated on the pavement,

and moving himself by means of his hands, which are

protected by thick leather mittens, lie never asked un-

even a penny—that is in-word but hie appealing look

to the passers by, said more plainly than word.- could

speak. '-For the love of humanity, and in gratitude to

your country's defenders, please aid a poor maimed sol-

dier,"' and hundreds daily answered the appeal. A few
weeks ago this man was arrested by the police, as a va-

grant, having no visible means of support, and consigned

to the place on Blackwell's Island, provided for such cases.

Just as he was about being sent up, his lawyer brought

into court, deeds, mortgages, etc., proving him to be

worth over twenty thousand dollars'! This disclosure will

probably put an end to his further begging operations.

These are but two examples out of hundreds here that

could be desciibed—some of them we may yet notice.

The large majority of street beggars are impostors, and
though it seems harsh, we believe it to be a safe rule to

give to none of them, unless their cases have been first

investigated and found worthy of help. If one desires to

help the poor, as all should do, a little inquiry in almost

any neighborhood will bring out deserving cases enough

to employ all the resources of charity.

A Game!—"Boys," said, a facetious farmer

to his sons, "-we had a pretty hard day's work yester-

day, now let's have a game of chopping wood/'

Singulav Cure fov ILaziuess.

A friend, whose name we are not at liberty to give, but

who is well and widely known as a business man of ster-

ling worth, was last year erecting a large building. One
of his excellent peculiarities is, to allow no intemperance

or profanity among his men, and to insist that every man
shall work for the liberal pay he is willing to give. One

' day, this gentleman noticed that one 'of the builders was
continually shirking, seeming to care only to pass away
the time and draw his pay. Calling bis foreman, who
had the hiring as well as the overseeing of the men, our

friend asked whether the lazy hand had been engaged for

the season, or only for a short time. " For the season,"

was the reply, "but lean discharge him, I suppose."

—

bi Oh ! no," said Sir. ,
" but I want you to go down

to the village hotel and* engage the best room you can

find ; Jet this man go there and occupy it ; every month
send his bill to me, and I will pay it."—The foreman in-

formed the hired'man of tke instructions given, and he at

once went to the owner. " I understand yon are not sat-

isfied with my work," said he.
—

"'I find no fault with

your work,".was the reply,
;t butbecause you don't work."

'I will leave, if you insist ou it," said the man.

—

u Not
at all—I don't turn you away, but I have given orders to

have the best room at the hotel put at your sendee, since

you want to play the gentleman at my expense, and I

promise you I will pay the bill promptly every month,

but I will not have your bad example among my men."
The poor fellow, utterly dumb-founded at such novel

treatment, scarcely knew how to reply, but looked as

though he would like to sink into the groand. Finally,

he asked, "Are you willing to try me for a week."

"Certainly," said Mr. , "I am always willing to help

amnion who wants to reform." The.man returned to his

work, cured of his laziness, and from that day forth,

no more industrious hand was to be found on the place.

Stories About H?arrots«

As our young readers well know, t he parrot may be taught

to repeat many words. It is generally supposed that they

attach no meaning to what they say, but simply utter tke

sounds, as they would any other notes. This may be so,

but some incidents seem to show that they may some-

times know the use of language. A lady friend of the

writer occupied part of a house where was kept a very

talkative parrot. One day the lady came down stairs

dressed in a short-gown and petticoat, the weather being

intensely warm, when the parrot immediately cried out,

" What frock you got on ?" Another friend relates that a

parrot belonging to bis landlady one day annoyed her very

much by its continued talking and screeching. At last

she seized the stick with which she had been stirring the

Clothes, and raised it threateningly, when the bird imme-
diately cried out, "Von saucy thing, poll won't speak

another word." and remained silent almost the whole

day. A bird show was held at the Museum in New-
York several years since, to which a parrot was sent that

had been taught to repeat the Lord's Prayer. This was

advertised extensively, and hundreds of persons went to

hear the wonder, but to their disappointment, and the vex-

ation of the owner. Toll would not utter a word during

the exhibition, although fully able to do what bad been

expeeled. After the show, the parrot wan taken home,

and upon reaching its place. El exclaimed, "I suppose I

can talk now," and became a- voluble as ever. The bird's

silence was not remarkable, oa song birds will seldom

Bing freely, for some time after being taken to a new
place ; ih" speech on going homo certainly Beemed to iu-

dicato intelligence. A gentleman had taught his parrot

to say, "Get your gun, John,*
1 which was well remem-

bered one nigh! by the bird; tor burglars enl red the

house, and Poll, hearing a noise, Bcreamcd outat the top of

her voice, "Gel your gun; John." awakening hcrowner,

and at the same time putting the robbers to flight.

Answers to A'l'obients and lBuzzles.

The following are answers to the puzzles, etc., in the

December number, page 441. No. 230 and 240. Matbc-

matical Problems.—These were incorrectly stated last

month, and arc given properly below under the nambers
240, 247. No. 242. Geographical Problem.—We shall dis-

cuss this next month. No. 240. Illustrated Rebus.—Ioua

Grape Vine (eye on a grape-vine). No. 243. Conun-
drum.—It is papa-veraceous. No. 344. Illustrated Re-

j

bus.—From infancy to adolescense a man's future posi-

|
tion and stand in life are usually taken.

The following have sent in correct answers up to Dec.

1st. : George and William Foulk. John Norway. Josepb
I S. Bonaparte, Christian "Wine, J. Califf. Clara Greincr.
I Julia Greiner, Avery L. Rand, James P. Veatch. A. Jack-
|
son. Andrew Jackson, DelmerD. Brvant, Jennie Cooper.
J. B. Conant, Nellie J. Coe. Alfred Hawksworth, Johu F.
Wittmer, B. J. Hammer. Sarah Purdy, Fred. Stanleys R.

L. Selden. Frank B. Bourne. R. Matte Coulter. John H.
Lehman, Samuel M. Edwards, Peter Smith, Nettie Wal-
dron. H. S. Loper. D. Luther Roth. Mrs. Win, Sarm. L

* H.
D. S.," Sarah F. Winaer, Martin Keeney, James Ratlcff.

UTew Puzzles to l>e Answered.
No. 245. Mathematical Problem, to be solved arithmet-

ically. The crew of a ship consisted of Sailors and Sol-

diers. There were 22 sailors to every 3 guns and 10 over.

The whole number of men was 5 times the number of

soldiers and guns together. After an engagement in

which one-fifth were slain, there lacked 5 to be 13 men to

every 2guns. Howmany guns, sailors and soldiers at first .-

No. 246. Illustrated Proverb.—Usually found to be true.

No. 247. Mathematical Problem.—A man has a trial -

lar piece of ground whose sides measure rcspecti

500, 400 and 300 feet each. How can he divide it 6

among his four sons, giving each a plot of the same i

.No. 24S. Mathematical Problem . to be solved arith

ically. John and Charles, set out from C, and D. al

same time, to travel to E, the road from C to E. passing

through D. John travels 7 miles an hour, and at that rate

he would overtake Charles 5 miles before he arrives at E.

But, after arriving at D, John travels 0-\{ miles an hour in

consequence of which, he overtakes Charles just as bo

enters E. Supposing Charles, to travel 5 miles an hour,

what are the distances between C, D, and E !

%e>
€*® ^

No. &i9. Uhutrattd Rebus.—Well worth remembering,

%
No. 200. Woe/rated jS»w.—Someflifiig unpleasant,
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(Business Notices $2.50 per Agale Line of Space.)

LOCK-STITCH SEWING MACHINES.
Highest Premium, Fair of American Institute, 1&35

CELEBRATED REVERSIBLE FEED MOVEMENT.
UNIFORM SELF-ADJUSTING TENSION,
FOUR SEPARATE DISTINCT STITCHES,
WILL GATHER AND SEW A RUFFLE AT ONCE.

OFFICES OF THE COMI'ANr.
505 Broadway, N. Y., and 97 Cheapside, London, England.

PRINCIPAL AGENCIES.
141 Wasliington-st., Boston. 342 Main-st.. Buffalo, N. Y.
rm Chestnut -St., Pliiladelnhia. 29 Calle d'Oticios, Havana,
100 Washington-st., Chicago. Cuba.
36 West Fonrtli-st.. Cincinnati 3B Courfc-st., Bingl'.amton.N.Y

13 Public Square, Cleveland. 13 Lakc-sl., Elmira, N. Y.
155 Baltininre-st., Baltimore. 31'! Broad-st.. Newark, N. J.

21 North Penusvlvania-st., 6 Union St., Nashville. Tenn.
Indianapolis. 2 Yates Block, E. Genesee-st.,

Cor. Jeff, and Woodward Av- Syracuse. N. Y.
enues, Detroit. Rocliester, N. Y.

Ill Montgomery-st., San Fran- 51 North Fil'th-st.,St. Louis.Mo.
Cisco. 803 River-st.. Trov, N. Y.

373 to 376 Main-st., Hartford, Cor. Genesee, Columbia, and
Conn. Seneca-sts., Utica, N. Y.

529 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

WHEELER & WILSON
ROTARY HOOK

vhcx-><

SEWING MACHINES.
625 BROADWAY.

""Wo3Ian*s Greatest Boox.—»We would advise a man. to
forego a Thresher and thresh -wheat with a flail, rather
than to see tlie wife wear her health, vigor and life away in
1 he everlasting: 'stitch, stitch, stitch.' when a Sewing Ma-
chine can be obtained. The YVHEELEn & WILSON is an
invaluable aid in every household. AVc have had several
different kinds on trial, and after a six vcar's service, the
WHEELER & WILSON has taken the precedence as the best,

where all kinds of sewing are to be done in a family."
[American Agriculturist, Jan. 1S6."!.

THE GREAT FAMILY SEWING MACHINE-

GRfWiRMlERS
HIGHEST PKEMHJM
Elastic StitclxSEWINGMACHINE.

495 Broadway, I\ew York.

TAKE YOUR CHOICE!
\Ve have already given away more than

FOUR HUNDRED SEWING MACHINES]

as premiums for new subscribers to the New York
OBSEnvER. Eighteen new subscribers with the money, for
one vear, S63, will secure a S35 MACHINE. Wheeler
& Wilson, or Grover & Baker. Send for circulars and
sample copies; they will be sent fkee.—Terms, $3.fiG a year,
in advance.

SIDNEY E. MORSE, Jr. & CO.,
37 Park Row, New York.

CIomething New.—An iug-euious little article, just^ patented, needed in every household. Agents Wanted.
Samples Bent, post-paid, on receipt, of 10 cts. Address W. A.
BOAKDMAX, 42 Whitney avenue, New Haven, Conn.

A Model Paper.—The Watchman <f- Reflector, of Boston,

lias an enviable reputation for ability and cnterprize. It hag
not been surpassed In merit by any religious journal in the

country. But It aspires to higher excellence, and proposes

to become, with the, opening of the New Year, one of the

tuosl romprebeiisive family papers in the world. It will be

greatly enlarged, and published on a double sheet ; one sheet

devoted, :is hitherto to religious matter; the other to litera-

ry, social, monetary and agricultural articles. This latter

department will be new ami peculiar, with a rich variety of

contents, embracing articles on current, moral, social and

political question^; on the leading men of the age in thought

and action ; reviows of important, books; tales for I he fami-

ly circle; agricultural and gardening matter for formers;

and monetary articles aud reports of the markets for busi-

ness num.

\o .Journal in the world certainly has a more comprehen-

sive plan to meet the wants of all families, and of all the

members in a family; and as the editorial staff will consist

Of nine men, all able and experienced In the several depart-

ments, who will be assisted by thirty contributors, many of

them having a national reputation,, the Watchman & Reflec-

tor must become a model family paper, unequalled In merit

and in circulation. Its enterprising conductors deserve the

largest success.

For Specimen eopv, Address
FORD. OLMSTEAD & CO.,

Publishers. Boston, Mass.

pi^^^^gP^Ss
Is very higlily praised by numerous State Superintendents

of Schools and other distinguished Educators, for "the fresh
ness, vigor, and variety of its pages." '"its simplicitv and
purity of style," "its high moral toiie," "pure and ennobling
sentiment," " elevating and refining influences," "life-like
and attractive illustrations," as " unquestionably the best
juvenile magazine published in this country." -

Teems : $2.00 a year ; large discount to Clubs. Specimen
number, 30 cents.

Eir^y Saturday
Has the best and freshest selections from the most popular
Foreign Periodicals, including frequently articles by Henry
Kingsley, Edmund Yates, Alexander Smith, Miss Ros
setti, Matthew Arnold, Robert Buchanan, Frances
Power Cobbe, Edmond About, Alexander Dumas,
Anthony Trollope, Jean Ingelow, and other eminent
writers. Terms : Single Number, 10 cents. Yearly Sub-
scription, $5.00.

TICKNOR & FIELDS, Publishers, Boston:

Headquarters

U. S. MAPS
IS AT

H. H. LLOYD & CO*'S9

21 John-St., New York.

P. S.—We have 5 sizes of U. S. Maps, the largest, a Copper
plate, Gx6 ft., made in 12 styles, and a vast variety of other
Maps, Charts, Prints, Photographs, Engravings, &c, &c.

" Fighting against WRONG aud for the GOOD, the TRUE
and the BEAUTIFUL. - '

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.

THE LITTLE CORPORAL
Is acknowledged by tiie leading papers to be the

Best Juvenile Paper in America,

The New York Tribune savs: The only literary periodi-
cal which has ever succeeded in onr Western States, is The
Little Corporal. Its subscription list at the end of the
first year numbered 35,000, and it it continues to be conduct-
ed with the same ability and enterprise which are now de-
voted to it, there is no reason why the second year should
not close with a roll of 70,000 subscribers. It is an admirable
periodical, lively, entertaining, instructive, unexceptionable
in tone, and charmingly printed. It is published at the low
price of $1.00 a year.

"We offer a

Magnificent List of Premiums

!

The price of the Corporal is one dollar a year, in advance
;

sample copy, telling all about the premiums, ten cents.
Address ALFRED L. SEYVELL, Publisher, Chicago, 111.

For Hai-luBig Linen.

CLARK'S PATENT INDELIBLE PENCIL.

1866. Greatly Improved. 1S66.

Warranted superior to all Indelible Inks. Agents wanted.

Circulars aud sample Pencil sent post-paid, on receipt of

Fifty Cents.

For sale by Stationers, Booksellers, and Druggists,

Address

The Indelible Pencil Co,,

Northampton, .'lus^,

The Automatic Organ.—This i* tiie name which has been
clveti by Messrs. Prince & Co., of Buffalo, N.Y.,tooue of Dig
varieties of tiie popular Instruments manufactured by tuein.
The Automatic Organ is designed for a parlor Instrument,
and is preferred by many over the Piano cased Melodeon.
It is certainly a superb Instrument, combining great power
and sweetness, and finished in that exquisite m\ Io for which
the Organs and Mclodeons of Prince iV Co. are so Justly cel-

ebrated. The Automatic O reran is made with from two to

eight stops, and from iwo to six or more Bets of reeds. The
large Organ with eight stops, though not eqnnl to the Organ
MeiQdeon with pedal bass, has Uio volume, power, and
sweetness, sufficient for any ordinary sized Church. Send
for lull descriptive Catalogue, which will be forwarded free

of postage. Ad. Ire--; Prince & Co, Buffalo. N. V.

HERALD OF HEALTH, November and Decem-
ber numbers free to new subscribers lor 186".

Dio Lewis savs, " It cannot fail to succeed."
The New York Tribune savs, "It deserves a kindly wel-

come, as an efficient aid to the progress o( popular educa-
tion."
Deiuorest's Monthly says, "It has greatly improved under

its new management."
$2 a year: 20 cents a number. A Wheeler & Wilsons

Sewing Machine, worth $55, for thirty subscribers.
MILLER. WOOD & CO..

No. 15 Laight-st.. New York.

UK (HILDRKVS IlOVtl.—A now illustrated

magazine for the Little ones. Kdltcd by T. S. ARTIIL K,
s:s Walnut-street, Philadelphia, Pa. ?1.35 a year: :> copies,

$5. Specimen numbers. 10 cents.

THE HORTICULTURIST,
TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL VOLUME—1867.

A Monthly Magazine, devoted to the Okcoakd, Vixe-
taed, Gakden-, and Nueseey; to Culture under Glass,
Landscape Gardening, Rural Architecture, and the Embel-
lishment and Improvement of Country, Suburban and
City Homes. Handsomely Illustrated.

1867—Two Dollars and Fifty"Cents ; 1S66 bound
and post-paid, and 1SG7—$4.50; 1865 and 1866
bound and post-paid, and 18G7—$6.

The three volumes contain 1,300 royal octavo pages.
GEO. E. & P. AV. WOODWARD,

Publishers, 37 Park Row, Sew York.

Now Readv.
The Illustrated

HORTIClXTl"RIST ALMAXAC
for -1§67..

Containing a Calendar of Operations in the Orchard, Vixe-
yaed, Farm, Garden' and GnEEX-norSE, for every month
in the year.—Price, Ten Cexts, postpaid.

60 cents' per doz.; $5 per 100; $10 per 1,000.

GEO. E. & F. W. WOODWARD, 37 Park Row. N. Y.

Hew Books, Fine Paper, Extra Bindings.

WOODWARD'S ARCHITECTURE AND
RURAL ART.

176 Original and Prac-
tical Designs and Plan;

for Low-priced

COTTAGES.
FATtM HOUSES,

BARNS, &c.

with numerous plans for

laying out small plots of

ground. 13mo. 120 pages.

Paper covers, 75 cents :

cloth, ¥1.00. Post-paid.

WOODWARDS COUNTRY HOMES.
Eighth Edition, revised

and enlarged. A new
and original work witii

1st) designs and plans lor

Country Houses of mod-
erate cost, witli a [Wl

Illustrated description of

the manner of construct-

ing " Balloon Frames."
12rao. 19a pages. Cloth,
extra.— Post-paid. $1.50.

MANUAL OF THE HOUSE:
OR, HOW TO BUILD COUNTRY
HOUSES AND OUTBUILDINGS:

With 15U Designs and Plans.

By D. II. Jacques.

i3mo. 170 pages.

Cloth, extra—post-paid, $1.50.

FULLER'S FOREST TREE CULTURIST.
A new Work on the

propagation;
cultivation, and

man s.gement of
forest treks.

l:y Andrew S. Fuller,

utuor of Hi" Grape Oiilturlot.

Fully Illustrated.

Post-paid, $1.50.

GRAPES AND WINE.
A New aud Prticlk '1 n '• r '-

on tiir

CULTIVATION of .NATIVE

> (JRAPES AND MAXT-

v> FACTl'HE 01" AMERII \.\

By Gbokge li' -m \%\.

of Missouri.

Fully llluslral

Cloth, extra—post-paid, (U0.

Woodward's Graperies, &-c. GO designs, post-paid. • f1 40

Manual oi'ihe Faun. Agriculture, Illustrated, pos<-piiid.fl.oo

Manual ol I'.ie Garden. Horticulture, do. do. * .00

Manual of the Barn Yard, Domestic Animals. do. J1.00

GEO. E. & F, IV. WOOPiriRD. Publi>her>.

And Dealers: In all Works on Architecture dt Agriculture,

33 PARK ROW, New York.

Illustrated Prictd Catatoptt MtK j-rec.
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Advertisements, to b3 sure of insertion, must be re-

ceived BEFORE the 5tli of the preceding month-

TERMS— (cash before insertion)

:

Ordinarypages 91,50per line; Optnpages $3.00j«r line.

J3ztxiness Notices—§2.50 per line of space, each insertion.

A "Work, instructive alike to the Amateur or Market
Gardener, detailing the practical experience of nearly 20

years' Gardening for the New York Market,

By PETER HENDERSON,
(of HENDERSON &. FLEMING.)

Price, $1.50, by mail pre-paid. :

Seed and Plant Catalogues for 3867, will be mailed to our
customers as usual, to others on receipt of 10 cents.

HENDERSON <& FLEMING,
Seedsmen ami Market Gardeners,

67 Kassau-st., New York.

FIRST MORTGAGE TOMT
OF THE

SOUTH WEST'
PACIFIC R. R. CO.

Principal and Interest guaranteed

by the Atlantic and Pacific

Railroad Company, in

Coupon Bonds of

$1 9©®0 EACH,
TWINTY YEARS TO RUN.

Due September 15, 1886.

INTEREST AT THE RATE OF 7 PER CENT. PER AN-

NUM, PAYABLE IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK,

ON THE FIRST DAYS OF JANUARY AND JULY.

These Bonds are issued on 77 miles of completed road,

now in operation to Rolla, in the State of

Missouri, which cost to construct $4,500,000
And 13 miles of road graded, with material. on

hand, to be completed by January 1, 1867, at

a cost of 500,000
Together with 360,000 acres of land, now-

being disposed of at a minimum of $5 per
acre, (maximum $40.) 1,300,000

Say present total value of §6 ,300,000
The amount of Bonds issued is §3,000,000, secured by

mortgage to John P. Yelvertou and Chas. H. Ward, of

New York, as Trustees of the above-named property.

By a provision of this Mortgage, when Lands are sold to

the amount of S40,000, it is to constitute a Special Fund
for the redemption of a like amount of these Bonds, at a rate

not exceeding 105 per cent. They are also receivable at

PAR by the Company in payment of its sales of Lands.

At St. Louis this road connects with all the Eastern Rail-

ways, and runs west through the most attractive parts of the
State of Missouri via Franklin, St. James, Rolla, Lebanon,
Marshfield, Granby (Lead Mines), and Neosho, to the west
line of the State. At Springfield it will connect with the
great ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC RAILROAD (its eastern

terminus), to the Pacific.

"When completed, it will present a road of 310 miles in

length, costing about : §13,000,000
With 1,036,000 acres of Land valued at... 10,000,000

Showing a total value of §33,000,000
With a total amount of Bonds authorized, with the guar-

antee as above, of §7,350,000, which may be issued at a
rate not exceeding $35,000 per mile of completed work
as it progresses.

Of the present issue of $3,000,000 of Bonds, the sum
of §500,000 is now offered for sale at the low rate of 80

per cent., after 1st January, the rate will be 85 per cent.

For further particulars apply to

WARD & CO. BANKERS,

IVo. 54 Wall Street, New York.

Hiafkly Important to Manufacturers and
Capitalists.—The New Self-Holding Volkmann Plow.—
The most competent judges who have examined the new
Patented Self-Holding Volkmann Plow, are of opinion that
it is superior to any plow now in use, and that it must there-
fore, soon supersede every other plow. For a description of
its prculiar features we refer to the N. 1l . Semi-AVeekly Tri-
bune of Nov. 13, the Semi-Weekly Times, Nov. 9, the N. Y.
Independent, Nov. 15, the Artisan, Dec. 5, and other leading
papers. Mr. Volkmann, the inventor, is readv to entertain
offers for the sale of State rights, or for the formation of a
partnership. Address J. VOLKMANN, 'No. 1?1 West Thirty-,
eighth Street, New York City.

KNOX FRUIT FARM & NURSERIES.

One Hundred and Fifty Acres in Grapes, Strawberries, Blackberries,

Raspberries, Currants, Gooseberries, &c, &c.

Send for our Catalogue, which is a valuable Treatise on their Cultivation,

"We were anions the very first to engage in growing

SMALL FRUITS, on a large scale, and for many years

have been making a collection, which is unsurpassed if

equaled anywhere.

GRAPES.
Tlic Concord is decidedly the most popular grape in

the country. It is now generally- planted, and gives greater

satisfaction than any ether. The

GREELEY PRIZE
has just been awarded it as the grape of the greatest value.

For full description SEE CATALOGUE.

Hartford Prolific and Crevcling, are the best -very

early grapes yet thoroughly tested, and are very profitable,

Ives is destined to be, if it is not now, the leading wine

grape of the country. For fall description of this invalua-

ble grape, SEE CATALOGUE.
Rcntz is nearly of the same value, and is a most vigor-

ous grower.

Martha isa White Concord, and is destined to be

among White grapes, what its parent, the Concord is among

the colored varieties.

Black Hawlt promises to be a grape of very great

merit—perhaps the earliest of all.

For description of above, and Iona, Israella, Adi-

rondack and all other desirable kinds, as well as much

valuable information on Grape Culture, send 10 Cents

for Catalogue.
Our %ines are grown in the open air, from bearing wood

taken from our extensive Vineyards.

STRAWBERRIES.
For many years we have given earnest attention to the

cultivation of Strawberries. Onr long and varied experi-

ence gives us great advantages, in the selection of such va-

rieties as will give the best satisfaction to the grower,

whether for home or market purposes ; our collection, in

variety, quality, and quantity, is unsurpassed, if equaled

anywhere. We call special attention to the

JTJCJJNDA-OJJU JVO. 700.

After thoroughly testing this variety for seven years, we

unhesitatingly say, that for uniform and large size, beau-

ty OF F0K3I AND COLOR, ENORMOUS YIELD, LONG CONTINU-

ANCE IN BEARING, GREAT PROFIT, HEALTH AND VIGOR OF

plant, and other desirable qualities, it is the most valuable

Strawberry of which we have any knowledge. All who have

seen it on our grounds, prize it alike highly.

Our present stock of plants of Jncunda, and all other-

valuable varieties is the largest and best we have ever offered.

Send 10 Cents for Catalogue, which is a com-

plete Manual on the Strawberry.

CURRANTS.
The demand for this valuable fruit is greatly increasing

every year. "We have taken special pains to make the best

possible collection, and our stock is, perhaps, much the

largest in the country.

"We offer very superior plants of

Versaillaise—The best of all.

Fertile de Angers.—Very similar to the above.

Cherry.—Excellent for jelly.

Victoria.—Very late and good.

White Grape.—Superior for "Wine.

La Hatine.—Vigorous grower and very good.

Blade Naples.—Good for Jams and Jellies.

"We can furnish any other desirable kinds.

Also,

Raspberries, Blackberries, Gooseberries,

&c, &c.

Send 10 cents for our Descriptive and Illustrated

Catalogue with Supplement.

It contains Descriptions and Illustrations of the

leading varieties of

Grapes, Strawherries, Raspberries, Black-
berries, Gooseberries, Currants, &c—Select

Lists of Fruits, made up with great care.

Letters from Eminent Fruit Growers, and

Reports of various Committees, who have visited

our grounds, including the Report of the Ad Inte-

rim Committee of the Ohio Pomological Soci-

ety, 1865, written by the President, Dr. Jno. A. "Warder,

from which we extract

:

" Four things struck all the visitors as especially worthy

of note : The modes of propagation and culture of the soil,

the varieties under culture and trial, the wonderfully abund-

ant product of magnificent berries, and the excellent and

successful mode of harvesting and marketing the fruit, all

of which may properly be introduced into this Report for

the benefit of our fellow members."

Much valuable information, in each of these prints, is

contained in this Report, and other parts of the Catalogue

J. KNOX,
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

L. L, WHSTLOCK,
Room 6, New-York.145 Nassau-street,

37 Park Row,
All kinds of Trees, Shrubs, &c, bought and sold on

Commission. Producers are requested to send a list of
Stock they have for sale.

Advantages in Buying of L. L. Whitlocic.
1.—He keeps a list of the cheapest Stock in the Market.
3.—He buys Stock for you at Wholesale price.
3.—His twelve years' experience enables liiin to know how

to select good Stock.
FOR TERMS, PRICE-LIST, &C-, SEND A STAMP.

OiScc Hours, from 11 A. M., to 1 P.M.

MUTCHINSON'S PATENT UNIVERSAL EA-
GLE PLOW.—Makes three furrows any size or depth,

while the driver rides, and without leaving his seat, has full

command of the Plow. STATE or COUNTY RIGHTS for
sale on reasonable terms. For descriptive Circular, apply
to HUTCHINSON & CO.,

Care A. "WINCHESTER, 706 Chestnut street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

HE "THREE WARRANTS."—Please read my
advertisement headed " Farmers and Gardeners.*'

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

T
WE WANT AN AGENT; IN EVERT COUNTYj

TO SELL OUR:

POPULftPSUBSGRIPTItiN B0OKS
They are the most popular books now published, and

many Agents are making $10 to ?20 a dav. Send for Circu-
lars giving full particulars to RICHARDSON & CO., Pub-ll"5 ftlV"J» lUlt Jl.llH^UIrtlOlU J.IJ.

lishers, 510J3roadway, New York.

yici'S
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

of Seeds and
FLORAL GUIDE FOR 1867,

Is now published. It contains nearly 100 pages, 100 fine

Illustrations on Wood, of choice Flowers and Vegetables,

and a beautiful Colored Flower Plate for Frontispiece.

Also, descriptions of the finest flowers grown, with full

and plain directions for culture.

Sent to all who desire, postage paid, for 15 cents—not half

the cost. Sent free to all my customers of 186G, without

being ordered. Address

JAMES VICKj
Rochester, IN". "V.

(*^"As will be seen by an advertisement in another

column, Henry "Ward Eeecher is engaged in writing a
story for the New York Ledger. The circulation of the Led-

ger is larger by one hundred thousand copies than that of

any weekly or daily paper in the country.
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SUPERIOR GARDEN AMD FLOWER SEEDS,

B. li. BLISS'

CELEBRATED SEED CATALOGUE,
unci Gruicle to tlio Flower jtncl Kitchen Grai'desx.

liriiiiiiiillj Illastraleu' \iitli upwards of One Hundred Engravings.

Tho Thirteenth Edition with Supplement, foi-

1S07, Is now iu press, ami will be ready for distribution

early lu January. It will contain 112 pages of closely print-

ed matter, ami upward of One Hundred finely executed en-

{/ravings of Flowers and Vegetables, and a descriptive list of

Two Thousand varieties of Garden and Flower Seeds, em-

bracing all the kew varieties worthy of cultivation, intro-

duced the past season—both of European and Home produc-

tion, wllh explicit directions for their culture,—also a list of

One Hundred ami twenty-five varieties of
French Hybrid tilndiolus, including tho leading

novelties of the past Bcason, with many other Summer
Flowering Bulbs, consisting of Amaryllis, Tu-

beroses, Tigridias—Lilies In great variety, etc. To

which is added a list of a few of the choicest varieties of

Grapes, Strawberries, Raspberries and other

Small Fruits, Bedding Plants, etc., etc., culti-

vated at his gardens, with much other useful information
upon the subject of gardening generally, which will be found
useful to all engaged in the delightful occupation of garden-
ing. A copy of the Catalogue will be mailed to all appli-

cants enclosing Twenty-five Cents. Our regular cus-
tomers supplied without charge. Address

J3. K. BLISS,
Lock Box No. 11,

P. O. Springfield. Mass.

STEIPED LEAYED JAPANESE MAIZE.
The experience of tho past season fully confirms nil that

We stated In reference to this beautiful plant, when Intro-

ducing it to the public last spring; and wc arc In receipt of

many flattering letters from the leading Florists In Europe,

nil of whom agree that It Is the finest plant for decorative

purposes that has been introduced for many years. Certifi-

cates of Merit and numerous Prizes have been awarded to

Exhibitors at the various English and Continental exhibi-

tions, not tho least of which was that of the " Royal Hortl-

f-Umral Society's International Showy all grown from seed

furnished by us last spring to our European correspondents.

"Cosmos," Agricultural Editor of the Saturday Evening;

Posl, writes us that it Is superior to any other for table use,

as grcon corn.

Packets containing about 40 seeds, £3 cents.

Prices to the Trade, in bulk or In packets, will be given

upon application,

B. It. BLISS,

,N|>riiiL;nrl<l, J?In««,

Cough, A Cold, or

A Sore Throat,

KECjUIKES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION

and should be checked.

If allowed to continue,

Irritation of the Lungs, a Per-

manent Throat Disease,

or Consumption,

IS OFTEN THE RESULT.

BROWN'S
BRONCHIAli TROCHES

HATING A DIRECT INFLUENCE TO TnE PARTS,

GIVE IMMEDIATE BELIEF.

For t'.i-oiuli if Is, Asthma, Catarrh, Consump-
tive ami Throat Diseases,

TROCHES ARE USED WITH ALWAYS GOOD SUCCESS.

SINGERS AND PUBLIC SPEAKERS
will find Troches useful In clearing the voice when taken

before Singing or Speaking, and relieving tho throat alter

an unusual exertion of the vocal organs. The JYoches are

recommended and prescribed by Physicians, and have bad
testimonials from eminent men throughout the country.

Being an article of true merit, and having prorM their cfll-

cacy by a test of many years, each year finds them In new
localities in various parts of the world, and the Troches nro

universally pronounced better than other articles.

Obtain only " Duown's Bronchial Troches" and do

not take any of tho Worthless ImttatiOM thatmay be offered.

SOLD EVERYWHERE.

TTfoEMORESTS BED-CLOTHES CLASPS arc
mj* real Guardian Angela, at 25 cents each. Every parent.

should secure these invaluable protectors. No.478 Broad-
way. Mailed post free.

Thorough-bred Poultry.
FOWLS, of all the valuable choice breeds, furnished at

reasonable prices. They nro carefully selected from the

progeny of the more recent Importations, and their purity is

guaranteed. Orders sent by mail promptly tilled.

Circulars, with lull dcscrlptlvo list, will he forwarded to

any address on receipt o( stamp. American Live Stock Co.,

Xo, IMWaler-si., New York * Ity,

a. t. S< ii w
I

I
perlntendcati
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New and Rare Vegetables,

I present to tJie Public my Annual List of

New anil Rare Seed for 1867, mnny of whieli

I send oiEt the lirst time this season.

Marblehead Mammoth Drumhead Cabbage. —
(The largest Cabbage in the world. Weiglis from
thirty to sixty pounds to the head, and is tender
and sweet No cabbage does so well in the South
as lids) Cannon Ball Cabbage. — (About as round
mid hard as a cannon ball. An early sort, and the
hardest heading of all Cabbage.) Stone Mason Cabbage.
—(Standard variety of Winter Drumhead Cabbage in Bos-
ton, mar/eel. Under good cultivation every plant on an acre
will make a large and hard head. It is remarkably tender
and sweet. In half ounce packages.) Lenormand s Mam-
moth Cauliflower.—(A new variety, the largest of all

the Cauliflower family. Very reliable for heading.) ~Vetit
Early Erfurt Cauliflower,—(New, remarkably early,
and fine for hot-beds.) New York Improved Extra
Large Purple Egg Plant.—(This grows to a larger size,

and is of a Ticker color, than the Common Large Purple
Egg Plant.) Striped Gaudeloupe Egg Plant.—(An ele-

gant variety for the table. Tlie stripings of white, purple
and yellow give it a magnificent appearance.) Ornamental
Kxus.-(Tlie great variety in color, and structure oftheleaves,
make them elegant ornaments for the flower garden and
among shrubbery.) MAmmotii Sweet Corn.—( Thelargest
of all Bweet Corn, Sweet, and excellent for the table. The
ears weigh, as gathered, from two to -three pounds each.)
Mammoth French Squash.—(Sometimes grown to weigh
over two hundred pounds. -They grow tvell proportioned;,
and arefinely colored.) Vegetable Caterpillars.—(Veg-
etable curiosities, the seed-vessels resembling caterpillars)
Vegetable Snails.—(A French Oddity, the seed vessels of
which resemble snails.) Vegetable Worms.—(Another
curious vegetable product.) Snake Cucumber.—(A very
long Variety which grows coiled up, having the appearance
of a large snake.) Commodore Nutt Pea.—(A new dwarf
SuyaV Pea, grows about one foot high, with pods eatable.)
Laxton's Prolific Early Long Pod Pea.—(A new and
quite distinct variety. Many of the pods contain from ten
to twelve Peas each.) Dwarf Indian Chief Bean.—(Those
wlio have grown tlie Pole Indian. Chief will be pleased to

find a bush variety of thisfine String Bean.) Giant Wax
Bean.—(A new Pole Bean, being an improvement on the
Indian Chief, it being a larger and longer Podded Bean
than that choice variety. The Wax Beans (so called because
tlie pods are of a wax color) are the best of all String
Beans.) Norbiton's Giant Cucumber.—(Anew English
variety, the finest, longest, and most prolific Cucumber in
cultivation.) Ward's Nectar Melon.—(Wlien compared
with all other sorts, this has been awarded the palm as the
best of all green-fieshed Melons.)
Each of the above sent to any part of the United States,

and warranted to reach the purchaser, at twenty-five cents
per package.
American Turban Squash.—( The dryest, finest grained,

and best flavored of all Fall Sguashes. The packages con-
tain about fifty seed.) Hubbard Squash.—(I was the ori-

gincd introducerof this, and the seed is true.) Yokohama
Squash.—(A new variety from Japan ; very prolific. The
quality resembles a fine Crookneck, but is much superior.)
Boston Marrow Squash.—(My variety took tlie premium
for purity at the Annual Fair of the Massachusetts Horti-
cultural Society z'/ilS65.) Para Squash.—(^-1 bush Squash
from South America, which can be kept into winter. Ob-
long in shape, of good size, fine-grained, and excellent qual-
ity, far superior to any standard variety of bush Squash.)
Improved Green Globe Savoy Cabbage.—(For family
we, the Savoys are Vie richest of all Cabbages. The lieads
of this variety are large, hard, and of most excellent quality,
/lie stumps short. Bemarkably reliable for lieading.)
Pancalier Savoy.—(The French consider this the earliest

Cabbage grown.) Small Early Ulm Savoy.—( Very early
and reliable.) Burnell's King of the Dwarfs.—(In,

England tills is considered the earliest of Cabbages. Very
dwarf, fine quality, andsweet.) Large Brunswick Short
Stem.—(A very large and very early Drumhead, much
sought for by market gardeners.) Little Pixie Cabbage.—(An early dwarf ; stump, short; heads, pointed, andvery
hard, fine quality, and very sweet.) Tilden's New To-
mato.—(Large, round or oblong ; color, rich scarlet; vines,

dwarf, and very productive)' Early' York Tomato.—
(Very early, and remarkably prolific, has yielded at tlie rate

of over one thousand bushels per acre. Fruit of good mar-
ket size ; fled, round shape ; quality, excellent.) Cook's
Favorite Tomato.—(A large, apple-shaped variety ; very
prolific ; quality, superior.; decidedly the best of the apple-
shaped Tomatoes.) Mammoth Chihuahua Tomato.—
(Enormously large, weighing from two to three jKnmds.
Some single specimens will heap a quart measure?) New
Mexican Tomato.—(Very large, round Tomato; a great
bearer ; resembles, in color, Lester's Perfected, but an im-
provement on it, in always being round.) Tree Tomato.—
(.-1 French variety ; grows erect in the form of a bush.)
McLean's Advancer Pea.—(A new English wrinkled Pea.
A decided improvement on the Champion of England;
bears well, with Peas equally sweet, is much larger, and does
not run nearly as high.) McLean's Little Gem.—(A new
dwarf wrinkled Pea; grows about one fool high, very
early, only afew days later than the Dan O'Rourke ; a de-

cided acquisition.) Vilmorin'sNew, Wrinkled, Edible,
Podded Pea.—(The first wrinkled sort yet found, the pods
of which can be eaten.) Carter's First Crop.—(A new
English Pea, sent out as the earliest of all varieties.) Hair's
Dwarf Mammoth.—(A wrinkled Pea, larger than Cham-
pion of England, growing only half its night ; quality,

fully equal to the Champion.) Tom Thumb Pea.—(As
'early as Dan O'Bourke, grows ten inches high, and is re-

markably prolific.) Drew's New Dwarf Pea.—(Peas,
very large, egg-shaped ; each plant forms quite a bush.

Peas should be planted about a foot apart. Early, dwarf,
(.aid very prolific.) Brown's New Dwarf Marrowfat.—
(Warranted to be the earliest and most dwarf Marrowfat
Pea groivn. A capital Peafor market gardeners.) Forty
Days' Count—(Earlier than any Sweet Corn. Desirableas
an early sort.) Bates' Extra Early Sweet Corn.—(A
variety of ivrinlded kerneled Sugar Corn; earlier than
Darling's Early, and excellent for table use.) Mammoth
Flint Corn.—(Ears grow sixteen inches long ; stalks very
tall and stout, ami matures as far North as Central New

England.) Crosby's Early.—(The earliest of all twelve
rowed Sweet Corn.. The Massachusetts Horticultural So-

ciety offered special premiumsfor this new Corn at iheirlast

Annual Fear. It is of good size for market, and a decided
acquisition.) Mexican Sweet Corn.—(7 still find this to

be tlie sweetest and most tender of all varieties of Sweet
Corn. Nothing can eqiml it for the table) Golden Sweet
Corn.—(.4 Sweet Corn of golden color ; early, of good size,

and excellent quality for the table ; flavor, fine, and distinct

from any other variety.) Yard Long Bean.—(A curious

Bean; pods growing over two feet long ; foliage, a rich,

dark, glossy green.) Concord Bean.—(This new Bean is

probably the earliest Pole Bean grown ; very prolific, and of
excellent quality, either as a string or shell Bean.) Fejee
Bean.—(A new bush Bean ; the earliest and hardiest of 'all

beans; very prolific, and wortliy of general cultivation)

Intermediate Horticultural Bean.—(AnexceUentbusli
Bean for marketmen. Pods of the same rich color as the

Pole horticultural) California Bean.—(A very early,

large, fiat Pole Bean; excellent, either green or baked.)
Mottled Cranberry.—(An improvement in health, vigor,

and productiveness on the old fashioned Cranberry. Few'
Pole Beans will yield equal to this. Pods, long, large, and
well filled) Simm's Early- Beet.—(A new, early sort,

well shaped ; as early as Bassano. and darker.) New Tur-
nip Beet.—(Bound, fiat-shaped, very early, and very nice)
CastlenandaryBeet.—(A famous French variety ; fiesh,

a deep purple color, very tender and sweet) Crapaudine
Beet.—(Bough skinned; color, very dark purple. Es-
teemed by the French as the best of all Beets for table use.)

Whyte's Very' Deep Bed Beet.—(Medium size, dark
colon; very sweet, and excellent for table use.) Yellow
Ovoid Mangel Wurtzel—(For cattle. Of seventeen

varieties tested, the crop of this exceeded all.) Early- Crack-
er Onion.—(Earliest of all the yellow sort ; quality, very
delicate and sweet.) Hood's New Dwarf Imperial Pur-
ple Celery.—(A choice new English variety.) Turner's
Incomparable Dwarf White Celery'.—(A first class

English variety.) Bead's Matchless Celery-.—(A pre-

mium English variety, fine, solid and red) Boston Mar-
ket Celery-.—(True. This is the short, compact, solid

variety, so often admired by strangers in the markets of
Boston.) True Boston Curled Lettuce.—(The most
elegant of all the Lettuce, family, grows in the form of a
Boselte) Wheeler's Tom Thumb Lettuce.—(.1 choice

new variety, in high favor with those who have grown it)

Perpignan Lettuce.—(This is an excellent Lettuce for
standing the summer heat. Heads, compact, attaining to

seven inches in diameter.) Neapolitan Cabbage Let-
tuce.—(One of the finest Cabbage Lettuces yet introduced.)

Six Varieties ofCabbage Lettuce.—(Sixof thechoieest

varieties in one package.) Orange Watermelon.—; Wlien

fully ripe the skin, will peel iff like an Orange.) Allen's
Superb Mtjsk\Melon.—(Qualify, superior ; by some called

the" Queen of Melons.'') Large Persian Musk Melon.
—(A fine, large variety) White Japanese Melon.—
(Flesh, greenish white, very thick mealed ; one of the earliest

and sweetest of all melons.) Dwarf Broom Corn.—(This
is thought to make a better brush than the common tedl sorts.)

Chufas, or Ground Almonds.—( These taste veiy much
like a Cocoanul ; are very prolific, yielding 100 tol.) Or-
namental Gourds.—(Many varieties in one package)
New Jersey Hybrid Cucumber.—(A remarkably long

variety ; an improvement on the mite Spined.) Improved
Long Green Cucumber.—(This is the longest of all the

Long Greens.) Chinese Scarlet Egg Plant.—(Of mag-
nificent scarlet color, and highly ornamental) Mammoth
Millet.—(Extra tall; seed heads much larger than any
other variety.) Surry White Wheat—(A new Englvdi

Winter Wheal, highly recommended for ]X>or soils, remark-
ably free from blight and. rust.) Otaheitian Sugar Cane.
—('This yields more Sugar than any other variety of Sitgar

Cane grown in the North.)
Any of the above varieties will be forwarded, 2X>st-paid,

and warranted to reach the purchaser at fifteen cents each.

Early Sebec Potatoes.— ( Coming rapidly into favor
in Boston and vicinity as a first class, early market Potato.

Large size, excellent quality, and remarkably productive.)

Early Goodrich.—(True) Shaker's Fancy.—(A new
variety of wldte-fieshed Potatoes, considered as early as

Early Goodrich, i/ieldiug equally well, and rapidly gaining

farm- in Pennsylvania. This and the Early Sebec are of
better shape for market jmiposes than the Early Goodrich.

Four jiound packages of cither of these varieties sent to

any address, warranted to reach the purchaser, on receipt of
one dollar. All orders for Potatoes will be put on file, and
be filled as soon as danger from freezing is past.

Catalogues containing over two hundred varieties of war-
ranted Garden Seeds, one hundred and twenty-five of which
are of my own growing, sent gratis to alt applicants.

f warrant three things: 1st. That my seed is genuine.

2d. That your money shall teach me. 3d. That my seed

shall reach you. Can the Public ask for anything fairer

lhanthis? JAMES J. H. GBEGOBY,
Marblehead, Mass.

New Seed Catalogue !

!

J. M. THORBUBN & CO.'S

ANNUAL DESCRIPTIVE PRICED.]

CATALOGUE
OF

Kitclgen, CJarden and Agri-
cultural Seeds

For 1867,

Is Now Ready for Mailing.

J. M. THORBCEN & CO.,

15 John-st., New York.

PREMIUM CHESTER WHITE PIGS.
Progeny of Hogs that have taken State and United States

Premiums, sent in pairs (not akin) by Express, to all parts
of tlie United States, Canada, Cuba, South America. For
Circulars and tnlces, Address N. P. BOYER & CO.,

Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa,

To The Seed Trade

!

Our WHOLESALE CATALOGUE OF

Garden, Agricultural and Flower
Seeds, Sue.,

For L,argc Dealers OisSy,

Is Now Ready for Mailing.
J. M. THORBIIBN & CO.,

15 John-st., New York.

MY WHOLESALE and RETAIL CATALOGUE
, OF SEEDS and Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,

Evergreens, Grapes, Strawberries, &c, will be sent gratis to
any address. Agents Wanted. Seeds and Plants carefully
sent by mail, pre-paid, to any part of the United States and
Canadiis. B. 51. WATSON, old Colony Nurseries and Seed
Establishment, Plymouth, Mass.

Shaken* Fancy Potatoes.
The earliest and best Potato now under cultivation, being

a No. 1 Potato, early or late. Orders now received to be
delivered as 60on as the weather in tlie spring will admit.
Price, $10.00 per Barrel ; or £5.00 per Bushel. Circular sent

ou receipt of stamp.

JOHN BORLAND & CO.,

Morrisville, Bucks Co., Pa.

YELLOW NANSEMONL> SWEET POTATOES
for sale, or to sprout on shares. A premium offered.

For directions, particulars, &c,, address, with stamp.
ALFRED LEE, Kokomo, Ind.

WHITE CALIFORNIA SPRINC4 SEED Wheat
which yields from 50 to SO bushels to the Acre, for

sale by C B. ROGERS.
No. 133 Markct-st, Philadelphia, Pa.

"

BL00MINGT0N NURSERY.
Osage Orange Hedge Plants.—Strong, selected,

one year, packed in. good order, 1.C00, $3; 5,000, £13; 10,000,

$25. Apple and Pear Trees, oil size?. Early Rich-
mond Clxerry, Apple Hoot Grafts, best quality.

Kittatlimy and Wilson's Early Blaclcucrry.

Grapes.—Iona, Ives, Israella, Norton's, Concord, Hart-

ford, Rogers' Hybrids, &c, &c %
Nursery Stocks, general assortment.

Evergreens, immense stock, mostly medium unci small,

Just right lor shipping.

Slirnbs, Roses, Gi'ccn-lionse, Bedding and
Garden Plants. Send red stamp each for S Catalogues,

Wholesale, Retail and Bedding Plants.

F. K. PHOGENIX, Bloomington, 111,

Sing &BBBg Iwirape Vines.
I have a few thousand Grape Vines yet unsold. Good sin-

gle eyes, one year old, grown under glass, and out-door, at
the following prices, if the cash come with the order:

Iona No. 1, per 100, $S5, per 1,000, $S00.
Iona No. 2, per 100, $0r>, per 1.(100, $600.

Iona No. 3, per 100, $45, per 1,000, $400.

Israella No. 1, per 100, $95.
Israella No. 2, per 100, $70.
Israella No. 3, per 100, $50.
Adirondac No. 1, per 100, $70.
Adirondac No. 2, per 100, $50,

Adirondac No. S, per 100, §40.

Allen's Hybrid, No. 1, per 100, $10.
Allen's Hybrid, No. 2, per 100, $30.

Allen's Hybrid, No. 3, per 100, $20.

My Vines are as good, ]f not better, than any others uttered.

First class, wood grown under glass, of Iona and Israella

;

Iona, per 1,000 buds, $50-

Israella, per 1,000 buds, $55.

J. F. DELIOT, Vine Grower,
Sing Sing, New York.

GRAPE TINES.
Iona, Israella, Adirondac, Concord, Diana,

Hartford, Rogers', &c, &c. Prices too loic to Ad-

vertise in this Paper without injury to the Trade. By the

use of my patent process, I am enabled to produce the largest
and best vines for future growth and productiveness, grown
on the American Continent. See cut in Sept. No., page 334.

Send for Terms to those forming Clubs, which is worthy of
particular attention.

If Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue is wished, send
two red stamps. Address . w

F. L. PEKIIY. Canandaigua, N. Y.

GRAPES I GRAPE WO®B> I

Catawba and Isabella cuttiugs, roots and layers, Concord3
and Hartford Prolilics,Ives Seedling, Kentz, Delaware, Iona,
Rogers' and other varieties. Wood—all cut before the frost

aud stored in cellars, Delaware at $3.75 per 1,000 buds, and Ca-
tawba and Isabella cuttings, three buds, at $2 per 1,000. Price
list for spring of '67 and account ot the Ives Needling sent to

any address.' M. II. LEWIS & CO., Sandusky, Ohio.

4^ RAPE "WOOD OF IONA, ISRAELLA, ami
^X other popular varieties, at current rates. Also, a few
hundred very choice Iona layers. Address,

A. BUSHNELL,
Peekskill, Westchester County, N. Y.

I ff AAA HALE'S Early Peach Trees ;

iw)"v" Agriculturist Strawberry Plants; 75.

300,000
000 Osage

Orange, one year old ; 150 bushels Peach Pits. Send for Cir-

ilar? For sale by ISAAC PULLEN, Hightscula [fhtstown, N.J.

THE MOST SPARKLING AND BRILLIANT
MAGAZINE ever issued, will be found in the January

punjberof Pe^okest's Monthly. ii«w ready,
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PHILADELPHIA.
The Largest, Best, and most Productive, Hardy Rasp-

berry. Stood unprotected, 16 degrees below, and 105 de-

grees above zero, and averaged over $12 per bushel the past

Summer.

Metcalf s Early and Agriculturist Strawberries.

Wilson's Early and Kittatinny Blackberries.

Other Vines, Plants and Trees for Sale.

Send for Catalogues gbatis.

"WILLIAM PARRY, Cinnamiuson, N. J.

Silver JLeaved Maple Trees Given
Away.

To any person sending me nine Subscriptions to the Amer-
ican Agriculturist at $1.50 each, for 1S67, 1 will send them
500 trees as above: for 15 names, at $1.50 each, 1,000 trees;
40 names, $1.50 c.ich. 3,000 trees. The trees are all nrst-chiss,
one vear, l lA to 2% feet, are worth the sum required, should
the paper not be wanted, (which of course will be). Trees
shipped early in sprinir, well packed. Send along Green-
backs or 1*. O. Orders, to

J. H. GRAVES, Dement, Ogle Co., Illinois.

Valuable anil Important Catalogue
For tlie Spring of 1867.

Containing instructions from fifteen years of practical ex-
perience in'thc cultivation of Small Fruits. Tells how
to plant, prow and market. How to make the cheapest and
best shipping boxes and stands, and boxes to gather the fruit.

How to gather, and many other important and valuable
hints, which will prove invaluable to the market grower, as
well re the amateur and those growing but a small bed for
family use. Sent to all applicants as soon as issued in Dec,
on receipt of lOcts. Address A. M. PURDV, South Bend, Ind.

RANBERRY PLANTS, bearing vines in parcels
of 100 each, for price and culture, send for Circular.

TnowBi:rooE*s Gkaftino Wax—Nurserymen and Grafters
pronounce it of first quality, and cheaper to purchase than
to make it—put up in large packngesfor Nurserymen, antlin
one, one-half and one-quarter pound rolls for retailing, with
directions for use. Liberal discount to Nurserymen and
Dealers. Tbee Vaunish, au indispensable article in trim-
ming trees, causing the wound to heal sound. $3 per dozen;
35 cents, single bottle.

F. TROWBRIDGE. Milford or New Haven, Conn.

Burroughs 9 Nurseries.
WALTHAM, VT-

SOLON BURROUGHS, Proprietor.

Post Office Address, Vergennes,.Vt.—Fruit and Ornament-
al Trees, Grape Vines, Evergreens. Roses. &c, &c. Send 1

stamp for Grape Catalogue, or 2 stamps for General Cata-
logue.

ta£TRA.-\VBEIUU' RaSPBEKKT, AND BLACKBERRYd Plants, Good Roots, Best Varieties. Inducements of-

fered to those wishing a few of each variety. Catalogue
gratis; send for one. JOHN S. COLLINS, Moorestown, N". J.

TO FARMERS AND PLANTERS.
The LODI MANUFACTURING CO., having the exclu-

sive control of the night soil of New York City, have
received therefrom the past season, some 60,000 tons of night
soil, which tliev have manufactured up into an extra fine
article of Poudrette of superior quality, {put up in bright
new packages,) (which they offer for sale at the usual
price.) For

COU1V, TOBACCO AND COTTON
This article has no superior, taking into consideration its

price, and the ell'ccts derived therefrom. It is equal, pound
for pound, to the best brands of Super-phosphates In market
told at AGO per ton, while the Poudrette costs only $130. It

matures a crop two to three weeks enrlier, does not injure

the seed when brought into contact with it, and is cheaper
by 100 percent, than any other fertilizer offered lor sale.

Send for a Pamphlet. Address

THE LODI MANUFACTURING CO..
66 Cortlandt-st., New York.

Rocky Mount, Edgecombe Co., N. C, Nov. 13. 1860.

James R. Dky, Pres't.—Sir: In regard to the results of
our experience in the use of your improved Poudrette on
this year's Cotton crop, we beg leave to say that the season
lias been unfavorable to the action of all Fertilizers. Sev-
eral kinds were used by us, and with the exception of your
Poudrette, with little or no effect to the crop. Where the
Poudrette was applied it gave us near a half Bate more
per acre and caused the Cotton to open much earlier. We
would recommend it not only as a manure suitable for the
growth of Cotton, but for the improvement of the soil.

Yours, verv respectfully,
HENRY P. STULTS & URO.

AMMOMATED PACIFIC GUANO.

The attention of Farmers and Agriculturalists is called (o

t.liis article, as superior to anything else offered in the market.
E'lilal to Peruvian Guano, and costing much less.

We oiler this fertilizer In lots to suit all purchasers. A
liberal discount made to the Trade.

Pamphlets with copies of Analvsfs by Dr. Liebii;, of Balti-

more, ami Di\ Jackson, Massachusetts Slate Assaver, and
testimonials from Agriculturalists, showing its value, and
directions for use, can be obtained from

J. O. BAKER & CO., Sellikq Agents,

131 Pearl-st., New-York.

Tliorougli-bred Chester White Pigs

For Sale: from 10 weeks to 1 year old. For growth and

finality, can not be excelled In the United States. For de-

scription and Prices, send for Circular. Address

JAMES YOUNG, Jr. & CO.,

Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa.

WANTED A good thorough-bred Durham Bull, from
an extra milk strain. Address T. C. Box 017, Warsaw, Ind.

EMOKEST'S MONTHLY MAGAZINE is un-
questionably the most useful, sparkling, and popular

Magazine, and offers the most liberal terms and premiums
for clubs. Send for circular. Back numbers, 10c. ;

post tree.

No. 178 Broadway. The January number, with extraordi-

nary Holiday attractions, now ready, Sold everywhere.

Lane's Purchasing Agency,
FOR PURCHASING

at the lowest regular price, any thing to be
procured in New York City, and at

other accessible x>°tnts.

Orders for Books for private and public Libraries carefully

attended to. Special attention given to the selection of Cir-

culating Libraries, and Libraries for Farmers' Clubs. Val-

uable Books can be purchased by me at the frequent Auction

Sales.much below the regular prices.

HARVEY B. LANE, 151 I'assan-street, New York.

Pearl-Street,
NEW-YOEK.

Produce CoBnmsssion Merchants,
For the sale of Countrv produce of all kinds.
Send for Weekly Prick Ctjkrent, Marking Plate and

Circular with Packing and Shipping directions.

NURSERY F©R SALE.
"We offer for sale a Nursery containing 5 20 Acres of land

selected for its favorable location and soil, well improved,
underdrained, &c. Situated a short distance from Toledo,
Ohio, in a pleasant neighborhood. Allits surroundings mak-
ing it a desirable place for the business and a residence.
There is on the premises an Elegant Uesidence, sur-

rounded by a line Park, laid out and ornamented with
Walks, Shrubbery, &c. Also, Three Tenement Houses,
an Office, Packing House, Corn Crib, Pvoot Cellar, Barn. Sta-
bling room for ten horses, large Cistern, Propagating House;
heated by Hitchings Boiler No. 5. Green-Mouses, Growing
Houses, Forcing Pits, Sash for Hot Beds, &c. Also, an.

Orchard, containing 2,000 Fruit Trees of the best and finest
varieties, most of which are in bearing. Also, a Vineyard
of one acre of vines in bearing—and two acres of vines, two
and three years old, all ot the best and most suitable varie-
ties for this climate. The Stock Embraces the Best
Collection of Green and Hot-House Plants in the West,
over 50,000 Grape Vines, 1 and 2 years old. A large and
fine stock of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c.—-A large
stock of Fruit Trees of vigorous growth, and embracing
all kinds and varieties grown and sold in thisMarket The
location of this Nursery is in every way desirable, being
near the flourishing City of Toledo, Ohio, in the midst of
a fast improving country—with means of transportation
almost unequaled; in fact, possessing advantages in every
particular not excelled in the West.

Address, or inquire of
VOir BLESSINGH & KAY,

Real Estate Agents, No. 7 Leuks Block,

Toledo, Ohio.

SUPERIOR FAES3I r.AI*I>.—20,000
f5 Acres, Franklin Tract, at Newlleld, Gloucester County,
New Jersey, on the Railroad running from Philadelphia to
Cape May. 30 miles South of Philadelphia—adjoining the
Vineland Tract, and 2 miles North of the Vinelaud Station—
for sale at low prices and on easy terms, in lots to suit pur-
chasers. Circulars, with reports of Solon Robinson. Hon.
William Parry, and others, with full information and map,
sent to applicants, free. Address MORRIS & CO., New-
lleld, Gloucester Co.,-N. J. Improved Farms also for Sale.

Farms lax Soixtli Jersey,
Of all sizes and excellent quality, well imnroved, good
buildings, fruit, etc., for SALE at 825 to $40 per acre. Also,
excellent Timber Land at §15 to $20 per acre, near churches,
schools, mills, also, railroad and navigation leading to Phil-

adelphia and New York. Descriptive Catalogues sent free.

Apply to T. HOYT, Mananmskin, Cumberland Co., N. J.

FARM AND COAL LANDS.—1«© Acres, 3i.<

and 4 miles from La Salle and Peru, Illinois, \< mile
from Illinois Central Railroad, underlaid by three veins of
coal. Farm well improved, good house, orchard of 120

choice bearing trees; good out-buildings, Soil, rich and
deep. Price, $100 per acre; one-fourth cash.

THOS. W. HENNESSEY,
La Salle, Illinois.

"I &?% ACRES, miles of Richmond, Va. The
M.^ • Wood and Timber on it will pay first cost. Sau-
dy loam, every acre good for Garden or meadow. 1\£ miles

of York River R. R. 100 acres cleared; no buildings. $15
per acre, or will be divided. A. VAN DOREN,

Manchester. Chesterfield County, Virginia.

FOR SALE LOW, Fruit ami Garden Farm, %
hour's drive from Washington, D. C, on Potomac, 131

acres, 50 cleared, 50 of second growth, balance heavy timber.
Good hnildiugs, etc.: 1,000 peach and pear trees. J.DEVIN,
l.lHO Broadway, N. Y.

ITB^ANTED—10,©O© FARMERS TO ACT AS
*'*

Agents for the great AMERICAN Stock Jcu-knal.*
THE FAKMEBS' AND STOCK RliEEDERS' ADVERTIS-
ER. Splendid inducements. Copies free. Address

N. P. BOYER & CO., Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

\*.rANTED.—A situation hy a practical Nurseiy-
»" man and Fruit. Grower, to take charge of a Fruit
Farm or Garden, and manage the culture and marketing of
the same. Reference Unexceptionable, Address, Box $1,
Strasbnrg, Lancaster County, Peun.

WANTED!
-

Good AscntsmoveryTown and County to sell" HOIHK'*

;

a Reli-lous Hook for every faintly, by kbv. W. K. TWSKDIE.
I). I) . Autlior of "Seed-time and Harvest :

or. sow Well iiud

Reap Well," "Lump to the Path," "Meditations, etc.. etc."

This Hook will undoubledlv have a large sale, and Agents,
both Mule and J-Vnuik'. will Hurt It a book particularly

adapted to their Bales. Address
II. PENTOBf & CO.,

Springfield, Mass.

D

Prizes Give N 4 ans, 2

the Prize Puz-

MERRY L, HAN'S Monthly,

s ^ Greenback or other valuable prizes
\A/ distributed every month. A chance is

afforded Base Ball Players to get a
magnificent solid silver-mounted rosewood Bat free, by a
little exertion. Sold by all dealers, 15 cents. None free.

3 months for 35 cents, or SI 35 a year. Trv it. HANEY
& CO, H9 Nassau-st., N. Y. Also, any of the following cheap,
good and popular books, sent, post paid, on receipt of price :

Rogues asd Rogueries, exposing all tricks and traps of
great cities, and all swindles and numbugs, 35 cents.—Se-
cuets Worth Kxowixg, tells how to make hundreds of ar-

ticles in universal use. made at trifling cost, and sold at im-
mense profits, 35c—Handbook of ventriloquism, plain
and simple, and how to make the Magic "Whistle, to imitate
birds, animals, insects. &c.,15c—How to M ake a Bad Mem-
ory Good and a Good One Better, 15c—Tom TnxMB, A\ ife
and Baby, comic, illustrated, 15c—Jeff Davis, comic, il-

lustrated, 10c—Letteb Writing Simplified, 15c.

EMOKEST'S "YOUNG AMERICA," THE
most sparkling Juvenile Magazine ever issued. Tl.o

Jan. No. has an extraordinary display of Novelties, Toys
Engravings, &c. Harper's Weekly, 15 cents; nnviled from
No. 473 Broadway. Yearly, $1.50, with a beautiful premium,

THE VANISHING PICTURE TRICK, 25 cents.

—How to Write Letters Correctly, 15 cts.—Guide to
Etiquette, 15 cts.—Bridal Etiquette, la cts.—Courtship Made
Easy, 15 ct3. Housekeepers' Own Book, 15 cts.—Kavey's How
to Buy, Tame and Keep Horses, 15 Cts.—Knowlson's Farrier,

15 cts.—Home Cook Book, 30 cts.—Parlor Magician, 30 cts.—
Parlor Theatricals. 30 cts.—Parlor Pantommes, 25 cts.—500
Puzzles, 30 cts.—Fireside Games, SO cts.—Laws of Love, 30

cts—Love. Oracle, 30 cts.—Comic Courtship. 30 cts.—Great
Fortune Teller,m cts. Thousands of other Books. Pictures,

Albums, Games, Yankee Notions. Send stamp for Mammoth
Catalogue. W. C. "WEMYSS, 575 Broadway, N. Y. City.

New Agricultural Paper.
MORRIS' RURAL ADVERTISER, which has just com-

pleted its third volume, will be issued on the first day of
year 1807, merged in a large Quarto of sixteen pages each,
under the title of the

Practical Fanner & Rural Advertiser,

issued monthly, at S1.00 per annum payable in advance.
Devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, and every branch

of Rural Economy. PASCHALL MORRIS,
Editor and Publisher, 1120 Market St.,

Philadelphia.

GENTS WANTED FOE
WEDGWOOD'S GOVERNMENT & LAWS of U. S.

A Comprehensive View of the Rise. Progress and Present
Organization of the State and Rational Governments.

It contains the law which every citizen should possess to
discharge, with Intelligence and fidelity, his duties to the
State and to the Nation, and to conduct his private affairs

with safety to himselt and justice to others.
Strictly a Subscription Book.— Reliable, active men

and women, who wish to do good and make money, can
do both bv canvassing for this book. Some Agents make
over $100 per week. A circular, giving Title-page, Table
of Contents, Testimonials, and Specimen pages, with Agency
documents, sent on application. Territory assigned, and
liberal inducements ottered. J. W. SC11ERMEUHOKN &
CO., Publishers, 430 Broome-street, New York.

FOREST TREES.
A new and much improved edition of Michaux & Nuttall's

"IVovlli American Sylva," complete in 5 Impe-
rial Octavo volumes, with 277 beautifully Colored plates,

true to nature, accompanied -with letter-press descriptions of
all our " Nortll American Forest Trees." Tlie

most elegant and scientific "work ever published on this

subject. Experienced Agents wanted to sell valuable illus-

trated works in all parts of the United States.

Address KICK, RUTTEK & CO-
525 Minor-st.. Philadelphia.

IOOO Agents and Canvassers Wanted.

MACKENZIE'S 10.000 RECEIPTS, or UNI-
VERSAL ENCYCLOPAEDIA, containing Receipts In

Agriculture, Brewing. Cookiug,Carving, Cements, Cosmetics,
Dyeing, Distillation, Farriery, Fire-Works. Inks, Medicine,
Metallurgy, Perfumery, Poisons and Antidotes, Preserving,
Photography, Tannins, Varnishes, Wines, &c, ,tc, fto, &c.
£2?" Liberal terms and exclusive territory given.
Apply to T. ELLWOOD ZELL & CO," Publishers.

Philadelphia.

AGENTS WANTED !—In all parts of the United
States to sell " Tub Lives <-'' THE PRKSrDBSTS," a new

work, by John s. c. Abbott, the grcsit historian. The work
is finely illustrated, complete In one volume, ami read}' for

subscribers. Tlie author, the theme, ami the elegant style In
which it is Issued, combine to render It one of tlie best books
for Agents over published In this country. Exclusive terri-

tory may be secured bv addressing
11. B. RUSSELL & CO, Publishers.

Boston, Moss.

Books for the ITIillioti.

Send -lamp for Catalogue to CARTER, COLLINS i
RICHARDSON, a John st„ X. V.

OCHOOL TEACHERS WANTED. - The sub-
Kjscrlber wishes to employ for each town In the United
States, male teachers who havo formerly been engaged either

in Day Schools, or Sunday Schools, who can devote their ex-

clusive time to the busiuesstto canvass ror u llln---

( rated Ili-tnrv of Ike llil>l«," by John Kltto, D. D„
F. S. A., edited hy Alvan Hoiid. 1>. D., of Norwich. Conn.
This is the best selling book 1 have ever published. Agents

make from $lhll to SHOO per month, and say "tli>>i nivcr
Iik'w a tmnk to sell «o trrll." Apply immediately in person
or by letter to the publisher,

IIEN'IIV BILL. Norwich. Conn.

CORN.—How to Raise 100 BUSHELS PEit Acre.—
I'sciul on,l practical hints [Or every fanner, by R P.

ProSSSB, Sent, post-paid, for 83 ccms, by H. V\ATE1>,
box S,7Wi Cincinnati, 0.
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IlesMlei'son & Fleming's

SELECTED SEEDS & PLANTS
for

MARKET GARDENERS AND OTHERS.
Quart. Bush.

Beans (Bush), Valentine, Refugee 50c. §S-00

Beans (Pole), Lima, Sera 75c. 15.00

Ounce lb.

Beets, Short Top Round, Long Blood 15c. §1.00

Cabbage (Early), true Jersey "Wakefield §1.00 13.00

" (Late), Flat Dutch, Drumhead 50c. $5.00

Carrot, Early Horn, Long Orange 15c. $1.50

Cauliflower, Early Paris and Half Early §1.50 Hi.00

Celery, New Dwarf "White $1.00 $12.00

Quart. Bush.

Corn, Dwarf Prolific, Asylum 30c. §6.00

Ounce. lb.

Cucumber, White Spine, Long Green 15c. 311.50

" Forcing varieties 25c. per packet.

Ounce. lb.

Egg Plant, New York Improved Purple 60c. $7.50

Lettuce, Simpson, Butter 40c. $1.00

Melon, Citron, Nutmeg and Skillman 20c. $1.50

" (Water), Ice Cream & Mountain Sprout. 15c. $1.50

Okra, Tall and Dwarf 15c. $1.50

Onions, "White, Meggets Red 30c. $3.00

Large Red, Yellow Dutch 20c $1.50

Parsley, Extra Dwarf Curled 15c. $1.50

Quart. Bush.

Peas (Early), Dan. O'Eourke, "Extra Early.". .50c. §7.50

" (Late) Champion, British Queen 50c. $S.OO

Ounce. lb.

Pumpkin, Cheese 10c 75

Radish, Scarlet Turnip, Long Scarlet 15c. $1.50

Salsify (or Oyster Plant) 25c. $2.50

Spinach, Round and Prickly 10c. 75

Squash (Bush), Summer Crookneck 10c. 75

(Late), Boston Marrow, Hubbard 20c. $2.50

Tomato, Early Smooth Red, Fejee 30c. $4.00

Turnip, Red Top, Yellow Aherdeeu 10c. $1.00

Herbs, Thyme and Sweet Marjoram 50c. $6.00

Sage and Summer Savory 30c. $4-00

The above sent by mail to any address on receipt of the

prices annexed, with the addition of Be. per a. for postage.

Plants and Moots tor Market
Gardeners am! Others.

Onion Sets, Yellow, 50c. per quart, $2.50 per peck,

$8.00 per Bushel.

Onion Sets, White, 75c. per quart, $4.00 per peck,

$12.00 per Bushel.

per Bush . per Bbl.

Potatoes—Early Goodrich (true) $4.00 $7.50
" Early Cottage 4.00 7.50
" Oleason 3.00 6.00
" Sebec -. 4.00 7.50
" Harrison. .

.

; 6.00 15.00

Cuzco 2.00 5.00

Asparagus, (2 years old,) $1.25 per 100; $10.00 per 1,000

(1 year old.) $1.00 " $7.50

JUmbai'to, Victoria and Linnaeus, $3 per doz. ; $15 per 100

Cabbage Plants (Cold Erame), Wakefield, $1.50 per 100;

$10.00 per 1,000
" (Hot-bed), Wakefield, 75 cents per 100

;

$6.00 per 1,000

Cauliflower, (Cold Frame), $3 per 100; $20.00 per 1,000

" ~\ (Hot-bed), $2 " $15.00 per 1,000

Horseradish Sets, $1.00 per 100; $7.50 per 1,000.

"Vegetable and Flower Seeds of every descrip-

tion, many of them of our own growth, and all thoroughly
tested before sending out. For prices and directions for

cultivation, send for Catalogue.

HENDERSON & FLEMING,
Seedsmen and Market Gardeners,

67 Nassau-st., New York.

My Illustrated Catalogue of New
and Rare Plants for 1 867,

Will be ready 1st February, and sent to my customers of

past years, gratis—to all others, on receipt of 10 cents.

PETER HENDERSON,
07 Nassau-st., New York.

Garden Seeds—Flower Seeds !

Sent by Mall, Postage paid,

On receipt of prices advertised in last February Agricultur-

ist. The utmost care is taken to have all Seeds sold by us,

fresh, reliable, and the choicest that can be had.

Also, Farm and Garden Implements of every

variety. Guano, Bone Dust, and other Fertilizers.

Plants, Trees, Roots, Ac-
Priced Catalogue furnished on application.

JOHN VAXDERBILT & BROTHERS,
33 Fnlton-st., New York.

BEST AND CHEAPEST Self-acting Hand and
Carriage Gates. Made by American Gate Company;

95Bank-at.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Send for Circulars,

WOOD & MA'SN STEAM Ex\G!l\TE
€©'§ CELEBRATED

Portable Steam Engiues
3

FROM 4 TO 35 HORSE POWER.
ALSO PORTABLE SAWMILLS.
"We have the oldest, larsest and most complete works in

the United States, devoted exclusively to the manufacture
of Porrable Engines and Saw Mills, which, for simplicity,
compactness, power and economy of fuel, are conceded by
experts, to be superior to auy ever oil'ered to the public.

The great amount of boiler room, fire surface and cylinder
area, which we give to the rated horse power, make our En-
gines the most powerful and cheapest muse; and they are
adapted to every purpose where power is required.

All sizes constantly on hand, or furnished on short notice.

Descriptive circulars with price list, sent on application.

"WOOD & MANN STEAM ENGINE CO.,

tJtica, N. T.
Branch Office, 96 Maiden Lane, New York City.

Farmers asad G-ardeners I

Many of you have thus far found the purchase of Garden
Seed the most unsatisfactory and most vexing of all your in-
vestments. Now, if you will stand by me, I propose to change
all this, and make a revolution in the seed business by my
three wan-ants. 1st. I will warrant my seed to be what it

purports to be in kind and duality: 2d. I will wan-ant that
the money you send for seed shall reach me ; and 3d. I will
warrant that the seed you order shall reach you.
Thus, you see, I take all the risks on myself. I know that

in doing this I shall make some losses, but I have confidence
that tlie good sense of the farmers and gardeners of the
United States will stand by me in this new movement, and
so far increase my business as to enable me to bear all such
losses and continue the business on the "three warrants"
basis. Stand by me and I will stand by you ! Catalogues
sent gratis to all. See the advertisement headed "Gregory's
Seed Catalogue."

JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
Marblehead, Mass.

R-VSi-^Wv.^V^-Vn-WW.^

A. N. WOOD & CO.
EATON, MADISON CO., IT. Y.,

Continue to manufacture their Improved

PORTABLE ENGINES,
For Farm and Mechanical purposes. They are particularly
adapted to driving Threshing Machines, Circular Saws. Mills

of all kinds. Printing Presses, Wood or Iron Lathes. Machi-
nery in Cabinet or AYagon Shops, Boring Artesian "N ells,

Pumping Water, Corn Sliellers, &c, &c.
We warrant our Engines to be what we represent them,

and to give unqualified satisfaction in all respects.
A. N. WOOD & CO.

To Farmers, Stable Keepers and Others.—
Do you want the cheapest, easiest operated, simplest, most
durable and fastest Self-Feeding: Ha v. Straw and Stalk Cutter
in the World—§11.00 to $36.00, according to size and capacity
—not to pe paid for until tried? Asents wanted everywhere,
except :N ew England. E^~For illustrated descriptive Circu-
lar, and full particulars, Address

PEEKSKILL PLOW WORKS, PeekskllL S. Y.

FLUSHING INSTITUTE,
Flushing, V. I,

BOARDING SCHOOL FOR BOTS.
15. A. FAIRCHILD.

THE GREAT AUBURN FIELD

TRIAL.
THE BUCKEYE MOWER, built by ADEIANCE,

PLATT & CO., 165 Greenwich-st., N. Y., is the machine which
received the First Premium. Grand Gold Medal,
in Class One, for the great superiority shown in every
point, selected by the Judges for testing the comparative
merits of the Fifty-nine machines entered for competition.

Agricultural Implements.
The latest improvements for the Farm, and Planta-

tion.

Garden, Field and Flower Seeds, pure, fresh,

and reliable, grown by the most careful growers of this

country and Europe.

Fertilizers—Peruvian Guano—Super-Phos-
phate of Lime—Brace's Concentrated Ma-
nure, and Pure Ground Bone—
At "Wholesale and Retail, by GEIFFING & CO,

5S & 60 Cortlandtst., New York.

Sureka Cutting; Eoi,
FOR CRUSHING AND CUTTIXG HAT,

STRA1V AND CORN STALKS.
We beg leave to announce to our Friends and the Trade

generally, that we have secured the ri-rht to manufacture
and sell this celebrated Cutting Box, and are now prepared
to fill any orders with which we- maybe favored, wc also
manufacture the widely known

STAR CORN SHELLER.
The Cutting Box and Corn Sheller are in high repute,

wherever introduced. They have taken the

First Premium at several State Fairs.
Thousands are in use and giving good satisfaction. TVe

make several sizes of the above machines. Scud for De-
scriptive Circular and Price List.

BLTMTER, DAT & CO.,
Manufacturers of Cook's Sugar Evaporator, Agricultural

Machines and Tools. Mansfield, Ohio.

THE HOG BREEDERS' MANUAL.
A Treatise on Breeding, Feeding, and General Manage-

ment of Hoss. Particulars of all Diseases, Remedies, &c.
Sent free of ^postage for 25 cents. Every farmer should have
a copy. Address K. P. BOTER & CO.,

Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

Priiace Albert Pigs.

S30 a pair, not akin. Orders executed for Fancy Poultry.
Angora (.Cashmere) Goats, and other chioce Stock.

H. B. LANE, 151 Nassau-st.

MALLORV «& SANFOEB'S
IMPROVED

FLAX AND HEMP BRAKES,
As now made, are the strongest and best ever used. They
occupy about 5 feet square, weigh about 1,000 lbs., require
one man and a bov, and one to two horse power to work
them ; breaks from 2,000 to 3,000 lbs. Flax straw in 10 hours,
taking out 65 to 75 per ceut. of the woody matter. This ma-
chine will save 120 lbs. to the ton more than any other ma-
chine in the world. It will break tangled straw as well as
straight. We have also an entirely new tow shaker aitd
picket;, works perfectlv and does its work quicker and bet-
ter than any other machine, and prepares the stock for
Rope. Also a new tow comber, which cleans and straight-
ens the tow, free from shive, rapidly making it fine and
straight. Send for circular or see machines in operation, at
93 William-st., New York. Address

JOHN W. QTiNCT, Treasurer,
No. 93 "William-st., New York.

StereopticoHs and Magic Lanterns,
With the Improved Lime Light, illuminating brilliantly two
hundred square feet of canvas, and magnifying the views to
that size, at an expense of less than one dollar for a wholo
evening's exhibition. Easily managed and pays well.

Illustrated priced catalogue of the apparatus, with list of
over two thousand artistically colored photographic views
on glass, of the War, Scripture Histor v. Choice Statuary, etc.,

etc., forwarded on application. T. H. McALLISTER. Opti-
cian, (of late firm of McAllister & Bro., Phila.,) 49 Nassau-
street, New York.

BERRY & THOMPSON, Manufacturers of the Celebrated

Choral Organs. Recommended by Prof. Timm, and our

best Organists. Large discount to Clergymen and Churches.

Agents wanted. Liberal Discount. "Wholesale and Retail

Depot at - T. S. BERET'S Piano "Ware Rooms,
593 Broadway, New Tork.

ME. DEFORESTS COMBINATION SUS-
PENDER and SHOULDER BEACE, very simple, con-

venient and comfortable. Every lady should wear them;
they expand the chest and improve the figure, and relieve

the waist of the weight of the skirts. Price, $1 ; children,

75 cents ^mailed free. Emporium of Fashions, N o. 473 Broad-
way, N.T.

OLD EEET, PAIN IN THE BREAST, HEAD-
ACHE, and many other distressing maladies (arising

from an impaired circulation, caused by wearing elastic on
the limbs) entirely obviated by Mine. Demorcst's unrivaled

Stocking Suspexdees. They are durable, instantly adjust-

ed, requiring no buttons or sewing, and universally approved.

Children's, "30c; Ladies', 50; mailed free, No. 473 Broad-

way, N, T.

€
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]Vo one Aleed foe ire the Dark !

Canvassers Wanted to Sell

The Foldiug- Pocket Lanterns.
Very light, strong and durable, can be folded and

carried in tlic pocket or traveling b\g witli safety and
convenience, occupving the space of a cigar case, and
opened and closed aa'readily. Thcvcontain (whether open
oi' closed) matches and extra candles, and, being always
ready lor use.'

ARE MOST APPRECIATED IN THE GREATEST E3TERGENCrES.
Prices:—Xo. 1; SI each ; sent by mail or express, pre-paid,

lor $1.50. Xo. 3, 75 cents each ; sent by mail or express,
pre-paid, 1'or $1.00.
LIlVEliAL TERMS TO DEALERS AND CANVASSERS.

JtTLIl'S IVES & CO , 49 Maiden Lane, X. Y.
Manufacturers and Dealers in Kerosene Goods generally,

and Proprietors of

IVES' PATENT LAMPS,
THE SAFEST, MOST CONVENIENT, AND IN EVERT "WAT

THE BEST LAMP EVER USED.
CHAXDELIERS. BRACKETS, HANGING AND TABLE

LAMPS OF ALL KINDS, CAN CE LIGHTED AS QUICK-
LY AS GAS, FILLED AND TRIMMED SAFELY AND
NEATLY. ALL WITHOUT REMOVING THE SHADE,
GLOBE OR CHIMNEY OR UNSCREWING THE BUIJNEB.

The Substantial Value of the Improvements

•EFFECTED BY

In instruments of this Class, and the superiority of their

Cabinet Organs, have been acknowledged by the award
t'p them, within a few years, of

Fifty-sis Gold and Silver Medals,
Or other highest Premiums, at the principal Industrial

Fairs of the country, often amid the sharpest competition.

TIIEIU INSTRUMENTS HAVE THUS BEEN

Repeatedly Declared the Best
At the following, among other Fairs:

MASSACHUSETTS CHARITABLE MECHANIC ASSO-
CIATION, BOSTON.

FRANIiLLN INSTITUTE, PHJXADELPIIIA.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE, NEW YORK.
}L\RTLANT> INSTITUTE, BALTIMORE.
MECHANICS' INSTITUTE, CINCINNATI.
I"N1TED STATES FAIR, CHICAGO.
MECHANICS' FAIR, SAN FRANCISCO.

AND AT THE STATE FAIRS OF
NEW YORK. IOWA.
PENNSYLVANIA. VERMONT.
OHIO. KANSAS.
INDIANA. RHODE ISLAND.
ILLINOIS.

And every other State where Fairs are held.
M. & H. have also been allowed to publish in their Cir-

culars the testimony of

Move tlian Two Hundred and Fifty of the
Most Eminent. Musicians in tile Country,
To the superiority of the M. [& II. Cabinet Organs to all

other instruments of this class.

Circulars, with full particulars as to styles and prices, sent
free to any address.

Warerooius, 596 Broadway, New York.

151 Trcmont Street, Boston.

GEO, A, PRINCE & CO.'S MEL0DE0NS,

UEO. A, PRINCE & CO.'S AUTOMATIC OKUAIVS

GEO. A. PRINCE & CO.'S SCHOOL ORGANS,

Can be found at nil the principal music stores throughout
the United States, Canada, and the British Provinces. No
other musical Instrument ever obtained thesamc popularity.

F.OIITY THOUSAND an- now in use. Send to the mami-
EactuTera at Buffalo, S. Y„ for an ILLUSTRATED CATA-
LOGUE and Price List, which will he mailed to any address,

frco of charge.

pienrvcE & co.'s
-

PATENT
MELODEONS,

AUTOMATIC ORGANS.
SCHOOL ORGANS.

Catalogues and Price List sent on application. AH orders
and communications should )><• addressed to

1'. 1'. WHITING.
87 Fulton-street, New York.

PIANOS AND ORGANS.—HIGHLY important
to those Intending to purchase—unparalleled induce-

ments. Money Saved. Send for Circulars.
str.KKiA.OTT, 581 Broadway, New York.

IS WATER

POISONED ! ! !

LE.A.r> PIPE.
The Manchester (N. H.) Mirror and Farmer, of recent date,

notices the death of two citizens of that place by lead poi-
son, from water drawn through lead pipe. They say :

" The
disease manifests itself in different ways: lead colic, a pain-
ful affection of the joints, disease. of the brain, as in the case
of Mr. Sargent; partial or general paralysis, as in the case of
Dr. Tibbetts."
The mortuary statistics of this city indicate a larger. In-

crease of deaths by paralysis, since the introduction of the
Croton Water, in proportion to the population, than any
other disease of tins class.. The statistics show tiie deaths,
in 1853, to be 92, population about 513,000, in 1865, 261, popu-
lation about 1.000,000. The same is true as regards consump-
tion of thcbowels, want of action of the kidueys disease of
the heart, etc., etc. .

Dr. Hayes, of Boston, says :
" Lead, as a material for pipes,

cannot safely be used for Conducting water which is to be
used for domestic purposes ;" and all the leading Chemists
and Physicians of the country assert the same thing.

LEAD E3TCA§ED

Entirely prevent water, and other liquids that flow through
them, from becoming impregnated with poisonous solutions
of lead.

It is the only safe and durable pipe made for domestic use.
It costs but little more than lead pipe, and possesses all

the mechanical qualities required by Plumbers.
The following distinguished Chemists and Physicians have

unqualifiedly endorsed and recommended this pipe for gen-
eral use

:

Prof. Torrev, IT. S. Assay Office, X. T.
Prof. Doremus, College oi the City of New York.
Prof. Chandler. School of Mines, Columbia College.
Prof. Draper, University Medical College.
Prof. Horsford, late of Harvard College.
Prof. Silliman, T;ile College.
Dr. Haves, State Assaver. Mass.
Prof. Sooth, IT. S. Mint, Philadelphia.
Dr. Pohli, successor to J. 11. Chilton & Co.

Willard Parker. M. D., , Dr. Percy, N. Y. Med. College,
James Anderson. M. D., James R. Wood, M. D.,
Jarcd Linsly, M. D.. Alfred C Post, M. D.,
Lewis A. Sa'vre, M. D., F. G. Thomas, M. D.,

James Crane, M. D.. M. G. Echeveria, M. D.,
And many others.

"We also manufacture

TIN PLATED SHEET LEAD,
For Lining Water Tanks, &c, &c.

For Pamphlets, and further information, address,

T5ic Colwclls, Slinw «& Willard. Mfg. Co.,
(Sole Manufacturers.)

, Foot of West Twenty-seventh-st., New York.

GREAT SALE
OLOTHING-

AT

RAYMOND'S,
jVos. 1SB, 133 & 185 Fulton-st.

The days of high prices having passed, to meet the demand

of the times RAYMOND is selling off his immense stock of

Clothing for Men and Roys

AT

ORE *TMT REDUCED PRICES.
Persons desiring fine Clothing, at a reasonable figure, will

find it greatly to their interest to call and examine the

superb stock of

Overcoats, Business and Dress Suits,

now offered, before purchasing elsewhere.

DEGRAAF & TAYLOR,
S7 tt SO Rowerv, and 65 Christie-street, New York,

still continue to be tile largest dealers In

Parlor, Dining' ami E£cd-i*oom
Furniture,

of any house in the City.

Prices reduced i!0 per cent.

Colgate's Aromatic Vegetable Soap.

A superior Toilet Son p, prepared from refined Veg-
etable Oils in combination with Glycerine, and espec-

ially designed for the use of Ladies ami for the Nursery.
Its perfume is exquisite, and Its washing properties unri-

valled. For sale by all Druggists.

THE UNIVERSAL CLOTHES WRINGER

AUK

DOTTTS CLOTHES WASHER.
THE UNIVERSAL WRINGER IMS awarded the First

Premium bit the unanimous vote of the Committee of theGREAT NEW ENGLAND FAIR of IS0G, after the most
scrutinizing trial of the various machines of numcrorts
competitors.

It was pronounced superior to all others at the
WORLD'S FAIR IN LONDON, ISC'!.

Toole the First Premium at the last two Great Fairs of theAMERICAN INSTITUTE in New York City, 1863 and 1S63.
At each of the following State Fairs it also received the

FIRST PREMIUM ;

NEWTORK 1S02 1SG3
VERMONT 1SG3 tgftiNEW HAMPSHIRE 186c
PENNSYLVANIA 1SC3 ISM
OHIO 18B5
MICHIGAN ISM lgGG
INDIANA 1S13 1S(U 1SG5
ILLINOIS 1S6S 1S64 1865
IOWA 1S63 ISM 1SC6
WISCONSIN ISM ISO.) I860
MINNESOTA isilc

MISSOURI 1S65
KENTUCKY 1SG5 llSGll

CONN. RIVER VALLEY FAIR 1SW
CHAMPLAIN VALLEY FAIR 1861
MECHANICS' INSTITUTE, Boston lsiii

And at most of the County and Institute Fairs throtlgholit
the country where it was exhibited.

The manufacturers w.vkkaxt it F.vr. superior to all others.
There have been more than half a million [Jsiveiisac

Clothes Wrtngeus sold, which amounts to more than those
sold by all other makers. "We warrant them to he all ihiy
are represented to be. They are so well made and durable
as to seldom ueed repairing, and with ordinary care will last
many years. Those received for repairs will not average
more than one in every two hundred sold. The Ujtttbesal
Clothes Weinger has given really universal satisfaction.
It wrings clothes almost dry without injury to the most del-
icate garments.
In selling the Universal \YRtxGER, we find a large de-

mand for a good Washing Machine, aud knowing

DOTY'S -WASHING MACHINE
to be the best, we bought the patent, and now offer it to the
public, knowing that it will give satisfaction wherever used.
Dott's Clothes Washer was awarded the FIIiST PRE-

MIUM at Hie GKEAT NEW ENGLAND FA IK of I8G6, alter
the most thorough trial with numerous competitors.

It has taken the

FIRST PREMIU3IS
At the State Fairs of

NEW YORK, PENNSYLVANIA.
MICHIGAN", WISCONSIN
Also, at the last

GREAT FAIR OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE,

VERMONT,
and IOWA.

A supply of the Wringers aud Washers arc always kept on
hand in Chicago. Cincinnati. Cleveland, Louisville and St-
Louis, boxed ready for shipment, at about New York price-.
Circulars, giving wholesale and retail prices, sent lice.

Large proms are made selling these Machines. Exclusive
right of sale given, with no charge for the patent right
On receipt of the price from places where no one is selling,

we will send one Washer and one Wringer, either or both,
free of freight charges. Family Size Washer, $14; No. is
Wringer, $10; No.2 Wringer, $S.r>0.

R. C. BROWNING, General Agfent,
No. 33 Cortlamlt St., Now York,

(Opposite Merchants' Hotel).

* SAVONINE
XOTICTC whenever an article of actual value, and ac-

knowledged aseuchbythq l'ubiic, becomes "a aotu
ANo \m/'/," It is n notorious fact numberless counterfeits
Immediately appear, and claims arc made of "priority of
invention." An action on this head bus already commenced
in the Supremo Court of New York". Now, therefore, TAKE
NOTICE that any one counterfeiting, or, in anv manner,
making nse of the Trade Mark hereunder, and, duly regis-

tered, will be prosecuted, and, without further notice, by the
GLAMORGAN SOAP CO-

15 Broadway, N. T.

jlfiME. DEMORESTS BENOITON DRESS
lYJi LOOPERS—Convenient, efflcienl and durable, requlr
lug no BOfl Ing, and very ornamental, f 1 per set ; sold every-
where, or mailed, post free, on receipt a' price. No, 473

Broadway, N. Y,
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EXTREMES
MEET.

VERMONT & LOUISIANA.
Gothic Furnace vs. Zero Refrigerator.

" Your Furnace gives perfect satisfaction. We warm our
Store, 100x2S ft,. Carpet rooms in 2d story, and Public Hall
in 3d story, 7a.\40 ft.—none but a powerful Furnace would do
tliis." J. JAY JOSLIN, Poultney, Vermont.

Dec. 12th, 1S66.

"LESLEY'S ZERO-Refrigerator has just received the first

Premium at the Louisiana State Fair, over all others."
Nov., I860. J. D. STRONG, New Orleans, La.

The nbove for sale by ALEX. M. LESLEY,
605 Sixth-Avenue, New Yo.ik.

PYIiE'S SA&EB&ATUS AND
CREAM TAHTAR,

Aretlie best in market. All lirst-clas3 Grocers keep them.

FARMERS ATTENTION.
Hogs Bristles "Wanted, by DAVID McMURRAr, 'jr.,

Manufacturer of Brushes, Troy, N. T.
Established 1S25.

HE LODI MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 66
Cortlandt street, New York, wish to engage some smart

young men as county Canvassers, to distribute advertise-
ments and to procure orders for their celebrated Poudrette.
A liberal commission allowed.

Gregory's Seed Catalogue,
Containing One Hundred and twenty-five varieties that I

grew myself, besides many kinds imported from France
and England, and grown by the best Seed growers in the
United States. Farmers and Gardeners will rind in my Cat-
alogue many new and rare vegetables, some of which are
not to be found in any other Seed Catalogue. As the origi-

nal introducer of the Hubbard Squash, Marblehead Mam-
moth Cabbasre, Boston Curled Lettuce, and many other new
vegetables, I invite the patronage of the public. Catalogues
sent gratis to all. Those who "purchased seed last season
will receive it without writing for it.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
Marblehead, Mass.

WALTON'S SERIES OF ARITHMETICS
CONSISTS OF

li Walton's Pictorial Primary Arithmetic.

Hi Walton's Intellectual Arithmetic,

111. Walton's Written Arithmetic.

Tlic Pictorial Primary Arithmetic*
On the plan of Object-Lessons, is appropriately illustrated,

and presents the elementary combinations of numbers in a

series of simple and progressive lessons, calculated to inter-

est and develop the mind of the j'oung learner.

Tlie Intellectual Arithmetic
Forms a connecting link between the Primary and Written

Arithmetics, reviewing the former, and illustrating with

small numbers nearly alt the principles applied in the latter.

This book contains also An Introduction to Written Arith-

metic, and is well adapted to meet the want3 of the large

class of students who can devote but little time- to the study

of arithmetic.

The Written Arithmetic,

For Common and Higher Schools, is a thoroughly analytical

and progressive work ; it presents the science of numbers in

a philosophical manner, and nftbrds a more full and varied

practice than any other book of its class. Its original and
thorough system of reviews commends it to every practical

teacher. A distinguishing feature of this Arithmetic is Its

adaptation to the present wants of business life.

BREWER & TILESTON, Publishers,

131 Washington-street, Boston.

H-I-Kl

MOTHERS
JOURNAL,

AndFAMILY VISITANT.
A Monthly Magazine, for Mothers and the Household.

With nothing light or trashy, it is practical in purpose, sub-
stantial in matter, attractive In stvle. To aid Mothers in
their noble, but difficult work.and to make the familv hcalthv,
happv, useful^ and good, is the object of the Journal.
Price" §1.50 per year. Five copies, $7. Single Numbers, fir'-

teen cent*. Send by mail, directed lo "MOTHERS* JOtU-
NAL, 500 Broadway, New York."

Merry's Museum.
The Children's Old Favorite.

THE JANUARY NUMBER, 1817, commences the Twenty-
Bevcnth Year of this popular favorite of the young folks
everywhere, and is filled with the choicest Stories, Pictures,
and Puzzles. In addition to its present unequaled list of
writers for thatclas3 in America, a number of others have
been secured, and no pains will be spared to make it worthy
of its reputation of being the best magazine for Young Peo-
ple in the land. Its moral tone will be unexceptionable,
and tli e literary matter interesting and instructive. Valu-
able Premiums given for.;obtaining new subscribers. Terms,
$1.50 a vear in advance. Single conies, 15 cents. Send for it.

Address, E. H. FALES, Publisher,
172 William Street, New York.

10 Copies for $15.

A NEWSPAPER
Now, as always, pledged to the advocacy of the Great

Principles of

Free Soil, Free Speech, Free Labor,
Free Men and Free Trade !

TH£ "EFENIM POST,"

NEW-YORK,
Combines all the essential elements of a

First-Class Metropolitan Newspaper.

ITS LITERARY and MISCELLANEOUS SELECTIONS
are prepared with great care, and constitute its chief attrac-
tions to the

FAMILY CIRCLE.

ITS SOUND POLITICAL VIEWS on all the great ques-
tions of the day recommend it to all who prize

TRUTH ABOVE PARTY.

ITS AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL arti-
cles are full and interesting.

ITS MONEY AND MARKET REPORTS are Invaluablo
to Farmers or Country Merchants.

It i3 printed on entirely new type, and good white paper.

PLEASANT WORDS.
The following complimentary expressions are selected

from numerous notices of the recent improvements in the
Evening Post:
Though in its sixty-sixth year, the Evening Post has all

the freshness and vigor of its more youthful competitors.
Mr. Bryant's writings have always been its principal charm,
aud it is gratifying to know that his pen is still as active as
ever—American Agriculturist.

The New York Evening Post is one of the most digni-
fied and able newspapers in the country—a creditable expo-
nent of American thought.—Albany Evening Journal.

The New York Evening Post is one of the soundest, as it

has always been one of the ablest and most digniiied of
American newspapers.—;Rochester Democrat.
The Evening Post is an honor to American journalism.

Having definite convictions, and a broad, comprehensive
political creed, it is not so much the organ of anv party as it

is the educator of statesmen. Dignified, direct, and forcible
in stvle, its editorials are frequently models of linguistic
purity and elegance. With its political philosophy Is allied a
practical comprehension, which has secured for the Post a
confidence sparingly reposed in journals of a more impetu-
ous or more servile temper. We are glad that a paper so
deserving of appreciation as the Post, receives it with ever
augmenting measures.— Christian Intelligencer.

TERMS TO MAIL SUBSCRIBERS.
Evening Post—Semi-Weekly.

One copy. 1 year §4.00

Two copies, 1 year 7.00

Five copies or over, for each copy S.00

Evening Post—"Wee&ly.
Single copy, 1 year §2.00

Five copies.,., : 9.00

Ten copies addressed to names of subscribers 17.50

Twenty copies, addressed to names of subscribers 31.00

Ten copies to one person's address $15.00
t££7~ Additions may be made to a club, at any time, at

club rates.

POSTMASTERS or others acting as Club
Agents can learn farther particulars on
application.
CLERGYMEN are supplied by Mail with,

the Daily at S10 ; Semi-Weekly at S3 ; or
Weekly at SI.50 per annum.
Remittances should be made, if possible, by Draft or

Post-Office order, payable In New York.

^"Specimen copies sent free.

WILLIAM C. BRYANT & CO.,
PUBLISHERS,

41 iVassaa Street, New York.

REV. HENRY WARD BEECHER,
will furnish Keqt/lar Contkibutioxs to the columns of

THE METHODIST.
Consisting of Fortnightly Sermons, and " Lecture-Room

Talks," reported expressly for "Tiie Methodist," revised

by Mr. Beechcr, and protected by Copy-right. [These

Sermons are now published in The Methodist Instead of

in the Independent, as formerly.]

Also a series of valuable and instructive Sermons, by the

most eminent Pulpit Orators of the Methodist and other
Churches.

THE METHODIST is an eight-page Weekly News-
paper, now in its seventh year of highly successful publica-

tion. It is Religious and Literary; Independent, Frater-

nal, Loyal and Progressive.

It is Edited, as heretofore, by

REV, OEORGE R. CROOKS, !>.!>.

Assisted by able Editorial Contributors:

TERMS: S3. 50 per year, payable in advance.
Twenty cents must be added by Subscribers in the British

Provinces, to pre-pay postage.

Liberal Premiums are allowed to those forming
Clubs of subscribers.

Specimen Numbers sent free, on applicatlo)i. Address

THE METHODIST,
114 Nassau-street, New York.

rTHE AMERICAN
JOTTI&IM^VX,

HORTICULTURE,
AND FLORIST'S COMPANION,

ILL*JSTRAT3E».
We shall commence with the coming year the publication

of an illustrated Monthly Magazine devoted to Horticul-

ture. For a long time the demand has been felt for a Jour-

nal in this department, of high tone and liberal ideas, em-

ploying not only the best talent in America, but the selec-

tion of all that Is good from the English, French, German

and other foreign works. This demand we design to supply.

An important and 'novel feature of the Magazine will be
the department of Floriculture. Receiving contribu-

tions from all of the known talent in America, with copious

extracts from the best foreign works, it will be an Encyclo-
pedia of Floriculture. To the lady who has onlj' a window
for her garden, or the front of a city residence, as well as to

the proprietor of the largest garden and green-house, it will

be a necessary companion and guide. Every novelty intro-

duced will receive proper attention in our columns.

The subscription price will be $3.00 per annum, so that It

may be within the reach of all who desire such a work.
Each number of the magazine will contain G4 pages of

reading matter, including illustrations.

TnrsiT wilt, be seex that foe three dollars we give
xeap.lt eight hundred octavo pages of illustrated
Horticultural matter, selected from the best the
country can" produce.
The January number will be ready about December 1st.

Terms : Three dollars per annum, strictly in advance.

Liberal terms will be made with those desiring to form
clubs, or to act as agents in enlisting subscribers.

Sample numbers sent by mail on receipt of SO cents.

Agents wanted in every city and town In the country.

.T. E. TILTON «fc CO.,
PUBLISHERS, BOSTON.

Prospectus with list of contributors, sent on application.

TAXIDERMISTS' MANUAL,
OIVIXG full instruction In Skinning, Mounting ana Pre-

serving Birds, Animals, Reptiles, pishes. Insects, Eggs,

Skeletons, &c. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of bl.OO.

Address S. H. SYLVESTER, Taxidermist,

MidcLletooi-o', Mass.

BOOK AGENTS WANTED.—Agents arc now-
wanted to solicit orders in each town in the United

States, for The Illustrated History of the Bible,
by John Kitto, D. D„ F. S. A., Edited by Alvan Bond, D.D.,
of Norwich, Conn.
This is the best selling book now published. Agents make

from $100 to £300 per month, and say "they never kueir

a book to sell so icell."

For further information apply immediately to the pub-
lisher. HENliT BILL, Norwich, Conn.

THE HOG BREEDEES' MANUAL tells you
how to cure Hog Cholera, and all diseases of Ho^s, only

25 cents. Address N. P. BOVEIS & CO.,
Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

AGENTS WANTED everywhere for " Phillips'

Excelsior Sticking Paper." Send 2 red stamps and get
sample and terms. L. VT. PHILLIPS, Et. Brldgewater, Mass.
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THE NEW YORK LEDGER FOR 1867.

A Story by Henry Ward Beecher.

IT HAS BEEN OUR CUSTOM, AS OUR READ-
ERS are aware, to engage, as contributors to the New

York Ledger, some of the most distinguished persons in the
literary world, not only in this country, but also in Europe.
As a proof of this we have only to refer to Edward Everett,
Charles Dickens, George Bancroft, Henry "Ward
Beecher, and others, who, as it is well known, have been wri-
ters for the Ledger. A feature of the coming year will be a sto-
ry by the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, written expressly for
the Ledger, which will extend through several months. In
addition to this new feature, we shall continue to give tlio

usual quantity of matter from our old and unrivalled corps
of contributors.
The Ledger, however, as we stated on a former occasion, is

its own best advertisement and prospectus. The mere fact
that we are printing over one hundred thousand copies more
than anv other weekly or any daily paper in the country, is

pretty good evidence that the New York Ledger is a popular
paper. Its great success, as we have repeatedly announced,
is owing to the fact that we spare no expense in getting up
the best PAjriLY paper—a paper of high moral tone. The
exalted reputation of its contributors, the practical and in-
variably pure and healthy character of all its articles, the
care which is taken that not even one offensive word shall
appear in its columns, and the superiority of its Tales and
Sketches, hare gained for the New York Ledger a position
that no literary paper has ever before reached.— SIRS. SOUTHWOETH, MR. COBB, MlSS DlTPTTY, FANNY
Fern, John G. Saxe, and a host of other popular writers,
are exclusively engaged in writing for-the New York Ledger.
They each stand high, and have their admirers in their own
peculiar line, and that is the reason why we monopolize
their services. We make the best paper by employing the
best talent.
— "We arc certain that our readers will be glad to learn

that Mr. Parton will continue to contribute to the New
York Ledger, during the coining year, his admirable bio-
graphical sketches. Thev are both entertaining and in-
structive.—Fanny Fern, who has been with us from the start, will
continue to write for the New York Ledger during the com-
ing year. She writes for no other paper.— John G. Saxe, the most popular poet In the country,
writes only for the New York Ledger.
The following are some of the opinions of the preas

:

[From the New York Daiiy Times.]

A Novel by Henry Ward Beecher.
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher is announced in still a new

capacity. He has engaged to write a novel for the New
York Ledger, and In a note to Mr. Bonner informs him that
he "hopes to put enough manuscript in his hands to enable
him to begin the story early in 1SG7." Next to the exhaust-
less vigor and restless industry which distinguish Mr.
Beeches, his resolute readiness to undertake any line of
business, however remote apparently from his ordinary line
of labor, is the most remarkable. The more he has to do,
the more readily does he seem to undertake new tasks. This
last adventure will be watched for with interest. The great
success of his sister, Mrs. Stowe, in that department of/liter-
ature, will invite and provoke the severest criticism ; and if
he aim at literary rivalry, either with her or the many other
novelists whose works now engage public attention/he has
certainly entered upon a task of danger and difficult}*. Mr.
Beecher, however, is not apt to undertake anything which
he cannot do well. His resources are abundant, and his in-
tellectual vigor is fully equal to his courage. We are not
aware of the subject or character of his promised story.
Mr. Bonner, in securing this new and unique contribution
to his columns, is continuing the original and brilliantly
successful career which he commenced some years ago.

[From the " Prince Georgian," of Marlborough, Md.]
The New York Ledger.—The numerous readers of this

popular journal will be gratified to learn that Mr. Bonner
its energetic editor, has engaged the Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher to write a story for his paper. By the last issue of
the Ledger, we learn the whole arrangement has been per-
fected, and that the publication of"the tale will he com-
menced early in the New Year, and extend through several
months. The fame ofMr.Beecher, both as an orator and pub-
lic writer, is too widespread to need further mention from
us, but we trust that the energy of Mr. Bonner, who, since
the commencement of his journal, has catered so success-
fully to the public taste, will, in this instance, as heretofore,
bring-him a rich and deserved reward.

[From the Fincastle (Va.) Herald.]
Ret. Henry Ward Beecher is writing a story for the

New York Ledger, which will commence"about the 1st of
January next. A story from this eminent and gifted divine,
unconnected with polities, as doubtless it will be, we think
will prove very interesting to the reader. We advise all per-
sons who wish to obtain a splendid literary paper, to sub-
scribe for the Ledger, as there is no paper in the United
States that can boast of as good authors as it can.

[From the Mining and Manufacturing*Journal.]
New York Ledger.—This enterprising literary paper al-

ways foremost in securing something valuable for its wide
circle of readers, has engaged Henry Ward Beecher to
write a story for it, which will continue during the several
months oi next year, beginning in January.

[From the Philadelphia Ledger.]
Mr. Bonner, the editor and proprietor of the New York

Ledger, who Is ever alive to keep his paper ahead of all coin-
petition, has just made an arrangement— tin- engagement ofHenry Ward Bekciiee to write a story for his paper—
Which must add to his already enormous circulation.

[From the Hudson County (N. J.) Democrat.]
Why should not the Rev. Mr. Beecher write a story' In

the best of books we are taught by parables and allegory:
and Mr. Beecher lias Imagination, and wit, and Judgment,
with a brilliant, attractive style of composition, which give
promise ol eminent success.

LFrom the Hartford Dally Post.]

Mr. Beech Eit'-s story will unquestionably bo looked for
with groal Interest. The circulation of the Ledger is now
larger by one hundred thousand copies than that of any
daily or ivcekly paper in this country.

I
From the Essex (Mass.) Banner.

1

The New York Ledger, which Is universally conceded to
be the best story pa per in this country, is constant ly produc-
ing new attractions. The "best productions of the best
authors" is what Hie Ledger always has.

[From the Portsmouth (N. H.) Morning Chronicle.]
The JTCW Ynrk Ledger always has something nice for its

readers, and Mr. Bonner has proved that be cannot and
win not be beat as.a caterer for the public taste.

[From the Sandusky (.Ohio) Union.]
The New York Ledger, which, as a literary journal, is,

without question, ahead of all others will he still more at-
tractive for 1867.

Ol'R TERMS FOR 1867—IVOW IS TIIRTI3IK
TO SUBSCRIBE.

Single copies, $3 per annum; four copies. $10, which is

$2 r>0 a copy ; eight copies, $20, "" - party who sends us $20

for a club of eight copies, (all sent at one time,) will be en-
titled to a copy free. Postmasters and others who get up
clubs, in their respective towns, can afterwards add single
copies at $2 50. No subscriptions taken for a less period
than one year. Canada subscribers must send twenty cents
in addition to the subscription, to pay the American postage.
When a draft or money-order can conveniently be sent. It

will be preferred, as it will prevent the possibility of the loss
of money by mail. The postage on the Ledger to all parts
of the country is only twenty cents a year.br five cents a
quarter, payable at the office where the paper is delivered.
5^* Wc employ no travelling agents. Address all com-

munications to ROBERT BONNER, Publisher,
No. 90 Beekman street, New York.

a

IONA AIVD ISRAEL,L,A
[Continued from next page (36), which see.']

> And the wine from the Delaware, although most excellent

of its class (resembling the alcoholic Sherry), was too rich

and "heady," or intoxicating for general use. It could not

supply the want that is felt for the finest German Wines,

which are more healthful and restorative, but less stimula-

ting, and though greatly coveted, are but rarely obtained in

this country. Their use is greatly restricted by their exceed-

ing costliness.

The following from Mr. Mottier, will be conclusive for

wine making to those who know his cautious manner of form-

ing and expressing opinions, and his ability to judge.

Dr. C W Grant,—
Bear Sir : I have to express to you my very great satis-

faction at the trial of the Iona Wine, and also of the juice.

The Wine of 1S6-1 was far better than any American produc-

tion that I ever tasted, of that age, and I think equals the

very finest Hocks of Germany. That of this fall that has

just finished Its fermentation, I think, promises at least

equally well. I never doubted the great excellence of the

Iona for Wine—its fruit plainly indicates that ; as it appears

to me now.it is of the very highest promise, and I shall

plant very largely of it.

Signed, (Yours, respectfully,

JOHN E. MOTTIER.)*

The must (juice) of the IONA has registered by the scale

from 83 to 130 degrees, where that of Catawba could scarcely

rise above 70, and the wine at two years old, is able to

bare comparison in pure refinement and all good quali-

ties, with the most excellent of Europe, at that age.

While this can be said of no other American Wine, ex-

cept that of the Delaware, there is a general concurrence
among good Judges in awarding great superiority to the

IONA over that. In purity and richness, it equals the Del-

aware, and greatly excels it in sustaining and restorative

power, without the strong disposition to intoxication, from
which the Delaware is not exempt. It has been well char-

acterized as "generous and animating, smooth, rich, re-

fined and pure, leaving the mouth cool and the head clear,

In no degree heavy or oppressive, with delightful bouquet,

and not a trace of native foxiness."

Its juice never requires sugar or any admixture to prevent
acidification, and the wine is most simply made, requiring

only that its juice should be pressed and set to ferment in

an open vessel, either in a warm upper room or cellar. It

is so fixed and enduring in its character that it does not re-

quire a cellar to keep it from acetous fermentation, and a
little of its rich juice added to that of Catawba, prevents
the disposition of that to form vinegar, and adds greatly to

its refinement and richness.

An all important characteristic that belongs to the IONA,
it may be said alone, of all our native kinds, is its habit

of ripening thoroughly and itniformly, quite to the center,

and as soon at the center as at any other portion. To say

that this characteristic added to the Catawba, would ten-

fold its value for wine, and change Its character entirely

for the table, Is saying less than the fair plain truth. The
Catawba, merely for the want of this one of the peculiar
characteristics of the IONA, must become of little value
as soon as enough vines of the IONA can be planted to

supply its place.

But the IONA has other exclusive characteristics of ex-

ceeding importance. Its skin is pleasantly spicy and good
to cat, in place of the acrid foxiness of the Catawba. Its

juice is perfectly pure, smooth to the tongue, in place of
the harsh impurity of the Catawba, (our other natives being
greatly more harsh and impure,) at the same time greatly
exceeding It in richness. It ripens three weeks earlier, and
is exempt from rot, where the Catawba is rendered worthless
by it. I leave all that are inferior to the Catawba out of the
comparison.

The planting of vines In vineyards as well as in gardens,
is now being so extensively done, that we are called upon lo

look attentively ami Intelligently at the conditions of profit

and success in the undertaking.

It is only in the production of good articles of any kind
that it is safe to put trust for permanent profit, and espec,
lallyif the good are greatly better than the Inferior, and
cost no more.

The best varieties of grapes which we designate as Ett«

ropcan (but originated in Asia), differ greatly from our ordi-

nary American kinds in their quality, and In the construc-
tion or physical character of the fruit. In order to got a
true notion of the Grape as the best of fruits, which it truly
Is In its best kinds. In perfect condition, it will be necessary
to note the prominent points of these somewhat critically

that we may bring them in our minds into Just comparison
with our own kinds. This will enable us rightly to estimate
the value and importance of some of our new varieties

*(3fr. Mottier has already taken Six Thousand vines of
IOXA this Fall, and experts to take more in the Spring.)

(when we know also the habit and character of the vines),

both for fruit and for wine.

The skins of the foreign kinds generally grow inseparably
fast to the flesh, but are good to eat, and the fesh or sub-
stance of the berries ripens uniformly from the circumfer-
ence to the center, and the entire substance is equally rich

and good. This fruit is eaten, and all the substance delib-

erately enjoyed in the mouth, instead of being swallowed
chiefly whole," and in the rich spirited kinds, it is literally

eating wine. All persons who have had knowledge of these,

have most earnestly desired their cultivation in this country,
for their pure, rich, animating spirit, and for their ex-

quisite refinement of flavor.

But these can be grown only in expensive glass bouses in

this country.

In contrast to these, the skins of American grapes let the
fruit slip out from them when bnrstby pressure, like a bullet

from a gun. The skins are too unpleasant for eating, being
sharp and acrid to the lips, with the offensive odor of the
excreta of the Fox. There is always a tough, unripe acid

portion in which the seeds are imbedded, that must be
swallowed whole like coated pills. The only portion which
ripens is that between the skin and bullet center, and even
this portion, as in the Catawba and Isabella, is ncither

refined or rich in flavor, when compared with Fontignan or

Muscat of Alexandria, which are equally good from cir-

cumference to the center.

To say that a grape is a3 good as Muscat of Alexandria,

is to give it the highest possible commendation, and this is

certified of the IONA. Both are raisin grapes.

It is equally important that grapes for making good wine
should be pure and refined in flavor, without any foxiness

or unripeness at the center, and indispensable that they

should be high flavored and spirited.

The stories of high prices for wine from Concord and
kindred kinds, are doubtless true to the letter, but tend lo

propagate notions of great and disastrous untruth.

{These may seem to be minute detail*, but they shoio the

onlyfoundation upon which Grape Culture can permanent-
ly stand. Continued next month. For Pamphlet in which

the subject is treated at length, send stamp.}

A Grape Book for the 31ifilion.
The Subscriber has been induced to undertake the prepar-

ation of a Book on the Cultivation of Grapes, with the aim

to make the subject more simple and easily intelligible than

has heretofore been done, by removing from it all extra

ne»us mattersi and giving only the plain essentials of full

success. This is to invite communications on the subject,

stating important facts that may have transpired in indi-

vidual experience, concerning any variety worth noting,

aud especially in relation to the new varieties, and from dis-

tricts where the cultivation is Ipss known.
R. G. PARDEE, New-York.

No. 213 West S4th-st.

PERUVIAN GUANO SUBSTITUTE!

BATJGH'S
R A. "W 13 O IN" E
Super-Phosphate of Lime.

MANUFACTURED under the formula originated
In 1851, .ind patented by

BAUGH & SONS,
BOLE proprietors, at Tnr.

Delaware River Chemical Works,
PHILADELPHIA, t". S. A.

The most highly concentrated, speedy, permanent, and
cheap manure In the market, used by thousands of fanners
in the Atlantic, and by Planters in all the Southern States,
wliii remarkable success, ufton

COTTON, TORN, TOBACCO AND ALL CROPS.

Pamphlets containing well known Southern evidence fur-

nished upon application to New York or Philadelphia offices.

Z&~ Sold bv Dealers in all the principal Cities and Towns
throughout tfio railed States and the lirltlsh Provinces,

BAUGH, BROTHERS «fc Co.,
General Wholesale Agents,

1S1 Pearl street, New York.

Sent Free,three Jlontlasfos- !\oiIiiii*»-.

The great AMERICAN STOCK JOTTRNAL-THK FARM
ERS' AND STUCK UlIKEMKi;??' AMVEKTXSEK, tin- Oct.,

Nov. and ]iec. numbers, ot 1SGG, sent free to all Subscribers,
for 1867, Onl) $1.00 a year In advance. Each number contains
32 large double-column pages. Illustrated witli numerous
Engravings, Send stamp for specimen copy aud circular,

with list of splendid Premiums to Acenta.
Address N. P. BOTER & CO.. Gum Tree, Chester Co-, Pa.
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(Business Notices $3.50 per Agate Line of Space.)

THE
GKEAT AMERICAN

TEA COMPANY
ALWAYS

A WHOLESALE ESTABLISHMENT.

We have many enquiries (10 to 20 letters a day) asking

what discount we make to the Trade from our prices as

published in the Price List. These are our lowest

wholesale prices. We consider ourselves only a Wholesale

Corporation, and we have but one price.

> The way in which we came to break packages at all, was
that during the high prices of Teas we furnished parties

with packages as small as five pounds. Our fame spread

far and wide ; and parties with small means thought it very

hard to be compelled to pay, elsewhere, about a dollar per
pound more than we were selling the same goods for, simply

because they could not afford to buy five pounds of us at

one time. Therefore, iu order to lighten these burdens, we
consented to supply their wants in quantities as small as

one pound at the wholesale prices.

Parties of small means wishing for goods to sell, can have

their orders put up In small packages to suit their trade, but

we cannot make any reduction in price, as our profits for

the last six years have not averaged more than two cents

per pound.

To give our readers an idea of the profits which have
been made in the Tea trade, we will start with the Ameri-
can houses, leaving out of the account entirely the profits

of the Chinese factors.

1st.—The American House in China or Japan makes large

profits on their sales or shipments—and some of the richest

retired merchants in this country have made their immense
fortunes through their houses in China.
2d.—The Canker makes large profits upon the foreign

exchange used in the purchase of Teas.

3d.—The Importer makes a profit of 30 to 50 percent, in

many cases.

4th.—On its arrival here it is sold by the cargo, and the

Purchaser sells it to the Speculator in invoices of 1,000 to

2,000 packages, at an average profit of about 10 per cent.

5th.—The Speculator sells it to the Wholesale Tea Dealer
In lines at a profit of 10 to 15 per cent,

Cth.—The Wholesale Tea Dealer sells it to the.Wholesale

Grocer in lots to suit his trade, at a profit of about 10 per

cent.

7th.—The Wholesale Grocer sells it to the Retail Dealer

at a profit of 15 to 25 per cent.

8th.—The Retailor sells it to the consumer for all theprofit

he can get.

When you have added to these eight profits as many
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and

add the original cost of the tea, it will be perceived what
the consumer has- to pay. And now we propose to show
why we can sell so very much lower than small dealers.

We propose lo do away with all these various profits and
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages,' and waste, with

the exception of a small commission paid for purchasing to

our correspondents in CJiina mid Japan, one cartage, and
a, small profit to ourselves—which, on our large sales, will

amply pay us.

Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely

upon getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from
the Custom House Stores to our warehouses.

The Company have selected the following kinds from
their Stock, which they recommend to meet the wants of

Clubs. They are sold at Cargo Prices, the same as the

Company sell them in New York, as the List of prices will

show
All goods sold are warranted to give satisfaction.

PRICE LIST:'
YOUNG HYSON (Green), SOc, 90c, $1, $1.10, best

$1.25 per pound.

GREEN TEAS, 80c,, 90c, %\, $1.10, best $1.25 per

pound.

MIXED, 70c, SOc, 90c, best $1 per pound.

JAPAN, $1, $1.10, best $1.25 per pound.
OOLONG (Clack), 70c, SOc, 90c, best $1 per pound.
'IMPERIAL. (Green),, best $1.25 per pound.
ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), SOc., 90c, $1,

$1.10, best $1.20 per pound. ,

GUNPOWDER (Gunpowder), $1.25, best $1.50 per lb.

The most convenient club forms are shown in former edi-

tions of this paper.

P. S.—All towns, villages, or manufactories, where a large

number of men are engaged, by clttubtng together, can re-

duce the cost of their Teas and Coffees about one-third by
sending directly to the

GItEVT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
31 and 33 Vesey-street, corner of Church.
*-- Post-Office Box, 5,643 New-York City.

B3?~ We call special notice to the fact that our Vesey
Street Store is at No. 31 and 33 Vesey Street, corner of

Church Street—large double store.

Parties looking for our store will please bear in mind that

ours is a large double Store, JPfos. 31 and 83 Vesey Street,

corner of Church-street. This is an important fact to be re-

membered, as there are many other Tea Stores in Vesey St.

I0M AID ISRAELLA
VINES FOR SPRING PLANTING.

Besides my general stock of Vines for Garden and Vine-
yard, which are of unequaled quality, I have some that have
been reserved for spring planting, that greatly surpass
in quality any that I have heretofore offered in quantity.

A full description of these will be given in Spring Price
List, which will be ready before the 1st of January.

There are a few important facts hi relation to my present
stock of IONA and ISKAELLA vines which are of great
interest to all purchasers who desire to secure the best and
cheapest plants.

The past season, from its sudden changes, was the most
unfavorable for the production of plants of good quality, and
propagators have experienced very great disappointment
generally.

The principal portion of my stock was started very early

for the purpose of making, plants of unusual quality,, and
were, at the time of the June cold, advanced to healthy en-

durance, so that they received but little check, and before

the cold of August, had made a strong mature growth, that

carried them safely through the season. Hence, although
the season was the most unfavorable ever experienced, I am
able to offer better and cheaper vines of these kinds than were
ever before grown in open air.

I have besides a large stock of vines that were grown in

houses all the season. These also challenge competition.

My vines of this class have given universal satisfaction,

and have never been approached in quality by those of any
propagator. Those of this season excel my former produc-

tions, and are the natural result of proper management.
The Houses are of unusual construction, and are made to

admit the full force of the sun, and so thoroughly ventilated

as to equal the effects of full exposure, except in times of
trial by cold, or tearing winds—"that are greatly detrimental
to any vines, but highly damaging to young ones. They
were also grown at large distances apart, the open spaces
amounting to one foot or more and exceeding by more
than four-fold the ordinary distances of the best plants.

The roots are proportioned to the distances, as were also

the leaves. Sueli plants can he very clicap without
being very low-priced, and they can not be produced with-

out great cost.

I offer a fine lot of wood, from strong and perfectly healthy
Iona and Israella vines, for propagation. For descriptions

and price send for spring price list.

I may here pay, mat all of my \*ines are offered at a very
small living profit, and I do not hesitate to warrant that at

the prices asked, they will be found to be much 'cheaper

than any that have been or can be sold at Auction this sea-

son. The proposition to be solved and being solved daily,

where the value of good grapes is well understood, is like

the following. How much cheaper is a vine at 25 cents, that

at the end of the third season has given no return, than one
for $2.00 that has given $5 for its fruit, and $3.00 for its cut-

tings.

Send two-cent stamp for present state of Grape Culture,

and Price Lists for 1867.

O. W. G-KANT, Xoiaa,
(near Peekskill,) Westchester Co., N, Y.

P. S—I again invite'all interested to call and inspect the

vines at Iona. The visit has its dangers. Let one marked
instance suffice for example and warning. One—of great

firmness of character too, came resolved to not buy. He
bought 12,000 Extra Iona Vines for his own planting. (If he
wishes he can have my guaranty that it will prove the

cheapest large lot ever purchased in the country.) Many
have been overcome in the same way to the amount of

thousands. I also offer Iona wine for inspection.

The Present State of drape Culture.

The past has been acknowledged, by general consent, to

have been the most unfavorable season lor Grape Culture,

(both for the propagation of plants and production of fruit,)

that has occurred since these became an important branch

of cultivation, and more interest from those that are alive

to the importance of the subject, has centered in the IONA,

than in all of the other kinds, for that is the only one

before the public that has promised, by its assemblage of ex-

cellences, to make our country eminent in grape producing

for all purposes.

If this were to come short In any important point of the

high expectations raised by its past history, it would be an

astounding disappointment. From a very extended survey,

we shall see that it has fully sustained Its higH
promises lii every particular, although vineshave

failed in some instances from improper treatment.

It is true, there have been instances of failure of the vines

from .being frozen out, as of all other kinds, from a vicious

plan of planting, but in no instance within my knowledge,

where the simple directions of the Manual have been fol-

lowed. Of that I shall treat farther soon.

Three years ago it had begun to be clearly apparent to

those who were most intimately acquainted with grapes,

and who were also most thoroughly conversant with vine
culture throughout this country and in Europe, that the

IONA was the grape to complete the revolution both for

Fruit and for Wine, that had been already well undertaken
by the Delaware.

The richness, purity, and refinement of flavor of the Dela-

ware, apparently left little to be hoped for, better in these

respects. As a fruit, it was exquisite, and its wine was of a

rich, refined character, heretofore unapproached by the

productions of this country. The Catawba, before the intro-

duction of the Deleware, had justly stood high above all

other Native kinds, both for Fruit and for Wine, but with
strong points of excellence, it had very great and radical

defects for both purposes, in the quality of its fruit as well

as in the habit and character of the vine.

Its Southern origin, and consequent lateness ill ripening

and sensitiveness to atmospheric changes, inducing mildew
and rot, restricted its cultivation to a very narrow limit, and
then in only a few favored localities could its fruit be hoped
for with any degree of constancy that rendered its cultiva-

tion valuable commercially, or worthy of much attention

in the Fruit-garden.

In addition to these discouragements, were the serious de-

fects in the fruit itself, when in best condition—it always hav-

ing a large, tough, unripe acid portion, that must be swal-

lowed together With the seeds—and quickly to avoid its

unpleasantness.

The better portion, too, had always some ^stringency from
excess of Tannic-acid.and the skin was somewhat acrid with
a considerable degree of disagreeable and unwholesome
foxy odor, even under the most favorable influences of season
and climate. As a fruit, it could measurably satisfy the crav-
ings of persons who had known nothing better, but was not
good enough to afford much, if any. enjoyment to those who
had known the real excellence of Grapes, as existing in the
best foreign kinds.

As a Table-grape, the Isabella was always associated wilh
the Catawba, but by its earlier ripening, it was adapted to

a much more extended region.

The native defects in this were the same as those in the

Catawba, but with much less of excellence, the Isabella be-

ing comparatively feeble-flavored—that is, having in a given
quantity of juice, less sugar, and what is more important,
less of the acids that are indispensable constituents of good
grapes. The acids of unripeness in the toush. unripe center,
are not here intended, for these are the bane of our ordhinry
natives, and especially for wine-making.

The Isabella has thus too little richness for making real
wine—while the Catawba in its best condition, as cultivated

in some favored localities, produces wine of good quality,

that has, like the grape, strong points of excellence, with
its very positive native defects—in unpleasant aroma, and
want of refinement. Mr. John E, Mottier, has exhibited

the best Catawba wine probably that the grape is capable of

producing, in the vintages of '59 and '63, and our compari-

sons are made with that.

These two kinds had led a large portion of our people to

a knowledge of much better grapes than the wild ones of

the woods, and Catawba wine, had given a good idea of an
exhilarating and refreshing beverage, with little tendency

to intoxicate. But the adulterated imitations (falsely repre-

sented as pure Catawba, because of the alcoholic strength

being added in the form of sugar,) had been manifold

more in quantity than the pure wine.

The strong desire to have grapes and wine acting con-

stantly had induced some progress; yet, the advance had

been slow, because no grape had appeared of the requisite

quality and character to bear comparison with the best of

vine-growing countries.

But after the propagation of the Delaware had been under-

taken in earnest, as rapidly as plants for the purpose could be

supplied, the knowledge of good grapes was spread abroad

over the country. At the time we have named (three years

ago), the Delaware, which had been extensively dissemi-

nated, had borne much of its fine fruit, and made great pro-

gress in " educating the American taste," and those who had
been foremost in learning from the Delaware haw good

"grapes can he, were ready to take the IONA from the same
recommcndation.although the originatorhesitatcd then to re-

present it as surpassing the Delaware in excellence of qual-

ity. The claim for it was, that it " deserved to Hand hy the

side of the Delaware for quality, while iu size of bunch and
berry, it'greatly exceeded it." Without detracting sit all from
the merits of the Delaware (it has not been over-praised), it is

now by extensive trial, clearly established by the most
abundant proof, that the IONA surpasses the Delaware in

quality, for Wine and Fruit, as well as hi its bright transpa-

rent beauty, and in the large size of its bunches and berries,

and in addition that it is an excellent raisin grape, and our
only one that has sufficient richness of substance for that

purpose.

The Delaware was one of the greatest accessions to our
enjoyment in fruits, and must ever maintain a very high

position.

But a table grape as pure and refined as that, and more
" spirited and exhilarating," and much larger in siz* for full

free use, was yet wanted, that would ripen thoroughly to the

center, which was not the case with the Delaware. {Con-

tinued on preceding page (33) which see.']

/
/
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-Bked'and Owned hy Wm. Chamberlain.- Drawnfrom Life for Uu J mtrican AgriculliirM.

The fine Ram, whose Lead is portrayed above,

is of the breed known in this country as Silesian

Merino. He was bred by his owner, Mr. Win.

Chamberlain, of Red Hook, N, Y., from pure

Infantado stock, and has a documentary pedi-

gree running back to 1811, when his ancestors

were . imported from Spain into Silesia. The
wool is tine and very dense, witli comparatively

little grease or yolk, and the Ileece, which usual-

lyweighs about 10' \i pounds, covers the carcass

remarkably, and grows well down to the hoofs.

We regret not to be able to state the weight

of cleansed wool, for we are confident it would

compare most favorably with that of fleece

winch, in the grease, would weigh a great deal

more. He took the first prize in bis class at the

last show of t lie New York Slate Agricultural

Society, where the artist secured the sketch for

the above engraving. It was very gratifying to us
to witness the satisfaction of several wool man-

ufacturers (some of whom we asked concern-

ing their opinion of Mr. Chamberlain's Siksians,)

when they examined the tlecce of this ram and

oilier sheep of the same stock. It confirmed

us in a long held opinion that it will pay for

farmers to produce such wool as manufacturers

want to buy. The wool of these sheep is of

great uniformity and excellent quality, opening

brilliantly, but the yolk gives il a dark crust at

the surface. This kind of Merinos have com-

pact, well-formed carcasses, and are not given

to wrinkles nor grease in the excessive fashion

of those popularly known as the Vermont or

American Merinos, The Infantado's were im-

ported also into this country about the same time

that " Baron's " ancestors were taken to Silesia,

ami from 1813 to about 1st"' were bred pure by

Stephen At wood of Connecticut. As now

known, the two fanvlies both claiming much

the same parentage, pies nt notable ditfereuces,

though many similarities, and br« eders of good

inenl are divided in their preferences.
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We hope our readers will not think that we are

unseasonably "harping upon one string," when
we again insist upon the necessity of laying defi-

nite plans for work to be done. This makes the

difference between success and failure—between

thrift and unthrift, provided of course, that such

plans are made, as may be, and are, carried out. An
old farmer knows by experience what may be done,

by what has been, and it is well for the young farmer

not to undertake too much. Depend upon it, time

will not hang heavy on your hands. Do what you

undertake, thoroughly well, but do not "putter"

and fuss to no account. Especially regard four

things : First: "Your own health aud that of the

family, especially that of the good wife—relieving

her in every possible way, by servants, by washing

machine and wringer, by sewing machine, by your

own helpful care, solicitude, aud interest in her

work and cares. Second—System : Having every

thing go according to a preconcerted plan. Third—
Time : Being prompt, up early, having chores done,

breakfast ready at the moment, and the work of

the day begun as nearly as possible at the

same hour daily—and so through the day. Besides,

allowing full resting spells, permit no loitering of

men or teams. Fourth : If you employ one or

more hands, impose a strict responsibility in regard

to certain work, and enforce the same. Thus things

will go smoothly.

There is one thing farmers are very apt to neg-

lect, and that is, the Kitchen Garden—many of

them hardly glance at the hints in another column.

A good vegetable garden is the most profitable

part of any farm. Manure will pay best applied

there, and labor will produce more comfort, food

and gratification if expended iu the garden than

elsewhere. And in the neighborhood of villages

there are always quick sales for fresh vegetables,

aud by the preparation of a little more ground and

a small additional cost for seed and tillage, no in-

considerable income may be derived. Think of this

while making plans for March aud April work.

Hints Altont Woa-li.

At the North we are pretty much cut off from

proper field work, yet, as the Agriculturist goes

Southward, it soon comes upon bare fields and soil

in which no frost remains long. There spring

begins iu good earnest a month or six weeks earlier

than iu our latitude (41°), aud "spring plowing,"

etc., is there winter work. We adapt these

hints to our own latitude, but are apt to anticipate

a little, chiefly in order to have plenty of leeway

in ease the season is especially early.

Field Work.—Dead furrows in grain fields and

furrows plowed for surface draiuiug should be

clear, so that the ground will not wash much in

thaws. If grain is badly harmed by frost put on an

even light dressing of muck or soil or simply roll.

Gj-oss and Clover Seed may be sown if the ground

is bare and the frost is out. It is best to be done on

a very light snow in case the surface is not frozen.

Any kind of grass or clover seed may be sown.

Manure may be hauled out to the distant

fields when there is good sledding, but it should

only be such as is well composed' and which will

ueither wash nor deteriorate essentially by expo-

sure. It may easily be put in this condition

by the use of muck, but very little that is hauled

to the field in the winter time is so protected

from the action of the weather, and half to two-

thirds is wasted.

Buildings.—Timber may be prepared for auy
repairs, or for new buildings which may be de-

sired. (Pine, Spruce, aud Hemlock, may be cut at

this season.) Stables and cellars should be opened
and aired on warm dry days. A little salt sprinkled

around posts, which form the foundations of corn

cribs aud similar structures will prevent their being-

harmed by the frost. This is true of gate posts.

The Wood Lot affords plenty of work in cutting

fire wood, getting out framiug stuff, cedar beau
poles, stakes, and such things. Avoid cutting trees

that are full of sap at this season, or as soon as the

weather is warmer—as the maple, beach, etc.

Ice.—Review what has previously been said about
storing ice, it is not too late so long as good ice

can be procured. Pack only solid ice, removing all

the soft snow ice that may be attached to the cakes.

Secure Seed of each kind of grain it is proposed

to sow this spring. If you can do so, select seed

grain from a large quantity by repeated winnow-
ings. Send for catalogues of seedmen, study them,

and order early. At the same time also

Secure Good Farm Sands.—February is usually,

the time to make the best engagements.

Working Stock, if not employed, should not be fed

too much grain, but roots should be iu a measure
substituted, and if hard worked, feed accordingly.

JToi'ses ought to be kept sharp-caulked, as ice is

more dangerous if it exists only iu spots than when
it covers the ground. Feed four quarts of carrots

with a handful of ashes and half as much ginger

daily if they get "off their feed" for lack of ex-

ercise. They are approaching the time when they

shed their coats, and as they are then liable to take

colds, they should be well fed and in good con-

dition. The tax upon the system in renewing the

coat is considerable. Brood mares, with foal, need

especial care, lest they slip aud fall, or in playing

strain themselves, or get kicked.

Colts.—When there is a foot of snow on the

ground the time is particularly favorable to training

and breaking colts to saddle aud harness. Gentle-

ness, firmness and sugar are the specifics, with the

common sense use of which, we warrant it ea6y to

break any colt not made vicious by bad boys or men.

Oxen should come out in fine condition for spring

work on little besides corn stalks if these are

properly prepared, namely : cut up, soaked and
salted with a very little meal upon them.

Beef Stock may have a little increase of meal or

oil cake when they begin to shed their coats.

Cows that are giving milk may well have wheat
bran and oil-cake meal on their cut and soaked

stalks. The earlier they are dried off, the better

will the calf be, in all likelihood, but If milked

until nearly time for the new milk to "spring" a

tendency to give much milk is increased.

Calves intended for veal may very early be taught

to nibble hay, aud finally to eat a good deal, and
with what skimmed milk they can get in their

boiled gruel, they will make rapid progress.

The Currycomb should not be neglected, its

exercise on all kinds neat stock aud horses is a

great prevention of disease and vermin, and is

productive of thrift.

Sheep should be kept so assorted in flocks that all

can get Ihe proper allowance of feed. Provide a

warm shed, feed straw and hay in racks, and grain

iu troughs ; of course, feed some roots, or hemlock
boughs, or both. House ewes near yeaning time,

where they will have room, warmth, and comfort.

Visit all the stock personally the last thing at

night and first thing in the morning. See that

they have water enough, at least twice a day, better

three times. Give salt frequently, and let them
stand several hours in the yards every day if fair.

Poultry.—Set one or two clutches of the earliest

eggs, mating the finest pullets with the best old

cock, as early in the month as possible, provided

you can furnish the chicks warm, dry, light quar-

ters. Kept clean, and attended with care, they

will make fine birds, either to improve your own
flock, or for the fall shows.

Swine.—Keep the shoats at work at the manure.
We often think of the saying of a Massachusetts

farmer, that for corn, a cob that a hog bad breathed

on is worth a bushel of yard manure. Breeding

sows near farrowing, should be well sheltered, and
have warm nests away from other swine ard be fed

well, but not with heating food ; a few raw pota-

toes or other roots are promotive of milk, and

make an excellent addition to their diet.
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Work ia the Horticultural Departments.

The " note of preparation " should be sounding

in every department. Occasional mild days will

allow of some out of door work, and the tool-house

and repairs in the work shop will give abundant

indoor employment. Have everything ready, not

only the tools and appliances, but have allplans made
for the opening season. This month, catalogues of

the dealers are ready, and if trees or other nursery

stuff or seeds, etc., are to be purchased, our adver-

tising columns will show where the articles are to

be had. Order early, as the stock of some things

is often exhausted later in the season. In sending

an order to nurserymen or seedsmen write plainly,

and put only one article upon a line. Mistakes arc

usually as much the fault of the purchaser as of the

seller, who is often puzzled to find out what is

wanted. If any correspondence is necessary, have
»• separate from the order. Give clear directions

how the articles are to be sent, and do "not omit to

given the address in full. A dealer of our acquain-

tance recently received an order inclosing money,
but no name was signed ; a few days after he re-

ceived a letter from the same writer, which in-

formed him that an order had been sent a few days

before, but that the name had been forgotten, and
this letter of explanation also had no name to it.

© ro 1sard and Nursery.

The principal items of out door work were indi-

cated last month. As the severity of the weather

moderates, the knife may be used in shaping

Young Trees.—Cut them back to secure a 6tocky

growth, and a well balanced form. Do not cut so

close to a bud as to endanger it, nor so far above as

to leave a stub. The treatment of young trees that

have been badly formed is noticed on page 62.

Though February is not the best possible month for

Pruning, there are many who are obliged to do it

now ; select a time when the wood is not frozen,

and observe the precautions mentioned on page 63.

Old trees and neglected young ones may have a

a wash of soft soap, mixed with water enough to

apply with a brush. If there is much loose bark, or

a great accumulation ofmoss, a blunt scraper maybe
used. Some are made for this use. Every cluster of

Caterpillar's Eggs removed now is clear gain

;

the Tent-caterpillar's were described in January.

Cioiis are to be cut on mild days, and kept in saw-

dust or moss until wanted. Earth or sand will keep

them as well, but they are less pleasant to use than

when preserved in moss or saw-dust. Cions are

readily sent by mail ; tie them in a buudle, wrap in

oiled silk, and over all put a stout brown paper, and

tie securely. Mark "cuttings only," aud put no
writing in the package. Postage is 2 cents for 4 oz.

Grafting should be deferred until the buds of the

stock begin to swell—which they will do this month
in some parts of the South. Root grafting ought to

be finished up, and the grafted roots ready to set out.

Nursery trees will be received by some of our

southern readers, and if long on the way may have

suffered from drying, or they may be frozen. Com-
pletely bury all dried or shrivelled trees, and if not

too far gone they will become plump in a few days.

Any packages, the contents of which are likely to

be frozen when they are received, should be allowed

to thaw gradually in a cool placo before openiug.

Manure may be spread in tbc orchard wherever

the ground is not frozen.

JFrtiit harden.

Continue to exercise oversight, and 6eo that no
injury comes to trees a»d plants by animals. If

Grape Vines were nojt pruned in autumn, take

advantage of the first thaw, and do it this month.

The wood from winter pruning is not so good for

cuttings as that removed in tall, and if used for

this purpose must be carefully selected.

Currants may also bo pruned, and the cuttings

ouried until I lie weather allows of their being 6ct.

Dwarf trees treat as noticed above, under Orchard.

Kitchen Garden.

As there is but little to be done here, in northern

localities, our notes for January are equally good

now. Make every preparation for spring work.

Manure, whether for garden use or for hot-beds,

should be accumulated. When the heap becomes

hot it should be turned to avoid injury.

Sot-beds are to be made at the South, and at the

North, if very early plants are wanted. For the

simplest form of hot-bed see page 63. Prepare

Straw-covers, as described on page 63, or straw

mats ; the last are made by stretching a warp of five

tarred strings, the width of the sash and a foot

longer, then laying on handfuls of straw, each of

which is to be bouud to the warp by a small string.

Gold Frames need more close attention as the

weather gets milder. Open them whenever the

weather is not severe, and harden off the cabbage

and other plants to fit them for early transplanting.

Boot crops still in the ground, such as horse-

radish, parsnips and salsify are to be dug and mar-

keted whenever the ground is sufficiently thawed.

Onions, if frozen, should be kept so by a covering

of hay to prevent alternate freezing and thawing.

Poles and brush that may be needed for beans,

peas and other climbers, are best cut before vege-

tation starts, and while the swamps are frozen.

Rhubarb is easily forced where there is plenty of

manure. Cover the roots with boxes or barrels,

and surround -them well with heating material.

The leaves soon start, and when grown in the dark

in this way are exceedingly tender. Do not forget

that all labor is lost unless you have good

Seeds.—If there is any doubt about the quality of

seeds, be at any trouble or expense to procure those

of a reliable character. Buy of responsible parties

only. The postal arrangements, for all except

points reached by the over-laud mail, are such that

it makes but little difference where one lives, as

the mail puts him in reach of all the seed stores in

the country. See "Basket" item on page 50.

Flower Garden and Lawn.

The mild days will allow pruning to be done.

Ornamental trees, as a general thing, should be

left to assume their natural form, but it sometimes «

becomes necessary to remove branches that are in

the way, and others that have become injured by

winds or snow. All pruning of them 6hould be

done with as much care as with fruit trees—for

which see article on page 62.

Shrubs, too, will need the knife and the shears.

They ought not to be out into formal shapes, but

left still in their natural form. Those that bloom
upon the new growth may be shortened at pleasure,

while those that have their flower buds ready formed

only need to have crowded branches thinned out.

Repairs of fences and of trellises, arbors, and all

garden fixtures may be made and painting done.

Pits and cellars where plants are stored will need

looking to. Give air on mild days ; if the plants be-

come very dry and likely to suffer, water moderately.

Dahlias, Cannas, and other roots, stored in the

cellar for winter must not be allowed to be damp
enough to mould or rot. If this occurs, separate

the affected ones and remove to a dryer placo.

Green and Hot-Houses.

The variable weather this month will demand

care with tho tires to secure that uniformity of tem-

perature so necessary to success.

Insects are easily kept in cheek if taken in time.

Burn tobacco occasionally at night at closing the

house to keep the green fly in check.

Camellias and other shrubs that have done flower-

ing may be trimmed into shape. The camellia,

especially, i» often neglected in this respect.

Bulbs are to be brought into the green houso to sup-

ply the place of those that have gone out of flower.

Pi-opagation of all ltiuds of bedding stuff may be

commenced, and seeds or annual- may be -"'vn

Poses coming into flower may have very weak
liquid manure, not more highly colored than tea.

The Apiary for February.
Bee culture requires, in its most successful man-

agement, the right thing to be done promptly at

the right time, hence, all necessary appliances

should be in readiness before wanted. Bees do not
wait our convenience, and so we must closely

observe their habits and accommodate ourselves to

them. A knowledge of them can be gained from

the standard works on Bee Culture, but practice,

in connection with the theoretical knowledge, is

essential to success. It is easily gained, and 60,

young bee keepers need not be discouraged by a

lack of success for a year or two. Bee keepers in

most of the United States aud Canada encounter

two draw backs—namely, cold winters, and an in-

terrupted and irregular succession of flowers.

These may be obviated, to a considerable extent,

by protection in winter, and by cultivating houey
producing flowers, adapted to bee pasturage.

Success depends to a great degree in being able

to know what is going on within the hive—for this

moveable frame hives are necessary. Then it is

proved that Italian Bees are superior to the common
or black ones, not only because they are more in-

dustrious, better workers and breeders, but espe-

cially because more easily handled (if pure), hence,

it is best to have them if they can be obtaiued.

MEMORANDA, FURNISHED BY M. QUINBT.

Only the light newly fallen snow is dangerous to

bees; if a warm, bright day should come the day

after snow has fallen, shade the hive to discourage

the bees leaving. Should bees that are housed
become uneasy, and some of them, leaving the hive,

discharge filth on its sides, it is well to put them
out 6ome good warm day, and return at night. If

bees are to be chanced to any new stand or bee-

house, let it be done this mouth, or next, at least,

before they fly out to mark the locality. It is worse

to move a short distance than a great one. Separate

stands and roofs are approved by many, and if

adopted, should be crowded with hives, to secure,

all possible advantages. This involves the necessity

of making artificial swarms, and rearing and in-

troducing laying queens to all the hives as they

need them ; this is not a difficult operation.

See that no full colony is without one longer

than two to 6even days. Those intending to do

this, should prepare now a few miniature moveable

comb hives, with a few of the combs filled with

dry combs. Directions for raising and introducing

queens will be given at the proper season. This

month is a good time for purchasing more stocks,

if wanted, as they may be moved safely by sleigh.

Wheu purchased stocks have been housed dur-

iug the winter, they should have at least one fair

day on which to fly, before starting on a journey.

The Indiana BBortioiiItnral Soci-
ety.—The annual meeting of this Society was held at

Indianapolis on January 8th. We extract the following

from the letter of a correspondent who was present : The

veteran President, J. D. G. Nelson, of Fort Wayne, open-

ed the meeting with some interesting aud encouraging

statements as to the Btatus of Horticulture in the Slate.

Sundry papers and reports were presented by the officers

of the society and from e.ounly sock-tics. The following

members were elected to office: President, J. D, G. Nel-

son, Fort Wayne. Vice-Presidents, A. Furnas, Danville
;

Calvin Fletcher, Indianapolis ; J. C. Shoemaker, Rome;

E. C. Siler, Parke Counly. Secretary, S. W. Pearson.

Plainfleld. Corresponding Secretary, Jos. Gilbert, Terra

Haute. Treasurer, J. S. bunlop, Indianapolis.—Commit

tees were appointed to examine and award premiums

upon the specimens on the table. The show of Bruits > si

very extensive and fine. Q.uite an array of native wind

was also on exhibition. Several papers of interest were

read daring the course of the sessions—but the great

work of the meeting has been the revision of the Fruit

Catalogues, the result of which can only be seen in the

official report, soon to be printed. In tile course of the

discussions, insects came in for a share el' consideration,

and many tesl inert to the advantage they hart gained from

rending the Practical Entomologist. One evening was de-

voted to the memory of the late Secretary, Geo. M. Beeler,

and to the presenting an eulogy of him to n large and at-

[©ntlvi :""'i'" of h!« fellow-citizens and admirers.
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Anxtal Sr/BscmTTiox Teems (always iu advance) : $1.50

each lor less than four copies: Four to nine copies, $1.25

each: Ten to nineteen copies, $1.20 each: Twenty copies

and upwards, $1 each. Papers are addressed to each name.

DO YOU WANT,
Without Expense :

Do You Want a fine assortment of 40 kinds of first-

rate Garden Seeds for spring nse—enough for any fami ry :

Do You Waxt 100 papers of Flower Seeds, of choice

kinds—just such as will beautifully adorn your homestead ?

Do Tor Want a good lot of Nursery Stock, your own

selection from Ihe "best nurseries in the country, such as

Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees. Shrubs, Plants, etc.?

Do You Want a dozen No. 1 Iona Grape Vines ; or

100 No. 1 Concord Vines which are good everywhere?

Do You Want a dozen "bulbs of the beautiful Japau

Lillies, which yon can plant for bloom nest spring''

Do You Want for your wife, or a friend, a first-rate

Sewing Machine, your choice from the seven best kinds ?

Do You Want one of Vhe Best Washing Machines?

Do You Waxt one of the Best Clothes-Wringers ?

Do You Want a splendid, Silver-plated Tea-Set, of

beautiful form—heavily plated on the best wbite metal?

Do You Want a best Silver-plated Cantor and Fruit

Basket combined, one of the most beautiful ever made?

Do You Want a dozen of the best Silver-plated Tea-

spoons, or a dozen Tablespoons, or Dining Forks ?

D» Tou Want one of Steinway & Sons most excellent

.*<;;-> Pianos, an instrument—commeuded by everybody?

Do Yoc Want one of Geo. A. Prince & Co.'s first-rate

Portable Melodeons, 4 or 5 octave, sold at $67 and $113 •

Do Y'ou Want a most beautiful and valuable Lady's

Gold Watch— one warranted by Beuedict Brothers?

Do You Want a really good Silver Watch, Hunting

case, of excellent make, and a correct Time-keeper?

Do Yoc Want a really first-rate Double Barrel Gun ?

Do You Want one of Spencer's Breech-loading, Hunt-

ing Rifles, that shoots seven times with once loading ?

Do Yon Want a chest of the very best Tools made?

Do You Want a very excellent set of Mathe-

matical Instruments for drawing plans, sketches, etc.?

Do Y'ou Want one ofMorton's GoldPens,the best made?

Do You Want one of Woodruff's Improved Barome-

ters—the best weather prophet, or guide, we know of?

Do You Want a first-rate Premium Buckeye Slower?

Do You Want one of Allen's excellent Cylinder Plows ?

Do Y'ou "Want an Aquarius or Water Thrower ?

Do You Want a set of 1 G great Volumes of Appleton's

New Cyclopedia, which is a whole library in itself?

Do You Want one of Worcester's Great Dictionaries ?

Do Y'ou Want from one to ten of the past valuable Vol-

umes of the. American . YrfricuUurtei, bound or unbound ?

Do You Want from one to eight of the Volumes

of the valuable old Genesee Farmer, neatly bound?

Do You Want Downing' s Splendid Work on Landscape

Hardening and Rural Architecture—a beautiful volume ?

Do You Want from S10 to £100 worth of Good Books ?

Do You Want, for yourself and Mends, a dozen of the

most ingenious portable Pocket Lanterns ever made ?

"Well, all these good articles are offered in our Premium

List to any and all persons who make up clubs of sub-

scribers to the Agriculturist, according to the table in the

next column. Thousands of persons have already re-

ceived from one to half a dozen of these premiums, and

in most cases by only a few evenings in canvassing.

Frequent cases are reported to us where premium can-

vassers have cleared from $10 to $30 a day. by earning the

premiums and selling them.—There are in our country

more than five million fa mili es and single persons, who

ought to have the Agriculturist, and who would be greatly

benefited by reading it. A good many such persons live

in your neighborhood. It only needs yon or some other

enterprising person to call upon them, show a copy

of the paper and ask them to join a crab. There is

plenty of time to do this—five months if you desire. In

more than two thousand places such clubs have already

been made up, but there are more than 20,000 other

Post-offices in the United States and British America,

where clubs can just as easily be raised, and the premiums

secured without expense. Human nature, and the people

are about the same everywhere : it only needs the same

enterprising person in each town to get up the desired

club. Who will do it in your town. Can not you do it ?

Try it. If yon chance to fail iu getting a large club this

year, even a few subscribers will open the way for many

more next year, aud every subscriber you get will help

develop taste, good culture, and increased comfort and

interest in the Household. Try it Oris month.

Men and Women of various occupations,

Farmers, Gardeners, Post-masters, Mer-
chants, Mechanics, Clergymen, Teachers,

Soldiers, Boys, Girls, etc., can engage in the

w»rk of soliciting subscribers and secure good pay for it,

in the excellent aud desirable premimn articles.

Any person so disposed can make up a premium list

—

the offers are open to all. It is a pleasant work. Any

one who persuades a dozen, or- twenty, or more of his

neighbors to read about their business, does mncb to im-

prove aud elevate the character of the people, and to bring

increased value to his own homestead, aud to every other

homestead around him.

One premiums are all really valuable articles, sucn as

we can cheerfully recommend to our friends. By whole-

sale purchases, by advertising arrangements, etc., we are

able to supply them as premiums on far better terms than

we could sell them, and we thus pay our canvassers much

more than we cotdd possibly do in cash.

We invite every reader who lives where, no one is al-

ready actively engaged iu raising a premium club, to take

hold iu these leisure winter days, and secure such a club.

We often receive several different premium clubs from the

same Post-OrHce The last column in the table shows

how many subscribers are required when they are sent

at the lowest club price of $1 a year for 20 or more. The

next column shows the number required at the regular

price of $1.50 a year. (See notes following the table.)

Our premiums are standard articles, and enough

can be obtained to supply all calls for premiums for six

months. Every canvasser can take abundant time, but

As fast as subscriptions are obtained, send them

along, that the subscribers may begin to receive the

paper; and when all the names that can be obtained are

forwarded, select the premium, and it will be promptly

furnished. To save mistakes and keeping accounts, send

with each list of names, the exact subscription money.

Remit iu Post Office money orders, drafts or checks on

N. V. City; if these can not be had. register money letters.

E^f* livery name designedfor a premium list must

be so marked when sent iu. (We can not count others. 1

Old and new subscribers count in premium lists,

but a part should be new names, for it is to obtain

such that the premiums are in part offered. Papers to Pre-

mium clubs need not alt go to one Post OJtre.

. *' Jfumhef
i-5 ofSub-
S-c scriberi
> 5 required
£; at I

nt
- ¥1.50 si

Table ofPremiums and Terms,
For Volume 26— (1S67 .

Open to all—So Competition.

No. Karnes of Premium Articles.

1— Garden Seedsfor a Family (40 kinds) S3 00! 13
'A—Flower Seeds.for a Family (XOOkindsi $3 00 13
3—yursery Stock (Ami kinds desired) $20 00 304—Iona Grope Vines (llofXo. 11... $18 00 ! 27
5— Concord Grape Tines liOO ofXo. 1). . .$1? 00 19
a—Japan Lilies (12 Bulbs) $0 00 15
7—Sewing Machine ( Wheeler d- Wilson') - . $35 CO 60
8—Sewing Machine (Grocer & Baker) $53 0i 6'"' .

9—Sewing Machine (Singer's Tailoring) ,.$S0 00 S6 32C
10—Sewing Machine (Florence) $63 OOil 70 270
11—Sewing Machine (WillcoxJ; (iibbs) $33 00, 60 '

1-3—Sewing Machine (Howe's) S60 00 67
13— Washing Machine (Doty's) Sl-1 00 21
14— Clothes Wringer (Best— Universal) $10 DO IS
13—Tea Set (Sort's best surer Plated) $30 00 66
16— Castors and Fruit Basket (do. oo.) $30 00 44
17—Ice or Water Pitcher (do. tfo.l....$is CO 27
18—One Dozen Tea Spoons (do. do.).... $7 50 17
19— One Dozen Table Spoons (do. do:>— S15 00 22
20—One'Dozen Dining Forks (do. do.) $15 00 22
21—Piano (Best Steinway .(- Son's 7-oc&rce)$625 00 520 1350
2 iZ—Melodeon, b-octare(G. -1. Prince tf-Co.v.$H2 00
23—Melodmn. i-octure (do. do.) $07 00
34—Ladies' Gold Watch (Beautiful) $100 00 130
'ir,—surer Watch (Valuable Time Keeper)..$32 50 '

26—Double Barrel Gun i Verv good) $30 00!
27—Spencer'^Breach-loadingIII/le(Hunting is55 CO 70
US— Tool Chest (First Quality of Tools) ... .$U 50 60
29— Case of Mathematical Instrument* S9 00

'

IS
30— Case of Mathematical Instrument* $15 00 22
31—Morton'sBestXo.SGoltl PentsUcerVast $5 75 u
32-Morton's Beet Xo.iGold P-uiSiirer Case si 50 n
'S3—Barometer (Woodruffs Mercurial: sis 00 57
34—Barometer (Woodruff's Mercurial i... .$12 on 19
33

—

Buckeye Mowing Machine, ivo. 2. .. $125 00 150
36—Allen's Patent Cylinder Plow, etc $20 50 31
37— Ttie Aquarius or Water Thrower $11 00. 19 I

38

—

American Cyclopedia (Appleton's* sso oo 96
'

39— Worcester'sGreal Illustrated Dictionm-yZK no la
40

—

Any Back Volume Agriculturist) *
41—Any Two Back Volumes do.
4a—Any Three do. do. do.
43

—

Any Four do. do. do.
44

—

Ann Fire do. do. do.
45

—

Any Six do. do. do
46

—

Any Seven do. do. do.
47—Any Eight do. do. do.
£8—Any Nine do do. do.
49— Vols. XVI to XXV do.
50

—

Any Back Volume Agriculturist
51

—

Any 2'wo Back Volume* do.
52—Any Three do. do. do.
53—Any Four do. do. 'to.

54—Any Fire do. do. do.
5.5

—

Any Six do. do. do.
56—Any Seven do do. do.
57—Any Eight do. do. do.
58—Any Xine do. do. do

do.

: i $3 50
I
;i S3 25 13

I § I ~ $7 00 15
1 -S = $s 53 17

(3 = £SI0 50 19
;j^si??3 21

i
-.5 $14 ill 23

: $15 75 25
$17 30 27
$2 50

~ $5 00

.

? $7 50 10
. $10 00 18

: 53 $12 50

- i $>0 iv

I £¥ $22 50

$23 0059- Vols. XVI to XXV
60— Genesee Farmer. 1S5S-1SGS.S Fote...B »,i.l$14 00
61

—

Dow ning'sLaiulscape GardenCg ] >. $G 50
63—Cum minasd: Miller's Architect. ' ^ £10 00
63—A SIO Library TourChoitX • .

.

i". I 1 S15 Library
tin—A S20 Library
66—.1 S2.-> Library
67—A S30 Library
65—-i STi libra: i

69—4 S40 library
70-A S45 Library
71—A S50 Library
72—-4 §60 Library
73—A S75 Library
74—.1 §100 Libra',;.'

do.

do.
do.;
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
,1".

do.

$10 00
$15 in

$2(1 00
$25 00
s;:n on
- 5

.- in fn

$45 00
$50 00
gia ix

$75 00 ICO
s XI 125

21
21
27
80
33
36
21

15

IS
18
24
31
3S

41

50
56
62
iS

so

•

s."

21

ST.

-:-

H
71

62
92

102
in.
11.'

;i.

til

61

38
s:.

lix:

1
"..-.

in
lit;

i;
]:.'

201
2: :

S60]

211
'

-

75—A C hoice of Good Books . See T,:; lts below.)
76—Sewing Machine (Finkle <t Lyon) *C0 00 60
77— One Dozen Pocket Lantern; $:i 00 12

[Cy Every article offered is new and of the eery best

manufacture. No charge is made for packing or boxing
any of the articles in this Premium List. The j
three Premiums. Nos. 1, 2, 6, and from 29 to 32.
and from 40 to 75 inclusive, iciil each he del:

FREE of all charges, by mail or express, (at the Posl-

O.fftce or express office nearest recipient), to any flare in

the United States or Territories, excepting those reach' cf

only by the Overland Mail.—The other articles cost Hi*

recipient only the freight after leaving the manuf
of each, by any conveyance that may he specified.

^°We take so much pains to procure on'', gov

articles in all cases, that any one securing anything from
our premium list, saves the risk usually run of getting
poor or indifferent goods, when buying of unknown or

irresponsible parties. Every thing we send out as a

premium is guaranteed to be the best of its kind and •
.

Specimen IVumbers o( the Agriculturist, Cir is

and Showbills, as maybe needed, will be supplied to Can-

vassers. These should be used carefully and economi-
cally, as each exira copy of the paper, with postage
(2c.) which must be prepaid, costs about 12 cents-

For Full Description of the several premiums
see October Agriculturist, pages 349 to 352, or apply for

a Descriptive List, which will be furnished free and post-

paid. We have room here for only the following :

Wo. 63 to IX—Good Libraries.—These
can be selected by the recipients, from any of the books
in the list in the next column. The bonks will be

delivered free of cost, by mail or express.

Wo. 75—General Book Premium.—
Any one not desiring the specific Book premiums. 63 to 74,

on sending any number of names above 25, may select

Books from the list (next page"), to the amount of 10 cenis

for each subscriber sent at $1: or to the amount of :i0

cents for each name sent at the (ten) club price of $1,20

each: or to the amount of 60 cents for each name at
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SI. 50. This offer is only for clubs of 25 or more. Tlie

books will be sent by mail or express, prepaid by vs.

•-« ——3 * B=— » «.

BOOKS FOR FARMEKS AND OTHERS.
[For sale at the office of the Agriculturist, or ther will be

forwarded by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price. Z^m All

these are included in Our Premiums, Nos. 63 to 75, above.

Allen's (L.F.) Rnral Architecture £1 50
Allan's (R. L.) American Farm Book 1 50
American Agricultural Annual. 1S6T. paper, 50c; cloth 75
Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals 1 00
American Horticultural Annual, 1S67, paner, 50c; cloth jo

American Bird Fancier 3n
American Rose Colturist- 30
American Weeds and Useful Plants 1 75

Architecture, bv Cummin^ & Miller 10 00
Barry's Frnit Garden 1 75
figment's Poulterer's Companion 2 00
Bement r

s Rabbit Fancier 30
Breck's Xew Book of Flowers 1 75

Jloist's Flower Garden Directory 1 50
Butst's Familv Kitchen Gardener 1 00
Burr's Vegetables of America 5 00
Chorlton's Grape-Grower's Guide 75
t'obbett's American Gardener 73
» Sole's (S. W.) American Fruit Book 75
Cult's Veterinarian 75
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 1 50
Dadd's (Geo. H.) American Cattle Doctor 1 50
Dana's Muck Manual.. 1 25
Dog and Gun (Hooper's > paper, 30c— cloth.. 60
Dowuing's Country Houses.. S 00
Downins's Landscape Gardening (new Edition) 50
Downing's Fruits and Frnit Trees of America 3 00
Downing's Rural Essays 5 00
Eastwood on CranberrV 75

Elliott's "Western Fruit"Grower's Guide 1 50
Flax Culture 50
Fitters (Thomas W.) Pear Culture l 25
Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farming 2 50
French's Farm Drainage 1 50
Fuller's Grape Colturist 1 50
Fuller's Strawberry Colturist 20
Gardening for Profit, by Peter Henderson 150
**rav"e How Plants Grow 1 25
Gray's Manual of Botany and Lessons in one Vol 1 00
Gnenon on Milch Cows 75
Harris" Iusectsi'Injorious to Vegetation, plain-1.00, col'd 5 00
Harris' Rural Annnal. Bound, S2sos., in 2 Vols. Each 1 50
Herbert's Hints to'Horsekcepers l 75
Hop Culture: 10

Uuiuiann's Grapes and Wine 1 50
Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry 1 75
Johnstou's Elements' of Agricultural Chemistry 1 50
.Toliuson's (Prof. £. "W.) Essays on Manures 1 25
Langstroth on Honey Bee 2 00
Leochar's How to Build Hot-Houses 1 50
Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Doctor 3 50
Mavhew's Illustrated Horse Management 3 50
Ma'vheWs Practical Bookkeeping lor Farmers 9q
Blanks for do. do. 1 20
Miles on the Horse's Foot 75
Sly Farm of Edsewood 1 <5

My Vineyard at "Lakeview 1 25
Norton's" Scientific Agriculture 75
Onion Culture 20
Our Farm of Four Acres (bound; 60c paper.. 30
Pardee on Strawberry Culture 75
Peat and Its Uses, bv Prof. S. TV. Johnson 1 25
Pedder's Land Measurer 60
Qoinbv's Mysteries of Bee Keeping (new) 1 50
Randall's feficep Husbandry 1 50
Randall's Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry -. 1 00
Rivers' Miniature Frnit Garden— 100
Richardson on the Dog. paper 30c cloth.. 60
Rural Annual, by Joseph Harris 25
Saunders' Domestic Poultry (sew.i, paper, 40c, bound 75
schenck's Gardener's Text Book 75
Scribner'a Ready Reckoner : 30
Skillful. Housewife i»

Stewart's John) Stable Book 1 50
Thompson's Food of Animals I 00
Tobacco Culture 25
Todd's (S. E.) Tenng Farmer's Manual.... 1 50
Warders Hedges and Evergreens 1 50
Watson's American Home Garden 2 00
Woodward's Country Homes i 50
Yooatt and Spooncr on the Horse 1 50
Youatt and Martin on Cattle 1 50
Youatton the Hog 1 00
Youatt on Sheep. . 1 00
Yonmans' Household Science 2 25

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for the American Agricultxtrist,

-how at a glance the transactions for a month, ending

Jan. 22. 1866, and also for the year ending Dec. 31

:

1. TRANSACTIONS AT TUB NKW-TOEK MARKETS.

Ukcsefts. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley. Oats.
•Mi -' :.'th29li.nO:]].i75.0fK)2,078.000aMJ)OOWHBiOOO 1,227.000

L*tli4IT,000 2,409,000 2,131,000 ISL.000 2,217,000 1,752,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat Com. Bye. Barley.

30 dayslAft month, 24S.500 G81.0Q0 1,7&000 21S.000 546,000
nontfl, 211.000 I.OliOOO 2,593.000 179.000 S91.000

Comparison with same period at this time last year.

Receipts.
i 3 Ifi 17.,

33 dAys

Sales.

30 days 1S67.

.

23 dayslS06..

3.

I860.

1805.

1866.

1S65

1864.
1963.

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barley. Oau*.

..299.000 1,475.000 2,078,000 014,000 1,059,000 1,227,000

..125.000 31,500 139,000 11,300 10,500 61,000

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Iiye. Barley.

.... 2^.500 031,000 1.722.000 21S.0OO 5W.00n

.. 218,000 473.000 952,000 65,000 46,000

Exports from New York, Jan. 1, lo Jan. 19:

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Oats.

17,652 12.335 191,024 18,912 14,321

55,287 50.2M 63,850 15,419 1601
17.742 43,834 74,500 1,825 111

Bicadstufs in Xew York in each of
the last four years

;

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barley. Oats.

...3,720,835 5,729,912 22.189,532 1.314.913 5.695,485 8,8U,0t>.

...::,'V>.v>; s.T.N/.^i i.-.'.'.i5.277 Tir-V.?) W.051 ..*51.1' ."

. ..3,967.717 13.153.136 7.16l,<95 491.915 2.5 11.S91 12,952.'.,

:'o

....4,571.059 !9,937(fe5G 14,234,599 439,567 2,143,133 11,076,035

5. Exportsfrom Xeic York during each of 8 yearspast;

Flour, Wheat, Com, Eve, Barlev, Oats,
bus. bos. bus. bus. bus. bus.

1S66.. ... D00,0S4 522,660 11.079,394 248.64S 1,329,S12 1.190.5S3
1865 . ...1,402,144 3.527.926 l..>19,610 198.31S 94,507
1864... . . .1,918,592 12,193,433 S46,S31 5SS 150 42,131
-•:.. ...i527.SW I.-..424.881 7.5SJ.431 !1W 52,439 126,556
18SJ. .

.

...2.961,515 25,561.755 12.029,848 1,041,549 42,061 210,669
1861...
1S60 .

...3.110,346 ?S,SSS,314 12,«u,s.ifl 1,000,405
..1,626302 13,538,039 4,0S5,OS2 450

3.927
5,150

100.523
103.076

ISo'J ...1,035,516 297.537 497,556 6,550 2,563

6. C'omparative Stock of Flour in Neio- Toil: Jan, 1

:

Western and State Flour. Vols.

,

Canadian Flour, bbls
Southern Flour, bbls

Grand total, bbls....

1865. 1866. 1867.
. 465.835 703,232 630,357

.... 4,950 22.810 3.200

.... 37,463 26,250 17,859

59S,24S 734,502 650,929

7. Comparative Stock of Grain in Sea-TorH, Jan. 1 :

1864.
Wheat, bush 5.540,144

Com, bush 1,731,620
live, bush 37,409
Barlev, bush 554,700
Oats, bush .3,141,536

1863. 1866. 1867.
1.807,356
461,414
212.298

304.164
3,018,301

2,940,108
4,501.764

518.44S
1.009.S37

,246,352

2.678.511

4,715,908

777.828
2,510.525
3.479,354

s.

1809.

1861.
15.12.

156:1.

1551.

15)15.

1S66.

9.

1560.

1565

1564

Beceipts of Breadstuff's at .litany, bij the New York

Canals in each of the last seven years

:

Flour
bus.

Wheat,
bus.

Corn,
bus.

Bye.
bus.

Barley,
bus.

Oats,
bus.

6.490.000
"

178,: 3

V1ifl.02S

...1.149.100 11,176.000 14.155.500 322.100 2.507.609

...1.493.235 3Sl.856.637 23.342,334 832.;;..' 2.235.551

...1.8-20.699 3-2.667.S.V1 23,809.8^2 715.897 3.5fi2.iW.i

...1,560.800 22,206.9. 20.603.000 470.500 3.10.i..Vfi 12.438.500

...1.183.300 15.H5.600 10.352.400 620.300 2.405,9 ... 7 !.177.390

...1,014.000 10.579.200 15.6:59,900 1.351.900 4.551.6X1 1.1,817.51X1

... 450,000 C.852,700 24,193,000 1.521.SO0 0.501,600 10,240,300

Receipts at CJdcago for three years :

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barley. Oats.

...1.837.200 11.960.591 33.035,031 1.935,818 1.505.590 10,048,320

...US6.551 9.465.61S 25.125,638 1,166,109 1.595.734 10,337,899

...1,141,791 11,257,196 13,623,0S7 969,116 740,446 13.653,911

lO. Shipments from Chicago for three years:

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barley. Oats.

1800..

1863 .

1864..

.1,797.100 9.670,000

.1,022.527 6.S77.818

.1.153.456 10,5!5,3S9

S!,3O0,854 1.500,131 1,343,374 9.5:55.055

24.648,153 839.227 45.913 0.582,065
12.557,995 793,703 202,115 14.558,037

Crnr.KXT Wholesale Piwces.

Price of Gold
Floue—Super to Extra State
Super to Extra Southern
Extra Western
Extra Genesee
Superfine Western
Rye Floce
Cor.x Meal
Wheat—All kinds or White
All kinds of Red and Amber.
Corn—Yellow
Mixed
Oats—Western
State
Rte
Bari.et
Hay -Bale "# 100 ft

Loose
Straw, shook.
Cotton—Middlings, ^ id

Hops—Crop oflS66, 3 ft

Feathers—Live Geese. 75 ft.

Seed—Clover. 9 ft

Timothy. ?> bushel
Flax. @ bushel
Scgar—Brown, i* ft

Molasses. Cuba, 19 gl

Coffee—Rio.fGold price)^ ft

Tobacco. Kentucky, &c. Fft.
Seed Leaf, ¥* ft

Wool—Domestic Fleece, f* ft.

Domestic, pulled, ft ft

California, unwashed,
Tallow. ?) ft

Oil Cake—V ton
Pork—Mess. 3 barrel
Prime, %1 barrel
Beef—Plain mess
Lard, in barrels, ¥* ft

Et'TTER—Western, ip ft

Stale, <P ft

Cheese
Beans—3 bushel
Peas—Canada. ¥> bushel ..

.

Eggs—Fresli, # dozen
Poultry—Fowls, "e* ft

Turkeys, %> ft

Potatoes—Mercers, 3 bbl.
Peach Blows. ?* barrel ....
P. 'tatoes—Buckeye, 75 bbl
Apples—IRbarrel
Cranberries, ^barrel

—

5 00
2 90
1 S3
1 04
1 09

64
70

1 15
S3
90

Dec. 15.

137rV
.57 50 @11 50
10 50 ©10 25
8 70 @ 16 50
11 60 ®15 00
7 75 @ 9 50
5 75 © 7 15

is :, 10

® 3 30
@ 3 00
@ 1 12

@ 1 12
@ 66
@ -
O 1 30
©120

- @ 1 35
1 00 @ 1 40

65 © 1 00
34 © 36
33 © 65
50 ® 1 00
I3K© isy:

3-25 © 3 62.".;

2 75 @ 3 10
8 © viy.
42 @ 55
16 ©
4 ©
3 ©
3TA®
27>4®
20 ©
UK© .

55 00 ©56 50
21 50 ©22 23
18 00 @
IS 00 ©17 50
i2X® i3j<;

15 ® 33
SO ® 50

8 ® 17
1 90 © 3 SO
1 45 @ 1 55
S3 ® 38
21 ® 22
20 @ 23

2 25 ® 2 75
2 00 @ 2 50
1 73 ©2 25
3 50 © 5 00

10 00 ©14 00

2?*

65

10

n>-b

Jan 22.

133K
$9 40 ©12 40
11 75 ©17 00
10 15 ©17 00
12 45 @15 00
9 10 ©10 50
6 40 © 8 00
5 00 @ 5 50
3 00 @ 3 40
2 00 @ 3 05
1 12 @ 1 20
1 18 © 1 20

62 © 65
69 © 70

1 15 © I 30
SO @ 1 20

1 25 © 1 65
1 40 © 1 70
S5 @ 1 25
34;*© 36J£
S3 @ 70
65 © 85
13y.lS 15

3 30 @ S 70

2 60 © 2 85
9 @ 12,«
37 ® 50
15 © 13
4 © 22
3 @ 60

40 © 65

•22 © 40
u%@ ny,

53 30 ©57 00
19 SO ©21 50
10 75 ©17 00
12 00 ©IS 00

12S'® 13J8:
15 @ 55
30 @ 48
9 © 20
© 3 50
© 1 65

42
1 55
33
12
IS

2 50
2 50
., ..^

3 50

© 15
© 20
© 2 75
... :; i o

® 2 50
© 7 50

15 00 ©20 00

Gold has been down to 18U£,uptO 137';. and closes at

V.S'i Breadstuff? have been less freely offered, and also

in less active reqnest. Prices improved early in the month,

but have been variable and rather depressed for' two

weeks past. There is now more firmness apparent, and

holders evince more confidence in the immediate future,

though the demand is not very brisk. The export busi-

ness has been checked by the scarcity of desirable freight

room. Receipts from the interior have recently been very

light, and the available supplies have been diminishing

since the opening of the new year. We give, in the ac-

companying tabular statements, a comparative exhibit of

the stocks of rtonr and grain on hand at this port. Jan. 1. in

each of the last three years. This, with the comparisons

of the receipts at. and exports from the port, for three

yeais, constitutes an interesting feature— Provisions

have been in better request, but at irregular prices, the

market closing slightly in favor of sellers Cotton has

been in fairdemaDd, opening buoyantly, bnl Closing hea-

vily. Thus far, in the current cotton year, commonciug with

Sept. 1, the receipts at this port have been 191,000 bales,
and at all the shipping ports of the country, S90.000 bales :

exports from this port. 138,500 bales, and from all ports,

375.000 bales ; estimated stock now here. 1673,000 bales.
and at all the ports, at latest mail dates, 54S.000 bales. . .

.

Wool has been in moderate reqnest for manufacturing pur-
poses, and there has been more firmness, without any re-

markable buoyancy in prices. The stock of domestic
fleece in this market on January 1st. was i.130,000 lbs.

;

of domestic pulled. 800.000 lbs. ; of Texas. California aud
Oregon. 2,030.000 lbs., making the total stock of domestic
wool here at the opening of the new year 7.330.000 lbs.

against 4.300,000 lbs. Jan. 1. 1866, and 4,700,000 lbs. Jan. 1^

1865. The total stock of foreign here on the 1st of Jan.,

1807, was 25,400 bales, or eqnal to 14,902,500 lbs. The im-
ports of foreign wool at this port, in 1866, reached 5S.724

bales, against 53,420 bales in 1S63. and 113.66S bales in

1S64. The total arrivals of foreign and domestic wools at

this port in 1SO0 were 150,705 bales, equal to 59,033.210

lbs. against 50.400.203 lbs. in 1865, and 77.699,443 lbs. in

1804. The clip of wool in the United States, in I860, has
been estimated at 137,000,000 lbs., yielding about fifty per
cent, of clean, pure wool Tobacco has been in more
demajd at steady rates. Hay and Hops have been in bet-

ter request and firmer Seeds, Rice and Hemp have been
quiet and rather heavy in price.

Xew York Live Stock Markets.

—

The supply during the past five weeks has continued fair

for the season, as is shown in the following table :

week endtng.
Dec. 25
Jan. 1

Jan. S
Jan. 15

Jau. 22

Beeves. Coins.

.. ..6,599 54
.4.000

...5,321

. 4.100
.3,580

Calves.

550
400
155

209
506

21,030
11,300

16,000
18,500
16,500

Swine.
15.650
23,350
19.000
20.500
18,250

300

60
63

102

94

118
145
129

4,S85
6.161

7,603
6.170

2,180

430
923

1,220

12200
1.500
1,511
694

62.420
-77.991

75.621

35.709

80,350

17,270

25,133
29.400

20,000
16.091
15.515

9,941

1,040,000
.

7S2.462

96.750

19,350
11,500
21,01

'

13.000
11.023
' 2,676

21,670

672,000
573,197
660.270

Total in five Weeks....242300

Average per Week 4.S40
do. do. last Month 5.821

do. do. prev's JFonth. 6,770

Average per Week, 1S66.5.74S
do. do. do. 1865 5,255
do. do. do. 1861 5.161
do. do. do. 1S03 5.150

Total in 1866 29S.SS0
Total in 1865 370,271
Total in 1S64 267.609
Total in 1863 204.091 6.170 35.709 519,316 1,101.617

The supply has been fully up to the requirements, at

least until just now, when the severe storms are interfer-

ing with transportation Beef Cattle have not va-

ried greatly in valne during a month. A few extra ani-

mals command 17c.@ 18c. $ lb, estimated dressed weight

;

good or first quality, 15&c.@16}£c. ; medium, ll 1 ,:.-.^-

15J£c. : common to poorest, 14c.((712c Itlilcll Cows.
—The receipts have been light, but the demand is small.

Extras, when sold, bring $90®$110; good, S80@$S5;
common, $60@S75 : poor, $55@S45 Veal Calves.

—

Receipts light. Really good animals sell readily at 13c.@

14c. ^ lb. live weight; other grades, 12tSc.(gl0c.. accord-

ing to quality : some of the poorest 9c Sheep and
Lambs,—The supply has been very large for the sea-

son, and prices have continued very low until within a

few days. The present rates are 7c.fi 7' ,e. i
1 B>, For supe-

rior lots, some extras, Sc.
;
good, fair shoe]), iic.fi 7c, and

poor, 5Wc.@6c lavc Hogs.-The supply has been

ample, and with large receipts of dressed hogs, and the

heavy decline in barrelled pork, prices have ruled very

low, sometimes as low as 6'jc. '^ ti:., live weight. The

latest sales were at 7c.fi 7'
z
r.

[The following sent by the Publishers of the Evening

Post to our advertising columns, was crowded out, and as

a matter of courtesy we admit the advertisement hero.]

The Weekly Evening Post, and the Amer-

ican Agriculturist for S2.50 a year.

We have made arrangements with Messrs. Orange Jul 1
,i

Co., publishers of the American Agriculturist, -which will

enable us to furnish a copy of their excellent paper, together

with our own weekly paper, at the low price of two dollars

and a half a year for both. The advantage of this arrange-

ment to our readers is easily demonstrated, thus

:

The price of a single copy of each is—

WEEKLV I5.VENINI-. Post,
AJTERICAN ACRICCLTI-ltlsT • 1 °"

Cost of both, if ordered separately 3 50

Cust of bolh, if ordered through ns or them
Those who prefer the Skmi-Wrkkly Evening Post, can

have bolh it and the. tarlcu't'iri^t for Forr. Dollars a Year.

The Agriculturist Is a monthly journal of the hlghi si

character In Its branch. By the above offer farmers and
others In the country can obtain, at a very low rate, the

Weekly or 8>:mi-wi:kklv F.venint. Post, which Is care-

fully made ap tor family reading, and each number ofwhlch

contains, besides the news and political discussions, lull and

Interesting accounts of now book-. Some and Foreign Gos-

nl talk of our own and foreign capitals, made

np by esp. rienced bands hereand abroad ; a story carefully

id j trustworthy and full market reports, and a great

variety of other interesting matter; andean combine with

. ccollcnl monthly lournal of agriculture.

In ibis way the whole demand for reading matter by all
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the members of an intelligent farmer's family can be filled,

at a very reasonable price.

We have frequently commended the American Agricul-

turist to our readers as the best paper of its class in the

country, and we are glad to know that its value in the future

will be greatly enhanced by a liberal expenditure on the

part of the publishers in several departments that will add

greatly to its interest in the family circle.

The two journals, one monthly, the other weekly or semi-

weekly, as the subscriber prefers, furnish a full supply of inter-

esting reading matter, relative to all that occurs in the world

of literature, art, science, politics, and what is spoken of and

discussed in the great centres of civilization. Address WM.
C. BRYANT & CO.. Publishers of the Evening Post, 41

Nassau Str., Cor. Liberty, New York, or : ORANGE JUDD &
CO., Publishers Amer. Agriculturist, 41 Park Row, N.Y.

The "Evening Post," New-York,
A Newspaper.

Now, as always, pledged to the advocacy of the Great

Principles of Free Soil, Free Speech, Free Labor, Free
Men and Free Trade !

Pleasant Words. The following complimentary express-

Ions are selected from numerous notices of this Journal

:

" The'" Evening Post ofNew York city—where else? for

this paper has the proud cognomen of "The" Evening
Post—is one of the most ably edited, racy and high toned

papers in the country. We heartily bear witness to the

ability, character and culture displayed in its management,
and wish it even more prosperity in the next than it has ex-

perienced in the last half century.— Chicago Post.

The Evening Post is a pattern of typographical style and
neatness, and the favorite of the literati of Gotham. Its

editorials, able and high-toned, are written in the interest of

no party, are always up to the times, and often a little ahead.

It is an acknowledged leader, and wields a powerful in-

fluence upon the mind of the nation.—Boston Voice.

The New York Evening Post is one of the largest news-

papers of the United States, and always one of the best and

most entertaining; its friends and readers are of the most
substantial class in the country.— Taunton (Mass.) Gazette.

The Evening Post is edited with as much ability as any
paper in the country, and its instincts and principles are all

In favor of freedom and the progressive party of the day.—
Hallowell Gazette.

The Evening Post is one of the very best papers we re-

ceive ; its editorials are thoughtful and dignified, its news
judiciously and carefully selected, and a general culture

and literary taste characterize its contents. As a good family

and «ezospaper, it has no superior.—Ashtabula Sentinel.

The Evening Post is an honor to American journalism.
Dignified, direct, and forcible in style, its editorials are

frequently models of linguistic purity and elegance. —
Christian Intelligencer.

Remittances should be made, if possible, by draft or

Post-office order, payable in N. Y. Specimen copies free.

"WILLIAM C. BRYANT & CO., Publishers, 41 Nassau
Street, New-York.

Containing a great variety of Items, including many
good Hints and Suggestions which toe throw into smaller
type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

"& CO,"—Anotliea* Agriculturist
Publisher.—Last month, page 10, an addition to our
editorial corps was noted, and we now have another pleas-
**"* announcement. In October, 1865, it was stated that the

previous Publisher had associated with himself Mr.
Lucius A. Chase, of Boston. The copartnership thus

formed, has gone on pleasantly and very prosperously for

nearly a year and a half. But the business and editorial

cares have increased so rapidly, that, with the experienced
and very effective aid of his partner, Mr. Judd has not
fonnd even the partial relieffrom severe labor that he has
for years needed. The copartnership has therefore been
stUl further enlarged by the addition of Mr. Samuel
Burnham, Jr., who has for a number of years past super-

intended the issuing of the extensive book: and periodical

publications of the American Tract Society, at Boston,
Mass. (Our readers who also read the " Child at Home,"
will be glad to recognize Mr. B. as the "Uncle Paul"
and "Victor'' 1 of that paper.) ThatMr. Burnham's labors

have been appreciated there, is pleasantly attested by
the great surprise boxes, containing silver plate and other

valuables, which have just followed him here, sent as

tokenB of regard and esteem by his late associates in the

Tract House, and among business men of Boston, and by
the teachers and scholars of the Sabbath School of Dr.

Kirk's church, of which he has been the superintendent for

several years past. The present firm of Orange Judd &
Co., will thus consist hereafter of Messrs. Orange Judd,
Lucius A. Chase and Samuel Bumham, Jr. With this new
aid, therefore, unless our friends insist upon increasing

the business of this office far beyond the present bounds,
which indeed they seem inclined to do, Mr. Judd may
eecure that relief from unremitting and severe appli-

cation, which he has so long needed, though he will,

as the senior and largest proprietor, continue to superin-

tend and advise in both editorial and business matters.

We fear it will be difficult for him not to still endeavor

to " hold theplow and drive ;" but the associate editors

and publishers intend to enforce upon him less labor and

more leisure ; for, in common with our readers, we desire

that his period of public usefulnessmay be long extended.

We give a hearty welcome to the incoming partner,

and trust he may find his new field of labor as pleasant and

nseful as his former one. ThuB reinforced in both the busi-

ness and editorial departments, with all the previous work-

ing force continued, we expect the Agriculturist^ in its

new Quarter Century, will exhibit the results of increased

energy and efficiency, and, with its adjunct book depart-

ment, will accomplish much towards the diffusion of

sound information, and the development and improvement
of the important interests of the Farm, Garden, and
Household.

—

Associate Editors,

A Literary Newspaper.—TTIie ^ew
ITorfe. Evening Post—edited almost as long as we
can remember by our favorite American Poet, Wi. Cud-
len Bryant, whose "Thanatopsis " we learned "to
speak in public on the stage " when a youth—is one of

the best family, literary and general Newspapers in our

country. We do not endorse or agree with all its politi-

cal and financial views by any means ; but aside from

these peculiarities, we prefer it to almost any other jour-

nal in the country, as a literary and family newspaper, al-

ways safe from any thing that could possibly injure the

morals of even the youngest member of a household. It

is full of intelligence from all parts of the world. The
Post, together with the Agriculturist, will supply most that

is needed in a family, aside from the Religious Journals.

The Evening Post is published Daily, Semi-Weekly, and

Weekly. The subscription price of the Weekly, (which,

like the other editions, is a very large sheet), is $2 a year

;

and of the Semi-Weekly, $4.—In accordance with a prop-

osition from the publishers, we will be happy to receive

any subscriptions for that paper, in combination with the

Agriculturist, as follows : — One copy of the Agriadturist

and one copy of the Weekly Evening Post, one year for

$2.50. One copy of the Agriculturist and one copy of the

Semi-Weekly Post, one year for $4. By this arrangement,

a saving will be made to the subscribers.

This j^fnmoer Late. — The immense
press of business at the opening of the year—far greater

this year than ever before—the necessity of re-making
up the paper to increase its size beyond what was at

first designed, some temporary ill health among our
editorial corps, etc., have all combined to keep back the

present number behind the usual time of going to press

;

and though we make duplicate Electrotype plates of the

pages, and shall use double presses on the forms, it will

take some time into February, to get the last numbers
into the mail bags. The March number is in active pre-

paration, and we expect to get it oil* in time to reach most
of our readers by the first day of the month. The process

of printing Engravings in the beautiful style of this jour-

nal, is necessarily slow. The utmost capacity of any
presses yet made, which can print in our style, does not
exceed 10,000 to 12,000 copies per day, and this requires

five presses for the five forms—one on each side of each
sheet, the extra sheet being turned and cut.

Phrenology, etc.—A Subscriber objects

to our advertising the Phrenological Journal, Journal of

Health, and some other like things, and thus endorsing
them. We do not endorse any of these things. Our rules

require that Advertisers must be men who have both the

ability and intention to do what they promise to do ; that

everything must be above board, that the readers may be
able to know just what is offered. Any thing of a secret

or deceptive character, or of an immoral tendency, is ex-

cluded. On matters of opinion, respecting politics, health

theories, and the like, we suppose our readers intelligent

enough to judge as to what they want. To meet every-

body's views and wishes, we should need to leave every-

thing out. We have heard from the man who objects to

planting apple trees even, on temperance principles, but

we must advertise trees, nevertheless.

Onr Horticultural Annual, both in

Beauty and Intrinsic Value, excels even the expectations

of the Publishers, and it will give great pleasure to every

reader. Its contents have been pretty fully referred to al-

ready. The first 24 pageB gives on each left hand page a

complete almanac adapted to the four leading sections of

the country, and on the corresponding right hand page a

calendar of operations for the month, which is valuable as

a guide to the work to be done. The following 122 pages
are filled with original and useful information, and many
superb engravings on a great variety of topics. The work
is in very neat styxe, and is ornamental as well as useful.

This, with the Agricultural Annual, noticed elsewhere,

may well find a place in every family. Taking into ac-

count their intrinsic value and size, these are among the
cheapest volumes ever issued. Price, in illustrated pa-

per covers, 50 cents ; neatly bound in cloth, 75 cents. Sent
post-paid at the same prices.

American Agricultural Annual
Now Ready.—After some delays from unforeseen
causes, we are now happy to lay this New Annual before

the public. It contains a number of exceedingly valua

blc essays on subjects which are of universal interest to

agriculturists. Prof. Johnson's article upon Recent Pro-

gress in Agricultural Science, is exceedingly valuable.

Dr. Busteed's notes upon the results arrived at by the

Congress of Veterinarians, present facts which should

have an important influence upon our Legislators, and
have not been made public in this country in any other

form. Col. Waring presents the most recent and sound-

est views of the very important subject of Drainage ; and
the same maybe said of Mr. dough' s article on Sorghum.
The practical views of Mr. John Johnston on Sheep-

feeding ; Mr. Carpenter on Potatoes ; Dr. Hexamer on
Barns ; Mr. Headley on Horse-Training, etc., will com-
mend themselves to every discriminating man. There
are, besides, numerous other articles, practical, ex-

plicit, and thorough, on Wheat, Barley, Agricultural Ed-
ucation, Poultry, etc. The subjects are very fully illus-

trated with engravings, of a high order of excellence.

A Calendar of Operations, and numerous useful tables,

rules for measurements of capacity, etc., are prefixed.

This new Annual is certainly of great value, and every

cultivator of the largest or smallest portion of land, would
do well to secure a copy of this first of the Annual series.

Price, in paper covers, 50 cents ; neatly bound in cloth,

75 cents. Sent post-paid, by mail, at the same price.

Sundry I3uiul>ugs.—The past month has

brought in the usual supply of letters reporting attempts

to defraud the people. Our Assistant who takes charge

of and classifies the letters in this department; sums up
the reports for the first balf of January, thus : 5 different

Medical Swindlers ; 11 Sellers of vile Medical publica-

tions and instruments; 6 humbug sellers of Ink and

Washing Mixture Recipes ; 33 operators in Lottery, Gift

Enterprise, Watch, and Jewelry Tickets, (reported in 103

letters) ; sundry prospective publications and periodicals,

promised in return for lists of names of persons ; cheap,

good-for-nothing Sewing Machines ; some complaints of

a Map Publisher, who keeps the money sent him and
don't send the maps ; ditto, a Corn Husking Machine
maker, etc., etc., in all 60 operators, though many of the

concerns are run by the same individuals under different

names The result of the Crosby House Lottery will

make a multitude sick of such schemes, but there are

thirty or more similar enterprises in the country, includ-

ing several that "come the benevolent dodge" by at-

taching to their schemes some pretended benefit for sol-

diers, orphans, widows, etc., etc. We unhesitatingly

pronounce each and all of these affairs detestable and
unworthy of the slightest countenance or favor. For ev-

ery dollar that goes to a good object, several other dollars

find their way into the pockets of the operators—no mat-

ter how specious their statements and pretenses. It is

high time that both the law and the good sense of the

country should put a stop to this new form of the old lot-

teries, alias "Gift Enterprises," "Artists' Unions,"
" Benevolent Enterprises," " Prize Concerts," etc.

Chicago is a present "head centre" in this line— The
Jewelry, Watch, and Dry Goods Ticket men still continue

their operations. They send out circulars with tickets

pretending to give the recipient a claim to some valuable

article, or prize, for a small sum. Nine out of ten of these

pocket the money sent them, and make no response to

the letters of their victims, or when hard pressed, pre-

tend the money has been lost by mail or otherwise. A
few send out galvanized, showy articles "marked" at a

high figure, but almost or quite worthless for use. Some
do send out cheap but very taking articles, costing almost

as much as they receive at first, so as to bait customers,

and then they do the swindling afterwards. We warn
the readers that every man who sends a circular and

tickets, is a swindler, and every pretense of making you

his special helper, is a fraud. Every other person in your

own neighborhood whose address can be got, receives

the same "private and confidential" offer as yourself.

Carey, Yandegrift & Co., of Sidney, Ohio, complain

of the classification we gave their "Soldiers' Monument
Association," in October, and claim that "its object is

legitimate, and benevolent, its purposes honorable, and

that all its pledges or promises will be carried out in good

faith." We have no information to the contrary, and give

them the benefit of their statement. But their modus

operandi is in the highest degree objectional, certainly,

and "the end does not sanctify the means." They have

a scheme that is neither more nor less than a lottery.

They try to dazzle the minds of people with the hope of

getting for $1. a $15,000 prize, also fine houses, a farm.
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carriages, pianos, etc., and on their lottery circulars, they

print an article from the August Agricultwist, in a way to

make us appear to endorse enterprises like theirs—
To show the extent to which people are pestered by

the humbug operators, a subscriber sends us twenty-one

circulars, from as many different parties, most of which

have recently been sent to him by mail. There must be

many victims to these swindling schemes, or the opera-

tors could not pay the enormous expense they incur for

printing, and the postage on the millions of circulars they

have sent out A circular about " Jackson's Universal

Washing Compound," quotes a tremendous puff from the
" Agriculturist." Some paper bearing this name may
have said what is quoted—but not the American "Agri-

culturist." We never heard of this compound before,

but we condemn all the recipes for washing compounds,

that are sold around the country. Let Mr. Johnson tell

what " Agriculturist" he quotes Several subscribers

inquire about sundry "Mutual Coal Companies." There
may be one or more good ones : after repeated solicita-

tions, we have not gained confidence enough in any one
to invest, though we have to use a good deal of coal

John L. Andrews, of Marion Co., O., like a good many
other unhung villains, offers for $50 to lie a $500 ticket

through a bogus "Benefit Association." Anybody that

will trust to a confessed liar, ought to be cheated.—Rich-

ard Adams, Buffalo, N. Y., is another like Andrews ; so

is C. F. Sherwood, Providence, N. T., alias Batavia, N. Y.,

alias Huron, N. Y Dr. Thos. Andrews, alias E. An-
drews, of Albany, is scattering poison among the people,

in the form of Pamphlets and Circulars, called "Good
Samaritans," in which he offers murderous medicines, etc.

Let everybody, married or unmarried, beware of trusting

a word to his statements, as they value their health, their

lives, and their souls. There are many others of this

class.—In the same catalogue is a monster who assumes
the names of a pretendsd firm of French ladies, and
dates from a room in the " Bible House," N. Y. City.

He sends a pamphlet about "Married Life," said to be
" by a Married Woman." After a great deal of palaver,

he comes to the gist of the matter, which is to advertise

snndry villainous articles of "French" origin. None
but very foolish, and insane people will risk their lives,

health and money, by giving the slightest heed to this

specious pretender. We are sad to know that thousands
of women, and men too, are enduring terrible anguish of

body and mind, and dragging out a miserable existence,

while mauy other thousands have gone down to early

graves, because they have been lured by the false state-

ments of these very demons on earth, who, to put money
in their own pockets, would sell sugar-coated arsenic to

infants and idiots. We have little, if any more charityfor

the Heralds, the Timeses, and other journals, which pub-
lish the advertisements of these Madame Restelles, and the

like, who make a business of murdering the unborn inno-

cents in hectacombs, and the fair daughters of our land

almost by the million— We have hundreds of circulars

pretending to be sent out from Nassau-street, Cedar-street,

Third-Avenue, Sixth-Avenue, etc., offering vile publica-

tions, obscene pictures, etc. None of these parties are

ever to be found at the places they hail from, or if found,

they have nothing for sale or to show to callers—they

must be addressed by mail—and they never make any re-

turn for money sent them, unless it is when they hope to

make a larger sum out of their victims.

Tlie American Pomological So-
ciety.—Col. Marshall P. Wilder, President of the

American Pomological Society, informs us that, after cor-

responding with the Western associates, he has fixed

upon September 11th, as the day for the next meeting. It

is found that this date will conflict as little as any with

other pomological meetings.

American Pomology.—Doct. Warder's
work has been delayed, by the great number of illustra-

tions and the inconvenience that attends the wide dis-

tance between publisher and printer. The book is now
approaching completion, and will be one that will be wel-

comed by every fruit-grower. Its introductory chapters

upon propagation, the nursery*, planting, pruning, etc.,

are so full that they might well have formed a work of

themselves. The descriptive list of apples contains all

the new introductions and peculiarly western varieties.

The illustrations, all made expressly for the work, are

from original drawings, and arc in a style superior to that

of any pomological work heretofore published. Over 250

varieties of apples will be figured, the majority of which
were never before illustrated. In this work Doct. Warder
presents his classification of apples, in which he attempts

to bring the great mass of material into something like

system. How far this will prove useful to the pomologiflt

will be proven by experience, and we have no doubt that

the author will welcome auy suggestions that will facili-

tate his object:—to aid in the determination of an un-

known variety of fruit. Wc hope to have the work ready

during the present month.

Fuller's Small Frnif Cnlturist.—
Growers of small fruits will be glad to know that Mr. A.

S. Fuller's work is in hand, as all who are familiar with
his works upon the grape and strawberry, will anticipate

a valuable and practical treatise upon a subject that has

of late years assumed great importance. There is a di-

rectness and independence about Mr. Fuller's writings

that give them a deserved popularity, and his forthcom-

ing work will, no doubt, meet with the same favor that

has attended his other productions. We have no work
exclusively devoted to small fruits, and the one under no-

tice will be very full in all particulars, from propagating

the plants to marketing the fruit. The illustrations are

all ready, and will be numerous and fine.

Xo " Authors." — Letters, concerning the
publication of books, have been of late quite numerous,
and perhaps a general statement of our position may save

many the trouble of writing and us that of answering.

No one need make a book unless he has something new
to say, or can present old facts better than they have been

given before. There are books enough ; we wish better

ones than any now extant. We cannot decide upon the

publication of any work without first seeing the manu-
script. In each case the manuscript will be submitted to

competent judges, whose decision will be final, and no

certificates or commendations from other parties can be

of any use. Mere compilations of any kind are not want-

ed at any rate—we are not in the paste and scissors line.

My Viaaeyar« at Kjalceview.—We have
just one request to make of the author of this book—viz.,

that he will allow us to give his name and thus put many in-

quisitive people out of misery. Writers upon grape culture

suspect this or that person of the authorship, and we get

numerous letters asking as a special favor the name of the

author. We are under a pledge of secrecy which we
shall keep until the author relieves us from it, and when
he does, many will be amused at the wildncss of their

guesses. We can relieve the anxious ones to this extent.

The author does live on the shores of Lake Erie, and more
than one of those who have been so desirous to know
who he is, have met him and talked grapes with him the

present winter. His book is none the less valuable be-

cause it has not his name, and is growing in favor because

it relates experience in grape culture, and rests its

popularity upon its own merits. Price, by mail, $1,35.

I\. Y. S^ive Stoclc Markets In 1S66.
—The following interesting statistics, prepared from the

records kept at the Office of the American Agriculturist,

will give the reader some idea of the magnitude of the

dealings in neat Cattle, Sheep and Swine, destined for

slaughter, at the Metropolitan markets. To assist the

memory, we give the nearest round numbers, which differ

but slightly from the actual figures: Beef Cattle.—
Keceipts 300,000 head; value, about $32,ftOO,000.
We estimate the cattle—good, bad and indifferent—to

average 700 lbs. dressed weight each, and the average of

all sales at a trifle over 15 cents per lb. The weight of

dressed beef amounted in round numbers to 210.000,000

lbs. This equals 140 lbs. to each of one and a half mil-

lion of people, adults and children included, which is

about the population supplied regularly by the New York
city markets, including Brooklyn, Jersey City, and a score

of smaller suburban cities and villages Over half of

these cattle are credited to the single State of Illinois, one

sixth to Ohio, one-eighth to New York, one-ninth to Ken-

kicky, and one-thirtieth to Indiana, or about nine-tenths

to these five States To bring them all by railway. 15 to

the car, would require 20.000 cars. Allowing 60 feet to

a car, the cattle trains would stretch away nearly 201

miles The price of extra cattle declined about 4 cents

per lb. net from January to December, medium grades

about 2 cents The actual weekly average receipts were

5,758, against 5,255 in 1SU5, an increase of about 500 head

per week, which has been our estimate all along through

the year of the probable increase, as our readers will re-

member Veal Calves.—Receipts 62,000, or an

average per week of about 1,200 head. This is 15,000, or

30t) per week, less than in 18fV5, the decrease being doubt-

less due to the stringent measures adopted by the Board

of Health to shut out young calves, or "bobs," that were

so largely sold in previous years .... Sheep and
Lambs. — Receipts 1,000,000, (or more nearly

1,080,000,) averaging very nearly 20,000 perweek. This is

about 200,000, or 4.000 per week in excess of any former

year The price of the various grades ran down from

8(3)10 cents per lb., live weight, in January, to -Ha©"*-'- in

December .... Live Hogs. — Receipts, 666 OOO,
which is 03,000 above 1R65, about the same as in 1SW, and

nearly half a million less than in 1862 and 1868. The
prices ranged between 10c. and 12c. per lb,, live weight,

for the first ten months, but declined from 9!4c(gU0^c. in

October, to 6c®7c. at the close of the year ITIllclt

Cows,—Receipts, scant 5,000, the lowest number in

any other one of a dozen years past.. .The total receipts
|

in 1866 of Cattle, Sheep, and Swine destined for slaughter
were, according to our statistics, fully 2,000,000 head.

S^ook Over tSie Xal>Ie of Contents.
—Our readers who do not read the Table of Contents in
each number of the Agriculturist, are apt to overlook
valuable articles. For instance, many did not see the
Market Reports in the December number, because they
were not in the part of the peper where usually found.

Gardening for Profit.—The rapid sals
of this work shows that a treatise of this kind was needed,
and that Mr. Henderson's recorded experience is eagerly
sought after. As this is the only work in which the
practice of commercial gardening is given, it has a value
above that of any other on vegetable gardening, while for
the private garden it is as useful a guide as any other.

The value of the bonk is increased by a full chapter on
the construction of the best form of houses for forcing or
forwarding vegetables. As the same style of house is

used by Mr. H. in his extensive propagation of plants, he
has added an appendix on the " Propagation of Plants by
Cuttings."—A neat volume of about 250 pages, on excel-
lent paper, and well illustrated. Sent by mail for $1.50.

JSetv Work on Draining in Press.
—Orange Judd & Co. have uow in press and will publish
early in the spring, a work entitled "Draining F03
Profit and Drainage for Health,'" by Geo. E.Waring,
Jr., of New York, Engineer of the Drainage of the Cen-
tral Park. This is a very thorough, complete, and prac-
tical treatise, simply and easily followed. The subject of

thorough farm drainage is discussed in all its bearings
and also that more extensive land drainage by which the'

sanitary condition of any district may be greatly improv-
ed—even to the banishment of fever and ague, typhoid
and malarious fevers, as shown by New York experience.

Breclc's New Bool* of Flowers.—
There are plenty of works in the style of a dictionary which
tell something about flowering plants, what family they
belong to, and give some points of their history. Who-
ever really loves flowers, and is not satisfied with these

unsympathetic works, will turn with pleasure to Breck's

New Book of Flowers, where he speaks of them in a
familiar, talky way. and as if he loved them. This is not
a book made up by re-arranging antiquated English works
on gardening, but one which was written, and written

too because the author had something to say. It is the

only flower-book that records personal experience, and
when that experience is that of a veteran cultivator like

Mr. Bveck, wc care not how personal it is. for the more it

tells just what he has done, the more the novice feels that

he can do the same. Iu this work all the genera and the

leading species are noticed, and their proper treatment
given. Varieties come upon us iu numbers every year,

and for these the cultivator must consult the frequent is-

sues of the florist and seedsman. Besides the annuals

and herbaceous perennials, this work contains a descrip-

tive list of the choicest flowering ehrjibs. A handsome
volume of 4S0 pages, finely bound, well printed and illus-

trated. Sent by mail, post-paid, for $1.75.

•flO PAGES!—Our old advertising patrons

who have for years past done business with our readers,

and learned by experience the value of the Agriculturist

as a medium of communication with their customers,

seem more anxious than ever to secure space in our col-

umns. They will doubtless find mauy other agreeable

business acquaintances among tens of thousands of new
subscribers this year. These, with some new adver-

tisers, have crowded in upon us so much that to make
room for a part of them only, we have added more space,

and issue 40 pages—the limit of single postage rates.

This is a double advantage to the readers, as they get an

extra page of reading matter for every added page of

advertisements, and as our advertisers are all believed to

be responsible, reliable men, the advertisements are them-

selves of great value to the renders—showing, as they do,

what is for sale, where, and by whom. We advise a care-

ful readiug of all the advertisements, (there are no stale,

long-standing ones among them).—Advertisers express ^o

much pleasure at learning where they find 60 large a class

of wide-awake enterprising readers as they meet through

this journal, that we are induced to repeat the request

that every one writing for circulars, or otherwise, or send-

ing orders to our advertisers, will inform theminwhat
Journal their advertisements were seen.

Advertiser**, who Want Space,
mn&l Bend their orders in early. Those coming after tho

5th of the preceding month, have no certainty, and In

future will have but little likelihood Of finding admission

on any terms. It takes almost a month to work off oar

immense edition, and print the Engravings well.
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Mops in California.—Daniel Flint, of

Sacramento Co., Cal., writes : "Last year I grew on five

acres of ground 12,000 lbs. of No. 1 hops. The largest

yield was on one and one-half acres, which produced

4600 lbs., or a little over 3000 lbs. to the acre. My hills are

planted seven feet each way, 8S8 to the acre, or 1332 on

the one and one-half acres, nearly Sy2 lbs. to the hill."

A. CJood Crop of Clover Seed..—A cor-

respondent in York Co., Pa., in reference to an article in

the Agriculturist for January, states, that one of his neigh-

bors, Mr. Joseph Irwin, raised 36 bushels of clover seed

from 9 acres, and sold it for $9.15 per bushel. The first

crop of hay yielded 20 tons, which he estimates at $10

per ton, or $200. The seed brought $329.40, making

$529.40 as the produce of the nine acres in one season.

Comfort for Cows in "Stanchions/ 9

—Our readers know that we have always objected to the

use of Stanchions for fastening cows in stables on the

ground of inhumanity, and because the cows' discomfort

detracts from their value to their owners. Mr. L. Safford,

Newtonville, Massachusetts, has invented and

ented a style of

Stanchion which, to

a considerable ex-

tent, obviates this

objection, and, giv-

ing the cows com-

fort, adds to the

profit of keeping

them, while all of

the conveniences of

stanchions are re-

tained. It is simply

& contrivance by
which each set of Stanchions is hung like a door, so that

the cow can swing it half around and he at ease whan Bhe

likes. "We heartily advise those using, or wishing to use

stanchions, to address the inventor.—See advertisement.

Meat for JFowis to make them liay.
—One subscriber asks, what food will induce fowls to

lay? another asks about scrap cake ; another about hogs'

lights and similar offal. To those we would say: It is

the nature of fowls in good health to lay, and they cannot

help it—the eggs will come. Scanty fare will reduce their

laying propensity, and on very short commons, eggs cease

altogether. Rich food promotes the tendency; certain

seeds, like buckwheat, sunflower and hemp seeds in-

crease it, and meat of any kind does the same. All this,

however, forces the fowl into an unnatural state, and

ordinarily shortens her life. The eggs, besides, have often

a poor flavor. Occasional feedings of fresh meat, like the

lights of hogs chopped fine, are very good in winter

when the fowls find no insect food. They need, besides,

hearty food in cold weather, especially if they are not

kept in warm houses. In very cold weather, hens run-

ning about and roosting in exposed places, will not lay,

though richly fed ; their food goes to keeping them warm.

Chicken Ailments — Gapes.-" Hoo-
sier" writes as follows : I notice a great many articles on

chicken ailments, especially gapes, but do not remember
seeing lime recommended as a cure. In the summer my
chickens, a fine brood of eighty or more, took to gaping,

and every chick, least unto the greatest, went around

squeaking as though they wished to discharge their "wind-

pipes." I "tried the horse hair, feather, and turpentine,"

and almost everything I heard tell of, but nothing availed

to stop the dire disease. Next I turned my attention to-

ward the diet and drink. First, I removed the entire vil-

lage to a clean grassy spot ; each time I fed them, I put a

good quantity of lime in the feed, which was a mixture

of cornmeal and wheat bran. The drinking vessels were

cleaned thoroughly each morning, and filled with clear,

fresh water, pretty well whitened with lime. In less than

a week the chickens quit dying, and began to improve

amazingly. Not another chick died after the first week
of this new course of treatment. The tonic and anti-acid

properties of the lime imparted an invigorating influence

upon the systems of the chicks. Give fowls j>lenty of

lime to eat, lime and ashes to wallow in. and they will

never he lousy, nor lay soft-shelled eggs.

Sorghum Vinegai*.—"J. S. C," writes;

"We have never succeeded in making vinegar from Sor-

ghum juice without boiling ; hut if it he boiled away one-

third or one-half, it will make good vinegar. We have

made Sorghum vinegar for a number of years, and we
make the best from the white skimmings and washings

of the finishing pan. As soon as the juice begins to

thicken up in boiling, or when it gets to be very thin

syrap, a whitish scum rises, which, if saved and diluted

with rain water, will make a number one vinegar. Vin-

egar can he made from good Sorghum syrup, (one gallon

of syrup to two of rain water), hut it will not work as

quick and is no better than that made from the skim-

mings. The reason of this I suppose is, that the skim-

mings contain something that acts as a ferment. Keep
the skimmings until the following Bpring, add about as

much water as you have skimmings ; be Biire and leave it

sweet enough, for the sweeter it iB the better the vinegar

will he ; then, if it is too sweet to work well, add more
water

;
put it in vinegar or whiskey casks, and set in a

sunny place to work.

Prize Essays on Housekeeping-.—
By reference to the Household department it will be seen

that instead of a single first prize of $100, we have award-

ed three such prizes. The names of two of the success-

ful ones are given with the instalments of their essays

;

the other is Miss Eva M. Collins, of Rochester, N. Y.

191olasses Cake.—By Mrs. Nellie Foster.

—

Take of Sorghum molasses 9 cupsfuls ; 1 cup of butter,

melted
;
yolks of 4 eggs, half cup of milk, 3 cups of flour,

half teaspoonful of soda dissolved in a small quantity of

the milk. Thoroughly stir as each article is added;

whites of 4 eggs beaten. A very fine light molasses cake.

Cooking Xripe.—Letty Ermine says : Dip
the salted pieces of tripe in corn meal, and fry in butter.

Let the butter (a small portion) be quite hot before putting

in the tripe, and then it will become a handsome brown
color. Another way is, to cut the tripe in very small

squares or strips, and stew it in milk, at last adding a

little butter, pepper and salt.

Rice Pudding*. — L. Stanley, of Maine,

gives the following recipe : Take one cupful of rice,

boil it in a small quantity of water until tender; when
done, it should be almost dry. Then add one cup of

sugar, one cup of raisins, previously boiled 15 minutes,

two eggs and three pints of milk ; salt and spice to taste.

Door Mats.—Letty Ermine writes: "In a

recent item upon ' door mats ' you do not mention one

variety. Take any such pieces as might he used for rag-

carpet—pantaloons, sacks, old flannels, pieces of baize,

etc., cut into strips, and braid the easy three-strand braid.

Sew this braid with carpet thread, in circular or oval

shapes, to lay by the doors in the dining room, at the foot

of the back stairs, etc. They are so firm, that they are

not easily kicked up. A large oval is very agreeable laid

by the dining room stove. By a trifling effort, the red

flannel, and the brown and black clothes and green baize

can be made into a veiy tasteful little matter.' 1

Warts on Hands.—"Moorestown," N. J.

These excrescences are sometimes very obstinate, and
again disappear so readily that a number of absurd reme-

dies have acquired a popular reputation. The surgenn

disposes of them by means of various caustics, but these

are not recommended for domestic use, unless one under-

stands the nature of the articles and exercises proper

oare. Perhaps the safest general remedy is strong acetic

acid, applied to the warts every few days.

To Color Brown.—By L. Stanley, of Maine.

—Make a dye of common alder bark. First dip the ar-

ticles in this, then wring them out and dip them into

weak lye. This will make the color light or dark, accord-

ing to the strength of the alder dye. It is a fast color.

A C«o©a Paper Cutter.—Grandmother's
Knitting-needle, if it is stiff enough. Try it on the Agri-

culturist. It will not do so well on the last novel.

Painting 1 Floors. — This is sometimes

done in alternate squares or diamonds of different coloi'B

to imitate variegated marbles. But if the floors are much
used, the paint soon wears off in patches and looks bad-

ly. One color we think in better taste, and the natural

color of the wood, kept perfectly clean, the best taste of all

jtlanufactnred. Manures-tnforma-
lion Wanted from Farmers,—That there are

some good " artificial fertilizers" made, we have no doubt;

but we are quite sure that there is a very large amount of

cheating in this line, besides a great deal of really worth-

less stuff sold by innocent dealers who are working under

false theories. One of the common frauds is the manu-

facture of a good article until a reputation is established

and "certificates" obtained, and then often adulterate

or depreciate the fertilizer. In order to collect some
information on the subject, we solicit from each of our

readers who have used any kind of special or manufactur-

ed fertilizer, a report on the results. Let us know briefly

:

1st, about the date of first using; 2d, the name of the

fertilizer ; 3d the manufacturer's name ; 4th, the seller's

name ; 5th, did it appear to pay ; 6th, did it pay so well

that its use was continued more than one vear, and if so,

how many years ; 7th, if still in use, is it as good as when

first sold. "We want the failures all reported as well as the

successes ; the manufacturers take good care to learn of,

and give us the latter. The plainest fanner can write out

brief answers to the above simple questions. We do not
wantj these reports for publication in detail, but to gather

some general results that will he given, if we can have
full reports from all our readers.

Brazilian Sugar Cane.—Mr. Charles J.

Smith, U. S. Consul at Para, Brazil, has left at the Agricul-

turist office a few specimens of Sugar Cane, 16 J4 feet high,

and carrying a diameter of 2 inches to a hight of nearly

10 feet from the ground. We never saw finer cane.

Pears in California. — Daniel Flint,

Sacramento, asks if any one can heat him in raising

pears. In February he set a cion of the Bartlett, and in

September following he cut off the limb and exhibited it

at the State Fair. It contained 12 pears and weighed 19

pounds. This will do, even for California, a State from
which we look for great things in horticulture.

Trouble with Strawberry Plants.
—J. Arnold, Paris, C. W. We do not recognize the worm
that killed your strawberry plants, from the description.

Next year send specimens to B. D. Walsh, Editor Practical

Entomologist, Eock Island, 111. He or some of his asso-

ciates will be glad to study them up for you.

Bait for ging-s.—L. Langwo r, Rutland Co.,

Vt, says, that a spoonful of malt placed here and there,

and covered by a flower pot or other dish to prevent their

access to it, will prove very attractive to slugs, which will

assemble around the bait during the night and may he
killed in the morning. Next to malt, he has found grated

carrots used in the same way to be the most attractive bait.

Ufew Hand-weedcr.—Mr. Geo. P. Allen,

of Woodbury, Conn., is the inventor and patentee of the

little implement which we represent in the accompanying
engraving. It is a scuffie-hoe, consisting of a thin steel

blade, with two cutting edges. These edgeB consist of a

series of acute teeth

sharpened from the

under side. Held
naturally, by a man
standing erect, the

blade lies perfectly

flat upon the ground,

and raising or lower-

ing the handle gives

it a tendency to en

ter, if shoved or

drawn. The com-

mon straight-bladed

scuffle-hoe, though

sharp, often meets

with considerable

resistance from roots of grass and weeds, and frequent-

ly slips over them ; even hard lumps of soil obstruct its

movement. This one readily passes through the»clods, and

cuts any kind of roots with ease. It is especially adapted

to hoeing among garden vegetables, carrots, onions, and

other root crops in the field. We ourselves used one of

these weeders last year with entire satisfactiou.

Xlae Apple as a Pear Stock.—"T. J.

P." proposes to set out apple trees the coming spring,

and the following spring to graft them with pears. The ap-

ple is not a good pear stock—the trees are generally short

lived. We cannot advise our friend to proceed in this

way, and we do not see any reason why he should not set

out pear trees at once. The answer to the question "will

pears pay?" will depend very much upon the locality,

and no clue to the place is given to this in the letter.

Shrul> for a «rave.-J. B. Bowman,
Blair Co., Penn. Plants with white flowers are generally

preferred for cemetery decorations. Among the best of

these are St. Peters Wreath, Spircea hypericifolia, the

Mock Orange PhUadelphus, and Deutzia gracilis. These

are all readily obtained from the nurseries and are hardy.

How Far Apart?— "J. W. B.," Iowa,

wishes to set an orchard, and is told by some to set his

trees 13 feet apart, and by others to put them at the dis-

tance of two rods. Both may be right, as there is a great

difference in the habit of trees. Two rods is I he old rule,

and is applicable to all large-growing varieties, such as

the Fall Pippin, Tallman's Sweet, etc., while the Red

Astrachan and others may he set at half that distauca

Those who advocate close planting claim that the trees

protect one another. We cannot tell what your trouble-

some vine is, from the description; send specimens
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Muck Composts.—"M. M. S.," Nashua,

N. H., uses this :—To each cord of dry muck add 1 bush-

el live ashes, and 4 quarts of salt, and mix well, and pile

to shed rain.....""v7. T. S.," Westchester Co., N. T.,

proceeds as follows : Slake lime with as much strong

brine (an old meat or fish brine preferred, or brine made
from the refuse salt of a packing house), as it will take

up and not become wet. This is scattered over layers of

muck dried by a few weeks exposure to the air, using

about Yz bushel to the cubic yard."—This is a large propor-

tion; it is usual to recommend the lime and salt mixture

at the rate of 1 or 2 bushels to tho cord (133 cubic feet).

Supply of Gnano.—A correspondent of

tho N. Y. Times says : During the month of November,

1866, 39 vessels of 35,094 tons loaded guano at the Chin-

chas, principally for Europe. It is estimated that there are

about 200,000 tons of guano on the Guannappe Islands,

which the Peruvians have commenced to work. The
islands are within seven miles of the main land. The guano
at the Chinchas will be exhausted in about two years.

Hen Manure.—"W. H. S., of Buffalo," W.
Va., inquires about the use of this article. It is one of tho

best kinds of manure, better then muck that is Bold under

the name of guano. It is good spread and plowed-in in

field or garden. It is more commonly used as a fertilizer

in the hill for all kinds of farm and garden crops. It is

quite too strong to use by itself, and should either be

mixed with four or five times its bulk of muck or loam,

or be mixed with earth in the hill at the time of planting.

Undiluted it will destroy most seeds that it comes in con-

tact with. . v

Spring; "Wheat on New K^and.—A. A.

Crook, of West Virginia, has some land grubbed an

cleared this winter, and asks what is the best variety of

spring wheat to sow, time of sowing, quantity per acre,

etc. Sow the best kind that can be obtained in tho

neighborhood, and as early as tho land is in fit condition

to work—a buBhel and a half to two bushels per acre.

Spring Wheat in Wisconsin. — A
Farmer's Club in Fond du Lac Co., Wisconsin, passed an
unanimous vote that the Fife was the best and most
profitable variety of spring wheat to sow in that County.

Wc mention the fact, not for tho purpose of creating a

demand for seed of this well known and excellent variety,

but rather to commend the action of the club. If farmers

in different parts of the country, when they meet together,

would take a lesson from our horticultural friends, and

take a vote as to what are the best varieties of seeds, etc.,

they would soon be in possession of much useful infor-

mation. Let the vote be intelligently and honestly taken.

Sowing Winter Wheat in Spring.
—John Gilman, of Minnesota, writes us, that the crop of

spring wheat in 18G5 was very heavy and badly lodged,

and in harvesting, several bushels per acre were shelled

out and sprouted, and grew on tho ground. There was a

heavy fall of snow which remained all winter and until

tho first of April. The spring whoat which came up tho

fall previous, did not winter-kill, and many farmers left a

few acres to see what it would come to. Mr. G. says, his

wheat was cut with a "header, 11 leaving a very high

stubble, which he burnt, then harrowed the ground once

and left ten acres to grow to wheat. lie had 126 bushels

of uncommonly fine wheat. He asks the opinion of the

American Agriculturist, whether it will be safe to use this

wheat for seed the coming spring ? We should be afraid

to risk too much of it. Spring wheat can be obtained by

sowing winter wheat in the spring, and continuing to do

so until tho desired habit is established. But until this

habit is formed, there is danger that a good portion of the

wheat would not mature. How far this spring variety

has been changed into a winter wheat, by once sowing in

tho fall, is uncertain, and we would not liko to risk sow-

ing a large area. Sow a few acres, as early as jiosinbU, and
if the season is favorable, the probabilities arc, that you
will get wheat of better quality than the proper spring

varieties will yield.

Corn Planter and Manure Sower,
—Mr. J. B. Grinnell, York Co., Pa., wants to know whero

he can get a good corn planter that drops two rows at a

time and sows guano, plaster, etc., at tho same time. Wo
do not know of one that wc can recommend. There may
be one; certainly, such a planter is much needed. On
many soils it is very beneficial to drop a little plaster or

superphosphate with the seed, to give the plants an early

start. This is important on all crops, but especially so

with corn. A strong, vigorous growing young plant is

almost invariably followed, on good land, by a large yield.

Peruvian guano, however, should not be dropped with

tho seed, as a good article will certainly injure it. Or-

dinary snperphosphato will not hurt any seeds, but there

are some superphosphates, which arc impregnated with

the liquid from gas-works to furnish ammonia, which will

destroy seed, and should be used with great care.

Wheat in Maine.—M. K. Allen, of York
Co., Me., wishes " to raise wheat enough tho coming sea-

son for home consumption, 1
' but says, he " is ignorant of

the right way to proceed." Soil, a sandy loam. Proposes

to use bone-dust or superphosphate. A mixture of super-

phosphate and Peruvian guano, half and half, would be

better—say 100 lbs. of each per acre. If fine bone-dust,

500 lbs. per acre. Sow these manures broadcast and har-

row them in before putting in the wheat. Break up tho

manures fine, and rim them through a sieve to take out all

the lumps. If mixed with equal parts of sifted coal

ashes {not wood ashes), or with fine sand, it will enable

you to distribute the manures more evenly. Make tho

ground as mellow as psssible. Spring wheat differs from

winter wheat, we think, in requiring a looser and mel-

lower soil. Sow as soon a3 the snow goes off and the

land can be got ready, or else do not sow until rather late.

Where the midge is troublesome, late sown wheat some-

times escapes, while that which is sown moderately early,

is destroyed. We should prefer, however, to sow early,

as late sown frequently gives only a light yield. Make
the land rich, mellow and dry; sow early and rather

thick—say 2\/2 to 3 bushels per acre. Thick seeding, wo
think, favors early ripening.

Good for Egypt I—" Zero," writing from
South Pass, in Southern Illinois, Bays, that seeing a notice

a year or two Bincc in the old Genesee Farmer of a

turnip measuring about 8 or 9 inches across, he meas-

ured some of his that beat " Father Harris " by 1 inch
;

but he " thought it would be too bad to brag over the old

gentleman about one inch," so he let it go. "But, 11 he

adds, " the story I have now I can't hold. Ezra Pierce

raised a crop of Strapleaf turnips, a great many among
which weighed 10 to 11 lbs. each, and one, 13 lbs. cleansed

weight, 'no grease nor dust.' This one measured 34

inches around. Will not 'Egypt' beat the world for

large turnips ? We have a kind of sweet potatoes, called

'Bermudas,' which weigh 8 to 12 lbs. If you have state-

ments of any big things, please publish them, so as to

give us a chance to get ahead another year. 11

Warts on Cows' Teats.—J. E. Blake,

wants to know how these may be removed. If the warts

are drawn out, and a waxed linen or silk thread is tied

close down to the roots, they dry up and drop off after a

while—generally without making a sore. If suppuration

takes place, it may be treated like any cut or wound.

Application for Chapped Hands
and Calf-bitten Teats.—Dr. "Hoosier," of Rush
Co.,Ind., sends us the following sensible note-: " It is about

this time of the year that the young folks, and often old

ones, are complaining of chapped-hands and lips. Now,
this state of the human economy is quite annoying, espec-

ially to the ladies ; consequently, almost everybody is

hunting after heal-all ointments, and soothing lotions.

I have used a simple mixture for many years, with great

success. It is made as follows : Take 1 oz. Glycerine,

add 15 grains of Tannin, shake thoroughly, and it will

soon dissolve. Apply this preparation to the chapped

surface, once or twice a day. A few applications will

suffice to cure. This mixture is valuable, also, for the

chapped and calf-bitten teats of cows. Rub the teats

just before milking. It is readily washed off.
11

Driving- Horses to Plow.—W. F.

Brown says: "At the West, we always use the single

line on tho near or left-hand horse, and couple the other

by a jockey stick, about four feet long, fastened to the

hames' ring of the line horse, and to the bit of the off

horse. Tho jockey stick has a chain about six inches

long, at each end, with a T or cross piece attached to slip

through the rings. Any patient man can teach a horso in

one or two days to go better than with double lines. A
pull on the line menus haw, and a jerk, gee. Tho horse

soon catches your idea by these signals, and obeys as

readily as by the bit, in the ordinary way. The line is

buckled into a ring on a rein buckled to the bit, and

passes between the hames, and is kept to its place by the

rein that you check the horse's head up with, that being

put over it. Therein is held by a loop over the left hand."

This method of driving remedies the difficulty complained

of by our friend who "walks and talks" on the farm.

[Will he please take notice, and will Mr. Brown please

try again.

—

Eds.]

Cooking' Food tor Stock. — W. F.

Brown, of Ohio, recommends the Sorghum pan as the

best Teasel out for this purpose. He says: "My pan is

II feet long and about 3 wide at tho bottom. Tho sides,

(made of 2-inch stuff) aro sloped at an angle of 45 degrees.

Tho sheet iron bottom (No. IS iron, I believe,) is heavy,

nud is riveted together, and then nailed on to tho wood

with common shingle nails. The pan holds about 250
gallons. The furnace is built of brick, and made wide
enough so that the wooden sides of the pan will come
just outside of the wall. The flue is made 2 bricks by 3,

that is 2 feet by 16 inches, and about 10 foot high, with
furnace door and grate. That part of the flue or chimney
which is exposed to the weather, should be built with lime
mortar, but the furnace will last twice as long if laid up
with common clay. The door and space under the pan
should be made large eo as to take in brush, corn stalks, or
any light material for fuel. A quick, blazing fire is better
for boiling than one made of solid wood. A large scoop
holding about 2 gallons, is very convenient for emptying
the pan. In making mush, have an old broom cut off

to within six inches of the handle, and stir briskly with
this to keep the material from burning. Put out the Are
as soon as the mush is cooked. It will take but little

wood, and not over 45 minutes to cook six barrels of

mush. In boiling potatoes, it would pay to have a
cover to tho pan."

Carrots ibr Spring; Feed.—"M. H.
S.," says: Four quarts of oats, with 6 or 8 good-sized
Carrots, will go farther in feeding a horse than eight

quarts of oats without the Carrots. Alone, the roots are

excellent feed for cows in the spring before grass comes.
Also chopped fine, and mixed with ground oats, they

make the best of feed for sheep having early lambs.

Working? Covrs in the Voice.—Chas.

"W. Treadwell, of Rockingham County, N. H., has sent

us a beautiful card photograph of a floral car drawn by a
pair of cows, which figured at the late County Fair. He
says they use the cows for all kinds of light work, plow-
ing old land, harrowing, hauling wood, etc., and find

them serviceable and uninjured in their milk. They are

5 years old, well broken, give 14 quarts of milk each a

day. Moderate labor will cause a cow to eat more, digest

it better, and probably improve her health were she to be

kept in a stable. In the pasture she gets an equivalent

amount of exercise, and with it the better health and ap-

petite. Much labor immediately reduces the yield of

milk, and impairs the quality of that which is obtained.

Tat Pigs—How to Wake Them.-
Mr. Allen, of Missouri, wants to know how it is possiblo

to make pigs weigh from 2G0 to 300 lbs. dressed, in nino

months from birth. This is rather more than the avcrago

performance of Yankee pigs, but it is by no means unu-

sual, even with the mongrel stock found in their yards.

The pig6 are chapped about the first of March from a large

thrifty sow. The mother has a plenty of straw for her

bed, and a nice warm sty, with a small yard attached.

After she is nicely over the birth of her litter, she is well

fed with skim milk, boiled potatoes, and a provender

made of Indian corn and oats ground together. This Is

cooked and is fed warm three times a day, and with great

punctuality and as much as she will eat up clean. She

never has a chance to waste an ounce of flesh in squealing

for her meals. This is a matter of great importance.

The pigs fed on such a mother should not be more than six,

if to get the best results. The pigs have all the milk the

mother affords, and as soon as they begin to feed from the

trough, they share her messes, which are increased in

quantity as the pigs grow. The rule is to give just as

much of the swill as -they will cat up clean. On dairy

farms they have all the Bklm milk, and where they can

drink in addition to the provender. The pigs are kept

growing every hour from birth until they are slaughtered.

They sometimes have clover, grass, weeds, or green corn

stalks thrown into the pen for a little change of diet, but

the staple is the provender and plenty of it The last

few weeks the potatoes are dropped, and they arc fed al-

most wholly on corn meal or raw corn. Pork, thus made,

is of splendid quality, and it is by no means uncommon
to have pigs so treated weigh from 200 to 300 lbs. dressed,

at nine months old.

Raising Calves by Hand.—A Cali-

fornia correspondent says: "I have taken calves from

one to two days old to as many weeks, and taught them

first to drink milk warm from the cow. "When they aro *

used to this, add a handful of corn meal, (or better still

oil meal), and stir welt while they arc drinking. All

milk may bo withheld at perhaps three weeks old, by giv-

ing more tea and meal ; barley or wheat meal will do per-

haps better than corn. Tea is the best substitute for

milk, and should be made from good sweet hay, and not

steeped too long. If the calves are troubled with scoures,

stop the meal a day or two, and give a little now milk.

If they are constipated, give a little more oil meal or rye

meal."

Fine Devon Steers.—A correspondent at

Tort Byron has a pair that weighed 16-10 lbs. at one year

old, and 2534 at twenty-one months old. This speaks

well for the stock, and for the caro taken of thorn.
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Plants by Mail.—It is a great convenience'

to those who live at a distance from seedsmen and nur-

series to he ahle to obtain plants and seeds through the

mail. The ordoring of seeds to he received in this way
is very common, and, some seedsmen do an almost ex-

clusively mail "business. Parcels of plants of moderate

size are also easily transmitted by post, and though there

have been some loss of plants by this mode of conveyance,

it has generally been due either to improper packing or

to sending them in too warm a season. But few nursery-

men, doing a large business, care to be troubled with

small orders by mail at the season when they are crowded

with large orders, and we find that it is mainly the dealers

in small fruits who offer to transmit plants by post. One
of the first to go into the business of mailing plants was

Mr. Knox, of Pittsburg, Pa., and. as will be seen by his

advertisement, he 1b so well pleased with his experience

in tills matter that he not only offers to mail plants, but

to guarantee their safe arrival. His offers of collections

of vines, etc., by mail, are worthy the attention of those

intending to plant. "We received plants from Mr. K. by

mail long before we ever knew him, and had reason to be

satisfied with the condition in which they reached us.

Wt have before spoken of the extent of Mr. Knox's small

fruit establishment, at which there are abundant facilities

for producing and packing plants, and hi6 reputation is a

sufficient guarantee that he will do what he promises.

Sad for TTree-Pe&ulers.—At the Annu-
al Meeting of the Illinois Horticultural Society, the fol-

lowing resolutions were passed:

Whereas, The progress of horticulture has been very

much impeded by tree-peddlers, through their ignorance

and dishonesty in selling trees untrue to name, at enor-

mous and unusual prices, sometimes delivered in cold and

freezing weather, by which farmers and amateur fruit-

growers have been discouraged and disgusted ; therefore,

Resolved, That this Society as a body of fruit-growers,

farmers, legitimate nurserymen and others, do emphati-

cally denounce the business as empirical and injurious

to the best interests of horticulture and the prosperity of

the State.

Resolved^ That there is no good reason why the author-

ized traveling agents of reliable nurserymen should not

be treated with the same respect as the traveling agents

of any other useful business, and that these agents be not
confounded with the tree-peddlers

Standard E>warfs>.—I. H. Ellis, Butler
Co., Iowa, says that there are agents selling " standard

dwarf 11
fruit trees, and asks if there is.anv such thing. A

dwarf tree is generally considered to^rean one grafted

upon a dwarfing stock. Thus, the pear is dwarfed by
working on the quince, the apple on the Paradise apple,

etc. Trees on free stocks may be made dwarfs by proper-

ly pruning branches and roots. It is a matter as much of

training as of stock, and we know of " dwarf 1
' trees—i. e.,

originally on quince roots—that have become standards.

The-agent who pretends to have a new sort of trees called
u standard dwarfs" is not to be believed.

Report oftlae I&epartmeiit ofAgri-
culture for 1S65.—Thisdocumentis received. Itis

a volume of 60S pages, in the usual style, full of pictures,

withmuch valuable information and many blunders. "We
shall, perhaps, take space to review it at another time.

American Seeds.—An importer of English
seeds said to us a few days ago that "All American seed
raising is a myth. 1

' Now we would like to have 6ome
statistics about American seeds. "We believe that the

amount of garden seeds raised in this country is far from
being "mythical," and we know that for many things

our gardeners will pay any price for American seeds, when
they know who raised them, rather than take imported
ones. Do Brill, of Newark, N. J. ; Gregory, of ifarblehead,

Mass.; Macomber, of Khode Island, the various onion seed-

growers of Connecticut, the different Shaker communities
and others think that seed growing is a myth? As soon
as American grown seeds can be had, of reliable growers,
the importations will decrease, and here is a profitable

kind of culture that our wide awake small farmers will

do well to look into. "We do not advise ignorant people,

who would grow cabbage seed from " stumps," to go into

seed-growing, hut those who know the conditions neces-

sary to success andwho have a reputation for truthfulness,

may well give this attention. We know people at the
West who will not plant a carrot or a beet seed, unless

they know that it has been raised by a "Shaker," so

thoroughlyhas the name of these people become identified

with reliability. Flower eeed-raising is certainly not a
"myth," for we saw last autumn a delivery of 75 pounds
of one kind—Phlox Drummondii—at Thorburn1

s, in John
St., from a grower in New Jersey, and this was not all of

this one kind of seed that he expected to deliver. Does
James Yick, with his 23 acres at Rochester, devoted to

flower seed raising, consider that American grown seeds

arealla "myth?" There are a few, and but a few, varie-

ties of seeds that can be better raised in other climates

than ours ; but we believe that the majority of all garden

and flower seeds can be raised better here than abroad.

WHere Can I Oet It ?—A letter from
Dayton, O., asks :

" "Where can good seed of all kinds be

procured." This is a sample of many letters that are

passed by unnoticed, as our advertising columns give all

needed information. We do not allow any one to adver-

tise whom we know to be unreliable, or against whom
there are strong suspicions. We believe that aU adver-

tisers, whose notices are admitted into our columns, will

deal fairly, and we cannot recommend one nurseryman or

seedsman in preference to another. Buy of the nearest

nurseryman or seedsman, if he have the required articles.

Come "West is the advice of the St. Louis

Democrat to the thousands of unemployed workmen in

our Atlantic cities. It says : "A few dollars would place

them in Missouri where all kinds of labor are in demand
and are paid high wages, where the climate and the soil

combine with inexhaustible mineral wealth to offer sure

employment and prosperity to a million of industrious

workers, and where rich land sells for five dollars an acre.

If he does not fancy the cultivation of the soil, pushing

railroads are waiting for workmen of every kind. Build-

ings, going up in every part of the State, arc hindered by
lack of workmen ; mines are lying idle with inexhaust-

ible wealth, scarcely hidden by earth's russet carpet, for

want of laborers." This is wholesome advice to the

class indicated. New York could with great benefit to

itself and to the country spare fifty thousand,who are bare*

ly living ; here they are consumers and add nothing

to the wealth of the country. Their room is better than

their company. There the fertile earth pines for their

company and would hail their coming with joy. But let

the tillers of the soil in the East stay at home, and help

us supply the greedy home market.

WHaoleor Hair Sweets.—"O. A. J." asks

if it is necessary to write letters on a whole sheet, when
a half sheet will answer as well. In all business letters

it is customiiry to use only a half sheet. In other letters,

as in matters of etiquette generally, it is difficult to lay

down a rule. Those who wish to follow the usages of

good society, will write all letters of ceremony, notes of

invitation, etc., and will address all officials and digni-

taries on a whole sheet, be it Urge or small. We do not

say that this is absolutely necessary, but it is an es-

tablished custom, as is taking off one's hat in entering a

house—and it is better to fall in with it than to appear

odd. In some countries the amount of respect of the

writer for the recipient of the leiter is indicated by the

width of the blank margin at the left hand side of the

sheet, and we have seen this carried to the extent of

leaving a margin half the width of the page.

"ST-a"vrarra-ated.—John Vanderbilt & Bros,

have sent us a circular of " Hunt's Hoosier Fodder Cutter,"

in which the Agriculturist is made to figure in an unwar-

ranted manner. Hunt's Cuttermay be, for all we know, the

best in existence, but we have nothing just now to do with

that. It publishes, among others, a certificate dated at the

Office of the American Agriculturalist, and signed by " S.

Edwards Todd, Ag. Editor of Am. Agriculturalist," etc.

S. Edwards Todd is not and never was the "Agricultural

Editor" of the Agriculturist, (without the <ri), and this use

of the name of the paper to give apparent value to any
certificate whatever, is unwarranted by us.

Frnit IPreserT-iug- Mouses.—Houses
built on Nyce's plan appear to be quite successful. Mr.

W. S. Carpenter brought us, about Jan. 20, specimens

of pears taken from a house of this kind. Duchesse

d'Angouleme and other autumn varieties were as fresh

and green as if first taken from the tree.

Noteworthy Catalogues.—-A. dealer's

catalogue may be a mere list of the stock on hand, or it

may be a pamphlet of real value and one worthy of preser-

vation for future reference. We have before referred to the

efforts on the part of our dealers, in the way of catalogues,

and some of them give very useful directions for culture,

but are generally inexcusably loose in respect to names.

As an illustration of a nearly perfect catalogue, we cite

that of Andre Leroy, of Angers, France, to whose Agents,

Messrs. Bruguiere & Thebaud, 51 Cedar St., N. T., we are

indebted for a copy. Though this catalogue is badly

translated, we advise our nurserymen to consult it as a

model. The fruits, etc., have their names correctly given,

the authority for the name usually appended, synonyms,

if any, follow, and then, there are columns giving a clue

to the quality, size, texture, fertility, time of maturity

and form, with a column for "remarks" where these are

necessary. All through the catalogue we find the names
in accordance with the best botanical authorities, and all

correctly spelled, points in which it affords a marked con-
trast with any American catalogue we have yet seen.
Another pleasing catalogue is that of William Thompson,
Ipswich, Eng., in which flower seeds are presented in
their botanical families and under their correct names.

Several of our dealers have put out catalogues this year
that are more noteworthy for the attempt to render them
useful as hand-books, or for the pains taken to illustrate

them than for any great attempt at accuracy. Among
those useful as giving directions for cultivation, we men-
tion those of A. SI. Purdy, South Bend, Ind., and J. Knox,
Pittsburg, Pa., for small fruits, and James Yick, Rochester,
for flowers. Mr. V. has given a great number of illus-

trations in his catalogue, 'and has a noticeably well done
frontispiece printed in colors ; this catalogue is nearer

correct in its names than any that have come to ns this

year. Peter Henderson's Catalogue ofNew Plants is also

well illustrated, and, as usual, contains all the.domestic
and foreign novelties. We are always interested in cata-

logues, as they serve to mark our horticultural progress,

and we preserve a file of them with great care.

I>ocuiiiejii§ 9 etc. 9 Received.*-Report
of the Committee on Roads, Dedham, Mass.. .The In-

come Taxpayers' Guide and Pocket Register, F. H. Stauf
fer, Asst. Assessor, Mt. Joy, Pa Message, etc., of Gov.
of Vermont, from H. Clark, Sec'y Index, Charter, and
Regulations of St. Louis Public School Library Texas
Geological Survey—Preliminary Report—by S. B. Buck-
ley Address by Hon. Anson S.Miller, of 111., at Sara-

toga, before N. Y. State Agl. Soc, from Col. B. P. John-

son Report of Sec'y of Iowa Slate Ag'l Society for

1865, from J. M. Shaffer, Sec'y ...Census Returns of the

different Counties of the State of Iowa, for 1S65 Reve-

lations of the Paraguayan War and the Alliances of the

Atlantic and Pacific Message of the Gov. of Michigan,

Catalogue of Michigan State Agl. College, etc., fiom Prof.

M. Miles Lansing Report of the State Agl. College,

Mich., by the Pres't Prof. T. C. Abbot. . . .A Few Things
to be thought of before proceeding to Plan Buildings for

the National Agricultural Colleges, from the author, F.

Law Olmstead.

Catalogues Acloiowletlgedl. — All
dealers will find it to their advantage to send us catalogues

of their stock, as in preparing the list of nurserymen and
others for our Annuals, we only include those who tako

pains to make themselves known. Some of the catalogues

issued this year are very creditably illustrated, and many
of them are valuable as hand-books upon the management
of fruit, vegetable and flower gardens.

Agricultural Implements. — John Yanderbilt &
Brothers, 23 Fulton St., New York. . . .Griffing & Company
Agricultural and Horticultural Implements, 58 and 6S

Cortland St. N. Y.

General Nursert Stock.—Walnut Hills Nurseries,

J. S. Cook, Cincinnati, O "The Evergreens," Saml.

Edwards, La Moille, HI. . . . J. C. Plumb, Madison, Wis. . .

.

Walworth (Wayne Co., N. Y.) Nurseries, T. G. Yeomans.

Grapes and Other Small Fruits.— South Bend
(Ind.) Nursery, A. M. Purdy. ..." The Best Three Market
Berries,M (HI.) William Parry, Cinnaminson, Burlington

Co., N. J A. M. Burns, Manhattan, Kansas A. J.

Hatfield, Niles, Berrien Co., Mich. . . .Alfred Wells, Ithica,

Tompkins Co., N. Y Holton & Znndell, Havcrstraw,

N. Y J. Knox, Pittsburg, Pa.

Florists Plants, Roots. Bulbs, etc—Peter Hender-

son (HI.), South Bergen, N. J., and 67 Nassau St.,N. Y.

Wm. F. Basset, Hammonton, N. J.

Seeds.—John Yanderbilt & Brothers, 23 Fulton St., N.
Y Saml. T. Thorburn, Albany, N. Y Henderson &
Fleming, 67 Nassau St., N. Y... William Thompson,
Ipswich, Engl Frederick William Wendel, Erfurt,

Prussia. J. C. Wendel, Ag't, Boston Waite, Burnel &
Co., London, Eng Illustrated Catalogue and Floral

Guide, Jas. Yick, Rochester, N. Y Henry A. Dreer,

Phila., Pa. . . . J. M. Thorburn & Co., 15 John St., N. Y. . .

.

E. Newbury (2//.), Brooklyn, Conn Reisig & Hexamer,

Newcastle, Westchester Co., N. Y., Seed Potatoes

Tlie American Naturalist.—This is

the title of a new popular illustrated magazine ofNatural

History, to be published by the Essex Institute, Salem,

Mass. It will be issued monthly at $3 per year. The list

of persons who have promised to contribute to its pages

comprises the names of those who stand at the head of

their different departments of science. Some half dozen

periodicals, devoted to popular science, are published in

England, but, with the exception of the Practical Ento-

mologist, we have not one in this country. The American

Journal of Science serves as a medium for scientific men,

but one which should aim to popularize science is

greatly needed, and if the one now proposed is well

managed, it will meet a long felt want. We wish this

enterprise much success, and advise such of our readers

as desire to know more about it to send to the Editors ol

the American Naturalist, Salem, Mass., for a circular
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Walks and Talks on the Farm—No. 38.

Jly best paying crop on the farm last year

-was Beans. They cost but little labor and bring

a good price. I have just sold them to the

seed-store for $3 25 per bushel. The early kind

turned out better than last year, but the late

sort was nipped by the frost, and is not so good.

I had to have them picked over by hand at a

cost of 15 cents per bushel.

Beans have always been, theoretically, a

favorite crop with me. And I am now more

than ever convinced that, on wheat farms at

least, they should always form a part of the

rotation. True, we cannot always hope to get

such a high price for them as they have brought

this year. But I think they will pay to grow
even for feeding out on the farm to sheep. They
are very nutritious, and nothing except oil cake

makes such rich manure. The vines are excel-

lent fodder. I was fortunate in getting the crop

well cured. The growth of vines was unusally

large—completely covering the ground, and

though the frost struck them before they were

pulled, I find that the sheep ate them with

avidity. In fact, they seem to like them fully

as well as clover hay.

John Johnson writes me that he is fattening

over three hundred sheep. Like nearly all of us,

he paid more for them than they could have

been bought for later in the season. But he

thinks that there is not one eighth as many sheep

being fattened this winter as last, and conse-

quently they are likely yet to bring a fair price.

He urges me to feed a little oil cake, and I am
doing so. I bought a few tons of it at $50 per

ton. It is a high price, but less than it has been

for several years. If it were not for the manure

I question if it would pay. But if, as 5Ir. Lawes
estimates, the manure from a ton of oil cake is

worth $28, and you can buy cattle or sheep ill-

fed for two or three cents less per lb. than you

can get for them when fat in the spring, we may
be sure that we can afford to buy oil cake

enough at least to use up all our fodder.

Feeding straw and stalks alone to any kind of

stock is of rather doubtful economy. "We must

feed a little grain or cake with it to get out its

full value. With ha)-, the case is somewhat dif-

ferent, as it contains both grain and straw—or

rather, it is cut while all the juices which would

go to form grain are still in the stems and leaves.

But for fattening animals, it is still desirable to

feed out a little grain or roots in addition.

Farmers feel the high taxes this winter more
than ever before. They are higher in this town
than at any time during the war. The effect, as

a general rule, is to check improvements. There
is less work being done than for some time past,

and wages will come down. But it is no use

holding back. The taxes must be paid, and we
shall have to get the money out of the land. If

we stop work we shall be worse off instead of

better. After all, the money paid for State and

count}' taxes does not leave the country. It

soon finds its way back again into circulation.

If farmers only had to pay high taxes, or if

they were merely local, it would be all loss and
no gain, but as they arc general, all over the

country, we will not complain. Let us lend all

our energies to make the land as productive as

possible, and we shall find it less difficult to pay
the high taxes than we anticipated. Our County,

State and National debt is really a mortgage on

our farms, but as everybody's farm is thus mort-

gaged it does not affect any one firmer as an

ordinary mortgage would. Let us be cheerful

then, and keep on working. The prospects of
farmers are as good now, compared with other

occupations (except office holders), as ever.

How much do you suppose I paid the Doctor
for that cow ? One hundred and ten dollars

!

I am a little ashamed of it, but try to persuade

myself that I should not have given so much to

any one else. She comes in very early, is a well

built cow, with a trace of Shorthorn blood in

her, and is in high condition. The latter point

I think more of than the generality of farmers.

I like to see a milch cow pretty fleshy in the

spring, for if she is a good milker you will get

all the fat she has stored up during the winter

back again in the form of butter before the sea-

son is over. This cow gave, last summer, two
lbs. of butter a day. And if she will do this for

me, I would rather give $120 for her than $60
for one that will give only one pound of butter

a day. For of course she will not eat as much
again food.

The high price of cows will prove a boon to

farmers if it teaches us to feed our milch cows
better. In the dairy districts I presume they

have paid more attention to this point, but there

are not a few farmers that have treated their

milch cows and young stock during the winter

months as though they did not care whether
they lived or died. And even now, while cows
are so scarce and high, I can take you to several

farmers in this "highly enlightened commu-
nity," in this " centre of the garden of the Em-
pire State," where cows, colts and young cattle

are wintered in the field with no other shelter

than a rail fence ! *
Neighbor Sloe has sold all his straw to the

paper makers, and now lets his cattle run in the

fields to pick up what grass they can find under

the snow. It's a fact.

I was glad to see the Agriculturist, last

month, recommending currying cows and fat-

tening cattle. Animals that are stabled need it

more than those in the yards, but it is beneficial

to both. "When I want a little recreation I take

a currycomb and card the cows. They like it

beyond anything. I have seen them stop eating

their corn meal as soon as I commenced. I wish

the practice was general. A man that curries

his cows will not be apt to starve them.

There is another thing in the Agriculturist

this month (January), that I like—the allusion

in "Hints about "Work," to future prices of

farm products. "We are all interested in this

matter, and there is no way in which the Agri-

culturist could benefit its readers more than by

giving all the facts which have any bearing on

the subject. Of course, no one can predict with

any degree of certainty what prices will be a

year or a month from this time, -but still some
idea can be formed by a careful consideration of

the facts. But the difficulty is to get the facts.

These the Agriculturist could give us even more

fully than it now does. The advice it gives to

"sell when you can get a fair price" is cer-

tainly correct; and, on the other hand, hold

on to any article that is below the cost of pro-

duction, if there is a chance for a rise.

" What do you find to do on the farm in win-

ter?" asked a city friend. ""What do you peo-

ple in the city ever find to do?" I replied.

Whatever sources of discontent there ma}' be

in farm life, want of occupation is not one of

them. I do not pretend to do much work
myself. I would like to do more than I do, but

cannot afford it. There arc but few men who

can work both with then- hands and their brains.

But there is no lack of work for man and horse,

provided it is properly laid out. In stormy
weather you can grind grain, chaff fodder,

thresh beans, and if you have a tool-house, with
a stove in it, you can repair tools and imple-

ments, paint wagon wheels, cultivators, har-

rows, plows, &c., and get everything ready for

spring.

"We have been latterly busy drawing stones to

build fences. There are hundreds of tons of

stones on my farm that have been taken out

of the land and drawn into large heaps. It is

no little labor to draw these stones on a wagon
or a stone-boat in the summer, even if we had
time ; but with sleds it is less work to load, not

having to lift them so high, and you can draw
a much heavier load. In the summer time it

would cost me nearly as much to draw the

stones as to build the fence ; and when the ground

is wet in the spring and fall it is still more ex-

pensive, and, besides, injures the land. It is

rather cold work handling stones, but the winter

is thie time for moving such heavy materials.

Did I tell you of a discovery the Deacon made
last summer ? He has a small ditch running

through one of his fields which carries off the

water from ten or fifteen acres of my farm.

Last summer he observed that there was a hole

in this ditch into which the water soaked away.

He took a crow-bar and enlarged the hole. I

have two long underdrains discharging into the

ditch, and during the heavy rains of last fall

there was a great quantity of water discharged,

but this hole took every drop of it. I presume

the hole goes down to a fissure in the rock. If

it was opened out and then stoned up so as to

prevent choking, I see no reason why it should

not prove a permanent outlet for all the water.

There is on my farm a low spot from which

there is no outlet, into which flows a considera-

ble quantity of water, which all disappears.

The great difficulty in draining is to get a

good outlet. There is scarcely any land that

cannot be readily drained if the natural water

courses were kept free from obstructions, and the

ditches which run into them were deepened and

widened and kept clean. But as this must be

doue by the several farmers through whose laud

the water courses run, any one of them can

seriously damage all the rest by his negligence

or obstinacy. This matter demands the imme-

diate attention of our legislators. A well con-

sidered law, compelling farmers to clean out

water courses, &c, or in case of refusal authori-

zing the proper authorities to do the work and

assess the expense on the property benefited,

would do much for agricultural improvement.

The Deacon last night was telling me of an

interesting fact in regard to wheat, which he

observed on his farm some years ago. He and

another farmer had bought some wood which

lay back of my present farm. By going across

my farm they could save a mile or so of

travel. They obtained permission from the

owner to draw their wood during the winter, on

condition that they should pay for any damage

done to a piece of wheat they had to go over.

Before spring the snow broke through occa-

sionally, and they expected to have to pay con-

siderable damage. But during the summer the

wheat on the track was far superior to the rest

of the field. The snow being pressed hard, did

not melt in the spring for a long time after it

had all disappeared from the rest of the field.

There may have been some droppings from the
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horses, which could have done no harm, but still

I have no doubt it was the late coming of snow

and ice in the spring that was of so much bene-

fit to the wheat. "At harvest," said the Deacon,
" the wheat was so good that the men told me
they got all their bands from this track to tic up

the bundles from the rest of the field."

But what a wretched picture of farming is

this—the straw not long enough to tie up the

wheat ! This, mark you, wa3 on the farm I now
own, and if I ever have a crop of wheat that I

cannot bind, it must not be ascribed to " book

farming." For my predictions certainly are

not open to such an accusation. If not strictly

" practical " farmers, they did not ruin them-

selves by taking agricultural papers or farming

according to the books. Some of them spend

more time at the card table and the grog shop

than I do in my library. Those of my good

friends who shake their heads at some of my
performances will agree with me in one thing

:

It is better to buy bone dust than whisky ; better

to spend your evenings at home, reading the

experience of the best farmers of the past and

the present than to be expending the hours

in smoking in a grocery at the "corners."

I do not know a more striking instance of the

benefits of drainage on a small scale than one

not half a mile from me. A city man, three or

four years ago, bought a farm of some seventy-

five acres. The house was situated on the top

of an easterly slope, some forty or fifty rods

from the road. He moved out to the farm the

1st of May. The young ladies, who had had

no experience of farm life, came out in a carriage,

and when they came to turn up the private

road that led to the house the horses mired, and

the driver had to get out, and lay down rails for

the ladies to walk on across this mud hole.

Their feelings can be imagined. A quite re-

spectable family had lived on the farm since the

county was first settled—lived, thrived and died.

They had pulled through that mud hole for

thirty or forty years, without any attempt to

drain it. Our city friend immediately cut a

ditch along the_side of the road a distance 'per-

haps of fifty rods, down to a natural water-

course. He then put in some three or four

underdrains, running up and down the slope in

front of the house, and which discharge into

the new ditch. The affect was magical. These
underdrains'run -winter and summer, day and
night, and cany off all the water. The meadow
is one of the handsomest and most productive

in the neighborhood. The young ladies have
surrounded the house with evergreens and
ornamental trees and shrubs. The mud hole

has disappeared, and in its place is a nice gravel

road, firm and dry at the wettest seasons of the

year, and I question if the whole expense of the

improvement amounted to two hundred dollars.

"But did your city friend make farming

pay ? " Yes, Sir. He has received more money
from his apple orchard alone than he paid for

the farm ! He has everything very comfortable

around him, is an active, energetic man, culti-

vates his land thoroughly, raises large crops and

enjoys farm life well, about as much as I do.

I am glad so many city people are turning

their attention to farming. The country needs

new blood. But there can be little doubt that

many of these new comers will soon leave us.

I have a neighbor who came from the city last

spring. He bought a far
-m that would be pro-

ductive if thoroughly uuderdrained, but with-

out, It is not worth cultivating. He has worked

hard all summer, managed the land as well as

any one could, but his corn was not worth
husking, and the whole farm receipts were so

small, he is about to return to the city in disgust.

Our agriculture has much to hope from young
men who, having a love for farming, the neces-

sary capital, a good education, and abundant

energy, make up their minds to study farming

at some Agricultural College, or with some good
practical farmer, and then settle down in the

country for life, determined to " make farming

pay." It will not be many years before our

Agricultural Colleges turn out hundreds of

such men. And the more of them the better.

Milking Stools—A Hint.

We published some time since an article

about milking stools, which brought several com-

munications in regard to them, among others,

some advocating the use of one-legged stools.

These are very common articles of cow-yard

furniture in some placeSj»but probably unused

in others, they have their advantage, however,

upon side hills or uneven ground.

There are multitudes of people who use

3-legged stools while milking, for the very good
reason that they will stand firmly wherever they

are set down. And if the idea of a one-legged

stool were suggested to them, it might not be
entertained for the reason that such a stool will

not stand alone. The quality of firmness is good,

but that of being level is better. A one-legged

stool will be level, or as nearly level as the

milker wishes, at all times, and to enforce this fact

we have had this illustration made. The artist

has probably never milked a dozen cows morn-
ing and night, winter and summer, during some
of the best years of his life, or he would have
given his milkman a better position, and pro-

vided a bigger pail for the show of milk.

Convenient Tools in the Garden.

There are some implements very convenient

and even necessary to have in the garden that

are not usually kept by the dealers in garden

tools, and they must be home made, if had at

Fig. 1.—ROLLER.

all. At this time of comparative leisure it is

well to have all the tools repaired and to pur-

chase or make such as are likely to be wanted.

A Roller of some kind is an implement so

useful that no large garden should bo without

it. Those of iron, for rolling gravel, are too

heavy for the main purpose for which a roller

is required, that of rolling the soil after sowing
seed. Figure 1, shows the form of roller used

in market gardens in the vicinity of New York.
It is a cylinder of hard wood about 5 feet

long and 9 inches in diameter. It is bored

through its whole length to receive a rod of

2-inch round iron; this rod makes the roller

sufficiently heavy, and being a few inches longer

than the roller, its projecting ends furnish arms
to which to attach the handle. It is of great

importance, after sowing seeds, to pack the soil

closely in contact with them, or to "firm" it,

as the gardeners say. Iu a small way this can

be done by means of a strip of board, but when
a large sowing is made, the roller is necessary.

Moreover, the smooth surface left by the roller

allows the first hoeing to be done with greater

facility, than when it is left lumpy and uneven.

The Marker is another very convenient im-

plement, used for tracing lines upon the surface

of the ground, as a guide in setting plants or for

making drills in which to sow seeds. The dou-

ble marker shown in figure 2, has one set of

teeth at 9 inches apart, and another at 12 inches

distant. A marker of this kind will lay out

lines at the distances ordinarily required, as by
using every mark, or every alternate one, we
can have rows at nine, twelve, eighteen, and
twenty-four inches distant as may be needed.

Fig. S.

—

masker.

The Cultivator most in use in our market
gardens is simply a harrow, made in the form

ofa cultivator, and adjustable to different widths.

Fig. 3.—CULTIVATOR.

The teeth are like ordinary harrow teeth ; and

when unusually deep culture is required, a

weight is put upon the implement to make it

enter the soil to a considerably greater depth.

The Dibbler, or Dibble, fig. 4, is of great

use in transplanting. It is made from a bit of

hard wood that has a convenient curve to fit the

hand, and will be all the more durable if the

point is shod with iron. The foregoing engrav-

ings are from Mr. Peter Henderson's

new work "Gardening for Profit."

A Garden Line is necessary

where one would lay out his' work
with accuracy, and a wooden reel

may be made to wind it upon. The
iron reels, as generally sold, soon get

out of order and become useless. We
have found two stakes of hard wood,

properly pointed, to be more satis-

factory than any kind of reel. One
of these stakes is made fast to each

end of the line ; when not in use the ^" '

line is wound upon one of the stakes in the

manner that a boy winds up a kite string.
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The Beaver—(Castor canadensis.)

The beaver is another of those interesting

quadrupeds which the march of civilization ex-

terminates. We are reminded constantly of the

fact that they were once abundant throughout

the Northern States, by the creeks, ponds and

meadows which bear the marks of their wonder-

ful engineering. It is a pleasant fancy that

all the trades have

their representatives

among the brute

creation; the Beaver

is the civil engineer.

Old beaver dams still

stand, and, in not a

few locations, are

now busy mill-sites.

The accumulated de-

posits of silt and rub-

bish carried down
by the dammed-up
streams, and deposit-

ed in the slack wa-

ter above the dams,

form more perma-

nent monuments to

the beaver's indus-

try, than the dams,

which have, in the

most cases, rotted

and been washed

away, while the de-

posits above them

have become cover-

ed by swamp vege-

tation, and, as " beaver meadows," perpetuate

the memory of the industrious colonies once

established upon them. The Beaver belongs to

the family of the rodents—gnawers—distinguish-

ed by two pairs of very strong, sharp, cutting,

front teeth. They are found in both hemis-

pheres, but most

abundantly in North

America, and are

hunted and trapped

for their fur, which

is very valuable if

taken in the winter

season. They are

from 2 to 3 feet in

length, exclusive of

the tail, which mea-

sures about a foot, is

' of oval form, flatten-

ed laterally, and cov-

ered with semi-

horny scales instead

of fur. The hind feet

are webbed ; but the

fore-feet are not. The
body is low, squat

on the hind feet,

the cars small and

rounded, and the fur

is exceedingly fine,

soft and close, thick-

ly interspersed with

coarse hairs. These

hairs are removed by the process of "pluck-

ing," when the fur is prepared for use.

It is absurd to exaggerate psychological quali-

ties in animals, especially if so remarkable as

those possessed by the beaver. Nevertheless

this has been done by most of the old writers

who have listened to the trappers' marvelous

tales. Beavers act in concert in fclliug small

trees and floating them, and logs cut from them,

down stream to form their dams. The trees are

anchored by stones and gravel piled upon those

parts of then' tops which rest upon the bottom

;

and the dams are finished by building-in logs,

stones and boughs, the interstices being filled

with gravel; and mud. The dams are built or

repaired in the summer when the water is low,

and hi the autumn the beavers, in families of 4
old, and 6 or 8 young ones, construct their houses,

the beavee.-—(Castor canadensis.)

which are made of sticks, stones and mud, piled

in a broad circle, a chamber about 7 feet wide
being left in the center, the floor of which is

above usual high water. As the structure rises, it

is contracted into a dome, the cavity being about

3 feet high, and the thickness of the walls above

%>-

shrew MOLE, (Scalops aquaticus), AND star-nosed mole, (Condylura cristata.)

and around being often from five to seven feet.

The entrances to these lodges are all below

the water level when the dam is full, and near

and about them canals and channels are formed

which communicate with their stores of food,

which consists of the bark stripped from the

logs used for their dams, and that of logs and

boughs of the willow, aspen, poplar, and other

soft wooded nou-resiuous trees.

Beavers are not only valuable for their fur,

but for the drug Castor, or Castoreum, which is

found in sacks near the root of the tail, and is

used in medicine. It is used also by the hunters
as a means of attracting beavers to the trap.

Beavers are easily domesticated, and as their

food is willow bark, they might perhaps be
economically bred and fed on the bark stripped

from willows used for basket making. If not

domesticated,this in-

teresting animal will

soon be extinct in

the United States.

Shrew Mole and
Star-nosed Mole.

The common Am-
erican Mole is the

Shrew Mole (Scalops

aquaticus), though
the Star-nosed Mole
(Condylura cristata)

is not rare. The for-

mer is found in many
gardens and fields

where it does much
benefit by destining

grubs and worms in

the soil, and some
harm also in disturb-

ing the roots of

plants by its subter-

ranean galleries. The
question whether

moles are, on the

whole, friends or enemies, is worthy of dis-

cussion. For our own part, considering their

most ravenous appetites and the great amount
of food they require to sustain life, which may
easily be seen when one is caught alive and fed,

we are inclined to regard them as friends. The
family name, Talpi-

dco, covers a number
of similar genera in

different parts of the

world. They agree

in living a short dis-

tance below the sur-

face of the ground,

having stout, clumsy
bodies, without ap-

parent neck or ex-

ternal ears, exceed-

ingly small eyes and
short legs, the fore-

feet being generally

very broad and arm-

edwith strong claws.

In all, the senses of

smell, hearing, and

feeling, are very

acute. Thev are able

to move swiftly

about in their gal-

leries, and to extend

them with great ease

and rapidity. The
fur of .the Shrew

Mole, and of moles in general, is of exqui-

site fineness, and lies in no particular direc-

tion. The Star-nosed Mole has coarser fur, and

the termination of its snout is a very remarkable

fringe of fleshy points. "We have besides, three

other moles in the United States, the BSvsr Mole

of the Prairies; the Hairy-tailed Molaot the

New England and Middle States, and the Ore-

gon Mole found all along the Pacific coast.
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Dealing in Fancy Poultry—Poultry Clubs.

Iu common business transactions, the buyer is

generally expected to decide forhimself whether

quality and price in the thing he buys arcsuch

as to make the purchase desirable—and the

practice of "beating down," is as old as the

time of Solomon, who wrote, '"It is naught;

it is naught,' saith the buyer—and when he is

gone then he boasteth." But when a man or-

ders by mail, and sends the money in advance

for a good article which he expects to receive

by express, he throws himself entirely on the

honor of the seller. This is the usual way of

buying the different kinds of fancy poultry of

professional breeders. No one would think of

buying a horse in this way, except of a tried

friend, or of a dealer of proved honor, or of

such a reputation that his interest would tally

with his integrity, and we are sorry to be obliged

to rank poultry dealers and horse dealers in the

same class, with a few honorable exceptions.

Many people buy fancy poultry, who do so for

the sake of gaining by experience a knowledge

of the breeds aud their qualities. Iu their or-

ders they exhibit their ignorance, and the deal-

ers take advantage of this, demand pay in ad-

vance, and send fowls utterly worthless as breed-

ers. Some of these breeders of fancy poultry

are so ignorant as actually not to know how to

select the best birds of their own flocks, and

will actually breed from accidental crosses to

keep up their breeding stock. This is true of a

Jersey breeder who sells many fowls in N. Y.

City by auction, and otherwise advertises ex-

tensively. Birds bought of such an one will only

by accident give satisfaction. "We saw at the

N. Y. State Fair some fine Black Spanish fowls,

aud a friend ordered some on the strength of

our statement of the excellence of the parent

stock. They came and were worthless for breed-

ing purposes, fit only for the pot or for layers.

There are several places in New York City,

where fancy poultry are kept caged for days

and weeks. People who buy fowls or turkeys

from these pens, or dens, will be almost sure to

cany vermin and disease (roup) to their yards.

In a dealer in fancy poultry, ignorance of

what constitutes a pure-bred fowj, or a healthy

fowl, or a well shaped fowl, is a crime. It causes

fraudulent dealing. He kuows that he inevi-

tably, in his ordinary course of dealing, must

cheat his customers, and besides send disease

and death among their fowls at home.

Fowls bred from the best stock will not al-

ways he equal to their parents, and iu many
cases those a little inferior may not communi-

cate their bad points to their offspring ; these

therefore, have a value above common "dung-

hills." The nearer birds approach the ideal of

perfection, the higher should the price rise.

The breeder who would set any price for the

very best, and selling, continue to breed from

his own inferior stock, should be tabooed.

Know what you want, aud see before you buy,

or before you pay for what you order ; if you

oa-der by mail and receive by express, is the best

advice we can give. Breeders who know they

send a good article will not object to this prac-

tice. They sometimes suggest it. "We have

known of some who requested purchasers, if

not pleased, to replenish the food and water

stores, clean out the coop, aud return the birds.

The remedy for much of this cheating is the

association ofpoultry fanciers,iu correspondence,

and in visiting each other's yards,in poultry clubs,

find iu other ways. "We are now too much

every man for himself. The Grey Dorkings

have often proved failures in this country for

want of the ability of breeders, by exchange

or otherwise, to get fresh blood. They do not

bear in-and-in breeding, and the same is true of

much other poultry. We recommend, therefore,

the formation of Poultry Clubs, or other asso-

ciations of amateur poultry breeders.

Impurities of Cross-bred Drones.

BY BIDWELL BROS., ST. PAUL, MINN.

The best Apiarians, both in this country and

Europe, consider that a pure Italian queen, in

mating with a less pure or black drone, though
producing cross-bred queens and workers, will

nevertheless produce pure Italian drones. In

our experience we have not found it so.

The great multiplication of Italian bees in

Europe as well as America, is by what is termed

Italianizing, that is, removing a black queen and

substituting an Italian in her place. Her prog-

eny in time replace the black bees. Queens for

the remaining hives of the apiary are reared by

removing the Italian queen and compelling the

queenless bees to rear one or more "forced

queens" from her worker eggs or larva?. After

hatching, these fly out to meet the drones, which

at that time are for the greater part black

drones, the progeny of the previous black

queens, or belonging to neighboring hives. The
drones of these " hybrid queens," so-calied

—

(Italian queens which mate black drones), are

claimed to be pure Italians, and are allowed the

second season to mate with queens subsequent-

ly reared from eggs of the original pure queen,

thereby affecting, we claim, in a degree, the

greater part of the apiary.

In bee-breeding these facts are established,

viz. : Queens that have never met the drones

will lay fertile eggs which will all hatch into

drones. Queens never meet the male but once,

and after this they are called " fecundated

queens." Their eggs are directly influenced by
the fecundative principle, or not, at volition.

Those eggs which are thus fecundated produce

workers or queens; those which are not fecun-

dated, as is the case with the eggs of the non-

fecundated queens, produce drones. From these

premises, and from the fact that an Italian queen
crossed with a black drone produces drones

more or less closely resembling pure Italians,

apiarians argue that the drone progeny must
be of the original purity of the virgin queen,

and advise the use of such drones in apiaries.

Now, we claim that a pure Italian queen, in

mating with a less pure drone, or with a black

drone, is tainted, aud remains a cross-bred ever

after. Certain it is that the seed of the drone

forms a part of her system, requiring the blood

or fluids of her bod}' to circulate into it and
back into her for its nutrition and development.

An Italian queen having mated an Italian

drone, produces handsomer, and hence purer

drones than similar and sister queens having

mated black drones ; this we have observed in

many different apiaries. Our experience on this

point is as follows: In raising Italian queens

in the summer of '65, the first queen that mated
with a black drone produced drones of an infe-

rior color, and apparently less pure than those

of sister queens mating with Italian drones.

"We were compelled to remove her from our

apiary. "We repeated the experiment afterwards

with similar results. To prove that this queen

must have mated with a black drone, we offer,

that, 1st, its mother was the only Italian queen

within 20 miles, and the nearest cross-bred

queens were 18 miles ; 2d, black drones were in

an adjoining apiary; 3d, the queen was one of

5 sisters reared from the aforesaid queen, all

hatching on the same day, and reared from eggs

laid on the same day, and their brothers (the

drones) were hatched 6 days before them ; 4th,

4 of the sisters, after impregnation, all produced
progeny similar to their mother, and this one
different. Fertile Italian workers, aud unfecun-

dated queens, have better drones than queens,

reared from similar eggs, and mated with a black

drone. Another marked characteristic of such

cross-breeding is, that the bees are more irrita-

ble and unmanagable. Continued cross-breed-

ing with only occasional additions of strains of

black blood, together with the imperfections of

forced queens and drones, will rapidly reduce

the standard of purity of Italians. The evi-

dences of this degeneration are unfortunately

too apparent in very many apiaries.

Bringing up Worn-out Land.

It is ever and anon asserted that the only sys-

tematic aud intelligent way to bring up land

that has been run down, is to have the soil care-

fully analysed by a professional agricultural

chemist, to ascertain the lacking mineral ingre-

dients, and then to purchase and apply the same.

Theoretically, this is all very well. But let

us remember two or three things. It will be

necessary to analyse nearly every field of a farm,

if not different portions of the same field, be-

cause the soils will be more or less unlike. Then,

too, these analyses are expensive. And lastly,

they are very liable to fatal errors.—Prof.

S. "W. Johnson writes: "I do not doubt

that in many cases a careful investigation of a

soil—chemical, physical, and historical—by a

genuine scientific farmer, one familiar with sci-

ence and practice, would afford safe and nearly

accurate data for its proper treatment. But this

would be always expensive, and in nine cases

out of ten, would not pay. Soil analysis, at the

best, is a chance game ; and where one wins, a

hundred may lose."

Instead, then, of looking abroad for some
special process of reconstruction, let the farmer

turn to the farm itself and his own brains, aud

see what they can do. It' our farm is exhausted,

it is because it has been abused, and to restore it,

it must receive kind treatment. Let us see.

Some parts of it may need draining. Other

parts will need deeper plowing, and all will

doubtless need more manure and cleaner tillage.

The owners of such farms generally complain

that they have not manure enough on their

premises, and can not afford to buy more. Then
let them try plowing under green manure, such

as peas, buckwheat, and, best of all, clover.

Marvelous results have been achieved in this

way. And muck has done and will yet do as

great wonders. Many a farm has a bed of this,

and whoever has it, has a mine of wealth. Get

it out every leisure da}', aud after it has drained,

stack it up with alternate layers of lime or

ashes. Iu a few months, it will be nearly as

efficacious as so much barn-yard dung. Dr.

Dana classes it with cow-manure in value. Now,
these two sources of fertility are enough, with

deeper plowing and cleaner culture, to set any
" worn-out " farm on a career of improvement.

But, as " every little helps," the farmer should

save the droppings of his poultry-house, the

slops and waste from kitchen and chamber, the

contents of the privy, all bones and chips and
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sods aud leaves:—in short, whatsoever will de-

cay, and so become a fertilizer. These several

items amount in the aggregate to a good deal in

a year's time. And the farmer who neglects to

save them should be ashamed to complain of

his worn-out land. It is by economy of this

sort that some of the poorest farms of the coun-

try have been reclaimed and made profitable.

Aud there are many more waiting to be reclaim-

ed by just such simple means. There are farms,

however, which this will not regenerate, and

these in 99 cases in 100, need bone-dust. Green

manure and bone-dust will cure 9-10ths of the

ills that well drained and plowed land is heir to.

Lime is often a great help, and ashes still better.

These facts are easier learned by experiment

than by chemical analysis. *

Manures—How and When Applied?

A long established custom—a "rut" that the

wheels of every-day practice have run iu for

years, has something which entitles it to respect.

We should not switch off upon a side track, or

no track at all, just because we find ourselves

running our practice in the old ruts. These

were formed probably for some good reason,

and should be departed from only for a good

reason. The interest in the subject of manur-

ing land is increasing over the whole country,

even on the rich prairies, where the ideas ad-

vanced from time to time by the Agriculturist,

have so often provoked derision, manure is

getting to have a recognized value ; everywhere

else it is the very life of farming. It is gratify-

ing to hear a farmer say, " Five years ago,

do the best I could, I could not make over 70

loads of good manure, but now I keep double

the stock I cud then, and make 300 loads of bet-

ter quality." Such a man can not leave the ac-

cumulations of the whole year until April and

May before he gets it out, but there must be a

system of almost constantly getting it to the

field, and getting it under ground. The farmer

whose remarks we quote, has, on an average, 25

os-cart loads of manure per month to dispose of.

For some crops, corn for instance, manure

ma}" bo applied fresh and plowed in. For oth-

ers, as flax or wheat, such rank manure would

be fatal to a good crop. Applied in the autumn,

manure will general!}' become so incorporated

with the soil before spring, that its rank charac-

ter will be entirely lost, and if examined it will

be found much of the consistency of manure
that has lain G mouths or more iu the yard.

For corn and root crops, it is best to have the

manure diffused through the soil. For wheat

and the other cereals, the upper layer of the soil

to the depth of say 4 inches, should contain the

manure applied, especially for thai crop. There

arc two ways of securing this surface enrich-

ment, which, iu the case of the small grains,

should never consist of rank unfermentcd ma-

nure. One way is to make a compost, work it

over, and when of a uniform consistency, apply

it on the plowed surface aud harrow it in, or

work it in with a cultivator. The other is to

plow in a good dressing of manure spread even-

ly over the surface, turning it well under. If

this be done iu autumn, the spring plowing and

harrowing, if done aright, will bring it again to

the surface, well incorporated with the soil,

and making usually a nice seed bed. If it be

done in the spring, a crop of corn or early po-

tatoes may be raised, or on some soils a summer
small grain crop, and the manure be brought to

the surface for the especial benefit of a wheat

crop in August or September. There arc such

great differences iu soils, exposures, and the

general adaptation of districts to certain crops,

that only general rules will apply universally.

" Inquirer," who omits the State from his ad-

dress, says it is customary with farmers iu his

neighborhood to manure in spTing, on corn stub-

ble for oats, and follow with wheat, seeding to

clover and timothy. This to be followed by
corn. Sometimes, it seems, the oats grow rank

and lodge, but usually the crop is good. The
reason evidently is that sometimes they plow the

manure in so deep, the oats get but little, and

if the plowing is too shallow, they fall badly.

When they manure before plowing for wheat,

the clover and timothy do better than when the

manuring is before plowing for oats, but the

wheat is not materially affected. Instead of this,

try coarse manure ami plenty of it for the corn

—none for the oats, a fiue compost for the wheat

kept near the surface. The rotation is not a

good one, but we are not on that subject now.

a t ! C'^g— 1 »

Dead Animals—What Becomes of Them?

AVe do not eat horses and mules, aud we eat

only a portion of cattle, sheep, and swiue.

Without considering the immense waste of

offal which take place in the slaughter houses

all over the country, from the little "one-horse"

affairs of the villages, to the monster abattoirs

of the cities, where good sized brooks of blood

flow out to be lost, think of what becomes of

the horses, etc., the whole number of which iu

the United States may be estimated at 10,000,000.

Their average age is, say 12 years, aud the

weight of those that die, about three to the ton.

We have then annually the immense amount of

280,000 tons of dead horse-flesh, nine-tenths of

which is worse than wasted, being left on the

surface, or so slightly buried that it is dug up by

dogs, and pollutes the air for miles around. Its

value, where barn-yard manure is worth §1 a

load, is not less than §10 per ton, for if properly

managed, it will make not less than 15 loads of

good manure, aud where manure is worth more,

the value is of course proportionally increased.

The way to save this waste aud economize it

as manure, is as follows

:

Take 3 loads of dry, weathered swamp muck
mixed with lime, iu proportion of 1 bushel of

slaked lime to the load, as a bed—on this, kill

the old horse, or drag the dead one. Then skin

him; remove hoofs aud shin bones, if you have

a market for them, aud cut him up with axes aud

knives into pieces weighing 6 to 18 pounds,

leaving the big bones uncut, but dividing the

principal joints. Spread the pieces evenly,

sprinkle well with lime, cover 6 inches deep

with muck and add more lime. Then cover

with a foot or 18 inches of muck, and leav'e it.

Look out for dogs ; they will frequently dig out

the bones, and see how many you can add to

the heap. After about 3 months of warm
weather, or months or more of cold weather,

examine the heap to see if it is well decomposed,

and as soon as it is in such a condition as not

to be particularly offensive, work it over, adding

more muck, without lime. A new fermentation

will commence, aud when this is over, the ma-

nure will be fit for use. In shoveling it out,

the big bones should be thrown to one side, to

be put into another compost heap, or into the

horse-manure heap, where they will gradually

decay, so as to be easily broken up with a sledge

hammer, or even mashed with a shovel ; this

takes some time, however. The labor is not

great to pitch them out and work them over

again, aud finally the land gets their full value.

If at any time the odor of ammonia is perceived,

gypsum should be sprinkled freely over the

heap, aud more muck thrown on. If muck is

not to be obtained easily, use sods or bogs which
have been laid up with a little ashes or lime

until they crumble, or even good soil may be
used with almost equally good results. The
manure resulting is excellent for corn, potatoes,

or grass, and if not too strong, and if it has lain

long enough, is good for wheat or any purpose.

« W l# ll 1 fc

Like Produces Like—Old Mares as

Breeders.

Mule

This law prevails in the vegetable and animal
economy. Would that farmers always bore this

in mind, and practised accordingly. It seems to

be well understood that if we would maintain
and improve the quality of our corn and
wheat, and other grains, we must save our best

each year for seed. But in raising slock, in nu-
merous districts iu our country, less care is

taken. Ever}- year we see calves raised from
the meanest scrub and grade bulls, and cows of

no especially valuable qualities either for flesh

or milk. Every year we see poor old broken
down mares used to raise horses from. We do
not suppose that all diseases and iufirmities are

propagated from one generation to another, but

many are ; and where no specific disease is entail-

ed, general inferiority certainly descends, which
sooner or later will breed many evils. It is no
doubt true that bad mauagement and harsh usage

will spoil the best descended colt ; but a colt

propagated from a diseased dam will break

down under work and exposure much quicker

than one of sound and vigorous parentage. It

is abundantly proven that the various diseases

of the wind passages are quite likely to be prop-

agated. Readers of the Agriculvainst willmake
note of facts like these, and practice accordingly

in raising stock ; but there are thousands who
do not read, and who live and work on in need-

less ignorauce of their own interests. Quietly

argue with such people, and prove by your own
experience that it pays over and over again to

use thorough-bred bulls and rams, and the best

stallions and marcs for stock, aud show the man
that says, " the old inare is pretty well broken

down, I know, but I can get two or three colts

aud some work out of her yet," that the colts

which cost him §100 to §150 each to raise, if from

a sound and fine dam, aud by a superior sire,

might sell for §300 to §700 a piece, instead of

barely bringing their cost, if even that—the dif-

ference being two or three times what the old

mare is worth. There is one use for which wc
commend old mares that cannot work, aud can

breed, aud that is for raising mules. These will

iudeed, to a certain extent, inherit the impaired

constitutions of their dams, but being prevailing-

ly used for so much slower work, they will be
much less injuriously affected than horses, while

their evil stops with them. AVe might profita-

bly make a much more extensive use of mules

than we do at the North, and there is a stco

demand for young mules for shipment. While
we object to prostituting our best mares to this

purpose, as they used to do in Kentucky Willi

their line thorough-bicds, yet we believe iheie

are thousands of mares that would raise good
mules, that it would never pay to raise colts

from
; and that the mules would bring a much

higher price than horses raised from the same

mares. Certainly they would, if wc regard the

fact that they may be marketed 2 to 3 \ cars old.
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How to Bring Swamp Meadows into Tame
Grasses, etc.

First, shut off the water. This we discussed

with considerable detail in our last year's vol-

ume. A wall of puddled clay, not less than

14 inches wide, should extend from the hard

pan of the meadows to the height desired,

protected by au embankment wide and solid

enough to resist the action of both frost

aud water.—This embankment, with its im-

pervious clay wall within it, must be pro-

vided with tide-gates to let water out, but

not in, and these must be muskrat proof.

Ditches within the embankment convey the

surface and spring water to the main drains

aud the outlets. These may be open or cov-

ered, according to the depth to which the

water can be drawn down below the surface.

If possible, they should be tile drains, laid at

least below the action of frost and the reach of

the plow. If the soil is of a black mucky char-

acter, containing little inorganic matter, a liberal

dressing, say 30 to 50 loads to the acre, of the

surface soil of the neighboring upland is all that

is required to prepare it for timothy and clover.

Thirty to fifty bushels of dry slacked lime, har-

rowed in after plowing, will fit it for potatoes

or cabbages, and 20 bushels of lime, and an

equal quantity of leached ashes, will be an

excellent preparation of most land of this

sort for a good corn crop, which, however,

may well be quickened by dropping a

handful of some good fertilizer in the hill.

This is a tolerably fair showing for profit,

for the crops from such land are very good,

and the culture is quite easy for several

years ; the limings, moreover, will last for

several ysars, aud little manure will be re-

quired. But, but—there is always a but,

and well it is if you find it out in time

—

there are places where the muskrats will

undermine the dykes and let in the water.

"A Young Jersey Farmer" writes us in distress,

endorsing our views about dykes and salt mea-

dows, but is in despair on account of the musk-

rats. He suggests the availability of a thin con-

crete wall in the middle of the dyke. This, he

says, he knows will stop them. But the ques-

tion still is how deep it must needs be to prove

effective, for they will burrow. He proposes

that the wall should be constructed simply

by filling a narrow ditch with cement concrete,

and allowing it to remain where it is formed;

or making long thin concrete slabs, cast in

moulds and fitted close together in the

trench. The suggestions strike us as

eminently practical and sensible. There

has been a plan proposed for dyking the

extensive Newark meadows which con-

sists in driving prepared iron plates into

the swamp to the required depth, which

is supposed to be economical because

no digging will be necessary, nor will

any moving of earth be needed, except

to raise an embankment high enough to

shut out the tides. This is not so thor-

ough to appearance as the concrete wall

plan ; and neither plan so surely water

tight as the clay wall. In these works

there is nothing like thoroughness—get-

ting well down to the hard pan, or to

an impervious stratum for one thing, and using

a rat proof wall for another. The value of these

lands is so great, that projects of reclaiming

them should readily command not only the co-

operation of owners, but capital enough to se-

cure the best skill and most thorough work.

If our readers meet with decided success, or

have important facts to communicate, we hope
they will tell them to one another through the

American Agriculturist, for it is a subject

which interests many thousands of its readers.

Tig. 1.—WOODEN WHEELBARROW.

About Wheelbarrows.

Our correspondent, Gilbert J. Greene, Hud-
son, N. Y., sends us some practical notions about

wheelbarrows which, however, need a word of

preface in favor of one-wheeled barrows, for

which he has nothing to say. The fact is they

are just as useful in their place as two wheeled

ones. In " navvy " work for instance, such as

grading roads, parks, etc., digging cellars, mak-
ing railroads and canals, where gangs of a num-

Fig. 2.—IRON WHEELBARROW.

ber of men each go back and forth on the same

track, which can ordinarily be only of the width

of a single board, and where of necessity they

must dump at the side, the navvy-barrow is by
far the most convenient form. The fact that it

will only carry a small load is counter-balanced

by the fact that such a load is all that can be

easily moved up and down the inclines which

ordinarily exist where such work is done ; be-

sides, the barrows may be filled without the la-

borers being obliged to shift the position of the

barrow, and this expedites the work materially.

Fig. 3.—TWO-WHEELED BARROW.

The common wheelbarrow with side boards, for

ordinary use about the bam and garden, has not

so specific an adaptation to its uses ; neverthe-

less, this has a great advantage over the two
wheeled one in going through narrow garden

walks, and in the convenience with which rails,

stakes, bean-poles, and such things may be load-

ed upon it. Two-wheeled barrows find in Mr.

Greene an able champion. He writes

:

"I would contribute a small sum to erect a

monument to the memory of the man who in-

vented the wheelbarrows, but it would be

on the condition that no more should be

built with a single wheel ; how he came to

adopt the#single wheel is past my compre-
hension, unless it be that he had but one

wheel and could not get another. A two-

wheeled barrow possesses so many advan-

tages over a single wheeled one that to me
it is surprising that it has not long since

been adopted. 500 pounds can be carried

upon a two wheeled barrow as easily as 150

can be on a single wheeled one. It is more
reliable, as it is not easily upset while being

loaded or in wheeling it. It is very much
more easily turned round, and more easily un-

loaded. The wheels being on the sides, the load

is balanced upon the axle, and there need be lit-

tle or no weight upon the hands. There are no
sideboards to take out or put on each time you
unload it. The two wheels do not cut in the

ground so much as one does. The body and
frame being solid, and resting upon an axle, it

is stronger than the other. Fig. 1 represents a

wooden two-wheeled barrow of the form I pre-

fer for ordinary use. The wheels are twen-
ty-six inches high, with iron axle. The body
is similar in shape to that of the single

wheeled barrows. When constructed of iron

(fig. 2) they are made of an oval or dishing

form. Fig. 3 represents a two wheeled bar-

row in the position of being unloaded ; the

load being nearly balanced upon the axle,

the handles are easily raised and the load

dumped over the front. Such a barrow can
be made so as to sell for $12 to $16, but

would cost a man, tolerably handy with
tools, a good deal less if he made It himself."

[Pretty broad wheels are advisable if heavy
loads are to be wheeled over soft ground, or if

neat garden walks are to be travelled over.

—

Ed.]

Feeding at the Stack in "Winter.
o

We still see examples of this barbarous and
unthrifty custom in our journeyings. Truth
compels us to say that some of our neighbors

practice it. If the country only had a society

for the suppression of cruelty to brutes, as your
city has, somebody would get into trouble.

—

What is laying a turtle on his back, or boring a

hole through one of his flippers, in com-
parison with keeping one of the mam-
malia, with a nervous organization like

that of man, under slow torture during

the whole winter ? With the best of feed

at the stack, the shelterless beast shivers

and pines. With corn stalks and bog
hay, it loses much of the flesh laid on in

summer. It takes a good part of the

spring and summer, in flush feed, to make
up for the loss, and the profit of the

animal to the farmer is nowhere.

The animal system is only a living

stove, to be kept in heat by food. The
lower the temperature the more wood it

takes to keep up the heat of the stove.

The colder the weather the more hay
and provender it takes to keep up animal heat.

At least a third of the fodder consumed at

the stack is required to keep up animal heat,

and so is wasted. Boards in' the shape of

good tight stables are much cheaper than hay.

Do not keep any more stock than you can
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stable. Slow torture at the stack ought to be

abolished by statute. The inau who practices

it needs an overseer to keephirn out of the poor

house. Connecticut.

Fig. 1.—SECTION OF MANGER AND FOLLOWER.

How to Hang " Followers " in Horse

Mangers.

"Where there is a feeding alley, " followers," as

they are usually hung, are a nuisance, in fact

cannot be used. The Follower, as it is called, is

a rack laid in the mauger, which rests upon the

fodder and prevents the horse throwing it out.

Fig. 1 exhibits a section of a manger with a fol-

lower adapted to use hr connection with a feed-

ing alley. It is hung on double-jointed hinges,

made of pieces of heavy plate iron, with holes

punched in each end, measuring, from the edge

of one hole to the center of the other, half the

width of the manger-front.

Fig. 2 represents the follower banging over

n h. the front of

- the manger
into the al-

ley. The en-

graver has

represent e d

V'lJ
I lis an extra bar

across the

Fig. 3.—FOLLOWER TURNED BACK. top, Whicllis

unnecessary. The follower is made of '| 6-inch

round iron, of a rectangular shape, to fit the

manger, not reaching quite to the bottom as

it hangs when the manger is empty, and hav-

ing a free space of some 3 or 4 inches be-

tween the follower and the edge, and an equal

space on the sides. Rather an elaborate hinge

to be screwed on the front rail, is

shown in fig. 2 ; but this is not

necessary, as a much simpler

contrivance, which any black-

smith will make, will answer

equally well. "With a follower

of this kind, the hay, cut feed, or anything of

that kind, may be thrown in from the feeding

alley, the follower being turned over outside the

manger and banging in the alley, entirely out of

the way. The use of a follower may not be ap-

parent to farmers who have a great abundance

of hay and no market for it ; but in districts

where hay is worth from 1 to l'| 2 cenls per

pound, even small daily wastes will be seriously

felt at the end of the season.

Composting Manure.—Much can be done at

this season to prepare manures for the field, or

for spreading wherever they are wanted. "With

all that has been written and said upon the com-

post heap, few are aware of the importance of

absolute fineness in fertilizing matter.

One element in the immediate effects of guano

is the extreme fineness to which the particles

arc reduced. The success of liquid manures is

owing, in part, to the same cause. The finer

we can make our fertilizers the better for imme-

diate results. In the compost heap, at this sea-

son, there are three agencies at work to reduce

the coarser particles of the manure, viz. : man-

ipulation, fermentation, and frost. After the

heap is formed in the usual manner with alter-

nate layers of fresh manure and other material,

and gone through with the first fermentation, it

should be carefully forked or shoveled over,

changing the whole mass, from top to bottom,

and breaking all the lumps. The more thor-

oughly this is done the better. A new fermen-

tation takes place inside, while the surface

freezes and thaws with the changes of the

weather. Labor upon the compost heap now
will tell upon the growing crops next summer.

Barn Doors, Fastenings, Etc.

The discussion of any subject in the columns

of the Agriculturist has the effect to set people

thinking, and as a result we gather a crop of

suggestions and new ideas which are often very

valuable. We discussed barn-door fastenings

not long since, and

after the first publica-

tion had numerous

suggestions, of which
our readers had the

benefit. Next to loose

floors and springy cel-

lars—swinging great

doors are the greatest

nuisance that a man
can encumber his

barn with. They are

not only unwieldy,

ever slamming and
Fig. 1.—LATCH.

getting out of order, hard to fasten open, or

shut, but really dangerous to life and limb to

both men and animals. Sliding doors are the

only suitable ones for outside barn-doors,

large or small, and they are so easily hung

and kept in repair, if well made, that, in point

of economy simply, they are superior. Be-

sides, they may be opened wide enough for

a cat to enter, or to give a little change of air,

or as easily, opened wide enough for a horse or,

for a load of hay. No wind moves them ; there

is no sagging, and no trouble from snow-drifts

outside, or from snow and rain blowing in over

the top. These doors are hung by cast iron

" hangers,"—groved wheels bolted fast to the top

of the door. These run upon an iron rod, well

supported upon a bar or rail, crossing over the

doorway, and extending to a distance beyond

equal to the width of the door. This is pro-

tected by a little roof-like door-cap which, how-

ever, need not extend much beyond the width

of the door. These doors may indeed be con-

structed and

braced in the

usual way, but

are best made
of two thick-

nesses of well-

seasoned s
|i-in.,

clear, matched

stuff. On the

inside, boards of

any convenient

width may be used, and should be horizontal.

The outside should be of boards only 4 or 5 iueh-

es wide, and put on at an angle of 45°. To

give additional strength, a board 10 or 12 inches

wide may be put across the top, outside, and

8-iuch battens across the bottom and sides.

It is a matter of considerable interest to know
how to fasten these doors securely and easily.

They are usually fastened on the inside with a

hasp and pin, or with a hook; if these are not

securely pinned they can be opened with a knife

from the outside, and simple inspection does not

tell whether they are secure or not. Dr. Hex-
amer, of Westchester Co., many of whose con-

trivances for saving steps and labor about the

barn are very good, uses latches on the follow-

ing plan. Figure 1 shows the latch of a double

barn-door, which is simply a fiat hook and sta-

ple with a pendant piece of iron, of the shape

shown, above the staple, and so hung that

when the hook is in it must be fastened. It is

easily seen from the inside whether it is so or

not, and an attempt to open the door from the

outside will also reveal the fact.

Figure 2 is a self-fastening latch for a single

sliding door. The catch is in a gain in the inside

of the post against which the door shuts, and

the latch may be in a similar gain, or in a mor-

tice in the door. This arrangement may some-

times be conveniently reversed by putting the

latch in a mortice in the door post, iu which case

there should be a strong outside batten project-

ing as far as the latch does, to guard animals

and men from harm from it, as well as to pro-

tect it from injury.

One door of every barn should lock from the

outside. This will seem folly to many people,

but we know that many barns are burnt by the

pipe-fire of wandering "tramps," who always

sleep in unlocked barns if the}' can, and that

harness and other things are stolen in all parts

of the country, more or less. It is usually best

to lock one of the small doors, which should

be hung on the inside, and locked with a strong

hasp and good padlock, chained to the door.

_ .. V.

Tim. Bunker on the Food Question.

" I knew we should catch it to-day," said

Selh Twiggs, as he came into our house on the

evening of Thanksgiving day, and seating him-

self comfortably upon the settle, blew a ring of

smoke out of his mouth, as if it had been shot

out of a rifle. " The Parson ginerally hits the

nail on the head, and hit it square to-day, no

mistake. "We have sent off too many of our

boys to the city. There isn't so much breadstuff

raised in Hookertown as there was lift}' years

ago, and if it keeps on at this rate, somebody

has got to starve bye and bye."

" That is to say, if every place is just like

Hookertown," I responded.

Neighbor Twiggs' remark had reference to

Mr. Spooner's Thanksgiving sermon, which was

pretty much like all his sermons, whether on

Sundays or not, " a word in season." You see,

Mr. Spooner, like myself, belongs to the old

school of folks, who have got so accustomed to

making up our own minds on public questions,

that we can't afford to take our opinions second

hand. You see, most people around here in

Connecticut have got a dreadful hankering after

city life and fashions. They want something

better than farming for their sous and daugh-

ters, though, according to my notion, farming,

taking the long run, pays better than any other

calling upon the face of the earth. The boys

that grow up around here are smart, and would

probably do well at almost any thing, if they

had a fair chance. But Hookertown can't hold

'em any more than a pot can hold boiling water.

Some of them have gone down South to try

their fortunes, some to the West, but more to the

City, which threatens to swallow up the coun-
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try, which is a good deal like a man swallowing

his own stomach. Toil see this state of things

makes rather a dull look for the old parish, and

worries the minister, and it works out in his

sermons on Thanksgivings, and Fasts, and

sometimes on Sundays. Some grumble about

political preaching, and secular preaching,

etc., but for my part, if a man has got any

thing to say to make folks better, I never

could see why it wan't jest as well to say it on

Sunday as any other time. But the grumbling

don't trouble Sir. Spooner much. He is inde-

pendent as a wood-chopper, and knows he can

get his bread and take care of himself, if the

Hookertown people turn him out of the pulpit

to-morrow, which the}' have no nolion of doing.

He speaks right square out, and nobody has any

more doubt as to which side of a question he is

on, than they have about sunrise.

Well, you see this food question is what the

philosophers call a poser. If bread and meat

are all the while getting dearer, and labor is

growing cheaper, and that is the settled tenden-

cy of society, you seethe time is coming when
labor won't buy bread, and somebody must per-

ish. That is the way things are working now,

and wise men should be looking for a remedy.

Mr. Spooner showed this very clearly. It has

been the tendency in Europe for a great many
years—England hasn't raised her own bread-

stuffs for more than 30 years. The great mass

of her people arc gathered in cities, aud large

manufacturing towns, and there is not land

enough left to raise a full supply of food for her

population, even with their improved husbandry.

She has to bring large quantities of wheat and

other grains from the ports of the Mediterra-

nean, and from across the Atlantic, to make up
the deficiency. Now, if there should be short

crops in these countries and in America, or if

she should be at war with enemies strong

enough to blockade her ports, nothing could

prevent great distress and starvation.

The same social disease is beginning to work
in this country. The price of food has more
than doubled within a very few years, not only

in cities but in the farming districts. Flour in

Hookertown has been selling this fall at $15 a

barrel ; butter at 45 cents, and beefsteak at 30

cents per lb., and these things are just about a

fair sample of everything else. Eight years ago

these things could have been bought for less

than half the money. This shows that mouths
have multiplied faster than food. There are

more consumers than producers. Farm labor

in the same time lias increased in value, but it

has not kept pace witli the increased price of

food. "Wheat has gone up from §1 to $3.50 a

bushel—labor from five Yankee shillings to nine,

which is an increase of more than one-half, and

the labor is not near so good. The native born

hired man of a generation ago, who worked for

$12 a month and board, the year round, has

pretty much disappeared, and we have in his

stead the unskilled immigrant. This shows that

labor is not comparatively as well rewarded.

His day's work will not buy him as many com-

forts as it did 20 years ago. This shows that

something is " rotten in Denmark," for the con-

dition of the laboring class, and not that of the

rich, is the measure of the prosperity of a coun-

try'. It is a bad state of society where only a

few are growing rich, and the many are just get-

ting a living or suffering for the comforts of life.

Then, Mr. Spooner said, the Societies in the

cities for the aid of children, were another indi-

cation of the same evil. Thousands are left

every year in circumstances of extreme want,

and there is no efficient remedy for their case

but to find homes for them in the country, where

they can help themselves. Thousands are sent

off every year through these Societies, and a

little is thus done to restore the disturbed bal-

ance of society.

The pith of the discourse was, that Hooker-

town was the center of the Universe, that farm-

ing was the best business, that those who were

engaged in it should be content with such things

as they had, and be thankful for them. He had

some sly thrusts at clam-shell bonnets, silks,

satins, and ribbons, fast men, and fast women,
and the general extravagance of the times.

These I suppose, were meant as sauce for the

Thanksgiving turkey, and to help digestion.

"Well, Squire, what are you gwine to do

about it. Food is getting higher every year,

and labor don't keep up with it. The rich are

growing richer, and the poor poorer. What are

you gwine to do about it?" asked Seth Twiggs,

as he knocked out the ashes of his third pipe

and loaded again.

" Well," said I, " I am not going to whine

about it. Of all remedies for a great public evil

that of whining is the poorest. I have faith to

believe that there is some way of deliverance

from this and all other social evils. The high

price of food is not going to last forever among
this great people, with territory enough to raise

breadstuff's for the world, were it only ha! f tilled.

" All that Mr. Spooner says is as true as preach-

ing. Things are a little unsettled just now, but

they will come right after awhile. I have no-

ticed that there is a tendency in Christian soci-

ety to correct its own evils. Sometimes we
have an outbreak of burglaries, bank robberies,

and shop-lifting, and it seems as if society was
going to ruin. But when the people get waked
up, and a few of the thieves are convicted aud
sent to State's Prison, the times improve won-
derfully. People are not going to live in miser-

able tenement houses, and suffer all the miser-

ies of city poverty without learning something.

Native born Americans certainly are not. I

have noticed that many go to the city, do not

succeed there, and come back again wiser, if

not better men. They find that their genius

does not lie in the direction of trade, but they

have a decided tact for making corn and pota-

toes grow. They support their families com-
fortably, and on the whole, are no worse for

their city experience. Then I have noticed

again, that a good many who succeed in the city,

acquire a competence, and before they are

spoiled, retire to the country to lead an indus-

trious rural life. They become large producers

of breadstuff's, and supply the city markets with

fat cattle, sheep and swine. They rejoice in

their well tilled farms, and in their flocks and
herds. Then again, I have noticed that some of

our very best small farmers and gardeners are

city bred people, tradesmen, or mechanics, who
from failure of health or disgust with the city,

come into the country, near good markets, to

support their families from the soil. They have

thrifty habits, some capital, and succeed admir-

ablyby making themostof a little land. Thous-

ands in these ways are changed from consumers

into producers, every year. If multitudes flock

to the city, multitudes come back to the country.

"And then there is a growing tendency among

our city people to scatter themselves in the

neighboring towns. A large part of the men
who do business iu New York, live out from

five to fifty miles in the country. Some have

small homesteads, but they are all to some ex-

tent cultivators, and draw a part of their sup-

port from the soil. And this tendency is on the

increase, and, will grow with the increased facil-

ities for travel that every large city is making
for itself. This will not only help to unburden
the city, but will add to the production of the

country, and help to make food cheaper."
" I shouldn't wonder if we had New Yorkers

living in Hookertown, yet," said Seth.

" Stranger things have happened," said I.

" I shall beat'em on cabbage tho', if the smart-

est of 'em come," said Seth, with an extra puff.

" It takes Dutchmen for cabbage. You should

not brag !" I continued.

" Then there is another thing in connection

with this food question, which I have thought

of a good deal. No man has begun to conceive

of the great change which our improved farm-

ing tools are destined to make in the productive-

ness of human labor. A man is multiplied ten

fold. We should have had a famine during the

war, if it had not been for them, and food would
have been a great deal dearer than it now is.

The horse reaper and mower mean cheaper

grain, and cheaper meats of every kind, that

consume hay and grain. Every year is adding

to these improved tools, and extending the fields

of their \isefuluess. They come very slowly into

use, but they are certainly coming ; and they

can not fail to do two things ; to make farming

pay better, and to cheapen the price of food. A
vast deal of brain power is lavished upon these

inventions, and it will have its reward in reliev-

ing the sweat of the brow.

"And then when steam gets into the field, as it

must, upon the prairies at least, what may we
not expect in the way of cheap Johnnycakes

and bacon?"

"May I be there to see," exclaimed Seth, ris-

ing to go. " That is what other folks will do

about it ;—but what do you mean to do about

it, Squire Bunker ?"

"Do?' said I. "Why, I'll stick to the old

farm, set my neighbors a good example, and die

iu the furrow. And if that ain't enough, I'll

blow my trumpet in the Agriculturist, and set

all the people from Maine to Texas, thinking

on the food question."

" Good !" said Seth, as he went out, " That

paper is the best tool yet out, to make bread

cheap. It believes in brain manure."
Hookertown, Conn., i Yonrs to command.

Dec. Sth. f Timotht Bunker, Esq.

The Best Style of Family or Dairy Cows,

and How Obtained.

We have before us an article from a gentle-

man who has a rather large herd of milch cows,

the surplus of which he advertises and puts

upon the market and finds ready sale for at re-

munerative prices. It is natural that he should

advocate such cows as he breeds, or at least

breed such as he advocates, if he is a fair-mind-

ed man, and such we know him to be. The
subject he proposes cannot but be discussed

with profit, and we hope those who may dis-

agree with him will respond. He writes :

" The subject that probably interests more of

the readers of the Agriculturist than almost any
other is, 'What is the most desirable kind of

cows for family use or dairy purposes? In other

words, what breed will produce the most value

iu milk, butter, and cheese, on agiven amount
of feed?' I will give you my experience for

what it is worth. I have tried nearly all the

various breeds, Alderneys, Ayrshires, Short

Horns, Madagascars and natives, and I became

satisfied, some six years ago, that 'Alderneys'

gave the richest milk and produced the best but-

ter, but thought 'thorough breds' too delicate
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in constitution for the general use of farmers. I

then commenced crossing the "Alderneys" with

nil these breeds, and after careful observation I

am convinced that Alderneys crossed with Ayr-

shires produce the best and most desirable cow
to be had for all purposes. The Ayrshires are of

good size, extremely hardy, and good milkers,

but the quality ofmilk is no better than the Dev-
ons, natives, etc. ; but cross the Alderneys with

them and you get a hardy animal, with the rich

milking quality of the Alderney. You increase

the size over the thorough-bred Alderney. Half

Alderney and halfAyrshire is, I think, the very

best cow extant. I have now in my herd several

heifers of this cross, three years old last spring,

that the past season gave 12 to 14 quarts milk

per day each, and made 12 pounds of splendid

butter per week on good pasture. If the farm-

ers in the dairy sections of onr country would
try t lie crossing of their present breeds of cows
with thorough-bred Alderney bulls, they would
great ly improve their stock, increase both the

quantity and quality of their butter, and benefit

the millions of consumers of these articles of

necessity and luxury in every family. T. F.

Ni»ht Soil as a Manure.

The use of night soil as a fertilizer has fre-

quently been advocated in these columns, aud
we have endeavored to show how a generally

wasted article might he turned to account. Re-

cently we have had sent to us, by several corres-

pondents, an article that originally appeared in

the Springfield Republican, which we quote

:

"Very severe prohibitions have been issued

in France, England aud Germany, against the

use of pondrette, imperfectly prepared, it hav-
ing been proven by careful experiments that the

fecal matter of sinks cannot be converted wkh
safety into garden manure under five years'

careful preparation. Pestilential and other dis-

eases are propagated by vegetables grown in

soil thus manured. Yet, it is stated that these

death-dispensing deposits are absolutely used in

the market gardens around our large American
cities in their natural state, and many of the

frails and vegetables so grown can be told by
the nostrils or the taste before they are cooked,
and in the process of cooking. It is the opinion
of skillful medical observers, that nearly all the
novel diseases which now afflict many American
cities, owe their origin to the organic diseased
matter taken up by vegetables and fruits grown
in soil dressed by "the fecal matter of the sinks,

and transferred to the stomach. Galloping con-
sumption in persons whose families have never
been subject to this terrible disease have been
t tared to the use of vegetables grown by pou-
drette."

These are serious charges, which if true would
warrant the denunciation contained in the arti-

cle, and onr readersneed not be told that if there

were the least foundation for such an alarming

report we should not only not advocate the use

of night soil, but he among I lie first to condemn
it. Let us look a little at. the alleged facts ii\ the

above statement Are there any "prohibitions"

in France, England and Germany ? As to the

last named country, we cannot speak so posi-

tively, but in England, the use of city sewage

ha9 been attended witli such profitable results,

that one of tiie important problems of the day

is, to increase its employment, and prevent a

fearful waste. In olden times, 1789, there was a

prohibition in France, but the restriction was

long ago removed, and we are quite certain that

it lias not been renewed, as the most recent

French work on gardening, only a few weeks

old, speaks of the use of night soil. The work
of M. Gressent, 1865, gives plans of some of the

celebrated market gardens, in which are tanks

for holdiug liquid manure, made from this

" death dispensing deposit." Joigneaux, in the

most recent aud most elaborate work on gar-

dening yet published in France, says that the

exclusive use of fecal matters may give a bad
flavor to vegetables, but advises their use wheu
composted with other matters. It is verv pro-

bable that a plant, especially an edible root, if

grown in ground containing a large quantity of

recent night soil, would have an unpleasant
flavor. Yet we have eaten vegetables from a

garden where this manure was used exclusively

for a series of years, and though our prejudices

kept us on the lookout for something unpleas-

ant in their flavor, we failed to detect it.

In China and Japan their success in gardening
—for their agriculture is almost all gardening

—

has for centuries depended upon the use of this

manure, as they have scarcely any other.

As to the medical view of the case, no names
being given to the "medical observers" we
attach no weight to their " opinion." As far as

negative testimony to this point goesrwe have
consulted with two of the most eminent physi-

cians—men who are known everywhere as

among the first in their profession—and they

have never heard of, or read of, any disease being

attributed to the use of vegetables treated with

this manure.

In all cases we have advised the composting

and deordorizing of the night soil, and we be-

lieve that wheu prepared thus, it may be used

with as much safety as any other fertilizer. We
regret that a paper so generally correct as the

Springfield Republican, should have given what
seems to us an unfounded and needless alarm.

Sense at the " Farmers' Club."—Doubt-

less many who read the reports of the so-called

Farmers' Club, really believe that a meeting of

farmers assembles in New York to discuss

farming matters. It is simply a miscellaneous

gathering, including persons, who, by carrying

on business in the city, are enabled to keep up a

farm in the suburbs; doctors whose practice does

not seem to occupy all their time ; meu who
have given up farming to earn a living by their

wits, aud everlasting talkers, who are always

delighted with the sound of their own voices.

These people get together and discuss, with

equal gravity, tbe influence of the moon, or the

last invention in the way of bitters. The re-

ports of what they do are about the funniest

reading extant, and were it not for their comical

character, it would be a great waste of paper

on the part of the Tribune to publish them.

These reports, however, have some good things

put in by the reporter, or from his correspon-

dence ; these save the whole thing from being

utterly ridiculous. Of late, the Club, having ex-

hausted agriculture, have turned their attention

to medicine—and as the talkers there seem to

know as much about one subject as they do about

another, they discoursed about curing fever and

ague as glibly as they would the sticking of pigs.

There is no knowing but the Club would have

exhausted medicine and tried its facile hand at

thei dogy, had not a live farmer happened in, who
entertained the singular notion that a Farmers'

Club was for the purpose of discussing farming.

We read in the report :
" Dr. Hexamer in-

veighed at some length against the discussion of

medical questions by a Farmers' Club." Keep
on, Doctor, with your "inveighing;" you used to

bo a good practitioner beforeyou turned fanner,

and if you will only cure the Farmers' Club of

encoethes loquendi, we shall believe that your

skill is equal to the most desperate cases.

How Hew York is Supplied, with Flowers-

In a large city the sale of cut flowers, in the

form of bouquets, baskets, table decorations, and
tbe like, in the aggregate amounts to a very
large sum. Every wedding, party, or similar
occasion makes a great demand for flowers, and
during the holidays all the sources of supply
are taxed to their utmost. It wonld not be ex-

travagant to estimate the expenditure for flowers

in New York City on New Years day at from
thirty thousand to forty thousand Dollars.

The little bunch of violets offered on the

streets, by the flower girls, for a dime, as well

as the choice bouquet furnished at the florists'

stores for $20 and upwards, all require flow-

ers, and for a good part of the year flowers that

are grown under glass. In all sorts of odd aud
out of the way places we find small greenhouses,

in which these are produced. The neighborhood

of Hohoken, N. J., is especially noted for the

quantity of flowers produced by the German
growers. These are frequently mechanics, shoe-

makers, tailors, etc., who have small glass struc-

tures, and generally grow but one or a few kinds

of flowers. One will grow violets, another car-

nations, another heliotropes, aud so on. By giv-

ing attention to only one or two varieties, these

humble cultivators often attain greater perfec-

tion in their products than do larger establish-

ments where there are many varieties. The
flowers are gathered from these places by mid-

dlemen, who bring them to New York for sale

to the bouquet makers. These flowers are cut

with great care, and the buyer gets flowers only,

without any extra buds, aud seldom any stem.

Indeed, the bouquet maker can furnish a better

stem, for his purposes, from a bit of broom corn

or a sliver of wood, than the one naturally be-

longing to the flower. The greeu-houses refer-

red to are, however, small affairs when compar-

ed with the large establishments, in which suf-

ficient capital allows the erection of the best

houses and the use of all the modern appliances.

One of the most extensive florists' establish-

ments in the vicinity of New York, is that of

John Henderson <fc Co., Flushing, L. I., where

the production of cut flowers is made the lead-

ing business. The range of glass is extensive,

there being twelve houses, each 100 feet long,

built on the low roofed plan, described in Oct.,

18(35 ; these houses are all side by side, on what

is called the ridge and furrow system. Besides

houses there is about as much area occupied by

buildings of other styles. The camellia house is

very spacious, and the camellias are planted out

in the open ground of the house. Each of the

twelve buildings above referred to is generally

occupied by one kind of plant. To look through

a house a hundred feet long, entirely filled with

Carnations, Bouvardias, or other plants, has a

singular effect Those who pel a single plant

with great can- will experience no great amount

of pleasure at seeing things they have learned

to regard as individuals, massed into such

crowds, and with no more personal identity than

a soldier in an army. In looking through such

an establishment, one almost g»ts tired of flow-

ers. A sheet of scarlet is seen in one house, a

broad bed of white in another, lavender color in

another, and one goes away with his senses of

Sight aud smell so overwhelmed by quantity that

he has lost all idea of quality. It is only wheu

the individual flowers get out of the crowded

green-houses, and passing through the hands

of the expert bouquet-maker are worked up in-

to beautiful combinations, that they again se»m

to us objects of beauty, and not stock in trade.
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HEAD OF A CALF.-
[COPYBIGHT SECT7KED.]

Patsted BY EOSA BoNHETJK.

—

Engravedfor the American Agricultwist.

We have had the pleasure repeatedly of pre-

senting our readers with engravings of animals

from the chaste pencil of that really wonderful

woman, Eosa Bonheur, whose success as an

animal painter is so remarkable. This is due

altogether to her faithful study of nature, and

great familiarity with the animals which she

paints. Her studio is said to be located almost

in the very midst of her animals, a number
of which she maintains in luxurious idleness for

the purpose of getting "studies" of them in all

their different attitudes and positions. There is

something so young and green, and playful and
" butty" in that calf's head, that we enjoy look-

ing at it, now, as much as we did when we first

saw the picture, although there is something

painful to be obliged to repress the desire to rub

the fellow behind the horns and scratch its soft

ears. Mademoiselle Eosa's history is somewhat
remarkable, showing that distinction comes al-

most surely from faithfully following out natural

inclinations. Her father was a painter. Eosa was

a poor scholar and very sensitive, and so was
taken from school and allowed to draw and

paint. She was so fond of animals that she

could not be prevented attending markets and

fairs, and making her studies at butchers' stalls,

and most likely at the abbatoirs, too. So soon

she became distinguished for her freedom from

conventionality—or imitation of other artists

—

and for her bold, life-like delineations of animals.

We need in this country artists of high char-

acter and integrity, who shall give to the study

of our domestic animals the same careful labor.

Several who might distinguish themselves with

comparatively little trouble, are so taken up with

painting scenes from the war, or with other sub-

jects for which there is great demand, that cattle

and sheep are neglected ; or if studied, the lean

kine and the dung-smeared, the scabby, tag-rag

sheep at the end of a hard winter, and starey,

half starved calves are taken as fit models. Pic-

tures of such will sell to city gentlemen of fortune,

who hardly know how an animal should look,

or who remember the cattle on the run-down

farm of their boyhood, which they left in disgust

at 16 ; but they will not be bought by anybody

in whose breast emotions of pity and indigna-

tion are excited at the sight, and they will spoil

the sale, to such people, of the fine pictures in

which they are introduced. We need true ar-

tists who will study well the points of fine ani-

mals, and portray them. The great beauty of

well bred stock with requisite skill can be placed

upon the canvas and upon the engraver's block.

Violets New and Old.

A bunch of Violets on Christmas day ! how
beautiful they are, and then, how they fill the

room with an odor, more grateful than any in-

cense that will be burned in celebrating the

holiday. What a pity it seems, that our native

violets—or at least the showy ones—have no

odor. For the violet of poetry we have to go

across the water, and right beautiful things do

we receive. The name given to the European

species, Viola odorata, is strikingly appropriate,

for no flower excels it in the abundance, and at

the same time the delicacy, of its perfume. A
single little flower will manifest its presence to

the senses, while a handful of them do not give
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off a fragrance strong enough to tie oppressive.

Tlie original single species lias been greatly im-

proved upon, and we have now plants that

bloom more abundantly, and that give flowers

of different shades, down to white, and even

double ones, sonic of which are very large.

One of the best of the older varieties is the

Neapolitan, double, of a pure violet color,

a free bloomer and very fragrant. A quite re-

cent variety is La Seine

des Violettes—or Queen
of Violets—a very large

flower, as double as a

rose, and looking as un-

like a violet as need be.

As we have seen it, it

does not appear to be a

very free bloomer. The
English florists an-

nounce three or four oth-

er new varieties not yet

tested in this country.

The Eussian Violet be-

longs to another species,

and has already given

some well marked vari-

eties, one of the latest

of which is called the

Czar. Mr. George Such,

of South Amboy, N. J.,

sent us materials for the

accompanying illustra-

tion, and the following

notes upon the variety

" This fine flower was
obtained from seed by
Mr. Graham, of Craw-

ford, in England. It is

an improvement on the

old Russian Violet, the

flowers being very large and sweet, of a fine

deep blue. The plant is remarkable for extreme

luxuriance of growth ; some plants in pots

having produced more than one hundred and

thirty flowers to a root, many of the blooms

measuring an inch and a quarter in depth.

" A writer in the London Cottage Gardener,

says :
' I have now (Nov. 3d), some splendid

plants with full-blown flowers, which from their

wonderful size and sweetness, cannot be sur-

passed; nor, iudeed, can any violet come near

the Czar.' Another, under the heading of

'New things I have tried,' says, 'the Czar

Violet has proved not ouly hardy, but very

prolific. Its flowers are not only larger than

the older kinds, but are decidedly superior in

fragance.' Mr. Graham, the raiser, says, ' the

Czar Violet is now in bloom (October 1st), and
will continue so through the winter, even during

frost and under snow, until May.'

"Viola cornuta, -which is now much used in

England as a bedding plant, is not a novelty,

having been introduced from Spain iu 1776. It

was figured in the Botanical Magazine
; but with

this exception, has remained for ninety years

almost unnoticed. The flowers are slightly fra-

grant, of a delicate slate-blue, a color very useful

for toning down, and rendering more effective

the brilliant and glowing colors.

" Iu England, Viola cornuta is ' extremely

hardy,' thriving without care in any common
garden soil, and flowering abundantly through-

out the summer. On light and dry soils, how-
ever, the flowers are not so large as those

from plauts on heavier and moister ground.

There are three or four varieties of this violet,

the true one being of better habit of growth

and more free flowering than the others."

Violets when grown in the garden do much
better in a partially shaded place. They may
be had almost any time in the winter if one has

a frame and a few sashes, as it takes only a

slight heat, that^ of the sun, to start them into

flower. The plants are set in the frame in good

soil, in August or September, aud when cool

weather comes on they are covered at night.

By a proper management of the sashes, flowers

NEW KUS8IAX VIOLET—TUE CZiE.

may be had until early winter. For later flowers,

the plants are covered with leaves, which, by

excluding the light keep: them dormant. When
wanted to bloom, the leaves are removed and a

few days of sun will bring them out.

Propagating the Blackberry.

BT A. S. FULLER.

The most common method of propagating

the blackberry is by cuttings of the roots, which

may be made in the fall or early in spring—the

former being preferable.

Take up the roots when the plants have ceas-

ed growing, and cut them iuto pieces of from

one to three inches in length. Then prepare

some boxes, by boring holes in the bottom to

Fig. 1.—BURYING CUTTINGS.

insure a good drainage, and place a layer of

straw over the holes to prevent the soil from

falling through ; over this put a layer of roots,

then another layer of soil, and so on alternately

until the box is full.

Bury the boxes containing the roots, on a dry

knoll or slight elevation in the garden, bank

them up with soil, and cover so deeply that the

roots will not be frozen. In addition to this, it

is well to cover the whole with boards to carry

off the water, aud if the soil is naturally tenaci-

ous aud wet, a small excavation should be made

at a point that will be under the center of the

box when put in place, as shown iu figure 1.

This arrangement will allow any surplus

moisture which may accumulate in the boxes to

drain off. Early in spring, so soon as the wea-

ther and soil will permit, take out the roots and

plant them in good rich soil, placing the pieces

about three or four inches apart, in drills, and

covering them two to four inches deep, accord-

ing to the nature of the

soil. If it is a heavy

one, two inches will be

sufficient. "When the

plants are to be cultivat-

ed with the plow or cul-

tivator, the drills should

be three feet apart ; but

the best method is to

place them not more

than eighteen inches or

two feet apart, and cul-

tivate entirely with the

hoe or fork. In a nat-

urally dry and porous

soil, it is a good plan to

cover the entire surface,

at the time of planting,

with a liberal dressing

of some coarse material

as a mulch. This will en-

sure a supply of moist-

ure, and often
- save a

large portion of the cut-

tings, if not the entire

stock. Cuttings made in

the fall and placed where

they will not freeze dur-

ing winter, have an ad-

vantage over those made

in the spring, from the

fact that the peculiar process which always pre-

cedes the formation of roots, called the callus,

has sufficient time for full development before

actual root growth commences. The new roots

are usually emitted from the ends of the cut-

tings where the callus appears. The callus is

always produced first, roots succeed it, but what

relation the callus bears to the root is not fully

known ; it appears to hold the same relation to

it that the cotyledons of some seeds do to the

germ, i. e. it supplies the roots with necessary

food until they are sufficiently advanced and

able to extract it from the soil themselves.

The buds from which the stems arc produced

are distinctly adventitious, that is they do not

arise from any previously formed or latent bud,

but are developed from the matter between

the bark aud wood. From this point the

bud originates; first, by a very minute ag-

gregation of cells, which assumes a conical

shape, pressing outward through the bark and

up to the surface, where the leaves are spread

out to the light aud air. Sometimes several buds

will be produced on a very small piece of root

;

but when this occurs all will be comparatively

feeble if they continue to grow. In a majority

of such cases the strongest of" them will take

the lead aud the others fail.

Figure 2 shows a piece of root with two

shoots, one of which lias readied tiie surface,

aud the leaves expanding. Plants grown in this

manner are much better than those produced in

the natural manner from suckers, because they

are more abundantly supplied with abrous roots.

Root cuttings of from one to three inches in

length, planted in good soil, will make plants

one to three feet high the first season. Fhints

may also be taken tip, and the roots made into
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Fig. 2.—BLACKBERRY SHOOT

cuttings, in the spring, and planted in the same

manner as described for those made in the fall.

When the variety is very scarce, then any

small roots ma)' be used for propagating, but in

such cases it is best not to attempt it in the open

ground, but place them in a propagating house.

Cut the roots into pieces of from one-half to one

inch long, mix with sand, and place in a warm
situation, but

not in so

high a tem-

perature as

to force the

formation of

buds. "When

the callus is

formed, and

buds begin to

show them-

selves upon
the surface,

which they

should do in

four to six

weeks, place

them in soil

composed of

equal parts of

leafmold and
sand, and in

a position

where they

will receive

a heat of seventy-five to ninety degrees.

When the plants have made a growth of four

to six inches, they may be potted singly, or plant-

ed out into the open ground, provided the wea-

ther is warm and there is no danger of their he-

coming checked by cold. The blackberry may
also be propagated from green wood in summer,

in the propagating-honse, or early in Spring by
cuttings from plants forced for the purpose.

The same process used by propagators in mul-

tiplying grapes and other plants from green

wood is equally applicable to the blackberry.

Single bud cuttings may be made of the ma-
ture wood in the fall, always choosing the me-

dium sized branches, and those that have notbe-

come very hard ; or in other words, not fully

ripe. Plant in boxes or pots, and place in a

temperature of from 80 to 100 degrees. This is

not quite so certain a method as the others, still,

with some varieties, very good plants can be
produced by an experienced propagator.

Layering the branches in summer is often

practiced witli success, especially with some va-

rieties. In making layers, that portion to be

covered should be stripped of its leaves, and
then a small incision made on the branch, and
on the under side, as is usually done when lay-

ering' woody plants. Root cuttings, however,

produce the very best plants, and the number
that can be made from the roots of one large

stool, if given proper care, is much greater

one would suppose who has never tried it.

than

Dana's Hovby Pear.—The London Gar-

dener's Chronicle gives a description and (veiy

poor) figure of this American variety, and says

:

"Its flesh is melting and juicy, its flavor more
delicious than that of any pear known, being

that of the Winter Nelis, with a slight smack of

IheSeckel; its season is December until Janu-

ary. When this pretty and delicious pear be-

comes known, a dish of them at dessert will be

as much sought after as a dish of old Golden
Pippins in the last Century."

Ways and Means in Pruning.

Notwithstanding the fact that in our notes for

the month there is always a timely word upon

all the important operations in the orchard, we
have many letters asking about pruning, espe-

cially as to the time at which it is to be done.

It has frequently been stated here that the

small work with the knife may be done at any

time when the wood is not frozen ; but most

orchardists consider this as trimming rather than

pruning, and applying the latter term to the

removal of large limbs. When limbs of con-

siderable size must be removed, and this too

often happens, it becomes of importance to do

it at the season when the tree will sustain the

least injury. Upon this point a variety of opin-

ions have been expressed and different seasons

advised. Autumn priming is recommended by

some, for the reason that the wounds thus made

in the operation will become dry and the sur-

face of the wood seasoned and secured from

decay. The majority of good orchardists pre-

fer summer pruning—or that done when the

tree is accumulating its woody deposit. This is

when the branches of the year have ceased to

elongate, and the for-

ces of growth are di-

rected to preparing

for the vegetation of

another year. At this

time the process of

healing goes on more

rapidly than at any other, but it has the disad-

vantage of being a season when there is so much
other work to be done that the labor cannot be

given to the orchard. Another, but a minor

disadvantage is, that the trees being covered with

foliage the effect of the removal is not so readily

observed. The season in which there is most

,
leisure, and perhaps the next best to the one last

mentioned, is after the severity of winter is

over, but before the swelling of the buds indi-

cates the awakening of vegetation. Though
late winter is not the best season, it is prefera-

ble to do the work then than to neglect it alto-

gether. As soon as the tree starts into growth

no wound should be made, as there will be a

disagreeable and injurious out-pouring of sap.

As to the operation itself, it should be done

with judgment and care. Cutting away a limb

without a clear idea of the object to be gained

—

going into a tree with an axe and chopping here

and there, is not prun-

ing, but butchery. Hav-
ing determined upon
the removal of a limb,

it should be sawed off

neatly, close to the main
branch. It is not rare to

see a butt of a foot or

more in length left by
the"pruner; this is a most

mischievous practice,

as a crowd of small

branches will usually

spring from the base of this stump, as shown
in the engraving, while the upper end, having

no supply of sap, will decay. Works upon
orchard culture generally recommend that the

wound be made no larger than the base of

the limb removed. In France, where tree cul-

ture is made a profession, the most recent wri-

ters advocate pruning close to the trunk, and

covering the wound with some preparation.

In France coal-tar is used on all trees except

stone-fruits—but while we mention this as a

matter of interest, we do not advise its use. It

BAD PRTTXING.

may be that our coal-tar is different from theirs

—

at all events so much injury has been clone to

plants in this country by the various products

of coal and petroleum that we advise great cau-

tion in their use. Grafting wax, made warm
enough to apply with a brush is cheap, safe, and
efficacious, as is the shellac and alcohol paint,

but the materials for this are now very expensive.

The rough surface left by the saw should be

smoothed with a knife or drawing knife before

using the wax. Limbs of considerable size may
be neatly removed by means of a large, stout,

and sharp chisel, driven from below by a

wooden mallet.

—-• «! -»

The Care of Young Trees.
a

There would be much less said about pruning

and much less pruning to be done, were it gen-

erally known—and the knowledge acted upon

—

that we have it in our power to form the tree

while young, and so regulate the young growth
that the removal of large limbs would be a rare

necessity. The too common method is, to trim

the trees up, to a small head, at planting, and

then let them grow until they come into fruit,

when it is discovered that pruning is needed,

and there is a great lopping off of useless limbs,

that with proper treatment would never have

grown. Those who will have their trees trim-

med high, doubtless have good reasons for the

practice, but the best experience teaches that

low headed trees are, other things being equal,

more exempt from those troubles dependent

upon climatic influences, than those trained to a

tall naked trunk. Our present object is not to

discuss the general subject of pruning young

trees, but to point out a trouble that often arises

from allowing them to have

their own way. We refer to

the formation of crotches,

or a division of the trunk in-

to two nearly equal branch-

es, which may again subdi-

vide in a similarmanner, and

thus render the tree liable to

split. In forming the young

tree in the nursery this is

avoided by all intelligent

growers ; but all trees are

not treated as they should

be, even in the nursery, and we often see young
orchards containing examples of very bad man-
agement. When a crotched tree of this kind is

discovered, it is best to remedy the defect even

at the considerable sacrifice of one-half of the

present growth. The manner of treatment is

to cut away one of the branches that form the

fork, retaining the one that can be most readily

brought to the upright position ; in removing

the limb, enough of its base is left to afford a

support to which the remaining one ma)r be se-

cured, and this is then brought as nearly erect as

possible and tied to the butt, as in the engraving.

When the erect position has become established,

the supporting portion is cut away even with

the trunk ; if this be done at the usual season

of pruning, the wound will soon heal over.

—. moo. .-»

Early May and Early Richmond Cherry.
—This popular and early market cherry has also

been called Kentish. It seems to be established

that it is a Virginia seedling, long known in the

State where it originated, as the Early May.

The elder Prince procured the variety from

Richmond, Va., and called it the "Richmond."

The Illinois State Hort'l Society, at its recent

meeting, voted to adopt the name Early May.
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Profits from Small Places.

In January, we alluded to some of the methods

by which, in thickly peopled districts, and in

towns and villages, small tracts of land might be

•endered profitable. The raising for sale of such

plants as are usually transplanted, was hinted

at as aconsiderable source of profit. Tomatoes,

egg plants, peppers, early cabbages, cauliflow-

ers, cucumbers and melons, will usu-

ally meetwith a ready sale, ifproduced

under glass a little earlier than they

can be raised in the open ground;

while late cabbages, celery, asparagus

roots, etc., may be raised without the'

use of glass. Let one make a business

of supplying good plants and he will

soon find that the majority of his neigh-

bors will prefer to buy plants to rais-

ing them. Then, there are always a

certain number of people who forgot to

sow at the proper time, or who had
" bad luck" with their seeds, who would

be glad to make up for their neglect

by purchase. The earliest plants are

raised in hot-beds, but these are not

absolutely necessary, as cold frames are

more easily managed, and will bring

forward man}' things sufficiently early. ^
For hot-beds or cold frames, sashes will

be required in number according to

the extent of the operations. The usual

size is 3 x feet, but any other size may
be made to answer. Beginners had
better try a mild hot-bed, with a gentle

heat to start the seeds. Choose a shel-

tered place, facing the south, fix on the

size of the bed for the number of sashes

to be used, and make an excavation

about two feet deep. Then drive down
stakes and board up the sides of the

pit, allowing the boards at the front to

come 12 inches above the surface, while

those at the rear are 18 inches above.

Put cross-pieces 3 inches wide from

front to rear, as far apart as the sashes

require ; in the center of each cross-

piece, nail a strip an inch square, run-

ning the whole length ; this will serve

as a guide for the sash to run against.

Pill t lie trench with fermenting manure
that has previously been turned over Several

times, throwing it in gradually and beating it

down firmly with the fork; cover it with Cinches

of good light soil, and put on the sashes. The bed

will soon become very hot, and when the ther-

mometer shows that the heat is declining below
100°, the seeds may be sown. Plants from warm
countries, such as tomatoes, egg plants and pep-

pers, need the hot-bed iTiore than do cabbages,

etc. Tlie plants, as soon as up, require air during

the middle of the day, and to be covered at

night. Cold frames are far preferable for those

who have had no experience with plants under

glass. A frame like the above is used, but no

excavation is needed. It is put over well pre-

pared, light, rich soil, and the sashes kept on

during the day ; shutters or mats are pttt over

them at night, and when the soil, from receiving

heat by day and being prevented from giving it

off at night, has become well warmed, the seeds

may be sown. After the plants are up, the beds

will need daily care. Give air, by tilting the

sash, or removing it altogether, according to the

weather. Close the sash early in the afternoon,

before the soil begins to cool, and cover the

glass at night to retain the heat. Plants in

frames will need thinning, weeding and water-

ing. 'Watering should not be done with cold

water, but it should always be brought to the

temperature of the earth in the frames. Where
means will allow, it is better to have extra

frames into which the plants maybe transplant-

ed when large enough, in order to give them
room. Tomatoes in particular, are benefited

by this treatment. Whenever the weather will

allow, keep the glass off altogether, except at

night. Cucumbers and melons may be planted

V
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BEITRRE CLAIROEAU.

on inverted sods cut into pieces 3 inches square,

and the plants be raised to a size that will ren-

der them safe from the attacks of insects when
they are put out. By the use of cold frames,

plants may be had ready for sale two or three

weeks earlier than if the seeds were sown in the

open ground. The chief precautions are, to

avoid burning the plants by keeping the sashes

closed during the day, and to avoid chilling

them by delaying the covering too late at night.

The end of February is quite early enough to

make hot-beds in the latitude of New York, and
cold frames may be started in March. There
are other things that may be profitably raised

by the occupants of village and town lots that

will be noticed another mouth.

A Noble Pear— The Beurre Clairgeau.

In a note on pears in January, it was re-

marked that the most popular fruits were not

those that had the highest rank with the pomol-

ogist. The Beurro Clairgeau is one of those

pears that, without ranking as " best," lias so

many good qualities that when it becomes bet-

ter known, it will doubtless bold a high place

in popular estimation. Like many other valuable

frtiits.this was a chance seedling, found at Nantes,

France, about 1839, b}' Pierre Clairgeau, a gar-

dener, by whose name the fruit is now known.
The tree is a handsome one, a good grower,

and a remarkably abundant bearer. It does not

grow well upon Quince Stock, though there are

reports of its success when double worked.

The fruit is of large size, and what is an impor-

tant quality, hangs well upon the tree. The
form of the fruit is shown in the engraving',

from which will be seen the peculiar

insertion of the stem, which is very

short in proportion to the size of the

fruit, and the somewhat curved form of

the pear. The skin is yellow, with

green and brown dots, and upon the

sunny side it is washed with Vermil-

lion ; some specimens are more or less

russeted. When well ripened and col-

ored, no pear can make a finer show.

The flesh is very white, fine, juicy, and
melting, vinous, and with a delicate

perfume. Pomologists differ in their

views as to quality ; while those of

France consider it of first quality, it

does not rank with us as more than

second rate. The fruit is generally

above the medium size, and some ver}r

large specimens have been grown. One
received a prize at the Horticultural

Society of Paris, that weighed one kilo-

v gramme—or about two and a quarter

Sk pounds. The fruit ripens in October,

. }\ and will, with care, keep into December.
The size and great beauty of this va-

riety make it a valuable market fruit,

while the excellent qualities of the

tree commend it to the planter.

Straw Covers for Hot-Beds and

Cold Frames.

Some covering for the sashes of a

hot-bed or cold frame is absolutely

necessary to prevent the loss of heat

by radiation at night. Shutters, made
of, light boards, and straw mats are

most generally used. We have before

described the manner of making straw

mats, which are on many accounts the

most convenient covering. We have

used straw covers, or frames filled with

straw, with much satisfaction, and though they

are less conveniently stored away than are the

mats, they are made with greater rapidity.

For the frames, take three pieces of inch-board

3 inches wide, and as long as the sash ; lay down
two of these as far apart as the width of the

sash, and the other one midway between the two;

cross pieces, of half-inch stuff, 3 inches wide,

are nailed on at each end, and similar pieces are

nailed on between the end pieces at distances of

a foot. Now turn the frame over and till it

with straight straw regularly laid in, and nail a

cross piece over the straw at each end. The straw

is to be further secured by a tarred string over

it, opposite the cross pieces, on the other side,

fastening each piece of string securely by lacks

or small nails. Sometimes the frames are made
with wooden cross pieces above, instead of the

strings, but this renders the frame heavier, and

does not allow the water to run off so readily.

Frames of this kind, when not in use, should

be put under cover—taking care that they be

thoroughly dried before they are put away.

The covering and uncovering the beds is best

done by two persons, as then tin 1 straw frames

may be lifted ; shoving them wears the paint

off the sashes ; this may be avoided by nail-

ing strips upon the sashes to slido upon.
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Hollies—American and European.

There is, perhaps, no indigenous evergreen

tree less generally known
than our native Holly, Ilex

opaca. The reasons for this

probably are,that it is found,

in its wild state, chiefly near

the coast, and its growth is

so slow that nurserymen

find but little inducement

to raise it for sale. Indeed

it grows so slowly, that we
seldom see it in cultivation,

other than as a shrub, while

under favorable circum-

stances it forms a tree 30

to 40 feet high. Eastern

Massachusetts is its north-

ern limit, as a native tree,

and it is found all along

the coast as far as Florida.

There are, or were a few

years ago, at the Highlands

of Neversink, the well-

known landmark at the en-

trance of the harbor of New
York, some remarkable

specimens of this tree, the

trunks of which were as

large as a man's body. The
tree, when developed under

favorable circumstances, is

a very symmetrical one,

with au erect trunk, of a

light ash-gray color, and
nearly horizontal branches.

The leaves are of the size jf»f

and shape of those shown ^<
in the engraving, of a very

thick leathery texture; they

are sharp-pointed and their

wavy margins bear sharp spines ; their green

color is not so dark as that of the European
Holly, and their surface is less shining. The
flowers are not showy, being of a greenish

white. These are succeeded by bright scarlet

berries, which remain on all winter, and give

the tree a brilliant appearance. From its intrin-

sic beauty, as well as from the traditional asso-

ciation of Holly with Christmas, this is one of

the evergreens most sought after for holiday

decorations. The wood of the tree is very hard,

and is used for making small articles in which
this quality is required, such as screws, whip-

handles, etc. It is considered to take color bet-

ter than any other wood, and is used for fancy

cabinet work. The Holly may be raised from

seeds, but they require to lie in the rot-heap a

year before planting them. Where it is found

growing wild, there are usually plenty of young
seedlings that may be removed in early spring.

Naturally, our Holly grows in a great variety of

situations, and seems to flourish in both dry and
rocky soils, and in low lands. In cultivation it

does best in a partial shade. Were it not for its

very slow growth, this Holly would be an ad-

mirable hedge-plant, but we do not find it used

for that purpose, and when met with in cultiva-

tion, which is rarely, it is found chiefly as an

ornamental shrub, or at most, as a small tree.

The European Holly, Ilex aquifolium, has the

same general character as our own, but its foli-

age, as shown in figure 2, is of a different shape,

and of a shining green that makes it a much
handsomer plant. It is largely employed in

Europe as a hedge-plant, as well as an orna-

mental tree or shrub. There are many varieties,

having leaves in shape and size different from

the ordinary, as well as several with the leaves

blotched and margined with white and yellow.

Fig. 1.—AMERICAN HOLLY.

Some of these striking varieties are among
the most highly prized shrubs for the lawn. The

Fig. 2.—EUROPEAN HOLLY.

European Holly is not hardy enough with us,

to be recommended for general cultivation,

though in some sheltered localities it succeeds

tolerably well. We have

four other evergreen species

of Ilex, all shrubs; these,

except the Ink-berry, are

mostly southern. The Black

Alder, so conspicuous in au-

tumn for its numerous scar-

let berries, was formerly cal-

led Prinos, but is now put in

the same genus as the Holly,

and called Ilex verticillata.

The Use of a Straw Bed.

Last year we gave an ac-

count of growing potatoes

under straw in the larger

way, we now present the

garden experience of" Hoo-
sier," Rush County, Ind.

:

" Last summer I planted

my potatoes under straw,

just as an experiment. I

planted the ' Peach Blows,'

and, by the way, there no

better potatoes. The pota-

toes were planted in drills,

two feet apart, the distance

between the potatoes being

about six inches; covered

them with a light coat of

soil, then about six inches

of old straw. They came

up finely and grew "well.

The bugs made an assault

on the vines, but I opened

my light artillery—a little

coal oil and a brushy switch

—upon the greedy host, and

shortly not a 'blistering imp' could be found. This

fall, when potato digging time came round, I

had au easy job of it. With a fork I turned

over the straw, and there clear and blight lay

the crimson crew. Picking them up was an

easy matter, and soon they were beyond the

chilly winds and withering frosts. They turned

out exceedingly well, but the ground mice, moles,

aud rats, left many proofs of their festivals.

" I did not find a single decayed potato among

the lot, a rare thing for this year, for 'King Rot'

has swept, scourge like, over the land. Next

year all the potatoes I plant, early and late, shall

have a straw bed over them. The straw en-

riches the soil, keeps it mellow, and makes an

excellent garden plat, free from weeds and grass.

The "Big- Tree" op California.—It is a

singular fact that some trees make a more rapid

growth, and flourish better in every way, in a

country quite different from their own. Our

most rapid growing deciduous and evergreen

trees are foreigners, and in California, that land

of remarkable trees, an Eucalyptus from Aus-

tralia is found to excel in vigor any of the na-

tive trees, and will probably become the leading

tree of the country. In Great Britain, the

Sequoia gigantea, the California " Big Tree,"

which with us is at best uncertain, flourishes

remarkably. Some statistics have been pub-

lished by the Scottish Arboricultural Society,

giving the bight and age of trees of this species,

in different parts of the .kingdom. Several at

the age of five years are twelve feet high, others

at seven years are eighteen feet, and trees ten

years old are about twenty-one feet in hight.
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CZ3~ For other Household rtems, see "Basket " pages.')

Household Ornaments.

Household ornaments are not perhaps so essen-

tial in the country as in the city, where people are

necessarily cut off from the fields and woods with

their thousand beautiful things. But every where

pretty articles of furniture are prized, and perform

au important office in the education of children.

The only objection to them in many houses is their

cost. We frequently give illustrations of such

ornaments, and show howthey may be constructed.

Any one iugenious with the kuife or handy with the

needle can learn to make them, and thus add to their

own usefulness, while they adorn their houses.

Fig. 1, shows a match safe, made from a common
cigar box, or any other thin bit of board. It is

easy to have black walnut, butternut, oak, or other

ornamental wood sawed thin for this purpose. The
shield should first be marked out with a pencil

according to the design. The cutting can all be

done with a

sharp penknife,

and will af-

ford very good
amusement for

a winter even-

ing. The large

star in the cen-

tre forms the

hole to hang up
the box when
finished. The
box, made as

6hown in fig. 1,

can be put to-

gether,and fast-

ened to the shield with a little glue. Such a match

safe, hung up over the mantle piece or near the

stove where the fire is to be kindled or lamps light-

ed, will help essentially in the formation of orderly

habits. There will always be a place for the matches,

and the matches

can be kept in then-

place. By enlarg-

ing the pattern,

boxes can be made
that will answer

other purposes.

Fig. 2, shows a

bracket shelf, con-

sisting of three

parts,and made like

No. 1. The article

may be suspended

upon the wall in

any convenient

place by small brass

rings near each end

of the shelf, or up-

on brass headed

pins or common

1.—MATCH SAFE.

^*^A

Fig. 3.—BRACKET.

nails fitted for the tops of the groves under the shelf.

The pins give the firmest support. B, in fig. 3,

gives a side view of the bracket, which goes under

the middle of the shelf to support A.

This may be fastened to the back and

to the shelf with small wooden pins

and glue, or with the glue alone.

The pins make the best job. After

the work with the knife is done,

fine sand paper may be applied to give

it a finish. It may also be varnish-

ed, or rubbed over with linseed oil.

Fig. -1, shows a pattern of a pen

wiper, and calls for the needle and

scissors. It may be made of any con-

venient size or material. The foun-

dation piece may be of broadcloth,

the lop of silk, and the intermediate
F'S' °-

pieces, for the process of wiping, of less valu-

able cloth. The mice are the nicest part of the

work, and require mouse colored velvet, and sonic

beads for the eyes. The bag of malt may be filled

with any substance that will present a smooth sur-

face. If shot or sand are put in it, the article will

serve the double purpose of pen wiper and paper

holder, quite as good if not as pretty as the manu-
factured glass ones that cost a dollar or more.

Fig. 5, shows another pattern of the same article,

with a little different material to imitate the poodle

dog's hair. The idea shown in these illustrations

Fig. 4.—PEN-WIPER.

will suggest many other patterns for the use of our

readers. Such articles are a great convenience upon

the writing desk and table, aud look much better

than a white rag or old piece of newspaper be-

daubed with writing iuk. They help to cultivate

Fig. 5.—pin cushion.

habits of order and neatness, and indirectly adorn

the persons making them as much as the room.

Leaves iVomi tlic Mary of a, "Voniig-

Housekeeper.
ritIZE ESSAY BY MKS. LACP.A E. LYMAN, STAM-

FORD, CT.*

Dec. 26, IS—.—It is now a month since I became a

happy bride. We have been visiting our relatives,

my sister Emeline and Edward's married brother,

where I have been taking notes as to their modes of

housekeeping, hoping to become better prepared

for the responsibilities I have assumed. A few days

ago we came here to our new home, and, while Ed-

ward has driven over to the village with a load of

wheat, I have been folding and stitching together

some sheets of paper, on which I design to keep a

record of my success, perplexities and observations

* The Committee of Judges, on the Prize Essays, as

noted last month, gave long aud patient attention to

the seventy-nine essays sent in. The numbers refer to the

marks upon the manuscript to distinguish them, the

Committee being entirely ignorant of the names of the

writers. The publishers very cheerfully acceded to the

recommendation of the Committee, and will give three

prizes of $100 each, instead of the one offered. We print

the opening chapters of two of the Essays. The third one

is. very fully and prettily illustrated, and it will be re-

served for use hereafter, as the engravings will need time

for preparation. Our thanks arc duo to the great number
of intelligent and enterprising housekeepers who have

contributed their efforts. We are only sorry they could

not each receive a first prize.—Ens.]

ItEPOKT OP THE COMMITTEE.

To Messrs. O. JiKlcl tfc Co.—The ladles assigned tho task

of examining the articles offered for your prize, liavo felt

very much embarrassed by tho richness and variety of tho

materials presented. There were seventy-nine of tho com-

petitors, representing almost every section of the country,

and every variety of country housekeeping. Theso com-
munications have all been read, and tho nicrlls of the lew

that camo near to the required standard of excellence, have

been thoroughly discussed. After mature deliberation, wc
have come to tho unanimous conclusion that the communi-
cations marked No. 15, No. SG, aud No. 1. are of equal luerll

,

and, availing ourselves of your permission, we assign a pre-

mium of one hundred dollars to each of these three, Instead

of to only a single one, as at first offered.

Several others show very marked excellencies, and contain

many valuable hints. Unit we should like to see embodied in

nvolumeon household economy. Wc have no donbi thai

from the material hero presented a more complete work on

housekeeping can be compiled, than has yet been given to

the public. Yours, Respectfully, THE COMMITTEE.

as a housekeeper. This idea was suggested by look-

ing over Edward's farm books with him last night,

in which he has an admirably-kept journal of every-

thing he has done, and everything he has learned

since he purchased the farm three years ago. An-
other motive that stimulates me in this enterprise

is the perfect manner in which he keeps up every-

thing on the place, and I am sure I can do nothing
that will more directly conduce to his happiness

than to show him, within doors, the same evidences

of care, system, and order, which he has stamped
upon every part of the premises.

Day before yesterday we walked all over the farm,

and through the outbuildings. I noticed that the
fences are all in good order, the gates on their

hiuges, and the bar posts upright, which, I have
heard my father say, are invariable signs of good
farming. His implements are all in order ; the dirt

scraped off the ploughshares, the harrows well

stowed away, the cellars thoroughly protected from
frost, and the axes ground sharp for a winter's foray

among the timber. Now, I am determined to equal

him in my department if I can ; especially as I find

that, in the plan of the addition which he has made
to the old farm-house he found here, he has made
for me the best arrangements for doing my work
easily and rapidly, that I ever saw. He has a map
of his farm and buildings, which he spreads out be-

fore him when he plans the next year's crops and
improvements on the place. Why should not I map
out niy domain, especially as it is a realm that I love

to call my own ? The old part of the house is very

mueli in the usual style—two large rooms below,

and two above, with halls between, and bed rooms
adjoining; but this £, which Edward planned, and
much of which he built with his own hands, is a

gem of a place for a diligent housekeeper, who
knows what she wants. Hero is the plan:

A is the principal door opening on the north side,

B another door leading into the old house ; C the

bed-room door, and D leads into the wood-house.

There are two windows on the south side, between

which stands my work tabic, aud one on the north,

throwing light on Edward's business desk, which
occupies the corner between the doors A aud B. At
the right of B is my dining table, over which hangs

a fruit picture, which I painted when I was a school

girl. At the window on the left of my work table

Edward has fasten-

ed a couple of
|

shelves, where I

can have my gera-

niums, and they

are blooming now
iu that sunny ex-

posure. S is my
stove, standing

just midway be-

tween the sink

aud the pantry. «-an of house.

There is a pump in the sink, as well as a waste

water pipe. At the right of and just behind the

stove is a small sliding door, marked ;c, which opens

into a box in the wood-house, containing split wood
and kindling. Edward fills it when he does his

morning chores. I never saw such au arrangement

anywhere else, aud I find it in the highest degree

convenient. There is no running out into the

wood-house alter an armful of wood, aud there is

no litter of chips or dirt about my stove. The
pantry has a north window in it, and a wide shelf

running all along just below the window seat. This

serves as a cover to my barrels, which will just slip

under it ; and here, without moving more than a

step, I can lay my hand upon everything necessary

to do all my cooking. By opening the door tho

heat from the stove makes it comfortable to work
in, and at night prevents my milk and provisions

from freezing. In (lie summer, by keeping the door

shut aud the window open, I shall find it a cool

place for my milk. This arrangement of sink, stove,

pantry and working table enables me to keep all

my work in one end of the kitchen. My wood,

water, provisions and stove are so near each other

that a step or two will bring mo within reach of

everything that I need. I can accomplish twice as

much in an hour here as I could in mother's kitchen,

p
am-

5

D
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which was built iu the old style, and without any

reference to economy of labor, or value of time.

In that, the pantry was in one corner of the room

aud the sink and pump in the opposite corner, with

the stove half-way between ; every stick of wood
had to be. brought up half a dozen stairs, and when
the table was set there was no part of the room

where one who was sewing or reading could be out

of the way. I like the finish of the wood work, too

;

it is chestnut cut on the place, rubbed with oil and

varnished. The grain is handsome, does not show

dirt, and can be easily cleaned. The hard-finished

walls are painted of a light chestnut color and var-

nished, so that I shall never need to whitewash

them, but only to wipe them down in spring and

fall with a wet cloth.

Just outside of the kitchen, iu the wood-house, is

a large cauldron set iu masonry, where I cau have

my washing done, aud where a large quantity of

water can be heated for butchering, aud other farm

purposes. Only last night Edward was talking

with me about a girl, and said I should have one if

I wanted. I told him he had prevented the neces-

sity of any such help by his plan for the kitchen.

"What do I want of a Biddy, when, in an hour after

each meal, my work is all done up, and the kitchen

is as quiet aud neat as a parlor ?

Dec. 38.—I picked up a volume of Stall's Journal

of Health last evening, and was so deeply impressed

by a well-writteu article which it contains on the

subject of ventilation that I have determined to

make a change in one feature of my household

economy. Mother used to have us make up our

beds the first thing iu the morning, but I am satis-

fied that if I want to keep my bedding, which is

now very nice and new, perfectly sweet aud whole-

some, I must air it every day. So this morning,

notwithstanding the cold, while Edward was light-

ing the fire, I opened the window, which, fortu-

nately, has a southern exposure, laid the blankets

aud pillows where the air and the sun will fall upon
them, and there I mean to let them stay until I

have done all my other work.

Dee. 30.—My washerwoman has just gone. This

is Monday, and I always did like the plan of having

the washing and irouiug done up iu the early part

of the week. She has been at work all day, con-

sumed a good deal of wood, aud now her last clothes

are frozen on the line, where they must stay all

night. If she had had two hours of midday sun
upou them, they would have been dry. There must
be some improvement on this. I will talk to Edward
about it, whether it is not best to buy a wringer,

aud perhaps a Doty washer, so she can do the wash-
ing in the forenoou, and part of the ironing at least

in the afternoon. I have heard that washerwomen
t generally like these inventions. Very well

;

I'll learn to use them" and do the washing myself;

or, what may be better still, I will pay her a whole

day's wag^s for half a day's work. I am sure that

poor wornen\mght not to be made to suffer for want
of employment by the multiplication of labor-

saving machines.

Mem.—Find out about the different kinds of soap
;

which is the best, and what soaps are injurious to

fabrics. I presume I can learn something on the

subject by looking over Edward's Agriculturists.

Jan. 28.—The weather has moderated very much,
and I asked Edward if the hams did not require

attention. He thought they did, and I went to my
cook-book for instructions. This is the first time

I ever had anything to do with the curing of hams.

Following a suggestion I found in Mrs. Child's

"Frugal Housewife," I rubbed over them a mix-

ture of saltpetre and molasses, using an ounce
of saltpetre and a quart of molasses to eight hams.

Jan. 80.—I have just been looking over Edward's

wardrobe to see if I canuot fix him- up a suit of

plain but warm clothing that he can wear in the

woods, so as to save the business suit he bought
last fall. I find I can get him out a good substan-

tial vest, buttoning up to the chiu, from the skirts

of an old pilot-cloth coat that he has worn thread-

bare and thrown aside. He was talking yesterday

about a new every-day vest, and this will surprise

him. 1 can get a pattern by ripping up an old vest,

and the coat linings will do for the back of the

vest ; and as to how to make it, Mrs. Wilson will tell

me, aud I will go over aud see her about it as soon

as Edward goes away after diuner.

ILesiwsi from JoEII-Ilill.

PRIZE ESSAY BY MBS. MCLELLAN, OF OHIO.

January, 1867.—A shade of sadness steals over

me, as for the first time I write the new year. How
many memories gather around the past, tender and

sad as well as joyous. How many questionings

and anxieties about the future. But. when shall I

leani that truest happiness is found in the right im-

provement of the present. " In the morning sow

thy seed, aud in the evening withhold not thy hand."

Hannah has gone home for a few weeks. She

needs some time for fitting up her wardrobe, as

well as a change from the unceasing treadmill of

housework. I can spare her better now than at

any other time, but must be busy to accomplish all

I have in hand.

I have become so interested in making little

frames for pictures. I make them of pasteboard,

of any shape I fancy, and cover them with cones,

acorns, seeds aud shells, putting them on with glue,

and finishing with a coat of varnish. Some choice

engraving or photograph cau iu this way be provided

with a pretty frauie at trifling expense. My husband

said to a young friend to-day, that I had got so

taken up with fancy work, he supposed I should

want to do nothing else now! I knew he didn't

mean it, by the roguish twinkle of his eye. Besides

he is just as much interested as I, giving me a hint

here and there about the frames, and insisting upon

varnishing them, though I really wanted to do it

myself. I intend next to make some lamp brackets,

like one described so pleasantly in the August

AgriciMuri.it last year.—I know I should like them,

for hav'nt I so often had to run up-stairs and hold

the lamp for Nellie, while she dressed her hair?

I had poor bread to-day. I have no patience with

myself when that happens. The provoking part of

it i% that I can always tell exactly what was the

trouble, when too late to remedy it. To-day I let

it rise too long. A neighbor came iu for a little

while. Being without help, I should have asked

her to sit a few minutes in the kitchen, while I

molded it; but I foolishly waited until she went

away. If bread rises uutil it passes from the

saccharine to the vinous fermentation, it is past help.

It has lost its wholesome aud nutritious quality.

No art cau restore it. Bread must not be neglected

or forgotten. It must have a chief place in the

mind uutil safely out of the oven. Two things are

absolutely essential to good bread—flour No. 1 and

light sweet yeast. With these no housekeeper

should be satisfied with bread of only medium
quality. It is far better, aftd- testing a rule aud

fiudiug it good, to abide by it than to experiment

with new recipes. Here, literally, " practice makes

perfect," This is my recipe : Boil twelve peeled

potatoes, aud mash them well. Add a quart of the

water they were boiled iu, while hot, aud a cup of

sugar. Wheu cool, add a quart of cold water, and

a half pint of fresh yeast. Let it stand in a warm
place twelve hours, after that shut it up tightly, and

keep it in a cool place. It will rise quickly and

make delightful bread.

I called round upon my young friend Lizzie Mason

to-day. Her mother was a dear mate of mine in

our girlhood days. I should love Lizzie for her

mother's sake, but I love her for her own as well.

It more than repays me for any little advice or en-

couragement I may give her, to enjoy the freshness

and heartiness of her first year at housekeeping,

and to have a good laugh over some of her failures

aud mishaps. They carry me back to days of

"auld lang syne." No medicine is so good for a

care worn housekeeper as a merry laugh. But to-

day Lizzie wore a troubled brow. Baby was fret-

ful, aud such piles of work stared her iu the face,

while really she could do none of it. Mr. Mason

and baby both needed warmer clothing at once, and

the housework was getting sadly behind. "Why,
Lizzie," I said, " what a heavy burden you are carry-

ing about. Do throw it off at once. The wrinkles

are ou your face already!" "That is just what
Henry told me at dinner," she replied. "He said

he would rather hire all the sewing done than have
me so troubled about it. But you know he is just

beginning for himself, aud I want to help him all I

can. It seems shiftless for me to hire sewing with
only my little family to care for." Well, Lizzie, I

used to say just the same, but I look at it different-

ly now. Young wives aud mothers are too proud,

and too ambitious. They want to do every thing

themselves, and be esteemed model housekeepers,

when in fact they are not yet through with the

alphabet. Toil are not strong. Tour little one is

worrisome. The care of that as well as of your
house is new care. You make hardworlc of it. By
degrees you will get along easier. Tou will learn

where to take the advantage of your work, and how
to favor yourself some, while at the same time you
will accomplish more. It is auew thing for you to

have the long night of refreshing sleep, parcelled

up into naps so broken and unquiet, that the morn-
ing finds you even more weary than bed-time. It

is just here that so many young wives break down

;

aud becoming discouraged at the prospect before

them, iudulge in a complaining spirit, and an in-

efficiency, fatal alike to their own happiness, and to

all with whom they are associated. Settle some
points in your miud, the sooner the better. First,

take proper care of your.own health. This is the

greatest kindness to your husband in a pecuniary

as well as domestic sense. Tou cannot violate

nature's laws with impunity. Exercise in the fresh

air everyday; if nothing more than a brisk walk

ou your piazza, throwiug }
Tour arms backward and

forward, receiving into the lungs that which shall

change the torpid and impure blood to a life giv-

ing current, imparting energy and strength to the

system. Take good care of your child. Make it

comfortable and happy as far as in your power.

Prepare wholesome and nutritious 1 food for your

table. If Mr. Mason provides abuudant material,

he has a right to expect that on your part it shall

be turned to good account. Next in order is sew-

ing. Have one or two garments ready, and sew

when you can. Don't think of others, uutil these

are done. Select that which is most difficult and

irksome, aud hire some one to do it for you. Tou
will not, by and by, with half a dozen little ones

around you, carry such a load as you are sinking

under to-day. I think my long lecture did her

good, for she told me iu parting that she should not

forget it, though the "half dozen little ones " she

should banish from her memory, with the piles of

sewing I had said must have such a fate. From
the brow of the hill, as I looked back, I saw her on

the porch, going through with such evolutions and

attitudes, that a stranger would at once have pro-

nounced her crazy

!

February.—"A place for every thing, and every

thing in its place." How iuvaluable this rule to

the housekeeper. For every article iu common use

about a house, a place should be assigned, and each

member of the family distinctly understand it

must be fouud there. Any one in the dark should

be able to put bauds upou it. How much time

and patience is thus saved. Hannah, though a good

girl in many respects, cannot have the bump of

order well developed, at least, if there is any truth

iu phrenology. How annoying to be questioned as

to the whereabouts of missing articles, and then

find them iu some out of the way place, where she

has carelessly left them. To-day, after she had

commenced washing, the floor was covered with

water. I found she had left the tubs in the wood-

shed all the week, instead of taking them to their

true place in the cellar. Then she had a long hunt

for the indigo bag. Had I not taken it from the

pantry ? She was so sure she put it there last

Monday. She would have been just as sure the

tubs were in the cellar before commencing washing.

Finality on BEats.—The only effectual

remedy is cement ou the bottom and sides of the

cellar. They cannot get through this, aud so can-

not find entcrance to the house. Now is a good
time to invest iu sand, water and lime.
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IB©YS & (SICIM^ SDILOTI^.

Xiae Eyes may B>eceive.

Most persons readily believe what they il see with their

own eyes/
1

but even these reliable witnesses may give a

wrong impression. This is often the case when a person

is much influenced by fear, hope, anger, or any passion

or strong excitement. Great love makes a mother think

her children are handsome, although they may beriomely

in the eyes of others. Hatred makes even beautiful ob-

jects appear ugly. The snake is really a beautiful and

singularly graceful creature ; yet it looks hideous to most

persons, because of their fear or their superstition. A
recent incident shows how fear may deceive the eyes. A
woman who had great dread of robbers, always looked

carefully under her bed before retiring. One night she came

running down stairs and alarmed the family by wildly de-

claring that somebody was tinder her bed, as she plainly

saw his face. Some of her friends immediately made ex-

amination, and found she had indeed seen a face, but it

was only her own reflected from a looking-glass which had

been stowed away there during the day ! Had not the mat-

ter been investigated, she would always have been per-

suaded that a stranger had hid himself in her room. Hun-
dreds of persons have been deceived by their eyes, while

under the influence of fear, into seeing ghosts, as they

supposed. When very improbable stories are related by
persons who claim to have been eye-witnesses, it will be

well to remember that the eyes cannot always be trusted.

A Ouirious Sfionqupl,

Our artist having succeeded in making up faces in a

rather curious manner last month, (see Jan. No. page 23)

has tried his hand again, and sends in this sketch of a

bouquet, where he says, girls and boys with sharp eyes

will find many curious features, which do not appear at

first sight. Study every flower and leaf carefully, see how

along the belly, just wide and deep enough to allow a

piece of fine strong cord, like a small fishing line, to lie

in below the surface, as shown at C. fig. %. Also, bore a

hole to pass the line through the head from the top to the

under groove. With a fine saw cut down through on each

1.—THE SNAKE COMPLETE.

side of the snake, nearly to the middle, making the cuts

exactly opposite, and an inch apart, except at the head and

many portraits you can find and point them out to your
friends, There are said to be a good many of them.

A. New I*laytliiiig'«

Our young friends who are afraid of harmless snakes,

may, perhaps, overcome their dislike by making such a

one as we recently saw ; it is shown in the engraving.

Take a straight piece of soft pine wood two feet long

Whittle it into the form of a snake, supposing him to be

stretched out, and frozen atifl*. Next cut out n little groove

along the top of the back, and another exactly under it

SECTION OF BLOCKS.

tail, each of which may be left about two inches long.

Fig. 1 shows nearly how these cuts should be made.

Then cut thefivnt edge of each division bev-

eling about one-quarter of an inch down to

the centre. This will separate the snake into

inch pieces. (5), fig. 2, gives the shape of each

piece, looking from the top. (A), fig. 2, rep-

resents the back end of each pieee. Arrange

the pieces in proper order, in a straight line,

from head to tail, and, with a fine brush par-

tially fill the top groove with glue. Then pass

the cord through the hole in the head piece,

crowd it down snugly into the glue, bringing

each piece close up to the one before it. Turn

the snake over, glue the under groove, and

fasten the other part of the string down into

the groove of the belly part, throughout the

whole length, the same as on the top part.

Leave it until perfectly dry, and you will have

a wooden snake that will squirm alarmingly.

Two pin heads for eyes, and a little paint skill-

fully applied will complete the resemblance to

nature, and make an amusing plaything. Do
not selfishly use it to frighten the timid.

Ants—Strong- Brittle People*
The patient industry of the ants is an old

lesson with us, and in some lands their power

for good or evil rivals that of the fairies,

especially if we include the African "termites"

which generally go by the name of white ants.

All at once a swarm of small, winged crea-

tures, not unlike a cloud of snow flakes, fill

the air. They are eagerly snapped up by dogs

and other animals ; and, moreover, great num-
bers are caught by the native negroes who eat

them as a great delicacy. The bodies of the

insects are about half an inch long, and of a

whitish color, so that when boiled or roasted

they resemble grains of rice. Those which es-

cape this use, waste no time fluttering around,

like idling butterflies, but making a first and

last flight, alight by instinct upon a spot suit-

able for their future labors. Dropping the

now useless wings, the industrious ants set

about their work with a good will, and grain

by grain the soil is bored and lifted and placed.

Chamber after chamber is built, each con-

nected with others by covered galleries or bridges, until

a hill arises thirty or forty feet high, with a base in pro-

portion, every particle of which has been carried by the

tiny workers. While building their houses the ants do

great good by removing old logs and other decaying mat-

ter, which they dispose of with wonderful rapidily. The

hills thus formed become, in the way of soil, almost as

good as hot beds, and the natives make gardens upon

their sides. Some parts of the country are overflowed a

large portion of the year, and only the ant hills, covered

with trees rise above the reedy surface of the marsh.

There Is also another family of ants, which do as much

in their way as the termites. These black ants, or soldiers,

as they are called, build no hills, but dig out their homes
under ground. They prey upon all kinds of small crea-

tures, and will, in a short time, make way with the car-

cass of a large animal. Not unfreqnenth" they go on a

raid into a village, and overrun the huts in their paths, so

that the natives are obliged to retire until the little in-

vaders have cleared the huts of every species of vermin
which infest their not over neat dwellings.

The black ants constantly make war upon the termites,

and it has been thought that they carried off the white
ants to work for them. But as the little hard legs of the

termites are often seen near the holes of the soldier ants,

these small cannibals probably eat their captives.

These black ants store away such quantities of the small

kinds of grain used there, that the natives often dig for it

in times of drouth and scarcity.

Nothing can stop an army of ants when once started,

and it is very interesting to watch their wonderful in-

genuity in getting over obstacles. For instance, if a
stream of water is in the way. one ant clings to another

until a chain is formed, firin at one end. and floating in

the air, long enough for the free end to reach the opposite

side of the stream. Then the whole army passes over on

this living suspension bridge.

Besides the soldiers and termites, there is a small red

ant much dreaded by those who have felt their bite. Not
content with their burning sting, they twist the little

crooked claw about in the wound, and such is the fierce-

ness of their attack, that an ant can rarely be pulled away
from the flesh without being torn apart.

A'ery little people, if they did all they could as faithfully

as the very little insects, might be surprised to find how
much they are worth in the household. And like the

ants, if they don't do good they do harm. Old folks at

least know how much discomfort and mischief may be

accomplished in a home by a five year old child.

No. $51—Illustrated Pebrt.

Answers to Problems and Puzzles.
The following are answers to the puzzles, etc., in

the January number, page 25: No. 245, Mathematical

Problem.—-90 guns, 670 sailors, 55 soldiers No. 240.

Illustrated Re-

bus.—111 news
flies fast {Jttfs

fast.) .... No.
247. Mathe-

matical Prob-

lem.—Draw a

triangle with ',

the apex of its

angles bissect-

ing the sides of the given triangle, and the four required
parts will be found No. 24S. Mathematical Pwblem.—
Distance from C to Z>, 14 miles ; from D to E, 40 miles

;

from CtoB.51 miles. .. .No. 240. Illustrated Rebus.—Ef-
feminacy and cowardice go hand in hand with indolence
and luxury No. 250. Illustrated Pebus.—To be elbowed.

The following have sent correct answers up to January
12th : "J. T. M. W.," Robert Robertson. M. Olden. J. E.
Bonsall. *'R. D. W.," Henry Colgate. J. Morris Leeds,
Edmund J. Young, Alice Suit, " E.jW. " James M. Evans,
J. W. Diddle, Emma Findley, M. D. Wires. W. James
Haskell, Motile E. Jocobv, J. C. Norton. E. Leonard.
Clarence C. Howard, H. P. Guirrant. Eli Mendenhale, J.
T. Norton, Samuel Yeakle. Jr., "Old Rusty," Jennie
Cook, Eugene Lane, Almeron, O. Meade, "A. LT. S^" 1

Willie and Bertie, W. S. Carver. Irwin Chase. Ella
Staples. Emma Sturmwald, John Andes. J. K. Hallock,
A. H. Mahaffey, Frank A. Lawrence. William Worden
jtfarryatt, Franklin Belford, James aud Edward Jones.

No. 252. Illustrated Pcbus.—For Farmers' boys to study.
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AjHAR E-BEAINED
A fine ride this little fellow was taking across]the fields,

with his strong and well trained team of dogs. They had

often carried him safely before, and he could not have

expected such a ludicrous and somewhat dangerous ex-

perience as he is now having. The dogs did very well

until strong temptation came before them ; then they

could see nothing but the hare, and forgetful of the voice

and the lines of the driver, away they rushed, leaving

their unlucky young master to look out for the conse-

quences. Probably after this he will be careful how ho

takes them over that road again. We have seen many a

lad thus run away with, not by dogs, but by his own
thoughts, when he had left the places and companions

which his parents judged safe for him to have, and got

into the way of temptations among bad company. One
poor young man we know, was lately thrown down from

a fine position in a bank, being run away with by his pas-

sion for gambling —his character ruined for life ; another

is losing his good name in the bar-rooms, where his ap-

petites have drawn him ; and many more are in danger

of having their honesty shaken out of them by taking

short cuts " across lots " in their haste to get rich. The
" old ways" are safest, in driving a team, or in making

the journey of life.

A Master Workman's Tools,

The great natural philosopher, Dr. Wollaston, was

once called on by a scientific foreigner who desired to

see his laboratory, and inspect the apparatus with which

he had made his splendid discoveries. "Certainly," was

the reply, and he immediately brought out a small tray

containing some glass tubes, a simple blow-pipe, or bent

metal tubewoith a few pence, three common watch

glasses, a slip of platinum, and a few other similar things.

On another occasion, shortly after Wollaston had in-

[COPYKIGHT SECURED.]

T EAM.— FROil AN ORIGINAL PAINTING BY OHO EeERLEIN.—Drawn ami engraved for the American Agriculturist

spected a grand galvanic battery, he met a friend in lhe
(

street, and seizing him by the button he led him into a

quiet corner, when, after looking carefully about him as

if engaged in some strange mystery, he took from his

pocket a tailor's thimble, in which he had constructed a

galvanic arrangement, and pouring into it the contents

of a small vial, he instantly caused a bit of platinum

wire to become quite hot.—Our young readers are famil-

iar with the experiment of Dr. Franklin, who, with only

a common kite, proved that the lightning in the clouds

was of the same nature as the electric spark which had

been produced by various contrivances. These and

many similar incidents show the value of " brains," that

with an educated power of thinking, the highest re-

sults can be gained with the simplest materials.

Cotton on the fallows*
Less than one hundred and fifty years ago, the masses

of the people of Great Britain believed that the in-rro-

duction of cotton clothing and its manufacture would

ruin the kingdom. Woolen and linen garments were

then almost universally worn, and large manufacturers,

employing many thousand workmen, were engaged in

supplying the demand for them. It was thought that the

woolen and flax-machinery would be useless and a total

loss, and the workmen thrown out of employment, if

cotton should take the place of the fabrics then worn.

Even Parliament shared this belief, and in 1721,

passed an Act imposing a penally of five pounds

upon the seller of a piece of calico. The common
people on one occasion, took a singular way to show
their prejudice against the new fiber, and to bring it into

disrepute. One Michael Carmody was executed at Cork,

in Ireland, for felony ; upon which the journeymen
weavers (who were short of work, and who attributed

the "hard times" to the introduction of cotton manu-
facture,) assembled in a body and dressed the criminal,

the hangman, and the gallows, in cotton, in order to bring

the wearing of it into disgrace ; and at the place of exe-

cution the criminal made the following remarkable

speech :—" Give ear, good people, to the words of a

dying sinner. I confess I have been guilty of what neces-

sity compelled me to commit, which starving condition I

was in, I am well assured, was occasioned by the scarci-

ty of money, that has proceeded from the great discour-

agement of our woolen manufactures. Therefore, good

Christians, consider that if you go on to suppress your

own goods by wearing such cottons as I am now clothed

in, you will bring your country into misery, which will

consequently swarm with such unhappy malefactors as

your present object is, and the blood of every miserable

felon that will hang, after this warning, will lay at your

doors."—Nevertheless, happily for Great Britain, the

wearing of cottons continued to be extended, so that

in thirty years afterward, their yearly manufacture was
estimated at $1,000,000. and at the present day nearly

400,000 steam looms are at work there upon cottons, di-

rectly employing at least 500,000 work people, besides

the millions engaged elsewhere in producing the staple.

A CnrioaBS BSooJte-Woirin.—A friend re-

cently at a book sale in New York, describes a book that he

saw containing a singular mark made by a small worm.
The insect had first bored through the outside cover,

near the bottom, then worked his way through the pnges

on the margin below the print, until it came to the last

page, where it had excavated a snug burrow for raising a

family ; then it, or one of its progeny, continued on and
made its way out through the back cover, leaving through

all its course a small hole as if made with a large pin.
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LOCK-STITCH SEWING MACHINES.
Highest Premium, Fair of American Institute, 1SG5.

CELEBRATED REVERSIBLE FEED MOVEMENT.
UNIFORM SELF-ADJUSTING TENSION,
FOUR SEPARATE DISTINCT STITCHES,
"WILL GATHER AND SEW A RUFFLE AT ONCE,

OFFICES OF THE COMPANY.
505 Broadway, N. V., and 97 Cheapside, London, England.

PRINCIPAL AGENCIES.
HI "Washing ton-st., Boston. 24a Main-st.. Buffalo, N. T.
630 Chestnut-st., Philadelphia. 20 Calle d'Oficio3, Havana,
100 Washlngton-st., Chicago. Cuba.
26 West Foiirth-st., Cincinnati 273 Court-st., Binghamtou,:N.Y
43 Public Square, Cleveland. 13 Lakc-st., Elmira, N. Y.
155 Baltiuiore-st., Baltimore. S12 Broad-st., Newark, N. J.
27 North Pennsylvania-st., 6 Union st., Nashville, Tenn.

Indianapolis. 2 Yates Block, E. Genesee-st.,
Cor. Jeff, and Woodward Av- Syracuse, N. V.

enues, Detroit,— Rochester, N. Y.
Ill Moutgomery-st., San Fran- 51 North Flfth-sC.St. Louis,Mo.

Cisco. 303 River-st.. Troy, N. r.
S72 to 376 Main-st., Hartford, Cor. Genesee, Columbia, and

Conn. Seneca-sts„ Utica, N. Y.
529 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

WBDEEIiEU, & WIL.SON
EOTABY HOOK

LOCKiSTIfTCH
SEWING MACHINES-

625 BROADWAY.
" Wo3tAi-*s Greatest Boox—We would advise a. man to

forego a Thresher and thresh wheat with a flail, rather
than to see the wife wear her health, vigor and life away in
the everlasting 'stitch, stitch, slitch,' when a Sewing Ma-
chine can be obtained. The WHEELER & WILSON is an
invaluable aid In every household. We have had several
different kinds on trial, and after a six year's service, the
WHEELER& WILSON has taken the precedence as the best,
where all kinds of sewing are to be done in a family."

[American Agriculturist, Jan. 1S65.

THE GREAT "FAMILY SEWING MACHINE-

GRuYER&iAMfiS
HIGHEST PREMIUM

SE^V^IIVGS-MACHINE.
495 Broadway, New York.

For Marking Linera.

CLARK'S PATENT INDELIBLE PENCIL.

1S66. Greatly Improved. 1866.

Warranted superior to all Indelible Inks. Agents wanted.

Circulars and sample Pencil sent post-paid, on receipt of

Fifty Cents.

For salo by Stationers, Booksellers, and Druggists.

Address

The Indelible Pencil Co.,

Northampton, Mass.

The "Franklin" Brick Machine.
This celebrated machine is acknowledged by all Brick

makers to be Trm best Bbick Machine eveu made.
With eight men and two horses, it makes

3000 FIRST CLASS BRICKS PER HOUR.
Its QBBAT STJIPLTCTTT OF OONSTTITTCTTON' and IMMEXSE

•compressing power, with Its other great facilities, enabling
the manufacturer to make the best brick at onk-halp
the vsual cost, renders it

TUo Best and Cheapest Machine in use.
Send for Circular containing full particulars, to

J. H. I1KNICK, Agent.
71 Broadway, New York, Koom 69,

INBDSPENSABLE HAND-BOOK
I HOW TO BEHAVE,
I HOW TO DO BUSINESS

'. 600 pages, 12mo. Sent by first

HOW TO WHITE,
HOW TO TALK,
In one handsome volume of 600 page.-, -

post for $2.25. Agents Wanted. Pieaso address Messrs.
FOWLEH & WELLS, No. SSI) Broadway, New York.

Tlic Children's Temperance Army!
And how to organize it. 5,000 commissions ready for

boys and giri.s who will get rocrults. Send 5 cents and get
the plan, and also a copy of the YOUTH'S TKMPERA3TCK
VISITOR, the Best Children's Temperance Paper in the
World, with my plan for sending 10,000 copies free, to chil-
dren of the poor or Intemperate. Address

Z. POPE VOSE, Publisher, Kockland, Maine.

READ the Advertisement of American Stock Journal.

GET \\TKIiIi AJYI> KEEP WELL.-Rcad the
Advertisement of Herald of Health, page 73.

O K B B
E. WILLIAMS, of Montclair, N. J., offers line plants ofthe

best varieties of small fruits, including the original stock of
£ittatinny Blackberry, universally conceded to be the best
ever introduced. Spring catalogue, giving full particulars,

sent to all applicants.

"Fighting against WBONG and for the GOOD, the TRUE
andthG BEAUTIFUL."

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.

THE LITTLE CORPORAL
Is acknowledged by the leading papers to bo the

Best Juvenile Paper in America.

The New York Tribune says: The only literary periodi-
cal which has ever succeeded in our Western States, is The
Little Corporal. Its subscription list at the end of the
first year numbered 35,000, and it it continues to be conduct-
ed with the same ability and enterprise which are now de-
voted to it, there is no reason why the second year should
not close with a roll of 70,000 subscribers. It is an admirable
periodical, lively, entertaining, instructive, unexceptionable
In tone, and charmingly printed. It is published at the low
price of §1.00 a year.

We offer a

Magnificent List of Premiums

!

The price of the Corporal is one dollar a year, in advance
;

sample copv, telling all about the premiums, ten cents.
Address ALFRED L. SEWELL, Publisher, Chicago, EL

"HixDOuARTEKS"

•MAPS
IS AT

H. H. liLOYB & COi'Sj
21 Jotm-St., New York.

P. S.—We have 5 sizes of U. S. Maps, (the largest, a Copper
plate, 6x6 ft.,) made in 12 styles, and a vast variety of other
Maps, Charts, Prints, Photographs, Engravings, &c, &c.

GARDENERS AND PLANTERS'

Priced Catalogue of

Also.BTJIST'S GARDEN MANTJAI* nndAI/MA-
NAC, for 1867, containing practical information on tho

Cultivation of Vegetables, &c. t &c, free to applicants en-

closing letter stamp. Address
ROBERT BUIST, Jr.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BOOS AGENTS WANTED.
We want a few more experienced Book Agents to take

orders for our new publications, among which are the fol-

lowing standard works:
ABBOTT'S EUSTOKY OF TI1E WAR.
HOLLAND'S LIFE OF LINCOLN".
HOLLAND'S CHRIST AND TWELVE. (Now in press.)
HKADIXY'S LIFE OF WASHINGTON, and numerous
other works of merit. Also several Steel Engravings, to
which we are constantly making new additions. To retired
Clergymen, School Teachers, Farmers, disabled Soldiera
and others.nve offer superior inducements, and those of es-
perience, wo will engage either on commission or a liberal
salary. Application Bhould be m ado at our office, 13 Main
Street, or Address UUUDON BILL & CO., Publisher*,

Springfield, Mass.

OUNG AMERICA! YOUNG AMERICA !—
The splendid February Number, with Extraordinary

Novelties for the Boys and Girls; Games, Puzzles, Toys.
Stories, Magic Pictures, Engravings, Music. Rebuses and
other entertaining and attractive features. Every boy and
girl says Young America is the best Juvenile Magazine.
Single copies, 15 cents | Yearlv. $l.r>0, with a splendid two-
blade Pearl Pocket Knife, worth $1, or a Microscope or a
box of Paints, ns a premium. Published bv

W.JENNINGS DEMOREST.No.473 liroadway, N. Y.

THERE IS NO RAT EXTERMINATOR ON
the market that equals DR. BENNETT'S Sure Death to

Rats and Mice. All weask is a trial. Ask your Druggist for
it. Price, 25 cents per box ; by mall, 85 cents.

KNOX'S UTURSERY AT YOTTU DOOR,—Sco
Advertisement "By Mall," page 77.

THE HORTICULTURIST.
TTYENTr-SECOXD ANNUAL TOLC3IE—18G7.

A Monthly Magazine, devoted to the Orchaud, YnrE-
taed, Gabdex, and Ntjkseet; to Culture under Glass,
landscape Gardening, Sural Architecture, ami the Embel-
lishment and Improvement of Country, Suburban and
City Homes, Handsomely Illustrated.

1867—Two Dollars and Fifty Cents ; 1SGG bound
and post-paid, and 1SG7—$4.50; 1SG5 and 1SGG

bound and post-paid, asd 1S67—$G.

"WOODWARD'S ARCHITECTURE
AND RURAL ART.

17G Designs and Plans for Country Honses, Cottages, Farm
Houses. Burns, Out-Buildings, Grounds, &c. Paper, To cents ;
Cloth, S1.00, post-paid.

WOODWARD'S COUNTRY HOMES.
150 Designs and Plans of Houses of Moderate Cost, Includ-

ing Out-Buildings, with a Chapter on the construction of
"Balloon Frames." $1.50, post-paid.

JACQUES'S MANUAL OF THE HOUSE.
How to Build Dwellings, Barns, and Out-Buildings of all

kinds. 12G Designs and Plans. §1.50, post-paid.

Fuller's Forest Tree Ciiltnri«t.—A new work on
the cultivation and management of Forest Trees, bv the
author of the Grape Culturist ; lully illustrated. §1.50.

Hnsmann's Grapes and Wine.—Anew and prac-
tical work on the Cultivation of the Native Grape and Man-
ufacture Of American Wine, fully illustrated. $1.50

Tiie Illustrated

HORTICra.TEIR.IST ALMAMC
for 18G7. Price, Tex Cexts, post-paid.

GEO. E. & F. W. WOODWARD, Publishers,

And Dealers in all works on Architecture & Agriculture,

37 PARK ROW, Xcw York.

Illustrated Priced Catalogue sent Free,

PERCENT SAVED^ - BY Using
B. T. BABBITTS

STAK YEAST ^OWIfrEffi.
Light Biscuit or anv kind of Cake may be made with this

"Yeast powder 1
' in 15 minutes, No shortening is required

when sweet milk is used.

B. T. BABBITT'S
LABOR-SAYIX& SOAP.

This Soap is made from clean and pure materials, contains
no adulteration of am/ kind, will not injure themost delicate
fabric, and is especially adapted for woolens which will not
shrink after being washed with this Soap. It may be used in
hard or salt water. It will remove paint, urease, tar and
stains of all kinds. One pound warranted equal to two
Eounds of ordinary lamtlv soup. Directions sent with each
ar for making throe gallons handsome soft soap from one

pound of this Soap. Each bar Is wrapped in a circular con-
taining full directions for use, printed In English and Ger-
man. Ask your grocer lor " D. T. Babbitt's Soap," and lake
no other.

B. T. BABBITT'S
BEST MJEDICKVA1L SAUERAT1TS,
Bread made with this Saleratus contains, when baked,

nothing but a common salt, water and Uour.

MakeYourOwn Soap
Percent Saved By

USING B. T. BABBITT'S

Pure Concentrated Potash

IiEADT SOAT MAKEli,
"Warranted double the strength of common Potash, and su-

perior to iuiy other Bftponlilcr or ley In the mar!;!.':. I'm up
In cans of 1 pound, 2 pounds, 3 pounds, G pounds, and r.'

pounds, with full directions in Entrllsh and German for

making Hard and Sole Soap. One pound will make 15

gallons of Soft Soap. No lime is required. Consumers
will And this the clieapest Potash in market.

11. T. BAP.IUTT
Nos W, Gj, GG. OT, OS, GO, 70 75. and 71 Washlngton-st,. N. T.

rfflflE CHILDREN'S HOUR.—A new Illustrated

-"-magazine lor Hie Utile ones. Edited l>y T. S. Ai;1 111 K,

!N3 Walnut-street. Philadelphia. Pa. $1.53 a year; J copies,

$5. Specimen numbers, 10 cents.

Sco Advertisement "Aili NVRSERIES IN
ONE." on page 73. *
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Advertisements, to be sure of insertion, must be r«-

ceived BEFOKE the 5th of the preceding month.

TERMS— (cash before insertion) :

Ordinanj Pages, SI.50per line. Open Panes—Wiper line.

Business Polices—S3.50 per line of space, each insertion.

Sc Fleming's

SELECTED SEEDS & PLANTS
toe

MARKET GARDENERS AND OTHERS.
Quart. Mush.

Beans (Bush), Valentine, Refugee 40c. $10.00

Beans (Bole), Lima, Sera 75c. 14.00

Ounce. lb.

Beets, Short Top Round, Long Blood 15c. §1.00

Cabbage (Early), true Jersey Wakefield $1.00 12.00

" (Late), Flat Dutch, Drumhead 50c. $5.00

Carrot, Early Horn, Long Orange 15c. $1.50

Cauliflower, Early Paris and Half-Early $1.50 10.00

Celery, New Dwarf White $1.00 $12.00
" White Solid 30c. $3.00

Qitart. Bush.
Corn, Dwarf Prolific, Asylum 30c. $6.00

. Ounce. lb.

Cucumber, White Spine, Long Green 15c. $1.50

" Forcing varieties 25c. per packet.

Ounce. lb.

Egg Plant, New Tork Improved Purple 75c. $7.50

Lettuce, Simpson, Butter 40c. $1.00

Melon, Citron, Nutmeg and Skillman 20c. $1.50

" (Water), Ice Cream & Mountain Sprout. 15c. $1.50

Okra, Tall and Dwarf. 15c. $1.50

Onions, White, Meggets Red 80c. $3.00

Large Red, Yellow Dutch 20c- $1.50

Parsley, Extra Dwarf Curled 15c. $1.50

Quart. Bush.
Peas (Early), Dan. O'Rourke, "Extra Early.". .30c. $7-00

" (Late) Champion, British Queen 50c. $8. 00
* Ounce. lb.

Pumpkin, Cheese 10c- 75

Radish, Scarlet Turnip, Long Scarlet 15c. $1.50

Salsify (or Oyster Plant) 20c. $2.00

Spinach, Round and Prickly 10c. 75

Squash (Bush), Summer Crookneck 10c. 75
" (Late), Boston Marrow, Hubbard. 20c. $2.50

Tomato, Early Smooth Red, Fejee 30c. $4.00

Turnip, Red Top, Yellow Aberdeen 10c. $1.00

Herbs, Thyme and Sweet Marjoram 50c $6.00

" Sage and Summer Savory 30c. $4-00

The above sent by mail to any address on receipt of the

prices annexed, with the addition of Sc. per a. for postage.

In packets at Sc. each, or 75c. per dozen, free by mail.

Plants and Moots for Market
Gardeners and Others.

Onion Sets, Yellow, 40c. per quart, 52.00 per peck,

$6.00 per Bnsliel.

Onion Sets, "White, 50c. per quart, 53.00 per peck,

$9.00 per Bushel.

Per Bush. Per Bbl.

Potatoes—Early Goodrich (true) §3.00 $8.00
" Early Cottage 3.00 7.50
' Gleason 3.00 7.50
" Sebec 3.00 7.50
" Harrison 7.50 13.00
" Cnzco 2.00 5.00

Asparagus, (2 years old,) $1.50 per 100 ; $10.00 per 1,000
"

(1 year old.) $1.00 " $7.50 "
Rhubarb, Victoria and Linnaeus, $3 per doz. ; $15 per 100

Cabbage Plants (Cold Frame), TVakeneld, $1.50 per 100;

$10.00 per 1,000
" " (Hot-bed), 'Wakefield, 75 cents per 100

;

$0.00 per 1,000

Cauliflower, (Cold Frame), $3 per 100; $20.00 per 1,000
" (Hot-bed), $2 " $15.00 per 1,000

Horseradish Sets, $1.00 per 100; $7.50 per 1,000.

HEFTOERSOSI & FI/EaHSTG,
Seedsmen and Market Gardeners,

67 Nassara-si., New York.

Our General Catalogue of Flower
and "Vegetable Seeds

is novr ready, containing descriptions and plain directions
for cultivation. Mailed on receipt of 10 cents.

5few Vegetable Seeds, See. I

BRIBCHBMAN'S
AJNTNTXAJL DESCRIPTIVE

PR5CED CATALOGUE
of

KITCHEN GARDEN
and

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
for 1867, is Now Ready,

and mailed free to all applicants.

ALFRED BEIDGEMAN,
No. 8TG Broadway, Xew Tort.

I present to tile Public my Annual I*ist of

New and Rare Seed for 1867, many of which
I send oat the first time this season.

Marelehead Mammoth Drumhead Caeeage. —
(Tlie largest Cabbage in the world. Weighs from
thirty to sixty pounds to the head, and is tender
and siceet. No cabbage does so well in the South
as this.) Cannon Ball Cabbage. — (About as round
and hard as a cannon ball. An early sort, and the
hardest heading of ail Cabbage.) StoneMason Caeeage.
—{Standard variety of Winter Drumhead Cabbage in Bos-
ton market. Under good cultivation every plant on an acre
will make a large and hard head. It is remarkably tender
and sweet. In Jicdf-ounce packages.) Lenormand's Mam-
moth Cauliflower.—(A new variety, the largest of all

the Cauliflower family. Very reliable for'heading.) Very
Early Erfurt Cauliflower.—{New, remarkably early,

and fine for hot-beds.) New Tork Improved Extra
Large Purple Egg Plant.—(This grows to a larger1 size,

and is of a richer color than- the Common Large Purple
EggPlant.) Striped Gaudeloupe Egg Plant.—(An ele-

gant variety for the table. Theslripings of white, purple
and yellow give it a 'magnificent appearance.) Ornamental
Kale.-( Tlie great variety in color, and structure ofthe leaves,
make them elegant ornaments for the flower garden and
among shrubbery.) Mammoth Sweet Corn.—(The largest

of aU Sweet Corn. Sweet, and excellent for the table. The
ears weigh, as gathered, from two to three pounds each.)
Mammoth French Squash.—(Sometimes grown to weigh
over two hundred pounds. They grow well-proportioned,
and arefinely colored.) Vegetaele Caterpillars.—

(

Veg-
etable curiosities, tlie seed-vessels resembling caterpillars.)

Vegetable Snails.—(A French Oddity, the seed vessels of
which resemble snails.) Vegetable Works.—(Another
curious vegetable product.) Shake Cucumber.—(A very
long variety which grows coiled up, having the appearance
of a large snake.)
Laston's Prolific Early Long Pod Pea.—(Anew and

guile distinct variety. Many of the pods contain from ten

to twelve Peas each.) Dwarf Indian Cnjef Bean.—

(

Tlwse
ivlw have grown tlie Pole, Indian Chief zoill be pleased to

find a bush variety of thisfine Siring Bean.) Giant Was
Bean.—(J. neio Pole Bean, being an improvement on the

Indian Chief it being a. larger and longer Podded Bean
than that choice variety. The Wax Beans (so called because
the pods are of a wax color,) are lite best of all String
Beans.) Noreiton's Giant Cucumber.—(Anew English
variety, the finest, longest, and most prolific Cucumber in
cultivation.) Ward's Nectar Melon.—(IVhen compared
with all other sorts, this has been awarded the palm as the

best of all green-fieshed Melons.)
Each of the above sent to any part of the United Slates,

and warranted to reach tlie purchaser, at twenty-five cents
per package.
American Turban Squash.—

(

The dryest, finest grained,
and best flavored of all Fall Squashes. The packages con-
tain about fifty seed.) Hubbard Squash.—(/ was the ori-

ginal introducerof mis, and the seed is true.) Yokohama
Squash.—(J. new variety from Japan ; very prolific. The
quality resembles a fine Crookneck, but is much superior.)

Boston Marrow Squash.—(My variety took the premium
for purity at tlie Annual Fair of the Massachusetts Horti-
cultural Society in 1SG5.) Para Squash.—(A bush Squash
from Soidh America, which can be kept into winter. Ob-
long in shape, of good size, fine-grained, and excellent qual-

ity ;far superior to any standard variety of bush Squash.)
Improved Green Globe Savoy Cabeage.—(For family
use, the Savoys are the richest of all Cabbages. The heads
of tliis variety are large, hard. and of most excellent quality,

the slumps short. PemarkaUy reliable for heading.)
Pancalxer Savoy.—(Tlie French consider this the earliest

Cabbage grown.) Small Early Ulm Savoy.—(Very early
and reliable.) Burnell's King of the Dwarfs.—(In

England this is considered the earliest of Cabbages. Very
dwarf fine quality, andsiveet.) Large Brunswick Short
Stem.—(A very large and very early Brumliead, much
sought for by market gardeners.) Little Pixie Cabbage.
—{An early dwarf; stump, short ; heads, pointed, and very
hard, fine quality, and very sweet.) Tllden's New To-
mato.—(Large, round or oblong •color, rich scarlet ; vines,

dwarf, and very productive.) Early York Tomato.—
(Very early, and remarkablyprolific; has yielded at the rate

of over one thousand bushels per acre. Fruit of good mar-
ket size; fiat, round shape; quality, excellent.) Cook's
Favorite Tomato.—{A targe, apple-shaped variety ; very
prolific ; quality, superior ; decidedly the best of the apple-

shaped Tomatoes.) Mammoth Chihuahua Tomato.—
(Enormously large, weighing from two to three pounds.
Some single specimens will heap a quart measure.) New
Mexican Tomato.—(Very large, round Tomato; a great
bearer ; resembles, in color, Lester's Perfected, bid an im-
provement on it, in always being round.) Tree Tomato.—
(A French variety ; grows erect in the form of a bush.)
McLean's Advancer Pea.—(A newEnglish wrinlded Pea.
A decided improvement on tlie Champion of England;
bears well, with Peas equally sweet ; is much larger, and does

not run nearly as high.) McLean's Little Gem.—(A new
dicarf wrinkled Pea.' grows about one foot high, very
early, only afew days later than the Dan O'Rourke ; a de-

cided acquisition.) Ytlmorln's New, Wrinkled, Edible,
Podded Pea.—(Tlie first wrinkled sort yet found, thepods
of which can be eaten.) Carter's First Crop.—(A neio

English Pea, sent out as the earliest of all varieties.) Hair's
Dwarf Mammoth.—(A wrinkled Pea, larger than Cham-
pion of England, growing only half its night ; quality,

fully equal to the Champion.) Tom Thumb Pea.—(As
early as Ban (Xfiourke, grows ten inches lugh, and is re-

markably prolific.) Drew's New Dwarf Pea.—(Peas,

very large, egg-shaped ; each plant forms quite a bush.
Peas should be planted about a foot apart. Early, dwarf,
and very prolific.) Brown's New Dwarf Marrowfat.—
(Warranted to be the earliest and most dwarf Marrowfat
Pea grown. A capital Peafor market gardeners.) Forty
Days' Corn".—(Earlier than any Sweet Com. Desirable as
an early sort.) Bates' Extra Early Sweet Corn.—(A
variety of wrinlded kerneled Sugar Com; earlier than
Darling^s Early, and excellent for table use.) Mammoth
Flint Corn.—(Ears grow sixteen inches long ; sialics very
tall and stout, and matures as far North as Central New
England.) Crosby's Early.—(Tlie earliest of all twelve

rowed Sweet Corn. The Massachusetts Horticultural So-
ciety offered special premiumsfor this new Corn at their last
Annual Fair. It is of good size for market, and, a decided
acquisition.) Mexican Sweet Corn.—(I still find this to
be the sweetest and most tender of all varieties of Sweep
Corn. Notliing can equal it for' the table.) Golden Sweet
Corn.—(A Sweet Corn of golden color ; early, of good size,

and excellent quality for the table ; flavor, fine, and distinct

from any other variety.) Yard Long Bean.—(A curious
Bean ; pods grooving over two feet long ; foliage, a rich,
dark, glossy green.) Concord Bean.—(Plus new Bean is

probably the earliest Pole Bean groicn ; very prolific, and of
excellent quality, either as a string or shell Bean.) Fejee
Bean.—(A neio bush Bean ; the earliest and hardiest of all

beans ; very prolific and worthy of general cxdlivalion.)
Intermediate Horticultural Bean.—(An excellent bush
Bean for marketmen. Pods of the same rich color as the
Pole Horticultural.) California Bean.—(A very early,

large, fiat Pole Bean; excellent, either green or baked.)
Mottled Cranberry.—(An improvement in liealUi, vigor,
and productiveness on the old-fashioned Cranberry. Few
Pole Beans will yield equal to this. Pods, long, large, and

.

well filled.) Simon's Early Beet.—(A new, early sort,

well shaped ; as early as Bassano, and darker.) New Tur-
nip Beet.—(Pound, fiat-shaped, very early, and very nice.)

Castlenandary Beet.—(A famous French variety ; flesh,
a deep purple color, very tender and siveet.) Crapaudine
Beet.—(Rough skinned; color, very dark purple. Es-
teemed by the French as tlie best of all Beets for table use.)

Whyte's Very Deep Ked Beet.—(Medium size, dark
color, verj/ sweet, and excellent for table use.) Yellow
Ovoid Mangel Wurtzel.—(For- cattle. Of seventeen
varieties tested, the crop of this exceeded all.) Early Crack-
er Onion.—(Earliest of all the yelloio sort ; quality, very
delicate and sweet.) Hood's New Dwarf Imperial Pur-
ple Celery.—(J. clwice new English variety.) Turner's
Incomparable Dwarf White Celery.—(A first class
English variety.) Read's Matchless Celery.—(A pre-
mium English variety, fine, solid and red.) Boston Mar-
ket Celery.—(True. This is the short, compact, solid

variety, so often admired by strangers in the markets of
Boston.) True Boston Curled Lettuce.—(Tlie most
elegant of all the Lettuce family, grows in the form of a
Posette.) Wheeler's Tom Thcmb Lettuce.-—(J. choice

new variety, in high favor with tlwse who have grown it.)

Perpignan Lettuce.—-(This is an excellent Lettuce for
standing the summer lieat. Heads, compact, attaining to

seven inches in diameter.) Neapolitan Cabbage Let-
tuce.—

(

One of tlie finest Cabbage Lettuces yet introduced.)
Six Varieties of Caeeage Lettuce.—(Six of ihechoicest

varieties in one package?) Orange Watermelon.—( Wlien
fully ripe the skin will peel off like an Orange.) Allen's
Superb Musk Melon.—(Quality, superior ; by some called

the " Queen of Melons.'1
'') Large Persian Musk Melon.—(A fine, large variety.) White Japanese Melon.—

(Flesh, greenish white, very thick-meated ; one of the earliest

and sweetest of all melons.) Dwarf Broom Corn.—

(

This
is thought to make a better brush than the common tall sorts.)

Chufas, or Ground Almonds.—(These taste very much
like a Cocoanut; are very prolific, yielding 100 toX.) Or-
namental Gourds.—(Many varieties in one package.)
New Jersey Hybrid Cucumber.—(A remarkably long
variety ; an improvement on the Wliite Spined.) Improved
Long Green Cucumber.—(Tins is the longest of all the

Long Greens.) Chinese Scarlet Egg Plant.—{Of mag-
nificent scarlet color, and higldy ornamental.) Mammoth
Millet.—(Extra tall; seed heads much larger than any
•-other variety.) Surry White Wheat.—(A new English
Winter Wheat, highly recommended for poor soils, remark-
ablyfree from blight and rust.) Otaheitian Sugar Cane.
—{Tliis yields more Sugar than any otlier variety of Sugar
Cane grown in tlie North.)
Any of the above varieties wUl be forwarded, post-paid,

and warranted to reach the purchaser at fifteen cents each.

Early. Sebec Potatoes.—(Coming rapidly into favor
in Boston and vicinity as a first class early market Potato.
Large size, excellent quality, and remarkably productive.)
Early Goodrich.—(True.) Shaker's Fancy.—(A new
variety of white-fleshed Potatoes, considered as early as
Early Goodrich, yielding equally well, and rapidly gaining
favor in Pennsylvania. This and the Early Sebec arc of
better shape for market purposes than the Early Goodrich.
Four pound packages of either of these varieties sent to

any address, warranted to reach the purchaser .on receipt of
one dollar. All orders for Potatoes will be put on file, and
be filled as soon as danger from freezing is past.

Catalogues containing over two hundred varieties of war-
ranted Garden Seeds, one hundred and twenty-five of which
are of my own growing, sent, gratis, to all applicants.

I warrant three things: 1st. That my seed is genuine.

2d. That your money shall reach me. Bd. Tliat my seed

shall reach you. Can the Public ask for anylMngfairer
than tliis? JAMES J. H. GREGORY,

Marblehead, Mass

pAS£SONS & CO.,

offer a large assortment of tae "best

TSSEES AN© SMRUBS,
both for Streets and La-vrns.

PEAR TREES of large size.

PEACH TREES, very line, at $120 per 1,000.

APPLE, PMM and other Frnlt Trees.

STRAWBERRIES of the different sorts.

ROSES on their own roots, not budded or grafted, and

as strong, healthy and "vigorous as need be desired. The
finest Hybrid Pcrpetuals and Mosses at 520 per 100 ; $150

per 1,000.

TRITOMA TVARIA, $25 per 100.

(See American Agriculturist, October Xo., 18C6, page SG3.)

USnSBSJJS RHUBARB, ?3 per 100.

EVERGREENS
In very large variety, including hardy Rhododendrons of all

the best kinds, from white to purple.

For Catalogues, &c., apply to

PARSONS & CO., Flushing, IT. Y.
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JUCUXDA, ©Si 700.—GROWN 1¥ J. SJfOI, PITT&fSUICCJM, PA.
" The illustrations we give (as above), are drawn from Mature ; and we can say, are not exaggerations of the specircens which were selected at Pittsburgh, when we were there In June,

and sent to Philadelphia the next day." THOMAS MEEHAN, Editor Gardenera' Monthly.

" The above Engraving is a faithful representation, drawn from actual specimens of fine fruit grown on the Kxos Fbttit Fasm, at Pittsburgh." A. W. HARRISON'.

" Its flowers are perfect, and fruitful to an enormous extent. I last year counted trusses that had ninety per cent, of perfect fruit upon them, as compared with the number of flowers.

A most remarkable point of value in tins variety is the great number of extra large berries. I saw great quantities, ten to twelve berries of which filled a pint. These, you must remem
her, were not merely a few selected onas for the exhibition tables, but there were bushels of them sold every day in market, which brought one dollar per quart. This is equal to four or

five cents each, and may be considered rather profitable." GEORGE M. BEELER, late Secretary Indiana Sort. Society.

" I entirely concur in the statement there made (at the meeting of the Ohio Pomological Society, held in Cincinnati, December, 1S65,) as to its great productiveness, its large and uniform

size, and its protracted fruitage, but, more especially, as to its brilliant color, perfect form, and extreme beauty, and consider it the most remarkable fruit of its class that has ever

come under my observation." DR. JOHN A. "WARDER.

For further information in reference to this the most valuable of all our Strawberries, send 10 Cents for our Catalogue.

Our stock of well-rooted and vigorous plants is very large this season, which we offer at the following greatly reduced prices

:

13 Plants $1.00. 1000 Plants .$40.00.

100 " 33.00. 3009 "

For Vines and Plants BY MAXL, see extraordinary inducements on pago 77.

GrU,_AJE*E "VINES HARTFORD and >Ecst very early, yet thoroughly

CREVELI\G. S tested.

CONCORD. MARTHA—W1EITE CONCORD.-Best White.

BLACK! HAWK.—Perhaps the earliest of all grapes of

any merit.

The most valuable grape in the country. More popular

now than ever, and is being more generally planted than all

others. Very valuable for the table and for market purposes.

"Its wine suits most palates, and sells very readily at $5.33

per gallon. » * » Average yield about 1000 gallons per

acre, this year (185G)."—GEORGE HUSMAXN.

Our present stock comprises :

200,000 Strong, 1-year old Vines.

93,000 " 2 "

3,000 " 8

Our vines are grown in the Lest possible manner, from

wood taken from our own bearing vineyards. For prices

and other information, send 10 Cts. for Catalogue.

IVES.
The great American wine grnpe. Average annual yield

of wine, 500 gallons per acre, which sells at from $1.50

to $6 per gallon.

60,000
Superior Tines for sale.

SEYEI*
varieties of grapes which are reliable, healthy, hardy, vig-

orous, productive, of good quality, and very profitable.

CONCORD.—Beet known and most popular.

, .8100.00.

)RDER EARLY.

For special terms of Plants and Vines

"BJY MAUL,"
Sec page 77 of this Number of Agriculturist.

IVES and > Bcst American wine grapes.
REIVTZ. i

Samples of each scut by mail, post-paid, ou receipt of

retail price. For full description, prices and much other

valuable information on Grape Culture, send 10 Cents

for Catalogues.

STRAWBERRIES.
SEVEN

varieties of largest size—best quality, and greatest yield.

jnCTODA-OIR NO. 700.

Largest and most valuable of all.

FILLMORE.—Next In value.

GOLDEN SEEDED. ) „ .

BOHR'S NEW PINE. i
Bcst vcry mT]y-

WILSON.—Best for canning.

TRIOJIPHE DE GAND.
AGRICULTURIST.
CF" Two dozen of .IUCTJNDA—Our No. 700, and ono

dozen each of the oilier varieties, sent by mail, post-paid

and their safe carriage guaranteed for five dollars.

If proper attention were given thc-Currant—in ttao selec-

tion of varieties, and Its culture, it would undoubtedly

prove to bo not only one of our greatest llomc comforte,

but also a most profitable market fruit.

Best Varieties l>y Mail.

For S3, we will send by mail, post-paid, and guarantee

their safe carriage, G each Vcrsalllalse and Fertile

dc Aitgers; 4 cacli of Cherry, 'While Grnpe,

Victoria, Short Bunch Red and La Hntlvc.

Full descriptions of these, and other desirable varieties,

may bo found in our Catalogue, which will be sent to aU

applicants enclosing Ten Cents.

C2T EARLY ORDERS ARE SOLICITED.

J. KXOX,
TJox 155, VUtsrtmrgli, Pa.
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A "Work, Instructive alike to the Amateur" or 'Market

Gardener, detailing the practical experience of nearly 20

years' Gardening for the New York Market,

By PETER HENDERSON,
(of HENDERSON" & FLEMING.)

Price, §1.50, "by mail pre-paid.

Or with our New Illustrated Seed and Plant Catalogues for

1867, §1.75. HENDERSON & FLEMING,
Seedsmen and Market Gardeners,

G7 Nassait-st., New York.

SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY.
The undersigned, at the request of many advertisers in the

American, Agriculturist, lias opened a Special Advertising
Agenct. The " specialty " will be the insertion of good and
reliable advertisements only, in the best mediums, that is

those which will bring the most business to the party adver-

tising.

An experience of several years in charge of the advertising

columns of the American Agriculturist, gives the subscriber

good facilities for conducting the business satisfactorily.

Those who wish to extend their business in this manner, will

please address
W. A. FITCH,

Special Advertising Agency,
151 Nassau-st., New York.

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS
OF THE

SOUTH WEST
PACIFIC R. R. CO.

Principal and Interest guaranteed

by the Atlantic and Pacific

Railroad Company, in

Coupon Bonds of

$1 9©@© EACH,
TWENTY YEARS TO RUN.

Due September 15, 18SG.

INTEREST AT THE RATE OF 7 FEB CENT. PER AN-
NUM, PAYABLE IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK,

ON THE FIRST DAYS OF JANUARY AND JULY.

These Bonds are issued on 77 miles of completed road,
now in operation to Rolla, in the State of
Missouri, which cost to construct §£,500,000

And 13 miles' of road graded, with material on
hand, to be completed by January 1, 1807, at
acost of 500,000

Together with 360,000 acres of land, now
being disposed of at a minimum of $5 per
acre, (maximum $40.) 1,300,000

Say present total value of 80,300.000
The amount of Bonds issued is 88,000,000, secured by

mortgage to John P. Yelverton and Clias. H. "Ward, of
New York, as Trustees of the above-named property.

By a provision of this Mortgage, when Lands are sold to
the amount of §40,000, it is to constitute a Special Fund
for the redemption of a like amount of these Bonds, at a rate
not exceeding 105 per cent. They are also receivable at
PAR by the Company in paj-ment of its sales of Lands.

At St. Louis this road connects with all the Eastern Rail-
ways, and runs west through the most attractive parts of the
State of Missouri via Franklin, St. James, Rolla, Lebanon,
Marshiield, Granby (Lead Mines), and Neosho, to the west
line of the State. At Springfield it will connect -with the
great ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC RAILROAD (its eastern
terminus), forming a direct and continuous route from St.

Louis to San Francisco.

"When completed, it will present a road of 310 miles in
length, costing about 815,000.000

"With 1,036,000 acres of Land valued at. . . 10,000,000

Showing atotal value of §33,0*00,000
With a total amount of Bonds authorized, with the guar-
antee as above, of S7,350,000, which may be issued at a

. rate not exceeding §35,000 per mile of completed work
as it progresses.

Of the present issue of §3,000,000 of Bonds, a limited
amount is now ofl'ered for sale.

For further particulars apply to

WARD & CO. BANKERS,

No. 54 Wall Streot, New York.

The Herald of Health

JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL CULTURE.

This is a Monthly Magazine of Fifty-six pages, devoted

exclusively to the Physical, Intellectual and Moral regener-

ation and development of the race.

IT.WILL T^ACH the Laws which govern the physi-

cal organization of Man, and how to obey them.

IT "WILL TEACH the Causes of Disease, how to

avoid them, and the best and safest method of treatment, by
the use of agents which do not poison the system.

IT WILL TEACH how Children Bliould be born and
reared, so that they may become perfect Men and Women.

IT WILL TEACH the Structure and Functions of
every organ in the body, and the best method of keeping
it in a healthy condition.

I -IT WILL TEACH -what is the natural food for man
and how it should be prepared.

IT WILL CONTAIN articles upon Bathing and Cloth-

ing, upon Exercise, Rest and Sleep, upon Recreation,

Amusements and Social Enjoyments, upon Education, Top-
ics of the Month, Home Treatment of Disease, Answers to

Correspondents, and upon all subjects calculated to improve
the condition, and promote the happiness of mankind.

Each No. for 1S67, will contain an article of

HE1VRT "WARD BEECHER'S
upon subjects relating to health.

Dio Lewis, Horace Greeley, O. B. Frothingham, Dr.
Bellows, and many other of the best writers of the age
will contribute to its columns.

The articles in the Jan. No. on

" Human Envelopment,"
By Henrt Ward Beecher,

" The Sacredness of the Body,"
By Rev. O. B. Frothenguam,

and

" How to Train up a Clsild,"
By L. N. Fowlek,

are well worth a year's subscription.

The February No. contains

Health I^aws and their Penalties.
(By H. W. Beechee.)

Sources of Muscular Power.
(By Peop. R. King Browne.)

JSuildisags for the Poor.
(By Hoeace Geeelev.)

XSody and Brain*
(By Prof. Nelson Sizes.)

How to Bathe.
(By E. P. Millee, M. D.)

Memory and How to Improve it.
(By L. N. Fowler.)

And more than 50 other articles of high interest and value.

Read Opinions of the Press :

"A valuable Family Journal, which deserves a kindly
welcome as an efficient aid to the progress of Popular Edu-
cation."—[New-York Tribune.

" In families it Is calculated to accomplish much good bv
a diffusion of needed knowledge of Physiology and the Laws
of Health."^[New-York Evening Post.

"The 'Herald of Health* has assumed a high literary
character, and its pages are enriched bv contributions o'f

some of the most eminent practical writers of the day."—
[Ohio Farmer.

"The 'Herald of Health' is a sprightly, spicy, interesting
monthly, devoted to phvsical culture, hygienic medication
and the laws of life. For variety of interesting and sug-
gestive reading in its line, it is not surpassed in this
country."—[Liberal Christian.

As editor of " The Massachusetts Teacher " " I have read
your 'Herald of Health ' forvears, and think it one of the
most sensible and useful Magazines in the United States.
You are doing good, and may God bless you."

W. R. Sheldon, Principal Hancock School, Boston.

This Magazine ought to be in every family. It will save
many times its cost in Physicians* fees, besides promoting
health, and prolonging life.

Agents wanted in every neighborhood. Price $2.00 a year

;

20 cents a Numher. For 30 subscribers and $G0.00, we give for

a premium Wheeler & Wilson's Sewing Ma-
chine, worth $55.

For Ten Subscribers and $20, each Subscriber shall receive
post-paid, a handsome Steel Engraving of " LINCOLN
AT HOME," 19x24 inches, and worth One Dollar.

Address MILLER, WOOD & CO.,
15; Laight-strcet, New York City.

Great Household Helps.

Clothes Washer and Wringer.

LASH'S $5 WASHER.
The originator of

LASH'S $5 WASHER
has invented several Washers, which have acquired great

popularity ; but he regards bis

$5 "WASHER
as the best of all, and believes that it will have a popularity
far exceeding that of any other Washer yet offered to tho
public.

It certainly bids fan- to be brought into as general requisi-
tion as the wash tub, and to be indispensable in every house-
hold.

Ihirteen reaso?is ichy everybody should have

LASH'S $5 WASHER.
1. It Is the best.

2. It is the cheapest.

3. It is not liable to get out of order.

4. It does not give any annoyance from leakage.

5. It is durable.

6. It does its work thoroughly.

7. It does not injure the clothes.

S. It is easily worked.
9. It will wash in one-fourth the time required by hand.

10. No other Washer is offered on such favorable terms.
11. There isno risk in buying it, on the conditions it is offered.

12. It is every way economical—more than paying for itself

every three months, in a family of medium size, in

the 6aving of soap, labor, time and clothes.

13. It is sure to please and give entire satisfaction.

Confident that every washer we send out will prove a
*' Household blessing," and create a demand for others, wo
are Induced to offer them, for a lighted tisie, on the follow-

ing most liberal terms:

For $5 we will deliver a Washer

FREE OF OHLAJR&E,
at any designated point in the country, where there are facil-

ities for transportation, either by Express or as ordinary
freight.

We will also

GUARANTEE ITS SAFE CARRIAGE,
aud should it not give satisfaction, will

REFUND THE MONEY
on its return to our House in Philadelphia.

THE LASH WRINGER,
we believe to be the most complete Wringer now in use. It

combines all the excellences of other Wringers, and has, in

addition, a most valuable improvement just patented, and
secured to our Wringer exclusively.

With entire confidence in its merits we offer this Wringer
for §9, and on the same conditions we offer the Washer—de-
livering IT FKEE OF EXPENSE—GUARANTEEING ITS SAFE
carriage, and binding ourselves to refund tee money, if

it does not give entire satisfaction, on its return to our House
in Philadelphia. Never before were such inducements offer-

ed the people throughout the country, to possess themselves
of so complete a Washer and Wringer.

We prefer selling them together, but will iurnish tliem

separately on the receipt of

$5 FOR THE WASHER,

$9 FOR THE WRINGER.
Orders will be filled in rotation as received.

TO CLUBS.
Any one sending us $50 for ten Washers, to be sent to one

address, will receive one Washer additional, free of charge ;

or, any one sending us $140 for ten Washers and ten Wring-
ers, to be sent to one address, will have one Washer and one
Wringer additional sent them free of charge.

TERRITORY.
We will dispose of Territory for the exclusive right to

manufacture or sell the Washer or Wringer on very reason-

able terms.

Money may be sent us at ocr risk, by Draft, Post-OfBce

order, or Registered letter.

J. S. LASH &, CO.,

727 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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RARE and BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS,

Select Vegetables.

B. X£. BLISS,
Importer and Dealer in Gar-

den, Field and Flower Seeds,
Would invite attention to his large and well selected

assortment of the above, comprising the newest and most
approved varieties, both of European aud Home Produc-
tions, the quality of which cannot be surpassed. For a list

of which, see his

Illustrated Seed Catalogue

and Guide to the Flower and
Kitehen Garden.

Tjik Thirteenth Anxtjal Edition, enlarged and im-
proved, contains 124 pases of closelv printed matter. Beau-
''fully Illustrated with iOO engravings, also a splendid fron-
tispiece of a group of recent novelties—and a descriptive
list of Two Thousand varieties of G-arden and Flower
Seeds, embracing all the new varieties worthy of cultiva-
tion introduced the past season—with explicit directions for
their culture—also a list of Oxe Hc~xdred axd Twexty-
fivk varieties of French Hybrid Gladiolus, including
the leading novelties of the past season, with many other
Summer t lowering Bulbs—consisting of Amartllts,
Tuberoses, Tigridias—Lilies in great variety, etc. To
which is added a list of the choicest varieties of Grapes,
Strawberries, Raspberries, and other Small Fruits,
Bedding Plants, etc., etc., cultivated at his gardens, with
much other useful information upon the subject of garden-
ing generally, which will be found useful to all engaged in
the delightful occupation of gardening. A copy of tlie Cat-
alogue will be mailed to all applicants enclosing Twenty-
five Cents. Our regular customers supplied without
charge. Address

B. K. BLISS,
Drawer No. 11, P. O. Springfield, Mass.

Seeds for the Farm & Garden.
The following seeds, the purity and vitality of which can

not be excelled, will be mailed post-paid, to any address,

upon receipt of price affixed

:

pros,, pr lb.

Beets—Early Bassauo, New Kongh Skinned §0.15 $1.00
Early Blood Turnip. Orange, Long Blood 15 RO
Lone Red, Fellow Globe Mangel,^V71iite Sugar. 10 75

CABBAGE—Early York, Large York. B;ittersea. .. 35 2.00
French Sugar Loaf, Red Dutch, AYakefleld 35 4.00
Premium Flat Dutch, Fv. Ox Heart Drumhead, \ ... _ nn
Stone Mason. Drumhead Savoy, Winningstadr. j

w °-w
True Jersey TVakefield, Imp'd American Savoy / -n .- nn
Little Pixie, New Dw'f Ulm. Large Brunswick. >

DU "-yu

Marblehead Mammoth, enormous heads, pkt.. 25
Cauliflower—Half Early Paris, sure to head. . . 1.25 15.00

Early Dutch, London, Asiatic, Waleherean 75 8.00
Carter's Mammoth. Lenormands, Early Evi'ut.pkt 25

Celery—White Solid. Crystal White, Red Solid.. 35 3.00
New Dw'f White, Mammoth Red, Nonsuch 40 4.00
Hood's Dw'f Purple, Incomparable Crimson, pkt. 25

Carrot—Bliss" Imp'd Lons Orange, ex. deep col. 20 1.50
Fr. Long Orange, White Belgian, Altringham. . 15 1.25
Early Horn, Extra Early Short. 20 1.50

Cucumber—GenT Grant, 20 to 30 inches long, pkt. 25
Extra Early Russian, Long Green Prickly 25 2.00
Early Frame, White Spine, Short Green 15 1.23

Corx—Croabv's Ex. Early Sugar or Boston Market, pkt. 25
Darliug's, Red Cob, Eversreen, Mammoth, qt.. 30
Tuscarora, Early Burlington, Smith's "White, qt. 30

Egg Plant—Improved N. Y. Purple, very large. 75
White, Striped Gaudaloupe. Scarlet Fruited, pkt 10

KohlRabi—Early White aud Purple Vienna 40 4.00
Lettuce—Curled Silesia, Butter, Cabbage 25 3.00
Large India (extra line). White and Green Cos- 40 100
Pernigan, a new German sort, stands a long time
without running to seed, line solid head,j9Jfc£. 15

Muskmelox—Green Citron, Is utmeg, Large Yellow, 15 1.25
Early White Japan, delicious flavor 50 4.00

Watermelon—Mountain Sweet, Black Spanish. . 15 1.50
Orange, Goodwin Imperial 40 4.00

Parsnip—Long Smooth White, Hollow Crown... 15 SO
Student, improved from the wild variety 30 1.50

Peas—Carter's First Crop, Little Gem, pkt 15 qtXOO
Dan'l O'Rourke, ex. early. Champion of England, qt. 50
Tom Thumb, grows 8 inches high, very early... qt. 75
Vilmorin's New Edible Podded, Drew's New Dw'f ) , ... , r
Brown's Dw'f Marrow, Laxton's Prolific \ *JK •

i0

Peppers—Large Sweet Mountain, Sweet Spanish. 50 5.00

Radish—NewFrench Breakfast, Hue and crisp. . 25 2.50
Kr- Olive Shaped, Scarlet Turnip, Lonir Scarlet. 15 1.25

Uaphanus caudatns, a great novelty, per seed.. 50
Madras Edible Pod, line for pickles, pkt 13

S \ [iSIFY, or Vegetable Oysters, very fine 20 1.75
Spinaqu—Round, Prickly, Flanders, Lettuce 15 '•'<

Squash—Early Summer Crookneck, Scallop ... 10 l.oo

boston Marrow (true), Yokohama, Turban, pi'- 15

Hubbard (true), Canada Crookneck (Hue) 30 2.00

Turnip—Early Flat Dutch, Red Top. YellowGlobe in , m
Cow Horn, Sweet German, Long White French..

lu i,uu

Rkt.v Baga—Purple Top, Lalng'e, Dale's Hybrid. 10 75
Sutton's Champion, a superb variety, pkt 25
Waite's Eclipse Purple Tnp Yellow Hybrid.. .. iu 75

Sweet and Pot Herbs—Sage, Summer Savory,
Thyme, Lavender, Rosemary, Sweet Marjoram, etc., pkt. 10

Foramore full and complete list of Seeds, with directions for
culture, see our Cntnlogue and "Guide to the Flower and
Kitchen Garden," which will be mailed to all applicants on
receipt of Twcnty-tlve Cents. Address

B. K. BLBSS, Sprlngaeld, Mass.

PRIZE CUCUMBERS FOR FORCING.
General Grant.—A new and superb variety either for

exhibition or the table, perfect iu form, solid ana crisp, and
ofa most agreeable flavor. Many specimens were grown
the past summer averaging 21 to 30 inches in length, it

succeeds well also in the open irround. rackets containing
10 Seeds, 25 cents. Also the following English and German
varieties, at 25 cents per packet: Ayre's Perpetual lilac

k

spine, CuthlU's Black Spine ; Ipswich Standard : Wccden's
Symmetry; Victory of Bath: Giant of Arnstadt ; Roman
Emperor; Minster-Abbey ; Lord Kenvon's Favorile ; 2s"c Plus
Ultra; Carter's Champion: Colney Hatch. Either of the
above varieties will be mailed to applicants upon receipt of
price ulixed. Address B. K. IJLTss. Springfield, Mass.

fHOICE VARIETIES of the TOMATO.
The following varieties of this valuable esculent will be

mailed to applicants upon receipt of the price affixed

:

Maupay's Superior.—Fruit of a beautiful deep red
color, round, slightly flattened, without crease or wrinkle ;

llesh almost as solid as beef steak, delicious flavor, average
weight, to 12 ounces each, packet, 25 cents.

Tiixlcii's New Seedling.—A new and truly valua-
ble variety, oval shaped, the color a brilliant scarlet, skin
smooth, glossy, and rarely wrinkled, very productive, an
excellent market variety, packet, 15 cents.

Ti Idea's Harrison's Improved, packet, 25 cents.

Extra Early Yorlc, the earliest variety, very prolific,
of good size, and fine quality, packet, 15 cents.

The Cook's Favorite—Fruit of medium size,
roundish or oval, smooth, of a rich deep color, fine flavor,
very solid and prolific, an excellent market variety, pkt.loc.

Lester's Perfected, fruit of large size, pinkish red,
remarkably solid and of fine flavor, packet, 10 cents.

Mammotli Cliiliualiua, often weighs 2 and 3 lbs. 25c.

New Erect Frencli, or Tree Tomato, grows up-
right like a bush, fruit solid and of fine quality, very orna-
mental, fine for pot culture, packet, 10 cents-

Also, the following varieties at 10 cents per packet:
Early Apple; Pear Shaped; Yellow Plum; Red and

Yellow Cherry ; Fejee Island ; New White ; Large Yellow ;

Strawberrv. One packet each of the IU varieties, §2.00.
Address B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

SEED POTATOES.
New English varieties not before offered in this Country.

Patterson's Celebrated Seedlings.

These have acquired a notorietvin England, not surpassed
by Goodrich Seedlings of this country. We have selected
the following from many varieties received, and tested the
past year, and can confidently recommend them

:

Patterson's Regent : Seedling Rock; Fokf.vrshirk
Red; Irish Blue; Scotch Blue; King of the Pota-
toes; Prince of Wales; Skerry Blue, Pat'ns Blue.
A writer in the "London Gardener's Chronicle," after de-

scribing his success with the above varieties, closes with the
following remarks: "As to the quality of the above varie-
ties, we are in a position to speak from experience, and we
can only say that wc have never tasted any potatoes equal
to them. They contain an extraordinary amount of farina-
ceous matter, are pure white inside, and abnost as solid as
bread."

As our stock of the above is very small, we can only offer

them in sample packages of One Pound Each,
wliicli will be sent by Mail upon receipt of
One Dollar.
One nackage each of the nine new varietieswill be mailed

post-paid npon receipt of Seven Dollars.

Peck. Bush. Bbl.
Early Sebec, or Boston Market $0.75 $2.00 §5.00
Early Goodrich 1.00 3.00 7.00
E\i;ly Stevens 75 2.00 5.00

Early Sovereign 1.00 2.50 6.00

Harrison 1.50 5.00 12.50
Calico 1.00 2.50 5.00

GLEASON ... 1.00 2.50 5.C0

Crzco 75 2.00 5.00

New White Peach Blow 75 2.00 5.00

del3iah0y 75 2.50 c00
Garxet Chili 75 2.00 5.00

Sutton's Early Race Horse, i earliest 1.00 4.00

Early Handsworth, j known. 1.25 5.00

Upon receipt of $1.00, we will mail post-paid, a four pound
package of either of the above 13 varieties, to any address
in the'Union—6 packages for $5.00.—iVb lets titan §1 worth,
nor more than one variety in a package, will be sentby mail.
Our descriptive cultural Catalogue of Potatoes mailed to all

applicants. Address

B. K, BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

Collections of Kitchen Garden Seeds.

A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF VEGETABLE SEEDS FOR ONE
YEAR'S SUPPLY, FOR A LARGE OR SMALL GARDEN.

The following Collections are made up in the most liberal
manner, cure being taken to sive a sufficient quantity of all

the finest varieties and mosf useful sorts of Vegetables re-

quired in the Kitchen Garden.

Assortment No. 5, contains 55 varieties $S.OO

No. 6, • 33 " 2.00

No. 7, 15 * 1.00

The above are prepared expressly for sending by mail, and
will be sent post-paid, upon receipt of prices annexed

:

Larger Collections which can be safely sent by express to
any part of the country, as follows

:

No. 1. §20.00: No. 2, $15.00; No. S, $10.00; No. 1, $5.00.

For a List of the contents of each Collection, see Catalogue
pages ir> and 9G. Address B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

Connecticut Seed Leaf Tobacco Seed.

Be Sure and Oct tlsc lfieM.

\ superior lot raised expressly for the subscriber by one
of the most successful cultivators in the Valley of the Con-
necticut.—Packets with full directions for culture, curing,
packing, •(<:., will be mailed, post-paid, to all applicants at
the following rates: l ounce, 35 cents . 1 ounces, $1 : 1 lb..

$8.50. Address B. X. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

New Crop Onion Seed.

Mailed post-paid, upon receipt of price nfllxed. Prices for
larg* r quantities upon application.

pet* os.
! ,

it>. per lb.

Large Rod Wetherstleld 15c 15c. 51.23
Burls Red " I5e, 15c. 1.50

Yellow Danvers 15c, 50c. 1.50

Largo Fellow Hutch I5c. 50c. 1 23
White Portugal 25o. 85c. ".00

Potato on inn Sots, per quart 50
address B. R. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

CHICORY SEED.—The ercat substitute fbrCoffee.
Packets containing l ounce, 15 cents; \ ounce?. 10 cents;
1 pound, $1, by mail post-paid, with directions for culture.

Address B. K. JJL1SS, Springfield, Moss.

KNOX'S NTTRSFIW AT YOUR, DOOR.-Sce
Advertisement "By Mall." page 77.

AIaL tme xcrseries
IX OXE : !

!

The cheapest Trees, Plants, Vines, &c, are for sale by
I*. I<. WHTTLOCK, 37 Park Row, New York.

1. It is being proved everv dav that in all kinds of busi-
ness, the producer aud the salesman are in all respects, dis-
tinct in their business, and that the purchaser must sooner
or later, pay not only the first cost of the article, but also
the cost of selling that article, whether sold direct or by
Agent, or on Commission.

2. In my business, the purchaser pays the Commission
direct to me, instead of the producer.

3. The producer being at no expense, will, in most cases,
send a list of all the stock he has for sale, in this wav. it will
come into direct competition with all others, of the same
kind and quality.

4. Purchasers will find the cheapest trees and greatest
variety on my books.

5. Nurserymen will, in this way. be able to sell surplus
stock at very low price?, without injuring their own busi-
ness in the future, or the trade, by advertising in their Cat-
alogues at low rates.

G. Producers' names are not seen on my books, every thins;
being known by numbers, as a matter of self interest, and a
benefit to persons selling stock low.

7. No charge made for advertising In my Catalogues, &c.
8. Persons wishing auvthing under One Hundred Dollars

worth, will be charged the usual retail prices of our best
Nurserymen, delivered in this city free of expense-
One Hundred Dollars or over, will be considered a whole-

sale order, and purchasers given everv advantage of buving
their trees at the lowest wholesale price, whether thev want
one or one hundred of a kind.

9. I have been engaged in the Horticultural trade for the
past twelve years, aud consider mv services in selecting
trees worth more than I ask. but in addition to this I pay
my own expenses, and give the advantage of my complete
lists of stock for sale, at less monev than one could send a
man to select them for him, even if he knew where thev
could be bought, and then he would be obliged to pay retail
price for each article.

Send a stamp for a new Price List out February 15th.

Orders, to secure the best selection, should be received bv
the 1st of March.
All Nurserjnnen or producers of Horticultural stock of

any kind, are invited to send a full statement of what thev
want to sell, and cheapest wholesale price.

Best reference given on application. Address
L. L. WHITLOCK, 37 Park Row, New York.

American &ate Company,
manufacturers of

Self-Acting Hand and Carriage Gates. The
best ever invented. Also the best Gate l*atcH and
Gate Hangings.
For Circulars send to

AMERIC AN" GATE COMPANY,
95 Bank Street,

Cleveland, Ohio.

PLANT-LICE,
Their friends aud their enemies. Illustrated. Also BIRDS
versus INSECTS. See Practical Entomologist for
January, 1S6T. Send a two cent stamp for a copy.
Address PRACTICAL ENTOMOLOGIST,

Philadelphia. Pa.

Eagle Seed Soiver.
Farmers and Dealers, your attention is invited

to the Best Band Seed Sower in use ; it drops the Seed by
a Reciprocating Seed Box, which keeps the Seed hi con-
stant agitation, and insures an even dropping of the Seed.
Send for Illustrated Circular. Address

E. D. & O. B. REYNOLDS.
North Bridgewater, Mass.

My Illustrated Catalogue of New
and Rare Plants for 1867.

is uow ready, and sent to my customers of past years,

gratis—to all others, on receipt of 10 cents.

PKTEK HENDERSON,
G7 Nassau-st., New York.

1867.
THORBl/RX'S AXXl'AL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGI I

OF GARDES, FIELD, FRTJIT, &c., SEEDS,NOW READY.
Will lie distributed or sent by mall (fbes) to applicant s.

SAMUEL T. THORBBIOT, Seedsman,
16 Iiu.lson-si., Albany, N.T.

WE WANT AN AGENT IN EVERY COUNTY
TO SELU 0«Rr

POPULAR SUBSCraETlQN BOOKS
Tiifv arc the most popular boots now published, and

ninny Assents nre making $10 to $20 n dav. Send tor CJrcn-
lara glvlnE lull particulars to Kit HAllDSON & CO., Pnu-
ltsucrs, 540 Broadway, New York.

Fort Edward Institute, X. Y.
Sixty dollars Tor thirteen weeks. Besl sustained Boai

Seminary In the State, A few vacancies. Spring term,

March 21. Address REV. J. E. KING, " &

ARTNER WANTED in the Nnrserj Business.
near New York. The right man with $5,000 to *i|

capital, will timi an exceHenl obenlnc. Address"2s i USKKT,

'

Agricitfturist oflr,;, u park Row, New York.

THE "THBEE WARRANTS."—Pleasp readmy
o IverUfiemcnt headed " Farmers nnd Gardeners."

JAMES J, H. GREGORT, Marblcliead, Mm.
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NOVEI/MES ANE> SPECIALTIES.
The New Mammoth—Prize Squash.—This is a far supe-

rior variety to anything hitherto introduced, surpassing all

competitors at the Mass. Horticultural Exhibition, and to

which the Silver Medal was awarded, weight 145 lbs., de-

scribed by Mr. Meehan, in the Gardeners' Monthly, page 3(8,

as perfect monsters in size. 25 cts. per packet.

New Mammoth Russian Sun-flower,—This Is a new
variety, and under ordinary cultivation, the heads grow to
the enormous size of 20 inches in diameter, the seeds are
large, exhibited at the Mass. Horticultural Exhibition, and
highly commended by the Committee. For ornamental
purposes, for plantins inShrubberies.it is a desirable ac-
quisition : it is said to produce a salad oil of superior quality;
to poultry keepers, from its immense productiveness, it is

invaluable. 25 cents per packet.
The entire stock of the above is in our possession ; for larger

quantities, special prices on application.

Laxton's PnoLirrc Long Podded Pea is recommended
from its immense productiveness, averaging 11 and 12 flue
large peas to a pod—for a second crop of its class there is

no equal. $1.50 per quart.

Peabody Pea, a very prolific dwarf variety, of the Tom
Thumb habit, hight 15 inches, good flavor, and very pro-
ductive. $1.50 per quart.

Carter's First Crop, true, for early 30wing. The earliest
pea in cultivation. SI per quart.
The above varieties are imported direct from Messrs.

Carter & Co., London.

NOVELTBES-FLOWE& SEEDS.
Viscabia ooulata, brilliant magenta, new color for a

VJscaria.
"Whitlavia Glosinoides. a very elegant novelty.
Nasturtium Tom ThttmbEose, color the exact counter-

part of the Trentham Hose Geranium.
LUPINUS UYBEIDT'S ATROSANGUINEUS, the JUOSt sllOWJ*

Liipln ever introduced.
Sohizantiius oculatus ateopurpureus—large, hand-

sorae blooms—crimson, purple and blackeye.
Sohizantiids grakdiflorus aldus—large, pure white

bloom, with sulphur eye.
Chrysanthemum Dunettii, new golden flower—as large

as a Truit'ant's Pceony Aster, color bright golden yellow.
Clarkia integripetal; pure white, and very double.
NOMOPHILA MACULATA GEANDIFLORA, the flowers the

circumference of a Silver Dollar, very showy.
Our New Amateur's Guide is now ready; it contains

a beautiful colored plate of the above novelties, 100 Engrav-
ings, with descriptions of over 2,500 varieties of Flower and
Kitchen Garden Seeds—including all the novelties of the
Beason, with full and explicit directions for cultivation. 150
varieties of the New French Hybrid Gladiolus—fully de-
scribed—mailed free to any address, on receipt of 25 cents.

BULBS FOR SPRING PLANTING.
Gladiolus, Lilies, Tuberose, Tigridias, Anemone'

Ranunculus, &c, &c, for description and price, see New
Amateur's Guide. WASHBURN & CO.,

Seed Merchants, Horticultural Hall, Boston, Mass.

"V" I C K ' S

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

of* Seeds and
FLORAL ©U1DE ¥©R 1867,
Is now published. It contains nearly 100 pages, 100 fine

Illustrations on Wood, of choice Flowers and Vegetables,

and a beautiful Colored Flower Plate for Frontispiece.

Also, descriptions of the finest flowers grown, with full

raid plain directions for culture.

Sent to all who desire, postage paid, for 15 cents—not half

the cost. Sent free to all my customers of I860, without

being ordered. Address

JAMES VBCK,
JR-ocliester, US". Y.

Mew Vegetables tfbr IS© 1

?.

Glmit Wax Beans, (See editorial in Nov. number
of American Agriculturist.) Old Colony Sweet Corn,
Tilden Tomato (true), Blaupay's Superior To-
mato, Mckean's l*ittle G-em Peas, 1 foot high, very
early, and equal to the Champion of England in flavor, I^a-
takia Tobacco, from Mt. Lebanon. Also, New Cab-
bages, .Lettuce, Melons, Radish, Peas. See

Dreer's Garden Calendar for 1667,
containing direction for the Cultivation and Management
of the Vegetable and Flower Garden, with select

lists of Seeds and Plants ; will be mailed to all who enclose a
stamp. Address HENRY A. DREER,

Seedsman & Florist, 714Che3tnut-st., Philadelphia, Fa.

CHOICEST
FLOWER AND GARDEN" SEEDS.

GRAPE VISES,

STRAWBERRY PLAWTS,
FRUIT AiTD ORNAMENTAL

TREES, &0.

CRANBERRY PLANTS FOR
"UPLAND CULTURE-

FRUIT STOCKS AND HEDGE
PLANTS.

SMALL EVERGREENS.

SEEDS AND PLANTS BY MAIL.

Priced Descriptive Cata-

logue now ready, and sent

gratia, by mail.

B. M. WATSON,
Old Colony Nurseries, and

Seed Establishment,

Plymouth, Mass.
AGENTS "WANTED.

E. NEWBURY,
Seedsman and JTlorist, JSroolclyn, Ct-,
Dealer in Flower Seeds, Roses, Verbenas, Dahlias, Carna-

tion Petunias, Geraniums, FuchBlas. Heliotropes, Lantanas,
Phloxes, Gladiolus, and other bedding plants, Shrubs, Grape.
Vines, &c. Partly Illustrated Catalogues, free to every
Applicant,

J. M. THORBfTRST & CO.'S

ANNUAL DESCRIPTIVE PEICED
CATALOGUE

OF

Kitchen, ©ardent and Agri-
cultural Seeds

For 1§6*,

Eg Steady for Mailing.

J". HI. THOEBCTIEN & CO.,

15 John-st., New York.

Gregory's Seed C&taEogue,
Containing One Hundred and twenty-five varieties that I

grew myself, besides maQy kinds imported from France
and England, and grown by the best Seed growers In the
United States. Farmers and Gardeners will find in my Cat-
alogue many new and rare vegetables, some of which are
not to be found in any other Seed Catalogue. As the origi-
nal introducer of the Hubbard Squash, Marblehead Mam-
moth Cabbage, Boston Curled Lettuce, and many other new
vegetables, I invite the patronage of the public. Catalogues
sent gratis to all. Those who purchased seed last season
will receive it without writing for it.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
Marblehead, Mass, .

NEW ADVERTISEMENT.
FI£EB>5:S2BC WILLIAM WESDEL,

NTJRSERT AND SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
Established 1882.

ERFURT, PRUSSIA.
•
: For wholesale Trade List, please address

THEODORE CHARLES WENDEL,
Sole Agent for the United States,

518 Washington-st., Boston, Mass.

New Flower ^eed Catalogue.
Orar Annual Bescrlptive

CATALOGUE OF FLOWER
SEEDS

for 1887,

Containing all the recently introduced Novelties is ready

for mailing.

J. M. 1HOEBURN & CO.,

15 Jolim-street, New York.

GAEDEM §EEE>§.

OUR DISORSPTiVe CATALOGUE
of every Standard and Improved variety of

Vegetable and Agi'icult.nral Seeds for 1867,
with directions for their Cultivation, has just been published,

and will be mailed free on application to

C. G. CRANE & CO., 70 Broad-st., Newark, N. J.

J. U. KUMERLE, Seedsman,

(formerly Brill & Kumerle.)

1 QQ1 THORBUM'S 0ID ESTABLISHED"! QOH
lOsM. ASbany §eed Store, 101P I

.

has removed from cor. Broadway and Maiden Lane to No.
•1G Hudson St., (between Broadway and Green St.,) where ho
will be happy to see his old customers, and as many new
ones as please to call. Will have on hand all the leading and
best va.ietles ol Vegetable, Garden, Flower and Field Seeds.
Also Bird Seed, Washed Silver Sand, Mocking Bird Food,
Cuttle Fish Bone, Canary Birds and Cages, Garden Tools,
and everything appertaining to a well kept Seed Store. Cat-
alogue now ready, will lie mailed to applicants.

SAMUEL T. THORBURN. 46 Hudson-st., Albany, N. T.

Ts> The Seed Trade

!

Our WHOLESALE CATALOGUE OF

Garden Asrricnltural and Flower
Seeds, &c,

For IjSBj'g-e Dealers Only,

Is ISeady for bailing.

J. M. THOSBCKN & CO.,

15 .ITolini-st., New York..

IS
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From the most reliable and careful
and Europe. Printed Catalogues, with >

vation, sent free on application.
Trade List for Dealer"

"

crowers of America
ireetions for culti-

nou' ready.
G'RIFFINTG & CO.,

Agricultural Implement and Seed Warehouse,
58'&60 Courtlandt-st., New York.

Sent Free, THE AMERICAN STOCK JOURNAL.

KNOX'S NURSERY AT YOUR DOOR.—See
Advertisement " By Mail," page 7T.

Assortment of Imported Choicest

Flower and Garden Seeds,
from Frederic William Wendel, Nursery and Seed Establish-
ment, Erfurt, Prussia, for sale by his Sole Agent for tho
United States, Theodore Ch. Wendel. 518 Washing! on-st.,
Boston, Mass. Correspondence in English and German.
For Catalogues in English and German, as required, pleaso

address THEODORE CH. WENDEL,
518 Washington-st., Boston, Mass.

3© Bays SJarlier.

KEYES9 EARLY PROLIFIC TOMATO,

HOVEY & CO.
Have the pleasure of announcing: that they have purchased

of Mr. Keyes the entire stock of his new Seedling Tomato,
the most distinct, remarkable, and valuable variety yet
produced, being 30 days earlier than any other sort.

It is a very handsome and distinct plant in its whole habit
and growth, and entirely free from the disagreeable odor
of the common tomato vine. The leaves are large, long, and
quite entire—not lobed—and the growth is dwarf, compact,
vigorous and strong. The tomatoes are of medium size,
round, of brilliant color.quite smooth and free from wrinkles,
Perfectly solid, and of the most excellent flavor. They are
orne in large compact clusters, from 15 to 20 in each, and

from 7 to 20 clusters on one vine; possessing the peculiar and
very valuable quality of ripening up together, so that the
larger part of the crop comes to perfection before the Tilden,
or any other tomato begins to ripen, when they command
the highest price in the market. The main crop is full

30 BJays Earlier than Any Tomato,
Its remarkable productiveness has also suggested the ap-

propriate name of

Reyes1 Early Prolific.
The seeds have been most carefully selected bvMr. Keyes,

and we are enabled to offer it to the public, with the most
perfect confidence, that for earliness, productiveness, true
form, great solidity and beauty, as well as the general quali-
ties required in a popular market fruit, it will surpass any
of the excellent varieties vet offered to the public.
The following testimonial, from C. N. BraCkett, the Chair-

man of the Vegetable Committee of the Mass. Horticultural
Society, is given in their Report for i860, and we offer it as
the best evidence of the high value and worth of Mr. Keyes'
new seedling:
This new variety was originated by Mr. C. A. Keyes in

1861. It came up in a plot ol ground, where several varieties
had been grown the preceding year. Not having the ap-
pearance or usual smell of the tomato plant, Mr. Keyes
transplanted it out of curiosity. The plant produced a
cluster of fruit 20 in number, within 12 inches of the root,
ripening at least 30 days earlier than any of the several
varieties in Mr. Keyes' grounds. This year he tested it with
the Tilden, and other leading kinds, and found it 30 days
earlier than either. "Whole clusters of from 10 to 20 in a
cluster of the Prolific, were fnlly ripe, while the Tilden con-
tained but one single specimen on the vine. The fruit of this
variety grows in clusters with from 7 to 20 clusters on a vine,
and the fruit not over 18 inches from the root. The foliage
Is very large, some of the leaves measuring 8 inches in length
by 6 in breadth, entirely distinct from other varieties. Mr.
Keyes exhibited both fruit and foliage of this tomato at the
annual exhibition (Sept., 1866), and it is in the opinion of the
Committee a new and distinct variety and worthy of trial.
We can only add, that, having cultivat d this tomato the

past year, and carefully watched tho growth and ripening of
the fruit, we have found it even more than all Mr. Keyes has
stated ; and we have secured the seed in consequence of our
personal knowledge of its great merits.
Dealers supplied on liberal Terms. The seed will be put

up in sealed packets, aud can only be had genuine and true
of our establishment.
Single packets 25 cts. The trade supplied bv the 100 or 1000.

Address HOVBY & CO.,
Importers and Dealers in Seeds,

53 North Market-st., Boston.

Crarden and Flower Seeds
"Will be supplied in large quantities at the very lowest

wholesale rates, and a new retail catalogue with Reduced.
Prices will be forwarded to all who apply for it.

Q. R. GARRETSON, Flushing, N. T.

Onion Seed and Onion Raising.

I will send, post-paid, true Round Early Yellow Danvers
Onion Seed, either from my own raising, grown from the
moBt carefully selected stock, or grown bv the originator of
this fine onion himself, at $2 per lb., with liberal deduction
on large quantities. There are two or three varieties in the
market sold as Danvers Onion, but mine being grown by
the originator himself', and from his stock, I warrant it to
he the true sort, and every -seed of the past seasons' growth.
"W. M. Thompson, of Foil du Lac, Wis., writes me, "The
seed I bought of you last year was excellent, uod a peck of
scullions from three pounds of seed." W.s. Rainey, Esq.,
Columbia, Tenn., writes me: "As an experiment I ordered
from you last spring, some of your Onion Seed. I sowed
them in the same piece of ground, under the same culture
with seed of my own growing. Yours produced more than
double as many as mine." All purchasers can rely upon
my seed being fully up to last year's standard. The Danvers
Onion will produce from one-fourth to one-third more per
acre than any other variety, and is more saleable, and at ft

higher price in market. Also Large Red "Wethersfield,
Early Red Globe (very earl v. productive and popular), Late
Red Globe (new, very productive), every seed xoarranted of
the past season's groivth, from, the very choicest of seed stock,
at $2 per ft., post-paid. My Treatise on "Onion Raising,"—
a covered pamphlet of 32 pases—illustrated by 13 engravings,
containing full directions for every step in the process—from
selecting the ground to marketing the crop, forwarded post-
paid, to any address for 30 cents. If any person on perusal
of it does not find that he has his money's worth, he may
return it and I will refund the money.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

C. B. ROGERS,
Wholesale Dealer in Field and Garden Seeds,

No. 133 Market-st., Philadelphia, Pa.

ASSACHUSETTS GROTVN SEEDS.—If you
want reliable Vegetable Seeds send for Catalogue to

JOHN S. IVKS, Salem, Mask,
who grows his own Seeds from choice Vegetables.

See Advertisement " AlAi NURSEEUEJS XN
ORE," on page 73.
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Marblehead Mammoth Cabbages

!

As some cultivators have an impression that these cab-
bages cannot be fully matured outside of Marblehead, I in-

vite their attention to the following list of weights to which
they have been grown by some of my customers.
H. A. Terry, Crescent City, Iowa, lias grown them weigh-

ing 40 lbs., measuring 56 inches around the solid bead. Tiios.

A. Lambert, Becaricom, C. W., exhibited three cabbages
weighing respectively, JO. 42>< and 44 lbs. John "W. Dean,
St. Michaels, Sid., has grown them weighing 33 lbs. S. M.
Shuck, Preston, Minn., has raised thcra weighing 33 lbs.

when trimmed. K. II. Ellis, Etna Green, Ind., lias grown
them weighing over 30 ihs. A. E. Garrison, Des Moines,
Iowa, has raised them weighing SO lbs. James S. Allen, Union
Springs, N. Y., has grown theni weighing 30 lbs., when strip-

Eed of loose leaves. Wm. Lee, Jr., Denver City, Colorado,
aa grown them weighing 45 and CO ft>s., as a penalty for

which the miners of the Mountains call him the "Big Cab-
bage Man." Collins Eaton, Ogdensburgh, N. Y., has raised
them weighing 50 lbs. Leonard Choat, Denver City, Col.,

raised one, which when trimmed of waste leaves, weighed
4$ lbs. P. Sweeney, Loretto, Pcnu., has grown them weigh-
ing 43 lbs. Sam'l B. Ornsbee, Rolling Prairie, Wis., has raised
them weighing ">3 lbs. M. D. Clark, Elyria, Ohio, has grown
them weighing 85 lbs. Chas. "W. Oden, Little Sioux, Iowa,
produced quite a lot which weighed from 50 to 60 lbs. Hun-
dreds of others have written me that they have "taken all

the prizes at the Countv Fairs." "liaised the largest Cab-
bage ever seen in the country," "Had astonished all their
neighbors," "That in sweetness, crispness, and tenderness,
they were unequaled." As the original introducer of the
Mammoth Cabbage, I am prepared to supply pure seed in
packages containing about 500 seeds, at 25 cents per package,
5 packages for $1, and larger quantities at a proportionate
discount. Catalogue of over 200 varieties containing many
neto and rare vegetables, sent gratis to any address.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

PfJISE CAI^E SEE©.
Regular Sorgo—Bv Mail, 40 ct3. per lb.; by Express,

25 lbs. or less, 25 cts. per ft. ; over 25 lbs., 15 cts. per lb.

Siberian, Oomseeana and Neeazana—By Mail,
50 cts. per ft.; by Express, 25 ibs. or less. 30 cts. per lb.;

over 25 fts. 25 cts. per ft. Package included.

Address BLYMYEK, NORTON & CO.,

Successors to

CLARK SORGO MACHINE CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

THE TIIiDEX TOMATO.
TRUE.
TRUEi

GET THE ©ENCTLWE.
Seed will Give Satisfaction.

The undersigned, originator of this truly
valuable addition to the Vegetable Garden, has grown ft

seven years aa a field crop, i.e., by the Acre. It shows no
Inclination whatever to deteriorate, as no other varieties
are grown within one mile of his place, and the utmost care
is exercised in saving Seed, using none but the best speci-
mens. Single packets containing seed enough for SCO plants,
postage paid, 25 cents.

3 packets, 50 cts.; 12 packets, $2.00; 100 packets, $12.50.
Address HENRY TILDEN, Davenport, Iowa.

1867.
THORBi'BN'S

AJSTXUAL II

X>escriptive Catalogue
of Flower Seeds, now reaclv. Will be mailed Frek to all
applicants. SAMUEL T. THOKBUKN, Seedsman, No. 46
Hudson-at., Aluany, N. Y.

EUROPEAN SEEDS—GROWTH 1866.

My Catalogue for the Trade only, is Now Ready. Sent free

on application. THOMAS McELROY, 71 Pine-st., New York
European Seed Grower and Importer.

Fanners and Gardeners !

Many of you have thus far found the purchnse of Garden
Seed the most unsatisfactory and most vexing of all your in-
vestments. Now,(/" yotiwill stand by me, I propose to change
all ttiis, and make a revolution in the seed business by my
three warrants. 1st. I will warrant my seed to be what it
purports to be In kind and quality: 2d. I will warrant that
the money yon send for seed shall reach mc ; and 3d. I will
warrant that the seed you order shall reach vou.
Thus, you see, I take all the risks on myself. I know that

In doing this I shall make some losses, but I have confidence
that the good sense of the farmers and gardeners of the
United States will stand by me in this new movement, and
so lar increase my business as to enable mc to bear all such
losses and continue the business on the "three warrants"
basis. Stand by me and I will stand by von ! Catalogues
sent gratis to all. See the advertisement headed "Gregory's
Seed CiitAlnn-nfi."Seed Catalogue.'

JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
Marblehead, Mags.

1SLOWER SEEDS. BY MAIL.—The Subscriber
raises about one hundred kinds of Flower Seeds, selected

from over one thousand varieties, of the most showy and
attractive. Ho will furnish, neatly put up, anv 33 kinds on
the list for $1, and send by mall, with postage pre-paid.

G. ft. GARRETSON, Flushing, N. Y.

Extra Early York Tomato.
After testing fifteen varieties I have found none that will

compare favorably with this for famllvand market purposes.
It is very early—grows to a good market size, lavs Its fruit iu
large clusters, well open to the sun, makes but Hi tie vine, and
Is most remarkably prolific, havingyielded the past season at
the rate of 1050 bushels per acre. Packages containing over
200 seeds, 15 cents each, or 8 lor $1. Packages of Tilden's
New Seedling Tomato (200 seeds), 13 cents ; s packets for $1.
Catalogue gratis to all.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

SUGAR TROUGH GOURD SEED.
Having the past season raised a very fine lot of these valu-

able gourds, lotfer fresh puro seed lor the spring planting.
They averaged this year about 6 gallons each, and I have Inst
measured oue holding? gallons. They have a very hard shell,
and will Inst for years, and for keeping lard arc superior to
any thing I have ever tried, and are good for many house-
hold purposes. Send your orders early. Directions will ac-
oompany each package, PrlceSKJ cts. per package of 25 seeds.
AddrciB WALDO F. BROWN, Oxford, Butler Co., Ohio.

SEE© POTATOES,
Early Goodrich, Harlson. Cuzco. Gleason, Coppermine,

Calico, Monitor. Pinkeye-Rustycoat, White Peach Blow,
Fluke. Union, Holbrook, Early Cottage, Sebec, and other
varieties will be mailed, in packages containing 4 pounds of
either variety, post-paid to any address, upon receipt of One
Dollar. For larger quantities and Circular, Address

EEISIG & HEXAMER, New Castle,
Westchester Co., N. Y.

Potatoes, Choice New Varieties, Early and Late.

E. C. ALLEN, WeBtMeriden, Conn., having raised especial-
ly forseed, offers for sale bv the bid. four desirable, productive
sorts of the best Goodrich Seedlings, first obtained direct
from Mr. Goodrich and his successor—viz. Callao, Early
Goodrich, Gleasox and Calico. The Callao is very fine
quality, early, white flesh, beautiful and productive. Prices
lor either sort given on application, stating number of lbs.

wanted. Orders promptly filled, avoiding shipments in
freezing weather. Potatoes can reach New York In less

than one day.

Seed Potatoes by Mail as Heretofore.

Early Goodrich, Jackson White, Monitor, Rusty Coat,

Coppermine, W. Peach Blow, Gleason, Cnzco,

White Sprout, Harison, Chili, Calico, &c.

4 lb. packages of any kind, $1. Address

See next No. E. WILLIAMS, Montclair, N. J.

SEED POTATOES.
Per Peck, Per Bush. Per bbl.

Early Goodrich and Gleason 85 cts. $2.25 £0.00
Calico 75 cts. $2.00 1-5.00

Any two or the three kinds sent in a barrel If desired.
Orders filled in the order received, and the Rubers forwarded
by Rail or Express, as directed, as soon as all danger of
freezing Is past in the spring. Address

G. B. TALCOTT, Oswego, Tioga Co., N. T.

^^tf&tffc BUSHELS NANSEMOND AND BER-
£P^^P^F MUDA SEED SWEET POTATOES for sale
at $13.00 per bbl. of 3 bush, each, ( A reasonable discount on
large orders and to seed dealers.) Responsible Agents
wanted to sprout our Potatoes on Shares. Address

TEN BROOK PIERCK & CO., Rockville, Ind.,
or South Pass, Union Co., 111.

ELLOW NANSEMOND SWEET POTATOES
for sale, or to Bprout on shares. A premium offered.

For directions, particulars, &c,, address, with stamp,
ALFRED LEE, Kokomo, Ind.

arty Goodrich and Gleason Potatoes, $3 per bush.
$5 per bbl., $45tenbbls. L.R, WELLS, New Britain, Ct.E

WHITE CMYIOBT SETS 1—500 Bushels in fine ship-

ping order, for sale by ROBERT BUIST. Jr.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Striped Leaved Japanese Maize.
Package containing about 40 seeds of this new ornamen*

tal plant sent to any address, for 35 cents. Dealers supplied
with packages or seed in bulk at a liberal discount.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

PRIME NEW RED CLOVER SEED, at IS cents
per pound, for sale by GEO. A. DEITZ, Grower and

Importer of Seed Wheat and Grass Seeds, Chambersburg,
Pa. No extra charge for bass or package.

BL00MINGT0N NURSERY.
Osage Orange Hedge Plants.—Strong, selected,

one year, packed in good order, 1,000, $3; 5,000, $13; 10,000,

$25. Apple and Pear Trees, all sizes. Early Rich-
mond Cherry, Apple Root Grafts, best quality.

Kittatinny and Wilson's Early Blackberry.

Grapes.—Iona, Ives, Israella, Norton's, Concord, Hart-

ford, Rogers' Hybrids, &c, &c.

Nursery Stocks, general assortment. Sweet Brier
Seedlings, $2.50 per 100. Peach Seeds, fresh, frozen,

packed, $3 per bush. Osage Orange and Pear Seeds.

L Evergreens, Shade Trees, immense stock, all sizes.

Alt hea, Dbl. Named, fine collection, 2 ft., 100, $12.

Roses and Dahlias, extra large, fine collection,

Green-house, Bedding and Garden Plants.
Send red stamp each for 3 Catalogues, Wholesale, Retail

and Beddlug Plants.

F. K. PHtENIX, Bloomington, 111.

PLANTS FOR SALE.
£££fc 20,000 .Tncunda or "Knox's 100" Strawberry, grown
«3£»from Knox's Stock. Price $3 per 100, or $60 per 1000.

20,000 Wilson's Albany Seedling, $S per 1000.

5000 Wilson's Early Blackberry, grown from the orlgina'
stock. This uerrv Is very desirable both for its enrliness and
grent productiveness. 1 plant $1.50, 1 dozen plants $15,50
plants $50, 100 plants $85, 1000 plants $800.

10,000 Concord Grapes, 25 cts. per vine; $150 per 1000.

5,000 Philadelphia Raspberry, $25 per 100 ; $200 per 1000.

Plants delivered iu Philadelphia free of charge.

Cash orders filed and filled In the order they are received.

Address EDWARD REEVE, Medford,
12th mo., 31st, 1S60. Burlington County, N. J.

*>^ ftrtrt APPLE, 3 to 5 yrs., 15,000 Cherry, 1
*mWMm\f\P\W nnd 3 vrs.. $55 to $10 per 100; 5000 Stand.
Pear, 4 to 10 ft.: 2000 Dw'f Pear, bearing; 1000 Apricot, $20
to $80 per 100; Calvcanthns, $5 per doz., $20 to $30 per luO;

200,000 Wilson Strawberry, very low. Houghton Seedling
Gooseberry, Osage Orange, Linnams Rhubarb, in large quan-
tities at low rates. Large lot llartlett and other Pear dons.
125,000 root grafted Apples, ami a general stork of Trees and
Plants. Address WAMPLER &. TILLOTSON, Trotwood,
near Dayton, Ohio.

W^

ATIVE EVERGREENS OF THE FOLLOW-—
I
lug varieties,* to 13 Inches high, at $7 per 1000; Balsam

Fir, Arbor Vltte, White Pino, Spruceand Hemlock. Packing
free, JAMES A ROOT, Skaneatcles, N. Y.

i\

Strong, Well Rooted Plants, Warranted Gonuine.

The Wilson Early Slaclcberry.
Most profitable variety vet Intro-
duced. "Why? Because aa larga
and productive as auy other, 6\veet,
firm, and yields Its whole crop
when most'needed between Rasp-
berries and the later Blackberries.
Peaches, &c. Price. 1 plant $1.50;
12, $15; 100, §100; 1000. $800.
Kittatinny Blackberry, 1 plant $1:

• 12, S'J : 50, $35 ; 100, $GP. Raspberries.
SfiPhil. P.asp. needs only to be triedW to be liked. 8 plants $1; 12, $S; 100.
Ijft $20; MOO, $190; 20(0, $3j0. Clark &

-.-
.

-.- WV" SSF Duhrino;, 1 plant $1; 12, $10. Anyof
''-

- :' - 'C ":-'
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v
.~- ':-/ '-'i j V'.'Ceiw y'i price, ^trav, bcn-ies.—
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earlier than Albany. 12 plants $1;
100, $6; 1000, $50. Ida, 12, 50c. ; 100,

$2; 10 0, $15; 5000,860. Kippawam,
12, $1.25; 50, $4; 100, $7; $1000, $60.
Jucunda. or No. 700, 12. 5uc; 100,

$2.50; 1000, S20; 6000, $100. Agricul-
turist, 12. 40c. ; 100, $1.50 ; 1000, $10.
Phila. Strawberry, 12. $2 ; 50, $7; 100,

AVERAGE stZE. $12 ; 1000, $100. N'ev.- Jersey Scarlet,
12, S0c; 100, $1.50; 1000, $10; 0000. $50. Duraud Seedlin;, 12,

$4, 100, $25. Stineer, Starr's, and Mead's Seedlings, 12, $2;
100, $10. Lady Finger, and Triomphe de Gand. 12. 3:>c. ; 100,

81; 1000. $0. Uussell, Buffalo, Green Proline, Byberrv Seed-
ling, and Lennig's White. 12. 50c; 100. $150; 1000, S10.
Downer, French, Cutter, and Albany Seedlings, 12. 30c.; 100,
80c.; 1000, $5; 5000, $20: 10.000; $05. Brooklyn Scmlet. and
Monitor, 12,50c; 100, $2. The 21 varieties, 3 plants each, $5;
12, $15. Every family should have a variety.

S3.00 Eeist, Post-paid.
No. 1.—12 Metcalf, 12 French. 12 Agriculturist, 12 Russell,

12 Cutter.
§3.00 List, Post-paid.

No. 1 —13 Metcalf, 12 Rippawani. 12 Ida. 13 Philadelphia, 1
Wilson Early Blackberry, 1 Kittatinny Blackberry.

§10.00 List, Post-paid.
No. 1.—12 Metcalf. 12 French. 12 Agriculturist 12 Jucunda,

12 Russell, 12 Id i, 12 Philadelphia Raspberry, 4 Wilson Early
Blackberry, 4 Kutatlnny Blackberry.

813.00 List.
No. 1—12 Metcalf, 12 Riopawam, 12 Agriculturist, 12 Ida, 12

Philadelphia, 12 French, 6 Doolittle Raspberry, 6 Philadelphia
Raspberrj-, 6 Wilson Early Blackberry, Kittatinny Black-
berry, and 100 Asparagus Roots.

S30.00 List.
No. 1.—12 Metcalf, 12 French, 12 Starr, 12 Philadelphia, 12

Agriculturist, 12 Rippawam Strawberry, 12 Doolittle, 12
Philadelphia Raspberry. 8 Wilson Early, 8 Kittatinny Black-
berry, and 100 Asparagus Roots.
For further particulars. Testimonials, &c, send for Cata*

logue. JOHN S. COLLINS, Moorestown, N. J.

Imported NURSERY STOCKS for sale by
G. RAOUX, 42 Cedar-st., New York City.

APPLES, Common, Doucin and Paradise.
CHERRY", Mahaleb and Mazzard.
PEARS, 1 and 2 years.
<1UI1VCE, Angers and Fontenay.NORWAY SPRCCE. 2 and 3 vrs.. transp'd, 1 foot high.
AUSTRIAN AXD SCOTCH PINES.
ROSES, Dwart and Standard, grafted, new and old sorts.
GLADIOLUS, Mixed.
HERBACEOUS P.EONIES, Named sorts.NE IV STRAWBEUKY, Gloede's Perpetual, fine.

STRAWBERRIES.
Agriculturist.—I have a large etoclc of very fine plants

of this magnificent variety, at 50c. per doz., $2.00 per 100, or
§12.00 per 1000.

Great Ripawam.—This variety took the first prize

over all other varieties for the largest berry at the great
show of the American Institute. It is wonderfully produc-
tive, very large, scarlet, fine flavored, and promises to be
one of the best market berries known. Plants, $2.00 per doz.,

$10.00 per 100, or $90.00 per 1000.

Golden (tuecn.—A monstrous berry, very handsome,
productive and good. (Said by some tobe Trollop's Victoria.)

"With me it is much more productive than that variety.

Plants, $1.00 per doz., $5.00 per 100, or $10.00 per 1000-

Itla.—The most productive strawberry known, literally

covering the ground with its fruit. Berry, 6carlet, inodinm
size, oneof the most profitable for market. Plants, $1.00 per

doz., $3.00 per 100, or $'20.00 per 1000.

New Jersey Scarlet.—One of the earliest to ripen.

Fruit large, scarlet, fine, and very productive, valuable.

Plants, 50 cts. per doz., $2.00 per 100.

t»elining's WHitc—The best white berry known.
Fruit very large, finest flavor, nnd very productive. Should
be in every collection. Plants, $1.00 per doz., $8.03 per 100,

$25.00 per 1000.

Mead's Seedling.—This is pnt down as ono of the

finest berries in cultivation. Fruit very large nnd productive.

Plants, $1.00 per doz., $13.00 per 100.

Jucunda, or Knox's TOO.—A very large and beautiful

berry. Should be in every collection. Plants, $1.00 per dor.,

$5.00 per 100, $40.00 per 1000.

WUito Alpine—A valuable, very productive White
berry, so sweet that It requires no sugar for the table.

Plants, $1.00 per doz., $3.00 per 100.

Also Wilson, Ilussell, Butlalo, Austin, Pawner's Prolific,

French Seedling, Green Prolific, and many others, at low
prices. All plants will bo delivered in rotation ns ordered.

Address WM. S. CARPENTER, 15G Rcado-st., Now York.

500,000 Red Cedar Seedlings.
Wonld vou liavo n wall of T.IVTXG GREEN to shelter

1

vour homes from the STORMS OK WTXTRII. theu PLANT
I the Red Cedar. EARLY/ ordeisfltledat follow! ns low prices.

Correspondence solicited. Send stamp for Circular.
4 to 8 Inches high, per 1000, $5.Mt; i to 8 Inches, per 10,000, $50.
5 to 12 " per 1H0O, .*10; 20 to ;0 Im-h-'s liiuh. per 100, $15.

: Addrose JNO. M. HUNTER A CO., Ashluy, Washington Co.,ni,
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GRAPE VINES
at

REDUCE© RATES.
PARSON'S & CO. offer their vines for the Spring

Trade, at low prices.

They are of the best quality of the respective sizes.

IONA, No. 1, $35 per 100; $300 per 1000.

3, $25 per 100; §200 per 1000.

3, $20 per 100; S150 per 1000.

DELAWARE, 2 years, No. 1, $25 per 100; $180 per 1000

No. 2, ?15 per 100; $120 per 1000

1 year, No. 1, $20 per 100; $150 per 1000

No. 2, $15 per 100; $100 per 1000

No. 3, $10 per 100; $70 per 1000

ADIRONDAC $30 per 100.

AI/LEN'S HYBRID... $30 per 100.

CONCORD, No. 3 $3 per 100; $60 per 1000.

CREVEtlNG....' $20 per 100.

DIANA $15 per 100.

ISRAELI/A, No. 1 $80 per 100.

No. 2 $60 per 100.

IVES' SEEDLING.... $25 per 100; $200 per 1000.

NORTON'S VIRGINIA, $25 per 100; $150 per 1000.

REBECCA $30 per 100.

ROGERS' HYBRIDS... $40 per 100.

In classifying our Vines, we make no extras. Our No. 1

plants are the largest and best of our stock, and their aver-
age quality is not allowed to be diminished by selecting the
largest for retailing as extras.

All the Vines thus offered are grown without bottom beat,

from well ripened wood, and in good, deep soil, not injured

by extra manuring.
For List of other sorts, we refer to our Descriptive Cata-

logue of Vines. Address
PARSONS & CO,, Flushing, N. Y.

«KAPE TINES.
GREAT REDIXTIO^ Ef PRICES.
Thn subscriber offers the balance of his stock of vines at a

bargain, and persons intending to plant, will do well to
examine his prices and stock before purchasing elsewhere.
The plants are unsurpassed bv any in market, and are all
warranted true to name. Send your orders immediately, as
we have but a small supply left.
Concord No. 1. 25c. each, $2 per doz., $6 per 50, $10 per 100.
$100 per 1000—Concord No. 2, 20c. each, §1.75 per doz., $5 per

50, $S per 100, $75 per 1000.
Diana, "1

Delaware. | No. 1, 50c. each, $4 p. doz., $12 p. 50, 820 p. 100.
Hartford P., [ No. 2, 35c. each, $3 p. doz., $9 p. 50, $15 p. 100.
Rebecca, J
Iona. No. 1, $1 each, $10 per doz., $35 per 50, $60 per 100.
lona, No. 2, 75c. each, $7.50 per doz., $'25 per 50, $40 per 100.
Rogers1 Hybrids, No. 1, 4, 15 and 19. Creveling, etc., at 75c.

each, $G per doz., $40 per 100.
Besides the above we offer a few Extra Concord and Hart-

ford Prolific vines as stromr as ordinary first-class 2-vearolds.
Extra Concord, ;35c. each, $3 per doz., $9 per 50, $15 per 100,

$125 per 1000.
Extra Hartford, 60c. each, $6 per doz. $18 per 50. $30 per 100.
Extra Diana, 60c. each, $6 per doz., $18 per 50, $30 per 100.
We would call particular attention to these Extra vines.

We consider them decidedly superior to an untransplanted
two year old vine, and equal' to any good first-class two year
old transplanted. Terms invariably Cash- When ordered
C- O. D. collection ind return charges at cost of purchaser.
To those who send their orders early, accompanied by

Draft or P. O. Money Order on New York, we will make no
Extra charge for packing. Address

G. E. MEISSNER, Richmond P. O., Staten Island, N. Y.

GRAPE VINES.
Iona, Israelis., Adiroutine, Concord, Diana,

Hartford, Rogers', &c.. &c. Prices too low to Ad-
vertise in this Paper without injury to the Trade. By the

use of my patent process, I am enabled to produce the largest
and best vines for future growth and productiveness, grown
on the American Continent. See cut in Sept. No., page 334.
Send for Terms to those forming Clubs, which is worthy of
particular attention.

If Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue i3 wished, send
two red stamps. Address

F. L. PERRY. Canandaigua, N. Y.

GRAPES ! GRAPES ! GRAPES

!

300,000 Concord, 100,000 Catawba from Vines never
mildewed or rotted, 30,000 Hartford, 10,000 Delaware;
Norton's Virginia, Diana, Clinton, and all other good sorts
of Grape Vines, Currants, Raspberry, Strawberry, and other
Plants, cheaper than anywhere else, tor sale.

DR. H. SCHRODER, Bloomington, Illinois.

Grape Vines.—Delaware, Concord, Iona, Isra-
eli*. Adirondac, Ives' Seedling, and 10 others. Kittatin-

ny Blackberry, Raspberries, Currants; Jucunda, Agricul-
turist, and other Strawberries, &c. Send stamp for Cata-
logue, to GEO. W. CAMPBELL, Delaware, Ohio.

GRAPE VINES
of various kinds at low rates.

A few thousand 2-vear old Delaware vines at special
prices—lower than ever. J. W. IIELMER, Lockport, N. Y.

1,000,000 Grape Vine Cuttings for Sale.

Norton's Virginia, 12 Dollars per 1000 Cuttings, by 10,000 or
more, only 10 Dollars. Concord and other sorts cheaper.
Send stamp for Catalogue and Essay on Grape Culture, to

DR. H. SCHRODER, Bloomington, Illinois.

tfjRAPE WOOD OF IONA, ISRAELLA, and
^" otliei' popular varieties, at current rates. Also, a few
hundred very choice Iona layers. Address.

A. BXJSHNELL,
Peekskill, Westchester Comity, N. T.

IONA Vines and Iona Wood for Sale at reduced
,,

prices. Ad dress MOORE & RICHARDSON, Geneva, N.T.

s\^
THE

Burlington

FREE FRUIT BOX,
FOR MARKETING

Strawberries. Raspberries,

Blackberries, Grapes, and all

Small Fruits.

Tbe cheapest and most
popular Box ever offered to

fruit growers.

The object of the manu-
facturers of these boxes is to

sell them at so low a figure

as to enable those selling fruit

in market to give away tbe

boxes with the fruit, thus

largely increasing Sales and
saving a world of trouble in

bunting up and returning

empty boxes. Send for De-

scriptive Circular and List of

Pkices to tbe

BURLINGTON
MANUFACTURING CO.,

Burlington, N. J.

Or to

GEO. H. CLARKE, Agent,

No. 436 Broadway, N. T.

JZZl

^ZJ

STRAWBERRIES.
BLACKBERRIES.

RASPBERRIES. Send for Catalogue.
SAMUEL L. ALLEN, Cinnaminson, N. J.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS FOR SALE.
MetcalFs Early Seedling, $4 per 100, $30 per 1000.

The Great Kip'awam, $1.80 per doz., §10 per 1000.

Knox's 700. and Agriculturist, ¥2 per 100, $15 per 1000.

Lennig's White, Brooklyn Scarlet, New Jersey Scarlet, and
Byberry Seedling, $1.50 per 100. §10 per 1000.

Cutter's Seedling, French's Seedling, and Downer's Pro-
lific. 70 cts. per 1007 $4 per 1000.

Liberal discount on large orders- Price List on application.

SAMUEL C. DE CON, Recklesstown, Burlington Co., N. J.

HATFIELD'S FRUIT FARM AND NURSERIES.

Grape vines, Strawberries, Raspberries and Blackberries.

All tbe best and newest varieties, at reasonable rates.

Instructive Catalogue free.

A. J. HATFIELD,
Nilcs, Berrian Co., Mich.

Dwarf Pear Trees at a Sacrifice.
Desirous of removing every alternate row from my over-

crowded Pear Orchards, I offer for sale at one-third tbe usual
rates, over Two Thousand Bartlett, Duchesse d'Angouleme,
and Louise Bonne de Jersey Dwarfs, three to seven years
old, four to twelve feet high, and in bearing condition.

WILLIAM Y. BEACH, Wallingford, Conn.

STRAWBERRY PJLANTS.
Agriculturist, Jncunda, Lennig's White, New Jersey Scar-

let, $1 per doz., §2 per fifty, S3 per hundred. Sent by mail
post-paid. For other varieties and circular address
REISIG & HEXAMER, Newcastle, Westchester Co., N. T.

STRAWBERRY, RASPBERRY AND BLACK-
BERRY plants of the best and most reliable varieties,

grown with especial care as to purity and strength. No
plants sent out but what will give satisfaction, and at as low
rates as anv. Send for mv Catalogue issued this month, free
to all. THOS. C. ANDREWS, Moorestown, N. J.

PEACH PITS, being frosted for spring: planting.
Pear, Apple and Peach Trees, including Hale's Earlv.

Concord Grape, Kittatinny Blackberry, Strawberry Plants,
Evergreens. Osage Orange, &c, &c, at the New Brunswick
Nurseries, New Jersey. EDWIN ALLEN.

C1MALL FRUITS.—Full instructions for cnltiva-
^9ting, picking and marketing. Also, a cut and description
with directions for making my Premium Fruit Shipping
Case. Also, how to prepare the Oil Paper for wrapping
plants by mail. Also, much other valuable information in
my new Price List. Price 10 cts. Address

JOHNSTON'S NURSERY, South Bend, Indiana.

PLANTS.—Wilson Early Blackberry, §50 per 50;
Philadelphia Raspberry, §18 per 100; Agriculturist Straw-

berry, $10 per 1000. Other leading varieties at low rates.
Catalogues gratis. CHAS. COLLINS, Moorestown, N. J.

PEAR SEEDS.—150 other Tree and Fruit Seeds.
Descriptive Catalogue with instructions now ready.

Free to all who send stumps for postage. Seeds go free by
mail for 8 cents per lb. THOMAS MEEHAN, Germantown,
near Philadelphia, Pa.

PRICE LIST Now Ready of the best variety of
Strawberrv. llaspberrvaml Blackberry Plants, including

the new varieties. JOHN"CRANE, Union, Union Co., N.J.

Grape CvLLtnre .

I have in press An Elementary Treatise on Grape Culture,

intended to meet the wants of tbe present time, and shall be
happy to have any important facts bearing upon the subject
communicated to me by my friends. PETER B. MEAD.
New York, 3foJTat Building.

Millstone Dressing Diamonds,
Set in Patent Protector and Guide. For sale by JOHN

DICKENSON, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, and Im-
porter of Diamonds for all Mechanical purposes. Also Ma-
nufacturer of Glaziers' Diamonds, No. G4 Nassau-st., New-
York City. Old Diamonds reset. N. B.—Send postage-
stamp for Descriptive Circular of the Diamond Dresser.

A PRACTICAL FARMER of long experience
desires a situation. Can conduct a large or small place.

References furnished. Ad. Chas. H. Hall, Port Chester N. T.

Farm in Minnesota For Sale.

One of tbe finest Farms and Residences in Minnesota for
Bale. Situated two and one half miles from Dundas Depot,
on Minnesota Central Railway, and two hours' ride from St.
Paul. Comprising 300 acres of excellent land, about 100
acres under plow and 200 acres well divided into Prairie
Timber and Meadow, watered by several unfailing springs
and by three good wells. There are upon the place one large
new frame house, situated upon elevated land and command-
ing a view unsurpassed in extent and beauty : two good log
houses, and alarge newframebarn with underground stable.
Price $9000.—Also for sale, all the farm stock of Horses,

Cattle, Sheep, etc., and Farming Utensils.
Address H. W. BARRY, Dundas,

Rice County, Minnesota.

MECHANICS SHOULD REM)
The Phrenological Journal to learn how to select

boys to learn particular trades. Only $2 a year.

American Mve Stock Co.
Fancy Poultry Bepartiueut.

IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS. Fowls of all the choicer
breeds furnished on order ; purity guaranteed.
Circulars forwarded on receipt of stamp.

A. T. SCHAUFFLER, Superintendent, *»

199 "Water-street, New York.

Premium Stock lor Sale.
Chester Co. White Pigs, Short-born Cattle, Leicester Sheep,

Saddle and Carriage Horses. Pigeons, Spanish Merino Sheep.
Also, 75 different varieties of Pure Breeds and Fancy Poul-
try, second to none ever exhibited in America. Also, Scotch
Colleys and English Coach Dogs. Send 25 cents for descrip-
tive catalogue, or stamp for circular. S. & "W. S. ALLEIs,
Elgin Spring House, P. O. Box 135, Vergennes, Yt.

WANTED—Six (6) thoroughbred Alderney ernes,

between two and one half (2'w) and six (6) years of
age, and one (1) Alderney bull between two (2) and four (i)

years of age, the bull and cows not to be akin. The
Superintendent of the Gov't Hospital for the Insane near
Washington, D. C, will be glad to receive by letter from
farmers having Aldernev stock for sale, and residing on or
near a railroad leading to "Washington without change of
cars, a brief description of such animalsand the prices asked
for them. A. H. NICHOLS, Sup'i.

PREMIUM CHESTER WHITE PIGS.
Progeny of Hogs that have taken Stale and United States

Premiums, sent in pairs (not akin) bv Express, to all parts
of the United States, Canada, Cuba, South America. For
Circulars and prices, Address N. P. BUYER & CO.,

Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

Thoroughbred Chester White Figs

For Sale: from 10 weeks to 1 year old. For growth and
quaUty, cannot be excelled in the United States. For De-
scription and Prices, send for Circular. Address

JAMES YOUNG, Jr., & CO.,

Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa.

^M^ANTED — Durham, Alderney and Ayrshire
* * Stock. A thoroughbred Bull of each from extra milk

strains. Also some Cows and Heifers of each of the last two
kinds. Address CHARLES JESSUP, Box 317, Warsaw, Ind.

Full Blood and Grade Alderney and

Ayrshire Stock for Sale.
Persons wishing to purchase the very best Family Cows, or

to improve the Stock on their Farms, are invited to examine
my Herd, which now numbers One Hundred and Eighteen
head of all descriptions. Cows, Heifers and Bulls.

THOMAS FITCH, Breeder, New London, Conn.

LDERNEY COW "FLORA," dam imported,
sire from Col. Colt's imported stock, for sale to reduce

stock, by G-. W. FARLEE, 170 Broadway, New York.

A FEW PAIRS choice Black Spanish, White Leg-
horn and Brahma Fowls, also, trio imported Polands

for sale, by G. "W. FARLEE, Cresskill, Bergen Co., N. J.

POULTRY WANTED.—Toulouse and Bremen
Geese, Buff Cochin Chinese Fowl, Rouen Ducks, tbe

highest price will be given for line birds. Address
GALLINOCULTURAL, Box 2S5 P. O., New York.

"ANTED—350 pure bred fowls, Brahmas, Dork-
ings, Black Spanish, Sebrights and Hambitrgs.

Address~D. W., Whitestone, Long Island.

Important to Bee-KeepcrSi
Believing that L. L. Langstroth will soon obtain an inde-

pendent patent for triangular comb guides in movable
frames, we caution those using movable frames against pin-
ing any fee to the owners of George H. Clark's patent. Tor
Circular on our Extended Patent, with price list of Italian
and Egvptian Bees, send to

L. L. LANGSTROTH & SOiN,
Oxford, Butler Co., Ohio.

THE AMERICAN STOCK JOURNAL. —A
Monthly Journal devoted to Farming and Stock Breed-

: "~, containing 36 large double column pages, or.lv SI .00 a
N. P. 1.0 YER &'CO.,

Gum Tree, Chester County, Pa.
year. Address

MUNT'S HOOSIER FODDER CUTTER IS FOR
all purposes the best cutter in the world. It has already

taken 20 premiums at as many fairs, when placed in com-
petition with the best cutters in the country. Manufactured
by J. D. BURDICK & CO., New Haven, conn. Send for a
circular. JOHN VANDEKBILT & BRO.. Ag'ts..

23 Fulton-st, New York.

BON'T PAY high prices for Feed Cutters. Send
for Circular of cheapest and best Hav, Straw, and Stalk

Cutters in the world, to
PEEKSKILL PLOW "WORKS, Peekskill. N. Y.

WANTED a first-class man to take charge of a Green-
house, devoted to the propagation of the grape. Good ref-
erence required. Address CROUSI-: BROS., Mt. Carroll, 111.
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BY MAIL.
COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF GRAPES, STRAWBERRIES,
RASPBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES, GOOSEBERRIES,

AND CURRANTS.

FOR $20.00,
We will send to any Post-Offlce address in the United

States, the whole of the following list.

GRAPE VINES,
12 CONCORD.
G IVES.
6 CRETELI1VC.
1 HARTFORD.
1 BONA.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
25 JUCUNBA—our No. TOO.
25 FILLMORE.
25 BURR'S NEW PINE, or
25 GOLDEN SEEBEB.
25 WILSON.
25 AGRICULTURIST.

RASPBERRIES.
6 BRINCELE'S ORANGE.
G IMPROVED BLACK. CAP.

BLACKBERRIES.
G ROCHELLE.

GOOSEBERRIES.
6 AMERICAN SEEDLING.

CURRANTS.
G YERSAILLAISE.
C WHITE GRAPE.

FOR 810.00,
We will send to any Post-Office address in the United

States, the whole of the following list.

GRAPE VINES.
6 CONCORD. The most valnable Grape in America.

2 IVES. The best American wine grape.

4 HARTFORD. I The best very early grapes yet

1 CREVELING. 1 thoroughly tested.

1 IONA.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
S2 JTUCUNDA—<rar No. 700. Greatly the most

valuable of all our strawberries. See Cut ou page 71.

12 FILLMORE. Second only to Jucunda.
«2 BURR'S NEW PINE, or I The best very
1 2 GOLDEN SEEBED. '

) early varieties.

12 WILSON. The best for canning.

12 AGRICULTURIST.

RASPBERRIES.
3 BRINCKLE'S ORANGE. The finest flavored.

3 IMPROVED BLACK CAP. Very good and
an enormous bearer.

BLACKBERRIES.
2 ROCHELLE. Very good and productive.

GOOSEBERRIES.
2 AMERICAN SEEBLING. Very good and a

great bearer.

CURRANTS.
:j YERSAILLAISE. The most valuable.

3 WHITE GRAPE. The best for wine.

THE ABOVE VINES AND PLANTS WILL BE
1. All No. 1.

ii. Carefully Marked.
3. Safely Packed.
4. Post Paid.
5. Their Safe Carriage Guaranteed.
t» Accompanying each package there v.ill

he Printed instructions for their man-
agement and cultivation.

The purchaser is at liberty to omit any of the varieties

i. imed in these lists, and increase others to the same amount.

We arc induced to make the above offers,

1. Because there are many points throughout .the country
v. Idch cannot be easily reached except by mail.

2. Where there are express facilities the charges are often

anreasonable.

By the above arrangement, wherever there is a Post-Offlce,

p.irties ordering may be sure of getting a first-class article

delivered to them as safely as their letters, and free of
charge.

Our present stock of vines and plants is much the largest
and best we have ever offered. It Is important to know as

soon as possible, what portion of it to reserve for mail or-

ders. Wc therefore solicit early orders, and make the fob
lowing additional most liberal proposals :

For every $10 order as above, accompanied by the cash,

received previous to March 1st, we will add vines and plants

to the amount of $1.

And for every $'i0 order, as above, accompanied by the

cash, received previous to March 1st, we will add vines and
plants to the amount of ?'2.50,

Thus, every family throughout the length and breadth of

the country, has the opportunity of securing, by a small

outlay, a complete and valuable selection of Small
Fruits.

All orders will be filled in rotation as received, or at times

designated, as far as practicable.

Our Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue is a valuable

treatise on small Fruit Culture, and will be sciit to

all applicants enclosing 10 Cent?.

J. KNOX,
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

^EGETiffiliES AN® FLOWER SEEDS,
J. KSTOX, HORTICULTURIST AN© SEEDSMAN,

WAREHOUSE, No. 137 Liberty Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

150 Acres Appropriated to the Culture of Crapes, Strawberries, Currants,
Raspberries, &c.

VEGETABLE SEEDS.
ASSORTMENT NO. 1.—Intended for a small garden,

a quarter of an acre $"i.00

" 2.—For half an acre 10.00
" " 3.—For one acre 20.00

SPECIAL COLLECTION,
Including the following new and highly approved varieties

:

Maupny's Tomato.
Lc Nourmuncl Cauliflower.
Covcnt Garden Radish. Tennis BalJ Jjcttnee.
Improved Willie Spine Cucumber.
New Dwarf Sugar Corn.
AVimiingsladt Cabbage.
Nowlngton "Wonder (Dwarf) Beans*
Early Red Onion, Extra.

Siudcutw Parsnip.
Citron Melon, Negley's Hybrids, fine.

Early Scarlet Snort Horn Carrot.
Sweet Potato Squash.
Cole's Crystal White Celery.
Peas, Daniel OTiourke, and Hairs.

Dwarf Mammoth. $2.00.

ff^" Insure promptness and certainty hy early orrter^

This Season's supply of Seeds has been chosen with more
than usual care, and grown by experienced Seedsmen in

Kurope and the United States. I am enabled through early

contracts to offer Seeds of first quality, at reasonable rates.

Descriptive Catalogues mailed upon receipt of postage.

They contain much valuable Horticultural information.

Forconvenlence and economy. I will send by mail, post-
paid, upon receipt of the annexed prices—Reli-
able Collections for Small or I^argc Gardens.

FLOWER SEEDS.
ASSORTMENT NT). I. -'in Seld-l kind .?1.00

.. 2.00

.. 1.00

. 1.00

30 Sel.
14 .. -, _-

,

•• ::.—10a
•

" l.-S

The last Collection embraces tho mw and charming Prus-

sian Varieties of Pausics, Zinnias, Bnlsnms, Ten
AVccIt Stocks, Hunt's SweetWilliam, General
Negley's Amateur Collection of Phlox Drum-
moiulii, and Japan Pinks. These present tho gems

of all tho Bub-varieties, ami have gained first Prizes
at our Exhibitions,

SILVERS'
PATENT EXCELSIOR BROOM.

ft

..»»

if

DESCRIPTION.
A single brush or stalk is represented bvA; B represents

two brushes with their stems bent mid passed through the
malleable iron loop C: these brushes are arranged alter-
nately until the loop is llllcd, as represented bv I) ; the seam-
less metallic head F, made of polished sheet braes or German
silver, is then passed over the filled loop, after which it is
firmly screwed inio the ferruled handle, find tlms held in a
compact form as represented by the cut.

Thiscelebrated broom has now been before the public lor
one year, and has proved itself to be as represented—the
cheapest, simplest, most beautiful, durable and elastic in
the United States. It has been awarded the first premium
wherever exhibited, ihc.lut.ing the New York, Ohio, ami
Kentucky Stare Fairs of1806, and is highly recommended bv
the leading .journals, and scientific men of the countrv, as
the following unsolicited notices of the press and testimo-
nials will show.

[From the Scientific American.]
Silvers' method op ooiiSTKUCTOTG a broom makes a

much better article than toe old-fasmoned one, for
the shank ts stiff a3td held fast, tiics obtatsxs'g a
spklntt or elasticity which is valued bt housekeep-
ERS.

[From the American Agriculturist, after 3 Month's Test]
Silvers' Patent Broom.—This is a noveltv, certainly

By means of a cap and screw, the brush can be removed at
anytime. "We have no broom corn at hand to test the re
moval of the old brush and the putting in of new, but wo d •

not see why it can not be readily done by anyone, and fan
ers thus raise a little plot of broom corn and maket'm ir

own brooms, after buying a patent handle. The one we arc
using has a superior elasticity.

[From the Boston Cultivator.]

Everybody who sees it says it is perfection, and that it will
soon supersede all others. Let every fanner plant asm:.'!
piece ot broom corn, grow the brush and make his o .

brooms hereafter, as all can do.

[From aKeport of the American Institute "Farmers' Clan,"
in the New York "Weekly Tribune.]

Silvers' Patent Broom was exhibited. An iron screw-bolt,
some six inches long, has an open head. The stalks of the
brush are scarfed oil" and put in thiB loop, alternately from
each side, until there is enough for a broom. Then a metal-
lic cap is slipped down over the brush, to hold it in prop -

shape and keep it firm In the loop. The handle is then
screwed on, and the broom is finished. When the broom i*

worn out, unscrew, shake out the old brush and insert new.
A child ten year* old can make a rieic broom in ten minutes.
These new contrivances will tempt farmers to grow their
own broom corn.

Emporium of Fashion, 173 Broadway,
New York, June, ISCfi.

Mr. Silvers : The beauty and practical utility of your
"Excelsior Broom Head" are too self-evident toreqnlro
commendation. I cordially indorse all von claim for it.

Hub, DEMOREST.
[From Prof. O. S. Fowler, the Celebrated Phrenologist.]

Dear Sirs: In my judgment your broom embodies the
very best sweeping instrument extant. Yon will savo dol-
lars to every cleanly family, and thousands per annum to
our country by its introduction—In doing which yon are
public benefactors.

[From E. P. Coolcv, the Noted Corn Broom and Brush
Manufacturer SW Pearl Street, New York.]

Silvers' Is the onlv Patent Broom I have overseen that U
of any account. This patent, for simplicity, durability,
beauty, elasticity and cheapness, seems perfection itself.

[From Miles Greenwood & Co., Cincinnati.]

Having examined Silvers' Patonl Excelsior [boom Head.
wo have no hesitation in recommending it ns being one of
the most perfect we have seen.

The Elasticity of this Broom Is B0 ftroal that it will wear
twice as long, Bwcop with half the effort, and dobs not
WBAB OUT THE OABPBT OUO lourlh as fast as UlO ordiliarv
broom. It is tost becoming a nutversa] favorlto, avi> is thk
ONl.v PATENT BROOU EQUALLY ADAPTED TO CITY AND
COUXTttT", as tho filled loops I> will soon bo supplied by
all dealers at two-thirds tho cost of the common broom.

TO AGENTS.—Wo want an Agent in cverv Counlv in the
United Stales. We charge nothing for the right to sell, but
let It stand on its own merits. AH ot our Agents are doll

well. Mr. Geo. A. Wetherell sold 1100 In Athens Co., Oil .

and expects to sell as manvmore in Morgan Co. William
Marvin made $21 in tho nrst day's canvass in Ulster Co., >!

Y. A. Goodale, Agent for Orange <'^.. N. Y.. writes that ho
expects it will supersede all others in his County. as tho
ladies say they will use no other when the "SILVERS is

to bo procured.

For Illustrated Circular, Terms, &C, Address

C. A. CLEG« <fc CO.,

SOO Itrondway, New York,
Proprietors and Manufacturer*.
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WOOD & MAM STEAM ENGISE
€©'§ CELEBRATED

PORTABLE AND STATIONARY

STEAM ENGINES AilD BOILERS.

FROM 4 TO 35 HORSE POWER.
ALSO POBTABIE SAW MILLS.
We have the oldest, largest and most complete works in

the United States, devoted exclusively to the manufacture
of Portable Engines and Saw Mills, which, for simplicity,
compactness, power and economy of fuel, are conceded by
experts, to be superior to auy ever offered to the public.

The great amount of boiler room, fire surface and cylinder
area, which we give to the rated horse power, make our En-
gines the most powerful and cheapest in use ; and they are
adapted to every purpose where power is required.

All sizes constantly on ltand, or furnished on short notice.

Descriptive circulars, with price list, sent on application.

WOOD & MANN STEAM ENGINE CO.,

Utica, N. T.

Branch Office, 96 Maiden Lane, New York City.

IIALLOR¥ & SAlVFOiSU'S
IMPROVED

FLAX AND HEMP BRAKES,
Ab now made, are the strongest and best ever used. Thev
occupy about 5 feet square, weigh about 1,000 lbs., require
one man and a bov, and one to two horse power to work
them ; breaks from 2,000 to 3,000 lbs. Flax straw in 10 hours,
taking out 65 to 75 per cent, of the woodv matter. This ma-
chine will save 120 lbs. to the ton more than aiiv other ma-
chine in the world. It will break tangled straw as well as
straight. We have also an entirely new tow shaker and
picker; works perfectly and does its work quicker and bet-
ter than any other machine, and prepares the stock for
Kopc. Also a new tow eOMBBK, wliich cleans and straight-
ens the tow, free from slave, rapidly making it fine and
straight. Send for circular or see machines in operation at
93WilUani-st., New York. Address

JOHN W. QTJINCY, Treasurer,
No. US Williitm-st., New York.

^^S^W^S^W&Y^

A. N. WOOD & CO,
EATON, MADISON CO., N. Y.,

Continue to manufacture their Improved

PORTABLE ErSftlWES,
For Farm and Mechanical purposes. They are particularly
adapted to driving Threshing Machines, Circular Saws. Mills

of all kinds. Printing Presses, Wood or Iron Lathes, Machi-
nery in Cabinet or Wagon Shops, Boring Artesian Wells,
Pumping Water, Corn Shelters, &c, <fcc.

We warrant our Engines to be what we represent them,
and to give unqualified satisfaction in all respects.

A. N. WOOD & CO.

Safford's Patent Stanchion,
Individual Eights to make and use, 40 cts. per Stanchion,

and 25 cents additional for each right. A discount of one-
third to Clubs of ten. Address

^_ L. S. SAFFORD, Xewtonville, Mass.

See Advertisement " AI,Ij NURSERIES IN
ONE," on page 73.

FAMILY KNITTING MACHINES !

!

lamb's Improved Family Knitting DIachine

is Needed by Every Family

When a pair of Stockings of any size can be knit with this

machine in twenty minutes, it is folly to knit by hand.

Making a variety of stitches, it produces to perfection,

Shawls, Hoods, Tippets, Mittens, Affghans, Sacks, Sontags,

Undersleeves, Neck Ties, Tidies, Hosiery of all kinds, and
numerous other useful articles.

This machine weighs only 20 pounds, and knits readily

10,000 stitches a minute, the stocking stitch being precisely

like that knit by hand. A woman can easily earn with it

§2.00 per day. Agenta wanted.
Send for a Circular, enclosing stamp, to the

Lamb Knitting Machine Co.,
Springfield, Mass.

HELP ! HELPER ! ! HELPS ! !

!

Savers of Time. Labor and Money.
Necessities in eveiy Household—Try them.

Indelible Pencil for Marking Clothing 40c.
Hemmer and Finger Shield for Hand-Bewing. .25c.
Bird Worlt Holder for the Lap—very neat 35c.
Gents' Pocket Match Safe 35c.

The above 4 articles sent for $1.

Pocket Folding Lantern, $1.09—Self-Sewer,
$1.00—Soluble Washing Blue and Bleaching
Powder, 15c—Pocket tetter Scales, 50c—Ladies
Dress Elevators, per Set 75c. All sent by mail post-paid.

Descriptive Catalogues free. Address
N". Y. MANUFACTURING CO.,37 Park Row, New York.

RTIFICIAL EARS FOR THE DEAF CAN
be concealed. Send for a Descriptive Pamphlet to

E. HASLAM, 3-2 John-st., N. Y.

Mo ©aae Meed foe iai the Dark !

Canvassers Wanted to Sell

Ike Folding Pocket Lanterns.
Very light, strong and durable, can be folded and

carried in the roiKET or traveling hag with safety and
convenience, occupying the space of a oigar case, and
opened and closed as readily. Thev contain (whether open
or closed) matches and extra caudles, and, being always
ready for use,

ARE MOST APPRECIATED IN TILE GREATE5T EatERGENOIES.
Prices:—No. 1, $1 each ; sent by mail or express, pre-paid,

ior §1.50. No. 3, 75 cents each; sent by mail or express
pre-paid, for $1.00.

LIBERAL TERMS TO DEALERS AND CANVASSERS.
JULIUS IVES & CO., 49 Maiden Lane, N. Y..

Manufacturers and Dealers in Kerosene Goods generally,
and Proprietors of

IVES' PATENT LAMPS,
THE SAFEST, MOST CONVENIENT, AND IN" SVERY WAY

THE BEST LAMP EVER USED.
CHANDELIERS, BRACKETS. HANGING AND TABLE

LAMPS OF ALL KINDS, CAN BE LIGHTED AS QUICK-
LY AS GAS, FILLED AND TRIMMED SAFELY AND
NEATLY, ALL WITHOUT REMOVING THE SHADE,
GLOBE OR CHIMNEY OR UNSCREWING THE BURNER.

Stereopticons and Magic Lanterns,
With the Improved Lime Light, illuminating brilliantly two
hundred square feet of canvas, and magnifying the views to
that size, at an expense of less than one dollar for a whole
evening's exhibition. Easily managed and pays well.

Illustrated priced catalogue of the apparatus, with list of
over two thousand artistically colored photographic views
on glass, of the War, Scripture History, Choice Statuary, etc.,

etc., forwarded on application. T. H. MCALLISTER. Opti-
cian, (of late firm ol McAllister & Bro., Phila.,) 49 Nassau-
street, New York.

»© TOMie Louisiana State Fair Committee upon
-«- Examination hesitated not an instant to award the

first Premium to
Lesley's Zero Refrigerator.

It is the most complete thing of the kind made."
ALES. M. LESLEI, Manufacturer,

605 Sixth Avenue, New York.

DO YOU "WISH A FIRST QUALITY GOLD
PEN AND CASE? Send 3'our name and address to P.

O. Box 4265, New York City, and you will receive informa-
tion how to get it. Remember,

CHASE & WINANS,
Box 4265, New York Ci 1 y.

Y«>"9JHEWIFEWILL THAlfK * OU
for the Phrenological Journal, with its sugg stions

for training children. Only $2 a year by post.

GET WEIjIi ANDKfeEP WELL Re.- d tlie

Advertisement of Herald of Health, pa: e 73.

THE UNIVERSAL CLOTHES WRINGER

KNOX'S NURSERY AT YOUR DOQ|;.-See
Advertisement "Pr Mail," page 77,

DOTY'S CLOTHES WASHER.
THE UNIVERSAL WRINGER leas awarded the First

Premium b>/ the unanimous vote of the Committee of the
GREAT NEW ENGLAND FAIR of 1S66, after the most
scrutinizing trial of the various machhies of numerous
competitors.

It was pronounced superior to all others at the
WORLD'S FAIR IN LONDON, 1S62.

Took the First Premium at the last two Great Fairs of the
AMERICAN INSTITUTE ill New York City, 1863 and 1S65.

At each of the following State Fairs it also received the

FIRST PREBIIUM :

NEW YORK 1862 1863
VERMONT 1863 186S
NEW HAMPSHIRE 1866
PENNSYLVANIA 1863 1864

1865

..1861 1865
.1S64 lSai
.1864 1366
1S65 1866

1866
1SG6

.1865 1866
1864
ISM
1S65

OHIO.
MICHIGAN 1864....

INDIANA 18ES
ILLINOIS 1S63....

IOWA 1863. . .

.

WISCONSIN 1864....
MINNESOTA
SI1SSOURI
KENTDCKY
CONN. RIVER VALLEY FAIR
CHAMPLAIX VALLEY FAIR
MECHANICS' INSTITUTE, Boston...

And at most of the County and Institute Fairs throughout
the country where it was exhibited.

The manufacturers warrant it far superior to all others.

There have been more than half a million Universal
Clothes Wringers sold, wliich amounts to more than tlioee

sold by all other makers. We warrant them to be all they
are represented to be. They are so well made and durable
as to seldom need repairing, and with ordinary care will last

many years. Those received for repairs will not average
more than one in every two hundred sold. The Universal
Clothes Wringer lias given really universal satisfaction.

It wrings clothes almost dry without injury to the most del-

icate garments.
Beware of Persons claiming to sell " an improvement on

the Universal Wrineer." The gvuuiue bear the imprint : R.
C Browning, Agent, 32 Cortlaudt-st., N. Y.
In selling the Universal Wringer, we find a large de-

maud for a good Washing Machine, and knowing

DOTY'S "WASHING- MACHINE
to be the best, we secured the patent, and now otTer it to the
public, knowing that it will give satisfaction wherever used.
Doty's Clothes Washer whs awarded the FIRST PRE-

MIUM at the GREAT NEW ENGLAND FAIR of 1866, after

the most thorough trial with numerous competitors.
It has taken the

first fremitjms
At the State Fairs of

NE"W YORK, PENNSYLVANIA, VERMONT,
MICHIGAN, "WISCONSIN,
Also, at the last

GREAT FAIR OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE.

and IOWA.

A supplv of the Wringers ancf"Washers are always kept on
hand in Chicago. Cincinnati, Cleveland, Louisville and St-

Louis, boxed ready for shipment, at about New York prices.
Circulars, giving wholesale and retail prices, sent free.

Large profits are made selling these Machines. Exclusive
right of sale given, with no charge for the patent right.
"On receipt of the price from places where no one is selling,

we will send one Washer and one Wringer, either or both,
free of freight charges. Familv Size Washer, $14; No. IX
Wringer, $10; No. 2AVringer, $S.50.

R. C. BROWNING, General Agent,
No. 33 Cortlandt St., New York,

(Opposite Merchants' Hotel).

XSoine of many Testimonials addressed to the
t

GLAMORGAN SOAP COMPANY,
45 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

My family consider it the best and most economical article

for household purposes that we have ever used.

: J. W. Sihonton, Gen'l Manager of Associated Fress^

METROPOLITAN HOTEL.—The value of your Savonlue"
is fully appreciated at this Hotel, for Laundry and general
use, and is worthy the attention of the public.

Simeon Lel.vxd & Co., Proprietors.

NEW YORK HOTEL.—It has been found, from use. to be
an excellent article for Laundry, Household and Kitchen
purposes. I cheerfully recommend it to the public.

-_* N. Y.. Dec. 31. 'G6. Hiram Cranston, Proprietor. * a
T& In other papers, other Testimonials. >£
#y Agents appointing throughout the U. S. #^
THE ORIGINAlJ VIRGIN HONEY SOAP.

^aroiJK ©AUCJHTEK WOCJLO
L thank yon for the Fbeexologicat, Joyityal. $2 a year
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PORTABLE AND STATIONARY

CIRCULAR SAW AND GRIST MILLS.

The Old and Extensive Establisnment, the

Mount Vernon Iron Works, has for sale

:

20 Portable Engines (Mounted on Wheels) of 8 Horse Power.

25 do. do. do. do. 10 do. do.

17 do. do 15 do. do.

CO Portable and 10 Stationary Engines of 20 Horse Power.
89 do- and 22 do. do. of 25 do. do.

15 do. and 11 do. do. of 30 do. do.

i2 Stationary Engines of 35 do. do.

9 do. do of 40 do. do.

7 do. do... of 50 do. do.

5 do. do of 65 do. do.

S do. do of 80 do. do.

2 do. do of 1C0 do. do.

Also, 250 Ciecular S.iw Mills of all sizes, and 150 Reed

& Buckingham's Superior Patent Flouring and Feed

Mills, with Bolts and other fixtures.

All are being erected with modern improvements, and

the Greatest Strength and Durability is Guaran-

teed.

This Fikh was tee First to Commence the Practice

of Furnishing the Entire Machinery and Complete

Fixtures for Grist and Saw Mills, and Mill "Weights,

to Erect and put them in Running Order ; hence, their

great success and reputation for getting up the Best Mills

is the World.

Deliveries made in any of the principal cities of the United

States.

For Information or Circulars Address

C. & J. COOPER,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.

The &i*eat IVatioaial Field

Trial of Mowers & Reapers.
THE PKEI?IIUI?I machine.

In the lmpoirant features of lightness of draft, and free-

dom from side draft, the " BUCKETS MOWER,"
(built by ADRIAJs'CE, PLATT & CO., 165 Greenwich-St.,

New York,) surpassed all competitors, and was declared by
the Judges, to be superior in mechanical construction, facil-

ity of management, portability, strength, and durability.

The " BUCK.ETE MOWER " was the only machine
•which received the highest mark (40) for perfect work in

every kind of grass, and on all varieties of surface.

MAJPLJH SUGAR.
To make the Best Q,na,Iity with the greatest

Saving of ILaboi' and Fuel,
Use the Celebrated

COOK'S EVAPORATOR.
Maple Circular and Descriptive Pamphlet sent free of

charge, on application.

Pure Sorgo aa'd Imphee Seed of the best varieties.

Bend for Circular. BLTMYEK, BATES & DAY,
Mansfield, Ohio.

Suiportant to Farmers.
Will be sent anywhrre free of express charges for §S, ono

of McConaughey s Patent Corn Droppers, oiii; of the most
complete machines cvur invented for dropping corn, sorgo,
and other seeds. Agents wanted to introduce It.

Patented March 27. I860, m ID r*. MW:6.
THOS. B. Merc:: v rllEY, Newark, Delaware.

THE HOG BREEDERS' MANUAL.
A Treatise on Breeding, Feeding, and General Manage-

ment of Hogs. Particulars of all Diseases, Remedies, &c.
Sent free of postage for 25 ccuU. Jr-crv fan hit should have
a copy. Address N. P. BOYER & CO..

Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

THE VANISHING PICTURE TRICK, 25 cents.
—How to Write Letters Correctly, 15 cU.~Guide to

Etiquette, 15 cts.—Bridal Kiiqnetie, 1"> cts,—Courtship Made
Easy, 15 ctiJ. Housekeepers' Own Book, 15 cts.—Karey's How
to Buy, Tamo and Keep Horses, 15 cts.—Knowlson'e Farrier,
15 cts.—Home Cook Book, 30 cts.—Parlor Musician, 80 cts.—
Parlor Theatricals. 30 cts.—Parlor Pan torn tncs, 25 cts.—500
Puzzle1

*, 80 cts.—Fireside Games, 30 cts.—Laws of Love, 30
eta.—Love Oracle, 30 cts.—Comic Courtship. SO cts.—Great
Fortune Teller, 50 cis Thousands of other Books. Pictures,
Albums, Gaines, Yankee Notions. Send stamp for Mammoth
Catalogue. W. C. WEMYSS, 575 Broadway, N. Y. City.

DEMOKESTS MONTHLY MAGAZINE. —
Splendid attractions in the February NumH-r. Now

Heady. The February number contains a beautiful Engrav-
ing oi' the Ascent of the Matterhorn, in Oil Colors, worth
many times the cost of the Magazine. Also, New Music,
EntertainIn? Stories, and other novelties. Slnelo copies so
ceuts, mailed free; Yearly, $3, with a valuable premium.
No. 4?3 Broadway, New York. Splendid Premiums and
for Tt-rms Clubs. "Now Is the time to subscribe

i/oirrc so:* woixd be ciruat-
.» LYbenelKodby reading the PoBENOLomcAL Journal.

THE NEW jUAGAZING FOK 1S67.

THE nlYERSIDE MAGAZINE
FOR YOOG PEOPLE,

BRILLIANTLY ILLUSTRATED BY THE BEST AMERI-
CAN ARTISTS.

FEBRUARY NUMBER NOW READY.
TWO FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS

AND NUMEROUS ENGRAVINGS.
A SUPERIOR NUMBER.

Subscription, $2 50 per annum, in advance.

A liberal discount to Clubs.

Sample numbers, one by mail, prepaitl, for 20 cents.

Clergymen and Teachers furnished one year for $2 00.

Send your subscriptions direct to

HUED & HOUGHTON, Publishers,
459 Broome-st., New York.

*«* Agents and Canvassers wanted in all parts of the

country. Apply as above.

TISE GAME
Given Away wilJi No. 10 of

Travels ^%S
Around the World,

Adventures, %'.

Stories, Anecdotes, l|

Popular Science,

Parlor Magic,

Game a,

Send 5 Cents and you will receive in return No. 10, post-
paid, with the GAniTEl OF LOTO on a separate slieet.

FRANK LESLIE, 537 Pearl-st, New York-

AKIERICA^f EE-PKSNT OF
LONDON SOCIETY:

A Popular Magazine*
BRILLIANTLY ILLUSTRATED.

Messrs. KURD & HOUGHTON
Have now ready the January number of this deservedly

popular magazine—reprinted in this country by special ar-
rangement with the London publishers.
The Programme for 1867 wiM* contain many readable and

entertaining topics, amply illustrated by eminent artists.

Terms of Subscription.
Single numbers §0 40
One copv. one year 4 50
Two copies, one year 8 50
Five copies, one year 20 00

Ten copies, one year -10 00
And an extra copy gratis.

Clubbing with the Riverside Magazhte for Young
People :

The Riverside Magazine ($2 50 per annum) and London
Society <$1 50 per annum) sent to one address for six dollars.

t*5?~ All subscription? are payable in advance.
HURD & HOUGHTON, Publishers,

459 Broome-st., New York.
Sample copies of the January number, sent by mail pre-

paid, on receipt of 30 cents.

Agents Wanted for Headley5s Ureat Work,
Th.e only boot issued on our Navy during the Rebellion.

Agents find no competition.

FARMAGl/m
NAVAL COMMANDERS
Comprising popular Biographies of out Naval Heroes,

by Hon. J. T. Headley, the distinguished Author and

Historian—complete in ono large volume—handsomely
illustrated on steel. Tho test paying agency of the day.

In connection with this work our Agents can take orders for

five of Hoadley's Standard TVorks of our own publication.

Call or send at onco for circulars and terms. Address

E. B. TREAT & CO., Publishers, 6oi Broadway, Sew York,

I
HOTTER!
JOURNAL

AndFAMILY VISITANT.J

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 80, WHICH SEE.)

wine. • * * No! the Concord won't make wine, even In
the West. You may set that down as a snre thing."

EXTEACT FBOM WlLLIAM GRIFFITH, LiTE PeESIDEXT OP
Lake-Shore TTixe Co.

Northeast j Jan t 10, 1SG7-
" Dr. C. Geant.—While sending my order for another ten

thousand No. 1 Iona vines, I cannot forbear offering a few
remarks. Last year, after (as I thought) becoming thor-
oughly acquainted with the Iona both for fruit and for wine,
I felt constrained to say: "If C. W. Grant had gotten it up
to order, I know not in what respect iie conld have improved
it." But we lost a thousand fine vines by the freezing and
thawing of our open rainy winter. Did that change my
opinion of the Iona? Not at all! Why should it? All other
kinds that received the same treatment in planting, Concord
included, shared the same fate, while the Iona under the
treatment that yon recommend, passed unscathed. Between
bad treatment and multitudes of poor plants, and other

difficulties that should not attach to it, ihe Iona has a heavy
weight not its own to carry. An extended tour of observa-

tion has added great weight of continuation to my own
experience. * * * " I shall take much pleasure In dis-

seminating knowledge of it. It needs but to be thoroughly

known to take precedence of all other kinds for all pur-

poses. In the amount of enjoyment It can yield for fruit or

wine, there is none to compete with it.

In the next number I shall give some interesting facts

concerning the Greeley prizes, showing that n» "Oreeley

prize'
1 has ever been awarded to any except the Iona Grape,

or could be. See Downing & Mead's report, also pamphlet,

for which send stamp.

Iona, Jan. 10, 1S67.

C. W. GRAaVT.
Jf. B.—For Advertisement of Iona a»d Israella, £e«

January number, page S5.

5NCOME TAX PAYER'S GUIDE. Sent by mail
on receipt of 25 cts. Incomes must soon be returned—be

as well posted as the assessor—save money.
F. H. STAUFFEK, Publisher, Mount Joy, Pa.

ALSIAXACS F©R 1867.
ITx-auls: Leslie's

ILLUSTRATED ALMANAC,
"Willi Over Sixty IHnstrations.

And full of useful information.

Sixty-Four Pages, Large Octavo. Price 50 Cents.

FRANK LESLIE'S

ILLUSTRATED LADY'S ALMANAC,
With over Seventy Illustrations. Full of useful informa-

tion and pleasant reading for the ladies. Sixty-Four pagee,

Large Octavo. Price, 50 Cents.

On receipt of 50 Cents, either of these beautiful Almanacs

will be sent post-paid, to any part of the United States or

Canada. Address
FRANK LESLIE, 537 Pearl-st., New York.

a Mon ,
.!:
u ' Maguzlne, lor Mothers and the liuusehold-

With nothing light or trashy, it is practical In purpose, sub-
stantial in matter, attractive in style. To aid Mothers In

t lielr noble, but ditllcult work.andto make the family healthy,
happy, useful, and good, is tho object of the JOUBNAL,
Price $I."iO per vear. Fire copies, $7. Single Numbers, fir-

teen cents. Send l»v ma!!, directed to "MOTHEKS' JOCK-
fjAL, 500 Broadway, New York-"

LIFE ©F A1VDT JOHNSON,
By PETROLEUM V. NASBY, including Andy's trip to

the West and his " orations." with 33 comic illustrations.

This book is very funny and has made a big hit. Sent free

for 30 cts Also, Secrets Worth Knowing, tells howtomake
medicines, perfumery, toilet articles, soaps, dyes, candies,

wine* delicious beverages, manufacturers' secrets and hun-

dreds of articles in universal use, made at trifling cost and
sold at immense profits, including most of the good adver-

tised money making secrets, 23 els—How to Make Bad
Memory Good and Good Better, valuable to professional

men, teachers and students, especially when preparing for

examination, 15.—Handbook ofPhonography, a new practical

work for self instruction. 25—Handbook of \ enmloquism,
plain and simple, and really teaching the art. also how to

make the Magic whistle, 13.—Kogues and Koguerlee expos-

ing all tricks and traps of great cities aud nil swindles and
humbu"s M.— Also send Ten cents foi samples of our Hun-
dred Dollar Prize Puzzles. Magic Webs. Puzzle Pictures, 4c.

H1VEY ,t CO., oltlce Meki-.yh is's Monthly, (15 ceuts,

3 for 85, post-paid,) 109 Nassau-st, New York.

Photographs—4000 Subjects.
Price 15 cents each. Agents wanted. Send stamp for

Catalogue to CARTEIS. COLLINS & RICHARDSON,
Vi John-st., ^ew York.

To Small Fruit Growers.
Send for Specimen Copy of the Hammonton Culturlst, a

Monthly Journal. devm,,l to the Interest ol Fruit Cultne.

Terms, 55 cents p r Annum. 10 pp. Address E. mvlialu.
Publisher. So. 9M Markcl-st., Philadelphia. (Box l!S>b.)

ClCHOOt, TEACHERS SHOULD
!3read the Phrenological Jotjknal. and learn to classify

and teach their students according to temperaments and

capacity. Also to sovcr^them-^^^^w YoYk.

IP YOU are not well supplied with berries, see J S. COL-
LINS' Adv'tlsement. naito 15. this Xo., lo bcsuppllcd by mall.

To Advertisers.
Agricultural jiimI Beli^lou* Papers

The Best Advertising Mediums.
Wo have COMPLETE LISTS of both classes, and can In-

sert advertisements In any of them at Pvblishers lowest

Cash
«*JgjR1|TOj, & smith, 171 Broadway, New York.

GET WELL AND KEEP •\VEWi.-Rcad <ho

Advertisement of Herald of Health, page 79,
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(Business Notices $2.50 per Agate Line of Space.)

THE
GEEAT AMERICAN

TEA COMPANY
ALWAYS

A WHOLESALE ESTABLISHMENT.

We have many inquiries (10 to 20 letters a day) asking

what discount we mate to the Trade from our prices a3

published in the Price List. These are our lowest

wholesale prices. "We consider ourselves only a "Wholesale

Corporation, and we have hut one price.

The way in which we came to break packages at all, was
that during the high prices of Teas we furnished parties

with packages as small as five pounds. Our fame spread

far and wide ; and parties with small means thought it very

hard to be compelled to pay, elsewhere, about -\ dollar per

pound more than we were selling the same goods for, simply

because they could not afford to buy five pounds of us at

one time. Therefore, in order to lighten these burdens, we
consented to supply their wants in quantities as small as

one pound at the wholesale prices.

Parties of small means wishing for goods to sell, can have

their orders put up in small packages to suit their trade, but

we cannot make any reduction in price, as our profits for

the last six years have not averaged more than two cents

per pound.
To give our readers an idea of the profits winch have

been made in the Tea trade, we will start with the Ameri-

can houses, leaving out of the account entirely the profits

of the Chinese factors.

1st.—The American House in China or Japan makes large
,

profits on their sales or shipments—and some of the richest

retired merchants in this country have made their immense
fortunes through their houses in China.

2d.—The Banker makes large profits upon the foreign

exchange used in the purchase of Teas.

3d.—The Importer makes a profit of 30 to 50 per cent, in

many cases.

4th.—On its arrival here it is sold by the cargo, and the

Purchaser sells it to the Speculator in invoices of 1,000 to

2,000 packages, at an average profit of about 10 per cent.

5th.—The Speculator sells it to the "Wholesale Tea Dealer

in lines at a profit of 10 to 15 per cent.

0th.—The "Wholesale Tea Dealer sells it to the Wholesale

Grocer in lots to suit his trade, at a profit of about 10 per

cent.

7th.—The Wholesale Grocer sells it to the Retail Dealer

at a profit of 15 to 25 per cent.

9tli —The Retailer sells it to the consumer for all the profit

he can get.

When you have added to these eight profits as many
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and
add the original cost of the tea, it will be perceived what
the consumer has to pay. And now we propose to show
why we can sell so very much lower than small dealers.

"We propose to do away with all these various profit* and
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, with

the excrption of n small commission paid for purchasing to

our correspondents in China and Japan, one cartage, snd
a small profit to ourselves—which, ou our large sales, will

amply pay us.

Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely

upon getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from
the Custom House Stores to our warehouses.
The Company have selected the following kiuds from

their Stock, which they recommend to meet the wants of

Clubs. They are sold at Cargo Prices, the same as the

Company sell them in New York, as the List of prices will

show.
All goods sold are warranted to give satisfaction.

From the New York Tribune.

A Successful Ekterpeise —The Great Ameeicax Tea
Company commenced business in 1800 in this city. They
now occupy six large stores and employ about 250 persons,

their sales of Tea and Coffee amountiug to$90,000 per week.

Their success shows what ability and enterprise will ac-

complish. It is simple enough. Their sales being large,

they are of course in a position to sell their goods for a

smaller profit on each pound. In their advertisements in

the Tribune, from time to time, they fully explain their

system of doing business, and from the many letters received

from alt parts of the country, we jnrtge that their customers
are well satisfied.

prick: LIST

:

TOCiVG HYSOX (Green), SOc, 90c., fl, $1.10, best

$1.^5 per pound.

GREEX TEAS, 80c., 90c, $1, $1.10, best $1.35 per
pound.

MIXED, 70c, 80c, 60c, best $1 per pound.
JAPAN, $1, $1.10, best $1.35 per pouud.
OOLONG (Black), 70c, 80c, 90c, best $1 per pound.
IMPERIAL (Green), best $1.25 per pound.
ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), 80c, 90c, $1,

$1.10, best $1.30 per pound.
GUNPOWDER (Gunpowder), $1.35, best $1.50 per lb.

The most convenient club form is shown below:
Hannibal, Mo., Nov. 5, 1866.

To the Great American Tea Company.
Sras: Please send the within order (the 7tb I have sent),

by express as before, with bill for collection. Nearly all my
first Club have sent again, which is a proof we are satisfied.

I should like to see the advertisement of a new Tea which I

have been told you sell (probably Long Aral). Please be
careful that no nails protrude through the box—it is a loujr

way to Missouri. Yours truly,

JOHN V. HIBBEET.

1 ft

1 ft

3 ft

4 ft

1 ft

3 lb

3 lb

5 ft

1 lb

2 a
i ft

2 lb

1 ft

1 ft

3 lb

1 ft

1 lb

5 A
1 ft

1 ft

1 ft

1 ft

1 lb

1 ft

1 lb

1 ft

1 ft

1 lb

Gunpowder D.Holt . ..at
Black, Best D. Holt at
Gunpowder A.Lodice at
Young Hyson H. L. Russell at
Young Hyson C. Pnrnell at
Gunpowder C. Purnell at
Gunpowder Cor. Murphy at
Gunpowder Thomas Larkin. . .at
Gunpowder Edwin Clogg at
Gunpowder Van Ecencoven...at
Gunpowder Wm. Kellev at
Best Black John Taylor at
Imperial A. C. Shaw at
Imperial Stephen "Watson, .at
Imperial Thomas Creed at
Imperial Geo. Threikeld. . .at
Imperial T. J. "Williams at
Young Hyson Mrs. "Russell at
Best Gunpowder.. L

Best Gunpowder . .

.

TJncolored Japan. .

.

Imperial
Uncolored.lapan...
Uncolored Japan. .

.

Imperial
Imperial

.

.Mrs. Russe]
..Mrs. Russell..
..TV. Brown....
..A. Manly
; .A."Manly
, .1). Mahouy
.D. Mahony at
.T. Murphy at

..at

Uncolored Japan T. Murphy at
Best Green S. C. Davis at
Uncolored Japan H. Martin at
Best Black Mr. Meadows at
Best Gunpowder . J. V. Hibbert at

$1.25..
1.00..

1.25..

1.35..

1.25..

1.25.

.

1.25..

1.35..

1.25..

1.35..

1.25..

1.00..

1.25..

1.35..

1.25..

1.25..

1.25..
1.25..

1.50.

.

1.33..

1.35..

1.35..

1.35..

1.35..

IBS..
1.25..

1.25..

1.35..

1.25..

1.00.

.

1.50.

.

.$1.35

. 1.C0

. 3.50

. 2.50

. 2.50

. 2.50

. 5.00

. 1.25

!>?

.'

s!75

. 1.00

. 2.50

. 1.35

. 2.50

. 1.35

. 1.35

. 833
. 1.50,

. 1.25

. Ii.75

. 1.25
'. 1.25

. 1.35

. 1.25

. 1.25

. 1.25

. 1.25

. 1.25

. 1.00

. 1.50

Total $03.50

P. S—All towns, villages, or manufactories, where a large

number of men are engaged, by clvebixg together, can re-

duce the cost of their teas and Coffees about one-third by
sending directly to the

GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
31 and 33 Vesey-stueet, corner of Church.

Post-Office Box, 5,043 Sew-York City.

2^~ "We call special notice to the fact that our Yesey
Street Store is at No. "1 and 33 Vesey Street, corner of
Church Street—large double store.

Parties looking for our store will please bear in mind that
ours is a large double Store, fibs. SI and 33 Ve&ey Street,

corner of Church-street. This is an important fact to be re-

membered, as there are many other Tea Stores in Yesey St.

and
Shiiisle

"We have the simplest, and we believe the most jmmv-
crtful Brick Machine in America, woI'lcB Cvei't/ l-ind

of c.ay, and with only one pair of Mule-, makes :;:>00 good
brick per hour, or 4,830 by Steam l'ou-cr.—Satisfaction

guaranteed. Our Re-pressing Machine, with OneJhtnand
a Bon, will r-epress 1,000 per day. The Empire Shingle Ma-
chine pleases everyone that uses it. ABRAM REQt'A,
General Agent, 141 Broadway, New York.

KNOX'S NURSERY" AT YOUR DOOR.—Scc-
AdT-ertisemeMt "By Mail," page 77.

AGENTS wanted for Rus's patent
scissors sharpener, and Rus's patent
knife charpener—articles wanted in
every family. Samples sent hv
mail for 50 cents each. Address

PECK & SEYMOUR,
13 Gold-st„ New York.

PVK31ERS SHOIXM RB':A8> THE
PheexOLOGIOal JotJEXAL, to judge the characters of

animals and man. $2 a year.

AMERICAN STOCK JOURNAL.
Splendid Pure Blood Chester White Pigs, Durham, Aldcr-

ney and Ayrshire Cattle, Cashmere Goats, South Down,
Cotswoldand Merino Sheen, and all Fancv Breeds oi Ponl-
trv sent as Premiums for Subscribers to the AMERICAN
STOCK .T'tfEYAL. Specimen copies free. Address with
stamp, N. P. BOYER & CO.,

Gum Tree, Chester Comity, Pa.

KKOX'S XURSERY AT YOUR, DOOR.—See
Advertisement "By Mail," page 77,

JJOWqpO £1ET|>ICH! OR,

rplIF: f£EY npO JJOXEST «rEALTH.

A practical Guide to Business Success. Adapted
to all Classes, Trades and Professions. An inval-

uable Compendium of Facts worth knowing. With
this " Key to Wcaltli,1 ' all may unlock the Storehouse
of Wealth, and learn the true Stepping Stones to
Fortune.—Selling rapidly.—Highly recommended by the
Press as " A Work of Real Merit." Sample copy
and certificate of Agency sent post-paid for 50 Cents.
Address N. Y. PUBLISHING CO.,

37 Park Row, New York.

L
GENTS wANTED.

Goodyear's Patent Lamp Oil receiver renders all Lamps
clean and neat to handle. Ornamental and easily applied.
Six samples, anv size, mailed for 60 cents.

GOODYEAR & CO., 37 Park Row, Is
T

. Y. Room 22.

See Advertisemet
ONE," on page 73.

"ALL NURSERIES IN

GET WELL AND KEEP WELL.-Read the
Advertisement of Herald of Health, page 73.

I0NA AND ISRAELLA,
CONTINUED FROM JANUARY NO,, PAGE VS.

If it is true that persons who have eaten no better grapes
than Concord, can have no idea of good grapes, still further
are those from any just idea of the goodness of real wine, or
of what are the principal constituents of its excellence
who have only drank the syrups made from the juice of that
or any of its class. Several years since I felt called upon to

make the declaration that Concord had not made wine, and
could not make wine. This stands unshaken at the present
moment by anything that the Concord has produced in any
quarter. Poor vinegar and various syrups and confections
have been made from Concord grapes, but no wine.

The excellence of wine must exist in the grape, and only

those kinds which possess the requisite characteristic quali

ties can make wine. Those qualities, and in proper propor-
tion, have never been found to exist in the Concord. It is

unnecessary to note here its nauseating odor which is even
more prominent and offensive in the wine than in the grapes.

I have not space allowed me here at present to complete
this Essay, but quite enough to write a full history of the
Concord grape to be read two years hence. "The more ic

was known, the less it was esteemed. Numerous fortunes
\£ere made by the propagators of it, and more pecuniary in-

terest centered in it in this respect, than in all other kind-*

combined," which "The most capable and impartial Com-
mittee that ever sat in judgment npon grapes, made 'their

best effort to conserve." The Committee was made tlnw
impartial and capable by weeding out of it Charles Down-
ing and Peter B. Mead, who were manifestly unsuired to

the emergency.

A few Objections against the IONA
brierly noted 1

"It was destroyed last winter in large numbers, by being
thrown out and frozen." This is sadly true; and all otlHjr

kinds, Concord and Delaware included, by their side, suffer-

ed just flue same, that were subjected -to the same treat-

ment, while all, treated according to the directions of my
Manual, withstood without injury. Mr. Wm. Griffith, (late

President of the Lake Shore Wine Co.,) who was the largot
sufferer by the unprecedented winter, writes: "The l©iw

was not from want of hardiness in '.he kinds, and I have las!

no jot of faith in the Iona- The ten thousand I bad from
you last season made a very handsome, even growth, and
are now having a healthful sleep preparatory to a vigorous
start next spring. I hereby send an order for another umi

Ujousflud vines, to be sent in early spring;."

Mr. Mot tier whs also a large" loser, but be has given a pub-
lic statement, that any kind, under like circumstances, mus*
have failed equally. (For full account, sec Pamnhlei.i Hi>
recent order, greatly enlarged over former years, show.-, in

connection with his notes, the present state of his min ! r>n

the subject.

It has been ailedged, as a great fault, that it did not receive

the award of the Greeley prize; but I think that has hem
clearly shown to be a grievous misfortune vzthev, vox t-huj'-j

to the grape—far otherwise.

It is charged that although unqualifiedly best for the (Bible,

it may not be equally excellent for wine. I offer the follow-

ing; from the Secretary and'Manager of the Pleasant Valley

Wine Co.. who is capable certainly, but perhaps neither "im-

partial nor disinterested ":

Pusasast \\w.ley. -Jan., 1867.

De. C. W. Gbaht.
I have tried the Iona wine by the severest tests that con':.!

be furnished, and all of the trials haVeoe'en Verysatisfactory.

Taking the best Catawba wine that has been made r=
" very good," I should place Delaware next above it in rank ;

Diana, for some qualities, next above that, and Iona above all.

Placing Iona by the side of the finest wines of Germany,
that are not excelled in the world, it does not suffer in com-
parison in any respect, while it has some important charac-

teristics entirely ils own that, in my estimation, place i:

above that of all other grapes with which I am acquainted.

I intend to plant largely of it, and of that only, and from my
own experience and extended observation, confidently rec-

commend the same to my friends.

Enclosed find order for 10,003 lonn vines No. l, Vineyard

Class.

C. D. Cbwmfltx, Secretary,
Pleasant Valley Wine Co.

An extract from Dr. Charles J. May, Hancock Co., HI.

:

"I propose to plant Iona, and only that hereafter, although

Delaware doe3 admirably here, and makes excellent wine—
real wine, which the Concord never has done. It is true,

immense yields of the Concord are recorded, both in this

vicinity and in Missouri. But did you ever believe that here

in the West, the Concord does make a good wine? Did you
for one moment believe that our soil and climate bad so

changed its nature? I ask you this, because for a time I

thought it might be possible- I could not bring myself to

believe it, but thought it possible. Well, we have grown
Concord grapes in their highest perfection; we have made
wine from selected berries, using only the ripest and most
perfect ; we have made the wine in our best arched cellars,

and have used every thing known to the present age of

wine-making, to make it perfect, except sngar, and the result

is, wine that will make a pig squeal. I speak now of pure

{CONTINUED ON PAGE -ft, WHICH SEE.)
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THE BALD E A G L E—(Hulietus lucoccphalas.)—DrawnandBngravsclforthe American Agriculturist.

The Bald or White Headed Eagle, is, without
dispute, one of the most striking and beautiful

of the eagles, from his dark heavy plumage, white

head and tail. There is nothing particularly

noble about the bird, and many have considered

it unfortunate that lie was made the national em-
blem. Bald Eagles are occasionally seen in all

the States of the Union. In winter they arc fre-

quently quite common along the coast. We have
seen them in groups along the Sound coast of

Connecticut, so tired as to bo easily approached,

probably having been blown by some storm far

out to sea, and having made the coast at that

point. This eagle lives upon fish, birds, and

such animals as it can catch and overpower.

Often it lets the Fish Hawk catch the fish, and

then pursues the hawk, thus impeded ill its

flight, forces it to let its prey fall, when, adroitly

turning, the eagle robber catches it in the air.

In certain feats of flight, it surpasses all other

birds—soaring in circles out of sight, without

perceptibly moving its wings; closing its wings

and dropping perpendicularly from immense
heights, and with the sound of a rushing wind.

The length of these birds is about 85 to 10

inches, and the spread of the wings about seven^

feet. The plumage of the body and wings is

brownish black, that of the thickly feathered

head and the tail being white, in adull 1 lirdsonly

;

the fee) are yellow, and the beak a paler yellow
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for ready referenae to any desired topic. We have on
hand, and print from stereotype plates as wanted, all the

numbers and volumes for ten years past, beginning with

1857—that is, Vol. 16 to Vol. 25. inclusive. Any of these

volumes sent complete (in numbers) at $1.75 each, post-

paid, (or $1.50 if taken at the office). The volumes
neatly bound, are supplied for $2 each, or $2.50 if to be

sent by mail. Any single numbers of the past ten

yoars will be supplied, post-paid, for 15 cents each-
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Good or ill success in the farming operations of

the season depend very much upon this month

—

much upon the weather of this most variable and

uncertain of all changeable periods, and more upon
the farmer's own ability, promptness and diligence

to take advantage of events. There are many
things in the future that we may calculate upon

with great certainty, and, planning to take advan-

tage of tJiem, he able to turn the uncertainties to

our good also. We shall have in March 31 days

and nights—many frosty nights and cold days
;

some storms and rainy days, cold, clear, drying

northwest winds lapping up the water oyer the

fields and drying the fall-plowed furrows. We
shall have sunshine too, warming the ground and

breaking the frost fetters. The snow on the hills

will melt and the streams will swell, sweeping off

fences and bridges, perhaps. The roads will be

broken up, traveling hindered, and mails detained,

going to mill with grain and to town for needed ar-

ticles, will be a labor to be undertaken only by the

pressure of necessity. Poultry will be laying, aud

clucking or setting. Foxes, minks and other ver-

min will be prowling about. Calves, lambs and

pigs will be coming into the world ; stock will be

hungry, and we hope, satisfied also. There is work

to be done and time to do it in.

Hints About Work.
Flans for the Month.—We shall all accomplish

double the work, if it be well laid out, and it will

be better done.—"What do we want done?"

—

" How and when shall we do it ?
"—Let us make a

list of the things we want to do most, and then see

how fast we can cancel them off as done.

Hired Labor.—If a farmer does not hire any

labor now, let it be his aim to employ as many men
as he profitably can, aud make arrangements to do

so as soon as he can. Hired men are often very

disagreeable associates, and the worst companions

for o3e's children, but this need not be; lookout

at once for good, steady, moral men, and sacrifice

the profits of the farm rather than have a vicious,

bad fellow about, though his work be never so

needed. If we do our part to make the men com-

fortable aud do them good, few will ill reward it.

Buildings.—The winds will find out any insecure

weather boards and shingles, and play mischief

with the exposed hay stacks and with thatched

roofs. Have nails and hammer at hand; stop

leaks ; see that door and shutter fastenings are se-

cure, and that board fences, posts of which are

loosened by the frost, are not prostrated by the wind.

Cellars.—Over-haul the roots, put them in bins

or boxes, or make fresh heaps of sound ones only

;

clean out cellars, air and whitewash ; stop rat-holes

with coal tar and mortar, said to be rat-proof.

Draining.—While the frost is coming out of the

ground, and the soil of plowed side-hills is liable

to slide, look to it that no water finds its way upon

such spots, or great damage may ensue. Open
surface drains with the hoe, pick, or mattock, so

that surface water may flow off upon sward ground

or where it will not wash off the soil. Such water

from cart paths, roads, or plowed fields brings with

it, upon the meadows aud pastures, a wealth of en-

richment, not to be lost. The advantage of

Irrigation can hardly be over-estimated. If a

brook can be turned to flow at will (your will) over

a piece of meadow, even iu the crudest aud simplest

way, by all means try it, and then profit by ex-

perience to extend the system, or rather, profit by
the experience of others and use the best system.

Grain Fields are especially liable to injury from
washing, aud surface drains on them should be

kept Jrce. Top-dressings of plaster, honedust,

superphosphate, guano, fine fowl-house compost,

home-made poudrette and such things arc applied

with great advantage at this season.

Clover and Grass Seed may be sown on winter grain
;

best on a still day, after a light snow, which may
have fallen ou frost-cracked aud thawing grouud.

Flowing should be done as soon as the ground is

dry enough, but not one hour before ; better wait a

week or two thau compact the soil, so that it will

dry into hard clods, which will last for months.

Feas may be sown as soon as the ground is dry
enough to plow well, often in March, in this lati-

tude ; they may be sown broad cast, alone or mixed
with oats, or in drills. On warm, early spots the
drill culture may be recommended. The soil should
be in good order for a heavy crop of oats, and
deeply plowed, then plow shallow (4-inch) furrows,
and in every third furrow scatter the peas, throwing
in twelve to fifteen to the runniug foot. If you
have time these may be picked for marketing green,
and if not, the crop will be ripe enough to cut and
cure, and leave the grouud for summer plowing,
and wheat, cabbages or turnips may follow.

Seeds.—Procure, and test the vitality of all seeds.

Morses need very thorough grooming, and the

j

feet and legs should be washed and kept clean, long

i

fetlocks trimmed off, and any redness or cracking

|

of the skin or heels treated with pine tar and

I
grease, or an ointment of lard and turpentine.

I

These applications are either of them very good for

: chafed shoulders, sprains, or harness galls. Blanket

j

carefully if exposed to the wind or cold when warm.

Working Oxen.—Protect from storms ; feed well;

U6e the card freely ; impose hard labor gradually

;

have well fitting yokes, and if their necks become
tender, give a day or two of rest, and grease the

spot, rubbing the grease well in. A wet towel on

the neck, with a piece of blanket bound over it,

kept ou one night, and the neek greased well the

next day, will, it is said, cure a very tender neck

between Saturday night and Monday morning.

Com.—Give good care, persoual attention, and

roomy box stalls to cows about to calve. They
may need assistance, and suffer much or even die

for lack of it. If milk is worth much the

Calves should be removed from their dams at

ouce, aud brought up on skimmed milk gruel. The
cow misses the calf least if she never even licks it

;

but we would rather she should worry more, wheu
she loses her calf after a day or two, than deprive

her ofthe satisfaction ofloving and licking it awhile.

Lice, from many causes, show themselves, espe-

cially among ill-kept stock, more in spring thau at

any other season. They cannot stand regular card-

ing and brushing, but if very bad, shuuld be treated

to an application of alum water, with a good rub-

bing, and subsequent carding aud greasing, on the

same day of two or three weeks in succession.

Mercurial ointment (unguentum), is sure death

to the lice, and to the ox too, if too much be used.

A lump as big as a hazelnut, rubbed up with a table,

spoonful or more of lard is enough for an ox.

Rub it in behind the horns and along the spine,

then spread it by thoroughly nibbing with straw.

Keep the animal from exposure to wet or storms.

Sheep.—Mutton sheep may be yeaning this month.

Separate ewes and give them warm quarters, with a

few extra roots or other feed.

Hugs.—Isolate breeding 60WS, give warm pens and

treatment as before directed. Keep others at work

in the manure, giving sods, etc., to be worked over.

Poultry.—Gi\d chance to run and scratch and dust

themselves. Save eggs for setting, and make sure

of a few clutches of early chickens for winter layers.

Field work of a miscellaneous kind there will be

no lack of. Get out and cart off stones loosened

by the frost. Reset fence posts, or walls, where

needed, with spuds, spades, and hoes ; clear out the

bull-thistles, docks, and all bieunial weeds that

show themselves. Remove also any rubbish from

fields and fence rows. Open ditches and mend roads.

Manure.—Haul out while the ground is frozen or

after it is settled. Spread at once, whether for

plowing under or for top dressing, but put it ou no

spots where flowing surface water will wash It

away. It is best to plow it under at once, unless it

be well made compost, w-hich will bear weathering.
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Work in the Horticultural Departments.

The nest worst thing to being too late, is being

too early. As soon as the snows disappear, the en-

thusiastic cultivator is desirons of beginning out of

door operations. He has read and planned all win-

ter, and now wishes to execute. How tedious it is

to wait until the ground is in "working order,"

and ready to receive trees, vines, or seeds. Tet we
must wait, and the time required for soil to be fit

to work will depend upon its natural or artificial

drainage. Let this springs' experience of those who
have to wait for the waters to subside, emphasize

our often repeated injunction, to drain the orchard,

vineyard, or kitchen garden, if the soil be at all re-

tentive. Look over the notes of the two proceeding

months and see if some preparatory work is not

there suggested which is still undone, and do not

delay sending orders to nurserymen and seedmen.

Orchard and Nursery.

Many tree* will be purchased this month, and we

would give a word of caution against the common

practice of ordering large trees. A small, well

grown tree with an abundance of small roots, is

greatly to be preferred to a tall, much branched

one, with its large roots chopped off in the digging.

Some of the best western orchardists prefer trees

one year from the bud or graft, to any other.

Heel-in at once trees that arrive before you are

ready to plant ; bury their roots well in a sandy

place,and they may remain for weeks without injury.

Ttant whenever the soil is ready, taking care to

first trim mutilated roots, and shorten back the top

;

planting will generally be left until next month.

Insects are always to be looked after. See notes

fur January and the article on the canker-worm, on

page 102. If small cottony spots, looking like

mould, are seen, they are the far too common
Woolly-Aphis, and for this the best remedy is the

Soft Soap Wash, which may be applied with advan-

tage, even if no insects are risible. Make as strong

as' it will work ; it removes not only insects and

their eggs,but parasitic plants and loose bark as well.

Girdled trees must be attended to as soon as the

injury is discovered. Where the girdling is com-

plete, the tree may often be saved by connecting

the bark above and below the wound, by means of

cions whittled to a thin chamfer at each end, and

inserted beneath the bark. Cover with wax or

grafting clay, or simply bandage securely, and put

a mound of earth around the tree large enough to

cover the wounded portion.

Grafting should not be done too soon. It is

time enough when the swelling of the buds shows

that vegetation is active. Continue to secure cions,

and preserve as heretofore directed. Cut back

Slocks budded last year, if the bud is sound.

Fruit Garden.

Trees in this department will need the care indi-

cated under Orchard.

Grape rincs that were laid down may be uncovered

as soon as severe weather is over. In planting new
vines, cut tlieui back to two or three buds, provided

the nurseryman has not done it before sending

them. In any system of training, a single cane is

all that should be grown the first year.

Cuttings of currant, grape, etc., are to be set out,

as soon as the soil is ready. It cannot be too often

repeated, that much of the success of this kind of

propagation, depends upon pressing the soil firmly

around the lower end of the cuttings.

(Warrants.—Set out plants early. The Versailles

is the best red, and the White Grape the best white.

There are many varieties, only such in name. Plant

Gooseberries—only the American sorts are to be

commended for general cultivation, and among
these the Houghton is one of the most reliable.

Some of the English sorts will do for amateurs to pet.

Strawberries should have the beds all ready for

them, - and the plants be set as early as they can be

had. The Wilson is the variety still the most gen-

erally reliable, though there are many better sorts

that succeed in favorable situations

Blackberries.—The sooner they are planted the

better. Kittatinuy aud Wilson's Early are among
the newer kinds, and the New Rochelle is now so

well known as to need no description.

Raspberries, also need early planting, as, like

blackberries, the shoots push early, and are liable to

be broken if they have made much growth. The
Philadelphia and the Clark are two of the most
promising new sorts. For the many older varieties,

of these and other plants, consult the catalogues.

Kitchen Garden.

Except where glass, as hot-beds or cold-frames,

is in use, the work in this latitude is still mainly

preparatory, and but little is gained, as a general

thing, by commencing gardening operations before

next month. In dry or well drained soils,

Plowing may be done, but only when their condi-

tion will admit of thorough pulverization. Recol-

lect that ground for a garden can hardly be too

thoroughly worked or too highly enriched.

Manure, especially if well rotted, should be ap-

plied with a liberal hand ; on stiff soils, coarser

manure may be used, and on sandy ones, apply peat

with ashes, or peat with lime, if at command. One
of the best gardens we ever worked, was so sandj-

that it would blow when dry, but by the aid of muck
aud ashes we gained astonishing crops. As to

Hot-beds, we have already said sufficient in the

article, Profits from Small Places, p. 63, where some
hints- on eold-frames, and a substitute, will be found.

The novice, in the use of glass, especially if over

a hot-bed, needs to be told of the importance of

Airing.—He will learn it after having a crop or

two scorched by the sun, but that is rather expen-

sive knowledge. Not only seedlings, but plants

that have been wintered and escaped damage from

cold, are now liable to be burned ; hence,

Cold-frames will need frequent attention, aud in

the case of lettuce and cabbage wintered over, if

the plants are properly hardened, the glass may he

removed altogether, and used over other frames.

Seeds.—By all means order at once, and if roots of

any kind, or cabbage or other plants, have been

wintered over for seed-raisiug, put them out, the

last of the mouth, in a dry rich spot, and do not

plant allied varieties near each other. More atten-

tion to seed-raising would lessen the complaints of

bad seed. It would be a good thing if the members
of local clubs would each agree to raise one or two
sorts of seeds. By doing thus, greater purity and

perfection could be attained, and each community
could raise nearly all its own seed.

Old seeds should be tried, if any doubt exists as to

their reliability. Count out a dozeu or twenty, put

them iu a box or pot of earth iu a warm place, keep

moist, but not too wet, and see the proportion that

starts. If half the number grow, it will be safe to

plant them. Look over the article on page 52, (last

month,) aud see if you have all the needed

Conveniences in the Garden.—Those mentioned

and figured there are great helps to save labor.

Asparagus.—Remove the litter from old beds as

soon as severe weather is over, and if there is not a

good dressing of short manure left on the bed, put

on some good manure and fork it in. Apply a

dressing of 2 to S pounds of salt to the square yard.

Sow seed for new plants as early as the soil is ready,

in a rich bed, in rows a foot apart. Where new plan-

tations are to be made, have the ground highly

manured and deeply worked. Set good one or two

year old plants, and cover the crowns 2 or 3 inches.

The best way for family gardens is to have beds

five feet wide, one row in the center, aud one a foot

from each edge, the plants niue inches iu the row.

Rhubarb should have the bed manured the same
as for asparagus

;
plants may be forced as directed

los( month. Makenew beds before the plants start.

Divide old roots, as soon as the frost is out, with a

sharp spade, to have a piece of root with each eye.

Onions.—Of the Potato variety, Top onions and

sets may be got in early. Put th 3 Potato and Top
sorts, 4 or 5 inches apart, in one foot rows. Sets

may be put in 9 inch rows, and 3 inches apart. All

these bulbs need to be covered, and all the better if

the ground is rolled to pack it closely around them.

Peas should be sown early. We hear good ac-

counts of Carter's First Crop, and there are several

other early ones offered. Daniel O'Rourke, where
it can be had good, is the best known early sort.

Roots, such as Parsnip and Salsify, should be taken
out of the ground before they begin to grow, and
all plants protected during the winter, such as

Spinach, uncovered and thinned for use as soon
as it starts to grow. Sow iu a warm corner seeds

of early varieties of

Carrot, radish, cress, lettuce, aud other things,

according to locality and season.

Clivues come very early in spring, and are in such
demand that, near large cities, they are forwarded

in frames. Cut the leaves as soou as large enough.

Flower Garden and Lawn.
Considerable preparatory work can be done here,

j

aud if any new improvements are to be made, have
• them well under way.

Roads should receive more attention than they

generally do ; in this we include drives and paths

of all kinds. A good, dry road or walk is a great

comfort, and the reverse is a nuisance. The best

part of a road is out of sight. Those who are

troubled to get rid of their stone, need have no
anxiety as long as there is a bad road on the place.

Excavate 2 or 3 feet, fill in with large stones, upon
these put smaller ones, diminishing the size as the

surface is reached, and finish off with coarse gravel,

and then a coat of finer ; roll well, and there will be

a road that will need little meuding, and fit to travel

in all weathers ; besides, such a road does much
towards draining the ground through which it

passes, and may be built with a view to drainage.

Lawns are seldom seen in a satisfactory state ot

perfection. Here the work must begin low down,
and drains be put in where they would be re-

quired for a garden crop. Manure, plow, subsoil,

grade and level with great care, sow aud roll. Do
the work as soou as the season will admit of it.

Blue Grass or June Grass we have found to be satis-

factory. In using the mixed seeds, sold under the

name of Lawn Grass, we have not been successful.

The White Clover, generally, killed out everything

else, but this was on the light aud poor soil.

Roots, of herbaceous perennials, of all kinds that

have been in place two or three years, will do all

the better if divided and reset. Do this early, and

be liberal with the surplus. Do all necessary

Transplunting of shrubs and hardy herbaceous

plants before vegetation starts, aud finish up the

Pruning of shrubs, if not done. Do not hurry tu

Uncover tender plants, that have been protected

by straw or other shelter. There will still be a suc-

cession of warm days aud cold nights that will he

more injurious to them than steady severe cold.

Plant hedges, edging, shrubs aud trees on the

lawn as soou as the ground eau be worked, and the

plants-be procured. Set out the various

Climbers wherever they are appropriate, and if

means are larking to buy, go to the woods aud fence

rows aud get Virginia Creeper and Waxwork, that

are everywhere common. Every country home
should have a veranda,with several climbers upon it.

Hardy Annuals.—All those that come from self-

sown seeds. Buch as Larkspur, Wkitlavia, Candy-

tuft, and most of the California things, do best

when warm, as soon as frost leaves, but the

Tender Annuals must be kept back until the

ground is well warmed, unless sown under glass.

Green and Hot-Houses.

The heat of the sun will render less fuel neces

sary. Give air freely on mild days, but close up

early, before the air gets chilly.

Pi-opagation will demand the chief attention, as a

large stock of bedding plants is needed iu most
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gai'deus where there is a green-house. Verbenas,

Bo'uvardias, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Ageratums,

and all sueh things may be multiplied iu any quan-

tity. The chief point in propagating from cuttings

is to keep the temperature of the house 10° to 15°

lower than that of the cutting bench, which should

be from 65° to 75°. Put in a good stock of

Chrysanthemums, for they are generally forgotten,

as they do not bloom until quite late. The best

plants are raised from cuttings; Sow seeds of

Tender AnnualSj and when large enough, pot them
off and set strong plants for use out of doors.

Camellias, and other hard-wooded shrubs, will

now be making a new growth, and will need more
care in watering, and may be put iu a warmer place.

Prune, if not already done. The Camellia " breaks"

Tory readily, and may be cut at will, with the prob-

ability that branches will start iu abundance.

Azaleas will uow be iu bloom, and those that are

iu demand may be brought in a warmer place.

Give sufficient water when in flower. Keep the

better of the green fly and of other insects by
Fumigation with tobacco, and whenever an insect

of any kind appears on a plant, do not rest until

that plant has been attended to
;
principiis obsta,

or iu plain English, "nip in the bud," should be

the motto of the gardener in treating iusects.

Forcing Plants,, that have been kept in cold frames,

may be brought forward, if not already done.

Bulbs, such as Tuberoses and Lilies, may be had
in flower earlier, if they are started in pots ready

to turn out into the ground in warm weather.

Cold Grapery.
- Avoid starting the viues before their growth can

be pushed rapidly, and to this end the house must
be kept cool by opening the doors and ventilators.

While preserving a low temperature, avoid sudden
changes. Iu northern localities, it is not safe

to start the viues before next month generally.

Apiary in March.—Prepared by M. Qttin-

by.—In consequence of the scanty stores provided in

most places, the last season, bees may yet be in

danger of starving. If your hives have moveable
combs lift them out, and if there is no sealed honey,

the bees should be fed. To examine box hives, invert

them, if possible, in the sun. Sealed honey will be
near the top, and may be seen by clear sunlight.

This should be done in the cool morning. Should the

bees be disturbed, use smoke to quiet them, and
drive them from places you want to inspect. Sealed

honey is best to feed bees ; strained honey will do,

but it is scented farther. If none of any kiudis to be

had, sugar may be used. Add hot water and make a

syrup about the consistence of honey. Feeding is

done best at the top of the hive at this season. The
feed may be put in a shallow dish, sprinkling cut

straw upon it, to prevent the bees from drowning.

Or a piece of old honey comb may be laid on the top,

and a few spoonfuls poured into the cells every day
or two. Trail a little down into the hive, till the bees
learn the way to the feed dish ; feed at night. Caver-

all with a tight, close-fitting box. This is the
season when bees are disposed to pillage. Feeding
is apt to induce it. A queenless hive is in danger
of robbery ; so is a colony very much weakened.
The true condition of every stock should, be ascer-

tained now. Change bottom boards. Have one
clean and dry on which set the hive. Examine
among the chips, dead bees and filth,, for young im-
mature bees or eggs ; any seen indicate the pres-

ence of a queen. Clean this bottom board and use
it for the next hive. A queenless colony should be
united with a weak one containing a queen. All
weak colonies should have their entrances con-
tracted, to allow room for only one bee to. pass.
Dead bees in masses between the combs should be
removed before becoming moldy, or, if already so,
cut out the combs as far as the mold extends. Feed-
ing flour as food for young bees takes attention
from robbing. Rye, ground fine and unbolted, seems
to be the best ; mix with bran or cut hay. An aver-
age of three or four pounds to the hive is suffi-

cient. Place it iu the sun, but out of the wind.
In setting out bees from the cellar, endeavor to

have each occupy the stand of the last year. Choose
a warm day, but not too warm. It sometimes hap-
pens in large apiaries, where a few are set out at a
time, that the first ones, having been out a day or
two and everything in, order, commence robbing.
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FORWARD : MARCH * I ! :

LASL-MARCH,
A Great Many Persons filled up their

Premium Clubs, which had been previously begun, mid

received the valuable articles they desired from our list.

A Great Many Others started new Club

lists offer the first of March, and filled them up in a brief

time, and these also received very valuable articles.

THIS„,MAECH,
Three Thousand. Persons, at least,

may fill up the Premium Clubs for which they have al-

ready sent some names, aud receive the desired premiums.

Seventeen Thousand Others, (one

at each P. O.) may start now and make up a new Premi-

um Club, and secure the excellent premiums This is

A GOOD MONTH
To Secure S«hscr5hers. People are

beginning lu earnest to plan out the SPRING WORK,
iu the FIELD, in the ORCHARD, iu' the GARDEN,
around the HOUSE, and in the HOUSE. They feel, or

ought to feel, the necessity of gathering every hint and

suggestion they can obtain from others. They will get a

great many valuable and profitable hints from the Agricul-

turist, if some one will show them the paper, explain what

it is, and ask them, to subscribe for a year ...More than

70,00© Premium lassies

have been sent in already this year, besides the regular

subscribers; and we have had the pleasure of sending out

a very large number of the excellent articles named in the

table (gaext column.) But the supply of premiums is un-

limited-, and all who want them may get them At nearly

EVERY POST OFFICE
in the United States and British Provnices, there are per-

sons enough who would he benefited by the Agriculturist,

to make tip one or more large premium clubs. From some

single post-offices, cveu in small country towns, wc have

received premium lists of one, two, and three hundred

subscribers, gathered by enterprising persons. It only

needs some one to show the paper, explain its advanta-

ges, and ten how cheap it is, to secure a subscription in

every family. "Why ! for less than 3 cents a week (or

less than the cost of a cigar), each subscriber gets a paper

containing, during the year, over Ten Thousand Dollars

worth of original Engravings, besides reading matter that

costs nearly or quite Fifteen Thousand Dollars. In a mul-

titude of cases reported to ns, single hints in this paper

have been worth scores of dollars, and often hundreds.

We have abundant evidence that during 1866 this paper

saved to the people of the country ^millions of dollars, by

its exposures of Humbugs alone. The New York swin-

dlers have confessed that their business 3xas nearly ceased

to pay iu the Northern and Middle States " on account of

the muss raised by that Judd's paper,11 andaiow they have

gone to work vigorously down South,where its circulation

was disturbed by the war, and is not yet rally restored,

though it is rapidly finding it? way everywhere there. Let

us have a good premium club at every post-office in all the

laud, and the humbug business will die of starvation.

Well, look over our premium list, choose the

premium you wotdd like, take a copy of the paper, saliy

out among neighbors and friends, in your own neigh-

borhood and elsewhere (for premium clubs need not be

all at one post-office), aud in a brief time the desired num-

ber of subscribers can he gathered, and the premium

secured. A full description of the premiums will be sent

free to auy one desiring it. Any Specimen numbers,

cards aud show bills needed, will be supplied free.

Our premiums are all really valuable articles, such as

we can cheerfully recommend to our friends. By whole-

sale purchases, by advertising arrangements, etc., we are

able to supply them as premiums on far better terms than

we could buy and sell them, and we thus pay our can-

vassers much more than we could possibly do in cash.

£^We talce so muck pains to procure only good
articles in all cases, that any one securing anythingfrom
our premium list, saves the risk usually run of getting

poor or indifferent goods, when buying of unknown or

irresponsible parties. Every thing we send out as a

premium is guaranteed to be the best of its kind and price.

%j%^ Every article oJTered is new and of the very best,

manufacture. No charge is made for packing or boxing

any of the articles in this Premium List. The forty-

three Premiums. Nos. 1, 2 ? 6 9
and from 29 to 32,

and from 40 to 7 5 inclusive, will each he delivered

FREE of all charges, by mail or express, (at the Post-

Qffi.ce or express office nearest recipient), to any place in

the United States or Territories, excepting those reached

only by the Overland Mail.— The other articles cost the

recipient only the freight after leaving the manufactory

of each, by any conveyance that may be specified.

Table ofPremium* and Terms, , ;»

For Volume 26—(1S67). fj

Open to :ill—Xo Competition. ^ ^

Ho. Names of Premium Articles.
'

I— Garden Seeds for a Family (40 kinds). $5 00
3

—

Flower Seeds for a Family (XOOkiitds) $5 00
3

—

Nursery Stock (Any kinds desired) $20 00!

4—-Zona Grape Vines (I'ZofNo. 1) $18 00
:

5— Concord Grape. Vines (100 ofNo. 1)...$12 00,

G—Japan Lilies (13 Bulbs) $6 00
7—Sewing Machine ( Wheeler & Mllson) . $55 00
8

—

Sewing Machine (Grover a: Baker) $55 00
9—Sewing Machine (Singer's Tailoring) ..$80 00
XO—Sewing Machine [Florence) $63 00
11—Sewing Machine (Willcox tk Gibbs).... $55 00
13—Sewing Machine (Howe's) $G0 00J13—Washing Machine (Doiu's) $14 00
14— Clothes Wringer (Best— Universal) $10 00'

15— Tea Set (Harts best Silver Plated) $50 00i
10— Castors and Fruit Basket (do. <7o.)-..$30 00
17—Ice or Water Pitcher (do. do.) ....$18 00,

18— One. Dozen Tea Spoons (do. do.) $7 50
19— One Dozen Table Spoons (do. do.). ...$15 00
20— One Dozen Dining Forks (do. do.) .

.

. $15 00,

21—Piano (Best steiuwau & Son's 1-octave)$8Z5 00
33—Melodeon, 5-octare(G.A.Prlnce tC'Co.'s)$112 00.

23—Melodeon. i-nclave (do. do.) $6T 00
1

24—Ladies' Gold Watch (Beautiful) $100 00
US—Silver Watch (Valuable lime Keeper)-. SSSt 50;

36—Double Barrel Gun ( Very good) $30 00,

37—Spencer'sBreach -lortdin (tilt lle{ Hunlingua 00
as— Tool Chest (First Quatitt/ of Tools).. .$44 50
39— Cn.se of Mathematical Instruments $9 00.

30—Case of Mathematical Instruments $15 00
31—-Morton's Best No. 6 Gold Pen (Silver Oase)§5 75
32—Morton's Best No. 5 Gold Pen (Silver Case)$i 00'

'S3—Barometer (Woodruff's Mercurial) $18 00
34—Barometer (Woodruff's Mercurial) $12 00
35—Buckeye Mowing Machine, No. 2 $125 00
36—Allen's Patent Culinder Plow, etc $20 50
37— The Aquariusor Water Thrower $11 00
3S—American Cyclopedia (Appleton's) $80 00,

39— Worcester's Great Illustrated Dictionary$12 00
40—Any Back Volume Agriculturist
\\—Anij Two Back. Volumes do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

42

—

Any Three do.
43

—

Am/ Four do.
44

—

Any Five do.
is—Any Six do.
40—An u Seven do.
47—Any Fight do.
iS—Any Nine do.
49-Tbis. XVI to XXV
SO—Anil Back Volume Agriculturist
51

—

Any Two Back Volumes do.
SO—Any Three do. do.
53

—

Any Four do.
54

—

Any Five do.
S3—Any Six do.
56—Any Seven do.
57

—

Any Fight do.
SS—Any Nine do.
SO— Vols. XVI to XXV

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do-
do.

$1

ig a $3 50,

~t> $5 25,

»
I
•« S7 CO

-3§ $S
Islfioso;
S?-«$12 25 1

o g $14 00'

sS $15 75

^ $17 50!

$2 50
1

S3 $5 00|

So $7 50,

g ?. $10 oo!

e» $12 50
~!:£ $15 oo;

St! S17 50

J a $20 00
giQ $22 50,

$25 00
OO— Genesee Farmer. 185S-1805.sro/s./.CoHHrt$14 00
61—Dow ning'sLandscape Gardeni'g
02—Cum mings cc Miller's Architect.
63—.1 SIO Library (Your Clioice)
04—A S15 Library
US—A S20 Library
CO—.4 §25 Library
67—A S30 Library
US—A S35 Library
ao—A S40 Library
70—^1 S45 Library
71

—

A S50 Library
7'i—A SGO Library
73—^4 S3 5 Library
7'i—A SlOO Library

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

^2.

It

$6 50
$10 00'

$10 00
$15 00
$20 00,

las oo'

$30 oo;

$35 00,

$40 00
$15 00
S50 00
S60 00'

S75 00
$100 00'

7S—A Choice of Good Bonks (See Terms below.)\
70—Sewing Machine (Finkle A Lyon) $60 00
77— One Dozen Pocket Lanterns ... $9 00:

Number
of Sub-
scribers
required

at at
$150 il

13 37

13 37

30 97
27 90
19 65

15 45
CO 210
60 2-10

86 32i

70 270
60 24d

67 270
21 70

18 58
66 225
44 140
27 90
17 50
22 75
22 75

520 1550

138 400
7S 295
130 40U
48 158
46 150

70 275
60 100

18 55

22 75
14 45
11 35
27 90
19 65

150 450
31 100
19 65
96 325

19 65

20
29

13 SS
15 47
17 54

19 61

21 OS
23 7!

25 80
27 86

24

36

16 48
18 CO

21 71

24 S2
27 92
SO 102
S3 110
36 116
21 70
15 46
18 60
18 58
24 85
31 106
38 125
44 144
50 102
5G 177
62 192
68 207
80 237

100 282
125 360

'60

12 t
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Old aud aew subscribers count in premium lists.

Onr premium* are standard articles, and enough

can be obtained lo supply all calls for premiums for six

months. Every canvasser can take abundant time, but

As fast as subscriptions are obtained, send them

along, that the subscribers may begin to receive the

paper; and when all the names that can be obtained are

forwarded, select the premium, and it will be promptly

furnished. To save mistakes and keeping accounts, send

with each list of names, the exact subscription money.

Remit in Post Office money orders, drafts or checks on

N. Y. City ; if these can not be had, register money letters.

lSF
3 Every name designedfor a premium list must

be so marked when sent in. (We can notcount otiiers.)

For Full Description of the several premiums
tee October Agriculturist, pages 3-19 to 352, or apply for

a Descriptive List, which will be furnished free and post-
paid. We have room here for only the following:

>©. <S3 to 7S—<*oo<I Libraries.—These
can be selected by the recipients, from any of the books
named in the list in this column. The books will be
delivered free of cost, by mail or express.

Wo. 75—General ISoolc Premium.

—

Anyone not desiring the specific Book premiums, 63 to 74,

on sending any number of names above 25, may select
Books from the list (TdcIow), to the amount of 10 cents
for each subscriber sent at $1: or to the amount of 30

cents for each name sent at the (ten) club price of $1.20

each : or to (lie amount of 60 cents for each name at

SI. 50. Tins offer is only for clubs of lo or more. The
books will be sent by mail or express, prepaid by us.

SI so
1 55
70

1 00

75

39
1 75
10 00
1 75
2 00
SO

1 75
1 50
1 00
5 00

BOOKS FOE, FAEMERS AND OTHEES.
[For sale at the office of the Agriculturist, or they -will be

fonvarded by mail, post-paid, oil receipt of price. [E^~ All
these are included in Our Premiums, Nos. 63 to 75, above.

Allen's (L. F.) Rural Architecture
Allen's (R. L.) American Farm Book
American Agricultural Annual. 1867, paper, 50c. ; cloth
Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals
American Horticultural Annual, 1SG7, paper, 50c; cluth
American Bird Fancier
American Rose Culturist.
American "Weeds and Useful Plants
Architecture, by Cnmmings & Miller
Barry's Fruit. Garden
Bement's Poulterer's Companion
Beinent's Rabbit Fancier
Breck's New Book of Flowers
Buist's Flower Garden Directory
Buist's Family Kitchen Gardener
Burr's Vegetables of America
Choiiton's Grape-Grower's Guide
Cobbett's American Gardener
Cole's (S. W.) American Fruit Book
Cole's Veterinarian.
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor
Druid's (Geo. H.) American Cattle Doctor
Dana's Muck Manual
Dog and Gun (Hooper's) paper, 30c cloth..
Downing's Country Houses
Dowuing'a Landscape Gardening (new Edition)
Downlng'a Fruits and Fruit Trees of America
Downing'1

] Rarnl Essays
Eastwooa <>n Cranberry
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide
Flax Culture
Field's (Thomas W.) Pear Culiurc
Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farming
French'sFarm Drainage 7

Fuller's Grape Culturist
Fuller's Strawberrv Culturist
Gardening for Profit, by Peter Henderson
Gray'e How Plants Grow
Gray's Manual of Botany and Lessons in one Vol
Guenonon Milch Cows
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, plain 4.00, col'd
Harris' Rural Annual. Bound, 8 Nos., in Z Vols. Each
Herbert's Hints to Horsekcepers.
Hop Culture
Husmann's Grapes and Wine
Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry
Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry
Johnson's (Prof. s>. \v".l Essays on Manures
Langstroth on Honey Bee
Leuchar's How to Build Hot-Houses
Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Doctor.. .

Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Management
Mayhew's Practical Bookkeeping for Farmers
Blanks for do. do.
Miles on the Horse's Foot
My Farm of Edge-wood
My Vineyard at-Lakeview
Norton's Scientific Agriculture
Onion Culture
Our Farm of Four Acres (bound) 60c paper..
Pardee on Strawberry Culture
Peat and Its Uses, by Prof. S. "W. Johnson
Pedder's Land Measurer
Quinby's Mysteries of Bee Keeping (nbw)
Randall's Sheep Husbandry
Randall's Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry
Rivers' Miniature Fruit Garden
llichardson on the Dog, paper 30c cloth..
Rural Annual, by Joseph Harris
Saunders' Domestic Poultry (new), paper, 40c, bound
Schenck's Gardener's Text Book
Scribner's Ready Reckoner ;

Skillful Housewife
Stewart's (John) Stable Book
Thompson's Food of Animals
Tobacco Culture . .

Todd's (S. E.) Young Farmer's Manual...
Warder's Hedges and Evergreens
Watson's American Home Garden..
Woodward's Country Homes —
Vouatt aud Spooner on the Horse
Youatl and Martin on Cattle
Y-ouatt on the Hog -

Youatt on Sheep
Youmaus' Household Science •

1 50
1 50
1 25
60

8 00
G 50
3 00
5 00

1 50
50

1 25
2 50
1 50
1 50
20

1 50
1 '?5

4 00

5 00
1 50
1 75
40

1 50
1 75
1 50
1 25
2 00
1 50
3 50
3 50

il8
1

5

1 75
1 25
75
20
SO
75

1 25
CO

1 50
1 50
l on
l no

GO

l :.o

1 00

1 50
t 50
2 00
1 50
1 50
1 50
1 00
1 00

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

show at a glance the transactions for a month, ending
Feb. 16, 1867, and also for the same month last year :

1. TRANSACTIONS AT THE 2TEW-TORE: MARKETS.

Receipts. Flour, meat. Corn. Bye. Barley. Oats.

24days<//i»m'tliI01,000 95,000 14,000 3,600 57.000 124.000
SO days last m'tb.299,000 1,475,000 2,073,000 314,000 1,059,000 1,2-27,000

Corn. Bye. Barley.

995.000 317,000 400,000
722,000 218,000 540,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat.
24 (l&ystltis month. 182.000 515.000
SO days last month, 243,500 081,000 1,

3. Comparison with same period at this time last year.
Receipts. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barley. Oats.

21 days 1S67.... 101.000 95.000 143,000 3,000 57,000 124,000
35 days 1866....109,500 24,500 211,000 6,300 69,500 201,000

Sales. Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Rye. Barley.
24 days 1867 1S2.000 515.000 995.000 317.000 406,000
25 days 1866 251,000 312,500 956,000 69,000 101,000

Exports from Sew York, Jan. 1, to Feb. 14:

Flour. Wheal. Com. Bye.
1867 33,930
1866 127,251

1865 198,225

18,583

61,626
69,644

738,296
616,575
53,404

73,754
25,427

141

Oats.

25,143
1SMBS
9,298

Gold has fluctuated frequently during the month, but
only to the extent of 4@5 per cent., closing Tery little

higher than one month ago The produce and merchan-
dise markets have been quiet. The demand for bread-

stuffs, whether for home use or for export, has been re-

stricted to the snpplying of the pressing wants of buyers.

The receipts have been light, yet receivers have been very

eager to sell, and there have been few realizations on the

part of speculative holders. Prices have accordingly de-

clined, closing very decidedly in favor of purchasers.

There have been considerable arrivals of flour and wheat
from California, which have added to the depression of

the market. Stocks hare been reduced, but this has not

been sufficient to strengthen, or sustain the confidence of

holders The business in Provisions has been more ac-

tive, but, in the instance of hog products, at a reduced

range of prices. Beef has been quite firm. Butter heavy.

Cheese rather buoyant Cotton has been in moderate
request and has been easier in price, on more liberal

receipts. The receipts at all the shipping ports of the

country, thus far, this season, have been 1,131,000 bales

;

exports from the ports, 550,000 bales ; estimated stock at

latest mail dates. 605,000 bales "Wool has been more
sought after, and prices of desirable lots have been well

supported, on a rather moderately supplied market.. . .Hay,

Hops, Seeds and Tobacco, have been comparatively quiet.

3Few York Lire Stock Markets.—
The supply during the past four weeks has been small,

especially of beef cattle, as shown in the following table

:

week exdixg. Beeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep. Swine.
Jan. 22 3,880 50 506 16,500 18.250
Jan. 29 6,188 46 380 20,071 7,947
Feb. 5 4,740 92 495 19,032 4,732
Feb. 12 3,812 59 653 23,409 14,150

Total ill

Average
do. do.
do. do.

Average
do. do,
do. do.
do. do.

Total in
Total in
Total in
Total In

four Weeks.... 18,950

per Week 4,737
last Month.... 4,840
prev'8 Month. 5,821

per Week, 1806.5,718

do. 1S65 5,255

do. 1S64 5,161

do. 1803..

1866
1S65
1864
1863

. 5,150

, .208,880
.-.'70.271

. .267,609
.204,091

247

62
60
63

94
113
145
129

4.SS5
6,161

7,603

6,470

2,039

510
4S6
923

1,200
1,500

1,511
694

62,420
77,991

75.021

35,709

79,012

19.753

17,270
25,133

20,000
16,091

15,315
9,941

1,010,000
S30.733

782,462

45,379

11.345
19.S50

17,500

13,000
11,028
12,676
21,070

672,000

578,197
600.270

519,316 1,101.617

The transportation of animals to market has been grcatly

impeded by snow on the railroads, and the supply has been
moderate Beef Cattle have fluctuated in price some-

what, though not much advance has occurred nntil this

week, when a light supply, with little surplus to fall back

upon, enabled sellers to put up prices. Two or three

bullocks of very extra quality sold at full ISc. fl ft), net

weight, estimating dressed weight 03 to 64 lbs to the 100

lbs live weight
;
good or first quality, lG^ic. (5}17^c. ; me-

dium, 15c.@16c. ; inferior to worst, 14c.@12c. These
prices are not expected to continue, as the railroads again

cany cattle through regularly Itlileli Cows, though

at present in limited numbers, are quite abundant for Ihe

very light demand. Really good cows sell at $80@$90

;

a few extras at fancy prices, or S100@.?125 ; common. $60

@$70 ; poor. §50(77 $60. These prices include each cow's
own young calf, as no cow will be purchased without this

guarantee of fresh milk Veal Calves are beginning
to come in more freely. An occasional extra brings 18] \z,

@14c. $ lb, live weight ; the range of good calves aver-

ago about 12' ,c, while common to poor sell at lOc.rTiSi ,,-.

. . . .Sheep continue in very abundant supply, averaging

about 20.000 per week, despite, snow blockades. Prices

temporarily went up to v,c.(nS'.c. i> lb, live weight, for

first class to extras, last week ; but the present rates

are G^c.@7c. for good medium wool, 85 to 00 lb sheep

;

some extras bring 7iic.@7}£c.; while common and poor
lots sell at 6"-.|C.<!M'.iC... Live Hogs have come in

very unevenly, varying from 16,$50 to 1,752 per week, and

prices have fluctuated considerably. Present rates \> lb,

live weight, are 7yc.@S;.ic. for the differentgrades : dress-
ed hogs9c.@9';e.

Current -Wholesale Prices.

Jan 22. Feb. 10.
Price of Gold 135& 136*'
Flock—Super to Extra Spate *9 40 §12 40 S3 90 ®11S5
Super to Extra Southern 1175 ©17 00 10 6) ©16 50
Extra Western. 10 15 ©n 00 9 90 016 25
J-«ra Genesee 12 45 ©15 00 11 ST. @15 00
Silperlino Vt cstern 9 40 ©10 50 S 90 (510 10
P.ye Flock 40 © S 00 700 ©SCO
Corn- Meal 5 00 ©5 50 4 90 @ 5 73Wheat—All kinds ofWliite. 3 00 © 3 40 2 90 @ S 25
All kinds of Red and Amber. 2 00 © 3 05 2 00 © 3 00
Cony—Yellow 1 12 © 1 20 1 10 @ 1 15
Mixed us ©120 l 10 @ 1 12
Oats—Western 62 @ 05 59 © 63
State 69 © 70 67 @ 69
1>TE- 115 ©ISO 1 15 © 1 30
Baelet 80 © 1 20 SO @ 1 25Hat—Bale ?! 100 lb 125©165 1S5@1S5
Loose 1 40 ® 1 70 1 50 @ 1 90
Straw, ?! 100 lb S5@125 1 00 © 1 50
Cottox—Middlings. ?! n> SIX© 36M 33 © 34 '4
Hops—Crop O11S06. ?! lb 35 © 70 35 @ 70
Feathers—Live Geese, ?> lb. 65 @ 85 65 © 80
Seed— Clover, ? B> li%® 15 13 © 15
Timothv, ?! bushel 3 30 © 3 70 3 20 @ 3 65
Flax. ?! bushel 2 60 ©2 S5 250 ©285
Sugar—Brown. ?! lb 9 © 12M 9 ® WA
Molasses. Cuba. ?!gl 37 © 50 40 © 55
Coffee—Kio.lGuM price!?! lb 15 © 18 15K© 19
Tobacco. Kentucky, &c. ?! lb. 4 @ 22 4 ~@ 22
Seed Leaf, ?! lb 3 © 60 3 © 60
Wool—Domestic Fleece,?* lb. 40 © 65 40 © 65
Domestic, palled, fin SO @ 55 30 © 55
California, unwashed, 22 @ 40 22 @ 40
Tallow. ?! n> UK© 11X 11 ® 1VA
Oil Cake—?! ton 53 50 ©57 00' 5100 ©56 00
Pork—Mess, ?1 barrel 19 SO ©2150 19 62 ©20 75
Prime, ?! barrel 10 75 ©17 00 16 02 ©17 00
Beef—Plain mess 12 00 ©13 00 12 00 ©IS 00
Lard, in barrels, 9 £ 12^f@ 1BH 11 © 13
Butter—Western, ?! lb 15 © 35 15 @ 85
State, ?! lb 30 © 48 28 © 45
Cheese 9 © 20 9 @ 21
Beans—?! bushel 2 75 ©3 50 2 25 ©3 50
Peas—Canada. IS bushel 1 55 @ 1 55 1 40 @ 1 50
Esgs—Fi-esb. S dozen 38 © 42 46 © 52
Poultry—Fowls, ?! rb 12 © 15 17 © 19
Turkeys, ?! lb 18 © 20 IS @ 20
Potatoes—Mercers, ?!bbl... 2 50 ©275 2 50 ©275
Peach Blows. ?! barrel 2 50 @ S 00 2 25 © 2 75
Potatoes—Buckeye, 9 bbl.. 2 25 @ 2 50 2 00 © 2 25
Apples—?! barrel 3 50 © 7 50 3 50 © 8 00
Cbaxbebbies, ?! barrel 15 00 ©20 00 23 00 ©23 00

^ — * — c»

Containing a great rariety of Items, including many
good Bints and Suggestions which we throw into smaller
type and condensed form, for want of spaa elsewlwre.

Forty Pages Again.—To accomodate
advertisers, we, for the first two months of the year, gave
four extra pages of advertising, and had to leave out many
advertisements. This month we give them four more.
This is a gain to the readers, as for each page added to

the business part of the paper, we give an extra one of

reading matter. Thirty-two pages is all we promise.

Read tl»e Advertisements.—They con-
tain a large amount of really useful information, and one
goiug through these business pages very often gets new
ideas that prove profitable. A gentleman informed us re-

cently that an advertisement in this paper, some years ago,

set him to thinking about a new enterprise from which be

has derived more than $30,000 profit. The present mail

aud express facilities render it quite easy to procure seeds,

plants, etc., from any part of the country; aud to g<>

through our advertising pages is almost equivalent to a

visit to an immense "variety store. " We have rejected

far more advertisements than we have inserted, our aim

being to admit none but parties whom we have reason to

believe will honestly do what they promise in their adver-

tisements. Please gratify the advertisers, by always stat-

ing when their advertisements were seen, when ordering,

or sending for catalogues, etc.

Supplying' tin* I;veiling Post.—As
announced last month, we send Ihe American Agriculturist

with the Weekly Evening Post for $2.50, ami with the

Semi-weekly Post at $4.00 a •.-ear. It is essential to this

arrangement that the subscriptions to both papers <w/i (
- at

tht Siiu)'- time. We cannot receive additions of $1 each to

former subscriptions, and send the Post. If any present

subscriber to the Agriculturist wishes to get the Post at.

the reduced rate, he can send $2.50 with a new- name i'"-.

the Agriculturist, or we will extend his own subscrip-

tion a year beyond the time to which it is already paid,

The Agricultural Annual, though

rather late in making its appearance, has been very well

received. It is a very neat volume, in both cloth and

paper covers, printed on excellent paper, the illustrations

being well engraved and well printed. The Annual is

valuahle as an almanac and calendar of operations. Some

of the tables are not to be found elsewhere, and are well

worth the price of the hook. For instance, one table
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shows concisely the action that has been taken in all the

States and British Provinces on the weight of the bushel.

There are simple rules for finding the cubical contents of

round, square, hopper-shaped, and firkin-shaped vessels.

The articles upon draining, horse-training, poultry, pota-

toes, scientific progress, veterinary subjects, agricultural

education, etc., etc., have been before alluded to. There
is altogether a great deal of information for fifty cents,

and such as every fanner wants.

Fuller's Grape Cnlturist — I\ew
and Enlarged Edition.—Mr. Fuller's work met
the general want of a plain and practical treatise on grape

culture. As it was based upon established principles, it

at once took rank as a standard work. Most of the trea-

tises that have appeared since are nothing more than

Fuller modified and diluted. "When the structure and
mode of growth of the vine is once understood, all sys-

tems of training become plain, and one may be followed

as readily as another. Mr. Fuller gives this knowledge
of the vine most clearly, and illustrates it so plainly that

no one can fail to understand it, and for this reason his

book has become remarkably popular, and has not been,
nor is it likely to be superseded by any other work on the

same subject. The teachings of the work are all from
actual practice, and the illustrations are mainly from grow-
ing vines. As some of the illustrations of unusual meth-
ods of training have been said to be fancy sketches, we
will state that we know them to be genuine, as we have
seen the vines, from which they were taken, growing in

Mr. Fuller's grounds. To bring this work up to the

times in respect to varieties, a considerable portion of the
matter has been re-written. An additional list of varie-

ties, including synonyms, has been given, and important
additions have been made all through the volume. Garden
culture is treated as well as that of the vineyard, and the

book is equally adapted to the owner of a single vine, or
the one who has thousands of vines. Ready March 1st.

Well illustrated. Price, by mail, $1.50.

S. S. Bressons for Every Sunday
in the Year, consist of four volumes, containing 5-2

lessons each. No. 1 embraces the period from the Birth
of Christ to the end of Acts ; No. 2, the rest of the New
Testament. No. 3, From Adam to Elijah ; No. 4, From
Elijah to Christ. The lessons are connected by a running
history. The value of these books is attested by the de-

mand for above half a million copies already. They are

non -sectarian, and are used by all denominations of Chris-

tians. They are designed to secure the learning of por-

tions of the Scriptures, to give a connected view of Sacred
History, and especially to aid S. S. teachers and scholars

who have not the aid of commentaries and reference

books. The full scope of the books is stated in the pre-

face to No. 1. They are sold at a remarkably low price,

viz., 15 cents each. We send ftdl sample copies, (Nos. 1 T

3, 3, and 4.) post paid, for 75 cents.

A "Staple" Article.—While looking
around among the ironworkers for other articles, we.came

across one that we have often felt the

want of, and had we known that it was
made for sale it would have saved much
trouble. It is simply a small staple to-

be used for fastening wire to posts for

trellises and fences. The engraving

shows the size and form ; the two ends
are chamfered in opposite directions,

so that, when driven, the points tend

to spread, and hold with great firm-

ness. These staples, which will be wel-

comed by all who use horizontal trel-

lises, are made by machinery by H.
C. Richardson, "Williamsburg, N. T.,

and are Bold at wholesale at only fifteen cents per
pound, about one hundred making a pound.

The Grandest Excursion of this or
any other age, is projected for the present year. Abont
one hundred persons will go on hoard a large Steamship
June 1st, and visit the Azore Islands and Gibraltar ; stop

eighteen days at Marseilles and Genoa, to allow all de-

siring it to go up by railway to Paris and visit the Exhi-
bition, and thence eastward to the Rhine, and down
through Switzerland to the ship again. Several days will

be allowed at Genoa, Leghorn, Naples, etc., to visit the

Quadrilateral fortifications, Venice, Florence, Rome, and
other Italian cities. The company will visit Caprera, the

home of Garibaldi, Palermo in Sicily, Athens, Cor-
inth, Constantinople, the 3 Crimea, see Vesuvius and
other volcanoes, sail over St. Paul's Route in the Medi-
terranean, visit Beiroot and Joppa, giving time to go
down through Palestine from Beiroot to Jerusalem, and
also from Joppa over, and spend some time around Jeru-

salem ; next to Alexandria, the Pyramids, etc., in Egypt

;

thence westward through the Mediterranean, stopping

at various points of interest; from Gibraltar southward

to the Madeira Islands ; across to the Bermudas, and
thence home, after an absence of 4yz to 5 months. The
excursionists will have their home constantly aboard the

ship, where physicians, books, music, etc., are to be pro-

vided free. The expedition is to be under the charge of

Capt. Duncan—the Captain who has been eighteen years

at sea, about half the time as master of large ships—who
never swore an oath—never drank a glass of liquor, and

though he has crossed the Atlantic fifty-eight times, never

suffered a shipwreck, nor lost a man by accident. The
company is to be select—every applicant's name is sub-

mitted to a committee. Ifany wish to join the grand ex-

cursion, let them seud their credentials to Capt. C. C.

Duncan, 117 Wall street. New York, who will send all

particulars, and inform them if there are any vacancies.

The expense will be about $1,250 for adults, for all ex-

penses on the water, and as much, or a little more, as they

choose to spend in land excursions.

Sundry Humbug's.—"We have a large box
full of letters recently received, describing various swin-

dles. In two other paragraphs we describe the " ticket

operators, and Southern swindlers, and have room for but

few words here." .Some of the operators have stolen our

cards, or got fac similes of them printed, and enclose

them in their circulars in a way to make its seem to in-

dorse their operations. Others pretend to have obtained

the addresses of individuals from us. Once for all we
say : No nanus of our subscribers have ever been furnUhed

to any person for any purpose whatever, good or bad. Xo'
person except those employed to post books and write wrap-

pers, are ever permitted even to look into our books. Some
postmasters, we suspect, have furnished to applicants the

names of subscribers to this and other journals at their

offices We again caution our readers against the pre-

tended cheap sewing machine operators Harris &
Brothers, of Boston, whom we exposed in October, have

j
been "put under bonds."'... .The "Howard Association,"of

J

Philadelphia, is to be avoided always The " American

( Artists 1 Association," Pine St., New York, has been often

j
hunted after, but never found t: at home." Ditto,

I
Hodge of 197 Broadway—no such man there ditto, the

Tea Company at 109 Water street ditto, somebody at 513

J
Broadway Milnor & Co. 206, alias 210 Bowery, appear

to be the same as Parkinson & Co. 20$ Broadway, whom
we showed up some time since. There is quite an assort-

ment of swindlers in several upper rooms of 204, 200 and

20S Broadway, all entered by one flight of stairs (Rev.)

Edward Wilson, of Williamsburg, and J.T. Inman, Station

D, Bible House, continue to come the "pious dodge."

Our letters contain circulars of about 50 gift and other

swindles, of a character similar to those already des-

cribed in this and previous numbers We may stop

here, by repeating, that all the gift enterprises, for benev-

olent or other purposes, the Art Union Associations, etc.,

are downright swindles W. Pnrdy, a base wretch, of

P , N. J., offers vile pictures, books, instruments,

etc. Any of his class who thus offer to steal the morals

of the ignorant, will not hesitate to steal any money sent

them. Among such fellows rank "Reeves & Co.," of

Nassau street; Beach, Putney & Co. : Somers & Co., Dr.

Andrews, Birch & Co., White & Co., and many others.

Gilbert & Co. offer stationery parcels, with watch

premiums, jewelry, etc., and refer to Cntter, Tower & Co..

andSaml. Raynor & Co., both of which firms "don't know
anything of this Gilbert," or have given no permission to

refer to them Beware of "Manufacturers 1 Associa-

tions" who sell by tickets See our previous notes on
Humbugs for answers to many letters recently sent tons.

Ticket Swindlers—How They
Operate.—Among the numerous methods of cheating

people, the following is one of the most common : The
operator hires a small upper room so as to have a place to

receive letters. He buys from some other operator the

names and P. O. address of a great many thousands of

people, which have been obtained from postmasters and
others under honest pretences. He then gets out a very

plausible circular, or advertisement, pretending to have
on hand a great many thousands of dollars worth of

watches, jewelry, dry goods, etc., a bankrupt stock, or

the consignment of some failing foreign house, which he

claims must be sold, or will be sold at wonderfully low
rates. He pretends to put them all together, to be sold by
lot, at a uniform price of $1, $2, or $3, or $5, or §10
each. He sends out sealed tickets for these things, pre-

tending that theyhave been drawn by lot, and that he does
not know what any sealed envelope contains. Sometimes
pay for the tickets is first asked : sometimes they are sent,

pretending that somebody has ordered and paid for them.
Sometimes he pretends to desire the recipient to act as

agent, and promises special facilities, JZveryyerBon open-

ing these tickets is sure to find among them at least one
calling for a watch or other valuable article, " marked at"

§20, $30, $40, $50 or $75, or more, to be obtained by re-

mitting a tenth of its " marked " value. The recepient

thinks he has drawn a valuable prize, and so sends
on the money. This is usually the last he hears of it.

No answer is returned to the letters of inquiry he
may write or if hard pressed, the operator pretends the
money has been lost by mail, or that he has sent the arti-

cles, and that, they have been lost. He operates at a dis-

tance, so that few people can call in person to trouble him.
If one calls, the operator pretends that "the boss is out."

If cornered, he hands over the watch, which is usually a

showy, but nearly or quite valueless affair. Sometimes one
o'f these taking-looking prizes is sent out as-a bait, but in

99 cases in 100 nothing is returned for money sent them.

This is an outline of one mode of operating. The same
rascal operates in half a dozen or more places, under as

many different names; and, with few exceptions, the name
is changed every month or two. We have tickets and cir-

culars, ostensibly from over 200 different operators, though
not over half a dozen men are at the bottom of the whole
of them. A man by the name of Todd has operated un-
der 40 or 50 names probably, but never in his own real

name. We say, positively, if you give heed to a singlo

one of these circulars or ticket enterprises, you will lose

all the money yo\i invest.

Look Out for Humbugs at the
South.—We leam from sundry sources, that a score or

more of the most expert swindlers of this city—the gift

enterprise men, the watch and jewelry ticket men, etc.

—

having become disconraged by meeting the Ag?icuUu)isfs

exposures at every turn throughout the North, are now di-

recting their efforts especially to the Southern States.

(The Agriculturist^ shut out from those States by the war,

and by the prejudice of many of the people, does not cir-

culate so largely in those States as at the North, where it

goes to nearly every post office. It is, however, now
making rapid headway all through the South.) These
Humbug operators, through the aid of postmasters and
others, unwittingly given, have gathered up the names
and address of more than a hundred thousand Southern

people, and they are plying them with their circulars, and
plausibly told, but nefarious schemes. See descriptions

elsewhere. Southern Newspapers should sound the alarm

at once. We are sorry to see that quite a number of them
are, unsuspectingly we trust, aiding the swindlers, by pub-

lishing their advertisements. Let every one of our read-

ers who has friends or acquaintances at the South, send

them a copy or two of this journal, or better send them
the paper for a year. A few numbers at any post office

would soon head off the swindlers.

Sample Heads of Grain from Oer-
many.-We are indebted to Mr. Ferdinand Hundert-

pfund, florist, of 197 Broadway, New York, for samples of

the mature heads of nearly or quite 100 kinds of Grain

—

Oats, Millet, Wheat, Rye and Barley. Both summer and
winter varieties. Many of them possess extraordinary

beauty. They were raised at the Agricultural and Garden
School at Karlsruhe, in Baden, and were accompanied by
samples of seed which we shall try, and hope to report

upon in due time, if any appear to be especially valuable.

190 Different Kinds of Beans.—
The same gentleman has left at our office a collection of

190 samples of Beans. Most of them are true beans,

though some are of a different but allied species. These
also are from the gardens of the Karlsruhe School, ofwhich
institution Mr. Hundertpfund was apnpU.

The Officers of the If. Y. State
Agricultural Society for 1S67, elected at the

annual meeting February 15th are as follows : President^

Gen, Marsena E. Patrick. Vice-Presidents, 1st District,

Thomas H. Faile, Jr., New York ; 2d District, Samuel
Thorn, Dutchess ; 3d District, Adam Thayer, Rensselaer

;

4th District, Milo Ingoldsby, Washington ; 5th District,

Samuel Campbell, Oneida; fith District, Joseph McGaw,
Jr., Tompkins : 7th District, H. T. E. Foster, Seneca

;

Sth District, J. H. Plumb, Erie. Corresponding Secretary.

B. P. Johnson, Albany. Recording Secretary, Erastns

Corning. Jr., Albany. Treasurer. Luther H. Tucker, Jr.,

Albany. Executive Committee, George H. Brown, Dutchess;

John Havens, N. T.; S. T. Taber, Qneens ; T. L. Harrison,

St. Lawrence ; W. M. Ely, Broome ; James Geddes. Onon-
daga ; W. Chamberlain, Dutchess ; J. G. Masters, Erie.

How Often Hay a Mare Have
Colts?—u J. B. S. Hi," Hartford County, Conn. It is

asnatnralfor a mare to have foals as it is to live, and if sh«
is kept well, as you say you keep yours, she may have a

foal every year, as regularly as a cow has calves. Only do
not overwork her when she is heavy with foal.

Map of Maryland.—Mr. S. J. Martenet,

Baltimore, has published a large map of Maryland and an
Atlas of County maps, each County being accompanied by
a concise account of its peculiarities, with statistics of

population, productions, etc. Such a map will be of

great use to those who contemplate a removal to the State.
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Btoinmor's Manure 3Ictkod. —Yes,
we did get hold of some old pamphlets, which were form-

erly sold, with the patent, for $X0. and offer them for 25

cents, without any patent. We told our readers that the

patent was so old that it had become public property. Is

it not. then, absurd to claim that wc put it out as some-

thing new. or intimate that we tried to deceive about it.

Our readers know that the method is old. They may
well wonder, as we do, that a patent was ever granted,

and that it was pronounced valid. That does not alter

the case, nor make the method of less value, to whoever

does not know it. We remember well to have seen what,

we presume, was the very same method, in use in Switzer-

land, 12 years ago, and saw it also described, substantial-

ly, by an enthusiastic Swiss agriculturist, who termed

Switzerland ''the native country of the proud dung heap
;"'

and we have often described, and urged upon our readers,

practice very similar to Bommer's. Nevertheless, we think

the book is worth much more than its price (25c) to every

farmer in the country. We would be happy to sell to

the Country Gentleman as many copies as he wants for his

readers, at the usual discount, one-third off, for cash.

Mope for the Farmers' Club.—
The people who assemble under the name of the " Farm-

ers' Club"1 did not like the article, last month, headed

"Sense at the Fanners' Club." Of course they didn't.

It was intended as medicine, and they were expected to

squirm under its operation, but it did them much good.

In the report of the meeting of January 22d, there were

only six " medical " articles, and in that of January 29th,

only two !—a recovery more rapid than that of any patient

who will follow their published prescriptions. Here is a

specimen of the effects produced by our strictures, from

the report of the meeting of January 29th

:

'•Management of the. Club.—An agricultural paper in
this city speaks of our club as being more comic than
wise, and as having better talkers than fanners. Now and
Then, there is an Ishmaelite boy skulking through the lots.

When he sees other boys enjoying themselves together,
nothing pleases him more than to throw a stone. What
can he expect?

"

"Boys enjoying themselves together' 1

is a capital fig-

ure, and shows that the club possess the rare ability " to

boo ourselves as others sec us." "Isnmaelite" is also

onrl. and hints at a commendable kind of reading.

Sweet Potatoes.—Several, who have made
inquiries about Sweet Potato culture, will be glad to know
that we have an article in type from an experienred culti-

vator which will appear in season.

Catalogues Acknowledged.—Seeds.

—A. Bridgeman.STfl Broadway, N. Y., Vegetable Seeds.

J. M. Thorbum & Co., Flower Seeds and Spring

Bulbs James J. H. Gregory, Marblehead. Mass., includ-

ing many novelties Collins, Anderson & Co., Vegeta-

bles and Flowers, with very full descriptions.

General Nursery Stock.—J. W. Dodge & Son, Po-

mona Nursery, Cumberland County. Tenn Husmanu &
Manwariug, Hermann, Mo... Calvin S. Goddard, Ever-

greens and Fruit Trees, Portland, Me John Saul,

Washington, D. 0. ; Roses a specialty.

Small Fruits.—William Hacker, Philadelphia, Pa

Thomas C. Andrews, Moorestowu, Burlington County, N.

J Johnston's Nursery, South Bend, Ind Geo. W.
Campbell, Delaware, O., full description of grapes.

Florists' Plants.—Ellwanger & Barry, Rochester, N.
Y. . .Joseph W. Vestal, Cambridge City, Wayne Co., Ind.

Wines.—F. C. Brehm, Waterloo, New York.

Tlie Western Xew Yorlc Fruit
Growers' Society,—The interruption of travel by

the great snow si orm, prevented our attending the meeting

In January, as we had intended. Wc observe by the re-

port in the Country Gentleman, that the time was chiefly

occupied in discussing the grape question. A great deal

was said about different varieties, but we do not find that

anything new was elicited. A vote was taken on the ques-

tion " What one variety of grapes is best for garden cul-

ture in Western New York?' 1 The Delaware was the

choice of the majority. Wc do not see any report of the

vote on the next best. It would be well if it were stated

what are the limits of "Western New York,"' for which

[he Delaware is considered the best.

fjtti'g-e Barley—Selecting" Seed.—
C. A. Brown, Stockbridge, Vermont, sowed the product

of an accidental head of barley found in a field of wheat

;

the product of four grains was 1.(11 grains; one stool

had twenty-three large, fine, full heads. Any grain grow-

ing by itself in good soil, will develops wonderfully. Se-

lection of heavy seed will do much. Culling the large,

lull, ripe heads, and saving for sowing only the heaviest

grains from them, will greatly improve the result, but the

climax Is reached by very thin sowing in drills, giving

ImxxI See<l*.—" Where can I get good
seedB?" is the purport of a dozen letters now on file.

One says that he is poorer by a thousand dollars than he

would have been if he had had good seeds last year. We
believe that all the scedmen who advertise with us in-

tend to send good seeds. Much of their stock, imported

and otherwise, is bought upon good faith in others, and

they may sometimes be deceived. One writes us that

Tom Thumb Peas grew from eight inches to five feet, and

were growing yet. Wc do not know a seedman who
would intentionally mis seeds. Much of the failure is

attributable to the sower, who sows too early, or too

deeply. There is not a seedman of our acquaintance who
has not been denounced to us as a swindler, and not one

who has not been praised to us as the best of all his craft.

There is no business in which a reputation is more essen-

tial, simply as a business investment, than that of the seed-

man, and no one who expected to continue long in the

business would, simply as a matter of policy, sell a thing

if known to be untrue. Scedmen are human and may
err, and be deceived, and so with the purchasers. Let

us encourage home grown sceds,and then we cau be able

to trace everything to its source.

A. Span-root* Cold Grapery.—"Con-
stant Reader." Much will depend upon your notions as

to style. Make out a plain statement of just what you

want, and send to John Ellis, White Plains. N. Y., or

Messrs. Woodward. No. 37 Park Row, N. Y.. and they

will give you estimates, and. of course, will expect to be

paid for their trouble

Red. Legged E*0Citst.—What shall they

do in Kansas? L. A. AJderson, of Atchison, thus states

the case :
" Last September we were visited by the Red

Legged Locust (Acrydiumfemur-rubrum), the same insect

that committed such depredation in Utah, Colorado and

Montana. They spread over our entire State, and before

cold weather they advanced about fifty miles into Mis-

souri. They devoured all our buckwheat, turnips, to-

bacco, and most of the green fodder, and all the young

wheat that had been sown. (Several farmers have sown

since their disappearance.) The surface of the earth is

filled with their larva, and as further West, they will

doubtless appear in force in the spring. The Agriculturist

is extensively read in Kansas, and you would do us a

great favor by Informing us through its columns what

crops, if any, we may be able to raise next summer. It

is said they will not destroy sorghum. I have noticed the

Castor Oil Bean untouched by them : but I have seen

them feasting upon a pod of red pepper and a quid of

tobacco. As a general rule the young hntchod from the

hand culture, weeding and hoeing, and continuing this

with the most careful culling ofheads and selection of seed

by weight year after year. The improvement is rapid.

Tlae Surprise Oats.—This, which claims

to be a new variety of oat, is put before the public with

apparent good faith on the part of the proprietors. The
claim is that one Van Olinda. near Sandwich, DeKalb
County. 111., found some strangely bearded oats growing
among some other grain (Patent-Office wheat if we mis-

take not.) We have seen what purports to be some of this

original seed, and it looks almost exactly like the wild

oat, from which it is known that our cultivated varieties

sprung, and to which it is supposed that, under some cir-

cumstances, they revert. After several years of care and
culture the result is claimed to be that a very plump,

heavy, prolific, early variety is established free from the

bristly beards, and every way a first-rate oat. We have
j

no means of knowing whether the surveyor, who claims
j

to have measured the 138 square rods of ground on which
j

875 bushels of oats grew, knew anything abont his bust-
j

nessornot, or whether he is an honest man. Wc don't
j

know whether the weight of the oats was taken properly

or not. They may have been weighed in bags, no deduc-

tions made, and the total weight simply divided by thirty-

two, the weight of the legal bushel of oats. The state-

ments in the circular are unsatisfactory and meager, and

there is a concealment of the fact that the 133 bushels per

acre, means bushels of 33 pounds each, weighed as soon

as thrashed. If the weighing had been done in Decem-

ber the results would have required a different statement,

and we presume also that the 45 pounds which the

measured bushel is said to weigh may be subject to the

same drawback. We have admitted the advertisement

because the proprietors appeared to be fair, honest men,

and certainly showed us a very excellent sample of oats.

Selecting Orain Seed lor Sowing-

.

—Take out the screens, except perhaps the top one. and

arrange the fan-mill for giving the strongest and evenest

blast. Then run the grain through, saving the heaviest

half, and repeating the operation upon this several times.

lava of the proceeding fall, leave about the first of July

;

but this is too late for most of our crops.''

Beans. Peas, Millet, Oats, to cut for fodder, Corn for

fodder, Buckwheat, Turnips, Rutabagas and Tobacco if

the seed beds can be protected, are what we think of as

most likely to produce a crop after July 1st; but their

success depends on your having no second crop of locusts,

and these are usually most abundant in August and later.

VTse for Hickory Withe.—W. G. War-
ing, of Tyrone, Pa., says, that when plowing he broke a
clevis, and adapting a strong withe, cut from a neighbor-
ing hickory, to the situation, it held well, endured the

draft all day, and saved an hour's time of man and team.

Sensible.—At a meeting of delegates from
seventy-five of the Ohio County Agricultural Societies

recently held at Columbus. Ohio, the following resolution

was adopted. We hope that the agriculturists of other

States will do likewise: " That the Convention adhere to

the resolutions adopted at the session of 1865. and again
indorsed in 1866, in favor of one College under the Con-
gressional grant, and opposed to the division of the fund.

The American Journal of Horti-
culture and Florists Companion.—Boston,
J. E. Tilton & Co. Monthly, 64 pages, at $3 per year. The
Januury and February numbers of this journal have been
received. We did not notice the first number, as the

publishers apologized for its -want of variety and stated

that it had b'een "issued under many disadvantages."

The second nmnber contaius no such apology, and we
suppose it is intended as a specimen of what we may ex-

pect, and as several have asked our opinion upon it. we
will say that it is a very handsome magazine, on excellent

paper and in beautiful type, and is wonderfully cheap.

The publishers deserve much credit for giving so many
pages for so little money. Why it is called an " American
Journal of Horticulture," we are at loss to understand, as

it is most intensely Bostonese. The February issue has

the bad taste to give the biography of our revered friend

Col. Wilder. We hope that the day is far distant when
any one shall have the right to make up his record, and
we cannot conceive why he shonld be thus afflicted. The
issue is all about Boston and its suburbs, and though

Boston is our pet city, and its people are good to know, we
can't see why they call it an '"American " journal. The
articles on Garden Architecture will attract attention for

the reason that the illustrations are nearly as good as those

in Hughes* Garden Architecture, recently published in

London. We supposed that Boston was the headquarters

for pears, and they figure such novelties as the Bartlett,

Seckel and Urbaniste ! But wc cannot give the space to

an extended criticism. It is pleasant reading about hor-

ticulture, and will no doubt be acceptable to the largo

class who like to have the "road to learning" graded and

rolled. Its wordiness is its most objectionable feature,

and its diffused light, as compared with the other Horti-

cultural monthlies, is as that of moonlight to sunlight

Queries.—" young Farmer ' asks the follow-

ing questions

:

Is Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry a

distinct work from his Elements of Agricultural Chem-

istry, or an enlargement of the same. Att$U&:—A distinct

work, the former much the fuller and larger. The full title

is
,l Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry and Geology."

Cabbages.—I have seven acres for cabbage in 1S67.

This land without manure, with a year or two rest , I deem

unsurpassed for cabbage, but having been cultivated

without rest in com, I think manure is needed. What
kind shall I use? Answer.—Lime, or a mink and lime

compost, with super-phosphate, bone dust and ashes,

Stable Manure and Lime— I haw about twenty

loads stable manure (not compost), and an indefinite

quantity of air-slacked lime; In composting, shall 1 put

in lime, and what proportion? Answer.—Use no lime

with stable manure ; the lime will prove a damage.

Hmc-How shall I apply my lime broadcast, \\ hat

amount per acre, and what machine, if any, shall I use P—
Answer,—Spread from small heaps with 8 shovel, or from

the tail of a cart. The amount applied may vary from tho

least quantity you can spread evenly to 300 to BOObnshels.

Heavy lands and those of a moist and mucky character, or

dark from vegetable mold, will bear much more than light

soils; 50 to 100 bushels is a common dose. Small quan-

tities are best applied mixed with muck or soil, mid lu

garden culture this is almost always best The effects of

the lime on the soil in the compost are similar to those

which it produces on the soil In the field.

CSns Tar for Posts in Stable*.—
This is one of the best safe guards against decay, and for

a time at least would resist the action of liquid manure.
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3£Hcs on the Horse's Foot.— Good
shoeing must "be systematic. The ililes system has stood

the test of thousands of miles under the horse's foot,

and that after all is the best test. It has the approval of

The hest Veterinarians, and many a man who has given

the hook to his blacksmith, and insisted on the horse-

shoeing being done just right, has been rewarded in his

own case, and thanked by his neighbors, and by the

smith, again and again. Pee book list. Price, 75 cents.

Single ILines anu JLcft - E£an<l
Flows.—P. F. "Wislar, Bucks Co., says : It would be a

rare sight to see double lines to drive a plow team in Lan-

caster County, Pa. 3tIorc than three-fourths of a century

ago, the left hand plow was introduced into that County-,

and at the present time there are scarcely any right hand

plows and dduble lines seen in that region. The fanners

use the left hand plow and single line altogether: drive

the leader, or near horse, in the furrow, and tie a jockey

stick to the inside ring of his harness, and the other end

of the stick tied to the outside ring in the blind halter of

the off horse, and a tying strap to the inside ring of the

same, fastened to the furrow horse, to keep the off horse

from going too fast, and make him walk true to his work.

This is the modern style of plowing, and quite an im-

provement on the old plan of using a right hand plow,

and double lines cast over the neck or " round the back of
the phwman" with the horses' heads tied together, to

harass and baffle them in fly time. "With a good leader in

a left hand plow, I have set boys, twelve years old, in the

middle of a square field to plow what is called L haw round,'

after giving them a start. They would plow the whole
field without using any lines. The horses turning at the

corners like a perfect machine, and the horse on the land

side, pressing against the jockey stick, would walk so

true, that, in stiff sod without stones, the plow boy could

leave the plow to rim alone for several feet on a stretch,

which makes it a light task, compared to the old plan.

Farm Proverbs.—"D. E." writes : 1. Use
diligence, industiy, integrity, and proper improvement of

time, to make farming pay. 2. Choose a farm with a soil

either naturally dry or drained, not too level nor yet

too steep, well fenced in proper sized fields, not too large,

"d. Good, snug buildings, with dry, if not clean, yards

and cellars, especially barn and stabling. 4. Economy in

accumulating, saving, and properly using all manures and
fertilizers possible, no matter how rich your laud may be

naturally. 5. Agood and tolerably fast team, better smart

than large. 6. Your farming implements well made, of

good material, not too heavy. 7. Have work done in

season. S. Always sow good clean seeds. 9. Do not
harvest before your crop is fit to harvest. 10. Don't keep
more live stock on your farm than you can keep well. 11.

House all things as niHch as possible—animals, utensils,

and crops. 13. Sell when you can get a fair price, and
do not store for rats and speculators.

Hints to ISorscltecpers.—There are

few books which all who own or use the horse, peruse
with greater satisfaction than this. "We may truly say

that we know of no book better worth its price. It is

full, yet very much condensed
; pleasant reading, yet ex-

ceedingly pithy and terse. Price, $1.75. See Book List.

Cotton Planters9 Mannal-This lit-

tle volume contains much that is valuable, especially to

the novice in cotton culture. It is the collated experience

of veteran planters. A single good hint from an ex-

perienced cultivator might enable a farmer to make a

crop by avoiding erroneous practice, or providing before-

hand against difficulties or damages which might other-

wise be nnthought of until too late. See our Book List.

•Poultry Sools:.—The little work on Do-
mestic Poultry, by Mr. Saunders, which Ave published

more than a year ago, and which was subsequently thor-

oughly revised, receiving important additions, has reached

its seventh thousand. In the appendix is an account
of Mr. Gcyelin's visit to the poultry yards of France,

which, ia connection with the great interest now -a-days

being taken in French fowls, has a peculiar importance.

l&oss&e-JUade SSinuing-. — u TV. H. TV."

3 have stitched three volumes ; taking an awl and prick-

ing the holes, sewing with strong thread. Pasting a

piece of strong cotton cloth over the back with a strong

prist e, made by scalding a thin batter of flour, wet up cold,

and adding a piece of glue about two inches square, dis-

solved in hot water, to a half pint of paste. Take paste-

I) ia; !, such as is tiEed by book-binders, of a suitable size,

si:--.'. !o the papers already stitched, including fly leaves.

On thv back, with your paste, put a strip of enamelled
- lolh, cut to the properlength and width. Nowcoverthe

whole sides, turning over the edges, with marbled paper

;

finish by pasting the fly-leaf to inside of cover, and, if

neatly done, you have a book handsome enough for any

farmers library, at a cost of only a few cents.

Always 'Too ILate.—Notices of the winter

meetings of several of the "Western Horticultural Socie-

ties, to be held in January, were received after our paper

was printed and being mailed. Nothing of this kind is

sure to be noticed that reaches us later than the 10th of

the preceding month. Will Secretaries of Horticultural

Societies please send notices in season ?

" Cornea Restorers '
* and. " Eye

Sharpeners."—Several have lately asked our opinion

of these things, probably new subscribers, as we had an

item upon the rnarter last year. An application was made
to us to advertise a thing of this kind, and while our im-

pressions were all adverse to it, we took the trouble, in

justice to the advertisers as well as to our readers, to con-

sult one of our most eminent oculists, who confirmed

our impressions by his opinion that it "would do more
harm than good/' If one wishes a watch repaired or a

piano tuned, he goes to some one who understands their

mechanism and does not tinker them himself. An eye is

more valuable than all the watches and pianos that were

ever made. Do not trifle with it.

Cheated l>y the "doctors."—J. TV.

Way. sends the names of two quacks, who warranted to

cure him for certain sums, and who got his money but

left him no better. He wishes us to publish the names
of these as a warning to other sufferers. If we were to

publish the names of all the quack doctors, of whom we
have complaints, it would not do a particle of good, as

these chaps don't remain long under one name. If any

one who has read the Agriculturist for a year, will em-

ploy a "Doctor, 11 who advertises that he can do this or

that, or who will warrant a cure for a given sum, we can-

not pity him very much, as he has already had abundant

warning. Nor can we, as J. W. TV. requests, publish the

names of reliable Doctors. TVc have no doubt that there

are several in his own town who could give him good
advice, and in his case he needs that rather than medicine.

BlnfiYon "Wine Company.—A Com-
pany for carrying on the culture of the grape and wine
making on the large scale has been organized in Missouri.

George Husmann is President, and Dr. L. D. Morse, Sec-

retary. The lands of the Company are chiefly in Mont-
gomery County, and have a front of about three miles on
the Missouri Paver. Mr. Samuel Miller, of Avon. Pa., the

originator of the Martha, Black Hawk, and other seedlings,

is Superintendent of out-door propagation and cultivation.

Teeth and Hair.—"A. A." asks if Zozo-
dont is good for the teeth, and what kind of a hair re-

storative we would recommend. As we do not know the

composition of Zozodont, we can't say, and do not recom-
mend any " hair restorative," believing them to be of no
other use than to put money in the venders pockets. If

there is any disease of the scalp, go to a physician, if not,

keep it clean and healthy by washing and friction, and if

the hair don't grow no fertilizer will make it grow.

1/athing-Upon Adohe "Walls.—"West"
writes " please tell us if an adobe wall, without studding,

maybe furred for lathing by nailing strips directly on the

sun-dried brick. Will not the bricks be cracked inevitably

in the process? To avoid the cost of timber, such as stud-

ding, would be a great reason for adopting the adobe.
1
' It

would be easy in laying up the adobe to put into the wall

strips of board ; say, a foot or IS inches apart, for the pur-

pose of holding the nails. This would be the safer course

and less expensive than furring in the regular way.—Ed.

Raising- Calves Without Mills.—
" C. V. B.," of Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, Nov. 5, writes :

In regard to bringing up calves without milk the plan I

have always found to work well is to feed on "Bean
Soup," prepared as for family use, and -with the same
quantity of salt—say, two tablespoonfuls in each mess
(of two quarts.) I have always found the calves to thrive

upon this as well as upon milk. I take them from the

cow at one week old, and they are never troubled with

scours, nor with the opposite tendency.

Dry Earth.—Fine dry soil may be obtained

by raking over a loamy spot, taking the stones off. and
letting it dry in the sun until it may be dashed through a

screen with eight holes to the inch ; then covering it at

night, and exposing it another'day to the sun. Thus dried

it may be barreled, and is as powerful a deodorizer as

gypsum or plaster, an excellent disinfectant and drier for

use in privies, hen-houses, or any foul places. The best

we ever used was road dust, swept up and barreled on hot
days. It was employed in the hen-house. There are laws
against taking dirt from the roads, but if the dust were
to be replaced by gravel, no objection could be urged.

Agriculture in Hamilton College.
—A correspondent informs us that the trustees of Ham-
ilton College. Clinton, N. T., have received a bequest of

$30,000 from the late Silas D. Childs, of Utica, N. T., for a
Department of Agricultural Chemistry. A well-timed

generosity. The immutable laws of Vegetation, Animal
Physiology, and Agricultural Chemistry are better worth
the study of young men than the shifting statutes

that are made and unmade by human legislators.

Peat and Much.—"L. F. H.," Ohio. The
sample sent is apparently a very fair article of peat. Ton
can test its value as fuel thus : Cut out 100 cakes, (like

bricks, 24-4+5); dry them thoroughly ; weigh a bushel

;

make a fire in a clean stove, or on a hearth, save and
weigh the ashes. If the ashes are more than 10 per cent,

of the peat, it will not be very good fuel. Composted
with lime or ashes, or manure, after being exposed one
winter, or after being treated with lime or ashes, it will

make good manure. Three loads of fine mnck, with one
load of good dung and litter, with a barrel or two of yard
liquor pumped over the heap twice or thrice in four

weeks, will be better than four loads of barn-yard manure.

Temperature ofCream for Churn-
ing.—John S. Larover, Union County, El. The tempera-
ture is very important in churning, for it is hard work to

bring butter if the cream is above 70 degrees, or below 58
degrees F. The best temperature to begin churning is at

about 62 degrees, for the friction of the agitation will

raise it a little, and 65 is as high as it should ever be at

the close. The richness of the milk and cream depends
npon the feed and upon the cow ; salting the cows regu-

larly, or having it always before them, makes the butter

come well, other things being equal. Butter comes
easiest when the cream is slightly sour. Then look to the

temperature, and make it right by setting the vessel hold-

ing cream in an outer vessel of hot or cold water, or lower
a tin pail of water into the cream, stirring the cream un-
til it is of a uniform and right temperature from top to

bottom. Then, not filling the churn too full, churn stead-

ily, giving thorough agitation until the butter comes.

"Can the Ethiopian Change Slis
Skin?"—" A. T.," of New York City (farm in New
Jersey) asks: "Did you ever know of a Spanish cock
changing his color ? I have one, a splendid fellow, which,

came into the world raven black, and so remained for

nearly a year, when he dropped that garb, and took on
another, and is now as white as snow. It occurred about
the time Mr. Lincoln issued his Emancipation Proclama-
tion.'

1 This change is not a very rare occurrence with
Black Spanish fowls, and has given rise to the so-called

'•White Spanish " breed, in which the white color is

fixed. "We have heard of none changing back again.

Experience YTith Ferrets.—Mr. Jacob
Flanagan, after an experience of some years with these

animals, falls hack upon the cat as the best rat catcher-

He says: "A ferret can seldom climb to a hay mow,
they are so clumsy. I do not think they can smell a rat,

and are nearly blind. I have seen them within one foot"

of a rat and not touch it ; but if the rat squeals, they will

attack immediately. I thought it might be better if they

were trained, and engaged a professional rat catcher to

come with his ferrets and dogs ; but he did no permanent
good. I kept ferrets for three or four years, but to no
profit. They would dig out occasionally, and get over thu

fence around their pen, and kill a good lot of chickens.

So I killed the ferrets and bought a young black cat, and

always feed her in the barn twice a day, and in no other

place. Since the cat came I have hardly seen a rat or

mouse about the barn, except in the cat's mouth."' [Wc
attach more importance to the confinement to the barn

than to the color, though dark colors are best.

—

Ed.]

Chicory.—L. B. Tifft, Connecticut. Chicory

is cured by cutting up into pieces an inch or two in

length, and drying thoroughly in a kiln at a temperature

below that of boiling water. After it is dry it may be

marketed. For use it is roasted bike coffee, care being

taken not to char it, and ground to a coarse meal,

Osage Orange on Timothy Socl.—
"J. B. R.," Gentry County, Mo. A good Timothy sod,

plowed in the fall, the soil being naturally rich, would, we
should think, make a very good seed bed for an Osage
Orange nursery, if dry, worked deep, and kept clean.
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TTiarfliing' iai Oa'ccil Crops.—B. M.
French asks :

l
* Why will not Ragweed plowed in, he a3

beneficial to the soil as any cultivated crop ? " Because

lacy do not furnish as much vegetable matter. The great

advantage of clover as a green crop, is the large mass of

roots and leaves it furnishes. So of buckwheat, peas,

and other crops used for this purpose. "Weeds are better

turned under than left to go to seed, but hoed crops should

be kept upon the ground until the weeds are subdued.

Clean cultivation and high manuring will soon finish

them. If Air. F. can not use clover on account of its win-

ter tilling, try buckwheat, or what is better, drain his

land. The cereals do not exhaust land, when they are

turned under, but when they are suffered to go to seed,

and both stalk and kernel are removed from tho soil.

Under draining is a remedy for winter killing.

Cockle Instead, of Wfiieat.—A Sub-

scriber asks: "What are the merits and demerits of

cockle as an article of food for cattle?"—We have been

shy of the article since Job and his friends held their dis-

cussion. " Let cockles grow instead of barley," was about

as bitter a curse a3 those old time fanners could invoke

on their neighbors 1
fields, and their cockle and ours, if

not the same plant, we guess are of about equal value

for fodder. We most decidedly prefer the cereals.

draining- to I>ry up Springs,—"B.
AT. F." asks: "Where springs come out near the base of a

hill, will a drain above, five or sis feet deep, cut off the

water and dry up the spring ? " Certainly, if you tap the

feeder of the spring, and provide an outlet for your drain.

The spring is a natural outlet for an underground drain.

Pumpkins instead, of Boots.—" B.

H. F." We have never made accurate experiments of the

comparative value of these for feeding purposes. Both
arc very good. Large quantities of pumpkins and squashes

are raised in the Eastern States, and fed to milch cows,

and fattening cattle, and hogs, both cooked and raw. They
pay well. They are not as easily kept as roots, but are rais-

ed with less trouble, as they are generally a stolen crop

with corn and potatoes, which is very doubtful economy.

Pipe for ILiqtiid Mamwrc.-"B. M. F."
This should be protected with a strainer at the upper end.

Its liability to obstructions will depend very much-upon

the fall. The more rapid the descent, the less trouble

you will have with sediments. Two inch glazed tile would

probably be much cheaper than lead or iron, and would

be less likely to be obstructed by sediment.

Flowing- Pasture and Meadoir.—
All land, that is not already too wet, is benefitted by irri-

gation. Land plowed in winter produces much more grass.

It may stand on all winter without injuring the grass. In

the summer the water should be carried over the ground

in small ditches, and let on at intervals. Draining and

irrigation should go together to secure the best result*.

Prcminm Washer and Wringer.—
Next to the sewing-machine, the Washer and Wringer
have always been favorite premiums with those obtain-

ing clubs of subscribers for the American Agricul-

twist, and hundreds of them have been sent out in this

way. The following testimonial to their excellence from

so competent a source, is worthy of note. Mrs. Laura E.

Lyman, authoress of one of our prize Housekeeping

Essays, writes, "I have for some time been using the

Doty Washer. It is in the highest degree a labor-saving

machine, and also a great saver of clothes, as it dispenses

almost entirely with the old mode of rubbing them on the

wash-board. With two children, a girl of twelve and
a boy of seven, the washing can be done with no
fatigue on my part and little on theirs. With the

Washer and Wringer there is avoided the inconvenience

and danger to health of having the hands immersed, now
in hot, and then in cold water. Doty, for his invention,

deserves the gratitude of every housekeeper."

Vermont Agricultural Society-
Significant Wool Resolutions.—The State Agri-

cultural Society, of Vermont, held its annual meeting on

the 2d of January, and in the resolutions passed respect-

ing the tariff bill, now before Congress, praying its pass-

age, a remarkable admission was made, namely : " Our
own wools arc lying on our hands uncalled for at any prices

thai would pay over, half the cost of production. " We
would ask Vermont farmers if they think this fact an es-

pecial recommendation for the greasy Merinos they are so

proud of? Other people can sell their wool. But we
hear that thoclipa of two or perhaps threeyears an- chiefly

still in first bands in Vermont. Why? Notbecausoof
low tariffs, hut because, if manufacturers can buy wool

they will let grease alone. When it is bought and sent to

the Now York market. It is avoided by all manufacturer.-.

and the purchase of these greasy fleeces, cleansing them
thoroughly, and returning them to the market, constitutes

a lucrative business. If Vermont wool growers, will but

tub-wash these fleeces, they will save a large amount of

excellent manure for use upon their farms, and find a
ready sale, at a fair price, for the stock now on hand.

We do not argue against the tariff, but only against grease.

Experience "%vitU Sors^aaim.—H. K.
Smith, of Putnam Co., HI., writes: "L. Grafton's expe-

rience in the January 'Basket' is in some ways very

different from my own. I have worked at it on ' Cook's

'

Evap. for 7 years, and prefer the original black-seeded

Sorghum. Green cane is not fit to work. It will not make
sugar for mc, and but little syrup. What syrup I make
when the seed is entirely ripe mates a great deal of sugar,

often }-j to y2 of the barrel will be grained, but never a
grain when the cane is at all green. My molasses (not
syrup) will not keep over summer if the cane is not ripe,

but works, sours, and forms more or less jelly. I can tell
1 Grafton ' just what makes the salty taste ' in the mo-
lasses. I have had half a dozen lots that were grown on
a pig pen site, where rich manure had been hauled out, or

an old straw pile, and they universally tasted salty ; one
so much so that we could scarcely taste it. We never ma-
nure in Illinois for cane. It grows a good crop upon land

that has been farmed steadily, and without manure, for 25

or 30 years, and which will not raise good corn or wheat.

Three years ago I cut the seed of some Sorghum when it

was in bloom, let it stand three weeks, worked up two-
thirds of the lower end of stalks, it made a beautiful mo-
lasses ; 6 gallons to a barrel of 36 gallons, which nearly

all grained, forming very fine crystals. We think it im-

proves the quality of the cane to store it in cool loeaiher.

We make a great deal of molasses here in Illinois. To
show you that I have had experience in evaporating, I

will state that my molasses always commands the high-

est price in market. I can always get all that I wish to

work, and more, at one-half the equivalent price."

Am. Dairymcns' Association.—The
second meeting of this association under its present or-

ganization was held at TJtica, N.V., on the 9th of January.

The attendance of dairymen was large, and included many
from Canada and from the Western States. The feature

of the meeting was Mr. X. A. Willard's report of his ob-

serrations abroad, in regard to cheese-making there. Mr.

Willard is a thoroughly practical man of culture, and prob-

ably better informed in regard to cheese-making than any
other man in America. His address was very interesting,

and his observations and conclusions, when given to the

public, as it doubtless will be, will be productive of

great good. Officers for the current year were elected.

The President is George Williams, of Oneida, N. T.,

and the Secretary Geo. B. Weeks, of Verona, N. T.

The American Cow Ufillcer.—"J.
J.," of Spring Valley, Colorado, and others, ask if

we have yet found out whether or not the cow milker is a

success. Wc have visited the office once and again, in

order to find out when we could go to see the milker in

use. We were told that none were iu use hereabouts,

that the employes at the great milk stables would mob
any one attempting to introduce them, and that they had
been out only a few months, and had not been tried very

long any where, etc. Each time they told about the same
story. The same machine, to all appearance, was exhibi-

ted at the World's Fair in London, in 1863, and wc have
tried in vain ever since to know of a fair trial being

made. Wo have written to their agents at a distance and
got no reply, and on the whole, have not as much faith iu

it as in the more tedious hand process.

The Horticultural Laws of Illi-
nois.—Every one with much experience in fruit grow
ing knows that certain marauders consider all kinds of

fruit as " free plunder," that these thieves have a way of

taking one's choicest specimens, and that it is very dif-

ficult to meet such fellows with the " common law." To
remedy the difficulty of convicting fruit thieves, the State

of Illinois has passed some very stringent laws, which we
copy, in the hope that these, or similar laws, may becuact-

cd in States In which the Legislature is now in session

:

An Act to Ptjntsh Fruit Thieves.—Be it enacted by

Via Rnple of tlie State of Illinois, represented in the General

Assembly, That if any person or persons shall hereafter

enter the inclosure of any person, without the leave or

license of such owner, and pick, destroy, or carry away
the fruit of any apple, plnra, peach, pear, or other fruit

tree or bash, such person or persons shall bo guilty of a

misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, may be fined*

any Bum not less than ten dollars, nor more than fifty dol-

larsv and maybe imprisoned in the county Jail for any

period not exceeding twenty days. The penalties incur-

red by a violation of this act maybe enforced by indict-

r.i ml in any court having jurisdiction of misdemeanors

in the county where the offense is committed, or the fine

may be recovered in action for debt before any justice of

the peace of such county.

Ax Act for the Protection op Fbtjit, and Orna-
mental Trees, Shrueeert and Vegetable Products.
Section 1. Be it enacted by t/ie People of the State of Illi-

nois, represented in the General Assembly, That if any per-

son or persons, in this State, shall willfully, maliciously
and without lawful authority, cut down, root up, sever,

injure, peel or destroy any fruit or ornamental tree, culti-

vated root or plant, fruit or other vegetable production,
grape, strawberry or cranberry vines, currant, gooseberry,
raspberry, or cultivated blackberry bushes, standing or
growing on or being attached to the land of another, or
shall, willfully and without lawful authority, cut down,
root up, destroy or injure any fruit or ornamental tree or
shrubbery, planted or growing on any street, lane, or
alley, or public grounds, in any city, borough or incorpo-

rated town in said State, every such person so offending,

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on convic-

tion thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not more than
five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in the jail of the

county not exceeding three months, or both, at the discre-

tion of the court, and shall, moreover, be liable in double
the amount of damages to the party injured. This law
to take effect from and after its passage.

Annnal 31eeflug 1 oftlae CommecticHt
State Board of Agriculture.—This body was
authorized by the last Legislature of the State, and was
duly organized at its first session in New Haven, on tho

8th of January, his Excellency Governor Hawley in the

chair. It is composed of certain ex officio members, be-

sides the Governor, and two representatives from each of

the eight County Agricultural Societies, making about
twenty members. By special invitation, the American
Agriculturist was also represented at the meetings, which
were continued with unabated interest for three days. A
circular, issued by T. S. Gold, Secretary of the Board,

proposing certain questions upon drainage, irrigation, and
fruit culture, called forth a good many replies, and led to

the attendance of some of the most distinguished farmera

and fruit growers in the State. The Board had also made
provision for lectures by Professors Johnson and Brewer,
of the Talc Scientific School, which added much to the

interest of the occasion. These were interspersed by
discussions upon the topics indicated, and by reports

from the various Agricultural Fairs held in the several

Counties of the State. The County Societies are all kept
up, and fairs are usually held, but not with uniform suc-

cess. The following resolutions, looking to the improve-
ment of these Societies, were introduced, and much the

liveliest session was spent in their discussion. As they

are of general interest and very suggestive of the wants
of similar Societies in all parts of the country, we give

them in full :—
Resolved, That we regard permanent buildings, as well

for live stock as for manufactured goods, essential to the

permancut success of our Agricultural Societies, thereby

enabling them to continue their Fairs for a longer period

in each year.

Resolved, That the location of these buildings in re-

gard to facility of access by rail or steamer, is of the first

importance.

Resolved, That we recommend to the Agricultural Soci-

eties the practice of securing contributions of stock and
manufactures by personal solicitations of breeders and
manufacturers, and devoting some time previous to the

days of the Fair to this object.

Resolved, That wc recommend the publication of tho

proceedings of Societies, and their distribution through

the country.

Resolved, That we recommend to breeders the import-

ance of explaining at the Fairs the qualities in the stock

that they consider of chief value, with statements of their

practice and success.

The County fairs are doing a good work, and they ought,

to be kept up in all the States where they are in exist-

ence, and to be organized where they are not. A County

embraces usually just about territory enough to bring to-

gether a good representation of the several branches of

agriculture, horticulture, and manufactures, and to make
an interesting exhibition. A single town does not give

variety enough, and the expense is a very serious objec-

tion. The impression left upon our miud by the meet-

ings is_that the agricultural and horticultural Interests of

the State are in a thriving condition. Tho organization

of this Board by the Legislature, after the example of

Massachusetts, as one of the permanent institutions of

the State, with its Secretory and Annual Volume of

Transactions, is a cheering indication. The facilities af-

forded for the meetings at the Hall of the Sheffield Scien-

tific School, the gratuitous lectures given by Professors

Johnson and Brewer, and the cordial welcome of all the

Professors to the Board, and their guests, show that sci-

ence is ready to extend its aid to UlCSC interests. Otir

thanks are due to the Board tor their generous hospital-

ity, and to the Yule Professor* tor numcroUG (hvors.
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Valuable Experiments with. Potatoes.

Dr. Hexamer, of New Castle, N. T., furnishes

us again (see last yol., p. 98) with an account of

some very important experiments of his with

potatoes, and also with the tally of his crops re-

duced to hushels per acre for each sort. We
should preface the specifications of these results

by stating that Dr. H. is an accurate and scien-

tific experimenter and observer, and a good

farmer. His results have a scientific value.

RESULTS OP EXPERIMENTS.

1. Out of 70 hills of potatoes, peeled so that

no eyes were visible, 35 grew. Some produced

very large potatoes. The planted potatoes re-

mained, mostly, hard and firm till digging time.

2. Out of 80 hills, pieces cut without eyes, 13

hills grew. All of these sprouted on the cut

surfaces, none through skin. (One large potato,

cut in two lengthwise, sprouted on the cut side

near, but below the skin, and there was no

sprout proceeding from a visible eye.)

3. Out of 100 whole potatoes, 98 grew from

the small end, and 2 at the side. With more
than half the number of potatoes planted whole,

only one eye grew, the rest remaining dormant.

4. A potato does not always expend all

germinating power in one year,

5. Wet rot and dry rot are one and the same

disease. Potatoes affected with the rot, will rot

dry when they are kept dry, and the same will

rot wet when they are kept in a moist place.

YIELD OP POTATOES IN 1866.

The following list is arranged in order of pro-

ductiveness, and gives the number of years the

seed has been planted on the farm, and the

amount of assorted, marketable potatoes:

Variety.
Years Bu. per
planted acre.

Cuzco l3d year
Monitor 1st year
Pinkeye Rustycoat 3d j'ear

White Peach Blow. 3d year
Fluke 3d year
Peach Blow 3d year
Mercer 3d year
Jjiulkley's Seedling. 3d year
Garnet Chili 3d year
Buckeye 3d year
Early "Goodrich 2d year
Prairie Seedling. . . 3d year
Early Cottage |3d year
Colebrook 1st year
Blue Mercer J3d year
Gleason '. . . 1st year
Jackson White 1st year
Dykeman J3d year
Prince Albert 3d vear
White Rock ! 3d year
Rough and Ready.. ! 3d year
Early Sovereign. . . '2d year
Early June '3d year

3G9
262
249
235
215
200
ISO
188
108
150
1-15

125
113
109
105
95
90
85
SO
75
02
57
53

Remarks.

No rot.

Rotted badly.
No rot.

Rot.
No rot.

Much rot.

Much rot.

Much rot.

Rot.
Eaten by grabs.
No rot.

Rotted badly.
No rot.

Rot.
Rotted.
No rot,poor location.
Rot.
Little rot.

Rotted badly.
No rot.

Rotted.
No rot.

jPoor location, no rot.

Cow Stables—Not New but Good.
Br Gilbert J. Green.

Enclosed I send you a rough sketch of my
idea of a cow stable. I would always tie cows,

believing it to be the easiest and best plan. This

is best done by having a strap budded around

the horns, and alwa}7s left there ; upon this strap

in front, is a ring two inches in diameter. In
the stable is a rope or chain two feet long, or

less, with a ring sliding upon an upright pole

beside the manger, on the other end a snap hook.

When the cow enters the stable, this hook is

snapped into the ring upon the strap, and the

cow is securely, as well as comfortably, fastened.

I would arrange the front of the manger, (see

figure,) with two diverging boards, having them
to touch at the bottom, and widen to the full

width of the stall above. These prevent the cow
from throwing the hay out of her manger
with her head, and getting it under her feet.

The stall should be 46 inches wide between the

partitions, and 50 inches long between the man-

c=^

ger and the gutter, which should be 7 inches

deep and two feet wide. The manger should be

two feet in width and 17 inches high, in front of

the cow. The partition should extend across

the manger, and

be five feet in

length and four

or more in hight.

The floor (as well

as the bottom of

the gutter),should

be made of as-

phaltum or coal r
tar, two inches

higher in front

than it is behind.

Such a stable is

clean ,durable and
convenient, the

cows have plenty of room, their heads are not

closely confined, you scrape over no broken

planks or rough stones in cleaning out the stalls,

but a smooth, even floor, that absorbs no mois-

ture, generates no foul odors, and is easy for the

cow to stand or lie upon, even without litter.

MANGER FOK COWS.

Walks and Talks on the Farm—No. 39.

The winter so far has not been favorable for

wheat. Severe winds and little snow, with

sudden freezing and snowing. One morning the

thermometer on my stoop marked 8° below zero,

and the next day we had a thaw, followed by

high winds, and then a hard frost. This, with

bare ground, will severely try our winter wheat,

especially where the land is not drained.

The Doctor has bought a stack of nice clover

hay at $9 a ton, delivered. He is not feeding

his cows so much corn-pudding this winter. It

costs too much, and clover ha}r and carrots are

much cheaper. A little grain in addition, how-

ever, is a great improvement. The Doctor rais-

ed a splendid crop of carrots, and lectures me
for not growing more on my farm. I tell him
that as soon as I get my land clean and rich I

propose to beat him in raising root crops. All

my efforts at present are directed to this one ob-

ject—to get my laud clean and rich. There is

no profit in farming until this is accomplished.

Fortunately in making land clean you do a good

deal towards making it rich. And when it is

once rich, this very process of keeping it rich

will do a good deal towards keeping it clean.

I told the Doctor that the manure from the

clover would be worth as much as he paid for

the hay. A practical farmer who heard the re-

mark thought this an extravagant estimate. He
draws a good deal of manure from the city, and

says he has made up his mind to sell everything

from the farm that brings a good price—straw,

hay, grain, roots, and anything that can be turned

into money. He thinks a fanner cannot afford to

make manure by feeding stock. That the only

way land can be profitably manured, from the

farm itself, is by turning under green clover.

Situated as he is, near the city, it may be

cheaper to buy manure than to make it by feed-

ing stock. But he cannot afford to sell clover

hay for nine dollars a ton. The cutting, curing

and stacking cost, say two dollars a ton, and

weighing and delivering it to the purchaser at

least a dollar more, so that he does not net over

six dollars per ton. A farmer who wants ma-
nure had certainly better plow in the clover than

sell it at such a price. But I do not think he

need do either. Hay is always worth somethi ng

to feed out to cows and sheep. Some years it

is worth more, some less, but, taking one year

with another, it is worth at least the expeuse of

cutting and curing, and drawing back the ma-
nure. The real question to be considered in de-

termining whether it is better to plow in the clo-

ver, or to make it into hay and feed it out is

:

can you harvest the clover aud draw back the

manure for what the hay is worth to feed out ?

" I would really like to know how 3
Tou make

it out that the manure from a ton of clover is

worth $9.00 ? " »

"We know how much nitrogen, phosphoric

acid, potash, etc., the clover contains, and we
know about how much is retained in the in-

crease of the animal eating the clover, and con-

sequently we know how much would be left in

the manure. We know, furthermore, how much
these ingredients cost when purchased in the

form of Peruvian guano, or other artificial ma-
nures ; and from these and other data, it is easy

to determine the value of the manure made from

any article used as food."

" That may be all very well, but still I do not

believe the manure from a ton of clover hay is

worth $9.00. It cannot be. There is not bulk

enough. I do not believe you would get, after it

was fed out, over half a load of manure, and I

can buy good stable manure for a dollar a load."

" Well, suppose you can, and that it costs you
another dollar to draw it ; I question if you get

manure cheaper than you would from clover hay
at nine dollars a ton. Ton do not draw much
more than a ton of this fresh horse litter to a load."

" Probably not, taking one load with another."

" Very well. A ton of this fresh manure,

then, costs you two dollars by the time it is de-

posited in your barn yard, or in the field."

" This is rather too high an estimate. I have
not much for my man and team to do in winter,

except to draw manure. But let that pass."
" The question then is, what is the real value

of this ton of fresh manure, calculated on the

same estimate that we apply to the manure made
from clover hay. Nitrogen, phosphoric acid

aud potash are, confessedly the most valuable

ingredients in any manure. A ton of ordinary

barnyard manure contains : Nitrogen, 8 lbs.

;

Phosphoric acid, 4 lbs.; Potash and Soda, 11 lbs."

Fresh, solid horse droppings, without any ad-

mixture of straw, would contain a little more
nitrogen than the above estimate—say 103

| 4 lbs.

—and would be proportionally more valuable.

On the other hand, solid cow dung, unmixed
with straw, contains, according to the best ana-

lyses, less than 4?\i lbs. of nitrogen to the ton.

Now a ton of good clover hay contains about

50 lbs. of nitrogen. And if we assume that 3

lbs. of this nitrogen is retained in the animal, or

otherwise disposed of by the vital functions, we
shall have 47 lbs. of nitrogen in the manure
made from a ton of clover hay. The clover,

too, is exceedingly rich in potash.

To sum up the matter, that it may be under-

stood at aglance, we put the figures side by side :

Nitrogen
Phosphoric acid.
Potash and soda.

A ton of ordinary
manure contains

8 lbs.

4 lbs.

11 lbs.

Manure from a ton
of clover hay
contains

47 lbs.

12 lbs.

40 lbs.

In the manure made from a ton of clover hay

we get nearly four times as much potash and

soda, three times as much phosphoric acid, and
nearly six times as much nitrogen. The latter

is the ingredient of most value, and wo shall not

be far wrong in concluding that the manure

from a ton of clover hay is worth five limes as

much as a ton of common manure.
" This mode of reckoning is not satisfactory.
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I would like some practical proof. Manure

from clover is not a new thing, and I have never

noticed that it was so much more valuable than

stable manure, as these figures indicate. In fact,

I don't believe it. There is not bulk enough."

" You think highly of green clover plowed

under for manure. Now, how many tons of

green clover does it take to make a ton of

clover hay ?"

" Probably five or six."

"Very well. Now, how much manure do

you suppose that five or six tons of green clover

would make, if thrown into a heap in the barn

yard and allowed to rot, with water enough to

keep it moist ? Would it not make more than

half a load?
"

I did not press the question. It seemed to

throw new light on the subject. Of course, a

ton of hay made from five tons of green clover

is worth just as much for manure as if the five

tons had been fed out in the green state. The
four tons of water dispelled from the grass in

curing has no value as a manure.

The farmer who sells clover hay will soon

impoverish his land. He cannot grow too much
of it, but every pound should be plowed under

or fed out on the farm, and the manure carefully

preserved. The former practice was all very

well when the country was new, and butter,

beef and mutton sold for almost nothing ; but

now that there is an increasing demand for these

articles, the practice of plowing under so much
valuable food is a loss to the farmer and to the

consumers of meat. When fed to animals, we
get back in the manure nearly or quite 95 per

cent, of all the elements of plant-food (except

carbonaceous matter) that the food contains.

And this carbonaceous matter has no mammal
value. We can spare all that the animal can

digest from the food without the slightest injury

to the manure. If anything, it is improved by

the processes of mastication and digestion. The
only ingredients of any value that we lose are

the nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potash, &c, and

this loss is not over 5 per cent. The food of

horses, cattle and sheep contains so much indi-

gestible woody-fibre (carbonaceous matter) that,

even after the animals have taken out all they

can digest, there is still left in the manure more

than enough to meet the demand from the crops

to which the manure is applied. A ton of dry

horse dung contains 1,632 lbs. of this carbona-

ceous matter ; dry sheep dung, 1,698 lbs., and

dry cow dung, 1,714 lbs. On the other hand, a

ton of dry, solid excrement of the pig contains

only 1,108 lbs. of carbonaceous matter. This is

owing to the fact that pigs are supplied with

food containing less woody fibre. But even in

the case of pigs it will be seen that more than

half the dung consists of carbonaceous matter.

In ordinary barn-yard manure, where straw is

used freely, the proportion is even still greater.

We need not plow in clover, therefore, for the

sake of getting carbonaceous matter. And this

is practically about all that we lose when it is

fed to animals.

Manure made solely from straw and corn-

stalks is hardly worth the labor of drawing it

out to the field and spreading it. The manure
from a ton of wheat straw is worth $2.68, while

that from a ton of clover is worth $9.64 Tli's

is Mr. Lawes' estimate, and it is undoubtedly a

close approximation to the truth. The price

will fluctuate according to circumstances, but

if the manure from a ton of straw is worth

$2.68, that from a ton of clover is worth $9.64.

Now, then, ten tons of straw, half of it fed to

cows or sheep, and the other half used os'litier,

would give us about 28 tons of manure. As-

suming that there was no loss from leaching,

&c, this 28 tons would be worth, say $27.

On the other hand, 5 tons of clover hay, and

5 tons of straw for litter, would give 28 tons of

manure, worth $61.60. Add a couple of tons of

oil-cake to the hay and straw, and you would

then get 29 or 30 tons of manure, worth $101.08.

When it costs so much to draw out and spread

manure, it should be our aim to make it as rich

as possible. The addition of oil-cake to the or-

dinary feed does not, according to Mr. Lawes,

add more than 11 lbs. additional weight to each

ton of the manure, "a quantity which," he

truly says, " is so small that neither the man
that loaded the cart, nor the horse that drew the

dung to the field, would detect it." And yet,

as before stated, the substitution of clover hay

for straw, and the addition of the oil-cake, would
make one load more than three times as valuable

as that made from straw alone. Ordinary barn-

yard manure contains 70 per cent, of water;

and in the spring it doubtless contains a good

deal more ; and it will readily be seen that the

addition of a few tons of oil-cake to the feed

adds very little to the weight of the manure.

If it costs half a dollar a ton to draw the manure

to the field and spread it, the net value of the

straw made manure would be less than 47 cents,

while that from the half hay and half straw

manure would be $1.77, and that from the

manure, with oil-cake added to the feed, would

be $3.11. In other words, after deducting the

expense of handling the manure, the net value

of the oil-cake dung is nearly seven times as

great as that of the straw made dung.

I believe there is no error in these figures, and

they show the importance of paying more at-

tention to the subject of high feeding, viewed

merely from the effect of the food ou the value

of the manure.

A Canadian farmer writes me that he thinks

I "unduly magnify the trouble of storing roots

for winter use." "Any one," he says, "who
has a dry side-hill nearthj barn, can make a

cellar, with 350 feet of rough 2 inch plank, ca-

pable of holding seven or eight hundred bushels

of roots." I do not think that this proves any-

thing. Seven or eight hundred bushels of roots

are better than nothing, but, after all, what do

they amount to? They are equal, perhaps, to

4 tons of clover ha}'. If, on a farm of 200 acres,

we could raise, and readily store away, twenty

thousand bushels of roots, they would amount
to something. In England, double this amount
is not uncommon. I have seen a hundred
thousand bushels of Swedes grown in one field !

At least, there was a splendid crop, and there

were 120 acres in the field, and there were on
the same farm several other fields of turnips 80

to 100 acres each ! Now, when I "magnif}' the

trouble of keeping roots" in this climate, I had

reference to growing them as a general crop, on

the same scale as we grow clover or corn. It is

not easy to see how this can be done without a

great change in our system of winter feeding.

But I do not despair of seeing the change effect-

ed. There is no difficult}^ in raising the roots.

The trouble is in storing them and feeding them
out. A few hundred bushels, to be used occa-

sionally, as a kind of tonic, are useful ; but so far

as the mere supply of nutriment is concerned,

they are now, as most farm buildings are ar-

ranged, more plague than profit. We must

have system and regularity in feeding, aud we
must either have a large supply of roots, or feed

I hem out in such small quantities that they can

go but a short way towards supplying the ne-

cessary food. I have 20 head of cattle and 200

sheep. If they were allowed all the roots they

would eat, which is the Enslish rule, "seven or

eight hundred bushels " would not last them

two weeks. Raising afew roots for a condiment

is all very well, and need involve little trouble

in preserving them. But this was not what I

had reference to. I want to see a dozen acres

of roots to the hundred acres. To store and

feed out such a quantit}- will tax our ingenuity.

But it will yet be done.

For lite American. Agriculturist.

Shall "We Have An Efficient Dog Law?

Many of our Stale Legislatures are now in

session, and others will be soon, and we wisli

to call their attention to one of the most im-

portant interests of their constituents—sheep

raising. It is hardly possible to exaggerate the

importance of. this subject. It concerns the

people of the city and country alike. For the

only wholesome meat that is within the means
of all in the city is the flesh of sheep, and the

price of this must depend upon the supply of

the flocks afforded by our farms. With mutton

at present prices, we believe that sheep are one

of the best crops of the farmer. We can afford

to raise them without counting the wool and

pelts. As a means of renovating old pastures,

and keeping the soil in good heart, the sheep

surpasses all other animals. No meat is more

wholesome than mutton, and, but for dogs, it

could be upon every man's table in town and

countiy, at much less cost than we now have it.

The dog is the natural enemy of the sheep,

and needs to be kept under by efficient legisla-

tion in all the States. The whole dog tribe.

Tray, Blanche and Sweetheart, hound, cur and

spaniel, should be made expensive luxuries, to

be kept in kennels and leading strings, or ex-

terminated. We never go down to the dog

pound in your city, on a July morning, where

they drown them by the hundred, without a

feeling of grim satisfaction, "served 'em right."

These animals destroy sheep by the thousand,

and in districts where their growth is unchecked,

the}' make sheep raisingalmost an impossibility.

The business is so precarious that no man wants

to embark his capital in it. He must either keep

a man to watch his flock all the time, and yard

them at night withiu a dog-proof fence, or give

up the business. The dogs destroy vast multi-

tudes, but the chief evil that they do is that of

inspiring apprehension, and making flocks inse-

cure. They operate as a constaut check upon

production.

Now, we want a State law, in every sheep

growing State, that shall do for country dogs,

what the city ordinance does for its canine pop-

ulation, in summer. The statute should outlaw

the whole tribe. It should brand the dog as an

enemy to the commonwealth. It should say t<>

his owner, "Take care of that animal or we will

do it for you." It should make the dog contra-

band. His owner should pay a heavy tax on him
;

should keep him muzzled; and a large bounty

should be offered on all dogs running at large.

The taxes should go to a fund to pay for the

damages done to the farmers' flocks by dogs.

They have a curious dog law in Connecticut,

leaving it optional with the towns to enforce the

provisions of the statute. One town may make

clean work with the dogs, and the next may

offer a premium ou puppies, and look to its

neighbors' sheep pastures for dog feed. This

makes a farce of legislation against these ani-

mals. Wo want one law, for a whole Stale,
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that will make a sheep as secure as a cow in the

remotest pasture upon the farm. Then we can

have cheap mutton whether wool is protected

or not. We earnest!}- hope that lhi.3 mattermay

SIC SEMPER CANIEUS.

bo taken up for discussion in our farmers' clubs,

and agricultural societies, and that measures

may be taken to secure efficient legislation, and
mete out exact justice to our dog population.

Failing in this, we suggest a resort to cold

lead, hemp, strychnine, anything that will abate

the crying nuisance. Connecticut.

[Our artist lias caught our correspondent's

idea, and illustrated the "hemp."

—

Eds.]

Willows and Withes.

Mr. W. G. Waring, of Tyrone, Pa., writes :

" Having had occasion lately to use a great

many long, strong withes, and becoming fatigued

with the necessary twisting, we contrived a little

machine for doing it, which works with such

ease and completeness that we think a descrip-

tion of it will be welcome to very many. In an

evening liour, by the warm fireside, we can com-

fortably prepare enough to use the next day, and

in superior condition for quick, secure work.

We use them for binding fodder, straw, bags,

bundles of trees, roots, brush or poles, and for

connecting portable fence panels and gates, etc.

The machine is very simple. In fig. 1, a is a

piece of hard seasoned wood, as thick as a broom
handle, and four or five inches long. It is fitted

into a carpenter's brace as a bit. A hole is

feored into the end two or three inches deep, and

then burned into a triangular form with an old

gaw file. The brace and bit are then fitted across

the top of the V of one end of a saw-horse, us-

ing two staples of wire or hickory to keep it in

place, and thebultofawillowrod is dressed with

three cuts of a knife, so as to nearly fit the tri-

angular hole in the wooden bit, into which it is

then inserted. A strip of board as long as the

willies is laid with one end resting on the tie-

piece (i) of the saw-horse, and the

other end resting upon a stool. While
a boy sits on the horse end, 3^011 sit on
the stool ; this steadies all. You take

the small end of the withe in your
hands, as in fig. 2; the boy turns, and
that end will immediately be twisted.

The hand a advances as the twist-

ing progresses, and the bend which
it gives to the rod aids the twist

to splinter, and makes the rod easy to

hold. The boy now places Ms hand
at a, and continues to twist, while you

use your right hand to knot the small

end b into a loop, as in fig. 3, securing

it by passing the point through the

,
loop, as seen under the thumb. The
withe is now, completed, and, much
sooner than described. You may pull

it out of the bit, and then lay it aside

to untwist; or, if you wish to preserve

the open form of the loop, convenient

for inserting the butt end when tying,

and also to keep the cord-like form

of the withe, you must have at one

side a piece of plank nearly as long as

the withes—at one end a little upright

pin on which you string the loops

successively, while the boy sticks the

butt into a hole in the other end of the

plank to prevent untwisting. If you

have warmed the rods before twisting,

either over the stove, or more equally,

and without danger of scorching, by

standing them, excepting two or three

inches of the butt, in a vessel (like

a piece of tin spout-tube), filled with

hot water or steam, then they will re-

tain their twist perfectly when taken

off the plank in the morning, and they may be

carried on the pin to the field like a string of

fish. They will be found exceedingly handy and

pleasant to use. The loop form is most useful

for drawing loose bundles into compact bales,

and the tying is done by simply grasping the

butt end, which has been passed through the

loop and drawn tight, giving it three or four

twists, sweeping round so as to produce a kink

just at the loop. That ties the knot, and it is

secured from opening by merely slipping the butt

into the bale as at d, fig. 4 If it is to be opened

soon, a large loop (c) affords means of doing it

quickly and conveniently. To connect gates,

fences, etc., or for rings around calves' necks to

hold them by, the withe is woven into a ring like

1.—WITHE-TWISTER.

a basket handle without forming a loop. To
tie large shocks of corn fodder, two withes can

be spliced in a second by passing the point of

each through the loop of the other. A dried

withe can be used again if soaked awhile.

"No ties equal these for security and quickness

ofapplication, and a rod or two ofground—good,

deep, moist soil—should be planted with the sorts

of willow that yield the cleanest, lougest,toughest

rods, and these should be cut down every fall,

to secure a growth of strong annual sprouts.

"The pleasantest willow to use, on account

of its leathery softness and smoothness, clean

shoots, and bright varnished bark, is the Var-

nished Willow (Saliv decipiens). The foliage is

handsome, and the growth erect ; shoots clean

and long. The Goat Willow (S, caproa) yields

TWISTING THE WITHE.

very strong withes, of moderate length. The
leaves are large, broad and dark, sometimes al-

most round. The Beveridge, Comewell, and the

strikingly beautiful variety called Kilmarnock,

(a drooping variety), are Goat Willows.
" The Russell Willow, and the tall White or

Gray and Yellow Willows are of strong growth,

and are used for a great variety of purposes, as

charcoal, from which crayons and gunpowder

are made, tan, boards for barrows and carts,

turners' and coopers' work, handlesxfor hoes and

Fig. 3.—LOOPING.

rakes, hedge stakes and hoops, as well as withes,

and they grow on any soil ; whereas some wil-

lows do not thrive on dry soil. For tying young

shoots of vines, or espalier trees, the little twigs

of the Yellow Willow or S. mtellina are supe-

rior and very neat. They can be tied like a

shoestring, and are fit to use as early as August.

These willows branch much, and having the

curious quality of snapping or breaking off at

the base, they do not yield very long rods.

Cuttings of all the willows grow freely in deep

mellow soil, kept clean and moist by a liberal

mulch of old leaves, tan,

or chaff. They should

be set early in April,

five inches deep to se-

cure constant moisture

without being watered,

the base pressed firm-

ly down into the sand

or mellow mould, and

only one or two buds

exposed above ground.

The cuttings are easily

kept in damp sand in a cellar, or out of doors."

[Our correspondent adds that, in his own ex--

perience he has found it tantalizing to learn

about things, and have no hint how to procure

them. In this case, though some of these

varieties are common in swamps and moist-

grounds, yet if any one wants such as he de-

scribes, the lad whose hands are figured will

procure them for a small fee.

—

Ed.]

Fig. 4.—BUNDLE.
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The Canada Lynx.—(Lynx Canadensis)

a

1 This peculiar cat-like animal was once com-

mon during severe winters in all the Northern

States. And, probably on account of the

scarcity of pre}' in the forests of Canada, which

are its congenial haunts, single individuals are

now occasionally shot; but it is very timid,

avoiding men and

preying only upon
birds and small, or

defenceless animals.

The resemblance be-

tween it and the

"Wild-cat or Bay
Lynx, (Lynx rufus),

is quite striking, but

it is much larger

and of different hab-

its. The Canada -,;-— -g

Lynx is about 3 feet =5|

long to the tail,which

is scarcely 6 inches

long and much con-

cealed in fur. The
head is cat-like, and

the ears are large,

triangular and tip-

ped with a tuft of

coarse black hairs.

The general color is

clouded gray, some-

what reddish and
wavy on the back and
sides, and of a lighter

gray on the belly. The legs are robust, and the

feet immensely large, appearing especially so in

winter when covered with long fur. The track

in the snow being about 9 inches long—almost

like that of a bear. The long, dense, fine fur is

in catching its prey, but, on the whole, has lit-

tle cunning or sagacity. This is especially

evinced by the blundering way in which it falls

into traps, or is caught under " dead falls,"

which are logs, or blocks of stone or ice, sup-

ported by a " figure 4," or other trip, and which

fall, when the trip or trigger is touched, killing

by their weight any animal caught beneath them.

much prized, and for this the Lynx is hunted,

being trapped with ease in the almost inaccessi-

ble solitudes in which it abounds. The creature

is a great coward,

never attacks men,
and when cornered

does not make a

hard fight, if any,

and is easily killed.

Its large and softly

padded feet present

so much surface

that even a very

slight crust upon the

snow supports il,

and it is thus en-

abled to follow suc-

cessfully those ani-

mals whose progress

Is impeded by snow.

When small game
becomes scarce, it

occasionally attacks

deer, and, owing
In the same cause,

sometimes il is driv-

en by hunger to the

vicinity of human
habitations, and the

sheep, pigs, and <,

calves fall victims to its rapacity. There is

no reason to suppose that lynxes have acuter

vision than many other animals of the feline

family. They have large eyes, capable, like those

of the common cat, of great contraction and

expansion of the pupils, so that they can use

them well in the full glare of the sun upou the

snow, and in dark nights also. The auimal

swims and climbs well, exhibits some strategy

CANADA ltnx (Lynx Canadensis.)

Our artist has presented us also the picture of

the European Lynx, (the Felis Lynx of Linnseus).

It is an animal of the same genus, and so close-

ly resembles our Lynx that Linnfeus regarded',

both as of the same species. It ranges over the

cold parts of Europe and Asia, and we know no

reason why it should not also extend across

Behrings Straits into North America. Its habits

EUROPEAN LYNX.

are much like the Canada Lynx, and its color

similar, but perhaps a little more inclined to red-

dish-brown, and more brightly marked. Both

have a peculiar galloping ruu when in -open

ground, shown in the engraving of the Canada

Lynx, and when confined exhibit a surly, snarly

and utterly unfrieudly disposition. It has few

enemies, (besides man), and multiplies fast,

though the females have but 2 young a year.

Tim Bunker on Horse-Racing at Fairs.

31k. Editor—You will recollect that I had
my say on this subject some years ago, when the

thing was first started. I worked about as hard

as any body to get our County Agricultural So-

ciety agoing. It cost me a year's labor riding,

walking, writing, and elbowing folks around

before I could get

'em waked up to it.EavT'"^te Some folks are made
all breechin, and it

takes a locomotive

to^get 'em started.

And when I got the

lhing*"on it's legs, H
hated to see it start

off in the wrong di-

rection. We had
grand fairs^for a few
years, before the

horse fever struck

on. Every kind of

stock was brought

out, and there was
no end to the show
of vegetables, fruits,

farm products, and

home manufactures.

We had sometimes

ten thousand people

out to see the show,

and we made money
enough to get up

buildings, and have

first-rate accommodations upon the grounds

for exhibitors. Then the 3'oung folks thought

they knew everything, and nothing would satisfy

'em but fancy horses and racing. I opposed it

then, and have been dead set agin it ever since.

I shouldn't have said anything more about it

now, if the thing hadn't a come up at the last

meeting of our County Society, when we was ar-

ranging for the faii-

next fall. You see

the horse has been

gaining all the while

since he got on the

track, until more
premiums were of-

fered for fast horses

than for everything

else. Of course folks

who had nothing but

fine cattle, fruits, or

vegetables to show,

did not care to come
to a fair where ev-

erybody was horse

crazy, and would'nt

see anything else, if

it was as bright as

the sun in the heav-

ens. You see a good
many of 'em had got

disgusted with rac-

ing, when they saw-

it was ruining every-

thing else, and spoil-

ing our fairs. The
last two or three 3'ears they have been pretty

slim, and might as well have been called horse

races. Jockeys and gamblers took possession

of the track, and had everything their own way.

As soon as we got together, I see we were go-

ing to have a pretty tight on the horse question.

All the horse men were there, with Cicero Smith .

at their head, and the old fogies were around

pretty thick also. Cicero Smith is the sou of
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Deacon Smith in our town, who don't walk ex-

actly in the footsteps of his father. The deacon

sent him to college some years ago, and thought

he was going to make a lawyer or doctor of him.

But he fell into a very common error of furnish-

ing him with all the money he wanted, and grat-

ified all his boyish whims and fancies. In col-

lege, he wanted a fast horse, and had him. The
result was that he spent more time with his

horse than with his tutors. He cultivated the

acquaintance of jockeys, and betting men, more

than men of letters, became dissipated, got into

all manner of college scrapes, and was expelled.

He has been loafing about Hookertown ever

since, fond of a dog and gun, of a horse and

buggy—but mighty shy of a hoe and shovel, a

yoke of cattle and a dung cart. He was just

the fellow to head the jockeys in this struggle

to get possession of the fair next fall.

1 Cicero moved to offer a thousand dollars

premium for the fastest horse in the race, best

two in three, open to all comers. He supported

his motion in a telling speech, and waxed elo-

quent. He wanted toknow who did not admire

a fast horse. He thought the horse the most

graceful and noble of all animals. He never

saw a blood horse in motion but he thought of

Job's magnificent description :
" the glory of his

nostrils is terrible. He paweth in the valley,

and rejoiceth in his strength: he goeth on to

meet the armed men. He swalloweth the ground

with fierceness and rage ; neither believeth he

that it is the sound of the trumpet." He thought

the moral influence of fast horses was very good

in the community. Everybody had a passion

for a fine horse, and it was the legitimate busi-

ness of Agricultural Societies to meet the popu-

lar taste. Nothing would draw a crowd, or fill

up the treasury, like the sports of the turf. He
thought the prejudice against racing a foolish

superstition that was fast dying out. He thought

the morals of the community would be greatly

aided by cultivating fast horses. He had him-

self been saved from destruction by owning a

fast horse. This provided a wholesome outlet

for boyish spirits, and prevented the 3'ouug from

illegitimate pleasures."

Seth Twiggs jumped up as soon as Cicero got

through, and said :
" He couldn't see things ex-

actly in that light. Perhaps it was because he

hadn't been to college. He was glad if there

was anythiug that made Cicero think of any part

of the Bible, for lie tho'the needed it. He hop-

ed he would read a little further, and learn that

the " horse was a vain thing for safety." "We

had been trying to save ourselves by horseflesh,

as a society, for some years, and could'nt come
it. The fairs grew worse and worse every year.

Multitudes were disgusted and wouldn't go nigh

'em. There wasn't one man in ten in Hooker-

town that took anything to the fair, because it

was managed by jockeys, and fast men, who
offered all the premiums to fast horses. For his

part, he wanted to carry up his carrots, and
pumpkins ; but all the pumpkins that stood any
chance now was horses. He didn't think horse

flesh was jest the kind of medicine for saving fast

young men, if Cicero was a fair sample of the

cure. Iu his opinion, there was considerable

room for improvement."

Jake Frink said :
" I bet on the wrong boss at

the last fair, and I'm agin havin any more racin

unless they'll tell who is gwine to win. The
scound'rels know all abeout it aforehand, and it

is a blam'd contrivance to cheat a feller eout of

his money. It is neow, and no mistake."

Jotham Sparrowgrass said : "That was a fact,"

bringing his cane down with great emphasis,

which brought down the. house. Cicero began

to look more like a sheep than a horse.

Then Mr. Spooner, our minister, got up and

said :
" He deplored the evils of horse racing,

whether at the fairs or elsewhere. It was quite

manifest that that evil existed in the Society,

and had turned a great many against it. The
managers of the Society were responsible for

this. They ought to arrange the premiums so

as to call out all the products of the soil, and
encourage every branch of industry. The an-

nual fair ought to be a school where the people

go to learn something about their business, and

have a good talk with their neighbors. He did

not want to see it turned into a scene of excite-

ment and betting, where black-legs were thicker

than blackberries, and well-meaning men were

fleeced of their money."

Judge Jones said :
" That is my view of the

case precisely. The main thing is not to draw
a crowd. We want to make the fair help the

cause of agriculture. If the crowd come to see

the race, and bet, you gain nothing, but lose

much. A gambling spirit is fostered, which is

exceedingly unfriendly to industry. The man
who makes ten dollars on a bet, in six minutes,

don't like to work six days to make the same
money at the plow-tail. It seems a one-horse

way of making money. He wants to try his

luck again, and he keeps trying until he is ruined.

We used to have full fairs, and money enough,

before horse racing was tried. We had, per-

haps, as many people now, but they were a very

different sort of folks. He . wanted to see the

solid, substantial men and women of the coun-

ty—a fair representation of its wealth, and

moral worth—at the exhibition. For my part, I

have been ashamed to be in the company I found

there for the last three years, and I sha'nt go

again till we have a change iu the management."

Cicero saw the tide was against him and didn't

rally. He was voted down by a large

majority. New managers were put in, and next

fall, Mr. Editor, if you will come up to Hook-
ertown, we'll show you a fair that " aint all hoss."

The way I look at the horse question is jest

this : Speed in a horse is only one of his good

qualities. The jockeys make it everything, be-

cause that gives the animal his whole value for

their purposes. He is just as much an imple-

ment of gambling as a pack of cards. I want

to see speed encouraged, but strength, beauty,

docility and bottom, quite as much. And other

domestic animals are quite as important to the

farmer as the horse. We want to arrange the

premiums so as to call out every form of indus-

try, and make every man feel that he has had

fair play. We want premiums, but we want

fair play more. Give the horse a fair chance,

but don't forget Seth Twiggs' pumpkins.

Uookertown, Conn., ) Youvs to command,
February 1st. f Timothy Bunker, Esq.

Vinegar from Apple Pomace.

An Illinois subscriber in commenting upon an

article in the January issue on Apple Pomace,

says the best thing that can be done with it is

to make it into vinegar. It is tiie practice in his

section to make a leach, as for ashes, only on a

much larger scale. This may be made in the

shape of an inverted pyramid, placed upon a

stone or plank platform, and furnished with a

trough, or spout at the bottom, to carry off the

liquid. Any stout boards an inch or more thick

will answer for this purpose. It is a good plan

to have this large leach stand near the cider

press, and throw the apple pomace into it, as

fast as it accumulates. It need not stand under

cover. In a large leach all the rain that falls

will be needed to carry off the valuable proper-

ties of the pomace. So much of the liquid is

exposed to the atmosphere, in the leaching, that

it very soon turns to vinegar, and it may be kept

running as long as good vinegar is made. This

pays much better than feeding, and has given

good satisfaction in the region where it has been

tried. It economizes an article that is generally

treated as a nuisance where much cider is made.

Take Care of the Tools.

Father! where is the auger?" cries out

John Smith, Jr. "Don't 'zactly know, son: let

me see, where did I use it last ? Either in the

barn, or wood-shed, or down cellar, and there I

left it; look till you find it ? " And so the boy

runs till he is out of breath and patience, mean-

while thinking, if not speaking hard thoughts

about his slack father. A half dozen places

have to be searched before the tool is found, and

if haply it is found, it is quite likely to be

broken, or rusted, or much out of order.

"Father! where is the hand saw?" inquires

James Brown. " Why do you ask, James ? it

is where it always is, when not in use, hanging

on the hook near the window, in the tool-room."

James goes, where he should have gone at first,

and he finds it in perfect trim; aud he puts it

back again in its place, when he is done with it,

knowing that he will get a sound reprimand if

he does not return it to its place.

Now, we do but repeat what we have often

said, that on the farm there should be a place

for everything, aud everything in its place.

There is no use in trying to carry on a farm or

to do anything else well, without system and

order. And the care of tools is an important

part of that S3rstem. One cannot accomplish

much without a set of tools, larger or smaller

—

as for borrowing them unnecessarily, that should

be regarded as next to stealing them. Aud the

purchase of tools should be followed up by
scrupulous care of them. A tool-room is a great

convenience. It may be an apartment by itself

in the carriage-house or wood-house. Here let

there be a row of pegs for saws ; there is the

bench for planes
;
yonder is a drawer with sepa-

rate compartments for screws, washers, nuts,

rivets, &c. Here is a place for bolts, there for

chains. The hammers, chisels, screw-driver,

auger, broad axe, adz, files—all have their ap-

pointed locality, and are kept there and no

where else. The law should be laid down and

enforced, that whoever uses a tool must put it

back, so that it can always be found at a mo-

ment's notice ; nay, even if it be in the dark.

And this care of tools should lead and will

lead on to system with regard to other things

about the premises. Here is a corner for extra

plow handles, and there a box for plow points
;

there are bolts of all sizes, ready in case of a

break down
;

yonder are hooks with extra

pieces of harness. Notice, too, the crow-bar,

beetle and wedges, and log chains, the grind-

stone always in its place, and always in order

;

the scythes, hoes, spades, shovels, forks, rakes,

and what-not have so long been kept iu their

respective places that they would almost cry

out if carelessly left in an unaccustomed spot.

The time spent in keepiug such a room in

order is not lost. The time spent iu carrying

back tools after using them is not lost. If tools

are not carried back, they would many of them

be lost. Aud then the moral influence of sys-

tem and order is almost beyond computation.
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How to Start a County Agricultural

Society.

We have hundreds of these societies iii all

the older States, working efficiently for the pro-

motion of the farmer's interests. Little need be

said in their favor where they are known. But

there are many counties, especially in the newer

States, where a society has not yet been organ-

ized, though there are wealth and population

enough to sustain one. The want of it is seen

and felt, and multitudes are ready to cooperate

as soon as the leaders appear. The first thing

to be done then, is for a few energetic men, a

half dozen is euough, to resolve that a County

Society shall be formed, issue a call for a meet-

ing at some central point, a village or city with

railroad communication if possible, and invite a

delegation from every town in the county. At

the meeting adopt a constitution, with the usual

provisions, and determine to have a fair the next

fall, at the most convenient point.

To call out a good representation of the in-

dustry of the county, a large premium list must

be made out for all classes of stock, farm pro-

ducts and manufactured articles, amounting to

at least fifteen hundred or two thousand dollars

;

the more the better. The raising of this sum of

money is generally the point of embarrassment.

The mone}' is not in hand, and the fair, which

is to raise it by the sale of admission tickets, is

an untried experiment. It may be a failure

from lack of interest, from rain, or other causes,

and leave the managers in debt. To divide up

the responsibility equally, let a delegate be ap-

pointed from each town, to canvass his own dis-

trict for members. These should be of two

kinds, annual and for 1 ife. The annual member-

ships should be not less than a dollar each, car-

rying with them four admission tickets for the

fair, at twenty-five cents each. The life mem-
berships should not be less thau five dollars, car-

rying with them one ticket of admission every

year, or some other equivalent privilege. A
spirited canvasser would be able to secure at

least a hundred dollars, or more, for these mem-
berships in each town, and if there were twenty

towns in the county, enough would be raised to

cover the premium list before the fair came off.

You might safely calculate on an advance of

fifty per cent, for the attendance of those who
were not members.

Then a show bill should be issued on a large

sheet, announcing the fair and list of premiums,

and be posted at all places of public resort in

the county ; railroad depots, postoffices, hotels,

blacksmith shops, etc. A few weeks before the

time of the fair, the managers should see that

the county is canvassed for exhibitors. If a man
has a line herd of blood stock, visit him, and

make him promise to come out. Secure the at-

tendance of every man that has anything to

show. If there are manufacturers of any kind,

get them out with their goods. People like to

be noticed, and many a men will bring out their

best, if asked, who would otherwise stay at home.

Then, at the holding of the fair, let all the

arrangements bo as complete as possible ; so

that stock and goods exhibited may not be in-

jured, and may be seen to good advantage. It

is essential to the success of the fair that it

should be held in some large enclosure, and if

this is not at hand it must be extemporized with

a high board fence. This, the lumber merchant

or builder will attend to on contract. It is de-

sirable that shelter should be provided for stock.

Owners will not exhibit freely, and for succes-

sive days, unless their cattle can be made com-

fortable, and be well supplied with water, hay,

and provender. A large tent will answer for

the exhibition of fruits, vegetables, butter and

cheese, but a building is better. The society

should look forward to permanent grounds and

buildings, and realize them as soon as possible.

The starting of a County Agricultural Society

involves a good deal of labor and expense, but

it will pay a hundred fold. A few energetic

men, in any county with ten thousand people,

can accomplish it. It will aid their enterprise,

if they sprinkle liberally among their premiums

some good paper devoted to their art, like the

American Agriculturist. Connecticut.

Buildings for Agricultural Fairs.

At a recent meeting of the Connecticut State

Board of Agriculture, the fact dropped out that

there was but one County Agricultural Society

in the State, that had permanent grounds and

buildings to accommodate stock, and all classes

of goods offered for exhibition ; and that was
the most flourishing of all. Is there not a logical

connexion between the buildings and this suc-

cess. We think the importance of permanent

buildings is greatly overlooked. "We regard the

housing of an Agricultural Society as essential

to its success as the building of a church edifice

is to the prosperity of a church. It may dwell

in tents for a time as a matter of necessity, but

it is never assured of a permauent existence

until it has a home. Permanent buildings are

an expression of the faith of its founders in its

vitality, and impart confidence of its success to

the community in which the}7 are placed. It is

a living power among them, and invites their

co-operation.

These buildings should be located at some

central point in the county, or near some city

or village easily accessible by rail or steamer.

This, with a good exhibition and good weather,

will secure a large attendance. The people will

come if the place is easily accessible. Such a
locatiou also materially affects the character of

the exhibition. Most railroads will, on applica-

tion, carry stock, farm products, and goods for

the fair, at reduced price, or free of charge ; re-

lying upon passenger tickets for their profits.

This, of course, is an inducement for people to

bring out their products.

The buildings need not be of an expensive

character, but substantial and neat ; affording

perfect protection to all goods aud stock en-

trusted to the care of the Society. When there

are nothing but tents or temporary buildings,

goods are. frequently damaged, and though the

owners be remunerated, it always operates dis-

astrously to the Society. The community want
entire confidence in the managers of the Society,

and the assurance that everything will be prop-

erly cared for. Articles like paintings, and heir

looms of various kinds are frequently exhibited,

and they have a value to their owners much be-

yond what they would bring in money. People

who have the best articles to exhibit, will not

forward them, unless they have security for

their protection against damage from the

elements.

Stock of all kinds want protection in perma-

nent sheds or stalls. It is found to be desirable

at most country fairs to have the exhibition

continued through two or more days. This

arrangement gives not only a better opportunity

to examine the animals, aud to see the various

products of the farm, but affords a very impor-

tant safeguard against failure from bad weather.

If one day should prove stormy, and forbid

attendance, the next may be fair, and draw the

crowd. With good accommodations for stock,

the owners of fine animals, who are raising

principally to sell, will have no objection to

exhibii a second or third day. They can be

made as comfortable at the fair as at home ; and
tho more they are known the better for the

owners' interests. If there is no shelter, and
provisions for feeding and watering are bad, it

will be difficult to get them out.

Permanent buildings are the capital that an

Agricultural Society needs to do business with

:

and immediate measures should be taken in

every county where there is a Society to secure

them. Wisely managed, they would pay for

themselves in a very few years, and make the

prosperity of the institution permanent. We
will thank any of our friends for drawings

and descriptions of suitable inclosures and

buildings for the use of county Or other agri-

cultural fairs, with estimates of their cost.

Shall we have the Address at Fairs,

That depends entirely upon the character ef

the address. If the speaker is a distinguished

politician, who will improve the occasion to

air his views of the political situation, and talk

buncombe, it wont pay. If he is a reformer, or

monomaniac, who will trot out his favorite hob-

by, and show off his antics, his services may be

dispensed with. Farmers and their wives come
together on such occasions to learn something

about their business, and unless the speaker has

some experience in their calling, he should take

other occasions to dispense his wisdom. There

are men in almost every county who have studi-

ed the principles of husbandry, aud practiced

them so far as to make them intelligent critics

of the practice of others. Sometimes the mem-
bers of the learned professions have given spe-

cial attention to the farm aud garden, and can

give a good address. Whoever is invited should

have something pertinent to saj', and be invited

for that reason. If the address is not at hand, an
" experience meeting " of farmers and fruit grow-

ers should be provided for. A few practical

questions offered for discussion will draw out

the views of farmers from all parts of the State

or county, and make the meeting one of great

interest. Every one who comes to the fail-

should have the memory of things heard, as

well as things seen, to carry home with him.

Breeding Young Makes.—"W. 31. B.," of

Nelson County, Virginia, asks :
" Docs breeding

stop the growth of a young mare, that has not

attained her full size, or does is it materially

injure her in any respect ?"

The best horse breeders hold, we believe, with

few, ifany, exceptions, that having a coll not onjy

does not hurt a young mare, but, on the con-

trary does her good, gives her constitution, bot-

tom, and a vigor of digestive organs, and firm-

ness of muscle, which last her through life

with good treatment. Thoroughbred or warm
blooded mares that have proper tare, gain suffi-

cient maturity at 2 to 2'| 5 years, and cold

blooded mares 3 to 3'| a, to take the horse. Of

course, the fillies diet should be liberal, an i

regular, and her grooming thorough. For two

growing horses stand at her rack. Thorough-

bred horses arrive at maturity fully a year

earlier than others. They grow faster, are li: for

work quicker, and. a-

-

injured by

breeding considerably earlier, than it would

be safe to breed a common mare.
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Country Houses with City Conveniences.

It is generally supposed that city houses are far

more convenient than country dwellings. Ser-

vant girls lay special stress upon this, when asked

to go to the country. But, with the single excep-

tion of gas-light, every city convenience may
be equally well secured in any country place.

To illustrate this, and also to furnish good house-

plans, we present engravings and descriptions of

some houses now being completed in Flush-

ing, eight miles distant by Railroad from the

Hunter's Point Ferry, opposite 34th-street New-
York. These houses, by the way, are almost

as quickly reached, and with far more comfort,

than any city residence above 40th-street, while

they are in a healthful location, and have the

benefit of country air, the pleasure of a garden,

etc., and, being supplied with gas from

the village, they have all the conve-

niences of city houses. The proprie-

tor, in their erection, has attempted to

introduce every improvement, and to

construct every part as if to be occu-

pied by his own family. (The general

superintendence and carpenter work,

is done by John Donald; the mason
work by James & Patrick Carroll ; the paint-

ing by P. Thornton; the tin-work by Benj.

Field ; and the slating and roofing by J. S. Mose-

ley, of the Union Roofing Co., of New York.)

Elevation.—Fig. 1 shows the general appear-

ance from, a front corner view. The basement

walls are 3^ feet stone-wall below the surface,

and 4 feet brick-wall above, cemented and laid

off into stone blocks. The siding is of 10-inch

boards, half-tongue and lap, with a v groove at

the lap, and another v groove cut along the

center of each board, giving it the appearance of

4'| 2-inch siding, an end section of which is seen in

fig. 6. This new style of

siding is the finest and best

f\ we have seen. The roofing

is French, or half French
style, the fronting all round

- covered with slate, black

(£), green (67), and red (iJ)

—as shown by these letters

in fig. 7. The top part on

one house is tin, and on
the others, H. W. Johns'

The window caps and cor-

nices are alike on all sides, which gives almost

a front view, when seen from any direction. The
walls are filled in with brick, from cellar to roof.

F'est Floor (Fig. 2).—The Parlor A, B,with

Bay Window at 0, is dividedby sliding doors, so

that A, 14 x 20 feet, can be used for the parlor,

Fig. 7.—SLATE.

Patent Roofing.

and B, 14 x 10 as

a Library or Sit-

ting-room ; or the

whole be thrown
into one large par-

lor when desired.

A, is spacious

enough except for

large gatherings.

vg} :

. The Main Hall, E,

is sis feet wide.

Many err in mak-
ing this too nar-

row ; it is the first

e
- room entered, and

SEpg;- its capacity gives

the first impres-

sion in regard to

the whole house.

At the front is a

small closet (c,c,c,)

for cloaks, umbrellas, etc., leaving plenty

of room for a hat-stand between that and the

parlor door. JV^ is a covered piazza. C, is the

general family room, or sitting-room, or may be
used as a Dining Room, when _D, is used as a

Kitchen. D, is the Dining-Room, but is pro-

vided with a medium size cooking-range at J,

so that for a small family, or with a scarcity of

help, or at special seasons of the year, D maybe
used as a Kitchen. /, is a common Dish closet,

and K, a China closet, with doors opening into

both D, and G. By the side of this is D,W, a
dumb-waiter from the room below, which,

when not in use, shuts down even with the floor,

and occupies no room. The Sink in the corner

is neatly enclosed, with a door to open to its

front, g, is a rear hall extending out to a

small piazza and steps. Under this at the left, is

seen the outside entrance to the Basement. A
closet from g, furnishes a place for hats, gar-

ments, umbrellas, etc. F, is a general pantiy and
flour room for D. Ventilators, throughout the

house, are placed in the base-boards of the rooms,

in accordance with the principles explained in

September Agriculturist, 1864. The suggestions

Fig. 3.—FIRST FLOOR OR GROUND PLAN.

published in this journal for several years past,

havebeen consulted in constructing these houses.

Second Story (Fig. 3).

—

Q, B, are front and
rear chambers, with connecting closets, s, s, and

a double door passage containing drawers and

shelves. U, is the family chamber or bed-room,

connected with W, and with the hall bed-room,

T, so that a child, sick or well, occupying either

W or T, will be in hearing and easy reach of U.

This room, Z7, is specially fitted for the con-

venience of the lady of the house, even if she be I

an invalid. The wash-stand and basin, e,e, has
cold and hot water brought to it by pipes from
the Attic reservoir, and the basement boiler (/,

fig. 4). A bell wire extends to the servants' room
on the third-floor. One speaking-tube extends to

the basement Kitchen, and another to the Din-
ing-Room (D, fig. 2), so that the lady can give di-

rections to those rooms without calling through
the halls. "We commend this arrangement to

every housekeeper. A small sum wi'u connect
two distant rooms with tubings so that free con-
versation can be held, and thus save a great num-
ber of steps. The lady, while dressing herself

or children, can give full directions to the kitch-

en or dining-room, and make inquiries. From
this room, U, another speaking tube extends
to and opens over the outside front door
bell-knob, so that in case the bell is rung at night,

instant inquiry can be made of the caller as to

" what's the matter," without a long journey
through the halls. Such a tube should at least

extend from, every Physician's sleeping-room to

Fig. 8.—SECOND FLOOR OR CHAMBER PLAN.

his door-bell. The tubing costs but 5 or 6 cents

a foot, and is easily put in, along the corners of

rooms,., or, as in these houses, behind the lath-

ing, when done at the time of building W
is another bed-room, large enough for two beds

if desired.—X, is a bath-room, with wash basin,

S, and bath-tub, B, T, both of which are sup-

plied with cold water pipes from the Attic reser-

voir, and hot water from the boiler tank in the

basement.—A water closet here is supplied with
water from the Attic, and with a large waste pipe

riming underground to the privy vault, at the

end of the grape arbor which extends back from
the rear door. The closets A, A, Z,dc,d c, are

shown in the plan : there can hardly be too

many of these, as every housekeeper knows.

Basement (Fig. 4).—K, is the Kitchen, sup-

plied with stationary wash-tubs, w, w ; sink, w ;

force-pump which draws water for the Kitch-

en from a large cistern outside,which is filled from

a filtering cistern. This pump is connected by

a pipe with the Attic

reservoir, so that if in

a long drouth that

should fail, it can be

refilled from below,

and thus a supply of

water and pressure al-

ways be secured to the

hot water tank. K, is

supplied with a large

" Challenge" cooking-

range, J", having a wa-

ter back and a large tight thirty-five gallon

boiler, I, seen at the left, which is kept filled and

under pressure from the Attic reservoir. H,

%. 4.—BASEMENT.
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is the coal cellar, receiving coal directly from

the cart. F, is a large Sanford & Truslow's

Heater or furnace (with extra evaporating pans),

which sends warm ah' to nearly every room in

the house, including two Attic rooms and the

bath-room. (An opening over the bath-room

admits warm air enough to the Attic reservoir

to prevent its freezing in very cold weather,)

i?, S, Ii, indicate the warm air registers from

the furnace, shown in several of the rooms.

Attic or Third Story (Fig. 5).—This is 8

feet high, the full size of the house for 4 feet

high, then inclined in-

ward at the sides, under

the slating. Two Rooms,
B, B, are finished off;

the large room D, is also

lathed and plastered,

and furnishes a conve-

nient place for drying

clothes, storage, and

other purposes; or if

Fig. 5.—attic. needed, it can easily be
divided into several rooms. The 8 dormer win-

dows furnish abundant light and air. The Reser-

voir, T, is of plank, lined with tinned lead, 8x8
x 4 feet. All the water from the upper roof runs

into this reservoir, and when full, it overflows

through a pipe down to the filtering cistern.

Painting, Cost, etc.—The outside color is

light drab, with dark trimmings; the doors

throughout the house, inside and out, grained

Walnut ; the parlor and chamber above white

;

the halls, sitting, and dining-room, etc., grained

in oak ; outside of all sashes, dark green ; inside

grained to match the rooms. Every room from

cellar to attic is supplied with gas pipes, built

in the walls.
—

"Without the land, the cost of such

a house at this time, all complete as here des-

cribed, is from §5,000 to $7,000, according to

the locality, expense of lumber, bricks, etc. This

includes all the fixtures named—the furnaces,

double cookiug-ranges, extra style painting,

plumbing, fancy slate roofing, drainage, waste

pipes, double filtering cisterns, grape arbor,

front fence, etc.

Coal Tar and Asphaltum for Floors.

By Gilbert J. Green, Hudson, N. T.

A floor properly made of Asphaltum or coal

tar, or both combined, so far surpasses all other

floors for stables, that it has but to be seen to

be generally adopted. The cheapness of these

floors, their ease of construction, durability,

freedom from moisture, and their cleanliness,

recommend their adoption by all good farmers.

The way in which I have constructed floors for

cow or horse stable, as well as floors for barns,

carriage house, poultry houses, pig pens, or

other out-buildings and barn-yards, is about as

follows, varied somewhat to circumstances.

I first prepare the floor by removing sufficient

earth to allow coarse sand or gravel to be laid

upon it to the depth of about two inches, this

gravel or sand should be free from clay or other

earthy matter, and be perfectly dry, by being

exposed to the sun, or dried over a fire. If it is

summer time, and the floor or stable will not be

needed for immediate use, I would use nothing

but coal tar, boiled in a kettle from fifteen min-

utes to half an hour, this I pour upon the gravel

hot, and leave until it is cold, I then mix fine

dry sand with hot coal tar, to the consistency of

thin mortar, and spread it over the floor to the

depth of half an inch, I then lake a hot smooth-

ing iron, holding it with a pair of blacksmith's,

tongs, and iron it down smooth. If it can re-

main twenty days without being used, in warm
weather ; it will make a hard solid floor, that

may always be kept clean and dry.

If it is desirable to use the floor at once, I

would use one-half or two-thirds of Asphaltum
and the remainder coal tar, this can be used the

moment it is cold, but it lacks the strength and
elasticity of a floor made wholly of coal tar,

still I have known pavements made wholly of

Asphaltum and gravel that have endured many
years of severe use, and are still good.

The cost of such a floor with Asphaltum or

coal tar at eight cents per gallon, (the usual price),

will be about three cents per foot, about half

the cost of plauk,with the floor timber included.

It will last longer than any hemlock floor will

in a stable, and can be much more easity repaired.

A floor of Asphaltum or coal tar, like a piece

of India rubber, neither attracts or absorbs

moisture, and is therefore easily cleaned and

always dry. The edge of such floors should be

protected by a joist or piece of timber, so that it

will not be broken off by cattle's feet nor wheels

of wagons. It is equally useful as a floor for

pig pens', or any out-buildings, and I believe it

superior to stone or brick for sidewalks. It is

smooth but not slippery ! Hard, but still suffi-

ciently elastic; the sun does not injuriously

soften it, and frost will not injure it. For pave-

ments or floors where heavy loads will pass over

it, it should be thicker than above recommended,

or else the earth beneath it should be very solid.

-SECTION OF HE:

A Good and Cheap Hen-House.

We have an urgent appeal to publish a plan

for a cheap Fowl-house, " with all the modern
improvements." Modern improvements are costly

as a rule—but nevertheless we may have

a warm, snug hen-house, which should be neat

and convenient, and yet not be very costly.

The accompanying plan is used with entire

satisfaction by an acquaintance, who is so par-

ticular in his views, that we may safely com-

mend it to our readers

:

The house is 10 feet wide and 12 feet long ; a

passage-way 4 feet wide passes along the south

side, in which are windows ; this is formed by]a

partition 3 feet high, (see fig. 1), which extend

from near the door to the rear, and supports

the lower side of a sloping floor, which rises to

the eaves on the north side. Above this sloping

floor the roosts are fixed and the droppings of the

birds fall upon the floor, which being sprinkl-

ed wkh plaster, they roll down, or are easily

scraped off. There is a ledge at the front edge

which prevents their going to the floor. Under

this sloping floor the space is divided by a par-

tition, making a nest room about G feet square

and a setting room G x 5 feet, which is also used

for a store room for grain, eggs, etc. This set-

ting room is entered by another door, and light

ed by a pane in the gable end. The nest boxes

shove through the partition into the setting

room, but there is no access for the fowls, except

when setting. At these times hens are moved, if
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Fig. 3.—PLAN OF HEN HOUSE.

they happen to be in boxes against the side

building, and made to occupy those in the par-

tition. The back end of the 4-foot passage-way,

(see plan, Fig. 2), is used as a feeding floor, and

here stands the water fountain.

We made once a small hen-house, and lighted

it by placing some of the roof boards, which
went up and down, ten inches apart, and fasten-

ing 8 x 10 glass between them, slipping the glass

into the groves in the boards, which were com-
mon flooring. The panes lapped about half an

inch, were fastened by tacks, and little water

came through. Windows in a fowl-house must

be protected by slats or by wire. The use of

plaster on the sloping floor under the roosts is

very well—nothing can be better; but fine, dry

road dust, swept up on a hot day, is as good.

Simple Farm Gates.

There is almost no end to the devices for farm

gates, but after all the simplest, strongest and
lightest, of the old better patterns, are the most
reliable, and, on the whole, the best. The posts

should be of locust, or cedar timber, if possible,

and set very firml}-, being securely braced either

above or under the ground, and protected by coal

tar beneath the surface, and by paint above, from

the action of the elements. The long, hard-

wood latch, in common use, is probably the best

for all kinds of farm gates.

A Light Farm: Gate is described by W. S.

Gilchrist, Warren County, N. T.—" I send you

the plan of gates which we have had in use for

the past ten years, and for that time have never,

with the aid of paint, required an}' repairs. My
experience proves that the lighter a gate can be

made, the longer it will last, besides being much
more convenient in use. I, therefore, use well

seasoned pine lumber (cedar if to be had) ; the

hinge-piece {a) and latch-piccc (!>) of 3 x 3 scant-

Hug; the rail (c) 3 x 3 also, tapered to 2 inches;

the slats of 'la-inch seasoned piue or, if to bo

had, cedar, by all means avoiding the use of

green or heavy lumber; thebracesof good clear

6 erf

LIOnT FARM GATE.

stuff, and straight grained lumber, 1 x l'|, inches

of any description; the whole securely nailed

or pinned. Any one of ordinary mechanical
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skill in the use of tools, should be able to build

a gate after the accompanying sketch."

rc
S-

FRAME GATE.

Frame Gate.—Seth Clark, of Wellsboro',

Pa., writes, " I have made several gates of this

kind for myselfand my neighbors, and they give

general satisfaction. Figure 1 represents the

gate and the frame in which it hangs (which

should be a little wider and higher than the

barn doors). The cross piece {A) may be made
either straight or slightly arching, and in either

case is mortised upon, and braced, as shown,
into the posts. The posts (B) (5x5 studs) are

framed into sills, as seen in Figures 2 and 3,

Fig. 5.

ft

Fig*

W
FLg.2. rij.3.

BRACED POSTS.

which effectually prevents a tendency to lean

to either side. The hiuge-piece (E) of the gate

rests on a pivot inserted in the sill (Fig. 4), which
should be wide enough to receive the post and
hinge-piece without crowding. The upper hinge

is of wood, and is shown in Figure 5. Figure 8

shows how the posts are framed and braced on
sloping ground, which does not interfere with
the gate if it swings open down the slope. The
long braces of the gate (G and D, Fig. 1,) are

placed on opposite sides, and the gate is made
very light. The gate may be hung upon iron

hinges if preferred. Such a frame will last as

long as the best posts set in the ground, and
has the advantage of being always erect.

- '

An excellent gate is one framed much like

this, except that the cross-piece (A) is straight,

and instead of being at the top, is three feet from

the bottom of the posts, and well beneath the

surface of the road, being strongly braced into

the posts below, they being set a little more than

three feet in the ground. The posts extend five

feet above the ground, and the gate is hung to

them in any desirable way. The hinge-piece

of the gate, if hung as above described, should

rest on a block, pinned to the post and resting

upon the cross-piece. A gate made after this

plan is very convenient and firm.

*—— »«» —»-»

Fall Plowing to Kill Grltbs.—" H. E. H."
writes, "I am turning over a heavy sod (in

December), to kill grub-worms, so that they

will not destroy my corn, next June. Will I

accomplished the object? Is fall plowing ever

an injury to the soil ? " You will probably dis-

turb and kill a good many grub-worms. Your

corn will not be so weedy as if plowed in the

spring. And the fall plowing will have done

nothing but good. A very light sandy soil nat-

urally dry and warm is not benefitted by fall

plowing—for the frosts and weathering cause

the organic matters in it to decompose rapid]}',

and these are essential to its integrity, but all

loamy and clayey soils, or those rich in organic

matter, and most gravelly soils are decidedly

benefitted by fall plowing, if it be not done

when the ground is wet, and even this is much
less injurious than plowing wet soil in spring.

Building in Gold Climates.
a

The house room of all sorts should be con-

tained within four walls for this (unless it be an

octagon or some other gon\ gives the most room
per foot of wall, admits of the most thorough

warming, and the least radiation of heat into

" universal space," there being the least outside

surface for radiation ; and the advantage is as

decided in summer, for then there is the least

surface for absorption of solar heat. There

should be as few windows and doors as possi-

ble on the north side, and few on the west side

;

and on those sides should be the halls, pantries,

and other small rooms, and the wood-house

apartments, to serve as air-chamber bulwarks

between the north-western winds and the

living rooms on the south side, where the sun

brings light, heat and health. Cistern, cistern-

pump and drain should never be on the north

side. Outside walls should be lathed and plas-

tered between studding, as well as on the face of

it; the economy of double walls is great, in the

course of time. The cellar wall should be lathed

and plastered from sill to a lower level than

outside surface of the ground. Keep a sharp e3re

on carpenters, lest they fur out the outside base

or drip-board, in a way to let the wind blow up

behind the siding. Finally, front the house east,

so that the front verandah may be shady in the

afternoon for out-door sitting in summer, and

so that the sitting-room, back of the parlor, may
have a sunny outlook in winter. H. W. P.

- i— —»-•>

Cranberry Culture.

Mr. Gilbert Conant, of Ipswich, Mass., received

a premium from the Essex Agricultural Society

for his success with cranberries. We give the

essential portions of his report, which is some-

what peculiar, as it describes a method of grow-

ing cranberries without setting the plants. This

can, of course, be useful only in localities where

cranberries grow spontaneously, but it shows

how a natural and unproductive patch may be

converted into a cultivated cranberry meadow.
" In the summer of 1861 I prepared about an

acre of meadow, by cutting a ditch to drain it,

and in the fall I plowed it from four to six inch-

es deep, according to the hight of different parts

of the meadow. Since then I have flowed it

annually about the first of November, and let

the water off about the first of May.

"The first summer after preparing the meadow
as stated, vines sprang up and grew considerably

on the lowest parts of it. The second summer
the vines increased and grew rapidly. In the

foil of that year I gathered about a half bushel

of cranberries. In 1864 the vines blossomed

full, and after the berries were set, gave promise

of a fine crop ; but an early frost, while they

were quite green, injured them so that I gath-

ered but about a bushel. In 1865 the vines had

increased in some spots on the meadow, so that

they had almost killed out the grass, and in the

fall, when the berries were ripe, they lay so

thick that the vines were scarcely visible. I

gathered twenty bushels of cranberries, worth
three and a half dollars per bushel. The ex-

pense of gathering and marketing these berries

was less than ten dollars. This year there are

but very few cranberries in this section of coun-

try, though my vines are bearing better than I

have seen any others on fresh meadow.
"The expense of draining this meadow was

nothing. The peat taken from the ditch paid

the expense. It cost me but $5 to flow it. Tins

was done by a small flood-gate at the bridge. I

spread upon the ice in the winter of 1863 two
loads of yellow sand, which cost but $2.50, mak-
ing the whole amount that it has cost me to

prepare the meadow, but $7.50. I would here

state that the vines on the spot upon which the

sand was spread were far more prolific last year

than any other vines upon the meadow.
" I have had experience in preparing several

other pieces of meadow in the same manner,

for the cultivation of the cranberry, and in every

case have been successful. I neither plant vines

nor sow the seed. Whenever any meadow
adapted to the cultivation of the cranberry is pre-

pared in the manner that I have prepared mine,

vines will spring up and bear spontaneously."

John Johnston on Drainage.

In

says

a recent letter this pioneer of drainage
" I commenced in 1838, aud have drained

280 acres, laid over 200,000 tile. Drains should

run directly down the slopes. You never can

make thorough work by running them across

the slopes. My drains are from twenty-five to

perhaps forty feet apart—very few of the latter,

generally about thirty-three feet. In soft soils,

and where you have to go four feet deep and
lower, before getting on hard bottom, drains

might be fifty or sixty feet apart, and dry the

land perfectly; while in stiff clays, eighteen or

twenty feet may be rather too wide. I estimate

that the excess of two wheat crops on drained

land will pay the whole cost of the improvement.

I took up the first drain after twenty years,

and found the tile as good as ever. Although I

paid twent3'-five cents a rod, and board, for dig-

ging some of the drains, two and a half feet

deep, I got the great majority dug at twelve to

fifteen cents per rod, without board. The later-

al drains need not be over thirteen inches wide

at the surface, and wide enough at the bottom

to take in a two or three inch tile. Main drains

cost much more." We must add that, however

much we value John Johnston's experience, 2 1

] i

foot draining is considered too superficial to be

ever recommended if one can go lower.

Garden Irrigation, How Practised,

BT " TESUQUE." XETV MEXICO.

The subject of irrigation has of late attracted

considerable attention in parts of the countiy

where it is not, as it is in New Mexico, absolute-

ly essential. The following article, prepared at

our request by a gentleman living near Santa

Fe, gives very clearly the plan of irrigating a

garden as practised in that country. The writer

promises to resume the subject, and we hope to

be able to present the details of operations upon

a larger scale.

—

[Eds.]

I submit a few general principles, as practised

here, in the hope of seeing in your paper some

hints by which we can improve upon our pres-

ent system. But, before I venture farther, I
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would advise those who make a practice of

keeping their land clean only where it is planted,

and of allowing fence corners, etc., to raise their

own crops of weeds, not to irrigate, because, if

they do not keep their ditches and all water

avenues clean and free from weeds, they will

assuredly bring such crops upon their land

every tune the}' water it, as will soon disgust

them with the whole system.

The first thing to be done is to get the water

to the highest part of the land to be cultivated.

Here this is done by communities ; each com-
munity having its own peculiar by-laws as re-

gards compensation of the Major domo, division

of the water, etc., all being governed by the

general laws of the Territory as regards the

election of the Major domo, and the fines for

delinquency in working the "Ascequias," as

the canals are called, or for stealing water, &c.

The advantages of irrigating by open ditches

are many
;
principally, that you get your water

on the land at a much higher temperature than

from a well. I have seen persons here, when
short of water, use their wells, and give their

crops of cucumbers, peppers, tomatoes, &c, such

a "back-set" as often to lose the whole crop. We
are here 8,000 feet or more above the sea level,

and have to take the greatest care as regards the

temperature of the water and the time for irri-

gating, or it would be impossible to raise any
of the more delicate vegetables. Again, by
ditches, if well made at the outset, the advantage .

is that they are aheays there, whereas if one has

complicated machinery it is liable to be out of

order when needed, and before the repairs can
be made the good time has gone by.

In preparing for irrigating a garden, which
can be laid under water from one line, as in

figure 1, run the main ditch as near level as

possible, because, as the water has to run in this

ditch to feed all the smaller ones, it will cut

away, if sloping, much more than the smaller

ditches. Those ditches which slope much
should be well paved or lined with plank. In

figure 1, A, B, O, D is a plot of ground having

a slight fall from B to A, and a greater fall from

B to B, the lowest point being at G; m, the

main ditch, entering the plot at B and leaving

at A; V, V and V are the cross ditches, linra-

get the upperhand while he is repairing borders.

This ditch, to a practiced irrigator, is almost

unnecessary, except in cases where neighbors

above him, using from the same stream, may let

all the water upon him without warning; but,

in any case, it is better to have it, as it can

fri
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bered in the order in which they would be used

when irrigating the whole plot ; n is a ditch of

the same size as the main ditch, and is used for

running off that part of the stream which is sur-

plus when irrigating ; it is also used as a channel

for the whole stream when breakage occurs,

and the- gardener has fear that the water may

Fig. 2.—MANNER OP LETTING ON THE WATER.

be used also to irrigate the right hand row
of beds. The points where flood-gates are

necessary to regulate the amount of water are

marked f ; w is a walk, bridging the cross

ditches at the points b, which must be enlarged

or added to according to taste or convenience

;

but all walks or roads should be made on a level

with the border above them, and in fact serve

to form the border, as they give strength to the

beds. is a continuation of the ditch ; n serves

also as an outlet for the water when one tier of

beds has been watered, until the next tier has

been started. The same principle marked in

this plot will apply equally to a garden of fifty

acres or more, and the larger the garden the

more will the labor be lessened by following

some such system.

Now, let us suppose the main ditch dug, and

water running through it : the first thing will be

to make the upper row of beds (marked 1) ; com-

mencing on the right band, make the first bed
;

of course the land has been ploughed well long

ago. For vegetables of most kinds, no bed

should exceed ten feet by twenty,and before the

first season is over the gardener will find that,

by making small beds, he

has saved much labor. The
first line of beds is made
with borders, or raised mar-

gins, from six to nine inches

above the level and at least

six inches across the top,

and the cross ditches finish-

ed down to the lower edge

of the completed beds. The
next thing is to ascertain that

they are perfectly level, and

this is best done by opening

them, as in figure 2, and

letting in the water slowly,

and if there is a corner high-

er or lower than the rest of

the bed the water will surely

find it for you. Leveling the

beds well previous to plant-

ing is absolutely necessary,

for if you have to irrigate

very young plants,(which, in

many cases, will give them a two weeks' start

over those left later.) and the beds have not been

exactly levelled, some of the plants will be

drenched or covered with sediment, while others

will get no water.

While beds No. 1 are filling you can be mak-

ing the next row, and so on, until your plot is

D

all terraced
; and if, wherever the fall increases,

the beds be made narrower, much labor will

thereby be saved. Next put in the flood-gates,

(see figure 3,) and sink boxes in the cross

ditches, at the points where you open the beds,

or make holes and line them with brick ; these

boxes, or holes, are so placed that when the

border of a bed is opened for irrigation, the

water has to run over the hole to get in-

to the bed, so that all sand which would
otherwise go into the bed is caught ; and
whenever these holes fill with sand before

3"ou have water enough in the bed, clean

it promptly. It is better, where the lay

of the land will admit of it, to water the

beds from the lower corners. But always

commence to water those beds which are

the highest, so that if a border breaks the

water will run into a dry bed; whereas, on

the other hand, if you commence at the

lower beds, and the same accident should

occur, the water runs into beds already

full, andmay burst a dozen borders before

you can stop it. Another reason for ir-

rigating from the top beds is, that while one bed

is filling you can open as many below as you

choose, and in this way you are ahead of your

work, always ready to spare a few minutes to

remedy any accident, and also have perfect com-

mand of the water.—"When the plants are strong

enough to allow of a good stream being used,

one man can, in this way, easily water from

150 to 200 beds in a day.

In figure 2, is shown the method of letting

on the water. First, break the border ef bed 1

Fig. S.—FLOOD GATE.

at the point e, throwing the soil across the cross

ditch c, so as to form the dam d, then open the

floodgate marked by the dotted line /, until the

amount of water needed passes; and if the

whole of the water running in the main ditch,

is used, shut the flood-gate in in ; but if not,

open all the flood-gates on the main ditch enough

to allow the surplus water to pass on. Now,

while the first bed is receiving the water, open

other beds in succession, as indicated by 2, 3,

and when the first bed has received sufficient,

draw the first dam over again to its place in the

border, and allow the water to flow into the next

bed, and so on to the end of the work ; always

taking care to keep your boxes (b) clean, and

never leave any of the beds open to the ditches

when not irrigating. This is a slovenly fashion,

and often from a heavy rain, or by the leaking

of a flood-gale, is the means of ruining the beds

so left, and of course the plants they contain.

Figure :l shows the flood-gate in general use

here; it is a square box, open at the top, exceptthe

braces for strengthening it, with a door sliding

between cleats nailed on the inside and bottom,

and having a frame (/) through which the han-

dle slides, and which is bored so a- to be Fasten-

ed at any height by a peg or nail. i'. is set in

its place so that the end (.A at which the water

enters shall be a little below the level of the

ditch, marked by the dotted line K I. By this

means the water is not so apt to lift the gate

out of place, and it al-o catches much sand.

and so helns the boxc^ in the cross ditches.
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SQUIRRELS OF THE NORTHERN AND EASTERN STATES .

—

Drawn and engravedfor the American Agriculturist

A Squirrel Congress was probably never

convened, and so, in all likelihood, no such,

committee-meeting was held as our artist has

represented. Of all hard things to draw and

engrave, one of the most so is a squirrel's

tail,—so light and airy, and graceful and thin,

and delicate,—each hair distinctly banded, oftwo

or three colors, and all, one moment in elegant

confusion, and the next, jerked into the most

precise order. Our artist, we have no doubt,

agrees with us. This beautiful group represents

the common American species of this famil}'.

The squirrels of our northern woods are the

following : The Great Gray Squirrel, called

also Cat or Fox Squirrel (Sciurus einereus); the

Common or Little Gray Squirrel {Sciurus Car-

olinensis); the Black Squirrel, a variety of the

same species ; the Red Squirrel (Sciurus Hucl-

sonicus) ; the Flying Squirrel (Pteronnys volu-

cella), and the Striped Squirrel or Chipmunk
(Tamias Striatus). The two species of Gray

Squirrels are much alike, except in size, the

Grea'. Gray being much heavier, more robust,

having a broader head. The color of the Little

Gray Squirrel varies greatly, it being sometimes

red, and again becoming quite black, so that the

variety was long regarded as a distinct species.

The squirrels are so familiar to our readers

that a particular description of them would

be unnecessary, even had we space, and we
might easily fill this number of the Agricultur-

ist with the accounts of different kinds ; for, be-

sides those we have named, there are several oth-

er distinct species inhabiting the United States.

These lively, agile, and beautiful denizens of

our forests, retreat reluctantly before the ap-

proach of civilization, and most of them need

only a little encouragement to become familiar

as door-yard pets. They are all easily domes-

ticated, and are playful and mischievous. The
Gray and Black Squirrels retreat together to

the mountains and thick woods from near set-

tlements ; but the Red and Striped ones remain

in the stone-walls and open woods, and even in

our barns and granaries, when not driven off.

The introduction of squirrels into city parks

and pleasure-grounds of late years has been pro-

ductive of much gratification ; but these pets are

destructive to the birds, whose eggs and young

they devour ; they eat also the buds of trees.

They are on the whole undesirable, and cannot

be recommended as useful tenants of such

places, except in the midst of large cities, where

birds are at best only occasional residents.

The Flying Squirrel is one of the most inter-

esting of our quadrupeds. Possessed of all the

other powers of its family : climbing, running,

jumping from limb to limb and from tree to tree,

as freely as any of them—it has another dis-

tinguishing peculiaruy—namely, that of flying,

or, more properly, sliding on the air from, one

elevation to a lesser one. In these flights it is sup-

ported by the thin double skin, which is stretched

between its fore and hind legs, and no doubt

also by the broad tail. This species is perhaps

more easily domesticated, and more gen'le,

docile and affectionate than any of the others.

The extreme length of the different species of

squirrels is as follows : Large Gray, 24 to 26 in.

;

Little Gray and Black, 20 to 23 inches ; Reci.

13 to 15 inches; Chipmunk, 9 to 10 inches;

Flying Squirrel the same size or a little less.
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Oranges North and South.

The climate of the Gulf States is so well

adapted to the culture of the Orange aud its rel-

atives, that it is probable this will become,

before long, an important branch of horticul-

ture in that portion of the country. In

some parts of Florida the bitter Orange

has become so thoroughly established

that it forms natural groves, and is there

known as the "Wild Orange," producing

a yield of a bitter and sour fruit, and af-

fording au abundance of stocks upon

which to graft the finer kinds. Sometime

ago, Doctor C. J. Kenworthy, an enthu-

siastic traveler and horticulturist, brought

us a collection of the various oranges and

lemons from the St. John's River, Flor-

ida. The Sweet and Mandarin oranges

were of excellent quality, and the speci-

mens of the wild variety were so re-

markably fruitful—as many being placed

upon the stems as they

would hold—that we
had an engraving made
of one of the branches,

somewhat reduced in

size. — Doctor K. has

furnished the following

notes upon their culti-

vation-: "I have tasted

fruit from almost every

orange producing coun-

try of the world, and

for size, thinness of skin,

amount of juice, and

richness of flavor, I have

never met witli any to

equal some I gathered

during a visit to the

banks of the St. John's

River, Florida. I arrived

at the conclusion that

(independent of climatic

influences), soil and ma-
nure had much to do
with the superiority of

the fruit. The soil where

they attain the greatest

perfection is light and
sandy, closely resem-

bling that found in

many of the poorer por-

tions of New Jersey.

The only manure used,

is a remarkable depos-

it found along the banks of the

River, and known as ' shell bank.'

posits vary from a few inches to several feet in

thickness, and consist almost entirely of the re-

mains of snail shells. This deposit contains a
large amount of calcareous and animal matter

in a decomposed state, furnishing an ample sup-

ply of food for the nourishment of the tree.

About once in four years, a bushel of ' shell

bank ' is forked in around each tree, and I was
surprised at the deep green of t:ie leaves, the

luxuriance of growth, and the sisc of the fruit.

I neglected to measure the oranges, but one of

the lemons from the same locality, left at

your office, measured five and one half inches

in length, and eleven inches in circumference.

"The soil generally used as compost for the

orange tribe, when grown in pots, is composed

of loam and rotten dung, and it is but seldom

that we see a healthy plant under green-house

culture. I am of the opinion that the cultiva-

tor of the orange tribe in pots should test light

silicious soils, and use a manure containing an

excess of calcareous and animal matter. In Flor-

ida, where the wild orange attains its greatest

perfection, the soil is always light, and the trees

are usually shaded by the evergreen oaks.''

The orange affords a remarkable instance of

St. John's

These de-

CLUSTEU OF WILD OK.VN0E3.

the production of several different odors, or

flavors by the same plant. The leaves are aro-

matic; the youug fruit, when of the size of a

large pea, furnish a very strong and different

flavor from that of the leaves ; the character

of the oil contained in the rind of the ripe fruit

is well known, and the odor of the flowers, still

different from either, is among the most highly

prized perfumes. So beautiful and fragrant are

orange blossoms, that we often find the tree iu

cultivation at the North for these alone. Iu a

cool green-house, suited to camellias, there is

ing house, where its cultivation is often attempt-

ed, it seldom succeeds. Since the introduction

of the modern methods of heating and lighting

our houses, we now seldom see, as we formerly

did, fine home-grown specimens of orange and
lemon trees. They cannot endure a hot and

dry atmosphere during the winter. They
should be kept where they will not freeze,

have very little water, and be kept clear

of insects until spring. As soon as the

weather is mild enough they may be set

out of doors, and sheltered from the wind.

Concord and Discord Among' Grapes.

When the " Greeley Prize" for the best

grape for general cultivatic c was awarded
to the " Concord," we supposed that the

business was ended, and that the folly of

a few men, some of them not particular-

ly interested in grape culture, attempting

to decide, upon one. grape for a wide

extent of country, em-

bracing almost every di-

versity of soil and cli-

mate, would soon be

forgotten. Had we been

on the committee, with

the imperative necessity

of finding a verdict, we
should, perhaps, have

done as they did ; but

we hope never to be

placed in so useless a

predicament. To see the

lolly of any such de-

cision upon any one

fruit, one has only to

compare, one year with

another,the proceedings

at the annual meetings

of the Ohio, Indiana, Il-

linois, or any other live

State Pomological So-

cieties. At these meet-

ings a large share of the

time is occupied in the

revision of the fruit lists

for one State only, and

we find that the status

of such generally culti-

vated fruits as apples

and pears is very diffi-

cult to fix. A large State

like that of Illinois is di-

vided into three fruit re-

gions, as those varieties suited to one extreme
fail in the opposite end of the State. In some
grape regions, the distance of a mile or less will

make a difference of one or two hundred dol-

lars an acre in the price of land, because some
is favorably situated for grape culture and other

is not. Now, can it be possible to fix upon one
grape, one apple, or one pear, that will docvery-

where ? Aud can there be a more unfortunate

position in which to place pomologistS'Who have

a reputation at stake? When we announced
the award of this prize, it was stated that it

would cause much dissatisfaction, and the same
would have been the result, no matter what

grape had received it. Already we find discus-

sions in the various journals, and conflict

opinion as to the justice of the award and lUe

merits of the Concord. A. marked illustration

of the different views taken by people living not

only in the same State, but in tlic same County,

has just come to hand. At the meeting of the

little difficulty with the orange; but in the dwell-
|
Warsaw (Hancock Co., Illinois) Horticultural
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Society, the Standing Committee on Grapes made

a report, in which they say

:

" The Concord not only keeps its place in

public favor, but is gaining ground every year.

The Committee congratulate Dr. Warder and
other members of the Committee, on their moral
courage in awarding to the Concord the Gree-

ley prize of one hundred dollars, as the best

grape for general cultivation. It makes a good
wine, and as a table grape is generally preferred

to the Catawba, and sells for more money, all

the time. It is easily propagated, not subject to

disease, and will endure a greater degree of cold

and neglect, and bear more fruit than any other

grape known to this Committee.
" We would say to persons wishing to plant a

few vines to raise grapes for family use—plant

mostly of the Concord." Again: "At Dr. War-
ner's vineyard, Sept. 20th, the Coucord, gather-

ed from the lower wire, six inches to one foot

from the ground, weighed 66 degrees. From
the second wire, three to four feet from the

ground, weighed 76 degrees. From the top

wire, five to six. feet from the ground, weighed
78 degrees. This result is an instance to the

contrary of the old theory that 'the nearer the

ground the heavier the must.' On Oct. loth,

the grapes off the same vines, all pressed to-

gether, yielded a must averaging 82 degrees.
* * * In conclusion, we would advise every

one that has a home to plant grapevines. If

they have not room for vines, plant a vine, and
let that be a Concord. Give it plenty of room
and sunshine, and it will bear grapes every year.
—Geo. B. Worthejj, Christian Laislee,
William Bander."
Within a day or two after the receipt of this

report, there came a communication from Mr.

C J. May, of Warsaw, Hancock Co., 111., the

same place in which the above meeting was
held, who speaks of the Concord as follows :

" The Concord has been quite extensively
planted. Many persons have planted largely of
it, because men in whom they have had confi-

dence recommended it through our agricultural

papers, as being a first-class grape for the table,

and that in the West it so changed its natural
qualities as to make a wine better than Cataw-
ba, and that there was a greater demand for it

at better prices. Those who have fruited it for

the past two years know that it will not make a
wine equal to the Catawba; in fact, that it will

not make wine at all—that is, wine that will keep
even through the first summer, unless extraor-

dinary means are used to prevent its acetous
fermentation. Sugar is generally used to bring
the must up to 75 or 80, it weighing in its nat-

ural state about 60. The Catawba often weighs
85. It is well known that a must weighing only
60 will not make even a passable wine. Had
the Concord all the sugar necessary to make a
good wine, it would still be worthless because of
its intense foxy flavor, which would alone de-

stroy its value for wine. Concord will not make
wine. It is an impossibility. As a market grape
it has some value—now selling at a fair price in
all our city markets, but selling for a compara-
tively larger price in our Western cities,

where such grapes as the Delaware are as yet
little known. As soon as the taste of the people
has been educated by the use of good grapes,

the Concord will find its level, and sell for its

true value only. I have planted the Concord
quite largely, and have mauy vines in full bear-
ing. I believed, as others have done, that the
Concord would make a passable wine, and plant-

ed it for that purpose. I believed it, because
men in whom I had confidence—men who were
said to have grown it for some j'ears, positively
stated that it would make a wine of good quali-

ty. But finding that it will not do what has
been chjimed for it, I think it full time that the
truth should be known. It has been put before

the people as our best native grape—as a grape
possessing qualities that it never had a shadow
of claim too. Many will plant it because those
qualities have been claimed for it by men who
should know its true value, and the result will

be that every man who plants Concord vines

will, within four years, find he has made a mis-
take, and will be badly disappointed. Is it not
necessary to real success in any and eveiy call-

ing that our aim should be high ? If success in

the cultivation of the Concord is our highest

aim, shall we reach a shining mark though we
are successful ? " It has indeed been a ' noble'

grape—royal even to those engaged in the pro-

pagation of it, and with every facility for reap-

ing a grand harvest in this way, ought not I

also to thrust in my sickle ? leaving the truth to

come out afterwards."

Such contradictory testimony as this, coming

from one and the same locality, is certainly puz-

zling to one who knowsnothing about fruit, and

yet wishes to plant vines. The great trouble in

the whole matter is, that grape culture is in that

tentative state that it requires considerable

more knowledge than individuals or even com-

mittees are supposed to possess, to say with

confidence that any one of our grapes is the

best for any State or count}-. That we have yet

the universal grape, no one believes; indeed one

of the very committee who decided the Greeley

Prize said to us, a few days ago, that he knewT of

a grape that in five years would quite supersede

the Concord ; and we know of several grapes

that are accumulating strength to enter the con-

test for eminence. Our opinion with regard to

the many varieties now offered is already record-

ed. We doubt not that the Hartford and Con-

cord will more generally succeed than, any
others ; but they are inferior in quality to Ca-

tawba, Iona, and a dozen others we could name.

Remedy for the Canker Worm

The Plialcena vernata of the naturalists, or

Canker Worm of New England, belongs to the

order of Lepidoptera, and the class of Geometers,

or earth measurers, so named from their habit

of walking by successive spans. The male

moth of the canker

worm, as described by

Harris, (Fig. 1), has

very narrow antennae,

and almost downy
edging on each side,

hardly to be seen with

the naked eye. The
minute feelers do not extend beyond the mouth.
The wings are large, very thin and silky ; and
when the insect is at rest, the fore wings are

turned back, entirely cover the hind wings, and
overlap on their inner edges. The fore wings
are ash colored, with a distinct whitish spot on
the front edge near the tip ; they are crossed by
two jagged whitish bands, along the sides of
which there are several blackish dots. The
wings expand about one inch and a quarter.

The female moth is wingless, (Fig. 2), and its

antennae are short, slender and naked.

Its body approaches to an oval form,

but tapers, and is turned up behind. It

is dark ash colored above, and gray

beneath. It is now known, contrary

to the former opinion, that these moths Fig. 2.

come out of the ground in the autumn and dur-

ing the winter, under favorable circumstances

;

but the general time is about the middle of

March. If the weather continues very soft and

mild they may all be expected to come out of

the ground in about a week. If there are cold

snaps, and long intervals of frozen weather,

their rising will be delayed until better weather.

A little observation will teach the fruit grower

when to expect them, and when to apply his

remedies. The sluggish females instinctively

seek the nearest tree, and crawl up the trunk

to deposite their eggs. They are followed a few

days after by the males for the purpose of pair-

ing. Soon after this the females lay their eggs,

which are shown in Fig. 3, of the natural size

and magnified. These are laid upon the ends

Fig. 4.

of the branches, close by the buds, for the con-

venience of feeding the broods when they

hatch out. The eggs are set on end, in rows, and
form clusters of from sixty to a hundred or

more. They are glued to

each other, and to the bark,

by a grayish varnish, which
is water-proof. This being

done, the moths soon die.

The eggs hatch from the first to the middle

of May, or about the time the currant blooms

and the apple shows its first leaves. When in

sufficient numbers they devour the young leaves

as fast as they grow, and by June the whole

orchard presents a russet, burnt appearance, as

if scorched by fire. They are terribly destruc-

tive. The seem to like the apple and elm trees

best, but are found upon the cherry, plum, and

lindens, and other cultivated trees and shrubs,

when their favorite food is wanting. The worms
feed for about four weeks, and

when full grown measure

about one inch in length. (Fig.

4.) They are ash colored on

the back, and black on the

sides, with a yellowish line on the belly, but

vary somewhat in shades of coloring-, depend-

ing perhaps upon the quality of their food.

When full grown, they either crawl down the

trunk, or descend by a web, and immediately

burrow in the soil if they find it soft enough, and
turn to cbrysalids in their cells. The chrysalis

(fig. 5) is of a light brown color, and
varies somewhat in size according

to the sex, the female being the larger. g'

It will be seen from the character of the

insect here described, that the most available

method of destroying it must be by attacks upon

the wingless mother, as she ascends the trees in

spring. Various methods are given to accom-

plish this, but we like best that presented by

Ralph W. Robinson, of Hampton, member of

the Connecticut State Board of Agriculture.

It involves a good deal of labor, but that is the

price of good apples by any or all methods.

He who will not take the trouble must go with-

out apples—and ought to. Mr. Robinson says

:

" I take a sufficient quantity of common tar,

and an equal quantity of urine, (the latter to

be increased or diminished, according to cir-

cumstances, or the judgment of him who ap-

plies it.) Heat it in an iron kettle, and stir it

until well mixed. I then, with a brush, or swab,

made of old rags for the purpose, apply it

around the trunk of the tree, on a space about

three inches wide, in the best place I can find

between the ground and the limbs. The females

stick fast in this tar, and the millers coming to

pair with them, stick fast also, where their de-

struction is sure. The application should be re-

peated every evening (unless the ground be

frozen), until they have done running, which

is usually in from one to four weeks.

"Last year the ground did not thaw out until

late in March, and kept so until they finished

their running, which was five days. The reason

of mixing urine w :

.th the tar is this : If tar is

put on clear, it lardeus so rapidly that the grubs

crawl over it; whereas if softened with urine, it

remains soft 'or a longer time, and completes

the work of destruction more effectually.

" I think also that clear tar is more liable to

injure the trees. It is recommended by some to

put a strip of cloth about three inches wide

around the tree, and put the tar upon that, but

mixing it as I do, and then scraping it all clear

from the tree as soon as they have done run-

ning (which may be done advantageously on a
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warm day), I consider there is no danger of

injury. I cannot see that my trees have been in-

jured, and I have practised it for five years, at

the same time keeping the better of the enemy."

A Committee of the Essex (Massachusetts)

Agricultural Society recommend printer's ink

as a substitute for tar, it being quite as effectual

and less expensive. They advise to first sur-

round the tree with tarred paper and smear this

vvith the ink, diluted with oil, thin enough to

apply with a brush. They say that it needs re-

newing les3 oftener than tar—only once every

two or three weeks. The same Committee also

give the sensible advice to cut down all the old

and unfruitful apple trees, of which hundreds

are found in every community, cumbering the

ground, and only serving as nurseries of worms.
•-. —_a«a— .-«.

All the Year Bound.

The statement that a day laborer, in a large

city like New York, has a greater variety upon
his table, the year round, than many wealthy

farmers, may seem strange, but it is nevertheless

true. This variety does not consist so much in

the meats as in the vegetables. Indeed the one

thing that the city dweller misses, when he makes

a visit to his country friends, is a variety of vege-

tables. The city markets and green groceries

present a great assortment, and the tables of

even those iu moderate circumstances generally

have some one or more of the products of the

market gardens upon them. There is no reason

wli}' every one who has sufficient land should

not have fresh vegetables all the year round.

Aside from the roots that are in the cellar, or

left in the ground, there is the cabbage, raw or

cooked, as the main reliance for winter. In

using the cabbages, save the stumps, to set out as

soon as the ground is open, for most excellent

greens. This month the Kale or Borecole that

has been wintered out, will be an agreeable

change from the cabbage. In April, winter spin-

ach will be ready to cut, and the tender shoots

of asparagus will give the first real fore-taste of

the host of good things that follow soon after.

Besides, lettuce, cresses and other salad plants,

should grace the breakfast table, for their re-

freshing look if nothing more. There is " no

end" of excellent vegetables to go with the din-

ner, and where there are plenty it makes little

difference whether the meat is fresh or salt. It

has been a custom with us to publish, each year,

a list of the most desirable vegetables, as well as

to make a note of the new ones offered for sale.

We find that our different advertisers have giv-

en a very full account of the novelties, at least,

and in the '" Notes for the Mouth," we indicate

reliable and readily obtainable sorts. If the

farmer passes by the notes on the "Kitchen

Garden," as something beneath his notice, she

who provides for the table, and wishes her family

to have a variety of healthful food, will read

them—and have the vegetables too, or she is not

the woman we take her to be. If a hot-bed or

cold frame can be managed, all the better; but

without these helps to greater earlincss, a little

forethought and painstaking will give every

firmer fresh vegetables " all the year round."

Profits from Small Places-

The raising of early seedlings of culinary

plants was referred to last month. Another way
iu which a small tract of land may be turned to

profitable account, is the propagation of small

fruits. We may safely say that, in a small way,

more profit is to be derived from the growing

of plant3 than of fruit. Within our knowledge

there are several instances of eminent success

with these small fruit nurseries of moderate ex-

tent. To be successful requires a knowledge of

varieties, and the methods of propagation re-

quired for each. There is nothing about these

that an intelligent man cannot learn; and scarce-

ly one that has not been sufficiently treated of

in our own pages. One must not only raise the

plants, but let it be known that he has them.

Strawberry, blackberry, raspberry, currant and

other plants are in demand, are easily raised

iu a small way, and are profitable. Take the

strawberry, for instance; we have not known
a season for several years in which there was
not a scarcity among the leading varieties. If

strawberry plants are grown, we would advise

the main planting to be of a few of the leading

varieties, and enough of the novelties to get a

start and be ready to take advantage of a de-

mand for any of them
;
yet we would not invest

enough in any one of the newer sorts to feel

disappointed if the latest novelty proved a

failure—as in the majority of instances it will.

There is always a scarcity of currants, of the

finer kinds; these are raised readily from cut-

tings, and grow to good plants in a year. What-
ever kind of propagation one engages iu, strict

integrity is essential to success—the most scru-

pulous care in procuring genuine stock, with

which to make a beginniug, and the greatest

pains to keep each sort distinct and true to its

name. Attention to these things will soon estab-

lish a reputation for accuracy, without which no
propagator cau hope to retain his customers.

The tree is a good grower, with a round or

spreading head and slender and tapering limbs

which droop, but never break, with the weight of
the fruit ; bark very dark ; it is an annual bearer.

Fruit medium to large, roundish oblong, taper-

ing slightly towards the eye ; smooth and even
iu form; color very dark crimson, sometimes
nearly black, and on the tree covered by an
abundant bloom ; dots minute, few and incon-

spicuous; basin rather deep, a little irregular;

eye very small, closed, segments of calix with
tips reflexed; cavity deep, acute, somewhat
irregular ; stem very stout ; core open, not meet-

ing the eye; seeds roundish, light colored;

flesh white, juicy, tender, at first a brisk acid

;

use—cooking, or table, very fine for jeliy; sea-

son, November to March; a good keeper.

Cedar and Thorn Seeds—Stratification.

A New Apple—Dodge's Crimson.

Pomologists in Ohio, Illinois, and other

Western States, find their best apples, or rather

their best keepers to be of southern origin,

while those known as long keepers at the East,

are only autumn sorts with them ; hence a great

interest attaches to all southern varieties. Mr.

J. W. Dodge, well known as an artist before he

became a fruit grower, has brought us a collec-

tion of fine apples from his fruit farm and nur-

sery at Pomona, Cumberland County, Tennes-

see, which comprises fine specimens of will

known varieties, and others not familiar to

eastern fruit growers. lit the collection is a

seedling raised by Mr. D., which he calls

Dodge's Crimson, and as it has not before been

published, we give a description and figure of it.

Mr. D.'s place is on the table of the Cumberland

mountain, and 2.000 feet above the sea level.

There are on file, some dozen or more com-
plaints of want of success with the seeds of Red
Cedar, Thorns, Dogwoods, etc., from persons
who have sown the seeds and failed to get any
plants. The trouble is, that these seeds do not
come up until the second year after they are

put in the ground, and if they are sown in a
bed and left for a year, the weeds take such
complete possession that the young trees, if they
do start, have but little chance. To avoid this

difficulty, the English propagator puts his seeds

in " a rot heap " for a year, and the French
" stratify" them, both names meaning the same
thing. The manner ofproceeding depends upon
the quantity of seed ; if small, a common flow-

er pot, box, or keg is employed, and the seeds

are placed in the receptacle with

sand, or sandy earth, in alternate

layers. The vessel containing

the seeds is buried in a well

drained place where the seeds

will not be enveloped by stand-

ing water, nor dry out during

summer. If a large quantity of

seeds are to be operated upon,

a heap is built up, putting al-

ternate layers of seeds and earth,

and making a mound with slop-

ing sides to carry off the water.

The seeds are usually ready the

second spring after burying, and

should be sown as soon as they

show signs ofgerminating. Seeds

of trees which form a strong tap-

root, even if they are not long

in germinating, are best treated

by stratifying; such as Walnuts,

Chestnuts, Horsechestnuts, and

even Peaches. They are kept in

this situation until the radicle pushes, when they

are carefully planted, previously pinching off the

lower extremity of the young root. This pro-

motes the branching of lateral roots, and avoids

the formation of a long tap-root. Trees from

seeds treated thus, are much more readily and

safely transplanted than those that have not re-

ceived this early root pruning. Those who
buried peach pits last autumn will do well to

observe this precaution, when they plant this

spring, as they will obtain much better trees.

New Trees.—A golden leaved variety of

the common European Alder is advertised by

the French nurserymen under the name of Al-

nus aiirca, as being a permanent variety and

very showy shrub.— Also a remarkable Walnul,

from the North of China, Juglans macrophj/Ih',

the leaves of which are said to be three feet long.
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Hobbies in Horticulture.

An old friend of ours, whom it is a delight to

visit, always has some hobby, which, for the

time, he rides bravely. The last time we were

at his place, he was riding Chinese Primroses;

his new seedlings were just coming into flower,

and the pleasure he took in observing the differ-

ence in the shades of color, or the promise that

some plants gave of being a little more double,

or otherwise different from others, was some-

thing pleasant to see. In this country we have

but little of this devotion to one particular genus

or family of plants. Abroad, they have their

chrysanthemum, auricula, gooseberry and other

shows, and even societies devoted to some

special culture. In our desire to do a

little of everything, we do but little well,

and are disposed to sneer at people who
estimate gooseberries by grain weights

and count the pips of a flower truss. Yet

great perfection comes out of this devo-

tion to a single thing. Years ago, we
knew a journeyman shoemaker who car-

ried all the prizes for asters away from

under the noses of " gentlemen's gar-

deners," and, in his own humble way, did

as much for the improvement of this

flower as Truffaut, or any of the foreign

florists. What can be pleasanter, for

those who have leisure and taste, to take

a plant, or several plants, and see what
Uiey are capable of, and by selections

and crossings make them do their ut-

most. We suggest this not only for

flowers, but for fruits, as there are

many fruits that have not yet been half

developed.—Who has crossed a peach ?

and j-et what a chance the Golden Dwarf
presents for experiments. Who will give

us a raspberry as hardy and prolific as

the Philadelphia, and as fine flavored

as Brinckle's Orange ? Where is the

sweet and high flavored strawberry as

surely productive as the Wilson ? Then,

in flowers too, are we to stop with what
the Japanese have done with the lilies ?

Will not some one put odor into our

native violets by a lucky hybridizing?

There is a whole host of hobbies wait-

ing for some one to mount them. We
ask those who are on the look out for

every "new importation," and spend
their money freely for the results of for-

eign skill and patience, to try their hand
at the home production of "novelties " in

fruits and flowers. Let what Snow has
done with the Verbena, and other of our

florists with the Carnation, encourage the belief

that success is not confined to any country.

The Sweet-Scented Shrub, or Carolina

Allspice.

—

{Calycanthus floridus.)
'"

but little difference in appearance between the

calyx and corolla. The parts of the calyx are

united below, and form a kind of cup which

encloses the pistils, a fact that gives origin to

the botanical name. The bark and leaves have

an aromatic odor, which doubtless suggested

the name of Carolina Allspice, while the fra-

grance of the flowers, compared by some to

that of strawberries, and by others to that of

apples, has given it the name of Sweet-Scented

Shrub. The flowers give off their odor more
powerfully when crushed or slightly wilted.

There are several varieties which are ranked

by some botanists as species. Calycanthus glau-

cus, Iwoigatus, inodoi'us, etc., are put down by

For those who prefer fragrance to beauty of

flowers there is no common shrub from which
more enjoyment may be derived than from the

Calycanthus. It is not particular as to soil or

treatment, remains in flower for several months,
and diffuses a strong fruit-like odor that is to

most persons very agreeable. It is a shrub that

has already become popular, and we notice it

now as one of those good old things that every
lover of shrubbery should have. It grows from
six to nine feet high, and naturally forms a
roundish clump. The character of the leaves

and flowers are given in the engraving. The
flowers are oi a brownish purple color, with

THE SWEET-SCENTED SHRUB (CatycailthwfloHdVS.')

some as distinct species, and by others as only

varieties of G. floridus. It is found in most of

the Southern States, one variety extending as

far north as the mountains of Pennsylvania.

C. occidentalis, of California, is much larger in

all its parts than our Eastern plant, and has

brighter colored flowers. This is prized in Eu-

rope as an ornamental shrub, but we have not

noticed it in cultivation with us. The Calycan-

thus readily multiplies itself by an abundance

of suckers, or it may be propagated by layering.

'Getting a Few Turns Ahead."

A man employed in a shipyard to turn a

grindstone was found by the men, when they

came to their work, busily engaged in turning

the stone. When asked why he was turning

when no one was holding, he replied, " I am
getting a few turns ahead." The idea was a

good one, but not well carried out. Getting "a

few turns ahead " can be done in many opera-

tions, and in none more satisfactorily than in the

garden. Whoever cleaned up and burned all

rubbish last autumn, got " a few turns ahead "

of him who has to do it this spring, when all is

so soaked that it won't burn. Now, before gar-

den operations, in most places, fairly begin, some-

thing can be done to forward plants, and have
them ready earlier than they would be in the

natural course of things. Those who have hot-

beds or cold-frames have already read what we
have said last month on page 63. If there is no

disposition to try glass, or not the ability to com-
mand it, there are the kitchen windows. We
last year advised the use of boxes, and can only

briefly say now, that they are much bet-

ter than pots. Get a long box six inches

deep ; filled with light soil, sow the seeds

of early cabbage, tomatoes, etc. Keep it

moist and exposed to full light in the

kitchen window, where cooking and

"washing are going on, and the air is al-

ways moist, and the j'oung plants will

soon be up and need thinning. Thin, and

transplant the thinnings to another box
like the first. Open the window on mild

days, or set the boxes out of doors during

the middle of the day, and there "will be a

lot of hard}- plants ready to put out by
the time a less wide-awake neighbor is

just sowing his seed. On a larger scale,

make a bed as soon as the ground thaws,

put aframc around it of nine inch boards,

and have some shutters made, of boards

battoned together, to cover it. Open the

frame, when the sun is warm, in the

morning, and cover it as soon as the heat

declines in the afternoon. In a short

time the soil will get well warmed, and
lettuce, radishes, cabbage, and other

things, may be forwarded considerably

without glass. Get ahead of your work
in every possible way ; having tools ready,

manure in sufficiency, seeds procured,

and wherever forethought will do it, be

a "few turns ahead" in the garden.

Earliness in Vegetables.

If we can get a variety of any vege-

table a few days or a week earlier than

any before known, it is a great gain,

especially with the cultivator for market.

Much that is said by venders of seeds,

about extreme earliness, that experience

fails to sustain. One, this year, adver-

tises a tomato thirty days earlier than any

other sort. Now, a tomato a whole month in

advance of any we now have, would be, near

New York, worth a small fortune, and we doubt

not it would be proportionately valuable else-

where, and few would be willing to part with

the seeds of so precious a variety. While we
hope that all that is said of this tomato may be

true, we would not have any one deterred, hy

our doubts in this case, from striving for great

earliness, or testing this, and all other things

claiming to be in advance of ordinary varieties.

Much can be done in most vegetables by

selecting, year after year, the earliest for seed.

We know of an instance in which this plan of

selecting the earliest Sweet Corn for seed, for

several years in succession, resulted in establish-

ing a variety of great earliness. If in saving

peas for seed we took the very first pods for

next year's crop, instead of using them upon

the table, we should not be running after "First

Crops," " Expresses," and other new sorts of

peas—and the same with other vegetables.
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Home-Made Household Ornaments,

"Wo present this mouth some ornaments a little

more elaborate than those given in the last number

:

Fig. 1, is a rustic flower stand, made to hold two

eight-inch riots, with Geraniums, Fuckias, or any

other flowers suitable for the living-room or parlor.

The foundation of the stand is a piece of board

about 20 inches long, and % inch thick. Pine or

some soft wood is the best. This is cut out on

the front in the shape of a capital B, only the inden-

ture is not quite so deep, and the edge upon which

the slats are to be nailed, are left a little flaring, so

lis to give the required shape to the stand, the top

of which should incline outward, about an iuch from

a perpendicular line. A strip of rattan or willow,

throe-eighths of an inch diameter, is first nailed

with small brads upon the lower edge of the board,

against which the slats are to fit. The slats are

made of light and dark colored wood, with the bark

on, split from sticks 1 to 1% inches in diameter, and

whittled down to a V inch in thickness. They are

Fig. 3.—prsr cushion.

Fig. 1.—RUSTIC FLOWER STA^.

made a little narrower at the bottom than at the top,

to provide for the flare of the stand, and are picketed

at the top as shown in the sketch. These slats are

fastened to the board at (lie bottom, with small

brads about Jf inch long, and at the top, to a strip

of rattan, willow, or any other lithe wood, about half

an inch in diameter, whittled flat upon one side, to

fit neatly to the slats. The nails or brads at the top
should be much smaller than those at the bottom.
The bottom of the stand is finished by nailing strips

upon it in the same style as those at the side, fitting

them neatly to the rattan or willow on the edge. If

the slats have not been previously finished, rub
slightly with flue sand paper to remove any rough-
ness, but not to disturb the original bark color.

You now want a pot of warm glue, and a good
selection of acorus, in the cups and out of them.
A row of these should be fastened around the bot-
tom, next to the willow band, taking care to put

them so that they will

not hit the floor or

window ledge, when
the stand is in its

place. The rosettes

at the sides arc made
of acorns, imd the

cones of the Black

Spruce, and those in

front of single acorns,

with the scales oftho

Norway Spruce cone

placed around them.

The ornaments seen between the rosettes are

made of sprigs of the oak, with acorns having

cups on them, and small spruce cones at the bot-

tom. In the arrangement of these there Is mom
I'm' the home artist to display his taste. These arc

[it tened <>n with glue, aud after they have dried :i

few days, the whole should receive a cont oT var-

nish. The inside bottom of the board should have

paper pasted upon It, when it is ready for nse. This

flower stand is open upon one. side as shown, and

may stand in the window, or upon (lie mantle piece.

Fig. 2, represents a rustic basket iu the same

general style of work, varied by handles and legs.

It is about eight mches across the top, and the

same iu height. The handles, the edging at the

bottom, and the band upon the inside, to which

the slats are fastened, are made of rattan, but wil-

low will answer. The slats are made of dogwood

and hazlenut, about a JfMnch through, aud are

fastened with brads or tacks. The legs are about

flinch in diame-

ter, and raise the

basket about an

inch from the

stand or shelf. It

may be a appro-

priately used to

hold a flower pot,

a vase with a bou-

quet, or for the

work-table to hold knitting or sewing when laid

aside. All wood that is used for this kind of

work should be first thoroughly seasoned. We
have several varieties well adapted to this work.

The main thing in the selection is to have unifor-

mity of size and a pretty contrast in the color.

Fig. 3 represents a pin-cushion. The founda-

tion is a bit of pine board, cut or turned in a lathe,

round, about seven inches in diameter. It is fur-

nished with legs Yi or % incl1

long, and the underside is cover-

ed with morocco paper. The
pin-cushion on top is any pretty

pattern of worsted work, stuffed

with wool. The border of rustic

work, about 1}£ inches wide, is

quite elaborate, presenting a

dozen varieties ormore ofacorns,

cones, seeds, and berries gather-

ed from the woods. The top and
bottom courses are made of the

scales of'the cone of the Norwa}'

Spruce, turned inside out, and
fastened to the paste board with
thread and needle. There are

three courses at the bottom, aud two at the top.

The space between is filled in with acorns of sever-

al varieties of oak, beech nuts, hard hack seeds,

black spruce cones, dried berries, seeds of weeds,

aud buds of evergreen trees stripped of their foliage.

Almost any small shrub or weed, whose seeds hold

on in the winter, will furnish appropriate material

for this kind of work. They may be fastened on
with needle or glue, as can be done to best advan-

tage. When tastefully wrought up, they make
beautiful pin-cushions. They not only ornament
the toilet table at home, but command a ready sale

at fairs, and are a source of profit to tho maker.

Fig. -RUSTIC BASKET.

Leaves li-oasi tUc ESiai-y ©1" a "VosiMg

Housekeeper.—^fo. II.

riUZE ESSAY El' MRS LAURA E. LYMAJT, STAMFORD, CT.

Tan. 31.—For a few days past I have been sending

broth aud other delicacies to a poor family about

half a mile down the road ; two of whom are sick, a

little girl and the father. He was a Union prisoner

at Salisbury, N. C, and was released at the close of

the war with a shattered constitution aud a gloomy
future.

There are three or four girls in the family, ouo
about twelve years of age, and Edward has been
talking about the. propriety of our taking her when
the father dies, as, poor man, he must before many
days. Edward says that next summer, when he has

a number of farm laborers, I shall need some help,

and it will be a great advantage to the girl if she

can bo laken into a good family, where she can learn

the best ways of doing work, and so become useful

to me as long as she stays, aud able to command
good wages in service.

I should prefer to take a girl who has a more
thrifty ami energetic mother than she sterns to

have; for the family belongs in that great class of

the shiftless and (lie improvident, who always were
poor and always will be. But I really feel, dial all

who can give such children a lift ought to do so,

and perhaps I may put this girl in the way of be-

coming an excellent housekeeper, aud eventually

the mistress of a home of her own.

Feb. 25.—The poor soldier died. Edward and I

went to the funeral, and it made my heart ache to

see those five little ill-clad orphans shivering on the

heap of frozen dirt at their father's grave, their

feet only half protected from the snows of rnidj

winter, and their future appareutly as dark as tho

lowering skies above them.

The next day we went down hi a sleigh, aud got

Sue with her little bundle of clothes, tied up in an

old handkerchief. She has been here ten days, and

I've been thinking a good deal as to how, both for

her own sake as well as for mine, I can make tho

most of her. She is cheerful and always willing,

but has no ideas of thrift, economy, or neatness.

To teach her these, and, at the same time, divert her

mind from her grief and loneliness, I have devoted

a good deal of time to her. I find I must not ex-

pect very much, and must have great patience

with her dull preception, and her weak memory.

On one point I have been very successful , and this

gives me encouragement that the same system

in other departments will be equally effective.

She seemed to have no idea as to how a tabic

should be set. So, to assist her conception, I wrote

out iu a very clear hand the following list, aud

pasted it on the inside of the closet door :
" Table-

cloth, napkins, mats, plates, knives, forks, spoons,

glasses, cups, saucers, sugar and milk, butter, salt,

the castor, bread, water, the dishes from the stove,

chairs." Just under this paper I drew a little out-

line picture of the table, with all the dishes on it in

their proper places. The effect was magical. She

now looks upon table setting as pastime, and docs

it as well as I could if I were expecting Miss Leslie

herself to dine with us.

Raised as she has been, iu an atmosphere of im-

providence, it is not strange that I could not get

her to remember to put on her dishwater at the

right time. But she looked so mortified at being

constantly reminded of it, that I changed my tac-

tics, aud told her she should have a penny every

time she remembered it, and forfeit one every time

she forgot. For two days uow there has been

pleuty of hot dishwater at the right time, at an ex-

pense of three cents a day, but the value of that

habit alone, when once fixed, cannot be estimated.

It has always been a topic of conversation, aud a

ground of complaint with my housekeeping ac-

quaintances who employ help, that they have to

work almost as hard to get the servant to do the

work well, us if they did it all themselves, besides

the greater waste aud trial of patience. But I think

if servants were kindly and fully instructed in what

is expected of them, they would certainly try to

please. My success with Sue about the table makes

me believe that similar painstaking will make her

equally reliable and thorough iu all kinds of work.

So I am writing out a catechism in questions aud

answers, explaining exactly how and when every-

thing she has to do must be done ; how, for in-

stance, she can wash her dishes iu the quickest aud

best way; what she must do first, and what next

when she gets up iu the morning. This catechism

she recites to mc every night after tea, and I have

promisedhcr that as she learns what I have written,

aud carries it out, I will instruct her as thoroughly

in washing, ironing, and bread-making.

March Zrd—Yesterday Ave returned from a visit

to our relatives, which was very pleasant. We went

to Edward's home first, where we stayed a week,

aud then to mine, where Ave spent another week.

Edward had prepared me somewhat to find things

a littlo different from what they arc. in my home,

but the contrast was far greater than I imagined.

There never was a more amiable woman than his

mother, and few men arc so thoroughly sensible as

his father. But how such an order-loving, system-

atic man as my husband, ever grew up in s;

family, is past my power of conjecture. While hi'

talking, one of the girls came mi to tell us

breakfast was just ready, and ive went down. -\

savorj meal was smoking on the tablo, and the fra-

grant coffee mosl gratefully greeted our olfactories,

as we entered the dining room. Whatever defect

my new mother possesses, she is ail excellent cook,
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perfectly at home iii the culinary department.

There is no lack in the 6tore-room, for Edward's

father is well off, and provides his family with all

they need. We sat down, and one after another the

family gathered round the table. Jane was still in

bed, and Julia was not quite ready. The hoys were

busy about something, and we were nearly half

"done eating before the entire family assembled

at the taljle. It seemed so strange to me, for my
father would never ask the blessing until every

child was iu his place, and we were as obedient to

the ring of the breakfast hell as it was possible to

he. But here, every one came wheu ready,

and all left when they had finished, as though they

were at a hotel. Jane made her appearance after

we were quite through, her hair in curl papers, and

with a soiled morning dress carelessly wrapped
around her. She said she had laid awake reading

Victor Hugo's " Toilers of the Sea," uutil a late

hour, and didn't feel like getting up early. At last

everybody was done eating, and I helped clearaway,

expecting that the table would at once be put in

its place, and the dishes washed up and put

away. Edward went out with his father to look

about the place, and the boys were busy with their

sleds and skates. Edward's mother was taking

care of the milk, which had set through breakfast

unstrained, while Julia devoted herself to her

canary bird, and Jane dreamily addressed herself to

the task of washing the dishes, talking all the time

about the novel she had read the night before. It

was ten o'clock before every thing was put away,

and then it was most time to begin to get dinner.

It was very different at my home ; wre were all

made to get up early, and while mother moved
about the house, putting everything in order, and

superintending the several domestic departments,

one of us girls got the breakfast, another took care

of the milk, aud the other trimmed the lamps and
helped generally. The boys brought in wood aud

did the various chores that boys usually do. We
all sat down to table together, and after breakfast

and prayers were over, one of us girls cleared away
the breakfast dishes, another swept the floor, or

made the necessary preparations for dinner, and

thus by a division of labor, our work was all done

up by nine o'clock, floors swept, beds made, and
everything in order. Mother had us take turns in

the different departments. I had entire charge of

the table one week, while Emeline attended to the

chamber-work aud sweeping, and Jennette was re-

sponsible for the work not included in these divis-

ions. Thus, by a system of rotation in office, we
all became familiar with the entire household rou-

tine, while Mother directed and supervised all.

March 10th.—I was not half done writing iu my
Diary, when Edward came in with bad news, and a

funny time we have had ! The old mother pig sud-

denly died, leaving ten poor little orphan babies

only three days old. "What shall be done with

them?" we both exclaimed. My sister Jennette,

who came home with me to stay a month or two,

aud who is extremely fond of animals, suggested

that we bring them into the house and raise them
by hand. So we took the two bushel basket, filled

it half full of soft oat straw, and the bereaved

family was established iu a warm corner hack of

the kitchen stove. I scalded a quart of new milk,

added a little water, as I had seen mother do for

human babies, and Jennette and I spread large

aprons in our laps, aud began to feed them. We
had to open their little mouths with our fiugers

aud pour the milk down their musical throats.

Such a squealing as they made ! but they relished

the sweetened lacteal very much. In two hours,

we repeated the operation, passing them all back

into basket No. 1. At night we took turns in feed-

ing them every two hours. They soou learned to

squeal the moment they heard the rattling of the

spoon, but by feeding them the last thing at night,

and the first thing in the morning, we secured

good rest last night, aud they are growing so fast

!

I meant to have written more about my visit, but

the advent of the ten baby pigs so unexpectedly

into my kitchen, quite banished all thoughts of

writing from my head. And I have been occupied

with Jennette, and in teaching Sue, and in making

and receiving visits.—Who should come to see me
the other day, but Bettie Hannum ! She was mar-

ried the week after I was, and went right to house-

keeping. Such doleful accounts as she gave of her

experience in cooking ! She used to say, she

thought my mother was very hard on her girls to

make them do so much housework, that it would

be time enough to learn how when she had a house

to keep, and her mother wanted her to enjoy her-

self while she was free from domestic care. She

sees her mother's mistake now.

leaves from My .bnrnal.
PKIZE ESSAY BY MBS. B. M'CLELLAN, OF OHIO.

I have been making a "shoe bag" for Lizzie to-

day. ' I made a small one, too, for Hannah's room,

though I don't know as she will take the trouble to

use it. As it is quite fanciful, she will like it for an

ornament at auy rate. Lizzie's is of green delaine,

bound with crimson braid, and lined with cambric

of the same color: It is really pretty. A good size

is three quarters of a yard in length, and half a yard

in width. This gives room for three tiers of bags,

with three in a row. The lower ones are the deepest

;

aud the upper, being the smallest, furnish a nice

place for the 6hoes of the little ones, or for stock-

ings as well. One of the lower corner bags is just

the place for "father's" slippers. The bag should

be tacked upon the inside of the closet door of the

bed-room.—A "string bag" is most convenient in

the pantry ; made of calico, a quarter of a yard

square, and hung by a stout cord to its own nail.

Let every string around store bundles and every

thing else find place iu it. Though within reach of

"Charlie," who has such unheard of uses for

strings, it will always be running overfull. Anoth-

er useful bag about house, is one for patches and

pieces of all sorts. This should be large and square,

so that, upon drawing it wide open, the whole con-

tents can be seen, without being- at the trouble to

empty it. The old-fashioned "ragbag," though

not ornamental, must have some good corner for

safe keeping. Not a shred should be carelessly

thrown away. Its contents will keep the tin mend-

ed, and now and then furnish a bright addition

in that line, which the careful housekeeper, with

a self-satisfied shrug, will pronounce " clear gain."

I called to-day upon two of my friends, aud have

been thinking so much about them, I must tell my
Journal some of my thoughts to night. They are

both considered very superior housekeepers, but

view life and its duties from quite opposite stand-

points. Mrs. W. is an inveterate scrubber. Her
house, from attic to cellar, and everything iu it, is

just as clean as soap and sand, and hard rubbing

can make it. She has a large family, and usually

does the work herself, for she can not find help

neat enough to suit her. Of course she has no
time for any thing else. She is jaded and worn,

and so annoyed by dirt, that I fear her children do

not find home either bright or happy. She seldom

goes out, but she mourns that her cares allow her

no time for enjoyment.

The home of Mrs. T. is equally neat, but much
more inviting. She is often called overnice. Per-

haps she is. But she says she has found that keep-

ing every thing in order, and doing every thing at

the right, time, saves work and time too, and she

does it for that. At any rate, she has time for many
a work of love. She visits the poor and the sick,

with hands and heart full, for their relief aud com-

fort. She is kind and polite to all, intelligent aud

beloved. If a choice bouquet is wanted, or. a deli-

cate cake, a garden herb, or the very best recipe

for auy thing in the housekeeping line, it is well

understood that Mrs. T. is the one to supply it.

" Her children rise up and call her blessed, her hus-

band also, and he praiseth her." Her home is re-

lieved from the stiffness and exactness of too scru-

pulous order, by the atmosphere of love, with

which it seems ever surrounded.

March.—One of my neighbors told me to-day,

that her Pickled Peppers were covered with a white

scum. She had scalded the vinegar, aud then put

on new, but all to no purpose. She had come to

the conclusion that the vinegar was poor. That
may be the trouble, as Peppers keep better than

other pickles. But for the past two years I have
put horseradish root among mine for this very

purpose, and it has been "just the thing." It adds
a fine element to their flavor, and has wholly pre-

vented the white scum. Tomatoes are favorite

pickles with us. I choose those of small size, slice

them aud scald a few minutes iu strong salt water.

After draining, I pack them in a jar, sprinkling

among them cloves, cinnamon, peppers, and horse-

radish. The vinegar should be scalded, and poured

over them hot. They keep well until they are

eaten up ! When blustering March comes round,

pickles find a good market. I don't knowr why it

is, but the appetite becomes dainty, and craves

something sour aud stimulating. Now is the time
for the housekeeper to bring out from her hoarded
treasures the canned red cfierries. How splendid

their color! How delicious and acceptable their

flavor ! Mr. Frisby declares, again and again, that

they "go to the very spot." However, they must
not be dealt out too generously. Currants, black-

berries, and jellies, give a good variety. Apples,

too, must be freely used, for they will 60on become
insipid, and there is scarcely an end to the different

modes in which they may be prepared for the ta-

ble. Cut into halves, removing the cores and skius,

and filling the space with a little butter and sugar,

and baking in a pan, in which has been poured a lit-

tle water, they make an excellent dessert to be eateu

with cream and sugar, or served as sauce for the tea-

table. "Yankee Pie" is another favorite dish. Slice

apples into a quart basin, or pudding dish, which has

been well buttered. Add a little water, and cover

with crust about half an inch thick, made up as

for soda -biscuit. It requires about three-quarters

of an hour to bake. Place the plate to receive it

upside down upon its top, and reverse the whole.

The apples, white and soft, will thus be upon the

crust, and may have a dressing of butter, sugar, aud

nutmeg. But the crowning dish of all is fresh ap-

ple-pie. (That is, provided I make it myself!) Too

much apple is usually put in a pie. Let the plate

be only even full, but of a quality that is tender,

tart, and juicy. Add sugar, butter, salt and a little.

nutmeg. This last gives a lemon flavor if used in

small quantity.

Mr. G. took dinner with lis to-day. He came
round to his favorite topic—comparing the women
of the present generation with our wonderful

grandmothers and great-grundniothers of the olden

time. He enjoys it so well, and is so perfectly set

in his opinion, that I don't take the trouble to have

any argument with him. One fact, however, is

noticeable. He never alludes to the sturdy old

grandfathers, who were a match for their wives auy

time. Who ever heard of them with false shirt

bosoms and wristbands, with paper collars, and all

manner of fancy neckties, with kid gloves, or

stove-pipe hats, or cloth boots, or bosom pins, even

if they were miniature links, or rule an&compass set

in gold ! Were they found at the Theatre, or Opera,

or even at the counting-room, until the small hours

of the night ! By nine o'clock they and their fami-

lies were in bed, and long before the morning light

crimsoned the east, they were up and at work,

milking the cows, and feeding the cattle. How, in

the dead of winter, with good homespuu suit, and

cowhide boots, and mittens that "mother" had

knit, they were off with an ox-team to the woods,

cuttiug and drawing, with never flinching patience,

the year's supply of firewood. How heartily they

breakfasted, and dined, and supped upon "potluck,"

with a good mug of eider for a condiment. Who
ever heard then of bronchitis, or dyspepsia, or a

voyage to Europe, or dumb-bells, or fishing-smocks,

for health ? I do hope Mrs. G. doesn't try very hard

to be like our grandmothers, for I am sure her hus-

band don't remind me in the least of the grand-

father's of yore.

A blessed old niau of eighty-three was miue,

when he went to rest. A fresh, rosy face, and a

heart full of love, had he. His teeth were as sound

as a nut, but his head was bald. He wore a wig of

young brown hair. Ah, me ! human nature waa

the same then as now, after all

!
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ILearu to I'se What Vou Kaio^r.

George Barnard's father brought home from the war an

empty bomb-shell as a relic from the battle-field. George

was a bright boy. though a small one, and was much in-

terested in his fathers story about the shell; but he

wanted to make the relic useful. He therefore filled it

with various seeds, pouring them in carefully through the

fuse-hole, and buried it in his garden, with the top out of

ground. One morning his father discovered the buried

shell. "" Why, George, what's this? Arc yon expecting

a crop of bomb-shells by and by?" 1 he asked. " Oh, no,

father; its full of seeds. I thought they would do well

in such a nice, warm place; but they don't stare yet."

" Xor will they, my boy. if you live to be a hundred years

old. The seeds need to be dropped in the ground, Georgie,

where they can have room and nourishment, and a chance

to put out roots below and sprouts above.' 1 George took

up the shell and '* unloaded " it. That evening !Mr. Bar-

nard told his older children of George's operations. " It

makes me think," said he, "of a learned man who can't

use his learning for himself, nor give any body else the

benefit of it,—one whose head is stuffed as full of book-
knowledge, or ideas, as that shell was of seeds—good
enough in themselves, but not one of which can get fairly

out. Now, I want you all to be intelligent boys and girls
;

but I want you, when you learn a good thing, to think

luow to use it, so as to make it of service to yourselves

and others. You have, perhaps, learned some things to-

day, which may be made valuable if you try to think Jww
they may be made so. I have heard wise men say that

they had known persons, with comparatively little knowl-
edge, to make themselves of far more value to the com-
munity, from understanding how to use what they had
learned, than others whose heads were full. The knowl-
edge of these last was like gold in a mountain—precious
if it could be got out. but useless while it lay buried.''

Uncle Paul.

Curious CJeograpltical Problem.
In the December Agriculturist (page 441), the following

problem appeared :
" Suppose a person to start from

New York on Monday noon, and travel westward at the

tame rate the earth revolves eastward, thus passing

around the globe in 24 hours. It would, of course, be
noon the whole length of his journey. At what point in

Ms journey would he find the inhabitants calling it Tues-

day noon, supposing the whole of his route to be inhab-

ited;" A discussion of this problem was intended for

the Feb. number, but was crowded out by other matter.

The following communication from Mr. J. D. Pulsifer,

Auburn, Me., treats the matter so clearly that it is pre-

sented, instead of the comments of the editor

:

" Your problem (No. £12) is a very interesting one, but
does not admit of a certain solution. The traveler will

pass over two Continents and two oceans. On the Western
Continent it will be Monday noon ; on the Eastern Con-
tinent it will be Tuesday noon ; on the Atlantic Ocean,
it will be Tuesday noon.

On the Pacific Ocean, at

a point somewhere, the

change is instantaneous

from Monday to Tues-

day. Where that point is,

has not, to my knowl-

edge, ever been settled.

The reason why the

change does not occur on

the Atlantic Ocean is ow-

ing to the fact that Am-
erica was discovered by
crossing that ocean. If

the discovery had been

made by sailing from

Asia eastward to Califor-

nia, custom would have

thrown the change ofday

on to the Atlantic Ocean.

In making a complete

circle the day must bo

changed. Where it is

changed Is Immaterial

and conventional. "We

may. if we please, fix up-

on the central line of the

Mississippi River; all

cat i i f that line in the

problem supposed, shall

be Monday, all west

Tuesday; but that is not

the line fixed upon. The Pacific Ocean—a very wide line—

is the one fixed upon, This is, however, contrary to the

definition of a line, length without breadth. When sufll-

cient authority shaD have fixed upon some line of longi-

tude in the Pacific where the change occurs, your problem

will admit of a more exact solution." Several others

have written upon the subject, Eomeof them quite under-

standing!}', especially one who signs himself " Rnsticus ;*'

his views are substantially the same as those given above.

A large number laughed (on paper) at the problem, and

answered

'

; wny at New York of course "
! If that were

true, then it wouid be Tuesday noon at New York, and

Monday noon at Boston, and all places east of this city.

A Borer X"u<ler Water.
Many of our young readers may have seeu the work of

the borer, or worm which bites its way into trees, a nib-

ble at a time, leaving sawdust behind it. These insects

are very destructive to apple and peach orchards; pine

and other trees also suffer from their attacks. "With, sharp

eyes you may find them, perhaps, at work in your neigh-

borhood. A similar class of creatures live in the waters

of the ocean. The teredo or ship borer, is a small shell-

fish, that has the best kind of an apparatus for boring

wood, which it uses very effectually. A ship's bottom, un-

protected by metal, would soon be pierced by millions of

holes made by these minute workers. They attack piles

driven to form wharves, etc., and in a few weeks a stout

stick of timber may be dangerously weakened. In Feb-

ruary, 1S61, a great inundation occurred in Holland,

caused by the breaking of the embankments which pre-

vented the overflow of the sea ; villages were destroyed,

many lives were lost, and nearly 40,000 acres of land

were flooded. It is believed by good authorities that the

piles which gave strength to the embankment had been

so weakened by the teredo as to give way under the great

pressure of a high tide. Where it is needed, protection

is given against these borers by sheathing the wood with

metal, or kyanizing it—that is, filling the pores of the

wood with some substance poisonous to the teredo.

It is stated by a gentleman, in the " Adelphi Academy
Record," that "previous to some thirty years since, the

augers in general use for boring the holes to receive the

fastenings of vessels were so made that, in using, it was
ncccssaiy to frequently draw them out to remove the

borings, and this made nearly one-third of the work.

About that time a distinguished Naval Officer invented

the auger now in general use, which continuously deliv-

ers the borings from the orifice. Upon examination of

the boring apparatus of the teredo, this gentleman was
surprised to find it similarly constructed ! One more in-

teresting fact concerning the teredo, and we leave it. The
creature not only works through the hardest wood, but

lines the little tube it leaves with a beautiful casing of fret-

ted shell work, extending to the length of one to two feet.

Don't l>c a Coward.
This picture history of Timid Timothy, is for the

amusement of those boys and girls who are afraid "some-

thing will catch them''
1 in the dark, or when left alone.

You can see how he was frightened at a mouse, his shad-

ow, etc. The story says he grew more and more like a

hare, a most timid creature, until, finally, no one could

see any difference between him and that animal, and

3fe>v Puzzles to be Answered.

No. 253. Illustrated Rebus—& beautiful eong.

€?

No. 254. Illustrated fieius.—For the young to remember
No. 255. Word Square.—The proper definitions of the

following words, viz. : A}wtogy, Jump, Sest, Monkey*,

written one under the other will form a word square—thai

is. the words will be the same whether read across or

downward. Find these definitions and form the square.

away bo ran into the woods. We don't say the story is

true, but if you will carefully observe men. yon will bo

surprised to aee bow much they grow to look like the

animals which they resemble in habits ami char.i' t>-r.

Xo. 856. Illustrated JRebus.—A true proposition.

No. 257. Anagrams.—Make single words from each of

the following : 1, Fat reward ; 2, One drum; 3, Eed pa-

per ; 4, Sophy, I cry ; 5, Set on a dish.

-Answers to Problems and Puzzles.

The following are answers to the puzzles, etc.. in the

February number, page 67 ; No. 251. Illustrated fieb'/s.—

A little darkey (dark e) in

bed, with nothing over it

No. 252. Illustrated

Rebus.—A straight fur-

row, and a well made
fence are sure {rr's eicer)

signs ofau excellent far-

mer. The following have

sent in correct answers

to puzzles, etc., in pre-

vious numbers, up to

Feb. 1st. at which time

this part of the paper is

finished : L. W. Gates,

Adn Stanton, Mary A.

Rhodes. Alfred Hawts-
worth, Mary and Lizzie

Brumbaugh, Thos. K.

Quince, Jos. Ball, v. S.

Flinn. Isaac A. Chap-

man, Sarah B. Veatch,

W. B. Drew. James Hoff-

man, J. B. Daniels, C
D. Bishop, F.Scbncl

T, s. Cadwallader, E. G,

S., John Wcrtx, Frank

Painter. Theodore W.
Bellis, Leonora Burrou,

Reuben Pickett. Mrs. H.

A.Rhodohamel, Syhrania

Sherman, Isaac T. Me-

tain.Mre. Ruth A.Clute,

John B. Demster, Abraham J. Grelner, B. P. Albaugh,

Hannah Fawcett. Annie HcQrow, William Foalk, Charles

W, Stewart, Ella C McWiUlame, Jonathan Smith. Wilson

Evorly, Thomas Bellsouth, George P. Watson, F. Brush.
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SUSPENSE .— FROM A PAINTING BY Sm EDWIN Landseer.—Engravedfor the American Agriculturist.

Perhaps the artist, in painting this picture, had in mind
the story of the dog that was his master's constant com-
panion, until the death of the latter. Then it "was

found impossible to console the poor "brute. When
driven from the room where the body lay, the dog took

refuge outside, under the window, and remained there

night and day, until the funeral ; and when the grave re-

ceived his master, he refused to leave the spot, and actu-

ally died there of grief and starvation. Such cases are no
doubt very rare, but one would expect it from a dog like

this, if from any. The character of an animal, like that

of a child, wall depend much upon training. By land

treatment you may make your pets confiding, faithful,

and almost every way agreeable ; by abuse, they will be-

come cowardly, sneaking, cross, and it maybe dangerous.

The picture will bear studying a long time, so well has the

artist filled it with expression, and we are happy to be

able to aid in improving the taste of our young friends,

by presenting to them so fine a work of art. Every boy

and girl can see what the dog in the picture is thinking

of.
—"Do dogs think?" Yes, in their own way. How

plainly this one says by his look, tl I wish master would
come." A human face could not express feelings more
plainly. He is a faithful creature ; no sneaking, sheep-

killing cur ever gave such a look as that.

A BSat at th.e Editors.
" Sheridan " pleasantly writes to the Editors : "In your

Jan. number, under your ' Study of Physiognomy,' you

charge your artist with childishly amusing himself by
'making fr.ee>.

1 My'man 'Dan' questions your ingenuous-

ness, and gives it as his 'notion'1

that you all
kput your

heads together"* to produce that picture.' 1 Some of the
Editors feel flattered by the above. One of them sug-

gests that "Dan" probably got his idea from the fact

that the faces were certainly members of a press*

How Large is tSae Earflli ?

" Twenty-five thousand miles in circumference,'"

promptly answer thousands of our young readers. How
do you know? "The geography says so." "How did

the geographers find it out ?" v
- Perhaps they measured

it," suggests some thoughtful little girl. Yes, that is

true ; but perhaps in a different way from what yon may
suppose. Let us see if we can make it plain. Here is a

round ball, E, repre-

senting the earth. P,

is a point, at a dis-

tance above it. Now,
suppose a fly to be
at E. He could not

see the point P, be-

cause it would be hid-

den from him by the

circumference of the

bodyE. If he crawls

np over the surface,

when he arrives at

Q. the point P, will

be just in sight above the horizon. The point 0, will be
over his head. "When he arrives at D, Z. will be exactly

overheard, and P, will appear to be half way up to over his

head. When he arrives at N, the point P will be direct-

ly above him. Now, suppose the circumference of the body

E, to be divided into 360 parts, or degrees, and suppose

another circle to be drawn around E, passing through the

point P, and this also to be divided into 300 parts, or de-

grees. Then as the fly crawls from Q, towards N. the point

P will appear one degree nearer over his head, every time

he passes over a degree of the circumference of E. Now,
suppose E to be the earth, N, the North Pole, P, the

North Star (which is directly over the North Pole), and Q,

a point near theEquator. Let a man start from Q. where

he could see the North Star just above the horizon, and

travel toward the North Pole, then each degree north he

traveled, the star would seem to rise one degree above

the horizon, until he came to the North Pole, when the

star would be directly above his head. If, when he has

traveled one degree, he measures the space he has passed

over, and multiplies the distance by 360, it will give the

entire distance around the globe ; and this is just the

way it has been ascertained, except that it was not nec-

essary to start from the equator—any point will answer

equally well, as by traveling north until the North Star

appears to have risen one degree higher, a degree on the

earth's surface can be ascertained.

""Uncle S*aial 9
'* whose first sketch appears

in another column, will be readily recognized by thous-

ands of girls and boys, who have often enjoyed his writ-

ings in the " Child at nome." He is " our " Uncle Paul

now, and appears very happy to find himself with so nu-

merous and so bright a company of children as belong to

the Agriculturist family. Give him a hearty welcome.
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LOCK-STITCH SEWING MACHINES.
Highest Premium', Fair of American Institute, 1SG5.

CELEBRATED REVERSIBLE FEED MOVEMENT.
UNIFORM SELF-ADJUSTING TENSION,
370TTE SEPARATE DISTINCT STITCHES,
WILL GATHER AND' SEW A RUFFLE AT ONCE.

OFFICES OF THE COMPANY.
503 Broadwav, X. Y., and S7 ClicapsKlc, London, England.

JHKJXCIPAIj AGKXCIES.
141 Washington-sr,. Boston. 2JJ Main-st-i BmTnlo, N. Y.
G30 Cheshirit-st., Philadelphia. 2i> Calle d'Oilcios, Havana,
100 Washm£ton-st.T Chicago. Cuba.
26 West 1-ourth-st., Cincinnati 272 Court-st., Binsham toojN.Y
43 Public Square, Cleveland. 13 Lake-st.. Ehmra, N. Y.
155 Baltimorc-st.t Baltimore. S12 Broad-st_ Newark, N. J.
27 2forth Pennsylvania-st., G I'nion st.f Nashville. Tenn.

Indianapolis. 2 Yates Block, E. Genese**-st.,
Cor. Jeff, and "Woodward Av- Syracuse. N. ST.

enues, Detroir. Rochester, N. Y.
Ill Moutgomcry-st., San Fran- 54 North Fil"th-st.,St. Louis.Mo.

Cisco. 303 River-st.. Troy, N. Y.
372 to 37G Main-st., Hartford, Cor. Genesee, Columbia, and

Conn. Seueca-st3„ Utica, N. Y.
529 Broadway, Albany, N. Y;

WHEELED & wii^son
ROTARY HOOK

gtOCKSTITCHlwQe>G3G5Sv
SEWING MACHINES.

625 BROADWAY.
"Wostax's Greatest Boon-.—We would advise a man to

forego a Thresher and thresh wheat with a flail, rather
tuaifto see the wife wear her health, vigor and life away in
the everlasting 'stitch, stitch, stitch.' when a Sewing Ma-
chine can be obtained. The WHEELER & WILSON ~is an
invaluable aid in every household. Wc have had several
different kinds on trial, and after a six year's service, the
WHEELER& WILSON has taken the precedence as the best,
where all kinds or sewing are to be done in a family."

[American Agriculturist, Jan. 1SG.".

THE GREAT FAMILY SEWING MACHINE-

HIGHEST PREMIUM
Blastic Sti-tols.JEWING 31ACHEVE.

495 Broadway, New York.
THIS MEBAlMoN
IS E-TIBESHBEI} IN
EVERY GENUINE
HOWE SEWING

MACHINE.

The Hottc Machine Co.'s

Sewing Machines,

699 Broadv.-ay, Cor.

Fonrtll-st., N. V.

and Manufacturers.For Families

These World-Renowned Sewing
Machines.

Were awarded the highest premium at the World's Fair
in London, and six first premiums at the JV. Y. State Fair
«/"lSCG.

These machines are made tinder the im-
mediate MipciTlilon of the President of the
Company, EliI.YS HOWE, Jr., tile original
Inventor of tiic Sewing Mnchinc.
The Stitch Invented by 3IR. HOWE, and made on

this Machine, is the most popular and durable, and all

Seicing Machinesare subject to the principle invented by him.

SEND FOE CIliCDLAB.

A CHECKER
-

]BOARD GIVEN AWAY.

-Ol«WN il§UfS» ;

w8%S8$$tim
"With No. 15, now ready, will bo given gratis,

A Beautifully lilastratcd Comic Check-

er Board.
Send Five Cents, and von will receive In return No. 15, with

the. Checker Board, post-paid.
PHASIC LBSTillC, 5T.7 Fcarl-st,, New V

My Catalogue of New and Fine Plants,

is now ready, containing new Doable Geraniums',

Beaton's Geraniums, new Danlias, new Kncli-

s iii ;. new Heliotropes, new Vcrfocnas, new Cliry-

santlicmnms, superb new Gladiolus, the Czar Vi-
olet, and many other novelties-

Address GEORGE SUCH, •

South, Amboy, New Jersey,

Is acknowledged by the leading papers to be the

Best Juvenile Paper is America.
The American PhrenologicalJournal, of New York, says:
" The Little Corporal."—Mr. Sewell's "Western juvenile

surpasses, both in real merit and in circulation., anv similar
attempt, East or West. His success excites the cupidity of
others, and we now have a swarm ofjuvenile journals launch-
ed on the uncertain sea of experiment. While we wish well
to all -rood endeavors, we must award the credit to The Lit-
tle Corporal of leading the van.1 '

"We ofTera MAGXIFICEXT LIST of PUE3UTT3IS

I

The price of the Corporal is one dollar a year, in advance

;

sample copv. telling all about the premiums, ten cents.
Address ALFRED L. SEWELL, Publisher, Chicago, HI.

toQuarTerS

MAPS
IS AT

H.H.IiIiOYD&
21 John-St.g New York.

P. S.—"We have 5 sizes of U. S. Maps, (the largest, a Copper
plate, 6xG ft.,) made in 12 styles, and a vast variety of other
Maps, Charts. Prints, Photographs, Engravings, &c.,' <fcc.

Oeaxce Judd & Co. say: "We have already spoken of the
reliable character of the house of H. 11. Llovd & Co. TJtis
is not J. T. Lloyd.'*

»9

8UCKEVS

AWARDED FIRST JPRI2E

GRAN© ©Oli© MEDAIi
at Great National Field Trial,

Held at Auburn, July, 1S66,

for perfect work, lightness of draft, freedom from side

draft, superiority in mechanical construction, facility of
management, portability, strength and durability.

Manufactured by ADRIAJVCE, PLATT & CO.,

1G5 Greeinvicli-st., JTcw York.
(Manufactory, Po'kcepsie.)

and
Shingle

We have the simplest, and we believe the most pow-
erful Briclc Machine in America, works every land

of day, and with only one pair of Mules, makes S0C0 good
brick per hour, or 4,K0 by Steam Power. Satisfaction

guaranteed. Our Re-pressing Machine, with OneManand
a Boy, will re-press 1,000 per day. The Empire Shingle Ma-
chine pleases every one that uses it. ABRAM KEQUA,
General Agent, 141 Broadway, Kew York.

KNOX'S NURSERY AT YOUR DOOR. — A
Liberal Offer. See Advertisement on page 117.

AGENTS wanted for Kus's patent
scissorssharpeucr,and Bus's patent
knife sharpener—articles wanted In
every family. Samples sent by
mail for ")0 cents eneh. Address

PECK & SEYMOUR
13 Gold-st., New York.

GET WELL, AND KEEP WELL.-Rciul the
Advertisement of Herald of Health., page 113.

TEie "Franklin" Brick Machine,
Justly celebrated for perfect simplicity, great strength, and
Immense compressing power, is guakanteud, with clirht

men and two horses, to self-temper the clav and make 3,000
to 3,500 elegant bricks per hour. J. II. REN1CK, Proprietor,
No. 71 Broadway, New York, Room 69.

CONVENIENCE FOR ALL.—Hall's Pa-
tcut Burner. Llaht and trim without re-

moving or tipping chimney.—Usual size,

burning S Inch wick, sent hv mail tor 3a

cents. Agents Wanted, both Gentlemen and
Ladies, in every town. Address

N. II. LOOMIS, Igenfc
Room 2-?, No. 37 Park Row, New Kork.

PEACH TREES of line quality, at §120 per 10 0.

PAR30XS & OO., Flushing, S. V.

NOW READY:
Woodward's Record of Horticulture

For 1S6G,

EDITED BY ASTDBEW S. FULLEE,"

Author of the

FOREST TEES AXD GSAPE CTOMPWEIST,

Folly Illustrated, Extra Morocco Cloth, Bevelled .

post-paid, one dollar.

WOODWASD'S COTJHTKY HOMES.

1M
&

150 designs and plans

for Country Houses of

moderate cost, with a

full Illustrated descrip-

tion of the manner of

constructing "Balloon

' • '
.

:l '" !';
,

-•."

1 ^S^mT^̂ ^^S^^̂ ^^- 12mo - 19 - pages. Cloth,
" ^^-=55S3!^^^^=S^&' extra.—Post-paid, $1.50.

"WOODWAHD'S ASCSITECTTJRE
AHD ETJEAL AET.

176 Designs and Plans for Country Houses, Cottages. Farm
Houses. Barn?. Out-Buildings, Grounds, &c. Paper, 75 cents';
Cloth, $1.00, post-paid.

JACaTJES'S MANUAL OE THE HOUSE.
How to Build Dwellings. Barns, and Out-Buildings of all

kinds. 126 Designs and Plans. $1.50, post-paid.

Poller's Forest Tree Cnltari^t.—A new work on
the cultivation and management of Forest Trees, by the
author of the Grape Culcurist; lullyiUustrated,pO5t-paid",$1.30

HTs^naann's Grape* and Wine.—A new and prac-
tical work on the Cultivation of the Native Grape and Man-
ufacture of American Wine, fully illustrated, post-paid, §1.50.

Tlio Illixstralecl

. HOBTICtTMUMST. ALiflAXAC
for ISO 7. Price, Tex Cexts, post-paid.

GEO. E. & 17 \Y, V/OOmVARD. Piiblishersj

And Dealers in 'altworlte on Architecture iG Agrict'' .,•.-.

37 PARK* ROW,'Sew Yorlt.
Illustrated Priced Catalogue sent Free.

S T. BABBSTT:S SOAP mSj
SAEiXSRATUS FACTOMT.

"We had an opportunity Intel" of passing through this
great establishment, which is one of the largest "in the
country, embracing Nos. 01, 65, 66, C7, OS, 69, 7U. ~i and li
Washirigton-st. Tlie space occupied bv it seems incredible.
Nine buildings of four or five stories, with a depth of from
60 to 100 feet each, and most extensive steam power are em-
braced. Mr. Babbitt laid the ground work of this immense
business some twenty years ago, making a veryhumble start
in a single store. With untiring ctiort," enterprise', and p i-r-

sonal supervision, in twenty-three years ho has become one
of the millionaires of New York. He is still an active and
hard working man. The manufacture of soap—au article
so necessary—is alwavs profitable. Soaps of all kinds find a
ready market everywhere, and though millions of pounds
arc poured out of the immense boilers daily, it is soon con-
sumed. This mammoth house gives constant employment to
over 200 persons, and huge engines with thousands of pounds
of steam keep its machineryin motion. Steam is conduct* d
through the entire block by pipes, some of which cross the
street and supply power to two buildings on the opposite
side. A boiler which is said to be the largest in the world,
and which rises from the cround floor to the nttli storj of
one of the buildings, it is said will make at one time nearly
200 tons nf the be?t soap, which at the presont prices w< l

bring $52,000. Here issoap forthemillfon in one turn of this
monster pot. The grease, etc., is melted by the agency of
pipes filled with steam, which run throughout the base and
sides of the boiler.

Mr. Babbitt is an extensive manufacturer of saleratna, of
which from tlfteen to eighteen tons are turned out daily. In
addition to this, another article universally used—the STAR
Yeast Powpek—Is said to possess superior qualities, ad
twenty pounds and more to a barrel of flour when made Into
bread. Mr. Babbitt believes that bread made with this Yeast
Powder will prevent indigestion and dyspepsia.

We arc pleased to see that his custom is widespread in all

parts of this country, and wc are Informed that he has up-
ward of 10,000 regular customers in the United State- i n i

foreign countries, which we do not doubt, Beelng the number
of wagons, drays and carts, continually loading and unload-
ing, and the Immense piles of boxes, both inside and outside
of the buildings, labeled Soap, Salerntus, Yeast Powder, Sal
Soda. Soap Powder, Super Carbonate of Soda, and Concen-
trated Potash, all of which articles are manufactured by
him. "Willi a man of his enercrvand enterprising spirit, tl

i s no such word as "fail."—De Bow's Jtcneir.

MARK YOUR, CLOTHING'.""
Clark's Patctat Indelible PcncU.
"The Indelible Pencil for martins clothlns is ranch moi -

convenient than ink. ami eqnftllr good aa topertnanen
We Judge after several month's trial."—Jul. Auricula

"The Indelible Pencil is Invaluable for marking linen."—
Chicago Tribune.
" Remarkable for the case and nearness wllli which it c.-.n

he used."—Detroit Trib

Manufactured and Sold at Wholesale by
THE INDELIBLE PEeTCri CO-Kortbai
Pricks—30 cents single. J:; per dozen. Sen! post-paid on

receipt of price.
A liberal discount made to dealers. „.._, „_ . ..^..^

:v PBKCIL WARBAXTKD. IQESTS WASTED.

Sep
-
Sdvcrfi-ipm.-m -ALL NURSERIES IN

ONE," on page 113. Observe tlie low Frii
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THE GREAT COMMERCIAL EN-

TERPRISES OF NEW YORK.
During the past ten years the moneyed men of this metrop-

olis nave projected many gigantic enterprises, designed to

keep pace with the growing wants and tastes of the rapidly

advancing civilization of this city and country. Many of

these enterprises have rewarded the projectors with liberal

returns for their investments—others have been but partially

completed—while others, from lack of still and judgment,

were necessarily abandoned either before or after comple-

tion. Among all these enterprises there isnone more worthy

of notice and commendation, and none that has met with

better success than that of The Geeat Ameeican Tea
Compaxt. The founders of the Company believed that the

consumers of tea and coffee were paying too many and too

large profits on these articles. They projected the enterprise

for the purpose of affording the consumers an opportunity

of obtaining these necessaries at the very lowest prices.

They believed that an immense trade could be built up by

the o:n"E pkice system, and shall peofits. They based

their rate of profit upon a sale of at least one thousand chests

per week. The sales at the present time are about double

that amount, and increasing daily, which proves unmistaka-

bly that the public approve their efforts. This Company do
not rest content with their success, but continually strive to

improve their facilities for supplying their trade.

This Company have now the most complete, best arranged,

and most attractive warehouses in this city or in the world.

They are located with especial reference to convening the

inhabitants of the metropolis and neighboring cities. Their

stores have been fitted up with the latest improvements, and
with original designs of prismatic and crystal lights and re-

flectors, which display with grand effect the superb original

oil paintings of Chinese notables, &c, and give brilliancy to

the elaborate and unique scenery that decorates the walls.

Among other improvements, we have added to our estab-

lishments steam and caloric engines, cylinders, &c, for roast-

ing and grinding our coffee ; four printing presses for the

purpose of printing our tea and coffee bags, circulars, &c.
Persons have traveled hundreds of miles, in some instances,

to examine the establishments of this Company, and have
expressed themselves not only highly pleased and delighted,

but considered that they were amply repaid for their time
and expense, by what they saw and learned, by a visit to the

store at Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey Street alone, without even visit-

ing any of the other splendid establishments of theCompany.
"Whenever heads or members of clubs come to the city, we

shall be happy to have them call upon us and make them-
selves known.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
From the Xeio York Tribune.

A Successful Exteepeise—The Great Ameeican Tea
Company commenced business in 1SC0 in this city. They
now occupy six large stores and employ about 250 persons,

their salC3 of Tea and Coffee amounting to $90,000 per week.
Their success shows what ability and enterprise will ac-

complish. It is simple enough. Their sales being large,

they are of course in a position to sell their goods for a

smaller profit on each pound. In their advertisements in

the Ti'ibune, from time to time, they fully explain their

system of doing business, and from the many letters received
from all parts of the country, we judge that their customers
are well satisfied.

From the Christian Advocate and Journal, 2f. Y.

* * * * Last of all, be sure not to go home from your
holiday foragings without calling at the store of The Great
American Tea Company, 31 and 33 Vesey Street, corner of
Church, and lay in a supply of their choice goods, paying for

them not the most extravagant prices.

From the Christian Intelligencer, Ar
. Y.

The Geeat Ameeicas- Tea Cohpaxt.—Patrons of this

company express much satisfaction with the qualities of the

teas which they obtain and with the prices at which they are

enabled to effect their purchases. The business of the com-
pany is conducted on a plan so accurate and comprehensive,
that people living at remote distances from this city can give
their orders, and have them filled according to advertised
terms.

From the JV. Y. Bay Book.
The Geeat Ameeioak Tea Company.—Our readers will

see in our advertising columns a novel suggestion in relation
to getting Tea at cheap rates. The Great American Tea
Company offers great inducements to purchasers, and we
know the articles it sells are of superior quality.

From the Evaiigelist, A7
! Y. City.

Teas.—The attention of persons who purpose attending
the May Anniversaries is directed to the advertisement of
The Geeat Americas' Tea Co., Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey Street.

It will be seen that this Company have made arrangements
to supply families with the choicest new crop of Black,
Green and Japan Teas at the wholesale prices. The Com-
pany guarantee all the goods they sell to give entire satisfac-

tion. Those who wish to economize are requested to read
the advertisement of the Company in another column of this

paper.

From the American Agriculturist.
The Geeat American' Tea Co.—To Queries.—Before ad-

mitting the advertisement, we learned that a largo number

of our clerks and others had for several months been buying
their tea and coffee from this company, without its being
known who they were, and that they had been highly pleased

with their purchases, both as to quality and price, and were
all recommending their friends to the same course. As we
have published the advertisements for many months, and re-

ceived no complaints, we conclude "there is no humbug
about the establishment."

From the Brooklyn <JE. D.) Daily Times.

The Geeat American Tea Co.'s Store —The Great
American Tea Company opened their new and magnificent

store on Saturday night, at 133 Grand street. The store was
literally rnn down with customers and thronged until the
hour of closing. We regard the opening of this new estab-

lishment in our midst as a public benefit. The company has
such a thorough organization, possesses such unrivalled fa-

cilities for purchasing cheaply, and deals in such enormous
quantities of tea and coffee, that they can well afford to

undersell any other dealers In the country, and yet make a

good profit. Precisely the same tea that is sold elsewhere
for $1.50 can be had of them for $1.00, and good judges pro-

nounce it even superior. We suppose that hereafter the

"Great American Tea Company " will monopolize the bus-

iness in this place, as the other dealers appear to be too an-

tiquated and old-fogyish even to make their places of busi-

ness known to the public. The company, on the other hand,

knowing thafrthey can sell a better article a third or a half

cheaper than anybody else, are bound to spread the informa-

tion abroad, and the tremendous business which is done at

their New York warehouses, at their "Western District

branch, and now at their Eastern District establishment,

shows what enterprise will effect.

COMPLIMENTARY LETTERS
FROM CLUBS.

Xenia, Dallas Co., Iowa, Nov. 8, 1866.

Great American Tea Company:
Sirs : The order that I sent to your house the fore part of

the summer gave universal satisfaction, and all of the Club

have been trying for some time to get me to make up anoth-

er. The complimentary package which I received was the

best tea I have drank in Iowa. Please fill the following

order, and express to me at Boonsborough, Iowa.
ZERAH E. COTTRELL.

Franconia, N. H., Nov. 10, 1SG6.

The Great America Tea Company :

Gentlemen: My last order for tea of 59 pounds came to

hand in due time aH right, and ha3 given entire satisfaction,

and, if you continue to send us as good tea a3 you have sent,

you are sure of a permanent trade in this place. The Impe-
rial was the best of anything we have had in this place.

Several of the club have told me it was better than the tea
they had paid $2 a pound for. I send you another order for

$6S.65. Please forward as before by express to Franconia,
N. H., Grafton County. I thank you for the complimentary
package. Address

PRIEST YOUNG, Franconia, N. H.

Elk Horn, Wis., Nov. 10, 1S66.

Great American Tea Company:
My order for tea was filled and the tea arrived safely,

promptly—good weight and good quality. We are all well

satisfied, and others wish they had joined us. I shall doubt-
less send another order before long, for we have paid large
profits to small traders about long enough.

Respectfully yours, &c, O. HAND.
Fairmount, Illinois, Nov. 12, 1806.

Great American Tea Company

:

Gentlemen: Your Advocate fell Into my hands yesterday
morning, and I at once opened a club in my shop, and hasten
to send it now, as it has reached the required size ($30), and
it will take faster and easier after we receive the first bill.

I have cut out and posted up in my shop the price list, and
some other items, and shall keep a club open perpetually.

My shop is in a public place and adjacent to the depot, and I

can, ere long, buy of you about all the tea that is used in this

town and vicinity. I shall aim to keep some tea'on hand to

supply such persons as cannot wait for return bill, and also

that I may keep the club open longer and thereby increase

the size of the bill I would say that we are all heartily glad
that your enterprise is an actual success.

Yours truly, H. M. ROBLNSON.
Watcrbury, Nov. 13, 1S56.

The Great American Tea Company:
Gentlemen: My order of last month of $140.90 came in

good order, and, as usual, gave satisfaction. Inclosed I send
you an order not quite as large, but pretty good for one
shop. TJie Jfe7'chants groicl a good deal, but as long as we
can get such tea of you as we have had 3-ou will get our
money. Accept my thanks for the complimentary package.
Please send as before by express, C. O. D., and oblige

Yours, THEODORE ROLLINS,
New London, Nov. 15, 1SG6.

Great American Tea Company

:

Sirs : I herewith sendyou another club. We are well suit-

ed with that which we received before, and much obliged
for the complimentary package. Wo find that it is 50 per
cent, cheaper than we can get it here, and at least 30 per cent,
better. Please send me two or three blank3 for clubs and
circulars to go with them, as I know of some in adjoining
towns who would like to get up clubs.

Yours truly, L. M. DAY.
Ohio and Mississippi Railroad Line, )

Aurora Station, Nov. 10, 1SCG. J

Great American Tea Company:
Gents: Here is your sixth club from these "digglns."

making an aggregate amount of nearly $700. Some of the

country storekeepers here say that your tea is of no account,
but the people who use it think otherwise, as is demonstrated
by the increasing demand for it. We send inclosed an order
for $191.65, and next month we expect to beat that.

Yours, &C, E. K. LONG.
Lowell, Nov. 20, 1856.

Great American Tea Company:
Gents: I herewith send second order of Merrimac Club

for tea and coffee. In regard to first order, would say your
promptness in answering it and quality of goods sent gave
entire satisfaction, as you will see by an increase of $24 iu
this order, C. O. D.

Respectfully yours, „. D. GORDON,
159 Colburn Street, Lowell, Mass.

Great American Tea Company,
31 and 33 Vesey Street, New York.

November 23, 1S6G.
To The Great American Tea Co.:

The tea I received gives good satisfaction. Mj' thanks to .

you for the complimentary package sent me.
Yours respectfully, EDMOND ESTEY.

St. Peter, Minn„ Nov. 26, 1SCG.

Great American Tea Company:
It has been one month since I commenced getting up a

club for tea, and this is my third order, and amounts to near-
ly §200. All arc well satisfied, and say tiiat the tea is as good
as we get here at §2.50. I will send your circulars to all the
different towns in my reach, and tryand get the whole trade
turned in the tea line so that the consumers can save th^se
great profits. Yours truly,

W. O. POWELL.
Fountain Green, Hl„ Nov. 23, 1866.

Great American Tea Company,
SI and 33 Vesey Street, New York:

Gentlemen : The tea yon sent me the middle of thismonlh
was received in good order and gave general satisfaction.

The present order is mostly for other parties who are not
yet satisfied that it is possible for tea of a good quality to be
furnished at your figures after paying former prices. I am
sure, however, that a few experiments, resulting as favora-
bly as my first, will give people confidence and Insure you
a liberal patronage from this locality. Wishing you success,

I am, gentlemen
Your most ob't servant, J. M. FOY.

EVIDENCE AFTER A YEAR'S TRIAL.

Treasury Department,
Fourth Auditor's OfBce, Dec. 1, 1SGG.

Great America Tea Co., Nos. 31 & 33 Vesey st„ N. T.
Inclosed herewith I send you our regular list for Decem-

ber. It is now twelve months since we began the use of
your Teas and Coffees, and I am pleased iu being able to
say that the satisfaction derived from the use of said articles

by the members of this Club, instead of being confined to
individual instances, is universal, and I think I may safely

say without exception. Thanking yon for the many favors
received at your bands, I am, sirs, very respectfully, your
obedient servant, L- CASS CARPENTER.

Bernardstown, Franklin Co., Mass., Dec. 3, 1S60.

To the Great American Tea Company,
31 and 33 Vesey Street, New York:

Gentlemen: The tea that I ordered from you gives gen*
eral satisfaction, and I this day mail you another club order.
No. 3, for tea and coffee, amounting to $39.10, which you will

please fill and send to my address, by express. Please ac-

cept my thanks for the complimentary package.
Respectfully yours, E. D. RICHARDSON.
William Penn Works, near Shenandoah Citv,

Schuylkill Co-, Pa.JOec. 3, ISOG.
Gents: We received our orders of Tea and Coffee all rlsht,

and each package put up so nice as to give us but liitle

trouble. They liavc given great satisfaction both as regards
weight and quality ; and so cheap that we have saved 56K
cents per lb., beside getting a better quality ; and we are all
satisfied that they are as good—both Tea and Coffee—as your
advertisement represented them to be.

I remain, yours, THOMAS ROGERS.
Indianapolis, In<L, Dec. 7, 1S6G.

Great American Tea Company, 31 and 33 Vesev-st., New York:
Gents: Yours of the 1st inst. is before me, and' I would

state that the tea has been received, and gave entire satis-
faction. The money has been forwarded perAdams' Express.
Y'ou mav expect another order.

Respectfully, &c, WILLIS G. OVEESTREET.
Lake Forest, Dec. 12, 1S65.

Proprietors Great American Tea Co ,31 and 33 Vesev-st., N. 1".

Sirs: The box of tea I ordered ofyou two weeks'asocame
safely to hand. Ail are well pleased with their goods, and
their reputation have spread from house to house. Every
oneherenow proposes to save nearlv $1.00 per pound on hfs
teas. The Gunpowder I got I have given samples of, and all
those who have tried pronounce it superior to any they have
had for years. Retailing tea here now is far below par:
every one savs "send to New York, and save money by ir.

The express" charges were 0% cents per pound, so we can
safelv Bay we save 70 cents per pound at $1.25 per pound.

I send vou, bv this mail, another order, twice as large as
the first; "it is filled out in one of your blank sheets ; should
it not reach you, let me know immediately- Please till order
as soon as possible, for we want it before Christmas, and
oblige, J. M. SIMPSON, Lake Forest, Lake Co., 111.

, Joliet, HI., Dec. 13, 186C.
Great American Tea Company,

31 and 33 Vesey Street, New York

:

Gents: The invoice of teas vou sent to me came dulv to
hand, and I have this day paid the amount to the express
agent. So far asl have heard, all in the club are well satis-
fied. Already I have found others desirous of sending, and
ere long I think I shall give you another order. Thanking
you for the complimentary paek;t£e, I am

Yours truly, F. K. BAILEY.
New Haven, Dec. 14, 1SGG.

To The Great American Tea Co-

:

Sirs: This will convince you that vour goods have given
perfect satisfaction, as I have added somewhat to the club.
Please accept our especial thanks for the compliment at v
package, also for the nice manner in which the whole n*aa
put up. Yours truly, Mrs. L. BLOiS.
Please return as soon as convenient. Direct as before to

Justin Bloss, New Haven, Vermont.

X. B.—For Price List of Teas, how to get up Clubs, &c,
b ic Lhc last page of this paper.
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Rare and Beautiful Flowers— Select Garden^Vegetables.

Seed and Agricultural Warehouse, Springfield, ZHass.,

Importer and Dealer in Garden, Field and Flower v Seeds, Agricultural Implements, Fertilizers, &C9
&c.

The attention of ail who are interested in the culture ot Flowers or Vegetables is invited to our large and 'well selected assortment of the above—comprising the newest and most
approved varieties, both of European and Home production, the quality of which cannot be surpassed.—For a list of which, see oar

>ew Illustrated. Seed Catalogue and €ruide to the Flower aiad Kitcnen Garden.
TheTliirtecntli Annual Edition, enlarged and improved, contains 124 pages of closely printed matter—Beat;ttftjlly Illttsteated with 100 engeavtngs, and a descriptive

list of twenty-five itcxdeed VABiETiES of Flowee, Vegetable ant> Ageicultveal Seeds, including all the leading novelties of the past season, with explicit directions for their

culture; also a list of

ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FIVE VARIETIES OF FRENCH HYBRID GLADIOLUS,
Embracing many new sorts now offered for the first time in this country—with many other SrsorER Floweef:s-g- Bttlbs, consisting of Asiaf.yllis, Tubeeoses, Tigeidias, Lilies, etc.

To which is added a list of the choicest varieties of Gkapes, STEAWBEEnrES, Raspbeeeies, Currants and other Small Fruits, Bedding Plants, etc., cultivated at his gardens, with
much other useful information upon the subject of gardening generally —A copy will be mailed to all applicants npon receipt of 25 Cents.
Our New mustrated Plant Catalogue, just published, contains a list of many new and rare plants, not before offered in this country—also a Descriptive list of all the leading

varieties of Dahlias, Hollyhocks, Eoses, Cannas, Cassations, Picotees, Verbenas, Heliotropes, Petunias, Geraniums and other Bedding Plants. Price, 10 Cents.
Our Regular Customers supplied with both Seed and Plant Catalogues without charge.

?». B.—We would invite particular attention to the following Collections of Seeds—also to the Special Varieties enumerated—the purity and vitality of which cannot be excelled—
all of which (with the exception of those noted) will be mailed, post-paid, to any address in the Union upon receipt of price affixed.

Seeds Tor the Farm & Garden.Collections of Flower Seeds by Mail.

The following collections have been sent out from our
establishment for the past 13 years, and are now favorably;
known in every section of th'e countrv. They contain the"

most showr varieties in our large assortment, with full

directions for culture. Each packet contains a mixture of
the different colors and varieties of its species, so tbat a
greater displav can be made at a much less price than when
ordered in se'parate packets. Those unacquainted with
Flowers as well as the experienced cultivator may order
without fear of disappointment.

Xo. 1—Contains twenty choice varieties of Annuals SI 00

No.2— " " " of Biennials and Perennials.. 1 CO

Xo. S—Contains ten extra fine varieties of Annuals and
Perennials, embracing many of the newand choicest
in cultivation 1 CO

^,o. 4—Contains five very choice varieties selected from
Pkize Flowers of English Pansies, German Carna-
tion and Picotce Pinks, Verbenas, Truflaufs French
Asters, Double Hollvhocks 1 00

Anv one remitting $3 00 will receive the four assortments.
No. 5—Contains fifteen very select varieties of Green-

* house Seeds $3 00
No. f>—Contains one hundred varieties of Annuals, Bien-

nials, and Perennials, including many new and
choice varieties 5 00

No. 7—Contains fifty varieties of Annuals, Biennials,
and Perennials 2 50

No. 8—Contains twentv varieties of hardv Annuals. Bi-

ennials, and Perennials, for sowing in the autumn.. 1 00

The seeds contained in the above assortments are of our
own selection. Purchasers who prefer to make their selec-
tion from the Catalogue, will be entitled to a discount pro-
portionate to the quantity ordered.

SEEDS of FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
QUALITY UNSURPASSED.

Axttrre^tnt*m (Snapdragon), finest hybridized 25

Asters, Truffaut's Peony flowered, the finest grown... 25
Auricula, from the finest prize varieties 25
Balsams. Glennv's and Smith's prize, unequalsd, each... 2c

Bellis PECEEsics, (Double Daisy), a general favorite. . . 25
Calceolarias, Herbaceous and shrubby varieties saved
from most beautiful spotted and mottled flowers, each.. 50

Cinerarias, from the newest and best named sorts 50
Cockscombs producing immense combs. 25
Carnation & Picotee Pinks, from named varieties.eacft 50

do. perpetual flowering for pot culture 50
Geraniums, Scarlet, from finest variegated foliagcd vara, 25

do. from all the newest varieties 50
Pelargoniums, from finest Eng. and Fr'ch prize flowers. 50
Gladiolus, from a collection of 125 varieties 25
Gloxixias, from the finest erect and drooping varieties.. 50
Hollyhocks, from our own collection of 75 varieties, pro-
ducing flowers fully double, of every shade of color— 25

Lantana, from named flowers 25
Mimulus, from the finest new hybridized varieties 25

do. New Double flowering " Bull's" 50
Pansies, from the finest En dish show flowers 50
do. New Fancy, beautifullv edsed, marbled & varieg'd. 50
do. Blue, Yellow, White, Black, Bronze, Striped, Yel-

low margined; Violet bordered with white; Mar-
bled purple, in separate packets, each 25

(The collection of eleven varieties of Pansies ..$25v')
Petunias, Double, carefully hybridized by a noted Ger-
man Florist 25

PrtunIaS, Buchanan's Hybrid, from, the finest mottled
and variegated varieties 25

Poktulaca, New Double, In many colors, producing flow-
ers as double as lioscs, a most desirable acquisition.. .. 50

PniMULA Sinensis, (Chinese Primrose), saved from the
finest fringed varieties, Kose and While, each 50

Stocks, New German, large flowering, finest mixed 25
do. Scarlet and White Intermediate, (Covcnt Garden

varieties), each 25
do. New White Wallflower leaved, fine for pots 25

Sweet Williams, Hunt's Perfection and Attricoxa.
Flowered, beautifully margined, laced and mottled,
nncqualed for bcautv each.. 25

Tkopcsolum, finest hvbridized bedding varieties 25
do. Lobbiaxum, and its hybrids for green-house 25

Wall-flowers, finest double, much improved 25

The foregoing collection of 4G varieties for §13.00

Splendid Novelty from Japan,

JAPANESE STRIPED LEAVED MAIZE.
The experience of the past season fully confirms all that

has been said of this beautiful plant, and it is now acknow-
ledged by all the leading Florists both in our own country
and Europe as the most valuable plane for decorative pur-
poses introduced for many years. The variegation appears
when the plant is about four inches in height, and iu a short
time it is beautifully striped or ribboned with alternate
slripe3of green and white, and in its earlier stages of growth
is :ttso striped with rose colors. Nothing In the way of a

plant can exceed In gracefulness and beauty a group
of three t<i Ave plains of tbis variety of the Zea. Price, 85

ir packet : 5 packets for SI. Tito trade supplied upon
liberal terms. B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

CHOICE VARIETIES of the TOMATO.
Kcycs' Early Prolific—Said to be 30 days earlier

than anv other Tomato. Plant, dwarf, compact, vigorous,
enormously productive. Fruit very solid, and of superior
flavor. Packet, 25 cents.

Maupav's Superior.—Fruit of a beautiful deep red
color, ronn'd, slightly flattened, without crease or wrinkle ;

flesh, almost as solid as beef steak, delicious flavor, average
weight, 9 to 12 ounces each, packet, 25 cents.

Tilden's (Harrison's Improved),-A new and
truly valuable variety, oval shaped, the color a brilliant
scarlet, skin smooth, glossy, and rarely wrinkled, very pro-
ductive, an excellent market variety, packet, 25 cents.

Exti-a Early York, the earliest varietv, very prolific,
of good size, and fine quality, packet, 15 cents.

Tlic Coolc's Favorite.—Fruit of medium size,
roundish or oval, smooth, of a rich dpep color, fine flavor,
very solid and prolific, an excellent market variety, pkt.lSc.

Mammoth Cliiliualma, often weighs 2 and 3 lbs. 25c.

Also, the following varieties at 10 cents per packet:
Early Apple; Pear Shaped; Yellow Plum; Red and

Yellow Cherry ; Fejee Island ; New White ; Large Yellow ;

Strawberry ; New Erect French ; Lester's Perfected.

SEE© POTATOES.
New English varieties not before offered in this Country.

Patterson's Celebrated. Seedlings.
These have acquired a notorietyin England, not surpassed

by Goodrich Seedlings of this country. "We have selected
the following from nianv varieties received, and tested the
past year, and can confidently recommend them:
Patterson's Regent ; Seedling Rock ; Fokfaeshtre

Red; Irish Blue: Scotch BLrE: King of tile Pota-
toes; Prince of "Wales; Skekky Blue, Fat'ss Blue.
A writer in the "London Gardener's Chronicle," after de-

scribing his success with the above varieties, closes with the
following remarks: "As to the quality of the above varie-
ties, we are in a position to speak from experience, and we
can only say that we have never tasted any potatoes equal
to them. They contain an extraordinary amount of farina-
ceous matter, are pure white, inside, and almost as- solid as
bread."

As our stock of the above is very small, we can only offer

them in sample packages of One Pound Eacii,
which, will be sent by Mail upon receipt of
One Dollar.
One package each of the nine new varieties will be mailed

post-paid upon receipt of Seven, Dollars.

Peck.
Early Sebeo, or Boston Market £0.75
Eakly Goodrich 1.00
Early Stevens 75
Kat.lt Sovereign 1.00
Harison 1-50
Calico 1.00
GLEASON 1.09
Cuzco 75
New White Peach Blow To
del3iahoy 75
Garnet Chili 75

Upon receipt of §1.00. we will mail post-paid, a four pound
package of cither of the above 11 varieties, to any address
in tlie Union—6 packages for §5.00.—No less titan §1 icorth,
nor more than one variety in a package, will be sent by mail.
Our descriptive cultural Catalogue of Potatoes mailed to all
applicants.

Collections of Kitchen Garden Seeds,

A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF VEGETABLE SEEDS FOR ONE
TEAR'S SUPPLY, FOR A LARGE OR SMALL GARDEN.

The following Collections are made up in the most liberal
manner, care being taken to give a sufficient quantitv of till

the finest varieties and most useful sorts of Vegetables le-
quired in tbe Kitchen Garden.

Assortment No. 5, contains 55 varieties $3,00
No. G, 33 ' ' 2.00
No. 7. " 15 " 1.00

The above are prepared expressly for sending by mail, and
will be sent post-paid, upon receipt of prices annexed.
Larger Collections which can be safely sent by express to

any part of the country, as follows

:

No. I, $20.00: No. 2, §15.00; No. 3, §10.00; No. 4, $5.00.

For a List of the contents of each Collection, see Catalogue
pages 95 and 96.

Connecticut Seed Leaf Tobacco Seed.
Be Sure and Get the Best.

A superior lot raised expressly for the subscriber bvonc
of i lie most successful cultivators iu the Valley or tho Con-
necticut.—Packets with /nil riir> lure, curing,

- i, <£&» will be nailed, post-paid, to all applicants itl

the following rates: 1 ounce, oj cents ; i ounces, $1; 1 lb., $3.50.

Bush Bbl.
fiOO $5.00
3.00 7.00
2.00 5.00
2.50 6.00
5.00 12.50
2.50 5.00
2.50 5.00
2.00 5.00
3.00 5.00

2.50 0.00

2.10 5.00

proz. pr lb.
Beets—Early Bassano, NcwEongh Skinned §0.15 $1.00
Early Blood Turnip. Oranse, Lonsr Blood 15 80
Lons lied. Yellow Globe SIangel,~Wliite Sugar. 10 75

Cabbage—Earlv York, Larire York, Battersca... 25 2 00
French Susrnr Loaf, Ked Dutch, "Wakefield So 4J)0
Premium Flat Dutch, Fr. Ox Heart Drumhead,) m en-
Stone Mason. Drumhead Savoy, Winningstadt. J -

True Jersey "Wakefield, Imp'd American Savoy i - n c __
Little Pixie, New Dw'f Ulm, Large Brunswick. S

oU b*°°

JIarblehead Mammoth, enormous heads, pkt.. 25
Cauliflower—Half Early Paris, sure to head. . . 1.25 15.00
Karly Dutch, London, Asiatic, Walcherean 75 s.00
Carter's Mammoth, Lenormands, Early Evinx.pkt 25

Celery—"White Solid. Crystal "White, Ked Solid.. 35 3.00
New Dw'f White, Mammoth lied, Nonsuch 40 -LOO
Hood's Dw'f Purple, Incomparable Crimson, pit. 25

Carrot—Bliss' Imp'd Lon<: Orange, ex. deep col. 20 1.50
Fr. Long Orange, White Belgianj Altringham.. 15' L25
Earlv Horn. Extra Earlv Short. 20 1.50

Cucumber—Gen. Grant, 21 to 30 inches in length. pkt. 25
Extra Early Knssian, Long Green Prickly 25 2.00
Early Frame, AVhite Spine, Short Green 15 L25

Corn—Crosby's Ex. Early Sugar or Boston Market, pkt. 25
Darling's, lied Cob, Evergreen, Mammoth, qt.. 30

SOTuscarora, Early Burliiuxton, Smith's White, at.

Egg Plant—Improved N. Y. Purple, very large.
White, Striped Gaudaloupe. Scarlet Fruited, pit 10

EohlRaei—Earlv White and Purple Vienna 40
Lettuce—Curled Silesia, Butter, Cabbage -">

Large India (extra fine). White and Green Cos. 40
Perpigan, a new German sort, stands a long time
without running to seed, line solid headVpiM.. 15

Muskmelon—Green Citron, Nutmeg, Large Yellow. 15
Earlv White Japan, delicious flavor 50

Watermelon—Mountain Sweet, Black Spanish.. 15
Parsnip—Long Smooth White, Hollow Crown... 35
Student, improved from, the wild variety SO

Peas—Carter s First Crop, Little Gem, pkt 15 otl.Oa
Dan'l OMlourke, ex. earlv. Champion of England, qt, 5n
Tom Thumb, grows S inches high, very earlv. .. qt, 75
Vilmorin's New Edible Podded, Drew's RewDw'f ) ,.. .-
Brown's Dw'f Marrow, Laxton's Prolific \

^K •

Peppers—Large Sweet Mountain, Sweet Spanish. 5)
Kadish—New French Breakfast, fine and crisp.. 25
Fr. Olive Shaped, Scarlet Turnip, Lon:: Scarlet. 35
Kaphanus caudatus, a great noveltj", per seed.

.

50
Madras Edible Pod, fine for pickles, pkt 35

Salsify, or Vegetable Oysters, very fine 20
Spinacii—Round, Pricklv, Flanders, Lettuce 15
Squash—Early Summer Crookneck, Scallop 10
Boston Marrow (true), Yokohama, Tnrban, pkt. 15
Hubbard (true), Canada Crookneck (true) 20

4.00
3.00

4.00

1.50

SO
1.50

5.00
2.50
1.25

1.75

1.00

10

2.00

1.00
Turnip—Early Flat Dutch, Red Top. Yellow Globe
Cow Horn, Sweet German. Lonir White French..

Kuta. Baga—Purple Top. Laing's, Dale's Hybrid. 10 7j
Sutton's Champion, a superb varietv, pkt 25
Waitc's Eclipse Purple Top Yellow Hybrid 10 75

For a more full and complete list of Seeds, with directions for
culture, see our Catalogue and " Guide to the Flower and
Kitchen Garden."

New Irop Onion Seed,
Prices for larger quantities upon application.

per oz.
Larsc Red Wcthersfield 15c.
Earlv lied "

35c.
Yellow Danvers inc.

Large Yellow Dutch 15c
White Portugal 25c,
Potato Onion Sets, per quart

f lb. per v>.

I5C. S1.2S
Kn. 1j0
MIC- 1.50

l.T.

S5C s.ou
50

CHICORY SEED.—Tho great substitute Ibr<
Packets containing 1 ounce. IS cents; I ounce?, 40 cei
1 pound, $1, by mail postpaid, with dircctloufi for culture.

A NEW FORAGE PLANT.
Rromns Schraderl.—A new forage plant from Aus-

tralia, particularly recommended for resisting the drouth
better than any other variety, and will thrive on anv soil ex-
cept where there Is superabundance of n ids two
good crops in a season, and is much liked by cattle, who will
walk over everything else to iv;u-h it, and w ill eat it down as
close as they can bite. Trial packets, 25 cts. Per pound,

GIAM ASPARAGUS ROOTS BY MAIL.
Extra, Strong, one vcar old Hoots, carefully packi .

mailed, post-pa 1. 1, r1 SlJ&perlQQ ;$6.00for! ; ?10.50 perl.OiO.

Wc earnestly request our correspondents to rIvo their

Xante, Post-QjffUM Address, County and State distinctly

written in full. All orders should be addressed as follows:

B. K. BLISS, Springfield, nXassaclftnsetts.

Be particular ami name tho St

Springfield In almost - !
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Advertisements, to be sure of insertion, must be re-

ceived BEFORE the 5th of the preceding- month.

TERMS— (cash before insertion)

:

Ordinary Pages, @1.50 i>er line. Open Panes—Super line.

Business Notices—S3.50 per line of space, each insertion.

THE FATEIT YANKEE BLADE.

STATE and COUNTY RSCHTS for Sale-

it is the best Seam Kipper ever invented.

Also, a complete Eraser, for the Desk.

Also, a neat Paper Cutter.
Also, a first-rate Letter Opener,
Also, a capital Nail Cleaner and Trimmer.
Also, useful for many other purposes,

It is well recommended by American Agriculturist, A7". Y.
Tribune, Independent, Mine. Demorest, and hundreds more.

Thousands are in use all over the country, Riving general
satisfaction, and one is -wanted in every family. Price, $1 tor

H, sent by mail, post-paid. Liberal discount by the quantity.

In response to many applications I mow oiTcr

State and Coanty Kiglits for sale on very reasonable

terms. Address W. A. FITCH,
151 Nassau-street, New York.

Seven. Per Gent.

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS,

$2,000,000 IN C0UF0W BONDS OF

$1,000 EACH.

TWENTY YEARS TO RUES.

Principal and Interest Guaranteed by

the Atlantic and Pacific Kailroad Co.,

And secured by property valued at $7,500,000, consisting of

00 miles of completed road and 330,000 acres of rich agricul-

tural and mineral lands on the line of the road. (By a pro-

vision of the mortgage, when lands are sold to the amount
of $10,000, it is to constitute a fund for the redemption of a

like amount of bonds, -winch are also received by the Com-
pany at PAR in payment for land.) This land is now being
disposed of at rates of from $5 to $-10 per acre.

The climate is remarkably salubrious, and the mean tem-

perature the same as in Virginia. The winters last about

six weeks, and stock can be kept on the range the year
through. For particulars respecting lands address Colonel

A. ALBERT, Land Agent at St. Louis, Mo.

This Company has recently been merged with the Atlantic

and Pacific Railroad Co., having a land grant of 55 millions

of acres, thereby adding to the fullest to the security of

these Bonds.

The road of the latter Company, when completed, will

form a direct and continuous railway from St. Louis to San
Francisco, shorter by 500 miles from New York to the Pacific

than by any other route.

Of the present issue of Bonds, a limited amount is now
olfered for sale at the low rate of SO per cent., subject to

advance at the option of the Company.

For farther particulars apply to

WARD & CO., 54 Wall Street,

NEW YORK,

No One Need Fear Pickpockets,
Hickman's Safety Pocket is a sure preventive against

their depredations. $1,000 will be given to any one who
will successfully cut, pick or in any way purloin the con-
tents of one. Can be attached to any garment in two min-
utes, are neatly made, very light, and no inconvenience
whatever. Money, watches and other valuables can be se-
cured in them, while you can go in to any crowd with entire
safety. Remember, they canno more rob you than they can
take the coat ojf your back.

Prices': Sent by mail, post-paid, Large Size, $2.50; Small
Size, $2.00. "When sent by express, and receiver paying
charges, 50 cents will be deducted irom each size.

Ltbebal Tekhs to Dealers and Canvassers. This
Pocket is a NECESSITY, no Humbug and must take.

T. S. LAMBORX, Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

IPitfceait gcli-Closfsttg IPoeStetf ESooIis,
Pocket Memorandums and Diaries; in which a Steel Spring
supercedes Elastic Bands, Tucks or Straps. A great im-
provement. For sale everywhere.

1 AW¥EKS SHO*JM> BM3AH> TBffffi
J8-" Phrenological Journal, that they may read the char-
acter of clients and culprits. $2 a year.

KNOX'S NURSERY AT TOUR DOOR. — A
Liberal ©IFer. See Advertisement on page 117.

A "Work, instructive alike to the Amateur or Market

Gardener, detailing the practical experience of nearly 20

years' Gardening for the New York Market,

By PETER HENDERSON,
(of HENDERSON & FLEMING.)

Price, 51.50, by mail pre-paid.

Orivith our New Illustrated Seed and Plant Cataloguesfor

1S07, 51.75. HENDERSON & FLEMING,
Seedsmen and Marled Garclenci-s,

07 Nassan-st., New York.

All the Nurseries in One.

37 I»ai-]l£ Stow, W. Y. City.

The Cheapest hi the Market. Among which is the follow-

ing first class stock

:

STANDARD APPLE each.. G to Scents.

DWARF and STANDARD PEARS.. 25 "

do. do. CHERKIES..25to30 "

STANDARD PLUMS 13 "

do. PEACHES Otoll "

CLINTON GKAPE 1 "

CATAWBA 3 "

CONCORD S "

DELAWARE 15 "

IONA 35 '

ISRAELLA 50 "

ADIRONDAC 30 "

DOOLITTLK RASPBEKRV IX "

EARLY WILSOK BLACKBERRY.. 70 "

WILSON'S ALBANY STRAWBERRY. .$3 p. 1000

AGRICULTURIST S3 p. 1000

SHADE TREES, G to 12 feet 13 to 25 cents.

ARBOR VIT^, 5 to 6 feet 20 "

NORWAY SPRUCE, 1 to 2 feet S "

DECIDUOUS SHRUBS 5 to 10 "

ROSES 5to30 "

BEDDING PLANTS 4 "

The above prices are for orders of one hundred dollars

and over, to which my commission of ten per cent, is added.

Orders under $100 at the regular prices

For particulars send stamp for price list.

Ii. JL. WHITLOCK,
37 Park Kow, N. Y.

JOU RNAL AfHYSICAl faUM.
(FOII A FULL PROSPECTUS AND PREMIUMS OF THIS
MAGAZINE, SEE AGRICULTURIST FOR FEB., p. 72.)

The March Number contains

:

Length of Says,
By Ret. H. "W Bellows.

Perimamcmt Results in Life,
By Henry Waed Beecuee.

'JTlio Value of Fruit as Food,
By F. R. Elliot.

Letters to Ladies,
By Mes. R. B. Gleason, M. D.

Vitality, its Phenomena,
• By Geo F. Taylob, M. D.

Weak Lungs and How to Make tlstcm Strong.
Alcoholic Medication. How to Bathe. Home Treatment,

Liver Complaint, Longevity, Healthy Cookery, and 50 other
articles.
No other Magazine attempts to popularize the Science of

Physiology and make it Applicable to PHYSICAL and
MENTAL IMPROVEMENT If it is important to under-
stand politics, agriculture, science, how much more to know
ourselves

H,OO a Year. One Number, 30 Cents.

MILLER, WOOD & CO.,
15 Laight-street, New Yorls.

WE WANT AN "AGENT IN XVERY- COUNTY
TOSELL OUR "

v. ;?'\v:

POPULAR SUBSCRIPTION BOOKS
They are the most popular books now published, and

many Agents are making $10 to $20 a (lav. Send for Circu-
lars, giving lull particulars, to RICHARDSON & CO., Pub-
lishers, 540 Broadway, New York.

AMERICAN REM HOLDER.
Last and Greatest Novelty.

SAVES LIVES, LIMBS AND ACCIDENTS.
SIMPLE, CHEAP, DURABLE AND ORNAMENTAL.

Great inducement to Agents.
They are making from 1*100 to $200 per month.
Write, for Descriptive Circular and Terms to
AMERICAN REIN HOLDER CO., Binghamton, N. Y.

no^Tk garden "HXoinnlcte *T» withoutT»it.

Clothes Washer,
using boiling-hot suds, saves three-

fourths the labor and time—takes
out all the dirt—no sore hands—no
fcetid air—no injury to the clothes.

"It really merits all the good that can be said of it"—
Rural JSfeio Yorker .

" Doty's "Washer, the best."— Orange Judd.
(See Premium List.)

" Would not be parted with under any consideration."—
Solon Robinson.
" Could not be persuaded to do without it.*'—Rev. Bishop

Scott

The Universal

I Clothes :Wringer,

COGWHEELS:
wrings clothes almost dry, without injury to the most
delicate garments, and never gets tired or out ot order.

This wringer is so well known, and so unanimously ac-

knowledged^ be the bent, that recommendations are not

quoted.

On receipt of the price from places where no one is selling,

we will send one Washer and one Wringer, either or both,

free of freight charges. Family Size Washer, $U; No. l> a

Wringer, 510; No. 2 Wringer, SS.50.

C3" Exclusive right of sale given to the first responsible

applicant from each town.

Send for illustrated circulars, giving wholesale and retail

terms.

E, 0, BROWNING, General Agent,
Wo. 33 Cortlanclt-st., New Yorli,

(Opposite Merchants' Hotel.)

SOMETHING .NEW...

Apple Catsup ! Apple' Catsup !

This new condiment is prepared from the pulp of the

Apple, together with Spices and Vinegar. All ot the

materials are of the best quality, and manipulated, with the

greatest care in its production, combining in its manitold
uses, rendering it par excellence in value to every house-
keeper. In point of piquancy and flavor for giving zest and
relish to food, and for healthtulness and superlative value it

is not excelled by anything of the kind made, adding another
economic value to that king of all fruit, the Apple This

Catsup is made heavy and rich, and can be reduced, by ad-

ding vinegar or wine, to any quality desired. It can be used

for flavoring Soups and Gravies. Oysters, Clams. Fish, Meat,

&c. PRICE FIFTY CENTS PER BOTTLE. For sale by
SAMUEL T. THORBURN, 46 Hudson-st., Albany, N. Y.

LASH'S
WASMEK AM"B WMIN€.EIS.

Best acid Cheapest,
Sec page 72 of Feb. No. of Agriculturist.

J. S. 1LASH & CO.,

727 Market-st., PMladeSpIiia.

CANE SEED.
Regular Sorgo, or the original Chinese Cane.

Liberian, a new and a very popular variety. Docs not

blow down.

Oomsceana- Sometimes called the Otaheitan. Best

for Sugar.

Neeazana, or 'White Imphce, a short stout cane, stands

up well and is generally liked.

The Cane from which the above Seed was produced, was

grown and the Seed harvested and cured under our imme-

diate observation. The Seed is all true to the varieties desig-

nated, and absolutely free from admixture with base and

worthless Canes.

The Cane from which the seed was produced yielded from

two to three hundred gallons of Syrup per acre.

Send for Circular.

DLYMTER, DAT & CO., Mansfield, O.

THE AMERICAN NATCKAL5ST ;

A Popular, Illustrated. Monthly Magazine of Natural
History.—Published by the Essex Institute.

Contents of the first number (March, 1867) :—Introductory ;

The Land Snails of New England, (with a plate); The
Volcano of Kilauea, Hawaiian Islands, in 1864-5, (with a
plate); The Fossil Reptiles of New Jersey: The American
Silk Worm, (with illustrations) ; "Winter Notes of an Or-
nithologist; Reports of the Meetings of Scientific Societies;

Natural History Miscellany; Reviews; Natural History
Calendar; Answers to Correspondents; Glossary for the
Number.
TERMS: $3 per year." Clubs supplied at liberal rates.

Single copies, 35 cents,

EDITORS : Alphetjs S. Packard, Jr., in connection with
Edwabd S. Mouse, Alpiikus Hyatt, and Fkedekic W.
PuTNAii. C37~ For Prospectus, etc., address

A. S. PACKARD, Jr., Salem, Mass.

The list of contributors embraces the best scientific talent

in the country.

I>IT©IC§ SMOUM> READ THE
Pheenological Jovtunal and learn how to make more

perfect newspapers. Only $2 a year.
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BEDDING PLANTS, &C, BY MAIL.
Strong and healthy Plants of the following varieties will

he securely packed and mailed, post-paid, to" any address in

the United States, upon receipt of the price nmxed.—Selec-

tion of varieties to be left with its.—When a less number than
the amount specified is ordered, an additional charge will be
made at the rate of 50 cents per dozen.

12 Hardv Carnations and Picoteee, assorted $2.50

12 Monthly " " " 3.00

12 Florists' Pinks. ...ass'd. $3.50 12 Fuchsias, assorted 2.00

12 Scarlet Geraniums, " 2.50

12Lantanas, " 2.00

12 Phloxes, " 2.00

6 Salvias, " 1.25

12 Dahlias (potrootsl, " 2.50

G H. P. Roses, " 2.50

S Tritomas, " 1.25

1 Lilium Auratum 5.00

12 Gladiolus, assorted 2.00

i Ornamental Foliage Plants, distinct
12 Chrysanthemums, large Flowering.
12 " Pomponed

12 Heliotropes,
12 Petunias,
12 Pansies, "

12 Verbenas, "
6 Pot Roses, "
G Feverfews
1 Daphne Cneorum
3 Japan Lilies (3 var.)
12 Italian Tuberoses...

.. 2.00

. 2.00

. 2.00

. 1.50

. 2.00

. 1.25

. 50
. 1.50

. 2.00

. 1.25

. 2.50

. 2.50

B. K. BLISS, Springlleld, Mass.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE.

Imported Seed,

Doz. Hundred.
$7.50 §50.00
4.00

4.00

2.50

In consequence of so much of the seed of this valuable
plant that is raised in this country being deteriorated by
hybridization with other varieties, we have .just imported a
supply from Messrs. Vilmorin & Co., of Paris, grown from
the original stock, which may be relied upon as perfectly
pure. 4 ounces, 25 cents ; S ounces, 10 cents ; one ft , 75 cents.

B. K. BLISS, Springlleld, Mass.

Tlie Best and most Hardy Hedge
PBant.

Honey Locust, or Three Tiioenkd Acacia.

Fresh Seed with directions for culture, will be mailed to
any address, at the following prices: 1 oz., 15 cents; 4 ozs.,

35 cents ; 1 pound, §1.00. Prices in larger quantities will he
given upon application. B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

Grape Vines at Reduced Prices,

Strong one year old plants.

Each.

Iona 73

Delaware 40 4.00 25.00

Diuna - 40 4.00 25.00

Concord 25 2.50 15.00

One each of the following varieties post-paid, per mail,

upon receipt of $4.00.

Iona, Israella, Delaware, Diana, Concord, Creveling,

Union Village. B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

THE
IONA AND ISRAELLA
GE A. F E © .

Surpass all others in excellence and value for every

purpose.

The ISRAELLA, although BEST nntl EARLIEST of all

BLACK GRAPES of good size, is also one of the very best

for late keeping. The berries do not fall from the bunch

when ripe—do not crack, and bear carriage very long dis-

tances without injury.

The IONA, also VERY EARLY, lias all of the delicacy,

purity and refinement in flavor, uniform tenderness of flesh

ami transparent beauty, that characterize the best European

varieties, and surpasses them in RICH VINOUS SPIRIT,

while iu HARDINESS and CONSTANCY of PRODUCTION
and PERFECTION" of RIPENING, it is unequalled among

our most enduring natives.

For a full account of the characteristics of these seedlings,

with their origin and history, see Pamphlet with engravings,

representing the vines in bearing, which contains other im-

portant matter concerning grapes. It is sent with Price List

and Club propositions for a two-cent stamp.

A beautiful colored representation of a bunch of the Iona,

with branch and leaf, will he sent for $1.50.

The same will be sent to agents of clubs for $1.00. Plain

Lithographs of the same twenty cents. Club propositions

and price lists sent with Pamphlet, when requested, with-

out charge.

The " Manual of the Vine " Is sent for 50 cents. It con-

tains about 150 engravings, and Is intended to be the most

practical, thorough and comprehensive treatise on the vine

iu Hie language. It contains an important chapter on
" lllpi'iilng, Taste, and Propagation," with mauy engravings.

" I tell every one it is the only book to be safely trusted in

all matters belonging to grapes."—John E. Mottier.

"I have made failures In following the directions of others,

but never in followlug the directions of the 'Manual.'"

0. I. May.

All Interested In grapes are Invited to visit Ioua, with as-

surance that endeavors will be made to render the visit

pleasant and prolltahle. Inspection of the plants convinces

every one not only of their surpassing quality, but of their

uncqualed cheapness, also six sample vines sent free by mail

to any applicant at dozen prices. Sco advertisement on

page 3fi, January No.
C. W. GRANT, Iona,

(near Peckskill,) Westchester Co., N. Y.

HE "THREE WARRANTS."—Please read my
advertisement headed " Farmers and Gardeners."'

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblchcad, Mass.

T
CONTINUAL LEVER and Screw Press, with

Grinder attached, for Pressing Cheese. W',"?3
'
Cltlcr

and Lard, ,<tc Address WILLIAM C. ERA,
Pleasant Run, New Jersey.

New and Rare Vegetables.
I present to the Public my Annual List of
New and Rare Seed for 1867, many of -wliicli

I send out tlie first time this season.

Marblehead Mammoth Drumhead Cabbage. —
(The largest Cabbage in the world. Weiglis from
thirty to sixty pounds to the liead, and is tender
and sweet. No cabbage does so well in the South
as tliis.) Cannon Ball Cabbage. — (About as round
and hard as a cannon ball. An early sort, and the
hardest heading of all Cabbage.) Stone Mason Cabbage.
—(Standard variety of Winter Drumliead Cabbage in Bos-
ton market. Under good cultivation every plant on an acre
will make a large and hard head. It is remarkably tender
and sweet. In half-ounce packages.) Lenormant>\s Mam-
moth Cauliflower.—(A new variety, the largest of all

the Cauliflower family. Very reliable for heading.) Very
Early Erfurt Cauliflower.—(New. remarkably early,
and fine for hot-beds.) New York Improved Extra
Large Purple Egg Plant.—(This grows to a larger size,

and is of a richer color t/uin tire Common Large Purple
Egg Plant.) Striped Gaudeloupe Egg Plant.—(An ele-

gant variety for tlie table. Thestripings of white, purple
and yellow give it a magnificent appearance.)' Ornamental
KA-LE.-(The great variety in color, and structure oftheleaves,
make them elegant ornaments for the flower garden and
among shrubbery.) Mammoth Sweet Corn.—

(

The largest

of all Sweet Corn. Sweet, and excellent for the table. The
ears weigh, as gatJiered, from two to three pounds each.)
Mammoth French Squash.—(Sometimes grown to weigh
over two hundred pounds. They grow loell-proportkmed',

and arefinely colored.) Vegetable Caterpillars.—(Veg-
etable curiosities, the seed-vessels resembling caterpillars.)

Vegetable Snails.—(A French Oddity, the seed vessels of
wluch resemble snails.) Vegetable worms.—(Another
curious vegetable 2>roduct.) Snake Cucumber.—(-1 very
long variety which grozos coiled wp, having the appearance
of a large snake.)
Laxton's Prolific Early Long Pod Pea.—(A new and

guife distinct variety. Many of tlie pods contain from ten

to twelve Peers each.) Dwarf Indian Chief Bean.—(Tliose
who have grown tlie Pole Indian Chief ivill be pleased to

find a bush variety of thisfine String Bean.) Giant Wax
Bean.—(A new Pole Bean, being an improvement on the

Indian Chief, it being a larger and longer Podded Bean
than that choice variety. The Wax Beans (so called because
tlie pods are of a wax color,) are the best of all String
Beans.) Norbiton's Giant Cucumber.—(Anew English
variety^ the finest, longest, and most prolific Cucumber in
cultivation.) "Ward's Nectar Melon.—(Wlien compared
with all other sorts, this lias been awarded the palm as tlie

best of all green-fleshed Melons.)
Each of the above sent to any part of tlie United States,

and warranted to reach tlie purchaser', at twenty-five cents

per package.
American Turban Squash.—

(

The dryest, finest grained,
and best flavored of all Fall Squaslies. The packages con-
tain about fifty seed.) Hubbajrd Squash.—(/ was the ori-

ginal introducerof this, and tlie seed is true.) Yokohama
Squash.—(A new variety from Japan.; very prolific. The
e/ueditii resembles a fine Crookneck, but is much superior.)

Boston Marrow Squash.—(My variety took the premium
for purity at the Annual Fair of the Massachusetts Horti-
cultural Society in 1865.) Para Squash.—(A bush Squash
from South America, which can be kept into winter. Ob-

long in shape, of good size, fine-grained, and excellent qual-

ity {far superior to any standard variety of bush Squash.)
Improved Green Globe Savoy Cabbage.—(For family
vse, the Savoys are the richest of all Cabbages. The heads

of tlds variety are large, hard, and of most excellent qualify,

tlie slumps short. Remarkably reliable for heading.)
Pancaller Savoy.—(Tlie French consider this the earliest

Cabbage grown.) Small Early Ulm Savoy—(Very early
and reliable.) Burnell's King of the Dwarfs.—(In
England this is considered the earliest of Cabbages. Very

dwarf fine quality, and sweet.) Large Brunswick Short
Stem.—(A very large and very early Drumhead, much
sought for by market gardeners.) Little Pixie Cabbage.
—(An early dwarf; stump, short ; heads, pointed, and very

head, fine quality, and very sweet.) Tilden's New To-
mato.—(Large, round or oblong ; color, rich scarlet ; vines,

dwarf, and very productive.)' Early York Tomato.—
( Very early, and remarkably prolific ;

has yielded at tlie rate

of over one thousand bushels per acre. Fruit of good mar-
ket size; fiat, round shape; quality, excellent.) Cook's
Favorite Tomato.—(A large, apple-shaped variety ; very

prolific ; quality, superior ; decidedly the best of the apple-

shaped Tomatoes.) Mammoth Chihuahua Tomato.—
(Enormously large, weighing from two to three pounds.
Some single specimens will heap a quart ?neeisure.) New
Mexican Tomato.—(Very large, round Tomato; a great

bearer ; resembles, in color, Lester's Perfected, but an im-
provement on it, in edwaysbeing round.) Tree Tomato.—
(A French variety; grows erect in the form of a bush.)

McLean's Advancer Pea.—{A new English wrinkled t\ a.

A decided improve/mat. on. the Champion of England;
bears null, with Peas equally sweet; is much larger, anddoes
not run marly OS high.) McLean's Little Gem.— (.1 tu W
dwarf wrinkled Pea; grows about one foot high, very

ea vli/\ onl i/ a few daus later than the Pan tfRourke; a <l<-

Cided acquisition.) Vii.mohin'sNf.w, Wrinkled, EDIBLE,
Podded Pea.—

(

The first wrinkled sort yet found, tin pods

of which can be eaten.) Carter's First Crop.—(. I m w
English Pea, sent out as the < avliest. of all varieties.) Hair's
Dwarf Mammoth.—{A wrinkled Pea, hrgo' than. Cham-
pion of England, groivine/ only hedf its highf ; qualify,

fully equal to the Champion.) Tom Thumb Pea.—(AS
'early 08 Dan O'Rourke, grows ten inches high, and is re-

markably prolific.) Drew's New Dwaitf PEA.—(ifcfiW,

very large, egg-shaped; each plant forms quite a bush.

Peas should oe planted about a foot apart, Larly, dwarf,
• hid v, rif pvolifw.) Brown's New Dwarf Marrowfat.—
{Warranted fa be the earliest and most dwarf Marrowfat
Bsa grown, A capital Peafor market gard tiers.) Forty
Days' Corn.—(Ekirller than any Sweet Com. Desirable as

an early sort.) Bates' Extra Early Sweet Corn.—(.-1

variety of wrinkled, kerneled Sugar Corn; earlier than
Darling's Early, and. excellent for tabic use.) Mammoth
Flint Corn.—{Ears grow sixteen inches long; stalk* wry
tall and stouts and matures as far North a.* Central Xew
England.) Ckosiiv's Kakly.— t 77;.' car/hst of all twelve

rowed Sweet Corn, Tlie Massachusetts Horticultural So*
ciety offered special premiurnsfor tliis new Corn at their last
Annual Fair. It is of good size for market, and a decided
acquisition.) Mexican Sweet Corn.—(/ still find this to
be the sweetest and most tender of all varieties of Sweet.
Cor-n, Kotln'.ngcan equal it for the 'table.) Golden Sweet
Corn.—(A Sweet Corn of golden color ; early, of gooel size,
and excellent gueility for tlie table ; flavor, fine, and distinct
from any other variety.) Yard Long Bean.—(J. anions
Bean; pods growing over two feet long; foliage, a rich,
dark, glossy green.) Concord Bean.—{Tlds new Bean is
probably the earliest Pole Bean orown ; veryprolific, and of
excellent quality, either as a string or shell Bean.) FejeE
Bean.—(A new bush Bean ; the earliest and hardiest'of all

beans; very prolific and worthy of general cultivation.)
Intermediate Horticultural Bean.—(An excellent bush
Bean for marketmen. Pods of the same rich color as the
Pole Horticultural.) California Bean.—td very earl//,

large, flat Pole Bean; excellent, eitlier green or baked.)
Mottled Cranberry.—(An improvement in health, vigor,
and productiveness on the old-fashioned Cranberry. Few
Pole Beans will yield ee/nal to this. Pods, long, large, and
well filled.) Simon's Early Beet.—(A new, early sort.
well shaped ; as early as Bassano, and darker.) New Tur-
nip Beet.—(Pound, flat-shaped, very early, and very nice.)

CastlenandaryBeet.—(A famous French variety ; flesh,
a deep purple color, very tender and sweet.) Crapaudine
Beet.—(Rough skinned; color, very dark purple. Es-
teemed by the French as the best, of all Beets for table vse.)
Whvte's Very Deep Red Beet.—(Medium size, dark
color, very sweet, and excellent for (able use.) Yellow
Ovoid Mangel "Wurtzel.—(For cattle. Of seventeen
varieties tested, the crop of this exceeded all.) Early Crack-
er Onion.—(Earliest of all the .yellow sort; quality, very
delicate and sweet.) Hood's New Dwarf Imperial Pur-
ple Celery;.—(J. choice new English variety.) Turner's
Incomparable Dwarf "White Celery.—(A first class
English variety.) Read's Matchless Celery.—(A pre-
mium English variety, fine, solid and red.) Boston Mar-
ket Celery.—( True. This is the short, compact, soliel

variety, so often admired by strangers in the markets of
Boston.) True Boston Curled Lettuce.—(The most
elegant of all the Lettuce family, grows in the form of a
Rosette.) "Wheeler's To'm Thumb Lettuce.—(A choice
new variety, in high favor -with those who have grown it.)

Perpignan Lettuce.—(This is an excellent Lettuce for
standing the summer heat. Beads, compact, attaining to

seven inches in diameter.) Neapolitan Cabbage Let-
tuce.—(One of the finest Cabbage Lettuces yet introduced.)
Six Varieties of Cabbage Lettuce.—(Six of the choicest.

varieties in one package.) Orange Watermelon.—

(

W7ien
fully ripe the skin will peel off like an Orange.) Allen's
Superb Musk Melon.—( Quality, superior ; by some called

the
im Queen of Melons?"1

) Large Persian Musk Melon.
—(A fine, large variety.) Dwarf Broom Corn.—{This
is thought to make a better brush than the common tall sorts.)

Chufas, or Ground Almonds.—(Tliese taste very much
like a Cocoanut; are veryprolific, yielding 100 tol.) Or-
namental Gourds.—(Many varieties in one package.)
New Jersey' Hyerld Cucumber.—(A remarkably long

variety ; an improvement on the While Spineel.) Improved
Long Green Cucumber.—( This is the longest of all the

Long Greens.) Chinese Scarlet Egg Plant.—(Of mag-
nificent scarlet color, and highly ornamental.) Mammoth
Millet.—(Extra tall; seeel heads much larger than any
other variety.) Surry Write Wheat.—(A new English
Winter Wheat, l/ie/hly recommended for poor soils, remark-
ably free frombUght and rust.) Otaheitian Sugar Cane.
—(T)iis yields more Sugar than any other variety of Sugar
Cane grown in the Forth.)
Any of the above varieties will be forwarded, postpaid,

and warranted to reach the pure/laser at fifteen cents each.

Early Sebec Potatoes.—(Coming rapidly into favor
in Boston and vicinity ets a first class early market Potato.

Large szse, excellent Quality, and remarkably productive.)

Early Goodrich.—(True.) Shaker's Fancy.—{A new
variety of white-fleshed* Potatoes, considered as early as
Early Goodrich, yielding equally well, and rapidly gaining
favor in Pennsylvania. This and the Early Stbcc are of
better shape for market purposes than the Early Goodrich.

Four pound, packages of either of these varieties - )

' to

any address, warranted to reach tin parch a.-xr. on red Ipt of
one dollar. All orders for Potatoes will be put on file, and.

be filled as soon as danger from freezing is past.

Catalogues containing over two h undrt d varit ties of tear-

ranted Garden Seeds, one hundred dud twenty-five of which

etre of my own growing, sent) gratis, to all applicants.

I warrant three things; 1st. That, my seed is genuine.

Set. That your money shall reach me. od. That my seed

shall reach you. Can the Public ask for anything fairer
than this? JAAfES J. H. GREGORY,

Marblchcad, Mass.

Flower Seeds in Collections.
The 5 collections tlfsitshouW bo sown 111 overy Garden in

the country are:

12 Varieties of Finest Gentian Asters for $i.on

12 " " " " Slocks '• '-25

8 " " French C:unclU:i Balsams for
10 " " Beautiful Phlox inununondii for K
8 " " " Portulacft for -10

ALSO COLLECTIONS OF
ion " " Annuals, Biennials and Perennials, for. . . 5.00

50 '
" "

• " - ' '

20 ' "... LOO
10 " .. 50
20 " " Move Rare Annuals. " .2,00

10 " " .. Mjjl

•>0 ' "' Choice Cireen-llnuse Seeds. "... LOO

40
" " "....."

20 " " Hardy Biennials and Perennials, ... loo

ALL STRICTLY OTJE OWN* SELECTION.

PT" Send for our Flower Seed Catalogue.

J. M. TIIOHBUKX & CO.,

IS John-st., New York.

Fort Edward Institute, N. V.

Sixty dollars for tlilrlcen wooke. TVst sustained Boarding

Seminary in tho Stale. A tow vacancies. Spring term,

March 21. Address ItEV. J. E. K11»0. V D

knox's NunsiaitY at your door, a

Liberal Offer. See Advert Lenient on pnpe 117,
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Henderson & Fleming's

SELECTED SEEDS & PLANTS
FOR

MARKET GARDENERS AND OTHERS.
Quart. Bush.

Beans (Bush i. Valentine, Refugee 40c. S10.00

Beans (Pole). Lima. Seva 75c. 14.00

Ounce. lb.

Beets, Short Top Round, Long Blood 15c. $1.00

Cabbage (Early), true Jersey Wakefield $1.00 18.00

(Late), Flat Dutch, Drumhead 50c. $5.00

Carrot, Early Horn, Long Orange 15c. $1.50

Cauliflower, Early Paris and Half-Early $1.50 16.00

Celery, New Dwarf White $1.00 $13.00

White Solid 30c. $3.00

Quart. Bush.

Corn, Dwarf Prolific, Asylum. 30e. $6.00

Ounce. lb.

Cncnmber, White Spine, Long Green 15c. $1.30

" Forcing varieties 25c. per packet.

Ounce. lb.

Kgg Plant, Xew York Improved Purple 75c. $7.50

l.ottnce, Simpson, Bntter 40c. $4.00

Mflon, Citron, Nutmeg and SkiUman. 80c. $1.50

" (Water), Ice Cream & Mountain Sprout. 15c. $1.50

okra. Tall and Dwarf 15c. $1.50

Unions, White. Megget's Red " 30c. $3.00

Large Red, Tcllow Dutch 30c. $1.50

Parsley, Extra Dwarf Curled 15c. $1.50

Quart. Bush.

Peas (Early), Dan. O'P.ourkc, "Extra Early.". .30c. $7.00

" (Late) Champion, Brilish Queen 50c. fS.OO

Ounce. lb.

Pumpkin, Cheese 10c. 75

Radish, Scarlet Turn',-. Long Scarlet 15c. $1.50

Salsify (or Oyster Plant) 30c. $3.00

Spinach, Round and Prickly 10c. 75

Squash (Bush), .'ummer Crookneek 10c. 75

" (Late), Boston Marrow, Hubbard 20c. $2.50

Tomato, Early Smooth Red, Fejee 30c. $4.00

Turnip, Red Top, Yellow Aberdeen 10c. $1.00

Herbs, Thyme and Sweet Marjoram 50c. $6.00

" Sage and Summer Savory 30c. $4-00

The above sent by mail to any address on receipt of the

prices annexed, with the addition of Sc. per tb. for postage.

In packets at Sc. each, or 75c. per dozen, free by mail.

Plants and Moots for Market
CJardeners and Cithers.

Onion Sets, Yellow, 40c. per quart, $3.00 per peck,

$6.00 per Bushel.

Onion Sets, White, 50c. per quart. $3.00 per peck,

$9.00 per Bushel
Per Bush. Per Bbl

Potatoes—Early Goodrich (true) $3^0 $8.0
" Early Cottage 3.00 7.50

Gleason _ 3.00 7.50

" Sebee 3.00 7.50

" Harrison 7.50 15.00

Cuzco 2.00 5.00

Asparagus, (2 years old,) $1.50 per 100; $10.00 per 1,000

(1 year old.) $l.d0 " $7.50

Rllitbarb, Victoria and Linnasus, $3 per doz. ; $15 per 100

Cabbage Plants (Cold Frame), Wakefield, $1.50 per 100

$10.00 per 1,000

(Hot-bed), Wakefield, 75 cents per 100

$6.00 per 1,000

Cauliflower, (Cold Frame), $3 per 100; $30.00 per 1,000
" (Hot-bed), $2 " $15.00 per 1,000

Horseradish Sets, $1.00 per 100 , $7.50 per 1,000.

Collection of Flower Seeds.
(By Mail.)

Collection No. 1. of 25 choice Annuals $1 00
" " 2, of 50 " Annuals and Biennials.. '2 50

" 3. of 100 ' Annuals, Biennials and
Perennials 5 00

HEIVDERSO.Y & FLEMING,
Seedsmen and Market Gardeners,

67 jVassan-st., ft"cw York.

Our General Catalogue of Flower
and Vegetable Seeds

Is now ready, containing descriptions and plain directions
for cultivation. Mailed on receipt of 10 cents.

Sew1Sdra.eeseeds;
Sent "By Mail, Postage Paul," on receipt of price affixed.

Uiaxt Wax Bean Fer Packet .23 cent?.
Stkipkd Leaved Japanese Maize "

..25
"

Edible Podded, Madeas Radish...... "
, .15

"

Tildek's Seedling Tomato " 15 "

New Whortleberry Tomato '
. .25

"

Vegetable Caterpillars -
..25 "

Vegetable Snails •
..25

"
Vegetable Worms "

..25
"

I_vtae ea Tobacco "
. .25

M

Our Descriptive Catalogue for 1867, mailed on
application, free. Address

SHEPPARD & CO., Seed Merchants.
211 Pearl-st., New York.

LOWER SEEDS IJY MAIL.—The Subscriber
raises about one hundred kinds of Flower Seeds, selected

froir over one thousand varieties, of the most showv and
attractive. He will furnish, n^atl-v put up, any 33 kinds on
the list for $1, and send bv mail, with postage pre-paid.

G. B. GARRETSON, Flushing. N. Y.

Novelties in Flower Seeds.
$ packet.

Applopnppus rnbiginosns. -1 showy Au-
tumn-flowering, hardy Annual, growing about
Z feet high, and producing large terminal co-
rymbs of yellow Grindelia-likefioicer heads 25 cts.

Aster. New Rose Flowered, Victoria asd
Original Chinese. 3 splendid varieties, each. 25 cts.

Ipomcea IVebrasltiensis. A new and very
shoicy hardy Morn ing Glory 10 cts.

Leptosiplioii liyl>ricliis. A splendid newva.
riety of this desirable hardy Annual 25 cts.

Lllium auratum. This is thefirst season we
have been able to obtain Seeds oj this magnifi-
cent Lily. They should be started in pots, and
removed to the open ground when the plants be-

come well established. 15 seeds far 75 cts.

Lobelia, " Snow-Flake." ) Splendid 50 cts," ' k Bltie King." > bedding 50 cts." "Paxtoniana." ) Plants. 25 cts.

Lychnis Haajreana bvbrida. A beauti-
ful new variety of this desirable Perennial, of a
very sportive character, the colors varyingfrom,
scarlet, blood-red, purple and orange, to white,
<kc 25 cts.

Primula Sinensis. "DoubU." A great
Novelty in this charming Greenhouse Annual,
15 Seedsfor 1.00 cts.

" Erecta superba." ->0 cts.

"Fillicifolia rubra." 50 cts.

Pyretlirum rubrnm. A splendid deep blood
colored rariety of th is hardy Perennial 25 cts.

Salvia spl*-ndens. Brilliant bright scarlet
Bedding Plant 25 cts.

Scabious. "'Benary's New Dovbxe Dwarf."
A splendid novelty in Scabious, producing
round-blooming.flowers, of beautiful colors, and
resembling the'Pompone Chrysanthemum 25 cts.

Viola conmta. Dwarfperennial herbaceous
Plant, with small heart-shaped leaves, yielding
a succession of delicate mauve-colored .flowers.
A great acq uisttion 25 cts.

Viscarin cardinal!*. A new variety of this
charming Annual, ofa brilliant magenta color;
litis Yiscaria is quite as important an introduc-
tion as was the Crimson Flax, to which it is a
very suitable companion 25 cts.

"Wliitlavia e;loxiE»ioiues. A very elegant
novelty, of the same habit as W. grandiflora,
with the addition of a multitude of Gloxinia-
like blossoms, of which the tube of the corolla is

a pure wh He ; hardy An nual 50 cts,

Xeranthemnm annuuni striatum fl.pl.
A strikingjiew variety of this favorite Ever-
lasting. Tli e color of the large double flowers
are blush, stripedana tinted with rose, red,crim-
so7i and purple. This new variety tcill prove
an invaluable acquisition 50 cts.

Zea Japonica tfbl. variegata. Strtped-
Leaved Japanese Maize. This beautiful or-
namental corn grows from 4toG feet high ; the
foliage is beautifully and evenly striped or rib-
boned with alternate stripes of green and white.
Planted in groups, on a lawn, it is the most de-
sirable of all the large ornamental follaqed
Plants 25 cts.

AH of the above by mail upon receipt of the amount.
3^" Send for our Flower Seed Catalogue, which contains

also a descriptive list of 100 varieties of French Hybrid
Gladiolus.

J. M. THORBUREM & CO.,
15 John Street, New York.

Assortment of Imported Choicest

Flower and Garden Seeds,
from Frederic William Wendel. Nursery and Seed Establish-
ment, Erfurt, Prussia, for sale by his Sole Agent for the
United States. Theodore Ch. Wendel. 518 Washington-st.,
Boston, Mass. Correspondence in English and German.
For catalogues in English and German, as required, please

address THEODORE CH. WENDEL,
518 Washington-st., Boston, Mass.

Marblehead Mammoth Cabbages

!

As some cultivators have au impression that these cab-
bages cannot be fully matured outside of Marblehead, I in-
vite their attention to the following list of weights to which
they have been grown by some of mv customers.
H. A. Terry, Crescent City, Iowa, has grown them weigh-

ing 10 lbs., measuring 56 inches around the solid head. Tlios.
A. Lambert, Becancom, C. W., exhibited three cabbages
weighing respectively. 40. 42>£ and 44 lbs. John W. Dean,
St. Michaels, Md., has grown them weighing 33 fts. S. M.
Shuck, Preston, Minn., has raised them weighing 33 lbs.

when trimmed. E. H. Ellis, Etna Green, Ind.. has grown
them weighing over 30 lbs. A. E. Garrison, Des Moines,
Iowa, has raised them weighing 30 lbs. James S.Allen, Union
Springs, N. T.. has grown them weighing 30 lbs., when strip-
ped of loose leaves." Win. Lee, Jr., 'Denver City, Colorado,
has grown them weighing 45 and 50 lbs., as a penalty for
which the miners of the Mountains call him the "Big Cab-
bage Man." Collins Eaton, Ogdensburgh, N.T., has raised
them weighing 50 Rs. Leonard Choat, Denver City, Col.,
raised one, which when trimmed of waste leaves, weighed
46 lbs. P. Sweeney. Loretto, Penn., has grown them weigh-
ing 43 lbs. Sam'l B. Orasbee, Rolling Prairie, Wis., has raised
them weighing 53 lbs. M. D. Clark, Elyria, Ohio, has grown
them weighing 35 lbs. Clias. W. Oden, Little Sioux, Iowa,
produceefquite a lot which weighed from 50 to CO lbs. Hun-
dreds of others have written me that they have "taken all
the prizes at the County Fairs." "liaised the largest Cab-
bage ever seen in the country," "Had astonished all their
neighbors," "That in sweetness, crispness, and tenderness,
they were unequaled." As the original introducer of the
Mammoth Cabbage. I am prepared to supply pure seed in
packages containing about 500 seeds, at 25 cents per package,
u packages for $1, and larger quantities at a proportionate
discount. Catalogue of over 20Q varieties containing many
new and rare vegetables, sent gratis to anv address.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Maga.

WHAT EVERT FARMER WANTS—A package
of My Sugar Trough Gourd Seed, 25 cts. ; Tilden to-

mato, 10 cts.; Drew's Sew Dwarf Pea, 10 cts.; Liherian
Sugar Cane. 4 oz. 15c. The 4 to one address, 50c. post-paid.
Send for Circular. Waldo F. Brown, Oxford, Butler Co., O.

CRANBERRY YIXE8.—BEST OF BEARERS.—
In anv qnantltv by the Hundred or Thousand.

Dr. B. H. STEVENS, Esses, Conn.

Gregory's Seed Catalogue,
Containing One Hundred and twenty-five varieties that I

grew myself, besides manv kinds imported from France
and England, and grown by the best Seed growers in the
United States. Farmers and Gardeners will "find in my Cat-
alogue many new and rare vegetables, some of which are
not to be found in anv other Seed Catalogue. As the origi-
nal introducer of the Hubbard Sonash, Marblehead Mam-
moth Cabbage, Boston Cmied Lettuce, and manv other new-
vegetables. I invite the patronage of the public. Catalogues
sent gratis to all. Those who""purchased seed last season
will receive it without writing for it.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
Marblehead, Mass.

Hovey's New Minorca Melon,
Anew and extraordinarv variety, weighing 20 to 30 B>5.

each, with a red flush, 3 inches thick, sweet and delicious.
Hardy and ripens earlv. Seed* 50 cents per packet.

HOYEY & CO., 53 North Marfcet-st., Boston.

PURE CANE SEED.
Regular Sorgo—By Mail, 40 cts. per lb. ; bv Express,

25 fts. or less, 25 cts. per ft. ; over 25 lbs.. 15 "cts. per ft.

Liberian, Oomsecana and Neeazana-By Mail,
50 cts. per lb. ; by Express, 25 fts. or less, 30 cts. per ft.

;

over 25 lbs. 25 cts. per tt.. Package included.
Address BLTMYEK, NORTON & CO..

Successors to

CLARK SORGO MACHINE CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Extra Early York Tomato.
After testing fifteen varieties I have found none that will

compare favorably with this for family and market purposes.
It is very early—grows to a good market size, lavs its fruit in
large clusters, well open to the sun, makes butlittle vine, and
is most remarkably prolific, having yielded the past season at
the rate of 1050 bushels per acre. Packages containing over
200seeds, 15 cents each, or 8 for $1. Packages of Tlldeu'a
New Seedling Tomato (200 seeds), 15 cents ; 8 packets for §1.
Catalogue gratis to all.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

TILDEjV TOMATO.
The Originator of this Best of all Varieties, will

send seed enough for 200 plants, post-paid, on receipt of 25
cents; 3 packets, 50 cents-. 12 packets. £2.00.
Address HENRY TILDEN, Davenport, Iowa.

GAR»EN~ANlT FLOWER SEEDSr

A DESCRIPTIVE RETAIL CATALOGUE
WITH

REDICED PRICES,
Containing practical information for cultivation, will be
sent to all who apply for it.

G. R. GARRETSON, Flushing, X. V.

Striped Leaved Japanese Maize,
Package containing about 40 seeds of this new ornamen-

tal plant sent to any address, for 25 cents. Dealers snnplied
with packages or seed in bulk at a liberal discount.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

Potato Onion &el§

!

Eleven Dollars a Barrel ; Five Dollars a
Bnshel. JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

~~SEE» POTATOES-
Early Goodrich, Hanson, Cuzco. Gleason, Coppermine,

Calico, Monitor. Pinkeye-Rnstycoat, "White Peach Blow.
Fluke, Union, Holbrook, Earlv Cottage, Sebec, and other
varieties will be mailed, in packages containing 4 pounds of
either variety, post-paid to any address, upon receipt of One
Dollar, For'larger quantities'and Circular. Address

REIS1G & HESAMER, New Castle.
Westchester Co- N. Y.

SEED POTATOES BY MAlZT A $1 LWESTMEaT.
E. Williams :—Dear Sir.—I planted the Early Goodrich

potatoes soon after receiving them, and from the 4 lbs. raised
4K bushels. Thevarea first-class table potato, earlier than
the Mercer, and not more than a lb. of small ones in all 1

raised.' The Cuzco did as well as last vear, and the Cop-
permine a little better. I do not think the Early Goodrich
can be beat in size and productiveness as an early potato,
and as for a table potato it is the best I raised ont of 16 kinds.

Yours truly, A. E. TREADWAY, Havre de Grace, Md.
Dec. 11, '66. Address E. WILLIAMS, Montclair. N. J .

SEED POTATOES.
Early Goodrich, at $6.50 per bbl.; Callao, also early and

excellent. §5.50 per bbl.: Gleason, late, §5.00 per bbl.; Cali-
co, late, §5.00 per bbl. The above GOODRICH SEEDLINGS,
raised by myself from seed first obtained from Mr. Goodrich
and his successor, will be furnished for cash at the prices
named, and forwarded as directed by rail or express, avoid-
ing shipments In freezing weather.

EDWARD C. ALLEN, West Meriden, Conn.

SEED POTATOES.
"

Per Peck. Per Bush. Per bbL
Early Goodrich and Gleason. . . .85 cts. $2.25 §6.00
Calico 75 cts. $2.00 $5.00
Any two or the three kinds sent in a barrel if desired.

Orders filled in the order received, and thetubers forwarded
by Rail or Express, as directed, as soon a3 all danger of
freezing is past in ttie spring. Address

G. B. TALCOTT, Oswego, Tioga Co., N. Y.

Tomatoes and Potatoes.
MATJPAY'S SUPERIOR and TILDEN, the two best mar-

ket varieties. Sent by mail in 25 cent packages. GOOD-
RICH and other seedling Potatoes. A full assortment of
Garden and Field Seeds ot choicest quality. Apply for Cir-
culars.

WILLIAM HACKER, Seed Grower and Importer,
803 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

doct|"krs
5 browsers, pu"|>lisliers TOrylt»
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Farmers and Gardeners !

Many of you have thus far found the purchase of Garden
Seed the moat unsatisfactory and most vexing of all your in-

yestments. "SoWjifyou icill stand by me, I propose to change
all this, and make a revolution in the seed business by my
three warrants. 1st. I will warrant ray seed to be what it

purports to be in kind and quality: 2d. I will warrant that
the money you send for seed shall reach me ; and 3d. 1 will
warrant that the seed you order shall reach you.
Thu?, you see, I take all the risks on myself. I know that

In doing this I shall make some losses, but I have confidence
that the good sense of the farmers and gardeners of the
United States will stand by me in this new movement, and
so far increase my business" as to enable me to bear all such
losses and continue the business on the "three warrants"
basis. Stand by me and I will stand bvyou! Catalogues
sent gratis to all. See the advertisement "headed '"Gregory's
Seed Catalogue."

JAMES 4. H. GREGORY,
Marhlehead, Mass.

r;ansemond Sweet Po-

tatoes for Seed.

Price SJ.00 per bushel ; $10.CO per

barrel of 3 bushels. Reasonable

discount on large orders. Plants

also in proper season. This variety

Is successfully grown at the North.

Send for our Circular of directions,

etc. MURRAY & CO.,

Foster's Crossings,

Warren Co., Ohio.

BUSHELS NANSEMOND AND BER-
MUDA SEED SWEET POTATOES for sale

at $13.00 per bbl. of 3 bush. each. (A reasonable discount on
large orders and to seed dealers.) Responsible Agents
wanted to sprout our Potatoes on Shares. Address

TEN" BROOK PIERCE & CO., Rockville, Ind.,
or South Pass, Union Co., 111.

Givcia Away! Given Away!!
For particulars see E. B. Jenning's Catalogue of Plants,

"' by mail. Send for it. Direct tr
Sonthport. Fairtield Co., Conn.

Seeds, &c. Sent, post-paid, by mail. Semi for it. Direct to
EDWIN' B, JENNI N GS, Sou^'

Onion Seed and Onion Raising.

1 will send, post-paid, trite Round Earlv Yellow Danvcrs
Onion Seed, either from nivown raising, grown from the
most carefully selected stock", or grown by the originator of
this fine onion himself, at $2 per lb., with liberal deduction
on large quantities. There are two or three varieties in the
market sold as Danvcrs Onion, but mine being grown by
the originator himself, and from his stock, I warrant it to
be the true sort, and every seed of the past season's growth.
VV. ST. Thompson, of Eon du Lac, Wis., writes me, "The
seed I bousht of you last year was excellent, not a peck of
scullions from three pounds of seed." W.S. Kainey, Esq.,
Columbia, Tenn., writes me: "As an experiment I ordered
from you last spring, some of your Onion Seed. I sowed
them in the same piece of ground, under the same culture
with seed of my own growing. Yours produced more than
double as many as mine." All purchasers can rely upon
my seed being fully up to last year's staudard. The Danvers
Onion will produce irom one-fourth to one-third more per
acre than any other variety, and is more salable, and at a
higher price in market. * Also Large Red Wethersfield,
Early Red Globe (very early, productive and popular), Late
lied Globe (new, very productive), every seed warranted of
the pan season's growth .from the very choicest of seed stock,
at $2 per B>., post-paid. My Treatise on "Onion Raisins,"—
a covered pamphlet of 82 pages—illustrated by 13 engravings,
containing full directions fm- everystep in the process—from
selecting the ground to marketing the crop, forwarded post-
paid, to any address lor 30 cents. If any person on perusal
of It does not find that he has his mo>iey's worth, he may
return it and I will refund the money.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

OSAGE ORANGE SEED,
Just received on Consignment from Texas, and guaranteed
fresh and new, for sale in quantities to suit, by pound or
bushel. PLANT & PRO., St. Louis, Mo.

25,000 Osage Hedge Plants for Sale.
Strong, one year old. Address

H. M. ENGLE, Marietta, Pa.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
Agriculturist, Jucunda, Lennig's White, New Jersey Scar-

let, $1 per doz., $2 per fifty, $3 per hundred. Sent by mail
post-paid. For other varieties and circular address
REISIG & HEXA.MER, Newcastle, Westchester Co., N. Y.

200,000 AGRICULTURIST STRAWBERRY PLANTS.

Price reduced to $1.30 100, or $10 1000.

Gkeat Ripp.vwam. 81.00 doz., or $6.00 100.
Golden- Qif.i:x, very Hue, $1.00 doz.. >r>.00 100.
Kxox'a "(JO, true, §1.00 doz.. $5.00 100.
Mead's SRttDLINQ, extra, $1.00 dOZ., $6.00 100.
White ALPrNB, very sweet, $1.00 doz., $3.00 100.
Gkekx Phoi.ifio, large and tine. $l.oij loO, fcs.00 1000.
Wir.so.v. the best for market, $ 1.00100, $8.001000.
For particulars, see February No., page 7">. Scarlet Seed-

ling, a new Kasphi'i'iv, perfectly hardv, a lare;e, beautiful
scarlet berrv; murh better than the Philadelphia, and more
hardv. Plants, $:'..uo doz., $i:».0 » 100.

Address \VM. S. CARPENTER, IjG Ueade-st., N. V.

fl H AAA SUBSCRIBERSWANTED to send.UaUW for $10. pOSt-puld, Lists of Horry Plants,
offered in Inst No., page r.">. by JOHN s. COLLINS, Moores-
town, N. Jersey ; or send for a Descriptive Cataloguo grails.

Strawberry Plants.
Jucunda or Knox's 700, HetcnlPs Early, Agriculturist, -T.-r-

Bey Scarlet Brooklyn Scarier, Wilson's Album-, and Triumph
do Gaud. For sale by C. L. HOAG & CO,
Prices on application. Lockport, N. Y.

DON'T DEPEND UPON YOUR NEIGHBORS
for berries. Raise your own. JOHN S. COLLINS,

Moorestown, N. J., has a good selection ; offers them cheap
;

Bee Feb. No., p. T.'i. or send for Descriptive Catalogue gratis.

BARXES' MAMMOTH STRAWBERRY.
The Best fof. Macket.—This plant originated at Pongh-

keepsie, N. T., with Mr. D. H. Barnes, from whom wc ob-
tained the entire stock. It is a perfect plant (requires no
mixing) ; hardv. vigorous, and productive.
Fruit, uniformly large, or very large, of a bright crimson,

regular in shape', of a snb-acid taste, and unsurpassed in
keeping and carrying qualities-
It was brought into market last season, at S. P.. Conover's,

260 and 261 West Washington Market, foot of Fulton Street,
who sold the Fruit the past season, to whom we refer.-
Our stock of Plants for sale is limited, we being (juite

anxious to hare the Berry brought before the people one
more season, when we think it will recommend i:selt.

Price, per dozen, $5.00; per 100, $25.00. Sent by mail or
express.

TEN EYCK BROTHERS,
Middletown Point, N. J.

The Best Three Harket Berries.

Plants by Mail Post-paid.

For $10 we will send to any Post-office in theUnited States:

12 Plants Philadelphia Raspberry.
6 " Wilson's Early Blackberry.
3 " Kittatinnv "

Send P. O. Stamp for Catalogues.
WILLIAM PARRY,

Cinnaminson, N. J.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS, of Best Quality and^ Varieties. For prices, etc., address. JOHN H.BAWDEN,
Freehold, Monmouth Co., N. J.

Strawberries asad Sauall Fruits.
Stinger's Seedling Strawberry, a new variety of great ex-

cellence ; Philadelphia Raspberry, and other Small Fruits.
Circulars on application.

WILLIAM HACKER, Seed Grower and Importer,
803 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

AGRICULTURIST STRAWBERRY PLANTS,
at $10 per 1 ,000 grown in meadow soil, which gives them

extra good roots. "Other leading varieties at low prices;
also, Wilson's BlacUbcrrv Plants. CHAS. L."WILLITS,Had-
donfteld, N. J.

Ponghkeepsie Small Fruit Nursery.
Purchasers of Strawbekuy Plants, Grape Vises, Ctjk-

eaxts, Raspberries, and other Small Fruits, are particu-
larly requested to send for a Catalogue of the Ponghkeepsie
Small Fruit Nursery. None but first class stock sent out,
and at the very lowest rate. Extra strong plants, and true
to name, of "Agriculturist" Strawberry, at $10 per 1,000,

and "Jucunda" or "Knox's 700," at $1.00 per 100, &c, &c.
Address, EDWIN MARSHALL,

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

4 l»s., by Mail, for $1.00.
Harrison, E. Goodrich.Gleason or Cuzco Fotatoes ; French's

Seedling, and Albany Strawbcrrv Plants, sent bv mail, pre-
paid, for $1.00 per 100. Hubbard Squash, Boston Curled Let-
tuce, Winningstadt and Stone Mason Cabbage Seed, 15 cents
per package. P. SUTTON, Beverly, Burlington Co., N. J.

^MALL FRUITS! EXPRESS CHARGES PRE-
-PAID.—Miami Raspberry is with us a better berry, great-
er bearer, longer season, and stronger and hardier bush than
Doolittle. I offer a large stock of both the above, also other
Raspberries, Blackberries and Strawberries. Send for de-
scriptive Price List to JOHNSTON'S NURSERY, South
Bend, Indiana.

JUCUNDA, or Knox's TOO,
Strawberry Plants. "Warranted true. For sale by

C. L. HOAG & CO.. Lockport, N. Y.

PHILADELPHIA, the largest, best, and most
prolific, hardy RASPBERRY. 12 plants, $3 ; 100 for $20.

Barberry Hedge Plants, $8 per 1,000.

Early Goodrich Potatoes, per bushel, $3; per barrel, $7.
Address, H. BERST, Erie, Pa.

PLANTS.—Wilson Early Blackberry, §50 per 50

;

Philadelphia Raspberry, $lSperl00: Agriculturist Straw-
berry, $10 per 1000. Other leading varieties at low rates.
Catalogues gratis. CHAS. COLLINS, Moorestown, N. J.

STRAWBERRIES.
BLACKBERRIES.

RASPBERRIES. Send for Catalogue.
SAMUEL L. ALLEN", Cinnaminson, N. J.

See

CHOICE VARIETIES of STRAWBERRY Plants
J at low rates. Price list gratis. SAM'L C DeCOU,

Recklegatown, Burlington Co., X. J.

Page 116.O. K» B. II.
MPOHTED NURSERY STOCKS

for sale by G. RAOUX, « Cedor-st., Xcw Vork City.

APPLES, Common, Doucin and Paradise.
CHERRY, Mnhaleb and Muzzard.
PEARS, 1 and 2 years.
QUUVCE, Anecrs and Fontonay.
NORWAY SPRUCE, 2 ami Syra., transp'd. 1 foot lilsli.

AUSTRIAN AND SCOTCH PINES.
roses, Dwarl ami standard, crafted, new and old sorts.
KLADIIIM'S, Mixed.
HEKBACEOl'S P.EOMES, Named sorts.NEW STRAWBERRY, Qloedo's Perpetual, line.

1VTEW PEARS.
Hem-re Clatrgeau, anoble pear, grows to2}< pounds weight.

Described on page 63, February No.
Dana's Movev, the beat winter near known, tasting like a

Sweetmeat, Described on page 62, February No.
American Meanly, or Dnrsorn's, a new Ameriran Seedling,

beautiful and good, scarlet »rui yellow: ripening in July:
medium. 2 grafts of each, $1.50; v.' oi each, $5.00; SO of
each, Jio.fiO; or $10.00 per 100 for either variety. - grafts
eaCll Of BartlCtt, SCCkcl and Sheldon will bO added free of
cost, If wanted. Grafts well packed and sent free by mail.
Dcseret, a new Currant, discovered by Horace Greeley In

['tali. Fruit aa large ns the Cherrv, sweet, ami a great
bearer, perfectly hardv. Large plants, $1.00. All the above
sent free bv mall. Address

F. w. CARPENTER, Rye, Westchester Co., X. V.

HflGIILAiM> FRUIT FA KM.
Strawbcrrv Plants for Sale, strong healthy plants, well

rooted, carefully packed to carry safely,
Wilson's Albauv. $5 per 1000. Send for Price List.

«. J, TILLSON, Highland. X. T.

BL003IINGT0N NURSERY,
Osage Orange Hedge Plants .^Strong, selected,

one year, packed in good order, LCOO, §3; 5,000, ?13; 10,000,

$25. Apple and Pear Trees, all sizes. Early Rich-
mond Cherry, Apple Root Grafts, best Quality.

Klttatinny and Wilson's Early Blackberry.

Grapes.—Tona, Ives, Israella, Xorton's, Concord, Hart-

ford, Kogers* Hybrids, &c, &c.
Wursery ^toclts, general assortment. Sweet Brier

Seedlings, $2.50 per 100. Peach Seeds, fresh, frozen
packed, ?3 per bush. OsageOrangc and Pear Seeds.

Evergreens, Shade Trees, immense stock, all sizes.

Althea, Dbl. Named, fine collection. 2 ft.. 100, $12.

Roses and Dahlias, extra large, fine collection,

Green-house, Bedding and Garden Plants.
Send red stamp each for 3 Catalogues, Wholesale, Retail

and Bedding Plants.

F. K. PHfEXIX, Bloomingtou. IU.

IRlizabetli, 3fevr Jersey.
A fine Stock of Fruit and Ornamental Tree-;, Evergreens,

Grape Ylnes, Roses, Shrubs, frc., &c.
75,000 Norway Spruce at §35 per 1000.

Also, a large lot of Honey Locurt and Osage Orange, one
year old, strong plants.

Catalogues forwarded on application.

DAVID L. BUCHANAN,
Successor to TVm. Rcld .

GRAPE TINES.
lona, Israella, AdJrondae, Coiicortl, Diana,

Hartford, Rogers', «&c., &c. Prices too low to Ad-
vertise in this Paper without injury to the Trade. By the

use ofmy patent process, I am enabled to proiluce the largest
and best vines for future growth and productiveness, crown
on the American Continent. See cut in Sept. Xo., page 334.

Send for Terms to those forming Clubs, which is worthy ot
particular attention.

If Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue is wished, send
two red stamps. Address

F. L. PERRY. Canandaigua, X". Y.

GRAPE VINES.
Hundred. Thousand.

Ioras, Extra larse $100 SS00
No. 1, Extra line SO U0O
No.3, ' 60 500

Isroellns. Extra large 100 soo

No. 1, Extra line 90 7'.0

No.2, ' 60 .'.00

Adtrondacs, No. 1 60
No.2 45

Delaware Layers lor Immediate bearing. 60

HUSTED & HAZELTOX,
Delaware, O.

GRAPE VINES ! GRAPE VINES !

I have on hand a large stock of most excellent Grape
Vines, Including both the older and well known sorts, and
the newer varieties. These vines are unsurpassed in quality
and are offered at entirely reasonable rates. Priced Cata-
logues sent to all applicants, and specimens sent on receipt
ofprice per 100. E. \T. HEUEXDEKX. Macedon.
Feb. 7, 1S07. Wayne Co., N. Y.
(FORMERLY THOMAS <fc nEKENDEEN.)

GRAPES ! GRAPES ! GRAPES

T

-

300,000 Concord, 100,000 Catawba from Tines never
mildewed or rotted. 30,000 Hartford, 10,000 Delaware;
Norton's Virginia, Diana, Clinton, and all other good sort*
of Grape Vines, Currants, Raspberry, Strawberry, and other
Plants, cheaper than anywhere else, for sale.

DU. H. SC-HIiODEl; liloomington, Illinois.

1,©0<M)00 Grape Vine Cuttingsl<)irS»ale,
Norton's Virginia, 12 Dollars per 1000 Cut tin is, by 10,000 o-.-

more, onlv 10 Dollars. Concord and other sorts cheaper.
Send Btamp for Catalogue and Essay on Grape Culture, t.>

DIL H. SCHRODER, Bloomington, Illinois.

CONCORD GRAPE VINES-25,000 one your ami :-'

years* old, grown with great care by long cuttings from
our own Vincvard of S years' productive bearing.

TEX EYCK BROTHERS,
Middletown Point, X. .1.

IONA and ISRAELLA Grape Vines. For sale bv
c l. noAG & co.,

Lockport. N. V.

EIAAGE & SCHOTIDT,
Nursery nntl .Sctilsmcii, Erfurt in Prussia.

The English, French and German Edition of their Trade
Seed List may bo had on application t>> Mcsar?. iVustln,
Ihildwln iSr Co., 71 I^roadwav. New York, or (lU*CCt, Mso,
their retail UBtof Plants aiid Seeds, the latter extei i lui

Above Eleven I'housand kinds alone. Enrther. tin-it List OT
Balbs and Roots the largest collection ever offered.

IONA Vines and loii.i \Vo>h1 for Sale :it ivdm-cd
prices, Ad.ln^sMOiiRE A IJICH AKP^X. Geneva. \.\.

STK \ \\ B5IC 18 DC I US,

CRANBERRIES, RASPBERRIES,
BLACBJBERRIES1 GRAPES, &C-

All the newer and old sorts at tow4ttt rates. Bo sun* and
send for a copy ol my Descriptive Catalogue, it is toll of
valuable Information, as to planting, growing, & c, fie. See
opinion <>i' tltn Agriculturist in last issue, under heading of
"Catalogues Deceived." Price, 10 eta
Address A. M. POltDY. Sonth r- nd, Ind.

C1MALL FRUITS.—Full instnictioiifl for eulUvn-
^tlne, picking and marketing. Also, n cut and deecriptlon
with dlrei-tlons for making my Premium Fruit Shipptnp
Case. Also, how to prepare the Od Paper for wrapping
plants bv mall. Also, much other valuable Information In
mv new Price List. Price ui eta Address

JOHNSTO-N'-: XCRSERY, South Dead, Indiana,
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GRAP INES AT REDUCED
SONS & CO.

RATES.
Offer their vines fui- the- Spring at the following very low rates

:

DELAWARE 1 year, No. 1, $20 per 100; $150 per 1000.

" No. 2, $15 " §100 "

" No. 3, $10 " -$70 "

2 years, No. 1, $25 " S1S0 "

'.' No. 2, $15 " $120 " "

IOSA 1 year, No. 1, $35 " $300 " "
• " No. 2, $25 •' $200 "

•• " No. 3, $20 " $150 "

• 2 years. No. 1, $100 " $750 " "

IVES' SEEDLING 1 year, No. 1, $25 " $200 "

NORTON'S VIRGINIA. " No. 1, $25 " $150 "

CONCORD " No. 3, $8 " $60 " "

ISRABIiLA " No. 1, $S0 " No. 2, $00 per 100.

CREVELING " No. 1, $20

DIANA " No.l, $15

ROGERS' -1, 15, 19 " No. 1, $40

ADIRONDAC, ALLEN'S HYBRID and REBECCA, $30 per 100.

For other Vines, see Retail Catalogue.

Address PARSONS & CO., Flushing, N. Y.
All the vines we offer are grown without bottom heat, from well ripened wood, aud in good,

deep soil, not injured by extra manuring.
In classifying we make no extras. Our No. 1 plants are the largest and best of our stock,

and their average quality is not allowed to bo diminished by selecting the largest for
retailing as extras;

ft

0>
1

It accords neither with our taste nor our principles to assert that our
vines have never been approached in quality by those of any other propa-
gators. The vines must speak for themselves, and those who wish to pur-
chase largely are sufficiently wise to accept the evidence of the vines rather
than the assertion of thegrower. To account for the abundant roots of our
plants it is only necessary to say that ours is the open border culture.

"We have discarded the pot-culture because the roots are thereby mevita-
l)ly cramped, and in value as far as possible from the model roots of our
iigure, while the costs of pots and the labor necessary to insure this forced
cramping compels the grower to sell at prices so high as to forbid purchase
for extensive planting.

We have reduced ourprices very low, because we deem it more profitable
to sell a thousand DELiVWARES at 10 cents each, or a thousand
IONAS at 30 cents each, than one-third of that quantity at double those
rates.

Those who wish to plant many acres cannot afford to buy at the high
rates at which some valuable varieties have been hitherto sold, and our
large culture demands for its outlet extensive planting. Onr plan is thus
by low prices to insure large sales.

Our present stock of DELAWARE and XG1VA remaining from the
culture, of last year, is about 160,000 plants.

For the excellence of these varieties it is not necessary for us to vouch.
Their surpassing qualities are known to all, and the general opinion of

the DEIiAWAlXE was well expressed at the late Convention of Fruit
Growers, at Rochester, where the Delaware ranked first and the lona next
by large majorities.

Of IVES' SEEDLING, we have remaining only 20,000. The freedom
ot this variety from rot or mildew, and its very rapid, hardy growth, make
It one of the most reliable varieties—one of the few which are absolutely
eafa. PARSOXS & CO,

SWEET CORK FOE SEED.

Russell's Improved Sweet Corn is now for Sale

At the Wooden Willow Ware and
House Furnishing Store,

NO. 243 STATE-ST., NEW HAVEN, CONN".
This Corn has large ears, line and delicious ilavor, and is

three weeks eaiiier~than any other Sweet Corn in the State,

of equal size and quality, it needs no recommendation to

those who have eaten it. Those who have not, are relerrcd

to Hon. James E. Euglish and Hon. John Woodruff of this

State It has brought fifty cents per dozen ears in New
Haven the last three vears. The greatest trouble has been, I

could not raise enough to supply the demand. This year I

have thought it best to let the public have the seed, aud all

those that want can have it, by ordering or calling soon.

It will require about forty cars to plant one acre. Those
that raise early corn for New York and other cities, will get
more than double for their crop, if they plant this corn, as

all the markets cannot be supplied this year. I sold in

eighteen hundred and sixty-four, two hundred and thirteen
dollars worth raised on three quarters of an acre of ground,
besides what we ate and gave away. I will send it to any
place in the United States for three dollars per dozen, or :it

the same rate for any number of ears, any way I may be di-

rected, or will send a package or any number of packa-zes,

each containing enough to plant about sixty hills, lor twenty-
five cents per package, by m:iil postage paid.

All orders addressed to CALVIN RUSSELL, New Haven,
Conn., with money enclosed, will be attended to promptly.

CALVIN RUSSELL.
The undersigned, having used in our families the above

described corn, do most cheerfully concur iu all that is

stated as to its good qualities. JAMES E. ENGLISH.
JOHN WOODRUFF.

New Haven, Feb. 4. 1866.

The undersigned certify that we sold for Calvin Russell
what early sweet corn he'brought to market in 1866, for fifty

cents per dozen, which did'nt half supply the demand, while
anv other corn in market was selling lor le?s than one half
the above price. sniEFFELE & BASSEKMAN.

ANNUAXi BESCKIPTIYE
PRBCED CATALOGUE

of

KITCHEN QAFiDE^
and

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
Also his

NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF

FLOWEH SEEDS,
including novelties for 1S67, are now ready; aud mailed

free to all applicants.

ALFRED BEIDGEMAN,
No. ST6 Broadway, New York.

Bwarf Pear Trees.
3,000 Partletts, Duchesse <V Angoulemes and Louise

Bonne de Jerseys, 3 to 7 years old, 4 to 10feet high, in bearing

condition at M price, to thin out orchards.

WILLIAM T. BEACH, Wallingford, Conn.

Novelties in Vegetable Seeds.
$* TACK.ET.

Black Wax Bush Beans. Same style of pods as
the German Wax Pole, and equal to it in Quali-

ty, very desirable 25 cts.

Giant Wax Pole Beans. Podsfrom Gto$ inches
long, finefor succotash 23 cts.

Thimble's Celebrated Sugar Cof.n, The sweet-
est variety in cultivation 23 cts.

Black Pekin Egg Plant. A great acquisition,
fruit round, black and most deliciousfavor; the
foliage is bronzeand very ornamental 25 cts.

Giant Castle Leek. Extra large and solid 25 cts.

# quart.

New DwAitr Waterloo Peas, growing but 1><

feet high, a very great croj>per 2.00

McLean's Wonderful Peas. New wrinkled va-
riety growing 'Ifeet high 1.00

McLean's Epicurean Peas. Another new wrinkled
variety, growing 2feet high 1-00

¥* PACKET.

New WnoRTLEBERKY Tomato. A new and entire-

ly distinct variety, from California, producing
edible fruit ofthe xize, color aud general appear-
ance of the Whortleberry, very desirable for
pickling and preserving 2j cts,

ALSO
# QUART.

The Celebrated Napolean Peas. The finest
dwarf wrinkled marrow variety in cultivation,
growing 3 feet high 15 cts.

All of the above by mail on receipt of the amount annexed.

B3?~ Send for our Vegetable Seed Catalogue.

$. M. THORBURN & CO.,
15 John Street, New York.

~Jh K. B, B7~
The quality of the KITTATINNY is thus expressed by the

Editor of the N. Y. World on receipt of some fruit. "We
confess to being skeptical when told a better blackberry
than the Lawton had been found. * * But justice compels
us to acknowledge that never before have we tasted such
Blackberries as those sent us by Mr. Williams. In the first

place, the berries are large, deep colored, and firm in flesh,

even when fully ripe—good marketing qualities. Second,
they are sweet, juicy, melting in the mouth, more like a new
Pine Strawberry than like a Blackberry, andare of excellent
flavor." The quality of my plants is so much superior to
those usually sent out, even at lusher prices, as to elicit uni-
versal commendation. For the above article in full and oth-
er testimonials see my New Catalogue, now ready, for 2
stamps. Order early as the stock is very limited.

E. WILLIAMS, Montclair. N, J.

SING SING GRAPE VINES.
Tlxe Best in the Market.

All my large stock of No. 1 and No. 2, lona and Israella
Vines is sold, except a small quantity I have reserved to use
in filling retail orders.
As has been the case every season, the demand for really

good vines, has been beyond my ability to supply. That my
vines sell so readily at full rates, argues well that the quality
ot vines offered will hereafter have much to do with their
sale. Buy good vines at a good price, rather than vines ad-
vertised at reduced rates. Vou mav be sure that with the
present great demand for vines, all of good quality will be
sought after at good prices.—Send for Trice List.

J. F. DELIOT, Vine Grower, Sing Sing, N. T.

GKAPJE VINES.
Good Plants! Low Prices!! Delaware, lona, Israella, Ad-

irondac, Concord, Hartford, Creveling, Allen's White Hy-
brid. Rebecca, Maxatawnev, Union Village, Ives' Seedling,
and many others. Kirtlarid Kasnberrv, the best, hardy,
early, red kind; Agriculturist and Jucunda Strawberries;
Houghton Gooseberry, Currants, &c. Send stamp for full
Catalogue, to GEO. W. CAMPBELL,

Delaware, Ohio.

4
5
000 Acres iu Grapes I

At Sandusky, Kelly's Island and vicinity. Midst which are

X3ic §a,ndiisky drape J^iarseries,
M. H. LEWIS & CO., Proprietors.

Plants sent by mail, by Express or by freight at low rates.
All onr roots lifted before severe frost, and "kept in perfect
condition over winter in frost-proof cellars in sand.
Grape Wood cut in the fall and stored in cellarin moss and

sand. Ives Seedling, a few 1000 eves from Col. Waring's
Vineyard; Delaware. lona, Rogers' "No. 15, Catawba and
Israella. Our Circular and Price List sent to all applicants
gratis. It contains an illustration, natural size, of the
Ives Seedling, its history and what the most disinterested
authorities say of it. Address, at once.

M. H. LEWIS 6c CO., Sandusky. Ohio.

WESTCHESTER COUNTY NURSERIES,
Plcassuntville, W. Y.

{On Harlem Railroad.)

EDWARD J. CARPENTER, Prop'r.
The Subscriber begs to inform his friends and the public

that he has established a New Nursery near ricasantville,
and has a finely grown stock of Trees, Plants, &c, and re-
spectfully solicits Easterx Buyers before giving their
orders to Westers Agexts to call and examine this stock
of Trees. Our planting now covers over twenty acres of
ground, well stocked wl ththe r h o i cest v ; i r i e t

i

cs. "

ORTON'S VIRGINIA SEEDLIN(TTAYERS
For Sale. No. 1 at $300, No. 0, $200 per 1C00. Concord at

.?100 per 1000. Clinton atS75perlC00, Terms, cash on delivery,
or collected by express. The plants mav also be ordered from
Mr. John Trumpv. Brooklyn, Cuyahoga Co., O.. or Messrs.
Schwill & Bros., Seed Merchants, No. 00 aud 71 Maine-st.
Cincinnati, O. GEORGE NESTEL,

Mascoutah, St. Clair Co., 111.

PEACH TREES.—A few thousand very fine trees, 1 year
from bud. Address G. H. BANTA, Tappantown. N. Y.
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JUCUNDA, OUR 700. ---GROWN BY J. KNOX, PITTSBURGH, PA.
" The Illustrations we give (as above), are drawn from Nature ; and we can say, are not exaggerations of the specimens which were selected at Pittsburgh, when we were Hiere In June,

and sent to Philadelphia the next day." THOMAS MEEHAN, Editor Gardeners' Monthly.

" The above Engraving is a faithful representation, drawn from actual specimens of fine fruit grown on the Rxox Frttit Farst, at Pittsburgh." A. "W. HAttlUSOX.

" Its flowers arc perfect, and fruitful to an enormous extent. I last year counted trusses that had ninety per cent, of perfect fruit upon them, as compared with the number of (lowers.

A most remarkable point of value in this variety Is the great number of extra large berries. I saw great Quantities, ten to twelve berries of which filled a pint. These, yon must remem-
ber, were not merely a few selected ones for the exhibition tables, but there were bushels of them sold every day in market, which brought one dollar per quart. This is equal to four or

five cents each, and may be considered rather prolitable." GEOIIGE II. BEELER, late Secretary Indiana Sort. Society.

" I entirely concur in the statement there made fat the meeting of the Ohio Pomological Society, held in Cincinnati, December, 1S65,) as to its great productiveness, its large and uniform

size, and its protracted fruitage, but, more especially, as to Its brilliant color, perfect form, and extreme beauty, aud consider it the most remarkable fruit of its class that has ever

come under my observation." DR. JOHN A. WARDER.
For further information, in reference to this, the most valuable of all our Strawberries, send 10 Cents for our Catalogue.
Our stock of well-rooted and vigorous plants is very large this season, which we offer at the following greatly reduced prices :

13 Plants $1.00. 1000 Plants .$40.00.

S5.00. 3000100 .$100.00.

For Vines and Plants BY MAIL., see extraordinary inducements on page ,
February Xo. of AtfrtcuUHrMr -iHiDER EARLY.

SEVEN
VARIETIES OF

GRAPES,
Which arc reliable, healthy, hardy, via-1

orous, productive, of good quality, aud
very valuable.

CONCORD.—Best known and most popular.

HARTFORD. ) Best very early, yet thoroughly
C'llEVELIiVG, ( tested.

MARTHA-WHITE CONCORD.-Bcst While.

BLACK HAWK. -Perhaps the earliest of all grape* of

any merit.

ltV\T7 I
Ccst Americ!m wl"° g r«pe3 .

For .?I3 we will send to any Post-Office address in Hie

United States, post-paid, and guarantee their safe carriage*

one each of the above seven valuable kinds.

For full description nnd much valuable Information ot!

Grape Culture, send 10 Cents for Catalogue.

SEVEN
V A. K, I E T I E S OE

STEAWBERBIES
Of largest nIZc, best quality and greatest

yield.

JTJC'UIVDA—OUR NO. 700.-Largest and most Valu-

able of all.

FILLMORE.-Next in value,

GOLDEN SEEDED.
BURR'S NEW PINE. Best Very early,

WILSON.—Best for canning,

TRIOMPHE DH GAND,
AGRICULTURIST.
The above list comprises the best tarty, ,n,:l!iim and taU

maturing varieties, and makes a very complete collection.

For $5 we will scud to any Post-Ofllce address In Uio Uni-

ted States, post-paid, and guarantee their safe carriage, '.1

dozen of .Tucunda—our No. TOO, and 1 dozen each of the

other varieties.

For full description of the above and all other desirable

kinds, also minute Instructions for strawberry culture, send

10 cents for our Catalogue*

s e v e m
BEST VARIETIEiS OF

CURRANTS.
For $5 we will send by mail to any Posl Office a Miess In

the United State*
,
po*t-p ltd, and guarantee their safe car-

riage :

5 VERSAILLAIsi:.—The best of all,

6 FERTILLE DE ANGERS.-Very similar to

above.

i. CHERRY.—Best for jams and jellies.

•1 WHITE GRAPE Best for wine.

1- VICTORIA Good and very late.

4 SHORT BCNCIl RED Very productive and

good.

4 LA HATrVE.—Vigorous grower, and very good.

Full descriptions of those, and other desirable varieties,

maybe found in our Catalogue, which will be sent to all

applicants enclosing it) cents.

£?" EARLY ORDERS ARK SOLICITED.

j. Bi:>ox,

Bos 15."J, Pittsburgh* Pa.
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PORTABLE AND STATIONARY

ESfGISfES,

CIRCULAR SAW AND GRIST MILLS.

The Old and Extensive Establishment, the

Mount Vernon Iron Works, has for sale

:

20 Portable Engines (Mounted on Wheels) of 3 Horse Power.

25 do. do. do. do. 10 do. do.

17 do. do . ... 15 do. do.

60 Portable and 10 Stationary Engines of 20 Horse Power.

89 do. and 22 do. do. of 25 do. do.

15 do. and 11 do. do. of SO do. do.

12 Stationary Engines of 35 do. do.

9 do do of 40 do. do.

7 do. do of 50 do. do.

j do. do of 65 do. do.

3 do. do of SO do. do.

2 do. do of ICO do. do.

Also, 250 Circular Saw Mllls of all sizes, and 150 Heed

& Buckingham's Superior Patent Flouring and Feed

Mills, with Bolts and other fixtures.

All are being erected with modem Improvements, asd

the Greatest Strength and Durability is Guaran-

teed.

This Firm was the First to Commence the Practice

of Furnishing the Entire Machinery and Complete

Fixtures for Grist and Saw Mills, and Mill Wrights,

to Erect and put them in Running Order , hence, their

great success and reputation for getting up the Best Mills

in the World.

Deliveries made in any of the principal cities of the United

States.

For Information or Circulars Address

C. & J. COOPER,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.

PORTABLE SAW MILLS.—Our Medium Size
Engine and Saw Mill will cut four thousand feet of

Lumber per day. Price, from S'MOG to $2,700. Send for Cir-
culars. We build all sizes. JONAS TV YEO,

5 Richmon d, Ind.

North Eiver AgriculturaTWorks.
G-RIFFING & CO., Proprietors.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Agricultural and. Horticultural Implements,
Field, Garden and Flower Seeds,

GUANO, SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME, AND PURE
GROUND BONE.

Agents for Mohawk Valley Steel Clipper Plows, Harring-
ton's Celebrated Combined Seed Drill and Cultivator, and
layer's Patent Horse Hoe.

Warehouse, 58 & 60 Cortlandt-st., New Yorlt.
Dealers supplied at lowest rates.~"ONE HU1VBKSS) DOLLARS,"

"Will buy a good, substantial Brick Machine, of the clav tem-
pering kind, whicli is warranted to make 15,000 brick per
dav, of a better qualitv than bv hand. Address,

FRET. SHECKLKU & CO., Bucvrus, O.

FARMJEIt&
3 BOi^ ?TFOBK£T

Olmsted's Revolving Landsidc Plows.
The best and most economical implements in the world.
3st. They are the lightest Draught Plow in use.
2d. They leave the ground in the best condition for crops,

thus multiplying produciion and saving many times their
cost.
Hundreds of testimonials certify that they are better

worth $50, than an old fashioned plow is $10.
Price, plain, $12; full trimmed, $18; 20 per cent, discount to

dealers. We also manufacture the celebrated

Adjustable Mould Board Plows & Cultivators,
"Which, by a simple movement of the board, lays the furrow
at any desired angle, and can be adapted to either a fast or
slow team.
Price of Plows same as above. Price of Cultivators, $7.00.

Same discount to dealers.
All orders promptly executed hv

JARVIS & VERPLANCK, I-inghamion, N. Y.
N. B.—As heavyfreights prevent shippingtoadistance, wc

sell State, County and Shop Rights to manufacture, at rea-
sonable rates.

" For Self-Ucgrulating Wisitt Mills,
For pumping water, grinding grain, find many other pur-
poses, and for " The American Fakm (tkisdint. Mill, ad-
dress, EMPIRE WIND MILL MANTJFACTTJBING Co.,

Syracuse, y. V.

B^'CifliKSODL'S IMPROVED^
HORSE AND HAND POWER

HAY AND C0TT0X PRESSES.
These machines have been tested in the most thorough

manner throughout this and foreign countries to the num-
ber of over 3000.

The Horse Power is worked by either wheel or capstan,
and in many respects possesses unequalled advantages. TVe
invite those wanting such machines \o write for a catalogue
containing full information with cuts, prices, &c, or call and
examine personally.
Orders promptly attended to, by addressing

INGERSOLL & DOUGHEPtTY, Greenpoint, Kings Co., L.I.

ffftflWiil buy a good, substantia 1, Brick Ma-
1Vv chine of the clay tempering kind, capable of mak-

ing 15,000 brick per dav, of a better qualitv than by hand.
Warranted by FRET & SHECKLER, Bucyrus, Ohio.

A. N. WOOD & CO.,
EATON, MADISON CO., N. Y.,

Continue to manufacture their Improved

PORTABLE ENGINES,
For Farm and Mechanical, purposes. They are particularly
adapted to driving Threshing Machines, Circular Saws, Mills
of all kinds. Printing Presses, Wood or Iron Lathes, Machi-
nery in Cabinet or "Wagon Shops, Boring Artesian TV ells,

Pumping Water, Corn shellers, &c, &c.
We warrant our Engines to be what wc represent them.

and to give unqualified satisfaction in all respects.
'_ A. N. WOOD & CO.

THE ONLY PERFECTLY RELIABLE
HAND PLANTING MACHINE.
For Corn, Sorghum or Broom Corn.
ECONOMY IS THE ORDER OF THE DAY.

liriTH the JONES IM-« PROVED HAND CORN
PLANTER, one experienced
man will plant nearly or- quite
as much corn in a day as two
hands and two horses will with
a horse corn planter, and it

costs less than one quarter as
much. It plants and covers the
corn sufe every time. It plants
two rows at once. Where a few
were used last year, large num-
bers are wanted this season. It
can be used as a single planter
when desired. It has taken
more premiums than any other.
Price, §12.50 each, or three for
$33.00. Small seed cup slides,

SOcentsextra. Liberal discount
to agricultural implement deal-
ers, or others ordering at whole-
sale. Try it, and save your

team and extra hand for other work.
All letters promptly answered. Manufactured by

EMERSON & CO., Rocklord, 111.

P. S—As we are building but a limited mnnber this seaso7i,

orders should be sent early to -secure the Planters.

Important So Fanners.
Will be sent anywhere free of express charges for $3, one

of McConanghey's Patent Corn Droppers, one of the most
complete machines ever invented for dropping corn, sorgo,
and other seeds. Agents wanted to introduce it.

Patented March '27. 1S60, and Dec. 4. 1S66.

THOS. B. McCONAUGHEY, Newark, Delaware.

WOO© & MANN STEAM ENGINE
CO'S CELEBRATED

PORTABLE AND STATIONARY

STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS.

FROM 4 TO 35 HORSE POWER.
ALSO PORTABLE SAWMILLS,
We have the oldest largest and most comolete works in

the United States, devoted exclusively to the manufacture
of Portable Engines and Saw Mills, which, for simplicity,
compactness, power and economv of fuel, are conceded by
experts, to be superior to any ever offered to the public.

The great amount of boiler room, fire surface and cylinder
area, which we give to the rated horse power, make our En-
gines the most powerful and cheapest muse; and they are
adapted to every purpose where power is required.

All sizes constantly on hand, or furnished on short notice.

Descriptive circulars, with price list, sent on application.

WOOD & MANN STEAM ENGINE CO.,

TTtica, N. T.
Branch Office, 06 Maiden Lane, New York City.

SWIFT'S PATEIVT FARM 3IILL
for grinding grain for Stock, &c. The most efficient and
durable Farm Mill in use. They are driven by Horse or
other Power, and have a hand wheel attached. Sold at a
price within the reach of all. Send for Circular.

Manufactured by LANE, BROTHERS.
Washington, N. Y.

N. B.—Mills shipped to any part of the country.

Millstone Dressing Diamonds,
Set in Patent Protector and Guide. For sale bv JOHN

DICKENSON, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, and Im-
porter of Diamonds for all Mechanical purposes. Also Ma-
nufacturer of Glaziers' Diamonds, No. 64 Nassau-st., New-
York City. Old Diamonds reset. N. B.—Send postage-
stamp for Descriptive Circular of the Diamond Dresser.

FLAX—BONE.
FOR SALE—A valuable Flax and Bone Mill combined.

"Pays Big."
Mill, large ; water power ; full set of flax and bone ma-

chinery ; two dwellings, one large and well finished ; 20
acres good land: 150 apple, S00 peach, and 100 pear trees in
orchard. Price, $4,500. D. B. LEBOLD,

Lambertville, N. tk

H, W. Johns' Improved Roofing

Has been in use in nearly all parts of the country nine
years. It is easily applied, and forms when finished a reliable

and handsome roof. Is adapted for steep or flat roofs. The
foundation of this roofing is a heavy canvas, twenty times
stronger than the felt or paper commonly used.

Also manufacturer of

PRESERVATIVE PAINT,
For Tin Roofs—Iron Work—Fences, &c.

ELASTICIROOFING CEMENT,
For coating new and old canvas, Felt or Shingle Roofs.

ELASTIC MINERAL CEMENT,
For repairing all kinds of Leaky Roofs, particularly Shingle

Roofs—can be applied with a trowel.

For further particulars, prices and proof of all we claim,

address H. W. JOHNS, IS William-st., N. Y.

DAIRYMEN MD CHEESE MAKERS^

We are making the beat Cheese Press Screws In market
Made from the best refined iron, and Screws jwlisked.

Send for Circular of sizes and prices.

Address RUMSEY & CO.. Seneca Falls, N. Y.

EVERS: MAN HIS OWN PUINTJSR.
YOUNG AND OLD MAKING MONEY.

The LOWE IMPROVED PRINTING PRESSES are the
best and cheapest portable Card and Job Presses ever In-
vented. Price of an Office with Press—$15, §2S, $40. Send
for a circular to the

LOWE PRESS CO., 23 Water-st., Boston.

Macferran's Burglar Preventive.
This invention is exceedingly simple, vet, when applied to

a door, renders the opening of it from "the outside a perfect
impossibility. A very large profit can be made bv persons
purchasing State and County Rights. Samples sent by maiL
post-paid, on receipt of 50 cents. Address,

S.MACFERRAN,
72! Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pyle's Saleratus
and

Cream Tartar.
ACKNOWLEDGED BEST IN MARKET.

Always full weight and uniform in quality. In the New-Eng-
land States PYLE'S SALERATUS is superseding all others.

Its purely wholesome character and general efficiency in bak-

ing are qualifications that the intelligent housekeeper soon

discovers. PYLE'S O. K. SOAP is also the best family soap

in America, and a fair trial will satisfy any competent judge

of the truth of our statements.

Sold generally by first-class Grocers.

JAMES PYLE, Manufacturer,
350 Washington-street, New York.

^ 68 \,^ Pearl-Street, W*
NEW-YORK.

Produce Commission Merchants,
For the sale of Country produce of fill kinds.
Bend for Weelkt Pkice Cukkkxt. Marking Plate and

Circular with Packing and Shipping directions.

AEGE QUANTITIES of Government Goods,
Army and Navy Clothing, Blankets. Sheets, Bed Sacks,

Quilts, Saddles, Bridles, Halters, Harness, Tents, and a gen-
eral supplv of Camp Equipage, at Wholesale.

C. M. JlOSEJIAN, 89 Avenue D, N. T.

^
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Fall Blood and Grade Aldemcy and

Ayrshire Stock for Sale.
Persons wisbinp: to purchase the very best Family Cows

t
or

to improve the Stock ou their Farms, are invited to examine
my Herd, which now numbers One Hundred and Eighteen
head of all descriptions. Lows, Heifers and Bulls,

THOMAS FITCH, Breeder, >,cw London, Conn.

LDERNEY COW "FLORA," dam imported,
sire from Col. Cc"

etock, by G. vr. FAR

PERUVIAN GUA1V0 SUBSTITUTE

sire from_Col. Colt's Imported stock, for sale to reduce
iLEE, 1.0 Broadway, New York.

PURE CHESTER WHITE HOGS.
Send for Circular.

TV. H. FUlt.MAM, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

FANCY FOWLS
And EGGS for sale, from Choice and Imported Stock. Send
stamp for Circular. KOBEKT It. BERWICK,

BoxS-20. Xorwalk, Conn.

"VATIONAL POULTRY AND PIGEON COM-
i-« PANY. Send for Circular to TV. A. WOOD, Sup't,

135 Maiden Lane, Mew 1 ork.
N. B.—A few Ferrets for sale.

GGS FOR SETTING, from White-faced Black
Spanish, Brahma, "White Leghorn, Bolton Gray and

Domiuioue Fowls, bred with care and warranted pure, at
SI per dozen. Address

X. A. SHUTE, Exeter, X. H-

WHITE LEGHORN FOWLS.—Egga for sale at*9.50 for 13.

Also orders received for fowls to he delivered alter Sept. 1st.

Address JOHN SALISBURY, Box 95, Nyack, X. T.

EGGSfrom Brahma Fowls, weighing 26 lbs. a pair,
live weight. Also, Esrs from White Leghorn Fowls,

with vellow less, pure breed. For sale bv
HEXRY VESTS, Schenectady, X. Y.

ITALIAN BEES.
A few colonics for sale. Price SIS. Italian Queens

throughout the Summer. Send lor circular to M, QUTNBY,
St. Juhnsville, N. Y.

Lamb's Improved Family Knitting Machine

is Needed by Every Family.

When a pair of Stockings of any sir-.e can be knit with this

machine in twenty minutes, It is folly to knit by hand.

Making a variety of stitches, it produces to perfection,

Shawls, Hoods, Tippets, Mittens, Affghaus, Sacks, Sontags,

Undersleeves, Neck Tics, Tidies, Hosiery of all kinds, and
numerous other useful articles.

This machine weighs only 20 pounds, and knits readily

10,003 stitches a minute, the stocking stitch being precisely

like that knit by hand. A woman can easily earn with it

$2.00 per day. Agents wanted.

Send for a Circular, enclosing stamp, to the

Lamb Knitting .Machine Co.,
Springfield, Mass.

Colgate's Aromatic Vegetable Soap.

A superior Toilet Soap, prepared from refined A'eg-

< table Oils In combination with Glycerine, and espec-

ially designed for the use of Ladies and for the Nursery.
Its perfume Is exquisite, and it3 washing properties unri-

valled. For sale by all Druggists,

CANVASSERS WANTED TO SELL THE

Pocket Laitterit
Very light, strong and durable, can be folded and

carried in the pocket or traveled bag with safety and
CONVENIENCE, occupying the space of a cigar case, and
opened and closed ns readily, llu-v contain (whether open
or closed) matched and extra candles, and, being always
ready for use,

ARE MOST APPRECIATED IN THE GREATEST EMERGENCIES.
Prices:—No. 1, $1 each ; Bent by mull or express, pre-paid,

(or $ 1 .50. No. 3, 7") cents each ; sent by mail or express
pre-paid, for $1.00.

LIBERAL TJEBMS TO DEALERS AND CANVASSERS.
JULIUS IVES & CO., .10 Maiden Lane, N. Y..

Manufacturers and Dealers In Kerosene Goods generally,
and Proprietors of

IVES' PATENT LAMPS,
iHi; SAFEST, MOST CONVENIENT, AND IN F.VERY WAY

THE BEST LAMP EVER USED.

500 CANVASSERS WANTED.
To sell Dr. Jennings1 Great Work, "THE HORSE*AND

OT11KU LIVE STOCK." The best subscription book In the
market, containing over i-Oi) panes, with moretban "joo Illus-

trations, strongly bound In leather. Good and reliable
agents wanted in every neighborhood.
For circulars, terms, &c, address,

BAUTLESON ft CO.,
01 1 ChQStUUt Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATION WANTED.—By a practical farmer
*^ and wife, to take charge ol" a small farm, or a gentle-
man's country seat. Good references given. Address W.E.,
P. O. BoxW New York.

BAUGrH'S
iratw BONE

Super-Phosphate of Lime.

BAUGH &: SONS,
Sole Proprietors & Manufacturers,

Delaware River Chemical Works,
PHILADELPHIA, V. S. A.

Especially recommended to the growers of

Strawberries, Rasp berries, Blackberries,
And All Small Fruits.

For Wheat, Rye, Barley, Coin, Oats, Pota-
toes, Tobacco, Buckwheat, Sorghum, Turnips,
Hops, 'Garden Vegetables, and every Crop
and Plant.

MORE than 13 years of regular use upon all description of
Crops grown in tne Middle and Southern States, lias given a
high degree of popularity to this MANURE, which places
its application now entirely beyond a mere experiment.

BATJGH'S R_*VWBONE
SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LOIE,
Is eminently a success as a Substitute for Peruvian Guano
and Stable Manure—and is offered to the Agriculturists of
the Northern and Eastern States as a fertilizer that will
cheaply restore to the Soil those essentials which have been
drained from it by constant cropping and light manuring.

IT is very prompt in its action—is lasting in effect to a de-
gree unattained by any commercial manure in the market,
and is afforded at a much less cost than bought Stable Ma-
nure, or Peruvian Guano. The Labor involved in its use is

far less than that of applying stable manure, while there is

no risk from the introduction of noxious weeds.

G3?~ Farmers arc recommended to purchase of the dealer
located in their neighborhood. In sections where no dealer
Is yet established, the Phosphate may be procured directly
from the undersigned. A Priced Circular will be sent to all

who apply.

Our NEW PAMPHLET—"Bote to Maintain the Fertility

of American Farms,'"—90 pages, giving fall information in
regard to the use of manure, &c, will be furnished gratis on
application.

BAUGH BROTHEBS & 00.,
GENERAL WHOLESALESAGENTS,

No. 181 Pcai-I-st. and No. 4Ceilar-st.,
JSETV YORK.

(E^- For Sale bv dealers la all parts of the United States
and British Provinces, to whom r armers will please apply .

TO FARMERS AND PLANTERS.
The Lodi Manufacturing Company, (Estab-

lished since 1SI0.) having the exclusive control
of all the night soli ofNew York City, offer for
sale their Celebrated Poudrette, warranted the
best fertilizer for the mice In this country.
Experience has shown that it has no equal for
Corn, Cotton. Tobacco and Vegetables. It

prevents worms from destroying the seeds. It
ripens the crop from two to three weeks
earlier, and adds from K to >j to the yield.

&3?~ It is of better quality and much finer
than ever made heretofore.

Price, $2.00 per Barrel—Cash.
The Company arc also manufacturing Double Refined

Poudrette, ns fine as flour, concentrated and free from nearly
all extraneous matter—samples of which will be sent by
mall ou receipt of 3-ccnt stamp.

It Is packed in new barrels and shipped without extra
Charge for package or cartage in New York City.

Price for the double refined Poudrette, $25 per Ton.

The Company's Farmers' Almanac, giving further particu-
lars, will be sent free bv addressing

THE LODI MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
66 Cortlandt-st., N. Y.

Book Agents Wanted.
To solicit orders. In each town In the United State.-, and

Canada, for the most popular subscription book ever pub-
lished, being The Illustrated History of *rnrc Bible.
by John EUto, 1>. />., /•'. 8. A., Edited by Sev. Atoan Bond,
/>. D. of Xnrtcich, C'ann.—Ovcv 700 closely prlnled Royal
Octavo pages—more than L00 full page engravings. Recom-
mended by the leading Clergy of nil denominations of
Christians. M.OOO Copies already printed. Six large power
presses running ou the work. Everybody wants it. Ex-
perienced Agents say they never knew a book sell so well.
No competition. Experienced Agents, School Teachers,
Sabbath School Teachers, retired Clergymen, and others, are
wanted to introduce 'Ids irreal work into every household
in the laud. For Circulars, etc., imply Iminedmtelv to the
Publisher. HENRY BILL. Norwich, Conn.

Stcreopticons and Magic Lanterns,

(Continued from page 120, which see.)

"We conceive that an elementary work on the Vine, to
possess the highest practical value to the amateur, as well as
the gardener and vinevardist, should treat of all the facts
and principles involved in the subject, laying them, clearly,
in order before the student, and linking them together with
just so much of the theory as is necessary to explain lucidly
their relations to each other, and unite them in the mind of
the student in one harmonious and systematic whole. This
is what we have aimed to accomplish In the present work,
indulging in no theorizing speculations, and introducing
nothing of doubtful verification. We have given a simple
record of our own practice and experience, stating no fact
that we have not repeatedly verified, and which may not be
repeated bv others with like results. "We have striven to
make it a safe guide to all.

Although Grape Culture, and especially "Wine Making, are
yet in their infancy in this country, the principles and condi-
tions upon which success depends are so well established,
that, if we walk In the full lisht of the knowledge we have,
we need tread no doubtful path. Though our work is strict-
ly elementary, we have by no means intended to make it in
any degree superficial, and we have, therefore, labored to
leave no important practical question unsolved; indeed,
some points, rhat have heretofore been entirely neglected or
very briefly noticed, are here treated with a degree of min-
uteness somewhat commensurate with their importance, as
will be seen, among others, in the chapters on "Varieties,"
" Ripening,'' and " Taste."

The engravings are so true to life, and so admirably exe-
cuted, that they may be said, in some sense, to present a trea-
tise in themselves, from which may be obtained a good
knowledge of the operations to be performed, as well as the
manner of doing them.
February 5, 18S7. PETER B. MEAD.

KINONE VOLUME,' BOUND IN LIBRARY LEATHER.
Price, SG.

THE MILITARY AND NAVAL HISTORY
OF THE

Rebellion in the lruitecl States,
By W. J. TENNEY,

EDITOR OF AMERICAN ANNTJAL CYCLOPAEDIA.

Sixth Edition.
Complete in one royal Svo. vol., of over 800 double-column

pages, illustrated with STEEI- PLATE POR-
TRAITS, and SUPERB CHKOMO-LITHOGRAPHS, print-
ed in six colors, of BATTLE SCENES, together with ONE
HUNDRED MAPS and CHARTS, indispensably requisite
for such a work.

It contains an ELABORATE IVDEX, enabling the
reader to refer to auv battle, skirmish, or other incident of
the war.
The Publishers of this History do not hesitate to say that

no book on the war will be found Fuller, More 1***1 ia-
I blc, or More Beautifully Illustrated. It is In fact
a necessary desideratum for every one who desires to make
himself familiar with the operations of one of the most gi-
gantic wars that has ever occurred in the world's history.

It is printed ou paper of excellent quality, in good, clear
type, elegantly and substantially bound.
Agents Wanted, to whom exclusive territory will be

given, some of the best locations being still unoccupied.
Good Agents are clearing $100 per week.

!D. APPLETOIV & CO., Publishers,
14.1 and -145 Broadway, New York.

MOW TO RAISE 100 BUSHELS OF CORS TO THE
ACRE, or a good crop on any soil; with Useful and

Practical Hints to every Parmer. By R. P. Pkosser. Sent
free by mail for 25 cents, sLx copies for $1. H. "Wateix,
Publisher, 230 Walnut Street, Cincinnati, O.

LUMBER AND LOG BOOK.
Scribner's Ready Reckoner, designed expressly for lumber

merchants, ship-builders, and farmers, containing the correct
measurement of Scantling, Boards, Plank. Cubical contents
of Square and Round Timber, Saw Logs, Wood, «tc. : com-
prised in a number of tables, to which are added Tables of
Wages bv the month, Board or Kent by the week or day.
Interest Tables, &c.
This is the most complete and reliable book of its kind

ever published, and has now become the standard book for
lumber dealers all over the United States. Over 500,000
copies have been sold and the demand is constantly increas-
ing. Every one engaged in buyins or selling lumber of any
kind will find this a very valuable nook.
The book is for sale by booksellers throughout the United

States, and sent by mail, post-paid, for 30 cents.
GEO. W. FISHER, Publisher, Rochester. N. Y.

EMPLOYMENT.
THE AUBURN PUBLISHING Co. offer the

Best History of the Rebellion. Latent, Cheapest,
most Complete.
The Best Illustrated Natural History.
The Best Work ok the Domestic Animals.
The Best Work on the Farm and Gardens.
The Best Family Receipt Bunk. &-<., A:c.
The best Terms, and the most n.iuhic Instructions l^

Agents. Address, E. G. STORK K, Publishing Agent.
Aubnrn, N. Y-.

'MIE VANISHING PICTfitlC THICK, 35 ce:iU.
M. —How to Wriie Letters Correctly, 15 cts.—Guide to
Etiquette, 15 cts.—Bridal Etiquette, 15 eta.—Courtship Made
Easy, 15 cts. Housekeepers' Own Book, 15 cts.—Earey_s How
to Buy, Tame and Keep Horses, 15 cts.—Kuowlsou's Farrier,
15cts.—Home Cook Book, SO cts.—Parlor Magician, 30 cts.-
Parlor Theatricals. 30 cts.—Parlor Pantomlnes, 25 cts.—500
Puzzles, 30 cts.—Fireside Game-;. SO cts.— Laws of Love, SO
cts.—:Love Oracle, SO cts.—Comic Courtship. 30 eta.—Great
Fortune Teller, 50 cts. Thousands of other Books, Pictures,
Albums, Games, Yankee Not inns. Semi stamp for Mumniuth
Catalogue. W. C. WEMYss. 575 Broadway.K". V. city.

rw*u BOOK AGENTS.—We arc now ready to em"
-- ploy additional Canvassers for GREELEY'S HISTORY
complete. The popularity of tins work Is unprecedented.
For more than fourmonths past the demand has laxexceeded
our utmost ability to supply, although we hare printed and
bound a much greater number of volumes than were evei
before Issued of any single work in bo short a time and of
equal size in the whole histoid of hook-nia«lng. The greal
superiority of GREELEY'S HISTORY Is everywhere admit-
ted, even by the author's political opponents. Experienced
Canvassers can secure good territory ou favorable terms.
Address <>. D. CASE ft CO., Hartford, Conn., < lovcland, O.,
or Detroit, Mich.

INSTITUTE OF DKAWTXii, SURVEYING, ami
OtvU Btigttiefrittg. at Tollostou, Lake Co.. imi. Opens

April 15th. * It costs $30 to be a Draftsman ; (SO a Surveyor

;

fOO a Civil Engineer. Address
A. VAKDER NALLLEN, for a Circular.
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~The Immense Profits

OF THE

TEA TRADE.
The Proprietors of "THE GREAT AMEBICAX TEA

COMPANY,"' became fully convinced, several years ago,

that the consumers of Tea and Coffee were paying too many
and too large profits, on these articles of every day con-

sumption, and therefore organized Tete Gkeat American 1

Tea Compaq, to do away, as far as possible, with these

enormous drains upon the Consumers, and to supply them
with these necessaries at the smallest possible price.

To give our readers an idea of the profits which have
been made in the Tea trade, we will start with the Ameri-
can houses, leaving out of the account entirely the profits

of the Chinese factors.

1st.—The American Ilouse in China or Japan makes large

profits on their sales or shipments—and some of the richest

retired merchants in this country have made their immense
fortunes through their houses in China.

2d.—The Banker makes large profits upon the foreign

exchange used in the purchase of Teas.

3d.—The Importer makes a profit of 30 to 50 per cent, in

many cases.

4th.—On its arrival here it is sold by the cargo, and the

Purchaser sells it to the Speculator in invoices of 1,000 to

2,000 packages, at an average profit of about 10 per cent.

5th.—The Speculator sells it to the Wholesale Tea Dealer

in lines at a profit of 10 to 15 per cent.

Cth.—The Wholesale Tea Dealer sells it to the Wholesale

Grocer in lots to suit his trade, at a profit of about 10 per

cent.

7th.—The Wholesale Grocer sells it to the Retail Dealer

at a profit of 15 to 25 per cent.

Sth —The Retailer sells it to the consumer for all the profit

he can get.

AYhen you have added to these eight profits as many
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and
add the original cost of the tea, it will he perceived what
the consumer has to pay. And now we propose to show
why we can sell so very much lower than small dealers.

We propose to do away with all these various profits and
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, with
the exception of a small commission paid for purchasing to
our correspondents in China and Japan, one cartage, and
a small profit to ourselves—which, on our large sales, will

amply pay us.

Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to get

up a club. The answer is simply this: Let each person
wishing to join in a club, say how much tea or coffee he
wants, and select the kind and price from our Price List, a3

published in the paper or in our circulars. Write the names,
kinds, and amounts plainly on a list, and when the club is

complete send it to us by mail, and we will put each party's

goods in separate packages, and mark the name upon them,
with the cost, so there need be no confusion in their distri-

bution—each party getting exactly what he orders, and no
more. The cost of transportation the members of the club

can divide equitably among themselves.

The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by
drafts on New York, by Post-Office money orders, or by Ex-
press, as may suit the convenience of the club. Or, if the
amount ordered exceeds thirty dollars, we will, if desired,

send the goods by Express, to " collect on delivery."

Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely

upon getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from
the Custom House Stores to our warehouses.
The Company have selected the following kinds from

their Stock, which the}' recommend to meet the wants of
clubs. They are sold at Cargo Prices, the same as the

Company sell them in New York, as the List of prices will

show.
Hereafter wo will send a complimentary package to the

party getting tip the club. Our profits are small, but we
will be as liberal as we can afford. AYe send no compli-
mentary package for clubs of less than $30.

All goods sold are warranted to give satisfaction.

PRICE LIST

:

YOUNG HYSON (Green), SQc, 90c, $1, $U0, best

$l.'23 per pound.
GREEN TEAS, S0c, 90c., $1, $1.10, best $1.25 per

pound.
MIXED, 70c, S0c„ 00c, best $1 per pound.
JAPAN", $1, 51.10, best $1.25 per pound.
OOLONG (Black), 70c, SOc, 90c, best -?l per pound.
IMPERIAL (Green), best $1.35 per pound.
ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), 80c., 00c, $1,

$1.10, best $1.20 per pound.

GUNPOWDER (Gunpowder), $1.25, best $1.50 per lb.

P. S.—All towns, villages, or manufactories, where a large
number of men are engaged, by clubbixg- together, can re-

duce the cost of their Teas and Coffees about one-third by
pending directly to the

GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
31 and 33 Vesey-steket, corner of Church.

Post-Office Box, 5,G4:3 New-York City.

t&T" AYe call special notice to the fact that our Vesey
Street Store is at Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey Street, corner of
Church Street—large double store.

From the Methodist, JV. Y. City.

The Geeat Axsricax Tea. Gompajty.—In noticing the

operations of this large and enterprising establishment, it

may be proper for us to offer a remark in explanation of the

reasons which induce us to call the attention of the commn
nity to a concern which lias reached its eminence in pub-

lic favor. It is our undeviating rule to exercise a scrupu-

lous judgment in relation to business enterprises—never rec-

ommending any except such as we believe have been
proved worthy and reliable, and whose system of business,

uprightness of dealing with their customers, and ample cap-

ital to fulfill their engagements are fully established. Upon
these principles we call attention to the advertisement of the

Gkeat Amebican Tea Company, published in our advertis-

ing columns. The Company have several very large stores,

located in different parts of the city, stocked with the best

and most serviceable goods, which they are content to sell

at merely living profits, as they have proved by their prices

for the past five or six years. They have but one price.

which is no small consideration to those who are dependent
to any considerable degree upon servants or children to

make purchases, or to those who wish to order from the

country. By these rules alone the company propose in the

future to conduct their vast and rapidly augmenting trade.

Believing that the ability and disposition of the Company
are ample to perform all they promise, warrants us in calling

special attention to them in our columns. Itis a trite saying

"that the honest strivings of honest men are sure to he
commended, their business efforts encouraged, and ulti-

mately adequately compensated."

Clergymen and Gentlemen of the religious and secular

press of very careful speech, have emphatically indorsed
and recommended the Great American Tea Compaxt, as

also commendatory letters of our customers.

On page 110 of this paper, we give their own words, so

that consumers of Tea may rely upon our statements and
manner of doing business.

VALUABLE PUBLICATIONS
BY

LTTTKEE TUCKER & SON, ALBANY, IT. Y.

" XHe Cultivator and Oounti-v
Gentleman " — a LARGE WEEKLY
JOURNAL, 1(5 pages quarto, devoted to the
Practice and Science of Agriculture and Hor-
ticulture at large, and to all tbe various De-
partments of Rural and Domestic Economy.
Only fi'-i.SO per year, with favorable Terms
to Clubs.

* . * Specimen" Copies sent free, or on receipt of
30 cents, "we will forward the Five Numbers for January,
stitched and trimmed in paper cover, post-paid—§0
pages, and very cheap at the price.

" Bnral Affairs," in FOUR HANDSOME
VOLUMES, muslin, containing- about 1300
pages of Reading Matter, and over 1700
Esig:raviiigs, including all Agricultural
and Horticultural Subjects, and very valuable
P-Lans of Farm a>td Couxtbt Houses, and
Outbuildiugs.

*±" Sent postage paid for $6, or either Volume
alone for $1.50.—Send for one and you will want all.

Address, with remittances, or for further informa-
tion. LUTHER TUCKER & SON, Albany,
N. Y.

Imported Crevecoeur Fowls,
Direct from the Jardind'Acclimatation, Paris, selected with
great care; the finest in the country. Orders received for

fowls only, progeny of above, to be delivered after Sept. 1st.

Send for Circular. Also, limited number of

HOUDANS,
of same importation.

i>xjcb:s.
Plata and Aylesbury Ducks and Eggs from tbe best im-

ported Stock. Send for Circular.

A. M. HAESTED & CO., fiS Pearl St., New York.

To Fanners and Agents.
On receipt of |1*5Q we will send bv mail or express, pre-

Eaid, the Brass Metallic pans, or for $2.U0 one of the Cele-
rated Silvers' Patent Excelsior Brooms complete—with lull

instructions how to till it.—Universally acknowledged to be
the cheapest, best and most beautiful Broom in tlie world,
and the onlvone accepted for the ' Paris Exposition" of 186?.
An "Agent wanted in every county. For full particulars,

see February Agriculturist, page 7f. or send for Illustrated
Circular to C. A". CLEGG & CO.,

206 Broadway, N. Y.

KNOX'S NURSERY AT YOUR DOOR. — A
Liberal Offer. See Advertisement on page 117.

SOUTHERN LANDS.
Great Bargains in Maryland, Virginia and Cotton growing

States. Farms of all sizes and at all prices, from $"> to ?100
per acre. Large Tracts of Timber on Railroad and "Water.
yerer failing Water Powers, Mill Sites, etc., etc.

For sale by WM. H. NEWTON, Att'y and Broker,
23 Lexington-st., Baltimore, Maryland

D^~ Send 35 Cents for Catalogue.

GET WELL AND KEEP AVELL.—Read tlie
Advertisement of Herald of Health, page 113.

See Advertisement " ALL NURSERIES IN
ONE," on page 113. Observe the low Prices.

MR. GREELEY'S PROPOSITION

FOR GRAPE PRIZE.
So much has been well done within the last few vears In

American Fruit growing that it seems feasible, to do still
more or at least to realize more extensivelv and rapidlv the
benefit of past improvements. Perhaps tlie most signal im-
provement has been made in the production of Grapes * * *

Still, we are growing far too manv inferior grapes, while our
established favorites are too generally deficient In one or
more respects. * * * They hare some notable defect as a table
fruit. * *. * But it is plausibly claimed that several sub-
stantially new or little known varieties of domestic origin
of high quality, fulfill Ml the requisites of a choice Uible
fruit. It is time these claims were tested and passed upon
by disinterested and capable judges. As a humble contribu-
tion to this end, I hereby oflVr a premium of One hundred
dollars for the best plate of native crapes, weighing not less
than six pounds of any variety known to the growers or

propagators of the country. I require as follows of the

grapes competing for the premium : Tbe berries must be at

least of good medium size, and not liable to fall from the

stem when ripe : The flesh must be melting and tender quite

to the center : The flavor must be pure, vinous, and ex-

hilarating: The vine must be healthy, productive, of good
7; abit ofgrowthfor training in gardens and yards, as well as

in vineyards, with leaves as hardy and well adapted to our

climate as those uf the Delaware. In short, what is sought Is

a vine embodying all of the best qualities of the moat ap-

proved American andforeign varieties sofar as possible.

I propose to pay this premium on the Award of the Fruit
Department of the American Institute, and invite competi-
tion for it at tlie annual fair of the Institute soon to open •

but if a tkoroug7rfff satisfactory Grape should not now be
presented, the Institute will ot course postpone the award
till the proper claimant shall have appeared.

Signed, HORACE GREELET.
Tlie Committee, consisting: of Peter B. Mead. Chairman.' E.

G. Pardee and Francis Brill, reported <sec report in pamphlet)
that "the lona fully met Mr. Greeley's requirements, and
that no other grape m cultivation could. 1 '

[This the committee knew to be true in Sept., 1S04. and
thousands of others in all parts of the country now affirm
the same from their own experience.]

This appears to be the only committee that ever ad-
judicated the Greeley prize, although another committee—
or rather a portion of it—{apparently after enjoying a part?/
and forgetting their errand) made another report, which
embodies an apology for giving it to so poor a grape as the
Concord. See what" one of them at the late meeting "of
Fruitgrowers Society of "Western IS", T." says about it when
asked to explain.

Extract from letter giving report: " The Concord ripened
well, but the berries fell from the bunch some, and I don't
think so much of it on that account. There are several
grapes that I always eat in preference to the Concord—in
fact, I seldom eat that—hut the public—the great
mass—are not so well edncated in their taste, and are readv
to gnlp down any black: grape of good size, regardless of
quailtw For that reason I recommended the Concord for
the Million.'* Mr. William Griffith, of North East. Pa.,
who believed the lona best of all grapes for table and for
wine, denounced the doctrine of Mr. Committee-man. Baying
" he (committee-man) little knew the American people," and
closed by saying ''that 999.000 out of every million and pan
of the other thousand were already dissatisfied with that
award, and that 'the million' in nil coming years would
rebuke the finding of that Greeley Committee." (It is also
stalest that only three of the Committee ever saw the grapes
last fait, on exhibition for the premium.) The Convention,
on voting for " best variety," gave one vote for Concord

—

the man explained "that it was because the birds would'nt
touch that-"

Mr. F. R. Elliot (Author of Fruit Growers' Guide) said, "of
all the grapes that had had any reputation at the YVest,
Concord was the poorest in quality.'"

It will be seen that Mr.Greeley's requirements specifyvery
Judiciously and accurately the distinctive qualities of a good
grape, without which his offer of a munificent premium
would have been entirely, wanting in that clear significance
and practical good sense, for which he is so eminently dis-

tinguished. It was not to have been expected that any ont>
of Concord's " hundred head of friends should have placed
before the public an analysis of the qualities of a good grape
so directlv in contrast to that froni which they were reaping
snch golden harvests, which could last onlv while the
"ignorance of the million" should continue, b'ut when we
consider how utterly wanting in all of these essential quali-
ties the Concord is, and in fitness for "Market" also, we
cannot fail to wonder that tbe portion of the committee re-
porting should omit to state such important facts, to avoid
the appearanceof collusion with what will be regarded a*
the most euormous swindle that has been perpetrated In
fruit-culture, when the history of Ike dissemination of the
Concord shall be known. The latter is in very unenviable
contrast with the former committee.

~No\r, Mr. Public, we have finished our little essay, and at
an expenditure of some thousands of dollais have spread i:

before vou. Please let some one of your philosophers weigh
it iii his scales, using for weiahts all that has appeared on
the subject of grapes in all of the magazines and papers
during the past three years.—Note the result and make your
calculations accordingly.

C. W. GRANT.

MEAD OAT GRAPE CULTURE AND

WINE MAKING.
Harper and Brother will publish, on or before the first of

March. "American Grape Culture," an elementary work, bv
Peter B. Mead, intended specially to meet the wants of the
present time.

It is the work of a thorouch practitioner of the most ex-
tended knowledge of the subject, and who. at the same time,
is able to express his ideas in a clear, intelligent, and scholar-
ly manner.
The work is most profusely illustrated with the best en-

gravings ever produced for the purpose, and we a.-e happy
to be able to oner it so opportunely to the American public.

HARPER & BROTHER.
Franklin Square, N. Y.

Sent by mail on receipt of price.

PREFACE.
Tlie present volume has been prepared in compliance with

the urgent request of friends in various parts of the country.

(Continued on page 119, which see.)
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SOUTHDOWN RAM .—PROPERTY OF AMA9A BE>na & SON, SOUTH BukkE, Vt.—Drawn from Life and Engraved for the American Agriculturist.

Every lover of good mutton has an affection

for anything that looks like a Southdown Sheep.

Among; the Southdowns there is an aristocracy

of pedigree, form and excellence, and so we hon-

or the name of Jonas Wehh, of Babraham, Eng-

land, as a benefactor of the race, on account of

the degree of excellence to which his careful

breeding brought this favorite mutton breed.

The Ram above portrayed was sketched by

our artist at the New England and Vermont

Fair last fall, as the winner of the first prize in

his class. He is known as "No. 19 " of Bemis

& Son's flock ; is three years old ; was bred by

J. C. Taylor of some of his best stock, imported

in 18G0. Mr. T. having secured at Mr. Webb's

sale the very choice ones of the flock. This

blood tells wherever it has been scattered,

—

even where it is used upon common flocks, and

the grades show little of the Southdown look.

The butcher's knife develops the beautifully

marbled chops and thick loins which charac-

terize the breed. Southdown mutton, or that

of grade Southdown?, always commands the

very highest market price in all our large cities.

In fact, it is rarely found in the common mar-

kets—the sheep being sold to butchers having

private Stalls. In New York good Southdown

mutton brings a price at retail equal to good beef.

Early lambs, half Southdown, meet a quick mar-

ket from green-pea time until late in the season.
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Back Volumes Supplied.—The back volumes
of the Agriculturist are very valuable. They contain

information upon every topic connected with rural life,

out-door and in-door, and the last ten volumes make up
a very complete library. Each volume lias a full index
for ready reference to any desired topic. We have on
hand, and print from stereotype plates as wanted, all the

numbers and volumes for ten years past, beginning with
1857—that is. Vol. 16 to Vol. 25, inclusive. Any of these

volumes sent complete (in numbers) at $1.75 each, post-

paid, (or $1.50 if taken at the office). The volumes
neatly bound, are supplied for $2 each, or $2.50 if to be

sent by mail. Any single numbers of the past ten

years will be supplied, post-paid, for 15 cents each.
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Extreme views and practices are held and follow-

ed with small profit to any one, and least of all to

him who suddenly adopts them. However at vari-

ance any man's Bystem of farming is with sound

philosophy, if he has hitherto met with any sort of

success, and is not absolutely running backward,

we would surely not advise him to cast loose from

his moorings and adopt all new practices, to accord

with the views of a sounder agricultural faith, to

which he may have become a convert. Rashness is

the usual precursor of failure, but progressive con-

servatism uniformly leads to success. Deep plow-

ing is an excellent practice, but only when there is

a soil to plow. He who lifts several inches of un-

tempered subsoil and mingles it with a shallow

surface soil, will repent his deed when the sickly,

yellow grain testifies to the poison presented to the

plants with their food, or to the difficulty they have

in picking up a living among the mass of rubbish.

In the spring, especially, the soil should not be

plowed much deeper thau heretofore. In the

autumn the plow may very well be put down quite

deeply, provided there is enough plant food in the

soil, or added to it, to warrant it ; for the freezing

and thawing of winter, and the action of the at-

mosphere will essentially modify its character.

These influences are wanting at this season, and
deeper plowing than usual must either be accom-
panied with thorough liming or the use of unleaeh-

ed ashes, or very heavy manuring ; and even then it

is not to be recommended for small grains. It is

well, however, at every plowing to run the plow a

little deeper than before ; and if the soil is neither

water soaked nor leachy, even quite shallow sub-

soiling will prove of great benefit. We advocate

most earnestly deepening of the soil, but not rash-

ly, nor too much in spring plowing.

The failures of certain crops year after year ad-

monish us not to put our trust too much iu any

single staple. Influences, which are injurious to

one class of crops, benefit others, and so, judicious-

ly dividing our interests, we are surer of success.

Double cropping of the land is one of the essen-

tial features of "high" or "intensive" farming.

It is equivalent to getting double interest for the

money invested in the land, and in the labor of

weeding and clearing the same, and for the build-

ings, fences, roads and superintendence of the farm,

it gives quicker returns for the investment iu ma-
nure, and in all points is a great gain. It requires

that the land should be rich and in good tilth,

reasonably free from weeds, and that there should

be a proper rotation of crops followed, and labor

enough at command. It affords also a means of

profitably employing man}' hands the season

through, for whom there would otherwise be little

to do most of the time. The practice should be

commenced in the garden and extended to the

field, when familiarity has given confidence in it.

We entreat farmers not to neglect their gardens.

Many are too apt to read the hints about farm work
and slight the other columns. The kitchen garden,

if well cultivated, better rewards labor than any
portion of the farm of five times its extent.

Hints About Work.
Review the hints for last month ; many of them

will be found equally applicable to this, especially

if the season be backward. Besides, the weather
of March, in the latitude of Philadelphia and St.

Louis, is that of April near Boston or St. Paul.

Tillage.—The preparation of the soil for the seed

is the important work of this mouth. Manure is

to be hauled and spread, and the ground is to he
plowed. The waste of manure which occurs after

it is spread is very little in weather which will not
allow plowing, and not very great in full, hot sun-

shine, if it does not lie long. It is much worse to

dump the manure iu small heaps and leave it for

some* time exposed to the action of rains, for the

goodness washes out into the soil and enriches it in

spots, to the 6erious damage of the crop.

Plowing and any other working of the soil should

never be done when the clods will not crumble.

Dryness is essential to useful tillage. It is much
better to delay work thau to leave the land lumpy
and hard. There are many spots on which

Draining may be done in the spring—especially

where there is a good fall, and work may progress

from the outlet. The necessity for drainage is

now obvious, and though partial drainage is never

to be recommended where thorough work will be

undertaken, yet as a demonstration of the fact that

"burying crockery" will pay, it is worth while

often to tr}r the experiment "just to see." Re-

member that the full effects of draining are often

not witnessed until the third or fourth season.

Spring Grains.—Prepare seed by selecting with
the fan-mill the heaviest grain—the more times it

is fanned, the better will he the seed ; then, when
the soil is nearly or quite ready, .prepare the seed

\>y pickling to destroy the seed of smut, which may
be attached to it. This is useful for barley, and
imperatively necessary for wheat. Add to a strong

brine pulverized "blue stone," (sulphate of cop-

per,) until no more is" dissolved ; into this throw
the grain, stir thoroughly, and after five minutes

scoop it out, throw into a basket, let it drip back
into the tub of pickle, then put in a heap upon a

floor; after 24 hours shovel it over, sprinkling

on dry slaked lime, thus dr\-ing it. Sow 5 to 7

pecks of wheat, 2 bushels to 2>| of barley, Z}4 of

oats. The ground should have been plowed in the

fall for wheat and barley. Oats do tolerably well

on a sward plowed iu spring. For all either very

fine compost or some concentrated fertilizer, such

as a mixture of superphosphate of lime and Peru-

vian guano—say 100 lbs. of each—should be used.

Sow, as a rule, those kinds of grain which avo

in highest repute in your own neighborhoods.

Root Crops.—Prepare the soil for sowing carrots,

beets and mangels, and onions, the earlierthe better.

It should be deep and rich, plowed in the fall and
as free from weeds as possible, especially for onions,

which require the finest and mellowest soil, en-

riched with good, fine compost. The other root

crops need also rich soil, deeper than onion soil,

but not less rich, though the enrichment need not

be of so fine a quality. These crops can not be

sown too early, after danger for hard freezing is

passed and the soil is warm and dry enough. Beet

seed ought to be soaked 24 hours.

Potatoes.—At least a portion of the crop should

be planted very early for security against the

rot. The Early Cottage, White Peaehblow,

Cuzeo and Fluke are commendable kinds. Plant

deep, in drills 1M to 3 feet apart, cover with the

plow. Harrow as often as weeds appear, until the

tops show very plainly, and once after that, driving

with the rows. It is sometimes well to turn fur-

rows upon the rows to cover them a few days after

this, and when a new crop of weeds appears to har-

row again. Superphosphate, castor pomace, leach-

ed or unleached ashes are good used in the drill.

It is usually poor practice to plant in hills.

Peas.—See notes for last month.

Pea Nuts or Ground Nuts, for profitable culture,

require a rather long season. Sow in rows three

to four feet apart in deep, mellow, rather sandy

soil, in a good condition ; drop two shelled kernels

in a lull, and put the hills one foot apart. Plant as

early as there is a chance for the young plants to

escape frosts, to which they are as sensitive as

beans—cover two inches deep. Use horse hoes at

first, and hand hoes after they begin to run. At all

events keep the weeds down. After first hoeing,

thin to one plant in each hill. Crop, in the warmer

States, 50 to 150 bushels per acre.

Flax.—See pamphlet "Flax Culture." Sowon very

mellow soil, free from weeds, one and a half bushels

per acre, (for seed and lint both.) as evenly as pos-

sible. Selecting the heaviest seed, soak in warm
water two or three hours, roll in gypsum and sow
two ways. Cover with a brush or light harrow.

Manure makes fast ill compost heaps, if oc-
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easionally worked over with the addition of muck
or any vegetable mold, and thus the quantity avail-

able for corn may be greatly increased.

Liquid Manure has great effect upon grass, and
no better application can be made upon winter
grain, though the labor attending its application is

considerable. A liquid mauure distributor is a rare,

but needed, article on American farms. In buying

Concentrated Manures do not purchase any be-
cause Ihey are cheap. The adulteration of guano
is notorious. The farmer can much better afford

to mix in the sand on his own farm than to pay $65
in gold a ton for sand, and cart it a dozen miles be-
sides. The other popular manures, superphos-
phate, etc., are quite as liable to adulteration, or
even more so. After all, it is best to make one's
own fertilizers, or buy only of reliable parties.

Home-made Fertilizers.—1st, Poudrette. Mix dry-

soil, muck or peat with the contents of the privy
every three days, remove and work over the con-
tents, once a fortnight adding more. 2d, Guano.
Sprinkle plaster under the hen-roosts, and also

earth or muck, cleaning all out once a week. Jibe

in a dry place, moistening with chamber ley, barn-
yard leackings, or simplj- water, and cover the heap
with soil pressed down. Work over, adding more
soil, or muck and plaster, as often as it heats well.

Horses.—Feed according to the amount of labor
required of them. Groom daily and thoroughly.
Give air and sunlight iu the stables, feed and water
regularly, blanket only when exposed after labor.

Oxen.—See hints for March. "Warbles, or grubs
in the back, often become very obvious at this sea-

son and later; destroy such as show their heads.
We have never known of harm to result from kill-

ing the grubs by pressure or by puncturing the
skin before their heads protrude. Feed grain if

hard worked, and do not neglect carding regularly.

Cows and Calves.—If allowed to run together, it

is best to put two calves upon one cow, as a rule,

and to have these of different ages, so that both
shall not be removed at once when fit for veal. The
calves should be fed gruel besides, and some veal

raisers allow them free access to dry corn meal, or
better, linseed-cake meal, and corn meal mixed.

Sheet}.—Give ewes and lambs the attention they
require at lambing time. The flock should have
the personal supervision of the owner. Give, if

possible, shelter of some sort, and at least keep the
flock of ewes as near as possible to the house and
closely watched. Distribute the lambs among the

owes having most milk, not necessarily leaving

twins with their own dams.

Swim:—See hints in former numbers for treat-

ment of breeding sows. Employ all hogs in mak-
ing manure, supplying sods and all vegetable refuse.

Work in the Horticultural Departments.

Frequent showers aud the increasing warmth of
the sun remove the last vestiges of snow and i«e,

and this is emphatically a working month. As so
many things have to be hinted at this month, we
Shall assume that preparatory work is generally

done or in progress, aud refer the reader to pre-

ceding mouths for whatever relates to that.

Orchard and ft'ursery.

Vssuming that the laud for the new orchard has
been plowed aud subsoiled, aud if need be, drained,

aud that the needed trees have been ordered.

Planting may be done as soon as the trees come
to hand. ' Do not leave the roots exposed any longer
than necessary, aud if planting can notbe done at

once, cover the roots with earth. Trim mutilated
roots, shorten the tops and, at the same time, re-

move useless branches. Do not plant too deeply;
make a broad opening for the root:, spread them in

a natural position, cover with line .-oil, press it

down firmly with the foot, and the tree will not
need to be slaked to keep it in position.

Shrivelled Tries are to bo burled, root and brunch,

until the bark becomes plump, and those that have

started in the package, must be cut back severely.

Old Orchards are often brought in a state of fruit-

fulness by generous manuring and cultivation.

Grafting may be carried on as soon as the buds
begin to swell. It is better to wait for the first in-

dications of life in the tree than to do it earlier.

Cions may be cut if the buds have not started.

Soot Grafts should be planted in nursery rows
as soon as the soil is in proper condition.

Seeds and Pits, for raising young nursery stock,

are to be sown as early as possible. Peaches that

have been buried iu heaps, should be looked to. If

they were dried too long before they were put with
earth, they will need to be carefully cracked.

Insects.—Continue to destroy eggs, and use the
soap wash lieretofore recommended. When pro-

tectors are used to stop the ascent of the Canker-
worm, see that the tar, oil, or other adhesive ma-
terial is properly renewed. See p. 102, last month.

Fruit Garden.
Planting, grafting and general care of trees in the

fruit garden is the same as for those in the orchard.

Only dwarf trees are iu place here, and they should
be models of health and fruitfulness. Those who
wish to try at the different methods of training,

should consult Rivers' Miniature Fruit Garden.

Figs may be ripened in well sheltered gardens,
but they must be taken up and wintered in the cel-

lar, or be laid down and well protected with earth.

Quinces, so beautiful whether in flower or in

fruit, may be trained to form handsome pyramids,

if the leading branch be kept tied up to a stake.

Currants should be in abundance in every family

garden. They will bear under uegleet.but will amply
repay manuring and care. The Cherry and White
Grape are the best; there is a great confusion in

names, and any of the large fruited sorts are good.

Gooseberries.—Houghton and the American Seed-
ling are the common sorts free from mildew,
and are more valuable green than when ripe.

Blackberries are now considered necessary in the

garden. The Kittatiuny and Wilson's Early are

the newest sorts, and both good. Dorchester and
New Roehelie are older sorts.

Raspberries—New varieties are so numerous that

it is difflenlt to say which is best for general cul-

tivation. The finest sorts all need covering in win-
ter. The Black-caps are hardy and popular.

Grapes.—Plant strong one or two 3-ear old vines

on well drained soil, and allow only a single cane

to grow the first year. We have given considerable

space of late to the discussion of the leading varie-

ties. A garden of considerable extent should con-

tain several of the standard sorts.

Strawberries.—Remove the mulch from over the

crowns, but leave the ground covered. Set new
beds as soon as the soil cm be worked. For garden
culture, beds 4 feet wide are the best; one row of

plants in the center and a row IS inches from it on
each side. The plants may be from a foot to IS

inches in the row, according to their habit of

growth ; the latter distance is none too much for

the strong growing kinds that make large stools.

Kitchen Garden.
Many of the hiuts of last month will be timely

now. The care there suggested in the management
of glass is more necessary now. as the plants are

more liable to suffer from extremes of heat and cold.

Asparagus.—Fork over the beds if not already

done, and if new plantations are needed, make
early, as directed last month. Treat beds of

Iihubarb in a similar manner; both do much bet
ter when planted early before the growth starts.

Runs may be planted where there is no louger

danger of frost, but it is generally too early at tho

North. The Early Valentine is a favorite garden sort.

/•' -Is.—Sow in rows a foot or 15 inches opart, or,

if preferred, two feel apart, with radishes between,
il early kinds are better than the old Bassano,

t\i«wyt«,—Set out the plants from cold frames.

Our market gardeners put the rows 24 to 2S inches
apart, with the plants sixteen inches in the rows,
and then set lettuce iu rows equi-distant between
the cabbages, but this economy of land is not
usually necessary in private gardens. Harden off

the plants in hot-beds by exposure. Sow seeds in
open ground in drills 4 inches apart, and sprinkle
with flour of bone or air slacked lime as soon as up.
The Wakefield and Early York a-re the most com-'
mon early sorts, and there are several other and
newer kinds described in the catalogues.

Cauliflower is planted and treated same as cabbage.

Carrots.—Sow Early Horn in 15-iuch drills, using
plenty of seed to ensure a good start.

Celery.—Sow seel in a rich, mellow soil, in drills

8 inches apart—cover lightly with soil.

Cldves.—Propagate by breaking up the old clumps
and setting the bulbs 6 inches apart.

Cress.—Whoever would keep up a supply of this

pungent salad—well called pepper grass—should
make a sowing every eight or ten days.

Cucumbers may be sown in cold frames from
which other plants have been removed. Next
month will be early enough to start on sods un-
der glass those to be planted in the open ground.

Egg Plant.—Sow in hot-bed and keep warm.
They are slow to recover if they once get chilled.

Garlic.—Break up the bnlbs into sets and plant

6 inches apart in rows a foot apart.

Horseradish.—See very full article on page 141.

Herbs.—Have a plenty of these for home use or

for market. Thyme, Sage, Sweet Marjoram, and
Summer Savory are the most used. Prepare a bed
of rich and finely worked soil, and sow seeds in

rows 4 inches apart, and keep free of weeds.

Leeks.—Sow in rows a foot apart, in fine rich soil,

and keep clear of weeds from the start.

Lettuce.—Set out plants from cold frames one foot

apart each way, or the same distance between rows
of early cabbages. Sow in the open ground in

drills 8 inches apart. The Curled Silesia is most
commonly used, but many prefer a variety of it,

the Curled Simpson, as it is rather earlier.

Mustard.—For salads sow thickly in foot rows.

Onions.—Sets are put out as early as the ground
can be worked. If the onions are to be pulled

green, the rows may be 9 inches apart, but if they

are to be left to ripen, make them 15 inches. Potato

and Top Onions are also to be put at this distance.

Pat the sets 3 or 4 inches apart in the rows, cover,

and roll. Seeds, or "black seed" as it is often

called, is sown iu 15-iuch drills in highly manured
soil. Onion sets are raised by plautiug the seed

very thickly in rather wide 9-inch rows in poor soil.

Parsley.—For early, sow iu cold frames between

the rows of lettuce ; for later, sow iu the opeu
ground iu rows a foot apart. It germinates slowly.

Parsnips.—Sow in deep soil in rows 15 inches

apart Be sure that the seed is of last year's growth.

Peas.—The early and "extra early" kinds are so

numerous that one is at loss to choose between
them. Dan. O'Ronrke is the old standard sort.

Some of the dwarfs are very convenient for garden

culture, but the taller kinds arc more prolific.

Tom Thumb aud other dwarfs may be sown in rows
a foot apart. The taller growing kinds are usually

put o or 4 feet apart, and supplied with brush be-

fore they are tall enough to fall over.

Tappers.—Sow Squash and Mountain Sweet varie-

ties in hot-bed, aud treat the same as egg plants.

Potatoes.—The Early Goodrich is perhaps the best

for garden culture. Plant this, or other early

sort, iu well manured soil in drills inches deep
and 2 feet apart ; drop seed—cut or not, as may be

preferred—a loot apart in the drills.

Radishes.—Sow in any spare spaces iu the frames,

or in light soil in the open ground. .Market grow-

ers, after sowing their beets, SOW the ground broad-

east with radish seed. The radishes come off by

the time the beets are large enough to thin. The

Scarlet Turnip and the Scarlet Short Top are among

tho best. The French Breakfast is a new sort.

S ../';/.—Sow and treat the same as carrots. Tho

same culture for Scorzoucm, or Black Salsify.
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Sea Kale.—A plant, the young shoots of which

are eaten. A perennial, and grown in beds much

in the way of asparagus. The plants are started

from seed sown this month; keep well weeded.

' Spinach.— The plants wintered over may be

thinned for use. Sow seed in 15-inch drills.

,$>«&.—Whatever roots, bulbs, etc., are to pro-

duce seed should be looked over, the best speci-

mens selected and set in a rich soil. Keep related

varieties at a good distance from one another.

Suriss Chard.—Excellent for greens, and is grown

the same as the beet, of which it is a variety, with

large and eatable leaves which are cooked as spinach.

Sweet Potatoes.—The manner of starting these

without a regular hot-bed is given on page 143.

Those who have a hot-bed have only to lay the po-

tatoes on the rich mould of the bed and cover them

with 3 inches of rich compost. Those who wish

only a few plants had better buy of those who ad-

vertise them for sale. They go well by express.

Tomatoes.—Those well up in the hot-beds should

be transplanted to another hot-bed or potted, and

kept under glass. Seeds may be sown under glass.

Turnips. — Sow early varieties as directed for

beets, on light, well enriched soil.

Window Boxes, as we have often mentioned, are

very useful in getting a few early plants. A box 5

or 6 inches deep, filled with good soil, and set in

the kitehen window, will giv» quite a stock of

young plants. The box may be set out in the sun

for a few hours during the warm portion of the day.

riower Garden and L;nvn.

The preparatory work of road and path making,

and repairing old walks, should be out of the way,

as the ground will be iu good condition to be

forked over for planting. In old beds it is well to

take out a portion of the earth and replace it with

some fresh soil from a pasture. In all planting of

Ornamental Trees, take as much pains in the pre-

paration of the soil and the tree as if it were a

choice fruit tree. A single specimen is in small

places often better than several. The "Weeping

and Copper Beech, the Cut-leaved Birch, and a

score of others among deciduous trees, make glori-

ous specimens. Don't plant exactly such varieties

as your neighbor has. In many of our villages one

person sets the fashion and all others cop}-
it.

The custom of staking the trees is a bad one,

but if they need to be anchored put some large

stones over the roots. Then have plenty of

Shrubs.—There are so many beautiful ones that

we arc at a loss to designate them. Everyone
wants Lilacs and Snowballs, just for the old associa-

tions, and does not wish to be without Weigalas,

Japan Quince, Spiraeas, and a host of others, native

and exotic. Where, to make a division,

Sedges are desirable, it is for the most part best

to use evergreens, as they are pleasing all the year

round, but if deciduous ones are preferred, set them
early. If properly attended to, any woody thing,

from a beech tree to a barberry bush, will make a

garden hedge, and if neglected, nothing will make
a hedge of its own accord. The Japan Quince is

very ornamental as a hedge, and when in flower, is

in a blaze of glory. Most of the line

Edgings, as a general tMog, are au abomination.

Nothing is neater when well kept, but they are so

seldom seen thus. Eeset box, digging a trench

with one perpendicular side, and split up the old

plants, preserving as much root as possible to the

divisions. Set them regularly, crowd the earth

against them firmly, and clip the tops evenly to

about two inches. "Why don't some one make a

cheap and neat edging tile and advertise it ?

Hoses, for general culture, should always be on
their own roots. The catalogues give the varieties.

The " perpetuals " are not perpetual at all, but the

China sorts bloom all summer, though they are

not hardy in winter. Don't forget the various

Climbing Hoses and Wistarias, Honeysuckles,

Clematises and other vines. The old clumps of

Herbaceous Plants, *uck as Phloxes, Dicentra, and

others, if they have become large, should be divid-

ed and reset. Those from seed last year, as well as

Biennials, such as Sweet Williams, Hollyhocks,

etc., must be transplanted to the borders.

Hardy Annuals are to be sown early. By a ridic-

ulous misprint we were made, last month, to say

that they " do best when warm as soon as the frost

leaves," when we wrote it sown, and very

plainly. By hardy annuals, we mean Larkspurs,

Gilias, Whitlavias, Candytufts, Sweet Alyssums,

and all things that come readily from seeds that

were self-sown last season. Sow seeds of

Tender Annuals, such as Asters, Balsams, Ever-

lasting flowers, etc., under glass, or in window
boxes. The coverings should be gradually remov-

ed, as the weather gets warmer, from the beds of

Bulbs, to give Hyacinths, Crown Imperials, and

the rest of them, a chance to show themselves.

Do not be too anxious to get out

Bedding Plants that have been raised in the atmos-

phere of a green-house ; they are generally warm
weather plants, and stand still in cool weather.

Buying Plants.—Those who live near towns and

cities will often be tempted to buy plants that have

been forced. Many of our common herbaceous

plants are potted and forced. These plants are at

their best when you buy them, and you will get no

more satisfaction from them this year.

Green and Hot-Houses.

As the plants will all go out of the green-house

as soon as the weather suits, they should be gradu-

ally hardened off by abundant ventilation at all

seasonable times, at the same time avoiding the ill

effects of the sudden changes of temperature.

Camellias, making their new growth, need more
warmth. Keep them free of insects.

Pelargoniums now coming into flower, should

have all possible light, and a plenty of water, as

should other plants now blooming.

Propagating of bedding stuff for out of door

planting, should be pushed rapidly. The great ele-

ment of "luck" is to keep the air of the house 10°

to 15" cooler than the sand on the bench. If pot-

ted cuttings have filled the pots with roots, shake

out the earth and repot in the same pots. Sow

Seeds of those annuals that have very fine seeds,

such as Lobelias, in pots or pans with scarcely any

covering of earth. Put the roots of

Bahlias in a warm place where they will sprout.

Cannas and Colocasia, or Caladium esculentum,

so valuable as foliage plants, may be forwarded.

Tuberoses.—-Usually very unsatisfactory if put out

as dry bulbs, if started with a little heat, and then

planted out in warm weather, will flower finely.

Plants in Pits and P'rames must not be allowed to

suffer by being kept too close, nor for want of water.

Cold Grapery.

April is usually the month for uncovering and

putting up the vines. In order to insure an even

breaking of the buds along the whole length of the

vine, it is not put up in place at once, but is sus-

pended so that the upper end shall bend downward,
and the whole vine hang in the form of a bow.

This counteracts the tendency of the upper buds

to get the advantage of the lower ones. When all

have taken an equal start, which can be secured by
altering the curvature of the vine, and the shoots

have grown 2 or 3 inches long, the vine may be put
in place. Fork over the inside borders and syringe

the house thoroughly. If any injury has happened
to the vines in winter, which will be indicated by
cracking and bleeding, and a failure of the upper
buds to start, the vine must be cut back, and a

strong lower shoot selected to be trained in place

of the vine cut away. Keep the temperature of

the house at about 65Q until near the end of the

month, when it may increase to 70° or 80', and the

syringe be used to wet all parts of the house and
vines, morning and evening. Avoid sudden

changes of temperature within the house.

Apiary in April.

The full notes by Mr. Quinby, given last month,

are in good measure applicable tothis, especially, if

on account of the weather, or for other reason, or

no reason, the suggestions were neglected. Mr.

Q.'s memoranda for April have not come to hand.

Be sure that each hive contains a laying queen,

and food (honey) enough to last them until flowers

are abundant. If all the stocks are strong and well

provided, there will be little danger of robbing.

The bees will be bus}- gathering pollen and nursing

the young brood. But if severe frosts and rains

cut off the supply of pollen, they will very likely

begin to rob. At such times watch the hives and

contract the entrances. Robber bees may be de-

tected by their greasy look, and by the ferment of
excitement the robber-colony is in. In the robbed
colony there is great excitement also : bees leave

with full honey sacks, and if flour be dusted upon
them as they leave, they may be tracked to the hive

iu which they belong. It is sometimes advised to

change two such hives, placing each on the other's

stand. April is a favorable time to transfer bees to

movable comb-hives. This is best done by driving

the bees from their hive, inverted, into a box of

about the same size placed above it, and when
nearly all have gone up, set the bees at one side

and open the old box hive by prying off one side,

so as to expose the flat sides of the combs. Then
cut the combs out one after another, and laying

them upon a soft cushion of some kind; cut them
to fit snugly, and tie them into several of the

frames of a movable comb-hive. The combs may
be tied into the frames by fastening splints on
each side, or by winding strings or wire round and
round, which are removed after the bees fasten the

combs to the frames. Arrange the combs as nearly

in the same relative position that they had originally

as possible. Finally, shake the bees upon the top

frame and put down the cover. Injury may happen
to the brood if this be done in the open air ; hence
the hive should be removed to the workshop. Put
new hives and old ones in order for use.

All filth and refuse, dead bees, etc., must be care-

fully cleaned out, and the bottom boards kept

clean. Salt sprinkled under the hives will keep
away the ants, aud the moth worms must be sought

out and killed. Wrens, if their boxes are set near,

or among the hives, will help keep moths in check.

Study carefully the progeny of Italian queens ; see

which have the brightest colors, and which queen

is best to select as the mother of new queens for

"Italianizing" your stock, or for improving the

breed, if it is already Italianized. There is a great

difference in queens, and the stock which contains

the best one should lack nothing—neither bees

nor honey, nor empty brood cells for her to lay in
;

and according to the needs of your apiary, she

should be furnished with worker or with drone

comb in which to lay. With proper care, the Ital-

ianizing of au apiary may proceed very rapidly.

"Interesting- Emigration Statistics
for 1866.—Daring 10 months, from Jan. 1st to Oct.

31st, 1S66, there arrived at the port of New York alone

209,723 Emigrants or New Settlers from different

parts of the Old World—much the largest proportion of

them from Germany, Ireland and England—as follows:

Jan..lO,SGl I Mar..14.204
FcD.. 6,103 I Apr..20,41S

Mav..41..-.:,0 I Jnly..29,S22 I Sep.. 15,482
June. 34,183 | Aug..l7,43S | Oct..19,597

The destination of these new comers is also interesting.

Large numbers stop in New York City, and are set down
to this State, though many of them afterwards move on
westward and to New England. Why Indiana received a

greater number than any other State is not clear to us.

So far as ascertained, their destination was as follows

:

New York 93,565
Indiana ':.•>!«

Pennsylvania .2 1 .S43

Illinois 19.H95

Ohio 11,147

Massiichusetts.10,719
Wisconsin 7.9S3

New Jersey.... 0.9SS

Missouri 4.2G6

Iowa 8.973

Michigan 3,515

Connecticut... 3.0134

Minnesota 3.247

Utah 3,083

Ehode Island. 2.124

Maryland...'..". 1.628

Canada , J,56i

California 1 465
Kentuckj- 1,430

tail

Disc Columbia. 799
Tennessee 4%

418
Louisiana 394

ait
Vermont 2211

Delaware 2116

193
yew Hampshire 169
South Carolina. 148
North Carolina. 136

9,

Texas 86

58

"Mi?=U?ippi 54
New Brunswick. .50
Oregon 37
Nova Scotia 35
Colorado 30
Arkansas 25
South America...20
TTest Indies 15
Mexico 11
British Columbia.lO
Florida 8
Pr. Edward's Isl.. 6
Central America. 5
Cuba 5
Nevada.. 4
Australia S
Idaho I
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AlfXPAI, Subscription Terms (always in advance) : $1.50

each for less tliau four copies: Four to nine copies, $1.25

each: Ten to nineteen conies, $1.20 each: Twenty copies
and upwards, $1 each. Papers are addressed to each name.

They are Coming.
Tes, 500—600—700 a day I ^Ve refer to the sub-

scription names for premium lists. During March our

premium canvassers have been very active aud very suc-

cessful, and we have been sending out at a rapid rate the

good premiums offered in the table (next column.)

Many lists of names partly filled during December, Jan-

uary and February, have been completed, and many new

premium clubs have been started and part of them al-

ready filled. The -work can go on just as well all

through April. The supply of premiums i« un-

limited, and almost everybody desiring it, can get one or

more valuable articles. All that is needed to get a

subscriber in every family, is, to show the paper, explain

that it is the most beautifully Illustrated Paper in the

country, aud yet published at less than half the cost of

other Periodicals and Illustrated Journals, while its read-

ing matter is all carefully prepared and very instructive

and useful. It costs less than half a cent a day ! In most

places the eggs from a single hen would pay the sub-

scription. Each subscriber gets during the year, for only

SI.50, a great volume of about 450 large "pages, con-

taining over Ten Thousand Dollars worth of original En-

gravings, besides reading matter that costs nearly or quite

Fifteen Thousand Dollars! In a multitude of cases re-

ported to us, single hints in this paper have been worth

scores of dollars, and often hundreds.

Now, look over our premium list, choose the

premium you would like, take a copy of the paper, sally

out among neighbors and friends, in your own neigh-

borhood and elsewhere (for premium clubs need not be

all at one post-oifice), and in a brieftime the desired num-

ber of subscribers can be gathered, and the premium

secured. A full description of the premiums will be sent

free to any one desiring it. Any Specimen numbers,

cards and show bills needed, will be supplied free.

Z^W ~WQ take so much pains to procure only good
articles in all cases, that any one securing anything fro7n
our premium list, saves the risk usually run of getting
poor or indifferent goods, when buying of unknown or
irresponsible parties. Every thing we send out as a
vreimum is guaranteed to be the best of its kind and price.

Old and new subscribers count in premium lists.

Our premiums arc standard articles, and enough
can be obtained lo supply all calls for premiums for six

months. Every canvasser can take abundant time, but

As fast as subscriptions arc obtained, send lliem
lilting, that the subscribers may begin to receive the
paper ; and when ali the names that can be obtained are
forwarded, select the premium, am! it will be promptly
furnished. To save mistakes and keeping accounts, send
witk each list of names, the exact subscription money.

Bemit in Posl-Office money orders, drafts or checks on
N. Y. City

; if Ihese can not be had, register money lellers.

IU^r~ Every name designed for a premium list must
be so marked when sent in. (Wc can not count others.)

trSr" Every article offered is new and of the very best
manufacture. Fo charge is made for packing or boring
any of the articles in tins Premium List. The forty-
three Premiums. PfOS. 1, 2, 6, and from 29 to 32,
and from -10 to 13 inclusive, will each be delivered
FREE of all charges, by mall or express, (at the Post.
Office or express qfflce nearest recipient), to any place in
the United States ,„ Territories, excepthtg thosi reached
only by the Or rr i„,id Mail, -The other articles cost the
recipient only the freight ,,iie, leaving lit.' manufactory
nfeach,by any conveyance that may lie specified

Table ofPremiums and Terms, . 2

For Volume 26— (1S67).

Open to all—\"o Competition. i; ?

Fo. Names of Premium Articles.
"*

1— Garden Seedsfor a Family (40 kinds). tk 00H—Flower Seeds/or a Family (100 kinds) .th 003—Nursery Stock (Ann kinds desired).. .. $20 004

—

Iona Grape Vines (ltiofFo. 1) $18 005—Concord Grape Vines (100 ofMl. 1)...$12 00
6

—

Japan ZHies (12 Bulbs) $6 00
7—Sewing Machine (Wlieeler db Wilson")...$55 CO8—Sewing Machine (Grocer <£ Baker) $55 00
9

—

Sewing Machine (Sinner's Tailoring) ..$so 00
10

—

Sewing Machine t Florence) $03 00
11—Sewing Machine (Willcoxcb Gibbs) $55 CO'

J'i—Sewing Machine (Howe's') $60 00
13—Washing Machine (Doti/'s) su 00
14

—

Clothes Wrinaer (Best—Universal) $10 00
ir>— Tea Set (Fans be*l Silrer Plated) $50 00
16— Casters and Fruit Basket (do. do.) $30 0017—Iceor Water Pitcher (do. do.) $18 OO'I

IS—One Dozen Tea Spoons (do. do.) $7 50
19—One Dozen Table Spoons (do. do.) $15 00!20— One Dozen Dining Forks (do. do.) $15 00
21—Piano (Best Stein way cc Soil's l-nrfare)$G25 00'l

2'4—Melodeon, 5-octare(G.A.Prince&Co.'s)$M2 00,
23

—

Melorleon. -i-octace (do. do.) $67 00i24—Ladies' Gold Watch (Beautiful) $100 001
35—Silver Watch (Valuable Time Keeper) . .$32 50

1

20—Double Barrel Gun (Very good) $30 00

1

27—Siiencei" s Breech-loadinoBirlei Sitniing)i55 00

!

28— Tool Chest (First Quality of Tools) $44 50
29— Case of Mathematical Instruments $9 00
30— Case of Mathematical Instruments $15 00
31—Morton's Best .\n.6G0ld Peii (Silrer Case)$5 75
33—Morton's Best yb. 5 Oold Pen ( Silver Case)H 50
33—Barometer (Woodruff's Mercurial) SIS 00
34—Barometer (Woodruff's Mercurial) $12 00!
35—Buckeye Slowing Machine, No. 2 $125 00.
36—Allen's Patent Cylinder Plow, etc $20 50'

37— The Aquarius or Water Thrower $11 00
38—American Cyclopedia (Appleton's) $80 00
Hit— Worcester's Great Illustrated Dietionary§\2 00 i

40—Any Back Volume Agriculturist' '

41—Any Two Back Volumes
43—Any Three do.
43—Any Four do.
44

—

Any Fire do.
QcZ—Any Six do.
46—Am/ Seven do.
47—Any Fight do.
IS—Anil Fine. do.

Fumber
of Sub-
scribers
required

at at
$1.50 $1.

49— Vols. XVI to XXV

ilo.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

30—Any Hack Volume Agriculturist'
51—Any Two Back Volumes

do.53—Any Three do.
53—Any Four do. do.
54

—

Any Five do. do.
liii—Any Six do. do.
5Q—Any Seven do. do.
57—Any Fight do. do.
58

—

Any Fine do. do.
59— Vols. XVI to XXV

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

37
37
97
90
«5
45

240
840
320
270
240
270
70
58

140
90
50
75
75

1550
400
295
4I«I

15S
150

60 240
12 48

60— Genesee Farmer. lS5&-\865,8Vols*Bound$U 00
Gl—Downing''sLandscapeGardenVg'
02—Cum rmnas <C- Miller's Architect.
03—A SI!) Library (Your Choice)..
64—A S15 Library do.
65—A S30 Library do.
66—A S25 Library do.'
67—A S30 Library do.'
68—.1 S35 Library do.
O'.t-A S40 Library do.
70—A S45 Library do.
71—A S^iO Library do.
7'i—A S60 Library do.
73—A 87.1 Library do.
74—.4. SlOO Library do.
75—.4 Choice of Good Books (See Terms below.)'
7fr—Sewinq Machine (Finkle <fc Lyon) $60 00
77— One Dozen Pocket Lanterns $9 00],

For Full Description of the several premiums
see October Agriculturist, pages 349 to 352, or apply for

a Descriptive List, which will be furnished free and post-

paid. We have room here for only the following :

IS'o. «» to 74-Good Libraries.—These
can be selected by the recipients, from any of the books
named in the list in this column. The books will be
delivered tree of cost, by mail or express,

No. 75—tiiciiornl Rook: Premium.—
Any one not desiring the specific Book premiums. Goto 74,

on sending any number of names above 25, may select

Books from the list (below), to the amount of 10 cents
for each subscriber sent at $1: or to the amount of 30

cents for each name sent at the (ten) club price of $1.20

each: or to the amount of GO cents for each name at

SI. 50. This offer is only for clubs of 25 or more. The
books will be sent by mail or express, prepaid by us.

BOOKS FOR FARMERS AND OTHERS.
[For sale at the ofllcc of the Agriculturist, or they will be

forwarded by mall, post-paut, on receipt oT price. J_fT" .1,7

these are included in Our Premiums, Noa. 63 to 75, above.

Allen'a <L.F.) Rural Architecture
Allen's (R. L.) American Farm Book. .

American Agricultural Annan), 186?, paper, 50c: cloth
Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals
American Horticultural Annual, 1S67, paper. 50c; eluth
American Bird Fancier
American Rose Colturlst
American "Weeds and Useful Plants
Architecture, hy Cummtugs&; Miller
Barry's Fruit Garden
lament's Poulterer's Companion
Bemenfs Rabbit Fancier
Brock's New Book of Flowers
Ilulst's Flower Garden Directory,
Buist's FamilV Kitchen Gardener
Burrfe Vegetables of America
Choriton^ Grape-Grower's Guide
f'ubliett's A merit mm Gardener
Cole's (S. W.i American Fruit Book..,
Cole's Veterinarian
\).u\-\\ Modern Horse Doctor
Dadd's (Geo. H.) American Cnttle Doctor
muni's 'Muck Manual
DOg aud Gun (.Hooper's) paper, 80C . cloth .

.

$t r,o

1 so

1 00
75

§8
1 V,

10 00
1 T.i

2 00
30

1 73
1 50
1 00
5 00

Downing's Country Houses.. . 8 W
Downing's Landscape Gardening (new Edition) 6 30
Downing's Fruits andFrnit Trees of America 3 00
Downing'-i Rural Essays 5 00
Eastwoou on Cranberry. .. .- -. 7»
Elliott's "Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50
Flax Culture ~.

r. 50
Field's (ThomrtsTvV) Pear CuKure >s 1 25
Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farming 2 50
French's Farm Drainase ' 1 50
Fuller's Grape Cul'turist. (Revised Edition) 1 50
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist 20
Gardening for Profit, bv Peter Henderson 1 50
Gray's How Plants Grow .

125
Gray's Manual of Botany and Lessons in one Vol ^4 00
Guenon on Milch Cows 75
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, plain -J.00, col'd 5 00
Harris' Rural Annual. Bound7S Xos.4 in 2 Vols. Each 1 50
Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepers - ;... 1 75
Hop Culture 40
Hnsmann's Grapes and "Wine 1 50
Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry 1 75
Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry 1 50
Johnson's (Prof. S. "W.) Essays on Manures 1 25
Langstroth on Honev Bee •<£. 2 00
Lenchar's How to Build Hot-Houses „ 1 50
Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Doctor 3 50
Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Management 3 50
Mayhew's Practical Bookkeeping lor Farmers 90
Blanks for do. do. 120
Miles on the Horse's Foot m
My Farm of Edgewood 1 75
My Vineyard at Lakeview 1 25
Norton's Scientific Agriculture 75
Onion Culture 20
Our Farm of Four Acres (bound) GOc paper.. 30
Pardee on Strawberry Culture 75
Peat and Its Uses, by Prof. S. "W. Johnson 1 25
Pedder's Land Measurer 60
Qninbv's Mysteries of Bee Keeping (sew) 1 50
Randall's Sheep Husbandry 1 50
Randall's Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry 1 OH

Rivers' Miniature Fruit Garden 1 00
Richardson on the Dog. paper 30c cloth.. 60
Rural Annual, by Joseph Harris 25
Saunders' Domestic Poultry (sew), paper, 40c, bound 75
Schenck's Gardener's Text "Book 75
Scribner'a Ready Reckoner : 30
Skillful Housewife 75
Stewart's (John) Stable Book 1 50
Thompson's Food of Animals 1 00

Tobacco Culture 25

Todd's (S. E.) Touns Farmer's Manual , 1 50
"Warder's Hedges and Evergreens 1 50

Watson's American Home Garden 2 00

"Woodward's Country Homes -. — 1 50

Touatt and Spooner on the Horse 1 50

Youatt and Martin on Cattle 1 50

Touatt on the Hog - 1 00

Touatt on Sheep 1 °°

Toumans' Household Science 2 35

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following cosdensed, comprehensive tables, core*

fully prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

show at a glance the transactions for the month, ending

March 15, 1S67, and also for the same month, last year:

1, TRASSACTIOSS AT TUB SEW-YORK MARKETS.

Receipts. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Eye. Barley. Outs.

22dayst7*fam'tlllll.OOQ 91.000 139.000 15.000 47.500 76,000

24 days fast m'tlil01,0Q0 95,000 14,000 3,600 57,000 134,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley.

22 days this month, 164.500 1,565.000 236.000 516.000 928,000
24 days last mouth, 182,000 515,000 095.000 S17.000 40(5,000

2, Comparison with mine period at thii time last year.

Receipts. Flour. WJieat. Com. Jiye. Barley. Oats.

22 davs 18K7.... 111.000 91.000 1S9.000 15,000 47,500 76.000

21 days 1SG6. .. .117.000 13,700 161,000 S.400 93,000 131,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Com. Bye. Barley.

22davslS67 164,000 1,565,000 236.000 51«\000 923,000

24 days 1S66 261,000 647,000 9^1,000 1S9.900 181,000

3, Exports from New York, Jan. 1 to March 15

:

1S67.
1S66.

1865.

Flour.

... 71,793
210,295

Wheat.

18,586
67,700

.274,159 12S.960

Com.
1,312,219
1,265,387
101,046

Rye.

114.893

19,772
1U

Oats. Barley.
43,961 525,657
192,271
16,613

1 50
1 50
1 25
00

Gold has declined since our last from 140" j to 133, lead-

ing; to corresponding depression in most financial and
commercial values. Within the past frw days it has been

more freely dealt in by speculative buyers at rising

prices, thus stimulating business in other departments

The munth under review, (February 10 to March 15,)

opened with a dull and heavy market for nearly all kinds

of Breads! nil's. Liberal receipts of Flour and Wheat from

California influenced prices unfavorably, making holders

eager to sell and buyers reluctant to purchase more than

was necessary lo supply pressing wants. Subsequently the

demand improved, fostered, in part, by more encouraging

foreign news, which led to rather extensive export

operations, especially in Corn. Prices rallied pretty

sharply, and toward the close the tendency waS upward.

The principal receivers evince less disposition to press

supplies on the market, and leBa anxiety to realize at the

ruling figures, as they generally look for the establish-

ment of oven better rates, in view of the current light

arrivals and the gradual absorption of the stocks availa-

ble at. this center Provisions have been much brisker,

and hog products firmer in price. Beef has been steady.

Butter, Cheese and Eggs have favored buyers decidedly.

Cotton has been more freely offered and more sought

after at reduced quotations, closing with partially renewed

firmness Wool has advanced Sc@6c, \> lb since the

passage of the Wool Tariff, Bo-callcd, bul :d the Improved

prices trade has been very moderate. ..Hay has been
scarce and sliilly held, with a fair Inquiry, partly for ex-
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port ...Hops, Seeds and Tobacco liave "been compara-

tively quiet at about previous figures.

Current YVholesaltc Prices.

Feb. 16. March 15.

Prtce or Gold ' 136V 13A&
Flour—Super to Extra State $8 90 <sil 85 ?S 60 @12 40

Super to Extra Southern.. . . 10 63 @16 50 10 30 @16 50

Extra Western 9 90 ©16 25 10 00 @16 50

Extra Genesee 1185 @15 00 12 00 @14 50
Superfine Western 8 90 (310 JO 8 65 (310 15

Kye Flour 7 00 @ 8 00 6 80 @ S 00

Corn Meal 4 90 @ 5 75 4 90 <g> 5 50

Wheat—All kinds of "White. 2 90 @ 3 25 2 90 @ 3 25
All kinds of Red and Amber. 2 00 % 3 00 2 00 O 3 10

Corn—Yellow l 10 m 1 15 1 11 @ 1 14

Mixed 1 10 @ 1 12 1 13 @ 1 15

Oats—Western 59 @ 63 62 @ 69
State.' 67 % 69 70 @ 72
ZiYK 115 @ 1 30 120 @ 1 35

Barley 80 ©125 S5 @ l 25
Hat—Bale # 100 lb 1 85 @ 1 85 1 45 @ 1 S5

Loose 1 50 @ 1 90 1 50 @ 1 95

Straw, ^100 ft 1 00 @ 1 50 1 20 @ 1 60

Cotton—Middlings, ¥» *.... 33 @ 34K 30 @ 313^
Hops—Crop of 18C6, ^ It 35 @ 70" 35 @ 70
Feathers—Live Geese, ~$ ft. 65 @. SO 73 @ 95

Seed—Clover, ¥» ft 13 @ 35 12K® UH
Timothy. %> bushel 3 20 @ 3 65 3 65 @ 4 00

Flax, $ bushel 2 50 @ 2 85 2 SO © 3 00

Sugar—Brown, ^ lb 9 @ 12K 9K@ 12M
Molassks. Cuba. ¥*gl 40 @ 55 43 @ 55
Coffee—Rio,(Gold price)?* ft 1514® 39 15^@ 19

Tobacco, Kentucky, &c„¥iB.. 4 @ 2\! 4^@ 22
Seed Leaf, ^ft 3 @ 60 3@ 65
Wool—D.>mesticFleece,^lb. 40 @ G5 40 @ 70
Domestic, pulled. ¥ lb 30 © 55 30 @ 58
California, unwashed, 22 @ 40 22 © 42
Tallow. ^ ft 11 © UK 105£<& HM
Oil Cake—# ton 5100 ©56 00 53 50 ©55 00

Pork—M ess, %» barrel 19 62 ©20 75 14 00 ©22 50

Prime, # barrel 16 62 ©.17 00 17 00 ©18 00

Beef—Plain mess 12 00 ©IS 00 12 00 ©IS 00

Lard, in barrels, 31 ft 11 © 13 12 @ 13K
Butter—Western, $ ft 15 © 35 12 © 32

State, # ft
' 28 © 45 25 © 45

Cheese 9 © 21 10 © 20

Beans—%» bushel 2 25 © 3 50 2 75 @ 3 50

Peas—Canada. $ bushel 1 40 © 1 50 1 40 @ 1 50

Eggs—Fresh. ¥» dozen 46 © 52 26 © 29
Poultry—Fowls, # ft 17 © 19 17 @ 22
Turkevs, ^ft 18 @ 20 20 © 24
Potatoes—Mercers, 3>bbl... 2 50 © 2 75 3 00 © 3 25

Peach BIowp. *1 barrel 2 25 ©2 75 2 25 ©3 75

Potatoes—Buckeve, '$ bbl. . 2 00 © 2 25 2 00 © 2 25

Apples—?» barrel. 3 50 © 8 00 3 50 © 7 50

Cranberries, # barrel 23 00 @2S 00 17 00 ©22 00

Wevr York BL.lve Stoclc Ufiarltets.—
The supply during the past four weeks has been only

moderate as is shown in the following table of receipts

:

weekending. Beeves. Cows. Calves- Sheep. Swine.

Feb'y. 19 4,714 68 537 15.933 15,250

Felvy. 26 .4,463 94 606 9,967 13,790

March 5 6,139 69 C46 18,050 13,900

March 12 5,018 72 702 13,000 16,860

Total in four Weeks. . . .20,384 303 l£m~ 56,845 59.S00

Average per Week 5.096 76 625 14,211 14,950

do. Ao.last Month.... 4,737 62 510 19,753 11,345

do. do. prev's Month. 4,840 60 436 17,270 19,850

Averaaeper Week, 1866.5.748 94 1,200 20,000 13,000

do. do. do. 1865 5,255 113 1,500 16,091 11,023

do. do. do. 1864 5,161 145 1,511 15,315 12,676

do. do. do. 1863 5,150 129 694 9,941 21,670

Total in 1866 ... 298,880 4.S85 62.420 1,040,000 672,000

Total in 1865 270,271 6,161 77,991 836,733 573,197

Total in 1864 267,609 7,603 75,621 782,462 660.270

Total in 1SG3 .264,091 6,470 35,709 519,316 1,101.617

The heavy snow storms reduced the supply of animals

materially, the last half of February Bed' Cattle

run more than a thousand head below last year's weekly

average. Prices went up correspondingly, thebestreach-

ing fully ISc. $ B>, estimated dressed weight, the last

week in February, but fell back lc.@l}4c. $ Tb, (March

5th,) and continue about the same this week—viz

:

18^c.@17c. for first quality cattle, and 17J£c. for a few

extras ; medium good qualities lGc, fair to inferior 15V£c.

@14i£c; low grades, 12c.@,14c Milcli Cows are in

very little demand here, A really good milker with her

young calf by her side, and sure of being sold for no de-

fect, will bring $B0@§90, calf included, where a pur-

chaser happens to come along, and an occasional fancy

animal goes at §100 and upwards ; but the most of the

sales are at $75@.$70 for fair animals, and $65f§>$50 for in-

ferior to lowest grade Veal Calves have been sell-

ing well, 13c.@14c. ^J lb live weight for the best grades,

but the seizure' oy the Sanitary Police of some 500 car-

casses of dressed young calves has turned the appetites

of most persons against veal, and 12c.@13c. are the high-

est present rates, with plenty of sales at 10c.@llc. for

common, and 9c. and below for poor. It will be useless

hereafter to send a calf here under four or five weeks old

at least Slieep.—The new tariff on wool is leading

farmers to keep their sheep, to get the spring clip of wool,

and our markets are scantily supplied. Prices have rap-

idly advanced to 9%c.@10c. $ lb live weight for good

sheep ; 10KiC.@10f4c for extras, and 9c.®7!^c. for in-

ferior to poorest liive Hogs advanced materially

two or three weeks ago. but with warmer weather ap-

proaching, with the Lent season present, and with fair

supplies, the market is declining. The latest sales stand

at 7%ct@8}-ic. $ lb live weight, for the different grades.

Hop Culture.—There is increasing interest

taken in this crop, which is frequently so profitable. We
cannot better satisfy our readers than by referring them

to our little manual of hop culture, for which see hook

list. The authors of the prize essays will be able to give

information as to how and where sets may be obtained.

Containing a great variety of Items, including many
good Mints and Suggestions which we throw into smaller
type and condensed form, for want of sj?ace elsewhere.

SPECIAL TO ADTERTISEUS.-
Owing to the greatly inci-eased- circulation of the'Ameri-

can Agriculturist, it is necessary to send the paper to

press much earlier than formerly, in order to have the

numbers reach all subscribers by the first of the month.

For this reason, to insure the insertion of an advertise-

ment, send it in by t/ie first of the month preceding publi-

cation,and never later than the 10th. Advertisers will please

make a note of this, to prevent future disappointment.

I\
T© Plants for Sale. No Seeds for Sale.

No Cuttings for Sale.—We wish we had a thousand acres

with hundreds of people with nothing to do but make
cuttings, save seeds, and do all sorts of kind things. But

the trouble is we havn't, and if we were to supply all the

grafts of the Beurre Clairgeau pear that have been asked

for, our one tree would only serve as a bean-pole. So

with seeds ; we notice a plant, and hundreds of people

think we have seeds to sell or give away. We are not in

the nursery or seed business, hut have only private

grounds for our own amusement and instruction. The
dealers advertise, and each nurseryman or seedsman is

supposed to have a general assortment. Will our friends

just see how impossible it is to answer their many
requests for plants, cuttings, seeds, and the like ?

American Pomology.—Part 1. Ap-
ples, by Dr. J. A. Warder.—To pomologists a work by

Br.Warder will need no commendation. Though a citizen

of Ohio, he is so sure to be at any pomological gathering,

be it East or West, that the whole country claims him,

and if any one has a right to entitle his work American.

Pomology it is certainly Dr. Warder. The present is the

first instalment of a work that will cover the whole

ground. The author has taken the " bull by the horns."

and attempted to bring apples into something like order.

We leave criticism of the work to other hands, and con-

tent ourselves with giving an idea of its contents. This

volume has over 750 pages, the first 375 of which are de-

voted to the discussion of the general subjects of propaga-

tion, nursery culture, selection and planting, cultivation

of orchards, care of fruit, insects, and the like. The re-

mainder is occupied with descriptions of apples. With
the richness of material at hand, the trouble was to de-

cide what to leave out. It will be found that while the

old and standard varieties are not neglected, the new
and promising sorts have prominence. A list of selec-

tions for different localities by eminent orchardists is a

valuable portion of the volume, while the Analytical

Index or Catalogue Raisonne, as the French would say,

gives evidence "of a fearful amount of labor. This dif-

fers from any fruit book heretofore published in this

country, in presenting a classification of apples. The au-

thor gives principal European systems and modestly puts
forth his own to he tested by practice. He divides ap-

ples into four classes, according to their forms. Each
of these classes is sub-divided by other obvious charac-

ters, and it would seem that any apple described in the

book might be easily identified. Should this stand the

test of experience it will prove a great advance in pomol-
ogy, and we trust it will be given a trial. Fruit-growers

will welcome this book as a valuable and long-wished for

addition to pomological literature, and it will prove
equally useful to the novice and the experienced orchard-

ist. The work has 293 illustrations, and is printed on
good paper, well bound, and sent by mail at §3. Ready
on April 1st, or shortly after.

S. S. Qisestion-SSoolcs—Adrance in
Price.—The manufacturers find it necessary, in order

to cover cost, to increase the price of " Lessons for Every
Sunday in the Year" to 15 cents per copy. They are still

the cheapest books in the market, however. The postage
is 4 cents per copy, or 3 cents each in parcels jof ten or

more. We send full sample copies, (Nos. 1, 2. 3, and 4.)

post-paid, for 75 cents.

A Horticultural " Gift Enter-
prise."—Several have sent us circulars of the "New
England Vine Growers' Association.'' at South Norwalk,
Conn., asking our opinion thereof. This circular, in brief,

starts with the announcement that the object of the Asso-
ciation is—we can't use all their adjectives—the promo-
tion of Grape Culture. It will receive "subscriptions"

from everybody at §2 each. (It would 1

nt look well to say

sell tickets.) For this §2, one gets 1 Iona, 1 Delaware,
and 1 Concord grape vine. The circular says : " This

being a discount from "Nursery prices," which simply

is not true. Besides these vines, a "subscriber" has a

chance in the "award of premiums"—why not say lot-

tery and be done with it ? These are : First, " A farm of

40 acres, title perfect ; second, 15 acres of land near a

thriving New England village." We will not discuss the

vagueness of these premiums as it is self evident. We
have a letter from the secretary of this "Association" refer-

ring to very respectable people. We advise him to get out of

a disreputable scheme, or he will not be able to refer to

some of these again. That precious humbug, the "Or-

phans' Home Lottery," leaves its slimy train behind it, and

though it was countenanced by wives of officers whose
patriotism outweighed their discretion, it is now a com-

mon by-word of reproach. In behalf of horticulture wo
denounce this project, and beg every right-thinking man
to withdraw his name from it. New England enterprise

needs no such "stimulating" for any " lucrative branch

of husbandry." (See catalogues.) Better that Connecticut

should never hear grapes, other than on her State shield,

than that their culture should be forced by a lottei'y, and it

is " only this and nothing more."

The Grape Cnlturist, by A. S. Fuller,

New and Revised Edition, N. Y., Orange Jndd & Co.,

1S67.—When this work first appeared in 1S64, and before

the publishers of the Agriculturist had any interest in it,

the following appeared in a notice on page 101, vol. XXUl

:

"This treatise covers the whole ground of garden and

vineyard culture, from starting the plants from eyes or

cuttings, to the established fruiting vine. The whole is

told in a plain style from the author's own experience ;

his system of pruning is very simple and easily under-

stood, and the reasons are given for preferringit to others;

he, however, gives the other modes in practice and illus-

trates the whole in a most liberal manner. * * * This

most useful manual will be equally valuable to one who
cultivates a single vine and to the vinyardist." After

three years, and having in the interval read all its suc-

cessors, we cannot express its character better than to re-

peat and emphasize this commendation. Mr. Fuller, in

his writings, as well as in his nursery, tells the " secrets,"

as some consider them, of horticulture so freely that

some grape-growers blame him. This, however, only

gives him the stronger hold on " the people," for whom
he writes, as is seen by the large sale that attends every

book that bears his name. The new edition is brought up
to the present time by additions. Some parts have been

entirely re-written and new illustrations added. It still

continues to be the Grape Book. Price, $1.50 by mail.

19 unions;- Plants, Seeds, Etc.—At
this season it is well to avoid all circulars and advertise-

ments of wonderful corn, and other seeds and plants,

brought before the public just at the planting season,

too late to admit of an inquiry into their real merits.

We see several such things advertised with got up " cer-

tificates," and have rejected sundry such advertisements

offered at prodigious pay. Don't waste money, time,

soil, and labor on any of these before unheard of things.

SUNDRY HUMBUGS.—Hundreds of

letters this month show great activity among the " Tick-

et" and Circular operators. Many ask an immediate

answer by letter, but we cannot respond individually to

half of them. Many swindlers, previously shown up by us

arc still inquired about. We cannot repeat all we have

written ; those interested should look over our hack
numbers ; several hundred operators have been described

within a year. We give below the present names of sev-

eral operators, but most of these names will soon be
changed to others, if not already done. Three or four

men, like Turtle and Todd, have used quite a num-
ber of different names within two years past A huge
swindle, with large plans and employing a great many
clerks, was recently started at 62 Broadway, under the

name of the "Bankers' and Merchants'1 Grand Presentation

Entertainment,'''' ostensibly by " Clark, Webster & Co.,"

hut probably by a large Chicago operator, with J. D.
Miller, the " Sand River Petroleum Prize Co." man. The
police stepped in and seized an immense mass of circulars,

etc.,and nipped the swindling scheme, though about 20,000

circulars had already gone out. All of these Gift Enter-

prises, etc., are to be carefully avoided, no matter how
pretentious or plausible, or how good an object they may
profess to be aiming at We continue to receive circu-

lars issued by "Harris Brothers," of Boston, offering a

copy of the American-Agriculturist to subscribers to the

so-called "National Distribution," alias lottery, for a

home for disabled soldiers. In October last we exposed

this swindling concern. The managers have been

put under "bonds" in the Boston Courts. As before

stated, we recognize no certificate issued by them A
vile villain, calling himself "A. B. Channing, M. D.,"

sends circulars to young men, and even to lads as young as

13 years, offering disgusting books, instruments, etc. He
refuses to deliver these things in person, and can only be
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reached by mail. Of coarse any such man would pocket

any money sent Mm. If to be found, he should be summa-

rily locked np. It is now positively unsafe for parents or

guardians to allow any mail matter to go into the hands

of young people without being previously examined; : . :A

letter from South Carolina says the writer sent £10 to

Whitman & Co., N. T., for a lottery ticket, but can get no

response—says further he hae not the means to take the

Agriculturist. If he had invested $1.50 of the $10. in this -

journal, its warnings would have saved him $S.50 sent

to the bogus lottery man Hazard t£ Moore, 120 Broad-

way, are grand fellows to furnish watches ; they offer 434

watches valued at $100 to $450 each, and a lot more at

from $-20 to $275 each, all for $12 each, to persons green

enough to bite at their bait. "We pity those who are foolish

enough to believe that these fellows will, for $12, furnish

watches worth any such money as they would make peo-

ple believe. A hat fall of their tickets have been sent to

as by subscribers—all calling for $43 to $47 watches on

paying only $12. Could they not let us have one of those

$300. or $325, or $450 tickets offered at the same price ?

We hope our readers are too well informed to hazard

any moore money with that properly named concern. . .

.

Garland & Co., (Todd.) 119 Broadway, right opposite the

above, appropriate, on paper, the whole outside of a splen-

did building. They have, inside, one room better utted up

than the rickety attics usually occupied by the ''grand

establishments " of the gift men. Moreover, " Garland &
Co." strike for smaller fish than Hazard & Moore, and ask

only $5 each for their $35. $45, $60 and $65 watches, their

$20 to $45 pistols, music boxes, vest chains, etc. We
have tickets of their*s enough to get rich in an hour

("over the left "I. Why, right here is one lot as a sam-

ple : 16 tickets calling for $55S valuation in watches, etc.,

all new articles, to be given as on paying $5 each, and $1

more for each ticket—only $96 in all, or nearly sw; dollars

for. one ! ! ! Good place this New York is : benevolent

fellows just do a large losing business to make other

people happy—$55S " valuation " all for $90 ! ! We must

call at 119 and 120 Broadway and get rich; $6 for $1 will

pay vastly better than publishing the Agriculturist.

(When it does, we'll surely let our readers know, for these

fellows have an unlimited supply, and we want our read-

firs to have aU the good chances.)— Marcus Grandin

4grand humbug) locates his P. O. at Danville, N. J., aod

tries to imitate city swindlers. Having less rent to pay

than on Broadway, he offers $110 watches for $5, and asks

only 25 cents for tickets. We have lots of the fellow's

tickets: 100 of these promise us $11,000 worth of gold

watches for only $525. ! ! Our head is turned with the

prosjyeciire wealth ! WJten we get any of it we will tell

our readers ; when they get anything but loss from Marcus

Tullus, Cicero, Grandin, or any others of these ticket

chaps, will they please tell us? Similar to the above

are the following: Mackay, Puff & Co., 81 Xassau street,

N. Y., alias 333 Walnut street, Philadelphia. Carey,

Bonner & Co., G12 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, alias 335

Broadway, X. Y.. alias 4S Exchange Building, Boston.

Vincent, Willis & Co., and J. Birch & Co.. Williamsburg,

X. Y. Richard Ayres & Co., SI Nassau street, N. Y.

J. Hickling &, Co, 149 Broadway, N. Y. -Jas. Prende-

gast & Co., 32 John street, N. Y. Jason1 H. Tcttle,

Bevan*, N. J., alias Flatbrookvillc, N. J., alias New York
. City, alias a good many other places, alias the express

parcel swiudlcr, alias Reeves & Co., alias other names,

.alias the man who put i; U. S. Sanitary Commission " on
his different named envelopes, and was stopped by the

agent of the TJ. S. Sanitary Commission, (see N. Y. City

Police Reports.) alias one of the most extensive, various,

and barefaced villiaus out of jail, unless we except L.

Todd The half dozen "Doctors" inquired about in

many letters before us, are, every one of them, either

qnacks or imposters, and by no means to be trusted with

your money or health The so-called "Howard Asso-

ciation" of Philadelphia, is a myth, we repeat again, as

persons keep asking about it Don't trust your precions

eyes to one of these advertising men who offer to cure by

prescription or by instruments. If you mast give them your

money, don't use their apparatus or medicine Beware

of the Ink and TVa^hing Comjxninds offered to "agents'"

and others The low-priced sewing-machines, of half

a dozen kinds, offered with great display of claims and

recommendations, are not worth buying. A pretended
" Company" in this city sends out worthless machines at

$15 each. We hear of cases where poor soldiers' widows
have been thus swindled out of money borrowed to help

them to a machine to earn their living. The " Medallion

and Franklin" machine, of Boston, we know nothing

about. A Pennsylvania subscriber complains that in

order to get their improvements, he is required to buy a

new uiachine—says the old one drops a stitch so often that

it is worthless... Hundreds of Recipes for effective, but

dangerous to clothes, washiug compounds, for coffee ex-

tracts, for making honey, etc.. ate. We would on no ac-

count iuvest a dime in any one of those sent to us. The
same of recipes for making cheap oils, etc The "Royal

Havanna Lottery " was Atlly exposed last May. page 172.

Cosmopolitan Art Association, for relief of soldiers,

etc., is a humbug "Manufacturers" Association," 197

Broadway. N. Y., offering $30,000 prizes for $6, is a hum-
bug Bat space fails us to go through the long cata-

logue of humbugs, vile publications, medicines, and in-

struments, etc., etc.; etc.; now before us. No response

given here, or by letter, in reference to any particular

scheme, sent to ns^ implies that it is also a humbug.

Personal.—An Indiana correspondent asks :

" What has become of A. S. Fuller, has he quit the nur-

sery business ? I have not seen his card in the Agricul-

turist for some months." When we last saw Mr. Ful-

ler he went out of the door of 41 Park Row, with a bas-

ket on his arm, contents unknown. We presume he

went directly to his present residence in Ridgewood,

N. J". He says he does not dare to advertise in the Agri-

culturist, as a single advertisement made a demand for all

the stock he could raise last year. The same correspond-

ent asks " Who is Timothy Bunker ?" We thought every

one knew he was Justice of the Peace at Hookertown,

Conn. He is one of our valued contributors, and for all

farther particulars we must refer to Mrs. Sally Bunker,

of Hookertown, who has enjoyed his acquaintance much
longer than we have.

Horse Hay-Fork Trial.—A trial of

horse-hay forks was held under the auspices of the Far-

mers' Club of the American Institute, on the farm of

Josiah Macy, in the town of Rye. The trial continued

two days. Sixteen forks were tested, each one having a

weighed load of good hay to unload over the beam. Many
did the work very handsomely, while some failed, but in

our opinion more from bad management than from any

inherent difficulty. Still there was a great difference in

the forks. Of the " forks " presented there were but two
real forks ; five were Grappling Claws, and nine were har-

poons, or of similar construction. There was far too

great a difference in the weight of the loads and in the

manner in which they were loaded : and it was currently

reported and believed that while some of the exhibitors

took the loads furnished them without a question, others

had been sharp euough to be present early and load their

own hay. The bare fact that the loads varied in weight

from 544 lbs. to 2.180 lbs., as reported, shows that there

was no accuracy attempted. Blodgett's Cat's-Claw Har-

poon was first tried, and did very good work, impressing

us as favorably as any harpoon fork. Sprouts' Harpoon

and Hay Knife was better manipulated, and showed off

better than any of its class. Davidson's Harpoon and

Knife was not worked so well, hut is a good implement.

The Ames Plow Co.'s Harpoon is of exeeedingly simple

construction, appeared very well, but was not well work-

ed. That harpoons are better adapted to good long up-

land hay. timothy or orchard grass predominating, is

evident ; the grappling forks or claws are adaped, (if they

have fingers enough,) to hay, straw, fine hay and even

manure. They are heavier than the harpoons, hut nearly

as easily managed, and make cleaner work. We are sat-

isfied that any effort to make them lighter by a reduction

of the number of fingars below two on each side, and

perhaps we should say three, is a damage to their effi-

ciency. Raymond's Grappling Fork was attached to a
" traveller," called the " Hick's Car." and did excellently

well. There were other grapples which appeared well,

but which, for some cause did not work very well.

Plumb's "Railway Hay Elevator and Carrier" is a sim-

ple traveller furnished with an immense wooden headed

fork, witlrthe handle set at right angles to the tines. It

was a fixture of the barn, and though clumsy did good

work. The old Palmer (revolving head) Fork, a true fork

also, did its work very well. Before purchasing, a man
must decide between the harpoons, taking big " grips "

and the true forks, with their smaller grips. The Far-

mers* Club deserves the thanks of the public for afibrding

this opportunity of seeing the hay pitchers all together,

and manufacturers will be not the least benefited.

The following is the report of awards :
" First award

in Class No. 1 was given to "Palmer's Excelsior Sicklo-

tined Fork," entered by Palmer & Wackenhagen. Hud-

son, New York : second prize, Class No. 1, to John H.

Champman. Ctica, New York : Second Class, first prize,

narpoon Forks, to C. C. Blodgett, Watertown, Jefferson

County, New York ; second prize to S. C. & L. B. Sprout,

Mnncy, Pennsylvania."

Catalogues, "Etc.—"We have been furnished

with a large number, but our list of acknowledgment*

has been crowded out by the press of matter.

WHy It Pays ?—Many have asked how can

men afford to pay the rates charged for advertising in the

American Agriculturist. First, we may answer, that this

is the cheapest way to reach so many people. To merely

print 160,000 large cards would cost at lcasl $5 per thou-

sand, or $S00; to have the same card electrotyped, fas-

tened into the page as an advertisement, neatly printed

and distributed into 1(50,000 families, one in a place, costs

one-fifth to one-tenth less than the bare printing of

the cards. The paper is seen by many others than the

subscribers. Probably seldom less than 250.000 different

families read the Agricultiaist regularly. It would seem
to be impossible that any man engaged in respectable

business should not find among all these readers

enough patrons who also desire to find him, to make his

business well pay the cost of an advertisement and a fan-

profit. Again: aside from the immense circulation of

itself, making this the cheapest medium in the country,

people have confidence in the parties whose cards are ad-

mitted into these columns and patronize them. Our rule

is to admit none who are not believed to be entirely relia-

ble, so that our readers may safely send their orders, if

wanting the goods offered, and at the prices asked. There
is also a great advantage in having the matter clearly

printed, and permanently placed iu the hands of subscri-

bers, as most of them preserve the numbers to hind np,

and the advertisements are printed in even' edition is-

sned. These considerations are fully appreciated by ad-

vertisers, as our crowded columns bear witness (while

several pages have been left out for want of room.) and
we are happy to know that "I saw your advertisement in

the American, Agriculturist" is becominga stereotyped

phrase in many business establishments, from its frequent

occurrence in letters received from all over the country.

Prize Essays on Honsclteepiii" .

—

Several competitors for the £100 prize have desired the

return of their manuscripts, upon the supposition that

we had no further use for them. It is proposed to issue

a volume on housekeeping, made up in part of selections-

from these essays. As soon as the editor, who has this

matter in charge, finds time to make the selection, the

remaining manuscript will be returned to their authors,

in all cases where they are desired. If any object to this

use of their essays, we shall return them immediately.

Scalding- Peas to Kill tlie Bng.-
This practice is good, but caution is advisable. Peas

will stand boMing hot water, provided not more than a

few quarts are scalded at a time and the amount of water

is just about sufficient to cover them. A subscriber re-

ports pouring boiling water over about two bushels of

peas, and attributes the partial failure of the crop to

this.—He is no doubt right. So much hot water retain-

ed heat enough to both kill the bugs, and cool: the peas.

Worlcs in Preparation.—We sliall

shortly publish a translation of Dr. Friederich Mohr's

Work on the Grape, the German title of which is
" Der

Welnstock vnd der Wein."1 That portion treating of the

vine will only he issued at present. "Horricohv' in a

notice of the original, in the Gardeners' Monthly says:

" His work does not interfere with any extant." It is :i

setting forth of general principles upon the understand-

ing or neglect of which the success or failure of all cul-

ture and training depend. We shall also shortly publish

a manual of Squash Culture, by the authority in such

matters—James J. H. Gregory, of Marblehead, Mass.

Blow it Sells !—Gardening for Profit has

had a remarkable run. Every land owner, whether of

one lot or a farm, should have it. $1.30 by mail.

Tlie American ]\atnralist.—The first

number is out. We welcome it as a long needed helper.

Wet Cellars.—Harrison County, Tnd. We
have several appeals from the West—among others three

from the above-named county, for information in regard

to watertight cellars. The land, we presume, is fiat and

heavy, or holds water like a sponge, so wherever there i*

a hole it is of course filled. Well, the cure is very simply

stated. "No one has any trouble in firm soil to make a

tight cistern. All our friends have to do is to make big

square cisterns and put their houses over them. Pound

cisterns will bear great pressure from the outside : large

square ones will not, unless securely walled. Besides, if

the floors are very large, and water has access under them,

the pressure might lift the floors of the cellars in BpotS.

This is obviated by flagging with flat stones or laying a

course of bricks or of planks upon the front layer of ce-

ment. Partition walls of stone or brick will not only Be

cure both the outer or foundation walls and the floor, bur

add greatly to the coolness of the cellar. These walla

should be carried up at the same lime thai the foundation

walls are laid and bedded, but carried up in cement One-

third good hydraulic lime (or cement) and iwo-third*

sharp, clean sand, make a good cement mortar.

Iforse Racing at Fairs.—Last autumn,
^reat exertions were made in give a good start to an A,

ricultural Society in Minnesota. Nothing hut w»m
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of space prevented our responding to the request to

lend it our strong aid. Of the Fair held, a lady friend

writes incidently : "I was sorry you could not visit us

last fall, though I expect you would not have heen

pleased with the fair. The display was said to "be very

creditable to our young State, hut like Tim Bunker's

State Fair, the prize money was mostly paid to horse

racers; and the housewives, to whose handiwork premiums

were awarded, are obliged to content themselves with

paper diplomas instead of the promised premiums. I think

the effect will not be favorable to future fairs. JMany say

;

'the horse jockeys take all the prizes; I will not try

again.
1—Last year I made 300 lbs. of premium butter from

one cow, and husband proposed taking ' Cherry, 1 her calf,

and a crock of the butter over to the fair. He was too

busy, however, and would have lost his la )or." The peo-

ple were too much occupied with the fast horses to pay

any attention to such trivial matters as 300 lbs. of good

butter from one cow, besides the family supply of milk.

The MoiHBaly Report of the Agri-
cultural Department for January contains

several interesting and valuable articles. One on the

" Kate of Wages of Farm Laborers in the United States "

has been prepared with great labor and pains. There is

also an important article on wool consumption, and one

on the Red Bug or Cotton Staincr, besides minor items,

tables, etc. Now, why should not the people who are

taxed for this publication, and are sufficiently desirous to

get it,wvite for it and be supplied ?—They will be informed

that the supply is exhausted. "We claim that subscrip-

tions should be taken at cost for this and similar publica-

tions, and so all who wished could be supplied, provided

they applied in advance ; 5 cents a number or 50 cents a

year would more than cover the cost of printing, etc.

Prescribing at a distance.—The
London Lancet records a case of an Englishman, in this

country, who, being seized with a renewed attack of an

illness from which he had suffered at home, consulted his

physician in London, by means of the Atlantic cable, a

prescription was returned by the same channel. This is

as in the olden times, when physicians wrote in cabalistics.

JPeat as Fuel.—A word of caution is neces-

sary to the enthusiastic people who are rushing into peat

enterprises, buying peat machines and peat bogs at fab-

ulous prices. Remember Multicaulis and Petroleum.

There is undoubtedly great wealth in our peat swamps.
It is a question to be solved, whether they are worth
more for manure, or for fuel. In estimating the value

for fuel, it will not do to put a cord of uncondensed peat

higher in value than a cord of wood. Then it is to be
remembered that peat in drying shrinks into from J^ to

ys of its original bulk, and the better the article the more
shrinkage. If it costs three dollars a cord to manufacture

peat and two dollars to get it to market, and wood is

worth only four dollars a cord, you do not gain much by
buying peat, or putting it into the market. This whole
business is too much a matter of experiment for farmers
to venture upon largely. Jt will he safer for capitalists

to make the experiments. While the article is so valua-

ble for manure, we should not advise haste in selling

peat bogs, even at the high figures sometimes reported.

Grapes-A Correction.—In our cata-

logue of Grapes, in the Horticultural Annual, Roger's
Hybrids were omitted by the loss of a slip containing the

notes. This omission occurs only in the first two thous-

and, and is remedied in those printed since. That which
Doct. Grant proposed to call "Washington," and is so
recorded in the Annual, is to be known as Eumelan.

The Miner iPE bq mi.—This variety is adver-
tised as of " excellent flavor,

1
' and " never injured by the

curculio." Can some one—not interested in its sale-
give us an account of this plum, and its real value ?

Keeping- Pichles in Salt.—M. Roberts.
A quart of salt to a gallon of water will make a brine
strong enough. There is no danger of getting them too
salt, as they will only absorb about so much, and the soak-

ing before putting into vinegar will take it all out. The
greening of pickles by putting them in a brass kettle is a
custom much more honored in the breach than in the ob-
servance. Pickles are made for the stomach rather than the

eye, and should not be poisonous, that they may be green.

Salt in Whitewash.—Salt is a good addi-

tion to whitewash, but if put Into that used upon fences

or buildings which cattle can get at they will be likely to

lick it off. Wash made of water lime is less giaring.

Sorghvun Vinegar.—u
J. W. Y.," says a

good vinegar can be made from sorghum juice without
evaporating, by letting it stand in the sun a few days,

exposed as much as possible to the air. With the syrup

at a dollar a gallon it is not a very cheap source of vinegar.

The skimmings arc much cheaper as recommended in

Feb. number, page 48. Why would not the bagasse, or

pressed cane, treated in a leach like the apple pomace,

make a good vinegar? Has this ever been tried?

Hoe Cake.—Hawkey gives thefollowing : Mix
a little salt with sifted meal, and pour boiling water upon

it, sufficient to dip the batter out on a common cooking

stove griddle. This should be tested by throwing a pinch

of meal on it, and it is hot enough when the meal begins

to turn brown. As soon as this is the case, dip the batter

or mush out of the pan upon the griddle until it is covered

all over exactly half an inch thick. Cook it with a lively

fire, and when baked enough to turn without sticking,

turn the cake over and bake it on the other side.

Mice—How to get rid of them.—
" C. T. P." Keep a good cat. Color not important. Set

the common wire spring traps. Use any of the rat poisons

made of phosphoric paste. Use arsenic spread on a paper,

and mixed with meal—where nothing else can get it.

Ventilation in Houses.—Mrs. C. C. Al-

len. See March No. Agriculturist. 1S67, and Sept No., 1S64.

Maryland Recipe for Hams.—For
one hundred pounds of hams, eight pounds of fine salt,

two pounds of brown sugar, two ounces of saltpetre, iy2
ounces of potash, four gallons of soft water. The brine

must be boiled and cooled. The meat must be well

washed before being cut up, then lie in a cool place for

some days. Rub each piece with fine salt, and pack the

whole down. Let it remain two or three days, according

to the weather. The brine should then be poured into

the cask at the sides. Leave the hams six weeks in the

brine. Take out and rinse in cold water. Hang up to dry

four or five days, then smoke with hickory wood.

€ornnieal Pudding—Mrs. L. A. Mutter.

—Two cups of cornmeal, one cup of grated bread, one

cup of molasses, and one of sour milk, two tablespoon-

fuls of butter, a half a teaspoonful of ginger, do. of cin-

namon, one teaspoonful of baking soda, or a half a tea-

spoonful of saleratus, three eggs ; after the batter is made,
one cup of sliced apple—the apple must be of a kind that

will cook quickly—and can be added or left out as prefer-

red. Bake half an hour in a moderately hot oven. Cream
and sugar for sauce, as any other is apt to alter the flavor.

Corn Muffins.—One and a half pint of corn-

meal, a half pint of wheat flour, one pint of sour or thick

milk, two pints of sweet milk, two eggs, a small teaspoon-

ful of salt, do. of baking soda. Bake twenty minutes in

a tolerably hot oven. To be made up just before baking,

and must be well beaten. If preferred, use all sweet milk,

and raise with a tablespoonful of yeast.

Newport Cake.—Three eggs, 1 quart of

flour, 2 teaspoonfuls of cream tartar, 1 of soda, 2 table-

spoonfuls melted butter, 3 of sugar, 1 cup of milk. -Bake

in a long tin pan and cut in slices ; eaten hot with butter.

Corn Riscuit.—One and a half pint of cold

mush, one and a half pint of wheat flour, one cup of but-

ter, nearly a pint of sour cream, a small teaspoonful of

baking soda, do. of salt. First rub flour and butter to-

gether, then add mush, then the other ingredients.

Rye ISread.— " C. H." wants a recipe. "A
quart of water and as much milk. Two teaspoonfuls of

salt and a teacup of Indian meal. A teacupful of home
brewed yeast, or half as much distillery yeast. Make it

as stiff as wheat bread with rye flour.

—

Miss Beeclier.

To Keep Smoked Meat—By J. C. E.—
Make a dark, tight closet in the north end of the garret,

or in any out-building. If there is any appearance of fly

or worm, during the summer, dust the hams with air

slacked lime. Some allow their bams to hang in the

smoke-bouse during the summer, starting a smoke occa-

sionally to keep off insects. The house should be tight.

Cooking Cabbag-e-H. B. Stanley.—Cut
it fine, but not cross cut it. Put itin the firying pan, add a

little salt and pepper, with some cream and a large piece

of butter. Cook it slowly for ten minutes. Then add a

half teacupful of vinegar, and turn it over immediately

into the dish from which it is to be served.

Influence of the moon on Meat.—
" I. P. C. S." It is one of the many foolish superstitions

that the world has not yet outgrown. "Kill your pork
when the moon is increasing and it will swell in the pot,"

Stuff your pigs with good sound corn, or com meal, for

two months before slaughter, and the moon can't help its

swelling in the pot. The meat of lean, half fed animals

always shrinks in cooking.

Poor Man's Pnuuing;.—Set 2 quart
skim milk over a kettle of hot water, until it is scalding

hot, then stir into it a pint of com meal, and immediately
after set the pan off; add a teacup of syrup or molasses, a
teaspoonful of salt, and one of allspice

; put in a buttered

pan ; bake slow one hour. Good, warm or cold, with
cold cream or without.

—

M. W. C.

Paimnlcin Johnny Cake.—Take 1 bowl
•of com meal, 1 % teacups of stewed pumpkin; add 3

tablespoonfuls of sugar, 1 teaspoonful of soda, and 2 eggs.

Mix well and bake in a moderate oven.

—

Mrs. M. E. i?.—
[We have pleasant memories of this. Hubbard or Boston
Marrow Squash is an improvement on the pumpkin.—En.]

Frothy Cream and no BSutter.—
" 3. E.," of East Fairfield, Ohio, says :

" Our cow calved

about the middle of Fourth month last ; will calve again
27th of Fifth month

;
gave in the summer forty pounds of

milk per day. We have failed to get butter for the past

two months ; nice thick cream, slightly sour and suffi-

ciently warm, gets thin and froths in a few minutes and
bids defiance to " patience and perseverance;' ' We have
tried all the remedies we have heard of, both for cow and
cream. Salted the cow, etc., all to no purpose. We under-

stand that it has been a failing with the cow heretofore.

We could get good butter in 15 to 30 or 45 minutes during
the summer and fall and early winter. *\ Has not your
cream frozen occasionally ? Buy a thermometer and be-

gin churning when the temperature of the cream is 65°,

having scalded out the churn so that it will not cool the

cream. Feed the cow a little linseed or cotton seed cake

meal and some roots if you can. It will not do to warm
cream by pouring much hot water into it.

Eggs for Setting.—"C. E. G.," Buffalo,

N. Y. Eggs will often hatch after being transported hun-
dreds of miles by rail, at other times a few miles of wag-
gon or railroad travel will ruin them. No reliance can be

placed on eggs transported far, unless they be carried in

the hands, and packed with great care at that.

What are Corn Cobs Good For ?—
" L. F. L.," of Torrington, Conn., asks :

u Are corn cobs

of any use as nourishment for animals, or as a manure
for vegetables ? I shell a large amount of corn and have
tried cobs as manure in various ways, have put them in

my pig-pen for a season, and from there to my garden,

have put them in a heap to heat and rot, and then to the

garden, and have applied them in a natural state with bad
rather than good results. I have used them as fuel, they

make very strong ashes and will form a hard crust over

the ashes in the stove, some of it is white, some green,

etc., of which I send you a sample for your opinion ; if it

is fit for feed for stock of any kind, then our farmers

should grind their cobs with their corn." Ans. Wc
suppose they have a little value as manure but are slow

to decompose, and believe it to be much better to burn

them and apply the ashes which are very valuable. It is

worse than useless to grind cobs with the corn unless the

corn is very soft and immature. After the corn ripens

well the cobs contain a very small proportion of nutri-

ment—not bo much as straw.

The N. Y. State Agr'l Society held

its Annual Meeting at Albany, on the 13th and 14th of

February, for the election of officers, as announced in

our last issue. The reportjof the Treasurer, Luther H.

Tucker, Esq., showed the finances of the Society in a

healthy condition. There was an interesting and instruc-

tive Address by X. A. Willard, on the Agriculture of

Great Britain, and another by Dr. Fitch, on the recent

discoveries in Entomology, dwelling particularly upon
the canker worm, the joint worm, and the grape-beetle.

The address of the retiring President, J. Stanton Gould,

was a scholarly performance, full of practical wisdom
which we hope to see carried out in the future operations

of the Society. We exceedingly regretted that there were
not better arrangements made for discussion of topics of

practical interest to farmers and horticulturists. There

were present at the meeting a hundred or more gentle-

men from various parts of the State, and some from

abroad, distinguished farmers, nurserymen, and horticul-

turists, whose last year's experience we very much want-

ed to obtain. Yet there were no arrangements made for

discussions and experience meetings. We had but three

sessions in the two days, when wc could easily have had

twice as many of two hours each, and have got much
useful information and spread it before our readers.

We beg leave to suggest a change in this respect at the

next Annual Meeting. We know the Committees ape

necessarily busy, but the rest of the members should

have work laid out for them in meetings for discussion.

Patent Office Reports.- 1 W," asks

where he can obtain them. If " W." lives in a large city

he can probably find them at any dealers in waste paper.
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Slow Torture at the Stack.—Au in-

telligent "Iowa Farmer" takes t; Connecticut" to task

for his plea for shelter for cattle. "We agree with Con-

necticut in regard to the desirableness of shelter, yet be-

lieve with Iowa that snch stock as we get from Iowa and

Dlinois do not appear to have led lives of extreme suffer-

ing. He writes : " Now I do not uphold slow torture or

any kind of torture for the dumb brutes, but it does not

follow because they are not in warm stables that they are

uncomfortable. That depends very much upon climate,

natural shelter and food. In the report of the live Btock

market of New York for the week ending Feb. 2—and I

believe it is so during the year—nearly one half of the

cattle were from Illinois, numbering 2,052, while only 97

Were from Connecticut. I do not suppose one half of

these Illinois steers were ever inside a stable, and yet

when they left the Sucker State they were fine, fat, sleek

fellows, and did not look as though they were suffering

slow torture, but enjoying themselves about as well as

bovines usually do. A fat animal rarely suffers from cold.

But few of the men that have fed these steers are at

present in much danger of going to the poor house."

Draining; ^ffarshes into Wells.—
11 M. M." This is sometimes done with success. If the

Bwamp lies upon a clay hard pan, impervious to water,

and there is a stratum of dry gravel beneath, it would be

best to dig through the hard pan and watch the results.

If the water disappears in the immediate vicinity of the

well, it will pay to dig others. "We should not rely upon

one well to drain several acres. You want to empty your

basin rapidly after showers, especially in summer. "Wens

at frequent intervals would also help to improve the cha-

racter of the subsoil more rapidly. But if the wells fail,

break through the hills and put down a covered drain

deep enough to take off all the water. Marsh land is, as

a general thing, poor property ;—knock the bottom out

of it, and it makes the best grass land in the world.

Selling- Land for Quarries.—Mrs.
N. E. B. An undeveloped quarry cannot be worth very

much more than the value of the land for other purposes.

It costs large Bums of money to test the value of the slate,

granite or marble, as the case may be ; and all this invest-

ment is a dead loss if the stone prove worthless. Even

when the value is proved, nearly the whole cost of a stone

is for the labor expended in dressing it, and in setting it

to market. And yet a stone quarry maybe worth more to

a community than a gold mine. It may make a steady

market for labor and foster industrious habits.

Flat or JL»]j» Furrows — E>onl>Ie
Plows,—In our discussion of Flat and Lap Furrows we
have had no reference to the furrows turned by double

plows—that is, large plows, with a " skimmer " plow or

"jointer" on the beam. "Brutus," of Westport, N. Y.,

writes thus : " In the number for January I see an article

in which the writer gives the flat furrow the preference.

Such is not the theory or practice of our first-class fann-

ers in this section ; the lap furrow better drains the land

and gives us a warmer, livelier and quicker seed bed.

That the grass and weeds are more troublesome with lap

than with flat furrows may be true if sod-land be plowed

with the common plow. But we obviate that difficulty in

this manner : we attach to the beam of the plow, in the

tamo manner as a coulter, what is termed a 'jointer,'

which cuts two or three inches deep ; as the plow moves

on, the jointer deposits in the bottom of the furrow all

the grass, which otherwise would form the joint or lap of

the furrow, and thus it is buried out of the way of the

harrow, and where it will rot quickly. Corn land prepar-

ed in this manner will require but little hand labor. In-

stead of a sod in the lap of the furrow, we have a ridgo

of mellow soil, and the cultivator or horse-hoc, in the

hands of a careful laborer, will destroy all the weeds that

make their appearance between the rows. Iu preparing

stubble land for wheat tho same plow is used ; the jointer

turns down the stubble, the plow covers it up, and the

field has tho appearance of a summer fallow. The jointer

may be attached to any plow with a proper length of

beam."—Wo hope this will beguilo no one into em-

ploying lap furrows (in tho common sense) in spring

plowing, unless he can not make flat ones.

The Wheat Failure.—"J. B.," Rich-

mond, Ind., writes ; "The partial failure of the wheat

crop during the past few years in pome sections, suggests

the question if with a soil of unsurpassed fertility, all the

modem appliances of machinery, and various periodicals

and books that treat of systematic and scientific agricul-

ture, are we falling far behind our less favored neighbors

of the extreme North aud Northwest in the production

and quality not only of wheat, but of other cereals ? Wo
admit the seasons have been of late unfavorable, "but is

this the only cause of failure? Have not other causes

over which we had control had more to do with it ? Havo

wo not boon too careless about the improvement and

selection of Eeed, the choice and preparation of soil ?

Have not successive and exhaustive cropping of the land,

with a want of intelligent and searching investigation

into this sad deterioration and diminution of one of our

great staple crops, contributed to the result?—While

some of our farmers have been allured by the specious

representations and promises of adventurers and irre-

sponsible dealers in "wine plants," tobacco, etc., they

have neglected the cnlture of those more substantial and

permanent sources of wealth npon which rest the real

happiness and prosperity of the country. During a recent

visit to Canada I was informed that the farmers meet at

stated periods in their several districts for the buying,

selling and exchange of choice grain, etc. Could not

such a wise system be instituted here ? Cannot some-

thing be done before we risk another failure ?
"—[It would

be hard to set a limit to what a good, active township or

county farmers 1 club might accomplish in this way.—Ed.]

Pump for Well.—"E. A. P." The dis-

tance of the well from the house is not a matter of so much
importance as the depth of the well. The suction pump
will only raise water twenty-nine feet in a perpendicular

hight, and the pump must be very perfect to draw this

whole distance. Tho deeper the well, the more force it

will require at the pump handle. The lead encased block

tin pipe is a good article. The nearest village plumber

will tell you the cost of the article and of suitable pumps.

What to l>o With Slaughter-House
Bones.—It is a difficult thing to say what a farmer

should do with bones and offal that he can collect

at a slaughter-house. They may all be thrown into a

heap with stable manure, to fill all the interstices and

give compactness to the heaps. This, if watered a little

to start fermentation, and covered with earth or muck,

will heat, and many soft bones and all the gristle and

flesh will become free from the hard bones, which may be

thrown out when the heap is forked over. The softened

bones should be thrown to one side and mashed with a

sledge. Those that remain hard, though they would

yield to repeated operations, may better be left to dry and

then sent to a bone mill, if one can be easily reached.

There should be one in every neighborhood. If this can

not be done, which is usually the case, the bones may be

broken up somewhat with a sledge, and either rotted

again, or treated at once with sulphuric acid and water.

First wet the bones, which should be on a hard clay floor,

somewhat dishing, or in a half-hogshead tub, then pour

upon and over the heaps gradually oil of vitriol, to the

amount of half the weight of the bones, adding mqre

water occasionally. There will be intense heat generated,

and the mass Bhould be shoveled over or stirred well fre-

quently, more water added if it dries at all ; and so, after

a while, the hard bones will yield. It may be necessary

to add more acid, and finally the mass may be dried off

by mixing the mashed bones, or adding muck or dry soil.

Cora Blight.—" Will corn blight if planted

three years in succession upon the same piece of ground ?"

Not if you put on plenty of manure. Corn is said to have

been planted on some of the bottom lands of the Scioto

Valley for 40 years in succession, without any evidence of

blight. But rotation of crops is ordinarily the true policy.

The shamming;** off" SorgfhiflmJSi&iee
are said to be good food for milch cows, and it will pay

better to use it in this manner than for vinegar.

Coal Ashes.—"H. S. F.," Bellows Fall, Ct.,

asks, " whether coal ashes can be used in any way." Tho

best use to be made of them is on roads and walks, cither

by themselves or with gravel. They soon pack very firm.

They contain a slight amount of fertilizing material and

may be used on stiff soils where sand would bo beneficial.

Farming- hy Professional I?Ien.—
Wc have received a letter from a city lawyer asking in-

formation upon this topic, wliich will soon bo answered

by a gentlemen of experience. It is entirely practicable

for a business man in the city to live in the country, and

derive a largo part of the support of his family from tho

cultivation of the soil, or to quit tho city altogether upon

a very moderate income. Just how this can bo done can

not bo told iu a basket article.

I'Oiiisiana Stafle Fair iu May.—
An Association proposes holdings State Agrieultunr-Fair

in Baton Rouge, La., during the weekbeginning Monday,
May oth. Mr. Clayton EvortS, uf Baton Kongo, is Cor-

responding Secretary and will give further Information,

Apples Tor Wisconsin.—At tho annual

meeting of the Wisconsin IIortieultur.il Society tho fol-

lowing list of five varieties was adopted : Rod Astr.irli.in,

Duchesne of Oldcnburgh, Fainuuso, Tallman Bwocting,

Golden Russet. For a second five: Fall Stripe, St. Law-
rence, Perry Russet, Red Romanite, and Willow-twig.

How to Make S&ens ILay.—It is well

enough to start hens in laying by giving them stimulating

food, but we do not believe in keeping it up after they

begin to lay generally. Much meat fat will induce disease

sooner or later. M. J. Skinner, of Northampton Co., Pa.,

says he takes a common milkpot full of thickened milk,

addB a tablespoonful of Cayenne pepper, and a handful of

wheat bran, stirs it up and feeds it to the chickens every

morning, and since he has done so has greatly increased

his supply of eggs. It is a good practice, and not so in-

jurious as feeding much meat.

Stale Fish, for Main:re.—Mackerel and
other kinds of salt fish, which arc spoiled for food, may
often be bought very cheap for manure. They are best

mashed up with soil or muck, and used after laying a few

weeks and being worked over once or twice. Use at least

three parts muck to one of fish.

Cure for Crashing- Morses. — Wo
published in the December number a suggestion from a

Volunteer Officer in regard to a cure for cribbing being

effected by separating the crowding front teeth. He at-

tributed the habit or disease of cribbing or wind-sucking

to the painful crowding of the teeth. Since making that

statement we have received several letters confirming tho

view. One correspondent says; " I am satisfied from ex-

perience the view is correct." Our friends of the N.
Y. College of Veterinary Surgeons, however, say it is

entirely incorrect, and that they have seen horses1

teeth

filed out—that is, a thin file ran up between all the front

teeth on the upper jaw without producing the least effect.

BmproTcd Kins; Philip Corn, uHol
don n

. Dutton Com and other standard eastern varieties,

may be obtained of all dealers in agricultural seeds.

Breaking; Morses to Single Line.—
"J. L.," Chester Co., Pa., says the best way to break a

horse to the single line that he has found is, to put him
before a hoc-harrow in working corn, and attach single

and double lines. When the single line will not answer,

use the others. Have the single line loose from the har-

row and folded around the hand. You can make a good
leader of almost any horse in this way in a short time.

Two Eggs a i)ay from One Hen.—
"J. G. S.," Philadelphia. It may be that your observa-

tion is correct. There is nothing in the nature of things

to render it impossible for a hen to lay two eggs in one

day. Two yolks in one shell are common. The occur-

rence of one perfect cg;^ inclosed in another, (there being

room in the outer shell for the first egg, and for a yolk

and white of ordinary size), is not very rare. Hens will

sometimes lay a sound egg and a soft shelled one the samo
day ; but whether or not there is any absolute proof that

a hen has laid two good eggs in one day we do not know.

£$laelc Spanish. — " Can the Ethiopian

Change his Skin?"—J. H. Mabbett, of South Bergen. X.

J., states that he has a Black Spanish hen, about one half

of whose feathers came white at the second moulting;

at the third she was entirely white ; at the fourth she still

remained white; at the fifth, which was last fall, about

one half of her plumage came black. The hen now looks

as she did at the second moulting. He says: "I have

taken no little interest in watching the changes in her

plumage, and intend to keep her as a curiosity until she

dies. I presume she will be black again this fall. It is a

freak of nature, and one I think of rather rare occurrence.

Having inadc Black Spanish a specialty for the past six

years, I have only heard of a very few from true stock

that have made this change in plumage, and think, nnle&a

they come in contact with some white fowls, they will

not becomo more abundant than ' white crows.' M

Threshing Conveniently in Single
Floored Earns.—-John Larkin, of East Brandywine,

Chester Co., Pa., furnishes us with the following plan he

adopted to do his threshing last fall, by which he says ho

was enabled to perform the same in about half tho time

formerly required. lie has an endless chain one-horse

power and thresher, and instead of having them both on

one Door, as is the custom with most Rumors to th.it sec-

tion, he put the threshernp on poles, or BQUAXG pieces of

timber that had been put across the front part of the bam,
about eight feet above the lloor for mowing wheat on.

Ho placed a conplo of planks cross-ways of Uieso, and

screw-bolted them down. The thresher WHS than placed

on these, and after adjusting the strap, was fastened down
llie same as on the tloor. Two or three temporary posts

were put up from the floor bcno&tu and nailed fa--t to tho

Cross-pieces, a few looso boards laid dowu for a floor, etc.
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The Btrap from the horse power was passed up between

the cross-pieces, and one of them was left in front of the

thresher to support a platform for the person tending the

machine to stand on, and a light strip was attached to the

brake and extended up to the platform, to start and stop

the machine without going down. The space under the

shaker was left open for the grain to fall through to

the Door beneath. The great benefit of this arrangement

is that you have no caving-up to do while threshing, and

the straw is easily thrown off into the bays on each side

and avoids throwing the unthreshed grain so far down,

and then having to pitch tJie straw up. This plan cer-

tainly has great advantages in a single floored barn, but

if the horse power can be placed on the floor below, the

merits of this arrangement will not be so striking.

Smg-gestioms about Tlii-esUiiig' Ma-
chines.—J. P. Dilworth, of PortPenn, Del., offers some

suggestions to makers of threshing machines, which are

worth their attention, for many large grain raisers doubt-

less find similar difficulty. He writes :
" Since steam has

been brought into use for threshing grain, we have power

sufficient to do a great deal more work if we had the

threshers. We have been using the Pitt, Guiger, and

WestenhouBe machines ; two of them are made in New
York, and one in Virginia. They are all deficient in

ability to separate and clean. We are now using the

Westenhouse machine, which is a very good one, with an

eight-horse engine ; but when we feed the cylinder (36

inches, and large enough.) to its full capacity, it wastes a

great deal of grain, by carrying it over with the straw

—

more with oats than wheat. The fan also is defective,

not being near large enough ; we want a fan capable of

threshing and cleaning from the chaff sixty or seventy

bushels of wheat, and one hundred to one hundred and

twenty of oats per hour. The cylinder of the Westen-

house machine is able to do that amount of threshing

with the power we use, and the consequence is the

separating and cleaning capacity of the machine is over-

taxed, and grain is wasted. Now, the separating might

be done either by lengthening the straw carrier, (making

two might be preferable, as it would give more strength,)

or putting revolving prongs between the elevator and
straw earner, so arranged that they would not catch the

straw, yet shake all the grain out. The fan would have

to be made larger ; in other words, we want a more
elaborate machine ; a little additional weight would be no
objection ; it would be on trucks, and there would be no
trouble in moving it about. Last summer I had to carry

my grain fan to the yard, and take the grain from the

thresher, and put it through it before sending to market

;

this trouble might all be avoided by having an additional

fan attached ; it need not be large, and could be arranged

on top of the machine, with elevators to carry the grain

from where it is deposited by the first cleaning to the fan

above, the tailings from that conducted to the C3'lin-

der, and the grain run into bags ready for market."

Economy of IFeedimg Tairmips. —
•C. E. T.,

1
' of Topsfield, Mass., writes as follows:

—

" Owing to the scarcity and high price of English hay, I

have kept my few sheep this winter on low meadow hay,

mostly 'buckhorn, 1 with about one quart of sliced tur-

nips to each per day. They like this fare extremely well,

are in good order, and the lambs so far (Feb. 18) are strong

and active. I also give to my oxen, and other stock,

which consume coarse hay, and to cows not in milk, a

few turnips daily, much to their gratification and apparent

benefit. By so doing I have been enabled to use up most
of my coarse hay, and with a little English I estimate one
ton of coarse hay and one ton of turnips fully equivalent

to one ton best English hay for sustenance of cattle."

I —o n »

The Pine Barrens of the South.

"' X. Y." writes as follows : Along the whole
extent of the Atlantic coast, from Hew Jersey

to Georgia, and thence along the Gulf to the

Mississippi Biver, stretches a strip of sandy

land, varying from fifty to one hundred miles in

width, and known as the "Pine Barrens." On
this land, the cultivation of the common agri-

cultural staples is not remunerative; hence

the land, while not suited to the production of

wheat and corn, may produce other plants of

value, and it would be much better to search

out such plants as are suited to the soil, than to

condemu the land as utterly worthless. By cul-

tivating only, or at least chiefly, such plants

as prosper in a sandy soil, we believe the

cultivation of the Pine lands can be made
remunerative. The watermelon, muskmelon,

squash, sweet potato, &c, are known to thrive

better and produce more abundantly in sandy

soil than in clayey or even loamy upland, but

others have not had so extensive a trial. The
groundnut or peanut delights in a warm, sandy

soil. It yields abundantly, and the demand for

it, for making oil, is unlimited. It is equal to

corn for fattening pork. The Scuppernong grape

is said to thrive luxuriantly on the dryest sands,

sending down its long roots to the marl beds,

and bearing heavy crops. If this grape thrives,

may not some kinds of the improve'3 grapes be

equally suited to such soil ? Field jeans will

often pay where scarcely any other crop will,

and some of the pole beans, if not even the

Lima bean, may be cultivated, and should be

tried on a moderate scale byway of experiment.

There need be no fear of over stocking the mar-
ket with this delicious vegetable. The castor

oil bean will pay well on moist bottom lands.

"We import annually several millions of dollars

worth of liquorice. This plant luxuriates in a

sandy soil, and, once planted, requires scarcely

any cultivation. Instead of importing, we ought

to export it largely. The peach, apricot and
nectarine are known to succeed well. South of

Norfolk the fig stands the winter in the open
air, and ought to be cultivated largely. Some
years since a planter near Mobile planted a largo

field with figs, for the purpose of feeding pigs,

saying the yield per acre was greater than that

of corn, and the pork was sweeter, while the

trees required no attention or labor. The arrow-

root of Bermuda, and the tapioca orManihot of

Brazil, aTe also worthy of trial, and will richly

reward the labor bestowed upon them if found

to succeed. Madder will pay when labor and
capital are more abundant. For forage, different

kinds of millet and sorghum promise well.

Walks and Talks on the Farm—No. 40.

I have just lost the best cow I had. It was
the one I paid the Doctor one hundred and ten

dollars for last fall. She died of puerperal or

milk fever. It is seldom that this disease occurs

later than four days after calving. But this cow
was not attacked till the eighth day. She had a

hard time calving, and did not cleanse for three

days, and then not till we had given her a dose

of ergot. After that she appeared perfectly well,

and I thought all danger was past. She ate

heartily, and gave her usual quantity of milk

the morning before she was taken sick. But the

next morning she refused her food, and gave
only about two quarts of milk, and in half an
hour afterwards was trembling all over, and so

weak that she could hardly stand. She seemed
to be paralyzed across the loins. We put her into

a warm basement cellar, where she could not be
disturbed. She had barely strength enough to

walk in, and had an inclination to stick her
head in the ground, which is said to be one of
the symptoms of the disease. She soon fell

down, perfectly prostrated; our efforts to re-

store her proved of no avail, and she died in

two days and a half from the time of the attack.

In England this disease is called " the Drop,"
and is most troublesome in dairies where the

cows are kept in high condition. Mr. Spooner,

an eminent veterinary surgeon, states that, so

far as his experience goes, common cows, when
highly fed, are more liable to the disease than

Shorthorns or Herefords. He says: "In a

rather large suckling dairy of Shorthorns, in the

vicinity of the writer, the disease is scarcely

known but by name ; whilst in another, con-

sisting for the most part of Norman and cross-

bred animals, the loss has been most dishearten-

ing to the owners. One thing, however, is clear:

that the mortality is greater among cows that

are highly kept." The Shorthorns, however,

that escaped were fed just as high as the com-
mon cows, and were quite as fat. The reason

why highly fed Shorthorns escape, While highly

fed common cows are attacked, is due probably

to the fact that the Shorthorns are more accus-

tomed to high feeding. They have been bred

for the purpose of converting a large amount of

food into beef and butter. What would be an un-

natural state of fatness in a common cow would
be no more than the ordinary condition of a

good Shorthorn. I have a thoroughbred Essex

sow that, compared with ordinary sows, was ex-

cessively fat, and the Beacon and some of my
other neighbors said it was impossible for such

a sow to breed. But at ten months old she had
a fine litter of six pigs. I have no doubt that a
common sow as fat as she was would not have
bred. As long as an animal is growing rapidly

it should be allowed liberal feed. And in the

case of animals that have been bred for genera-

tions for the sole purpose of producing a large

amount of flesh and fat in a short time, a fleshy

condition is perfectly natural and will not prove

injurious, unless carried to excess.

A common cow cannot be stimulated to take

on fat or give milk with as much safety as a

Shorthorn, Hereford or Devon. It is perfectly

true, as is sometimes said in opposition to im-

proved breeds, that " they will not stand starva-

tion as well as the natives." And, on the other

hand, the so-called "natives" will not stand

high feeding as well as the improved breeds.

And this is probably the true explanation of the

fact mentioned by Mr. Spooner. Those of us,

who, like the Doctor, wish to feed high for the

purpose of getting a large quantity of rich

milk, must get cows that have considerable

Shorthorn, Ayrshire or Devon blood in them.

Stephens, in his Book of the Farm, recom-

mends giving cows four pounds of oil-cake a

day for a month before and a month after calv-

ing, for the purpose of preventing costiveness.

Before he adopted this practice he lost two or

three cows, but none afterwards. I gave my
cow a little after she calved, made into a mash
with warm water, but none before ; and there I

think was the mistake. She was a great milker

and had been used to high feeding, and probably

needed richer food than we gave her. But she

was rather fleshy and I was afraid to give her

grain. I am satisfied now that it would have

been better to have given her a little corn meal

or oil-cake for a month or two before calving.

Misfortunes rarely come singly. I had a

number of nice early lambs that we kept in the

basement cellar, and when the cow was taken

sick we turned them out to make room for the

cow. There were two sows in the yard and they

got into the pen and ate up five of the lambs.

Have just been reading the Agricultural An-
nual for 1867. It is quite a book, and I am glad

that it is bound in cloth as well as paper.

Works of this kind, which are designed for re-

ference, are well worth an extra quarter when
bound in cloth. Paper covered books are a

nuisance. They are always lying round lose,

and are never to be found when wanted.

The editor writes me that he intends to make
the next volume much better than this. I suspect

he is " fishing for a compliment," or else he is

a more modest man than New Yorkers are sup-

posed to be ! Certainly this Annual is a most

valuable work, though I presume, with more
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time for its preparation, the next volume will

be better. The " Calendar of Operations" con-

tains many excellent hints, and vail be very

valuable to young farmers, and those of more
experience read them with advantage.

The article on "Tile Draining," by George E.

Waring, Jr., Engineer of the Draining of the

Central Park, has given me several new ideas

which I hope to profit by. I had not thought

of putting in " silt basins " in those parts of the

drain where there is less fall, and where there

is, consequently, more likelihood of the drain

choking up from the deposit of fine sand. Of
course, in ordinary draining, we need not make
such expensive affairs as those used in the Cen-

tral Park. A hole, dug two or three feet below

the drain, and stoned up to keep the soil from

falling in, is all that we can afford. But after

drains are covered up and are fairly working
there is not much danger of their filling up with

sediment. The water filters through the soil

and is as clear as the purest spring water. The
chief danger is from the surface water washing
away the soil, more or less, and running in large

quantities into the drains. I have several places

on my farm where this occurs. Of course this

water is not clear and may choke up the drains.

Another important point which Mr. Waring
calls particular attention to is " securing the

outlet." Of course it is not necessary to have
such finished work a3 that represented in fig.

2, page 55. But I have had one or two drains

which discharge large quantities of water into

a deep open ditch, which, from neglecting to

secure the outlet with stones, &c, have given

me more trouble than a little. The soil is con-

tinually falling in, and the tiles are carried by
the force of the water iato the ditch. I have
now built them up, rudely, with stones, but the

work would have been better done at the first.

The only objection to Mr. "Waring's article is

that it represents underdraining as a work re-

quiring such accuracy that few farmers would
be able to carry it out alone. I have used

a surveyor's level more or less in laying out

drains, but where a man is acquainted with the

land it is not indispensable. Water is a good
level, and in two or three cases has shown me
outlets, during the wet weather in the spring,

that I was unable to discover with the level.

"When drains are cut during dry weather, a

level, measuring staff, boring rod, &c, are ne-

cessary; but in ordinary farm practice draining

is seldom done at such seasons. The work can
be done much more easily in the spring, when
the ground is wet and soft, than in the summer,
when it is dry and hard. And in digging a drain

where there is water, there is no necessity for a,

level to determine the grade. Cut the drain so

that the water will run away from you, and a

little experience will enable an}' man to clean out

the bottom of the drain better than it can be done

with a level in a dry season. Where the water

runs fast, deepen the drain a little, and you will

soon 'got a sufficiently accurate grade.

The " Finishing Scoop " is an important tool,

but there is not one man in ton that knows how
to use it. The artist, in fig. 9, has not given the

exact shape. Tho blade, or scoop, should be the

same width its whole length, and it should be^cr-

fectly straight at the bottom. It should be bright

aud sharp, with a wrought iron shank that can bo

bent to the desired angle, and if long enough
and perfectly straight a skillful man can make
the bottom of the drain as level as a carpenter

can a piece of board with a planer. Many
farmers take an old scoop shovel, bend up
the sides and uses this ta clean out tho ditches.

But it is too short to make good work. Good
" finishing scoops " are not easily to be found.

There is not one to be had in Rochester.

Prof. Johnson's account of the experiments
made in Saxony on the ripening of rye and
spring wheat should attract attention. The re-

sults differ entirely from those obtained by Mr.
Hannam in England. Mr. H. found that wheat
cut two w s before it was fully ripe gave a
better sample, worth 6 cents a bushel more in

market, and yielded 4 per cent, more than the

same wheat allowed to get fully ripe. Nearly
all our agricultural writers have accepted these

experiments as decisive on the point, and the

majority of farmers cut their wheat at an earlier

period than was the case twenty years ago.

The experiments quoted by Prof. Johnson
seem to prove that there is a decided gain in

allowing grain to get fully ripe before cutting.

One hundred grains of rye cut July 18th, when
the " kernels were firm, past the milk, straw,

yellow and pretty dry," weighed 203 grains

;

while a hundred grains, cut July 26th, when the

crop was " dead ripe," weighed 222 grains. In
other words, a crop of rye that would yield 30

bushels per acre, cut at the ordinary time, would
yield 33 bushels if allowed to get dead ripe.

The experiments on spring wheat do not show
so great a gain, but " the advantage of allowing

the grain to become dead ripe, instead of cutting

just as it passes out of the milk, is about 5 per

cent." On a crop of 30 bushels we gain a bushel

and a half by allowing it to get fully ripe.

Of course it is very easy to lose this amount
by shelling. But now that we have reaping

machines which give us complete control of the

crop, we need not be in such a hurry to cut our

grain. We need not wait till it is dead ripe, but

should let it get as near ripe as we can without

running any risk of shelling. This conclusion

carries us back again to the opinions of practical

farmers when I was a boy. I can well recollect

how my father opposed the new doctrine at first,

but gradually relaxed a little and cut earlier, to

avoid the risk of shelling. As usual, the truth

probably lies between the two extremes.

It has been supposed that by allowing grain

to get dead ripe there was a loss of starch—that

it was changed into woody fibre or bran. But
it seems that the rye cut July 18th, when out of

the milk, contained 72.2 per cent, of starch,

while that cut July 26th, when dead ripe, con-

tained 75.7 per cent—a notable increase.

Prof. Johnson says, in ripening, " the grain

becomes slightly, the straw and chaff consider-

ably, poorer in gluten or nitrogenous matters."

We suppose be does not mean that the grain

contains any less gluten, but rather that it con-

tains more starch ; and this would give a less

percentage of gluten. Just as in a fat ox there

is no less meat (nitrogen) than in the same ox

when thin, although the percentage would be

less. And so in a fat kernel of wheat, there is

no less gluten, but proportionally moro starch.

The most interesting part of Mr. Carpenter's

article on potatoei is the statement in regard to

three neighboring farmers, who planted the

same variety of potato (the Pinkeye Rusty Coat).

No. 1—Planted whole potatoes in hills 3 feet

apart. Yield 80 bushels per acre.

No. 2—Planted whole potatoes in rows 3 feet

apart and 15 inches apart in the rows. Yield

100 bushels per acre.

No. 3—Planted the same distance apart ns

No. 2, but with sets cut to only two eyes. Yield

two hundred aud sixty (260) bushels per acre.

The explanation of this astonishing difference

is not so much (probably) to planting sets with
only two eyes, as to the fact that No. 1 and No.
2, although they cultivated the land thoroughly
up to July 1st, let the weeds grow up and choke
the crop afterwards, while No. 3 kept his land
free from weeds. All through the season No.
1 and No. 2 had to " mow the weeds at digging

time," while in No. 3 "no weeds were to

be seen." This is the great lesson that we must
all learn—that the land must be clean to produce
maximum crops. If you take the weeds into

partnership you cannot have the whole profits.

They are the worst of partners. They do no work,
put in no capital, bear none of the expenses,

pay no taxes and have very extravagant habits.

It seems that Mr. Carpenter has been eminent-

ly successful as a potato grower. His success

seems to be due to three things : 1st. Change of
seed ; 2nd. Close planting, and 3rd, to thorough
cultivation. He plants in narrow7 rows, only from
two feet to two feet nine inches apart, cuts to two
eyes and drops the sets from twelve to sixteen

inches apart in the rows. He covers the seed

with a plow from four to six inches deep. I do
the same thing, and some of my neighbors told

me I would smother them, or that, at all events,

they would be a week or ten days later in get-

ting through the soil than if covered lightly with

a hoe. They may be a little longer in coming
up, but you can plant that much earlier, and
then harrow the ground to kill the weeds just

as the potatoes are breaking the ground. If

planted deep there is no danger of pulling up
the sets or of doing any serious damage to the

shoots. With Peachblows and other rampant
growers three feet between the rows is near

enough. If the land is in good order the tops

will completely cover the ground. Flukes could

be planted as close together as Mr. Carpenter re-

commends with decided advantage.

Mr. C. puts ashes and plaster on the rows

after the potatoes are up. I have known plaster

produce a good effect; but on my soil ashes

have never been of much benefit to the potatoes.

I should have more faith in 250 pounds of good
Peruvian guano, sown broadcast and harrowed iu

before planting. The ashes and plaster might

then be applied afterwards on top with moro
probability of proving beneficial. I have known
300 pounds of Peruvian guano give an increase

of nearly one hundred bushels per acre. This,

however, was on land which, without guano,

produced only 98 bushels per acre. On rich land

the effect might not be so marked ; I do not

see why we cannot raise 300 bushels per acre.

Measurement op Unhusked Corn in Tan
Crib.—A Missouri correspondent propounds a

question, which we must say, iu our belief, de-

fies mathematics or ordinary guessing. He asks

for a rule for the measurement of unhusked corn

in the crib. Were the cribs equally well packed

down, the corn cars year after year, in any dis-

trict, very uniform in size and well filled, (for

nubbins and half-filled ears have nearly as much
husk as good ones), there might, perhaps, be a

rule given. But the fact is, no two kinds of corn

can be relied upon to have the same amount of

husk ; on different land the same kind of corn

will not have the same quantity of husk and

cob in proportion to the grain; even on the

same field, iu different years, the production will

vary greatly. After all, the variation will not bo

so much in the number of cars produced, as

in the amouut of shelled corn they will yield;

whilo the unhusked cars will havo much the

same apparent size and amount of husks.
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Fig. 1.—EXTEKIOB Or CHEESE ROOM.

Eow Cheddar Clieese is Made.
ET ETA 31. COLLINS.

Mr. Editor : You expressed a desire to go

through our cheese-rooms again, and to see how
the Cheddar Cheese was made. If you can spare

a few moments this morning, and will imagine

yourself at my elbow, I will take you around

with pleasure. We have a dairy of 40 cows.

Tou remember they used to be milked in a yard.

Fig. 2.—PLAN OF CHEESE ROOM.

4, Cheese Room; J3, Curing Room; 1, Furnaceiolth large
kettle and closely fitting cover; 2, Steam pipe from furnace
to steam chamber under vat; 3, Vat for milk; 4, Sink with
strainer; 5, Tank for sweet whey; 6, Tank for sour whey

;

7, Curd mill ; S, large table, formerly work bench ; 9,

Cheese presses; 10, Shelves; 11, Shelf under window.

Now father has milking stables. These are a

decided improvement. Most of the cows have
learned to drink whey, so we at present do
not keep so many pigs as we formerly did.

Do you recognize, in fig. 1, the old door-way
to the cheese-room ? Do you remember washing
your hands in the tank of sour whey in front,

after your blackberrying excursion with "Willie

Fig. 3.—INSIDE OF CHEESE ROOM.

and I? That ^stands there still—one of the

fixtures. They cannot feed out whey sweet, as

it would kill cows or pigs. Father talked about

having it carried in pipes, but it would require

so much grading that it was not finally done.

Figure 2 is a plan of the cheese-rooms ; fig. 3

shows the inside and a view of the vat, and meth-

od of heating the milk by steam. The evening's

f
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Fig -WOODEN KNIFE.

milk is strained into the vat, and kept cool with

covered pails of ice water till morning, when
the cream is removed, heated to 86°, and re-

turned to the milk. Frequently both butter and

clieese arc made from the same milk, but the

practice is unknown in our dairy. A ball of

annotto, an inch in diameter, is rubbed up in a

bowl with a little warm water, in which has

been dissolved a half teaspoonful of soda to

brighten the annotto, as a high color is desirable

in Cheddar Cheese, and the whole is thoroughly

mixed with the milk. The morning's milk has

been strained into the vat, the whole heated to

90°, the rennet added, the curd has come, and

there Mary
stands cut-

ting it up
with a wooden knife, fig. 4, into parallelopipe-

dons (isn't that learned!) an incli square at

the top. Mary cuts up an entire rennet, puts it

into a pitcher with a quart of water and a half

pint of salt, and uses about a gill to bring the

curd, adding a little water occasionally as that

in the pitcher gets low. A good strong rennet

will last a week. Calves' rennets differ so much
in strength that the only rule possible is to use

as little as will do. Mary keeps two pitchers for

rennet, and prepares the second one a day or

two before she begins to use from it, when, if

there is still any liquid remaining in the first,

it is carefully strained into the second.

In about half an hour Mary will begin to

break up the curd with her hand; moving it

gently for twenty

minutes, mean-

while increasing

the heat to 96°,

when one end of

the vat is raised

by means of the

screw, and the

process of draw-

ing off the whey
commences,and is

continued for an

hour or two.

"When it is suffi-

ciently dry, it is

weighed, salted in
r'S- 5--cubd mile.

the proportion of 1 oz. dry salt to 5 lbs. curd,

cooled off, and pressed in large hoops for half

an hour, when it is removed and ground into

lumps, the size of a pea, in the curd mill, fig. 5,

of which fig. 6 is the cylinder. This turns

against a curved surface with similar teeth. By
this mill the curd is not really ground, hut

picked fine. Cotton bags, fig. 7, are then filled

with the curd and

pressedm seven inch tin ^ *£Qjfi "Ik

hoops, fig. 8, strongly J^^ST %
banded with iron, under E|fj|pg|l|l §'. :f

1,000 lbs. weight to 20 '

lbs. curd, for two days.

Once during this time
Fig. 6. CYLINDER.

the cheeses are taken

out, turned, and the bags replaced by ban-

dages. We have one press which holds eight

hoops, fig. 9 ; the others only four. They
are then bandaged anew, immersed in a kettle

of scalding brine to make a rind impervious to

the flies, and stored away in the curing-room,

where they are daily turned, and, after the first

morning, dressed down with whey, butter and

annotto for a month or six weeks. This is the

room which you used to say reminded you of

pine apples, strawberries and roses. They are

taken from this room to the stone cheese-house,

where the process of curing still goes on. By

and by the shelves, from the floor to the ceiling,

will be filled with beautiful little Cheddar

Cheeses, fig. 10, just alike, each weighing from

10 to 12 lbs., and about the color of a horse

chestnut. TheChed-
darCheeses are made
extensively in Eng-

land, and are im-

ported for this mar-

ket. The name is

taken from the town

of Cheddar, in theFig. 8.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 7.

northern part of England, where they are

manufactured on a large scale. Mi'. F. W. Col-

lins introduced the idea of making them" in

this country, in his dairy in Morris, Otsego

County, N. Y., in 1862, since which time "he

has confined his dairy to the production of for-

eign cheese, mostly of that stamp. The whole-

sale price has been regulated by the exchange

on gold, and consequently has vacillated widely.

In 1862 it was 16 cents per lb. ; in 1863, 25

;

in 1864, 40 ; in I860, 30 ; in 1866, it has ranged

from 33 to 35 cents per pound.

[The manufacture of the finer varieties of

cheese is receiving great attention in the dairy

districts. The introduction of the factory sys-

tem»by Jesse Williams,

of Rome, a few years

since, has had the hap-

piest influence in the im-

provement of the qual-

ity of American cheese,

and in the demand for

it in other countries, es-

pecially England. In

1857 the total export of

American cheese amounted to but 6 1

[
a millions

of pounds. In 1864 the exports from this port

alone were estimated at fifty millions of pounds.

It only needs suitable care in the management
of the dairy to give us the command of the

cheese markets of the world. The Cheddar is

the highest style of English

cheese. It will he seen from

the prices named by our cor-

respondeut that they are near-

ly a third higher than the

average price of ordinary qual-

ities of cheese in those j'ears.

This is a pretty strong argument for absolute

cleanliness in the milking stables, and the

greatest nicety in the dairy-room.

—

Eds.]
«-. — a» .—

Thill and Pole Harrows.—It is very desi-

rable to give corn, sorghum, potatoes, and all

root crops very early culture. This cannot be

well done with implements having teeth which
shovel, scrape, slice, or otherwise move much
the soil. The best hoe for many purposes is the

potato hook, and harrows of various sizes are

the best implements for the tillage of such

crops. Potatoes require little care, and if planted

deep may be harrowed without reference to the

rows, but for other crops the teeth must be

guided to stir the soil and not touch the vjlants.

Why not bolt a pair of thills and a haudle or

pair of plow handles to a light (A) harrow?
Clods and stones will have much less influence

upon it than if drawn simply by the clevis. The
thills may be very narrow. With a pole, using

two horses, and taking out the middle teeth, the

harrow beiug run astride the rows, the work of

corn hoeing might be greatly facilitated. The
full efficacy of a harrow is secured only when
every tooth does its work and no one follows in

the track of another. This may be better secured

by using thills and poles than by any other way.

Fig. 10.
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The Opossum.

—

(Didelphis Yirginicmid.)—*

—

This is one of those peculiarly American "in-

stitutions," which, after tlie discovery of the

Western World, added much to the interest with

which naturalists regarded America. New flow-

ers and shrubs, new trees and animals were

expected, hut as

a general thing

these followed in

some measure the

old familiar forms

of Europe. But

this wonderful ge-

nus (Didelphis) in

many important

respects was an

entire anomaly.

In the first place,

the teeth are more
numerous than

those of any other

then known ani-

mal ; the hind feet

are hand-like, be-

ing furnished with

a sort of nailless

thumb, so that the

animal can grasp

a branch ; the nak-

ed tail is prehen-

sile, enabling the

animal to use it

in climbing or to

suspend itself by it, as in the picture, and, more
astonishing than all, the females have a belly

pouch in which the young are reared. This

pouch is common to the order of marsupial

animals, which is the prevailing type of the

mammalia of Australia—the kangaroo, for ex-

ample. The Opossum Family includes ten or

twelve genera and

perhaps fifty spe-

cies, some of

which are not

much larger than

a common mouse;

but the Opossum
is the only one

found in the Uni-

ted States, and

from its size is

one of the most

important and in-

teresting. Its head

is long, the nose

straight and point-

ed, teeth numer-

ous and sharp,

ears thin, dark at

base and bordered

with white ; fur

gray, composed of

fine soft \vool,with

many long white

hairs; color on the

back and legs

darker. The Opos-

sum weighs 10 to

14 pounds,is quick

and active among .

the branches of trees, but ciumsy on the ground.

When pressed to close quarters it feigns death,

and shows no light, but watches au opportunity

to escape. From this well known habit comes

the expression " playing 'possum." A nocturnal

animal, crafty and stealthy in its motions, feed-

ing upon fruits and vegetables to some extent,

but particularly fond of eggs and young birds,

the nest of many a poor bird is robbed. Young-
mice are greedily devoured, and many rep-

tiles also. In fact there is little animal food not

acceptable, provided the Opossum does not

have to fight for it. The birth of the young
seems to be a matter of mystery. When first dis-

covered they are minute, blind, naked, shapeless

The Green Turtle (Chelonia Midas.)

opossum—{JDiddphis Virginiana.)

things, weighing only a single grain each, and

each attached to a teat, of course within the

protecting marsupial pouch. After some fifty

days, having gained sight and fur, and being

about as large as little mice, they begin to run

in and out, though remaining most of the time

attached to the teats ; when their size is so great

GBEEN TOBTLE AND SALT WATEli TEBIiAPIN.

that the pouch will not hold them, they are said

to cling to the mother's back, coiling their tails

around hers for additional security. The Opos-

sum is found in all the Atlantic States south of

New-York, occasionally in this State, but not

east of the Hudson River; and southward and

westward. Its flesh is excellent, usually very

fat, and resembling that of a sucking pig.

This animal belongs to the family of Logger-
head Turtles. It is common in our markets, but

rarely appears upon the coasts of the Atlantic

States, except Florida, though occasional speci-

mens have been found as far north as Long
Island. It is an

inhabitant of the

deep sea in the

neighborhood of

the West India

Islands. It is well

represented in our

engraving,and has

little the" look of

our land or fresh

water tortoises.

The feet are real-

ly fins, and are

exclusively used

for swimming, ex-

cept when they

come upon the

shore to lay their

eggs. These they

lay in hollows dug
in the dry sand,

high on the beach.

One hundred and
fifty to two hun-

dred eggs are laid

in a place, they

are covered with

sand and left to be hatched by the sun. At
these times the turtles are taken, and shipped

in great numbers to the markets of the United

States and Europe. They weigh from two hun-

dred to four hundred pounds. Considerable

pains is now taken on many of the West India

Islands to prevent the destruction of the eggs

and of the turtles

before the eggs

are laid. When
the young hatch

they- shuffle away
down to the wa-

ter and are seen

no more until

they appear of full

size, living appa-

rently continually

underwater. They
feed upon a kind

of sea weed called

turtle grass. The
general color of

this turtle is olive

green, and the fat

has a greenish

hue. They never

bite, we believe,

but sometimes

strike with their

"flippers." In

market the fore

and hind tins on

the same side are

usually tied to-

gether by a cord

passed through

flesh of these animals is

cut into steaks for broil-

ing or frying, and those parts unfit for steaks

are used for the popular " green turtle soup."

Tin; Salt Water Terrapin (Malaeoelem-

mya paimtris.)—Th.o little fellow at the left of

the picture is another favorite of the epicure.

The Sail Water Terrapin inhabits the salt water

the leathery web. Thi

savory and tender, beius
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marshes from Rhode Island to South America,

during our Northern winters burying itself in

the mud. Taken at this time it is fat and deli-

cious, aud greedily sought for in our City mar-

kets. Each plate of the upper shell is marked

with deep striae parallel with the sides. These

are deepest in the males, and the males are con-

siderably less in size than their companions.

These Terrapins are very active on shore, and

expert swimmers—on the alert and ever sus-

picious of danger, except when hybernating.

They are about 7'| a inches long, the shell being

of an olive green color, with darker concentric

markings on the scales. The under shell or

sternum is yellowish green, with dusky mark-

ings, and the legs and neck of a light brown,

inclining to white, with innumerable black dots.

Carrot Culture.

£Y JI. H. SILVESTHOKN.

Select a good rich piece of clover sod, with

deep loam or gravel soil
;
put on twenty loads

of good manure to the acre aud spread evenly

over the ground. Then plow the ground about

six inches deep. I once failed entirely to raise

a crop because I plowed my ground too deep; the

seed would not germinate in the soil turned up.

I do not think it advisable to undertake the

culture of carrots on clay soil with a stiff sub-

soil, as the cost of them will exceed the profit.

After plowing, harrow fine; harrow the last

time the short way of the piece ; then drill in

the seed the long way, in rows, two feet apart,

I prefer to raise my own seed, as it grows

much more sure than seed purchased at the

stores—use fresh seed. I usually raise the

White Belgian, as I can grow more to the acre

than of any other kind. Still I consider there is

more nutriment in the same amount of the

Orange carrot. The best tool that I have yet

used is of my own invention.

The frame is similar to that of a common
cultivator, and about the same length, but only

about two-thirds as heavy—-in this I have eight

teeth. The teeth are about ten inches long

from the shoulder to the point. The blade is

similar to the coulter on a plow, except it is

only about 11 inches wide and brought to an

edge. These, with a good cultivator shovel for

the front tooth, complete the implement.

"With this cultivator and a horse, you can
commence to work your carrots as soon as they

are up, cutting up the ground deep and very

close to the carrots without covering them up,

thus saving five-sixths of the labor usually spent

with the hoe, and leaving the ground in much
better condition than it otherwise could be.

After the carrots are about as big as a pipe

stem, I take my hoe the narrow way, and cut

the rows into hills, leaving them, when thinned

out, about six inches apart. After this you have

no more to do with the hoe, but use the culti-

vator occasionally. To harvest, plow around

the patch, just as close to the row as you can

without cutting the roots. Now let your team

stand, take a good butcher knife, catch the top

of the carrot in the right hand, pulling it out of

the ground, after which take the root in the left,

and turn the top down—now, with one clip, cut

off the top and throw the carrots in piles on the

plowed ground, and tramp the tops in the fur-

rows—now, plow about twice around, and you

are ready to pull and cut as before. In this way
myself and one other hand have harvested and

buried one hundred bushels in half a day.

Carrots should remain in the ground as long as

they can be left, and be got out while the ground

is dry, as they generally improve till freezing

weather, and they keep much more fresh than

when harvested before they are full}' matured.

Still they should be dug when the ground is dry,

for the carrots come out clean, and need no
washing before feeding. Dirty carrots never

should be fed to any kind of stock.

Every person should have a good root cellar

attached to the barn. After your carrots are

harvested, put in the cellar about what will last

till midwinter, and bury the balance, as they

keep much fresher when buried than iu a cellar.

Carrots have no great fattening properties,

but when fed with grain they are much better

than either fed separately. I have always found

it more advantageous to feed, say to a horse,

four quarts of oats aud six to eight good sized

carrots than eight quarts of oats with no car-

rots, or than double the amount of carrots with

no oats. Carrots alone, are most excellent feed

for cows in the spring, before grass comes ; chop-

ped fine and mixed with ground oats, they make
the best of feed for sheep having early lambs.

[Deeper plowing than six inches is advisable

in rich sand}- loams, and in all heavy loams

sub-soiling will pay. The tops of carrots make
excellent feed, and we think it pays better to

feed them than to turn them under. In some
districts they are sold to dyers, at a good price.]

-— . m em *-m —
Driving Horses at Plowing-

[The following sensible notions about plowing

are from " T. C," ofPaulding County, Ohio. The
docility of the horse, under proper training, is

such that lines need only be used at plowing, in

an emergency; but horses can seldom be trusted

without some control upon their heads.

—

Eds.]

"The subject of driviug horses before the

plow is an important one to every farmer, for

good driving aud good plowing go together, and
good, easy plowing is no small item in farming.

I have seen one man take a team to plow, and
permit them to walk so fast that they had to

stop every few rods to breathe, and thereby lose

more time and injure the team more, and not

make as good work by far as if the}- had been

driven more slowly ; and I fear this is the prac-

tice of thousands of the readers of the American,

Agriculturist. I have seen another man take

two old horses that had been used singly in a

buggy, one much lighter and much faster than

the other, and (neither of which had been used

to plowing), hitch them to the plow, and in a

short time have them go step by step with each

other, what pace he wished, and so straight as

to surprise his employer. While the former

plowman made bad work by letting some slices

fall back, setting some on edge, and leaving dead

furrows from two to three feet wide, the latter

would turn all well over, and in finishing up
would leave a dead furrow only the breadth

of the plow, and as straight as need be, without

making an}r ' turns ' or short furrows. The
good plowman did his work much easier to him-

self and team than the other. Both pieces were

in corn, and that best plowed was easiest tended.

" The best way that I know of to tie horses

that are in the habit of going too fast is the fol-

lowing : Use the cord lines, (those thick at the

hind ends are best for lazy horses), instead of

the short stick between their heads. I prefer a

coupling strap, with a spring hook at each end,

and buckle in the middle, or a cord line will do.

We do not want horses always the same dis-

tance apart, especially in finishing up, and be-

sides the stick is not pleasant to a tender-

mouthed horse when turning round, especially

if the driver does not believe in it, or if he is not

kind to his team. If one horse is faster than the

other, instead of hanging the check rein on the

harness as usual, put it back between the hames,

lie a short line to the middle of it, and tie the

other end of the short line to the other horse's

wifnetree, or to his trace forward of it. When
the fast horse steps forward he steps into his
' bit '; if he has a tender mouth he may ' rear,'

but b}r the time his feet are off the ground the

other horse makes a step, and his rein is slack,

and he will learn to go slow before he gets tired.

If both horses are too fast, tie them both iu the

same way. As to driving, every good plowman
establishes a communication between himself

and his team peculiar to himself—not, however,

by putting the lines round the back, nor by
hanging them on the ' handles,' unless they

have more practice than is usual ou small farms.

The bo}r that took the prize without lines had
practice. The place for the lines is in the plow-

man's hands, where he can let one slip through

his fingers, or gather it in, as needed. With
lines, properly used, words are seldom needed

;

and with sufficient practice words properly

spoken do away to a great extent with the use

of lines. ' Come ' and ' gee ' are all the words

necessary, besides speaking to each horse by

name ; they should be spoken to kindly. If a

horse is lazy, a stroke with a cord line shows him

his pace much quicker than unkind words. I

know of no surer way to break up a bad practice

than that which induced the boy to drive his

team without lines—namely, the offer of a prize."

m «— ^iQnii —» » .

Screens for Shelter.

Screens are planted for two purposes : the con-

cealment of objects offensive to the taste, and

the shelter of buildings, gardens and orchards

from the winds. It is of screens as a shelter

that we purpose to say a few words here.

The importance of shelter in our northern cli-

mate is but little understood. It answers sever-

al economic as well as esthetic purposes. No
countn- home has its appropriate surroundings

until evergreens are planted. It is cheerless and

desolate in winter—it lacks the highest charm

in summer. By the shelter of evergreens, we
may change the temperature of the seasons, and

give gardens and orchards the climate of re-

gions four or five degrees further south. The
violence of the prevailing winds ruay be com-

pletely broken, so that the thermometer will not

sink so low in winter, and the snow, instead of

drifting in heaps and leaving many places bare,

will spread its soft covering evenly over all del-

icate plants and preserve them. Many of the

difficulties with which the gardener and orchard-

ist have to contend, may be obviated by the

shelter of trees. One reason why grapes and

other small fruits do better in cities and villages

than in the country, is the fact that they have

the shelter of yards and buildings. Train an

Isabella upon a trellis in an open field, and you

may not get a crop once iu five years. Put it

upon the south or east side of a building, and,

with suitable feeding and pruning, the crop is

generally as sure as that of Indian corn.

One of the best examples of the ameliorating

influences of shelter upon climate that has ever

fallen under our observation, was upon the

farm of the late Judge ileech, of Shelburne,

Vt. His homestead was near the shores of

Champlain, and swept by the severe lake winds

in the winter and spring. He inclosed about

two acres with a screen of American Arbor
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Yitas, that being the most common evergreen of

the region. "Within this inclosure he could raise

the grape, the peach, and other fruits that 'would

not mature outside. The effect of the screen

was to give his garden the climate of New York.

There can be no doubt of the economy of

planting screens in cold climates around gar-

dens and orchards, wherever there is sufficient

room for them. A screen, unlike a hedge, does

not require close planting, and not much shear-

ing or attention of any kind, after it is once

established. As to the plants that will serve

this purpose, deciduous trees are better than

nothing, but the}- are not nearly so effective as

evergreens; and if one is to be at the expense of

planting it is better economy to plant the best.

There are several varieties of evergreens that

make perfect shelter, and we should be govern-

ed in their selection mainly by the cost of the

plants and the facility of transplanting. "We put

at the head of the list the Norway Spruce, and

this conifer has been so extensively imported for

SCREEN OF NORWAY SPRUCE.

the last dozen years or more, that almost eveiy

well established nursen- has a large stock, and
they are as cheap as any other tree. Man}' nur-

series have evergreen trees fit for no other pur-

pose than screens, or to be cut up for stakes and
poles. The Hemlock is another admirable tree

for this purpose, and if we could find plants

that had been properly grown, we should pre-

fer them to the Norway Spruce. The foliage is

more beautiful, they are a perpetual feast to the

eye, but unfortunately they are exceedingly im-

patient of removal. It is rare to find a nursery-

man that knows how to giow a Hemlock, and

hardly ten per cent, of plants taken from the

woods, with ordinary treatment, will live. Next
to this we place the American Arbor Vitae,

which is abundant and easily transplanted.

The "White and Black Spruce, and the Red Ce-

dar, also, make good screens. So much de-

pends upon keeping the roots of evergreens

moist during transportation that we should be

governed mainly by location and price in select-

ing any one of the varieties here mentioned.

If the soil is rich enough to bear sixty bushels

of corn to the acre, it will require nothing but

mechanical preparation—plowing with the sur-

face and subsoil plow. It will pay to loosen

the soil to the depth of eighteen inches. If en-

riching is called for, use no fresh manures, but

a compost made of peat and ashes, or muck and

lime. Ashes arc always a good dressing forever-

greens. The distauce of planting will be de-

termined somewhat by the size of the trees, and

the immediate objects aimed at. With Norway
Spruces ten or twelve feet high, an effective

shelter may be made at once. We have suc-

ceeded admirably with trees of this size, losing

less than five per cent.—planting them so that

the limbs justtouched. They were put out, wilh

good balls of earth, the same day they were

taken up. It is safer, however, to plant smaller

trees, and closer together, even if you have to

take-out the alternate trees two or three years

later. A screen for an apple orchard may be

left to grow twenty-five or thirty feet high, and

in th'is case the trees should be at least ten feet

apart to give the requisite strength at the base.

The screen will require much less attention than

the hedge, but it is good policy to keep the

ground cultivated for a few years after the plant-

ing, and to bring out the bottom limbs well by
shearing those above. All the different kinds of

evergreens we have named bear the shears well,

and can be readily trained in the way they

should go, with a little timely attention.

Smallness of Cob Very Desirable in

Seed Corn.

The selection of seed corn is one of the most
important things which a farmer does at this

season. Coarse cobs accompany late matur-

ity, as a rule ; fine cobs, well tipped out, in-

dicate perfect maturity, adaptation to the season

and soil, and a fixedness of character which it

is important to maintain. The curing of corn

takes place to a great extent after husking, and
the presence of a great, soft, moist cob in each

ear gives a tendency to mold, which should be

seduloush- avoided. The old experiment of fit-

ting a paper cone to an ear of corn, then with-

drawing the ear, shelling it and returning the

kernels to the cone, is interesting and instruc-

tive. If the kernels will all go easily into the

cone, the cob is too large, and we should say,

the corn unfit for seed. The cone should be

made of brown paper, dampened, bound tightly

around the ear, coming no higher than the

kernels, but covering all ; the ends are trimmed
off, and it is allowed to dry before the ear is

drawn out. One may easily judge by the eye

which ears have the smallest cobs—those which
are best tipped out, which have the kernels in

the closest rows, and all the rows running un-

broken from end to end. These ears will not

be found among the biggest round, nor among
the longest, usually, but among those of medium
size. A friend used to say, as he showed off his

seed corn, " every ear as regular and solid as a

white-oak piu." And so they were, as nearly as

corn ears could be, firm, close, hard and solid.

Cotton Culture.

BY F. G. DWIGHT.

[Our offer of two premiums for prize essays

upon this subject has been responded to, and the

first premium has been awarded to Joseph B.

Lyman, a recent cotton planter in Louisiana,

and the second to F. G. Dwight, whose expe-

rience has been in the Atlantic Seaboard Cotton

States. Both essays will be probably published

in one volume, in season for the next year's

operations. For the immediate benefit of our

readers in the cotton growing districts, and of

the large class who are contemplating a removal

thither, we give in this issue the first of a series

of articles culled from these essays. —Eds.]

Bedding Ur.—After the fields have all been

plowed the work of bedding commences. One
hand leads off with a scooter plow, and marks

rows, running through the whole length or

width of the field ; others follow with turn

plows, and throw two or more furrows on each

side of the marks, making a slightly elevated

bed, the number of furrows to be turned de-

pending on the width of the spaces between the

rows. A small water furrow is left between the

beds to serve as a drain after heavy rains.

Where the land is not likely to wash, and there

is a good deep subsoil to readily absoib rains,

flat culture is often practiced. In this case the

land is thoroughly plowed as before, and if pos-

sible cross plowed, bedding up being dispensed

with until seeding time, when slight beds are
thrown up in the process of planting.

Cotton Rows.—In marking out rows, it is

recommended that they should be laid out east

and west, in order to be as much as possible ex-
posed to the sun at all hours of the day—cotton
being of all others a hot weather plant. This
distinction can be observed on level ground, or
such as is slightly rolling, hut where there is

much fall, attention must be paid to safeguards
against the land washing. On hilly lands, curves
should be followed around the sides on a level.

The probable productiveness of the soil must
determine the distance between the rows; the
poorer the soil the nearer should they be. On
land that is not well known to be very good,
it is safest to let the distance be about 20 inches
or two feet, so that in getting twice as many
rows on poor soil as would be put on land ad-
mitting of four-foot distance, the difference in
the yield of a crop grown on good and only
tolerably good land would not be very great.

Planting.—The cotton plant in its early
growth is very tender, particularly when in a
crowded state, it cannot withstand frost and is

even very sensitive to cool weather. As early

planting is generally recommended and will be
found to be the most successful, caution must
be exercised not to plant too early. To replant
is discouraging work, involving much loss of
time. In the Gulf States from the 25th March
to the 10th April is the usual planting season.

Details.—The hands that are selected to

drop the seed must be furnished with bags or
" wallets " large enough to hold about half a
bushel of seed. These are suspended at the
right or left side by a rope or strap over the
shoulder. With the scutcr plow, a seed furrow
is opened to the depth of three or four inches in

the middle of the bed, the hands following the

plow and dropping the seed as even as possible.

Careful supervision is needed. The best of the

freedmen are not easily impressed with the im-

portance of dropping the seed regularly. They
soon get careless, and if you are not on the

alert, the young plants will come up in patch-

es. Light furrows are thown towards the

opened row to cover the seed, one on each side.

If left in this condition the seed would be cov-

ered too deeply; and after one field is planted,

the wooden scraper, fastened to a plow stock, is

drawn over the seed row, taking off all uneven-

ness of surface, removing the excess of cover-

ing, and leaving the bed in a neat condition,

somewhat elevated above the water furrow.

En Flat Culture, where there has been no
previous "bedding up," the seed furrows are

opened at proper distances. Seed dropped and
covered as before ; then successive furrows are

thrown towards the seed row until the space

between the rows is plowed up, leaving a shal-

low water furrow midway between the beds.

Again, on very good land, and where the soil

is in fine working order, the labor of plowing

previous to planting is sometimes dispensed

with. This " short cut " way, however, is not

to be recommeirried. Whenever this must be

done, the process is simply to open furrows at

the proper distauce apart, drop the seed and

cover as before. One or two furrows are then

thrown up with the turn plow lo complete a bed,

and the middle broken out with the sweeps; the

wooden scraper being used to level off the beds.

Yorn Personal Supervision.—Every day

during "planting season" is necessary to look

after the furrow opening, planting, covering,

plowing and scraping off. Permit no careless-
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ness or slighting on the part of any one engaged

in the work; it must all be done well and

promptly. See that the seed furrows are opened

in a straight line, to facilitate the after culture.

The seed dropper should walk with a regular

gait along the side of the furrow, letting the

seed fall from his hand evenly, and as much as

possible right in the middle. Let him stop when
empty, and as soon as he has another handful,

step on. In covering the seed row, the plow

hand must be " wide awake," keep his plow

under control, and see that the soil is sufficient-

ly thrown over to cover all the seed. The most

experienced hand should hold the scraper, other-

wise too much soil will be "knocked off" here

or not enough there, leaving the seed exposed

in one place, and in another covered with earth

so deeply as to endanger its never coming up.

Depth to Cover Seed.—It need be but

thinly covered. In light, dry soil an inch to two
inches will be enough ; in heavier soil less.

Fig. 1.—HAY BAKKACK AND COW STABLE.

Jersey Hay Barracks—Roofed Stacks-

The Poor Man's Barn.

Last year we presented our readers some
rather elaborate barn plans, and many com-
plained that they were extensive and expensive,

and had little interest for them. They were
wrong in this, for the plans were full of good
hints for ail. It occurred to us the other day
that the structures, of which we give some
engravings, were really very philosophically

devised, and that many whose means do not

permit them to build such barns as they would
like to, might be profited by a lesson from the
" Jersey Dutch." The affair called in New
Jersey a " Hay Barrack" is really a stack

cover—a light square roof, made to be raised

and lowered, and set at any desired height be-

tween four corner posts. These posts are about

tight inches in diameter, and twenty-three to

twenty-four feet long, and are set 3 to 3'| 2 feet

in the ground. The roof is made upon the

ground and then raised to its place, where it is

held by pins. Thatched roofs are made by
fastening four substantial rails (square or round)

together by ganes aud pins near the ends

;

to these rails light poles, many of which reach

the peak of the roof, are fastened, and upon
them thatch is laid, usually in a coarse manner.

It is important that the roof should be very light.

Hence thatched roofs are preferred, and bar-

racks 12+'r2 arc- bettei than those of larger size.

Another kind of roof is that seen in fig. 2,

where hoards, the upper ends of which are not

only sawed to fit, but chamfered off to match,

are simply nailed together upon the ridges, and

to the plates forming a " hip-roof." Sometimes

Fig. 2.—BOAED ROOF TO BABKACK.

they are battened on the ridges, and over the

cracks between the boards, and sometimes not.

Either of these roofs will last many years, and,

as stack covers, save many times their cost.

The lower part of the hay or straw stack is

often protected from the cattle by perpendicular

boarding, nailed to rails or studs set between

the posts. This siding extends six to eight feet

from the ground, as seen on the sides of fig. 1, and

the transition is easy from this to the cow stable,

which is there represented. In this case there

are four strong rails or joists spiked to the

posts at the desired height (say seven feet), and a

flooring ofboards or rails—the tighter the better

—

is laid upon them, and the hay, straw or grain

is put above. Thus a 12 + 12 feet stable is

made, and a door is swung as shown. There

is room for three cows and a horse to stand

comfortabh'. Holes may be cut or bored for

ventilation if needed. If the side boarding

is double, and leaves or straw are stuffed into the

space between the sides, the stable will be a

very warm one. If two or three barracks are

placed close together, forming an angle or three

sides of a hollow square, cows or horses may
be very well protected in our severest winters.

Another plan for a shed under the stack is

seen in fig. 3. Common fence rails are set up

against the rails which support the hay, and a

few slabs driven into the ground on each side

and nailed together to contract the entrance.

The sloping sides may be thatched with spruce

or hemlock boughs and sods, and thus made
very warm and comfortable. This makes an

excellent fowl-house also ; aud if the south side

Fig. 3.—BABEACS WITH SUED BENEATH.

were to be glazed, two or three sashes being in-

serted, and the whole made tight, it would be as

good a winter laying house as could be desired.

We remarked that the affair is philosophically

devised. "Well made stacks keep hay as well as

it can be kept in a barn. The difficulty is that

it is expensive to thatch and rope a stack so as

to make it shed water perfectly, besides vermin

have a little freer swing at the grain and grass

seed ; and when a stack is cut into or partly

taken down, it is at once more or less seriously

exposed to detriment by the weather. All trou-

ble about covering and protecting against rain

after the stack is used from is removed by this

contrivance, and the warm, snug little stable be-

neath, for a poor man, or for any one as a tem-

porary expedient, may often be very convenient.

m t ii Q ii 1 a

Design in Feeding Stock,

Some farmers fail to adapt their feed to the

particular wants of their stock, as if all that

was needed was to give them enough to eat. But
different kinds of food produce different results.

For example: if I have a steer, which is

already well developed in bone and muscle,

but which I wish to fatten for market, I should

give him linseed or cotton-seed oil-cake, or

Indian meal, or shorts. If I wish to encourage

the growth of colts or calves, or other young
animals, I should give them a variety of feed,

but especially good hay, ground oats, or oats in

the sheaf, cut tolerably fine. Corn meal, barley,

and buckwheat are also useful for this purpose.

A working team, whether horses or oxen, de-

mand food which will supply the waste of mus-

cle and a fair amount of fat. When spring

work is about to commence, after seeing that

my teams are reasonably fat, I shouldgive them

oil-cake, oats, and good, bright hay, or cut

straw. Oats (ground) wiil suppty muscle, and
give greater power of endurance, in hard work
or fast driving, than will corn meal. Then, to

make the bill of fare complete, I should give

an occasional meal of carrots, or potatoes, or

turnips. These will aid the digestion, sharpen

the appetite and promote the general heallh. If

feeding for milk, I would continue this bill of

fare in a measure, and give oil-cake, corn meal,

shorts, or bran, with good hay or stalks cut

fine, and roots, such as beets or carrots. G.

i ^o —»-*

The Sheep's Foot—Biflex Canal—Fouls,

If we examine a sheep's foot externally we
find the hoof or horn}' portion presenting three

distinct forms. First, the outer walls, hard,

horny, sometimes smooth, as is usually the case

with the mutton breeds, as the Southdowns and

Cottswolds—in others, much corrugated and

rough, as with the Merinos. Second, the inner

walls, or walls of the cleft, less firm, somewhat

scaly aud fissured on the surface. Third, the

sole, of much the consistence of the walls of the

cleft, but thicker, and elastic from resting upon

a soft, spongy cushion, which covers the bone,

and forms in a measure the base of the heel. If

we spread open the cleft between the toes, and ex-

amine it closelj', we find a small hole, apparently

in the skin, shown in fig. 1, into which the head

of a pin may be easily passed. It is the mouth
of what is called the "Biflex Canal," and is a

peculiarity of the foot of the sheep, other cloven

footed animals not having it. The canal, a3

shown in section in fig. 2, is about an inch and

a half in length, curved like a horseshoe, and

has but one opening. The sheep books are par-

ticularly vague in their allusions to the Biflex or

Interdigital Canal, and it will, we doubt not, sur-

prise many of our sheep raisers to know that this

canal exists, and others that it is not an " issue"

or mouth of some tube connected with a secre-
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tor}- gland, but an inflection of the skin, the

canal Trails being like the adjacent skin, and

really forming a curious little sack, lined with

hairs, and secreting; a sort of yolky, gummy
substance. Its use seems to be to provide an

elastic cushion to spread the toes apart, and per-

haps also a viscid secretion to protect the tender

skin between the toes, where it is so easily

Fig. 1.—Morni or biflex canal.

washed away, and where abrasions and slight

injuries are liable to occur. Were the skin be-

tween the toes formed to exude enough of this

secretion, it would, of necessity, be more tender

and liable to injury and disease than it now is.

"We know of no disease of the Biflex Canal,

except stoppage at its mouth, which causes

inflammation and swelling, and similar inflam-

mation caused by some foreign substance being

introduced. Instead of lancing and tiying to cut

out the "worm," as some people think it is, the

sensible treatment is to procure a fine pointed ear

syringe, and, after opening the mouth, wash it

out with castile soap and warm water, and grease

the parts with tar mixed with lard. This Biflex

Canal has been charged with being the cause of

the rot, and though this view is generally scouted

at now-a-days, we are by no means sure that it

may not be guilty sometimes, to a certain degree

;

for certainly any cause which will render the

skin harsh and inflamed, or subject to injury

It is easily cured by cleaning and greasing the

parts, and putting the sheep on dry pastures. If,

however, it is neglected, it is liable to intro-

duce hoof-rot—the subject of another article.

If we examine the internal structure of the

foot we find that the horn is attached to the

sensitive portion above, at the crown of the

hoof and at the sole, by what is called a papil-

lated surface. Lower down we find that the

horn on its inner surface is split into an almost

infinite number of delicate leaves or. lamella.

Between these leaves of hoof are sensitive leaves

of the vascular membrane which covers the

whole surface of the horn. These two sets of

lamella?, or leaves, are as if we were to take

two books and lay the leaves of each, leaf for

leaf, between those of the other. The structure

is very beautiful and easily seen in the hoof of

a horse, which, after the flesh has decayed, may
be washed out and will show the horny lamella?

-very clearly. The sensitive lamella? are seen in

figure 3, as also the papillated structure at the

crown and sole. From this papillated surface

the hoof grows, and it is an inflammation of

this which constitutes the hoof-rot. The same
membrane—full of the papilla? by which horn

is formed—covers the whole foot and secretes

horn at all points ; where it is the thickest and

most vascular, as at the crown and sole, there

most horn is formed, but on the lamella?, little.

Adobe and Concrete Buildings.

Fig. 2.—BIFLEX CANAI STRUCTCKE OF FOOT.

from long grass or vines of any kind caught

between the toes, puts the foot in the best con-

dition to be poisoned by the virus of the hoof-

rot coming in contact with the inflamed part.

Fouls.—When this condition of inflamma-

tion of the skin in the cleft of the foot, from any

cause, becomes established, and a wet soil keeps

the hoofs moist, and greasy or yolky matter

from the Biflex Canal is constantly washed out,

the then disease known as " the Fouls " occurs.

The name adobe is applied to building mate-

rial in the form of bricks, hut unburned. It is

not necessarily clay, but it must be of a clayey

or loamy nature, and so firm when dried in the

sun as to be easily handled, and to sustain con-

siderable weight without crushing. This is dis-

tinguished from concrete by its containing no

lime or cement, and being always used in the

form of bricks. The concrete is a mortar of

sand and lime, usually hydraulic lime or cement,

in part at least, especially such as is used for

foundations, in which the proportion of cement

preponderates. This is laid up in the walls as

it 13 to remain, and the largest possible quantity

of gravel and larger stones is worked in. The
present high price of building mate-

rials leads farmers to look anxiously

for some good substitute for stone,

brick and wood. The need for the

dissemination of knowledge on this

subject is great, especially throughout

the Prairie States. A correspondent

in Iowa pleads for information, defin-

ite and full, about adobe building,

which we shall try to give, and would
be glad to give also particulars of the

experience of any of our readers who
have tried, and either approve or

condemn this material. Our cor-

respondent writes as follows :

—

"The high price of the material

would be but a small evil, provid-

ed we could obtain it. The fact is

that now throughout the Northwest

wc go without farm buildings nearly

altogether. Tumbledown stables, made of poles
and straw, ornament at least one-half of the

farms. The sides, which are (if straw, slip down
and are not repaired, letting the cold wind in

without hindrance, and the water drips through
the covering for days after every rain. Even of

those well-to-do farmers who have barns not

one in ten has shelter sufficient to protect all

of his domestic animals. I sometimes dream
of warm stables, tilled with rows of contented

cattle, nice and cosy, with the straw up to their

knees, but alas! save only the 'straw up to

their knees,' I fear it must ever be only a dream
throughout all Prairiedom. If j-ou would take

hold of the matter and show us what to do, and

how to do it, you would in that particular alone

confer an immense blessing upon the country."

A Simple Ventilator.—

&

" H. TV. P." sends us a drawing of a

simple apparatus, devised by the writer (and by
others, very possibly), to be fastened with small

screw-bolts to the back of a stove—in this

case a sheet-iron air-tight—for the purpose

of introducing to the room, a constant supply of

fresh warmed air in

winter. It works ad-

mirably. The box is

9 x 10 x 2i inches,

made of sheet-iron.

The pipe of zinc, 4
inches diameter, with

a damper, descends

beneath the floor, and

thence runs under the

floor and through the

north wall of the

building, to secure

the force of the pre-

vailing north-westerly winds. A west wall

would, no doubt, be equally well. A strong

current of air rushes in, is thrown against the

back of the stove and the underside of the

stove pipe, whence, perfectly warmed, it diffuses

itself through the room, is cooled by contact

with walls and windows, descends to the floor,

and is drawn off by the draft of the stove, or

through an opening in the chimney near the

floor, thus giving place to a new supply. Tight

double windows render the system more com-

plete and add vastly to economy and comfort.

SIMPLE VENTILATOR.

Home-made Baskets,

I observe your call for information as to how
willow baskets are made. Having often, when
a boy, seen my father's plowmen make baskets

for farm purposes during the long winter even-

ings, I will endeavor to tell you how it was done.

The willows were never peeled, but were

soaked in water in a long pig trough. The

Fig. 1.—noors.

hoops, ribs and handles were generally made of

split ash. Two ash splints were bent into

hoops and placed one within the other, but at

right angles, as shown in figure 1, a and i<. If

the two hoops are round, of the same size and

Cross in the middle, the basket will be round

—

that is hemispherical. If the inner hoop, which

forms the top of the basket, be the larger, tho
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basket will be more or less oval. Having ar-

ranged the hoops, take the willow rods and

weave them, as in figure 2. As the semi-circle

enlarges, insert the ribs, bent as shown in figure

3, and of such size and form as to regulate the

shape or contour of the basket, as shown at d,

d, figure 4. The splints, if well soaked, can be

easily bent into any shape. "Weave willows

among these ribs or hoops—it being simply

done—out and in, out and in, until the semi-

circle reaches down the side of the basket to

about the dotted line (fig. 4). Then com-

mence on the ends of the basket and weave wil-

lows down the ends and along the bottom, as

seen on the right hand end

at e, (fig. 4,) putting in more
of the ribs (fig. 3), if the work
is large and consequently

open. "When )'ou have the

ends and sides well woven,
the basket is finished, so far

as strength is concerned.

You can not pull it apart.

But there will be gores or

vacant spots left. Fill these
Fig. 3 - up with weaving, and your

basket is done.—It matters little where a wil-

low ends, provided it does not end at the top

without going round the upper hoop. The wet
willow twigs will bend easily and take any
form, and yet when dry they will be bard and
stiff, and can not be unwoven. Push the sev-

eral layers of willow close together and pull

them tight, and they will hold very firmly.

After the basket is dry, trim off all straggling

ends with a sharp knife. A little practice, and
perhaps the spoiling of a few baskets made with
materials that are quite cheap, will enable you
to make an article worth a dozen of what you

Fig. 4.

can buy. Do not give it up if you cannot make
a neat job at first. A little care and patience,

with a modium of practice, will set you all right.

[Several kinds of willow may be employed.

The common white and yellow willows answer

very well, but the basket osiers are superior on

account of the slenderness of the rods. The
white willow rods are strong and pliable, but

not so delicate and long. When peeled and

bleached with the fumes of burning sulphur,

very beautiful work may be produced. Rods

for basket making are best cut in the autumn,

for the good of the stock, but may be cut for

use at anytime after they are sufficiently grown,

and before they branch in the spring.

—

Ed.]

Investing in the Farm.

Leonard D. Cliff, of Carmel, Putnam Co.,

one of the best farmers New York has ever

produced, was wont to say of his own course

in life: " I have pursued a different policy from

farmers generally. Some of them have skinned

their farms, brought up their children in igno-

rance, given little or nothing in charity, and
have reached old age with barren farms, un-

cultured children, and narrow views of life, but

they have cash in bank ! On the contrarj', my
surplus earnings have gone to enrich my farm,

until it is callable of yielding an abundant sup-

port; my children have been educated, and now
occupy respectable positions in society. I have

felt it a privilege to give in charity; my tablehas

been bountifully supplied, and my house open
to the stranger. All this I have, but not money
in bank ; and I am satisfied with my choice."

He went to his rest on the 9th of September

last, at the age of 73—patriot, sage, counsellor

and friend, leaving his beautiful homestead and

his good works as his fitting monument. This

farm was the work of his lifetime, and we wish

to commend to our readers that sound policy

which made his one of the model farms of the

Empire State. It took the premium in 1855

as one of the best grazing farms, and the report

of the Visting Committee may be found in the

Transactions of the State Ag. Soc.for that year.

He reprobated that policy of skinning the

soil which, we are sorry to say, has been the

prevailing style of husbandry even in the North

and East, and which is still the worst feature

of farming all over the country. Men have

no faith in the capacity of the soil to reward

them for the labor and money they expend upon
it. They get a good crop of grain or roots

from the land, and instead of investing the

proceeds in more manure, more improvements

or more stock, they invest in more land or more
bank stock. Many a man has pursued this

course with his farm until its fertility has been

almost exhausted. He has transferred all its

fatness to the bank, and it will not now sustain

ten animals so well as it would fifty, fifty years

ago. He may have grown rich in money by
the process, but his farm is ruined. Go through

the older farming districts of any of our sea-

board States, and we doubt if the majority of

the farms will carry the stock the}' grazed and
fattened two generations back. They have lost

so much in fertility that not even the improved

tools and husbandry of the present day can

make them pay so well as they did then.

The Carmel farmer had faith in his business,

and felt that his surplus earnings were safer and

better invested in the soil, under his own man-
agement, than in the bank, under the manage-

ment of others. He literally cast his bread not

only upon the land, but upon the waters of his

farm, not doubting that it would return again.

He put money into dams and sluice ways

;

and the brook that had run to waste for ages

was turned over his meadows, and set every

blade of grass it fertilized to coining money for

him. He demonstrated that irrigation alone

would keep up the fertility of meadows, im-

proving the quality and increasing the quantity

of the grass. He gave us one of the best con-

ducted experiments in irrigation—worth millions

to the State, if his example were only faithfully

followed. The stream that was barren to oth-

ers became a Pactolus for him, flowing over

sands of gold. He had faith in drains, and the

rough land was cleared of its stones, and sluice

ways for the passage of water were formed be-

neath the surface, making the drained field of
fourfold value for all its future history. He be-

lieved in improved stock and invested largely

in it both for milk and beef. He expected to

get more milk and more beef from a given num-
ber of cattle, from the fact that they bad been
bred respectively for those qualities; and he
succeeded in his object. He had faith in home-
made manures, and worked his muck mines,

and turned the stable, stye and barn-yard to

good account. He brought up a rough farm,

worth less than five thousand dollars, to a valu-

ation of fifty thousand. He claimed that it

would pay the interest on that, well mauaged
;

and that perhaps is the best test of value.

We believe this course—investing in the farm
rather than in the bank—is belter both for the

farmer and for society. It is certainly much
safer ; for banks fail much more frequently than

well managed farms. The dividends of the

latter never fail entirely. The good, substantial

living, and the comfortable home are always
secure. It makes better society, farming be-

comes an improving and improvable art, and
intelligence is as much a growth of the pursuit

as farm products are of the soil. It puts the

farmer's capital into his business, where he

needs it, and where he can manage it himself.

He ventures everything upon his business, lives

wholly by it while he lives, and at death hands

over a cultivated homestead and a living busi-

ness to his heirs. This policy glorifies hus-

bandry and hastens the Agricultural Millennium.

"We look with longing for the dawn of that day.

Stone Fences.

In some regious a stone wall is the. cheapest

fence that can be made. In many respects, too,

it is the best for farm purposes. It has a look

of honest stability that is truly pleasing, but

is rarely advisable, except where adjoining

fields will furnish stones enough to inclose them,

and the fields will be greatly improved, by
their removal. Every wall will tumble down-

some time or other. On springy soils, draining

is indispensable. A trench should be dug a foot

or more deep with plow and scraper. Then draw
the larger stones for the foundation, and dump
them in the trench, which will save much band-

lifting. Afterwards draw the smaller, scattering

them along the entire line. Of course, the stones

should be laid so as to bind as much as possible,

and inclining inwards somewhat. If practicable,

find enough flat stones to cover. the top of the

fence, and help to throw off the rain, and to

prevent Jack Frost from tearing it into pieces.

Majstgel-"Wuktzels foe Sheep.—" Will it

pay in Missouri to raise mangels to feed sheep

when good ha}7 may be put up for §2.00 per

ton and corn i3 worth 40 cents per bushel ?

"

No—unless you can feed them off on the ground.

If so, yes ; for then you will manure your land

at the same time for a good crop of corn to fol-

low, or for some other crop perhaps, and so

doubly save and doubly gain. You will save

the labor of harvesting the crop and of making
and hauling out manure

;
you will gain the

clearing of the land of weeds, if the crop is well

attended to, and the value of the roots as feed,

besides the security of not placing all your de-

pendence for winter fodder on hay and corn,

and the introduction of something like a sensible

system of rotation, which is a gain all round.
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Sweet Potato Culture.

BY W. W. RATHB0NE, MARIETTA, OHIO.

The following article gives the method of pre-

paring the laud for sweet potatoes; that portion

relating to setting the plants and cultivation

will be given another month.

The Yellow Nansemond is the only variety

worthy of general culture in the Northern and

Middle States. Of robust habit, it matures early,

and is fit for the table as soon as of sufficient

size. Soil is poor that will not produce remu-

nerative crops of corn and Irish potatoes. Tet I

have grown 10"3'| 3 bushels of Nansemonds per

acre, without manure, on a side hill, the same

land having failed in corn and Irish potatoes.

Soil and Preparation.—Sandy and gravelly

soils are generally selected, and many think

other soils will not answer. I have not a rod

of sandy soil, and grow fifteen acres per annum.

My soil is mellow, if properly treated—very

cloddy, if mismanaged by plowing when wet.

I have produced good crops on red clay land,

and raise annually several acres on a yellow

loam. Where the soil is poorest, with very hard

sub-soil, the Nansemonds grow of a rounded

form, while in the richer, deeper and mellower

soil they are more elongated. There is many a

field laid by as too poor for corn or wheat, or, as

many would say, good oul}' for beans, that

would produce excellent sweet potatoes, with

but a slight dressing of well rotted manure, and

leached or unleached ashes. On no other crop

does manure tell so plainly. The sweet potato

is well adapted to thin soils, especially as it is

not an exhaustive crop. I have known it to be

raised fifteen years on the same plot of land,

showing no diminution of yield. The coating of

vines seems to add more to the soil than is ex-

tracted by the potatoes. On rich soils too much
vine is produced at the expense of the roots.

By saving none but the largest potatoes for.

planting, I notice a constant increase in the

yield per acre. As for fifty years the small

and refuse potatoes have been saved for seed,

the wonder is that a crop can be raised at all.

A southern aspect is best, yet any other will

answer. I always prefer rolling land, and in

many years' experience in cultivating side hills, I

entirely dissent from the practice almost uni-

versally recommended by writers, viz : "Make
the ridges run parallel to the hill to avoid wash-

ing." It is nonsense to try to dam up the quan-

tity of water that falls in our summer showers.

My experience with the sweet potato proves

it best to get rid of all surface water as soon as

possible. Therefore, run the ridges from top to

bottom of all inclinations, in order that each

ditch may carry its own water, and the quan-

tity will never be sufficient to do much damage.

In very light soils, especially if sandy, ridges

are by many preferred to hills, but on loamy

and clayey soils make hills by all means. I pre-

fer them in all cases, because you are more cer-

tain of a good crop ; the sun, reaching all sides

of the hill,ripens the potatoes sooner, more bush-

els of large potatoes can be had ; and early in the

season the large tubers can easily be found, by

the bursting of the hills, and grabbled; which, if

the operation be done by first cutting the pota-

to loose before pulling, is a positive benefit to

those remaining. I have thus passed over a

crop three times before digging, and finally

taken out large potatoes on the 10th of October

that were very small on the 20th of September.

Many who attempt sweet potato growing

make great ridges, 2'| a or 3 feet broad at the base

;

and soine flatten them on the top, fearing

drought. Better throw away the plants at once

than place them in or on such a mass of earth.

New Mode of Hakdtg Ridges.—For twelve

years I followed the stereotyped plan of throw-

ing two heavy furrows together with a two
horse team; it was killing work, and made
crooked rows. Eight years ago I invented an
easy method, by which ridges can be made as

straight as the furrow by a marking out plow.

This has been worth much to me, as by it

many more hills can be planted per acre, and
experienced growers know that the narrow
ridges give the greatest product.

From the 1st to the loth of May, when danger

of hard frosts is over, the land, having been

plowed, harrowed and rolled, should be ridged.

With two horses and a plow, turning a furrow

slice to the right hand, begin on the left hand
side of the field, throwing a furrow as the team

passes down the hill. Drive back to place of

beginning without plowing. Set the clevis

over to the extreme left of the beam. The
near horse

is now to

walk in the

furrow first

made, while
81

the off horse*" 0F MiKIXG EIDGES
- walks on the

land to be ridged, and the plow is held off to

follow, cutting along and taking off part of the

first furrow slice, leaving a ridge as you go,

never to be over eighteen inches in diameter at

the base. When at the foot of the hill, come
back, dressing up lightly in the same furrow

—

i. e., the one last passed down in, letting the

near horse walk in the last furrow, and the off

horse in the next one to the right. When pass-

ing up hill crooked places can be straightened.

In the figure 1 and 2 show finished ridges. The
nigh horse walks at B, and the off one at A,
the perpendicular line shows where the plow is

to be set to turn the next ridge.

This mode of making ridges will be valuable

to all persons who wish to ridge laud in autumn,

to expose it to the action of frost or for aeration.

I can expose four acres per diem, by going en-

tirely round the field—the return furrow would

be useless. And more ; I can make the ridges

sharp, two feet from tip to tip, and therefore

more readily permeated by frost and air.

For and Against Dogs.

The affection with which man regards the

animals which are dependent upon or attached

to him varies greatly, and is nearly in propor-

tion to the affection they show in return. The
sheep is more valuable to man than the dog,

but the dog returns with the strongest mani-

festations of affection man's kindness to him,

while the sheep barely recognises its owner, and

even pet lambs, however fondled, show no love

in return, except a love for the food the)' get.

It is not then to be wondered at that man should

love the clog, which, of all other animals, ex-

hibits qualities the most loveable. His affection

for his master is often such as few friends or

even brethren show for each other; his intelli-

gence and docility place him in these respects

foremost among brutes; his faithfulness, the off-

spring of his intelligence and affection, renders

him a worthy type of this almost divine virtue.

David could use no stronger words than " If lie

slay me yet will I trust in him," and this is the

constant attitude of the meanest cur towards

the master to whom he has attached himself.

No cruelty will drive him away, no abuse will

weaken his love, nor will severity, and all harsh

treatment combined, prevent the exercise of his

faithfulness. Taking this view of the relations

of the dog to his master, well may he be to man
an emplification of the traits, love, joy, long suf-

fering, gentleness, faith, meekness. " Against
such" says the Apostle Paul, " tJiere is no laic.'"

All dogs do not exhibit those qualities equally,

yet all in a considerable degree, and like men,
their good behavior and intelligence depend
much upon their bringing up. But dogs are

enemies to all the world except their masters,

their families and friends, so while we all that

have opportunity love a dog, we, as a rule, dislike

dogs in general. They are dangerous, ugh' brutes,

cross, apt to bite severely and subject to a dis-

tressing malady, which prompts the most peace-

able to bite, and which, by their bite, is com-
municated with fearful certainty to man and
other animals, causing inexpressible distress,

and, almost certainly, the most terrible of deaths.

Dogs are naturally beasts of prey, and no civili-

zation or association with man will destroy

their natural instincts to pursue the weaker ani-

mals. So the}' are the natural enemies of sheep,

and the statistics of the immense destruction

they cause are sufficient to condemn the entire

race in an economical point of view, notwith-

standing, that when trained from birth, they

become such docile and faithful guardians of

the flock, defending their charge, even against

their own kind, and with their own lives.

Our laws may be too severe to be rigidly en-

forced, for the people will not sustain them if

they aim at the absolute extinction of dogs.

While, therefore, we agree very well with
" Connecticut," and the hang-dog picture in our

last number, we sympathize very fully with him
who loves a dog; in fact, there is one animated

little piece of dog flesh which would weigh

heavily against a great many pounds of mutton

in the estimation of the writer. Well has he

earned the affection with which he is regarded.

No law could be executed which is too severe,

yet the people demand the greatest possible

security for their flocks, and against the undue

multiplication of dogs, which so greatly en-

hances the danger from madness—hydrophobia.

The picture on the next page, needs barely

a word of comment. Our artist has grouped a

number of beautiful designs—chiefly from Sir

Edwin Landseer's paintings, with some of his

own. They exhibit different traits and phases

of canine character and expression, and show
the dog in his various relations to man—of ser-

vant, guard, play fellow, companion and friend.

We are proud to call attention to this picture as

a successful effort of both artist and engravers.

The central figure is that of the Skyc Terrier.

The beggar's dog, though a mongrel, is in good
part of Scotch Terrier blood; the next, to the

right, is the Mastiff—then comes a pairofSmooth
Rat-terriers, in a very spirited attitude ; next we
have one of a group by Jardin, which represents

a rough-haired Pointer, common in Europe. The
rag and bone pickers' drudge is a common cur,

and the scene—dogs working hard at drawing

a hand-cart—is common in our cities. Next is

a fancy group of a Newfoundland's and two

Hound's heads. The two lower corners show a

contrast between the life of dogs in humble

circles, and in those of wealth and luxury.

The one a common cur of bull-dogish aspect

;

the other the Scotch Greyhound. The dog with

a hare we arc at a loss to name, it probably re-

presents a cross between the Shepherd and Ter-

rier—said to be a very good cross for hunting

singly, if trained. The dog with doves is a

portrait; and the group on the right shows a

Retriever (with the duck), and a Cocker Spaniel,
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Window Gardening.

There is a love of plants so interwoven in the

make up of many people, that it will gratify

itself under the most adverse surroundings. To
those who are blessed with

this love—for it is a blessing-

—no brick and mortar of the

city, nor newness of a back-

woods dwelling prove any

obstacle. As we go about

the streets of our large

towns, we admire the well

kept places, but not the less

do we stop to note the

humble efforts at horticul-

ture that are made upon
window-sills, or upon some
favoring roof. What pleasure

often grows in a discarded

sauce-pan or other domestic

utensil,which, having served

well in its proper sphere, is

glorified by being the home
of a balsam or an aster ! In

making up the Horticultural

Annual, we were obliged to

omit an article on window
gardening, prepared for it by
Mr. John Henderson, the

well known florist of Flush-

ing, L. I. The article was
upon inside and outside win-

dow gardens, and we now
present his drawing of an
outside garden, and make
use of some of his material:

" Another mode of having

plants and flowers, and for

spring and summer the best

of all, is to have boxes neat-

ly made of wood to fit on the outside of the

window, and then filled with flowering plants,

thus making a kind of miniature garden, and at

the same time forming an excellent screen.

Shades may be dispensed with, as the plants are

sufficiently close to prevent persons seeing into

mented, and afterwards painted a light green.

Stocks, scarlet geraniums, and mignonette suc-

ceed well, grown in boxes of this description:

The outer edges, next the street, should be

planted with the pretty blue lobelia, verbenas,

WINDOW i:v.'.i>::n-.

the room, but, at the same time, not preventing

those inside from observing through the foliage

and flowers everything taking place outside.

These boxes can be made quite plain or orua-

american atragent:—(Alrac/ene Americana.)

and other trailing plants, which, falling over the

sides of the boxes, add much to their effect.

The ends of the boxes may be planted with

morning glories (Convolvulus major), and Canary

bird flower (Tropaolum peregrinurn), to be train-

ed on wires up and around the windows."

Boxes of this kind are sold by the London
dealers ready stocked with plants. They have

a great advantage over pots, as they do not dry

out so readily, and they can be made much
more secure. The edging of the box, shown in

the engraving, can be readily made of willow
or rattan. Besides the plants mentioned above,

almost any of our annual and bedding plants

may be grown ; water them as often as may be

needed, taking care to avoid over watering.

A Native Climber.—{Atragcne Americana.)

The pleasure we take in illustrating and de-

scribing native plants, is somewhat detracted

from, by the knowledge that they are, as a gen-

eral thing, quite difficult to procure. Very few

of them are kept in our nurseries, and unless

one happens to know their native localities, he

has but little chance of obtaining them. The
very beautiful native climber that we now no-

tice, is not, as far as we arc aware, in the cata-

logues of any of our nurserymen, though we
find it in those of Lcroy, and other large Eu-

ropean growers. The Atragcne, though a na-

tive plant, seems to be so little known, that it

has received no popular name; but its botanical

name is a rather pretty one, and there is no rea-

son why it, as in numerous other instances,

should not become the commmon name. As
will be seen from the engraving, the plant is in

the general appearance of its leaves and flow-

ers, much like a Clematis ; indeed it is by some
botanists put in that genus, the chief difference

being that this has small petals inside the showy
calyx, while Clematis has none. It is a half

woody vine, growing in good
soil, to the bight of eight or

nine feet. It climbs by the

twining of the stalks of its

opposite leaves. The flow-

ers are solitary, two to three

inches across, and of a purp-

lish color. It is found in

shady, rocky places, from

Canada to Virginia, and
though not particularly com-
mon, does not rank as a rare

plant. We have seen it grow-

ing near New Haven, Conn.,

and have received fine spec-

imens from a correspondent

in Canada, whose address

has been mislaid, or we
would acknowledge it.

—

If any of our nurserymen

would make a specialty of

supplying such of our native

plants as are desirable for

cultivation, he would find

his account in it. Who will

take the hint and act upon it ?

How the Horseradish is

Grown for Marketing'.

The method of growing
Horseradish as advised by
the older works on garden-

ing is quite different from

that practiced in the vicin-

ity of New York. Even the

recent French and English works advise the old

plan of allowing the roots to remain two and

three years before digging them. We have a

faster and better way of managing this plant,

as will be seen in the following article, prepar-

ed for our Horticultural Annual, by Peter

Henderson, author of Gardening for Profit.

Perhaps there is no vegetable, the cultivation

of which is so generally neglected, as that of

Horseradish. From the fact that it will grow in

almost any soil, and under almost any circum-

stances, it is for that reason very general!}' neg-

Fig. 3.—nORSERADISII MILL.

looted when grown for private use. For the

past twenty years it has been quite extensively

grown for market purposes in the vicinity ^
New-York, and there are probably to-day not

less than two hundred acres occupied in its cul-

tivation. One grower, alone, on Long Island,

grew last season forty acres of this root.

Although, as we bave said, it may be grown

on anysoil, or in any situation, yet, when grown

for sale, the best soils are chosen, and the high-
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est degree of cultivation is given it. It is al-

most always grown as a second crop ;
that is, it

is planted between the spring crop of early beets

and cabbages, after they have been sown or

planted, in the following manner. The sets, or

small roots, are taken from the main root, at

the time of digging the crop, and prepared in

lengths of from five to seven inches ; they are

cut as in figure 1, the lower end with a slope, so

that it can readily be distinguished at planting.

These sets are tied in convenient bundles and

kept in boxes of sand, in a cool cellar, or in a

pit.

Fig. 1.—HOHSEKADISH SET.

These are planted between the rows of

beets or cabbages, (which are set two feet apart,)

at a distance of 15 inches between each plant.

In planting, a hole is made with a light crow-

bar, and the set of Horseradish dropped in deep

enough for its top to be two inches under the

surface
;
planted thus deeply, it does not usually

grow much, until the crops of beets or cabbages

have been marketed ; but should the tops grow,

so as to interfere with the summer crop, they

are hoed off; we have often done this twice in

a season, without any injury to the Horseradish

crop. The main growth and development of

the root being made during the late summer and

fall months, the cutting off of the leaves that

first start, in a plant of this vigorous nature, is

of no injury. There is but little further labor

required with it. After cabbages are off, the

stumps are dug up, and the plow is run through

between the rows of the Horseradish, which

soon grows luxuriantly enough to crowd down
weeds of any kind. The crop is dug up during

the late fall or winter months, and meets a ready

sale to those who manufacture it. It is prepared

for market by removing the green tops and the

small roots, "which last are

preserved, for next season's

planting. The roots are

preserved in pits, and when
wanted for market are wash-

ed, and sold by weight. Fig.

2 shows a root as ready for

market,much reduced in size.

It has thus far been a most

profitable crop, and always

a safe one, for its hardy na-

ture renders it free from the

risk of injury from frost,

which attends many other

vegetables we cultivate. On
the highly cultivated

grounds on which it is

grown, it yields a large profit

—from 12,000 to 15,000 roots

are grown on an acre, which

average I of a pound each. Prices have rang-

ed, during the past twenty years, from $100'

to $200 per ton. Even at the minimum rate, it

will be seen that it averages from $500 to $600

per acre. Those who retail it in our markets,

usually supply it in the ground or grated state.

They have a mill, or rather a revolving grater,

against which the washed and scraped roots are

pressed, and rapidly reduced to a condition fit

for the table. Figure 3, on preceeding page,

shows a common form of the grater, which

works by a treadle, and is boxed in. The
grater consists of a sheet of tin in which rough

holes are punched. A similar machine is used

by these who put Horseradish up in bottles

with vinegar. We do not know where these mills

are sold, but any ingenious mechanic can make
a revolving grater, which is all that is required.

Preparing Trees for Removal.

Messrs. Bidwell Brothers, St. Paul, Minn.,

from whom our readers have had valuable sug-

gestions on other rural subjects, give their

method of treating trees that are to be removed

from their native localities. While the plan is

not altogether new, it is none the less worthy of

being followed

:

" So common has become the practice of sot-

ting out trees resembling bean poles, that the

more valuable kinds are in a great measure

neglected, aud of these few kinds set out as

shade trees, nearly half are lost for want of skill

in transplanting. ~By the plan we recommend,

the longer lived and slower growing kinds are as

readily transplanted as the others, and if fol-

lowed will result in our having a greater variety

of shade and ornamental trees.

" As soon as the frost is out of the ground in

the spring, select the trees to be removed, and,

if necessary, clear away around them to give

them the full benefit of sun and air. In selecting,

avoid crolched trees, and all deformed ones.

With a fine saw and sharp knife, trim the tree

into shape, removing all superfluous or dead

limbs, then with a sharp spade dig a circular

trench around the tree, of such diameter as to

cut off all the leading roots. After the roots

have been cut by the spade, smooth the ends

with the knife, after which fill up the trench.

The tree is to be allowed to remain where it

stands until the following fall or spring, when
it may be removed. The tree will be found to

have made a fine growth of limbs and amass of

fibrous roots, and if transplanted with care to

injure neither top nor roots, and mulched after

removal, it will well repay the extra trouble."

-« —Eta ^ - 1 ^

Notes on Grapes and Grape Culture.

Our estimate of the importance of grape cul-

ture may be inferred from the space we give to

it. We endeavor to keep the readers of the

Agriculturist advised as to progress in this

branch, and to give them the status of vari-

eties in different parts of the country. To do

this involves a great deal of travel, and a care-

ful reading of the reports of the horticultural

gatherings that we are unable to attend, besides

any amount of " grape talk" with those who visit

us. All this is pleasant, but there is another side.

There are those, who, if we express a favora-

ble opinion of a variety, seem to think we are

unduly favoring the grower or growers thereof,

as if .we did not know a man from a grape vine.

These notes, as well r.s all other articles, are

written solely fey the benefit of the readers of

the paper, and if arry grower of vines or other

plants, breeder of animals, or inventor of ma-
chines derives any benefit because we think well

of an article he has on sale, so much the better

for him. We try to make these grape notes

without prejudice and without any reference to

anything but grapes. We sometimes have made
a judgment on specimens from young vines,

that we have had cause to modify. In this way
we have spoken disparagingly of Roger's Hy-
brids as a class, but with last year's experience

we gladly admit that several of the numbers of

which we had fruit, from old vines, give promise

of value, and we shall watch them the present

year with a great deal of interest. In an article

last month we showed the different estimation

in which the Concord was held by people resid-

ing in the same town, and in almost every

meeting of fruit-growers we find a similar con-

flict of opinion ; and not only are certain varie-

ties denounced, hut the persons who introduced

them, or advocated them, come in for a share

of condemnation. The following notes are from
Dr. C< J. May, Hancock County, 111., whose arti-

cle is too long to allow us to groduce it entire.

His views of the Concord were given last month

:

"The vineyards are mostly on the bluffs,

which rise from three to four hundred feet above

the river, and extend about four miles back to the

prairie. The vineyard region is about thirty

miles in length. The exposure most generally

chosen is the south, southeast and east, though

some are in ground inclining towards the north.

There seems to be very little difference in the

success, except that those vineyards facing south

aud east ripen their fruit a few days earlier

than those that have a northern exposure.

The Catawba was first planted, and probably

nine-tenths of all vines to-day are of that variety.

Here the Catawba seems to find all that is neces-

sary for it to produce its best results, the vines

constantly bearing crops of fruit and ripening

so thoroughly that we are usually able to let the

fruit intended for wine remain on the vine six

weeks after it is in good condition for market.

It is then, of course, so well ripened that its hard
acid center nearly disappears, and is in condi-

tion to make as good a wine as the Catawba
is capable of making under the most favorable

conditions. No where in our country does the

Catawba reach a higher perfection than here, in

no place is it more free from disease, and of

course other varieties do equally well.

I have one hundred Delaware vines that bore

their second crop the past season, averaging

twelve pounds to the vine. They all ripened their

wood and fruit perfectly, and there is a prospect

of their bearing even a larger crop next season.

This is no more than others have done in all

parts of our count}'-, wherever good vines have

been planted and well cared for. But this is

undoubtedly too large a crop per vine for so

many vines to the acre as I have planted, though

they seem now well able to carry it. Eight

pounds per vine will afford enough profit to

satisfy the largest desires.

The Delaware is with us a very rapid growing

vine, provided good plants are used ; comes into

bearing early, and sets more fruit than it should

be permitted to carry; especially while the vines

are young each cane will generally have four

bunches, but not more than three should be

suffered to remain. Planted four feet apart in

rows, and the rows six feet apart, the trellis may
be all covered and the vines in full bearing the

third season with us, without apparent injury to

the vines from haste. If planted at greater dis-

tances in the rows, longer time for covering the

trellises will be required and more thinning.

The Iona is another variety of which too

much cannot be said in its favor. I procured

vines of Dr. Grant in the spring of 1864 These
vines made a large growth the season of plant-

ing, showing no sign of disease—there was not a

spot of mildew on any of them. The canes in

the fall were cut hack to eighteen inches, and
the next season (that of '65) all the vines set

fruit, and were permitted to carry from four to

six clusters each, though I knew so much fruit

would impair any variety of grape on vines so

young, yet I could not wait. Though this was
the season which damaged the Catawba so

badly, }'et the fruit on these young vines showed
not a sign of rot, neither did the foliage mildew

;

and here I may say neither did the Delaware.

The fruit ripened abdlrt the first of September,

and was of superior quality^the clusters were

large and perfect. I this year^grew two canes
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from as near the ground as possible, and in the

fall these canes were cut back tojbur feet each,

the vines were not in the least injured by the

following winter, and in the spring of 1866 set

a very large number of bunches, many of which

I removed. They ripened their fruit August
24th, though they were eatable ten days earlier.

There was no disease of any kind about them.

And this season there was none on any va-

riety except the Rebecca, which has never failed

to mildew badly. The quantity of fruit produced

by the Iona was about ten pounds per vine; the

quality was superior to all other varieties. A
small quantity of expressed juice or must from

fruit fairly ripe, and no more, weighed 120°. I

know that others have found it to weigh 130"

from fruit not more thoroughly ripened than

our Catawba grapes usually are when intended

for wine. The very best Catawba must I have

ever seen weighed 87°. I am satisfied from my
own experience that there is no grape now be-

fore the people possessing so many good quali-

ties and so few, if any, bad ones as the Iona.

I have fruited the Israella two years, and find

it all that has been claimed for it. It is our best

early grape, bearing large crops of excellent

fruit. It will be the very best early market

grape we have. Its beauty, size and goodness

will commend it to buyers, while the compact
bunch, the berries of which never drop, even

when more than ripe, will cause it to become a

favorite with those who grow grapes for market.

It is in all respects as healthy, hardy and as

large a grower and bearer as the Concord.

Starting Sweet Potato Plants.

J. "W. C, Lower Pennsneck, Salem Count}',

K. J., Who last year grew 170,000 hills of sweet

potatoes, gives the readers of the Agriculturist

his method of raising the plants for setting:

Select a high piece of ground, sheltered from

cold winds by a fence or bushes, and dig a pit

fifteen inches deep, five feet wide, and two feet

in length for each bushel of tubers—ten bushels

requiring a trench five feet wide and twenty

feet long. Upon the margins of the pit, set on

edge boards, six inches wide, and hold them in

place by driving stakes inside of the pit, and

banking earth against them on the outside. Fill

the pit twelve inches deep with coarse hay or

cornstalks, or other litter, and dampen it by the

use of one pail of water to every three feet iu

length of the bed. Upon the litter place four

inches of good horse manure, level ofF well

and then put on four inches of light sandy soil,

and it is ready to receive the seed potatoes.

Wc differ here in one practice. As to time of

planting, some plant immediately, and otbei'3

wait for the heat to rise in the bed. I prefer to

plant the day the bed is made, as there is no

delay nor loss of heat in case a cold storm should

come. Lay in the whole potatoes as close as

may be, without their touching one another, and

cover them with light soil about two inches

deep. "When this is done, the bed will be filled

to within two inches of the top of the slats on

the edges ; now cover the whole with hay, al-

lowing it to be one foot high on the edges, and

four feet high in the center. After the bed has

been prepared thus it may be left to itself for a

few days, but in three to five days it must be ex-

amined; make a hole in the hay and thrust in

your arm ; if the temperature is more than

blood heat, leave holes open here and there in

the hay. If the heat increases, turn the hay

•over and air it; and if this does not moderate the

heat sufficiently, remove the hay altogether. If

the sun shines hot after the hay has been re-

moved, we put rails across the bed and throw

on a little hay, to prevent damage from too great

an increase of heat. In eight or ten days after

the heat starts, the hay may be left off entirely in

the middle of the day, as the plants will need

airing, and to be covered up at night. "When the

nights become warm, the covering is left off en-

tirely. In this neighborhood we make the

beds from the first to the middle of April.

Grape Culture and Vine Training.

BY DR. C. J. MAT, WARSAW, ILL.

The following synopsis of vine culture is well

put and seasonable, and the method of training

is worthy the attention of those who find it

necessary to protect their vines during the win-

ter. The caution not to allow the vines to bear

too large a crop cannot be too often repeated, as

much of the failure of certain varieties is due to

over cropping. We know of several large vine-

yards on their road to ruin from overbearing

:

The conditions of success in vine growing

are few and simple. First, a situation should be

chosen that either needs no artificial draining,

or that can be thoroughly drained; the ground
for the vineyards should incline enough to run

off all surface water, or wet ground will cause

the fruit to rot, and the vines to kill in winter.

The ground should be prepared to the depth of

at least twenty inches ; two feet will be found

better yet. Good strong health)'' vines must be

procured for planting. The vines should be

staked and tied up, and the laterals pinched out

even the first season. The vine should be

trained so as to bring the fruit as near the

ground as possible, and keep clear of it, the

earth reflecting back the heat absorbed during

methods. Any one who will choose a reasona-

bly favorable location, and take interest enough

in his vines to try and see hoio much lie can do for
them, and yet do all things understandingly, can,

be successful in grape culture, and can grow such

varieties as Delaware and Iona, and also Ca-

tawba, where the season is long enough to ripen

it, as well as he can grow the Concord. In all

cases the vines should be laid down and covered

with earth in winter to insure the best results.

The experience of the last fifteen years has at

last convinced our vine growers that, by cover-

ing their vines in the fall, they are as certain of

a large crop of grapes every year as of a crop

of corn ; for, with the exception of an occa-

sional winter so cold as to injure, and sometimes

entirely destroy the fruit buds of the vine, there

is, nineteen years out of twenty, no danger to

be feared. By covering the vines, even this un-

certainty is removed, and it has been found that,

even in years when we have no severe cold

weather, covering the vines causes them to pro-

duce better fruit and more of it, thus paying for

the expense of covering, though the winter

may have been in all respects most favorable.

That the vines may be covered easily, they

should be trained with that purpose in view,

although almost any vine may be covered with-

out injury if care is used in bending down the

canes. My method of training is the arm and

spur system, the only difference being that in

place of growing up a single cane, and taking

the two arms from it at one foot from the

ground, I grow each arm from as near the

ground as possible, and train them at an angle

up to the first wire, which is one foot from the

ground ; then along the wire. These arms,

when untied from the trellis, readily go to the

ground their whole length, and, of course, are

easily covered. This is done by one man bend-

Fig. 1.—VINE TRAINED WITH TWO ARMS.

the day, and thus keeping the surrounding air

at a more even temperature. The vine grower

should be as careful not to let his vines bear too

large a crop as to get a good crop from them

;

and to secure this I know of no better method
of training than the double or single arms.

ing down the arms, while another, with a spade,

throws on enough earth to hold the arm iu its

place; then, with a plow, throw a furrow on it

from each side, continuing the plowing until all

the ground is turned, leaving a dead furrow in

the middle between the rows. This is all done

Fig. 2.—VINES TliAINEO WITn ONE ARM.

No one who has once thoroughly tried these

will train his vines in any other way. These

are the most simple and the most easily under-

stood, and less troublesome thau any other

very rapidly, two men covering one thousand

vines per day ready for the plow, so that

covering is, after all, but a small matter, com-

pared with the value of the crcp, which is ren-
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dered as certain as mra can be of anything.

There are not probably one thousand bearing

vines in our county not covered this winter. I

have never seen my method of taking the arms

from the ground at an angle up to the first wire,

and then along it, recommended in any books

on grape culture, or in any of the Agricultural

or Horticultural papers; but I

have trained over three thousand

vines in this way for three years.

The accompanying drawings

on the preceding page will show

it much better that I can in

words. Figure 1 represents a

vine with two arms, as I would

train all vines planted at a greater

distance in the row than four

feet. Figure 2 shows vines with

a single arm, trained as I do my
Delawares last planted, four feet

apart in the row. To those who
think that vines can not be suc-

cessfully trained by the arm and

spur system, I would say, that

I can show them a vineyard of

about six thousand vines, all

trained in this way. Some of

them have been in bearing three

years, and none have failed to

produce good crops each year.

I tried upright wires, but have

discarded them, and now use

three No. 12 wires—the first one
foot from the ground, the second

fifteen inches above that ; to this

the shoots are tied as soon as

possible ; they will then readily

go to the upper wire, which is

within one or two inches of the

top of the posts. 31}' posts are

five and a half feet in length,

and are set in the ground eigh-

teen inches, so that my trellis is

just four feet high. In making
my trellis now, I set a post, four

inches square, once in every one

hundred feet, and two inch white

oak stakes, of the same length

as the posts, once in twelve feet.

These have about twenty inches

of their lower ends coated with

coal tar ; they are driven into

the ground eighteen inches, and
the wir§ fastened to them by staples, as to the

posts. The first and last posts of a row need to

be longer, to be set deeper for bracing when no
lath is used at the bottom. The stakes of this

size will, last as long as the posts, and make
equally as good a trellis. As one post will

make four of these stakes, it is quite a saving

with us, where white oak timber is very costly.

•-« -^-^Bw »-» .

The Judas-tree.

—

(Cercis Canadensis.)

The Judas-tree or Red-bud, as it is sometimes

called, is a native tree that should not be over-

looked. Its very oddity should commend it, for

in early spring, before it unfolds its leaves, it

robes itself, trunk aud limbs, in a sheet of pink.

The small pea-shaped flowers appear in the

greatest profusion, in small clusters upon the

trunk and limbs, and give the tree a most strik-

ing appearance. The rounded leaves come a

little later, and the flowers are succeeded by flat,

many-seeded pods. The tree is found wild from

New York, South and West. The largest spe-

cimen we have seen was on the ground now
occupied by. Central Park. It was as large

and much the shape of a good sized apple tree.

The engraving will give a good idea of the size

aud shape of the flowers and leaves. The
European species, Cercis Siliquastrum, is some-

times seen in cultivation. It has larger flowers

than our own, and according to tradition, is the

tree upon which Judas hanged himself—whence

Judas-tree—(Cercis Canadensis.)

the common name. The flowers of this have
an agreeable acid taste, and in some parts of

Europe they are used in salads or made into

fritters. The flowers of our own species are

also sour, and might be similarly employed.

The wood of both species is hard, variegated in

color and takes a high polish. The trees are

not only ornamental in flower, but their foliage is

of a pleasing shade of green. The Japan species,

Cercis Japonica, is a valuable introduction. It

blooms when but a mere shrub, and is complete-

ly covered with bright, rose-colored flowers, and
is one of our most ornamental early flowering

shrubs. It is perfectly hardy in the vicinity

New York. All three of the species may be

had at any of our larger nurseries, and they

are readily propagated by sowing the seeds.

Nut Bearing Trees—Grafting1

, Etc.

A request for the experience of those who
have attempted to graft nut-bearing trees lias

brought out several letters—some to the effect

that all their attempts have failed, while others

state that they may be grafted as easily as other

trees. Mr. E. L. Allyn, New London County,

Conn., having some Pig-nut seedlings, says :

" I let them grow four or five years, and kept
them trimmed as I would apple trees. They
were from an inch to an inch and a half in di-

ameter. About the 20th of April I cut the trees

close to the ground, except oue, which was left

about four feet high, and grafted

them from the " Shagbark." The
wood was of the previous year's

growth, set in the same manner,

and at the same time that I graft.

my apple trees. My Walnut ci-

ons nearly all grew, and most of

them very thriftily. The larger

trees bore at four or five years

from the graft, the fruit being

equal, if not superior, to that of

the old tree. These trees are

now from 25 to 30 feet high,

some 7 or 8 inches in diameter,

and have borne nearly half a

bushel of fine nuts apiece in a

season. Ihe cions were cut at

the time tlxey were inserted."

"G. M. C.," Bucks County,

Penu., writes us :
" There is no

more difficulty in grafting chest-

nuts than cherries; indeed, of

the two, I think I have been the

most successful with the chest-

nut. I have trees which I think

have not been grafted more than

five years, and which have now
borne two )'ears. A neighbor

has one which bore the second

year ; these, of course, are very

thrifty. Much depends on get-

ting grafts from early bearing

trees ; but because the trees grow
wild in our forests it will not do

to set them out and expect them

to do well without any further

care; they will appreciate a

good soil, and good mulching

;

in many situations, the latter

seems indispensable while the

trees are small."
—"A subscri-

ber," Havre de Grace, Maryland,

and W. Marble, Middlesburg,

Mass., give similar accounts of

their success with the chestnut.

Judging from all these reports,

the conditions of success seem to be the use

of young stock, and recently cut cions.

How to Help the Growth of Ever-

greens.—We frequently see Evergreens in a

languishing condition. If alive, they make no

wood, and the bottom limbs show signs of de-

ca}'. The trouble is frequently in the character

of the soil, which is too dry and gravelly. Al-

most all the evergreens prefer a moist, loamy

soil, or even a muck or peat, like that upon the

mountains where they grow. The dryness of

soil may be entirely relieved by trenching and

working in peat or muck. We have seen ever-

greens making a luxuriant growth upon a pure

gravel bed treated in this way. Peat that had

been exposed to the atmosphere for one season

was thoroughly incorporated with the soil, the

ground being covered to the depth of six inches

before the trenching began. This is somewhat

expensive, but much cheaper than unthrifty

trees about the dwelling. The soil should be

kept cultivated around all hedges and ever-

greens several years after planting, and when
well established, enrich with old manure.
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(£±7~ For other Household Items, sea "Basket " pages.)

Home-Made Household Ornaments.

The Cone Bracket, fig. 1, may be made at a trifling

expense, by any one of moderate skill and taste.

Cut the bracket of any desired shape from pine, or

if it can be procured walnut is better, as it needs

no staining, and the glue adheres more firmly, If

CONE BKACKET.

of pine, stain with powdered umber mixed with a

little water. After the two pieces of the bracket

are nailed together, a piece of wood two inches

square aud one inch thick, glued to the center of

the lower piece close to the top, gives strength to

the bracket, and raises the work in the center.

Have a good assortment of cones, acorns, etc., at

hand, and dispose them on the frame to suit the

fancy •, this may be done in a great variety of ways.

The engraving shows one, the central, figure of

'0
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Fig. 2.—BRACKET.

which is a large open pine-cone ; at the top aud

bottom, smaller cones not open ; at the sides,

butternuts, spruce and hemlock cones, with large

ajid small acorns. The border is made of inverted

aeora-cups—a row on the edge of the frame and

one on the surface: these must be of uniform size

and shape. Now have good hot glue and fasten

each piece, beginning at the center. When this is

done, let the work dry thoroughly, after which var-

nish with thin furniture varnish, and it is complete.

Fig. 2 shows a bracket to be cut with
a narrow saw and penknife. It can

all bo done with the knife, but the

saw makes much more rapid work.

It is finer work than that shown in

former illustrations, but it requires

little skill after the pattern is marked

upon the board. This should be of

thin stuff, about three-eighths of an

inch in thickness, after it is planed

down. The shelf is fastened by glue,

and by small brads or screws driven

in at the back. The support under-

neath may be put on with glue or

with a small brass hinge. A board

seven or eight inches wide is suffi-

ciently large for work of this pattern.

Piuc, white wood, black walnut and

butternut are suitable woods for Fig. 3.

kind ol work. The latter, we think, is quite over-

looked as an ornamental wood. It is nearly as dark

aud haudsume iu the grain as black walnut, and in

many parts of the country much more accessible.

Fig. 3 is a '• cornucopia " made of perforated card

board. The board is cut square, of any desirable

size; six or eight inches will do for lamp lighters

or papers. It is worked with bright scarlet worst-

ed, single thread, six holes square, in alternate

squares, as shown in figure 3. Beads of suitable

size to match are then sewed upon the vacant

squares. The inside is lined with tissue paper and
the edges bound with ribbon. It is then drawn to-

gether in cornucopia shape, sewed up at the edges,

and furnished with three bows. It will save labor

to slip in an extra lining of tissue paper, which can

be removed as often as soiled, and replaced. This

is a convenient article for Ehaving paper, to have
nearthe glass where "my lord" attends his morning
toilet. There is nothing like having these little

conveniences haudy to keep him good natured.

Leaves from the Diary of a Young
Housekeeper.—3io. ME.

PRIZE ESSAY BY MRS. LAURA E. LY3IAN, STAMFORD, CT.

ApiH 3.—When I was looking over Edward's
wardrobe I found a great deal of old flannel—some
red, some blue, some gray—and a variety of worn
out clothing. It will make me just such a rug to

lay before my kitchen stove as I have been wishing

for all winter. I talked with Jennette about it,

and we determined to devote these rainy days, when
we can not visit and are not likely to have com-

pany, to making the rug. I explained what I wanted

to Edward, and he made me some frames, aud a

hook to work it with out of an old fork. Our
grocer gave us a coffee bag, saying that he never

sold trifles like that to a regular customer. I rip-

ped it open, hemmed around with strong linen

thread and sewed it into the frame. It is about

two yards long and one wide. Then Jennie aud I

displayed our taste in drawing a pattern. As our

variety of colors was limited, black predominating,

and I intended it only for the kitchen, I could not

expatiate iu a brilliant cornucopia, such as I made
for a parlor rug before I was married. So we de-

cided to make a wide, variegated border into which

everything would work, and have the centre-piece

three diamonds, filled around with black, (fig. 1.)

We worked the diamonds first, using our most

brilliant colors. The rags we cut into strips from

a quarter to half an inch wide and pulled from

the underside through the foundation, holding the

strip in the left hand and the hook in our right.

Edward made us some hooks out of two old-fash-

ioned forks, by breaking off the tines and filing

down the shank into the shape of an enormous

crochet needle. Mrs. Wilson came iu while we
were at work and was so delighted with the idea of

a rug iu this style, which she had never seen before,

that she is going to have one. She has so many
bright colors from the little girls' woolen dresses

they have worn and laid aside, that she can make a

splendid thing of hers. I told her when she was

ready I would bring over my worsted patterns and

help her draw the design for the centre.

The hook is of this shape, fig. 2, with the

handle on the upper end, of course. When the

points of the hook got dull we sharpened them
with the file. Jennie and I worked pretty steadily,

aud in less tbau a week our rug was done, the sur-

face trimmed off evenly, and laid before the stove.

Mother has rugs of this sort that have been in use

for ten years, and are still serviceable. It is an ex-

cellent plan to make rag carpets out of worn cloth-

ing, but I need rugs also to save my carpets.

April 10.—I find I must have another bed for the

summer, aud have been casting about in my mind
tu get one up. I know Edward wants to buy ten

acres more of laud, aud so I am unwilling to suggest

any unavoidable outlay for family expenses. I

asked him if be bad any special use for that pile of

husks in the corn house. " No," he said, " only to

throw into the barn-yard for manure." I told

him I thought there were enough to make an ex-

cellent mattress, and at an expense of ten yards of

ticking wo could manufacture an article that would

be as good as one costing eight dollars. He assent-

ed, aud the next rainy day, wheu he can uot plow,

we will all go out and make a frolic of picking over

BUG PATTEKJf.

and splitting up the husks. Edward says he can
make a mattress needle out of an old umbrella
brace, and so our new bed will cost us a trifle over
three dollars.

April 15.—Jennatte said she would stay a few
days longer if I would undertake my house-cleaning.
Edward didn't have much done to the old part of
the house before wo were married, and I have been
thinking all winter what a good cleaning that clingy

paint and brown ceiling would get as soon as the
weather became warm enough. So the other day
we began, taking one room at a time, so as not to
have any more disorder than we could possibly
help. I could leave the dinner getting entirely to
Sue, with some instruction, and she was very proud
of the trust. Instead of using strong soap suds for

cleaning paint, I tried a recipe that I found in an
old number of the Genesee Farmer, I believe. Sue
went dowm to the paint shop and got five pouuds of
Spanish whiting ; I had a bucket of warm water,
and, squeezing my flannel wash cloth nearly dry,

pressed it on to some whiting I had put on an
old plate, aud rubbed the paint with it ; then
washed my cloth out and wiped it dry. Jennette
followed me with a dry flannel cloth, rubbing the

clean paint, which by this process was very easily

cleaned, and looked better than any old paint I ever
saw cleaned by the common method of -soap suds.

April 17.—Edward has been at work around the
door all day, and the yard is so much improved !

The wood is all

cut and piled in

the woodhouse,

for he says that,

when seasoned

under cover, it

' gives out more
heat in burning

than when used green, and docs not consume so

fast. The chips are raked into a large pile, the

sleigh and sled stored away for the season, the sap

buckets piled away in the woodhouse loft, some of

the gate posts that were heaved by the frost have

been set upright, and three or four pickets that

were off nailed on the frout fence. Iu the garden

a place has been spaded for early peas aud for onions.

On the south shelf of our kitchen window some of

my flowers have given way temporarily to boxes of

rich dirt, in which we have cabbages just peeping

out, and tomatoes an inch high. I mean to have at

least fifty plants of grape tomatoes. Mother sent

me the seed, and she has preserves

made of them which are delicious. They
are very prolific, and when ripe have a

delicate flavor not found iu the other

varieties. I brought with me from

home some flower seeds, aud a few

choice euttiugs of tea aud bouquet roses.

They arc growing well iu pots, hut the

ground on the north aud west sides of

the house, where I intend to plant

them, is not quite warm enough yet.

April 25.—House cleaning aud white-

washing all done ! And my walls and

ceilings look so well ! I had a few pounds
of Spanish whiting left, which I added
to my slaked lime, and put in also a

few handfuls of salt and a Utile dis-

solved white glue. Edward helped us Fig. 2.

by doing some of the whitewashing one raiuy

forenoon, and Jennie aud I did the rest inside. I

had considerable left, to which I added two hand-

fuls of brown sugar, some more salt, and ochre

enough to make a pale straw color, with which Sue
has covered the masonry around the caldron iu the

woodhouse, the back fences and outhouses. She
looks upon it as fun, and, after a little instruction

in dipping and rapping out her brush, succeeded iu

doing very good work. The first of May will find

the premises inside and out iu as perfect condition

as to cleanliness as a sanitary inspector could wish.

I must not forget to ask Edward when lie goes to

Syracuse to get a little sulphuric acid, or some

chloride of lime for disinfecting purposes. I asked

Mr. Reynolds for some, aud lie said there was no

demand for such strange chemicals iu this plain

farming community. Then, said I, with a laugb.
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if you neglect preventives, you will be safe iu

getting a gross or two of cholera remedies.

April 30.—Jennette was so anxious I should go

part way home with her, and visit a friend of ours

who lives near the railroad, that Edward consented

to spare me two days, and I got back home last

night, I never thought Sue White would make
such an admirable housekeeper and mother as I

found her to be. At school she was one of the

most learned and intellectual students in the whole

Academy, and quite a literary character. I expect-

ed to find her house rather neglected, and her two

boys resembling the children of literary people

generally-. But Sue has consummate sense as well

as ability, and she has applied it to the regulation of

her household and to the training of her boys,

while she still reads a good deal, and freauently

contributes to the Monthlies.

I never saw more intelligent children. The old-

est is not quite seven and the youngest just five.

At morning prayers their father opened to the les-

son for the day, iu Chrouicles I believe, and asked

the boys " what the chapter was about yesterday

morning." The youngest boy happened to remem-

ber first what it was, and gave a very graphic ac-

count of the destruction of the host of Sennacherib.

Then the elder added something more about Heze-

kiah, showing the utmost interest in the Scriptural

narrative. I was very much pleased with Mr.

White's mode of conducting family devotions. As
lie read, he put every thing into language the chil-

dren could understand, and they listened as to an

Arabian Nights' tale. Then they- all sung a few

verses of the boys' selection, and at the conclusion

of the devotions all joined in repeating the Lord's

prayer. Then the little boys went to their mother

for a kiss, the customary reward for good bekavior

in prayer time. She told me afterward, iu speaking

of their family training, that they had commenced
at Genesis, and had read to that morning's lesson

in the same way, explaining everything a child

could be made to understand, and requiring from
the children an account each morning of the lesson

which had been read the previous day.

When Mr. White came in to dinner, the boys

gathered round him and said :
" Papa, won't you

please tell us a story while dinner is getting ready ?"

"What kind of a story—a hear story?" "No,
Papa, a historical story." So he told them in a

most graceful and simple style the story of John
Smith and Pocahontas. They ran to get the little

magnetic globe their mother had earned by a con-

tribution to one of the magazines, to find Virginia,

and then the Atlas, as the divisions into States were
not marked on the globe. I was equally surprised

and delighted to find how much they kuew of

geography, all taught them from the globe by
their mother principally, as Mr. AVhite is away
much of the time. Sue said they never told their

boys fairy tales or taught them Mother Goose's

melodies, but translated into child language the

innumerable stories scattered through all the books,

Homer stories, Milton stories, geographical stories,

Shakspeare stories, historical stories.

My visit was only too short. I found that Sue
had carried into housekeeping the same mental

activity which characterized her at school—that she

was constantly applying the principles of chemistry

and physiology which she had learned at the Acade-

my, to evcry-day life in the kitchen and nursery.

I intend to imitate her example, and, instead of

regretting that I can not carry my scientific and

literary studies further, endeavor to apply all the

knowledge I possess to the duties of daily life.

JLieaves from inj" Journal.—^fo. HI.
PRIZE ESSAY BY MRS. E. MCLELLAN, OF OHIO.

April.—I partly uncovered some of my bulbs to-

day. They are crowding their heads out into the

world again, but looked so delicate that I hid them
away as soon as possible. The air is too chilly ; we
shall have frost yet. My house-plants have afforded

us much pleasure through the long, cold winter

;

I have no good place for them. At the south

window of the sitting-room I make room for a few,

but it is too warm. Roses, geraniums, and some
running plants, have grown well. They make the

winter sitting-room fragrant and cheery, and are a

pleasant reminder of the beauty of summer. By
April, one tires of the confinement of house.

Somehow, things look faded, and not overnice.

The fresh springing grass, the young willows by

the brook, the trailing arbutus with its pink fra-

grant blossoms looking out from some lingering

snowdrift in the woods, seem more beautiful than

ever before. But winter clothing must not be

recklessly east off. The ground is damp and cold.

Warm weather is not yet here, and nothing is gained

by trying to forestall its coming.

While making sponge cake to-day, I thought of

the time, now long ago, when I said to a lady friend

in my family that I quite despaired of ever being

able to make sponge cake. She at once volunteer-

ed to teach me I gladly engaged in the process,

though with rather a tedious time in prospect.

According to her direction it must be stirred " two

hours by the clock.
1

' The cake would by no means

compare favorably with that made and baked to-

day iu just forty minutes. The rule is so simple,

I wish every housekeeper had it. It has been in

the Agriculturist, but will bear to be published a

second time. Six eggs, well beaten together, two

cups of sugar, two of flour, two teaspoonfuls cream

of tartar, and one of soda, with a little salt. It

should bake quickly as possible without burning,

being careful to have the oven right when it goes in,

instead of making the fire afterwards. It is much
nicer to be kept a few days before eating, iu the

cellar in a stone jar. A "Farmer's Fruit Cake"

was noticed in the Agriculturist for January, 1865,

which I had the curiosity to try I was surprised,

as well as all others who have tasted it, at its excel-

lence. The apple prepared as directed has much
the taste of citron, and the whole would pass for

rich fruit cake, while it can be eaten without injury.

Tarts arc very easily made, and filled with nice

jelly, are a great ornament to the table, as well as

highly relished. A small piece of pie-crust left

from pie-making, with which the young house-

keeper don't know what in the world to do, will

make a plate full. The crust is to be rolled

very thin, aud baked quickly in patty pans.

I have been ironing shirts aud collars. Hannah
can't make them look nicely. I rather think she

don't care to learn, for I have given her faithful

lessons. The gloss and smoothuess must be put

on while drying, just as in polishing a stove or boot,

and the harder the pressure the better. Muslins,

laces and embroideries need working and clapping

iu the hands until they are very clear from starch,

and if ironed when quite damp will look neariy as

well as new. It is a good rule to have ironing fin-

ished by Wednesday night, as Thursday must be

partly occupied with baking.

I was at Lizzie's just after dinner. I found her

cleaning the gridiron. It had got sadly burned while

she cooked a small piece of steak, ami she was

scraping it with a knife, while Georgey, iu high glee,

evidently thought she was at work for his benefit.

Is there noway, she inquired, that I can cook a

piece of meat, no bigger than the palm of my hand,

without such a bother as this ? Tes, indeed, I re-

plied. Take that little stew pan, with a long handle,

and, putting it over a good fire uutil it is hot, place

the steak in it, covering tightly. Of course it will

adhere to it at first, but in a moment or two be-

comes juicy, when it must be turned, keeping it

covered as far as possible. Turn it every half min-

ute, aud iu three it will be done. Upon putting it

iuto a dish, add butter, pepper and salt, cover still,

and by the time you have placed your other dishes

upon the table, there will he a sufficiency of gravy

;

and I question whether Henry could tell that it was

not broiled on the gridiron after the former fashion.

I was a long time learning how to roast meat.

But once when employing a washerwoman who had

formerly been cook in a large boarding establish-

ment, she said to me bluntly: " Why, Mrs. Frisby,

you roast your meat to death. It is as tough as

leather, and I reckon has not much better taste !"

After this, according to her direction, I put the

meat into a hot oven at eleven, and it was in readi-

ness for dinner at twelve. The roast is thus quickly

browned over and its juices retained. Before, I had

cooked it two hours in an oven of only moderate

heat. Many and many a time have I thus obtained

most useful information from persons whose expe-

rience had taught them more than can be learned

from books. When first married, I studied my
cook-book so constantly that my husband called it

my "Library." Though valuable, of course, it

often failed to inform me about some little point

most essential to success. Salt or fresh meat when
boiled is seldom cooked long enough. It should be

just ready to drop from the bone when taken up.

As it becomes cold, it hardens somewhat. A beef

bone, with a little lean meat upon it, will make an

excellent soup. Boil very thoroughly, and, remov-

ing the bone, add such vegetables as you fancy,

chopped finely together. A little rice thrown in,

is an improvement. This is a convenient dinner

for ironing day. But, Lizzie, I came to take you
away from gridirons and dishwater a few days. We
have decided upon a few improvements at home,

aud shall be "topsyturvy" awhile. I want a lit-

tle visit from you first—I shall take Georgy in his

wagon with me, and you may follow at your leisure.

Go round by the store and tell Henry as much.

How Women Can Help Us,

Aud at the same time help themselves. There are

multitudes of ladies among our readers who are

longing for "something to do," and are willing to do

it. They have heard of woman's rights possibly,

and of the enlargement of her sphere of usefulness.

We should like to accomplish this latter, and our

own, at the same time. We are aiming at a refor-

matory work, on the farm aud in the household.

We seek to lighten woman's burdens iu every koine

we enter, and to cheer her in every department of

her toils. And we have abundant evidence, in the

kindl\' appreciation of the Agriculturist in the fami-

lies where it is read, that we are successful in this

work. Every such family can pursue its labors

more intelligently and profitably. There is an at-

mosphere of cheerfulness and thrift in these homes,

that we do not find where no paper is taken. Now
we want to enter the millions of homes of cultiva-

tors where no agricultural paper is read, and intro-

duce this new atmosphere. Wo want to teaeh bet-

ter methods of husbandry and housekeeping, and to

make the whole family, men, women, and children,

better aud happier in their home duties and toils.

In this matter the ladies can help us as others

can uot. Many of them have the leisure and spe-

cial adaptation to the work, aud we offer large pre-

miums in useful articles as a reward. If they

would take a subscription paper and go aroufld

among their friends and acquaintances and ask

them to subscribe, they would get well paid for

their trouble, and enlarge our field of usefulness.

We greatly desire to have a hearing in every one of

the five millions of homes that are sustained by the

products of the farm and garden. We have a good

deal to say that will aid production, and digestion.

Will the ladies help us ?

. ^-4— ii i a iw

BjIiiic Soap.—The substance that forms in

flocculent masses iu hard water when soap is used in

it, is lime soap, which is insoluble in water. An
acquaintance tried to remove some mortar spots

from his clothes by rubbing soap upon them; the

result was the gumming up of his clothes with

lime soap, which no washing would remove, and

no fluid that he could apply would dissolve. We
recommend him to soak the spots in vinegar, or

some other dilute acid. This will decompose the

soap, leaving a lime salt, to be washed out, and the

grease remaining in the cloth. Then he can remove
the grease with benzine, or in any other way. The
acid may discharge the color of the garment, for

some delicate colors are affected at once by acid,

but many colors will not be changed. Where
hard water is continuously used for washing, the

fabrics become harsh and disagreeable from this

lime-soap. The use of soda will in a good mea-

sure prevent its formation.
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Tlie Doctor Talks to tlie Boys and
CSirls.

"When you read about the tricks of magician?, who show
a human head floating in the air, and who take out of a

man's hat articles enough to fill a hand-cart, your young

eyes open wide with astonishment. These thing3 are in-

deed wonderful as showing what ingenuity can do, hut

they are only tricks, and a person as ingenious as the

one who invented them can easily find out how they are

done. Eight around you are things more wonderful than

any thing the conjuror can show, and if you will only

open your eyes at this, and learn how to use them, you

need not regret that you can not see the magician display

his skill. Some of the things that I shall talk to you

about have been carefully watched by the most learned

men, who have told us very plainly what they have seen

iu egg and seed, in bud and flower ; but how the seed be-

comes a plant or the &gg brings forth a living animal

—

these have never been found out.

Wise heads—philosophers as they

are often called—are not, as many
suppose, always engaged in look-

ing at the stars, and measuring

mountains ; many of the most
learned poke around mud holes

and ponds and find animals and

other objects for their study

;

many think that curious things

are only to be found by travelers in distant countries

—

but you need not go out of your own neighborhood nor

off of your own fann to search for curious objects, or to

see more wonders than all the showmen can display.

Every boy and girl in the country- knows frog-spawn.

It is a mass of clear jelly, to be found in early spring in

almost even" pool of water. If you can find some of this

frog-spawn—and you can readily do so by a little search

—

take home a little

of it and place it

in a saucer or

bowl of rain wa-
ter, and look care-

fully at it. It is a

mass of clear jel-

ly, with some dark
2. Fig. 3. spots distributed

It is really a collection of transparent eggs
surrounded and held together by a jelly-like substance,

and the spots are the yolks of the eggs (fig. 1). Keep
the vessel containing the spawn and water in a warm
window, and look at it carefully every day and change
the water even,- day or two. The round spots, or yolk,

eoon cease to be round, and will have this outline, fig.

2, and later like this, fig. 3; but unless one has a micros-
cope and knows how to use it, all the minute changes

that take place can not be follow-

ed. Still a great change may be
fcseen without any help but your
own eyes. The spots will rapidly

increase in size, and you will soon
see them of the shape of fig. 4. and
you will be able to make out that

, 4. the little animal has a head and a

tail. "Which is the head, is made more certain by the ap-

pearance of eyes, and the tail shows its character by hav-

ing a tendency to wiggle, and growing longer. Fig. 5

shows an older and larger animal than fig. -l.andasthe little

fellow lias been growing all the while, you will wonder
what he has fed on. The transparent jelly of the egg
has thus far contributed to his growth, but he has done
no feeding proper, as he has no mouth. As a mouth is

the nest tiling needed, a Utile opening appears in the

head, and the internal arrangements of the animal having

been completed, he jerks himself out of the cavity of the

Cgg that has hereto-

fore been his prison,

and when strong

enough goca forth to

see the little world

you have mude for

him in a bowl. The
figures given here-

with are all more or less larger than tin- natural size.

But, you will say, this is not a frog, it is only a tadpole

orpollywng. Truo, but is it not a wonderful change. A
mass of jelly into living animals; and is it not also curious

that the frog is not born a frog, but that he is at ftrel an

animal quite unlike a frog. It is equally interesting to

watch the change of the tadpole on his way to frog-hood,

but we can not do so now. Put some of the tadpoles

where they can take care of themselves, and keep a few

to Htudy They will do best in a gla^s jar, iu which yon

mn-t change the water every day or two. Any fruit-can

will do, and you can avoid the trouble of cban-ing the

Fig. 5.

water by putting in some plants. Place an inch or so of

gravel in the bottom of the jar, and then place in it any
of the plants that are found growing entirely under water.

Every deep brook or pond will furnish a number of these,

and it does not make much difference which is taken,

only those with the finest leaves are the best. Tie the

plants to a bit of stone to hold them down, fill the jar

Fig. 0.

with rain or river water, and put in the tadpoles. If this

is kept in full light, the water will not need changing.

A ZVevr and Useful Toy.
One of the best toys for childrenwe have ever seen is a

set of improved builders' blocks, invented and patented

by a subscriber to the Agriculturist, Mr. Charles M.
Crandall, Montrose, Pa. They are so really pleasing and
useful, that we publish an engraving, showing how they

Work. They are plain bass-wood pieces, most of them
of the shape shown iu the figure, notched to fit eac"h other

firmly, so that when a
building is put together

it can be taken up whole
aud moved about with-

out falling to pieces.

They can be joined in

almost endless combina-

tions. "We have seen

churches,factories,wind-

mills, fences, cradles,

and other furniture made
with them. The little

house shown in the pic-

ture was put up by a boy
in a few minutes. Be-

sides the many hours'

amusement they will afford, playing with these blocks

will develop skill and taste in planning and executing,

and we think Mr. Crandall has done the children a real

service in bringing out so capital a plaything. The blocks

are very durable, but if any split, they are still service-

able in making new designs. All information about

prices, etc., can be had by addressing the inventor.

Plant SometJaiiig, a grape-vine, strawberry plant,

a rose-bush, or even a beet or a cai'rot—something to care

for and watch and study day by day. It will give more

pleasure than any toy, besides adding something to your

knowledge. It may perhaps be the beginning of a suc-

cessful career as a fruit grower, a gardener, or a botanist.

Tlie Boy >vlio kept " Blowing.-'

Those who read the story of Timid Timothy in the

March Agriculturist, page 107, will readily see the mean-

ing of the similar picture given here. Boys who brag or

i\ew Puzzles to lie Aias^vered.

No. 258. A Clock Problem, suggested by David Rue, Jr.

—

Suppose the striking part of a clock to be out of order so

that at one o'clock it strikes three, at the next hour it

strikes five, thus gaining two strokes each hour, in how
many hours from one o'clock will it strike the time cor-

rectly, and how many strokes will it have given in all,

counting the three made at the beginning ? Of course it.

never strikes more strokes than twelve at one time_

1 _^Tf»*

No. 259. Illustrated Rebus.—A very obvious truth.

No. 260. Mathematical Problem, by J. S. Chandler.—

Two wheels, one four (4) feet and the other four feet and

one inch (4 feet 1 inch) in diameter, were put on an axle-

tree, which brought them just four (4) feet apart ; both

were then started at the same rate of speed, but as one

wheel was larger than the other, they soon came back to

the point from which they started, describing a perfect

circle in their course. "What was the diameter of the

smaller and what the diameter of the larger circle ?

Answers to Problems aiacl Puzzles.

The following arc answers to the puzzles, etc., in the

March numbc. page 107. No. 253. Illustrated Rebus.—Ths
last rose of summer No. 254. Illustrated Rebus.—The
proper study of mankind is man No. 255. Word
Sgtiare.—The proper definitions are: Plea, leap, ease,

apes No. 250. Rlustrated Rtbus.—To the wise, noth-

ing is accidental No. 257. Anagrams.—1, Afterward;

2. Mourned; 3, Prepared; 4, Hypocrisy: 5. Astonished.

The following have sent in correct answers, up to

March 1st. R. L. "Wells, C. H. Cannon, Oliver Coombs,

"blow" a great deal may here see themselves r.s others

sec them, ou the way to become mere porpoises in society,

amuaing perhaps to those about them, inn not counted as

valuable lull.
ll Lctanothcr praise thee and not iliy^U'."'

Willie Lcsher. George Kemper, U
«T. O. S," Chs. E.

McLencgan, E. Van Syckol, Jr., A. A. Boydon, Charles

A. Farmer, " n," Wm. A. Fulton, A. J. Walling, James

and Iabbic BorUott, Owen & Brumbaugh, Irvia Clark,
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GREAT EXCITEMENT IN THE MONKEY FA MI LY .—Drawn and Engraved for the American Agriculturist.

' In the Agriculturist for May, 1SG6 (page 102), we gave
an amusing picture representing an honest dog and a
thievish monkey left near the dinner table after the fami-

ly had finished their meal. It gave the monkey a bad
reputation, and, according to our artist's account, several

members of the monkey family have had a serious talk

about it. Ton may see in the picture that the dog-nosed
ape is examining the Agriculturist and studying the pic-

ture with much interest. He thinks there may he some
truth in it, but is sure it does not mean him, for he gives

a side-wise look at his neighbor, who is chattering away
very angrily, having discovered his own portrait. If he
could speak, he would no doubt give us as harsh a scold-

ing as many a man has done when his character has been
shown up among the humbugs. But we will not be too

severe upon the poor monkey, by comparing him with

some of the knavish swindlers who have been exposed.

"I Wasn't Watching."
A little girl went with a friend into a hook-bindery.

She was much pleased to see how the titles and pictures

in gilt were put upon the backs and sides of the covers
;

and for some time she watched the man who was doing

this work, thrusting the covers one by one under the press,

with the gold leaf upon them. But at length she noticed

that a part of three of this man's fingers was gone. Her
sympathy was excited and she whispered a request that

her friend would ask how the accident happened. U
I

was at work here at the press," was the reply, " and not

attending to what I was about I got my fingers under the

press and it crushed them. I wasn't watcMng, and I shall

have to carry this mark to remember it as long as I live."

I'll tell you what I thought when the little girl told

me the story : There are many things that boys and girls

are tempted to say and do, and that they will say and do
if they are not on the watch. They are things that always

make a wound that leaves a scar,—not on the outside
;

not where you can see it,—but on Hie heart. When a hoy

uses a profane or obscene word ; when he does an act

that he would blush to have known at home ; when a girl

says or does any of those things which none of you need
he told are only bad, then scars upon the heart are being

made that will sooner or later cause bitter sorrow. "I
wasn't watching " will have to be said about them. Try
not to get these scars upon your hearts. There is one
strong and willing Friend, you know, who is always ready

to help yon. Uncle Paul.

A Home-loving Cat.
A lady correspondent sends to the Agriculturist the

following, which she says is true : "Father E. had a

favorite cat which he took with Mm when he removed
from the house which he had long occupied to another,

half a mile away, across a river. A few days after the river

became greatly swollen by the spring freshets, and the

bridge was swept away. Kitty evidently did not like the

change. All the coaxing and petting she received failed

to reconcile her to the new home. She disappeared, and
what was her master's surprise, on crossing the swollen

stream in a boat, to find kitty at the old house. Lie car-

ried her back with him, and the second time she was
gone and re-appeared at the deserted home. There she

remained for a year alone, greeting members of the fami-

ly on their occasional visits with -great affection. At the

end of the year the family returned there to live, to the

great apparent satisfaction of the faithful old sentiuel."

A ^"ovel S£ir<I Catcher.
Efiie Johnson contributes the following to the Agri-

culturist : " One of our friends, a neighbor living a short

distance from us, had a beautiful bird—a pet canary. One
of the seed cups of its cage accidentally getting tinned
one day, the bird escaped to the woods, only a few yards
from the house. Toward evening Mrs. "W. and her hus-

band walked out toward the woods, talking of the lost

bird, and wishing it would come home again. The house
dog, a large, noble looking animal, walked by their side,

looking up into their faces as if he understood all they

were saying, then suddenly started off, and in a few mo-
ments returned and laid the bird at their feet. Mrs. W,
screamed out thinking her pet was dead, and the fright-

ened bird flew away again. The dog started after it, and

the second time caught it and brought it to his unstress.

He held it carefully inside his lower jaw, and did not

injure it at all ; but when Mrs. W. took it in her hand

it lay motionless from fright for a moment. She placed

it in its cage, and soon it was hopping about, with ruffled

feathers, it is true, but as well and sprightly as ever.

"Whenever Mr. or Mrs. W. told the stoiy the dog would

look up, wagging his tail with an extremely satisfied air, as

much as to say 'Wasn't that pretty well done for a dog V "

How to "Faiiisli" a. Boy.—Give him plenty of

money, nothing to do, let him choose hip own playmates,

spend his evenings where he please^ come home when

he gets ready, and he will very sowi finish himself.
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LOCK-STITCH SEWING MACHINES.
nighest Premium, Fair of American Institute, 1SG3

CELEBRATED EEVERSIDLE FEED MOVEMENT.
UNIFORM SELF-ADJUSTING TENSION,
FOUR SEPARATE DISTINCT STITCHES,
WILL GATHER AND SEW A RUFFLE AT ONCE.

- OFFICES OF THE COMPANY.
505 Broadway, N. Y., and 97 Cheapside, London, England.

PRINCIPAL AGENCIES.
141 Washington-st., Boston. 242 Main-st.. Buffalo, N. Y.
630 Chestnut-st., Pliiladclpliia. 29 Calle d'OIlcios, Havana,
100 Wasliington-st., Chicago. Cuba.
20 West Fourth-st.. Cincinnati 271 Conrt-st..Binz!:amton,N.Y.
43 Public Square, Cleveland. J3 Lake-st., Elmira, N. Y.
155 Balcimore-st., Baltimore. 312 Broad-st., Newark, N. J.
27 North Pennsylvania-st., 6 Union St., Nashville, Tenn.

Indianapolis, '4 Yates Block, E. Genesee-st.,
Cor. Jeff, and Woodward Av Syracuse. N. Y.

enues, Detroit. Rochester, N. Y.
Ill Montgomery-st., San Fran- 54 North Fii"th-st..St.Louis,Mo.

. cisco. 303River-st.. Troy, N. Y.
S7J to 37G Maiii-st., Hartford, Cor. Genesee, Columbia, and

Conn. Seneca-sts., Utica, N. Y.
5Q9 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.*

WHEELER 3c WlIi&ON
ROTARY HOOK

LOCKSTITCH,
>.»;^SM;^^s»:«swa.«

SEWING MACHINES.
625 BROADWAY.

"Womax's Greatest Boon-
-—Wc would advise a man to

forego a Thresher and thresh wheat with a flail, rather
than to see the wife wear her health, vigor and life away in
the everlasting 'stitch, stitch, stitch,' when a Sewing Ma-
chine can be obtained. The WHEELER & WILSON is an
Invaluable aid in every household. Wc have had several
different kinds on trial, and after a six year's service, the
WHEELER& WILSON has taken the precedence as the best,

Where all kinds of sewing are to be done in a family."
[American Agriculturist, Jan. 1865.

THE GREAT FAMILY SEWING MACHINE-

GRQYER&BIM
H5GHEST PREMIUM
Elastic S-titoli

SERVING- MACHINE.
4©5 Broadway, IVew York.

THIS JIEDVLLION
IS EMBEDDED IX
EVERY GENUINE
HOWE SEWING
MACHINE.

The Howe Machine Co.'s

Sewing Machines,

099 Broadway, Cor.

Fourth-st., N. Y.

and Manufacturers.For Families

These World-Renowned Sewing
Machines

Were awarded the highest premium at the World's Fair
In London, and six Jlrst premiums at the N. Y. State Fair

of 1866.

These machines arc made tinder the im-
mediate supervision of the President of the
Company, EL.IAS HOWE, Jr., the original
Inventor of the Sewing Machine.

"Die Stitch invented by MR. HOWE, and made on
this Machine, is the most popular and durable, and all

Sewing Machines are subject to the principle invented by him.

SEND FOB CIRCULAR.

Justly celebrated for perfect Plmpllcltv, preat strength, and
Immense compressing power; is guaranteed, with clirht
men nnd two horses, to self-temper the clav and make ",000

to S.5Q0 elegant bricks per hour. J. II. REN1CK, Proprietor,
No. 71 Broadway, New York, Koom ',M.

HUDSON RIVER INSTITUTE, nt Clavcrack,
Columbia (ounlv. New-York.—Eighteen Instructors:

Eight Departments. $100 a year. No Extra* (except Piano
Music). Perm opens April 15. Lewis' (ivmnastlcs for La-
dles; Military Drill lor Gents. Every facility for the very
best Christian Education.

KEY- ALOXZO PLACE, A. M„ Principal.

The Herald ©f Health.
The March Number contains:

ILesig-fila. off" I>ays,
(By Ret. H. W. Bellows.)

TTSae Value of Fruit as Food,
(By F. E. Elliott.)

Letters to ILawies,
(By Mis. R. B. Gleasos, M. D.)

Vitality, Its Phenoiuena,
(By Geo. F. Taylor, M. D.)

Weak JLungs and. §2ow to 3£»Sce
Them Strong.

No other Magazine attempts to popnlarize the Science of
Physiology and make it Applicable to PHTSICAL AND
MENTAL IMPROVEMENT. If It is important to under-
stand Politics, Agriculture, Science, how much more to

know ourselves.

Articles In the January No. on

"Human Deyelopnieiit,"
(By Henry "Ward Beechee.)

"The Sacreclraess of the Body."
(By Rev. O. E. FEOTniXGnASi.)

"How to Train up a CUiia."

The February No. contains :

Sources of Muscular Power,
(By Prof. R, King Erowne.)

Buildings fbr the Poor,
(By Horace Greeley.)

BSody and ISrain*

How to Bathe.
Memory, and Slow to Improve It.

The April Number is larger, richer and better than any
preceding one. Prof. Kufus King Browne commences In it

an illustrated Series of Papers on the Physiological
Anatomy and Pliysiology of Man, derived from
his extensive Microscopic investigations.

Henry Ward Beecuer furnishes a discourse, preached by
request, to Medical Students. It is one of great pow-
er, and should be read by every man and woman.

Moses Colt Tyler commences a Series of Papers called

The Brawnville Athletic Club.
Nothing before published on Health Topics is so fascina-

ting. Besides these, the April Number contains a long
list of articles on Health, and all subjects relating to

Human Welfare. See February Agriculturist, page 72, for

Prospectus, etc.

(From the Country Gentleman.)

"The Herald of Health" is a Monthly, very carefully

edited, and with a very able corps of contributors. We call

attention to it, with the conviction that its extended circula-

tion would be a source of great benefit to the country at

large, as icell as to individuals,

2.00 a Year. 20 Cents a Number.
For 30 subscribers and $G0.00 we give for a premium

Wheeler & Wilson's Sowing Machine, worth $55.

For Ten Subscribers and S20, each Subscriber shall receive,

post-paid, a handsome Steel Engraving of "LINCOLN
At HOME," 19x24 inches, and worth One Dollar.

Address MILLER, WOOD & CO.,

15 Laight-strcet, New York City.

THE LITTLE CORPORAL
Is acknowledged by the leading papers to be the

Best Juvenile Paper in America.
The American Phrenological Journal, of New York, says

:

" The Little Corporal."—Mr. SeweH's Western Juvenile
surpasses, both In real merit and in circulation, any similar
nttempt, East or West. His success excites the cupidity of
others, and we now have a swarm of juvenile journals launch-
ed on the uncertain sea of experiment. While we wish well
to all jrood endeavors, we must award the credit to The Lit-

tle Corporal of leading the van.'
1

Wc offera MAGNIFICENT LIST of PREMIUMS !

The price of the Corporal Is one dollar a year, in advance;
sample copv. telling all abont the premiums, ten cents.
Address ALl'KIOD L.S.EWELL, Publisher, Chicago, 111.

Book Agents Wanted.
To solicit orders, in each town in the United States nnd

Canada, for the most popular subscription book ever pub-
lished, bcliiir Tnie Illustrated Histokt op toe Biiilb,
by John Kitto, D. &., F. S. A., Edited by JRev. Atvan Bond,
fi. D., of Norwich, Conn.—Over 700 closely printed Royal
Octavo pa.cee—more than 100 full page engravings. Recom-
mended by the leading Clercy of all denominations of
Christians. 5:5.000 Conies already printed. Six large power
presses running on the work. Everybody wants it. Ex-
perienced Accnts say they never knew a book sell so well.
No competition. Experienced Agents, School Teachers,
Sabbath School Teachers, retired Clergymen, and others, arc
wanted to introduce this great work into every household
In the laud. For Circulars, etc., npplv Immediately to tho

irlilL'Publisher, IIENUY/mLE, Norwich, Conn.

RURAL IMPROVEMENTS.
Ror.F.ET MORRIS COFELAND, Author of Country Life,

tarntehea plana. Ac, for all kinds of Rural Improvements.
Refers to Johu M. Faber. Nathaniel Thaver, Boston; Francis
Q. Shaw, Now York; Kufus Wa'erman. Providence, It. I.

Offlco, 11 ltanisier'8 Hall, Bnnton.

BUCKEYE
Pronounced by the Judge at the

GREAT NATIONAL FIELD TRIAL
at Auburn, in July last, to be superior to all others In

Every ©esirafoie Point.
Order early to secure Machines.

Manufactured by
AERIANCE, PLATT & CO.,
1G5 Greenwich-st., New York.

(Manufactory, Ponghkeepsie.)

To My Patrons :

It 13 due to myself that I should explain the reasons for
non-appearance of ray spring advertisements. My supnlv
of plants, extensive as it was, was almost exhausted by tail
sales, I expect to offer a very lanie and superior lot of
plants to the public next fall. Shall issue 10.000 of a new edi-
tion of my Manual next summer. Also expect to be able
to offer a fine stock of a new Grape of large size, fineflavor,
and perfectly hardy vine.

J. H. FOSTER, Jr.

The Eureka Brick Machine
makes S.000 splendid Brick per hour, with only nine men and
one pair horses, or 4,o20 per hour by steam power. Has no
complex machinery to be getting out of order or breaking
down. Its great simplicity and marvelous power command
the approval of every expert, at sight.
We challenge the world to produce its eqnal.
Also, The Empire Shingle Machine, the best in the world.
Satisfaction guaranteed to all purchasers.

ABRAM EEQCA, General Agent.
No. 141 Broadway, New York.

MARK YOUR CLOTHING!
Clark's Patent Indelible Pencil.
" The Indelible Pencil for marking clothing is much more

convenient than ink. and equally good as to permanence

—

we Judge after several month's trial."—Am. Agriculturist.
" The Indelible Pencil is invaluable for marking linen."

—

Chicago Tribune.

"Remarkable for the ease and neatness with which it can
be used."

—

Detroit Tribune.

Manufactured and Sold at Wholesale by
THE INDELIBLE PENCIL CO., Northampton, MASS.',
Prices—50 cents single, $3 per dozen. Sent post-paid on

receipt of price.
A liberal discount made to dealers.
EVERY PENCIL WARRANTED. AGENTS WANTED.

EMPIRE SEEING BED 00.,

MANUAL'S PATE5TT ADJUSTABLE

Spring Bed Bottom.

One Mattress—No Bugs—No Noise—Perfect Ecst—Cheap.

$5.00 to ST.00 at retail—Durable—Fit any bedstead. Any-
body can do it.

" I DO NOT WANT A BETTER BED."—N. C. Meeker,
Agricultural Editor Tribune.
Address as above. Asents wanted.

PERCENT SAVED
— r ByUsing

B T. BABBITT'S STABYEAST POWDER. Light Biscuit

or any kind of Cake mavbe madewith this 1 east l'owdor In

fifteen minutes. No shortening required when sweet mllK

I wili send a sample packago free, by mnil on receipt of

fifteen cents to pav postage.
Nos. 61, 63, di, 07,63, GO, "0, 72, nnd 74 Washington StreM,

New York.
t

SQUIRE'S PATENT FRUIT JAR.

Fruits Preserved WUUont. Sngar*

The Only Jar for Preserving A'cgetablca.

The Newest, Most Convenient and Economical Jar txtanU

This .Tar Is constructed so that the contents can be cooked
In It. and all handling of Hot Emit or Hot.Iars or Tempering
of .Jars avoided; tin- contents retain all their natural flavor,

and tho labor of preserving Is lessened more than one-half.

Pamphlets sent on application.

J. D. EARTLETT. Wholesale Manufactnrer,

69 Murray-street, New York.

ROSES.
We offer vcryflno plants of the best sorts, such at bavo

been fuuud to succeed In our climate, nt

S20 per 100 ; S150 per lOOO.

They nro on their own roots, and embrace the different

classes, but arc largely composed of Hybrid Perpetual*.

For Catalogues, address
PARSONS ft CO., Flushing. X. T.
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THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA

COMPANY,
Since their organization, have created a new era in the Tea
Trade. They have introduced their selection of Teas and
Coffees, and hare sold them at the smallest profits possible.

They warrant all the goods they sell to be perfectly satis-

factory. If they do not prove so, the purchaser has the

privilege of returning them within 30 days at the expense of

the Company, and have the money refunded.

The Company have selected the following kinds from their

stoek, which they recommend to meet the wants of Clubs.

They are sold at Cargo Prices, the same as the Company sell

them in New-York, as the list of prices will show.

V

PRICeT~LIST :

YOTOTG HTSON (Green), SOc, 90c, $1, $1.10, best $1.23 St 6.

GREEN TEAS, 80c.. 90c, $1, $1.10, best $1JS vl 2>.

MIXED, 70c, SOc. 90c, best $1 ?) B.

JAPAN, $1, $1.10, best S1.35 3 B.

OOLONG (Black), T0c, 80c, 90c, beet $1 V ft.

IMPERIAL (Green), best $153 ft B.

ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), 80c, 90c, $1, $1.10, best

$1.50 ?! B.

GUNPOWDER (Green), $L25, best $1.50.

COFFEE DEPARTMENT.
Our Coffee Department is very extensive—the largest, per-

haps in the country. We run three engines constantly, and
sometimes four or five in roasting and grinding our Coffee.

Our Coffee buyers are experts, who examine most of the

Coffees imported, and select the best and finest flavors for

our trade. "We employ the most experienced and skillful

roasters, who exercise the greatest care that it shall be cook-

ed in a perfect manner. It is always fresh, for our orders

crowd our facilities to their utmost capacity. A considera-

ble portion of the Coffee put upon the market of late years

is picked while the pod3 are green, and subjected to artifi-

cial heat to open the pods. This is not so good as that which
ripens in the natural way upon the plant. Our Coffee buyer
thoroughly understands this business, and can readily dis-

tinguish the naturally ripened from the artificially cured

;

and he only buys the Coffee which is naturally ripened. We
examine the cargoes as soou as they arrive, and our trade

is so large that it requires all the finest lots. This is what
gives our Coffee a superior flavor to many others, and the

same flavor it used to have in days long gone by. It is a com-
mon saying that most Coffee does not taste as well as it

formerly did. The reason for it is, that a considerable por-

tion of it is picked before it is fully ripe. We sell none but

the fully ripe, rich flavored Coffee.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.
GROUND COFFEE, 20c, 25c, SOc, S5c, best 40c per pound

Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who
use large quantities of Coffee can economize in that article

by using our FRENCH BREAKFAST AND DINNER COF-
FEE, which we sell at the low price of SOc. per pound, and
warrant to give perfect satisfaction.

Consumers can save from SOc to 51 per pound by purchas-

ing their Teas of

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY.
Nos. 31 and 33 VESEY-ST.
No. 640 BROADWAY, corner of Bleecker-st.

No. 461 EIGHTH-AYE , north corner of Thirty-fourth-st.

No. 299 SPRING-St.
No. 205 FULTON-ST„ BROOKLYN, corner of Concord-st.

No. 1S3 GRAND-ST., WILL1AMSBURGH.

COUNTRY CLUBS, Hand and Wagon Pedlers, and small

Btores (of which class we are supplying many thousands, all

of which are doing well), can have their orders promptly
and faithfully filled, and in case of Clubs can have each
party's name marked on their package and directed by send-

ing their orders to Nos. SI and 33 Yesey-st. r

Our friends are getting up Clubs in most towns through-

out the country, and for which we feel very grateful. Some
of our Clubs send orders weekly, and some not so often;

while others keep a standing order to be supplied with a
given quantity each week, or stated periods. And in all

cases (where sufficient time has elapsed) Clubs have repeat-

ed their orders.

Parties sending Club or other orders for less than $30 had
better Bend Post-Office drafts, or money with their orders,

to save the expense of collecting by express; but larger

orders we will forward by express, to collect on delivery.

We return thanks to parties who have taken an interest in

getting up Clubs; and when any of them come to New-York
we shall be happy to have them eall upon us and make
themselves known.

Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to tho

party getting up the Club. Our profits are small, but we will

be as liberal as we can afford. We send no complimentary
package for Clubs of less than $S0.

N.B.—All Tillages and towns where a large number reside

by dubbing together can reduce the cost of their Teas and
Coffees about one-third by sending directly to the

GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
Nos. 31 and 33 VESEY-ST

Po9tOflle« Box, No. 5,643, New-York City.

GETTING TJ3P OX.TTBS.
Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to get

up a club. The ansTrer is simply this: Let each person
wishing to join in a club, say how much tea or coffee he
wants, and select the kind and price from our Price List, as

published in the paper or in our circulars. Write the names,
kinds, and amounts plainly on a list, and when the club is

complete send it to us by mail, and we will put each party's

goods in separate packages, and mark the name upon them,

with the cost, so there need be no confusion in their distri-

bution—each party getting exactly what he orders, and no
more. The cost of transportation the members of the club

can divide equitably among themselves.

The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by
drafts on New York, by Post-Office money orders, or by Ex-
press, as may suit the convenience of the club. Or, if the

amount ordered exceeds thirty dollars, we Trill, if desired,

send the goods by Express, to " collect on delivery"

We publish some of our Club List3 to show how it is done
and as matter of reference.

After the first Club we send blanks.

Direct your orders plainly, THE GREAT AMERICAN
TEA COMPANY, Nos. 31 and 33 Yesey-st., Post-Office Box,
5,643—as some parties imitate our name as near as they dare
do.

From, The Great Americau Tea Company's Advocate.

A Word with Our Customers.
We have no doubt that our customers, scattered through-

out the length and breadth of the land, as they are, embrac-
ing every State in the Union, except those on the Pacific

shores, will be interested to learn how we have sneceededin
our great enterprise of furnishing Teas and Coffees, to all,

at the smallest possible profits. To afford them this infor-

mation we propose to give a few facts connected with our
business.

Years ago, in the early stage of our enterprise, we based
our calculations and graded our rates of profit upon the

basis of a trade of $100,000 per week. This amount we ex-

pected to reach by enterprise and fair dealing. We well

knew that it could be accomplished only by filling every

order promptly, and to the letter ; and at uniform prices.

These principles we have adhered to strictly, and have car-

ried ont the one peice system in all our transactions.

After years of anxiety and incessant toil, we are enabled

to say, without boasting, that our standard of sales, which
we erected years ago, has been reached. The New Tork
Tribune, in an editorial published iu their paper several

months ago, placed the amount of our sales at that time at

590,000 per week. Our business increases regularly and con-

stantly, and never faster than at the present time. We there-

fore look confidently forward to a large increase during the

present year, over and above the average of $100,000 per
week. At the present time our sales are fully equal to 2,000

chests per week, which is equal to about one-fifth of all the

Teas imported into this country. This we consider a great

success for a specialty—probably the greatest ever achieved
in this country, in any similar mercantile enterprise.

With our increased trade we increase our facilities, so that

all our orders will be filled as promptly and correctly as

heretofore, and perhaps more so, because our system be-
comes more and more perfect with time and practice.

We employ at least two hundred persons constantly, and
by our perfect system of division of labor into departments,
we make a great saving of expense, of which we give con-
sumers the benefit, by furnishing them with the great neces
saries of life—Teas and Coffees—attheunprecedented low
figures which we publish in oar Price List in another column.
While we feel sure that we have given, and as we shall

continue to give, our customers the fullest and amplest re-

turn for their money, we thank them, one and all, for their

patronage.

COMPLEMENTARY LETTERS.
In order to give our friends in the country an idea of tho

magnitude of our business, we publish the following letters

which we have received from two of the principal Express
Companies of this country, and from other sources. The
facts which they state show conclusively that no other Tea
House in this city or country can compare with us in magni-
tude of business.

United States Expeess Office, No. 82 Buoadway, )

New-Yoee, Jan. 1, 1S67. J

To the Great American Tea Company:
Gentlemen : Accept the compliments of the season.
We thank you for the patronage we have received from

your houses.

Perhaps you would be gratified to learn that wc have ex-
pressed more goods from your Company during the past
year than from any other Tea or Grocery House in this city

during the same time.

We solicit a continuance of your patronage, and pledge
ourselves to give your goods dispatch, careful attention, and
we will do so at the very lowest rates. Tours, &c,

C. P. THAYER, General Agent.
Office of the American Expeess Company, )

Nos. 122 aud 124 Broadwav, cor. Cedar-st., >

New-Yoke. January 10, 1S6T. )

To the Great American Tea Company, Xos. SI dcS3 Yesey-st.:

Gentlemen: We are pleased to acknowledge our in-
debtedness to yon for the liberal patronage we have received
at vour hands during the last year.
We consider your business of as much importance to us as

that of any other house in the cirv, and shall be happy in
the future, as we have been in the past, to receive vour con-
signments, hoping that by dealing out "safety and dispatch**
we will merit them.
With many thanks for past favors, we wish vou, gentlemen,
"A Happy New-Year." Yours respectfully,

JAS. C FARGO, 'Manager.

New-York, Jan. 5, 1867.
To the Great American Tea Co. :

Gents: lam happy to say that your orders for packing
boxes have increased more than two-hundred per cent, within
the past year. I am now manufacturing more boxes for you
than for any other concern, although I am supplying "the
largest manufacturing establishments in this city.
Hoping to receive a continuance of your patronaee, I am,

Respectfully yours, J. H- SWIFT,
Pocking Box Manufacturer,

Nos. 92, 94, 9S, 9S, and 100 Norfolk-st., New-York City.

Paper Warehouse, No. 29 Beeeman-st., )

Xew-Yoee, Dec. 24, 1SG6. J
The Great American Tea Co.:
Gentlemen: We can send you butfourhundred thousand

paper bags to-day, and will endeavor to give vou seven
hundred thousand more before the 3lst. After the 1st of
Januarywe shall increase our production so as to meet your
laree orders more promptly.

^Respectfully yours, WILLIAM H. AMES & CO.

Complimentary Letters from Clubs.
Toledo, Ohio, Jan. 12, 1867.

Great American Tea Company, Xoa.Zlan&SZ Yesey-st^y.T.
Gentlemen: The two boxes of Tea I ordered from vou

were received yesterday by M. U. Express Co., and have
been delivered to the subscribers. I was much pleased with
the mauner in which you put up the packages with the sub-
scriber's name on eacn. I would savthat the qualitv of your
Tea is superior, giving entire satisfaction. "Some of* the
club'* say that it is the finest flavored Tea they have ever
tasted. Your Company deserve credit for their persever-
ance in overcoming the" difficulties incurred in establishing
such a trade, and in breaking down the monopolies that have
so long kept the consumer paving such hish prices. With
thanks forthe complimentary packase. I am most trnlv vours,

DAYID carruthers.
New-Hayex. Dec. 14, 1866.

To the Great American Tea Company:
Sins: This will convince you that your goods have given

perfect satisfaction, as I have added somewhat to the Club.
Please accept our especial thanks for the complimentary
package, also for the nice manner in which the whole was
put up. Yours trulv, Mrs. L. BLOSS.
Please return as soon as convenient. Direct as before to

Justin Bloss, New-Haven, Vermont.

CLUB ORDERS.
Lake Pleasant, Erie Co.. Pa., Jan. 12, 1667.

Great American Tea Company, Xbs. 31 d 33 Yesey-st^ 2>\ T.
Gentlemen: The Tea you sent me last month arrived

safely and In good order, and gives good satisfaction. Please
send the within order, the sixth I have sent within less than
a year. The first order I sent last Spring was an experiment,
to see if good tea could be sold at retail" in New-York for the
low price of $1.25 per pound. We found the Tea to be of
good quality, and since then we have continued to send to
you for our Tea, and shall do so as long as you do as well by
us aB you have in the past.

Yours trulv, W. E. WILLIAMS.
12 Its. Japan at $1.25 $15.00
2 Gunpowder -..at 1.50 3.00
5 Gunpowder at 3.25 6.25

7 Imperial at 1.25 8.75

$33-00

Lakeyille, N. Y., Jan. 3, 1867.
The Great American Tea Co.. SVos. 31 and S3 Yesey-H. :
This is the third Club that has been sent from this place

since about the 12th of December, 1S66. Your Teas have
given universal satisfaction. 1 shall do mv best to keep the
ball rolling. Yours respectfully, WILLIAM KIMBARK.
1 lb Young Hvson C.R.Ames nt £1.10 $1.10
1 YoungHyson J. N. Milliman....at 1.00.... 1.00
1 Gunpowder J. N. Milliman at 1-25. . . . 1.25
4 YoungHyson James Clark at 1.10 4.40
1 Young Hyson James Clark at 1.25. . . . 1.25
1 Young Hvson James K. Clark...at 1.00.... 1.00
1 YoungHyson James H. Clark... at 1.10.... 1.10
1 Imperial Wm. P. Wattle....at 1.25.... 1.25
1 G.andB.mixed Wm. P. Wattle.... at 1.00.... 1.00
1 Young Hyson Edward Butler. . . .at 1.25. . . 1.25
1 Young Hvson John Gardner at I/O. . . . 1.10
1 Gunpowder John Gardner at 1.50. . . . 1JO
1 G.andB.mixed W. H. Kimbark...at 1.00.... 1.00
1 G. audB. mixed Geo- Hillman at 1.00 3.00
1 YoungHyson Geo. Hillman .at 1.25 1J25

1 YoungHyson Geo. Hillman at 1.10 1.10

1 Young Hyson N. W. Bearsley at 1JO. . . . 1.10
1 Young Hvson N. W. Bearsley. ...at 1-25.... 1.25

1 Uncolored Japan N. W. Bearsley. . . .at 1.25. . . . 1J25
1 YoungHvson Wm.Tavlor.. at 1.00.... 1.00
1 Young Hvson Wm. Tavlor at 1.10 1.10
1 YonnsHvson Revilo lii2:elow...at 1.25 1.25
1 G.&B.Mix ReviloBigelow...nt 1.00.... 1.00

1 Young Hyson B. Y. Ynlkenburg.at 1.10.... 1.10
1 GuBpowder W. Eddy. at 1.50. . . . lJO
6 Young Hyson Emerson Pease at 80. . . . 4.60
1 Gunpowder David Alvord at 1.25 1.25
1 Gunpowder David Alvord at 1.50. ... 1JO
2 Uncolored Japan David Alvord. .. .at 3.25.... 2.50
1 Uncolored Japan Nelson Griswold. .at 1.23. . . . 3 J25

1 Uncolored Japan James Hill at 1.25 1.25
1 Young Hyson James Hill at 1.10. . . . 1.10

1 Young Hvson Edward Saverv...at 1J0 1.10
1 Green and Black Edward Savery...at 1.00 1.00
1 Uncolored Japan C. Crossett at 1J0.... 1.10

1 YoungHyson Wm. Radford at 1.10 1.10
1 Young Hyson Wm. Radford... . . .at 1.25. . .

.

1.25
2 YoungHvson Wm. Drake at 1.10.... 2.20
1 G.&B.Mix. Wm.Drake at 1.00.... 1.00
1 Uncolored Japan Wm, Drake at 1.25.... 1.25
1 Uncolored Japan James Hanua at 1.25.... 1.25
1 YoungHyson IX. Gilbert at 1.00.... 1.00

$58.08

Willtamstown, Orange Co.. Yt„ Jan., 1867.

To the Great American Tea Co., So*. 31 tfc 33 Yesey-st^ A* 7".

Gentlemen: The Tea I ordered before gives good satis-
faction, and I send you another order amounting to £41.60,
which vou will please fill and send to my address by express.
Many thanks for the complimentary package.

Respectfully yours, ALEXANDER SMITH.
4 E>. YoungHvson C. A. Earl at $1J25.... $5.C0
1 Black, best E. B C. A. Earl at 1.20.... 1.20
4 YoungHyson .John Clarke at 1.25.... 5.00
3 YoungHyson J3. S. Harrir.gton..at 1-25 3.75
2 Young Hvson D. D. Martin at 1.25 2JO
2 YoungHvson A.S.Martin at 1.25 2.50

2 YoungHvson .Mrs. Wakefic-ld...at 1.25.... 2J0
2 Young Hvson Walace Martin. . .at 1.25 2.50

1 YoungHvson L.H.Merrill at 3.25.... 3.25
1 Best Japan L.H.Merrill at 3-25.... 3.25
2 Yonng Hvson J). M. Harrington.at 1.25 2JO
1 YoungHyson F. Goodrich at 1.25.... 1.25

2 Japan F.Harrington at 1.25 2JO
2 Young Hvson S. B. Bohonon. . ..at 1.25 2J0
2 Young Hyson J£nos Town at 1.25 2JO
2 YoungHyson Alex. Smith at 1.25 2J0
1 Japan Alex. Smith at 1J25 1.25
1 Coffee,best A.C.Boutwell....at 40.... 40

$41.60
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Rare and Beautiful Flowers—-Select Garden Vegetables.

Seed and Airricnltnral Warehouse, Springfield, Mass.,

Importer and Dealer in Garden, Field and Flower Seeds, Agricultural Implements, Fertilizers, &c, &c.

The attention of all who arc Interested In the cnltnre oi Flowees or Vegetables Is Invited to our large and -well selected assortment of the above—comprising the newest and most
approved varieties, both of European and Home production, the quality of which cannot be surpassed.—For a list of which, see our

Xew Illustrated Seed Catalogue and Guide to the Flower and Kitchen Garden.
The Thirteenth Annual Edition, enlarged and improved, contains 124 pages of closely printed matter—BEAUTiFm-LY iLLrsraATED with 100 exgravtxgs. and a descriptive

list of twentt-five husdeed vaeleties of Flowee, Yegetable A>TD Ageicextveal Seeds, Including all the leading novelties of the past season, with explicit directions for their
cnltnre; also a list of

ONE HCNBHED AND TWENTY-FIVE VARIETIES OF FRENCH HYBRID GLADIOLI'S,
Embracing many new Eorts now offered for the first time in this country—with many other Soijies Flowering Bttlbs, consisting of Amaryixis, Ttbeuoses, Tigbtdias, Lilies, etc.

To which is added a list of the choicest varieties of Geafes, Steawbebeies, Kasfbeeeies, Cukrasts and other Small Fettits, Bedding Plants, etc., cultivated at his gardens, with
much other useful information upon the subject of gardening generally —A copy will be mailed to all applicants upon receipt of 35 Cents.
Onr New Illustrated Plant Catalogue, just published, contains a list of many new and rare plants, not before offered In this country—also a Descriptive list of all the leading

varieties of Dahlias, Hollyhocks, Hoses, Ca.vxas, Cassations, Picotees, Veebenas, Heliotkopes, Petunias, Geraniums and other Bedding Plants. Price, 10 Cents.
Our Regular Customers supplied with both Seed and Plant Catalogues without charge.

N. B.—We would invite particular attention to the following Collections of Seeds—also to the Special Yaetettes enumerated—the purity and vitality of which cannot bo excelled—
all of which (with the exception of tho5C noted) will be mailed, post-paid, to any address in the Union upon receipt of price affixed.

Splendid Novelty from.Japan.

JAPANESE STRIPED LEAVED MAIZE.
The experience of the past season fully confirms all that

has been said of this beautiful plant, and it is now acknow-
ledged by all the leading Florists both in our own country
ana Europe as the most valuable plant for decorative pur-
poses introduced for many years. The variegation appears
when the plant is about four inches in height, and in a short
time It is beautifuliv striped or ribboned with alternate
stripes of green and white, and in Its earlier stages of growth
Is also striped with rose colors. Nothing in the way of a
foliage plant can exceed in Gracefulness and beauty a group
of three to five plants of this variety of the Zeo. Price, 25

cts. per packet; 5 packets for £1. The trade supplied upon
liberal terms. B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

Collections of Kitchen Garden Seeds.
A COMPLETE AS30ET1EENT OF VEGETABLE SEEDS FOE OSE

TEAK'S SUPPLY, FOB A LAEGE OS SHALL GARDEN".

The following Collections are made up in the most liberal

manner, care being taken to give a sufficient quantitv of all

the finest varieties and most" useful sorts of Vegetables re-

quired in the Kitchen Garden.
Assortment No. 5. contains 55 varieties J3.00

No. 6, S3 2.00

No. 7. '* 15 " 1.00

The above are prepared expressly for sending by mail, and
will be sent post-paid, upon receipt of prices annexed.
Larger Collections which can be safely sent by express to

any part of the country, as follows:

No. 1, $20.00: No. 2, $15.00; No. 3, $10.00; No. 4. $5.00.

For a List or the contents of each Collection, sec Catalogue
pages 95 and 96.

BEDDI1VG PLANTS, &C, BY MAIL.
Strong and healthy Plants of the following varieties will

be securelv packed and mailed, post-paid, to anv address in
the United States, upon receipt of the price affixed.—Selec-
tion of varieties to be left with us.—When a less number than
the amount specified iVordered, an additional charge will be
made at the rate of 50 cents per dozen.

32 Hardv Carnations and Picotees, assorted $2.-"0

12 Monthly " " " 3.00

12 Florists"1 Pinks. ...ass*d.$2.rif)

12 Scarlet Geraniums, '* 2.50

12 Lantanas, " 2.00
12 Phloxes, " 2.on

6 Salvias, " 13
12 Dahlias (potroots), ** 2.50

6 H. P. Roses, " 2.50
3Tritomas, " 1.25

1 LUium Auratum 5.00
12 Gladiolus, assorted 2.00

12 Fuchsias, assorted 2.00
Heliotropes,

12 Petunias, " ....

12 Pansics, " ....

12 Verbenas, " .....

GPot iloses, "
6 Feverfews ,

1 Daphne Cneorum
3 Japan Lilies (3var.).

. 2.00

. 2.00
2.00
1.50
2.00

1.25

50
1.50

„. 12 Italian Tuberoses 2.00

4 Ornamental Foliage Plant*, distinct 1.25

12 Chrysanthemums, large Flowering.... 2.50

12 " Pomponed 2.50

Imported Chinese Sugar Cane Seed.

In consequence of so much of the seed of this valuable
plant that is raised in this country being deteriorated by
hybridization with other varieties, we have just imported a
supply from Messrs. Vilmorin & Co- of Paris, grown from
the original stock, -which may be relied upon as perfectly
pure. 4 ounces, 25 cents; 8 ounces, 40 cents ; one G> , 75 cents.

The Best and most Hardy Hedge
Plant.

Honet Locust, or. Theee Thoened Acacia.

Fresh Seed with directions for culture, will be mailed to
any address, at the following prices: 1 oz., 15 cents ; 4 ozs.,
35 cents ; 1 pound, $LO0. Prices in larger quantities will bo
given upon application.

Connecticut Seed Leaf Tobacco Seed.

Bo Sure and Get the Best.

A superior lot raised expressly for the subscriber by one
of the most successful cultivators in the Valley or the Con-
necticut.—Packets with full direction* for culture, curing,
packing, dbc^ will be mailed, post-paid, to all applicants at
the following rates : 1 ounce, 35 cents; 4 ounces, $1;1 Qt., $3.50.

Improved Long Orange Carrot.

This variety originated in this vicintrv several years since,
and is rapidly superseding all others wherever it has been
tested. It resembles the Long Orange in shape—but is supe-
rior in every respect, being larger, better flavored, of a deep-
er orange color, and more sure to produce a crop. Mailed,
post-paid, upon receipt of price.

4 ounces, 50 cents; 8 ounces, 80 cents; one pound, $L50.

Collections of Flower Seeds by Mail.

The following collections have been sent out from our
establishment for the past 13 years, and are now favorably
known in every section of the country. They contain the
most showy varieties in our large assortment, with fnll

directions for culture. Each packet contains a mixture of
the different colore and varieties of its species, so that a
greater display can be made at a much less price than when
ordered in separate packets. Those unacquainted with
Flowers as well as the experienced cultivator may order
without fear of disappointment.
No. 1—Contains twenty choice varieties of Annuals $1 00
No. 2— " " *' of Biennials and Perennials.. 1 00
No. 3—Contains ten extra fine varieties of Annuals and

Perennials, embracing many of the new and choicest
in cultivation i 00

No. 4—Contains five verv choice varieties selected from
Pbize Flowers of English Pansics. German Carna-
tion and Picotce Pinks, Verbenas, Trnffaut's French
Asters, Double Hollyhocks.. 1 00

Any one remitting $3.00 will receive the four assortments.
No. 5—Contains fifteen very select varieties of Green-

house Seeds $3 CO
No. 6—Contains one hundred varieties of Annuals, Bien-

nials, and Perennials, including many new and
choice varieties 5 00

No. 7—Contains fifty varieties of Annuals, Biennials,
and Perennials 2 50

No. S—Contains twentv varieties of hardv Annuals, Bi-
ennials, and Perennials, for sowing in'the autumn. . 1 00

The seeds contained in the above assortments are of onr
own selection. Purchasers who prefer to make their selec-
tion from the Catalogue will be entitled to a discount pro-
portionate to the quantity ordered.

A New Early Cabbage.

Earg-e Early Sehweinftirt.
A New German variety—very early, of largo size, the

heads are large—firm and close, very tender, and most ex-
cellent flavor—try it—per packet, 25 cents.

GIANT ASPARAGUS ROOTS BY MAIL.
Extra, strong, one year old Roots, carefully packed, and

mailed, post-paid, at $1.25 per 100 ; $6.00 for 5C0
;
$1050 per 1,000.

We earnestly request our correspondents to give their

JS'ame, Post-office Address, County and State distinctly

written In full. All orders should be addressed as follows :

B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Ulassachnsetts.

Be particular and name the State in full, as there Is a

Springfield in almost every State in the Union.

HOVEY & CO.'s ILLUSTRATED GUIDE
TO TUB

FLOWER AN'D VEGETABLE GARDEN FOR 13G7,

Is now rcadr, containing more than 130 pages, and 80
elegant engravings, with

A SPLENDID COLORED PLATE,
and detailed descriptions of more than

2600 Varieties of Flower and Vegetable
Seeds,

with fall and complete directions for their cnltlvation.
Sent free to all applicants on the receipt of 25 cts. Address

HOVEY & CO., 53 North .Market-st., Boston.

New Russian Mammoth Sunflower.
The largest variety yet introduced, well adapted for plant-

ing In Shrubberies.
For Poultry feeders It is Invaluable.
25 eta. per packet. Prices per oz. on application.

WASH BIT UN" & CO., Seed Merchants,
Horticultural Hall, Boston, Mass.

Striped Leaved Japanese Maize.
Package containing about 40 seeds »f this new ornamen-

tal plant sent to any address, for 25 cents. Dealers supplied
villi packages or seed In bulk at a liberal discount.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

UPERIOR LONG BRUSH BROOM CORN Seed
—(Now)—For sale by SAML. T. THOEBURN. Seedsman,

16 Hudson-street, Albany, N. Y.
$10 per bushel; 40 eents per quart. The seed grows well.

Drcer's Garden Calendar for 1867,
with select ll3ts of Seeds and IMants, and directions for their
cultivation, mailed upon the receipt of a stamp.

Address H. A. DEEER,
TH Chcstnnt-st., Philadelphia, Pa.

Assortment of Imported Choicest
Flower and Garden Seeds,

from Frederic William Wendcl. Nursery and Seed Establish-
ment, Erfurt, Prussia, for sale by tils Sole Agent for the
United States. Theodore Ch. Wendcl. 518 Washlngton-eC,
Boston, Una Correspondence in English and German.
For catalogues iu English and German, as required, please

address THKODORK CH. WEXDEL,
:*1S W:tshington-st.. Boston. Map.*.

OSAGE ORANGE SEED,
Just received on Consignment from Texas, and guaranteed
fresh and ucw, for sale In quantities to putt, bv pound or
builiel. PLANT & BRO., St. Louis, Mo.

The New Vegetable, i6 Rapuanus
Caudatns."

I have received from Mr. Ball, of Chelsea, a few thousand
seeds of this new vegetable.

The price in England is one shilling sterling, or twenty-

flve cents each. I will furnish those who desire to give it a
trial with seeds in small quantities at 25 rents a seed.

Address JAMES VICE, Rochester, N. T.

Farmers and Gardeners !

Many of you have thns far found tbe purchase of Garden
Seed the most unsatisfactory and mostvexing of all your In-

vestments, tsovr.ifyou xcill stand by 7ne, I propose to chfinjro
all this, and make a revolution in'the seed business by my
three warrants. 1st. I will warrant my seed to be what It

purports to be in kind and qualltv: 2d. I will warrant that
the money you send for seed shall reach me ; and Sd. 1 will
warrant that the seed you order shall reach vou.
Thus, you see. I take all the risks on myself. I know that

In doing" this I shall make some losses, but I have conildcnco
that the pood sense of the farmers and gardeners of the
lulled States will stand by mc In this new movement, nnrt

so tar Increase my business ns to enable me to bear all such
losses and continue the business on the "three wnrrann"
basis. Stand by me and I will stand by you ! Catalogues
sent gratis to all. Sec the advertisement headed " Gregory g

Seed Catalogue."
JAMES J. H. GREGORY.

Marblehead, Mass.

CiRANBERRY TRACT, (part in bearing,) near N.
Y., for sale cheap. Address £1. V. Beach, Totrs River, >\J.
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PACIFIC

RAILROAD CO.
Seven Per Cent,

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS.

$2 5
OOO,O0O IN COUPON BONDS OF

$1,000 EACH.

TWENTY YEARS TO RUN.

Principal and Interest Guaranteed by

the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Co.,

And secured by property veined at $7,500,000, consisting of

90 miles of completed road and 330,000 acres of rich agricul-

tural And mineral lands on the line ef the road. (By a pro-

vision of the mortgage, when lands are sold to the amount
of $40,000, it is to constitute a fund for the redemption of a

like amount of bonds, which are also received by the Com-
pany at PAR in payment for land.) This land is now being

disposed of at rates of from $3 to §40 per acre.

The climate is remarkably salubrious, and the mean tem-

perature the same as in Virginia. The winters last about

six weeks, and stock can be kept on the range the year
through. , For particulars respecting lands address Colonel

A. ALBERT, Land Agent at St. Louis, Mo.

This Company has recently been merged with the Atlantic

and Pacific Railroad Co., having a land grant of 55 millions

of acres, thereby adding to the fullest to the security of

these Bonds.

The road of the latter Company, when completed, will

form a direct and continuous railway from St. Louis to San
Francisco, shorter by 500 miles from New York to the Pacific

than by any other route.

Of the present issue of Bonds, a limited amount Is now
offered for sale at the low rate of SO per cent., subject to

advance at the option of the Company.

For further particulars apply to

WARD & CO., 54 Wall Street,

NEW YOBK.
Henderson & Fleming's

SELECTED SEEDS & PLANTS
FOR

MARKET GARDENERS AND OTHERS.
Onr'long experience as Market Gardeners for the New

Tork Market, enables us to make suitable selections of the
necessary kinds and quantities of Vegetable Seeds, suited

for either family or Market use.

For a Private Garden t>f % of an aero, Col. No. 4, % 5.00
" H No. 3, 10.00

" " " % " " " No. 2, 25.00
" 1 " " 4 " No. 1, 50.00

These Collections embrace all the best varieties of Vegeta-

bles, and in ample quantities for the area named.

For Market Gardens, a limited No. of kinds only
being necessary—the average cost is $20 per acre.

Onion Sets, Yellow, $2.00 per peck; $6-00 perbusheL
" " "White, §3.00 " $9.00 *'

Asparagus, 2 years old, §1.50 per 100; $10.00 per 1000.

Early Tomato Plants, transplanted, $4.00 per 100 ;

$30 per 1000.

Collection of Flower Seeds.
(By Mail.)

CollwctlonNo. 1, of 23 choice Annuals $1 00
" " 2, of 50 " Annuals and Biennials. . 2 50
" " 3, of 100 " Annuals, Biennials and
Perennials 5 00

HEIVDERSOW & FI/E3IING,
Seedsmen and Market Gardeners,

67 Wasaau-st., New Tork.

Our G-eneral Catalogue of Flower
and Vegetable Seeds

Is now ready, containing descriptions and plain directions

for cultivation. Mailed On receipt of 10 cents.

PEACH TREES—Extra Fine, Hale's Early, and
others.

DWARF FEARS, and other Fruit Trees-
STRAWBEKRT PLANTS, very fine, by mail or express.
Circulars gratis. FRANCIS PRILL.

500 Ferry St., Newark, N. J.

A "Work, instructive alike to the Amateur or Market
Gardener, detailing the practical experience of nearly 20

years' Gardening for the New York Market,

By PETER HENDEKSOIM,
(of HENDERSON & FLEMING.)

Price, $1.50, by mail pre-paid.

Or with our New Illustrated Seed and Plant Catalogues for

1S67, $1.75. HE\DERSO.\ & FLEMIXG,
Seedsmen and Market Gardeners,

67 Xassan-st., New York.

ALBANY §EEfl> STORE,
46 HUDSON-STREET,

SAMUEL T. THORBURN, Proprietor.

AIjSIKE clover,
The Genuine Seed. Price, $1 per pound ; by mail, $1.10.

GRAFTING WAX,
40 cents per pound ; by mail, 50 cents per pound

TREE VARNISH,
For Cuts and Bruises, for the use of Nurserymen and others,

highly recommended by all who use it. Price 75 cts. per bettle.

NEW TOMATO—" EUREKA."
Dwarf Earlv, Upright Grower. " The Best for Canning,

Cooking, Pickles, and Making Tomato Figs"
It has the indorsement of over 2.00D persons who have

grown it. It is considered in every way valuable, and more
worthy of extensive cultivation than any tomato now before

the public. Grown and put up by JONATHAN PERIAM,
Tremont Gardens, Chicago, 111.

AND FOR SALE BY
SAMUEL T. THORBURN, Seedsman,

46 Hudson-Street, (near the Park,)

ALBANY, N. Y.

All STurserie? ibi One.
L. I*. WHTTLOCK, Office-37 Park Row, New York City.

I will fill selected orders of over one hundred dollars at

the lowest wholesale prices, among which are

:

Apple Trees.... 6 cents each.

Pear Trees 20 " "

Curra nts. 3 " M

Gooseberries %\c " "

Grapes %yy " "

Blackberries 1 " "

Raspberries IK " "

Strawberries (Wilson's Albany) ?S per 1000.

Shade Trees 6 to 10 feet 20 cents each.

Shrubs 5 " "

Roses 5 " "

Bedding Plants 4 " "
Send Stamp for Price List.

My Illustrated Catalogue of New
and Bare Plants for 1867,

"Will be sent to my customers of past years gratis—to all

others on receipt of 10 cents.

PETER HENDERSON,
67 Nassan-st., New York.

Kittatinny Blackberry Plants, small but good, by
Express, only $6 per dbz. Kinsey & Gaines, Dayton, 6.

AT THIS SEASON
TVe take great pleasure in calling special attention to our

extensive stock of Flower and Vegetable Seeds, the largest
ever offered in America.
As we select our Seeds from the most noted and trust-

worthy sources, and have them all put up under our own
supervision, we are in a position to guarantee that each
article is what it is represented.

WE SPECIALLY
Desire to Inprcss upon our Patrons that we are anxious

not to sell anytliinc in which we have not the fullest con-
fidence. They will confer

A FAVOR
By Informing us at once of anv Article that does not

give satisfaction or fails to arrive in good condition. All
orders, except cases of urgency, are executed in rotation.
"With our increased facilities no unnecessary delay will take
place.

JVOVELTIES AJVI> SPECIALTIES.
Yide Agriculturist, Feb. 1st, page 74.

AMATEUR CULTIVATORS' GUIDE
TO THE

Kitchen and Flower Garden,
Now Ready.

A descriptive work of 130 pages, fullv Illustrated with a
beautiful colored plate and 100 engravings, containing a list
of over 2,500 varieties of Flower and Vegetable Seeds ; also.
150 varieties of the choicest French Hvbrid Gladiolus. All
the novelties, both of the Flower and" Vegetable, for 1SG7,
will be fonnd described in the above work. Mailed free to
any address on receipt of 25 cents.

Lilies, Tuberoses, Tigridias, Gladiolus, Anemones, Ranun-
culus, &c-, &c, Or spring planting now ready.

WASHBURN & CO., Seed Merchants,
Horticultural Hall, Boston, Mass.

DOTY'S

Cioth.es Washer
using boiling-hot sues, saves three-

fourths the labor and time—takes

out all the dirt—no sore hands—no
foetid air—no injury to the clothes.

"It really merits all the good that can be said of it."—
Rural yew Yorker.

"Dory's Washer, the best."— Orange Judd.
(See Premium List.)

"Would not be parted with under any consideration."—
Solon Robinson.'

"Could not be 'persuaded to do without it."

—

fiev. Bishop
Scott.

The Universal

Clothes Wringer,

WITH

COG-WHEELS,
wrings clothes almost drv, without injury to the most
delicate garments, and never gets tired or out of order.

Tills wringer is so well known, and so unanimously ac-

knowledged to be the best, that recommendations are not
quoted.

On receipt of the price from places where no one is selling,

we will send one Washer and one Wiincer, either or both,
free of freight charges. Family Size Washer, $14; No. IK
Wringer, §10; No. 2 Wringer, $3.50.

E3T* Exclusive ri^ht of sale given to the first responsible
applicant from each town.

Send for illustrated circulars, giving wholesale and retail

terms.

E. C, BE0WBTNG, General Agent,
No. 33 Cortlandt-st., New York,

(Opposite Merchants' Hotel.)

Thorongh-bred Poultry.
FOWLS, of all the valuable choice breeds, furnished st

reasonable prices. Thev are carefully selected from the
procenv of the more recent importations, and their purity is

guaranteed. Orders for fowls or eggs sent by mail prompt-
fy filled.

Circulars, with full descriptivo list, will be forwarded to
anv address on receipt of stamp. American Live Stock Co.,

No". 199 Water-st., New Tork City.
A- T. SCHAUFFLER, Superintendent,

LANE'S PURCHASING AGENCY.
!@NA CRAPE VINES.

20,000 Iona Buds from bearing vines.

500 Iona Vines, Extra, one year old, from bearing vines.

50 bbls. Early Goodrich Potatoes—$3.00 per bbl.

H. 13. LANE, 151 Nassau-sU New Tork.

<z -v^altje: received.
_3 Send for a Catalogue of Stexcix Dees, and how
2 2 to make §6.00 to S10.00 per day.
e>5 A COMPLETE OUTFIT FOP. $25.(W*
ceS S. M. SPENCER & CO., Brattleboro, Vt.

Patent SeifrClosingr Pocket Books,
Focket .Memorandums and Diaries; in which a Steel Spring

supercedes Elastic Bands, Tucks or Straps. A great im-

provement. For sale everywhere.

6& nrisE children's hour,"
-S3- Edited bvT. S. Arthur, Philadelphia, Pa., $1.25 a

year. Sample Copies, 10 cents. " Its exquisite beauty sur-
passes our anticipations."—Lady*s Book.

Thoroughbred Premium Chester
"White Pigs.

Progeny of Hogs that have taken State and Tutted States
Premiums. For Sale Singly or in Pairs (not akin) of any
age. Carefully hosed and shipped by Express to anv part of
the United States. 2 heir safe arrival insured. As we do
an itnmense business (3900 head shipped in 9 months), wo
have made arrangements with all Express Co. 's to ship at
loicer rates than any other parries can. AVe can tell you
just what vour stock will cost you delivered at your place.
For Circulars and Prices Address

N. P. BOTER & CO., Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

Yellow Kansc-

Qiond Sweet

Potatoes.

IMPROVED, PUKE,
SOUND.

By mail, post-paid,

enough to make 40Q

plants, for $1.50, with
mode of sprouting—
all can learn.

Price per Bushel ?4,

per Barrel, 3 bush.,$10.

Address
W. W. RATHBONE,

Marietta,

Ohio.

BANBERRY VINES. Best of Bearers. In any
Quantity. Price, S3 to $5 per 1000, and $1 to $G per barrel.

DR. B. H. STEVENS, Essex, Conn.
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I.Ju-1 Published.

New Edition Revised and Enlarged-

WELLS'
EVERY MAN HIS OWN LAWYER

and Business Form Boob.
A complete Guide in all matters of Laic, and Business Ne-

gotiations for every State in the Union.
With Legal Forms, and full Instructions for Proceeding,

icithout Legal assistance, in Suits and Bu.-iines.-i transactions

Of evert/ description.
Together irith the different State Laics, concerning the Col-

lection of Debts, Property exempt from Execution. Lien
L/ncs, Usury, License to Sell Goods, Qualification of Voters,
Limitation of Action.*, dec.

Also, the General Bankrupt Ldfc. with Forms and full In-
structions to enable the insolvent debtor to take full benefit
of the Act without legal assistance.
Also, Pension Laics, with full instructions and forms to en-

able the Discharged Soldier and Sailor to procure Backpay,
Pensions. Bounties and all war claims.
Also, Patent Laws, with full instructions to inventors.
Also. Excise Laws, Stamp Duties, Post-Office and Custom-

House Regulations, the whole action of the Government in
relation to Reconstruction, and the Freedmen. Constitution

of the United States, with Amendments, S.ate Seals, with de-

scriptions, dec.

This work, prepared some years ago, was received with
treat favor by the public, attaining a larger sale, it is

elieved, than anv work of the kind ever published. Lapse
of time has brought material changes in the statutes of many
of the States, the War has not only altered the Social condi-
tion of some of them, but has introduced the Internal Rev-
enue Svstem. National Banks, new Post-Office and Custom-
Honse'llt-'gulaiinns Amendments to the Constitution of the
United States, Emancipation of Slaves, General Bankrupt
Law, &c.
The subject of Pensions, Bounties and War Claims, has

also assumed a new and greatly increased importance.
These numerous changes have led the publisher to make a

new and thoroughly revised edition, reproducing the whole
work, with special reference to making the work complete
and reliable, without regard to expense. So critical and
thorough has been the revision, that the most implicit reli-

ance can be placed upon the work, as authority ou all the
subjects of which it treats.
Over two hundred and fifty pages new matter hare been

added to meet the requirements ol the times.
The utility of such a work, no one will now question. The

sale of hundreds of thousands of copies of the former edi-
tions, and the constant demand for it have settled that point.
The professional man, the farmer, the mechanic, the manu-
facturer, the soldier, the sailor, each requires a convenient,
comprehensive and reliable work which will enable him to
draw up any instrument in writing that may be required, in
a legal form, which will furnish such legal information as is

called forin the various avocationsof life, aljookthat every-
body can understand, and that will enable every man or
woman to be his or her own lawyer.
There is no class ot the community, male or female, who

have, or expect to have, any property, or who have any
rights or privileges which require protection, who will not be
greatly benefited and advantaged by the possession of this
book. It will save th"m money, save them trouble, save
them time, save them litigation and lawyers* fees, and give
them information that nobody can afford to be without.

12mo., 650 pages, price, handsomely bound, $2.00.

Sent post paid, on receipt of price.

A good, reliable agent wanted in every town in the Vnited
States. Also a responsible man at all prominent points, as
Gen-ral Agent. Also, a lew wide awake men to travel in
establishing agencies. Address,

BENTJ. W. HITCHCOCK, Publisher,
H Chambers-st., New York.

Papers giving this advertisement a conspicuous insertion,
will receive a copy of the work.

ClCliOOL TEACHERS WANTED.— The Sub-
^j scribcr wishes to employ for each town in the United
States, male teachers who have formerly been engaged,
cither In Day Schools or Sunday Schools, who can devote
their exclusive time to the business, to canvass for the
' Illustrated History of the Btble," by John Kilto, I). D., F.
S. A., edited by Alvan Bond, D. D., ot Norwich. Conn.
This is the best sell ins book I have ever published. Agents

make from §100 to $:>00 per month, ana say "they never
knew a book to sell so well." Apply immediately in person
or by letter to the publisher,

HENRY BILL, Norwich, Conu.

EJIPIiCWJUESTT.
HE AUBURN PUBLISHING Co. offer the
Best History of the Rebellion. Latest, Cheapest,

•most Complete.
TriE Best Illustrated Natural History.
The Best Work o.v the Domestic Aximals.
The Best Work on thb Farm and Gardens.
Thk Best Family Receipt Book, &c, &c.
The best Terms, and the most reliable Instructions to

Agents. Address E. O. STORK.L', Publishing Agent,
Auburn, N. Y.

500 Large Dont&ie Column Pages in flEHE
AMERICAN STOCia JOURNAL.

BOOK AGENTS.—Wc an- now ready to cm-
ploy additional Canvassers for GREELEY'S HISTORY

complete. The popularity of this work is unprecedented-
For more than fourinouiha past tin- demand hasTar exceeded
our utmost ability to supply, although wc have printed and
bound a much greater number of volumes than were ever
before issued of any single work In so'short a time and of
equal size in the whole historvof book-ma kin jr. The great
superiority of GREELEY'S HISTORY is everywhere admit-
ted, even by the author's political opponents. Experienced
Canvassers can secure pond territory on favorable terms,
Address o. D. CASE & Co., Hart"
or Detroit, Mich.

T

rtford, Conn., Cleveland, O.,

Thoroughbred Chester White Pigs
For Sale: from 10 weeks to 1 3-car old. For growth and
quality cannot be excelled In the United States. For De-
scription and Prices, scud for Circular, Address

JAMES YOUNG, Jr.., & CO.,

Marshalllon, Chester Co., ra.

^END FOR DESCRiriTOX of the lines! Tltor-
^SoitghrbreA Spanish M'i'i>m Sheets < ftenfer White Ptae. and
Imported Fowls In America, h. 11. SILVER, SALEM, Ohio.

15 Months for $1.00 — THE AMERICAN
STOCK. JOURNAL.

Important to Owners of Horses.

AdTice and Prescriptions for Sick and In-
jured Horses given Free.

The Editor of "Wilkes' Spirit of the Times desires to in-

form the owners of horses throughout the United States, that

he has regularly engaged upon his paper, one of the ablest

and most experienced professional veterinarians in the

United States, whose special duty it shall be to answer, gratis,

all questions relative to sick or injured horses which may be

addressed to the Spikit, whether by subscribers or not.

Tliese answers will in all cases contain a prescription for the

injury described, and will be printed, in connection with the

question asked, in the following number of the Spip.it. No
answers, however, will be given by mail, it being a part of

the object of the editor, to submit the ability of the profes-

sor, who has assumed this department of the Spif.it, to the

keenest criticism of the general public. By adding this use-

ful department to the Spif.it. the editor contributes to those

of his readers and subscribers, who own horses, a horse-doc-

tor free, and not only to his subscribers, but to every horse-

owner in the United States who may choose to direct an in-

quiry to the Spif.it by mail. The subscription price of the

Spif.it is §5 a year ; but single copies maybe bought from
news agents from week to week by those who desire to use

it temporarily only, for veterinarian questions, at Ofteon
cents per copy. The Spikit of the Times is a high-toned
gentleman's paper, which (with the old Spirit, whose busi-

ness and title it inherits) is of forty years' standing, and is

devoted to Hunting, Fishing, Racing, Field Sports, Litera-

ture, and the Stage.

GEORGE "WILKES, Editor and Proprietor,

201 William-st., New York.

jJ3T" Dealers will [continue to procure their supplies as

heretolere.

Everybody Should Send for THE AMERI-
CAN STOCK JOURJVAL.

tt
Secv *March,**- , page mF, 116

AVERAGE SIZE.

B.
116B.

By mail, $6 §% doz., §10 ^ doz.

The best Blackberry I have
yet seen.—C. Downing, N. Y.
A large, handsome, high fla-

vored, delicious fruit.— P. J.
Mead, N. Y.

Its great hardiness and supe-
rior quality make it the most
desirable variety yet intro-
duced.—"W. S. Carpenter, N.Y.

"We deem it due both to E.Williams,
of Mont Clair, and the Horticultural
public to state that we regard this
varietv, recently introduced by Mr.

Williams.as worthy of unqualified praise.
—Com. of Investigation.

If it fulfills its present promise it must
become the "Berry for the Million."—T.
T. Lyon, Mich.
For more of the same send address to

E. WILLIAMS. Mont Clair, N. J.

New Patent.

PROTECTOR FRUIT JARS.

They are made air tight with certainty and ease.

Readily opened, without injury to the covers.

Each Cover will lit all the Jars.

Handsome In Style—Low in Price; they are all that are

needed for use by Families or Fruit Preservers.

Send for Circular and Price List.

F. J. BODIN'E, Philadelphia, Pa.

Crystal White Blackberry.
Originated in Kentucky. Very Delicious, Large

Size, Productive, and on account of its beautiful, glos-

sy white and attractive appearance, very desirable indeed.

$2 per doz. ; fS per 100. Also, a very large stuck of all
the newer and oltl sorts of Small Fruits at the

lowest advertised rates, and Express charges
pre-paid. _;T3 Instructive Catalogues, (notice ot which
see Feb. No. of Agriculturist, under heading of Xoteirorthy

Catalogues,) sent on receipt of 10 cents, also. Wholesale JHst,

Address A. M. PURDY, South Bend, lnd.

GARDEN SEEDS.
OUR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

of every Standard and Improved variety nl"

Vegetable and Agricultural Seeds for 18G7,
With directions for their Cult ivnt ion, has just been published,

and will be mailed free on applieation to

C. (J. CRANE & CO.. 70 Broadst., Newark, N. J.

J. U. K.TJMERLE, Seedsman,
(formerly Brill & Kumcrle.1

Every Stoelc Breeder Should Send for THE
AMERICA!*" STOCK JOURNAL.

THE FARMER*' REGISTER AND JOURNAL
OF FRUIT CULTURE, a reliable ami pmctlc.nl monthly

publication or J6 pages. Only 50 cents a year. Dont fall to
semi stamp for sample, and T?t'ii tntoscribe,

1). HKSTOST, Publisher,
Sll ,\larket-st., l'hiladclphla, Pa.

MAKE YOUR GRAPE VINES PAY.

FULLER'S
GRAPE CULTURIST.
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged. ,

By ANDREW S. FULLER.

Mr. Fuller's work met the general want of a plain

and practical treatise on grape culture. As it was

based upon established principles, it at once took

rank as a standard work. Most of the treatises that

have appeared since are nothing; more than Fuller

modified and diluted. When the structure and mode

of growth of the vine is once understood, all sys-

tems of training become plain, and one may be followed

as readily as another. Mr. Fuller gives this knowledge

of the vine most clearly, and illustrates it so plainly that

no one can fail to understand it, and for this reason Ms

book has become remarkably popular, and has not been,

nor is it likely to be superseded by any other icork on the

same subject. The teachings of the work are all from

actual practice, and the illustrations are mainly from grow-

ing vines. To bring this work up to the times in

respect to varieties, a considerable portion of the mat-

ter has been re-written. An additional list of varie-

ties, including synonyms, has been given, and important

additions have been made all through the volume. Garden

culture is treated as well as that of the vineyard, and the

book is equally adapted to the owner of a single vine or

the one tcho has thousands of vines. Well illustrated.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE, $1.50.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,
41 Park Row, New-York.

KEW GIGAPES,
Of Iona, Israeli a, Adirondac, Strong Rooted Plants grown

in borders at reduced prices.
Also. Concord. Delaware. Hartford. Proline, Diana. Isabel-

la, Catawba, and a General assortment of Fruit and Orna-
mental Trees. Send~red stanip for price list. W. T. SMITH,
Geneva Nursery, Geneva, N. i

.

Liliiuii Laucifoliuni.
Japan Lilies, all the varieties, strong bulbs, very cheap to

the trade: also, other varieties of Lilies. &c Prices on ap-
plication. FRAN* CIS BRILL.

590 Ferry Street, Newark, N. J.

VIOLA. ODORATA.
I have several thousand of the double English sweet

violets, which I will send, "post-paid," at the folloVing rates:
Single Roots 30 cents.
Dozen " §2.25.

Monev and plants at mv risk.
Address S. P. WAEELEE, Rochester, N\ T.

Care James Vick.

Y WHOLESALE aud RETAIL CATALOGUE
of Seeds and Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrub?,

Evergreens, Grapes, Strawberries, &c, will be sent gratis to
anv address. Agents Wanted. Seeds and Plants carefully
serit bv mail, pre-paid, to anv part of the United States and
Canacfas. B. Hi. WATSON". Old Colony Nurseries and Seed
Establishment. Plymouth, Mass.

ARISON, E. GOODRICH, GLEASOX AND
MONITOR Potatoes bv mail, post-paid, 1 IK of each,

$1.50, or 4 lbs. of cither for $1.
P. SUTTON, Beverly, Burlington Co., N. J.

GET WEJVL AND KEEP WEIX.—Read tlio

Advertisement of Herald ofHealth, page 1*0.

A9IHI0KIATED PACIFIC GFAIV0.
The attention of Farmers and Agriculturalists is called to

this article, as superior to anything else offered in the mar-
ket. Equal lo Peruvian Guano, and costing much less.

We otrer this fertilizer In lots to suit all purchasers. A
liberal discount made to the Trade.

Pamphlets with copies of Analysis bv Dr. Liebig. of Balti-
more, and Dr. Jackson, Massachusetts State Assaycr, and
testimonials Irom Agriculturalists, showing its value, and
directions for use, can tad obtained from

J. o. BAKER & CO., Selling Agents,
1S1 Pcarl-st., New York.

EveryFarmer Should Send for THE A3IERI-
CAJff STOCK JOURNAL.

A Comfort. Blessing and Relief atSEBLEyS
"Hani Rubber Truss" Establishment, 1,317

Chestnut street, Philadelphia. This Truss cures
the most difficult Ruptures, frees the cord from
all pressure, never rusts, (the tine steel spring

belne coated with hard rubber,) breaks, limb-

crs or becomes filthy, used In hathiiur. lifted to form, no
strapping, made anv power required, cleanest, lightest, east-

est and best. Sent by mail or express, and lor sale by all

Druggists. Pamphlets free.

170R SALE—Short Horn Heifer, 3 years old,

- calves In,Tune—fl South Down Ewr-, all in lamb. Brahma
lairi do. Eggs, $3 a dozen. L. N. I.. Box li>.Fowls, $5.60 a nali

Claicmont, N. II.

UHOK SAl.t—A Fine thoro.nrh-Biv,i AVTTsil 1 BE
1

Hull. ALFKED M. TKEPWELL. UmUsoU, Mollis Co_
New- Jersey.

Sec Advertisement " ALL, KXJRSERIES IV
ONE," ou page 153. OI»ervc tlie. low Prices.
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fl. W. Johns' Improved Roofing

Has been in use in nearly nil parts of the country nine

/ears. It is easily applied, and forms when finished a reliable

and handsome roof. Is adapted for steep or flat roofs. The
foundation of this roofing is a heavy canvas, twenty times

stronger than the felt or paper commonly used.

Also manufacturer of

PRESERVATIVE PAINT,
For Tin Hoofs—Iron "Work—Fences, &c.

ELASTIC ROOFING CEMENT,
For coating new and old canvas, Felt or Shingle Roofs.

ELASTIC MINERAL CEMENT,
For repairing all kinds of Leaky Koofs, particularly Shingle

Roofs—can be applied with a trowel.

For further particulars, prices and proof of all we claim,

address II. W. JOHNS, ?S William-st., N. Y.

PAINTS for FARMERS and others.—The Graf-
ton Mineral Paint Co. are now manufacturing the Best,

Cheapest and most Durable Paint in use; two coats well put
on, mixed with pure Linseed Oil, will last 10 or 15 years; it is

of a light brown or beautiful chocolate color, and can be
changed to green, lead, stone, drab, olive or cream, to suit
the taste of the consumer. It is valuable for Houses. Barns,
Fences, Carriage and Car-makers. Pails and Wooden-ware,
Agricultural Implements, Canal Boats, Vessels and Ships'
Bottoms, Canvas, Metal and Shingle Koofs, (it being Fire
and Water prooOi Floor Oil Cloth Manuf. (one Manuf. hav-
ing used in the past year 2000 bbls..) and as a paint is unsur-
passed for bodv, durability, elasticity, and adhesiveness.
Send lor a circular, which gives particulars. Price 2 cts. per
lb., or $6 per bbl., of 300 lbs., which will supply a farmer for
years to come. None genuine unless branded in a trade
mark Grafton Mineral Paint Work. Address

DANIEL BIDWELL, 254 Pearl-st., New York.

GREAT ECONOMY IN PAINTING.
Dotifs Patent Paint Oil. four years' use, proves better than

Linseed Oil. One third cheaper. 5 callons and can $6. For
testimonials inclose stamp to WM.1I. DOTT, 32 Cortlandt-
st., N. T., or Z. S. DOIT, Madison, Wis. Agents wanted.

RAIRIE STATE

CORN SHELLER.
We are now extensively engaged in the manufacture of

Corn Shelters, Hand Shelters, Hand-Feeding and Self-Feed-

ing Two and Four Hole Power Shelters, One, Two and Four
Horse Powers. __ _, „
The above cut represents a Four Hole Geared Shelter,

with Sacker, Self-Feeder and Extension Cob Carrier. It

shells, cleans autl sacks at one operation, and has a capacity
of one thousand bushels per dav, and is especially adapted
to the wants of Warehousemen and extensive corn growers.
For further information send for Descriptive Circular.

DILLMAN & CO., Joilet, 111.

INVERT MAN HIS OWN HOUSE PAINTER
-H^and Paper Hanger.—All Housekeepers, Farmers and
Painters must have the Book. Send 75 cents bv mall to THOS.
SMITH, Baldwin City, Kansas, and it will be sent free of
postage to any address. _ _________ _____

Grape Vines, Black-
berry, Raspberry and
other Plants, &c, &c.
B_~ See March Agri-
culturist, page S6.

Convenient, and very
cheap ; made by ma-
chinery far more per-
fectly and mauy times

cheaper than by hand. Size as above: 100 to the pound.
Price 15 cents per lb. Manufactured and sold by H. C.

RICHARDSON, No. 40 Grand-street, Williamsburg, X. T.
Sold also by SARGENT & CO., TO Beekman-st., Kew York.

IRE FOR FENCES AND GRAPE VINES.
Also woven "wire fence. GRINFILL BLAKE,

45 Clifl"-st., New York.
W
$3 Important to Farmers. $3

Will be sent anywhere, free of Express charges, for $3, one
of McConaughey's Patent Corn Droppers, one of the most
complete maciiines ever invented for dropping corn, sorgho
and other seeds. One person, with a pair of these droppers,
can drop 15 acres a dav. It will drop it right in the cross. It

can be set to average any number of grains desired to a hill.

It can be regulated to scatter the corn more or less in the
hill, or drop it all in a close bunch, if desired. In windy
weather this dropper is just the thing needed, as the corn
can not be blown about while dropping.

Three hands, -with a pair of these droppers, and a double
corn marker and drag, can mark out, drop and cover 15

acres a day ; and it will be done much better than it can with
any of the combined double rowed corn planters that have
ever been invented. The corn will be straight both ways.

&T Agents Wanted.
THOS. B. McCONAUGHEY,

Newark, Delaware.

GEORGE MARSHALL, Manufacturer of Iron
and Hardened Brass, Single and Double-Action, Lift,

Force, and Wind Mill Pumps, suitable for all purposes and
locations. Works 21 Dunham Place, Brooklyn, (E. D.) N. Y.

ONTINTJAL LEVER and Screw Press, with
Grinder attached, for Pressing Cheese, Wines, Cider,

and Lard, &c Address WILLIAM C. REA.
Pleasant Run, New Jersey.

SORGO MACHINERY FOR SALE.—1 Cook's No. 7 Cop-

Ser Evaporator, 1 Horizontal Back Geared Mill, been in use
ut eight days. WILLIAM CHURCH, Seymour, Conn.

North River Agricultural Works.
GRIPPING & CO., Proprietors.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALEI'.S IN*

Agricultural ami Horticultural Implements,
Field, Garden aud Flower Seeds,

GTTASO, SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME, AND PURE
GROUND BOXE.

Agents for Mohfivrk Valley Steel Clipper Plows. Harring-

ton's Celebrated Combined Seed Drill and Cultivator, and
Saver's Patent Horse Hoe.

Warehouse, 58 & 60 Cortlandt-st., New York.
Dealers supplied at lowest rates.

Martoleized Slate Mantels.
Superior in appearance, more durable, half the price of

marble. T. 13. Stewart, 605 6th. ar., bet.S5th&36th sts., N.T.

SWIFT'S PATENT FARM MILL
for grinding grain for Stock, &* The most efficient and
durable Farm Mill in use. Thev are driven by Horse or
other Power, and have a hand wheel attached. Sold at a
price within the reach of all. Send for Circular.

Manufactured by LA^E. BKOTnERS.
Washington, N. Y.

N. B.—Mills shipped to any part of the country.

BLYMYER, DAY & CO.,

MANSFIELD, OHIO.

MANUFACTURE

COOK'S EVAPORATOR,
EUREKA CUTTING BOXES,

Eureka Cider Mills, Victor Cane Mill,

Star Corn Sheller. Horse Power Forks,

BUXS'S ESQUIMAUX REFRIGERATOR,

Warner's Sulky Revolving Rake,
DOUBLE SHOVEL PLOWS,

CRAWFORD'S GARDEN CULTIVATOR,
AMALGAM BELLS;

DRAG AND CIRCULAR SAWING MACHINES,
And many other articles in the way of Implements,

Tools and Machinery.

PURE SORGO AUTD IHIPHEE SEED, selected

varieties. Send for Circulars.

SEED BRIIiliS.
The improved English (or brush) in three sizes, prices $10,

S15 and $25.

Wetherslield (or Rogers), price $9.

Harrington's, including Cultivator, price S15.

Swift's Improved I_aw_i Mowers,
For -which we are Sole Agents.

English Lawn Scythes and Scythe Stones, and every varl.

ety of Agricultural and Horticultural Implements.

FERTILIZERS.
E. F. Coe's Superphosphate of Lime, Lister's Bone, No. 1

Peruvian Guano, Land Plaster, Poudrette, &c.

Price Lists and Circulars sent on application.

E. H. ALLEN & CO.,

1S9 & 191 TVater-street, New York.

I>0^'X PURCHASE HOES
before examining this.—Can be

BATCMT >_W setto am- Hang. 1 to 4 and inter-
fi\ I —n l Xd> mediate,—1, hilling and cover-

ing: 2, digging potatoes. &c. ; 3,

hoeing ; 4, cutting weeds, &c.
Change of blade, 2 in.; handle,

{ AnJUSTIBL.E.SOin.'; suited to all statures: de-im«UO I ,DUB,"tachablefor grinding; light, ele-
2~ gant. substantial and durable.

--. Price $1.25. Exclusive rights by
\ > 3 Towns or Counties. 50,000 Can-
X' * vassers wanted. Attractive in-

ducements to Agents, Canvassers, and Capitalists. Circulars

PATENT ADJUSTABLE HOE CO., 82 Federal-st., Boston.

Clipper Mower and Reaper

48f:

This Celebrated and unequaled machine, heretofore made
by R. L. Allen, of K. T. City, is now manufactured by The
Clipper Mower and Reaper Company, at their

Works at Tonkers, N. T., where they have unsurpassed fa_

cilities for the business. The Machine needs no encomium.
Farmers throughout all seclions of the country who have
used it, are ready and willing to testify to its greatly supe-

rior qualities for all work, combining, as it does, more points

of oxcellence than any machine yet made.
Its piincipal characteristics, are: Simplicity of construe'

Hon, Durability, Ease of Draft, Portability ami Com-
pleteness of Finish in all its parts.

These Machines are made of Four Sizes, to meet the wants

of any farmer, as follows:

No. 1, One-Horse machine (30 in. wheel), 3>£ ft. Swath.
(The only practical One-horse machine in market.)

No. 2, Two-Horse flight) 30 in. wheel, 4 ft. Swath.

No. 3 " " (medium) 32 in. wheel, 4H feet Swath.
No. 4, " " (large) 3G in. wheel, 4% and 5 ft. Swath.
Made also as a Combined Mower and Reaper.
Address THE CLIPPER MOWER & REAPER CO.,

Nos. 12 & 14 Cliff-st., New Tork City.

Stone and Drain Plow.
Acres of rocks and stones for fencing dug, or hundreds of

rods for underdrains loosened to any depth ready for shovel-
ing in a single dav, with a single team, with one of Henry
E. Plumb's Patent Stone and Drain Plows. Price £10.
For Sale also, two shies of Patent Harpoon Horse Hay

Forks—one McEwens's, the other H -obeli's. ' Price $10 each.
Agents Wanted. Active agents can make from SoQ to $100
per week in the sale of these implements. Also rights for
my celebrated .

RAILROAD MTCH 370KK.
For Circulars and terms address

HEXRY E. PLUMB,
Monroe, Fairfield Co.. Conn.

SPECIAL PREMIUMS AT NEW YORK AND ILLINOIS
FAIRS. GOLD MEDAL AT ST. LOUIS.

"Warner's Revolving
Rake.

Sulky

Working Position.

Well built; controlled easilv by a bov: easily kept In
repair; does not stir up the dust ; easilv transported from
field to field.

Transporting Position.

And after harvest the Rake maybe detached from the
Sulkv, and a lisht box placed upon the wheels, thus affor^lins:

a nice cart with spring seat for doing chores or goins tonifil.

The following centlemen having used it on rough and
smooth land, commend it as superior to all other Rakes.

W. J. Townsend. Skaneateles. N. Y.
James S. Wyckoff, Auburn, N. T.
A Wood & Sons, West Millburv, Mass.
W. J. Penfield & Co., Willoughbv, Ohio.
Philander Root, Jamestown. N. T.
James Strenahan, Union Mills, Pa.
J. K. Boon, Auburn. N. Y. A. Bullock, Bush, jS. T.
C C- Holton, Rochester, N.Y. N. Denton, Geneva, >. 1.

James Mead, Auburn, N. Y. H. G. Moore. "
Capt. J. Turtle, Salem, Kenosha County, Wis.

Send for Circular.
BLYMYER, DAY & CO., Mansfield, Ohio.
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WOOD & MAX.\ STEAM ENGINE
CO'S CELEBRATED

PORTABLE AND STATIONARY
STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS.

FROM 4: TO 35 HORSE POWER.
ALSO PORTABLE SAWMILLS.
We have the oldest, lanrest and most complete works in

the United States, devoted exclusively to the manufacture
of Portable Engines and Saw Mills, which, for simplicity,
compactness, power and economy of fuel, are conceded by
experts, to be superior to any ever offered to the public.

The great amount of boiler room, fire surface and cylinder
area, which we give to the rated horse power, make our En-
gines the most powerful and cheapest muse; and they are
adapted to every purpose where power is required.

Ali sizes constantly on hand, or furnished on short notice.

Descriptive circulars, with price list, sent on application.

"WOOD & MANN STEAM ENGINE CO.,

Utica, N. T.
Branch Office, 9S Maiden Lane, New York City.

THE GREAT AIR TIGHT CASE.

TING-LEY'S PATENT.

The Greatest Invention of She Age.

The attention of the public is respectfully called to this

most useful article; It is applicable to any purpose for which
it is necessary to use a tightly fitting Casket; the head can

be removed and replaced in an instant -

¥ and when closed, it

is perfectly air and icater tight. It is adapted to various

articles of

HOUSEHOLD AND FARMERS' USE,

Such as Sugar, Tea and Coffee Boxes; Meat Casks, Milk and
Slop Pails ; Casks lor Kitchen Offal, for the use of Families,

Hotels and Restaurants.—For Flour Chests and Ship Stores

they are invaluable ; and by the use of this article, that pest

of the household, the small red ant, is effectually excluded.

The Patent .Moth Proof Fur Casket.

This is a most admirable contrivance for the safe-keeping

of Ladles' Furs, as when closed up in the case it is impos-

Hible ior Moths to get into and destroy them; this Casket is

perfectly Impervious to Air, "Water, or Insects; it is also

provided with the Patent Head, which can be removed and
readjusted in a Second.—For the safe-keeping of Woolens,

It has no equal.

Tingloy's Improved Patent Churn,
Which, for cleanliness, convenience, and the perfect ease

with which the butter is made and taken out, excels all

Others. This Churn took the First Premium at the New York
and Pennsylvania State Fairs in- Sept., I860, and every Fair

at which it has been exhibited ; it is also provided with the

removable head, and improved dasher; and is beyond

question the best barrel churn in existence.—Jhe attention of

Proprietors of Agricultural Warehouses, and Store-keepers

throughout the country, is earnestly invited to the above
articles, which, with many others in our line of business, are

manufactured by the

Pblladelpliin Wooden "Ware Mariufaeturing
Company,

At their Factory. Nos. G30, G32, GS1 and 636 Federal-st.

Please send stamp for Circular to

MACPERRAX *fc CO., 731 Chestnut-at.
Philadelphia, March 1st, 1SCT.

Do Not Wear Brass Jewelry.
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Pearl Cuff Buttons, $1 ; lied Ivory

White Letter, |l ; Pearl Studs, $la Set. Ladles' Pearl Breast
Pins, $3, All Handsome Goods—Say what letter von want
on them. Masonic Sets sir. -v.- buttons and Studs, S3 full set.
Sent postage paid.—Masonic Sfonitor—Illustrated—Signs-
Grips—Initiations— Workings. &c, bom apprentice to Royal
Arch-Cloth Bound, $2.50. AV. c. WEMYSS, 573 Broadway,
New York.—Read iny advertisements in February Dumber,

PORTABLE AND STATIONARY

EXCJIXES,
CIRCULAR SAW AXD GRIST MILLS.

The Old and Extensive Establishment, the

Mount Vernon Iron Works, has for sale

:

20 Portable Engines (Mounted on Wheels) of 3 Horse Power.
25 do. do. do. do. 10 do. do.

17 do. do 15 do. do.

60 Portable and 10 Stationary Engines of 20 Horse Power.
89 do. and 22 do. do. of 25 do. do.

15 do. and 11 do. do. of 30 do. do.

12 Stationary Engines of 35 do. do.

9 do. do .of 40 do. do.

7 do. do of 50 do. do.

5 do. do of 65 do. do.

S do. do of 80 do. do.

2 do. do of 1C0 do. do.

Also, 250 Crr.ccLAr. Saw Mills of all sizes, and 150 Heed

& Buckingham's Superior Patent Flouring and Feed

Mills, with Bolts and other fixtures.

All are being erected with modern improvements, and

the Greatest Strength axd Durability is Guaran-

teed.

This Firm was the First to Commence the Practice

of Furnishing the Entire Machinery and Complete

Fixtures foe Grtst and Saw Mills, and Mill Wrights,

to Erect and put them in Running Order: hence, their

great success and reputation for gettiug up the Best Mills

in the World.

Deliveries made in any of the principal cities of the United

States.

For Information or Circulars Address

C. & J. COOPER,
Moniit Vernon, Ohio.

DASHER CHTJRKT.
It will produce butter as good in quality and as great in

quantity as the best of the old churns, very

Quickly, Easily and Surely.

This is done by means of

A Constant Current of Fresh Air,

which passes through the cream during the whole operation.
It is as simple as any crank churn, and as easily handled.
We claim superiority over all other churns in

Quickness of Churning,
Excellence of Quality and

Quantity of Bntter.
Send for Circulars and Information concerning Territorial

Rights. Address the Patentee,

E. B. R. S. BROWV, Mystic, Conn.
THE ONLY PERFECTLY RELIABLE
HAND PLArTTINOr MACHINE.
For Corn, Sorghum or Broom Corn.
ECONOMY rS THE ORDER OF THE DAT.

ITH the JONES IM-

GOLD PENS, 50 cents to $3; Pens hi Silver
cases, $1 to $ 1 : Pens repaired for 50 cents ; also. Foun-

tain Pen sent bv mail, bend stamp lor Circular. GKORGR
F. HAWKES, Manutaoturer, 0-1 Nassau-st., New York.

W PROVF.D HAND CORN
PItANTEK, one experienced
man will plant nearly or quite
as much corn in a day as two
hands and (wo horses will with
a horse corn planter, and it

costs less than one quarter as
much, u plants and covers the
corn sura every time, it plant:)
two rows ut once. Where a few
were used last rear, large num-
bers are wanted this season. It
can be used as a single planter
when desired. It has taken
more premiums than any other.
Price. Si'.'.rn each, or three for
$3840. Small seed cup slides,
SOccntscxtrn. Liberal discount
to agricultural implement deal-
el's, or others ordering at whole-
sale. Try it, and save your

team and extra hand for other work.
Alllettcrs promptlv answered. Manufactured bv

EMERSON & CO., Rockford. 111.

P.S.—As W6 ore building buta limited number this season,
or-h'rs s/mubtbrscnt early tr> secure the Planters.

Specimen Copies ofT'rfE AJEERICAJV STOCK
JOURNAL Sent Free.

A.K WOOD & CO,
EATON, MADISON CO., N. Y.,

Continue to manufacture their Improved

PORTABLE EXGOJES,
For Farm and Mechanical purposes. Thev are particularly
adapted to driving Threshing Machines, Circular Saws, Mills
of all kinds. Printing Presses, "Wood or Iron Lathes, Machi-
nery in Cabinet or "Wa scon Shops, Boring; Artesian Wells,
Pumping Water, Corn Shelters, &c, &c.
We warrant our Engines to be what we represent them,

and to give unqualified satisfaction in all respects.
A. N. WOOD & CO.

MCDONALD'S PATENT RAILWAY PER-
PETUAL BRICK KILN.

This Kiln burns every brick of a uniform color and quality.
It turns out no soft, cracked, warped, melted nor discolored"
bricks. No bricks are. wasted.

It burns them in 21 hours, at a saving of seventy-five per
cent, in fuel.
Five cords of wood -will burn 100,000 bricks. It can be

constructed of any size to burn from 10.000 to 100,000 per day.
Its expense is small. For further particulars address
CORNISH & CONGDON, No. 175 Broadway, New York.

UNIVERSAL BRICK MACHINE.
This Machine has been thoroughly tested bv the most ex-

tensive brick-makers in the country, who consider it the best.
Its principal advantage is that it is a horizontal machine,
which makes it superior over any other for making the best
Front or Common Brick. Its construction is very simple,
and is not liable to get out of order. All machines are war-
ranted. For circular, with lull description. Address

FREEMAN JACOBIE, No. 254 Broadway, New York,
Or, JOHN B. RIDGFORD, Albany, K. Y.

Lamb's Improved Family Knitting Machine

is Needed by Every Family.

When a pair of Stockings of any si^e can be knit with thia

machine in twenty minutes, it is folly to knit by hand.

Making a variety of stitches, it produces to perfection.

Shawls, Hoods, Tippets, Mittens, Affghans, Sacks, Sontags,

Fndersleeves, Neck Ties, Tidies, Hosiery of all kinds, and
numerous other useful articles.

This machine weighs only 20 pounds, and knits readily

10,000 stitches a minute, the stocking stitch being precisely

like that knit by hand, a woman can easily earn with It

$2.00 per day. Agents wanted.
Send for a Circular, enclosing stamp, to the

Lamb Ivnitting lUin Uinc Co.,
* Springfield, Mass.

AMERICA
^y^ CONN, ft }\0:

The Cheapest and Best Ventilating Bas-
ket for Marketing Strawberries, &c.

Illustrated Circulars pent free.

Stereopticons and Mastfc Lanterns
Trith the Improved Lime Light, Illuminating brilliantly two
hundred square feet of canvas, ami magnifying tiie views to

that size, at an expense of less than one dollar (or a whole.

evening's exhibition. Easily managed and payskwell.

Illustrated priced catalogue of the apparatus, with list of
over two thousand artist ieallv colored photographic vlewa
on glass, of the War, Scripture History, Choice Statuary, etc.,

etc., forwarded on application. T. H. Mc ALLISTKR, Opti-
cian, (ot late firm of McAllister* Bro., riilla.,) 49 Nasasu-
street, New York.
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Nurseries,

W. S. LITTLE,
(FORMERLY H. K. HOOKER & CO.)

PROPRIETOR.
The New Circular of Prices (by the dozen, 100 and

1000,) for the Spring of 1867—Just Published.
I offer our usual large and fine assortment of every de-

scription of

HARDY TREES AND PJUANTS,
Including

Standard and Dwarf Fruit Trees, "Vines, etc.,

and
Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs,

and Roses.
' I mention the following

(Extract.)

SPECIALTIES & NOVELTIES.
£3?" The following articles are particularly noted, because

mystock of them is"uncommonlygood. on account of which,
I believe, I can offer special inducements to purchasers:

Arbor Vilse, Siberian and Hoveii—A fine lot, one
and two years old. See page 5.

Beech & Elm—Purple-leaved—Good Plants, of differ-

ent sizes. See page 4.

Berberry—Purple-leaved — For hedges—a handsome
stock. See page 5.

Deutzia Crenata—Flore plena—A new double-flow-
ering Deutzia, perfectly hardy, and a decided acquisi-
tion. See pages. Small 1 year old plants, for Nurserymen.

Grape Vines—Delaware Layers of bearing- wood—
A very large lot of fine loell rooted vines.
Creveling—Strong Vines, 2- and 3 years old, in large
quantity.

Ioxa, Adiroxdac, and all the newer sorts—excellent
vines, in large quancitj-.

Japan Quince—A very extensive stockof this fine flow-

ering shrnb, especially adapted for making beautiful
hedges. See page 5.

Juniper, Irish—A great quantity of fine young Plants
of this popular Evergreen. See page 5.

Pansy—A new double-flowering- pansy; quite unique.
Price, $3.C0 per doz.

Peach—Van BuretVs Golden Dwarf—& real dwarf, very
hardy, and a decided acquisition. See page 3.

Pine, Dwarf—Pinus Montana—Good, stocky young
Plants of this handsome Evergreen, now rapidly coming
into favor. See page 5.

Smaller Plauts, same age as the others noted, §15 per 100.

"Raises—Strong Plants, on their own roots, grown from
cuttings, (not root grafted.) 0ne of the finest assort-
ments of Hybrid Perpetuate that can be found. See
above.

Address" WM. S. LITTLE,
Commercial Nurseries,

Rochester, N, Y.

IMPORTED NURSERY STOCK.
for sale by C. RAOUX, 42 Cedar-st, New York City.

APFIiES, Common. Doucin and Paradise.CHERRY, Mahaleb and Mazzavd.
PEARS, 1 and 2 years.
Q.UI1VCK, Angers and Fontenay.NORWAY SPRUCE. 2 and 3 yrs., transp'd, 1 foot hiffh.AUSTRIAN AND SCOTCH PINES.
ROSES, Dwarf and Standard, crafted, new and old sorts.
GI.ADIOl.TiS, Mixed.
HERBACEOUS PiEONIE^i, Named sorts.MEW STRAWBERRY, Gloede's Perpetual Pine.

Keyes' Early Prolific Tomato.
This i3 the most distinct and valuable variety yet produced.

25 cents per packet.

MAUPAY'S SUPERIOR TOMATO.
Is of medium size, perfectly solid, average weight 9 to 12

oz. each. This variety does not sport, and for delicate flavor
it is unapproachable. 25 cts. per packet.

WASHBURN & CO., Seed Merchants,
Horticultural Hall, Boston, Mass.

Goodrich Seedling Potatoes.
Early Goodrich, Harison, Glcason, Calico-

Four of the best varieties, % ib. (or 20 eyes) of each, or
four lbs. of either (including box), by mail, post-paid, One
Dollar.—As we use

Wardwell's Patent Wooden Soxes
for sending plants, &c, by mail, -we can easily send different
varieties without danger of their being mixed together, or
destroyed by the roughest usage, or longest detention of the
mails. And for $1 you can get four varieties, and seed
enough for from 5 to 8 bushels next fall—an opportunity sel-
dom ottered. Also, Grape Vines, Strawberries, Roses, Dah-
lias, and other plants, all warranted to go safely in Ward-
well's Patent Wooden Boxes.
Potatoes by Express.—One peck of each of the best

4 varieties, $4; y2 peck of do. $2.50, in one box, carefully
separated, also by the bushel. Other varieties at cheaper
rates. Warranted true to name. Send for Plant and Potato
Catalogue. Directions given for raising a large quantity
(potatoes) from a little seed. Address

WARDWELL & CO., West Dresden, Tates Co., N. T.

Early C^oodfi-icSa Potatoes.
Grleaeon, Calico, Monitor, Harison, &c, &c, for sale by

R U. AI/LEZV & CO.,

189 & 191 Water-st., New York.
Our Ajiiiual Catalogue of Field and Garden

Seeds can be had on application.

See tlie Advertisement ofAMERICAN STOCK
JOURNAL, F. & S. B. A.

FRUIT MB ORNAMENTAL TREES
for tlie Spring- of 1867.

EItLWANGER & BARRY have the pleasure of
offering for Spring planting, their usual large and well
grown stock of

Standard and Dwarf Fruit Trees.
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs and Plants.
Green-house and Hot-bouse Plants.
Bedding Plants, including the splendid large

leaved Caunas, Colocasia, &c.

Pear, Quince, and Cherry Trees.
Each of these departments contaius all of real value, old

and new.
The following Catalogues, which give full particulars, will

be sent pre-paid upon the receipt of postage stamps, as

follows

:

No. 1.—A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of Fruits.

10 Cents.

Kb. 2.—A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of Orna-
mental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c, &c. 10 Cents.

No. 3.—A Catalogue of Dahlias. Verbenas, Petunias, and
select new Green house and Bedding Plants,

published every Spring. 5 Cents.

No. 4.—A Wholesale Catalogue or Trade List. 3 Cents.

ELLWANGER & BARRY,
Mount Hope Nurseries,

Kocliester, N. ~S.

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS,
Evergreen Trees, Rhododendrons, &c.

Fruit Trees and Plants.

A large assortment of these at low prices, of flue form and

well rooted, will lie found priced in Catalogue of

PAKSOSfS & CO., Flushing, W. Y.

J0>£f&
VAEIETIES 0F BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH HYBRID GLADIOLUS.
No description can give an idea of the brilliancy of color

of the hybrid productions of the Gladiolus; and from their

free flowering habit, and strong trusses of bloom, form the
most desirable hardy flowering Bulbs of the garden. The
proper season for planting in this latitude is May, June and
July. They thrive well in any good garden soil, and are
admirably adapted for clumping and bedding.

MY OWN SELECTION.
12 Named Varieties $2.00
13 Fine Named Varieties 3.00
12 Extra Fine do 5.00
12 Very Best do 10.00
12 Mixtures i.'nQ

100 Mixtures 9.00

For sale by SAMUEL T. THORBURN, Seedsman,
46 Hudson-street, Albany, N. T.

HUBBARD AND TURBAN.
My specimens of these two squashes received the two

prizes offered for the best squash for family use. at the last
exhibition at the rooms of the American Agriculturist. As
this was open to competitors in all parts of the United States,
the Hubbard and Turban can fairly be ranked as the two
best varieties for table use, and hundreds of letters received
this season speak of them as *' the sweetest, dryest and best
flavored squashes known." Both kinds can be kept through
the winter. As the original introducer ofthese two squashes,
I send packages of the purest seed in the market to any ad-
dress, at 15 cents each-—Ounce packages, Hubbard. 33; Tur-
ban. 39.—Pound packets, Hubbard, §2.00; Turban, §2.50.—All
warranted to reach the purchaser. Xf any person, after
trying these, does notfind them to be what I represent. I will
refund kU money. JAMES J. H. GUEGORY,

Marblehead, Mass.

SEED POTATOES.
Early Goodrich, Harison, Cuzco, Gleason, Coppermine,

Calico, Monitor, Pinkeye-Rustycoat, White Peach Blow,
Fluke, Union, Holbrook, Early Cottage, Sebec, and other
varieties will be mailed, in packages containing 4 pounds of
either variety, post-paid to any address, upon receipt of One
Dollar. For larger quantities and Circular, Address

REISIG & HEXAMEli, New Castle,
Westchester Co., N. T.

GOODRICH POTATOES FOR ALL.
By using "Wardwell's Patent Wooden Boxes, we can place

these valuable Potatoes within tlie reach of all. We offer
Early Goodrich, Harison, Gleason and Calico, Four
of the very best varieties, warranted genuine, and each
variety by itself—30 eves of each lor §1 ; 15 eves of each for
75 cts.; 10 eyes of each for 60 cts., by mail, post-paid.—An
outlay in cash of 10 or 15 cts. per bushel for Potatoes next
fall.—Our Circular will also be sent free, with directions, &c.
Address WARDWELL & CO.,

West Dresden, Yates Co., N. Y.

Seed Sweet Potatoes.
§3.50 per bushel

; $10 per barrel of 3 bushels. Plants inMay and June $4 per thousand.

Strawberry Plants.
Wilson's Albany and Triomnlie de Gand, $4 : Bussell's Pro-

lific, $5 per thousand ; Metcalfs Earlv, $1 per dozen, $G pel-
hundred—by mail, pre-paid. C3T*Ttie potatoes or plants will
be sately packed and delivered where ordered in New Tort
city lree of expense. Address

P. PHILLIPS, Matawan, Monmouth Co., N. J.

Keyes' Early Prolific Tomato.
Tlie EarliestVariety yet Produced.
See advertisement in the Agriculturist for January. The

greatest acquisition to our varieties of Tomatoes. Seeds, 25
cts, per packet. Address

1IOVEY & CO., 63 North Maiket-st., Boston.

BL00MINCT0N NURSERY.
Osage Orange Hedge Plants.—Strong:, selected,

one year, packed in good order, 1,000, $3-; 5,000, $13; 10,000,

$33. Apple and Pear Trees, all sizes. Early Rich-
moiul Cherry, Apple Hoot Grafts, best quality,

Kittatinny and Wilson's Early Blackberry,

Grapes.—Tona, Ives, Israella, Norton's, Concord, Hart-
ford, Rogers' Hybrids, *tc, &c.
Nursery Stocks, general assortment. Sweet Brier

Seedlings, $2.50 per 100. Peach Seeds, fresh, frozen
packed, §3 per bush. Osage Orange and Pear Seeds,

Evergreens, Shade Trees, immense stock, all sizes.

Althea, Dbl. Named, fine collection, 2 ft., 100, $12.

Roses and Dahlias, extra large, fine collection,

Green-house, Bedding and Garden Plants.
Send red stamp each for 3 Catalogues, "Wholesale, Retail
and Bedding Plants.

F. K. PHCENIX, Bloomington, 111,

JOHN S-AlTJIj'S
Catalogue of

BEAUTIFUL NEW AND RARE PLANTS,
For 1S67, is Wow Ready.

Many new and valuable Plants are offered this season for
the first rime.
Catalogues mailed on application.

JOHN SAUL, "Washington City, D. C.

CHOICE SEE© BY MAIL, PRE-PAID,
All in Papers, at 5 Cents Each.

Beets—Extra Early Turnip, Bassano, and Lonsr Blood, SO
cts. per lb.. 10 cts. per oz. Ca.bba.ge—True Earlv Wakefield
and Red Dutch, §4.00 per lb., 37 cts. per oz. ; Large Earliest
York, Extra Large Drumhead, Premium Flat Dutch, Large
Drumhead Savoy, §2.50 per lb., 25 cts. per oz. Caeeots—
Long Orange, $1.10 per lb., 10 cts. per oz. ; Early Horn, Si .50

per lb., 15 cts. per oz. Celeet—Red and "White Solid, §2.50
per lb.. 25 cts. per oz. Chicoet, §2.00 per lb., 25 cts. per oz.
Cucumbee, fine sorts, $1.25 per lb., 15 cts. per oz. Lettuce.
fine sorts. $2.50 per lb. , 25 cts. per oz. Melons, fine sorts,
$1.50 per lb., 25 cts. per oz. Oxions, fine sorts. $1.25 per lb..

20 cts. peroz. Paksntp, best, long, smooth, white, 80 els. per
10., 10 cis. per oz. Radisit, fine sorts. $1.00 per lb., 10 cts. per
oz. Squash, $2.00 per lb.. 25 cts. per oz. Tuexips, best
sorts, 'iS cts. per lb., 10 cts. per oz. Tomatoes, fine sorts,
$2.50 per lb., 25 cts. per oz., and all other seeds.
Also, Beans. Peas, Corn, Tree Seed and Flower Seeds of

the choicest kinds. Priced descriptive catalogues of all use
f'ul Trees, Plants, Shrubs, Hedse Plants, Flower and Garden
Seeds, will be sent to any address. Also, "Wholesale Trade
List. Agents "Wanted. B. M. "WATSON,

Old Colony Nurseries and Seed Establishment,
Plymouth, Mass.

THE NEW EARLY TOMATOES.
Including the new Californian "Whortleberry fruited To-

mato (now first offered), Keves' New Early Prolific Tomato
(Hovev),Tilden's Early Tomato, the New Extra Early Red
Solid Tomato (fine), and the Early York Tomato, will bo
sent to any address, prepaid, for $1.00, or single lor 25 cts.

each. My new catalogue of new and choice Garden Seeds,
including the true Mongri Radish from Japan (now first

offered), with edible pods, three feet in length. Several new
and very desirable sorts of Cauliflowers, Cabbage, Celery,
Cucumbers, Egg Plants, Early Peas, Melons, Sweet Com, and
Turnips, will be sent to anv address, prepaid.
The true Earlv Sebec, the Early "White Forcing, and the

Harison Potatoes, will be sent t>y mail, prepaid, in four
pound packages only, for $1 each.
"Wholesale List to the trade. Agents wanted.

B. M. "WATSON1
, Old Colony Nurseries and

Seed Establishment, Plymouth, Mass.

TBie New Double Wliiie CAarlsia,
with very large beautifully imbricated flowers (petals en-
tire) ;—the new Solferino Balsam ;—the new Desmodium
gvrand, a remarkable whirling plant, with perpetually mov-
ing leaflets;—the new golden and silver margined Pausies ;—
the new r>cmophila, with flowers two inches across;—a new
hardy Salvia (chionautha), with large white flowers;—
"Wiegandia Vigieri (finer than TV. caracasana) ;—the new and
charming Whitlavia glosinioides;—the new Portulacs in
all colors, as double as roses ;—the new Gigantic Sunflower;
—several new rapid growing annual climbers, with showy
fruits and foliage, for the piazza, etc., and many other new
Flower and Garden Seeds now first ottered, with all the
finest old and really useful sorts, will be sent prepaidbymail
to anv part of the U. S. or Canada. Priced descriptive ca-
talogue of the above, containing the most select and
practically useful Trees, Plants, Shrubs, Fruits, Evergreens,
Hedge Plants, Bulbs, Roses, Climbers, and Seeds, will be
sent to any plain address.
Wholesale List to tlie trade. Agents wanted.

B. M. "WATSON, Old Colony Nursery and
Seed Establishment, Plymouth, Mass.

Gregory's Seed Catalogue,
Containing One Hundred and twenty-five varieties that I

grew myself, besides many kinds imported from France
and England, and grown by tlie best Seed growers in the
United States. Farmers and Gardeners will find in my Cat-
alogue many new and rare vegetables, some of which arc
not to be found in anv other Seed Catalogue. As the origi-
nal introducer of the Hubbard Squash, Marblebead Mam-
moth Cabbage, Boston Curled Lettuce, and many other new
vegetables, I invite the patronage of the public. Catalogues
sent gratis to all. Those who purchased seed last season
will receive it without writing for it.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
Marblehead, Mass.

NEW MAMMOTH PRIZE SQUASH-
Awarded the Silver Medal at the Mass. Horticultural So-

ciety. Weight, 145 lbs. Described by Mr. Median in Garden-
ers' Monthly, page S7S, as perfect monsters in size. Per
packet 25 cts. WASHBURN & CO..

Seed Merchants, Horticultural Hall,
Boston, Mass,

LATAK11 TOBACCO.
The Finest Smoking Tofcacco Known.
Introduced bv Bayard Taylor, and superior to the Cuba.

lias the rich and aromatic flavor of dried Rose Leaves. Pack-
ets of Seeds, warranted true, sent free for 25 cents. Address-

JIOVET & CO., 53 North Market-st. r Boston,
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GRAPE VINES FROM THE KNOX VINEYARDS.
The largest and best Stock -we have ever offered. Including

all the Old and New Varieties of any merit.

What we do not, and what we do claim for our Vines

:

We do not claim that they are superior to all other Vines

in the market. Other propagators, with similar advan-
tages, may produce equally as cjood.

"We do claim that the quality of our Vines is unsurpassed

by any in the Country, and that they will give entire satis-

faction to the purchaser in their growth and yield of

fruit. We found tin's claim on the following facts:

First.—Our Vines are grown from Mature Wood, taken

from our bearing Vineyards, thus securing health and cor-

rectness. We use no green wood in propagating, and grow

Grapes a3 well as Vines.

Second.—We start our Vines in propagating houses, and

as early as tie weather will admit turn them out into the

open ground, where they are carefully cultivated during the

entire growing season.

We regard this system of producing Vines as the very best,

and much preferable to that of growing them under glass,

with their roots cramped in pots.

We secure by our mode, healthy, stocky and well rooted

Vines.

Third.—Onr soil is peculiarly well adapted to the pro-

duction of Vines of the best quality, and we use no stimu-

lants to excite an nnnatnral growth.

THE CONCORD
did not need the strong endorsement it has received the past

year, as the People had already decided that it is the Grape

of America. But it is worthy of note that in addition to its

continuance in well-doing, it has been awarded, without any

effort or management on the part of its friends, the

GREELEY PRB2E
as the Grape of the greatest value. The eminent Pomo-

logists who made the award took ample time and unusual

pains to arrive at a correct conclusion, and however in-

terested parties may demur, the People are well satisfied

with the decision. As evidence of this, at a late trade sale

of vines—largely advertised all over the country—while

other leading varieties would not sell, in quantity, at one-

third the Catalogue prices, all the Concords offered were

sold at twenty-three per cent, above Catalogue prices.

Our opinion of the Concord is well known, and we un-

hesitatingly re-affirm all we have said in its favor, and pro-

nounce it the most valuable Grape in America yet tested. It

is to be hoped that seedlings from it will take the highest

rank among the Grapes of the country.

The proper place to determine the merits of a Grape is in

the Vineyard, when in fruit.

For a number of years we have held on our grounds, dur-

ing the fruiting season. Grape Exhibitions, which have been

largely attended by the most prominent fruit growers of the

country, all of whom, in their examination of our Vine-

yards, have been enthusiastic in their praise of the Concord.

We refer to such men as Dr. Jno. A. Warder, Author of

"American Pomology;" Geo.Hussmann, Author of "Grapes

and WiJie;" Wm. Saunders, Supt. of Gov't Gardens, Wash-

ington City ; Prof. G- Thurber, Editor of American Agri-

culturist; A. Thomson, of Delfiioare; R. E. Mason, of St.

Louis, and many others.

Our Grape Show this Year will be on the 16th and 17th

of October. Strawberry Show, 12th and 13th of June.

Both promise to be of unusual interest.

The Concord is no longer on trial. If it were, overwhelm-

ing evidence could be produced in its favor from all parts of

the country.

Propagators, aware of its great popularity, and the im-

mense demand there will be for Vines, are making every

effort to increase their Stock.

Notwithstanding we publish that we will not part with

any Cuttings—needing all for our own use—we have the

most urgent orders for Wood.

William Griffith, of North East, Pa., writes under date of

Jan. 18th, 1867 : " I want a portion of your immense Stock of

Concord Wood, say 500,000 Cuttings."

As we sell no Wood, and have greatly iucreased oar

facilities for growing Vines, our customers may reasonably

expect to be supplied.

Our Stock of Concords this season is very large and

superior, which we offer on most favorable terms.

For further information send 10 cents for Catalogue.

We have also a large supply of

HARTFORD, CREVELECG, IVES, REXTZ,
ELSINGBURG, MAXA.TAWNY, DELAWARE,

DIANA, ROGERS' HYBRIDS, IOXA,

ISRAELLA and ADIRONDACK.

Also a limited quantity of

MARTHA and BLACK HAWK,
(Seedlings of the Concord,) which we think will prove thd

two most -valuable new Grapes now before

the public.

For description of above, and much other valuable lnj

formation on Grape Culture, send 10 cts. for Catalogue.

STRAWBERRIES.
Wishing to have the

Jl'CO'DA-Oi'E 3fO. 700,

The most valuable of all our Strawberries, tested as soon aS

possible very generally throughout the country, we will send

Plants at the following Prices:

BY MAIL—Si per dozen; $5 per 100.

BY EXPRESS-S40 per 1000 ; $100 per 3000,

All other desirable varieties for sale. Also

Raspberries^ Blackberries, <jJoose^

berries, Currants, &c.

All orders shall receive prompt and careful attention.

J. KNOX,
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Marblehead Mammoth Cabbages
As some cultivators have an impression that these cab-

bage* cannot be fully matured outside of -Marblehead, I in-
vite (heir attention to the following list of weights to which
they have been grown by some of my customers :

IT. A. Terry, Crescent City, Iowa, lias grown them weigh-
ing 10 n>s., measuring 56 inches around the solid head. Thos.
A. Lambert, Becancour, C. W., exhibited three cabbages
weighing respectively, 40, 42X and 41 lbs. John W. Dean,
St. Michaels, Md.. has grown them weighing 33 lbs. S. M.
Shuck, Preston, Minn., has raised them weighing 33 E>s.

when trimmed. E. II. Ellis, Etna Green, Ind.. hris grown
them weighing over 30 His. A. E. Garrison, Des Moines,
Iowa, has raised them weighing 30 lbs. James S.Allen, Union
Springs, X. Y., lias grown them weighing 30 lbs., when strip-

Sed of loose leaves. Wm. Lee, Jr., Denver City, Colorado,
as grown them weighing 45 and 50 lbs., as a penalty for

Which the miners of the Mountains call him the "Big Cab-
bage Man." Collins Eaton, Ogdensburgh. N. T., has raised
them weighing 50 lbs. Leonard Choat, Denver City, Col.,
raised one. which when trimmed of waste leaves, weighed
•16 Ib9. P. Sweeney, Lore t to, Penn., has grown them weigh-
ing 43fts. Sam'l B. Ornsbee, Rolling Prairie, Wis., has raised
them weighing 53 lbs. M. D. Cla.k, Elyria, Ohio, has grown
them weighing 35 lbs. Clias. W. Oden, Little Sioux, Iowa,
produced quite a lot which weighed from 50 to &) lbs. Hun-
dreds of others have written me that they have " taken all
the prizes at the County Fairs." "liaised the largest Cab-
bage ever seem in the country," "Had astonished all their
neighbors," •That in sweetness, crlspness, and tenderness,
they were nnequnled." As the original introducer of the
Mammoth Cabbage, I am prepared to supply pure seed in
packages containing about 500 seeds. at25 cents per package,
6 packages for $1, and larger quantities at a proportionate
discount. Catalogue of over 200 varieties containing many
new und rare vegetables, pent gratis to any address.

JAMES J. II. GREGt^Y, Marblehead, Mass.

COLLECTIONS OF

FLOWER HEEDS,
100 Varieties of Annuals, Biennials and Perennials, for. $5.00
50 Varieties of Annuals, Biennials and Perennials, for. 2.50

20 Varieties of Annuals, for 1.00

10 Varieties of Annuals, for 50
20 Varieties of More Rare Annuals, for , 2.00

10 Varieties of More Rare Annuals, for 1.00
20 Varieties of Choice Green-House Seeds, for. 4.00
40 Varieties ot Choice Green-House Seeds, for. ... 7.00

20 Varieties of Hardy Biennials and Perennials.. 1.00

20 Varieties of American Seeds, tor European Culture. 2.00

KIT ALL STP.ICTLY MY OWN SELECTIONS. .23
Fresh and true to name. Sent by mail for price named.

For sale by SAMUEL T. THORBURN, Seedsman,
40 Hndson street. Albany, N. Y.

NKIVALLED GAUDEN SEEDS, of my own
growing, and warranted A No. 1, for sale by

FRANCIS BRILL.
Catalogues gratis. 500 Ferry St H Newark, N. J.

CSEND FOR:"CATALOGUE of STRAWBERRIES,
^RASPBERRIES AXD BLACKBERRIES, which contains
price-; to suit the wholesale, prices to suit the retail, and $16
worth sent for $10—to those who wish a variety list. Also,
leading varieties of Potatoes. Address

THos. C. ANDREWS, Moorcstown, N.J.

M:

U

Tomatoes and Potatoes.
MATTPAT'S SUPERIOR and TILDEN\the two best mar-

ket varieties. Sent bv mail in 25 cent packages. GOOD-
RICH and other seedling Potatoes. A fall assortment of
Garden and Field Seeds ot choicest quality. Apply for Cir-
culars.

WILLIAM HACKER. Seed Grower and Importer.
803 Market Street. Philadelphia. Pa._

AKBLEHEAD MAMMOTH AND STONE
MASON CABBAGE. (Gregory Seed.) for sale by

SAMUEL T. THORP.URN, Seedsman,
46 Hurtson-st., Albany, N- T.

Price 25 cents per packet.

Potato ©sison Sets !

Eleven, Dollars a Barrel ; Five Dollars a
Bnshel. JAMES J. H. GREGORY". Marblehead. Mass.

filTGAR CA^fK SEED.—Regular Sorgo,
^Liherlan Oomseeana and Xecazana. best varieties.

D. S. MESSLER & CO.. TO! Malket-st., Philadelphia. Pa.
General Agents for Cook's Evaporators and Cane Mills.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

dil PER lb., SENT FREE BY MAIL.—Danvers
*IP -* Globe Onion Seed, Red or Yellow, of my own raising,
warranted. Address J. HODGES, Harrington Centre, R. 1.

Carrot and Mangold Wurtzel.
I have Long Red Mangold Wurtzel, Yellow Globe Mangold

Wurtzel, and White Sugar Beet ; also Long Orange and Im-
proved Short Horn Carrot Seed—every seed warranted to be
crown last season, /grew them myself and knoic all about
them. The Carrot seed is extra clean—Irec from stick anil

the beard all off. Either of the varieties of Mangold Seed
sent pre-paid to anv address for $1.00 a pound. Lone Orange
Carrot, £1.25. Improved Short Horn, SI .37. Get good need,

farmers !—Catalogues, containing over 100 varieties of seed of
my own growing, sent gratis to all.

JAMES J. II. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

C. 15. ROGERS,
"Wholesale Dealer in Field and Garden Seeds,

No. 133 Markct-st., Philadelphia, Pa.

iHE "THREE WARRANTS."—Please read my
advertisement headed " Farmers and Gardeners."'

JAMES J. H. GREGORY. Marblehead, Mass.

"Vegetable and Flower Seeds.

Novelties and Specialties,

The largest collection ever offered In America. See Our
New Amateur Guide, now ready, mailed freo for 25 cts.

WASHBURN & CO., Seed Merchants,
Horticultural Hall. Boston. Mass.

Strawberries and Small Fruit 1*.

Stinger's Seedling Strawberry, a new variety of great ex-
cellence ; Philadelphia Raspberry, and other Small Fruits.
Circulars on application.

WILLIAM HACKER. Seed Grower and Importer,

T

A i\r.i;, t>een t, rower ami inipuner,
S03 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

GRAPE VINES.
DELAWARES, 2 years old at special rates, verv low—and

all the other leading varieties.
J. W. HELMER, Lockport, X. T.

Grape Vines toy Mail,
AT TnE FOLLOWING RATES!

IONA, three years old, $2.50 each.
" two years old, $2.00 each; $IS per dozen.
" one year old, §1.00 each ; $10 per dozen.
" " * '* Xo. 2, 75 cents each; $G per dozen.

ISRAELLA, three rears old, §2.50 cadi.
" one year old, $1.00 each; $10 per dozen.

ALLEN'S HYBRID, three years old. $2.50 each.
" " one year old, 75 cts. each

; $7 per doz.

DELAWARE, three years old, $2.50 each.
two years old, $1.00 each: ?10 per dozen.

" one year old, 50 cents each : 4 per dozen.
DIANA, two years old, 50 cents each ; $4 per dozen.

All raised from strong wood of bearing vines.

CHARLES S. MASON", West Hartford, Conn.

fTKAPE TI>E«.-Strawberries, Rnspber-
^Hries aud Blackberries, old and new varieties. In large or
small quantities and at reduced prices. No chargefor pack-
ing a>id charges prepaid, all stock sent out warrantee! true
to'name. Send for spring Catalogue, HATFIELD'S FRUIT
FARMAND NURSERIES, Box 240. Nlles, Michigan.

Iona Vines for Early Fruiting'.

Extra. La.vers of Ioxa, for early bearing, at $3 each, or
$21 perdoz. Also Iona and Israella, crown from single eye,
and wood of both these varieties lor propagation. Address

A. BUSHNELL, 1'eekskill, Westchester Co., N. T.

SIKG SIKC GRAPE VIKES.
The Best in the Market.
All my large stock of Xo. 1 and No. 2, Iona and Israella

Vines is sold, except a small quantity I have reserved to use
in tilling: retail orders.
As has been the case every season, the demand for really

good vines, has been beyond my ability to supply. That, my
Vines sell so readily at full rates, arguesWell that Ww. quality
oi vinos ottered will hereafter have much to do with their
sale. Buy good vines at a good price, rather than vines ad-
vertised at reduced rates. "You may bo Euro that with the
present great demand for vines, all of good Quality will be
sought alter at good prices.—Send for Price List.

J. V. DELIOT. Vine Grower. Sing Sing, V. T.

Iona and Israella Grape Vines,
Bv the single vine or 10,000. In point of quality wo challenge
the eountrv.
Mr. Charles Downing savs of tbl? stock: "The vines are

certainly as line. If not the finest one rear old plants I ever
saw."—Send for Price List, which will* be found satisfactory.
Good wood for propagating.

BOLTON A: ZTXDEI.L.
Haverstraw, Rockland Co., N. T.
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GRAPE VINES
AT

REBUCED PRICES.
Iona No. 1. $35 per 100 ; ?300 per 1000.
Delaware No. 1, §20 per 100 ; $150 per 1000.

Ives' Seedliuz. $25 per 100; $200 per 1000.

Norton's Virginia, $25 per 100; $150 per 1000.

These are really No. 1 plants, none haying been selected
from tliera to sell as extras.

"We offer also a good stock of the smaller sizes of these
sorts, as well as fine plants of almost all the other varieties
of vines, and for prices refer to our Descriptive Catalogue of
Grape Vines.

PARSONS & CO., Flushing, IV. Y.

Adirondac Grape Nursery and Vineyard.

Superior Vines of one, two, and three years at re-
duced prices.
Adirondac. Iona, Israella, Allen's Hybrid, Concord, Crev-

eliii£r, Cuyahoga. Delaware, Diana, Hartford Prolific, Isa-
bella, Loome's Honey, N. Muscadine, Jiebecca, Rogers' Hy-
brid, Sherman, To Kalon, Maxatawny, and Union Village.
Vines secure!}' packed {and if not too bulky) will be "sent

by mail, prepaid, and at our risk. Larger packages by Ex-
press, with additional vines to the probable aniotmt of Ex-
press charges. Our !New Spring Catalogue sent to all appli-
cants. JOHN W.liAILEV & CO..

Plattsbnrgh, Clinton Co., N. T.

GRAPE VINES.
Hundred. Thousand.

lonas, Extralarge $100 $800
" No. 1, Extra line 80 600

No. 2, " 60 500
Israellas, Extra large 100 800

No. 1, Extra fine 90 700
No.2, " 60 500

Adirondack, No. 1 60
No.2 45

Delaware Layers for immediate bearing. 60

HUSTED & HAZELTON,
Delaware, O.

IONA GRAPE VINES.
RYDER & CO. (successors to J. F. Deliot & Ryder) now

offer their remnant stock of Vines at such prices that those
wanting good Vines cannot object. Vines Iroin three to six
feet before cut back. Price, $20 to $40 per 100. Also extra
under glass wood, $30 per 1000 eyes: from vineyard, $20.
Samples sent free on receipt of price. Sing Sing, 2*r. T.

GRAPES ! GRAPES ! GRAPES

!

300,000 Concord, 100,000 Catawba from Vines never
mildewed or rotted. 30,000 Hartford. 10,000 Delaware;
Norton's Virginia, Diana, Clinton, and all other good sorts
of Grape Vines, Currants, Raspberry, Strawberry, and other
Plants, cheaper than anywhere else, for sale.

DR. H. S'CHRODEH, Bloomington, Illinois.

IONA GRAPE VINES, 2 years old, transplanted
and grown in open air, of extra size and quality.

Samples at wholesale rates, (single vines by mail,)
§1.10 each. A. HAMMOND, Nurseryman.

Geneva, N. T.

1,000,000 Grape Vine Cuttings for Sale.

Norton's Virginia, 13 Dollars per 1000 Cuttings, by 10,000 or
more, only 10 Dollars. Concord and other sorts* cheaper.
Send stamp for Catalogue and Essay on Grape Culture, to

DR. H. SCHRODER, Bloomington, Illinois.

The Clarice Raspberry—The most valuable varie-
ty of the Antwerp class yet originated. Perfectly hardy—
the greatest bearer—the best flavor and quality—large as the
largest—bright crimson color—and will be the leading mar-
ket variety. Send for Circulars giving full particulars and
origin. Prices, §1 each by the 100 or more, by express; §15
per dozen; §1.50 each for less number, sent free by mail;
casli with the orders. Address

ELIZUR E. CLARKE, New Haven, Conn.

Strawberry Plants.
Agriculturist, 12 plants, 50 Cts.; 100, $5 ; 1000. $10 ; 10,000, $90.
Golden Queen, very large and fine, extra, §1 doz. ; §5 100.
Rippawam, a monstrous berry, §1 doz. ; $6 100.
Knox TOO, true fruit very large, §1 doz.; $5 100.

Mead's Seedling, 6 inches in circumference, $1 doz. ; S6 100.
Lenning's White, a splendid, white berry, §1 doz. ; S3 100.

White Alpine, sweet enough without sugar, SI doz.; $3 100.

The above 7 varieties have been selected from over 100
kinds; nearly all of them will weigh one ounce each. This is

a splendid collection for family or market purposes. I will
send the above 7 varieties, 1 doz. each, for $5, tree by mail.
All other desirable kinds can be furnished by the 100 or 1000
at low rates.

A NEW RASPBERRY.
Scarlet Seedling, perfectly hardv as far north as Canada.

Fruit large, first quality verv firm, fine for market. Much
better than the Philadelphia. 12 plants, $3 ; 100, $15.
Addres3 WM. S. CARPENTER, 150 Reade-st., N. T.

The Best Three Market Berries.

Plants by Mail Post-paid.
For $10 we will send to any Post-office in the United States:

12 Plants Philadelphia Raspberrv.
f» " Wilson's Early Blackberry.
3 " Kittatinnv "

Send P. O. Stamp for Catalogues.
WILLIAM PARRY,

Cinnaminson, N. J.

KITTATINNY BLACKBERRIES.
Now ready, young plants, warranted fresh and sure to

grow with fair treatment—82.50 per dozen, $15 per [hundred,
$120 per thousand.

Wilson's Eavly Blackberry,
Young plants, $4.50 per dozen, ready April 15Ui.

Send red stamp for Catalogue.

F. K. PHCENIS, IHoorolngton, 111.

STKAWBERKT PLANTS.
Strong healthy plants, well rooted, carefully packed to

carry safelv.
Wilson's Albany, $5 per 1000. Send for Price List.

O. J. TILLSON, Highland. N. T.

DfJRAND'S SEEDLING STRAWBERRY,
Will undoubtedly prove to be the best and most profitable

variety yet known. Plants, strong; blossoms, perfect; fruit,

large, "bright scarlet; flesh, very firm ; flavor, excellent, very
prolific; early, and continues "long m bearing ; will carry
better than any other variety. Circulars with prices, &c,
free. FRANCIS BRILL,

590 Ferry St., Newark, ST. J.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
Agriculturist, Jueunda, Lennig's White, New Jersey Scar-

let, SI per doz., $2 per fifty, S3 per hundred. Sent by mail
post-paid. For oilier varieties and circular address
REISIG & HEXAMER, Newcastle, Westchester Co., N. Y.

a Q&Q SUBSCRIBERS WANTED TO SENDVtUVu for S 10 post-paid List of Berrv Plants, offered in
Feb. No., page 75, by JOHN" S. COLLINS, Moorestown, N. J.,
or send for a 13 paged Descriptive Catalogue gratis.

THE PHILADELPHIA STRAWBERRY, S10
per 100; Jueunda, $20 per 1000; Agriculturist, $10 per

1000; French, Downer and Cutter, $30 for 10,000, and others
at low rates. Send for Catalogue.

THOS. C. ANDREWS, Moorestown, N. J.

CJEND ME $10 BY MAIL and I will guarantee
*^ to reach you by mail, 1 dozen each Metcalf, French,
Agriculturist, Jueunda or 700, Russell and Ida Strawberries,
12 Pbiladelphia Raspberries, 4 Wilson Early and -1 Kittatinnv
Blackberries. Catalogue contains 11 other variety Lists,
Wholesale Prices, Testimonials, «fcc, 12 pases, sent gratis.

JOHN S. COLLINS. Moorestown, N. J.

50© Plants S>y Mail for $5.
100 each of Agriculturist, New Jersey Scarlet, Byberrv,

Wilson's Albany and French's Seedling. 100 plants (your
own selection) for $3. Warranted genuine and postage pre-
paid. P. SUTTON, Beverly, Burlington Co., N. J.

"TO"ATIVE ETERCJREE3TS—Balsam Fir,
-L^i Arbor Vita?, Hemlock, White and Norway Pine, 5 to 12
inches high. $6 per 1000; $25 per 5000; $40 per 10,000. Pack-
ing free. For price of larger sizes, apply to

JOHN UECKE, Green Bay, "Wisconsin.

miATIVE EVERGREEN PLANTS.
-L w The following varieties. 5 to 12 inches high at $7 per
1000: Balsam Fir, white Spruce, Arbor Vita;, White Pine,
and Hemlock. Packing free.

JAMES A. ROOT, Skaueateles, N. T.

«MALL NATIVE EVERGREENS at Wholesale.
>3? Address, from March 1st to June 1st, A. P. CHAPMAN,
Tree Dealer, 144 Fulton-sU New York. Any other time Port-
land, Me. 500,000 Arbor Vita;, 6 to 12 inches, at $5 per 1000.

Iftflftftft ARBOR VITjE, and other HedgeIVWjWWU Plants; Apple, Pear, Quince, Cherry, Maha-
leb, Paradise stocks. Price Catalogue now ready.

B. M. WATSON, Plymouth, Mass.

25,000 Osage Hedge Plants for Sale.
Strong, one year old. Address

H. M. ENGLE, Marietta, Pa.

RIBOR "VITJS PLANTS, 6 to 12
inches high, for sale at S5 per 1000, by

L. B. CHAPMAN. 51 Cortlandt-st., N. Y.

SOUTH DOWN CO.'S PATENT

Sheeji^shliAiiccfi
THE BEST KN'OWN REMEDY FOR

TICKS, SCAB, VERMIN & FOOT ROT,
should be used by all Farmers on

SHEEP, ANIMALS & PLANTS.
ZW This pure preparation has been successfully used for

years, and never fails to produce the desired effect when
used* according to directions.

It will not injure tlie inost delicate Animal.
It will improve tile Quality and Quantity

of Wool.
It kills TICKS on' Sheep.
It cores SCAB on Sheep.
It cures all SKIS? DISEASES on Animals.
It kills all VER3IIX that infest Animals,

Trees, Plants ami Vines.

ZS~ For FOOT-ROT it is a sure cure, used as a poultice.

ZW OJVE POUND of this Extract will make
TWELVE GALLONS of Wash, and contains
the strength of EIGHT POUNDS of TOBACCO,
as prepared by farmers.
Sold by all Druggists and Country and Agricultural Stores.

JAMES F. LEVIN,
33 Central Wharf, Boston, Mass.

For sale bv Dudley & Stafford, New York- Bliss &
Sharp, Chicago; E. M. Livebmoee, Cleveland, Ohio.

URE CHESTER WHITE HOGS.
Send for Circular.

W, H. FUP.MAN, Cedar BapioB, Iowa.

I

THE AMERICAN ST0CI JOURNAL.
Farmers' and Stoclc Breeders' Advertiser.

850,000 worth of Premiums offered to Subscribers for 1S67-

Only §1.00 a year.

Address N. P. BOTER & CO., Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

Full Blood and Grade Alderncy and

Ayrshire Stock for Sale.
Persons "wisliinc: to purchase the very best Family Cows, or

to improve the Stock on their Farms, are invited to examine
my Herd, which now numbers One Hundred and Eighteen
head of all descriptions. Cows, Heifers and Bulls.

THOMAS FITCH, Breeder, Sew London, Conn.

TALIAN QUEEN BEES for Sale throughout
the summer. Send for Circular to

M. QUIXBY, St. Johnsville, X T.

FANCY FOWLS' EGGS OF MOST VARIETIES,
PLATA DUCKS, birds and esgs, Avlesburv Ducks, eggs

only. Send for Circular. A. M. HALSTED,
Agent, 63 Pearl St., New York.

FANCY FOWLS.
Eggs from Brahmas, the second step from Imported Stock-

live weight from IS to 25 lbs. per pair, when mature: also
Pure "White Faced Black Spanish, Yellow Legged Leghorn,
White Crested Black Poland, and White Call Duck at §1.50
per dozen. Golden Spamrled Hamburg, S2.00 per dozen,
boxed and delivered at express on receipt of price.

ALEX. RANKIN, Rochester, Mass.

BRAHMA POOTRAS, bred from stock weigh-
ing 11 lbs. per pair at maturity. Warranted pure. Can

be seerTon owner's premises. Price, $S per pair ; $12 per trio.
Eggs, $2 per dozen.

J. M. HALSTED, GS Pearl-st.. New York.

EGGS FOR SETTING, from "White faced Black
Spanish, Brahma, White Leghorn, Bolton Gray and

Dominique Fowls, bred with care and warranted pure, at
§1 per dozen. Address

N. A. SHTJTE, Exeter, N. H.

EGGS from Brahma Fowls, weighing 2i5 lbs. a pair,
live weight. Also, Eggs from White "Leghorn Fowls,

with yellow legs, pure breed. For sale by
HENttT VETE, Scheneciady, N. Y.

BUFF COCHINS-
Pure Blooded Butf Cochins' Eirgs for sale, $2.50 per dozen.
Address CHAS. P. NETTLETON, Birmingham, Conn.

A FEW PAIRS choice Black Spanish, White Leg-
horn and Brahma Fowls, also trio imported Polands for

sale, by G. W: FAP.LEE, Cresskill, Bergen Co_ X. J.

PURE BLOOD WHITE CANTON and BRAHMA
POOTRA EGGS for Sale, at J2.M per doz.. by

L. B. SPENCgB, Cl-ireniont. X. H.

BRAHMA EGGS for Setting- at 81.50 per doz.
B. F. HOLBROOK, Natick, Mass.

THE HOG BREEDERS' MANUAL.
A Treatise on Breeding, Feeding, and General Manage-

ment of Hocrs. Particulars of all Diseases, Remedies, &c.
Sent free of postage for 25 cents. Everv farmer should have
a copv. Address N. P. BOYER & CO.,

Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

ITALIAN BEES.
Extra Queens. The golden Italian Bees.

"Kellet's Island Apiaet."'
Our Circular and Price List sent to all applicants geatis.

W. A. Flaxdees & Co., StcH>5-, Ohio.

Combing Wool Sheep and Berkshire Pigs for Sale.
Send for Circular. L. CONVERSE, BueyiT.% O.

CHESTER WHITE PIGS FOR SALE.—Sent
by Express to all parts of the U.S. For Circnlarsaddress

H. TEMPLE & CO., Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa.

r<OODTEAK' S INDIA RUBBER
GLOVE MANUFACTURINGr CO.,

WAREHOUSE, 305 BROADWAY, NEW TORE.
One door below Fulton street.

Western Warehouse. 417 North Fourth-st.. St. Louis, Mo.
Factories, Kaugatuck, Conn.

Manufacturers of and dealers in
IXDIA RTBBER GOODS

of eyery description, including
RUBBER CLOTHIXG.

HOSE. BELTING AND PACKING,
BOOTS AND SHOES.
FIXE VULCANITE ARTICLES.
COMBS AXD*FAXCT ARTICLES,
DRUGGISTS' ARTICLES, etc., etc..

And a full yariety of everything
of RUBBEirMANUFACTUrTE.

GEO. M. ALLERTON. Vice-President.
R. G. ALLEKTOX, Treasurer.

ROB'T S. WALKER, Secretary.

South Jersey Farms For Sale,
Atco, Camden Co.,N. J., in a fertile, healthful and highly

improving location, being located at the Junction of the
Raritan and Camden and Atlantic Railroads, accessible by
several daily trains to both New York and Philadelphia.

Apply to GEO. W. HAXCOCK, Atco. Camden Co., X. J.

IV. B.—First class Hotel accommodations.

GOOD REFRIGERATOR.-Judge
Storer, of Cincinnati. O., says: '-The Zero Refrigerator

gives perfect satisfaction. It has preserved meats, vegetables,
milk and butter during the hottest months of our variable
climate." ALEX. M. LESLEY. Manufacturer.

No. 605 Sixtli Avenue, New York.

SENT S MONTHS FREE.—THE AMERICAN
STOCK JOURNAL. The Oct.. Nov. and Dec. Numbers

of 1S66 sent free to all subscribers for 1867. Onlv $1.00a vear.
Send stamp for a specimen copy and circular, with list of
splendid nreminms to Agents. Address

it. P. BOYER' '& CO,, Gum Tree, Chester Co., Fa.
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PERUVIAN GIIAXO SUBSTITUTE !

BAITG-H'SRAW BOWE
Super-Phosphate of Lime,

B^VTJGI-I Sz SOWS,
Sole Proprietors & Manufacturers,

Delaware BSivei- Chemical Works,
PHILADELPHIA, V. S. A.

ForCorn, Oats, Potatoes, Garden Vegetables,
and every Crop and Plant.

Especially recommended to tiie growers of

Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries,
And AH Small Fruits.

BAUGH'S li^VWBONE
SUPER-PHOSPHATE ©F LIME,
Is very prompt in its action—is lasting in effect to a degree
unatuiincd bv anv commercial manure in the market. As
a Substitute "for "Peruvian Guano and Stable Manure it is

eminently a success, and is offered to the Agriculturists of
the Northern and Eastern States as a fertilizer that will
cheaply restore to the Soil those essentials which have been
drained from it by constant cropping and light manuring.
^~ Our NEW PAMPHLET—"How to Maintain the Fer-

tility of American Farms,"—W paces, giving full informa-
tion in regard to the use of manure, &c, will be furnished
gratis on application.

BAUGH BEOTHEES & 00,,

GENERAL WHOLESALE AGEJfTS,
A'o. 1S1 Pearl-st. and No. 4 Cedar-st.,

KEff YORK.

FARMERS AND PUNTERS.
The Lodi Manufacturing Company, (Estab-

lished since 1810,) having the exclusive control
if all the night soil of New York Citjr

, offer for
ale their Celebrated Poudrette, warranted the

^0-^^f \ Ixst lVd-tilizer for the price in this country.
I ; <2T[ I

Experience has shown that it lias no equal for

Biiii *rftJ
(Corn, Cotton. Tobacco and Vegetables. It

Kl 1 IY> A prevents worms from destroying the seeds. It
ripens the crop from two to three weeks
earlier, and adds from % to % to the yield.

23?" It is of better quality and much fiuer
than ever made heretofore.

Price, $2.00 per Barrel—Cash.
The Company are also manufacturing Double Refined

Poudrette, as line as flour, concentrated and free from nearly
nil extraneous matter—samples of which, will be sent by
mail on receipt of 3-ccnt stamp.

It is packed in new barrels and shipped without extra
charge lor package or cartage in New York City.

Price for the doable refined Poudrette, $33 per Ton.
The Company's Fanners' Almanac, giving further particu-

lars, will be sent free by addressing
THE LOtJl MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

r.i; C m-Handr-st., N. Y.

MIIiliER & SMITH'S
STANDARD

Super-Phosplaate of liime
Is offered in the assurance that it is the best, and most econ-
omical Fertilizer in the market.
The Manufacturers introduce their Super-Pnos-

phate, with the guarantee that it is perfectly ii-ee

from adulteration.
The great superiority claimed over other Fertilizers in

the market is ;

First, That it is manufactured chiefly [turn Pur** Bone.
SKCoxn, That a sufficient quantity 01 acid lias been used

to convert the In/soluble Bone Into Su ner-PUowpUate
of Lime.

Third, That the Boue being unburned retains the

Amnionin, aud is a true Raw Bono Super-
Phosphate.

For Sale by
WILLIAMS & TYLER,

Sole Agexts for the Manufacturers,
No. 120 Broud-st., NEW TORE.

No. 6 Commercial-st., BOSTON, Mass.

The American Stock Journal.
Farmers' and Stoclc Breeders' Advertiser.

A first class Monthly Journal, devot d to Farming and
Stock Breeding. Each number contains 36 large double
column pages, illustrated with numerous engravings.

'
is free.

Chester Co , Pa.
Only $l.(ii) n year. Specimen copies i'n.

ess N. P. BOY"EU &, CO., Gum Tree, Chei

JMIKTH FOR THE MELANCHOLY! Gravities
iU. for the Gay ! Fun, Fact and Sense six months for 23
eta. Address Household Messenger. Loudon Ridge, N. H .

GET WELlT AND KEEP WELL.-Rcad the
Advertisement of Herald of Health, page 149.

WOODWARD'S ARCHITECTURE
AND RURAL ART.

17G Designs. §1, post-paid.

Woodward1s

COUNTRY HOMES.
150 Designs. $1 50, post-paid.

Manual of the House.
126 Designs. $1 50, post-paid.

Woodward's Rccoixl of Horticulture for 1SG6.

Edited by A. S. Fuller, fully illustrated $1.00. post-paid.

Fuller's Forest Tree Guitarist.

A new work on the cultivation and management of Forest

Trees. Fully Illustrated §1.50, p aid.

Husraann's Grapes and Wine.
, A practical work on the Cultivation of the Native Grape

and Manufacture of Wine, illustrated $1.50, post-paid.

Horticulturist Almanac, 1807. -.10 cents, post-paid.

GEO. E. & F. W. WOODWARD, No. 37 Park-row, N. Y.

2 50.

AGRICULTURE,
NEWS AftD LITERATURE.

FOR THE FARM AND FIRESIDE.

YOU CAN GET BOTH THE

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST

ASTD THE

WEEKLY EVENING POST.

$2 50
A YEA at.

$4 Q@
A YEAIS,

TOU CAS GET iOTH THE

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST
\

AST) THE

SEiVll-WEEKLY
' iEVEMNG POST.

:

The two journals, cne monthly, the other semi-iceekhj or
weekly, as the subscriber prefers, will furnish the different

members of an intelligent family in the country with a full

supply of interesting reading matter on agricultural and
horticultural subjects, and keep them fully informed of all

that occurs in the world of literature, art, science, politics,

and -what is spoken of and discussed in the great centres of
civilization.

t^- Remit by Draft or Post-office Order to

"WM. C. BRYANT & CO.,

PuELISllERS OF THE EVENXNG POST,

41 Nassau Street, New York,

or, ORANGE: Jl'DD A; CO.,
Publishers of the Ameiucax Agriculturist,

11 I*ark Koiv, New York.

GET. THE BEST

jjEW ILLTJSTR.AT'E.D
OVEIE 3000 FITSE ESGRATI.WS.
10,000 Words and Meanings not in other Dictionaries.

A necessity to every intelligent family, student, teacher
and proCessibnal man'. What Library is complete without
the best English Dictionary i

" Superior. In most respects, to any other English Diction-
ary known to me."—Hon. George P. Harsh.

"All young persons should have a standard Dictionary at

their elbows. And wUlleypu arc aboul It, gbt ran ukst
;

that Dictionary Is Noah Wbbstsb's—the great work, una-
bridged. If vou are too poor, save the amount irom oil your
back to put it into your head."—Phrenolog. Jour.

"Everyfarmer shonld give bis sons two or three square
rods of g'rnund, well prepared, with the avails of wllicll tliey

may buy it. Every mechanic should put a receiving box in

some conspicuous place in the house to catch the stray pen-
nies for the like purpose. Lay it upon your table by the side

of the Bible; it is abetter expounder than many which
claim to be expounders, it Is a great labor saver; it lias

saved us time enough In one year's use to pay for Itself; ana
that must be deemed good property which will clear itself

once a year. If von have any doubt about the precise mean-
ing of the word elear, In the last sentence, look at Webster's
nino deiinltlons of the v. t."—ifassach metis Life Boat.

In one vol. of 1,340 Royal Quarto Pages.
Published by G.& C. MKItUIAM. Springfield, Mass.

.. Sold by all BOOKSJSLLISBS.

mi:. TOom.E's elephant iu'Nt. Price 5 cents.
DAY'S AMKiac.W HEADY KECKOXKK. Price SO cents.

AMERICAN HOME COOK BOOK. Price SO cents.
MAUTINK'S HAND HOOK OF ETIQUETTE. Price SO CI «.

MAUTLXE'S SEVSIBLE LETTER WRITER. Price SU els.

All sent free of Postage By DICK & FITZGERALD, 18

Aiia-st, New York.

TO ADVERTISERS.
Our readers will find the advertising columns of Tile

Weekly TRnnrxE exceedingly interesting, representing as
they do nearlj* all the branches of business.

The Weekly Tribune's circulation is steadily increasing
and is greater than that of any oilier newspaper.
Notwithstanding its large size, the pressure of news is bo-

great that we are compelled to allow but a small space for
Advertisements. This is a manifest advantage to all whose:
notices appear in The Weekly Tribune, as they are con-
spicuous and mostly read with as much interest as the news-
That it is the most economical medium for advertising is.

well known, and conclusively proved by those whose adver-
tisements frequently or continuously appear in its columns-
Circulating as it does among the thrifty, industrious body

of the people, the Farmers, the Mechanics, the Merchants,.
the Manufacturers throughout the couutry.it is eagerly read
by their wives, sons and daughters, so that it is reasonable to-

snppose each advertisement in it is read every week by at-

least half a million of the most intelligent portion of the.

community.
The great advantage that must accrue to anyone who-

akes this method of making known his wants, his mer-
chandise or manufactures, it is very easy to understand but
can hardly be overestimated.

Every person having a farm for sale should advertise in

Tire Tribune-. Make the advertisement as short as possible,

stating the advantages offered. Farmers wishing to pur-

chase farms can always find chances by inserting a short ad-

vertisement in The Weekly Tribute.
Implement Manufacturers and Seedsmen find The Week-

ly Tribune especially valuable as an advertising medium,
circulating, as it does, mainly among the better farmers in

all parts of the country, in every State and Territory.

Terms for advertising in The Weekly Tribune are $1.50

per line for ordinary advertisements, and §0.00 per line for

Items in the news columns, prefixed by the word " Announce-
ment." Nothing is inserted for less than §5.00. Cats and
Large Type charged double rates for space occupied.

SEND FOR A SPECIMEN COPY.

Address THE TfilBUXE, Xcw York.

TJR SCHOOLDAY VISITOR.
A FIRST-CLASS ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE.
32 large double column pases everv month. Some of

the ABLEST AMERICAN WRITERS contribute regularly.
' A most valuable aid in the cause of Juvenile education."—
yew York Tribune. li We take pleasure in commending
it."—JY". Y. Independent. "One of the most attractive and:
cheapest periodicals published."--Phrenological Journal.
"Variety enough to suit every shade of juvenile taste."

—

Pittsburgh Commercial. "The most sprightly and interest-

ing magazine for the yonng.V—Christian Standard, Cleve-
land, O. '• It lias no equal to our knowledge."—Sural New-
Yorker. "The music is worth the subscription price."

—

Canada Christian Advocate.
pS" Terms $1.25 a year. To clubs $1.00. Valuable pre-

miums for clubs. Specimen numbers ten cents. Agents
wanted in every school, and at everv post-office in the Upitert
States. The attention of Teachers is particularly invited-
Address J. W. DAUGHADAY & CO., Publishers,m Walnut.
Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

JUST PUBLISHED.

SCHOOLDAY DIALOaUES.
A Book for the School., the Family, and the Literary-

Circle.

Compiled by ALEXANDER CLARK, A. M.,

Editor Of OUR SCHOOLDAY VISITOR.

New Original Dialogues, Tableaux, &c.

The most entertaining and Instructive book of Dialogues

yet issued. 12mo. 352 pages. Price, post-paid, $1.50. A
liberal discouut to Agents.

J, W. DAUGHADAY & CO., Publishers,

424 WALNUT ST., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE AMERICAN UTATITRAUST;
A Popular, Illustrated. Monthly Magazine of Natural

History.—Published by the Essex Institute.

Contents of Vol. I, No. 2.—April, 1S67.—The Moss-Animals,
or Fresh Water Polyzoa, with a plate. By Alpheus
Hyatt —The Fertilization of Flowering Plants. By J.
T.Botlirock.— lNsi;i.-rf. VNOTHBIR Allies, icttli (Uustrattotu.
Bv A. S. Packard, M. !>.—The American Silk Wokm. with
illustrations. Bv L. TrouvelOt. Continued. — Tin: Land
Snails op New England, with illustrations B. K. S.
Morse. Continued —Tire Taraxtila Killers OP Texas,
with a rut. By O. Lincecum. M. !>.—Reviews.—Natural
History Miscellany.—Correspondence.—Natural His
t.'rv Calendar, Birds, Reptiles and Insects,—Reports ok
tub Meetings of Scientific societies.—Books Received
axd Glossary for the Number.
TERMS: $3 per year. Clubs supplied at liberal rates.

Single copies. So cents

EDITORS: Alphkus S. Packaru, Jr., in connection with
EnwAUD S. Morse. Alpueus Hyatt, aud Fbkdsbig w.
Putnam. CST* For Prospectus, etc, address

A. S. PACKARD, Jr., Salem, Mass. .

The list of contributors embraces the best scientific talent ;

in tho country.
.

200 Farms in Virgiiii:i For Sale.

Settlement of Exclusively IVortHcrn Formers*
Valley land, heavily timbered, well watered. Soil and

climate unsurpassed for Graius and Fruits. Title perfect,

Prico only SS.On per acre.
Send for Descriptive Circulars. Address

T. B. WIGFALL, Hillsville P. O.,
Carroll Co., Virginia.

Sco Advertisement, " ALL NURSERIES EV
ONE," on pago 15£t Observe the low Prices,
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(Business Notices $3.50 per Agate Line of Space.)

The immense Profits

TEA TRADE.
The Proprietors of "THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA

COMPANY," became fully convinced, several years ago,

that the consumers of Tea and Coffee were paying too many
and too large profits, on these articles of every day con-

sumption, and therefore organized The Great Ajtericax
Tea Company, to do away, as far as possible, with these

enormous drains upon the Consumers, and to supply them
with these necessaries at the smallest possible price.

To give our readers an idea of the profits which have
been made in the Tea trade, we will start with the Ameri-
can houses, leaving out of the account entirely the profits

of the Chinese factors.

1st.—The American House in China or Japan makes large

profits on their sales or shipments—and some of the richest

retired merchants in this country have made their immense
fortunes through their houses in China.
2d.—The Banker makes large profits upon the foreign

exchange used in the purchase of Teas.

3d.—The Importer makes a profit of 30 to 50 per cent, in

many cases.

4th.—On its arrival here it is sold by the cargo, and the

Purchaser sells it to the Speculator in invoices of 1,000 to

2,000 packages, at an average profit of about 10 per cent.

5th.—The Speculator sells it to the "Wholesale Tea Dealer
in lines at a profit of 10 to 15 per cent.

Gth.—The "Wholesale Tea Dealer sells it to the "Wholesale

Grocer in lots to suit his trade, at a profit of about 10 per

cent.

7th.—The Wholesale Grocer sells it to the Retail Dealer

at a profit of 15 to 25 per cent.

Sth.—The Retailer sells it to the consumer for all the profit

he can get.

When you have added to these eight profits as many
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and
add the original cost of the tea, it will be perceived what
the consumer has to pay. And now we propose to show
why we can sell so very much lower than small dealers.

"We propose to do away with all these various profits and
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, with
the exception of a small commission paid for purchasing to

our correspondents in China and Japan, one cartage, aud
a small profit to ourselves—which, on our large sales, will

amply pay us.

Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to get

up a club. The answer is simply this: Let each person
wishing to join in a club, say how much tea or coffee he
wants, and select the kind and price from our Price List, as

published in the paper or in our circulars. "Write the names,
kinds, and amounts plainly on a list, and when the club is

complete send it to us by mail, and we will put each party's

goods in separate packages, and mark the name upon them,
with the cost, so there need be no confusion in their distri-

bution—each party getting exactly what he orders, and no
more. The cost of transportation the members of the club
can divide equitably among themselves.

The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by
drafts on New York, by Post-0 filce money orders, or by Ex-
press, as may suit the convenience of the club. Or. if the
amount ordered exceeds thirty dollars, we will, if desired,

send the goods by Express, to " collect on delivery"
Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely

upon getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from
the- Custom House Stores to our warehouses.
The Company have selected the following kinds from

their Stock, which they recommend to meet the wants of
clubs. They are sold at Cargo Prices, the same as the
Company sell them in New York, as the List of prices will

show.
Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to the

jtarty getting up the club. Our profits are small, hut we
will be as liberal as we can afford. We send no compli-
jmentary package for clubs of less than $30.

11 goods sold are warranted to give satisfaction.

PRICE LIST :

' YOUNG HYSON (Green), 80c., 90c, $1, ¥1.10, best

$1.25 per pound."

GREEN TEAS, SOc, 00c, %\ t $1.10, best $1.25 per
pound.
MIXED, 7Cc, SOc, Mc, best $1 per pound.
-JAPAN, SI, §1-10, best $1.25 per pound.
OOLO.VG (Black), 70c, SOc, 90c, best $L per pound
IMPERIAL. (Green), best $1.25 per pouud.
ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Dlack), SOc., 90c, $1,

$2.10, best $1.20 per pound.

GUNPOWDER (Green) $1.25, best $1.50 per B.

P. S.—All towns, villages, or manufactories, where a large
number of men are engaged, by CLrEBiNG together, can re-

duce the cost of their Teas and Coffees about one-third by
sending directl}- to the

GREAT AMERICAN TEA COIVIPANT,
31 and 33 Vesey-Street..

PostOffice Cox, 5,G£3 New-York City.

X&~ We call special notice to the fact that our Yesey
Street Store is at Nos. 31 and S3 Yesey Street, a large
double $tore.

From Moore's Rural Kew Yorker.

THE GREAT AaTERICM TEA COMPANY.

Eds. Rural New-Yorker :—Seeing that the Great Amer-
ican Tea Company advertise extensively in your columns, I

thought it would not be improper to inquire of you con-
cerning them,—whether they are sufficiently reliable for

farmers to depend on them for their teas,—whether they
have a large amount of capital in it, or not, &c. Or, is it

one of the many humbugs with which our country is infest-

ed now-a-days? Please answer through the Rr/EAL, and you
will greatly oblige many of its constant readers.—M. "W„
"West Liberty, Iowa, Dec, 18G6.

Remarks.—The above inquiry was received some weeks
ago, and although we were confident the Company alluded

to was reliable, we wished to ** make assurance doubly sure,"

and therefore wrote loan intelligent friend in New York
city for information on the subject, inclosing the note of
M. W. To our letter of inquiry we have received substan-

tially this reply:—" I am confident the Great American Tea
Company is ' reliable" in every sense of the word. The
Company has, I believe, eight large stores in this city and
Brooklyn. It sells, probably, one third of all the tea import-

ed in New York. In furnishing farmers by the club system,

every pound of tea is warranted to give satisfaction, or
money returned. Satisfaction is always given, so far as it

would appear from the testimony of the subscribers to the

religious papers of this and other cities, and the Company is

indorsed and recommended by the editors of the same pa-

pers, and other influential journals. I learn that nearly fifty

persons, from the offices of these papers, are buying con-

stantly of the Company, and you know printers and editors

are not likely to patronize humbugs. If any person is fear-

ful that he will not be treated fairly by the Company, let

him write to any one of the thousands of persons whose
names have been published as its customers. I have taken

time to find out that the statements here made are correct."

In confirmation of the statement of our correspondent, we
will only add that several prominent religious and other

journals of New York strongly indorse and commend the

Great American Tea Company, and that, though we have
advertised it for months, we have never received a com-
plaint from any of the large number of Rural readers who
must be its customers. "We therefore feel like commending
the Company as eminently reliable and worthy of confidence.

On page 150 of the Agriculturist, the Company publish

their mode of doing business, and other matters iuteresting

to consumers of Teas and Coffees. It is worthy of perusal.

COAL.
The subscriber respectfully informs parties wanting Coal

the ensuina season, that he personally attends to filling

orders, free of charge, for all the best kinds of

AMERICAN OR FOREIGN COAL,
on the market, to suit the various purposes they are designed
for, at the lowest wholesale prices.
Purchases made at the PUBLIC AUCTION SALES on a

small commission.

GEO. W. PECK, Broker,

110 Wall-street, UTew Tork.

A NEW GRAPE.
SALEM.

The subscriber now offers for sale for the first Time the
above crape, named SALEM from the place of its origin. It

is a vai'ietv considered not only superior to any of the former
well-known numbers, but also'to any hardy grape at present
before the public, combining, as nearly as possible, every
qualitv desired in an out-door grape; owing one of the hardi-
est, healthiest and most vigorous of vines, and producing
enormous crops of beautiful and hizh-flavored fruit.

Like the other well-known kinds, Nos. 4 and 15, this is a
hybrid between the nativeand Black Hambnrj; ; bnnchlarge
and compact; berry large as Hamburg, of a light chestnut
or Catawba color, thin-skinned, perfectly free from hard
pulp, verv sweet and sprightly, with a most exquisite aro-
matic flavor, not equalled bv "any other out-door grape for
wine or table; as early as TJela'ware or Hartford, having
never tailed to ripen in the most unfavorable season lor the
past sis vears.
Takimr all its qualities into consideration, earliness. hardi-

ness, and great vigor of vine, size and quality of fruit. It is

pronounced bv a few of the best judges who have tried it

to have no equal among all the numerous varieties now be-
fore the public; and I can, with confidence, recommend it

as the best of all my collection, and now offer it for the first

time. E. S. ROGERS,
Salem, Mass.

NOTICE.
The subscriber would here stale that he has disposed of hia

entire Stock of Yines and Wood of the Salem Grape to J. L.
"Waring, of "Amenia Yinevard," Amenia, Dutchess Countv,
N. Y. ( to whom all orders "for the same must hereafter bead-
dressed. E. S. ROGERS.
Salem. Mass., March 2, 1S67.

The undersigned will dispose of a few layers of the Salem,
with two eves, at $ 5 each, and next autumn be prepared to
supply One Year Old Yines in quantity.
The* demand for this valuable Grape will be large, it is

therefore advisable for those who wish to secure them to ap-
ply early. J. L. WARING,

Amenia Yinevard.
Amenia, Dutchess County. N. Y.

ISSOtJRI REAL ESTATE for sale or Exchange
for propertv in or near New York city. Address J. M.

COVINGTON'. Office of the Scientific American, 37 Park
Row, New York.

SPRING VETCHES—For sale bv^ SAMUEL T. THORBURN, Seedsman,
46 Hudson-street, Albany, N. Y.

Price $5.00 per bushel; 30 cents per quart.

EACH TREES.—Fine Trees of the best sorts,

$120 per 1000. PARSONS & CO., Flushing, N. Y.

IOJNA YINES.
All who have read our article, published as advertisement

in the three last numbers of the Agriculturist, have had
reason to see that the Iona Grape must soon supersede all

others for all purposes. Like the famous Pinot of France
and Germany, it gives good results wherever any good grape
will thrive, and, like that, it combines all of the excellent
qualities to be found in the best grapes of any country. In
size aud productiveness it is entirely unlike the Pinot. That
is small and unproductive, and does not permit of that
generous treatment generally designated as '"high culture,"
by which its productiveness might be increased.

The Iona is large and extremely productive ; and although
thriving under the most moderate culture, is as well able to
bear generous treatment, with the best results, as the Dela-
ware. This has been fully shown by extensive trial in all

parts of the country. A full statement of its uuequaled wine-
producing qualities would require an extended essay. No
grape but the Delaware can stand one moment in comparison
with it, and that falls far below it. This is fully admitted by
every wine-maker who has taken pains to become informed
on the subject. Excellent wine, like that which brings
seventy-five dollars per dozen at wholesale, can be made
from it in every family that will provide the grapes.

Under the prescribed conditions of treatment, which are

plain and simple, and just those that all grapes require, it is

the most constant in the production of thoroughly ripened
crops of any grape in cultivation, and has often attained full

success by the side of Concords that have failed. It ripens

as early as Delaware, and earlier than Concord.
The plants that I offer for gardens are better and cheaper,

probably, than will again be offered. Their quality is unap-
proachable by any in market, and the quality ofmy vineyard
vines, and their prices, are such that few who see them fail

to purchase.

There can not be a more opportune time than the present

for the purchase of vines, and the vine to plant is the Iona-

If those offered at trebly reduced prices are good vines, buy
them at once; the country has need immediately of one
huudred times as many as are now for sale, to banish false

wines, and introduce true wines in their place.

But to learn whether mine are not the cheapest in the

market, send for samples, or call and examine my stock. I

promise to make very advantageous trades; and nearly all

who have called, after thorough examination elsewliere, have
practically admitted it by making large purchases. Jfy
largest sales hare been to persons icho hare looked in rain

for vines of satisfactory quality at "reduced rates."

Send two cents for pamphlet and price list,

with inducements to clubs, and engravings of
Iona and Israelln. Manual of the Vine sent
for 50 cents.

C W. GHR-AJVT,
Iona, near Peekshill, Bf. Y.

FROM HENRY WARD BELTHEB.
Brookltx, Feb. 7, 1S67. :

W. L. Bradley, Boston:
DBAS Sir: I tried several barrels of yonr XL Super-

phosphate of Lime during the season of 1SGG, on my farm at
Peekskill. The soil is a sandy loam, on a clay and gravel
subsoil. I found it to be excellent upon all garden vegeta-
bles, peas, beets, lettuce, cabbages, &c.
The onions, of which I raised several acres, were so much

influenced bv it. that the difference between these which had
received vour Phosphate and those on which I had used
auother favorite brand was distinguishable at a long dis-

tance off. I used it upon srrass with verv satisfactory results.
My foreman, T. J. Turner, who more particularly noticed

the "detailed effects, speaks verv highly of it.

If its qualitv is faithfully kept up to the standard, it can
not bnt satisfy- every reasonable expectation.

HENIM WARD JiEECHER.
Manufactured bv TV. L. BRADLEY, Boston, and sold by

all Dealers.

McCLEES, LEFFERTS & Co.,

IOO Beekman Street, N. Y.,

Manufacturers of Galvanized. Best Charcoal,

Best Refined and Common Sheet Iron.

Iron Wire of all descriptions, made of the Best Re-
fined Charcoal Iron.

GALTAMZED "WIRE
For Fences, Grape Trellis, Clothes Line, and

Garden purposes.

GALVANIZED STAPLES.

THE CHRISTIAN.
This rs a large, live, eight-paee Moxthlt religious and

faruilv Paper, "containing sermons, tracts, tales, sketches,
EoetrV, music, pictures, etc., suited to old and tousg.
arge Prist, good paper, no controversy, sectarianism,

politics, puffing, pills, or patent medicines. A healthy
faiuilv sheet. Oslt GO Cts. a Year. Tex Copies foe go.
Three Specimens sent for 10 Cts. Also, 100 new, stirring;,

practical tracts for $1, post-paid. Address all orders to H.
L. HASTINGS, Scriptcral Tract Repository, No. 19

lindall St., Boston, Mass.

AGENTS wanted for Russ patent
scissors sharpener, and Russ* patent
knife sharpener—articles wanted in

every family. Samples sent by
niaiffor 50 cents each. Address

PFCK & SETMOTJK.
13 Gold-st., New York. t^3»

G.E.&F.W. WOODWARD, No. 37 Park Row,
Jf, X. Sec advertisement cf Boofcs on page 159.
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THE MOOSE — MALE AND
CCOPYHIGIIT SECURED.]

P E M A L E. — (Alec AmiricanilS.)—Drawn and Engraved for the Amincun Agriculturist.

This is the largest of the deer family, as well

as the most ungainly ami awkward It has none

of the grace of other (leer, but moves its pon-

derous body (weighing often ten or twelve hun-

dred weight) with a plunging, reckless gait,

often, it is said, meeting with mishaps, and

falling from treading on its own feet. The
forests of Maine, Northern Xew York, and

Michigan, are its southern limits. The Elk of

Europe and Asia (Alee malchis) is closely allied

to the Moose, but a distinct species. The animal

we call Elk should be called the American Stag,

and the Moose is really the American Eik. The
form is well shown in the engraving. Very
high at the withers, and sloping lo the tail, the

fore legs long and stiff, the head enormous, cars

large, the nose and upper lip pendulous, the

horns flat, palmated, ending in numerous tips,

and very large. The Moose is a semi-arctic and

semi-aqualic animal, feeds upon water plants,

moss, and twigs, and remains in winter in what

are called " yards," where the snow is kept trod-

den down. The males are called bulls, and the

females cows ; they are hunted in canoes upon

the lakes, or on snow shoes, 'when deep snows

impede the going of the animal. The flesh and

hide are both of value, but as a general thing

the animal is more hunted for sport than for

profit They arc taken in pit-falls also and by

nooses. The strength of the animal is in pro-

portion to its size, and its speed is very consider-

able. The Moose, as well as its European

congener, has been, repeatedly tamed, and, like

the rein-deer, made to draw wagons and sledges.

Duriug the breeding season, however, the males

become utterly unmanageable and so dangerous

that their use has to be dispensed with. Wc
find no record of the use of emasculated ani-

mals, but see no reason why they might not be

made as docile as oxen, while at the same time

they would be profitable for their meat, as they

feed on a great variety of coarse heritage, green

and dry. Domestication would doubtless also

change their fierce nature. It seems a pity that

so valuable an animal should become extinct.
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Trial of Flows, etc

Peruvian Maize.—We learn from Mr. E.

G. Squier, that he ordered a supply of the Peruvian
Maize, (see p. 219, 1S66,) as he supposed in abundant time
for it to arrive early this spring. Up to this time we
have heard nothing further of it. If it does not come by
or before the first of May, it will be too late to give it a

fair trial this year, which we shall very much regret.

Sack Volumes Supplied.—The back volumes

of t!:e Agriculturist are very valuable. They contain

information upon every topic connected with, rural life,

out-door and in-door, and the last len volumes make up

a very complete library. Each volume has a full index

for ready reference to any desired topic. We have on
hand, and print from stereotype plates as wanted, all the

numbers and volumes for ten years past, beginning with

1857—that is, Vol. 16 to Vol. 25, inclusive. Any of these

volumes sent complete (in numbers) :it $1.75 each, post-

paid, (or $1.50 if taken at the office). The volumes
neatly bound, are supplied for $2 each, or $2.50 if to be

sent by mail. Any single numbers of the past ten

years will he supplied, post-paid, for 15 cents each.
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April is called " fickle, frail and fair,"—" tearful''

and " sighing."—We talk about April showers and

May flowers, and about smiling and blushing May,

as if April were the cold and rainy month in which

sunshine was the exception and drizzly spring rains

the rule—and even that rule not to be depended

upon. Not so. May is the fickle sister, whose
smiles are capricious, whose promises are frail.

"We usually hare fine dry weather in April, which

enables us to finish up a great deal of work and get

ready for May planting. So it has been this year.

The spring was very late in March, but the warm
weather early in April dried the ground, enabled

farmers to plow, haul manure, and get their spring

grain in very well. We fear in consequence of so

fine an April, a cold May, but the long lingering

of winter gives hope against this. Nevertheless we
must repeat our caution against too early planting

the main cropis of Indian corn, beans and roots, ex-

cept potatoes, for you will lose seed, by its rotting

in the ground ; or the weeds will get such a start,

that carrots, parsnips, mangel wnrtzels or beets will

be choked, if they come up, before they can be

hoed. Sow all such seeds when the ground is dry

and warm, and not before.

Take care to cultivate no more land than you can

do well by, without working yourself to death, or

overworking either teams or men. This will secure

thoroughness, and larger profits if not larger crops.

Make provision for work to fill up all the " spare

time," so that you will not hove any. That is—for

rainy days, and days when the ground is wet and
can not be worked. A few roods of carrots or beets,

for stock, are excellent for this, because they must

be hand-weeded and thinned out on damp and

rainy days. Give men and teams always-good long

"noon spells," but exact promptness to begin

work, and willingness to stick to it and do it well.

To "Gentlemen Farmers" let us say—know how
to handle every tool, and if yon do not now, prac-

tice " on the sly " until you can show any awkward
man how he should do his work. Ton gain much
by beating a workman at his own trade, and ,jt is

very easy to do it, if you have a modicum of knack
and eommou sense. Tou may almost always cal-

culate with certainty, on miudagainst muscle, with

a quill or a crowbar. Learn to judge accurately

and justly of a good day's or hour's work, not by
what you can do yourself, but by what an active,

thorough man can do, when you are with him.

Bear down as hard as you please on the shirks ; they

will wince, but stand it, and perhaps do better. If

you are unjust to a faithful man, he will be very

apt to "flare up " and quit, as he should, if he can

not serve you without lowering his own self-respect.

Elevate your men, by your just dealings with them,

interest in them, and care for their improvement.
Furnish them reading for Sundays and eveuiDgs.

Give them such papers as this, and such books as

the Agricultural and Horticultural Annuals, Her-

bert's Hints to Horse-keepers, Johnson on Peat,

the Hop, Flax, Onion or Tobacco culture hand-

books, etc., etc. point out particular views as ex-

pressed in other books, which you use as guides

to practice.—The practice will surely pay.

Miiits About Work.
What would you give if your land—all of it

—

were now dry enough to plow ? Would it not be
worth $5 an acre to you more this very year and
every year ? Five dollars is ten per cent, interest

on $50, which it would cost to drain it, grade it,

and put it in excellent shape—and after all in nine

cases in ten, So would not represent half the profit.

The article on draining in the Agricultural Annual
is full of good ideas and suggestions to any one
who wishes to be thorough in his farming, and this

is the season when a man's needs press upon him
the consideration of this very important subject.

Spring Grains.—It is seldom worth while to sow
oats, barley or spring wheat, unless it can be dona
during the dry warm spells which we always get,

some time in March or April. This weather some-
times lingers into May, being broken up more or-

less, and sometimes comes all together, four or five

weeks of it. If you are caught by cold rains, .com-

ing the last of April or early in May, let the spring

grains go, and put something else in the laud.

Corn manured in the hill, or, if the soil is fit, roots

of some kind. This is a general rule, but when the

rains are early and apparently over before the mid-
dle of the mouth, good crops of wheat are occasion-

ally obtained, and oats may be profitably sown
when straw for fodder is the principal desideratum,

but the early sown always yield the best grain.

Boot Crops.—See hints given last month in regard

to roots that will bear early sowing. In field cul-

ture do not put the drills too close, 20 inches is near

enough for carrots, and 2 feet for mangels and beets.

The soil for Parsnips must be deep and well en-

riched throughout—no shallow culture will do at

all. They do well in heavy, clayey loam. Sow when
the ground is warm, in drills, 20 inches to 2 feet

apart, according to the depth' and richness of the

soil, and the size to which the roots will grow.

The tops will in a measure correspond, and should

have space to expand. Delay sowing Rutabagas

(Swedish turnips) until June. All these crops

should be hoed by horse power ; and there are

several horse hoes, well adapted to the purpose.

Weeding in the drills, and thinning the very young
plants, must be done by hand, and on rainy days,

or towards night. On fair days, only when the

ground is moist. Should the hot sun strike the

young plants within 12 to 15 hours after the soil

about them has been disturbed, a great many might

disappear at once Never let the weeds get a start,

if you do, a dry hot 6pell in June would almost

entirely prevent proper weeding, and the crop

would be lost. Soak beet seed in hot water, keep-

ing it blood warm 24 hours.

Corn.—Be in no hurry about planting. There is

a tendency to err in planting too large varieties,

and those that need a long season. This leads to

planting too far apart. On soils properly manured

3}{ x Z\£ feet is far apart enough for the hills of our

largest flint corn, and 4 feet each way, light for

dent corn. The little northern varieties should be

much closer ; sown in drills, 3 feet apart, and stalks

left 8 inches apart in the drills, very heavy crops

are often obtained. The roots of corn wander a

good way, hence on only moderately enriched laud

the plants must stand further apart. Corn rarely

begins to grow before the middle of June, and if

well up by the last of this month or the first of

next, it is well enough.

Broom Corn.—Use a little manure in the hill,

planting on a good sward. Lime slaked with brine

is advisable, harrowed in at the rate of about 20 to

50 bushels to the acre, if the sod is infested with

wire or cut worms. Ashes and plaster mixed, in

the hill, or dropped upon it, is a good application.

The culture is, in short, much like corn, except

more seed is sown. The plant does not do so well

on stiff soils, and should not be exposed to early

frosts. The hills should stand 2}.< feet apart, in

rows 3 feet apart. Plant before the maiu crop of

corn (1st to 15th of this month).

Flax.—Go through and weed carefully by hand,

when the plants are 2 to 4 inches high, let the wced-

ers be bare-foot ; children are best employed.

Hemp may be sown any time this month. Use 4

to 6 pecks of heavy, bright seed, for broad-cast

sowing. Be thorough in keeping the grass down.

Cotton.—See articles on culture in this and pre-

vious numbers.

Castor Bean.—An article on the cultivation of this

plant on page 171 will repay perusal.

Tobaxco.—The seed-bed, which, having been well

prepared in a warm place and rich soil, will be just

now showing its covering of minute round leaves,

close to the surface, should be watered with dilute

liquid manure, from the barn yard, or with guano

water, very dilute, and any weeds, showing them-

selves, should be pulled out. Tobacco sowed May
1st will be a little late, but will do very well to fill

out after the first planting—as is usually needed,
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Potatoes.—See hiuts given hut month. Late plant-

ed potatoes often, escape rot, but are sometimes
the 'worst victims. The newer kinds, as a rule, are

least affected, but they succumb after a few years.

Cows.—Consider the advantages of having beets

or parsnips to feed the cows before the pastures are

ready for grazing, and make sure of some for next

year. New milch-cows need succulent food before

grass comes, but do not hurt the pastures for all

summer by feeding them off too early in the season.

Calves may be let run as soon as they can get a

"bite" of grass, and being fed regularly besides,

they will pick up a good part of their living and
improve fast on skim-milk and a little meal.

Beeves must not be allowed to fall away in the
least, but their meal, if anything, be increased. At
first, let them have but an hour or two a day at

grass, making no difference in their feed. Gradu-
ally increase the grass and decrease the meal.

Horses and Working Oxen, should have well fitting

harness and yokes, long noons to feed, and hard
work every day. Plan to keep them employed or

they grow soft, and you lose the cost of their keep.

Steep.—Shear, without washing, in May, the ear-

lier the better, if you can give the naked animals
protection against storms. There is much less risk

of hurting the sheep, than is incurred by washing
them. The flock should be thoroughly and carefully
" tagged," and the clip may be tub-washed in a
Doty washing machine, to advantage. Thus a large

quantity of excellent mammal liquid is saved for

the garden, and with merinos, this is quite an object,

on account of the great amount of yolk, rich in

potash. Do not change suddenly from hay to grass.

Soiling.—Sow com in drills 2 feet to 2'^ feet

apart, dropping about 13 kernels to the running
foot, on well manured sod land, laid flat. This will

furnish either green fodder for cows in dry weather,

or it may be cut and cured for winter feed, for

either of which it will pay better than almost any
fodder crop. Sow as early as the loth, and keep
the ground stirred until the crop shades the ground.

Birds.—Protect them on every part of the farm.

Implements.—Be in time about ordering those you
need, secure strength when that is needed, but
lightness and durability combined for all hand
tools. Every farmer needs a good horse rake, of
which there are several, a good horse ha3'-fork, (sec

page 176), and it will pay most farmers to have a

mowing machine, aud'a eombiued mower and
reaper, 6ucb as the "Buckeye" or Allen's " Clip-

per." The neighbors will be glad to hire it. Don't
lend such a tool, nor let it without your own man
to go with it, cveu if you are " your own man."

•-——«o»-

—

—~

Work in the Horticultural Departments.

The willows and poplars have hung out their
tassels—like banners of the advancing host, and
admonish us, that these " notes" will reach the
reader when he is surrounded by early flowers,

and buds full of promise—hence they must be
many, and each one brief, for in this working month
one has little time to read long stories.

Orchard ami Niirscrj'.

The utility of hecling-in trees in a cool and shady
place, will now be appreciated, as planting can be

continued long after trees in the nursery havo
started to grow. In many cases

Trees from the nursery will arrive now, after a

long detention on the way. When opened they

tnay be shriveled and apparently worthless ; if pack-

ed close and damp, their buds may have poshed out
long, white shoots. If shriveled, bury for a week,
root and branch. If growtli has taken place, cut
back to a dormant bud ; don't be afraid to use the

knife freely—you will be glad next autumn.

Creating can still be. done, except with stone
fruits, but when vegetation is active, use care.

llootyrafts.—K not yet set out, should not be
delayed. Put iu rows, 4 feet apart, and 12 inches in

the row, pressing the soil firmly about them.

Planting in Orchard. — Many ask about this.

Cultivate for the orchard. If any crop will leave

the land cleaner and richer than before, grow it.

Eoot-crops are best. Never grow grain, and of all

things, don't try so greedy a weed as tobacco. The
same remark holds as to setting strawberries, and
other small fruits, between the rows of young trees.

It may be profitably done, if the trees are not robbed.

Nursery Trees must be looked to If suckers or

useless shoots are rubbed off, as soon as they push,

much future cutting will be avoided.

Mulching of young trees is to be done before dry

weather comes on, straw, bog, ha}' salt, hay, etc.,

may be used. If no mulch is applied, keep the

ground mellow by frequent stirring.

Bisects.—" I shall move upon your works at once,"

should indicate the character of the warfare. When
a "tent" is visible, however small the nest, be
sure that caterpillars are there. Pull it down with

the fiDgers, rub it off with a brush, swab it out

with soft soap,—anything, but let it get large

enough to do as a correspondent suggests—fire

blank cartridges at it. The curculio begins its

work as soon as plums and cherries arc large enough
to sting. Jar the trees, catch the insect on a sheet,

and burn or scald.

Seedlings of all kinds of trees are to be kept

weeded and thinned, whenever too crowded. Some
of the hardiest forest trees, as oaks, need shading

in their youth. This is especially true of young
evergreens. A lattice of lath is best.

Fruit Garden.
Planting of all kinds may continue, provided the

stock can be had in a sufficiently dormant condi-

tion, with the precautions noticed under orchard.

Grape Vines are frequently left down until danger

of frost is over, and put up after the shoots have

pushed. Great care in handling will be required.

Vines trained on the arm system should have the

arm bent in a curve to insure an equal starting of

the buds. With newly planted Tines let only one
cane grow the first year; select the strongest that

start, and cut off the rest. Put down

Layers of last year's wood. Leave the cane un-

covered in the trench until the buds are well ad-

vanced, and cover with soil as the growth proceeds.

Cuttings of the grape, currant, and any others not

yet planted, should be put in at once, and mulched
with tan-bark or leaves.

Currants.—If the sickly appearance of the plants

6hows that the borer has entered them, cut away
the affected part, if it takes the whole bush, and

bum. Look out for the worm on the leaves ; if it

appears, dust with the powder of white hellebore

at once. Mulching is of great beuefit to this crop.

Insects.—Besides those mentioned under orchard,

the annoying Rose-bug will often prove very de-

structive to the blossoms of the grape. This fellow

seems to defy every application, and the only way
is to shake him off early in the morning, and catch

on a cloth or iu a pan of water. Burn or scald.

Strawberries. —Plant, if not already done, even if

it be late. Keep the beds clean. If they are

mulched, pull up the weeds that force their way
through. Put on a mulch before the fruit ripens, if

not already done. Should there be a dry time,

water, if practicable. Those who have facilities

for irrigation should provide for this.

Packages.—If fruit is to be marketed, havo bas-

kets and crates ready and distinctly marked. There

arc bo many kinds of baskets now in the market

that one has a wide range in section. If in doubt

which to buy, take the advice of your commission

merchant, as local prejudice has much to do with

the matter; a stylo of basket that is approved in

one market may not take in another.

Kitchen Garden.
The first radishes, cress, or lettuce of one's own

garden! No after crop ever seems so welcome 03

these first fruits of our spring sowing. Those who
live in mild climates, or who use glass, may now
enjoy these. The rest have to wait a little longer.

Asparagus.—Cut -from established beds, taking
care not to Injure the root, nor trample the beds.

When marketed it is bunched in bundles 6 to 8
inches in diameter, according to the season ; have
the tops even; cut the buts even; tie closely with
two bass strings, and keep moist to prevent wilting.
If the beetle appears, or its blackish caterpillar,

each less than one-half an inch long, cut or bum
every shoot on which it is found, if it takes the
whole. It is a serious trouble, and demands severe

treatment, or the plantation is done for.

Beans.—Plant when all danger of frost is over, in

rows 2 feet apart. Early Valentine is the most
popular early. Mohawk, China and others are

good. Of pole beaus the Lima is most esteemed,
and needs a warm soil. Plant 5 or 6 around the

poles, which should be 4 feet apart, and C or S feet

high. Press the beans into the soil with the eye
down. The Cranberry, London Horticultural and
White Runner are good sorts for snaps or to shell.

The New Giant Wax Podded, for snaps only, is as

near perfection as we expect to see in a bean.

Beets.—The early sowings should be thinned to

from 4 to 6 inches, according to the distance be-

tween rows. Sow early sorts, if not already done.

Cabbage aud its varieties, Broccoli, Brussels

Sprouts, Cauliflower and Kohlrabi, all need nearly

the same treatment when young. Sow in a well

prepared seed-bed in rows 6 inches apart. As soon

as up, dust with air-slacked lime, to keep off the

fly ; thin if the plants become too much crowded.

Keep those from cold-frames well hoed. The hoe-

fork is excellent for this work. Kohlrabi is not so

readily transplanted as the others, and it is better

to sow the seed, when the crop is to stand, iu rows

IS inches apart, and then thin to S or 10 inches.

For early cabbages, Wakefield and Early York;
medium, theWinningstadt, especially for poor soils;

later, any of the Drumheads, aud for family use

the Savoys, though small, the best of all cabbages.

CarroU.—Treat the same as beets, but they need
closer attention as to weeding, which should be
done very early. Early Horn and Long Orange.

Celery.—Sow as directed last month; loosen the

soil between the rows as soon as up, and pull weeds
as soon as they appear. The same treatment is

followed with Celeriac, or Turnip-rooted Celery.

Crass or Peppergrass.—Sow every 8 or 10 days.

Corn.—The time to plant is governed by locality.

Darling's Early is one of the earliest, but not so

good as many others, of which each locality has its

favorite sort. Ill gardens, rows 4 feet apart, or

more, for the toll sorts, are better than hills.

Cucumbers.—Plants started uuder glass may bo

pnt out as soon as the weather is warm. Iu most

localities, it is soon enough to start seeds on sods.

Plant in manured hills when the soil is warm, and

use plenty of seed. Leave the main crop for pickles

until next month. Early Russian and Cluster, ear-

liest. White Spine the best for family or market.

Egg Plants.—Transplant when large enough to

another hot-bed, or pot aud keep under glass. Do
not put out of doors until settled warm weather,

Serbs, sow. Sec article on page 1S2.

Leeks.—Sow, if not done. Weed as soon as up.

Lettuce.—The crop from wintered plants will now
be ready for use or sale. Sow seeds for 6UCCess!on,

Transplant when large enough 1 foot apart each way.

Martynia.—Sow wheu the soil gets well warmed.

Melons.—Treat in all respects like encumbers.

Mustard.—Sow for salad or greens every 10 days.

Nasturtium.—When the soil is warm sow, and pro-

vide brush or other support forthem to climb upon.

Okra.—Sow where it is to grow. Very tender,

and is best left until June. Dwarf is best.

Onions.—See last month. Loosen the soil be-

tween the rows ; keep clear of weeds from the start.

Parsley.—Sow In open ground. See last mouth.

Peas.—Put brush to the tall sorts, before they fall

over. Earth up in hoeing. Sow late sorts.

Peppers orCapsicums in all respects like egg plants.

Potatoes.—Hoc as soon as up. Finish planting.

Itadishes.—A constant supply will require sow-
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ings at intervals of 10 days or 2 weeks. If insects

trouble, sift on air slaked lime as soon as up.

Bhubarb.—Do not remove the leaves from plants

set last fall or this spring. Older plants will now

give a crop. Eemove the leaves with a slight side-

wise pull—never cut. Remove flower stalks.

Salsify or Oyster Bant is grown the same as carrots.

Spinach.—Sow as directed last month. Hoe and

thin. New Zealand Spinach, valuable during the

hot months, is a branching plant, and quite different

from true spinach. Sow, and when large enough

transplant to 3 feet each way in rich soil.

Sweet Potatoes.—See articles in this and April Nos.

Squashes.—The early sorts are managed the same

as cucumbers. Out of door planting of late sorts

must not be done too soon. Have the soil thorough-

ly enriched. Summer Crook-neck is best early.

—

Boston Marrow, Turban, . Yokohama and Hub-

bard are all fine late. See Basket, page 169.

Tomatoes.—Transplant when danger of frost is

over, 3 to i feet apart, according to richness of soil.

In small gardens it conduces to neatness, and per-

haps productivenes, to train the plants to some

kind of trellis ; on the large scale it will not pay.

Turnips.—Sow, and sift lime over young plants.

Winter Cherry.—This is called StrawberryTomato.

Excellent for preserves. Grown same as tomatoes.

General Management.—As soon as seeds germinate

and the rows are visible, break the surface of the

soil with a light scuffle hoe. Use the rake among
recently set plants in preference to the hoe. A
frequent raking, to destroy weeds as soon as they

start from the seed, will save much hard work.

Never let a weed go to seed. Have a handy, but out

of sight, place to deposit rubbish—or rather two
places : A pit for decomposable matter, weeds, with-

out seeds, and all green stuff, and a heap for brush

sticks, and old weeds—everything that can be con-

verted into ashes. A deal of fertilizing matter will

be ready next spring if everything is carefully saved.

Flower Garden and Lawn.
Greater success usually attend the planting of

Evergreens this month than in any other, and

and screens, hedges and single trees will be largely

planted. It seems trite to repeat so often, that

success depends upon not allowing the roots to

dry—yet we do it with emphasis. Get trees from
the nearest available nursery ; if near enough, go
for them, get them dug, bring them home aud plant

them out ou the same day—all the better if it is a

damp one. If packed, great care must be taken

of the roots. Plenty of damp moss must be used;

some nurserymen claim that a ball of clay is best

to preserve the roots. For the success of the rarer

kinds, see our Horticultural Annual. Those useful,

cheap, and to be had everywhere, the trees " for

the million," as the cant term is—are Norway
Spruce, Arbor Vita3, Hemlock, Bed Cedar, White
Pine, Austrian Pine, and Scotch Pine. The first

four are useful for hedges and screens, as well

as to plant singly. The Norway, is the one tree

for all purposes, whether for beauty, hardiness,

case of removal, or rapidity of growth. Hemlock,
more graceful, but rather less easy to manage. Bed
Cedar, a rather slow grower, but fine for screens.

See article in April, page 134. For low hedges, 2 to

3 feet apart is the proper distance for either. Never
trim off the lower branches of an evergreen, they
may be cut back at the sides or top, like any other

trees. The pines are esteemed in the order in which
we have named them. Price varies with the size.

50 cents each for trees for planting singly, down to

10 aud 5 cents each, for small hedge plants. As
these trees retain their leaves during winter, they
convey an impression of hardiness that leads to

their neglect. Cultivate near a hedge, or screeu, as

carefully as if it were a row of cabbages, and they
will be much less slow, than they have the credit

of beiug. When plants are well established, give

an annual dressing of good compost, with a plenty
of vegetable matter in it.

Deciduous Trees.—In cooler localities most orna-
mental, may still be set, as may

Flowering Shrubs.—We are sometimes asked to

make selections of them, but when we do so, the

list is so long, that we are afraid to publish it. Any
thing that bears flowers, is better than no shrub.

See page 1S1 for several white flowering ones.

Edgings.—Box should have been set last month.

Thrift, Ivy,'Stone-crop, aud various others are used.

Annuals.—Sow hardy sorts at once, and tender

ones near the end of the month. Set out those

started under glass as soon as the weather is set-

tled. Have a plenty of Asters aud standard things,

and don't rely upon novelties, but just try a few.

Perennials.—Have a seed bed for these, and weed
and thin carefully. Sow seeds of those coming in

bloom as soon as ripe. Transplant seedlings.

Dulbs.—Gladioluses, Japan Lilies, Tigridias, and

others may be planted in warm rich soil.

Tuberoses.—Better buy bulbs that have been start-

ed in the green-house, as they flower before frost.

Give a rich, warm place to secure early flowers.

Climbers.—Plant seeds of Sweet Pea, Cypress

Vine, (first scalding,) Canarj'-bird flower, etc., and

get Cobiea, Maurandia, Lophosperum, and "Ger-

man Ivy," (Senecio,) from the florists. Use these

to hide unsightly fences and other objects.

Dahlias.—Set the roots in a spent hot bed and

cover with soil, and when the buds have started di-

vide so as to have a piece of root to each bud.

Those who have no glass can set the roots iu a

warm exposure, aud cover with a mat at night.

Damns.—Mow as soon as the grass is long enough.

Boot up any coarse weeds. Boll frequently.

Hoses will soon be attacked by their enemies.

Hand picking will do a good deal, and whale oil

soap for the slugs. No help for the rose bug but to

shake him off, catch or kill. Turn potted roses

into the border.

Bedding Plants are generally put out too soon.

They are mostly tender, and should not be exposed

to cold nights. Verbenas, Lantanas, Salvias, Gera-

niums, Gozanias, etc., may be used in abundance.

Green and Hot-Houses.
Judgment must be exercised in bringing out

plants, and sudden changes avoided. Those pots

that are not plunged should be sheltered from

strong winds, and Camellias and the like shaded in

part. A layer of coal ashes, upon which to place

the pots, will prevent worms from getting in. Let

the plants remaining in the house be shaded as

needed. Bring out those things that have been

wintered in the cellar and place in the borders.

Cactuses are splendid for verandahs, and for turn-

ing into the border, where they make a grand show.

Fuchsias, when planted out, need partial shade

and to be well staked. A few specimens should be

grown tall for out of door flowering.

Dantanas do not show half their beauty when
grown as bedding plants. When trained as small

trees nothing can be finer in the garden.

Cuttings of shrubs grown from green wood are to

he made, as soon as the growth gets a little firm, to

replace those overgrown from being put out.

Cold Grapery.
The vines, if not already started, should be put

up as noticed last month. Warmth and moisture
being under the control of the cultivator, the start-

ing may be hastened or retarded. When growth
has commenced, the temperature of the house may
reach S5° at mid-day. Use the syringe to preserve

a proper moisture in the air. Select the strongest

shoots for fruiting, and rub out the rest.

Apiary in May.—Prepared hj M. Quinby.

The readers of the American Agriculturist are

scattered over so wide a range of country, that it

will not be expected, that remarks applying to any
oue sectiou, will serve for all. Bee keepers report

the average quantity of honey on hand this year,

compared with last, is not more than one pound in

ten or twenty. Last year, all throughout the period

of fruit blossoms, the weather was cold and windy,

and very unfavorable for the production of honey.

Very many of the best stocks starved outright,

from the 1st to the middle of June. Should the'

weather prove similar this year, ten times the

number will starve, or need feeding. But the

chances are that this year will be much better. A
close watch must be kept continually of weather,

bees, aud honey. See directions in "Apiary" here-

tofore in regard to feeding. Feeding bees moder-
ately at this season, just before, and immediately

after fruit blossoms, is a good investment, although

it may not be needed to prevent starving. The

best brown sugar made into a syrup is probably

the best and cheapest material for the present time.

It will not be sceuted by robbers as readily as

honey. Swarms, in some places, very much favor-

ed, may issue the last of this month. Italians are

quite apt to swai-m before they are expected to.

Hives should be in order to receive them. As not

over three or four swarms in a thousand will leave

for the woods, without first clustering, it is not

strange that many persons think they have com-

pelled them to do, with tin kettle music, just what

they would have instinctively done, without inter-

ference. Make no noise to quiet the swarms.

When they leave, after clustering, it is often owing

to bad management,—as allowing them to hang
clustered too long, not getting all the bees to enter

the hive, raising the hive too high from the bottom,

leaving it in the hot sun, smell of new paint, etc.

Bees that swarm out naturally are quite as apt to

divide nearly right as when artificial swarms are

made. Tet, with the movable comb-frames, the

divided colonies are so readily made equal, that 1

recommend artificial swarms whenever the master

has the requisite skill to provide queens properly.

A weak colony can be strengthened by giving it a

comb or two well filled with sealed brood. After

they have hatched, if not strong enough, give

auothcr. Strong stocks only pay. Artificial swarms
are readily made as follows : First, have a queen

ready; theu be sure that your stock can spare a

good swarm, and that the bees are getting honey.

Operate in the middle of the day. Lift out combs
till you find the one with the queen upon it, aud
put that, with the bees that adhere to it, into the

new hive. Set it on the old stand, and the old hive

on a new stand, at least 20 feet distant. All the

old bees will adhere to the old place. The old hive

will be nearly destitute of honey gatherers for a

few days, but nurses enough will he left to mature
the brood, and they will accept a mature queen two
days after the removal, and in three or four weeks
will be strong enough to divide again, having

gained a good swarm by having a laying queen so

soon after the old one was gone. If surplus honey
is an object, instead of an increase of stocks, both
old aud young are iu the best condition to produce

it. Strong colonies are not destroyed by worms.
—-• » » »

Carrying or Sending- Money
Abroad.—Nearly all of the payments of money be-

tween distant points in our own country and between
this and foreign countries, are made by a system of ex-

changes. One western man sends wheat, pork, etc., to

New York, and makes a draft upon it. Another buy9
goods in New York, and sends a draft for the pay. These
drafts are exchanged or balanced by banks and bankers
at the two points, and only money enough is sent either

way to pay, from time to time, the difference between the

aggregate amounts of the drafts or indebtedness. So
with our foreign trade ; we send abroad cotton, grain,

etc., and buy manufactured articles and other things, and
only gold enough goes across the ocean to balance ac-

counts.—A person going abroad does not want to carry
all the money he may need there. He therefore buys a
Li Draft " on London or Paris, which is cashed on presen-

tation and identification ; or he deposits the money here,

and takes a "Letter of Credit" for $250 in gold or any
higher sum, and then draws the money as he needs it.; or

he buys " Circular Notes," of §25 to §100 each, which are

good at almost any point. Messrs. Duncan, Sherman &
Co. have " correspondents " or agencies in more than 300
different cities or towns in Europe and elsewhere in for-

eign countries, any one of whom will cash their Circular

Notes or Letters of Credit. We found these very conve-
nient when abroad, as we obtained any snm at any
point by calling at their agency, and received it in the

currency of the country we happened to be in. Their

business card Villi be found in our advertising columns.
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See Here—Extra

PREMIUMS!
Accessible To

EVERYBODY!!!
We have prepared two most excellent and valuable

Animals, viz. the Agricultural Annual No. 1,

and the Horticultural Annual No, t. Though

of large size, and costly, they are sold at only 50 Cents

each, and many thousands have heen disposed of al-

ready. They are designed for general use, and one or

hoth of them should be found in every Family in America.

But they were originated and executed too late to be

ready at the beginning of the year, and so they did not

get so large a general distribution as they really merit.

We design to make these Annuals a " permanent insti-

tution," that is, to issue both of them at the beginning of

every year, and we have begun the preparation of material

that will make the next numbers (for 1S68), much superior

even to the valuable volumes of this year.

Now we want everybody to get the first number, so as

to have the series complete from the beginning, for we

know everybody will want the future numbers. There-

fore, we make the following offer : To every person who

shall, after May 1st, send us a subscriber to the Agri-

culturist for this year, at the regular rate ($1.50), we will

present and send post-paid, either a copy of the No. 1

Agricultural Annual or of No. 1 Horticultural Annual,

whichever is desired, (if applied for at the time of sub-

scribing.) They are each in neat ornamental covers,

beautiful inside and outside, and full of valuable in-

formation, including a full almanac, calendar of oper-

ations for each month, all finely illustrated, and contain

many useful articles and suggestions.

Each present subscriber., not already supplied, can thus

get one or both of these annuals free of expense, simply

' by procuring and forwarding one or two subscribers—(If

the new subscriber thus obtained wants one of the an-

nuals, ho can get it for himself by furnishing another

subscriber, and so on.) We shall keep the Annuals on

the press until June 30, and print all that may be called for

under this offer. This extra premium is entirely distinct

from our regular premiums offered on this page.

2 TWO MONTHS 2

2 0O000OOOOQQ
yet remain for all to secure the general premiums otter-

ed in the table in another column. There arc many good

things, and thousands can still get them. " Where there

is a will, there is a way.'.' A subscriber writes: "I sort

p' half tried to get up a premium club in January, but not

succeeding so well at flrst as I thought I ought to, I gave

at up, and only sent a few names obtained. But April 1st,

on seeing that many others were successful, I started out

again, determined to succeed any way, and get cither a

Sewing Machine, or a Gold Pen at least. The first man

J asked said ' No V but I opened the four numbers, and

/howed him (ho 140 engravings, pointed opt .the many

articles on farming and gardening, the prize articles in

the household, the talks with the children, the hundreds

of condensed 'meaty 1 Basket items, the Calendar of

Work to be done, given in each number, and then dwelt

on the humbug exposures, reading him a few extracts. I

then told him, there would be three times as much during

the year, and I did not know how much more, as the

Editors were constantly bringing out somethiug new. I

argued the advantages of keeping up with the times, the

improved taste, which the beautiful engravings would

give to himself and family—told him how many hundreds

of dollars I had got from a single hint the Agriculturist

gave me four years ago, etc., etc. He seemed interested,

but answered that ' he could not afford it.
1

I told him I

was sure he would be richer a year hence, though he might

not see it now. I explained that though it was $1.50 a

year, this was less than half a cent for each working day,

and his working hours would be so much happier with

more to think about. He finally came down, and sub-

scribed, partly to get rid of me or to oblige me. Thus

successful, I kept on every evening, and on two rainy

days. I gained confidence and experience, and where you

had only five subscribers, and where everybody said ' no

'

last January, I have now got more than subscribers enough

for both Sewing Machine and Gold Pen ! The time taken

from my work has been slight, and I have learned not a

little of business tact. Indeed I have been thus paid for my
time and effort, aside from the premiums. Just tell my
experience to others, (omitting my name), and encourage

them to go and do likewise. They will like it ; it will

pay them in a double way ; it will benefit the people they

persuade to read, and it will help extend the benign influ-

ence that the good old Agriculturist is exerting in the

country Keep up your war npon the humbugs; onr

Postmaster says, you have saved the people of this place

many hundreds of dollars— "

We commend the above example to others. The ex-

perience of our friend is that of very many. There is not

one of the twenty thousand towns in our country, where

a like determined effort would not be similarly success-

ful. Human nature is the same everywhere May is as

favorable a month as any other in the year for securing

subscribers. The work of scattering the paper among

those who do not now read, is a good one, aside from the

premiums, and we could appeal to the reader to work
" for the good of the cause ;" but we gladly pay for the

work. The premiums offered are good and desirable, and

we like to send them. Let us have the pleasure of send-

ing hundreds or thousands of them this month. Will you

have one of them ?

If so, look over our premium list, choose the

premium you would like, take a copy of the paper, sally

out among neighbors and friends, in your own neigh-

borhood and elsewhere (for premium clubs need not be

all at one post-office), and in a brief time the desired num-

ber of subscribers can be gathered, and the premium

secured. A furl description of the premiums will be scut

free to any one desiring it. Any Specimen numbers,

cards and show bills needed, will be supplied free.

B^3 Wo take so much pains to procure only good

articles in all cases, that any one securing anything from
our premium list, saves the risk usually run of getting

poor or indifferent goods, when haying of unknown or

irresponsible parlies. Every thing we send out as a

premium is guaranteed to he the best of its kind and price.

Old and new subscribers count in premium lists.

Our premiums arc standard articles, and enough

can he obtained to supply all calls for premiums for six

months. Every canvasser can take abundant time, but

As fast as subscriptions are obtained, send tliem

along, that the subscribers may begin to receive the

paper; and when all the names that can be obtained are

forwarded, select the premium, and it will be promptly

furnished. To save mistakes and keeping accounts, send

Willi each list of names, the exact subscription money

.

Remit in Post-Office money orders, drafts or checks on

N. V. City ; if these can not he had, register money letters.

£"aP" Every name designed for a premium list must

be so marked when sent in. (We can not count others.)

[~Xp* Every article offered is new and. of the very hrst

manufacture. No charge is made for packing or boxing

nun of tl/e articles ii\ fhis Premium Lisf, The forty-

three Premiums. Nos. 1, 2, 6, and from 29 to 32,
and from 40 to 7 5 inclusive, will each be delivered

FREE of all charges, by mail or express, (at the Posl-

Offi.cc or express office nearest recipient), to any place in

the United States or Territories, excepting those reached
only by the Overland Mail.—The other articles cost the

recipient only the freight after leaving the manufactory
of each, by any conveyance that may be specified.

Table ofPremiums and Terms,
For Volume 26— (1S67).

Open to all—No Competition. £ S

No, Names of Premium Articles. _J1 _
1— Garden Seedsfor a Family f40 kinds) IS 00 I 132—Flower Seerls.for a Family (100 kinds) S5 00 ! IS3—Nursery Slock (Any kinds d-isired) §20 001 SO4—Tona Grape Vines (lHofNo. 1).. $18 00 225—Concord Grape Vines (100 of No. 1)...$1J 00 196—Japan Lilies (13 Bulbs) $6 00' 15
7

—

Sewing Machine < Wheeler <e Wilson) . $55 00 60
8—Sewing Machine (Prober <t Baker) $55 00

1 609—Sewing Machine (^Singer's Tailoring) ..$$0 00
1

S6
10—rSewiug Machine l Florence) §63 00' TO
11

—

Sewing Machine ( Willcox dk Gibbs) $55 00 CO
12

—

Sewing Machine (Howe's). $60 Off 67
13

—

Washing Machine iDoty's) $14 00' 21
14

—

Clothes Wi'higer (Best—Universal* $10 00 1815— Tea Set (Sari's best Silrer Plated) $50 00 66
1G— Casters and Fruit Haslet (do. do.) $30 00 4417—Ice or Water Pitcher (do. do.) $18 00 27
18— One Dozen Tea Spoons (do. do.) '$7 50 17
19—One-Dozen Table Spoons (do. do.) $15 00 2220

—

One Dozen Dining Forks (do. do.) $15 oo
1

22
21—Piano (Best Sleinway d- Son's 7-ocm??e)$625 CM v 52622—Melodeon. h-octare(G. A.Prince d-C'o.'.s')$112 00 I 138
23

—

Melodeon. X-octave (do, do.).., $67 001 7334—Ladies' Gold Watch (Beautiful) $100 001 ISO
25

—

Silrer Watch. (Valuable Time Keeper) . .$32 50 48
46
70
GO
18
22
14
11
27
19

150
31
19
96
19

Number
of Sub-
scribers
required
at I at

$1.50 1
$1.

26

—

Double Barrel Gun ( Very good) $30 00
27

—

Spencer'sBreech-loadingEtfle(MunUng)^5 00
2s— Tool Chest (First Quality of Tools).... $44 50
29

—

Case of Mathematical Instruments $9 00
30

—

Case of Mathematical Instruments $15 00'

31—Morton's Best So. 6 Gold Pen ( Silver Case) $5 7532—Morton's Best Xo. 5 S»M Pen 1 Silrer Cose)$4 50
33—Barometer (Woodru/Ts Mercurial) $18 00,
34—Barometer (Woodruffs Mercurial) $12 00
35—Buckeye Mowing Machine, No. 2 $125 00,
36—Allen's Patent Cylinder Flow, etc $20 50!
37—The Aquarius or Water Tln'ower $11 00
38—American Cyclopedia (Appleton's) $S0 00 :

39— Worcester's Great Illustrated Dictionary^ 00
" — js $175;

S k $3 50,

eta $5 25'

E
I

_• $7 00
=3 5 *S 75!

= -=$10 50 1

§2-S$12 25
- $14 00

40

—

Any Back Volume Agricultur
41—Any Two Back Volumes do.
42—Any Three do.
43

—

Any Four do.
44—Any Fire do.
45

—

Any Six do.
46

—

Any Seven do.
47—Any Eight do.
48—Any Nine do.
49— Vois. XVI to XXV

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

50—Any Back Volume Agriculturist'
51

—

Any Two Back Volumes
52—Any Three do.
53—Any Four
54

—

Any Fire
55—Any Six
5G—Any Seren
57—Any Eight
58—Am/ Ni

do.
do.
do.
do.

59- Vols. XVI to XXV

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do-
do.

sK *15

2 $17 50

$2 50,

•c^' So 00
K^ $7 50
= =. $10 00,

§* $12 50!

-^£ $15 00
5„ S17 50
c = $20 00

^^ $22 50
$25 00

60— Genesee Farmer, lS5S-lS65,STWs.,.BoKniJ$14 00
61—Dow ning'sLindscape Gardenfg'
G'Z—Cuin minas d- Miller's A rchiteci.
63—A SIO Library (Your Choice)..
64—A S15 Library
6n—A S30 Library
66—A Sir, Library
67—.1 S30 library
68—A S35 Library
69—A S40 library
70—A $45 Library
71—A §50 Library
7'i—A SSO Library
7o

—

A S7 5 Library
74—,4 8100 library

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

$6 50

$10 00
$10 00
$15 00
$20 00
$55 00
$30 00
$3-1 00
$10 00
$45 00
$50 00
$60 00
175 00- $100 00 125

87
37
97
90
65
45
240
240
350
270
240
270
70
58

225
140
90
50
75
75

1550
460
295
400
158
150
275
190
55
75
42
35
90
65

450
100
65

325
65
20
29
S3
47
54
61

24
36
4S
60
71
S3
92
102
110
116

70
46
60
58
85
106

155
144
162
177

192
207
237
282
360

240
48

75—A Choice of Good Books (See Terms below.)
76—Sewing Machine (Finkle ,e Lyon) $00 00 60
77— One Dozen Pocket Lanterns $9 00, 12

For Full Description of the several premiums
see October Agriculturist, pages 349 to 352, or apply for

a Descriptive List, which v\ill be furnished free and post-

paid. We have room here for only the following :

No. G3 to 74—Good I^inrsii-ies.—These
can be selected by the recipients, from any of the books
named in the list in this column. The books will be

delivered free of cost, by mail or express.

l%o. 75—General Koolc Premium.—
Any one not desiring the specific Book premiums. OS to "4,

on sending any number of names above 25. may select

Books from the list (below), to the amount of 10 cents

for each subscriber sent nl $1: or to the amount of 30

cents for each name sent at the (ten) club price of $1.20

each: or to the amount of 60 cents for each name at

$1.50. This offer is only for clubs of 25 or more. The

books ivill be sent by mail or express, prepaid by us.

BOOKS FOR FARMERS AND OTHERS.
[For sale at the office of the Agriculturist, or they will bo

forwarded by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price. ;j^~ All

these are included in Our Premiums, Xos. 63 to 75. above.

Allen's (L. FA Rural Architecture .

Allen's (It. I..) American Farm Bonk
American Agricultural Annual, is;?, paper, 50c.;- cloth
Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals
American Horticultural Annual, 1SC7, paper, 50c.; cb tli

American Bird Fancier
American Rose rultnrlst
American Weeds and Useful Plants
Architecture, hv Cummlngsft Miller •

Barry's Fruit Cftrdeii
Bemcnfs Poulterer's Companion
Ik'i'U'io's Rftbbll..Fancier .•

$1 SO
1 SO

I 75
10 00

1 75
2 00
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Breck's New Book of Flowers 1 75
Bulst's Flower Garden Directory 1 50

Buist's Family Kitchen Gardener 1 00

Burr's Vegetables of America 5 00
Chorlton's Grape-Grower's Guide 75
Cobbett's American Gardener 75
Cole's (S. W.) American Fruit Book 75
Cole's Veterinarian 75
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 150
Dadd's (Geo. H.) American Cattle Doctor 1 50
Dana's Muck Manual 1 25
Dog and Gun (Hooper's) paper, 30c cloth.. 60
Downing's Country Houses 8 00
Downing's Landscape Gardening (new Edition) 6 50
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America 3 00
Downing's Rural Essays 5 00
Eastwoou on Cranberry 75
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50
Flax Culture 50
Field's (Thomas W.) Pear Culture 1 25
Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farming 2 50
French's Farm Drainage 1 50
Fuller's Grape Culturist, Utevised Edition) 1 50
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist 20
Gardening for Profit, by Peter Henderson 1 50
Gray's How Plants Grow 1 25
Gray's Manual of Botany and Lessons in one Vol 4 00
Guenon on Milch Cows. 75
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, plain4.00, col'd 5 00
Harris* Rural Annual. Bound, 8 Nos., in 2 Vols. Each 1 50
Herbert's Hints to Horsekcepers 1 75
Hop Culture 40
Husmann's Grapes and AVine 1 50
Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry 1 75
Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry 1 50
Johnson's (Prof. S. VI.) Essays on Manures 1 25
Langstroth on Honey Bee 2 00
Leuchar's How to Build Hot-Houses 150
Ma3'hew's Illustrated Horse Doctor 3 50
Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Management 3 50
Mayhew's Practical Bookkeeping for Farmers 90
Blanks for do. do. 1 20
Miles on the Horse's Foot 75
My Farm of Edgewood 1 75
My Vineyard at Lakeview 1 25
Norton's Scientific Agriculture 75
Onion Culture 20
Our Farm of Four Acres (bound) 60c paper.. 30
Pardee on Strawberry Culture 75
Peat and Its Uses, by Prof. S. "W. Johnson 1 25
Pedder's Land Measurer 60
Quinby's Mysteries of Bee Keeping (sew) 1 50
Randall's Sheep Husbandry 1 50
Randall's Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry 1 00
Rivers' Miniature Fruit Garden 1 00
Richardson on the Dog, paper 30c cloth.. 60
Rural Annual, by Joseph Harris 25
Saunders' Domestic Poultry (new), paper, 40c, bound 75
Schenck's Gardener's Text Book 75
Scribner's Ready Reckoner : 30
Skillful Housewife 75
Stewart's (John) Stable Book I 50
Thompson's Food of Animals 1 00
Tobacco Culture 25
Todd's (S. E.) Young Farmer's Manual 1 50
Warder's Hedges and Evergreens 1 50
Watson's American Home Garden 2 00
Woodward's Country Homes 1 50
Youatt and Snooner on the Horse 1 50
Youatt and Martin on Cattle 1 50
Youatt on the Hog 1 00
Youatt on Sheep 1 00
Youmans' Household Science 2 25

Commercial Matters—Market Prices,

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

show at a glance the transactions for the month, ending

April 15, 1867, and also for the same month last year :•

1. TRANSACTIONS AT THE NEW-YORE MARKETS.

Receipts. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barley. Oats.

54,000 51,000
47,500 76,000

26dayS(S(sm'tlil54,000 159,000 141.000 3,800
23daysi«s<m'thlll,000 94,000 139,000 15,000

Sales, Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barley.

26 daysWiS month, 278,000 1,040,000 2.914,000 59(5,000 709,000

22 days last month, 164,500 l,56o,000 236,000 516,000 928,000

2. Comparison with same period at this time last year.

Receipts. Flour. Wlieat. Com. Rye. Barley. Oats.

26 days 1807.... 154.000 159,000 141,000 3.S00 54,000 51,000
24 days 1866....167,500 9,800 5S.000 4,100 134,000 117,000

Saleb. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barley.

2B days 1867 278,000 1,040,000 2,914,000 596,000 709,000

24 days 1866 218,500 399,000 1,418,000 137,000 374,000

5. Exports from New York, Jan. 1 to April 15:

Flour.
1867 114,838
1S66 283,495
1865 353,290

Wlieat.

82,742
109,467
155,701

Corn.

1,981,639
1,884,243
129,749

Bye.

127,282
125,863
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Oats. Barley.

78,535 753,520
506,000
24,303

Gold has fluctuated considerably during the month.

The extremes have heen 132% and 13S54. The warlike

news from Europe has "been the main cause of the rise.

The latest advices thence have been of a more pacific

tenor, and the drift of gold has been downward. The
price on Monday, the 15th of April, was 135 Bread-

stuffs have been in much more demand, for home use,

shipment, and on speculative account, and, with light

receipts, prices have favored sellers decidedly. The most
active foreign call has heen for corn, which has been

quite excited and variable through the month. The mill-

ing demand has been good at buoyant rates. Rye has

advanced materially. Barley has been almost out of sea-

son. There have been considerable arrivals of flour and

wheat from California during the month, which have met
with a more ready market at more remunerative prices.

Our millers have about overcome their prejudices against

California wheat, and are buying quite freely at the high-

est ruling prices There has been a fair degree of ac-

tivity in provisioqs, at, however, irregular prices, most
articles in the line closing heavily Cotton has been

decidedly depressed, by liberal receipts, and adverse

foreign news. The demand for it has been quite mod-
erate Wool has heen rather lightly dealt in at the im-

proved prices noticed in our last. . . .In other agricultural

products business has been restricted, and prices have
been unsettled.

Cur.nif.NT Wholesale Prices.

March 15. April 15.

Price op Gold .. ; 134X 135
Flour—Super to Extra State $8 60 ©12 40 $10 25 @13 CO
Super to Extra Southern 10 30 @16 50 12 00 @17 75
Extra Western 10 00 @16 50 1160 @18 75
Extra Genesee 12 00 @14 50 13 65 ©15 75
Superllne Western 8 65 ©10 15 10 25 @11 45
Rye Flour 6 80 © 3 00 7 90 @ 8 75
Corn Meal 4 90 ® 5 50 5 25 @ 6 25
Wheat—All kinds of White. 2 90 @ 3 25 3 10 @ 3 45
All kinds of Red and Amber. 2 00 ® 3 10 235@3S5
Corn—Yellow 1 11 © 1 14 1 26 © 1 32
Mixed 1 13 @ 1 15 1 29 @ 1 SI
Oats—Western 62 © 69 72 @ 75
State 70 © 72 78 ® 79
Rye 120 @ 1 35 150 ® 1 63
Barley :. 85 @ l 25 80 ©122
Hay—Bale S 100 n> 1 45 ® 1 85 1 50 © 1 90
Loose 1 50 @ 1 95 1 55 @ 1 95
Straw, $ 100 lb 1 20 © 1 60 1 15 ® 1 35
Cotton— Middlings, $ a.... 30 © iiy. 27 @ 28«
Hops—Crop of 1866, ?» 35 ©70 30 ® 65
Feathers—Live Geese, $» a. 73 © 95 75 ® 85
Seed— Clover, * lb 12>i@ 14;i 17 @ 18
Timothy, * bushel 8 65 ® 4 00 3 70 © 4 00
Flax, %» bushel 2 80 ® 3 00 2 85 ©3 00
Sugar—Brown, * B 9J^@ 12Ji 9Jf® 12%
Molasses, Cuba, ^Rgl 43 @ 55 49 @ 57^
Coffee— Rio,(Gold price)?* lb 15«^® 19 16 © 19;j
Tobacco, Kentucky, iSc.^B. 4!^@ 22 iy.® 22
Seed Leaf, \1 a S @ 65 3 ® 65
Wool—DomesticFleece.fttb. 40 ® 70 40 ® 70
Domestic, pulled,?!!) 30 © 58 80 ® 58
California, unwashed, 22 ® 42 22 ® 42
Tallow, V » lOJf® llj.j 11%® 11%
Oil Cake—$ ton 53 50 @55 00 48 00 ®52 00
Pork—Mess, i~l barrel 14 00 @22 50 23 00 ©23 95
Prime, » barrel . : 17 00 @18 00 19 00 ©19 25
Beef—Plain mess 12 00 ©18 00 12 00 ©18 00
Lard, in barrels, V lb 12 ® 13)i 12K© 13«
Butter—Western, % n> 12 @ 82 11 © 28
State,?)Ib 25 @ 45 20 ® 40
Cuef.se 10 @ 20 10 ® 18
Beans—?) bushel 2 75 ® 3 50 2 25 © 3 70
Peas—Canada. ?) bushel 1 40 @ 1 50 1 35 @ 1 40
Eggs—Fresh, V dozen 20 © 89 23 @ 26
Poultry— Fowls, 3< B. 17 ® 22 18 @ 22
Turkeys, $ lb 20 @ 24 24 @ 25
Potatoes— Mercers, ?ibbl... 3 00 ® 3 25 3 50 © 3 75
Peach Blows. 9 barrel 2 25 ® 3 75 2 75 @ 3 00
POTATOES-Buckeye, $bbl.. 2 00 ® 2 25 2 00 © 2 50
Apples—V barrel 3 50 @ 7 50 3 50 @ 7 50
Cranberries, V barrel 17 00 @28 00 12 00 ©20 00

New Yorls: live Stock Markets.—
The supply during the past four weeks has been fair

for the season, aB is shown in the following table

:

week ending. Beeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep. Swine.
March 19 5,365 75 1,005 11.559 14,333
March 26 5,040 89 906 13.810 14,350
April 2 8,920 93 1,216 17,023 14,609
April 9 4,704 79 1,604 10,937 16,153

Total in fourWeeks. .. .19,035 336 4,781 53,339 59,410

Average per Week 4,759 81 1,183 13,333 14,852
do. do. last Month.... 5,096 76 625 14,211 14,950
do. do. prev's Month. 4,737 62 510 19,753 11,345

Average per Week, 1866.5,748 94 1,200 20,000 13,000
do. do. do. 1S65 5,255 118 1,500 16,091 11,033
do. do. do. 1S64 5,161 145 1,511 15,315 13,676

do. do. do. 1863 5,150 129 694 9,941 21,070

Total in 1866 298,880 4,885 65,420 1,040,000 672,000
Total in 1865 270,274 6,161 77,991 836,733 573,197
Total in ISM 267,609 7,603 75,621 782.462 660,270
Total in 1863 264,091 6,470 35,709 519,316 1,101,617

The Lenten season extending over the past four weeks
has diminished the consumption of beef, so that the sup-

ply, though moderate, has generally been equal to the

demand Beef Cattle were a little higher the first

of April, and remain a trifle above our previous quota-

tions, the present rates being equivalent to 17!4c.@18c.

<§ lb., dressed weight, for the few of the best or extra

cattle ; 16%c.@17>.£c. for first quality ; 16c.@15c. for me-
dium grades, and 14.c.@12%c. for inferior to very poor. ,.

Milch Cons are very slow of sale now, and it does

not pay to send them here. Very good cows seldom

bring over $75@-$80, calf included, though occasional

extra or fancy cows sell at $90@$lOO and upward ; com-
mon to poor range from $70 to $50, according to quality.

Veal Calves are coming in freely, live, and " hog-

dressed," that is, with head, feet, and entrails removed,

but the skin left on most of the carcass. Live range

from 12c. <$ lb. live weight, for the best or' extras, down
to 7c. for the worst Sheep and Lambshave not

been very plentiful, but prices are a little lower than one
month ago, the latest sales being at 9!4c.@10c. ^'lb. live

weight for extras, 9c.@9!4c. for first quality, and from
that down to 7c.@7!4c. for poor. Some Bheared sheep,

and a few lambs have appeared, but not in quantity

enough to establish a price Live Hogs have been
abundant for the demand, most of the time, and prices

have not varied much during a month ; the latest sales

range between 7%c.@8c. $ B). live weight, for good, and

7c.@6yiiC. for poor, rough lots.

Take Notice ! — All Subscriptions
begin with the Volume, unless otherwise desired

and specified when subscribing. All subscriptions re-

ceived up to June 15th are entered down for the entire

volume, and the numbers from January 1st are forwarded.

We keep on hand, or print from onr electrotype plates, as

needed, the entire numbers of the volume, to supply to

new subscribers, and to others desiring them. Subscrip-
tions received after June 15th, begin at the middle of tho

volume, unless otherwise desired or specified.

Containing a great variety of Items, including many
good Hints and Suggestions which we throw into smalkr
type and condensed form, for want of space elsewliere.

Good Half B>olIar Easily Earned.
—The special premiums offered by the Publishers on
page 165, are worthy of attention. The Annuals are rich-

ly worth their price, (50 cents), and almost everybody
can each find at least one more who may, with a little

explanation, be convinced that it will be for his or her
interest and profit to take the Agriculturist for the present
year.—The Annuals are not only useful now, but they will

grow increasingly so from year to year as the scries goes
on. It is designed to make these works so beautiful and
valuable that they will be indispensible to every family.

We Commend, the Experience of a
Subscriber, as detailed under the head " Two Months"
on page 165, to the attention of others. What one man
has done, many others can do.

Answers to Correspondents. — We
are not under obligations to answer any questions, but be-

ing rather good-natured,we prefer to do it,and do it when
we can, and it is a pleasure to assist our friends when it

is possible to do so. Many letters go unanswered for vari-

ous reasons, and the great numbers to which we do reply

are written by the editors, away from the office in time
that properly belongs to them for other uses. When one
writes us a letter upon a matter that is solely for his own
benefit, and in a few days after demands u an explana-
tion " why his first is unanswered, we submit that it is

pushing good nature. Will our friends understand that

we answer all that we can as fast as we can, and that no
one is willingly neglected. We show some preferences

though: a letter with prepaid postage is likely to be
taken up before an unpaid one. Inquiries, where to buy
seeds, plants, or any other thing already advertised in onr
columns, are not answered. Inquiries, about "doc-
tors," are not answered. Those who ask us questions

involving the writing of a full volume in reply—like a
Brooklyn correspondent who asks us to write to him di-

rections to propagate and cultivate small fruits—we must
pass by. Those who ask advice in matters totally un-
connected with the objects of our paper—such as desiring

us to advocate the construction of a certain railroad, etc.,

must go unanswered, as must requests for seeds, grafts,

and the like. With a hundred letters before him, all

reasonable persons will see that one must make some
discrimination. Do not send more than money . or

stamps enough to covor the return postage—it only makes
us trouble ; and we can't be hired for 25 cents to write a

letter. So much for replies by mail.

As to replies in tho paper : the first choice is for those

of general interest. Next, those that have but one sub-

ject. Don't mix Agriculture, Horticulture, Household,

etc., all on one page—at least separate them by a space so

that they can be cut apart and distributed to the editors.

Again, please always put the name on the letter, which
will not be used if some other signature or initials aro

given. It often happens, that inquiries are made which

are of interest to the writer and to no one else—such as

those in a Taunton, Mass., letter, inquiring about distin-

guished botanists and others. We have not space for

such matters in the paper, but would gladly reply by let-

ter did we know the writer's address, which is not given.

N. B.—A great many letters are answered in the
" Notes about Work." All the necessary points in about

fifty letters are covered in this way in the present issue.

We try to have these in mind in making up this portion

of the paper, which is always newly written. Continue

to ask us questions, then, and believe that no sensible

one is unconsidered or neglected because there is no per-

sonal answer by " return mail," or in " next month's

Basket." We cannot write on eiwy subject in every paper.

Great Sale ofDnchess and Oxford
Shorthorns. — Mi'. Samuel Thom, of Thorndalc,

Duchess Co., N. Y., has recently sold to Mr. James O.

Sheldon, of Geneva, N. Y., his entire herd of Shorthorns,

with the exception of two bulls, the 0th and 12th Dukes
of Thorndale. This sale is the largest ever made of ani-

mals of the Oxford-Duchess tribe, the number sold, old

and young, being 40, and the average price paid $1 ,000 a

head. Mr. Thome's reputation as a careful, discreet, and

successful breeder, is known wherever this most favorite

family of Shorthorns, (the Duchesses,) is admired, and in

the regard of both Amerioan and English breeders, this
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herd has long stood foremost among those of American
Shorthorns, Mr. Sheldon has heen for some years form-
ing a herd of Duchess of Oxfords, which hears a most
excellent reputation, and with this addition to it, becomes
the owner of more fine animals of these families tlianany

other breeder in the world.

Osage Oraaag-e.—An article on this was
crowded out. In brief we can answer many questions

about starting the plants.—Soak the seeds 5 or 6 days in

blood-warm water, changing each day. Don't cook the

seeds, as onr Delaware friend did. Then keep the seeds

damp, and in a warm place, until they sprout, stirring

now and then to prevent heating. Sow in well prepared
soil ; rows, a foot apart ; cover an inch deep and roll

;

keep well weeded, and thin where too crowded.

A Crood recreating' Shot-gun.—This,

long a desideratum, seems now to have been accomplish-

ed, and the favorite double-barreled fowling piece seems
to be doomed. This engraving represents Roper's Re-

peating Shot-gun, manufactured at Amherst, Mass., under

the supervision of Mr. C. M. Spencer, whose name is

world-famous as the inventor of the repeating rifle, the

terrible seven-shooter of our mounted riflemen. This

gun is light and handy, very neatly made, strong and
accurate, as we judge from careful inspection, and from

examination of several sheets of paper, shot at, at differ-

ent distances. Metallic cartridges, using the common cap,

are loaded before hand and inserted, four at a time in the

magazine. The cartridge cases are light, of steel, and

may be used many times without perceptible wear, and

a large number, ready charged, be conveniently carried.

American Pomology — Apples. —
Doctor Warder's book is now before the public, and will

receive the attention it deserves. It is in fact the only

work where the newer fruits can be found, and will mark
an era in pomological literature, in importance second

only to the appearance of Downing's work, over 30 years

ago. The catalogue of all the recorded varieties occupies

26 pages, and condenses a wonderful amount of informa-

tion in a very small space. One can sec at a glance the,

origin, shape, color, quality, season, etc., of any of the

many hundreds of apples there enumerated. We trust

that the work will meet with a welcome that will encour-

age its author to bring out his vast accumulation of mate-

rials upon other fruits at once. A handsome volume of

744 pages. By mail $3.

Sundry Humbugs.—Since our last we
have received about 2.00 letters from different parts of

the country with swindling schemes and circulars, and

accounts of impositions and cheating by the humbug
operators. Many of these refer to parties described in

this journal last month and previously. Others are con-

cerning parties who have merely changed their places

and names. Very many of these letters ask responses by

mail, but the number is so large that it is out of the

question to write to the half of them. Some ask the re-

turn of tickets, &c, that they have previously forwarded

;

but this-is not practicable. We have thousands of such

tickets, and cannot afford time to hunt up any particular

man's document, unless it be of special importance.

Look for our exposures in past numbers before writing.

Remember that if we do not reply to any inquiry,

either by letter or in a following number, it is an in-

dication that the parties inquired about are cither swind-

lers, or at best of doubtful character. This response

must answer for many letters asking replies, but which

we cannot take time to respond to by letter. , .We mention

a few new names, reserving others for more time and room

than wo now have, and others for further investigation

We say, unhesitatingly, that, without exception, every

"gift enterprise" now before the country is a fraud, and

that the investors in them will And itwo in il,9S)9 case^ out

of every 10,000. Wo have accounts of more than fifty

such gift enterprises now under way in various places.

The soldiers', widows' and orphans' "sympathy schemes"

are by far the most nnmerous. They literally " steal the

livery of heaven to serve the devil "—that is their, own
pockets.. .A. I). Bowman t& (7(3., (Van Allen,) we refer

to here, not to pronounce them humbugs, but to say the

use of Mr. Judd'snamc on their circulars as reference was

wholly unauthorized, and would have been refused if

asked for. Mr. J. docs not indorse anything which he has

not examined with the greatest care, and even then he

aims to avoid being aunoyed with a multitude of letters

of inquiry as to the genuineness of any and every claimed

indorsement, by refusing his signature. The " ink

powder " was submitted by us to a good chemist, and re-

ported " to answer for common writing 'purposes, but not

permanent in its character," and his advertisement
was therefore declined " Aliases." — We publish a
multiplicity of names of swindlers, but the operators are
comparatively few in number, and they change their

"business" firms and names at convenience, and often
run several names and places at the same time. In our
calls upon the swindling gentry in various disguises, per-

sonally and by proxy, the same individual will on succes-
sive days turn up in several localities. For illustration,

an old post-office clerk, whose real name is, or was,
Thomas Fletcher, afterwards was employed in a provost
marshal's office; again he appeared as "Whitman &
Co." ; anon as D. H. Kellum &, Co., etc., etc. After hav-
ing tried various other names until they became too well
known, he lately took up his own again A Masonic
Gift Scheme.—Geo. W. Holmes & Co., are trying to pur-

suade all good Masons to send them $300,000 for as many
tickets, promising chances at $10 silk hats, $75 plated

tea sets, $1,500 pianos, $22,000 house, etc., etc., reckoned

at $200,000 in all, and costing perhaps half as much.
They don't tell how much is to go to a " Hall and Asylum
fund," and leave the ", time and place of distribution to be
hereafter named." No intelligent Mason will bite at this

bait Nur$e?y Gift.—Smith Whitticr, dating at Chicago,

says he has " lost the head of his family," (he ought to

lose his own head,) and wants 50,000 farmers and others

to console him by sending in $100,000 at $2 each, and
promises to give them a chance—a fifty-thousandth chance

—to draw his wonderful fruit farm of 34 acres, somewhere
in St. Joseph, Mich.—he don't tell exactly where. Plenty

of other widowers would like a similar consolation. Go
to digging, Smith Whittier, and not try to humbug honest
people out of their hard earned dollars by your big pic-

ture and great promises. . .Sam'l Bechtold & Co , of Phil-

adelphia, ask people to send them $2 each for a sol-

diers' orphans' home, offering in return $2 pictures, and a

bonusof abouthalf amilliondollars worth of gifts. That
may do to catch very "green-horns," but not anybody
else. Before investing for charity's sake, better write to

Jay Cooke & Co., and ask them if the reference to Geo.

A. Cooke is allowed, or worth anything if allowed

Of Gift Entetpiises, the meanest are those that solicit

patronage ostensibly to aid soldiers, or their widows, and
orphans. A score or more of them are now operating.

Among others, Tudor, Gates & Co., of Mulberry, O., alias

Cincinnati, give the pretended full indorsement of

Governors, members of Congress, etc. None but very

foolish people will pay $1 for one chance in 300,000 of

drawing a valuable prize, even if sure that $256,000 worth
is to be drawn for. When one wishes to aid soldiers and
their families, better send the wltole money to responsible

parties, and not let the ticket operators pocket three-

fourths or nine-tenths of the money paid in to them
The "Nassau Association" offer 12 silver spoons for $3

in currency, and to throw in gift tickets for watches and

other articles, "marked" from $250.00 to $2.00 each.

Very tiny silver spoons they would be at $3 for 12, to say

nothing of the " gifts." Lead spoons, very thinly plated

with silver, can be bought for a trifle, and are worth no
more. Where do the green-horns live who keep such en-

terprises agoing? Lotteries.—-T. J. Furniss, of Cedar

street, New York, like many others, pretends to assure a

great many people of his ability to send them valuable

prizes. Let everybody having an itching to try these fel-

lows, remember, 1st, that if they can pick out lucky num-
bers, then the whole lottery is in every way a swindle,

and you will be surely swindled : 2d, that if conducted

fairly the pretended agent is a liar, and will cheat you;

3d, that if he had the ability to select lucky numbers, he

would surely keep them himself, for he would make far

more thus than by the commissions he could hope for

from any customers you could possibly send ; 4th, that at

least nine in every ten of these lottery " agents" keep

every dime sent them, and you can never find them or

get a word from them; and, finally, that all lotteries are

unfair swindles, however regularly conducted, because of

every $5 paid in, the managers and ageuts pocket from

$3 to $4, and leave only $t to $3 to be drawn for by the

t icki-t B .. .Frank, Mass & Co..William-st., and J.E.Brenuan

&Co., Nassau-st., are match swindlers withT. J. Furniss.

Beware ofNew Tea Companies. The so-called "Great

American Tea Company," 31 & 33 Vesey st., advertised

in our columns, though doing an immense business all

over the country, has not evcu been complained of to us

more than two or three times in as man;- years. On this

account, as well as for other reasons wo have previously

stated, we believe general satisfaction is given to their

customers. But stimulated by their success, several of the

swindling fraternity have started or pretend to have started

other "Tea Companies,"—some copying very nearly the

advertisements, etc., of the old company. Some of these

we know to be humbugs, (one was noted last month.)

and as to others we have not evidence sufficient to 'war-

rant us in admitting their advertisements. . . Every man
offering watches, jewelry, ctc.Aiy tick- f is to be carefully

avoided. Nine out of ten of the most plausible of those

fellows will send nothing for your money, and not one

in a hundred will give you your money's worth Every
stealer of morals, modesty, aud virtue, will be quite likely
to steal your money if sent to him. These fellows know
you will not make a fuss about money sent for immodest
or immoral books and instruments, and they will keep it

aud send nothing, unless pretty sure of making a bigger
haid afterwards Plants, etc.—Don't spend your money,
time, and soil, on any of the wonderfid foreign corns,

seeds, plants, etc., that just now turns up exclusively in
the hands of some one individual. Egyptian corn,
Dourah corn, etc., which were tried and condemned years
ago, are " up " for speculation again Want of space
compels us to stop here, leaving about 50 letters un-
answered—but they are all humbugs , so don't be troubled
about losing some great money making chance See
last month's exposures for sundry names in these letters.— I*. S.—Harris Bwthers, of Boston, received some-
thing towards their just deserts in the Superior Court on
April 15th, viz. : a fine of S14 9000 ($7000 each).—Good
for Boston : Now let N. Y. City take hold of her lottery

and "gift enterprise 11 swindlers.

Mr, Jodd not am Office-Seeker.

—

The following appeared in a New York daily morning
paper on April 4th :

" Office Seekers.—The halls and
ante-rooms of the Executive Mansion were literally

blocked to-day by the crowds of office-seekers. Tha
crowd exceeded anything of the kind for months past.

The President was almost exhausted by 3 p. m., and not
one-third had obtained interviews. Orange Judd, the

publisher of the Agriculturist, and Horace Capron, of Il-

linois, are prominent candidates for the position of Com-
missioner of Agriculture. The President is determined
to remove Newton." Similar telegrams have appeared
in many other journals. From the above, it would ap-

pear that Mr. Judd was one of the Li crowd" of candi-

dates knocking at the Presidential door for office. We
take the liberty to say that so far from this being the case,

he was quietly at home looking after his gardeners and
builders, and entirely ignorant of any efforts making, or

to be made by anybody, to get him into office, nolens

nolens. The Agriculturist " Office," with its half million

of patrons and friends, is abundantly satisfactory so far

as position, usefulness, and pay are concerned. In

short, he is not an aspirant to any Government office.

Worse tlian Hiim1>ng'.—The Murder of

the unborn, is beginning to attract, in some degree, the

attention which its great importance imperatively de-

mands. The prevalence and recent great increase of this

crime,the general ignorance as to its criminality, and of its

terrible consequences upon the guilty actors themselves,

forbid longer silence on the part of medical men, minis-

ters and editors, who have until now feared lest public ef-

fort should make known and increase an evil which it

aimed to diminish. Dr. Storer's Essay, "Why Not,"

published by Messrs. Lee & Shepard, of Boston, should

be in the hands of eveiy Physician, Clergyman, Editor,

and of all other intelligent persons of either sex, in

the country. (Price 50 cts.) Dr. Todd recently furnished

an article on the subject to the Congregationalist, at Bos-

ton, and we hear he is preparing a longer essay for publi-

cation. The Christian Advocate, of New York, also pub-

lished an article from an intelligent lady, entitled :
" Fash-

ionable Murder." The Northwestern Christian Advocate,

of Chicago, 111., of March 13, devoted 7$£ editorial col-

umns to a bold and outspoken discussion of the subject,

which is being copied at tho West, and is worthily awaken-

ing much attention. We learn that one of the editors,

Rev. Arthur Edwards, Chicago, is preparing a cheap Pam-

phlet or Tract designed for extensive circulation. We
wrote somewhat sharply on one phase of the subject

—

the medical advertisements—in May, last year, and we are

very glad to sec these further efforts to check a wide

spread, growing, and terrible evil—crime I It behooves

every woman—every man indeed—to become enlightened

upon this subject. What shall we say of those

journals, even such papers as claim and find admission

into the best families, that yet, for the sake of the money
consideration, daily spread before their readers the

advertisements of such monsters—such murderers—as

Restell, Maurieeau, and many others, who offer their ser-

vices and medicines to all, married and unmarried, and

promise for a small consideration to assist them not only

to the most criminal deeds, but to the almost certain de-

struction of their own future health and happiness—very

Often of their lives. If the publishers of such journals

lack the conscience or the intelligence required to reject

these advertisements, their sheets should be bauished

from the household by every one who would not nurse a

viper in his domestic circle.—An editor, with whom wo
recently remonstrated, excused himself by pleading ig-

norance of the character of an advertisement. Any edi-

tor, so simple or ignorant as not to know the intent of

advertisements "to remove Irregularities from whatever

cause," "monthly pills," etc.. and the like, has wofully

mistaken his calling as an enli^htener of the public.
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Small Wooden SSoxcs lor IS»Iter.
—W. B. Guernsey, of Norwich, N. T., has "brought to our

notice an apparently excellent device for marketing but-

ter in small packages. Two round boxes of equal hight,

made of maple veneer with maple heads, very light and

strong, fit together almost air-tight, one forming the box,

the other the cover. They are protected by a tasteless in-

odorous varnish, and butter, being packed in them when
made, and filling them completely, is said to keep as well

or better than in firkins ; and the cost is about the same,

pound for pound. These, if they will work, will afford a

most profitable means for marketing butter, both for the

producer and consumer. We shall test and report.

A Winter of* Snows.—"Wishing to pre-

serve some record of the remarkable winter just past, we
requested Prof. O. W. Morris, of the Deaf and Dumb
Asylum, N. T., to give us the data. Prof. M. is an accu-

rate meteorological observer, and has charge of one of

the stations of the Smithsonian Institute : — "Farmers

generally predict good crops when the snow falls early,

and the ground is covered by it during the winter, wheth-

er the same snow continues or melts, and is followed by
other falls. The ground has been covered nearly all the

time since the first of any depth came, and it had suffered

but little from freezing and thawing. The popular say-

ing,
l That there will be as many snow storms as the date

indicated in the month when the first falls,' is not borne

out in this winter, for it first fell on the 23d November,
and there have been 26 distinct times when snow has fall-

en. The quantity is very much more than common, as

the aggregate is 6 feet and 10 inches. The weather for

this latitude has also been unusually cold, the thermome-
ter on one morning fell to 13 degrees below zero, and a

longer continuance of cold weather also; for, in Jan.,

there were 17 mornings that the thermometer was below
freezing point. We have also had very high winds, do-

ing much damage on the sea, and also on the land. Last

year, our first thunder storm occurred on the 21st April

;

but this year, we had very heavy thunder and vivid light-

ning on the 2d of February, and again on the 9th."

Hydraulic Rams deliver at usual bights
about one-seventh to one-eighth the amount of water re-

quired to run them. They cost from $8 (for a ram adapt-

ed to a brook furnishing 3 quarts to 2 gallons of water
per minute—having a %-inch drive-pipe, and %-inch dis-

charge), to $150, (for one adapted to a flow of 25 to 75

gallons per minute, having a 4-inch drive-pipe and 2-inch

discharge). Water rams arc applied to raising water for

the purposes of supplying dwellings and stock-yards, gar-

dens, etc. ; for irrigation, ornamental fountains, etc., etc.,

and when well set, require little care. They may be sup-

plied by plumbers generally
; Douglas 1

is esteemed.

The American Pomological Soci-
ety.—We have space for only the following portions of

the circular :—The undersigned give notice that its Elev-

enth Session will commence in the City of St. Louis, Mo.,

on Wednesday, Sept, 11th, at 11 o'clock, A. M., at Mer-
cantile Library Hall, and will continue several days. All

Horticultural, Pomological, Agricultural, and other

kindred institutions in the United States and British

Provinces, are invited to send delegations as large as they
may deem expedient ; and all other persons interested in

the cultivation of fruits are invited to be present and take
seats in the Convention.

Among the prominent subjects which will come before
the Society at this session, will be that of the revision of
the Society's Catalogue of Fruits. The several State
Pomological and Horticultural Associations are requested
to compile lists for their own States or Districts, and for-

ward them, at as early a day as possible, to P. Barry, of
Rochester, N. Y., Chairman of the Committee on the
Revision of the Catalogue.

Members and delegates are requested to contribute
specimens of the fruits of their respective districts, and
to communicate in regard to them whatever may aid in

promoting the objects of the Society and the science of
American Pomology ; and as the fruits of the South and
Southwest will then have attained their size, it is desir-

able that a grand display from these sections be made.
Each contributor is requested to come prepared with a

complete list of his collection, and to present the same
-with his fruits, that a report of all the varieties entered
may be submitted to the meeting as soon as practicable.

Packages of fraits, with the name of the contributor,

may be addressed as follows: ''American Pomological So-
ciety," care of C. M. Saxton, corner Fifth and Walnut
Streets, St, Louis, Mo. Marshall P. Wilder, Pres't.

James Vicrc, Sec'y.

StiU Another.—New Agricultural papers
multiply so rapidly of late that we can hardly keep the
run of them. The latest accession .to the ranks is the
New England Homestead, a 16 page monthly, published
by Henry M. Burt & Co,, at Northampton, Mass. A tak-

&g £% and a good looking a,xl de^erly edited sheet.

The editors in their first issue show a virtue that we com-
mend to others much longer in the harness—when they

quote, they give full credit for articles taken from other

journals. It starts with, our good wishes.

Showers of Brimstone.-C. Wade, of

Todd County, Kentucky, sends a sample of a yellow sub-

stance that fell with a rain on the 11th of March. It is a

pale, sulphur colored powder, and its appearance some-
what alarmed some persons, though Mr. W. rightly con-

jectures that it is the pollen

of some kind of a flower. A
glance at a portion under the

microscope at once showed
it to be the pollen of some
pine. As this pollen is of a

veiy peculiar shape, we give

an illustration of its appear-

ance under the microscope.

It must be very early for the

pines to be in blossom in

Kentucky, and it would be

interesting to know how far the winds had carried it. This

phenomenon has been noticed many times before. Many
years ago a copious shower of it fell in Troy, N. Y.,

and caused great alarm among a certain class. Showers
of brimstone, blood, and the like, soon lose their mys-

tery under the microscope.

The American Fruit Cnltnrist, by
John J. Thomas; New York: William Wood & Co.—
There are a few people—just a few—whose writings we
feel safe in recommending, without even seeing them,

and John J. Thomas is one of these. But we
think too highly of the author to pass his book by
without an examination, and after a perusal we are

able to commend it as one of the most useful of the

recent additions to horticultural literature. Many horti-

cultural books are ground out by the job, but this is not of

that kind; the author knows just what he is writing

about, and puts that knowledge in so plain and pleasant

a way that others can benefit by it. As the scope of the

book includes all kinds of fruit, the author does not at-

tempt too much with any, but gives the leading varieties

of each, and directions for their propagation and culture.

The book contains 511 pages, produced in handsome
style, and liberally illustrated. We can send it by mail,

at publishers
1

price—$3.

<Sr»-vel-~*v»ll (Concrete) Houses-
Gables.—Aliquis will find no difficulty in putting up
gables of concrete, if he will make large bricks, the width
of the wall and twice as long, of the concrete, and lay

them up like a flight of steps on each side. They may
be made rectangular or with one end beveled at the de-

sired angle for the roof. The wall between them may be
laid up in concrete the same as the walls of the building.

The Roller Whiffletree — illustrated

herewith, is a simple and effective device for preventing
injury to trees, when plowing among them. Its working
can be readily seen by the figure. It is patented by a
subscriber to the Amei'ican Agriculturist.

Dog Law in Connecticut*—A cor-
respondent informs us, that the dog law in the above
state has been perfected so as to apply to the whole state

without reference to town action. Dogs are registered,

taxed, collared, and watched by select men. Outlawed
dogs given over to death. Good, we are glad to hear it.

Three cheers for the Nutmeg State, if she will only live

up to the law.

^Mastering' vs. Weather-boardinjr.
—J. R. Chambers. If the plaster be made of cement,
and good, clean, sharp sand, it will last for ages. Brick
and stone buildings are finished in this way, and stand
the weather. The American Building Block Company
put up the walls of large buildings with an artificial stone,

made of cement, sand and lime. Consult a builder^

A §tra^vl>erry Exhibition will be
held by the American Institute in New York in June

—

time not yet fixed. Liberal premiums are offered and a
large show expected, Another will be held in Pittsburgh,

Pa., by Mr. Knox on June 12th and 13th, on which occasion
we are sure that at least " 700 Strawberries " can be seen.

Poultry Matters.—We have certainly been
growing careless in neglecting poultry in this country.
The prizes of our Agricultural Societies are given freely

to unworthy subjects, and ignorance of their business is

the rule and pot the- exception amon^ poultry breeders
j

real " fanciers" are rare, while those who take a fancy to
keep a certain kind or kinds of poultry, do so for a year
or two and then neglect them. Worcester, Mass., sustains
the only Poultry Club in the country ; there may be others,

but they are very quiet. Poultry fanciers, are those who
breed, not for the sake of multiplying poultry, but "for se-

curing perfection in points of purity and excellence, and
for improving upon the various breeds now known, and
who are on the alert to introduce new and improved
breeds. Such persons gain much by being associated,

and we would be very glad to chronicle the formation of a

New York Poultry Club, which the following
letter from an enthusiastic poultry breeder suggests

:

Messrs. Editors :—Noticing an editorial suggestion in
the American Agriculturist, in reference to a poultry club,
I wish you would again call attention to the matter. It
seems hardly creditable to our great metropolis and neigh-
boring cities that there is no association of the kind.
Thousands of persons residing within fifty miles of the
city are. interested in poultry, and if these will only take
an active interest in forming a club, it may be made not
only a pleasure but a benefit to every one connected with
it. We certainly need such a club here, and I. for one,
will do all I can to further the object. Will any of your
readers assist? If so, I hope to hear from them.

Yours, A. M. HALSTED, 63 Pearl street.

Importations.—A number of our prominent poul-
try fanciers have been importing from England, France
and Belgium quite extensively of late. Since the list

published in the American Agricultural Annual was pre-
pared, we hear of importations by Mr. Halsted, above
named, of Crevecceur, Hondan and La Fleche fowls ; by
Mr. Benj. Haines, Jr., of Elizabeth, 1ST. J., of Crevecceur,

Golden-Pencilled and Silver-Spangled Hamburg, Gray and
White Dorking, Silver-Pencilled and Black Poland, Gol-
den and Silver Seabright, Game and Black African Ban-
tam, and Black Spanish fowls, besides Rouen and Ayles-
bury Ducks ; by Mrs. Saunders, Brahma, Cochin. Gray
Dorking, Houdan and Crevccoeur fowls, Toulouse Geese
and Aylesbury Diicks ; by Capt. Singleton, Dark Brahma
and Cochin China fowls.

A New Corn Dropper.—A subscriber
sends the following: Boys and men in dropping corn
often drop 20 or

more grains where 5

only are needed. I

propose to obviate

this by fastening a

small cup, holding

5 or G grains, on the

thumb, and a fiat piece on the fingers of a glove or

mitten, as shown in the illustration. This is, of course,

for planting on the small scale only. Unpatented.

Angora or Cashmere Goats,
Fleeces, etc.—We have many inquiries in regard to

these interesting animals and their beautiful, silky fleeces,

and shall endeavor to satisfy our readers as soon as we
can satisfy ourselves. The animals are the subject of

wild speculation at present, and what their economical

value will be, when people sober down, it is hard to say.

This much is certain: They are as hardy and easy to

keep, probably as mischievous also, and may be made to

yield as good milk, with proper selection and breeding,

as the common milking goat. They have not, it is said,

so strong an odor, and their flesh is claimed to be supe-

rior,—these two propositions we will not vouch for.

Their fleeces vary greatly in length and fineness. They
are wonderfully silky and beautiful,—and just now fringes

and tassels made from them are very fashionable. The
hair, or wool, take3 color easily, and may be woven into

beautiful and durable fabrics. The demand now is

chiefly for fancy-work, fringes, tassels, etc., and for the

skins for muffs, tippets, and capes for ladies. The fleece

is said to sell, in New York, Lowell, and wherever there

is a demand, for $1 to $4 per pound, according to quality,

but so far as we can learn, the demand is uncertain. We
are glad to know that efforts arc being made to introduce

a stock of the very best animals that can be purchased in

Asia, and also to introduce looms and foreign weavers.

Xo Bring; up Saintly Land.—"J. C.

M." You have no clay, can get muck, and any "hand
manures" which can be bought in New York market.

Your best plan would probably, be to cart muck as soon

as the roads are settled ; use this to increase your ma-
nure heaps, compost it with shell lime, 10 bushels to the

cord, plant corn with the manure compost, potatoes with

the lime compost, with plaster and ashes when they first

come up. Plow o^ier land and sow 100 to 150 weight of

Peruvian guano, to the acre ; sow buckwheat and plow it

in when in full blossom with a flat furrow ; then put on

50 bushels of lime to the acre, harrow, and sow buck-

wheat agaiu, (if before the first of August, sow corn or

sorghum.) and plow under as soon as growth is checked

by the frost. Clover will probably not take well on the

soil now, but may be used as a green manure crop after

this treatment, or on land after manuring and taking off

& corn or other .crop,
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Ooan^ to E*a.ris, London, etc.—Sev-

eral subscribers in different parts of the country have

from time to time asked about the methods and expenses

of getting to the Exhibition at Paris this summer. There

are mauy steamers advertised, but it is hardly in our line

to go into particulars. In remembrance, however, of a

most delightful voyage in the world-renowned ".Great

Eastern." in 1ST>2, without the least sea-sickness or other

discomfort, we can commend a voyage in her as a most

desirable thing. This Leviathan of the deep has even

been greatly improved (not 4i enlarged" as editors say),

and will leave New York for Brest May 2S and July 9.

(For circulars, etc., address Wells & Fargo's Express

Company, New York City.) A railway extends through a

beautiful part of France from Brest to Paris. First class

fares to Brest are $100, $125 and $140 each in gold—the
different rates depending upon the size and location of

state rooms. This fare includes all necessary expense on

ship-board. Railroad fare from Brest to Paris $7.50.

This makes the trip to Paris, at present prices of gold,

about $144, or $178, or $200 in our currency. One may
allow about $5 a day in Paris for expenses, sight seeing,

riding, etc., or $100 for twenty days. The round trip will

therefore cost from $400 to $300 currency, according to

style of going, extras, etc. A $100 or more, taken along

to use in purchases, etc., if desired, will not come amiss.

When in Paris, one will want to run over to London,

which can be done by several routes, in 14 to 16 hours,

and for $G to $S in gold, according to the route and ac-

commodations chosen. As much more will take one up
through the heart of England to Liverpool.—Another

vory pleasant, short trip, for one pressed for time, is

to go from Paris to Lyons ; thence to Geneva, Switzer-

land—a romantic ride up into or among the Alps—; thence

to Frankfort, Germany, diverging to Strasburg if time

serves ; thence to Mayence ; thence down the most inter-

esting portion of the Rhine by steamer to Cologne ; thence

to Brussels ; thence to Paris, or to London via Ostend.

*We give partly from memory, and partly from our notes

made in passing over portions of the route in 1SG2, an ap-

proximate table of the distances, first and second class

fares (thelatterabonteqnal to ourfirst class cars), in gold,

and the through time by express trains, not allowing for

stopping to rest or for sight seeing. Starting from Paris :

Paris Miles. Sours. 1st Class. 2d Class.

To Lyons 310 11 $11.00 $8.00

To Geneva 100 5 3.50 2.50

To Frankfort.... 313 16 0.00 6.50

To Mayence 21 1 80 60
ToColognc 127 10 2.00 1.50

To Brussels .... 150 8 5.00 4.00

ToParis 215 10 7.00 5.50

Or to London... 210 11 10.00 7.50

Slow Torture at tlie Stacl*. — An
u Iowa Farmer" should cypher on the problem of the

cost of fattening steers in the field rather than in the barn

in the winter. One third of the food at least goes to keep

np animal heat, and is wasted. Corn is cheap in Iowa,

but is it cheaper than boards? In the East, store cattle

and cows have little to eat except corn stalks, straw and

hay, and this often of poor quality. If kept at the stack

through the winter, they grow poor and suffer.

Fence I»osts.—H. T. Lake, Portage Co., O.

We know nothing better to preserve posts than to dip the

butts in hot coal tar, let them drip, and then roll in sand.

Wliat Manures shall We Buy?—
11 J. M." Peruvian guano, at present prices, is out of the

reach of most cultivators, and yet it is so reliable, and so

certain to produce immediate results, that some will buy

it at any price. Superphosphate of lime is always good

for certain crops, if yon get a genuine article, and for this

you have to rely upon the integrity of the manufacturer.

Bone dust is in the same category. The cheapest manures

In the market, this spring, we think, are the fish guanos,

or the dried pumacc from the fish-oil factories. These are

of two kinds, the refuse as it comes from the press, de-

prived of all the oil, and the refuse still further dried and

ground to a coarse powder, so that It can bc'sown in drills

or broadcast. The latter involves considerable more

labor in its preparation, and stands higher in the market.

It has about 9 per cent, of ammonia. It is better for cer-

tain purposes ; is more conveniently applied either in the

hill or to growing crops, and can be more evenly distri-

buted upon the surface for harrowing or plowing in. Tho

unground refuse Is lumpy, and needs to be mixed with

large quantities of turf, loam, peat, or muck in compost,

and to be thoroughly worked over, in order to uso it

economically. "We have used both varieties with excel-

lent results, and at present prices, wo think we get more

fertilizing material, for tho money, in fish guano than in

any other articlo in the market. The market is generally

at tho factories, and, for tho most part, the articlo is kept

In first hands for salo ; so that there Is not much chance

for adulteration without detection. Until quite recently

the local demand has taken it up about as fast as made.

Tho fish-oil factorios aro increasing, and as the refuse

multiplies, it has to go farther from home for a market.

It is coming into use on the cotton plantations, and wher-

ever it is fairly tried the demand for the article increases.

TT3ae Price of Farm. Labor—as given

in the Monthly Report of the Agricultural Depart-

ment is: In the Eastern States $3.3.30 per month; in

the Middle States, $30.07 per month ; in tttc Western
States, $28.91 ; in the Southern States, $16.00; in Oregon,

$35.75 ; in California, $15.71. In Massachusetts the price

is $3S.94 per month, which is higher than in any other

State except California. This is attributed to the great

variety of industry in the State, only about one-fourth of

the people being employed in agriculture. This makes a

very lively demand for all farm products. The greater

variety of occupations in a State the better for laborers.

There has been an advance in the price of labor of about

seventy per cent, in the last forty years, notwithstanding

an immigration of 5,000,000 of people. The greatest want
of the country is labor to develope our resources.

"Where Farms are Advertised*—
G. Ober. Farms for sale are frequently put into the hands
of real estate agents in the neighboring cities, who ad-

vertise in the daily or weekly papers. A visit to a read-

ing room in the city, where all the papers are kept, would
give yon the desired information. The cheapest farms
will generally be advertised in the local papers in regions

where there Is the least enterprise.

Boston HSarrow §«ua§2a for Milcla,
Cows in "Winter.—At the annual meeting of the N.
Y. State Agricultural Society, Judge Osborn, of Albany,

made interesting statements in regard to his mode of cul-

tivating, preserving, and feeding this important crop.

He thought it very valuable as a part of the winter feed

of milch cows. After the fall feed was over, he fed with
cabbage until about the 1st of January, and then with
squashes for two months, and followed with mangels and
then with carrots. He thought one pound of the squash

equal in nutriment value to five pounds of pumpkin.
The cows "were very fond of them, and they imparted no
disagreeable flavor to the butter. He sometimes fed.

fifty pounds of squash to a cow in a day.

He cultivated the Marrow among his corn, reserving

every fourth row for this purpose, running clear across

the field. The rows were four feet apart. The squashes

thus had a fourth part of the land, and as much sunshine

and manure as the corn had. He did not approve of the

too common method of stealing a crop by planting pump-
kins in the same hill with the corn or potatoes. He had

two methods of guarding the vines against destruction by
bugs. As soon as the vines began to run vigorously, he

covered all about the root3 with fine manure to induce the

formation of new rootlets near the snrface. This has-

tened the growth, disturbed the bugs, and helped the

starting of new roots. A little later in the season he cov-

ered the vines at the joints, so as to make them strike

roots there. If they lost their first roots by the hugs, as

they sometimes did, they would be nourished by the

joint roots and perfect their fruit. Plaster was used to

prevent injury by the striped bugs in the early stages of

the growth of the vines. It required considerable labor to

guard the squashes against freezing after they were gath-

ered in the fall. His rule was to keep just ahead of the

frost in protecting them. They were gathered into heaps

in the field and covered when frost threatened. As the cold

increased, they were carried to the cellar and laid upon

shelves where they could be easily examined. The de-

fective ones were removed as fast as decay made its ap-

pearance. He thought this squash was not in perfect

condition for eating until the 1st of January.

National Trial of IPIows, Har-
rows and. Cultivators.—There will be a great trial

of these implements held under the auspices of the New
York State Agricultural Society near title*, N. T., on the

7th of May and days following, by n committee consisting

of nearly the same gentlemen who officiated as Judges at

tho trial of Mowers, Reapers and other hay and grain

harvesting Implements, at Auburn last year. The pro-

gramme was not received until after the April number of

the Agriculturist waa In tho hands of our subscribers.

According to the terras it announces, entries must be

made two weeks before the trial, and $20 entrance fee

paid for plows, (£5 if for exhibition only). The plows must

be exactly as they aro sold to farmers, and they are ar-

ranged under ten gold medal classes, as follows : I. StifF-

soil sod-plow; n. Stiff-soil stubble-plow; tit. Light-soil

sod-plows ; rv\ A plow which will plow 12 inches deep in

stubble land, inverting the soil—(" raise the lowest soil to

surface of the fu?row "—Programme) : that is, probably,
1 ralso tho lowest soil to the surface of the furrow slice.

1

For a plow which will turn a furrow of this kind, not less

than five Inches wide—tho large gold medal. V. Michigan

(sod and trench) plow ; VT. Sub-soil plow in connection

with an ordinary (?) plow ; VH. Ditching plow for open-
ing drains ; Yin. Machine for excavating ditches ; IX.
Steel plow for soils that will not scour ; X. Swing or side-

hill plow. A medal is offered for the best Harrow, and
"Cultivators" are divided into two classes in each oi

which two gold medals are offered. The New York State
Society by this action will place the public under renewed
obligations to it and its public spirited officers. The trial

will, we donbt not, result in great good.

TTEae Kew BSeglstercu Letter §ys<=
teni, which is to be a very great improvement in tho

matter of security, goes into operation June 1st, as we
learn from official sources. We state by request, that

some Post-masters are erroneously attempting to carry it

out now ; they should wait for the new " Register Pack-
age Envelopes," the chief feature of the new system.

^Jsaasasrsvered. Letters, Special Note.
In addition to the usual business and editorial letters,

referred to Mr. Judd for advice and direction, he is in the

constant receipt of many letters marked " Personal," on
various topics, including friendly epistles he would like

to answer, personal inquiries, offers of implements, etc.

He has kept these along, responding as fast as possible—

to the most important first—but they have accumulated

beyond his hope of getting to the bottom of the drawer.

He must soon have more time for rest, or cease to write

at all. Will his correspondents please kindly excuse this

seeming, but by no means designed or desired, lack of

courtesy or attention to their favors and requests.

The gmall Fruit Culturist.—Bj A.
S. Fuller. The only work devoted to small fruits. Special

treatises of this kind have the advantage that the author

can more thoroughly discuss his subject, and go into

greater detail than in a work embracing both large and

small fruits. Mr. F. has been so long identified with the

culture of small fruits, that it is unnecessary to speak of

his qualifications as a teacher. The work covers tho

whole ground of propagation, culture, varieties, packing

for market, etc. "While many will differ with the author

in his estimation of the value of some varieties, all will

agree as to the thoroughness, and clearness, of the prac-

tical part of the work—except perhaps those few growers,

who wish to keep the secrets of the trade to themselves

,

these should recollect that the work was written for the

people. The work is most abundantly illustrated. About
800 pages, $1.50 by mail,

Meuicinfics to Try.—"We ask those who
send ns specimens of this kind to excuse us. We have

no desire to compete with the Farmers' Club.

A Caret.

BAROMETER CHALLENGE TO SOLON ROBINSON
OF THE TRIBUNE.

Sir:—In your "reports" of the New York Farmers'

Club you have more than once spoken of the Barometer

in a manner to convey the impression that it is worthless

to farmers, and its sale to them a humbug and swindle.

Ton have said that " in your opinion it is utterly worth

less to fanners; that it does not predict rain r.t all; that

the rules laid down in scientific works for the observation

of the Barometer are utterly fallacious, and that persouB

who depend upon the Barometer will fail fifty-nine times

out of sixty in their weather predictions." Now, you

have told me, in presence of witnesses, in cfl'ect, that

" you knew nothing at all about mercurial Barometers, or

their operation, that all the chance you ever had to ob-

serve the movements of a Barometer, was from a few

weeks' use of an imperfect Aneroid, and that you did not

feci competent to decide upon their merits." Knowing
your reputation as a writer offiction* ("Me-won-i-toc, &c.)

I, of course, know how to appreciate the first of the above

statements, but appearing, as it did, in a widely circulated

journal, the public is liable to be led into hurtful error,

from the great difficulty in discriminating facts from fic-

tion in your" reports.V To got at tho truth of tho mat-

ter, I make yon these propositions :

1st. There aro many thousands of "Woodruff's Barome-

ters In the hands of practical farmers in this country.

Ton may procure as many certificates as yon can from

persons using my Barometers to prove yonr point, and if

I do not show forty certificates from fanners of its value

and practical utility for every one you can produce to the

contrary, then T will yield the point.

2d. I will place one of my Barometers in the hands ofa

practical, disinterested man, who shall keep a record of

its movements three times a day tor thru- month?, and

from Its movements alone, daily predict the coming

weather. In strict accordance with a printed "card of di-

rections," which I will furnish, and for every time he

fails to predict correctlyHie coming weather, I will for-
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fcit the sum of five dollars, while for every time he pre-

dicts correctly, you shall forfeit the sum of one dollar. If

at the end of three months the balance of forfeitures is

against me, you shall pocket it. If the halauce of forfeits

is in my favor, it shall he used to advertise the result in

the American Agriculturist. In both cases, and whatever

the result, you are to publish this challenge, and the re-

sults arrived at, in the Tribune. You cannot obj ect to the

fairness of this proposition, for, as yon publicly state that

the Barometer fails fifty-nine times out of sixty, and yon

gain five dollars for each failure, and I hut one dollar for

each success, if your statement is true, you will get $295

for every time I get $1. I make this offer in good faith,

and will act up to it, and, if yon require it, will deposit

$500 in advance as security. I do not make the proposi-

tion as a betting or gambling scheme at all, but to call out

evidence and thorough investigation, that we may have

more tangible and certain proof than random individual

statements, if the facts are as you have stated. Tour

connection with the Tribune gives wide circulation to

your statements, and it is important to the public that

they do not lead to error. Tours, very truly,

CUAELES WILDER.
Pcterboro', N. H., April 2d, 1807.

"Walks and Talks on the Farm—No. 41.

A few clays ago I got a letter from John

Johnston. After he had sealed the envelope,

he wrote on the outside :
" "Write the name of

your farm plain; I cannot make it out."

I call it "Moreton Farm." One has to have

a name of some kind, you know. Rose Hill,

Sunnyside, and similar names would be too sen-

timental. "Edgewood" I like, but Ike Marvel

has appropriated that. Henry Ward Beecher's

Farm in Lennox, before he bought it, was called

" Mount Desolation." But when I saw it, a

dozen years ago, it was a lovely spot. If I

could have got those glorious old elms by adopt-

ing the name, I would have done so. But there

was no hope of that, .and so I finally adopted a

name which has no meaning in itself, but which,

to me, revives the pleasantest recollections of

my early days. Moreton was the place were

my forefathers lived and died. The old thatch-

ed home is still there, but the family is gone.

Not one remains, and the farm is in other hands.

My uncle John, the last occupier, was a good

specimen of an English farmer. His father

died when he was sixteen years old, andhe and

my father carried on the farm jointly for a dozen

years or so. The farm contained 260 acres,

half of it high rolling land, and the other half

low and wet. The latter produced little but

rushes and coarse grass. My uncle cut a deep

ditch through this land, and underdrained into

it. The effect was magical. It produced enor-

mous crops, and for eight or ten years previous

to the close of the war in 1815, the price of

farm produce ruled fearfully high. He has sold

wheat at $5 a bushel. Of course he made
money. But I have heard him say that he did

even better later in life, although prices were

much lower. This was because his land became
richer and richer, and he grew heavier crops.

I hope such will be the case in this country.

On this two hundred and sixty-eight-acre

farm he raised 40 acres of wheat, 40 acres of

barley, 40 acres of turnips, 5 acres of vetches, and
sometimes more, cut green for the horses in

summer, and six or eight acres of potatoes for

fattening pigs. I think his wheat in later years

would average, one year with another, 30 bush-

els per acre, and the barley 40 bushels. In

addition to this he kept, on an average, 44 milch

cows. He raised a dozen of his best calves

every year ; had a dozen two year olds, and
fatted for the butcher every winter a dozen

cows ;—their place in the dairy being supplied

by the dozen three year old heifers he had raised.

He made cheese, and it was of excellent quality,

although the night's milk was skimmed in the

morning before it was put into the vat with the

new morning's milk. And in this way he got

about 100 lbs. of butter a week, in addition to

the cheese. He kept nine horses, 150 large

Southdown and Leicester sheep, and many pigs.

My land is naturally richer than the old Farm.

Why cannot I make it equally productive ?

In the dairy districts of this State, the farms

are kept too exclusively to grass ; and in the

wheat region, too exclusively to grain. If we
could combine the two should we not obtain

better results ? My uncle was a wheat grower,

and his wife a Cheshire dairyman's daughter.

In Cheshire the land is devoted pretty ex-

clusively to the dairy. But at Moreton they

combined the two systems, and I believe they

made nearly as much cheese, butter, mutton,

wool, and pork, as if the whole farm had been

devoted solely to these; and on the other hand

they obtained as much wheat and barley as if

the farm had been devoted exclusively to grain.

Now I do not see why my farm, and much of

the land in Western New York, will not-produce

as good cheese as the land at Moreton, and

certainly as good meat. I asked Mr. Willard

to visit Moreton and examine the matter. I do

not know whether he did so or not. Sanford

Howard did so, and I wish he would give his

views on this subject. At Ingersoll, C. W., there

is a large and flourishing cheese factory, and if

I mistake not, it is as much a wheat growing

section as Western New York. We want ma-

nure on our wheat farms, and wool growing is

not very profitable, and cattle can be fatted

cheaper at the west than here, and so with pork.

But if we could make cheese, the problem

would be solved. We could feed high, make
rich manure, and raise good wheat.

Donald G-. Mitchel, in his Wet Bays at Edge-

wood, a book I am never weary of reading,

quotes a maxim from Columella, which he says

is broad enough to cover all possible con-

ditions :
" Whoever would devote himself to

the pursuit of agriculture, should understand

that he must summon to his aid—prudence in

business, a faculty of spending, and a determi-

nation to work."

My uncle had all these. He had prudence,

but it did not degenerate into parsimony. He
fed his land and his stock with a liberal hand.

He was not afraid to lay out money in improve-

ments. He could look ahead and was willing

to wait. He had confidence in good farming.

As an instance of his " faculty of spending."

When guano was first introduced, he heard on

good authority of its astonishing effect, and

ordered five tons to give it a trial. It proved to

be all that conld be desired and the next year

he ordered ten tons.

I once tried to persuade one of our Monroe
County potato growers to use guano, and finally

succeeded. "When you send for yours, you
may order fifty pounds for me. I have not as

much faith in these things as you have, but am
willing to try it."

I want to raise a good crop of corn this year.

The field has been in grass for some years. I am
plowing under some 25 loads of manure per

acre, and have a heap of last year's manure in

the field, thoroughly rotted, that I intended to

spread on the surface after plowing and harrow
it in thoroughly before planting. " Would it

not be better to put it in the hill ?" Possibly it

might, but the roots extend farther than we
imagine, and will find it. Besides, I do not plant

in hills. I shall drill in the corn. The Deacon
does not believe in drilling. He thinks corn

does far better in hills. But John Johnston

writes me that he has drilled in all his com
since 1846, and few men have better crops.

I wrote Mr. Johnston that my underdrains

were running freely, while the surface was frozen

as solid as a rock, and asked him how the water

got into the drains. He replies :
" Don't you

know that when we have much snow it draws
the frost out of the ground, and the tile drains

discharge all the water there is in the land ?

Some of mine have discharged water all winter.

Where the snow blows off, they don't. You
will learn much if you keep farming and drain-

ing ! Some of my wheat made a good growth

under the snow this winter. I suppose thou-

sands of farmers never notice this fact." The
above appears to be a partial explanation, but

does not, it seems to me, cover all the facts.

I have just received the April Agriculturist.

As Mr. Johnston says, I do not write very "plain"

and the printers doubtless are often troubled to

make out my meaning. They sometimes guess

at it, and do not always hit it. Speaking of

underdrains filling up with sediment, they make
me say :

" The chief danger is from the surface

water washing away the soil, more or less, and

running in large quantities into the drain."

What I intended to say was, that where the

drains run through the valleys of rolling land,

the water in the spring runs along the surface

of the frozen land and accumulates in the val-

leys over the drains. The soil over the drain

is not frozen as hard as the rest of the land, and

in several instances on my farm, the water soaks

through this soft soil and makes a hole down to

the drain, small, probably, at first, but soon

wearing larger. These holes are usually about

the size of a rat-hole, running perpendicularly

down to the tiles. But where there are larger

tiles the holes are sometimes larger. What I

was afraid of was that this waten, being more
or less muddy, might, in a drain that has little

fall, deposit silt, and choke it up. But I have

recently been examining the matter, and find

there is less danger from this source than I ex-

pected. The water being two or three feet

above the drain, must be forced through the

tiles with considerable rapidit}', and carry the

sediment with it.

While my hand is in, I may say that the argu-

ment in favor of feeding clover hay and oilcake

in the March No. is rendered obscure by the

omission of a line. It should have been stated

that " the manure from a ton of oilcake is worth

$19.72." Several gentlemen have written me
about my remarks on this subject. If they will

supply this line, and take a pencil and go over

the calculation, they will come to the same con-

clusion that I did—namely, that, after deducting

the expense of carting and spreading the ma-

nure, the net value of a load of clover hay and

oilcake dung, with part straw for litter, is seven

times as great as the manure obtained from feed-

ing straw alone. And if this is true, are we
not making a mistake in allowing American

oilcake to be shipped to England ?

Cotton-seed cake, which I understand is being

made extensively, is more valuable for manure

even than Linseed oilcake. It contains 61 per

cent, of nitrogen, 7 per cent, of phosphate of

lime, and over 3 per cent, of potash, and these

figures show that the manure obtained for a ton

of it is worth $27.86. This is on the supposition

that the husks are removed from the cotton be-

fore the oil is expressed. If this is not the case,

the cake will be of far less value for manure, and
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of no value at all for feed. It is the "decorticat-

ed cotton-seed cake" that we need. It is valu-

able feed, and affords the richest manure, of any
known vegetable food that has been investigated.

A correspondent asks me how I plant and
cultivate beans. Last year I turned over an old

sod, harrowed it thoroughly, marked it out in

rows 2 feet 5 inches apart, with a common
wooden marker, then drilled in the beans with
the "Corn and Bean Planter." We finished

the whole field of twelve acres in a day and a
half. Of course it is not necessary to mark out

the laud before planting. The drill will do its

own marking, but I find it better to mark the

land first, as the drill can be guided so much
straighter. The drill sows two rows at a time,

and when the laud is marked in advance, the
tubes, or " hoes," run in the marks, and you can
sea the least deviation. I set two men at it, one
to drive the horse and the other to guide the
drill. Too much pains cannot be taken to plaut

straight. A little extra labor in doing this will

be saved five times over in the after culture.

Of course this is equally true of corn^ potatoes,

and all other hoed crops. The drill drops five

or six beans in a hilL about 14 inches apart. I

have no doubt the beans would do just as well,

and perhaps better, if dropped a single bean at

a time, two inches or so apart. They do very
well planted so in the garden, but having them
in hills is more convenient in hoeing. I hoed
mine only once last year, but kept the cultivator

running frequently between the rows. This is

the great point, and it is here where so many
fail. It is said to rust the leaves if cultivated

when the dew is on. This may or may not be
so. I do not know. But I do know that fre-

quent cultivation will make all the difference

between a good crop and a poor one. One of

my neighbors told a friend that " there was the

grandest field of beans he ever saw in his life

on the north road." "They are Mr. Harris'."

"Not they, he hasn't got a field on his farm
that will produce such a crop as that." But
they were my beans, and what is more, they

were planted on the roughest and most neg-

lected field on the farm—a field that had not

been plowed for fifteen years, and produced

little else than thistles and teasels. There was
a great growth of beaus, and it was caused by
nothing but frequent cultivation. I do not know
how often they were cultivated, but I think

eight or nine times. At all events, not a weed
was suffered to show its head between the rows.

"What is the best variety?" I have not had
experience enough to tell. Hayward thinks the

Marrow is the most profitable. It yields nearly

or quite as well as the medium, and brings a

higher price. The only objection to it is that

the beans are apt to split open.

I question whether there is anything gained

by scalding seed-peas to kill the pea-bug. Of

course it will kill the bugs, but whether the next

crop will be any more likely to escape, is some-

what doubtful. Two years ago I got my seed-

peas from Canada. A finer sample could not

be desired, and there was not, apparently, a bug

in the whole fifty bushels. I sowed them on

twelve acres and had a splendid crop. But a

more buggy lot of peas I never saw. We
thrashed them rather late in the fall, but on a

warm, sunny day, and the bugs, or more cor-

rectly weevils, flew above the slock and round

the heads of the men by thousands. The partly

dormant bugs might have been gathered from

under the fanning mill by the bushel.

This crop, as I have said, was grown from

seed free from bugs. And it seems to me clear

that simply destroying all the bugs there may be
in the seed, will not insure a crop fioni their

depredations as a consequence.

I may mention that the next year I sowed
these buggy peas, and they grew apparently as

well as sound ones. I presume they were as

buggy as the previous crop, but I fed the peas
to the pigs early in the fall, before the bugs
were fully developed. This is really the only
plan we can adopt, with safety, in this section.

It is no use trying to raise peas for market, al-

though I did sell a load or two to the coffee

manufacturers in the city. They prefer, how-
ever, to get sound peas from Canada, though for

my own part, I think a certain proportion of
bugs in the peas, after they were roasted and
ground, would make about as good coffee as the
sound peas. But then, you know, people have
their prejudices, and it is well to humor them.

One of my neighbors last year sowed his peas
in June. They escaped the bug. But the crop

was hardly worth harvesting. Better sow early,

on rich land, raise a heavy crop, and feed them
out very, early in the fall, to the pigs. The crop
will pay very well for this purpose, and a good
smothering crop of peas leaves the land in good
coudition for wheat. And no crop that we raise

makes richer manure than peas.

—i <» »-o.

Origin of Forced Drones.
BY BEDWEXL BROS., ST. EAUX, MINN.

[By Forced Drones, those are meant, which,

being reared in worker cells, are of small size

and lower vitality than those raised in drone
cells. Worker bees are imperfectly developed

females, and Fertile Workers are those which
are sometimes found laying eggs. These eggs

not having any impregnation, if they hatch, all

produce drones. Forced queens are those reared

in case of the loss of a queen from eggs or

larvte which would have become worker bees,

if hatched and fed in the usual way.

—

Ed.]

We found the origin of, and gained ability to

recognize fertile workers, in trying to answer a

question often put to us, much in this way

:

" Why do my bees, having reared forced queens,

which were all removed before they commenced
to lay, or lost in their flight to meet the drones,

refuse again to rear queens, though worker eggs

and larva? be repeatedly given them, and de-

stroy queen cells or kill queens, but persist in

rearing drones in worker and drone cells?"

On removing a queen from a hive to induce

the bees to replace the queen by rearing others

from worker eggs or larva?—as they will, several,

—sometimes many common worker bees com-

mence to consume large quantities of honey

and pollen for the purpose of secreting jelly
J
to

feed the selected worker larva; to convert them

into queens. This food, we suppose, devclopes

their dormant ovaries, so that they may there-

after lay eggs. At first they are noticeable from

their singular aud uneasy motions, and are con-

tinually eating. We have often, in cool weather,

separated the honey and pollen from these bees,

by intervening empty combs, and always found

these particular bees first at the stores. After

several days, they have the appearance of rob-

ber bees—a black color, which in time has an

oily look. We once tried to see if a high tem-

perature gave robber bees their dark, greasy ap-

pearance, and allowed a stock of bees to steal

or rob a pail of honey, first placing a thermom-

eter in their hive; in 20 minutes the temper-

ature arose from Gl° to 108°. We had often

observed the bees to take on that color, in hot,

close weather, and confined a swarm on a
hot noon-day, and the temperature arose to 1,11°,

melting the combs with the great heat, the bees
all becoming of this dark color and greasy lustre.

One of our hottest days last summer indicated
a temperature of 128° iu the sun, and the brown
of nearly all bees in close locations turned black.
When bees lose their young queens, they feed

and caress the bees above described, and they,
after some days, commence to lay eggs in worker,
drone, and queen cells, often 10 to 15 eggs in a

cell, laying more when the weather is cool than
when it is hot. When one egg in a cell hatches,
the remainder are consumed by the nursing
bees. As drone larva; are fed similar food to
that fed to workers, drones mature in worker
cells

; yet these do not attain more than two-
thirds the size of natural drones; while the
larvas from eggs laid in queen cells, doubtless
from a difference in food, die before maturity.
Unfecundated queens—those forced queens rear-
ed early or late in the season, and not meeting
the drones or having met this kind of smafi
drones, and the seed becoming exhausted, are
worse than fertile workers, as they are more
prolific, and more frequently lay in worker cells.

Although forced drones are apparently able
to fulfill the office of male bees as well as forced
queens that of a queen, they ought equally to be
avoided as causing the degeneration of the stock.

[The Messrs. Bidwell answer the question
proposed iu their first paragraph, but do not tell

what to do in such a case. We suppose the cure
is simply to introduce an impregnated queen,
kill the fertile workers, or break up the colony.]

Culture of the Castor Oil Bean.

BY S. B. STETVABT, CLEAR CREEK LANDING, Hi.

[Although we are not familiar with the cul-

ture of the castor oil bean, except as an orna-
mental plant, we have no doubt it might be
profitably cultivated in parts of the Union
where now it is unknown. The geographical
limits of its profitable employment as a farm
crop, are, we should judge, nearly coincident

with those of the Sweet potato, or the larger

varieties of Dent corn. The following commu
nication to the Agriculturist will be read with
interest, and, though so late in the season, may
form the basis of experiments, with a view
to planting more largely another year.

—

Ed.]

"I plaut what we call the Florida Beans ; they

arc smaller than the Spanish Beans, and do bet-

ter in this latitude ; then, there is more oil to the

bushel, (so say the oil factory men). They cau
be raised about 100 miles north of us, with suc-

cess. A fair crop here is from 16 to 20 bushels

per acre; 100 miles north, 10 to 12 bushels per

acre. The soil is prepared first, the same as

for corn, then lay your ground off both ways,

seven feet apart each way, plant as soon as

the frost is out of the ground and it will do to

plow. Before planting, soak the beans say

from 12 to 20 hours in warm water—about as

warm as the hand will bear when beans are

lust put in—plant and cover same as corn, drop-

ping two beans in each hill. They require about

a week longer to come up than corn, and when
the plants first come out of the ground, I hey are

red. Castor beans are usually planted hereon

our poorest soil; still, a much belter yield can bo

had from rich laud. Our object in planting ou

poor soil is, that a crop raised on a piece of laud

one year, is equal in its effects to a crop of

clover plowed iu towards enriching, or "bringing

land to," as it is often termed. Plow or use a

cultivator {the latter is the best,) whau the plants
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tand about 3 or 4 inches high, going close to

the plant, leaving the middle of the row until

you have gone both ways of the rows, and the

beaus have fresh loose dirt about the hills ; then

go through and clean the middle with a cultiva-

tor or plow. "When the stalk is 7 to 10 inches

high,go through and thin, out, leaving one stalk in

a hill; then plow

or cultivate as

corn, only be care-

ful not to plow

after the stalk

is so high that

the whiffletrees

will break the

branches and thus

injure the plant.

In fact, when
the plants aver-

age 12 to 18 inch-

es high, they can

take care of them-

selves ifthe weeds
are kept from the

middle, between
the rows. No
stock will eat them
excepting young
colts, and if the

land is grassy it is

often well to turn

in sheep or hogs.

I planted last

year on the 9 th of
May (rather late)

;

and began to gather the 14th of August. One
can easily tell by watching, when the spikes
are ripe enough to cut, viz. : when the bottom
pods begin to crack; then cut the spikes and
draw to a dry house—drying yards are nui-

sances. St. Louis, New Orleans, or New York
are good markets—either of the latter preferable.

[This plant is a native of tropical countries,
and where no frost stops its growth, attains the
size of a small tree. The leaves are very large,

and the contrasts of color in the leaves, steui3

and leafstalks, make it quite ornamental. The
fruit is borne on spikes growing in the axils of
the leaves and branches, and the seeds are in-

closedin burs somewhat like miniature horse-
chestnut burs. These,when ripe and dry, explode
or "pop," throwing the seeds to a distance

when spread out to dry. They are spread thin,

and turned occasionally. In case of rain, the

spikes are raked up and covered, and the beans

are swept up. When all the pods have dried

and shed their seeds, they are raked off, the beans

winnowed, put in sacks and kept in a dry place.

Ten acres of castor beans will justify the build-

GROUP OP IMPORTED CREVECCETTR FOWLS.

—

Drawnfrom life for the American, Agriculturist.

ing of a drying house of 12 x 20 feet.

—

Ed.]

Drying; House or Kiln.—The kiln or dry-

iug house is usually a frame or log building, but

the material is unimportant. The one figured

is about 20 feet long by 12 wide. The drying

floor is 6 feet iu the clear above the ground floor,

and is made of slats a quarter of an inch apart.

The floor above the stove is tight. The stove

is set near the door and a 6 x 6 foot space is left

around it. A pipe passes under the floor to the

rear, where it passes through the floor, and re-

turns above the spikes, and both the space

around the stove and that through which the

pipe passes, are surrounded by a boxiDg. The
spikes being frequently stirred, the beans drop

through the floor and accumulate below.

There is a window above the drying floor for

taking in the green spikes and removing the dry

ones, which are used as fuel ; and there is for

convenience a window also, below the floor.

OASTOB BEAN DRYING HOUSE.

of 12 or 15 feet, sometimes. When the gather-

ing takes place, the spikes are cut when brown,
and the bottom pod begins to crack open, and
are spread in the sun, when no kiln or drying

house is at hand. The ground where they are

dried is called a "yard," and is prepared by
leveling and rolling hard a piece with a good
southern exposure. The ground so prepared is

fenced with boards, to prevent the loss of seeds,

or it is made to extend 13 to 15 feet on every
side wider than the space covered by the spikes

The Crevecaeur Fowl,

This breed derives its name from Crevecceur,

a town of Normandy, France, where for several

years past, they have been extensively raised for

the Paris markets, being highly valued both for

weight and delicacy of flesh. The hens are low
on the legs, with large fleshy thighs, the wings
large, and the body square ; the abdomen is

voluminous and pendant, especially in those

which are more than a year old ; they walk
slowly, scratch but little, and rarely fly. Their
plumage is black, except white feathers may
appear in the tuft on the head ; the tuft is large,

and the comb small, upright, two-horned
; while

a large cravat of feathers UDder the neck gives

to them a matronly air, the tuft and singularly

shaped comb present a grotesque but not un-
pleasing appearance. They are very tame,

ramble little ; in this resembling the Brahmas.
The cocks, which are similar in form to the

hens, have a brilliant black plumage; their

heads are handsomely surmounted with beauti-

ful tufts, and large toothed, two-homed combs,

which together form a kind of crown ; they

have also dense cravats of feathers, and are

adorned with pendant wattles of large size.

The chickens are of great precocity, being

frequently put up to fatten at the early age

of three months.

The hen pro-

duces large eggs,

and is an excellent

layer, but scarcely

ever sits. Such
is the description

given in French
works on fowls.

So far as the ap-

pearance is con-

cerned it is cor-

rect, as seen in re-

cent importations.

The accompany-
ing illustration

was made from

pure bred birds,

imported from

the Jardin d'Ac-

climatation, Paris,

and owned by A.

M. Halsted. Mr.

Jas. E. Mallory of

Tarrytown,N.T.,

who has some of

the same stock, re-

gards the likeness

as quite faithful. If the breed proves to be as

hardy and valuable here as it has in France, it

will be an excellent addition to our present stock.

Baskets for Sitting Hens' Nests.

The use of baskets for hens' nests is mention-

ed by some of the very earliest writers upon
agriculture iu our language, and in some respects

they are peculiarly advantageous. Boxes are

very apt to get musty and damp ; baskets on the

contrary, give free ventilation to the nest and

its contents. They afford no safer lodging places

for vermin than boxes, and may very easily be

moved, cleaned and washed. The one which
we figure is in the style of those in common
use in France, where poultry are reared so much
more systematically than in this country. It

represents a home-made willow or wicker affair

with a cover to shut the hen in, she being taken
off or allowed to go off once a day to feed, and
a label is attached for aDy memoranda which
may be desirable—at least, for a record of

the kind of eggs and the date of setting the hen.
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The American Black Bear.

(Ursus Americanus.)

namely i wild cherries,

acorns, honey, sundry

Bears are not very uncommon over a consid-

erable portion of the Northern United States,

and the one we represent is the only species ever

seen wild in America south of the Arctic regions,

and east of the Great

Plains. The Yellow-

bear and the Cinna-

mon bear being re-

garded as varieties

of this species. The
American Black

Bear is seldom more
than 6 feet in length,

and 3 feet in bight

at the shoulders,

and is characterized

by its long, straight,

shining black coat,

high, oval, rounded

ears, short tail, short

feet, and short blunt

claws, covered by
the hair. Its color

is dark brown to

nearly or quite

black, with a yel-

lowish.dusky brown
patch on each side

of the muzzle. The
food of this bear is

almost exclusively

of a vegetable nature

berries, grapes, nuts,

roots, and such things. It eats eggs also,

and some insects, and wyhen very hungry, small

quadrupeds and birds—though it seldom takes

animal food from choice. "When sore pressed,

bears sometimes enter farm-yards and do con-

siderable damage, being partial to pigs and poul-

try—taking also it is said, sometimes a sheep or

a calf. The chief

damage they do to

the farmer is, how-

ever, in his potato

fields, corn fields,

and orchards—pre-

ferring the corn in

its green state, when
fit for boiling, and

eating large quan-

tities of sweet ap-

ples, peaches or

other fruit. The
bear is timid and

will seldom attack

a man, never, unless

provoked or in de-

fence of its young.

The female has two
young at a time,

bringing them forth

very early in the

spring. Continued

severe weather not

unfrequently forces

them out from their

retirement soon af-

ter this, in search of food, and at such times they

are often captured, the old one submitting, at

least atfirst.with a poor grace to restraint or con-

finement, but the young ones becoming and re-

maining as tame as puppies. Bears arc natur-

ally docile and imitative; they climb trees with

case, are very quick in many of their motions.

They arc protected by a thick hide, a very thick

coat of furry hah-, and almost as thick a coat-

ing of fat as a we'll fed porker, and thus possess

a triple defence against blows and against cold,

as well as against the attacks of dogs or other

animals. The flesh is delicate and savory, the

steaks having much the flavor of pork. During

the winter the meat is still common in the mar-

the American black BEAB.—(Units Americanus.)

kets, even of our eastern cities ; the grease is in

considerable request for hair oil, and brings a

good price, and the skins are valuable and sal-

able according to size and the quality of the fur.

•*-> - « i »

The Polar Bear (Ursus maritinuis.)

The "White or Polar Bear is regarded as the

largest, most powerful, and, with the exception

THE POLAR BEAB (Ursua maritimus.)

of the Grizzly Bear'of the Rocky Mountain-, as

the fiercest of the bears. They are courageous

in defence of their mates, and of their young,

lor which they manifest the most touching affec-

tion.; m\:i';'c when attacked, and very tenacious

of lite. The food of Polar Bears is wholly ani-

mal, they live chiefly upon fish, and are al-

together maritime in their habits. The promi-

nent characteristics of this bear are large size,

and great length of body, (which varies consid-

erably, occasionally reaching a length of nine

feet with a bight of four feet, and weight of

1,500 pounds), the neck is also proportion-

ally long ; a small head ; very small ears ; soles

of the feet very large ; the line of the forehead

and nose remark-

ably straight, and
the coat of fine long

fur of a nearly white

color. These bears

range and rule with-

in the North Polar

Circle, upon the ice-

bound coasts and
floating ice. They
do not live long in

menageries or zoo-

logical collections

on account of their

suffering from the

heat, but they al-

ways form a very

attractive feature in

these exhibitions.

The flesh is not

savory. The habits

of the Polar Bear

are little under-

stood. "Whether

they hibernate, or

not, is not settled.

It would seem prob-

able that when the long arctic winter night

6huts down, the well fed and fat ones retire into

winter quarters, but those not in so good condi-

tion, wander as prompted by hunger in search

of food. It is an interesting fact that the shape

and character of the teeth of this purely car-

nivorous bear vary scarcely at all from those of

the almost purely vegetable eaters of the same
genus. These animals are hunted by the in-

habitants of those

regions where they

abound, for the flesh

which doubtless

compares favorably

with that of the

seals, walrusscs and

oily fish, and for the

skins which form an

article of commerce,

making very fine

sleigh robes, etc.

The "Texas jtfrn-

eaix." — This dis-

ease, also called

" Spanish Fever,"

which had entirely

disappeared during

the war, has, this

year, done in soma

sections terrible in-

jury. It is known
only in the track of

Texas cattle, or

those with which

they have come in

contact, its period of incubation is very short

usually, but with the Texas stock very long,

so dial apparently healthy cattle communi-

cate the disease, and cattle die after taking it,

while the original animals arc slid well, to

all appearance. The fatal symptom is extreme

thirst; death follows soon after drinking. X
severe frost is said to put an end to the disease.
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Large Root Crops.

We notice in Hie Report of the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society, that the farm connected

with the Deer Island House of Industry raised

extraordinary root crops. An acre in mangolds

produced 73 tons of roots, carefully weighed,

and 5 tons in tops, by estimate. This acre was
planted with potatoes in 1803, carrots in 1864,

onions in 1865, and with mangolds in 1866.

The manure, each previous year, had been 20

cords of compost of sea kelp and stable manure.

In the fall of 1865 it was heavily coated with

sea-weed (Laminaria), and the weed plowed
in and re-plowed in the spring of 1866.

The seed was sown in drills 30 inches apart.

Mr. Payson, the manager of the farm, estimates

the value of mangolds as equal to sugar beets,

and the yield as one-third greater. The rota-

tion and the adaptation of marine manures to

mangolds, are noticeable points in this state-

ment. On the same farm and with similar treat-

ment, 29 tous of carrots were grown to the acre.

Our shore farmers who neglect sea-weed and
root crops are not living up'to their privileges.

Tim Bunker on Jim Crow.

Mr. Editor :—It may seem an ungracious

task to say a word agin this gentleman, when
everybody is writing up people of color in gin-

eral. Folks who, a year ago, could not express

their disgust of the negro, in language strong

enough, are now bawling for universal suffrage.

Such sudden conversions I never saw in camp
meeting. But I have been in favor of then-

voting this twenty years; so I've no prejudice

agin color to influence my opinion on the crow
question. You said you wanted all the Hooker-
town news, especially if it had an}' bearing on
farming. Now you see, we have had a big fer-

ment in the Farmer's Club up here on this ques-

tion, which is certainly as old as I am, and I

guess as old as the country. I thought it had
been settled several times, but it is one of them
questions that don't stay settled. I expect it is

because we haven't got upon the right founda-

tion yet. I have always noticed that any un-

sound opinion kept working in the public mind
like bad food in the stomach. It won't stay

down. Hookertown has spoke and I rather

think Jim Crow is settled forever.

You see, these creatures had been uncommon
plenty last season, and we had all suffered more
or less from their depredations in planting time,

and this had been put down as one of the things

that was to be discussed and settled in the Club
this winter. " Jim Crow, shall he j ump or no ?"

In old times in Connecticut they said no, and
offered a premium on crows, and the boys used
to hunt them, and bring the young ones by the

basketfull to get their pocket money. Then
the men, who were science on birds, thought
the crows killed a good many grubs, and paid
their way and said we must not kill them.
Deacon Smith was chairman for the evening

and stated the question. He said " it was ad-

mitted that the crow did some good and a great

deal of mischief. The point was to find out

whether he did more good or hurt."

Jotham Sparrowgrass said " he did not think

there was any question at all about it. He knew
what he was about when he went to the Legis-

lature in Hartford, well nigh fifty years ago, and
got Ihb law passed to give a bounty on foxes

and crows. He said both of 'em were the farm-

er's enemies, and he didn't know which was
the worst. He said our fathers understood their

cases, and killed them off as fast as they could

lay hands on them. Talk about crows destroy-

ing bugs ! He has shot 'em many a time, and he

always found more corn and carrion in their

crops than anything else."

Cicero Smith said " he was astonished to hear

such sentiments from his venerable friend. He
thought the crow had not been made in vain. If it

had not been for some good end he would never

have been brought into existence, and been made
so hardy and so prolific. He was a very long-

lived and very shy bird, so that with all the

warfare which men had made upon them they

were as numerous as ever. They were the

farmers' friends, picking up a multitude of grubs

and worms that preyed upon his crops, and
acting the part of a scavenger in removing dead

animals, that would otherwise pollute the at-

mosphere; they pulled up some corn, to be sure,

but every laborer was worthy of his hire."

Mr. Spooner, our minister, said "he found

some difficulty with Mr. Smith's argument. A
good many creatures had been made for a differ-

ent state of the world than existed at present,

and if we admitted that they were originally

useful, it would not follow Uiat they could not

very well be spared now. Tae said they had
found over in Sliadtown, and, in many other

places, the remains of extinct birds, beasts and

fishes. These fossils had had their day, and

died out, or been killed off, because they had

become nuisances. He was inclined to think

that it was about time for man, who was lord of

nature, to dispense with the services of the

crow; he could join the great company of

fossils without disturbing the balance of nature.

He admitted he had been useful in the earlier

ages, when animal life was more abundant, and

the air was likely to be tainted with the effluvia

of dead animals. But the farmer did not need

such a scavenger now. Dead animals were ex-

ceedingly valuable for the compost heap, and
he must be a very foolish cultivator who would
allow them to waste unburied. Wolves and
bears, and other wild animals had disappeared

from the State, without any suspicion that the

Almighty had made a mistake in their creation.

He thought that the crows could all be killed

off without interfering with the divine purposes,

according to which man has the responsibility

of subduing nature, and ruling over it."

Jake Friuk said " he was agin crows, and had
been from the start. He never had been on
more than one side of this question. They
pulled up his corn whether it was tar'd or not,

and strings and scare crows had n't any more
influence on 'em than on the wind. He had
seen 'em light right on a stuffed man. He
never'd found but oue thing to fix 'em, and that

was corn soaked in New England rum. That
made the critters so drunk you could knock 'em
over as easy as lame geese."

Seth Twiggs thought "that was the best use

neighbor Friuk could put his rum to. If he
kept it, he was mighty afraid that somebody
besides the crows would become extinct. His
opinion was that 'carrion crow' expressed the

character of the bird as well as his habits. He
not only pulled up his corn, and bothered him
to death with planting over, but he destroyed

the eggs aud young birds in his orchard. He
was a thievish, blood thirsty fellow, ready to

kill any thing, that has not strength enough to

defend itself against his attacks. He knew a

good many of the small birds lived mostly on
insects, for he had watched them when feeding

their young. He thought the crow destroyed

the grub killers, instead of the grubs, and he

was glad to see folks getting waked up to his

true character. He should go strong for smok-
ing him out."

You see which way the current is setting up
here. Every crow thinks his own young the

whitest, they say; and I am perhaps a little

prejudiced in favor of Hookertown, but it strikes

me that there is about as much good common
sense in our Club as there is iu any scientific so-

ciety. I have to admit that I hare been on both

sides of this question, but have found hard bot-

tom at last. Our fathers were right in killing

crows. The birds belong to the fossil age.

There is no music in his caw. He prefers a dead
carcass to a living one, and will devour a half

pound of putrid flesh a day. We can make a
better use of the flesh than to bestow it on this

sneaking thief. He destroys our song birds and
worm eaters iu the nest. He is the pest of our
corn fields and the scourge "of our orchards,

where the farmer's true friends build their nests.

A strong petition is going up to the Legislature

from Hookertown this spring for a big bounty
on crows.

Hookertown, Conn.,
March 1st.

I Yours to command,
f Timothy Buhkee, Esq.

The Pennsylvania Agricultural College.
m

[We have of late refrained from any allusion

to the Agricultural College of Pennsylvania, for

the reason that reports came to us, from various

sources, of its utter inefficiency aud demoraliza-

tion. The trustees have made a new start, and
their appointments, as far as we are informed,

are highly commendable. The following ac-

count of its condition and prospects is by a

scientific friend, who is in no way connected

with the College, and we give it without adopt-

ing his views in some particulars.

—

Eds.]
Some time since accident led us into the

neighborhood of the Agricultural College, and
we availed ourselves of an opportunity offered

for going through the building, and being made
familiar with its workings.

We start out with the statement that it this

session begins its course under new and more
promising auspices. First in the list of reforms,

we find the abolition of compulsory labor. In

theory, I am aware, wiseacres will tell us the

move was a bad one, and likely to frustrate en-

tirely the original design. But we do not so see

it. Boys are boys, (no doubt all will admit,)

whether found in the streets of their native

towns, or under the protecting aegis of a literary

institution, and to convince a hundred or more
of them that there existed a necessity of doing

well the work assigned them, would, we ima-

gine, be a task likely to baffle the most practical

men. We contend that loose habits of working
will be more likely engendered than correct

ones. The best evidence of the truthfulness of

this statement may be taken from the opinions of

those ia the vicinity of such institutions. While
labor is no longer compulsoiy, the students may,
on demand, have portions of ground assigned

them, and, in the care of such, their agricultural

propensities ma}' be thoroughly ventilated. As
a ready and accomplished guide over these

operations, the Professor of Agriculture may
exercise his authority. Here at once is instituted

a generous rivalry, instead of the slip-shod habits

induced by making all men, men of all work,

and then lumping the result. The time allotted

for completing the course of study is too short

to allow of from three to four hours outside

labor per day.

A glance at the curriculum shows a new fea-

ture, Wl"Ie the literary course is quite equal
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to that of our best colleges, and may be adopted

by all so inclined, there exists also a course of

study more polytechnic in its nature, and which

is more advanced in its requirements than that

of some older and more pretentious institutions

I could name. Let us glance en passant at the

course of study insisted on as the requisite for

obtaining the scientific diploma of the College :

Anatomy, Physiology, Botany, Entomology,

Zoology, Shades and Shadows, and Perspective

Drawing, Physics, Principles and Practice of

Road Making,Cheniistiy (laboratory practice two
j-eai's), Meteorology, Practical Astronomy, Phy-

sical Geography, Geology, Hygieue (lectures),

Mineralogy. We have here selected from the

list of studies only such as are entirely omitted

or passed over with the merest smattering in most

colleges. They are here brought out prac-

tically into a desired prominence. Correlated

with these we find an item (not always noticed

in college graduates), a decent acquaintance

with our mother tongue imperatively demanded.

Mathematics, Logic, Rhetoric, and the Constitu-

tion of the United States, come in to supply the

polish. Ere long a competent Professor of Mod-

ern Language will take a place in the institution.

A course of Agriculture adds to most of the

above Horticultural and Agricultural practice,

Lectures on Domestic Animals, their diseases and

cures; Soils, Manures, Rotation of Crops, Drain-

age and Tillage, Grain, Grass, Root and other

Crops, Agricultural Implements and Farm Build-

ings. Connected with the institute exercises

propei', we have military exercises from the

School of the Soldier, up to lectures on Higher

Tactics, under supervision ofacknowledged com-
petency. These military exercises are obliga-

tory. Cases of conscience alone are excepted.

One fact more is worthy of note—chairs are

not filled by superannuated "good fellows,"

who have no other visible means of support. The
fitness of things seems to have been considered

in making the recent appointments.

The State appropriation of the land scrip

being now made to this College, it is placed

on a secure footing, and may be expected to

run an extensive career of public usefulness.

Such an institution has long been wanted to

meet an existing necessity. Dead languages are

placed in their proper position, and studies

which really confer mental power in a measure

substituted. For those who wish to take up
Latin and Greek every facility is provided, but

diplomas may now be merited without giving

to them the major part of a four years' course.

Let us hope that ere loug we may not the less

"gaze at the stars," but that we may fall less

frequently into the mudlioles of our own ignor-

ance; that we shall have more men whose
minds are rounded by proper educational courses,

and fewer men made angular by contractions

derived from some of the liberal studies.

Dosr Statistics.

We have received several communications in

reply to our correspondent's article on a dog

law, signed " Connecticut," in our March issue,

some wise and some otherwise. It seems to us,

that "I. II. P." in his " word for dogs" admits all

that "Connecticut" claims, and that they are sub-

stantially agreed. " It is really discreditable,"

lie says, "that almost the only dogs in the

country which are treated with any care, are lap

dogs, the most useless, and bull dogs, the least

sagacious. The natural fruit of such neglect is

a race of nondescripts of all kinds, deteriorated

iu body and brain." It is because of this non-

descript character of our dog population that

"Connecticut" and all friends of sheep want effi-

cient dog laws in all our States. Ninety-nine

out of every hundred of our dogs are worthless

curs which need clearing out as much as the old

Canaanites did to make way for something civ-

ilized, that can keep company with our domes-
tic animals. The destruction occasioned among
sheep by these animals is appalling, and only

needs to be better kuown to secure the requisite

legislation. The Department of Agriculture

has made a beginning of gathering statistics

upon this subject. In 373 counties reported,

there was an estimated loss of 77,854 sheep

killed, besides mauy others injured. Some coun-

ties suffered to the extent of 2000 or 3000, and
the average number per county was 208.

From this, the number killed in the whole

country is estimated at 500,000, worth at least

$2,000,000, while the injury to those not

killed is another million, making a loss to the

country of three millions of dollars, as the di-

rect result of dogs killing sheep. But this is only

a small part of the pecuniary damage inflicted

upon us by these wretched curs. In many dis-

tricts admirably adapted to sheep, farmers dare

not embark in the business from fear of the dogs.

In the counties where 3000 sheep are annually

slain by the dogs, we think this land of hus-

bandry can not pay very well. The counties

where few are slain, we apprehend, are the ones

where the dogs have made sheep husbandry

unprofitable. The pastures are desolate and

growing up to brush for want of cropping.

Millions of dollars are lost to the country every

year from this cause, and we have, as a con-

quence, to pay dear for wool and mutton.

Then we have to add to this the enormous

tax of supporting our dog population. We
have no reliable statistics on this subject, but

estimate one dog to a family, say seven mil-

lions in'the whole country. Some families have

none, but others have six, a dog to each child,

and glory in them ! The food that an average

cur will devour would keep a pig, and is worth

at least ten dollars a year. People who are

paying 70 millions of dollars a year for ' the

support of curs, to say nothing of damages,

ought to make inquiries about dog laws.

Pleuro-Pneumonia or Lung Murrain,

The pleura-pneumonia is one of the most fa-

tal and distressing maladies which ever attack

cattle. At all times liable to spread rapidly

among animals coming near or in contact with

those diseased, it frequently assumes the form

of a contagious epidemic, being taken by almost

every, animal coming within striking distance.

This was remarkably the case iu Massachusetts

a few years since, and the disease every now
and then breaks out somewhere with alarm-

ing violence, but happily it appears to be more

easily controlled here than in Europe, where the

pole ax, or absolute isolation are the only ap-

proved ways of checking its ravages. This dis-

ease has been confounded with the Rinderpest

or Steppe Murrain, which has lately wrought

such distress in England, and has not yet stayed

its inarch of destruction, but it has few or no

symptoms in common with that, except conta-

giousness and fatality. The disease exists al-

most constantly among the swill-miik stables of

New York and Brooklyn, and probably other

cities, and certainly should come under the care-

ful investigation of the Board of Health. The

following description is furnishedby Dr. Bustecd,

of the N. Y. College of Veterinary Surgeons :

Pleuro-Pkeumoxia op Cattle.—A malig-

nant form of inflammation of the lungs, of an
eminently contagious character, peculiar to the

ox-tribe, has existed within the memory of man
in the mountain regions of Ceutral Europe.

Symptoms.—From the time that an animal is

exposed to the contagion to the first manifesta-

tion of symptoms, a certain period elapses ; this

is the period of incubation. It varies from a

fortnight to forty days, or even two months.
Some credit may be given to reports of even

longer periods. During this period cows are

found to thrive fast, and often to yield much
milk. The first signs, proving that the animal
has been seized, can scarcely be detected by any
but a professional man ; though, if a proprietor

of cattle were extremely careful, and had pains-

taking individuals about his stock, he would in-

variably notice a slight shiver usher in the dis-

order, which for several days, even after the

shivering fit, would limit itself to slight inter-

ference with breathing, detected readily on aus-

cultation. Perhaps a cough might be noticed,

and a diminution of the appetite and milk secre-

tion. Though the amount of milk may not be

much diminished at first, milk-maids sometimes

say that a clever milker can tell when the cow is

taken ill. The animal becomes costive, and the

shivering fits recur. The cough becomes more
constant and oppressive, the pulse full and fre-

quent, usually numbering about 80 per minute

at first, and rising to upwards of 100. The tem-

perature of the body rises, and all the symp-
toms of acute fever set in. A moan or grunt,

in the early part of the disease, indicates a dan-

gerous attack, and the nostrils rise spasmodi-

cally at each inspiration ; the air rushes through

the inflamed windpipe and bronchial tubes, so

as to produce a loud, coarse, respiratory mur-

mur ; and the spasmodic action of the abdomi-

nal muscles indicates the difficulty the animal

experiences also in the act of expiration. Pres-

sure over the spaces between the ribs and on
the spine, induce the pain and shrinking char-

acteristic of pleurisy, and a deep moan not uu-

frequently follows such an experiment. The
eyes are bloodshot, mouth clammy, skin dry and

tightly bound to the subcutaneous tissues, and

the urine is scanty and high-colored.

On auscultation, the characteristic, dry, so-

norous rale of ordinary bronchitis may be de-

tected along the windpipe and in the bronchial

tubes. A loud sound of this description is not

unfrequently detected at the interior part, of

either side of the chesl, while the respiratory

murmur is entirely lost posteriorly, from con-

solidation of the lung. A decided leathery

friction sound is detected over a considerable

portion of the thoracic surface. As the disease

advances, and gangrene, with the production of

cavities in the lungs, ensues, loud, cavernous

rales are heard, more or less circumscribed, oc-

casionally attended by a decided metallic noise.

When one lung alone is affected, the morbid

sounds are confined to one side, and on the

healthy side the respiratory murmur is uniform-

ly louder than is natural all over. By carefully

auscultating diseased cows from day to day, in-

teresting changes can be discovered during the

animal's lifetime. Frequently the abnormal

sounds indicate progressive destruction : but at.

other times portions of lung that have been

totally impervious to air, become the scat of

sibilant riles, and gradually a healthy respira-

tory murmur prove-; that, by absorption of the

materials that have been plugging the lung-tis-

sue, resolution is fast advancing. I have seen

some very remarkable cases of this description.
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Unfortunately, we often find a rapid destruc-

tion of lung-tissue, and speedy dissolution. In

other cases, the general symptoms of hectic or

consumption attend lingering cases, in which

the temperature of the body becomes low; the

animal has a dainty appetite, or refuses all nour-

ishment. It has a discharge from the eyes, and

a foetid, sanious discharge from the nose. Not
imfrequently it coughs up disorganized lung-

tissue and putrid pus. Great prostration, and

indeed typhous symptoms set in. There is a

fcetid diarrhoea, and the animal sinks in the

most emaciated state, often dying from suffoca-

tion, in consequence of the complete destruc-

tion of the structures concerned in respiration.

Treatment.—Stop all communication with

the ascertained source of the disease. Do not

disturb the cows from their byres, or the oxen

from their stalls, as removing animals from their

old quarters tends to spread disease, and does

no good to the cattle. Allow water, feed judi-

ciously, and give carbonate of ammonia, prepara-

tions of iron, gentian, or other tonics, sparingly.

n *— m^m i —i

Horse Hay-Forks, Grapples and Harpoons.—•

—

The subject of Horse Hay-Forks has been

brought prominently before the public in the

great "Auburn Trial" of mowers and reapers,

and hay and grain harvesting implements, held

in July, by the N. T. State Ag'l Society, the re-

port of which is just published, and recently by
a trial of some 16 Forks at Rye, under the

auspices of the American Institute Farmers'

Club, the report of which appeared in the

American Agriculturist for April, page 127.

In common parlance, every thing used to

pitch hay off a load is called a fork, though

Fig. 1.—GLADDING HORSE HAY FORK. Fig. 3.

some have not the remotest resemblance to that

implement in its normal form. They all, that

will work at all, present to the farmer the great

advantage of being able to do this fatiguing

and lung-trying work by horse-power, and very

quickly, all, with proper appliances, carrying

the hay up into the ridge of the roof and along

to where it maybe wanted. Some are arranged

expressly for, and sold with these "travelers,"

others with or without the ropes and blocks

(pulleys) needed in the simplest operations.

"We observe three very distinct varieties of

hay pitchers, namely : First, the forks proper,

illustrated by figures 1 and 3, having long or short

straight handles, or short handles at right

angles to the direction of the tines; Second,

the "grappling forks," or grapples, which are

like two forks, working together, and grasping

their load between them, one of these- is shown
in figure 5, but they vary exceedingly, having 4

and 4 fingers, or tines, opposed to each other, 3

and 3, 2 and 2, 1 and 1, 1 and 3, 1 and 2, re-

spectively; Third, Harpoons, shown in figures

7 to 14. These are a comparatively new inven-

tion, and their introduction struck dismay into

Fig. 3.—THE PALMER FORK.

the hearts of patentees of some of the good old

horse-forks, but they are more limited in their

application than was supposed. The principle

on which they work is obvious. They are thrust

perpendicularly into the hay, then opened, ex-

posing the barbs or shoulders of the head or

spurs, as a spear or harpoon, which lay hold

upon the hay when the upward draft comes.

"When one buys such a tool, he should study

beforehand what uses

he wishes to put it to.

If he pitches chiefly

timothy and clover

ha}r
, or any long,

coarse hay, of which,

he can, without diffi-

culty, take up heavy

forkfuls with the

common pitch fork,

then let him think

where he wishes to

pitch it, if over the

great beam, or into

windows from the

outside, or from the

barn floor a long way
back. If he has much
short, fine hay to

pitch, he should be aware that the harpoons

and grapples with few fingers are less adapt-

ed to do this work than other kinds of forks.

If he wishes to use his hay fork for loading

coarse manure, certain kinds are very well

adapted to this work—and these in turn are

usually not so rapid at unloading coarse hay as

others. Loose straw and grain, as oats and bar-

ley, are best handled by grapples, though the

true forks manage them very well, and on the

whole, we think that for definite ends, each kind

Fig. 4.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 5.—THE RAYMOND GRAPPLING FORK.

of fork has its especial claims upon the farmer.

Fig. 1 represents the Gladding Fork, as made
by J. L. Mansfield & Co., Clockville, N, Y.,

price $11. This fork took the first premium at

the Auburn trial, and is well adapted to all

common purposes, will take its load over high

beams into windows, and other narrow places,

takes up a good load, though not very large, and
is easily tripped. The rope whereby it is trip-

ped passes through the han-

dle, and is attached to the

catch which holds the head
in position. The handle be-

ing hinged upon the cross

head, when tripped, the head

drops, depositing its load as

shown in fig. 2. An iron brace may be and
is attached, which supports the long handle in

a nearly horizontal position when not loaded.

This is a slight modification of one of the orig-

inal styles of horse fork, which was simply a
large fork, such as this would be with a fixed

handle. It was loaded as this is, the man on
the load holding the handle down by means of

a cord attached to the

end, thus balancing the

load, and when he wish-

ed, he dropped the hay
by letting go the cord,

when the handle would

fly up. There were

many objections to this

form, chiefly obviated

by the Gladding fork.

Figures 3 and 4 repre-

sent the Palmer Fork
(price $12, with pul-

leys). This took the first

prize at the recent Far-

mers' Club trial. The
tines are sickle shaped,

and the short handle

fixed in the head piece.

"When the fork enters

the hay, it is in the posi-

tion shown in figure 4
;

it is loaded by pressing the bail forward or the

handle backward, so that the hinged-brace be-

comes straight and rigid, and holds the fork in

the position shown in figure 3. Thus it is lifted,

and the load is dropped by drawing upon the

trip cord, which causes the brace to double up,

and lets the handle up and the tines down, drop-

ping their load. This is an excellent and useful

implement, adapted to all varieties of work, well

made and easily operated, and is found in most

well furnished agricultural implement stores.

Fig. 5 shows Raymond's Grappling Fork,

made by Chapman, Hawley & Co.,Utiea, N. T.

(price $30). This implement took the second

premium at the Auburn trial, and also at the

Farmers' Club trial. It is loaded by being low-

ered down upon the hay, and will take up a

pretty good load if simply lifted, each head

should, however, be shoved down into the hay,

which they enter easily. The heads draw to-

gether when they rise, and the load is dropped

by drawing the heads apart, by means of the cord

and lever seen upon one side. The arrange-

ment of the three pulleys, etc., looks a little

complicated, but it is easily managed. The
pulleys may be set at any distance apart, and

the hay conveyed to the extreme end of the

barn before it is dumped. This attachment,

indispensable to this one, is applicable to any

fork, and enables a single horse to move fork-

fuls which he otherwise could not lift. This fork

is said to be especially good for loading manure,

and it works well in oats, barley and rowen hay.

Fig. 6 is a clamp or grapple for attaching the

pulleys to the rafter-s, an exceedingly simple

Fig. 7. Fig. 8,
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and efficient little affair. It is lifted to its place,

and detached, by means of a pole with an iron

sprout's fork.

head adapted to the purpose, and might be use-

ful for many other things about the farm.

Pigs. 7 and S represent Blodgett's Harpoon
Fork, (made by C. C. Blodgett, "Watertown,

N. T.,) which received the first prize in the class

of Harpoons at the Farmers' Club trial. It con-

sists of a smooth shaft like a gun barrel with a

pointed end, out of which, by a simple mechan-

ism, two prongs or "cat's claws" are thrown,

when the implement has been thrust down into

the hay. Our figures were made from very

poor engravings, but illustrate the principle.

An improvement has been made which does

away with the lever and pulley outside the shaft,

and brings the machinery necessary to throw

out and draw in the "cat's claws" all within the

ring-handle to which the lifting rope is attached.

This is apparently simple and strong, not so

long as many of the harpoons, but is capable of

lifting very heavy forkfuls.

Figs. 9 aud l^exhibit Sprout's Harpoon Fork

and Hay-knife, made by A. B. Sprout, Money,

Pa,, (price $9 for fork alone, ijSll for fork and 3

pulleys). This is a remarkable implement. It

consists of two flat pieces of steel working to-

gether, being riveted like a pair of shears, (in

fact Mr. Sprout claimed at Rye that they were

Fig. 11.— WALKER FORK. —1'ig. 13.

good to trim trees and hedges). The rounded

pornU of these are ground sharp, and arc notch-

ed an inch or inch and a half above the ends as

shown in the cuts. "When the blades are closed

together, the implement enters the hay with

great ease, it is then opened, as shown, and will

lift very heavy loads, carrying them securely.

The report of the Committee at Auburn com-

mends this fork highly, making an award to it,

equal in amount to a second premium, and states

that it picks up scattering hay upon the floor,

"better than either of the other forms." It re-

ceived the second prize in its class at the trial at

Rye. This "Fork," (more knife, or pair of shears,)

is an excellent hay knife, and might be no bad

investment if bought for this purpose alone.

Figs. 11 and 12 represent the "Walker Harpoon

Fork, made by Wheeler, Mellick & Co., Albany,

(price $10 and $1 each for pulleys). This is

also a harpoon, entering the hay like a spear as

in fig. 11. The head is turned to one side by
means of a lever, as shown
in fig. 12, and when the load

is lifted and brought over

the right place, a jerk on the

trip -cord, causes the head to

resume its former position

and the load falls. On the

whole a very neat and effi-

cient tool, lifting immense
forkfuls, and easily worked.

Figs. 13 and 14 show an-

other very simple harpoon,

made by the Ames Plow
Company of Boston, and of

53 Beekman St., New York
(price $5). It was not well

operated at Rye, but lifted

good loads, and was ap-

parently not hard to work.

Its construction is exceed-

ingly simple, being a straight

harpoon with a movable

shield, covering the barbs,

which is shoved down when
the fork is loaded, after it has

entered the hay, and drawn

up, crowding the hay off

from the barbs when it is

unloaded. The workman-
ship is excellent, and, with

one or two slight modifica-

tions, we think bids fair to become a favorite.

Any of these forks would be, at least, awkward

things to have fall from the top of the barn

upon the mow where men where mowing away

hay, or upon the cart, and there is not the least

dauger of such a catastrophy if they are well

secured to the lifting rope. Careless hands

frequently endanger their own lives and those

of others by either not knowing how or not

half doing a job. It is best always to tie a

regular bowline knot (figured on page 305, Oc-

tober, 1S55) this is perfectly secure. In dragging

down over the beams most of these forks pre-

sent themselves very awkwardly to the man on

the load. In fact it almost makes one shudder

to see such a sharp edged affair as Sprout's come

swaying down, performing girations about a

man's head. The simply sharp pointed ones

arc bad enough, but when it comes to two-edged

swords we can but utter a word of warning.

. *-*— ^g» —*-•

Two—or tex Per Cent on Investments ?

—It is estimated that the property invested in

agriculture does not pay over two per cent,

interest annually. This may be near the truth

for the whole country. The property embraces

vast tracts of wild land that pay nothing, and

in the southern parts of the country large dis-

Figs. 13 and 14.

tricts that are barely scratched by the plow,
paying much less than two per cent. For the

northern States the estimate is much below the

truth. There are, possibly, farmers here who
do not get two per cent, a year on the cash value
of their farms, yet we think them rare. There
are others who make their farms pay seven
per cent, and more, but these are also ex-

ceptions. The farms of the northern States

probably do not pay much over four per cent.,

but this is owing more to the way their capital

is invested than to any defect in the business.

Full one-half of this capital is invested in land
that is not used, and so does not pay any interest.

If one-half of a man's farm is in woodland that

he does not need for timber or fuel, in swamps,
in pastures that are not grazed, so far as imme-
diate returns are concerned, he might as well

be without it. Land pays no interest that has

not capital and labor expended upon it. If this

change were made, and the dead capital were
made active, the farm would pay better than
bank stock. The smallest, best worked farms

pay best. Good gardens pay twenty per cent.

A Poultry Fancier's View.

BT A. 31. BECKER, GLEX3 PALLS, X. T.

ITy belief is, that with judicious manage-
ment, there can be made a clear profit of from

two to five dollars on each hen. The first ques-

tion which arises is, " What breed is the best ?"

As for me, I put the Brahma Pootra, with its

large size, rich feather, and quietness, ahead. If

I could keep but one kind it should be the pure

Brahma. They will not get over a common
fence, are always at home, and together. The
chicks are very hardy and sure to live, which
can not be said of most other pure breeds.

Brahmas will keep a family in eggs the year

round better than any other fowl, if provided

with good quarters.

Next to the Brahmas, I put the White Leg-

horns, then come the "White-faced Black Span-

ish, Sicillians, Golden Penciled Hamburghs, and

Silver Penciled Hamburghs. These six varieties

constitute my choice. There are other breeds,

perhaps, equally as good, but none better.

I can not put the Spanish ahead, unless it

might be for a warm climate. I am a fancier

of the pure "White-faced Black Spanish, but

more for fancy than profit. They lay the nicest

eggs of any fowl and a great many of them, but

PERSPECTIVE ELEVATION OF FOWL 1IOLSE.

their long and continued spell of moulting in

the fall takes off a great deal from their good

qualities, besides they are too tender for a cold

climate, unless one has pride enough in them to

keep them in a warm place, which is very essen-

tial in making fowls of any kind lay in winter.

I have a plan for building a very cheap poultry

house, which I submit to your readers.

It is GO feet long and 10 feet wide, divided into

six different apartments to keep the different

kinds separate. -I is the laying room, B, roosts,

C, scratching room, etc., E, door. The parti-
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tions should be of lattice work, the building

rilled in at least six inches with saw-dust or tan-

bark (roof and all). Yards to be made in front

in proportion, double windows. These rooms

are suitable for from six to twelve fowls, which

is as many as should ever go together, they will

be found more profitable than a large flock.

Fowls kept in such a house and provided with

a variety of food—grains of different kinds,
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Fig. 2.—GROUND PLAN OP FOWL HOUSE.

boiled potatoes, meat, gravel, lime and ashes,

they will do about as well as if running at large,

destroying your garden, and doing more damage
to yourself and your neighbors than they are

all worth. I would also paint the roosts, etc.,

occasionally wT ith gas tar, which is a sure cure

for vermin. If not put on too thick it will dry

in a short time. It also keeps the fowls healthy.

The manure will (if taken care of) nearly pay
the care taken in their keeping. It should not

be allowed to remain a great while in the house.

The Culture of Indian Corn.

The culture of Indian corn is to be undertaken

not alone because it is profitable to raise the

grain for sale, or for feeding, but because it is

one of the best crops we have to subdue weeds,

and to amend the soil by the thorough tillage

which it requires, and which it enables us to

apply with profit. In fact, for many eastern

farmers, it is this consideration alone which

gives a margin for profit in connection with the

corn crop. How mistaken then is the practice

which half does this work. In the vicinity of

railroads, b}' which we can obtain western corn,

where land is worth 100 to 150 dollars an acre,

and where manure is worth §2 an ox-cart load,

no man can afford to raise corn, except as a

cleaning and tillage crop as part pay for labor.

The accompanying engraving is made from a

drawing sent us by a subscriber who has used

the implement it represents with satisfaction.

It is a harrow forgoing astride the rows of corn

and destroying the weeds while yet the corn is

very small and liable to be covered up if the

cultivator teeth were used. The teeth are of

square iron, the beams of 4 x 4 stuff, 4 feet long,

OOEX CULTIVATOR.

connected at both ends as shown ; at the rear,

the teeth are brought within one foot ; at the

front they are spread 3 to 4j feet apart. There
are several holes in the front cross-piece which
allow of adjustment to sweep different breadths.

The two cross-pieces connecting the beams are

elevated respectively 4 and 8 inches above them,

and raised high enough to clear the corn.

They are banded at their ends and bolted

through the beams with bolts strong enough to

stand any ordinary strains. The implement

strikes us as an efficient one, but requires two

horses, and these should draw upon a pole. It

is especially useful when the corn is very small

and m03t in danger from weeds and grass.

A Hew Way of Trapping Rats,

BY X. L. LANGSTKOTH, OXFORD, OHIO.

Get a co:-.imon round wire-trap. Bait it with

the most inviting food, and wait patiently until

a rat is caught. Instead of killing this rat, and
waiting perhaps for weeks before you are for-

tunate enough to trap another, keep him alive

and feed him much as you would a pet squirrel.

In a few days he will become quite reconciled

to his cage, and you are now ready for business.

At night, bait the trap well and set it where the

rats resort most. Some one or more of them,

seeing a rat quite at home in the midst of plenty,

will enter the trap without any suspicion of

harm. Next morning, pump or pour water

thoroughly over the trap to clean it, and to

make the killing of your prey more easy.

Have an empty barrel into which drop the con-

tents of your cage ; the prisoners being well

soaked, will be so heavy and slow that you can

easily knock them on the head. Treat your par-

tially tamed rat, however, "as if you loved him,"

and return him to his cage ; this is easily done

by lowering the cage into the barrel. Repeat the

operation from night to night, and you will be

surprised to see how easy a matter it is to out-

wit so cunning an animal as an " old rat."

Be careful not to keep a large one for your

tame rat. He will frighten off all the younger

fry, as none of them will dare to enter. The
only difficult thing in the matter is to get your

first rat. I have had a wire trap well baited

for weeks before I could entice one to enter it.

To get the first, is something like Astor's recipe

for getting rich :
" Get a thousand dollars clear

of the world, and it is all very easy." Since I

caught my first rat, I have failed but once for

many nights in getting from one to four to keep

him compan)^. If your readers will try my
plan, I think that something may be done to

abate one of the most intolerable nuisances of

this country. To say that millions of dollars

worth of our property are annually destroyed by
rats, would not be an extravagant assertion.

*-« 9^* > *—

Foot Rot in Sheep.—»

—

This distressing and destructive malady is

seldom properly understood or treated, and the

result is that, though checked, it breaks out

again and again. This is because so few

farmers read and inform themselves thoroughly

about their business, and because even those

well informed perform surgical operations in

so careless a manner. In the April number of

the American Agriculturist, we explained the

structure of the sheep's foot and the origin of the

disease known as the fouls. This never need

be confounded with foot rot, though we doubt

not it is often the precursor of it, for it puts the

foot in excellent preparation to take it easily.

Contagiousness of HoofBot—There are some
medical men, we believe, who deny that any
disease is contagious, and they deny the conta-

giousness of hoof-rot. They are, we presume,

right just so far :—were a perfectly healthy foot,

sound and clean, to be exposed to the contagious

virus, it would probably escape ; if, however, it

were anywise sore, inflamed or wounded, it

would probably take it at once. The disease is

often long in reaching that point which causes

the sheep to go lame, and it progresses gradu-

ally, first causing limping; then the lifting of

one foot ; then severe lameness of both forefeet

;

then going upon the knees, which brings the feet

in contact with the breast. It does not involve

other parts of the system until far advanced.

Then the feet become masses of rottenness;

maggots breed in them and work into the flesh,

and this corruption is communicated to the

breast. During the whole course of the disease,

until near the last, the sheep has good appetite

and digestion, and is in no other way affected.

On this account the cure is, theoretically, very

simple and sure. In practice, it is just as sim-

ple, if thoroughly done. The well cleaned

hoofs, softened by soaking in dewy grass or on
a rainy day, or otherwise, are pared with cutting

pliers and very sharp knives until every particle

of diseased matter is taken away, even if it in-

volves the removal of all the hoof; they are

then washed with warm water and soap, and
smeared with some caustic paste, or fluid, or the

sheep forced to stand in a hot, saturated so-

lution of blue vitriol for ten miuutes.

In discussing the origin of hoof-rot, most
writers take sides, either denying its contagious-

ness, or asserting it most vehemently. For our-

selves, we can see no other sensible belief than

that it may be originated whenever the hoofs,

being softened by moisture, are penetrated by
foreign substances like gritty soil or sand, and
especially when such things, finding their way
through cracks in the hoof, thus come in con-

tact with the sensitive lamella?, or the papillary

tissues, where they induce acute inflammation.

The natural growth of the hoof adapts it to

the wear and tear of gravelly and rocky hill

sides, and on such localities the outer walls

wear off fast, so that they are nearly even

with the sole, and the foot is neat and trim

;

but on soft ground, in stables or in yards, the

growth of the outer walls is so much more
rapid than the wear, that they grow long, curl

under the sole, and turn up in front, throw
the wear back upon the heels, and keep them
more or less inflamed, and are themselves liable

to cracks and splits, which, if foreign substances

work in, readily involve the sensitive portion of

the hoof in inflammation. Where the horn-

forming tissue becomes inflamed, the character

of the horn formed is changed ; its quantity-is

greatly increased, but it is softer, owing to the

mixture of pus and foreign mauer, and in por-

tions has a fungoid appearance. The walls of

the hoof become detached from the foot iu spot3

of larger or smaller extent, owing to the fact

that as soon as the lamella? become diseased the

horn they secrete has no consistence, and

hence the walls have no hold upon the foot.

The pus which constantly exudes from the sores

has the quality of inducing the same disease, if

it comes in contact with inflamed or wounded
surfaces of the feet of other sheep. We see, then,

good reasons for the views that the hoof-rot

originates onty in wet locations, or on ground

which is not dry, and where sheep's hoofs are

liable to crack from over-growth and softening

by water, and exposed to grit, and that where

the malady is otherwise unknown, it may be

communicated to a sound flock by the introduc-

tion of one sheep having the disease.

Cotton Culture.—(Continued from page 186.)

BT F. G. DT7IQHT.

Cotton Coming.—If a warm rain sets in

immediately after planting, your cotton rows

will, in about a week or ten days, be well mark-

ed; and the chances of a "good stand" will

be discussed; then, too, the tell-tale plants will

betray where there has been careless dropping.

By having the plants in a straight line, in-

stead of scattering from three to six inches in

width, all the after work would be easier. Siding
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and plowing could be more effectually done,

and the whole field have a neater appearance.

When there are heavy rains, followed by

much wind and a bright sun, directly after

planting, and any part of your land is of such a

nature as to form a crust on the surface, it is

sometimes necessary to go over it with the

scraper, to break up and "knock off" the thin

crust formed on the surface, so that the young

plants can push their way through.

This practice, however, cannot be recom-

mended ; cotton is not or should not be covered

so deeply as to admit of much scraping off after

the beds are leveled in the first place at plant-

ing. In any event, judgment must be exercised

to know when such a scraping might be inju-

rious to the seed row, by cutting off the tops of

the young plants, should the seed have been in

the ground long enough to be sending up young
shoots, and any meddling with the surface does

more harm than good. When any danger is

feared from such a crust, an adjustable horse hoe

run between the rows will be found sufficient

to break up or crack the surface, and permit the

plants to force their way through.

Fight Grass.—Should, however, the young
grass an^ weeds come up so thickly, four or

five days after planting, as to threaten to over-

run the beds and choke off the young plants as

soon as they appear, it is best not to delay one

hour in commencing to "fight grass," but to

run the wooden scraper, in the hands of a care-

ful man, over the beds, and "knock off" very

lightly this first coat of weeds, etc., even at the

risk of breaking off some of the forward plants

near the surface. The hoes, plows, sweeps, and
horse plows must be kept moving—j udiciously

—

over the fields, early and late, as long as and
wherever there is any grass to kill.

Clean Culture.—Upon the clean cultivation

of your cotton land depends, in a great mea-

sure, the success of the crop. Let none of your

hands forget that the ground must be kept

stirred, and that every single weed and blade of

grass must be cut up, and demolished.

A Cotton Planter Needed.—Perhaps no
other improved implement in the cultivation of

cotton is so much needed as a good one-horse

planter, of simple and durable construction.

Much labor, not only in planting and covering,

but in all the after cultivation—"chopping out,"

" siding," etc.—would be saved by such an im-

plement. If the seed could be sown straight in

one continuous row, the seed not more than two
or three inches apart iu the row—so as to be

sure of a " stand," the process of " chopping
out " would bo simpler and require less care.

The difficulties that might be experienced iii

dropping cotton seed through a planter, would
be owing to the lint that covers them, causing

the seed to bang together in bunches. But by
rolling in ashes, as recommended, this difficulty

may bo somewhat overcome, and enable the

seed to be dropped through a small opening or

tube, with more certainty. The sales for such a

planter would be immense, and make the in-

ventor rich. May we soon see it in the field.

Caution.—Never work cotton during a spell

of rainy weather, unless you are behind-hand

with the work, and must take advantage of

every moment in fair or foul weather to "catch

up." Tou can not effectively kill grass in wet

weather; you may plow it around, push it

about and turn it upside down—but your plants

arc only partially relieved; the moist soil and
warm rains enable it to take a fresh hold the

instan' almost that it is uprooted.—Hot, sunny
weather, is the best time to work among cotton

—no matter how hot,—then all grass turned

up or displaced only partially, and buried under

the burning sand, will be effectually disposed of.

Chopping Out.—It is a common rule, not to

begin working cotton until the greater part of

the young plants can show two pairs of leaves,

mostly when thoy are four or five inches in

hight. But if the grass is very rank and threat-

ens to outgrow the cotton, it will be prudent

not to wait for four leaves, but to open the fight

at once ; even though the plants are but two or

three inches in bight and have but two leaves.

The first work then in order will be " chop-

ping out," or scraping out of the rows some of

the over-abundant plants that have come up
too crowded, giving them a careful thinning

wherever they stand in bunches, to prevent a

spindling, and consequently delicate growth.

At the same time scrape off and pull up all

the grass around and among the plants; and let

the sweep follow the hoes, running through the

middles to destroy the grass not reached by the

hoes, and to throw a little loose soil toward the

plants, using care not to cover them.—For this a

horse-hoe or cultivator is well adapted ; it should

be used by a careful man and run along lightly.

The hoe bands confine their labors only to

the graaB in the immediate vicinity of the rows,

about and among the plants, leaving the mid-

dles for the sweep or hoe-harrow.

It is not advisable to remove many plants at

this first working, except where they are much
crowded ; a late frost may nip many of them,

or early grasshoppers may thin them out, so

that if the hoe hands remove too many, the

chances of a " stand " may be endangered.

Siding.—After all the fields have been gone

over with this first operation, it will be found

necessary, iu consequence of the rapid growth

of weeds and grass, and to keep the soirwell

stirred, to at once proceed with the next work.

The small turn plows are now run along close

to the young plants, up one side of the row and

down the other, as near as an average of three

inches, throwing a light furrow away from the

plants towards the middle of the space between

the rows, covering the grass, and leaving the

plants on a slight elevation or ridge. Be care-

ful not to run the plows too deep, as there is

danger of hurting the roots ; besides it is an

injury to the young plants to set them up too

high and dry on a sandy ridge,—the hoe hands

may not come along for a day or two, and the

hot withering sun may dry out the tender roots.

Do not let the ridge—made by the plows (run

up one side of the row and down the other)

—

be cut too narrow. The plant has not only a

tap root, but numerous fine and delicate side

roots, that in young plants are hardly noticed.

These tender feeders are of vital importance to

the growth of the stalk, and none of them can

be rudely cut or broken without proportionately

injuring the plant itself.

After the plows have sided the rows and left

the plants on a ridge, the hoc bands come along

as soon as the work on hand permits,—the soon-

er the better,—and scrape off the grass remain-

ing on this plant ridge; at the same time chop-

ping out and again reducing the over-abundant

plants, where they stand too crowded, and en-

deavoring as much as possible to have the plants

standing in the rows at intervals of six or eight

inches, in pairs, or three or four near together,

always cutting out the weaker and letting the

strongest plants stand, at the same time leveling

the ground about the rows and drawing up soil

to the stems, where the plows in "siding" have

run too close to the plants or too deep.

A look into the Sea.

Those who live at the sea side have an oppor-
tunity to observe forms of animal and vegetable

life which, to those residing far inland, must seem
very strange. Indeed those who live upon the

very beach overlook many of the curious forms
that grow near them. These animals and plants

are best observed when grown in a glass tank or

aquarium, and we have in our seaboard towns
many who devote much time to marine aquaria.

Our Superintendent of Engraving is well known
as an enthusiast in this way, and he is so much
pleased with an aquarium of one of his friends

that he has produced a beautiful picture of it,

presented on the succeeding page, and has fur-

nished us with the following note of its con-

tents :
" The engraving represents the interior

of an aquarium in the possession of Mr. W. E.

Damon, and gives at one view a number of re-

markable forms of animal life that are but little

known. The two prominent figures in the cen-

ter of the aquarium are Sea Anemones. These
belong to the class of Polyps, and are two of the

finest species found on our coast. It is almost

impossible to describe the beauties of these

flower-like gems of the ocean, nor is it strange

that they were considered for so long a time as

marine plants. Their tentacles expand like

the petals of a flower, and at other times they

remain closed for hours, only to seem more
beautiful when again opened. On account

of their bodies being coated with slime, and

being of a soft pulpy nature to the touch,

they are named by our fishermen " Halibut

slime," and are brought up on the trawls in

large numbers, they are attracted by the bait,

and the fishermen imagine that they are the

slime from the bodies ot the Halibut. It is enly

iu still water and in perfect security that they

unfold their thousand tentacles, and display their

beautifully organized disk. Each tentacle is a

hand, by which it can seize any small fish, and

convey it to its mouth; if the fish is strong and

hard to hold, the Anemone will bring every hand

to bear, so that the fish is entirely surrounded

and held fast till dead, when it will slowly dis-

appear into the mouth and down one of the

many stomachs of the Anemone. Their manner

of reproduction is very curious—they throw off a

piece from the base. I have often cut pieces off

with a penknife, which iu about two weeks be-

came perfect Anemones, but always having only

six tentacles, which, in the course of time, in-

creased to the proper number. Another way of

multiplying is by budding off from the sides of

the stalk (as shown iu engraving.) These bud3

fall off from the parent, make an attachment on

some stone or shell, and in course of time be-

come perfectly organized Anemones. They also

reproduce by ejecting young from the mouth or

orifice at the disk. Two smaller varieties are

also figured, of great delicacy and beauty.

The fish shown in the engraving is the Stick-

leback (Oastcroskus,) and one of the most lively

and interesting fish known for the aquarium.

The male fish, about the month of March, be-

gins to take on the most brilliant hues, of blue,

orange and green; it then commences to build

its nest for the reception of the spawn. As soon

as the female lias spawned, she is driven away

by the male fish, who carefully guards the

nest, and ventilates the spawn by ejecting water

from his mouth into one of the orifices of the

nest. I had one Stickleback that uvery day,

as the sun reached a certain spot in the tank,

would take the spawn out of the nest and give

it a half hour's sunning, then take it back and de-

posit it iu the nest, and when the youug were
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batched out and wandered too far from the nest,

would take them in his mouth and bring them
back. I have often amused myself by placing

small sticks in the nest, and watching the male
fish tug at them until they were loosened, and
then carry them off in his mouth to the farthest

extremity of the tank. There is no fish so easily

domesticated, and that will bring forth young so

readily in either fresh or salt water aquarium.
At the left of the picture is a most curious ani-

mal, the Sea-horse, (Hippocampus Hudsonius).—
The male fish is furnished with a pouch for the

reception of the spawn, in which it is hatched.

The young sea-horses cling together in a mass,

by means of their prehensile tails. The natural

food of the Sea-horse, is the Serpula, noticed be-

low. Mr. Damon had for a year three Sea-

horses which were so tame, that they would
follow his hand around the tank to be fed ; he at

first fed them on the hinder parts of shrimp,

afterwards on Serpula, which they eat greedily.

Serpula contortuplicata, shown near the Sea-

horse, consists of a mass of twisted tubes formed

of hard shell, each of which contains an ani-

mal. When these are out feeding and fully ex-

panded with their "stoppers" of white and
orange, in connection with their feather like

branchiaj of rich brown and crimson, they pre-

sent a body of rich color. On the slightest

disturbance, the entire mass of serpula disap-

pears, and the color of the whole instantaneously

changes from a brilliant orange or crimson to

the dull grey of their cells. They venture out

one by one and the mass of shell becomes bril-

liaut again. When any of the cells become

broken, the serpula in a few days build them

up. If one is cut in half, each half becomes a

perfect animal. They live entirely at the bot-

tom, and do not thrive well in a strong light.

Star-fish, one of which is shown at the left

hand, (Asteratxintiiion,) are very common, and

the great enemy of the oyster and clam. Every

fisherman considers it his duty to destroy them.

The small Hermit Crab (Pagurus longicarpus)

is found in great numbers on our coast. The
hinder part of the body is soft and unprotected,

so that it becomes necessary for them to inhabit

some empty shell, generally that of the Bucci-

num, when they grow too large for the shell, they

take possession of a new one that fits them bet-

ter ; when they are about making this change,

they first carefully examine the interior and ex-

terior of the shell with their claws, and finding it

all right they jerk themselves out of the old

shell and into the new so quickty, that the

change is hard to detect. Should a Hermit Crab

have one of his claws crushed or broken, it will

amputate it down to the next perfect joint, eating

all the flesh that is torn off through amputating.

In about three days, a small, soft fleshy point

makes its appearance, which is the new claw;

this increases in size until it has attained nearly

its natural proportions, but is soft and without

shell, until the next moulting or shedding season,

when it becomes a perfect claw, shell and all.

One of these Crabs, inhabiting a small shell, is

shown in the center foreground of the picture.

The Spider Crab, or Sea Spider, (Labinica

canaliculata) is interesting, in spite of its homely

look, of which it seems to be conscious, from

the fact of its dressing itself up with sea-weed

or alga;, of the most brilliant colors. This it

only does at the fall of the year, as the bedding

time approaches, so that it may be more securely

hid from the numerous bottom fish who prey

upon the smaller crustaceans. One is seen at

the extreme right of the picture. There are

several equally curious objects shown, that can

only be named : The Shrimp, which the Stickle-

back seems to be after ; Tubularias, long horn-

like tubes, seen just und'er the Shrimp; Barna-

cles, between the two Crabs, etc. Of course,

there 'must be some vegetation to keep up the

balance between animal and vegetable life, <ind

for this nothing is so useful as the Ulea,v: Sea-

lettuce, some broad fronds of which are seeu

floating behind the Sea-horse and Serpula.
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The Silver-Striped Bamboo.

The name Bamboo is associated with the

gigantic tropical and subtropical grasses, the

stems of which grow 50 feet or more high, and

are celebrated for their general use by

the Orientals, to whom they serve for

everything from a penholder to a mast.

There are, however, some very humble

bamboos, and at least one hardy one. 1

Bambusa Metake. This is a Japanese tv

species, two or three feet high, and en-

dured the winter with us several de-

grees north of New York City. Be-

cently Mr. E. Bauman, Florist and Land-

scape Gardener at Bahway, N. J., has

brought to our notice a still more dwarf

species, which has been introduced by
the European florists under the name of

Bambusa Fortunii alba vittata. The en-

graving is made from a pot plant, of the —
natural size. From the abundance of

buds at the base it is no doubt a vigor-

ous grower, and is said to continue

dwarf and stocky and not exceed about

a foot in night. Should this prove hardy,

as Mr. Bauman thinks it will, it will be

a valuable addition to our "foliage plants"

of which we now have a great number,

with but few hardy ones. The leaves

are very distinctly marked, both the

green and the white stripes being clear.

The plant is apparently well adapted

to form edgings in decorative planting,

and a single plant would prove very or-

namental in the border. A variety with

green and yellow stripes is noticed in

Europe, and either this, or the one under

notice, is advertised as Bambusa Japon-

iea variegata. There is much confusion in flo-

rists' names, both in this country and Europe.

Other plants constantly have their stamens and

pistils in separate flowers of the same plant, as

the cucumber, squash, and all of that family

—

and the Indian corn, in which the tassel con-

tains the stamens, and the ear the pistils, the

The Sex of the Strawberry.
g

From the fact that there are some varieties of

strawberry, which, being pistillate, require the

presence of some other sort to make them fruit-

ful, many suppose that it is necessary in all cases

to plant two kinds in order to bear fruit. We
have several letters asking what variety should

be planted with the Triomphe de Gand and

other sorts that will fruit without aid. As this

matter of the sex of strawberries has been

muddled so much, we will try to make it plain.

The great majority of flowrers with which we
are familiar, are perfect, i. e., have both pistils,

PERFECT TLOWEHS.

the organs that are to become the fruit, and sta-

mens, the fertilizing organs, in the same flower.

SILVER-STRIPED BAMBOO.

elongated portion of which is the silk. In still

another set of plants the flowers of one will

bear pistils only, and the flowers of another will

produce nothing but stamens. The hemp, hop,

and willows are common instances of plants

of this kind. The pistils, in each one of

these classes are the portions that become fruit,

Fig.: -SECTION OP FLOWER.

but they only do this after they have received

the influence of the pollen, a fine dust produced

by the stamens. The pistils of perfect flowers,

that have both stamens and pistils, may readily

become fertilized by the pollen of the same flow-

er, while in separated flowers, those in which
the stamens are in one and the pistils are in

another, no fruit will be produced unless pollen

is brought to the pistils by some agency, such as

insects or winds, from a staminate one. Some
plants that ordinarily produce perfect flowers do

sometimes have separated ones, the stamens and

sometimes the pistils being suppressed or abor-

tive, when the flower becomes pistillate or stami-

nate as the ca9e may be. This happens in bolh the

wild and the cultivated state with the strawberry

and with the grape. In the strawberry it is usual-

ly the stamens that are wanting, and in the grape

it is more common to have the pistils absent, if

either one. The engravings (figs. 1,2,3), of straw-

berry flowers, very much enlarged, prepared for

Fuller's Small Fruit Culturist, show the different

parts quite distinctly, and a careful inspection

of them will enable any one to tell a perfect—

or hermaphrodite, as it is often called—from a
pistillate flower. In fig. 1, the small knob in the

center i3 the pistils, which are surrounded by
numerous stamens. The same flower is shown

in figure 2, as cut down through the

center. The conical elevation in the

center of this cut flower is the enlarged

end of the stem of the flower, on which
the pistils are placed, this is called the

receptacle. The stamens are arranged

around this, and outside of these the

showy parts of the flower, the petals and
calyx. As the pistils ripen, to produce

the fruit proper —seeds we usually call

them—the receptacle enlarges, becoming
often of enormous size compared to what
it was in the flower, and very often

inclosing the seed-like fruits in deep

pits or cavities, while in other cases

these remain upon the surface. In several

cultivated varieties of the strawberry, tho

stamens are altogether wanting, as in

fig. 3, and then the plant is said to be

pistillate. It is evident that plants of

this character need the help of those

that produce stamens. The general ten-

dency of strawberry cultivators is to dis-

card pistillate sorts altogether, though

there are a very few, like Hovey's Seed-

ling, that in some localities are so excel-

lent and productive, that it is desirable to

grow them. Where this is the case, it

is only necessary to plant adjacent beds

of some perfect variety that blossoms at

the same time, and the insects and winds

will look after the fertilization. When
a perfect variety is planted to fertilize

a pistillate or imperfect one, great care

should be taken to prevent the runners of

one bed reaching across into the other bed.

It is from carelessness in this respect, that there

is so much confusion in regard to varieties,

and this has also given rise to the common
belief that pistillate plants become changed

when fertilized by another sort. While we are

not prepared to assert that the flavor of a pis-

tillate sort may not be modified somewhat, ac-

cording to the variety by which it was fertilized,

yet we have no proof that the plant itself under-

goes any change. To answer many inquiries,

we may say that, practically, as far as the value

of the fruit is concerned, strawberries in prox-

imity do not mix. As regards the seeds, tho

case is different; here the crossing is the rule

rather than the exception. And this is apt to

take place even with perfect flowers, as insect3

PISTILLATE H.OWEIl.

will Often bring pollen and fertilize the pistils

of a flower, beforo its own pollen is ready.
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When the pistils are absent, making a truly

staminate flower, of course no fruit is borne,

and the plants are perfectly useless. Tliey have
been recommended for fertilizing the pistillate

ones, but as this office can be as well performed
by the perfect flowers—which produce enough
pollen for their own pistils and to spare, it is

a mere waste of ground to employ them. The
term "staminate" is often applied to perfect

flowers ; it belongs to those only bearing stamens.

The Spring Adonis.—{Adonis vemalis.)

The names of many of our cultivated plants

—if we trace them to their origin—take us back
to the days- of mythological fables, when gods
and goddesses had the uncomfortable power of

transforming mortals into beasts and flowers.

The Adonis is said to be so called in memory
of the young man beloved of Venus, and to

have sprung either from his blood, or from the

SFRKG adonis—{Adonis vernalis.)

tears shed by the goddess at his death. "Which
is the true story of its origin, it is too late at this

day to settle, but whether it was blood or salt

water, we would like to see the plant itself

oftener than we do. "We only meet it in those

gardens where good old things, that have been

grown by lovers of flowers for centuries—and
ought to be prized on that very account—have

not been thrown aside for modern introductions.

"We like the new things too, but don't believe in

discarding old friends to make place for them.

This Adonis is a hardy perennial, and comes

in bloom with the flowers of May. Its stems

are about a foot in hight, and clothed with deli-

cate and finely cut foliage. Each branch is

terminated by a large yellow flowor, the petals

of which are marked with greenish lines. The
plant belongs to the same family with the But-

tercups, Pseony, etc.—the Ranunculus or Crow-
foot Family. In looking over the catalogues to

see if the seeds -were generally kept by seeds-

men, we were surprised to find it only in that

of Jas. Vick of Rochester. Being a perennial,

it will not flower the first year from seed, but

after that it is easily managed, it being only

necessary to divide the clumps when they get

too large. There are some annual species that

are worth cultivating. One of them, Adonis

autumnalis, blooms in autumn, with a small

dark red and purple flower and fine foliage.

It has the popular name of Pheasant's-eye.

Tree Doctoring and our " Doctrine."

Just now we have "no end" of circulars of
" Patent Tree Invigorators," " Apple worm An-
nihilators " and the like, with many letters of

inquiry. These tree medicines divide them-

selves into two classes, those that are put into

the tree and those that are put on the ditto.

The internal remedies proposed to drive away
worms are sulphur and calomel. A hole is to

be bored into the tree, the stuff introduced and

the hole plugged up. Some ask us if the use

of these materials will hurt the tree. Probably

no more than if the hole had been entirely

filled by a nicely fitting plug—as both are very

insoluble—and the amount of benefit would
in either case probably be about the same.

The external remedies are more numerous,

and are generally "patent" preparations. If

there is anything too stupid to get a patent we
should like to see it. What principle governs

the issuing of patents we are at loss to discover

—except it be a general desire to get the fees,

and be rid of bores. In the circulars before us,

one proposes to "treat", the trees to rid them
of worms, and will send the article for a con-

sideration. Another not only kills the borer,

but his medicine contributes to the growth of

the tree, and so on. Now on general principles

we don't believe that there is any specific virtue

in them. The whole secret of their success lies

in the fact that one who has invested money in

them will look after his trees—while if wc tell

him month after month to use soft soap wash
and other simple remedies, he will not think it

worth while. There is nothing like a few dol-

lars, to wake up some people. We copied last

January a communication from the Country

Gentlemen, of Mr. Wisner, who had used Mr.

Sheldon's composition to the injury of his trees.

Mr. Sheldon writes that Mr. Wisner admits to

have made the composition with the wrong in-

gredients, and we give him the benefit of this

statement. With our present information, " cer-

tificates of well known persons" included, we
can see nothing to induce us to recommend any

of these patented or secret things whatever.

Our doctrine is constant attention. If one loves

his trees and looks after them, he will not need

any " annihilator," or " invigorator." Give a

soft soap wasli in the spring, probe and kill all

the borers that are in the tree, and keep others

from entering by placing some mechanical

obstruction around the trunk in July, either

stiff paper, a mound of earth, or whatever will

keep the insects away. If canker wTorms are in

the vicinity, then something must be used to

prevent their ascent,—see March Agriculturist.

Tent caterpillars are ..easily kept down by de-

struction of eggs and nests—it is only lazy

people who suffer. If a tree "invigorator" be

needed, just try what virtue there is in manure.

Cultivating Orchards.

Apple orchards left to themselves bear only
on alternate years, with such uniformity;' that
" bearing years " have come to be regarded as

the order of nature, rather than a human device.

The trees, in average soil, do not have aliment

enough to give full crops every year. Cultiva-

tion and manuring will change all this, and give

us remunerative crops every season. Possibly

manuring might do this even if the orchard were
left in grass. But the danger is, if the orchard

is left unplowed, it will not get the manure.
The common objection offered to plowing is

the damage done to the roots of the trees. We
have no doubt that an orchard might be plowed
so deep and so near the trunk of the trees as to

damage it past hope of recovery. But discretion

is to be used, and the plow is to be kept so near

the surface under the trees, as not to break off

the large roots. It has also been ascertained

that grain crops are not good for orchards. We
have known orchards to be made barren for

several years in consequence of a crop of rye.

Grain crops, unless buckwheat be an exception,

take from the soil what the tree needs, and shade

the land too much. Root crops are the most
desirable, because they require a good deal of

manure and thorough tillage to make them prof-

itable. The frequent stirring of the soil, and

the fertilizers, are the wants of the apple tree,

and the root crop enables the farmer to give

these to his orchard, and at the same time

he is remunerated for his labor.

Potatoes, carrots, beets, turnips, are all good
crops for the orchard, if you put on manure
enough to make them pay. A surplus must be

left in the soil to make the apple crop. But will

an orchard thus fed bear every year ? We have

no doubt of it. The apple crop may be made
as sure as the root crops. We once plowed up

beneath an old apple tree that had an inveterate

habit of bearing only every other year, and

planted with potatoes, manuring liberally. We
had a full crop of apples the second year, and

shall always think the manure and the cultiva-

tion made the change. Horticulturists who make
a specialty of apples, and manure every year,

succeed in getting crops every season, with very

rare exceptions. David Lyman, Esq., of Middle-

field, Conn., stated, at a recent meeting of the

State Board of Agriculture, that he cultivated

his orchards, and got crops every year. They
were not always full crops, but were enough to

pay for the trouble. Judging from the appear-

ance of his orchards, which we visited a few

years since in the apple season, we think that a

very modest statement. We have rarely seen so

fine a show of apples, even at the county fairs,

as could have been gathered from his trees.

The secret of his success is cultivation and

manure, and a reasonable watch against the

encroachments of insects. The plowing late in

the fall as well as in the spring, he thinks a

great safeguard against their depredations. Mul-

titudes of the chrysalides are unearthed and

destroyed. If this was attendedto, and the wind-

falls picked up and fed to the pigs, we think

there would be little damage from the attacks of

insects. The apple is so fine a fruit, and so

easily kept, it is so much both food and lux-

ury, that no pains should be spared to keep

our orchards in the best condition. We are tired

of seeing apples quoted at $7 a barrel, but even

at that price they are much cheaper than pills.

Sweet Herbs.—Those who like seasoning

should not forget these little matters in " making
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the garden." Sage is the staple article, and is

so readily grown from seed that it is not worth

while to make divisions or cuttings of the old

plants, and the same may be said of Thyme.
Make a seed bed of good light soil and sow
Sage, Thyme, Sweet Marjoram, and Summer
Savory, when the ground gets warm. Keep the

plants well weeded, and thin if crowded. By
the time that early crops of peas, cabbages, etc.,

come off, there will be a plenty of good plants

to set out and occupy the ground, and give an

abundant supply for home use and for sale.

Raspberries and Black Caps.

The great trouble with the cultivation of the

common raspberries, even when they pass the

winter safely by being protected or otherwise,

is that the manner of growth is not understood.

In private gardens we frequently see the rasp-

berry bed a dense thicket, with new canes strug-

gling with the old ones, and all in an uninviting

and unfruitful condition. The majority of pri-

vate growers do not seem to be aware that the

stems of the raspberry are biennial, i. e., they

grow one year and bear fruit the next, and then

die. With some of the varieties called ever-

bearing, the young growth flowers and fruits in

the autumn of the same year. When a rasp-

berry cane of the ordinary kind has fruited, it

is no longer of any use, and should be cut out.

The large cultivators usually leave the pruning

out of the old canes until the time to cover them,

but it is much better to remove them as soon as

fruiting is over, to allow the new growth a

plenty of room. Those who plant raspberries

this spring, and wish the best results, should cut

the old canes back to a few inches, leaving just

enough to serve as a convenient handle in plant-

ing, and look to the new growth of this year to

produce fruit the next. If the canes be left

their full length at transplanting, a poor crop of

fruit may be had the first season, at the risk of

the future good of the plants. The plants are

set four feet apart each way for the more mod-

erate growers, and the taller kinds five or six

feet apart. The varieties are numerous, and

every year brings additions to the list. Along
the Hudson River the Hudson River Antwerp is

the great market berry. In Southern New
Jersey, the Philadelphia is the profitable mar-

ket fruit, aud at the West, the Purple Cane en-

joys great popularity. Choice sorts for garden

culture are : Brinckle's Orange, Franconia,

Clark, (said to be hardy,) Fastolf, and French.

The Black Caps, of which there are now
many named varieties, are becoming very pop-

ular. Though not to be compared in flavor of

fruit with the others, they have many good
qualities. They are hardy, very productive, and
throw up no suckers. They are propagated by
rooting from the tops of the pendent branches.

Of this class the Doolittle's Improved, is, per-

haps, the best known, and doubtless many oth-

ers, including native seedlings, are just as good.

—.——»— _•

Sweet Potato Culture.

BY W. W. RATmiONK, MARIETTA, OHIO.

In April, page 139, we gavo Mr. Rathbone's

manner of preparing the land for Sweet Pota-

toes, and now add the remainder of his article,

upon setting tlie plants. The plants should al-

ways be set down to the first leaf, and if the

upper portion is destroyed by a late frost, they

ijill start, from below and make a good growth.

The ridges being made, they will stand 80 to

36 inches from top to top; let them be sharp

pointed. To mark the distances for plants, I

use a revolving wheel, with fans every three

feet, resembling a reaping machine fan, marking
two rows at once. I keep the plants well set up
on the ridge, and cut between them at the

second and third hoeing to make the hills.

Make the hills pointed and high. Do not be

afraid of dry weather. "We always get the best

crops when " everything ip burnt up."

Mode op Setting Plants.—One plant per

hill is plenty. Put fifteen inches apart if to be

kept in the ridge. I have two modes of setting.

First, if the weather be dry, don't wait for rain,

nor the "dark of the moon." Let one boy drop

the plants, another pour from a water-pot, with

the rose off, sufficient water to float the rootlets,

and immediately fill up with mellow earth. One
can water for three to set. Never set plants

after heavy rains. A second method of planting,

which I prefer when the earth is sufficiently

moist, is to dip the roots in a puddle of clay of

the consistence of thick cream. The plants thus

treated generally live well, and the objection-

able hard lump formed about the plants in

man}' soils when watered in the hill is obviated.

After Cultivation.—After every rain break

up the crust of soil in contact with the plants.

I do this rapidly with both hands—clasping,

raising and pressing the earth on the tips of the

hills. It answers all the purposes of a regular

hoeing, breaking up the ant boles and giving

health to the young plant. Keep the surface clear

of weeds. Be careful in working among the

plants, not to hoe too deeply. The earliest

potatoes lie immediately beneath the surface.

After heavy rains the vine3 root at the joints.

On sunny days they may be upturned on the

hill or ridge. But in no case cut off the vines.

I have cut every alternate row in a large patch

to fully test this point, and on harvesting found

fully 100 per cent, in favor of the uncut hills.

A frost that merely blackeus the learns does not

hurt sweet potatoes, but if the vines are frozen

it does. Upon digging, the potatoes should be

carefully handled and put away in boxes or

barrels, with alternate layers of leaves, (some

prefer cut straw,) in a warm, dry place to keep.

In conclusion, I repeat, if good plants are set

as indicated, on moderately fertile land, with

good surface drainage on small high hills, the

surface kept well cleaned, any reader of the

Agriculturist south of 45° north latitude can

raise good Nansemond sweet potatoes.

The Ailanthus.—"We hear so much against

the Ailanthus, that w.e are quite disposed to

take its part. It will grow every where, is a

rapid grower, and is very seldom troubled by
insects. We know that it makes good fuel, and

we cannot see why its timber should not be

useful for a great many purposes. We have

had a couple of blocks upon our desk for some
lime, the one varnished and the other plain, and

of the great many who have examined them,

not one has guessed the kind of wood. Its

disagreeable quality is an unpleasant odor when
in flower, and its great nakedness in winter

renders it less suitable as a wind-break than

many others. Despite all the abuse it has had,

were we upon a tree-less prairie, we should

plant the Ailanthus, notwithstanding it has been

condemned by several pomological societies.

It is the tree that converts the brick and brown-

stone streets of New York into beautiful avenues

of tropical foliage, it grows among the pave-

ments as if it rather enjoyed a hard life, and it

is especially adapted to rocky and sterilo soil

Cranberry Culture.

To answer numerous letters we condense re-

cent articles upon this subject, some of which
came to us, and others appeared in papers, pub-
lished in New Jersey, a State some portions of

which present remarkable facilities for cranberry

culture. The essentials seem to be, 1st, a sandy
peat soil ; where the deposit of peat or muck is

shallow, with sand beneath, then a proper soil

may be made by plowing. If the peat is very

deep, then sand must be put on to the depth of

four to eight inches. 2nd.—The bog must be
so situated that it can be drained, ditching is

the common method. 3d.—The land must -be

capable of being flowed at will. This is not

considered so essential in New-Jersey, as the

other two conditions, but is considered desirable

as a means of protecting the vines from frost

and insects. 4th.—The land must be cleaned

of all stumps as well as tussocks of sedge and
other vegetation, and the surface made as level

as possible. The sanding is of course the last

thing to be done before planting. These are in

brief the New Jersey essentials. Mr. Orrin C.

Cook, of South Milford, Mass., who last year

sent us the largest and finest berries we ever

saw, has quite different notions. He says: " In

selecting land for the cranberry, wet swamp
land is the best, as it requires more moisture

than is found on high lands, but any land that

will grow potatoes will raise good cranberries.

I raise my best berries on a hard clay soil. To
prepare the ground for the plants, take out all

the roots, brush, and tufts of coarse grass, plow
deep, and, if not too wet, harrow. Having made
the land as level as possible, set the plants one
foot apart each way. We set the plants in the

fall, from the middle of September until the

ground freezes, and in the Spring until the 85th

of May. We neither plow nor hoe among the

plants, but in the fall go through and pull all

the brush and grass that may have started. In

three years the vines will cover the ground, at

which time a full crop may be expected. There

is no crop that we can raise here with so Utile

trouble as the cranberry ; after they get to bear-

ing there is no trouble beyond picking the crop

and marketing it. One acre will yield from fifty

to one hundred bushels, and these sell from $7

to $10 per barrel of three bushels each."

We have heretofore expressed our disbelief

in the success of the upland culture of the cran-

berry, but last autumn a gentleman from Long
Island, whose address we have mislaid, brought

us very fine specimens of berries, raised on up-

land. We should be glad if Mr. Cook's state-

ment that "any land that will grow potatoes

will raise good cranberries" were generally ap-

plicable. Some unfortunate attempts of this

kind that we have seen, have made us cautious

in advising any one to invest in cranberries on

high ground, and we should be glad of more
reports, Whether of success or failure.

Mr. Gilbert Conaul, whose report was quoted

in the March Affriculturi.it, says, that in the.

article wc copied, the word "plowed" in the

third line of the quotation should be floibttt.

The question is often asked, will it do to set

wild plants, or must the cultivated ones be pur-

chased. The cranberry, like all other fruits,

varies from the seed, and seedlings will differ

in the size and shape of the fruit, and in the

productiveness of the vines. Wild plants may

give good results and may not. The advantage

of cultivated vines is that they arc produced

from runners of a sort known to be fruitful.

Several different kinds are sold by dealers.
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THE HOUGH BETTTZIA

—

(Deutzia scabra.')

Some Beautiful White-Flowering Shrubs,

While shrubs with gaily colored flowers

excite our admiration, we believe that we derive

more satisfaction from those the flowers of

which are white. A Japan Quince, in a blaze

of scarlet, or a Forsythia hung with its golden

bells, is pleasant to look upon, but there is a

tenderness and purity about aDeutzia or Silver-

bell that call forth another sentiment than ad-

miration. Pure white and green form a combina-

tion, whether in plant or bouquet, that is always

pleasing. Among the white-flowering shrubs,

are the old Snow-ball, now but little grown, and
its more dwarf, but more beautiful Japanese
brother, Viburnum plicatum. Then we have
the Fringe-tree, the two Silver-bells, any number
of varieties of Spiraea, and Philadelphus, or Sy-

ringa as it is often called. Besides these are the

Double-flowering Plum and Cherry, that come
early, and our native and beautiful Clethra that

flowers late, and if it were not in every swamp,
would be in every garden ; our fragrant White
Azalea, and a host of others that we cannot now
enumerate. Among the white flowering shrubs,

well enough known to be in all good collections,

but yet not sufficiently popularized to be grown
every where, as are Lilacs and Snowballs, are

the Deutzias. These shrubs have no common
name, aside from their botanical one, which is

fortunately one readily popularized. The species

most common in cultivation are Deutzia scabra,

D. crenata and D. gracilis, all natives of Japan.

The first two grow six or eight feet high, and
differ only in the shape of the leaves and some
minute characters of the flowers. They are so

much alike that one is frequently sold for the

other. The leaves are rough, and when exam-
ined by a strong magnifier, this roughness is

found to be due to transparent star-shaped hairs,

which are veiy pretty microscopic objects.

Devtsia gracilis, grows about two feet high and

forms a large tuft of slender arch-

ing branches, and when these are

loaded with pure white flowers,

nothing can be more graceful.

This is a most valuable shrub for

cemetery decoration, and is valu-

able for forcing. The florists around

New-York force it in large quan-

tities, and at this time (March) we
find it freely used in bouquets and
flower baskets. All these species

are hardy as far north as Boston.

The Deutzias are nearly related to

the Sj'ringas, (PJiiladelpAus), but

have smaller flowers, of a more
delicate texture, and the plants

are more graceful in habit. We
give an engraving of a flowering-

branch of D. scabra, much re-

duced in size. The swamps of

Virginia and southward furnish

another white-flowered shrub that

should be better known, the

American Storax, Styrax Ameri-

cana. It belongs to the same fam-

ily with the popular Silver-bell

(Halesia), has good foliage, and is

in May covered with neat flowers

that look much like small orange

blossoms. The specimen from

which our engraving is taken was
from a large shrub in the grounds

of that pioneer in horticulture,

the late Thomas Hogg. The ad-

vancing tide of "improvement"
has gradually encroached upon

these grounds, and this season will probably

obliterate a spot dear to all horticulturists. We
shall hereafter, when this collection is scattered,

hardly know where to find many old favorites.

thinning Out Ornamental Trees,

This is one of the matters most likely to be
overlooked, and yet most necessary to be done
this spring. It has already been neglected sev-

eral years, on account of the reluctance very

naturally felt to destroy a work that nature has

been twenty years in building up. As a rule, the

shade trees on our streets and avenues are

planted too near each other. The tree that

wants fifty feet of space for its full development
is scarcely allowed twenty. This would be of

little consequence, if the planter only had the

nerve to remove them when they began to wor-

ry and devour each other. But he prizes his

own handiwork ; he is a tender hearted man, and
perhaps lacking in taste. How can he be ex-

pected to destroy in a day what he has been so

many years nursing and watching with pride.

He can cut out dead limbs, and occasionally a

live one if a straggler. But to put the grub ax
to the root is more than he can bear.

Tet this is just the severe remedy that is need-

ed among the beautiful plantations of shade

trees in our suburban towns and villages. The
trees stand too thick, and are destroying one
another. The fight is as real as that of the Kil-

kenny cats, though less noisy. The top branch-

es already interlock, and begin to die for want of

light and air. The roots are meeting beneath
the surface, and struggling for aliment. Nei-

ther of the adjacent trees has aliment enough
nor room enough to develop after its own law
of growth. It can not do justice to itself, nor
show forth the beauty and glory of its kind.

Every dead branch and distorted limb cries out

American stoeax—(Styrax Americana.) ..

"make room," and room can only be had by
the destruction of its neighbor. This must be

had or the tree is spoiled of its beaut}'. Make
this, and the gaps will soon be filled with more
comely and healthful trees. "One handsome,

well developed elm or maple is worth a whole

row of decaying, distorted trees, struggling for

the mastery. This is not the less important

with evergreens than with deciduous trees.

The perfection of an evergreen consists in its

being a perfect pyramid, with its base resting

on the ground, and care should be taken that

they are never so crowded by close planting

that they lose their lower branches.

o i it ft w » m

Trouble with Seed.

We expect to have every seedman of our

acquaintance denounced as an imposter—that

has been the way heretofore, and will probably

be the case this year. Disappointment and vex-

ation may be avoided by a little thought. Those

who have had no experience in gardening,

whether with flowers or vegetables, are gener-

ally in too much of a hurry. They sow their

seeds—of all kinds, the first fine day, a cold

rain comes and soaks the ground for several

clays, the seeds decay, and the seedsman is

blamed. This is one way in which seeds fail.

Another is, the directions to sow shallow are

followed, the seeds start and a dry time comes

on, and the germinating plants perish for want
of sufficient moisture, when a watering at the

proper time would have saved them. The
smaller the seeds the more care they require,

and it is much better to sow very small ones,

such as Lobelia, in boxes with a pane of glass

over them to prevent evaporation, than to risk

them in the open border. It is well also to sow
only a portion at one time ; if the first sown
escapes accidents, the other portion may be sow
to give a supply of plants for a later bloom.
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(W For other Household Ilem-i, see "Basket" pages.)

Work-Baskets and Bags.

PRIZE ESSAY BY JIISS ETA St. COLLINS, ROCHESTER, If. Y.

BAG KEVERSED.

Every lady, whether a woman or little girl, should
have a convenient receptacle for the implements
which are nec-

essary for her

use in sewing.

A household

work-box, bas-

ket, or bag, is

a household

nuisance. Each
person should

have her own
thimble, wax,

thread, needles

scissors, etc.,

and a place to _^
keep them

; pjg i.—grandmother's bag.
and the man-
ner in which she keeps the latter is a pretty sure

index to her habits of neatness and order in other

respects. So great a variety in the style of these

articles lies

within reach

of each of

us, that our

individuality

can in no way
be better dis-

cerned than

1 in the choice

[ wemake.Our
'minister tells

us that copy-

ing is a suicidal act, aud that the spirit of the

aphorism is applicable to the commonest incideuts

of daily life. Why not, then, to our selection of

an article which presents so great a variety of

forms ?—not that he can mean, in this case, that we
should each have a work-box unlike those we see

about us, in

order to ex-

press our in-

dividual i t y,

for it would

be but an-

other form of

the same act,

and equally

suicidal in

its nature

;

rather that
each should sufficiently understand her own needs
aud preferences, as to have a choice even in so
small an item as this. Graudmother thiuks there
is nothing quite so convenient as her work-bag,

fig. 1, the mag-
ical properties

of which are

universally ac-

knowledged
;
though none of us would think of

constructing such another with a hope of its won-
derful properties being inherent in bags of that

description, as everything that belongs to Grand-

mother part iikes of the same nature. It consists

of a round piece of box-board, covered, and sur-

rounded with pockets. Turned wrong side out,

Fig. 3.—BAG OPEN.

-1—BAG STRINGS.

Fig. 5.—WORK BASKET.

(fig. 3,) and emptied of its contents, it is easy to see

how it is made. The pockets, fig. 3, are eight in

number, Those, and the inside of the bottom board

are of gray merino. The upper edge of the pocket
is scalloped with dark blue saddler's silk, which
is the outside

color. A rub-

ber cord holds

the gray pock-

ets so tightly

drawn up that the bag stands of its own accord,

when the strings, figure 4, which are ran in tha

outside from opposite directions, are loosened.

Mother's work-basket is made on the same prin-

ciple. It is a basket lined with pockets, fig. 5, in-

stead of a bag. The inside is made separately, and
afterwards fastened firmly to the basket at the bot-

tom of the pockets.

The top could be
simply made fast

with coarse thread

to the basket,

though that would

not look so neatly

finished as it would Fl§'- 7--e°ttom oe pockets.

wound with ribbon over the top of the basket, and
through the material of the lining, with bows tied

over between the pockets, where the strain upon
the lining is greatest, in the way mother's basket is

finished off. The pockets, fig. 6, are

made in a straight piece, just long
enough to fit the top of the basket. The
bottom of the row of pockets, fig. 7,

is slightly gather-

ed to fit a circle

of the same material which
fits the bottom of the basket, jfe
Katie has a standing work-

basket of willow, with three

compartments. She has vari-

ous nice little contrivances

among which are " crabs."

composed of three pieces of stiff pasteboard of an
oval shape, two inches in width by three in leugth,

neatly covered with silk, and sewed together at two

Fig. 8.

to hold her work,

A crab like this is

needle-case.

10.

—

needle-book, open.

of the edges. By a slight pressure at the ends it

opens, aud reveals a cozy little room large enough

for small work, and convenient to carry in a dress

pocket. In this crab, which is brown on the out-

side aud blue within, I see Katie has a bunch of

tape trimming, and

a spool of thread,

No. 50. In another

gray and pink one

there is some ruf-

fling, narrow lace,

and 100 thread

;

while stowed away in the drab crab I discover her

tatting shuttle, fig. 8. It is one Grandfather made
from the centers of two old fine-tooth combs,

placing a couple of strips of ivory between the

outside pieces, aud riveting the whole firmly to-

gether. Katie

says it is en-

tirely owing
to her sup-

ply of crabs

that 6he al-

ways has a va-

riety of light

work ready

for any emer-

gency. Her
needle- book,

figure 9, al-

though large,

appropri-
Fig. 13.—WORK BOX.

ate to her basket, which is large and roomy. It is

of bronze morocco, bound and lined with blue,

with leaves for needles at one end, and a place for

the thimble in tha side of the broad flat cushion at

the other cud of the case, fig. 10. Thcro is a mo>

rocco pocket between the silk pocket and cushion.
My needle-case, fig. 11, is smaller, and is therefore
better suited to my work-box, fig. 13, where every
inch of space is precious, and accordingly econo-
mized. It rolls up into quite a small compass,
and lies under the tray, or sometimes in the tray,

Fig. 13.—THREAD CASE.

beside my button-box. Between these and the

cushion, is a narrow depressed division for knife,

pencil, stiletto, buttons, tape, needle-book, etc.

The scissors, tape-measure, emery, thimble, shut-

tle and pin-case beloug in the division opposite the

thread; while under the tray is a ball of welting

cord,box ofhooks
and eyes, case of
skeins of silk, fig.

13, scissors' sharp-

ener, sticks and

roll of tape, pa-

pers of floss and
French cotton,

Afghan needles, a

crab or two, and a

dozen little bun-

dles of work in

various stages of
Fig. 14.—WORK BOX.

development, besides a thousand and one other ar-

ticles, which do not legitimately beloug to the

box, yet are most conveniently kept here.

Jennie's work-box, fig. 14, which is a tidy little

affair, is a hexagon of stiff pasteboard covered with

silk—gray on the outside, aud scarlet within. Ou
three of the side pieces are fastened pockets of the

same material with which the basket is lined. On
one side a covered strip of thin pasteboard, fig. 15,

is fastened for a thimble case, over which hangs an

emery, fig. 10, made from

two round pieces of strong

linen, stuffed with emery H
and wool, and covered with

scarlet silk. The toma-

to shape is produced by drawing a double thread

of green silk six times through the center of the

emery—each time passing over the surface at an

angle of sixty degrees from the last thread. A tuft

of green is fastened with the string to the center of

one side of the emery to increase its resemblance

to a tomato. Jennie made several such boxes for

her little friends a few months ago, some of which

were very delicate in color—light blue aud salmon-

sea green and gray—aud were prettier than her's,

though scarcely as well adapted as her's for daily use.

Fig. 16.

Leaves from My Journal.—No. IV.

PRIZE ESSAY BY MRS. B. M'CLELLAN, OF OHIO.

May.—Lizzie and I have some pleasant chats to-

gether. I made her laugh to-day while telling her

about putting up aud taking dowu stoves in these

premises. That is a job I absolutely dread. I be-

lieve I am very apt to lose my temper. Such fit-

ting of pipes, lugging up stairs and down, iuto

bedroom and parlor, scattering the grimy contents,

and bedaubing every door and passage-way, ono

calling here and another in exactly the opposite di-

rection, all doors open and all faces awry, to say

nothing of seeing every one lift enough to break

his back in two, I long ago placed it in my cal-

endar as a day of all the year the worst. " Well,

well, Mrs. Frisby," said a poor woman who was

helpiug me at such a time, aud to whom I was ex-

pressing my mind pretty freely, " I tell you it is

harder where there are no stoves, and nothing to

put in them either!" Was not this a reproof for

my impatient spirit! Formerly the pipes of both

sitting-room and parlor stoves wcro carried to the

chambers above, and after making sundry circum-

locutions, and turning various sharp corners, found

(heir way into the roaring chimney. What times
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we had then ! I made such a " fuss ". that a mason

appeared, who, by making a jog in the parlor, built

up a little chimney to receive at once the abbrevi-

ated pipes. I imagine that some one else was quite

as disgusted as I with the former process. That

might have helped tomake'my 6tirringword3 more
weighty, and to bring about so happy a result.

Now aud then when, ou a freezing day, I go up to

the chambers and see the cold black stoves stand-

ing like grim sentinels to keep all comfort at bay,

I almost think the softened air of the twisting

pipes would be a luxury, but I am not the one to

say so. No, no ; not I ! by no manner of means.

When through with stoves, we had a talk about

house cleaning. Lizzie appealed to my experience

here. Docile and diligent pupil as she is, I am
proud in any respect to be her teacher. She little

knows in how many sweet and gentle ways she is

mine. But X discoursed something in this wise.

Some of my neighbors are through with house

cleaning. But health is too precious to he risked

in empty rooms, with open windows, until the

weather is mild enough to do so without chill. It

is not a pleasant "job," hut with a little pains-

taking, and a hearty effort to keep.good natured, it

need only produce a healthful breeze in the atmos-

phere at home. I think we housekeepers are too

apt to assume that the male portion of the house-

hold are now only incumbrances, to be treated with

cold dinners and got out of the way with all possi-

ble dispatch. By far the easier way to accomplish

house cleaning is to take one or two rooms at a

time, and " get them to rights " before disturbing

others. But if, perchance, the good mau of the

house, truly reading the sigus of the times, in the

kindness of his heart should bring to the rescue a

couple of stout Irishmen, to take down stoves, and

shake carpets, then all hands to the work, in double

quick time. He must be allowed to fret a little at

the general discomfort, and the impossibility of

finding any thing he wants. But use some "policy"

here. Show him the heap of dust taken from un-

der the sitting-room carpet, aud the moths that

have made their nest under another in a dark cor-

ner of the bedroom, and ask him if it will not be

healthier aud better for the children to have this all

removed before the warm days of summer are here.

To your great delight he will very likely propose a

fresh coat of paint for a room looking rather the

worse for wear, or bring home a wall paper embel-

lished with a dainty vine of violets and rosebuds,

while just in his rear you will catch the glimpse of a

man armed with brushes and pails, who receives

some very decided orders to give the whole house

a.thorough going over, with some white prepara-

tion in the aforesaid pails. Don't forget just here

to thank him for his thonghtfulness, while you say

it is exactly what you wanted to have done, and

take some pains to have a warm dinner ready,

which, though spread in the kitchen, shall be eaten

with good relish, and enlivened with cheerful con-

versation, into which the subject of the work on

hand had better not be introduced. It would not

be strange if, just "to be even" with you, he

should then suggest, (as this is by no means the la-

bor oT a day,) that to-morrow you give him a cold

luneh for dinner, and never mind about him, if you
only won't get sick, before this hubbub is over.

We spent part of to-day in the woods, and came
home with Georgy's hat wreathed with flowers,

though his chubby hands made some displacement

of their artistic arrangement. Lizzie is so busy

preparing for a visit to her old home she hardly

allows herself time for recreation. It may be well

to tell her that sad story of my past history.

A Coffee Roaster.

.1. in Fig. 1, is a cylinder of sheet iron, (Russia is

the best) S or 9 inches in diameter, and 6 inches

deep, wired at each end. About an inch from the

lower end there is securely fastened a bottom of

wire-cloth, about 7x7 mesh, or such as is used for

market wheat screens in fan-mills. The wire bot-

tom is represented by the dotted line B. Just be-

neath the wire bottom there is a cross piece C, riv-

eted to support the wire and make a bearing for

the end of the rod F, to which is attached the

stirrer J, The upper end of the rod F, is supported

by a cross piece similar to (7, but which is fastened by

lu^s rivetted to the sides, that it may be removable.

Fig. 1.—COFFEE BOASTER.

The cover _D, is of tin, to reflect the heat, and is

divided in the center, one part overlapping the

other, in order that one part of the cover may be

lifted off easily to observe the process of roasting.

Figure 2 shows the under side of the apparatus.

In roasting, the apparatus is placed on top the

stove, over a pretty hot fire, leaving half the cover

off at first that the

moisture may escape,

then close tightly, aud
continue stirring until

done, which will usual-

ly he found to be the

case when the coffee

begins to pop, some-

It will

be of great

to add a

small bit of butter, say

as large as a filbert,

Fig. 2.-bottom of eoastek. about the time the cof-

fee begins to change color. Coffee can be brown-

ed in this way in from ten to twelve minutes and

as evenly done as in the best of roasters. Since we
used it we have not had burnt coffee in the house.

Independence of Servants.—•

—

We have received an essay of thirteen pages in a

beautiful hand writing, and'happily expressed, con-

taining the fair writer's experience with servants.

Her afflictions and inflictions from this source are

so much matters of course iu housekeeping that

we should not add much to the knowledge of our

readers by publishing them. Paul's description of

his perils by sea and land is not more graphic than

the experience of many of our housekeepers in this

line. They are not limited to " three shipwrecks "

or to " a night and a day in the deep." Wrecks of

stoves, chairs, tables, crockery, and hardware lie

all along their household voyaging, thicker than

stranded ships on Hatteras or Absecom, aud the

better part of their time they are not only in the

deep, but in "hot water." There are good ser-

vants no doubt, models of neatness, faithfulness,

patience, skill and industry, but they are about as

scarce as Solomon's virtuous womau. Who can

find tbem ? They are advertised, we know, of every

nationality, and every variety of capacity, but house-

keepers suspect, after a few trials, that the keepers

of Intelligence offices use a more than poetic li-

cense. A normal school for the training of ser-

vants is one of the great wants of the age. We
shall get along to that some time in the millennium

probably, but in the meantime what are we to do ?

Some are ready to declare their independence, and

where that is feasible we like the plan.

A Southern lady of true grit writes us :
" I am

so much interested in the Essays on Housekeeping

that I almost envy Mrs. Lyman her conveniences.

We Southern ladies know nothing of such things,

and if we buy any of the labor-saving machines

they are almost useless to us. I bought a stove

and paid $35 for it, antl in three years it was burned

up, and since then I have gone back to the fireplace.

Our servants never take care of any thing, and it

is fret and worry all the time with them. I have

resolved to learn all I can from the Agriculturist

about the labor-saving machines, and I think a few

more of those admirable essays will put me on the

right track, and you will have occasion to hear ot

my experience, for I am resolved to do my work
myself, rather than wear out my patience and tem-

per with servants, [who neglect and waste every

thing committed to their care." This lady's expe-

rience is probably confined to servants, trained

under the old regime. The training of free labor

is a long step upward, and that stove would have

lasted in any northern home at least a dozen years,

and by that time there would have been a new pat-

tern of stove, so much improved that we could

afford to sell the old one for old iron. But with the

average grade of service that we get under free la-

bor, there are a multitude of families where the

housekeeper would do quite as well without ser-

vants as with them, if she could have suitable con-

veniences like our prize essay kitchen and its ap-

purtenances. It is far within bounds to say that

a kitchen may be so arranged as to save one half

the necessary work of cooking and washing. It is

much cheaper in the end, to bring water iuto the

house by pipes where you want to use it, and to

carry it off in the same way, than to furnish mus-

cle to bring and empty every pailfull as it is needed.

Pumps, lead pipe, tanks and reservoirs are much
cheaper than labor. Then there is a great saving

in a cook stove or range with its assortment of

cooking utensils. Another saving is in a good wash-

ing machine and wringer, and another still in the

new patent dish washer. Fitted out with these ap-

pliances, a woman iu good health and without

small children, can often do her own work with

less worry without a servant than with one.

But, then, she must not have too high a standard

of housekeeping, or too many claims of society

upon her. The meals must necessarily be served

in the kitchen, and she must spend the most of her

time there. There can not be much time left for

company, or for reading, or for the accomplish-

ments of life. It can not be denied that servants

are a necessary accompaniment of the most desira-

ble style of living. A woman of cultivation and

refinement can not do justice to her children, to

her social position, and to her own self-culture and

at the 6ame time drudge in the kitchen. Servants

are a necessity, if one has the means of supporting

them. Our essayists offer many valuable hints

upon their training and treatment.

Graham Pudding.—Mrs. "N. E. B."—
Stir Graham flour gradually iuto boiling water with

a little salt, and make about as thick as hasty pud-

ding, or mush, and free from lumps. Eat with tol-

erably rich milk and sugar, and with the addition

of canned peaches or other preserved fruits. If

there be any of the pudding left over it may be cut

in slices and fried in lard or dripping, and is very

good. We have been having the above pudding for

breakfast daily for years, and our "boys" are not

willing to do without it. It is good for the teeth.

Rhubarb Pudding.-One cup sour milk,

one teaspoonful soda, make a stiff batter with flour,

and add some cropped stalks of pie plant. Boil in

cloths and serve with cream and sugar for dinner.

Corn Starch PoddSH!!-.—One quart

boiling milk, three spoonfuls com starch, mixed

with a little cold milk, sweeten and flavor with

lemon it' liked. Pour it into the boiling milk, stir

well for two or three minutes. Pour into moulds.

When cool, turn out and surround with large ripe

strawberries to be eaten with cream and sugar. The

above always presents a beautiful appearance.

Potato Yeast.—Boil one pint of hops iu

two quarts of water, strain the water from the

hops, grate five good sized potatoes, put in a kettle,

add one cup of sugar, one tablespoonfull of salt,

one of ginger, boil ten minutes, add more water if

too thick. Strain through a colander, cool, add yeast

to rise, bottle. It will keep a number of weeks.
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KDYS & (BHIBILS' ©(D&WMm
Boy 'JTrainiaBg*.

' There ! it may lay there, for what I care, and a plague

on all grammars, I say !

"

These words burst out with something of the same
force which dashed a well-thumbed book across the room.
Hal believed that his uncomfortable feelings were owing

entirely to a "plaguey hard lesson" for to-morrow, but
it is possible that circumstances may have aggravated the

hardship; as for instance, a bright sun, smooth, hard

snow, and other signs of a first-rate skating time. After

looking out of the window a moment, Hal again broke
forth with all the indignation of twelve years: "It's a

real dog's life to be a boy !—school, school—work, work,

from one day's end to another. Stupid books!—and
what's the good of it all, I'd like to know ! " " What is

the good, sure enough?" said a voice behind him.—Hal

had forgotten the quiet reader by the fire. He colored a

little, but answered: "I'm sure I can't see, Cousin Ralph.

Reading and writing are well enough, or learning a trade,

and all that: but tobe studying so much stuff, and shut

up all the pleasantest days of one's life—I tell you what,

I'd rather be a savage at once. What a jolly time ! Free

all day, in the real wild woods, hunting and fishing

—

why, what is their work, we call play."

"Stop a moment, Hal. We are speaking of boys—do
you think savage boys have nothing to learn?"
u Nothing like Latin grammar, I'll bet my head I It is

only fun to learn to make arrows, to hunt and to fight—

I

would change work with them, any day."
" Be not so sure of that. Hear a specimen of boy train-

ing I have just been reading. 'All the boys over ten

years are chosen to be companions of the son of the chief.

They are taken to some lonely spot in the forest where
huts are built for them. The old men go out daily to

teach them their war dances and their notions of law and
government. Much beating is necessary to bring them
up to the required perfection, so that when they return

from the forest their backs have many scars. When the

boys have reached the age of fourteen, the great ceremony
of their lives takes place. They all stand naked, in an

open space, each with a pair of sandals as a shield on his

hands. Facing the boys stand the men of the tribe armed
with long wanda of tough wood. They put such questions

to the boys as ''Will you guard the chief well? Will

you guard the cattle well ? " and while the boys answer
" Yes," rush at them, each aiming a blow at the back of a

boy, causing the blood to squirt out of a wound often

eighteen inches long. Thus the boys 1 backs are seamed
with wounds, the scars of which remain through life.

This i3 their initiation into manhood."
" norrible !

" said Hal, with a sigh, ™ why that is suffer-

ing for worse than nothing."
" Yes, and you may be sure that the demands of ignor-

ance and superstition are harder than any which civiliza-

tion imposes upon us."

Hal thought a moment, still unwilling to admit the ex-

pediency of school education, and then be said,
u But

any way, I wish I had lived in old

times—the real, grand old times,

you know, when there were
knights and tournaments,and men
did such brave deeds. There were

no school books then, and a man
might be brave and true and make
a great name for himself without

even learning how lo read. Rid-

ing, and fighting and punishing

all bad people. Oh 1 I could be

happy while I was a boy with on-

ly thinking of such a life. And
those men were not savages—they

lived in castles, and were. Christ-

ians—they hud to say ever bo many
prayers, and do each man his best

for Cod and his lady—Ob, Ralph!

was it not easier and pleasanter

to become a great man then, than

to study up to it as we have to do

now?" "As to the desirable-

ness of that, life, Hal, we will not

argue just now, we will keep to

the boys and see what their work
was." And Cousin Ralph, taking

a book from the shelf, read as fol-

lows: "Young Roland passed his

earliest years with bis mother and

her attendants, who taught him
the pater nosters, and Ave Marias,

besides the first, ideas of that de-

votion to women which belonged

to thr* age of chivalry. But at the

age <<i seven years his education began in earnest, as was

usual then. Though the father might be capable of con-

ducting {n'o education of bis sou, it was always intrusted

to some other knight, lest the tenderness of the parents

should spare any of the trials and hardships necessary to

the after career. So the little Roland, at that early age.

left the indulgences of his own home to shift for himself

in a strange household. The first place he was to fill was
that of page to his new lord, his duty being to accompany
the knight on excursions, do his errands, serve him at

the table and pour out his drink, though the boy was of as

noble blood as the man he served. At the same time

great care was taken in the training of the boy. Every
moment not devoted to the service of his lord was given

to the practice of severe gymnastics or horsemanship

;

while the custom of waiting upon visitors, and listening

to their conversation helped to give the grace of manner
so necessary to a knight of renown. Meanwhile the

young page had to encounter the Jed's of his companions
at his awkwardness, and bear with sore and aching limbs

from his violent exercise, besides the carefully concealed

pain of home-sickness. Seven years of this hard service

brought Roland to his fourteenth year, the eagerly ex-

pected time when be was to exchange the sliort dagger of

the page for the sword of the 'squire.' This was a religious

ceremony and conducted with due solemnity. His exer-

cises now became more severe still, such as springing

upon horseback armed, turning somersets in heavy
armor, besides careful instruction in managing his horse

and arms. As squire he continued to follow his lord to

battle; held his stirrup, lance, shield, or gauntlets;

cleaned his armor, and took care of his horse. In battle

the squire waited at a distance ready to furnish a fresh

horse or to draw his master from the field if wounded.
If a noble squire had done well during his service, the

honor of knight-hood was conferred at the age of twenty-

one. Roland prepared for this great occasion by long

fasts with numerous prayers and masses."

Hal had flinched at the idea of giving up the indulgences

of home almost before the end of baby-hood, fidgeted at

services altogether menial in his eyes, and finally wound
up with a prolonged "whe e—w!" There, Hal,

I think you will never have to bear harder training than

that, and, whatever of good or of romautic interest, it is

well to keep from the "old times," j*ou may be sure

that true faith, in an "excelsior" ever before us, is the

best aid to insure a manhood worth having.

" ££al> y Uie<l " one day saw his father punish
his older brother ; his tender little heart was much grieved.

Hia mother explained to him that Wally was naughty,

and Papa "slapped" hi ra to make him good. The next

day he came into the dairy as she was " patting butter "

with the ladle. "Lap but, (slap butter) mama?" asked

Ned. "Yes," said- his mother. "Is not but .?" (naughty

butter,) asked the little fellow earnestly. H.

New Puzzels to be Answered.

No. 261. Arithmetical Problem.—Five hundred dollars

at interest at ten per cent, per annum, is to be paid up in

five equal, annual payments. Required the amount of

each payment.

No. 362. Woi'd Square—With the following letters, i?.

i?, S, S, P, L. A, A, A, A, E, E, E, E, /, Z form a word
square, that is, a square arranged so that the words will

be the same, whether read across or downward.

" - v.-
-

The Fate of "Greedy I>ick."

All the boys and girls who arc careful to keep clean

hands and faces, hair combed, clothes brushed, and all

things about them as neat as their work will allow, and

who love to share their good things with their compan-

ions, can afford to laugh at the unhappy fate of poor

No. 263. Illustrated Sebus.—Very good advice.

No. 204— Geographical Enigma—-By Myron A. Eddy.

I am composed of 28 letters. My 1, 7, 13, 2.3. 15, 19, 22,

27, is a lake in Nevada. My 3. 10, 21, 12. 25, is a lake in

Russia. My 4, 1G, 24, IT, 2. 21. is a lake in Canada. My 6,

11, 14, 15, 26, 27, 12, is a lake in China. My T. 15. 4, 28,

12, 11, is a lake in New York. My S, 11. 24, 3, is a lake In

Lombardy and Venice. My 9. 22, 4, 4, 20, 1, 5. 21, is a

lake in Florida. My 14, 12, 25, 24, 16, is a lake in Ethiopia.

My 15, 13, 18, 28, is a lake in California. My 18, 21. 11,

14, is a lake in Nicaragua. My 20, 25, 12, 10, 14, 2, is a

lake in Wisconsin. My 24, 19, 4, 9, is a lake in Ireland.

My whole is the name and location of a lake in the TJ. S.

No. 205. Arithmetical Problem, to be solved mentally.

If 6 cats catch rats in minutes, how long will it take

50 cats to catch 100 rats ?

Answers to Prol>lems and Puzzles.

The following arc answers to the puzzles, etc., in the

April number, page 147. No. 25S. Clock Problem.—It will

strike correctly at 11 o'clock ; the number of strokes will

Greedy Dick. lie didn't do any of these things, and our 1 be 71.... No. 259. Illustrated ttOus.—Foul weather stops

artist traces him at last to a barrel of lard. There wo ,
plain sailing. .. .No. 200. i$titema(ieal RvNap.—Diara-

lcavo him.awarmug to those who ch>mcc to need it! I cter of smaller circle, 381 feel: of lar r circle, S92 feel.
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The Doctor's Talks.
How do the young' frogs, or rather tadpoles get on ?

They probably swim about lively enough by means of

their long tails and act much more like little fish than

they do like frogs. It is quite curious that frogs, which
live partly on land and partly in the water, and toads

which live upon land altogether, should be, in the early

part of their lives, so much like fishes. They are like

fishes not only because they live in the water, but in the

manner of their breathing. Every boy and girl knows
that land animals breathe with lungs, and that fishes do
the same with their gills. Fishes do not need so much
air as land animals do ; they get all that they need from
the water which is constantly passing over their gills.

The tadpole is a long while in getting ready to breathe

air. A great many carious changes go on in the arrange-

ment of its heart and lung3 and all that, which we will

not undertake to explain just now. Being fish-like in its

Fig. 1.

manner of living, the tadpole breathes by an arrangement
like gills. When examined quite young, the gills are seen
on the outside of the head ; curiously fringed attachments
floating in the water, but they do not last a great while in

this condition, as arrangements are soon made to inclose

the gills and have them do their work out of sight. The
small spot on the head of figure 1 shows where the gills

are placed. The tadpole swims around by means of its

tail, its mouth improving as it grows, and getting into a
condition to allow the animal to feed on the vegetable
matter that it finds in the water. After a while, a most
curious change takes place, two hinder legs appear, (fig.

2,) showing that the animal, though it has its birth in
the water, is destined to live upon land. Later still,

the fore-legs may be seen under the skin, and they
finally break through. When the tadpole is ready to
leave the water it has no further need of a tail ; this is

not jerked off as is generally supposed, but gradually dis-

appears, its substance, being taken up—absorbed as we

Fig. 2.

6ay_by the other parts of the body. All this while that

the animal has been providing itself with legs, to enable

it to live on land, its interior arrangements have under-

gone a change no less wonderful, lungs have grown to

take the place of gills, and its very simple spiral intestine

has become a stomach, etc. The time required for the

tadpole to complete all these chauges varies in the differ-

ent kinds, and it is governed also by the amount of light

and heat the young animals enjoy. Sooner or later the

young frog or toad, as the case may be, gives up his fish-

like ways and takes to the land, where he breathes air

and no longer lives on plants, but takes to animal food in

the form of insects, etc. The toad never returns to the

water, but the frog does not abandon his youthful ways
eo readily, but is in water or on land as best pleases him.

Xo See Three Thwmos.—Look steadily,

for a short time at a white wall, and then place the tips

of the thumbs together

and closing the fingers

over the palms, raise the

hands up in front of the

face and about a foot from

it. If you look steadily

at the wall, and not at the hands, a small thumb will

oe seen between the other two. The engraving shows
the appearance as Avell as the position of the hands.

A Childish Conceit.—One night in a

thunder showerwe thought the little ones were all asleep,

when a little voice from the " trundle-bed" called out,

" Oh, mother, the dark is winking ! first it shuts up, and
then it shuts down." H.

Please Don't waste time, paper, and post-

age stamps, by writing out and sending to the Agricul-

turist old puzzles, such as u I understand, you undertake,

to overthrow my undertaking." That rebus amused us

thirty years ago, and has been a household favorite

throughout the country ever since. It has been sent here

for publication from one place or another about twice a
week, for several years 1 Many other equally ancient

friends pay us similar visits, and are politely received in

our (waste) basket. Good, new problems are always

acceptable* though, not always ptibliBhed at once.

A LIFE-LIKE
OOPVEIOHT SECURED.

PORTRAIT. — Engravedfor the American Agriculturist,

This little fellow in the picture, no doubt, finds it much
easier to play off a joke upon his grandmother than to be
an artist in colors. He has stationed his sister behind a

picture frame, and called the old lady to admire the fine

portrait. It is a harmless, funny deception, for grand-

mothers spectacles will soon enable her to see through

the frame and the joke at the same time, and she will

join the hearty laugh the children are ready to give when
the right time comes. As long as love of fun does not

lead to making others feel unpleasant, for the sake of

sport, it is not blame-worthy, if indulged in at proper

trnies. If carried beyond that point, it may become a

serious wrong. Ey such means friends have become ene-

mies for life. Especially should care be taken not to

wound the feelings of the aged. A child who makes
sport of the infirmities of old people, should remember
that he may one day be in the same condition, and also

that the burdens of age are hard enough to bear, without
the addition of unkindness from those who should show
respect. To needlessly add sorrow to grey hairs has al-

ways been counted one of the most inexcusable crimes.

** Handsome Is that Handsome
Does."

A short time ago I was visiting at tho house of a friend

;

the oldest son, who has given an arm to his country, was
looking over a box of old letters, etc., when his little sis-

ter, who was standing by him, took up a photograph with
thee'sclamatio'n, "Oil, whflt a homely woniimt" "Tlfa'ir

said Edward, with a look of hurt surprise, " that is the

handsomest woman levei'saiv/ You will not think her

homely Mrs. S.," he said as he passed the picture to me.
It was the face of a woman apparently about forty-five

or fifty years old, a thin and slightly wrinkled face, with

a good deal of kindness, but no beauty in it. I told him
what I thought of it, but I was sorry for my frankness,

when I saw that there were tears in his eyes, as he laid

the picture carefully away, saying: "She took care of

me when I was in the Hospital, at the time that I lost

my arm, and she looked beautiful to me I can tell you."

"Yes," he added earnestly, "I would give more to sea

her now than I would to sec any other woman I ever saw,

young or old." Our ideas of beauty are greatly in-

fluenced by the knowledge of the person s character. H,

More About the Geographical
Problem.—{See March iVa, yage 107.)—A correspond-

ent at Easton, Md., writes: u Your Geographical Prob-

lem is a simple question in navigation, and I will answer;

it in as few words as possible. The point at which the day

of the week changes is the anti-meridian of Greenwich.

Ships' chronometers are set to Greenwich time, the

navigator sailing, say to the westward, finds his time as

shown by the sun, becoming daily slower than the chro-

nometer until when he reaches 1S0° west longitude, there

is just 12 hours' difference. By jumping a day at this

point, he makes his time 12 hours fast, but the difference

lessens as he sails Westward. All circumnavigators make
it a practice tmts to change the day at this litfe."
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(Business Notices $2.60 per Agate Line of Space.)

LOCKSTITCH SEWING MACHINES.
Highest Premium, Fair of American Institute, 1SG5,

CELEBRATED REVERSIBLE FEED MOVEMENT.
UNIFORM SELF-ADJUSTING TENSION.
FOUR SEPARATE DISTINCT STITCHES,
WILL GATHER AND SEW A RUFFLE AT ONCE.

OFFICES OF THE COMPANY..
505 Broadway, N. Y„ and 97 Cheapside, London, England.

PRINCIPAL AGKNCIES.
Ml "Wasliington-st.. Boston. 242 Main-st., Buffalo, N. Y.
G30 Chestnut st., Pliila,dclplila. 2!) Calle d'OIlcios, Havana,
100 WaShtngton-st., Chicago. Cuba.
20 West Fourth-st., Ginofnnatl 271 Court-st,.Biiip:hamton,N.Y.
43 Public Square, Ulevelhnd. 13Labe-st., Elmira, N. Y.
155 I(;iUiiiioi-e-st., Baltimore. Sl'J Broad-st.. Newark, N. J.
27 North FeansylviinliirSt., 6 Union St., Nashville, Tenn.

" Indianapolis. 2 Yates Block, E. Genesce-st.,
Cor. Jeff, and Woodward Av- Syracuse, N. Y.

enues, Detroit. Rochesier, N. Y.
Ill Montgomcry-st., San Fran- 51 North Fifth-st,.St. Louis,Mo.

Cisco, 303 lliver-st.. Troy, N. Y.
S72 to 370 Main-st., Hartford, Cor. Genesee, Columbia, and

Conn, Seneca-sts., Utica, N. Y.
629 Broadway, Albany, N. X.

.^5£2&,
The

Howe Machine
Co.'s Sewing

Machines,

699 Broadway,
Cor. Fonr4h-st.,
New Yorlc.

andFor Families
1

Manufacturers.

These World-S.enowned Sewing

Machines
Wer'e awarded the highest premium at the TYorUVs Fair

in London, and six first premiums at the N. T. State Fair

of 1860.

These machines arc made under the Im-
mediate supervision of the President of tile

Company, ELiIAS HOWE, Jr., the original
inventor of the Sewing Machine.

Tlte Stitch invented by MR. HOWE, and made on
this Machine, is lite most popular and durable, and all

Sewing Machines are subject to the principle invented by him.

SEND FOR. CIKCUILAK.

wiiEEiiisfit, & wiiiSoar
ROTARY HOOK

aocK^TiTfew
SEWING MACHINES.

625 BROADWAY.
""Woman's Greatest Boon*.—"We would advise a man to

forego a Thresher and thresh wheat with a flail, rather
than to see the wire wear her health, vigor, and life away m
the everlasting "stitch, Bitten, stitch,' when a Sewing Ma-
chkiecan be obtained. The WHKISLEU & WILSON is an
klvaluable aid in every household. We have had several

different kinds on trial, and after a six years' service, the

WHKKLKU& WILSON has tftkeutheprecedei.ee as the best;

where all kinds of sewing are to be (line in a family.'
{Awrrirtui Agriculturist, .Tan. 1S6".

THE GREAT FAMILY SEWING MACHINE-

GRUMR&BAKERS
U1CHEST PREMIUM

3-31.o,E3ti.o SStitolx

195 Broadway, Kew ITovk.

FRANKUh
iliciiiiMShfiifi

Jnatlv rclobrntorl forpevfect elmpl.fi.tr, great strength, and
lmmenao compressing i»oworj is nrAuwricFn, with elznt

mun imd two boraes, to selftemper the. clav and make \i'00

to 3,940 ;leg inl bricfa per h mr. .1. H. RENICK, Proprietor,

No. 71 Broadway, Sew STork, Room S3.

~
»•©MOSA'SHOJI E~N tTJRSJBHlf

A\r> SMALL FP.inT FAI»t, removed to Olondale, P. O,
GMUtlen Co., New Jersey. We hope toofTer a very large

"'.ock to full trnde. of extra quality, at prices which will In-

inre largo sales. During Bamraer wo expect 10 issue lo.nto

of an edition or our "Manual of Gritpo Culture," for free
tPitrlbutton. J. H. TOSTEli, .In

,

Wlilie Horse Station, Camileu and Atlantic llullroad,

IS miles east ol Philadelphia.

THE FIRST MORTGAGE
BONDS

OF THE CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
presont Unusual inducements to investors, among which are

the following

:

First—The rate of Interest is six per cent. IN GOLD.
Second—The principal is payable IN GOLD at maturity.

Third—The cost, NINETY-FIVE PERCENT, and accrued
Interest, Is TEN PER CENT, less than that of the cheapest

six per cent. Gold-bearing Bonds of the Government.
Fourth-Owing to the liberal grant3 and loans by which
the Government fosters this great national enterprise, its

success Is certain, and Its financial stability is altogether

Independent of the contingencies which attend ordinary
railroad enterprises. The SECURITY of its FIRST MORT-
GAGE BONDS is therefore AMPLE, and gives them a char-

acter for safety and reliability equaled only by that of the
obligations of the Government itself- Fifth.—The earn-

ings of the completed portion of the road are already large-

ly in excess of the interest obligations which the Company
will incur on twice the distance, rendering the uninterrupt-

ed payment of the interest ABSOLUTELY CERTAIN.
Sixth.—At the present rate of gold they pay nearly s;£ per

cent, on the amount Invested.

For farther particulars apply to

FISK & HATCH, Bankers,

No. 5 Nassau-st, New York-

AMERICAN

We claim and are prepared to prove that the American

"Watches manufactured at Waltham, Massachusetts, are not

only equal, but far superior, to the watches of England,

Switzerland and France. "We also claim 'that they are

CHEAPER, MORE ACCURATE, MORE DURABLE, and

more easily kept in order and repaired than any other

watches in the market.

Because In each one of the very numerous parts of which

a watch is made up, we attain, by mechanical power, nearly

absolute mathematical precision and uniformity, making

every watch of any one style a true copy of its model.

This similarity in structure reduces the cost of production;

it secures uniformity in results; it infallibly perpetuates

any excellence that may be once achieved, and makes it

easy to repair any injury sustained, or replace any part that

may be lost or destroyed.

In addition to these mechanical advantages, our "Watches

arc simpler in structure, and therefore stronger, and less

likely to be injured than foreign watches.

How they run under the hardest trial watches can have, is

shown by the following letter

.

PENN. RAILROAD COMPANY.
Office of the Gexeral Sttperixtentient, >

Altoona, Pa., 15th Dec, 1S6G. J

Gentlemen • The watches manufactured by you have
been in use oil this railroad for several years by our engine-

men to whom we furnish watches as part of our equipment.

There are now some three hundred ol tliein carried on our
line and we consider them trood and reliable time-keepers.

Indeed I have great satisfaction in saying your watches

give us less trouble, and have worn and do wear much
Longer without repairs than any watches we Iwe ever had
In use on thU road. As vou are aware, we formerly trusted

to those ol English manufacture, of acknowledged good
reputation, but lie a cla^s they never kept time as correctly,

nor have thev done as good service, as yours.
In these statements I am sustained by my predecessor.

Mr Lewis, whoso experience extended over a series of

vcars. Respectfully,ye EDWARD IT. WILLIAMS,
General Superintendent.

American Watch Co., Waltham.

Any or the grades of Waltham Watches may bo purchased

of Watch Dealers generally throughout the country.

KOBKINS & APFLKTOIV,
Agents for the American Watch Company,

No. ls'-l Broadwav. Kew York; or,

ROBBINS, APPLETO\ Si CO.,
No. 158 Washlngton*st., Boston.

Book Agents WaitedT
-

To dollc.lt orders. In each town In the, United States and
Canada, for the most popular subscription- book ever pub-
ll->lifl. being TnK Illustrated Bistort of tick Biiii.k,

by John Kltto, D. D., /'. S. A.. Edited by Ilcv. Alvan Bond
Ih D., of Norwich. Conn.—over TOO closely printed Royal
Octavo pages more than loofull page engravings, l.ecom-

mended l.y the leading Clergy of nil denominations ol

Christians, ra.OOO Copies already printed, six largo power
presses running on the work. Kvcrynod> wains it. Ex-
perienced Agents sav they never knew u hook sell so well.

So competition. Experienced Agents, School I caehcrs.

Sabbath School Teachers, retired Clergymen, and others arcs

wanted to Introduce this great work inlo every household

In the land. For Circulars, etc.,. oiinlv ininiodiaiclyjo th

Publisher, 11KXKY lilLL, Norwleli ,* Conn.

U¥ THE BEST!
J. W. BRADLEY'S

CELEBRATED

X E
(On Double Spetn-g)

IRTS.
THEY will not Bekd or Bee.m like the Single Springs,

but -will preseeve their PERFECT and GRACEFUL
SHAPE In all CROWDED ASSEMBLAGES, CHURCHES,
THEATRES, RAILROAD CARS, and for PKOMEJfADE or
HOUSE DRESS, where three or four ordinary skirts are
THROWN ASIDE as USELESS.
EACH HOOP is composed of TWO FUrELT-TEMPERED

Steel Springs, BRAIDED TIGHTLY and FIRMLY together,
EDGE to EDGE, forming one hoop, thus making tho
STRONGEST and MOST FLEXIBLE, as well as the MOST
DURABLE and STYLISH, SKIRT EVER MADE. In fact,

they are superior to all others, COMBINING COMFORT,
ECONOMY. LIGHTNESS, ELEGANCE, and DURABILITY
This POPULAR SKIRT is rxiVEESAI.LT recommended

by the Fashion Magazines and Opinions of the Press
generally.
At Wholesale, by the Exclusive Manufacturers and

Sole Owners of Patent,

WESTS, BRADLEY & CARY,
WAREROOMS AND OFFICE,

Xos 97 Chambers, and 79 and SI Reade-sts., N. Y.

ALSO, at WHOLESALE by the LEADTNG JOBBERS.

New Patent.

T

They are made air tight with ccrtaluty and ease.

Readily opened, without Injury to the covers.

Each Cover will fit all the Jars.

Handsome in Style—Low in Price ; they aro all that aro

needed for use by Families or Fruit Preservers.

Send for Circular and Price List.

F. & J. EODP.E, Philadelphia, Fa.

The P&'eBMiaaMBi Machine

!

BUCKEYE
See extract from Official Report of Great Auburn Field

Trial, on page 197.

WOODWARD'S
EECOHO OF nOETieULTTRE for 1868.

Edited by Axdkew S. Fttlusr.

This work will be Issued annually, and record all that Is

new and valuable in Horticulture—Morocco cloth, beveled

edges, post-paid, $1.00. GEO. E. & F. AY. "WOODWARD,
Publishers, S7 Park Row, N. T.

Is acknowledged by the leading papers to be tho

Best Juvenile Paper in America.

We oflfcra MAGWIFICEVT LIST of PREMIUMS !

Subscribe at any time during the yenr.

The price of t lie Corporal Is one dollar a year. In advance
;

sample copv, tellinsr all about tho premiums, leu cents.

A. id l ess ALKUKD L. SKWKLL. Publisher. Chicago, 111.

EMPLOYMENT! YOUNG MEN may better

•*-^ their condition by taking an Agency for our Pictorial

Books. Send stamp for particulars to S. R. WELLS, SS0

Broadway, New York.

"MARK YOUR CLOTHING!
Clark's Patent Indelible S'eneil.

"The Inclcllhle IYncH for marking rlotlilns I3 mneh moro
convenient tiiun ink. ami eqn&lly good fta to permanence—
we Judge lifter several month's trial."—vim. Agricultural.

"The Indelible Pencil Is Invaluable for marking linen."—

Chicago Tribune.
" Remarkable for tlte ease and neatness with which It can

l>e oadd."—Detroit Tribune.

Manufactured ami Sold at Wholesale by

THE iNPEI.lftLK PENCTL CO., Northampton, Mass..

PBIOSe-tiO cents Blnglo, $3 per dozen. Sent post-paid on
receipt of price.
A liberal discount made to dealers. ttikteti
EVE ItY PENCIL W A 1 : 1 : A \ IKI). AGENTS TTANTED.

«K TRAVIS A>» AGISTS
Supplied with CUi-omos, Photographs,

AIIjuit », Colored Prints, etc.

Scud for (atalegiio.
IVIIITIXG BROTHERS, Publishers.

811 Broadnny, New York.

T
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THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA
COMPANY,

Since their organization, liave created a new era in the Tea
Trade. They have introduced their selection of Teas and
Coffees, and have sold them at the smallest profits possible.

They warrant all the goods they sell to be perfectly satis-

factory. If they do not prove so, the purchaser has the

privilege of returning them within 30 days at the expense of
the Company, and have the money refunded.

The Companyhave selected the following kindsfrom their

stock, which they recommend, to meet the wants of Clubs.

They are sold at Cargo Prices, the same as the Company sell

them In New York, as the list of prices will show.

PRICE LIST:
YOUNG HYSON" (Green), 80c, 90c., tU SUO. best $1.25 V a.

GKEEN" TEAS, 80c, 90c, $1, $1.10, best $1.25 » a
MIXED, 70c, 80c, 90c, best $1 W lb.

JAPAN, $1, $1.10, best $1.25 V lb.

OOLONG (Black), 70c, 80c, 90c, best $1 9 B.

IMPERIAL (Green), best $1.25 %l a.

ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), 80c, 90c, $1, $1.10, best

$1.20 V B.

QUNPOWDEB (Green), $1.23, best $1.50.

COFFEE DEPARTMENT.
Our Coffee Department Is very extensive—the largest, per-

haps, in the country. We run three engines constantly, and
sometimes four or five in roasting and grinding our Coffee.

Our Coffee buyers are experts, who examine most of the

Coffees imported, and select the best and finest flavors for

our trade. We employ the most experienced and skillful

roasters,- who exercise the greatest care that it shall be cook-

ed in a perfect manner. It is always fresh, for our orders

crowd our facilities to their utmost capacity. A considera-

ble portion of the Coffee put upon the market of late years

is picked while the pods are green, and subjected to artifi-

cial heat to open the pods. This is not so good as that which
ripens in the natural way upon the plant. Our Coffee buyer
thoroughly understands this business, and can readily dis-

tinguish the naturally ripened from the artificially cured

;

and he only buys the Coffee which is naturally ripened. We
examine the cargoes as soon as they arrive, and our trade
is so large that it requires all the finest lots. This is what
gives our Coffee a superior flavor to many others, and the

same flavor it used to have In days long gone by. It is a com-
mon saying that most Coffee does not taste as well as it

formerly did. The reason for it is, that a considerable por-

tion of it is picked before it is fully ripe. We sell nono but
the fully ripe, rich flavored Coffee-

COFFEES ROASTEdInD GROUND DASLY.
GROUND COFFEE, 20c, 25c., 30c., 35c, best 40c per pound.

Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who
use large quantities of Coffee can economize in that article

by using our FRENCH BREAKFAST AND DINNER COF-
FEE, which we sell at the low price of 80c per pound, and
warrant to give perfect satisfaction.

Consumers can save from 50c to $1 per pound by purchas-
ing their Teas of

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANT.
Nos. 31 and 33 VESEY-ST.
No. 640 BROADWAY, corner of Bleecker-st.

No. 461 EIGHTH-AVE, north corner of Thirty-fourth-st.

No. 299 SPRING-ST.
No. 205 FULTON ST., BROOKLYN, corner of Concord-st.

No. 133 GRAND-ST., WILLIAMSBURGH.

COUNTRY CLUBS, Hand and Wagon Pedlers, and small
stores (of which class we are supplying many thousands, all

of which are doing well), can have their orders promptly
and faithfully filled, and in case of Clubs can have each
party's name marked on their package and directed by send-

ing their orders to Nos. 31 and S3 Vesey-st.

Our friends are getting up Clubs in most towns through-
out the country, and for which we feel very grateful. Some
of our Clubs send orders weekly, and some not so often;
while others keep a standing order to be supplied with a
given quantity each week, or stated periods. And in all

cases (where sufficient time has elapsed) Clubs have re-

peated their orders.

Parties sending Clubs or other orders for less than $33 had
better send Post-Ofllce drafts, or money with their orders,

to save the expense of collecting by express; but larger
orders we will forward by express, to collect on delivery.
We return thanks to parties who have taken an interest in

getting up Clubs ; and when any of them come to Now York
we shall be happy to have them call upon us and make
themselves known.
Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to the

party getting up the Club. Our profits are small, but we will

be as liberal as we can afford. We send no complimentary
package for Clubs of less than §33.

N. B.—All villages and towns where a large number reside,

by clubbing together, can reduce the cost of their Teas and
Coffees about one-third by sending directly to the

GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
Nos. 31 and 33 VESEY-ST.

Post-Offlce Box, No. 5.C43, New York City.

GETTING TJI» CLUBS.
Some parties Inquire of us now they shall proceed to get

up a club. The answer is simply this: Let each person
wishing to join in a club, say how much tea or coffue he
want9, and select the kind and price from our Price List, as

published in the paper or in our circulars. Write the names,
kinds, and amounts plainly on a list, and when the club is

complete send it to us by mail, and we will put each party's
goods in separate packages, and mark the name upon them,
with the cost, so there need be no confusion in their distri-

bution—each party getting exactly what he orders, and no
more. The cost of transportation the members of the club
can divide equitably among themselves.

The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by
drafts on New York, by Post-Office money orders, or by Ex-
press, as may suit the convenience of the club. Or, if the
amount ordered exceeds thirty dollars, we will, if desired,

send the goods by Express, to "collect on delivery"
We publish some of our Club Lists to show how it is done

and as a matter of reference.

Alter the first Club we send blanks.

Direct your orders plainly, THE GLiEAT AMERICAN TEA
COMPANY, Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey-st, Post-Office Box, 5,613—

as some parties imitate our name as near as they dare do.

From The Great American Tea Company's Advocate.

A Word with. Our Customers.
We have no doubt that our customers, scattered through-

out the length and breadth of the land, as they are, embrac-
ing every State in the Union, except those on the Pacific

shores, will be interested to learn how we have succeeded in

our great enterprise of furnishing Teas and Coffees, to all,

at the smallest possible profits. To afiord them this infor-

mation we propose to give a few facts connected with our
business.

Years ago, in the early stage of our enterprise, we based
our calculations and graded our rates of profit upon the

basis of a trade of $100,000 per week. This amount we ex-

pected to reach by enterprise and fair dealing. We well

knew that it could be accomplished only by filling every
order promptly, and to the letter; and at uniform prices.

These principles we have adhered to strictly, and have car-

ried out the ojte price system: in all our transactions.

After years of anxiety and incessant toil, we are enabled
to say, without boasting, that our standard of sales, which
we erected years ago, has been reached. The New York
Tribune, in an editorial published in their paper several

months ago, placed the amount of our eales at that time at

$93,000 per week. Our business increases regularly and con-

stantly, and never faster than at the present time. We there-

fore look confidently forward to a large increase during the

present year, ov^r and above the average of $100,000 per
week. At the present time our sales are fully equal to 2,000

chests per week, which is equal to about one-fifth of all the

Teas imported into this country. This we consider a great

success for a specialty—probably the greatest ever achieved
in this country, in any similar mercantile enterprise.

With our increased trade we increase our facilities, so that

all our orders will be filled as promptly and correctly as

heretofore, and perhaps more so, because our system be-

comes more and more perfect with time and practice.

We employ at least two hundred persons constantly, and
by our perfect system of division of labor Into departments,
we make a great saving of expense, of which we give con-

sumers the benefit, by furnishing them with the great neces-

saries of life—Teas .vxt> Coffees—at the unprecedented low
flgureswhich we publish in our Price List in another column.
While we feel sure that we have given, and as we shall

continue to give, our customers the fullest and amplest
return for their money, we thank them, one and all, for

their patronage.

Complimentary Letters from Clubs.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, March 12, 1SG7.

Great American Tea Co., 31 and 33 Vesey-st., N. Y.

Gentlemen: I have received my first box of Tea, $44.25,

and with pleasure inform you that it has given the pur-

chasers a feeling of old times, as they have experienced in

drinking Tea before the war; satisfying them the Company
Is not a "Humbug." I send to-day my second order, $12.40.

Please forward to me with bill for collection.

A. C. MESSENGER.

Woonsocket, R. I., Feb. 4, 1S67.

To the Great American Tea Co., N03. 31 and 33 Vesey-st., N. Y.
Gentlemen : I now send you my 5th order for Teas, which

I hope will be as good as heretofore; it is just one year since

I sent my first order of $20, which I think was the first order
you got from here as a club. During the year I have sent
you upwards of $400, and I hive not heard a complaint yet
from any one, but all speaking well of your Teas, and arc
well satisfied. Accept my thanks for the complimentary
package. Inclosed you will find$13433 for tlris order. Hop-
ing you will forward as soon as possible, I remain,

Yours respectfully, JAMES WOODHOUSE.
Direct the Teas for me, Woonsocket, R. I., by Earl's Express.

Geneva, N. Y., Feb. 14, 1SG7.

The Great American Tea Co., Nos. 31 and S3 Vesey-st., N. Y.
Gents : We have now been receiving Tea from you about

one year, and find, in footing up our books, we have received
of you Tea and Coffee, to the amount of $7,911.25 for this

small village and vicinity. The public have perfect confi-

dence In your Tea and Coffee, and the misrepresentations
against you which we had to contend with at first, are now 1

harmless. We congratulate you on the general success of
your enterprise, hoping the hitherto pleasant relations which,
have existed, may continue between yourselves and

Yours respectfully, LUM & SON.

Angola, N. Y., Feb. 1G, 1SGG.

The Great American Tea Company.
Gents: Your Box sent me by Express has been received.

Your bill was paid on delivery. I found no mistakes, and I

am glad to inform you that the Tea is giving good satisfac-

tion. I had to make some effort to raise the club I sent you,
but as the ice is broken, and nobody drowned, you may ex-

pect soon to receive a much larger club order from this place.

Yours truly, JOHN M. SLATER.

Stoughton, Dnnc Co ; , Wis., Feb. 25th, 1S67-

To the Great American Tea Co., Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey-st., N.Y
Gentlemen: The Tea I ordered came to hand all right,

and gives general satisfaction. Please accept my thanks for

the complimentary package.
Some of my neighbors that appeared to be afraid of being

humbugged when I got up the club, are now forming a club,
and you will probably hear from them soon. The ball is

now started In this vicinity, and will probably turn the Tea
trade in a new channel. I expect to send another club order
before the Tea that we now have is all consumed.

Yours truly, E. E. ROBERTS.

Second National Bank of Detroit,

Detroit, Feb. 2Sth, 1S67.

To the Great American TeaCo.,Nos. 31 and33 Vesey-st., N.Y.
Gentlemen : I received in good order Box of Teas and

Coffees from your House yesterday. They are quite satis-

factory to all parties. For the complimentary package of
Tea please acceptmy thanks. I shall send you in future with
all future orders, a draft on the Mercantile National Bank,
N. Y., and thus save for myself 75 cents for return of money
I hope to send you another order in ten days.

Yours truly, R. WATSON LEAGE.

Office of the Northwestern Record,

Sheboygan Falls, Wis., Feb. 2Sth, 1867.

Great American Tea Co., Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey-st., N. Y.
Gents : The last order I sent you for Teas was on my own

responsibility, but I Incurred no risk, as it all went off in a

very short time to members of former clubs. There are

three clubs now forming in this county. All who purchase

once are sure to keep doing so, and the trade Is increasing

here. Another order from this place soon.

Yours truly, S. D. LITTLEFIELD,
Editor Hecord.

Treasury Department, Third Auditor's Office,

March 2, 18G7.

Great American Tea Co., Nos. SI and 83 Vesey-st., N. Y.
Gentlemen: I have the pleasure of enclosing you our

second order, $130.13, which is more than double the first

one, and the next one may increase proportionately if these

give as much satisfaction as the first.

You will please forward as before, by The Adams Express
Company, C. O. D. Very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

H. C. HILL.

CLUB ORDERS.
Homer, Winona Co., Minn., Feb., 1SG7.

To the Great American Tea Co., Nos. 31 and S3 Vesey-st., N. Y.

Gentlemen : The Box of Tea came to hand all right, and
has given general satisfaction as the accompanying order

trill show. I hope the next time to increase the list still more.
Very respectfully, C. W. MERRITT.

2 lbs. EcstGmen E. E.Hoffman at $1.25.... $2.50

2 Best Young Hyson. Patrick May at 1.25.. . 2.50

3 " "
S. Eldridgc ;.at 1.25.,,. 3.75

1 Best Japan C. E. Richardson.. at 1.25 1.25
.at 1.00.... 1.00

Best Oolong Jacob Beech.
Best Japan Wm. Chalmers at 1.25.

Best Young Hyson. S. M. Fall at 1.25..,

Best Green Tom Gallien .nt 1.25.

.

" " N. B. Sandford at 1.25. .

,

Best Young Hyson, W. Harrison at 1.25.

.

Best Imperial S. A. Ailing at 1.25...

BestJapau '* at 1.25.,.
" " S. H. Brnnell at 1.25..,

Best Young Hyson. " at 1.25...
" " " Mrs. Gras3 at 1.25. .

.

Best Oolong Mr. Gates at 1.00. .

.

.at 1.00.... 1.00

. 2.50

. 2.50

. 2.50

. 3.25

. 1.25
, 2.50

. 8.75

. 6.25

C.25
, 10.00
. 1.00

$51.55

Oxford, Chenango Co., N. Y., Feb. 21, 1SG7.

To the Great American Tea Co., SI & S3 Vesey-st., N. Y.

Gents: The Teas which you sent me proved perfectly

satisfactory to all concerned, please accept my thanks for the

complimentary package.
Yours truly, DAVYD. McGEORGE.

1 lb. Young Hyson M. C.Ward at

1% Imperial John Lord at

2 French Breakfast Coffee " at

S Oolong C. M. Halns at

3 Mixed " at

1 Oolong Solomon Morcy..at
1 Gunpowder John Gordon at
2 Imperial " — at

5 Imperial William Doty .at

1 Uncolored Japan Lewis Kctchem.at
1 Young Hyson *' .at

2 Young Hyson F. T. Seely at
3 Oolong Samuel Kinney.. at
1 Green Daniel Jacobs . .at

2 Oolong Chaney Hains...at
2 Young Hyson " ...at

2 Young Hyson F. W. Comstock.at
2 Imperial Martin Bartle....at

8 Oolong ,.D. D. McGcorge.at

$40.10
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The Best are

The MASON" & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS arc ac-

knowledged to be the best Instruments of tliis class In tbc

world. It is the policy of these makers to produce none but

the very best work. They aim at success, not by using poor
material and economizing in workmanship, bo that their

instruments can be sold at a little less price ; but by produc-
ing the most durable, reliable, and in all respects the best

work possible, and selling it at the very lowest rates at

Which sucli work can possibly be afforded, and at the same
prices to all.

They now manufacture more than sixty different styles of
Organs, varying in price from $7j to $1,000 each. These in-

struments contain all the latest improvements, some of
which arc not to be found in other instruments, the right to

their exclusive use having been purchased by M. &. H., in

some cases at very large expense.

MASON & HAMLIX have been awarded several times as

many highest premiums, at Industrial Fairs, as any other

maker, having received fifty-six within a few years.

They present in their Circulars the printed testimony of a
large majority of the most eminent Organists, Pianists,

Singers and Composers in the country to the superiority of

the instruments of their make.
It is certainly economy in purchasing an instrument of

this class to get the best, although the first cost may be a lit-

tle more, as a poor instrument will soon get out of order and
become comparatively worthless.

C^~ It should be remembered that the recommendations
of dealers arc not always reliable, as there is great tempta-
tion for them to recommend those instruments on which
they can make the largest profit; and makers of inferior

work can afford the largest discounts. Mason & Hamlin have
fixed their retail prices so low that they can afford only very
small discounts, at wholesale, and hence the temptation to

dealers to recommend and sell other instruments is great.

Circulars with full descriptions, illustrations, and prices

of the different styles, with hints on what constitutes, and
how to select a good instrument, sent free to any one desir-

ing them. Address MASON Si HAMLIN,
59G Broadway, New Yorlt,

Or, 154 Ti'cmoiit-st., Boston.

ESTABLISHED, [845

ELODEONS
AND

AnwratoGNB
The Standard instrument.

OVER 40,000 IN USE ! 1

Illustrated Catalogues sent free on application.

C3?~ Address all orders and communications to

WmTJOTO BROTHERS,
814 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

pETER (ROOFER'S
G-ELATINE

WILL MAKE

DELICIOUS JELLIES
WITH GREAT EASE.

ALSO,

BLANC MANGE,
CHARLOTTE RUS3E, Etc.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE WITH THE PACKAGES.
For sale by Grocers and Druggists. Depot, No. 17 Urn*

ling -Slip, Sew York.

A"GENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE, Fok
The Sale of " Jackson's Universal washing

Compound," which la unsurpassed by anything of the kind
in use. Good energetic agents (Ladles mid Gentlemen) arc
wanted to represent us & every City and County, a rare
opportunity to imiko money, and permanent trnployrrunt
the year round ts offered to every person having ajnc Aours
daily to spare. F'<f further particulars please cull on. or
address G. w. Jackson & CO., li south st-., Baltimore, Md.

South Jersey Farms For Sale,
Atco, Camden Co.,N. J., In a fertile, healthful and highly

improving location, being located at the Junction of the

Raritan and Camden and Atlantic Railroads, accessible by
several daily trains to both Xew York and Philadelphia,

Apply to GEO. W. HANCOCK, Atco, Camden Co., N. J.

N. B.—Flr.it class Hotel accommodations.

Stereopticons and Magic Lanterns,
With the Improved Lime Light, illuminating brilliantly two
hundred square feet of canvas, and magnifying the views to
that size, at an expense of less than one dollar for a whole
evening's exhibition. Easily managed and pays well.

Illustrated priced catalogue of the apparatus, with list of
over two thousand artistically colored photographic views
on glass, of the War, Scripture Historv, Choice Statuary, etc.,
etc., forwarded ou application. T. II. iJc.VLLISTKR. Opti-
cian, (of late firm of McAllister & Bro., Phila. ) 49 Nassau-
street, New York.

OPER'S NEW AMERICAN BREECII LOAD-
IN'G REPEATING SHOT GUN, firing four shots In

two seconds, using ordinarv ammunition. Manufactured by
ROPER REPEATING RIFLE CO.. Amherst, Mass. Under
personal supervision of C. M. SPENCER, Inventor of the
famous SPE-NCER RIFLE. £^~Send for Circular.__3

SMPORTANT TO SHOEMAKERS.—SANDERS'
improvement on Pegging Awl Handles, Pat. April. 18(54.

This improvement springs the awl out of the hardest leather.
The Commissioner of Patents remarked that he would not
be surprised if it would equal the Telegraph In its benefits.
Samples sent bv mail for §1, and to Clubs for $7.50 per dozen
Address F. A. SANDERS, Panhandle, Brooke Co., West Va.

Patent Excelsior Neck-tie Holder,

Requires a tic op scarf but Half the usual length. A is the
holder handsomely silvered orVpnnned. B, a small portion
of the tie or scarf. C, C, the elastic loop, and 1), the hook
for fastening the loop after the tie or scarf is placed upon
the holder.
E is the crotch of holder which is placed upon the neck of

the collar button, when the wintrs of the holder, 1 anil 2, are
afterwards slipped under the collar. The knot or bow is
tied after the holder is upon the neck. If not to be had at
your furnishing store, samples will be sent, post-paid, to any
address upon receipt of 25 cts. These Holders are hand-
somely finished in the most workmanlike manner, and are
neat and durable.
State whether to send large or small size, black or white

Holder. Address WM. H. HART, Jr., Patentee,
No. 3'2 North Fifth-st., Philadelphia, Pa.

P. T. B A R N U M ' S

Elastic Strap and Buckles
for Pants, Vest and Drawers.

Jnst out, and what every man needs. No Pants, Vest, or
Drawers pel feet without this attachment. Applied in a
moment by anv one. For sale by Tailors and Notion Deal-
ers. Libc-ral discount to the trade. Samples sent by mail
on receipt of 25 cents. Agents wanted everywhere".
OlHce of the Company 050 Broadway. Address

THE BARNUM ELASTIC STRAP AND BUCKLE CO.
G30 BROADWAY, N. T.

STATE AND COUNTY
9 RIGHTS FOR SALE.
Sample Reins pbh Sett.

Single, plain aio.
Double plain SIS.
AGENTS WANTED.

For the complete control and easy government, breaking,
training and imparting the very best"possible style to old,
young, spirited, unrnlv, hard or tender mouthed Horses.

CLARK CHECK AND REIN OO.,
No. 113 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

f ADIES' and GENTLEMEN'S PEAKL CUFF
MA itiitlons, $1; Red Ivory, $1; Pearl Studs, $1; a set
Ladles' Breast Pins, $:i. Sav what letters you want on them.
Emblematic .Masonic Beta, Buttons and studs, $3, full set.

W. C. WEMYSS, 373 Broadway. N. Y.

I

STARTLING AND IMPORTANT^ PISCOVERY, Oil burns from a icick,

without light; smoko or bad odor, in MOK-
RILL'S NEW OIL STOVE. The best and
cheapest Stove for all kinds of cookina, heat-
Tic and mechanical purposes. Price from.

H8 to $30. Will sell everywhere. Agents
d. Dealers supplied. Send for illus-

tilogue. " Come ai~| tratedcu'
MORII

cutalogue. " Come and sec.'

ILL PETROLEUM STOVE CO.,
46 Congress-street, Boston.

Uni'bleized Slate Mantels.
Superior in appearance, more durable, half the price of

marble. T. 13. Stewart, 003 Olh av„ het.Soth&aitU sts., K. V.

f»«fi>y ACRES, 6 miles of Richmond, Va. The
*LFO • Wood anil Timber on It will pav tirst cost. Sandy
loam, every acre jrood for Garden or meadow. 1M miles
of York Klver U.K. Kit) acres cleared: no liuHdlntrs. fl5
per acre, or will be divided. Address A. VAN DOiffiN,

Falmouth, Stafford County, Virginia,

Spear's Preserving Solution
"Will effectually prevent fermentation or decay, and pro.

serve nil kinds of Fruits, Vegetables, Jellies, Tomatoes,
Cider, Slilk, Syrups, »fcc., &c, in a perfectly fresh and whole-
some condition, without sugar, and without hermetically
sealing or air lighting ; hence a saving of sugar—and from 50

to 75 per cent, in the cost of jars. The solution is warranted
to contain nothing injurious to health. Fruits, preserved by
this solution, are equal to any "canned" fruits, while tha
use of the solution admits of keeping the fruits, &c., in ves-

sels of any size, and of using them at long intervals when
opened. It saves sugar. It will preserve milk sweet from
lo to 3G hours longer than it will naturally keep—causing it

to furnish more and better cream, and make more butter in

warm weather. One bottle will preserve 123 pounds of
fruits, or 48 gallons of cider, or 133 gallons of milk. Price,

$1. Fnll directions for using with each bottle. Sold by all

merchants; ask for a circular with full particulars.

L. P. WORRAL, Gen. Agt., No. 91 Hndson-st., N. Y.

H. "W. JOHNS'
IMPROVED ROOFING

Has been in use nearly ten years, and forms a handsome and
reliable roof. Can be" applied by any one. Elas t ic Min-
eral Cement, lor Repairing Leaky Shingle and other
Roofs. Preservative Paints, Roofing, Cement,
«Sto. Exclusive right to sell and apply will be given. Send
for descriptive circular, prices, &c„ to

H. W. JOHNS, 78 William St.., N. X.

PAINTS for FARMERS and others.—The Graf-
ton Mineral Paint Co. are now manufacturing the Best,

Cheapest and most Durable Paint in use; two coats well put
on, mixed with pure Linseed Oil, will last 10 or 15 years; it is

of a light brown or beautiful chocolate color, and can be
changed to green, lead, stone, drab, olive or cream, to suit
the taste of the consumer. It is valuable for Houses, Barns,
Fences, Carriage and Car-makers. Pails and "Wooden-ware.
Agricultural Implements, Canal Boats, Vessels and Ships'
Bottoms, Canvas, Metal and Shingle Roofs, (it being Fire
and Water proof), Floor Oil Cloth Manuf. (one Mamif. hav-
ing used in the past year 2000 bbls.,) and as a paint is unsur-
passed for bodv, durability, elasticity, and adhesiveness.
Send lor a circular, which gives particulars. Price 2 cts. per
lb., or $G per bbl., of 300 lbs., which will supply a farmer for
years to come. Kone genuine unless branded in a trade
mark Grafton Mineral Paint Work. Address

DANIEL BIDWELL, 254 Pearl-st., New York.

'fi^HE NEW BREAD MIXER.—Approved by the
-" Tribune. Send stamp for Circular.

J. M. STANTAN, Milford, N. H.

yUIE NEW EDITION REVISED AND EN-
-"- LARGE D of "WELLS'S EVERY MAN HIS OWN
LAWYER and BUSINESS FORM BOOK, embraces 650

12mo. pages of important information indispensable to

every man and business woman, and sold at the low price ol

$'i ; and sent post-paid on receipt of price. Agents wanted

c verywhere. Address
BEN.T. W. HITCHCOCK, Publisher,

No. 14 Chambers street, New York.

AGENTS wanted to ensagein a p;ood paying bus-
iness! Now ready; THE LOST CAUSE, a complete

Southern History of the War
; patronized bv tens ot thous-

ands eager to hear the other side. One agent sold 220 in one
week. Address E. B. TREAT & CO., Publishers, No. 654
Broadway, JSew York.

GENTS WANTED TO SELL THE "COT-
tago Bible and Family Expositor."—1,500 pages. S00

pages comments,—21 steel engravings and maps. Send for
Circulars and see the Great Advantages ottered.
Address BRAISARD & SAMPSON'. Hartibrd. Conn.

tgiAYS L. F. WIIEELER, of New York, in ref-^ erence to the ZERO Refrigerator. "All that is neces-
sary to make it verv salable. Is a knowledge of its merits."

ALEX, M. LESLEY, COS Sixth Avenue, New York.

IOWA.—ALL THE INFORMATION WANT-
ed, by every one who thinks of seeking a home iu the

West, is given Iu a little book of 150 pages. Price $1.00.

Address B. M. ORWlo; Des Moines, Iowa.

(TiOLD PENS, 50 cents to W] Pens in Silver
'"W cases, $1 to $4: Pens repaired for 50 cents; also. Foun-
tain Pen sent by mail. Send stamp for Circular. GEORGE
F. HAWKES, Mimutacturer, 64 Nassan-st., New York.

AMMONIATED PACIFIC tiUANO.
The attention of Farmers and Agriculturists is called to

this article hb superior to anvthiug else n tiered In the mar-
ket. Equal to Peruvian Guano, and costing much less.

Wo offer this fertilizer In lots to suit all purchasers. A
liberal discount made to the Trade.

Pamphlets with copies of Analvsis by Pr. Lleblg, of Pall t-

morc, and Dr. Jackson. Massachusetts State Assayer, and
testimonials irom Airrlculinrtsis, showing its value, and
directions for use, caii be obtained irom

J. O. BAKER & CO., Selling Agents,

131 Pearl-st., New York.

FISH GUANO.
The cheapest and best fertilizer in nse. mamifactnred and

sold by the" Mystic Oil Com puny," Mystic Bridge, Conn. It

is pressed very dry, put up In barrels, and sent to any part
ot the United States lor tinny dollars per ton, in quantities
less than 25 tons. For 25 tons and upwards. $:."> per ton. Or-
ders may be Addressed toWM. CLIFT. .lit., .v.' li.'Joih st., N
V., or D. S. MILLS, I'rcs't, Mystic Bridge, Couu.

eiUIlUUL, TISAC'1-IKKS H:\-MhLI. — Thefcub-^ scrlbcr wishes to omploy for each town in the I'ntted
.CllOOL TEACHEB3 WANTED.

mplov for each town ...

States, lnalo teachers who* have formerly been encaged.
either In llav Schools or Sunday Schools, who can devote
their exclusive time to Ihe business, to canvass for t ho
" Illmlmled Uixt'irti of the ];,Me." bv .Tohu Kltso, P. D.,1.
S. A, edited bv AlvanTjond, P. P., of Norwich. Conn.
Thlais tte bestselllntr book I havo over published. Accnts

make from tlOO to iSOO per month, and say ''they novet
knew a Pool; to sell BO well." Apply Immediately In person
or by letter to the publisher. „ , . _

HEXI'V BILL, "Norwich, Conn.
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Advertisements, to be sure of insertion, must be re-

ceived BEFORE the 5th of the preceding month.

TERMS— (cash before insertion)

:

Ordinary Pages, $1.50 per line. Open Pages—S3per line.

Jlicsiness Notices—S3.50 per line of space, each insertion.

THE YANKEE BLADE.

A Neat akd Contehtemt
"Work-Table and Writing-Desk Companion".

Recommended by American Agriculturist, JV. Y. Tribune,
Mme. Demorest, Independent, and thoicsands inore.

It is especially useful as a

Sewing Ripper.— Will rip any seam faster than the

best machine can sew, better than knife or scissors.

Eraser.—For removing blots and errors.

Letter Opener.—B'or men of Business.

Nail Cleaner and Trimmer.—The best out.

Better tlinn Knife or Scissors for many uses.

Price, 30 cents each. 4 for $1. Good Discount to
Dealers. Ask your storekeeper for It, or send price and
receive it by mail. Address TO. A. FITCH,

151 Nassau-street, New York.

WAsaamci macmiwe
and the

CL.OTHES WSUj^GEEg.
are bo well known as the best, that recommendations are
not deemed necessary.

(See back numbers of Agriculturist.}
R. C. BROWNING, General Agent,

82 Cortlandt-st., N. T. (opposite Merchants' Hotel).

MEKAIiB ©F MEAIiTM.
This Magazine is now edited on the most broad and liber-

al scale. Its contributors are the leading men in the country.

Its articles are calculated to improve the race in body,

mind and morals. For full particulars and list of contribu-

tors, articles, etc., see February and May Agriculturist.

$2 a year, Samples 20 cents. MILLER, WOOD & CO.,
15 Laight-st., New York.

KUural Improvefiraeiftis.
Robert Morris Copeland. author of Country Life, furnishes

plans and advice for laying out or improving public or pri-
vate grounds. Refers to John M. Forbes, Nathaniel Thayer,
Boston; Francis G. Sliaw, New York; Rufus Waterman,
Providence, It. I.

Office, 49 Barristers' Hall, Boston, Mass.

BLUNT & NICMOIiS,
LATE

E. & G. W. BLUNT.
179 Water-street, New York.

Importers and Majtufactukkks op
Mathematical, Surveying and Nautical Instruments.
Fine Watches, Marine and Pocket Chronometers, Charts

and Nautical Books, Telescopes, Marine Glasses, Opera
Glasses. Catalogues sent free.

" BA'ffTEL.LE & BMWICK'S
PEKFECTJLY PSJUE
WHITE MEAD."

"We offer the above superior brand of "White Lead, in the

usual -variety of packages, at the lowest market prices, and
guarantee the same to be as represented.

BATTELLE & REHTWICK,
163 Front Street, New York:.

LIL.HJM ASJRATCTI.
New Golden Striped Japan Mly.

A new importation of this magnificent novelty just re-
ceived from .Japan. Flowering Bulb3, $5.00 eacli, medium
sized Flowering Bulbs, §3.00, sent hv mail upon receipt of
price. B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

B4FH1MVS CAHIS>ATUS,
or, Serpent Hadisli.

A fresh supply of this wonderful vegetable just received
from England, 25 cents per Seed, or 5 Seeds for $1.00.

Address B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

SPRING VETCHES.
One Pound Packages mailed to any address upon receipt

of SO cents. Prices lor larger quantities upon application.
B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

AXiSIKJE CLOVE a.
One Pound Packages mailed to any address upon receipt

of 75 cents. B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

PyiiE'.S SAJuERATIJS ANM
CUEAM TA1TA11

Are the best In Market. All first class Grocers keep them.

FLEMING, the POPULAR HATTEE,
310 BROADWAY, Cor. of Fulton-st.

OXROTJiLAK, TSTOT3ES
AND

liETTEKS OF CREDIT,
FOR THE USE OF

TRAVELERS,
AVAILABLE IN ALL FASTS OF THE

WORLD, issued by

DUNCAN, SHERMAN & CO,,

NEW YORK:.

(^EA SMOS£E. - To Health and Pleasure
K-3 Seekers.— The New Plimpton House will re-open the
middle of June. For details of the advantages of "Watch
Hill Point, R. I., as a Wateiinc; Place, send for Circular.

A. S. PLIMPTON & CO., "Westerly, li. I.

PUREBRED
WEBB SOUTHDOWN SHEEP

FOI£ SALS.
The celebrated flock of the late James C. Taylor, of Holm-

del, N. J., numbering 26 Earns, 63 Ewes, and 40 Lambs, is

now offered for sale, either as a whole flock, or in lots to

Buit purchasers.

The well-known reputation of Mr. Taylor, and his flock, is

bo perfectly understood by the breeders of Southdowns in

the United States, that it is not necessary to give any further

description of them, excepting to say that they are his choice

reservation, as he never sold his selected Eioes, although fre-

quently tempted by very large offers.

The flock Is in a fine healthy condition, and can remain

where they are until summer, at the risk and expense of the

purchaser, should it be so desired, as plenty of the best kind

of food and capital arrangements for keeping them are pro-

vided. A descriptive Catalogue is being prepared, and will

be forwarded by mall to any one by inclosing postage

stamps. Address WM. J. C. TAYLOR,
HolmdekN. J.

Full Blood and Grade Alderney and

Ayrshire Stock for Sale.
Persons wishing to purchase the very best Family Cows, or

to improve the Stock on their Farms, are invited to examine
my Herd, which now numbers One Hundred and Eighteen
head of all descriptions. Cows, Heifers and Bulls.

THOMAS FITCH, Breeder, New London, Conn.

F$>I£ SALE. — AN ALDERNEY BULL,
one year and eight months old. by HENRY CORNELL,

New Eochelle, Westchester Co., N. Y.

Combing Wool Sheep and Berkshire Pigs for Sale.
. Send for Circular. L. CONVERSE, Bucyrus, O.

Thoroughbred Chester White Pigs
For Sale: from 10 weeks to 1 year old. For growth and
quality cannot be excelled in the United States. For De-
scription and Prices, seud for Circular, Address

JAMES YOUNG, Jr., & CO.,

Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa.

Pure Bred Chester Wliite 5*igs,
From stock that will weigh 600 to 800 lbs at 14 to 1G months
old, sent by Express to auy part of the Union, for Circular
and prices, Address

N. P. BOYER & CO., Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

CHESTER WHITE PIGS FOR SALE.-Sent
by Express to all parts of the XT.S. For Circulars address

H. TEMPLE & CO., Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa.

^lEND FOR DESCRIPTION of the finest Thor-
yjongh-bred Spanish Merino Sheep, Chester White Pigs, and
Imported Powls in America. L. B. SILVER, SALEAl, Ohio.

Italian Queens,

Beat Hive for Bees, Best

Book for their manage-

ment. Bee Keepers' Al-

manac and Circular for '67 sent free.

K. P. ELDDEPv, Burlington, "Vt.

ITALIAN BEE^.
Extra Queens. The golden ItalianBees.

"Kelley's Island Apiaey."
Our Circular and Price List sent to ail applicants gratis.

W. A. Flanders & Co., Shelby, Ohio.

ITALIAN AND EGYPTIAN QUEEN BEES.—
I can furnish qneens of the above varieties this season,

bred from my own importations. Itaiians from Lake Mag-
fiore, Italy; anrl Egyptians from the apiary of Herr Vogel,
Prussia. Send for Circular. A. G1.AY,

Eeily, Butler Co., O.

STALIAN QUEEN BEES for Sale throughout
the summer. Send for Circular to

M. QUINBlf, St. Jolmsville, N. T.

FARM LABORERS.—The American Emigrant
Company is prepared to receive orders for eligible farm

laborers, recently arrived from Sweden and Great Britain.
Address Joll\' WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. for Emigration,

8 Bowling Green New Tort.

FANCY FOWLS' EGGS OF MOST VARIETIES,
PLATA DUCKS, birds and eggs, Aylesbury Ducks, eggs

only. Send for Circular. A. M. IIALSTED,
Agent, 63 Fearl St., New York.

EGGS FOR SETTING, fronTmit? faced Black
Spanish, Brahma, White Leghorn, Bolton Gray and

Dominique Fowls, bred with care and warranted pure, at
$1 per dozen. Address

K". A. SHTJTE, Exeter, N\ H.

OW TO BUY, TAME, and DOCTOR HORSES.
2 Vols.

J SO cts. W. C. WEMYSS, 575 Broadway. N. Y.

~
BLOOMINGTON NURSERY.

Osage Orange Hedge Plants.—Strong, selected,

one year, packed in good order, 1,000, §3; 5,000, $13; 10,000,

$25. Apple and Pear Trees, all sizes. Early Rich-
mond Cherry, Apple Root Grafts, best quality.

Ivittatiuny and Wilson^s Early Blackhex'ry.

Grapes.—Iona, Ives, Israella, Norton's, Concord, Hart-
ford, Rogers* Hybrids, &c, &c.

Nursery Stocfcs, general assortment. Svreet Brier
Seedlings, $2.50 per 100. Peach Seeds, fresli, frozen
packed, $3 per bush. OsageOrangc and Pear Seeds.
Evergreens, Shade Trees, immense stock, all sizes.

Althea, Dbl. Named, fine collection, 2 ft., 100, $12.

Roses and Dahlias, extra large, line collection,

Green-honsc, Bedding and Garden Plants.
Send red stamp eacli for S Catalogues, Wholesale, Retail

and Bedding Plants.

F* K. PHOETOS, Bloomington, HI.

KITTATIMY BLACKBERRIES.
Now ready, younjr plants, warranted fresli and sure to

grow with fair treatment—$2.50 per dozen, 515 per hundred,
$120 per thousand.

Wihon's Early E55ac3it>ci'ry,

Young plants, §1.50 per .dozen, ready April 15th.

Send red stamp for Catalogue.

F. K. PHCENIX, Bloomington, HI.

IMPORTED KURSEEY STOCK
for sale by C. KAOTJX, 45 Cedar-st„ New York City.

APPTjES, Common, Doucin and Paradise.
CHERRY, WahalebandMazzard.
PEARS, 1 and 3 years.
Q.UINCE, Angers and Fontenay.NORWAY SPRUCE. 3 and 3'vrs.. transp'd, 1 foot high.
AUSTRIAN AND SCOTCH PIIVES.
ROSES, Dwarf and Standard, grafted, new and old sorts.

GliADIOtlTS, Mixed.
HERBACEOUS P7EONXE!?, Named sorts.

NEW STRAWBERRY, Gloede's Perpetual Pino.

©&A&E fflffiMSSE §EEI),
Just received on Consignment from Texas, and guaranteed
fresh and new, for sale in quantities to suit, by pound or
bushel. PLANT & BKO„ St. Louis, Mo._ __

Agricnltnrist, 12 plants, 50c; 100, $5; 1000, $10; 10,000, $90.

Golden Q,neen, very large and fine, extra, $1 doz.; $5 100.

Great Kipawam, a monstrous berry, $1 doz.; $0100.

Knox 700, true, fruit very large, $1 doz., $5100.

Mead's Seedling, G inch. in circumference, $ldoz; $6 100.

!Lennig'1

s White, a splendid wliite berry, $1 doz. ; $3 100.

"White Alpine, sweet enough without sugar, SI doz; $3 100

The above 7 kinds have been selected from 100 varieties.

This is a splendid collection of best in cultivation. I will

send the above 7 kinds, 1 doz. each, free by mail, if pre-paid,

for $5. For particulars of the New Raspberry, see Feb. No.
Strawberry plants may be set out up to the first of June,

with perfect success. I think May is the very best time.

Address WM. S. CARPENTER, 156 Reade-st.. New York.

ILa Coaistante Strawberry.
HOVEY & CO. offer for sale a few seeds saved from the

prize berries of this magnificent variety. 50 cts. per packet.
Mailed free. HOVEY & CO., 53 North Markct-st., Boston.

50,000 Caitawtoa Grape Vines.
No. 1, $5 per 100; $25 per 1000. Concord, No. 1, $13 per

100; $100 per 1000; extra selected, $18 per 100; $r»0 per 1000.
Concord Cuttings 2 to 3 Buds, $7 per 1000 by 10,000; $6.50 by
100.000, only $6 per 1000. Apply to

DR. H. SCHRODER, Bloomington, Illinois.

HITOAKD Km TURBAN.
My epecimena of these two squashes received the two

prizes offered for the best squash for family use, at the last
exhibition at the rooms of the American Agriculturist. As
this was open to competitors in all parts of the United States,
the Hubbard and Turban can fairly be ranked as the two
best varieties for table use, and hundreds of letters received
this season speak of them as "the sweetest, chyest and best
flavored squashes known." Both kinds can be kept through,
the winter. As the original introducer ofthese two squashes,
I send packages of the purest seed in the market to any ad-
dress, at 15 cents eacli.—Ounce packages, Hubbard, 33; Tur-
ban, 89.—Pound packets, Hubbard, $2.00; Turban, $2.50.—All
warranted to reach the purchaser. If any person, after
trying these, doesnotjind them tobe what I represent. Iusill
refund his money. JAMES J. H. GltEGORY,

Marblehead, Mass.

RESH TURNIP SEED.—SI pe.r lb., 10 cts. per
oz., pre-paid, by mail. The White Strap-leaf, Red Top

Strap-leaf, and Wliite Dutr-h, are best for autumn and early
winter use. The Orange Jelly or Golden Ball, German Tel-
tow, Skirving's Ruta Bacra and White French or Hanover,
are best for main rrop. Pre-paid by mail, for $1 per lb , 10
cts. per oz. The New White Sweet German Is the finest of
"all winter turnips, command the bestprice and keep till

May. $2 per lh., 25 cts. per oz. B. M. WATSON, Seed Es-
tablishment, Plymouth, Mass. Catalogue and Trade List to
any address.
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Just Published.

A NEW WORK ON APPLES.

AMERICAN POMOLOGY.

APPLES.

By Doer. JOHN A. WARDER,

PRESIDENT OHIO P03IOLOSICA1 SOCIETY ;
VICE-PRESIDENT

AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETT, ETC.

S9» Illustrations.

To nomologists a work rjy Dr. Warder will need no

commendation. Though a citizen of Ohio, he is so sure

to bo at any pomological gathering, be it East or West,

that the whole country claims him, and if any one has a

right to entitle his work American Pomology it is certain-

ly Dr. Warder. The present is the first instalment of a

work intended to cover the whole ground. In it the

author has attempted the difficult task of bringing apples

into something like order.

This volume has about 750 pages, the first 375 of which

are devoted to the discussion of the general subjects of

propagation, nursery culture, selection and planting, cul-

tivation of orchards, care of fruit, insects, and the like
;

the remainder is occupied with descriptions of apples.

With the richness of material at hand, the trouble was to

decide what to leave out. It will be found that while the

old and standard varieties are not neglected, the new and

promising sorts, especially those of the South and West,

have prominence. A list of selections for different lo-

calities by eminent orchardists is a valuable portion of

the volume, while the Analytical Index or Catalogue

Rakonnc, as the French would say, is the most extended

American fruit list ever published, and gives evidence of

a fearful amount of labor.

This differs from any fruit book heretofore published in

this •country, In its complete classification of apples. The

author gives the principal European systems and mod-

estly puts forth his own to bo tested by practice. lie di-

vides apples into four classes, according to their forms.

Each of these, classes is sub-divided by other obvious

characters, and it would seem that any apple described in

the book might be easily identified. We trust that this

will provo a great help to the pomologist.

Fruitgrowers will welcome this book as a valuable and

long-wished for addition to pomological literature, and it

will be found equally useful to the novice and the experi-

enced orchardisl. The work has 203 Illustrations, Is

printed on good paper and well bound.

SENT POST-PAID, TOIOE $3.00.

JTEW TOUK
|

PRANCE JUDD & CO., 4! Pf»rk H?9W,

The Miniature Fruit Garden,

OR THE CULTURE OF

Pyramidal and Bush Frnit Trees.

BY THOMAS KIVEUS.

Nothing is more gratifying than tho cultivation of

dwarf fruit trees, and this work tells how to do it success-

fully.

Dwarf Apples and Pears
are beautiful ornaments, besides being useful in giving

abundant crops of fruit ; they can be grown in

Small Gardens and City Yards,
and be readily removed. The work also gives the man-

ner of training upon walls and trellises.

Root Pruning
is fully explained, and methods of protection from frosts

are given.

Dwarf Cherries and Plums
are treated of as are other dwarf trees. Directions are

also given for growing

Fig's and Fiiberts.

This little work is full of suggestions to tho cultivator,

and like all the writings of its venerable author, bears

the marks of long experience in the practice of fruit

growing.

SENT POST-PAID. - PRICE, $1.00

ORANGE JUDD & CO., 41 Park Row.

IVIy Vineyard at Lakeview;
Or, Successful Crape Culture.

To any one who wishes to grow grapds, whether a single

vine or a vineyard, tins hook Is full of valuable teachings.

The author gives not only'bis success, but what is of

quite as much importance, his failure. It tells just what

the beginner in grape culture wishes to know, with tho

charm that always attends the relation of personal ex-

perience.

It is especially valuablo as giving an account of the

processes actually followed in

Celebrated Grape Regions
in Western New York and on the shores and islands of

Lake Erie.

This book is noticed by a writer in the Horticulturist

for August last as follows :
" Two works very different in

character and value have just been published and seem to

demand a passing notice. The better and less pretentious

of the two is 'My Vineyard at Lakeview,' a charming

little book that professes to give the actual experience of

a western grape grower, detailing not nnly his successes,

but his blunders and failures. It is written in a pleasant

style, without any attempt at. display, and contains much

advice that will prove useful to a beginner—the more use-

Ad, because derived from the experience of a man who

had no leisure for fanciful experiments, but has been

obliged to make his vineyard support himself and his

family."

SENT POST-PAID, ... PRICE ?1..1t>.

ORANGE JUDD A CO., 41 Park Row,

l? Tu^P

^MMIWS-M
mKSS

Cummings & Miller.
Carpenters, Builders, and Stone Cutters

;

Tour attention is invited to a NEW and PRACTICAL
WORK ON ARCHITECTURE, giving In detail on a work-
ing drawing scale, the exterior and interior of various
classes of buildings—with 383 designs and 714 illustra-

tions, containing street fronts, suburban houses, cottages,
cut stone work, &c, &c. It is 11 by 14 inches in size, con-
taining only practical work, designs and illustrations that

separately would cost hundreds of dollars.

SENT POST-PAID. Flice SIO.OO.

ORANGE JUDD & CO., 41 Park Row.

DOWNiNG'S
Landscape Gardening and

Rural Architecture.
The most complete and valuable work ever issued on

Landscape Gardening in North-America, for the Improve-
ment of Country Residences; containing lull Directions for
every thing connected with Laying out and adorning the
Rural Home, the Grounds, the Gardens, the Buildings, the
Trees and Plants, etc., with principles of taste so stated as
to adapt the work to all classes. Splendidly Illustrated
with many Steel and tine Wood Engravings. By the late
A. J. Downing. Enlarged. Newly Illustrated and Revised,
with Supplement, by Hesky Wix-rnnop Sakgext. Octavo.
034 pp. Extra cloth, gilt, beveled bds.
SENT POST-PAID. PRICE $0.50.

ORANGE JUDD & CO., 41 Park Row.

ENDLESS AMUSEMENT
FOR

BOYS AND GIBJLS.
CraiMlairs Improved Building Bloclts, de-

scribed Iii April number of tlic American Agriculturist,

page 147, furnish a most, attractive amusement for children

T I icy are very simple in construction, will stand years of
childrens* handling without breaking, ami give reuewed,

pleasure dally.

CHURCHES,
DWELLINGS,

BARNS,
MILLS,

FENCES,
FURNITURE, etc.,

In almost endless variety, can be built with thcta, ami when
finished, the structure remains Arm bo that it can he carried

about without falling to pieces.

For developing tho ingenuliy and taste of children they

nre uncqualcd. Having given those block?! a practical trial

In their own families, the publishers of tho Affrtcutittrtet

wero so well pleased with them, that they consented to

take tho general agency for their silo.

They arc retailed at. Three Dollars per e indrcd

and thirty pieces, put up in a neat box, and accompanied
with a card Riving various designs of buildings, A liberal

discount will be made to dealers. Address

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

41 Park Row. Now York.
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THE AMERICAN

AGRICULTURAL ANNUAL for 1867.

A. New Ye&avKI©©!*,

COSTAININa

Hints About Work for Each Month,

Recent Progress in Agriculture, and

A Review of the Fast Year, together with

numerous very valuable contributed articles, and conve-

nient Tables.

The Essay on Draining, by Col. Waring, En-

gineer of the Drainage of the N. T. Central Park, is by

far the most complete presentation of the subject which

has been made for many years in this country.

Some of the Newest and Best Potatoes,
with his own mode of culture, are described by one of

the most successful cultivators of "Westchester County,

N. T., Wm. S. Carpenter.

The Culture of Sorghum, with the latest views

in regard to the production of Syrup and Sugar, is dis-

cussed by Wm. Clough, Esq.., Editor of the Sorgho

Journal.

How to Train the Horse.—Mr. Hoadley's

Hints on Training and his "Views in regard to his Mind
and Temper deserve the attention of every horse owner.

The Culture of Wheat, is discussed practically

and philosophically, by Mr. Harris.

John Johnston's Practice in Fattening
Sheep, like every thing from his ripe experience, is

very valuable.

Essential Features of a Good Barn.—Dr.
F. M. Hcxamer consults durability in t-ho structure and

economy in farm labor, security of crops, health and

comfort of stock, in this admirable plan.

The above are but a few of the articles comprised in

this little volume—and which make it not only

A Record of Past Progress and Experience—but

A Hantl-Book for the Present—and

A dUiislc for tlie Future.

This Volume is the first of a series which wo expect to

issue annually, intending to make them a record of what

happens each year best worth knowing and remembering,

pertaining to Agriculture, in a convenient form for pres-

ervation and reference.

Price, fancy paper covers, 50 cts. ; cloth, 75 cents.

Sent Post-paid.

NEW YORK

:

ORANGE JUDD & CO., 41 Park Row.

THE ^.MERIC-A-N

HORTICULTURAL ANNUAL for 1867,

A Year-Book for the Gardener, The

Frnit Grower and the AtaatcHr.

NOW READY.
This is the first of a series of Annuals intended to give

a record of Horticultural progress.

IT CONTAINS

An Almanac and. Calendar for each Monro,
giving Hints for Work in the various departments.

"Useful Tables, giving amount of Seed to sow a

given space ; number of Seeds to the ounce, etc.

How Horseradish is Grown for Market,
by Peter Henderson. An article worth the price of the

work to the grower for market.

Growing Grape Vines from Cuttings
without Artificial Heat, by a simple process.

Home Decorations, Ivy, Hanqino Baskets,

etc. Instructions for the making, planting and manage-
ment of these beautiful ornaments by A. Bridgeman.

The New Apples of 1S6G.—The new varieties

first brought to notice the past year ; as also Southern
kinds first fruited at the North, by Doct. J. A. Warder.

New or Noteworthy Pears.—A valuable ar-

ticle, by P. Barry.

Native Grapes in 1866, from Notes furnished

by Charles Downing, Geo. W. Campbell, J. A. Warder,
A. S. Fuller, and other grape growers.

Small Fruits in 1866.—Accounts ef newvarie-
ties and older ones not yet fully tested. By A. S. Fuller.

The Newer Garden Vegetables.—The result

of experiments with new culinary plants, by Fearing

Burr, Jr., J. J. H. Gregory, and others.

The Rarer Evergreens that have proved
Valuable.—By Thomas Meehau.

The New Hoses in 186G.—Brief descriptions

of the novelties, by John Saul.

New Bedding and other Plants of 1866.
—An account of how the recent importations have done

the past year, by Peter Henderson.

The New Varieties of Gladiolus.—AH the

new ones noticed, by George Such.

Engravings of Fruits, Flowers, etc.—

A

useful list of thoso published in 1866.

Horticultural Books and Periodicals in
1866.—A list giving title, publishers name and price.

Nurserymen, Seedsmen and Florists.—

A

list of the most prominent Establishments.

With many other articles not here enumerated.

Fully Illustrated,

with Engravings made especially for the work.

Aneat volume of 150 pages. Price, fancy paper covers,

50 cents ; cloth, 75 cents. Sent Post-paid.

NEW YORK:

ORANGE JUDO & CO.. 41 Park Row.

A. NEW WORK.

IN THE MAKKET AND FAMILY GARDEN.

BY FETER. HENDERSON.

Illustrated.

This is the first work on Market. Gardening ever pub-

lished in this country. Its author is well known as a

market gardener of eighteen years1 successful experience.

In this work he has recorded this experience, and given

without reservation the methods necessary to the profita-

ble culture of the commercial or

market garden.
It is a work for which there has long been a demand,

and one which will commend itself, not only to those

who grow vegetables for sale, but to the cultivator of the

FAMILY GARDEN

To whom it presents methods quite different from the

old ones generally practiced. It is an

ORIGINAL AND PURELY AMERICAN

work, and not made up, as books on gardening too often

are, by quotations from foreign anthors.

Everything is made perfectly plain, and the subject

treated in all its details, from the selection of the soil to

preparing the products for market. Frames, Hot-beds,

and Forcing Houses, the management of which is usually

so troublesome to the novice, are fully described, and the

conditions of success and causes of failure clearly stated

.

The success of the market gardeners near New York

City is proverbial, and this is the. only work that sets forth

the means by which this success has been attained. Val-

uable hints are given to those who would rt,: ~'1 Vegetables

at the South for northern markets.

The following synopsis of its contents will show the

scope of the work :

Men Fitted for the Business of Gardening.
The Amount of Capital Required . and
Working Force per Aerc.

Profits of Market Gardening.
Location, Sittiation, and Laying Ont.
Soils, Drainage, and Fx-eparatlon.

Mannrcs. Imi'lemcuts.
Uses and Management of Cold Frames.
Formation and Management of Hot-bcd9
Forcing Pits or Grccn-honscs.
Seeds and Seed Raising.
How, When, and Where to Sow Seeds.

Transplanting. Insects.

Packing of Vegetables for Shipping.
Preservation of Vegetables in Winter.
Vegetables, their Varieties and Cultivation.

In the last chapter, the most valuable kinds are describ-

ed, and the culture proper to each is given in detail.

NOW READY. 12 mo., 244 pp. Finely lOuslratea.

SENT POST-PAJD. PRICE, $1.50.
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NEW BOOKS.

Saunders' Domestic Poultry.

By S. 3L Satjkdf.es.,

Ncvr Edition Revised and Enlarged.

This Book contains Articles on the Preferable

Breeds of Farm-Yard Poultry, Their History

and Leading Characteristics, with. Complete

Instructions for Breeding and Fattening, and

Preparing for Exhibition at Poultry Shows,

etc., etc., derived from the Author's Experi-

ence aud Observation.

The work is compact, full of valuable hints

and information, and beautifully illustrated.

An appendix contains an account of. Poultry

breeding on a large scale, as practiced in the

neighborhood of Paris, and is a very important

addition to the work.

Price, paper 40 cts., cloth 75 cts."

ORANCE JUDD & CO., 41 Park Row.

Money in tlio Swamps.

PEAT ! PEAT ! PEAT !

FUEL - MANURE.
WHERE TO FIND IT.

HOW TO MAKE AND USE IT.

ITS VAtUE.

A NEW WORK ON PEAT,
THOROUGH AND PRACTICAL

;

By PROF. SAMUEL W. JOHNSON, of Yato College.

It Rives a full history of PEW, MUCK, etc., telling

what they am, where found, and how to ostlmato their value.

It describes the various methods of using; Peat for ma-

nure, as an absorbent, as an ameliorator of the soil, etc.

and It Is especially explicit In regard to tho

USE OF PEAT AS FUEL,

describing minutely tlio yarioua processes employed In pro-

paring it to burn, from the simplest to the most complicated;

such as arc in use in this country, and Europe. It is Illus-

trated withmany Engravings of machines, etc.

The work Is invaluable to those having Peat or Murk

swamps, or wishing to Invest in Peat Companlc8.

SENT POSTPAID, - - PRICE $125

ORANGE JUDD & CO., 41 Park Row.

HINTS TO H0RSE.KEEPERS,
A COMPLETE

RMMUAL FOR HORSEMEN.
BY THE LATE TTENTiY "WILLIAM HERBERT.

(FKANK FOr.ESTEP..)

Beautifully Illustrated,

HOW TO BREED A HORSE.—
CHOICE OF STALLION".—National Value of the Horse—
The beet class of Horses the cheapest for all purposes—
"What constitutes excellence—Blood: what it gives,
should be on the eide of the Sire—Breed up, not down-
Diseases and Defects Hereditary—General Kules.

CHOICE OF TFIE MARE.—Size, Symmetry and Sound-
ness more important than Blood—Points of tlie Brood
Mare—Diseases Hereditary—Condition of the Mare —
Should have moderate work when with Foal—Foud and
care during gestation — Health, and temper.

MUTUAL ADAPTATION" OF SIRE AND DAM.-First
consideration in Improvement of "cold" Blood—Rela-
tive size of Sire and Dam—Defects in either Parent-
How Remedied in Progeny—Bloods which "hit."

CANADIAN" BLOOD. — The Canadian originally the
French Novman—Characteristics—Hardihood—Speed

—

Mode of Improvement—Crossing with Thorough-breds.
NORMAN" BLOOD.—OrIcrin and History of the Percheron
Norman—A pure race—Characteristics and Points.

MODERN ARAB BLOOD.—English and American Thor-
ough-breds derived from Oriental Blood— are now
superior to the Modern Arabs—Nolan Arab.

PONIES — DIFFERENT BREEDS,
CHARACTERISTICS AND UTILITY.—Origin-Different
Breeds—Shetlands and Scots—Galloways and Narragan-
setts—Mustangs and Indians—Profit of raising Ponies.

HOW TO BREED MULES.
Value of Mules—Their History and Natural History—
The Mule and Hinnev—Thorough-blood wasted In the
Dam for Mules—The Mule in the United States—Large
size not Desirable—Varieties of the Ass—The kind of
Mares to be selected.

HOW TO BUY A HORSE.
Of whom to Buy it—Extraordinary Cheapness and Ex-"
traordinarv Excellence not consistent with each other-
Points to be regarded—How to Examine the Eve—Broken
"Wind—Roaring—Whistling—Broken Knees—To examine
the Legs—Splents—Damaged Back Sinews—Spavins-
Ringbones—Curbs—How to tell the Age of a Horse.

HOW TO FEED A HORSE.
Consequences of Improper Feeding—Different Food for
different conditions—Food for the"Brood Mare—for the
Foal—For Working Horses—Green Food—Carrots—Com
—Feeding Horses in Training—AVhilc Travelling—Sum-
merincr Horses—The Be.-t Method—Management of Om-
nibus Horses in New York.

HOW TO STABLE AND GROOM A
nORSE.—Requisites for a good Stable—The economy of
Proper Arrangements—Ventilation—Grooming; its ne-
cessity for all descriptions of Horses—How Performed—
Clothing—Treatment when brought in from Work.

HOW TO BREAK, A1STD USE A
HORSE.—What is required in a well-broken Horse—His
education should commence when a Colt—Bitting—Put-
ting in Harness—How to Use a Horse—Travelling—Work-
ing—Pleasure Horses—Punishment.

HOW TO PHYSIC A HORSE —
SIMPLE REMEDIES FOR SIMPLE ATLMENTS.-Causes
of Ailments—Medicines to be given onlv by the order of
the Master—Depletion and Purging—Spasmodic Colic-
Inflammation of the Bowels—Inflammation of the Lungs
—How to Bleed—Balis and Purgatives—Costivenoss—
Cough—Bronchitis—Distemper—Worms—Diseases of the
Feet—Scratches—Thrush—Broken Knees,

FARRIERY, ETC.
Castration — Docking and Nickluc— Blood-letting —
Treatment of Strains and Wounds—Galls of the Skin-
Cracked Heels—Clipping and Singeing—Administering
Medicines—Diseases of the Foet.

HOW TO SHOE A HORSE.
Unskillful Shoers—Anatomy of the Food Illustrated—
The Foot of a Colt—Preparation of the Foot—Remov ing
the Old Shoe—Paring the Foot—The Shoe—Fitting the
Shoe—Nailing—Number of Nails—Diseases of the Foot.

BAUCHER'S METHOD OF TRAIN-
ING HORSES—What Constitutes a Well-trained Horse-
To make him como at your call—The Philosophy of
Traiuiug—Flexions of the Jaw—Flexions of the Neck

—

Flexions of the Croup—Backing—The Paces— Leaping.

HOW TO RIDE A HORSE.
The Saddle—The Girths—The Stirmps-Saddlc-Cloths—
The Crupper— The Martingale— The Bridle—Spurs-
Mounting and Dismounting—The Seat—The Hands—
The Legs—The Paces—Hints for Special Cases—The Art
of Falling—Riding with Ladies.

LADIES' RIDING—WRITTEN BY
A LADY.—Learning to Ride—The Side-saddle—Tho Girths
—The Stirrup—The Bridle—The Martingale—The Bit—
The Dress—Mounting and Dismounting—The Position—
The Hands—The Leg and Whip—Accidents.

HOW TO DRIVE A HORSE.
• The Art of Driving—Pleasure Driving—How to TToMtho

Reins— Driving a Pair—Four-in-hand Driving—Driving
Working Horses—Plowing—Threc-a-breast.

RAREY'S SYSTEM OF HORSE-
TAMING.—Rarev's System a New Discovery—Previous
Svstem—Principles of this Svstebi — Instructions for
practicing Rarev's Method—To Stable the Horse—To
Approach the Horse—Tying up the Leg—Laving the
Horse Down—

I

1 male—Vices and Bad Habits—Rearing—
Kicking—Baulking—Pulling on the Halter—Shying.

VETERINARY HOMCEOPATIIY.
Principles of tlio Svstcm—Tabic of Remedies—Goncral
Directions—TrenfmVnt of a Sick Animal—Diet—Reme-
dies for Speclllc Cases—Glossary of Diseases.

Muw. 435 p.—Sent by mall post-paid. $1.75.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

41 PAIUI ROW, NEW-YORK.

New Book of Flowers.
By Josepti BitEcc, Practical Horticulturist.

Beautifully Illustrated.

This work, while preserving scientific Accuracy, is written

In a familiar style, and with the enthusiasm of a life-long

lover of flowers. Its teachings are eminently practical, and

coverall branches of out of door gardening.

Bulbs.
The cultivation of bulbs, whether in-doors or in the

open ground, is clearly described, and snch instructions

are given as will insure success with these favorite plants.

Annuals^
All the finer annuals are described, and the peculiar

treatment necessary for each given in full.

Herbaceous Perennials.

This justly favorite class of plants is given here mora

at length than in any work with which wc arc acquainted.

Bedding' Plants.
The treatment of the popular kinds of bedding plants

is given, together with that of Dahlias, Chrysanthemum-*

and such as usually fall under the head of florist's flower:?.

Flowering Shrubs.

A Beparate section is devoted to the hardy flowering

shrubs, including a very full chapter upon tho

Rose.

We have no work which is so safe a guide to the novico

in gardening, or that imparts the necessary information

in a style so free from technicalities. Xot tho least

interesting part of the work is tho author's personal ex-

perience, as ho tells not only how ho sneceoded, but tha

mi stakes he committed. Thus far it is

"The Book of Flowers."

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE, $1-75.

ORANCE JUDD & CO., 41 Park Row.

WARDER'S
Hedges and Evergreens.

This is the only hook wholly devoted to tho cultivation,

pruning, and management of plants suitable [or American
hedging, especially tho Madura, or OSAGE ORANGE ;lllns-

tratedwlfh engravings of plants, implements, and processes;

to which Is added a Trealke on Eixrimeii*. their varieties,

propagation, culture, etc. liy J. A. WaBDSE. ljtao.!9lnu.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE $1.50

ORANCE JUDD & CO., 41 Park Row.

BUIST'S
American Flower-Carden Directory.
Containing Practical Directions for tho Culture of Plants

In the Flower-Garden, II»i House. Green-House Kooiiis or

Parlor-Windows, FOR EVERY MONTH IS Till: TEAR.
with descriptions of most desirable plants, soils, transplant-

ing, erecting a Hot-House, a Gteen-House. laying out ft

Flower-Garden, etc., etc. By Robert Boist, a practical

Nuraervmnn and Seed-Grower of Philadelphia. < loth i?mo
SENT POST-PAID. - pul( '• > l -3°

OltiVNGE JTTDD & CO.. 41 Park How.

BOJIMEB'S
Method of Manure Making.
COSIPI-ETK AXD CLEAR IN ITS DIREC-

TIONS.
Carries Conviction of its usefulness, and the correct-

ness of its principles

GIVES GREAT SATISFACTION-
.

Abundanee of Gootl Manure depends simply upon,

systematic ami well applied labor.

ENGLISH AND GERMAN. PRICE. 25 Cts.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.. 41 Park Row.
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Quinby's Bee Keeping.
By M. Quinby, Practical Bee-keeper. Fully

Illustrated. Entirely new. The result of 85

years1 of successful experience—"with: direc-

tions for all contingencies that can ordinarily

occur; treating of Breeding, Movable-Comb

and other Hives, Pasturage, Robbing, Feed-

ing, Swarming, Queens, Diseases, Anger, Ene-

mies, Wax, Transferring, Sagacit}', Wintering,

Care of Honey, Italian Bees, Purchasing, etc.

Bee-keepers will find this new work of Mr.

Quinby's fully up to the times in all practi-

cal matter.

Sent Post-paid. Price $1.50.

Gratifying Opinions of the Press.

From the Christian Intelligencer.

"Quinby's Work is the very best. It has long been regard-

ed as of the highest authority in the matters concerning
which it treats."'

From Jloore's Rural New Torker.

"This is a newly written and illustrated edition of Mr.
Q.'s former work. That has proved of value to thousands
of Bee-keepers, and Wife, with its riper experience and added
knowledge, can not fail of giving better satisfaction. Thirty-

five years experience!—-What beginner in bee-keeping
will not bring this to his aid ? "We notice the author has no
Patent Hive to introduce, and expresses his opinions freely

on the merits and demerits of the various hives seeking
popular favor."

From the Vermont Farmer.
"The book is written iu familiar style, with the endeavor

to be practical rather than scientific, thereby making it a
guide to the tyro in Apiarian knowledge, as well as a stand-

ard work of reference for the more experienced bee-keepers."

From the JV. T. Christian Advocate.
"All beekeepers should have this manual, and others

may read it as a book of wonders."

SENT POST-PAID. PPvlCE $1.50.

ORANGE JUDO & CO., 41 Park Row.

FJLAX CUJLT1TRE.
A new and veky valuable work, consisting of full di-

rections, from selection of ground and seed to preparation
and marketing of crop, as given by a number of experienced
growers. 8vo, paper. PRICE 50 Cents.

310P CULTURE,
Practical Details fully given, from the Selection and

Preparation of the Soil, Setting and Cultivation of the

Plants, to Picking, Drying, Pressing, and Marketing the

Crop. By Ten Experienced Cultivators. Illustrated with
over forty engravings. Edited by Prof. George Tiitjrber.

8vo, paper. PRICE 40 Cents.

TOBACCO CULTURE.
This is by far the most useful and valuable work ever issued

on this subject. It contains full details for the Selecting

and Preparing of the Seed and Soil, Harvesting, Curing,

and Marketing the Crop, with Illustrative Engravings of

the operations. The work was prepared by Fourteen
Experienced Tobacco Growers, residing in different

parts of the country. It also contains Notes on the Tobac-

co "Worm, with Illustrations. Octavo, 43 pp., in neat paper
covers. PRICE 25 Cents.

OXIONS.
How to Eaise them Profitably.

Practical Details, given very plainly by Seventeen Onion

Growers of long experience, residing in different parts of

the country. No more valuable work of its size was ever

issued. Octavo, 83 pp. Neat paper covers. Price 20 Gents,

NEW-YORK |

FRANCE fPUPP *C9V 4! Pari? £?YU>

BOOKS FOE, FARMERS and OTHERS.

[For sale at the Office of the Agriculturist, or they will be
forwarded by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

Allen's (L.F.) Rural Architecture $ 1 50
Allen's (U. L.) American Farm Book 1 50
Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals 1 00
American Agricultural Annual, 1867..pa., 50 cts..cloth 75
American Horticultural Annual, 1867. .pa., 50 cts..cloth 75
American Bird Fancier 30
American Rose Culturlst 30
American "Weeds and Useful Plants 1 75
Architecture, by Cummings & Miller 10 00
Art of Saw Filing .... (Holly) 75
Barry's Fruit Garden ; 1 75
Bement's Poulterer's Companion , .... 2 00
Bement's Rabbit Fancier 30
Bommer's Method for Making Manures 25
Boussingault's Rural Economy 1 60
Breck's New Book of Flowers 1 75
Bridgeman-'s Fruit Cultivator's Manual . 75
Bridgeman's Florist's Guide. . 75
Buist's Flower Garden Directory 1 50
Buist's Family Kitchen Gardener .' 1 00
Burr's Garden Vegetables 2 50
Burr's Vegetables "oi America 5 00
Canary Birds cloth... 75
Carpenters and Joiners' Hand Book. .(Holly) 75
Chorl ton's Grape-Grower's Guide ... 75
Cobbett's American Gardener 75
Cole's (S. "VV.) American Fruit Book 75
Cole's Veterinarian 75
Cotton Planters' Manual (Turner) l 50
Country Life, by R. M. Copeland , 5 00
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 1 50
Dadd's (Geo. II.) American Cattle Doctor l 50
Dana's Muck Manual 1 25
Dog and Gun (Hooper's) paper, 30c.... cloth.. 60
Downing's Cottage Residences 3 00
Downings's Country Houses 8 00
Downing's Landscape Gardening 6 50
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America 3 00
Downing's Rural Essays 5 00
Eastwood on Cranberry 75
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50
Flax Culture 50
Field's (Thomas "W.) Pear Culture 1 25
Fish Culture \ 1 25
Flint (Charles L.) on Grasses 2 50
Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farming 2 50

French's Farm Drainace 1 50

Fuller's Forest Tree Culturlst 1 50
Fuller's Grape Cultunst 1 50
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist 20
Gardening for Profit, by Peter Henderson 1 50
Gray's How Plants Grow 1 25
Gray'sManual of Botany and Lessons in one Vol i 00

Guenon on Milch Cows 75
Haraszthy's Grape Culture, &c. 5 00
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, plain 4.00, col'd 5 00
Harris' Rural Annual. Bound, 8 Nos., in 2 Vols. Each 1 50
Hatfield's American House Carpenter 3 50

Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepers 1 75
High Farming Without Manure 35,

Hop Culture 40

How to Buy a Farm and Where to Find One 1 75
Husmann's Grapes & Wine 150
Jennings' Horse Training Made Easy 1 25
Jennings on Cattle .

.
1 75

Jennings on Swine and Poultry 1 75
Jennings on the Horse and his Diseases 1 75

Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry 1 75
Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry 1 50
Johnson's (Prof. S. W.) Essays on Manures 1 25
Kemp's Landscape Gardening ;.. 2 00

Klippart'sLand Drainage 1 50
Lamrstroth on the Honey Bee 2 00

Lenchar's How to Build Hot-houses 150
Liebig's Familiar Letters on Chemistry.. 50
Liebig's Natural Laws of Husbandry... 1 75
Loudon's (Downing's) Ladies' Flower Garden 2 03

Manual of Agriculture by G. Emerson and C. L. Flint. 1 50
Mavliew's Illustrated Horse Doctor 3 50

Mavliew's Illustrated Horse Management ... 3 50

Mavliew's Practical Book-Keeping for Farmers 90
Blanks for do. do. 120
McM all on's American Gardener 2 50

Miles on the Horse's Foot. 75
Morrell's American Shepherd *

1 75

My Farm of Edgewood 1 75

My Vineyard at Lakeview 1 25

New Clock and Watch Maker's Manual 2 00

Norton's Scientific Agriculture .' 75
Onion Culture 20

Our Farm of Four Acres (bound) 60c (paper) 30

Pardee on Strawberrv Culture — * 75

Parlor Gardener, by C. J.Randolph. 1 00

Parsons on the I lose 1 50

Parkman's Book of Roses . 3 00

Peat and Its Uses, by Prof. S.W.Johnson 1 25

Pedder's Land Measurer '. f>0

Quinby's Mvsteries of Bee keenins (new.) — 1 50

Quincy, (Hon. Josiah) on Soiling Cattle 1 25

Rabbit Fancier S3
Rand's Bulbs 3 00

Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden 3 (j0

Rand's Garden Flowers S 00

Randall's Sheep Husbandry -. 1 50

Randall's Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry 1 00

Rivers' Miniature Fruit Garden 1 00

Richardson on the Do<r paper 30 cents cloth 60

Rural Affairs.... (bound).... 4 Vols.... each 1 50

Rural Annual (by Joseph Harris). 25

Rural Register (by J. J. Thomas) SO

Rust, Smut, Mildew and Mould. 3.00

Saunder's Domestic Poultry (new).. paper, 40 c.bound 75

Saxton's Farmers' Library. 3 Vols, cloth 8 50. .morocco 9 50

Schenck's Gardener's Text Book 75
Scribner's Ready Reckoner 30

Sillo way's Modern Carpentry 2 00

Skillful Housewife 75

Stewart's Mohin Stable Book 150
Strong's Grape Culture , 3 00

Ten Acres Enounh 1 50

Tenny's Natural History, Zoology ,.. 3 00
Thompson's Food of Animals 1 00

Tobacco Culture , 25

Todd's (S. E.) Vounir Farmer's Manual 1 50

Vaux's Villas and Cottages. 3 00
Villas and Farm Cottages. (Cleaveland and Backus)... 4 00
Warder's Hedsres and Evenrreens 1 50
Watson's American Home Garden. 2 00

Wax Flowers (Art of Making).. . .. 2 00

Wet Days at Edgewood 1 75

Wetherell on the Manufacture of Vinegar 1 50
Wheat Plant (John Klinpart's) 150
Woodward's Country Homes 1 50
Woodward's Graperies 150
Woodward's Homes for the Million, paper, 75c, cloth.

.

1 00

Touatt and Spooner on the Horse , 1 50

Youatt and Martin on Cattle - ....... .'....,. 1 50

Touatt on the Hog -.,,'....,. 1 00

Youatt on Sheep ,, - ,,,,,. 1 00

Ywtmans' Household Scipnca ... = ..,.,-..•.,,,.,., ,.8$

G-RAPE CULTURIST.
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By ANDKEW S. FULLER.
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged*

This is the best Book published on Hardy Grape Culture.

CONTENTS. .

INTRODUCTORY.—BOTANICAL CHARACTER OF THE
Vine, Propagation by Seed.—I Illustrations.

GROWINGFROM SEED—GATHER WHEN FULLY RIPE.

PROPAGATION BV SINGLE BUDS.—MODE OF OPERA-
tion, Planting in Beds, Single Buds in Open Air, Starting

in Hot-Beds, Form of Single Bud Cutting—5 Illustrations.

CUTTINGS OF UNRIPE WOOD,—THOUSANDS OF VINES
•are Annually Produced from Green Cuttings,—4 Illust.

PROPAGATING HOUSE.— PERFECTION SHOULD BE
our Aim, Span Roofed Propagating House, Lean-to
Propagating House, Single Roofed House, Flues.—2 HU

CUTTINGS IN OPEN AIR.—TIME TO MAKE CUTTINGS,
Selection of Cuttings, Form of Cuttings, Mallet Cuttings.

LAYERING THE VINE.—THIS IS ONE OF THE MOST
Certain and Convenient Methods in Use.—1 Illustration.

GRAFTING THE GRAPE.—THIS IS AN OLD BUT VERT
Uncertain Mode of Propagating the Grape, hut Can be
Used Successfully.—4 Illustrations.

HYBRIDIZING AND CROSSING.—THESE ARE OPERA
tions that Should Demand the Attention of Every One
Who Undertakes to Produce New Varieties, Mode of

Operation.- -3 Illustrations.

TRANSPLANTING-VINES WILL OFTEN REQUIRE ONE
Season of Nursery Culture before being Planted in the

Vineyard, Heeling-in.—3 Illustrations.

SOIL AND SITUATION.—MUCH DEPENDS UPON THEM.
Preparing the Soil, Manures and their Operations.

STEM APPENDAGES. — SPINES, HAIRS, LATERALS,
Forms of Leaves, Tendrils, Buds.—7 Illustrations,

PLANTING THE VINE. — A GREAT DIVERSITY OF
Opinion, Sly Own Rule, Root Pruning, How to Plant.

GRAPE TRELLISES.—2 Illustrations.

TIME TO PRUNE VINES.—PRUNING AND TRAINING,
Opposite Arms, Oblique Arms, A Plan for Poor Soils.

GARDEN CULTURE.—POSITION OF BORDER, TRAIN-
ing the Vines, Four Tiers of Arms, Double Stem, Trel-

lises in Gardens, Training to Stakes, Girdling the Vine,

Removing the Leaves.—9 Illustrations.

GATHERING THE FRUIT.—PRESERVING THE FRUIT,
Wine Making, Pruning Shears.—1 Illustration.

INSECTS—ROSE CHAFER, GRAPE VINE FLEA BEE.
tie, Spotted Pelidnota, Tree Beetle, Caterpillars, Yellow

Bear. Hog Caterpillar, Grape Vine Sphinx, Blue Caterpil-

lar, Procris Americana, Leaf Rollers, Thrips, Aphis, Red

Spider, Vine Scale, Diseases, Mildew, Sua Scald.—IS Ulus.

DESCRIPTION OF (.nearly Seventy) VARIETIES.

REVIEW OF VARIOUS SYSTEMS OF PRUNING AND
Training, Reversing the Arms, Single Arm System, Bow
System, Long Rod Spur System, Upright Canes, Thomery
System.—Index,

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE $1.50

QR£*?£f JUP? #, £Q.,_4! ParkRoyy,
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A.K WOOD & CO.,
EATON, MADISON CO., N. Y.,

Continue to m:inul:\ctiu-

e their Improved

POKTABIiE EMOTES,
For Farm and Mechanical purposes. They are particularly
adapted to driving Threshing Machines, Circular Saws, Mills

of all kinds. Prfnfinjr Presses, "Wood or Iron Lathes; Machi-
nery in Cabinet or Wagon Shops, Boring Artesian Wells,
Pumping Water. Corn Shellers, &c, &e.
We warrant our Engines to be what we represent them,

and to give unqualilied satisfaction in all respects.

A. N. WOOD & CO.

PORTABLE AND STATIONARY

ENGINES,
CIRCULAR SAW AND GRIST MILLS.

The Old and Extensive Establishment, the

Mount Vernon Iron Works, has for sale :

20 Portable Engines (Mounted on Wheels) of S Horse Power.
2.1 do. do. do. do. 10 do. do.

17 do. do , 13 do. do.

GO Portable and 10 Stationary Engines of 20 Horse Power.
SO do. and 22 do. do. of 25 do.

15 do. and 11 do. do. of 30 do.

12 Stationary Engines of 3~> do.

of 10 do.do. do..

7 do. do of 50 do.

5 do. do of G5 do.

3 do. do of 80 do.

2 do. do ofUO do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

Also, 250 Circular Saw Mills of all sizes, and 150 Heed

& BUOKINGUAM'S SUPERIOR PATENT FLOURING AND FEED

Mills, witli Bolts and other fixtures.

All are being erected with modern improvements, and

the Greatest Strength and Durability is Guaran-

teed.

This Firji was the First to Commence the Practice

of Furnishing the Entire Machinery and Complete

Fixtures for Grist and Saw Mills, and Mill Wrights,

to Erect and put them in Running Order: hence, their

great success and reputation for getting up the Best Mills

in 'rnE World.

Deliveries made in any of the principal cities of the United

States.

For Information or Circulars address

C. & J. COOPER,
Mount Vcnion, OHio.

PREMIUM MACHINES.
Ncvo-ljork State Agricultural iUorka.

WHEELER, MELICK & CO., Proprietors,
ALBANY, N. Y.,

Patentees and Manufacturers of

Railway and Lever Horse Powers,
Combined Threshers and Winnowers,

Clover Hollers, Feed Cutters, Saw Mills,
Shingle and Heading Machines, Horse

Pitehforhs, Horse Hakes, &c.

WOOD So MAXIV STEAM ENGINE
CO'S CELEBRATED

PORTABLE AIVH STATIONARY
STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS.

FROM 4= TO 35 HORSE POWER.
A1SO PORTABLE SAW .»IILIS.
"We have the oldest, lnreest and most complete works iu

the United States, devoted exclusively to the manufacture
of Portable Engines and Saw Mills, which, for simplicity,
compactness, power and economy of fuel, are conceded by
experts, to be superior to any ever ottered to the public.

The great amonnt of boiler room, fire surface and cylinder
area, which we give to the rated horse power, make our En-
gines the most powerful and cheapest in use; and they are
adapted to every purpose where power is required.

All sizes constantly ou hand, or furnished on short notice.

Descriptive circulars, with price list, sent on application.

"WOOD & MANN STEAM ENGINE CO.,

TJtica, N. Y.
Branch Office, 96 Maiden Lane, New York City.

HARRINGTON'S PATENT
COMBINED

SEED SOWER AND HAND CULTIVATOR,
Price

As a Seed Sower, $10.50.
This machine combines themost important and desirable

qualities of all the hand Seed Sowers in use ; and also pos-

sesses advantages not found in any other, for sowing:

Onions, Carrots, Beets, Turnips, Par-

snips, Peas, Beans, &c, &c.
It is at once simple, light, easy to operate, sowing surely

ant> .evenly, the most difficult seeds.

All slides, reeds, and brushes are dispensed with ; and it is

therefore not liable to get out of order.

The cultivator attachment can be put on or ofl' at pleasure.

Illustrated Circulars aud Price List scut on application.

As a Cultivator, §0.

THE HAND CULTIVATOR
Is readily adjusted to the required width, aud is a most
thorough pulverizer Of tb.0 soil, destroying weeds, and sav-

ing avast amount of labor, by dispensing with wheel or hand
hoes. Full directions for working accompany each machine.

For sale at the principal Agricultural Warehouses,
Manufactured by F. F: nOLBUCOK, 31 Merchants' llov,

Boston, Mass. Successor to J. Nourse, formerly of Boggles,

Nourse, Mason & Co.

Sorghum the Most Profitable Crop,
The American SorgHtim Manual for 1867,

Contains full directions for tho cultivation and manufacture
of Sorghum, the latest improvements iu machinery, and
other Information of the greatest importance to all Sorghum
growors. Sent l<\- mail for ten cents. Address

. BUFFALO AGR1CULTUKAL MACHINE WOKKS.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Clipper Mower and Reaper

This Celebrated and uneqttaled machine, heretofore made
by R. L. Allen, of N. Y. City, is now manufactured by The
Clipper Mower and Reaper Company, at their
Works at Yonkers, N. Y„ where they have unsurpassed fa-

cilities for the business. The Machine needs no encomium.
Farmers throughout all sections of the country who have
used it, are ready and willing to testify to its greatly supe
rior qualities for all work, combining, as it does, more points,
of excellence than any machine yet made.

Its principal characteristics, are: Simplicity of construc-
tion, Durability, Ease of Draft, Portability and Com
pleteness of Finish in all its parts.
These Machines are made of Four Sizes, to meet the wants

of any farmer, as follows :

No. 1, One-Horse machine (30 in. wheel), Z>-< ft. Swath.
(The only practical One-horse machine in market.)

No. 2, Two-Horse (light) 30 in. wheel, 4 ft. Swath.
No. 3 " " (medium) 82 in. wheel. A\i feet Swath.
N<>. -1, " " (large) 36 in. wheel, \y~ and 5 ft. Swath.
Made also as a Combined Mower and Reaper.
Address THE CLIPPER MOWER & REAPER CO.,

Nos. 12 & U Clifl-st., New York City.

THE GREAT NATIONAL FIELD

TRIAL of MOWERS aud REAPERS

in 1866.
Extract froni Official Report.

"The record of the Buckeye is interesting in view of tho

fact that it was the pioneer in the path of the great improve-
ments which have popularized .Mowing Machines, and made
them an absolute necessity to every farmer. It took tho

prize at the Great National Trial of Mowers and Reapers, at

Syracuse, (in 1S57), and at once sprang into a great popular-

ity. In the hands of Mr. J. P. Adrianck, it met with nn
enormous sale. The result of this trial clearly shows that

it still keeps tho forward rank which it won at Syracuse,

and at many other subsequent trials, and that it is still as

worthy the patronage and confidence of the public as it has

been in any preceding portion of its history."

Descriptive Circulars, and synopsis of Official Report of

Trial furnished on application, by mail or otherwise.

Manufactured by ADRIANCE, PLATT & CO.,

(Manufactory, Po'keepsie.) 165 Greenwich-st., N. Y.

UNIONMOWINGMACHINE.
LIGHT DRAFT, QUICK GEARED, EASILT MANAGED

;

FLEXIBLE CUTTER DAK following all the inequalities of

the ground, and Is the

BEST MOWING MACHINE
ever constructed. Send for a Circular.

AGENTS WANTED.
DUANE II. NASH, Genl. Agent,

53 Cortlandt-strect, New York.

Patent Hand Lawn Mower.
Price $30. Send for descriptive

Philadelphia, Pa.

Simple and efficient,

Circular and address
WM, L. BOYKR&BIIO

PATENT ROLLER WIIIFFLETREE,
For plowing among fruit trees, patented Jan. 15th, 1SG7.

Efficient, durable, and cheap. A tree cannot he Injured by
lis use, and it saves the expense of a second hand In doing
orchard plowing. Indorsed bv the agricultural press, and
best farmers of the country. Agents wanted Immediately
throughout the United States, to whom we oiler great In-

ducements. Write for a circular.
\Y. PJROSSER * CO., Manufacturers,

Office 102 Broadway, N. Y.

GAAR'S CELEBRATED

STEAM THRESHING MACHINES.
((First Premium United Slates Fair, Illinois State Field

Trial, Ohio and Indiana Stale Kali's.) Gaar's Hold Medal
Threshing Machines, Portable Eugiues, Circular Saw Mills,

&c. Pamphlets tree. Address A. GAAK & CO.,
Richmond, lnd.

Leavitt's Peat Mill, .

"With samples of product, may be seen daily at office.

PARDEE & BENEDICT, SI finest.. New XOric.

N. B—Correspondence from owners of Peat Lands inj tied.

ftTEAM AXD HORSFIWVEK THRESJ 1 1 NG~ MACHIXES.-Send for ourClrcnl ira and nice List for

mfj~ JONAS \\ . \ r.O,

Robinson Machine TVorks, Richmond, lnd.
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A GEEAT
SUCCESS.

The Gothic Free

Fruit Box,

For marketing
Strawberries, Rasp-
berries, Blackberries,
Grapes, and all small
fruits.
Price, §10 per 1000,

for either size, quarts

Or pints. Sample Boxes of 100 sent upon receipt of §2.50.

This Box was unanimously commended at the meeting of

the "Farmers' Club" of the American Institute, held at

their Rooms, April 2d, 1857, and is thus recommended by
all the prominent Hotel keepers of New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, and Washington.

Thin is to certify, That we consider the Gothic Fectt-
Box the best fruit package vet oli'ered to tiie public ;

com
biuih2:, as it does, to a greater degree than any other that

we have examined, perfect ventilation, convenience, as well
as compactness and beauty of form, and cheapness.

"We would, therefore, recommend its use to all fruit grow-
ers and dealers, as a matter of economy and self-interest.

Influenced ourselves bv such motives, we propose to give

the preference hereafter, in our purchases of fruits, to those
dealers who pack them in the Gothic Fruit-Box.

Siqned: Hitchcock, Darling & Co., Fifth Avenue Hotel;
S. L'eland & Co., Metropolitan ; Stetson & Co., Astor House

;

Spotts & Hawks, St. Nicholas Hotel, and 23 others. Phil-
adelphia.—J. E. Kingslev & Co., Continental Hotel : B.
Washington, St. Lawrence Hotel: M. A. Hoeokley, Markoo
House-, Win. II. Baker, Ashland House, and 17 others.

Baltimore.—Deunis Barnum per Joseph Borsev, Barnum's
Hotel: li. B. Coleman, Entaw House; Wu, C. Reamer,
Howard House, and 5 others. Washington.— Sykee,
Chadwick & Co., Willard's Hotel; Sprague & Co., Kirkwood
House; A. It. Potts, Metropolitan Hotel; H. S. Benson,
National Hotel.

S. O. MBEK.EK, Agent,
82 John Street,

New York.

INGKt&gOLL'S IMPKOTED
HORSE AND HAND POWER

HAY AND COTTON PRESSES.
These machines have been tested in the most thorough

manner throughout this and foreign countries to the num-
ber of over 3000.

The Horse Power is 'worked by either wheel or capstan,
and in many respects possesses unequalled advantages. We
invite those wanting such machines to write for a catalogue
containing full information with cuts, prices, &c, or call and
examine personally.
Orders promptly attended to, by addressing

INGERSOLL & DOUGHERTY, Greenpoint, Kings Co., L.I.

NansemoM
Sweet Potato Plants.

Of best quality, during May an,d
June. Put up to carry safely long
distances. Price, 500, $2.25;—1000,
§3.50 ; -5000, $15.00 ;—10,000, $28.00.
This variety is successfully grown
at the North. Send for our Circu-
lar of directions, etc. Address

Masa*ray & Co.,
Foster's Crossings,

Warren Co., Ohio.

ijiWEET POTATO PLANTS FOR SALE.—Well
k3 hardened and ready for shipment. Send your orders
early if you wish to make sure of plants. Price per 100, 75
cents; 500, $3; 1000, $5. Catalogue of Flowers, Plants
and Vines sent on application.

Address I. J. SIMONSON & BRO.
53 Cortlandt-st , New York.

•SWEET POTATO PLANTS,
Safely packed and delivered where ordered, in New York

City at $4 per thousand. Address P. PHILLIPS,
Matawan, Monmouth Co., N. J.

TfcTANSEMOND SWEET POTATO PLANTS.—
-L« Ready in season, May and June. Send stamp for Circu-
lar with directions for cultivation and prices.

D. CUMMIN'S, Conneaut, Ohio.

IV-^SEMOND SWEET POTATO PLANTS,
J-Tl 50 cents per 100 ; S4 per 1000, for sale bv

A. M. HALSTED, Bye, ST. T.

Carrot and Mangold Wurtzel.
I have Long Red Mangold Wurtzrl, Yellow Globe Mangold

Wurtzel, and White Sugar Beet ; also Bong Orange and Im-
proved Short Horn Carrot Seed—every seed warranted to be
grown last season. J grew them myself and know all about
them. The Carrot seed is extra clean—free from stick and
the beard all off. Either of the varieties of Mangold Seed
sent pre-paid to any address for Sl-00 a ponnd. Long Orange
Carrot, $1.25. Improved Short Horn, §1.37. Get good seed,
farmers !—Catalogues, containing over 100 varieties of seed of
my own growing, sent gratis to all.

JAMES J.' H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.
'"" BEDDING PLANTS.
Our Catalogue of Bedding Plants, comprising the largest

stock in the country, is now ready and mailed free on the re-

ceipt of 5 cents. HOVEY & Co.,

53 North Market-st., Boston.

Striped Leaved Japanese Maize.
Package containing about 40 seeds ©f this new ornamen-

tal plant sent to any address, for 25 cents. Dealers supplied
with packages or seed In bulk at a liberal discount.

JAMES J. II. GREGORY, Marblehcaihead, Mass.

"PTOSES, Carnations, Verbenas, and all varieties of
-£l& Bedding Plants, in larcre quantifies to the trade. Also
Grape Vines, Pear Trees. GEO. W. WILSON, Maiden, Mass.

By maiL post-paid, at 25 cts. per lb., genuine Bunch Field
Bean (white). Address J. BENNETT, Sunman, Indiana.

SOUTH DOWN CO.'S PATENT

THE BEST KNOW}? REMEDY FOP.

TICKS, SCAB, VERMIN & FOOT ROT,
should be used by all Farmers on

SHEEP, ANIMALS & PLANTS.
C3T" This pure preparation has been successfully used for

vears, and never fails to produce the desired effect when
used according to directions.

It will 3aot injure tiie most delicate Animal.
It wiU improve the <&Ta»iity and Quantity

of Wool.
It feills TICKS on Sheep.
It cures SCAB on Sheep.
It cures all SKIrV DISEASES on Animals.
It hills all VERMIS that infest Animals,

Trees, Plants and Vines.

• For FOOT-ROT it is a sure cure, used as a poultice.

C^" ONE POT7ISD of this Extract will make
TWELVE GAXJGONS of Wash, and contains
the strength of EIGHT FQXJMJS of TOBACCO,
as prepared hy farmers.

Sold by all Druggists and Country and Agricultural Stores-

JAMES F. LEVIN,
S3 Central "Wharf, Boston, Mass.

For sale bv Dudley & Stafford, New York: Bliss &
Sharp, Chicago ; E. M. Livermore, Cleveland, Ohio.

Have You any Children ?
SUBSCRIBE AT OF^CE FOR THE

fob. yojJu ... People,
KS ESTERTAIXIXG AND INSTRUCTIVE MONTHLY,

ELEGAXTLT ILLUSTRATED.

YOU "VTELL GET TOUR

lOSEI'S WOfiTH!
Enclose §3.50 by Mail to

MUM® '& M©II©HT©]\T
,

PUBLISHERS,
459 Brooiue-street, New lorls.

Send for a Sample Copy "wbicll will be sent pre-paid on
receipt of 20 cents.

CLUB RATES.
Three copies, §6.50 : Five copies, §10 ; Teu copies, $20, and

an Extra copy gratis ; Single copies, 25 cents.

AGENTS and CANVASSERS wanted in every part of the
Country. Clergymen and Teachers supplied with the Mag-
azine one year for @3,
'

THE AMERICAN REPRINT OF
~

LONDON SOCIETY.
KICHLY ILLUSTRATED.

PROGRAMME ^OR lS6r.
PLAYIXG FOR HIGH STAKES. By Mrss Thomas. With

- Illustrations.

SKETCHES FROM THE BENCH AND THE BAH. Bio-
graphical asd Anecdotal. Accompanied by Por-

- traits.

ENGLISH CARICATURE. Notes ox the Masters of
Humoristic Art is England. "With illustrations
drawn from the Salient Points of Famous Caricatures.
(Several Papers and Numerous Illustrations.)

THE OLD LONDON HOSTELRIES, AND THE MEN WHO
FREQUENTED THEM. La Belle Sauvage axd
the Pretty Widow. The Saracen's Head. Jace
Straw's Castle, etc., etc.

LONDON MEN: A SERIES OF CHARACTER PORTRAITS.
1. Mr. Pepys. 2. Charles Lamb. S. Douglas Jer-
rold.

ARTISTS' NOTES FROM CHOICS PICTURES. The Paint-
ings rendered on wood bv W. Ltjsost Thomas. No. 1.

Honeywood axd the Bailiffs.

&c. &c &c. &c. &c.

TERMS OF SUBSCRiPTiO^s
Single numbers, 40 cents. One copy one vear, $4.50; Two

copies, §S.50; Five copies, $20.00; Ten copies, $40.00, and an
extra copy gratis.

The Riverside Magazine (§2.50, per annum) and Lon-
don Society ($4.50 per annum) sent to one address for $6.00.

- EST* All Subscriptions are payable' i?i advance.

The January number of London Society will be sent to
any address on receipt of 30 cents.

KURD & HOl'GHTO^', Publishers,
453 BROOME STREET, New York.

6»< FOR A BRICK MACHINE SIM-
ple , $160 with Tempering Box and Moulds,

warranted to make 15,000 brick per dav, of r> superior qual-
ity. Address FRET & SHECKLER,

Bucyrus, O.

For a Neio Work of surpassing interest and valu-e to every

one interested in the Horse or Mule.

The Result of Twenty Years' Original Investiga-
tions as"d Highly Successful Practice.

Over Ten Thousand (10,000) Copies Sold in
Two BlojxtiisI

THE AMERICAS FARMER'S

ROBERT STEWART, M. D.
f
Y. S.

One Agent: a Veterinary Surgeon, writes: "I have ex-
amined the book carefully, and it is everything I could wish.
Send me on more books immediately, for I can hardly keep
the sample I have sot." Another says: ''One gentleman,
on my delivering his book, after examining it, handed me
§5.00 and said I need not give him back "any ciiange, as
he considered it worth more than $5.00." Another writes:
"I think it the best book published on the Horse, in this
country. I have been doctoring horses, for my neighbors,
off and on for the last five vears. and have read Youatt,
Dadd, and others, on the Horse, but I like Dr. Stewart's
book the best, on account of its plain, simple language,
and its sound sense oa all subjects pertaining to the Horse."
Another writes, March 4th: "Prospects good. Those
that have received the work arc highly pleased with it.

The beauty of the work, they say, is. they can understand it,

it being so very plain. I was called some few days ago to
our County Infirmary, to see one of their valuable horses,
and found the animal dangerously ill with lung fever. I
thought it a good chance to^try Dr. Stewart's remedy, and I
must say that I never had an animal recover so quickly
under any other treatment." Another report reads: "The
work takes well. Every one admires it. If there is not a
large number sold, I think the fault will be with the Agents."
Another Agent: a Veterinarian of long practice, writes,
after having read the book: "I am fully convinced of its

excellency. Having all rav life been familiar with the horse
and nearly all his diseases, "I feel free to recommend the work
to the public." The same person xcrites in a subsequent
letter: "Mv mare has had a violent attack of Distemper,
but thanks to the Horse Book, I treated her according to
Dr. Stewart's directions, and she will soon be ready for the
road." Another says: "It is a most gratifying success. All
who have received or seen it, are highly pleased with it."

The work is written from a standpoint distesotitely
Americans, and covers the whole ground of

Stock Raising
1 and Stock Management,

including the treatment of the Diseases of the Horse, (espec-
ially the American Horse,) more satisfactorily than any
other book extant.

C3P~ Sold only by Subscription.
XMT'Sendfor Circulars, givingfull particulars, terms, dec.

For Territory in the Western or South Western States,
address either

C. F. VENT & CO., Cincinnati, Ohio.
J. S. GOODMAN & CO., Chicago, Ills.
ZEIGLER, McCURDY & CO., St. Louis, Mo.

Applications from the New England States, Eastern New
York, Northern N. J., the Southern Sea Board and Gulf
States, should be addressed to the

NATIONAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
at either Philadelphia, Richmond, Atlanta or New
Orleans.
Those from Pa.. Md., Del., and Southern N. J., to

ZEIGLER, McCURDY & CO., Philadelphia.
Those from Western N. F., to

R. H. CURRAN, Rochester, N. Y.
Those from Canada to

R. CARSWELL, Toronto.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF STOCK.

THE AMERICAN STOCK JOURNAL &
FARMERS' AND STOCK BREEDERS' ADTERTISER.
A first class Monthly Journal devoted to Farming and

Stock Breeding. Each number contains 3G large double
column pages, illustrated with numerous engravings.
Only $1.00 a year. Specimen copies free.

HORSE AND CATTLE DOCTOR FREE.
The publishers of The American" Stock Journal have

established a Veterinary Department in the columns of the
Journal, which is placed under the charge of a distinguished
Veterinary Professor, whose duty it is to receive questions
as to the ailments or injuries of all kinds of stock, and to
answer in print in connection with the question, how they
should be treated for a cure. These prescriptions are given
gratis, and thus every subscriber to the Journal has always
at his command a Veterinary Surgeon.A'ee of charge. Every
Farmer and Stock Breeder should subscribe for it. We will
send until the 1st of January for 50 cents. Address

N. P. BOYER & CO.. Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

ACJSl^TS WANTED
For the Best Selling and Most Useful Book of the Day.

Our Agents are making from $100 to $300 per. month, in
selling

B>r. MACKENZIE'S
Universal Encyclopaedia,

or 10,000 RECIPES in all the Useful Arts, such as
Agriculture, Brewing, Wine Making, Cooking, Ce-
ments, Farriert, Medicine, Domestic Economy, Farm-
ing Implements. &c, &c, &c.
New, reliable, and useful discoveries added to each edi-

tion, making it the MOST COMPLETE book of the kind
ever issued. No similar work lias bc?n published, equal-
ing tuis in completeness, variety of matter, and reliability.

Extracts fro?n the Press.
" One of the most important family works ever published."

—Rural American, N. Y., Sept. 1, 1SG6.
"Contains immense number of practical receipts and

other information.1'—JV. Y. Tribune, May, 1S66.
Circulars giving full description and terms to Agents,

copies of letters from our Canvassers, showing what they
are doing; recommendations and opinions of the preBS,
sent free by the publishers.

T. ELLWOOD 2ELL & COMPANY,
(Established in 1S19.)

Nos. 17 and 19 South Sixth St., Philadelphia.

OKRECT LETTER WRITING, CONVERSA-
tion, Courtship, Marriage and Bridal Etiquette. 5 books,

sent, postage paid for 75 cts. W. C.WEMYSS, 575 B'dway.N.Y.
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Two Gold Medals
AWARDED OXE MACHIXE.
Haider's Premium Railway Horse Power

and Combined Tlireslicr ami Cleaner, at the
Great IVational Trial, Auburn, July, 18GG, for

"Slow and easy movement of horse-?, mechanical construc-

tion of the very best kind, thorough and conscientious

workmanship and material in every place, nothing slighted,

excellent work, <&c." as shown by Oilleial Heport of Judges.

Threshers, Separators, Fanning Mills, Wood Saws, Seed
Soweis and. Planters, &c, all of the best in market. Circu-

lars with price, full information, and Judges' Report of Au-
burn Trial, sent free. Send in orders early, as our rule is

"first come, first serve J." Address
K. & M. HARDER,

Cobleslcill, Sclioharie Co., >r. Y.

NEW PATENT SOLID

AST STEEL PLOWS,

MADE ONLY BY
COLLINS Sc Co.,

Hartford, Conn.

These Plows are made of a superior

quality of Cast Steel, recast, in moulds into

the exact shape required for the Mould-

boards, Landsides and Shares. These are

then highly tempered, ground and polished.

Every Plow is warranted to scow' in any

soil. Any section can at any time be re-

placed by a duplicate, or if the Share is

worn, Steel can readily be welded on to

the point.

(Send for a Circular.).

FOR SALE BY
COI.L.INS & CO., 313 Water-st., Noi-lovk.

The American Naturalist.
A Popttlae Illustrated Monthly Magazine of Nat-

ural History.

Published by the Essex Institute.

Contents of Vol. 1, Ho. 2, April, 1867.

The Moss-Astmals, on Fresh Water Polyzoa. By
Alpheus Hvatt. With a plate, p. 57.—The FektilizatioSt
of Flowering Plants. By J. T. Eothrock. n. G-i.—Is-
suers and their Allies. By A. S. Packard, Jr., M. p.
Illustrated, p. 73.—The Amkrican Silk Worm. By L.

:ted. p.
"*"

Bkailsof New England. By E. S. Morse^ Continued.
Trouvelot. &ontinued. Illustrated. Bo.—THE Land

Illustrated, p. 95.

—

Reviews : Preliminary Report of the

Geological Survey of Kansas, bv G. C. Swallow. Annual
Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1S05 ; The Amer-
ican Journal of Concholoqy. p. 10J—lionsv. The Ter-
tiary Flora of Brognon. France; Drying Plants by Heat—
two methods, p. lu:!.—Zoology. Flights of Butterflies, p.
I'M.—Geology. TheFirst appearance of .Man on our Planet

;

The Eozoon in Austria, p. 10 1

—

Correspondence. Wasps
ns " MarrlttKO Priests " to Plants. Illustrated, p. 105.—
Natural HismnY Calendar. New England Reptiles in
April; Ornithological Calendar for April; The Insects of
Kailv Spring, p. 107.—Proceedings of Scientific Socie-
ties" p. 112.

—

Glossary for tub Number.
Lddresa the F.dltors of The American Naturalist, Essex

Institute, jsaj.mm, Mass.

TE It MS:
$.1 per year. Clubs supplied at liberal rates. Single num-
bers '& cents.

The "Louisiana Baptist"
Is one of tho best advertising mediums In the South or West.
It Is published weekly, and Being a Relioious and Litera-
ry Journal, It circulates extensively lu Louisiana, Missis.

slppl, Missouri, Arkansas and Texas; also, to a considerable

extent ill all the Southern Slates cast 01 the Mississippi

River. Address WELLS & COURTNEY, Mt. Lebanon, La.

A CENTS and all seeking profitable employment
should secure at oncellie agency for .1. T. Hcadlpy'8

latest and best work, FAHUAliUT AND Ol'R NAVAL
COMMANDERS. .I11-1 out: vorypopular; selling rapidly;

no competition. Address G. B. TREAT & Co., Publishers,

No. 651 Broadway, New York

THE MAY Mo. of DEMOKEST'8 MONTHLYA MAGAZINE, with Elegant Designs for the Spring and
Summer Fashions; Music, Poems. Entertaining Stories, En-
gravings, Household Mailers. Full Size Patterns, and other
useful and entertaining Novelties. Single copies, "Oceills;

yearlv. $.1, with a valuahlc Premium. Address W. JEN-
NINGS DEMOREST, No. 473 Broadway, NewYork. Ready
thii week.

IF YOU
WISH to MOW ALL ABOUT
WESTERN FARMING,
WESTERN ORCHARDING,
"WESTERN TUEE PLANTING,
WESTERN HEDGING,
WESTERN STOCK RAISING,
WESTERN FARMS, SOIL.,

CIiMIATE and PEOPLE, MARKETS, ice.

SUBSCRIBE FOR

IT COSTS BUT

Two ©ollsirs per "Sfeai*.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY
IN A NEAT OCTAVO FORM OF 1« PAGES.

Address EMERY & CO.,

192 Lake street, Chicago, Ills.

DERS.

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS send for Cat-
^-^ alogue of new Architectural works, inclosing stamp.

A. J. lilCRNELL, Publisher, Tidy, N. Y.

"UNQUALIFIED PRAISE
IS BESTOWED vpon

THE AMERICAN
JOURNAL OS' HORTICULTURE

—AND—
FLORISTS' COMPAXIOX.

PUBLISHED THE FIRST OF EACH MONTU, AND
CONTAINING

Articles on the Horticultural Interests of
AH Sections of the Union,

BY THE ABLEST TVBITERS OF THE DAY.

fV Price Tliree Dollars per Annum. _/x$
Sample Copies 30 cents.

J. E. TILT01S & 00., Publishers,

BOSTON".

NASLVTS LIFE of ANDY JOHNSON, inclooclin
his wonderful rise from alderman to president, with

his western trip and or.ishuns. The greatest hit of the sea-
son. Onlv 15 cents.—Comic Jeff. D:ivis. byMc Arose,
10 cts.—RECONSTRUCTION, by Orpheus C. Kerr,
15 cts. All tliese illustrated by numerous vnry funny pic-
tures. They sell very rapidly, and are pronounced "tip-top."
Sent free on receipt of price, or all for 35 cts. We will sup-
ply dealers and those wishing to sell, at following prices,
and send goods free by mail: Andy. SI per doz. Jeff., 60
cts. Reconstruction, SI. HANEY & CO., 119 (removed
from 109) Xass;iu-st , New York.

AGENTS, and all who want a good paying busi-
ness should secure at once the agency for the People's

Edition of Irvine's great work, THE LIF'E OF WASHING-
TON ; five volumes complete in one, at less than half the
former price. Address E. B. TREAT & CO., Publishers,
No. 651 Broadway, New York.

MME. DEFORESTS MAMMOTH BULLETIN
of LADIES' FASHIONS for the Spring and Summer

of 1867 ; over 10 Figures, price, plain, $l.r>0; Elegantly color-
ed, $2; either accompanied with full descriptions, or with
10 full-size patterns oi the principal figures, 50 cents extra.
Mailed free. No. 473 Broadway, New York.

WEW PHYSIOGNOMY; or, " Signs of Charac-
ter," 1,000 illustrations; entertaining, instructive, and

amusing. Ladies enjoy it. All should read it. Newsmen
and Booksellers have it, or will get it. $j. S. R. WELLS,
No. 3S9 Broadway, N. Y. Agents Wasted,

UNSON'S COMPLETE PHONOGRAPHER^
the latest and faest work on Phonography, tenches,

the whole Art ns recently simpli lied and otherwise improved,
and al*n Reporting. No teaellRr is required. Price, post-

paid, $245. Address 11. II. JOHNSTON & CO.,
No. t>l Nassau st.. New York.

DUNCAN'S Masonic Monitor.—Complete Guide
from Entered Apprentice to Royal Arch. Illustrated with

Grips, Signs, Pass-words, Lectures, " Workings* &c. All ma-
snns.fand those ahont heromingsuch.) shmil(lti:;vi> this work.
Bound cloth and gold, £2.50. W.C.WEMYSS, 6?3 B'dway, N.V.

6t TTlffE CHJULimElVS hour/*
-- Edited bv T. S. Arthur, Philadelphia, Pa„ $1.25 a

year. Sample Copies, 10 cents. "Its exquisite beauty stir-» «. Ai I , • ".il J I ] r 1 1
- * "I'll "»i I'.' *'* m *^. a i-i (,..fi

passes our anticipations"—Lady's Book.

TRUSSES, Ate—MARSH
CO.'S Radical Curo Truss Office,

onlv at N"o. Vesey-st. Also Bupporters,
bandages, silks, elastic stockings, &c.

A LADY ATTENDANT.

IflrtrtftftAKBOR VIT/TC, HEDGE SIZE, AT1W|VVV Wholesale and Uctail. Small Evcrirrcona at

Y\'hole63le. A. r. CHAPMAN,
134 Fnltou-m., Nuw York.

A WEOLE YEAH.

TOR $2.50 A YEAR
FOR $2.50 A YEAR
FOR $2.50 A YEAR

YOU CA2s'T DO BETTER.
Y'OU CAN'T DO BETTER.
YOU CAN'T DO BETTER.

YOU CAN GET BOTH
YOU CAN GET BOTH
YOU CAN GET BOTH

THE WEEKLY EYENJNG POST
THE WEEKLY" EVENING POST
THE WEEKLY EVENING POST

and the

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST.
AiTERICAN AGRICULTURIST.
AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST.

THEY ARE THE BEST PAPERS.
THEY ARE THE BEST PAPERS.
THEY ARE THE BEST PAPERS.

THE EVENING POST contains:

I. THE NEWS OF THE DAY".

II. FULL MARKET REPORTS.

III. A GOOD STORY". '.

TV. EDITORIALS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

V. LITERARY" AND ART GOSSD?.

VI. INTERESTING MISCELLANY.

Remittances should he made, if possible, by draft

or Post-Offlce order, payable in New York.

p^° Specimen copies sent free.

Address WM. C. BRYANT & CO.. Publish, - cf

TJie Evening Post, 41 Nassau-st.. NewrYork.

Or,

ORANGE JUDD & CO.. American Agriculturist,

41 Park Row, New Y'ork.

SOMETHING NEW.
THREE IN ONE.

English's Patent Combined Knife,

Tweezer and Ear Spoon,

il

<c*~s ?

This little Instalment combines within the space occupied

by the ordinary pocket Tweezer, a Kail Knife and File, an

Ear Spoon, and a pair of Tweezers. It Is Bimple In its con-

struction, being made of three simple pieces of 6tcel, and in

the most durable and workman-like manner: making one

of the most uselul and convenient articles for the pocket

ever presented to the public.

La'dics will And this article to be a very useful and conve-

nient adjunct to the Sewing Machine.

RETAIL PRICE, 50 CTS. EACH.
For sale by Dealers In Hardware, Notions, and Fancy

Articles Generally.

Samples sent by mall to any address on receipt of 50 cents.

Address . B. C. ENGLISH, Bprlngttold, Mass.

SERIES OF ARTICLES written by Hiram
tVoodrulT, on the Trotting Horse of America, are now-

being published weekly iu Wilkes' Spirit of the Times.

MONITOR PTIOW£R,
with "Independent Sclf-RaUe Reaper Attach-
ment." Tho most Simple. Practical, Lightest Draft, and

easiest managed machine In the World. Soo Report of

Faumkijs' Clou of American- ixstitits, In N. Y. Weekly
Tribune, Dec. 12, 1S66. For Descriptive Clrculnrs, &c.

Address F. NISHWITz, Willlamsuurgli, L. I.

Srtft (T1AA ARBOR VIT.E, 6 to 12 inches high,
JVWiVVV for sale at SO.OO per 1,000.

A. P. CHAPMAN,
151 I-'iiU.iii-si., New York.

BRAHMA I'OOTRAS, bred from stock weigh-
Ing '.'I lbs. per pair at matmltv. Wurronledjinrc. Can

be scon on owner's premises. Price, $8 per pair ; f : J pernio.

Bgga, f - POr l

'T"i. HALSTED. CS Pearl-st., New York.
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(Business Notices $2.50 per Agate Line of Space.)

GREAT AMERICAN

TEA COMPANY
(Established, I3SI).

THE IMMENSE PROFITS OF T5IE TEA TRADE.

The Proprietors of "THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA
COMPACT," became fully convinced, several years ago,

that the consumers of Tea and Coffee were paying too many
and too large profits, on these articles of every day con-

sumption, and therefore organized The Great American

Tea Cosepant, to do away, as far as possible, with these

enormous drams upon the Consumers, and to supply them

with these necessaries at the smallest possible price.

To give our readers an idea of the profits which have

been made in the Tea trade, we will start with the Ameri-

can houses, leaving out of the account entirely the profits

of the Chinese factors.

1st.—The American House in China' or Japan makes large

profits on their sales or shipments—and some of the richest

retired merchants in tins couutry have made their immense
fortunes through lhcir houses in China.

2d.—The Banker makes large profits upon the foreign

exchange used in the purchase of Teas.

Sd.—The Importer makes a profit of 33 to 50 percent, in

many cases.

4th—On its arrival here it is sold by the cargo, and the

Pnrchasersells.it to the Speculator in invoices of 1,000 to

3,000 packages, at an average profit of about 10 per cent.

5th.—The Speculator sells it to the "Wholesale Tea Dealer

in lines at a profit of 10 to 15 per cent.

6th.—The Wholesale Tea Dealer sells it to the Wholesale

Grocer in lots to suit his trade] at a profit of about 10 per

cent,

7th.—The Wholesale Grocer sells it to the Retail Dealer

at a profit of 15 to 25 per cent.

Sth —The Retailer sells it to the consumer for all the profit

he can get.

When yon have added to these eight profits as many
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and

add the original cost of the tea, it will be perceived what
the consumer has to pay. And now we propose to show
why we can sell so very much lower than small dealers.

"We propose to do away with all these various profits and
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, with-

the exception of a small commission paid for purchasing to

our correspondents in China and Japan, one cartage, and
a. small profit to ourselves—which, on our large sales, will

amply pay us.

Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to get

np a club. The answer is simply this: Let each person

wishing to join in a club, say how much -tea or coffee he

wants, and select the kind and price from our Price List, as

published in the paper or in our circulars. Write the names,

kinds, and amounts plainly on a list, and when the club is

complete send it to us by mail, and we will put each party's

goods in separate packages, and mark the name upon them,

with the cost, so there need be no confusion in their distri-

bution—each party getting exactly what he orders, and no
more. The cost of transportation the members of the club

can divide equitably among themselves.

The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by
drafts on New York, by Post-Oflice money orders, or by Ex-
press, as may suit the convenience of the club. Or, if the

amount ordered exceeds thirty dollars, we will, if desired,

send the goods by Express, to " collect on delivery?'

Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely

upon getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from
the Custom House Stores to our warehouses.
The Company have selected the following kinds from

their Stock, which they recommend to meet the wants of
clubs. They are sold at Cargo Prices, the same as the

Company sell theui in New York, as the List of prices will

show.
Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to the

party getting up the. club. Our profits are small, but we
will be as liberal as we can afford. We send no compli-
mentary package for clubs of less than $30.

All goods sold are warranted to give satisfaction.

PJttlCE LIST:
TOTING HYSON (Green), S0c, 90c, $1, £1.10, best

§1.25 per pound.
GREEN TEAS, S0c, 90c, $1, $1.10, best §1.25 per

pound.
MIXED, 70c, SOc, 90c, best $1 per pound.
JAPAN, $L S1.13, best §1.25 per pound.
OOLONG (Black), 70c, SOc, 90c, best $1 per pound.-

I3IPERIAX* (Green), best $1.35 per pound.
ENGLISH BRE.VKFAST (Black), SOc, 90c, $L

§1.10, best $1.20 per pound.

GUNPOWDER, (Green), $1.25, teest $1.50 per lb.

P. S.—AH towns, villages, or manufactories, where a large

number of men are engaged, by ci/cbdi:s*g together, can re-

duce the cost of their Teas and Coffees about one-third by
sending directly to the

GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
31 and 33 Vesey-Street..

Post-Office Pox, 5,G±3 New-York City.

C5?~We call special notice to the fact that our Vesey
Street Store is at Kos. 31 and 33 Yesey Street, a large

double store.

From the Methodist, A7
". Y. City.

We call special attention to the advertisement of The
Gesat American Tea Co., in one of the columns of this

paper, from which it will be seen that, by their " Club Sys-

tem" they offer extraordinary inducements to the con-

sumers of the beverage which "cheers but not inebriates,
1 '

claiming the saving of a very large percentage. Of this the

purchaser may judge for himself by reference to their Price

List. We have tested the quality of their Teas, and, bo far

as our experience goes, we are prepared to say that they

are all that is claimed for them.

From the Evangelist, N. Y. City.

Teas.—The attention of persons who purpose attending

the May Anniversaries is directed to the advertisement of

Tee Great American Tea Co., Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey Street.

It will be seen that this Company have made arrangements

to supply families with the choicest new crop of Black,

Green and Japan Teas at wholesale prices. The Company
guarantee all the goods they sell to give entire satisfaction.

This will be a good opportunity for parties from a distance

to lay in a stock for family use at wholesale prices, thus

saving several profits.

From the Christian Intelligencer, JV. Y. City.

The Geeat American Tea Company.—This Company are

doing an immense wholesale and retail business, and arc

thus enabled to offer their Teas ana" Coffees at very low
prices, and of a quality which cannot fail to give entire sat-

isfaction. Those who wish to economize are requested to

read the advertisement of the Company in another column
of this paper.

MAY ANNIVERSARIES.
A good opportunity for sending Club Orders will be afford-

ed by the many persons who will be attending the Anniver-

saries to be holdeu in New York City during the month of

May. A visit to our Establishment of half an hour, and in-

specting our method of doing business, &c, will be time

well spent.

"We shall be happy to see any of our friends who may
attend the Anniversaries.

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA CO.,

31 and 33 Vesey-street, N. X.

On page 190 of the Agriculturist, the Company publish

their mode of doing business, and other matters interesting

to consumers of Teas and Coffees. It is worthy of perusal.

SPECIAL NOTICE?
A Valuable New Book Just Published.

THE AMERICAN
FBTJIT CULTURIST.

®y JOEO* J- THOMAS,
Associate Editor of " Cultivator and Country Gentleman."

In one handsome Post Octavo Volume of over FIVE HUJN"-
DliED pages, illustrated by FOURHUNDRED and EIGHTr
accurate engravings. Strongly and beautifully bound in ex-

tra muslin.

Price, $3.00, by mail, free of postage.

C^~ This is the most thorough and complete work on the
subject published in this country. It covers the whole
ground of Fruit Culture—containing in a clear, practical,

and systematic manner the simplest detail as well as the
more difficult methods of cultivation. It seems as ifnothing
had escaped the attention of its experienced author.
The criticisms of the Press are without exception, of

the most flattering and favorable character.
A few will show the opinion expressed by all

:

"Possesses sterling value."—

A

r
. Y. Daily Tribune.

"Superior to anv Fruit book yet published." — Illinois
Journal, Springfield-.

"If has an honest look about it ; we.ndvise all -who feel an
interest in Frnit culture to put themselves in possession of
it at once."—Howe's Sural yew Yorker.

" A book of great value."—Farm and Fireside, Philadel-
phia, Fa.
"The most complete and practical work on the subject

published."—Rochester Daily Democrat.
" Mr. Thomas is master of the matter of which he writes

so well."—Boston Traveller*
" We cemmend it both to experienced practitioners and to

new beginners with entire confidence. '— Cultivator and
Country Gentleman.
"No Agriculturist or Horticulturist omrht to be without

if—we recomineud it unhesitatingly."—Practical Farmer,
Philadelphia.

"A safe and reliable smide, on the various subjects on
which it treats."— Worcester Gazette.

"The book is one of great value,"—yew Haven Register.
"The best and most comprehensive hortictltural treatise

for general use it has ever been our fortune to read."—yew
Bedford Mercury.
"The work is a practical one."—Philadelphia Inquirer

WM. WOOD & CO., Publishers,
61 Walker-3t„ New York.

HALL'S PATENT RUBBER
j^
CUSHION. The only positive cure for
tender-footed horses.
Price §1 per pair. Sent bvmail for '

§1.50. Send size of inside of shoe.
Address

PECK & SEIliOUK. 13 Gold-st, New York.

These SCALES have been manufactured by the ORIGI-
NAL INVENTORS for nearly 4LO years, and are now

THE ACKN0WLEBCEU3 STANDARD.
throughout the country. Dealers in articles bought and
sold by weight cannot afford to use any other than

Catalogues, with Cuts and Descriptions, furnished on
application to

FAIRBANKS & CO.,
No. 252 BROADWAY, KEW YORE.
No. 246 Baltimore-sfc. BALTIMORE.
No. 72 Canip-st., NEW ORLEANS.

FAIRBANKS, BF.OTVN & CO., No. 113 Milk Street,

Boston.

FAIRBANKS, GREEXLEAF & CO., No. 226 Lake-street,

Chicago,

FAIRBANKS, MORSE & CO, No. 1S2 Superior-street,

Cleveland. No. 125 Walnnt-street, Cincinnati, 'and Corner

Wood and Second Streets, Pittsburg.

FAIRBANT^S & EWING, Masonic ilall, PhiladelflMa. '

FAIRBANKS & HUTCHINSON, No. 120 Californla-st,

San Francisco.

" THE EL^REKA

CR MACHINE
-

makes 3,000 splendid Brick per hour, 'with only nine men and
one pair horses, or 4.320 per hour by steam power. Das no
complex machinery to be getting out of order or breaking
down. Its great simplicity and marvelous power command
the approval of every expert, at sight.
We challense the world to produce its equal.
Satisfaction guaranteed to all purchaser*.

ABEAM REQX'A, General Agent,
No. 141 Broadway, New Tort.

SEW WATER PIPE.
WJTT RO AKX RISK I

That leaden pipes contain wsteT.spiney
water, and injure the health, is bevond
question. A certain protection is the re-
cenrlv invented ENCASED BLOCK TIN
PIPE". "Water, flowing through this pipe,
cannot be impregnated with, poisonous
solutions of lead, as it comes in contact
with pure block tin oulv. Pamphlets
of reports, and opinions, sent free on
application. THE COLWELLS, SHAW &

WTLLARD MFT'G. CO., Foot of "West 27th st„ N. Y.

SQUIRE S PATENT FRUIT JAR.
Fruits Preserved "Without Sugar.

The Only Jar for Preserving Vegetables.

The yewe*t. Most Convenient and Economical Jar e&anL.

This Jnr is constructed so that the contents can. be cooked
In it. and all handling of Hot Frnit or Hot Jars or Tempering'
of Jars avoided; the contents retain all their natnral flavor.
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OUR FEATHERED FRIENDS. — Drawn ami Engrailed

The usefulness of birds, ami the damage

which some kinds do, are, and will continue to

be, subjects of discussion. That they fall legiti-

mately under the dominion of man, and may be

encouraged by him if they aid him, and sup-

pressed if they injure him, can hardly be ques-

tioned. Regarded among the most beautiful

and interesting objects of creation, every one is

drawn toward birds, though there are a few

we can not but reorard with dislike. In the

group in the above engraving'will be recognized

some of the most beautiful and most common
of the small birds, native to the larger part of

the Union, and could we show colors in our

printing the collection would be brilliant indeed.

The center of the group is the Blue Jay,

{Cyanura criatat/t), closely related to the Crow,

easily tamed, and having many of the character-

istics of its relatives, ravens and magpies. Above,

on the left is the Baltimore Oriole, orFire-

for the American Agriculturist.

ITang-nest, (Icttrus Baltimore), in color, gold and

blaclc, weaving a pendant pocket for a nest ; on

the right, the Red-winged Blackbird, {Ag<-l<rins

phonnccitis), and Red-headed Woodpecker,

(M&anevpes cryl7iroeep?in!in>.) Below, from

right to left, the common Yellowbird, (Chryso-

mitria Jrotts), so pretty and so readily do-

mesticated ; the chatty and very useful Ilouse

"Wren, [Trogloditoa aim); and the beautiful

Cedar Bird, or Wax-wing, (Anipdi* Odrorwn).
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June is a month of severe labor, constant care,

and unremitting diligence. Throughout the North-

ern and Middle States the advance of the season is

astonishing. It bursts upon us every year with as

surprising a fervor as if we had not experienced the

same thing ever since ire can recollect. The last

of May finds the Corn, and similar crops, Sorghum

and Broom corn, puny aud shivering in their narrow

blades, pale, and living apparently on the hope of

sunshine coming by and by. June comes, solstieial

warmth infuses new life into the plants, they un-

furl their broad green banners to the warm, moist

airs, and atmosphere, aud soil and sunshine favor

their making amends for the delays of Hay. Over

a considerable portion of the Northern States, iu

fact, so far as our exchanges aud correspondents

inform us, the season lias been over the whole, coun-

try, as with tis, unusually backward. A less breadth

of Spring grains, especially of oats, has been sown,

but on the whole the grain crops promise remark-

ably well. The planting of potatoes and sowing of

roots have been also much delayed. April work was

crowded into May, and it is no more than to be ex-

pected that May work will hinder and complicate

the proper labors for this month. If we remember
distinctly, wc have before alluded tothegrtat neces-

sity, in successful farming, of working with a, deft-

niteplan for each month and each day, but we ven-

ture to throw out the hiut again. A plan makes all

the difference betweeen success and failure—be-

tween a thrifty, fore-handed well-to-do man. and the

shiftless, thriftless, worked-to-death plodder, who
toils on his weary days and years, almost literally

"taking uo thought for the morrow."
Do not over work yourselves, your wives, your

sons, or your cattle. Many a farmer has spurred up
his growing son to do man's work at 15, and seen

the boy broken down at 20, an old man at oO. and
very likely, having learned no wisdom by experi-

ence, at 40 putting his own boys through the same
time-honored course. Feed work-cattle of all sorts

iu a good degree in proportion to the amount of

•work required of them, and they will seldom be

ailing if there is steady, hard work to do, and they

are not strained by extra loads or overwork.

Mints About Work.
Clearing up.—It is to be taken for granted that

however late the season, the manure has been

hauled out aud, except small quantities of rich

compost for especial purposes, or the recent accu-

mulations of fertilizing materials, the barn yards aud
manure sheds are quite cleaned out. Bams at the

East at least have been woefully empty for two or

three months,and ought long ago to have been swept
and cleaned of hay-seed and litter of all kinds

;

Old hay and straw compactly packed at oue side,

yet conveniently come-at-able, and the whole estab-

lishment put iu order for the coming crops. If this

has not been doue, do it the first rainy day.

Cattle stalls, cowbyres and calf pens are empty now,
for the most part, aud it is a good time, and good
wet weather work, to lift the floors, renewing them,

cleaning and drying the beams and sills, painting

those parts where wood becomes moistened by
manure, "when quite dry, with hot coal tar, sanding

thoroughly before relaying the floors. Make gut-

ters at the same time to carry offthe liquids. These
should be oue part cement aud three ofgood sharp,

clean sand. The more time cement gutters, floors

or walls have to harden before frust. the better.

Pastures.—Look to the water supply in pastures.

Nothing dries up the fountains of milk like a lack

of water. See also that the grass is not fed off too

close, for any rain may be the last for some weeks,

and then permanent damage would be sustained by
over-stocked land.

Mowing land.—Early iu the mouth it is usually

well to go through the meadows and pastures, and
pull or cut up with a spud the rankest of the weeds,

or tho.se most damaging to the grass and hay.

Cloivr, if cut early wheu just, coming into blossom,

and given a light dressing of plaster or of any fine

compost, will, if the stools are strong, make a vigor-

ous second growth, and ripen a paying crop of seed.

Eveiy farmer might raise his own clover seed in

most parts of the country.

Raying will begin in favored spots—warm, moist,

sunny meadows—and there are many meadows
which it is worth while to cut early, in order to get

this much out of the way before the main crop of

grass is sufferiug for cutting. Such are especially

those meadows which you can rely upon for a good
after-math. Cut close on thick sods, but not on
thin or open ones. Cut with the machine when the

dew is all off the grass, and if a tedder is used, keep
it in motion through the gra^s all the time, after it

has lain about an hour; the more the grass is tossed

and aired the quicker it will dry. Rake it up while

the suu is still very hot, having all in winrows be-

fore four o'clock, andleavingit in cocks bigenough
to retain the heat well into the night. A good part will

need but very little suuuing the next day, and ought
usually to be simply opened and shaken up after

the dew is offaud the ground hot. Where mowing
machines and hay tedders can not be used, cut

while the dew is on, turn once, rake up while warm,
give the cocks a daily airing and sunning, but do

the curing of the hay iu the cocks, leaving them
well made to shed rain and to hold the heat of the

hay. Never let any dew fall on the loose hay.

Corn.—Early maturing kinds will do very well

planted the first week in June ; soak in warm
water until it nearly sprouts, then stir it about with

a little previously warmed pine tar until every kcr-

uul is coated, theu sprinkle with plaster or lime.

Hoeing.—The use of hoeing is not only to kill the

weeds, for a clean field is often an unproductive

oue, but the thorough working and stirring of the

soil,—equal to a dressing of manure on laud in x>oor

heart. The use of mere weeders and surface work-

el's effects but little except the destruction of the

weeds. It is most useful to cultivate deeply, and the

one horse plow
;
disereetly used between the rows,not

to hill up too much, but to mellow and work tbo

soil before the roots get into it, is preferable to auy

of the cultivators. These implements are most
useful after the roots begin to fill the soil more.

First the harrow, then the plow, last the cultivator.

This doctriue applies equally to corn and potatoes.

Frequent and thorough stirring by horse pdwi rsu

as not to hurt the roots, will insure good crops

on any good soil.

ifoo* Crops.—Carrots, aud parsnips, and beets,

may be sowed as late as early iu June with fair suc-

cess. Rutabagas are preferably sown about the

20th in good deep soil, well manured and dressed

with bone dust or superphosphate of lime.

'White Field Beans may be planted auy time during

the month. It is best to put them iu drills. Bltie-

pod or White Marrowfat are good varieties, the lat-

ter much the largest, the former yielding the surest.

Green Forage Crops.—Indian corn, sown iu drills

about two feet apart, is probably the most reliable

crop for furnishing green fodder during the summer.

The cost ofthe seed is au item which, of itself, may
deter farmers from using it extensively, especially

when Sorghum will do nearly as well both for green

and dry use. Millet and Hungarian grass if cut be-

fore the seed ripens, afford good fodder also, aud

will do well on soil somewhat exposed to drought.

Peas aud oats together may be sowed even iu June
for cutting and curing as hay or feeding green.

This crop requires a good well mellowed soil, but

is not especially exhausting. The seed required U
about two bushels of each kiud to the acre.

Cabbages.—Sow for late crop in seedbeds, rear

the land on which they are to be grown, such

varieties as Flat Dutch, Drumhead, Late Bergen,

etc. There is ordinarily a good market for cab-

bages in all our larger cities, and they are fully

equal to mangels for cattle, and as sure a crop. A
crop of cabbages is one of the best for killing weeds.

New land, with a plenty of good manure, is to be

preferred. Mr. Henderson says that lime in any

form, (bones or otherwise), will prevent dub-foot.
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Tobacco.—Select the largest plants from the seed

beds. and,on a rainy day, transplant them to the field,

so as to make the general planting about the 20th.

The land should be very rich and mellow, warm,
and well tilled. The plants may suffer from attacks

of cut worms and grubs, and all missing ones must
be reset, as fast as vacancies occur.

Animals of all kinds must have clean airy quarters,

or in hot weather they will be exposed to lung dis-

eases from exhalations of fermenting manure, etc.

Use plaster freely in stables and fowl houses to

arrest ammonia; dry soil is almost equally as good.

F'nrU, if confined, should have fresh water and
fresh sods daily, and every few days their scratching

ground should be forked up and freshened. Especi-

ally provide good dusting boxes, and fresh water.

Cattle.—In providing for au increase of stock in

the natural way, let no penny-wise policy interfere

with the employment ofthe very best male animals.

Use only well-bred bulls of one of the approved
breeds, Shorthorn, Devon, Ayrshire, Alderney, etc.,

if they can be fjund within a reasonable distance.

Sheep.—We approve of early shearing, without
washing, as explained last month. Tub washing
has fewer objections than stream washing, and one
important recommendation of it, to us, is, that tbe

greater part of the yolk, or grease, may be saved for

mauurial purposes. This advantage is, however,

we believe, generally overlooked. " Beware of

dogs." Seenre tbrough legislation on the subject,

if possible, and the carrying out ofgood laws. Dip
the entire flock in some approved dip. as soon as

the sores caused by shearing are entirely well, and
there are no sun scalds or other open or tender

spots on the sheep. The dips all have some very

active poison, arsenic, tobacco, etc., as their bases,

and must be used with great care.

Orchard and Nursery.

If the often repeated injunctions to make war on

Insect* have been followed, the orchard will be

nearly free from these pests. If a nest or cluster of

i «rs has escaped, tbe insects' will be the more
readily seen on account of their rarity.

Moths may lie killed in great numbers by keep-

ing Arcs or pulling lanterns iu the orchard at night.

The Slack-knot, which superficial observers ascribe

to Curculio, but which might as well lie charged to

lobsters, will appear on cherries and plums, burst-

ing up through the bark. Cut and burn at its first ap-

pearance, and don't wait until it gets old and black.

Pruning is best done this month, if trees have

beeu so neglect d as to need it. Make an open and

well balanced head, and remove ail limbs that crowd

and chafe others. If melted grafting wax be

brushed over tbe wounds, it will facilitate their

healing. The rubbiug off of superfluous shoots, as

they start on young trees, will save much cutting

next year. Remove suckers.

Grafts will need looking to, and will lie making a

vigorous growth. If some of the shoots get the

lead of others, pinch their growing points. A
graft should bo treated Justus if it were a young
tree — indeed it is a young tfeo planted in

another instead of being planted iu the soil. Where
two grafts have been set, and only one is needed,

tilt out the weaker one of the two.

,'.- a buds or stock grafts will ol'teu be so

vigorou- and succulent a- to be easily broken by

the wind, all such should !"•. properly staked until

the stem becomes strong and woody.

Borers. —June is the time when mosl of the eggs

are laid, especially of the peach-tn IT it

were generally uudei o hat tho egg of the

was laid on the outside of the trunk, there lull

and that the maggot worked it? way into the tree,

the remedies would be more intelligently applied.

Any impediment will preveut the insect from de-

positing it- eggs, and (be various remedies of grow-

ing tanzy close to the tree, piling stones around it,

Leaping t ibacco stems, earth, orn hi j, oronnd it, all

uet upon the same principle—that of imposing an

obstacle to the parent Insect. The simplest way i-

to wrap the base of the tree with brown paper for

a foot or so above the grouud, letting the lower
edge of tbe paper go below the surface of tbe soil.

Of course all borers already in the tree must be
probed out. A wound or depression in the bark
will show where they have entered ; one who has

a proper regard for his trees will examine them
frequently, and if there are any signs of the borer,

not rest content until it has been killed. The point

of a knife will frequently do the work, but if the

grub has penetrated deeply, cut ahole with a gouge
and follow him up with a wire or flexible strip of

whalebone. Don't leave the tree until you are

sure that every grub in it is dead.

The Curculio will now need attention if one

would have plums or cherries. All " applications"

have so far been found useless. Nothing serves

save jarring the trees and catching and killing the

insect This should be done every morning, early.

Various contrivances for catcliiug the insect have

been proposed, but auy one with a little ingenuity

can arrange a convenient cloth fur the purpose. A
sudden jar is needed to throw the insect down, and

it is a good plan to saw off a useless limb and leave

a but against which to strike with a wooden mallet.

The Slug, a green slimy and disgusting thing, now
appears on the leaves of cherry and pear trees. It

is soft, and seems to be easily killed by auy dry

powder. Dustiug lime over the trees is the old

and effectual remedy, and Thomas, who is good
authority, says that dry road dust will answer as

well. We sometime ago suggested the use of white

hellebore, but have not heard of its trial.

Aphides, or plant lice, often gather iu such quan-
tities on the young growth of fruit trees as to

blacken them. They of course do much injury,

and should be treated to an infusion of tobacco

mixed with soft soap, which is readily applied by
means of a syringe or garden engine.

Mulch newly transplanted trees before the

drouth comes on, it will often save those that

would otherwise perish, especially stone fruits.

Layers should be made as noted on page 2-2:2.

. Seed beds of fruit and ornamental trees will need

special care this month. Thin where the plants are

too much crowded, and shade by means of a lattice

of lath. If evergreen seedlings show signs of
" damping off," as the gardeners call it, or rotting,

sprinkle au inch or so of fine dry sand over the bed.

Evergreens may be removed this mouth ifsufficient

care be taken to keep the roots from drying. Single

tree-, hedges, or screens may be trimmed, always

keeping the upper branches shorter than tbe lower

ones. Have the tree "furnished" to the ground.

Thinning of fruit may lie commenced as soon as

it is seen what the " set" is. There is but little

danger of removing too much. Most of our careful

cultivators find it necessary to thin two or three

times. There is no danger of taking off" too much.
i 'uttivatioii.—That is a frequent stirring of the soil,

around newly planted trees, is of the greatest im-

portance. It is now conceded thai 7o 9 earth is

ouc of (he most valuable kinds of mulch. Besides,

it is of importance to keep down

Weeds, which should never be seen in a well i

Nursery or Orchard. As to whether lie should grow

' 'rops in the Orchard, see our notes last month.

Fruit Garden.
'I'lii' uotee in iv gard to pruning, insects, thinning

fruit, and cultivation, given under Orchard, apply

with even more force to the Fruit garden, where n e

suppose the highest culture i- practised.

l> • }' trees will need to be formed by pinching,

and whatever system is followed should he faith-

fully carried int. Every grower of dwarf ti

which he means to keep as dwarfs, should

Rivers' Miniature Fruit Garden'. If one wishes to

Ediibitjruit at any of the co ?. he should

1 1 prepare hi- The tine s

mi of large rrnitarc produced bysevere thinning

and high feeding and mulching. We havi

much - nlturc, but it' >w

lit, It is 1 I to D

Currants will now be making many usi

shoots, which should be rubbed out as they start.

Mulching the soil will increase the size of the fruit.

On the first appearance of tbe currant worm, dust
the bushes with white hellebore. The same re-

marks as to general treatment, apply to

Gooseberries, which, if marketed, as well as cur-

rants,bring better prices when green than when ripe.

If mildew appears on the bushes, use sulphur freely.

Raspberries and Blackberries of those varieties dis-

posed to make suckers, should have all removed
that are not needed for new plants. Tie up the
new growth to stakes or trellises, or in field culture

stop the canes at the hight of four or five feet,

and make them self-supporting.

Grapes should have all superfluous shoots rubbed
off. Do not let young vines overbear. One bunch
to the shoot is enough for the first year. More
failure of varieties is due to over fruitim:, when
the vine is young, than to any real fault of the

variety. On old vines pinch off the fruiting shoot

at three leaves beyond the last cluster. Never re-

move loaves to expose the fruit to the sun. The
leaves do the work, and the berries develop best

when shaded. Keep young vines to a single eaue.

Use sulphur freely on the first appearance of mil-

dew. For the larger insect pests, such as beetles

and caterpillars, hand packing is the only remedy.

Strawberries must be mulched before tbe fruit

gets largs. Use straw, dry hay, com stalks, or

similar material. Saw-dust is bad, as it soils the

fruit almost as much as earth. In hill or row cul-

ture, keep the runners off and keep all plantations

free of weeds. See article on picking on page 220.

Kisclien Garden.

The most important crop to be looked after this

month is weeds. A sharp steel rake or a hoe-rake

should be kept in constaut use, and in a properly

managed garden no weed will get so large that it

cannot be demolished by the use of oue of these.

It takes but little time to go over the garden with .

a rake, and if it be frequently doue, it will save •

much subsequeut digging with the hoe. Very few \

people have au idea of how a garden should be

kept, and they would get a good lesson if they

could but see some of the market gardens around

New York City, where gardening is not pursued

for pleasure, but on high priced lands and for the

money that is to be made out of it.

Seplanting^will be necessary when late cold rains

have caused the early sowing to rot, or where late

frosts have destroyed tbe crop. M ist things, iu

northern climates, sown the first Oi June, will in

tbe end do as well as if put iu earlier.

Asparagus should not be cut too late. When
peas are ready, slop cutting, hoe over the bed, and

if there is auy good compost at hand, give il a top

dressing, and then let the tops have their own
w ay, and grow to give strength to the roots.

Beans may still be planted for snaps or dried

beans. Lunas iu cold localities may st ill be plan: ed.

The best for late plantings is the small lima. See

notes under this head last month.

Qafibages, Cauliflowers, Broccoli, and Bru

Sprouts.—The early cabbages and cauliflowers from

cold frames will be ready for use or market, and

the ground may be cleared for other crops. In

whatever condition the crops may be, they -bould

be kept well hoed until they get too large to work

S ; out plants for late crops, and look

out f>r tie- cut worm. lis holes are ca-"

and when its retreat is discovered, dig out aud de-

stroy. In small plantings i; maybe well to wrap

the stem of the plan*, with a leaf or bit of pa]

a prevention, but ou a large scale this is not
I

ticable. See article on transplanting on pagi 221.

Beets.—Keep down the weeds and thin ft

Four to six inches is the proper distance. The

early sorts will now be ready for use. The thin-

nings of the beet crop make excellent greens. Sow

of the Long Blood for a late crop.

Carrots may still be sown. The early om a must

1)0 thinned and weeded. Early carrots, even if not

larger than a lluger.bringa good price in the market.
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Celery.—Keep the seed beds well weeded and cut

back the plants to make them grow stocky. For

early celery,some plants may be set in well manured

trenches, but in our warm climate there is but little

satisfaction in raising early celery.

Corn should be planted at intervals of about two

weeks, and a succession of good sweet com maybe
had until frost stops its growth. The variety

called StowelPs Evergreen is the best for late.

Capsicums.—This month is early enough to put

out this tropical plant. Give it a warm exposure

and rich feed, and it will reward you for the care

in time with its pungent fruit.

Cucumbers.—Set out plants started under glass.

Sow for pickles in well prepared land about 4 feet

apart, giving a shovelful of good manure to each

hill. Put in plenty of seed to give the bugs a fair

chance to leave some plants to grow.

Egg Plants are dainty and uncertain. Sometimes

a plant will give 6 or 8 fine fruit, and again it will

be satisiied with yielding only one. Give them all

the hoeing you can, all the liquid or other manure
you can spare, let them have the warmest exposure,

and then if they will, they will, and if they wont,

they wont. We know of no more freaky plant.

Endive may be sown for a late salad. When the

plants are large enough to handle, put them out a

foot apart each way.

Lettuce in the warm months is apt to run to seed.

The India is the best for summer sowing.

Melons.—The directions as to encumbers apply to

them. Earlier fruit may be had by thinning as

soon as the crop has set. More fruit is usually

set upon a vine than will ripen.

Onions.—No crop needs more care in weeding
and thinning than this. In marketing, it will pay
to send very young onions for sal ;. For ripe bulbs,

thin to 3 or 4 inches. Potato onions are ripe when
the tops fall over. Several remedies have been
suggested for the maggot. Hot water seems to be

t?UMi}9 3 t generallyjuccessfulatiplication.

Parsnips should be thinned and hoed as soon as

they are large enough to handle.

Peas.—Plant for late crops. Stick brush to those
that need it. In field culture hoe earth up to the

stems and let them run.

Radishes may be sowed for succession wherever
there is a vacant spot in light soil.

Rhubarb.—Keep the flower stalks down and re-

move all weeds from the beds. Now that fruit is

in season, the plants may have a rest, and all the
better if they have a good dressing of manure. If

it is desirable to dry or bottle a supply for winter,

now is the time to do it.

Rata Bagas.—Sow the latter part of the month,
and as soou as the plants show themselves, give
them a dusting of lime or ashes, to keep off the fly.

Salsify.—This is a most neglected vegetable, of
culture as easy as that of carrots. It is capable of
being cooked in several ways, and is liked by most
people, and will afford an acceptable variety at the
farmer's table. It may be sown now and treated
like parsnips, and, as it is perfectly hardy, like

that, may be left in the ground all winter.

Spinach.—Sow for succession. See last month.

Squashes.—Sow the running kinds, Marrow,
Tokohoma, Turban, Hubbard, and others, in well
manured soil. Let the runners take root. If a
vine appears to wilt, look near the root for a borer,

cut him out and cover the wounded part with soil.

Sweet Potatoes.—Plant, if not already done, accord-
ing to directions in April and May numbers, where
the best methods of cultivation are given.

Tomatoes.—It is not too late in most places at

the North to put these out with expectations of
a crop. A light warm soil is best. We have pub-
lished most ofthe proposed methods of training, but
our own experience, and that of others, has shown
us that any elaborate system of training is only of
use in gardens where space is valuable. For gen-
eral ?rops, any arrangement of brush or rails, that

will keep the fruit from the ground, is all the train-

ing that will pay. Those who wish to have the

plants look neatly, will use some kind of a trellis.

Liquid manure is a grand thing judiciously ap-

plied. An infusion of sheep or barn-yard manure,
of the color of " boarding-house tea," which means
nothing too strong, may be used with great advan-

tage. In European gardens they have a systematic

use of liquid manure, and there as well as in Japan
—a country from which we have yet much to learn

—much of their horticultural success depeuds upon
the use of human faeces in a liquid form. Stimulants

of this kind should not be applied in a dry time,

unless a proportionate amount of watering, by ir-

rigation or otherwise, be done. The plant cannot

grow in a time of drouth, and manure at this time

is only an injury.

Last month's notes should be looked over. Sev-

eral things mentioned there, and now seasonable,

have been omitted here for want of room.

Weeds.—We end these notes as we began, with

the injunction to never let a weed get too large to

be raked out. Don't raise any weed seed.

Flower Garden and Lawn.
Impatience is the great fault of all lovers of flow-

ers ; from the boy or girl who plants seeds one day

and digs them up the next, to the older one who
has read all about gardening and has invested un-

told sums in plants, all are impatient. Those who
have, despite our frequent caution not to be in a

hurry, put out their verbenas, heliotropes and the

like,and have seen what work these cold May storms

have made with them, will probably recollect that

these plants are raised in a warm propagating

house, and that the change is a little too severe.

We do not advise, in the climate of New York, the

putting out of any of these things before the 20th

of May, and the first of June is full soon enough,

as that time the soil gets warm, the cold nights are

over, ,and the plants have only to go on and grow.
If put out too early they get a chill, from which

they are a long TfilSe in recovering. So

Redding Plants may still be satisfactorily put out.

Those of a low growing habit should be pegged
down by some of the modes given on page 219.

Qreen-housc Plants that have grown too large are

often turned into the borders with advantage, and

cuttings taken for a new stock for the green-house.

Among the most desirable these are the

Abutilons, which make admirable plants out of

doors as well as in the house, and make good house

plants in one year from cuttings.

Fuchsias should also be more freely used in places

where they will not be hurt by the sun.

Oleanders, Oranges, and the like, do well when
turned out into the borders, and the next winter

seem to grow all the better for the root pruning

they get when taken up in fall. We have not tried

yet the hardiness of many of our green-house plants.

There are, doubtless, many now considered tender

that will prove hardy when put out.

Bulbs should have all the time they require for

leaf-growth, and not be lifted until the leaves show
signs of decay. When taken up, let the butos dry

off and the leaves thoroughly wither befoiT they

are removed. Wrap the bulbs in paper, label,

and store in a cool place, free from vermin.

Annuals.—Those already up will need transplant-

ing. It is not too late now to sow most kinds with
the prospect of satisfactory flowers, though the
plants may not perfect seed. Asters are now so

numerous in varieties, and all so fine, that one can

hardly go amiss, and nothing gives a finer show.

Tagetes signatapumila.—Though as a general thing,

we prefer a flower of some other color than yellow,

is one of the finest of the later annuals. Its foliage

is so delicately cut, and its habit is so compact,
that we do not notice the very strongly marked
"yaller" of the numerous blossoms. Of course

every one will have Candytuft, Mignonette, double
Zinnia, and the whole class of

Everlasting Flowers, which not only give pleasure

while they are growing, but are pleasing after they

are plucked. Helichrysums, Aeroeliniums, Rho-
danthes, and all the rest, are fine in the garden and
the dried flowers are pleasing in the parlor in winter.

Herbaceous Perennials are generally multiplied by
division of the roots, but when one has command
of a propagating house, he can multiply them by
divisions of the stems before they flower.

Tic up all plants that need support. Much of the
1

neatness of a garden depends upon sticks and
strings, and these should be used in a manner that

will be effective and not obtrusive.

Green and Hot-Houses.
The plants will, of course, be taken out aecord*

ing to their hardiness. The Old custom of clearing

the houses is now giving way to proper shading
and ventilating, and keeping many of the plants in-

side, where they do better than if exposed to burn-
ing suns, drenching rains and cold winds out of

doors. It is of benefit to many of the

Green-home Shrubs to turn them out altogether,

as it gives them a new root growth, and they are
finer plants when potted for the next winter.

Plants in Pots should be placed on planks or a
layer of coal ashes, so that worms may not enter

the pots, and if the pots are plunged, some ashes

should be placed at the bottom of the hole for the

same purpose. Camellias and other plants, with
evergreen leaves, should have the shade of an ever-

green screen or be placed under a lattice. Do not
neglect to give potted plants the necessary water.

Souses may now be repaired, and the plants left

in them made to make the best possible display.

Do not neglect to provide means for

Shading, which is necessary for even tropical

plants. Whitewash upon the outside will usually

last long enough, or musliu screens may be put on
the inside.

Potting Soil of the best kind is made by stacking

up sods from a pasture and allowing them to rot.

It is well to turn the heap over occasionally and
pick out the worms and grubs.

Cold Grapery.

When the vines are in flower, watering must be
discontinued, and sudden changes of temperature

avoided. The temperature should he from 85 to

90 at mid-day, and allowed to sink very gradually at

night. Perfect fertilization is secured by giving

the bunches a gentle flirt with the finger when they

are in full flower. Leave only one bunch to a

shoot, and stop the shoot at the third leaf beyond
the bunch. Avoid over-cropping, especially on
young vines. Thin the berries when they are as

large as peas, removing one-half or more. As the

bunches increase in weight, they will need to be
supported by tying up to the vines.

Apiary in June.—Prepared by _V. Quinby.

Swarms maybe expected throughout this month.

Any colony that was good early in the season, and

has not increased enough to swarm by July, should

be examined for the cause. If diseased, and bees

enough are left, drive out into a clean hive, to be-

gin anew. If queenless, or if the queen he barren, or

a drone layer, give the stock a new queen, first re-

moving the old one. In a good season the apiarian,

if he understands his business, can control his bees,

according as lie wants surplus honey, or increase of

stocks. He should not expect an excess of both.

When swarms are wanted, make them as directed

last month. Any hive, containing clean combs,

where bees have died last winter, may be used again

for new swarms. Be careful to remove all clusters

of dead bees, moldy or soiled combs, before the

bees are introduced. If kept long in warm weather,

worms will appear ; use a little smoke of brim-

stone to destroy them, even if very small. Sul-

phured hives may be used the next day, if needed,

without harm to the bees. Light hives, set away

partly full last fall, where they have frozen, will

not need smoking—no worms hatch. If colonies

are multiplied, and no box honey is made, it should
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not be carried too far. With the movable combs

very much can be done toward equalizing and

strengthening the weak stocUs, yet, if all are weak,

it is very difficult. A hive that does not swarm,

can be made to assist others, by frequently giving

them a comb or two filled with sealed brood. A
hive, kept especially for this purpose, pays well.

You will get more bees and surplus honey from one

strong hive, than from a half dozeu weak ones.

When, the increase of colonies is limited to one

from each stock, it will, as a rule, give the best

satisfaction. There will be enough bees to keep

all strong, at all times, and chances for surplus

honey are very good. To do this, (arrest swarming,

)

where they are allowed to swarm naturally, exam-

ine all the combs a week after the swarm issues,

and remove all the queen cells but one, leaving this

to hatch—or, if you have a laying queen, introduce

her, which is much better. Where stocks are plen-

ty, and box honey is the object, swarms should be

prevented. This eau usually be done by removing

the old queen, and in due time destroying all royal

cells but one, or introducing a young queen, reared

in some other way. As soon as the hive is full of

bees, plenty of boxes, with clean, white comb in

theiu—the more, the better—as heretofore directed,

should be immediately put on, and as fast as filled,

removed, and replaced by others—without waiting

for every cell to be sealed.

Those Two Extra

PREMIUMS!
FOR YOU !

We have prepared two most excellent and valuable

Annuals, viz. the Agricultural Auunal No. 1,

and the Horticultural Annual No. 3. Though

of large size,-and costly, they are sold at only 50 Cents

eacll, and many thousands have been disposed of al-

ready. They are designed for general use, and one or

both of them should be found in every Family in America.

But they were originated and executed too late to be

ready at the beginning of the year, and so they did not

get so large a general distribution as they really merit.

We design to make these jVnuuals a ''permanent insti-

tution," that is, to issuo both of them at the beginning of

every year, and wo have begun the preparation of material

that will make the next numbers (for 180S), much superior

even to the valuable volumes of this year.

Now we want everybody to get the first number, so as

to have the series complete from the beginning, for we

know everybody will want the future numbers. There-

fore, we make the following offer: To every person who

shall, after May 1st, send us a subscriber to the Agri-

culturist for this year, at the regular rate ($1.50), we will

present and send post-paid, either a copy of the No. 1

Agricultural Annual or of No. 1 Horticultural Annual,

whichever is desired, Iff applied for at tint limn of sub-

scribing.) They are each In neat ornamental covers,

beautiful inside and outside, and full of valuable in-

formation, including a full almanac, calendar of oper-

ations for each mouth, all finely illustrated, and contain

many useful articles and suggestions.

Each present subscriber, not already supplied, can thus

get one or both of these annuals free of expense, simply

by procuring and forwarding one or two subscribers—(If

the new subscriber thus obtained wants one of the an-

nuals, he can get it for himself by furnishing another

subscriber, and so on.) We shall keep the Annuals on

tho pruss until June 30, and print all thatmay ho called for

tinder this offer. This extra premium Is culirely distinct

from our regular prewiiw offered cm this page,

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST.
Orange Judd & Co., Publishers, 41 Park P.ow, N. T. City.

Annual Subscription Terms (always in advance) : $1.50

each for less than four copies: Four to nine copies, $1.25

each: Ten to nineteen copies, $1.20 each: Twenty copies
and upwards, $1 each. Papers are addressed to each name.

ALL THIS MONTH
Can be used in filling up premium lista begun, and in

making new lists of subscribers, to secure tbe valuable

articles in the table below. Take Notice, that two

subscribers sent in for the rest of this year, (the second

half of the present volume,) may count as one full sub-

scriber towards a premium. Large numbers of premium

names were sent in last year during June, and the

Bame may be done this month.

Look over our premium list, choose the pre-

mium you would like, take a copy of the paper, sally out

among neighbors and friends, in your own neighborhood

and elsewhere {for premium clubs need not be all at one

jwst-offiee), aud in a brief time the desired number of sub-

scribers can be gathered, aud the premium secured.

fe

«!

Table ofPremium* and Term*,
For Volume 26— (1867).

Open to all—No Competition.

No. Names of Premium Articles.

1—Garden Seedsfor a Family (4:0 kinds) . $5 00
2—Flower Seeds for a Family (100 kinds) .$5 00,

3—Nursery Stock (Any kinds desired) $20 00,

1—Iona Grape Vines (ViofNo. 1) $18 00
5—Concord Grape Vines (lOO of No. 1)...$12 00
6—Japan Lilies (13 Bulbs) $6 00
7—Sewing Mucin
8—Sewing Machine
9—Sewing Machim
10—Sewing Machim
11—Sewing Machine
Xii—Sewing Machine
IS— Washing Machi.
1-1— Clothes Wrings

Wheeler A Wilson) ..$35 CO
(Grorer A Baker) $55 00
(Singer's Tailoring) ..$80 no
(Florence) $68 00

( Willcox dc Gibbs) $53 00
(Howe's) $60 00
e (Data's) $14 00
, Best— Universal) $10 00,

15—Tea Set (Hans best surer Plated) $50 00,

16—Casters and Fruit Basket (do. do.) $30 00
17—Ice or Water Pitcher (do. do.). ...$1S 00
18— One Dozen Tea Spoons (do. do.) $7 50,

19—One Dozen Table Spoons (do. do.) $15 00
HH— One. Dozen Dinina Forks (do. do.) $15 0u,

21—Piano (Pest Steinwqy ,( Son's 7-oc(awe)$625 On

itfi—Melodeon. 5-oclave( G.A.Prince tC Ca's)$112 00;

83—Melodeon. 4-octave (do. do.) $67 00:

34—Ladies' Gold Watch (Beautiful) $100 00'

25—Sillier Watch. ( Valuable Time Keeper). .$32 50]

26—Double Barrel Gun ( Very good) $30 001

H7—Spencer'sBreecli -loading i:ife(I[<t,iting)$xi 00i

2s— Tool Chest (First. (jaunty of Tools) $44 50
29— Case of Mathematical Instruments $9 00

HO— Case, of Mathematical Instruments $15 00

31—Morton's Best A'o.GGnid Pen (Silver Case)$~> 75
33—Morton's Best No. 5 Gold Pen( .silver Case)U 50
33—Barometer (Woodruff's Mercurial) $18 00,

34—Barometer (Woodruff's Mercurial) ... .$12 00;

35—Buckeye Mowing Machine. No. 2 $125 00
36—Allen's Patent Culiuder Plow, etc $20 50;

37— The Aquarius or Water Thrower $1100!
38—American Cyclopedia (Appleton's) $80 00
3'J—Worcesler'sGreat Illustrated Dlctionary%\i 00
40—Anil Back Volume Agriculturist) g $1

""

Number
of Sub-
scriber's
required

at at
$1.50 $1.

4:1—Any Two Back Volumes
43

—

Any Three do.
43

—

Any Four do.
9A—Any Five do.
^5—Any Six do.
46—Any Seven do.
47—Ann Fight do.
4:8—Ant/ Nine do.
49— Vols. XVI to XXV

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

yO—Ang Back Volume Agriculturist
Aug Two Back Volumes
Any Three do. do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Sits

=3

47
54
61
68
74
80
86
24
36
48
60
71
82
92
102
110
116
10
46
60
58
85

IOC
125
114
16-2

177

193
207
237
2S2

860

60 240
12 48

J^* Every article offered is new and of the very Inst

manufacture. No charge is made fur packing or boxing

any of the articles in this Premium List. The forty-

three Premiums. No*. 1, 2, 6, and from 29 to 32,
and from 40 to 75 inclusive, will each he delivered

FREE of all charges, by mail or express, (at the Post-

Office or express office nearest recipient), to any place in

the United States or Territories, excepting those reached

only l'}i Hie Overland Mail. -The oilier articles east the

recipient only the freight after leaving tile manufactory

of each, by any conveyance ttiat may be suecijic.il.

53—Anfy Four do.
54

—

Any Fire do.
55—Any Six do.
IW—Any Seven do.
57—Any Eight do.
58—Am/ Nine do.
59—TolS. XVI to XXI
GO— Genesee. Farmer, 1858-1865,8 Vols
61

—

Downinu'sLiindscapcGiirdeni'g
G'i—Cuniniinqs d: Miller's Architect.
63—.1 SIO Library (Your Choice)..
64—A 815 Library do.
da—A S20 Library do.
66—.1 S3 5 Library do.
67—A S30 Library do. {"&
OS— .1 S35 Library do.
6(1—.1 S40 Library do.
70—A $45 Library do.
71—A $50 Library do.
72—.1 $60 Library do.
73—.1 S75 library da.
74— .1 SIOO Library do.
77,—A Choice of Good Books (See Terms below.)

Hi—Sewing Machine (Flnklcd- Lyon) $60 00

77— One Dozen Packet Lanterns $0 00

I! 50
;5 25
$7 00

$8 7
= 3~$10 50
S?"oil3 25
og $14 00
a§ $15 75

^ $17 50~~ $2 50
$5 (III

$7 50,

g?. $10 001

££ $12 50

^£ 1 15 00

5„ $17 50
a s $20 00

J^$ $22 50
, $25 00

BoundtU 00
$6 50

$111 OH

$111 HI)

$15 no
$2ii no
$S5 ml
$:!i) mi

|35 on
im mi

$15 no

$50 no

k,« nn

$75 on
$11111 on

1550
400
295
400
158
150
275
190
55

Z^tf* We take so much pains to procure only good
articles in all cases, that any one securing anything from
our premium list, saves the risk usually run of getting

poor or indifferent goods, when buying of unknown or

irresponsible parties. Every thing we send out as a
premium is guaranteed to be the best of its kind and price.

Old and new subscribers count in premium lists.

Our premiums are standard articles, and enough
can be obtained to supply all calls for premiums for six

months. Every canvasser can take abundant time, but

As fast as subscriptions are obtained, send them
along, that the subscribers may begin to receive the

paper ; and when all the names that can be obtained are

forwarded, select the premium, and it will be promptly
furnished. To save mistakes and keeping accounts, send
with each list of names, the exact subscription money.

Remit in Post-Office money orders, drafts or checks on
N. Y. City ; if these can not be had, register money letters.

Hjgv* Every name designed for a premium list must
be so marked when sent in. (We can notcount others.)

For Full Description of the several premiums
see October Agriculturist, pages 349 to 352, or apply for

a Descriptive List, which will be furnished free and post-

paid. We have room here for only the following :

Hfo. <$S to 74,—Wood I>il>raries.—These
can be selected by Ihe recipients, from any of the books
named in the list in this column. The books will be
delivered free of cost, by mail or express.

I\'o. 75—General Uoolc Premium.—
Any one not desiring the specific Book premiums. 63 to 74,

on sending any number of names above 25, may select

Books from the list (below), to the amount of 10 cents

for each subscriber sent at $1: or to Hie amount of 30

cents for eacli name sent at the (ten) club price of $1.20

each : or to the amount of 00 cents for each name at

$1.50. This offer is only for clubs of 25 or more. The

books will be sent by mail or express, prepaid by us.

BOOKS FOR FARMERS AND OTHERS.
[For sale at the office of Hie Agriculturist, or they will be

forwarded by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 22?" All

these are included in our Premiums, JS'os. 03 to 75, above.']

Allen's (L. F.) Rural Architecture $l SO
Allen's (R. L.) American Farm Book 1 50
American Agricultural Annual. 1807. paper, 50c; cloih ..>

Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals 1 C

'

American Horticultural Annual, 1SG7, paper, 50c; cloth 73
American Bird Fancier 30
American Pomology—Apples S 00
American Rose Cultnrist. . SO
American Weeds and Useful Plants 1 75

Architecture, by Cunimings & Miller 10 00

Barry's Fruit Garden 1 75

Bement's Poulterer's Companion — 2 00

Bement's Rabbit Fancier SO
Breck's New Book of Flowers 1 75

Buist's Flower Garden Directory 1 50

Buist's Family Kitchen Gardener 1 00

Burr's Vegetables of America 5 00

Chorlton's Grape-Grower's Guide — 75

Cobbett's American Gardener 75

Cole's (S. W0 American Fruit Book 75

Cole's Veterinarian 75

Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 1 50

Dadd's (Geo. H.) American Cattle Doctor 1 50

Dana's Muck Manual 125
Dos: and Gun (Hooper's) paper, SOc. cloth.. GO

Downlng's Country Houses S 00

Downing's Landscape Gardening (new Edition) ti 50

Downinir's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America S M
Downing's Rural Essays 5 00

Draining for Pro tit and Draining for Health 1 ^0
Eastwooa on Cranberry »•»

Elliott 's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50

FlaxCulture ,
50

Field's (Thomas W.I Pear Culture 1 «j

Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Fanning 2 50

French's Farm Drainage ... I 50

Fuller's Grape Culturist. (Revised Edition) 1 aO

Fuller's Strawberry Cultnrist *-0

Gardening tor Profit, by Peter Henderson 1 50

Gray'sHow Plants Grow.. ....
\

'£>

Gray's Manual of Botany and Lessons m one Vol ** 00

Guenon on Milch Cows -

„
<S

Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, plain 1.00. col d 5 00

Harris' Rural Annual. Bound, S Nos.. in 2 Vols. Each 1 ;*0

Herbert's Hints to Horsekcepers— l 75

Hop Culture , *J
Husmaun's Grapes and Wine I 50

Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry •• * ' ;»

Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry l 50

Johnson's (Prof. S, w.i Essays on Manures 1 25

Langstroth on Honey Bee 2 00

Leuchar's How to Build Hot-Houses 1 50

Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Doctor 3 50

Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Management 3 50

Mayhew's Praclie:.! LWLKeeping for Farmers 90

Blanks for do. do. 1 20

Miles on the HOVge^ Foot 75

My Farm of Kdgewood J
«•

My Vineyard at Lakeyiew 1 ;'

Norton's Scientific Agriculture <>

Onion Culture |0
Our Farm of Four Acres (bound) Wo paper.. SO

Par. lee on Strawberry Culture ;o

Peat and Its Uses, by Prof. S.W.Johnsou i »
Pedder's Laud Measurer •• 00

Ouinhy's Mysteries of Bee Keeping (Klft*) }
™

Randall's Bbeeo Husbandry..
J

«

Randall's Fino Wool Sheep Husbandry \
oo

Rivers' Miniature Fruit Garden.... •; * *

Richardson on the Dog, paper 30c clOttl.. wi

Rural Annual, by Joseph Harris • •

gg
Saunders' Domestic Poultry ink* >. paper. lue,. bound _.._»

Schcnok's Gardener's Text Book £>

seriimer's Ready Reckoner;. :
™

Skillful Housewife ..
(>

Small Fruit Cnlimist \
'.Jj

siewart'u (.Jghn) stable Book. , I W
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Thompson's Food of Animals 1 ori

Tobacco Culture 25

Todd's fS, EJ Younsj Farmer's Manual 1 50

"Warder's Hedges and Evergreens 1 50

Watson's American Home Garden 2 00

Woodward's Country Homes — 1 50

Touatt and Ppooner on the Horse 1 50

Youatt and Martin on Cattle 1 50

Toual t on the Hog -

.

1 CO

"iouatt on Sheep 1 00

Youmans' Household Science 2 2a

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for the American, Agriculturist.

show at a glance the transactions for the month, ending

May 15, 1867, and also for the same month last year

:

1. TRANSACTIONS AT THE NEW-YORK 3IAREETS.

Receipts. Flour. Wlieat, Corn. Rye. Barley. Oats.

26 clays Iftfcm'tMSl.TOO 224.000 1S6,000 4.700 89.000 S4.000

aGdaysta*am'tlil54,000 150,000 141,000 3.S00 M,000 51,000

Sales. Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Rye. Barley.

26 davs thin month, 284.000 1,087.000 S.2G9.000 525,000 41.000

36 day3 last month, 278,000 1,040,000 2.914,000 5yfi,000 709,000

3. Comparison with same period at litis time last year.

Receipts. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley. Oats.

26 days 1867.. ..131.700 224,000 ISfi.OOO 4,700 89,000 31,000

25 days lS66....15a000 5,500 69,000 1,400 107,000 34,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Com. Rye. Barley.

26 days 1867 281,000 1.0S7.000 3.269.000 525,000 411,000

25 days I860 423,000 1,561,000 1,245,000 208,000 95,000

3. Ex}X>rts from New York, Jan. 1 to May 15:

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye: Oats. Barley.

1367 150,471 35,439 2,942,114 127,282 96,790 7SS,?S0
1366 354,050 109.467 2,100,516 171,826 676.620

1365 439,003 219,946 149,767 141 24,915

Current "Wholesale Prices.

April 15. May 15.

Price op Gold 335 136?.;
Flour—Super to Extra State$10 25 @;1S GO $1150 @15 00
Super to Extra Southern.... 12 00 @17 75 13 70 @]9 00

Extra Western 1160 @18 75 12 70 ©19 75

Extra Genesee 13 65 @15 75 15 00 @17 00

Superfine Western. 10 25 @11 -15 1150 ©12 70

Rye Flour 790@8 75 8 60@965
Corn Meal 5 25 o 6 25 6 15 O 6 75

Wheat— All kinds of White. 3 10 @ 3 45 3 25 @ 3 65

All kinds of Red and Amber. 235@335 2 50@345
Corn—Yellow 1 26 @ 1 32 90 @ 1 25

Mixed 129 @ 1 31 80 ©121
Oats-Western 72 © 75 83 © 86
State 78 © 79 89 © —
Rye 150 ©163 1 GO @ 1 75

Barley. 80 © 1 22 90 @ 1 30

Hay—Dale?) 100 lb 1 50 © 1 90 1 75 @ 2 10

Loose 1 55 © 1 95 1 80 @ 2 10

Straw, $ 100 1ft 115 ©135 75 @ X 15

Cotton— Middlings, ^ ft.... 27 @ 28# 28 © 29tf
Hops—Crop oflS66. V ft 30 @ 65 30 @ 65

Feathers—Live Geese, ?) ft. 75 ©85 75 @ 85

Sekd— Clover, ?»» 17 @ 18 13K® la

Timothy, £ bushel 3 70 ©4 00 3 00 ©3 40

Flax. ? bushel 2 85 © 3 00 2 75 © 3 00

Sugar—Brown, ^ ft 9&@ 12% 9%@ 12£
Molasses. Cuba, ^gl 49 © 57>i to © WJ
Coffee— Uio, (Gold price)?* ft 16 © 19w 15>£© 19

Tobacco, Kentucky. &c.,?tft. 4K@ 2i ^A.% 22

Seed Leaf, ^ ft 3 © 65 3 © Go

Wool—Djnie^ticFleece.^ft. 40 @ 70 38 @ 70
Domestic, pulled,?} ft 30 © 58 28 © 5.

California, unwashed, 32 © 42 20 © 42
Tallow, ^ft 11}£@ W% 11 @ 1J>£
Oil Cake—? ton 48 00 ©52 00 50 00 ©52 00

Pork—Mess, # barrel 22 00 ©23 95 22 00 ©23 25

Prime, ¥> barrel .1900 ©19 25 19 00 ©19 25

Bkef—Plain mess 12 00 @1S 00 14 00 ©2100
Lakd, In barrels, 5? ft 12V4'@ 13^ 32J<@ 13><

Butter— Western, ? ft 11 © 28 10 © 28

State, iRa 20 @ 40 15 © 35
CitEESK . ... 10 @ 18 10 @ 19
Beans—*» bushel 2 25 ©3 70 150 © S 61

Peas—Canada ?» bushel 1 35 © 1 40 1 35 © 1 40

Eggs—Fresh. V dozen 23 @ 26 18 @ 21
Poultry— Fowls, $ ft 18 @ 22 21 @ 23
Turkeys, %> ft 24 @ 25 24 © 25
Potatoes— Mercers, #ubl... 3 50 © 3 75 3 00 © 3 50

Peach Blows. $> barrel 275 ©300 2 50 ©3 00 .

Potatoes—Buckeye, ^ bbl. . 2 00 © 2 50 2 00 @ 2 50

Apples—fl barrel S 50 ©7 50 3 90 ©7 00

Cranberries, ^barrel 12 00 ©20 00 10 00 ©IS 00

Since our last, there have been frequent fluctuations in

gold,—the market closing buoyantly at 136?£.... Bread-

stuffs have been in quite brisk demand, most of the

month, at advancing prices. Much of the business has

been on speculative account. Toward the close, the in-

quiry began to diminish, and prices to recede, especially

for Corn, which, from the high prices reached through

speculative management, has suddenly declined 20a§*25c.

per bushel, closing decidedly in favor of purchasers.

California has sent hither further liberal supplies of

Flour and Wheat, which are in high favor with buyers.

Mixed Corn of last year's crop has been coming for-

ward "quite freely, adding to the depression in the market

at the close Provisions have been in fair demand at

generally well maintained figures... Cotton has been in

less demand at variable prices, closing pretty firmly, on
more favorable reports from Liverpool A very light

business has been transacted in Wool, which has been
tending downward. Holders have evinced more dispo-

sition to realize. . .Hay has been in better supply, aud has

receded 15c.@90c. per 100 lbs, within a few weeks. At
the reduced rates, the demand has been fair Tobacco
has been moderately dealt in at steady quotations

Seeds have been dull and lower Other agricultural

products have been quiet.

^ew Yos-3i JAyc Stock Markets.—
week ending. Beeves. Cows. Calves- Sheep. Swine.

April 16 4,S03 50 1,443 9.592 16.033
April 23 5,783 7C 2,007 10,1S3 10.97U
April 30 5,153 62 2,665 S.953 34,287
May 7 .5,437 5S 2.593 12.858 13.092
May 11 6,043 67 1,S74 13,471 17,719

Total in fire Weeks 27,224 307 10,587 55,062 73,012

Average per Week 5,445 61 2,117 11,012 14,602
do. do. last Month.... 4.759 84 1,183 13.332 14,852
do. do. pretfs Month. 5,096 76 625 14.211 14,950

Average per Week, 1866.5.74S 94 1,200 20,000 13,000
do. do. do. 1805 5,255 113 1,500 16,091 11.023
do. do. do. 1P64 5,161 145 1,511 15,315 12,076
do. do. do. 1363 5,150 139 694 9,941 21,070

Total in 1366 298.330 4.SS5 62.420 1,040,000 672,000
Total in 1SG5 270,271 6,161 77.991 836.731 573.197

Total in 1311 267.609 7.603 75,621 7S2.462 650.270
Total in 1S63 264,091 6,470 a5,705 519,316 1,101,017

As with wheat, so with live stock, prices have been,

and still are, higher than any one could have calculated

upon. The comparatively light run of shad this year hai

helped out the meat markets : a heavy run would have

made a very material difference in the value of cattle

Beef Cattle have continued to increase in supply

from 4,S00, April 16, to 6,000 this week, yet prices have

gone up, so that the sales this week are higher than for

a year past. Plenty of first quality bullocks sold yester-

day at rates equivalent to lScfi.lSfic. f> lb. for the dressed

weight; good, fair lots, lG^ic@Vt%.c, and the poor at

15f£c@16c iWlleli Cows have been little called for.

until within a few days, but beef is so high that milk-

men are selling off their poorer milkers, when in any-

thing like selling order, and buying fresh ones. Some
families going to the country for the summer, are also

taking good cows. Present rates are $60@.$75 for poorer

cows, $S0@.f90 for good ; and £95 to $1*25 for extra, or

fancy animals—calves always included Veal Calves
have been plentiful, but the supply is less this week, aud,

influenced by the high price of beef, the best calves sell

at 10*46®ll^c. or 12c. ^ lb live weight ; common to poor,

10c@S Sheep and I*ambs.—Sheep are in good
supply, and prices declining from the rates two weeks

ago. Sheared sell at 7ota>9c. $ lb., live weight, according

to quality. Spring lambs arc scarcer than usual at this

season, and bring 15c. to ISc. f? lb, live weight Live
X£ogs have been abundant and lower, but these are

also nowinfluenced by the beef market, and prices rather

better, the latest sales being at 7!-ic@Se. %> lb, live weight.

The supply during the past five weeks has been quite

fair for the season, as is shown in the following tabic

:

Containing a great variety of Items, including many
good Hints and .Suggestions which ice throw into smaller
type and condensed form, for leant of space elsewhere.

Take Notice! — All Subscriptions
begin with the Volnnie

5
unless otherwise desired

and specified when subscribing. All subscriptions re-

ceived up to June 15th are entered down for the entire

volume, and the numbers from January 1st arc forwarded.

"VTe keep on hand, or print from onr electrotype plates, as

needed, the entire numbers of the volume, to supply to

new subscribers, and to others desiring them. Subscrip-

tions received after June 15th, begin at the middle of the

volume, unless otherwise desired or specified.

"41 Parle Row To K.et."—A sub-

scriber writes, anxiously, that he sees our present office

is " To Let,*' and asks if we are going to " suspend," or

''contract."—Far from it; on the contrary, we are ex-

panding. Our present quarters—though ocenpying the

whole of the first floor through from Park Row to Nassau
Street, and the large basement under our own floor, and
part of that under the Times Office—are becoming too

limited. Besides, our lease extends only 3 years longer,

and we do not care to erect costly machinery with no
certainty of having it remain. To remedy these difficul-

ties and secure a permanent home for the Agriculturist,

the Publishers have purchased the large buildings right
across the Park from the Old Office, viz.: 245 Broad-
way^ with an L opening upon Murray Street. This gives
us 5 large floors, 25 feet on Broadway, 114f£ feet deep,
with the extension to Murray Street, 12}£ feet wide, giv-

ing an ample rear entrance, hatchways, etc. There are 5

stories, (to which we shall probably add a sixth Mansard
story for priming rooms.) and ample basements under
the whole for steam-engines, presses, etc. The new
building is most admirably located, facing the open Park
between the grand New Post Oflice to be built, and the
old City Hall and new County Court House.—As we have
control of the old oifice for three years, and the lease is

very valuable, we may remain here sometime yet, and
move across the Park when the right kind of a customer
comes along to take our present lease ; or we may let the

new oflice, until we need it forimmediate occupancy. So,

until further notice, our readers may expect to find us in

the accustomed place. In the mean time. -41 Park Row,
or 245 Broadway, in whole or in part, will be for lease for

a time—only one of them, whichever is first called for.

Agricultural and Farmers' Col-
umns*—It has of late became quite the fashion for the

secular as well as the religious press to employ some
penny-a-liner, with a smattering of agricultural and horti-

cultural affairs, to furnish matter to fill a column or two
with talk on these subjects, which is generally *'~ talk

"

of the concentrated essence of ignorance. These writers

are employed at so much a week and the perquisites ; as

they are generally " on the make," it is not to be suppos-

ed that their notices of this machine or that fruit, are

given without a consideration. A publisher recently told

us that he gave one of these chaps five copies of a work,
as he wrote for five different papers. As this L: writer " is

a - purchasing agent," we suppose that the copies will be
turned into cash when his purchasing agency gets an
order for the work. It is interesting to see how these

fellows get on committees for award of premiums for

agricultural implements, and then to see how the owners
of these implements hold protracted interviews with
them. Of course committee men only seek for the best

implements, and makers of implements only seek for the

best committee men, and so it is all right. These
" column " writers are highly amusing and we wonld not

have them stop on any account, as they would deprive us

of a laugh at least once a week.

Fine Engraving's.—"We take much pleas-

ure in referring to the beautiful engraving on page 226.

As a specimen of the art, it has not been excelled, if it

has been equalled, by any engraving published in any
journal of the country. Where the sheet is printed on

both sides, much of the beauty of an engraving is in-

jured, and. as we are often written to for nice impressions

of our illustrations, we have had a limited number of

copies of this carefully printed on fine, heavy paper, fit

for framing. These will be sent post-paid for 50 cts. each.

Copies of "Suspense, 1
' the much admired dog picture,

that appeared in March last, may be had on the same tenns.

imiCt Enterprises, or lotteries

—

" Harris Brothers."—Of the " Ohio Benevolent

Gift Enterprise." by Tudor. Gates & Co., referred to last

month, Mr. Gates writes, "we have in our possession

the originals from which onr indorsements are printed."

This being the case, the word pretended'" should be
stricken out of our remarks, but this makes-it so much
the worse for the " Governors, Members of Congress,

etc."; for we believe they misuse their official position

and reputation by giving their names to indorse any Gift

Enterprise, however plausible it may seem, or however
good its real objects. If Mr. Gates, or Gov. Cos, or

Treasurer "vTarner, or Senator Sherman, etc., can tell us

wherein the Ohio Benevolent Gift Enterprise differs in

principle or operation, from the Havana or Covington

Lotteries, they will perhaps lessen the force of our objec-

tions. The best that can be said is, that the profits go to

a good object instead of to private pockets. But this

makes the matter worse, for the people are led into lot-

tery operations and practices, partly by their sympathies,

and partly by the sugar coating of quasi-respectability

given to the scheme. The end does not sanctify the

means. If Lotteries (alias "Gift Enterprises"'',) are proper

to aid soldiers, then they are also proper for building np
schools and churches, paying government debts, etc., and
we may at once go back to the custom of the last century.

Lotteries offer mainly money prizes to be distributed by
lot (the kind of lot is not essential) ; the gift enterprises

offer money, and country seats, farms, houses and other

'gifts'* in addition. They stimulate people to false hopes
of acquiring riches. The judgment of enlightened people

has banished lotteries and lottery dealers from most of

our States; the benevolent and other gift enterprises are

merely bringing back old customs under new names. "v7e

commend to Messrs. Tudor. Gates & Co. the recent de-

cision of the Massachusetts Courts in the case of Harris

Brothers, whose scheme was ostensibly every way like

that of the li Ohio Benevolent Gift Enterprise," in form,

means, and proposed objects, except that the Boston op-

erators attempted to make this journal appear to indorse
their scheme. The result was they were fined £14.000,

and subjected themselves to a further forfeiture of. in all,

about $50,000.

{From TJie Boston Bally Merald, April 10, 1SG7.]

In the Superior Criminal Court, this morning, befora
Judge Morton, Luther M. Harris and James W. Harris ap-

pearetl for sentence on an indictment charging them with
promoting a lottery, (found at the June term. 1S65J and on
which they were found guilty, and the exceptions taken,
overruled; also on an indictment, found the present year,
lor having in their possession for sale, and offering to sell,

certainlottery tickets; and on a third indictment charging
th«m with promoting a lottery known as the "Rural Home"
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scheme. On the last indictment a verdict of guilty was
taken and exceptions Aled and allowed, but "Which the Har-
ris Brothers waived to day. District Attorney Sanger stated

to the Court tliat at the time of the search about 323,000 of
U. S. securities were found ic the defendants* trunk; also

that a large number of letters were found at the Post Office

directed to these brothers, respecting the lottery business,

and that the clerk at the Dead Letter Oilice testified to re-

ceiving oh an average of five letters a day respecting Har-
ris Brothers* schemes, and that Harnden's Express Company
also testified to money packages coming very frequently for

the defendants. He also shew a number of letters which had
been received by the Chief of Police, the Major of thi3 city

and the Governor of this State, from parties who had re-

ceived them from Harris Brothers, and requesting that pros-

ecutions might be made. The District Attorney claimed
that this money had been illegally gotten, and that the max-
imum fine should be imposed.
Cbas. H. Hudson, Esq., who appeared in connection with

Geo. Starkweather, Esq., as defendants* counsel, stated to

"the Court that he had but recently been brought into the

case, and, as far as be was able to ascertain, he felt sure that

the defendants believed that they were doing a legitimate
business within the law, and very likely they have been re-

puted to be doing more than they really were. Mr. Hudson
did not deem the business done by the defendants any more
of a lottery than Fire Insurance companies, of one of which
the District Attorney is President. Inasmuch as the indict-

ment under which the defendants might by sent to the State
Prison had been laid on tile on account of doubtful ques-
tions of law, Mr. H. did not feel like urging the matter of
clemency with too much persistency.

Judge Morton said he could not but characterize the busi-

ness carried on by the defendants,—to call it by its right

name,—as an extensive swindle, and he was unable to see
how he could do otherwise than impose the maximum fine,

as, in his opinion, to do less would be offering a premium to

swindlers.

The prisoners (for their bail had been surrendered) were
then fined, each, on the first indictment, $2000 ; on the second,
#1000 on two counts; and on the "Rural Home" Indictment
$1000, making a total of $14,000, with costs, which will

amount to about two hundred dollars. Under the Sth sec-

tion of chapter 167 of the General Statutes, [of Mass ,] the
defendants forfeit to the Commonwealth—about $50,000 worth
of property, which includes the $23,000 in TJ. S securities,

the " Rural Home " at Woburn, valued at $13,000, and the
Mine of $14,000 and costs

Wasliing- Compounds of any hind we
cannot commend. We do not say there cannot be a good
one, but we do not know any one which we are willing

to recommend. We regret that the admission by over-

sight or mistake of an advertisement of such compounds
should make us appear to recommend them. It will not

be likely to occur again, at least until we find one we can

positively indorse from a knowledge of its composition

nnd use. Our advice is, buy none of these things, patent-

ed or unpatented, but use good soap, made at home, or

by some well known or well recommended manufacturer.

See our last volume, page 403, (November Number).

Weighing* on the Farm.—Too much
'* guessing " is practised in disposing of bulky farm pro-

ducts, whereby the buyer, but more frequently the seller,

is the loser. Dealers are usually expert from long practice

and have the fanner at a disadvantage. A drover Eoon

learns to weigh a bullock with his eye, so as to come
Within fifty lbs. of Ins weight even- time. A Fairbanks

or other good scale on the farm will change this, and put

both parties on the same footing. (We name the Fair-

banks as of well-known reliability.) In addition to

insuring fail" dealing, such an apparatus will enable one

to conduct many interesting and profitable experiments

in feeding stock, etc., and to ascertain their comparative

thrift at any time.

Sundry Humbugs.—We have no "truce"

to offer to the swindling fraternity, but it would seem
that after the many exposures given in these columns,

little mure need be said, just now, to guard our readers

against the multitudinous schemes constantly resorted to

to filch money from the unwary. No regular reader of

tixe Agriculturist can be pitied, if, after what has been

Baid, he throws his money away upon any ono of these

"confidence men'" who pretend to solicit his services as an

agent for any ticket or lottery scheme. We earnestly

caution the reader against every one at these gift enter-

prises, ticket schemes, prize concerts, secret medicines,

Tniou Associations, artists' unions, jewelry associations,

five dollar sewing machines, express parcel men, soldiers'

orphans and widows* "distributions' 1 of various kinds,

cheap oil manufacturers, ink nnd washing compounds,

honey recipes, wonderful com nnd other seeds before un-

heard of, every advertising doctor, Howard Association,

advice to the married, ditto to the unmarried : eye

curers, vile instruments, Tuion book companies, silent

friends, cheap money, §100 to $500 a month salary or

wages, "greeubax," magic wands, hunter's secret, cider

recipes, vinegar recipes, complexion bcautiflers, love

powders, price and prize associations and parcels, farms

sold by lot or tickets. Elixirs, etc., etc., etc. We have

before us hundreds of these letters, circulars, and adver-

tisements, all of them humbugs. Scarcely one In a hun-

dred of the operators will ever send any return for money

forwarded them by mall, or even acknowledge Its receipt.

Perhaps in one case in ten thousand, a showy article is

sent as a blind to draw the foolish recipient into a larger

investment, to his loss.

The Fairoftke W. E. Agricultural
Society, is to be held this year, at Providence, R. L,
beginning September 3d. It is to be upon the new
Sprague Park, and, by the reports, the buildings and ac-

commodations promise to be of unusual elegance and
convenience. We hope for a large attendance.

The B*aris Exposition.—We hear from
the daily papers, that this exhibition is rich in this and
that, but we learn very little about American agricultural

implements. In the first World's Fair in London, 1851,

we astonished the world with our implements. We do
not know what has been sent to the present Paris Show.
There was an American Commission to select articles to

send over ; this Commission was composed of a great

many nobodies, with just a few somebodies to give it

respectability. We do not know wbo made up this
i; Commission "'—but their fitness for the work is shown
by the fact that Mr. Greeley, a life-long advocate of total

abstinence, was put on the sub-committee ou fermented
drinks, or liquors, we have forgotton which. If all the

other sub-committees were made up with equal fitness,

there will be a show well worth going to Paris to see.

Of course, there must have been a choice in the agricul-

tural implements, and the man who was most convincing

probably had the preference. Zsow that the Show is

fairly open, we look with interest for the results. We
are glad to learn that Mr. Ruggles and Prof. Joy, are

going over, as they will save the American Depart-

ment from utter contempt. These gentlemen will wor-
thily represent the scientific interests of our community.
Who shall represent oar agricultural interests ? We
learn that the Department of Agriculture has appointed
some one to represent its insignificance, but who shall

represent our noble body of farmers ? Can not some
State Society send out a proper person ? At all events,

we would say to European farmers, that the Department
of Agriculture of this country, is in the charge of a man
who is kept there in spite of the recorded protest of

every or nearly every Agricultural Society- in the country.

It is our National disgrace, our repulsive sore. Whoever
may be sent to represent this miserable concern, no more
represents American Agriculture than a lump of clay

represents a Sevres Tase.

American Pomology.—The reception
given to this work even-where must be very gratifying to

its distinguished author, as it certainly is to his publish-

ers. Very few, who have not tried to classify any thing,

can have any idea of the difficulties of the task, and when
it comes to putting in order things that arc so nearly

alike, as are the different varieties of apples, the diffi-

culty is greatly increased. We look upon Dr. Warder's

Catalogue of Apples as a remarkable result of patient

labor in classifying life-long observations, and this,

which is in size a very small portion of his book, should

entitle him to the gratitude of every true pomologist.

.llaunre .Waking—Bominer's "Hotii-
od.—There is so much good sense, albeit miugled with

comparatively harmless error, in the old patent method
of Bommer for making tor rather increasing the valno

and quantity of) manure, that we are not surprised that a

considerable edition of the old pamphlets should have

been sold, at the low price wc offered them at. The old

patented process is fully described, and all that used to

be sold for $10, may now be had for *25 cents, for to

accommodate those who constantly order it, we bought

the old plates and had a new edition printed. The aim

of the author is to explain the best method of preparing

vegetable and mineral composts ; to augment and Improve

the manure of the farm ; to prepare fertilizing liquid for

Irrigation ; to convert into manure the refuse of manu-
factories, distilleries and kitchens; to revive hot beds

without changing the litter.

At tlic Paris Exhibition. — The
American Agriculturist will he represented by Mr. Juno
in person—wind and tide favoring. II-* will probably

al«o extend his trip to St, Petersburg, perhapB to have a

little chat about our new Northwestern Farm.—The Agri-

culturist is abundantly provided for editorially and other-

wise, and matters will go mi as usual during his absence.

The Department of Agriculture.
—We have, nt last. Been one Journal that praises the

present management of the Department of Agriculture.

It u the " Watchman and Reflector,11 of Boston, aud we
arc sorry to see it

" nff'-ding" the stupidity of tho

National Seed Shop. The article says: "Mr. Newton
has been denounced by several agricultural societies

by votes, asking his removal. These vote* were

procured, undoubtedly. In most cases, by tin* mamige-

ment of aspirants for Mr Newton's place, and it is time
somebody asked for him at least, fair play/'' Some Bos-
ton Societies are involved in this matter, and probably
the "Watchman aud Reflector"' knows what means
were used to influence their votes—but we do not believe

that any influence was needed to procure from any re-

spectable association au endorsement of the present offi-

cial's stupidity. Now, editorially, we wish to answer a
number of printed slurs and private inquiries. As Mr.
Judd is away, we speak for hi m. and say we are sure he has
never desired, or sought for the office of Commissioner,
and we believe he would refuse it if forced upon him. He
has too long been at the head of a far more powerful and
vastly more useful '"Department"* than that at Washington,
to take an inferior position. Besides this, he could not
afford to hold any office in Washington, from that of Presi-
dent, denen to that of the head of the Department of Agri-
culture.—Snarlers will please be quiet on this subject.

Blackberries.—For those wishing that
really charming new blackberry, the Kittatinny, there is

yet ample time and opportunity, as may be seen by notic-

ing Mr. Phoenix's advertisement in this number. From
samples shown at this oflice, as well as the very liberal

price and offer Mr. P. makes, we can heartily recommend
them to the notice of amateurs and planters, who would
keep up with the times and enjoy the fruit next year.

Abortion in Cows.—-The N. Y. Legis-

lature, at its last Session, made provision for a commis-
sion to investigate the subject of abortion in cows. They
made an appropriation so disproportioued to the talent

to be engaged in the work, that we are ashamed to say
how much—or rather how little—they did appropriate.

Prof. John C. Dal ton, M; D., has been appointed com-
missioner, than which no better appointment could be
made, and the whole subject is sure of a thorough search.

Doct. Dalton has secured the services of Docts. Carmalt,

Haigh, and others, known for their devotion to animal
physiology, aud we await their report with much interest.

Tight Boxes, Barrels, Pails, ete.
—Macferran & Co.. 721 Chestnnt-st., Philadelphia, man-
ufacture a style of hooped ware with an arrangement
whereby the upper hoop may be instantly and powcrfhlly

tightened by means of a lever, thus fastening the head
in, air-tight. These vessels are of various sizes, and use-

ful as fur cases, sugar boxes, slop barrels, milk and but-

ter pails, meat barrels, etc. For these purposes, they
are obviously most excellent. In regard to the churns

with heads on this principle, we can. at present, only

say they are exceedingly convenient.

Benedict's Time Tables, issued month-
ly by Benedict Bros., 171 Broadway, at 25 cents per copy,

contains a Map of the City, and gives iu convenient form

the time tables on all the Railroads and Steamboats

leaving New York for American Ports.

Fuller's Small Fruit Culturist*—
Though too late for those who wish to plant this Spring,

this work, which is a "Culturist," will be useful to all

who grow fruits. We have heretofore had no work
especially devoted to small fruits, and certainly no trea-

tises anywhere that give the information contained iu this.

It is to the advantage of special works that the author

can say all that he has to say on any subject, and not be

restricted as to space, as he must be in those works that

cover the culture of all fruits—great and small. It is

not possible for Mr. Fuller to follow in the track of

another, and in the present work he gives his own
experience and his own views with the freedom that

characterizes all his other writings, lie will win the

esteem of all true lovers of horticulture by the Bsarcbing

criticism he has given to varieties, while those who
believe in names rather than things, will of course I

oflbndcd. The worfe i- especially valuable for the sifting

it baa given tho varieties of Currants and 1.' -

and if it were for this alone, it would be a valuable addi-

tion to our horticultural literature. But besides these. It

treats Of all the small fruits, including several kiuds

generally slighted or passed over by other authors, and

describes the propagation and culture of all iu his usual

clear and vigorous manuer. The chapter on gathering and

packing fruit is a valuable one. aud iu it aro figured all

the baskets and boxes now in common use. The book i«

very finely and thoroughly Illustrated, and makes an

admirable companion to his Grape Culturist; about S73

pages, son! by mail for $1,50.

Fruit Preserving 1 Solution.—This

compound, advertised In another column, was tried last

year by one of the editors, and was much liked. Fruit

put up with it kept well, had no unpleasant taste, ar.d.

being cooked less than Is usual in other methods, retain-

ed much oMts flavor.
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Electricity — Lightnings — Electrical

phenomena are so strange, and so little understood "by the

general public, that they stand ready to accept electrical

action as the cause of any obscure occurrence. Electrici-

ty is the great refuge of the would-be scientific, who say

that this and that is due to electricity, and that ends all

further questioning. A western M'riter on pruning, in

the Gardener's Monthly, will not have the terminal buds

cut from the trees in pruning, because they act as " prime

conductors" of electricity, which is a very "scientific"

way of talking profound nonsense. "We have before us

two curious illustrations of the way in which electricity is

treated. One upon the pear blight, in which the writer

refers this malady to the effect of lightning upon the

leaves, and another, by a lady, who considers the potato-

rot due to the absence of sufficient lightning in certain

years. The last named writer accompanies her article by

observations, which show that, in her section of country,

the years with the most lightning were the freest from

the rot. Now, as the rot is a well known parasitic fungus,

brought, comparatively recently, from abroad, and, as in

this country, before this unwelcome guest was intro-

duced here, we probably had years quite as deficient in

lightning, as we have since had, we cannot regard this

view as at all satisfactory. If those who are so ready to

ascribe this and that to electricity, would just take the

trouble to first study some of the elementary laws of this

branch of physics, they would be less apt to ran into

speculations respecting the influence of electricity.

Storm Signals during- Harvest.—
The following plan to aid in preventing injury to grain

and hay crops from storms during harvest, is presented

to the readers of the Agriculturist by A. Watson, Esq., of

Washington, who has placed himself, extensively in com-

munication with reading farmers through the newspa-

pers. The subject is one of importance, and needs the

practical thoughts of the agriculturists of the country.

He estimates the extent of the damage as one-third the

value of the crops, and proposes that all the County Seats

throughout the land should be connected by telegraph

lines, (which would require the construction of but few

new ones,) and that cannons should be fired at the county

town, in a way to make known, accurately, the distance of

every telegraphed storm, and the rapidity of its approach.

Our cotemporaries, whose comments upon this plan we
have seen, seem to overlook the fact that thunder show-
ers and storms, which do a great part of the damage, are

exceedingly local phenomena, extending, often, over but

a few miles in width, and soon exhausting their force.

The regular " North-easters " might veiy well be tele-

graphed, for they pursue a somewhat regular and known
course, from south-west to north-east, along the coast,

and directions somewhat varying from this at different

parts of the country, inland, we believe.

There may, also, be other well defined classes of storms,

whose approach might be announced, and which might
be avoided by the use of the telegraph. The firing of

cannon at the county court-houses, by county officials,

is entirely impracticable, at present, but as there is a

telegraph office at almost every railroad station, there

might, and should, be a Storm Bulletin at every station,

and every person going to and fro should cany the news
of approaching storms to his neighbors.

At the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, the me-
teorologists, aided by able observers in all parts of the

country, and by the officers of the telegraph companies,
keep a very close watch of the storms, at the time they

are in progress. The real problem to be solved, then, is

—

how to convey the information thus gathered to the far-

mers. We think it may be easily and simply done,

and would earnestly recommend the officers of our rail-

roads to move in this matter, and, as soon as possible, co-

operating with the Smithsonian, to have a thorough
meteorologist appointed, whose duty it should be to

learn the movements and character of storms throughout

the country, and communicate definite information along
all the lines of railroad telegraphs in the country, which
information should be immediately and clearly bulletined

at the various stations, by the railroad or telegraph em-
ployees. This may be done at once, and the result would
doubtless pay the railroad companies thirty-fold for their

email expenditure in the increase of agricultural wealth.

Draining for Profit, and drain-
ing for Health, is the title of a new work on this

most important subject, by Col. Geo. E. Waring, Jr.,

published by Orange Judd & Co., which will be issued

early in t/te present month. The theory and practice of
thorough draining has, within a few years, made great

progress, both on the small scale involving the freeing of

a few acres only from superfluous water, and opening the

sub-soil to the benign influences of air and moisture, and
warmth together, and also in enterprises of great magni-
tude, affecting the sanitary condition of whole districts

of country. The progress made has been chiefly in

Gre&* Britain, and on the Continent, Col, Waring's work

is compact, fully illustrated, very clear, both in its argu-

ments and in its directions for practice, and, throughout,

readable. We are confident that it will be at once re-

cognized as the standard American authority on this

subject. It is thoroughly American, and tells what
everybody wants to know, (omitting those things which

people generally know, or which are of little service,) in

regard to thoroughly draining the land. It is needless

for us to allude to the extraordinary qualifications of Col.

Waring for writing such a work. He has been, practically,

very successful as a draining engineer, and few, either in

this country, or abroad, have such monuments of their

skill to point to as has he, the most important of which

is the New York Central Park. In this book he embodies

and condenses the studies and results of many years.

Our book-list, page 205, gives the price at $1.50.

The Poultry Book, by W. B. Teget-

nieier, F. Z. S., with pictures by Harrison Wier, printed

in colors by Leighton Bros., 356 pages, Royal Octavo.

Cloth, gilt edged. Geo. Routledge & Sons, London, 1867.

This work which we have been receiving and ad-

miring in numbers for a year is now complete, and issued

in very attractive style. Instruction by the eye, through

accurate and beautiful engravings, is vastly more impres-

sive and better retained in the mind of the learner or

reader, if the subject be adapted to pictorial illustration,

than if language be used alone. In this work not only

are all the more valuable breeds of useful and ornament-

al poultry most beautifully represented by large colored

lithographs, having the effect and richness of oil paintings,

but the letter-press gives very full accounts of each breed,

together with excellent instruction in regard to the rear-

ing and care of poultry, their breeding, use, diseases, etc.

The engravings are chiefly from the very accurate pencil

of Mr. Harrison Wier, whose drawings every poultry fan-

cier is more or less familiar with, from the very free man-
ner in which they have been copied by almost eray
writer on this subject. One of the most valuable parts

of the book is the Appendix, which contains the " Stand-

ard of excellence in exhibition birds," which is re-

ceived, very generally, as the guide of judges at Poultry

Shows in Great Britain. We have this elegant work on

our table for sale at the moderate price of $9.

Cider Vinegar.—"H,F." The quickest

way of making it, is the process by which the cider may
be most exposed to the atmosphere. The cider should

have passed though the alcoholic fermentation. The harder

it is the better. Manufacturers on a large scale have a plat-

form covered with oak-shavings over which the cider runs

slowly from one vessel into another. Do not attempt to

make cider vinegar out of anything else but apple juice.

"First catch your hare." The tongue is a good enough
test of the strength of cider vinegar for domestic uses.

Plant Lice.— "Charlie," Medina, Mich.,

writes :
" Mother has a rose-bush, which is being de-

voured by thousands of lice. What shall she do ?"

—

The answer to this will be a reply to many similar letters.

Kill the lice. But how?—We have told how ever so

many times, but we will repeat it.—Use tobacco smoke.

As Charlie is probably a good little boy, and does not use

either pipe or cigars, we must teach him the horticultural

use of tobacco, and advise him, at the same time, not to

learn any other use of it. Put the plant under a barrel or

box, and then take a few live coals in a convenient dish,

put some tobacco-stems, or other tobacco on them, and
place it under the barrel or box, so as to fill it with
smoke. Take care that there is not enough fire to set the

tobacco in a blaze, or you will kill the plant. Our way
with house plants is simply to make a cone or tent with

a newspaper, and put it over the plant, light a little tobac-

co in the bottom of a pipe, and then fill up the pipe with

tobacco. Introduce the bowl under the paper covering,

and blow through the pipe-stem. Most copious clouds of

smoke will fill the paper cover, and in a few minutes
every aphis can be shaken off. Give the plant a good
showering, and it will not mind the treatment.

Hair for manure.—L. A. Wickey, York
County, Pa. Hair may be used in composts which un-

dergo fermentation. It is a veiy powerful manure, nearly

as much so as Peruvian guano, more lasting in its effects

if applied in its raw state, but if composted first with
anything that will cause its decay—as horse manure, or a

muck and lime compost— it will quicken the action of the

manure almost as much as an equal quantity of guano. It

is valuable for its nitrogen (ammonia), but does not sup-

ply phosphoric acid. Two cts. per pound is not dear for it.

Black: Birds vs. Robins.-" H. W. T.,"

Canandaigua, IsT. Y,, writes: "I have watched the pro-

gress of public sentiment relating to birds with some in-

terest. While the law punishes the killing of a robin, it

gives no protection to the blackbird, and for years no
^epithefc^has seemed gufilciently seyere to apply to the

brute who would injure the favorite. The blackbird is

constantly destroying the enemies of the fruit, and is

therefore a valuable friend. I have watched the robin

carefully for twenty years, and have never perceived, in a

single instance, a worthy act of his in this direction. He
will destroy the harmless angle-worm in countless num-
bers ; but if any other worm or insect, I have not been

able to detect it. On toe other hand, there is not so pestif-

erous an enemy to the fruit grower, even the curculio, as

the robin. First—He takes the strawberries—every one

his keen optics can espy. Next he gormandises upon the

raspberries, as long as they last. Then the cherries fall a

prey. Then the grapes vanish through his insatiable

maw ; and a large portion of the delicious Bartlett pear

falls picked and ruined by this omnivorous pest. A glim-

mering of better times is seen in the changed tone of our

fruit growers 1

societies." [This indictment of cock-

robin must stand upon its own merits. There is a great

difference of opinion about the habits of this bird.

There is no doubt about the damage he does among the

fruit. It is a question if he does not destroy insects

enough to pay for this damage. We want more facts to

determine this point, and shall be glad to hear from any

of our correspondents who have carefully studied his

habits to ascertain his food.—Eds.]

Keeping- Eggs.—"Down East" and others.

There is always some risk in keeping eggs a long time,

and those not absolutely fresh will never sell well. When
eggs stand long in one position the yolk gets down
against the shell, and if there is any evaporation it soon

either adheres to the shell or the air gets to it, and it de-

cays, or becomes tainted a little. Eggs may be greased,

and packed in oats in barrels headed up tight, kept cool

and dry, and rolled or inverted or both every few days
;

thus they will keep, and when wanted for market must

be rolled in bran or meal to get the grease off, and per-

haps dipped in lime water to give them a fresh look.

How long they may he kept thus we do not know, but

several months at least. Eggs will keep in lime water,

but it is difficult to turn or roll the barrels, and so the

yolks get against the shell, and besides the shells look

very chalky, and their sale is hurt. The best way is proba-

bly to pack the fresh eggs in barrels with meal or bran,

setting them on end, using no grease, for the meal ab-

sorbs it and it turns rancid. Head up the barrels and in-

vert once a week, and keep in a cool dry place.

How to Use Fish. €*uano.—This article

is reckoned among the concentrated fertilizers, and is

very rich in ammonia. It is to be used with the same

precautions as Peruvian guano. It will destroy seeds, if

brought in immediate contact with them. If applied in

the hill, it should be mixed with the soil. It may be

sown broadcast, and plowed or harrowed in, with safety.

If applied as a top-dressing, it should be intimately

mixed with ten times its bulk of loam, peat, or muck,

and be allowed to remain in bulk ten days or more.

Oil Cahe.—" Kentucky." This is the resi-

due left after expressing the oil from Linseed, (Flax seed),

and is in the form given it by the cylinder of the press-

much like a thin cheese and very hard. When ground, it

is called oil meal. It is simply Flax eeed less the greater

part of the oil.

Record of'EIorticnltni-e and "In-
dependent" Criticism.—Messrs. Woodward, of

the Horticulturist, have put out a neat volume of 125

pages, (price $1.00,) called the Record of Horticulture.

The editor is Mr. A. S. Fuller, who gives his notes on

horticultural progress, reviews books, and contributes

several valuable articles. The book is strongly individual,

and, as Mr. Fuller is a known enemy to all shams, many
authors and pretenders of various kinds will feel that

their toes are trodden upon. Mr. Fuller is a genuine hor-

ticultural iconoclast, and we are glad that we have at least

one horticulturist, who has the courage to strip off the

borrowed plumes from over-rated writers, and overpraised

fruits. He may not always be right, but he evidently

means to be, and for that we honor him, and always wel-

come any contribution from his pen. as we are sure that

it will be practical and vigorous. One of the most useful

portions of this Record is the chapter on the propagation

of Bulbs. Mr. Rand's work on Bulbs is singularly defi-

cient in directions to the novice on the subject of propa-

gation, and this Record is an almost indispensable sup-

plement to that work The " Independent " of May 2d

contains a most remarkable article on this "Record."—

We do not call it criticism, out of respect to critics. The

Independent has the reputation of being a religions

paper. We occasionally read its Farmer's Column—
upon the principle that the deacon always read the the-

ater bills, that he might keep posted as to what the devil

was doing. After we have read the "Farmer's Column,"

we arc satisfied—just as Mrs. Scmeer's boys didn't want

any breakfast after their brimstone ana molasscwind
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have no desire to see what the rest of the papermay con-

tain. The Independent's notice of the Record of Horti-

culture is too long, or we would reproduce it, in order that

our readers might see what stuff a " religious " paper can

publish, and the number of direct and inferential—what-

yon-may-cahVeins, that can he put into a column. Half of

the article is devoted to showing that this is not a fit book
for a farmer, and gives the Independent's views on far-

mers' books in general. Now, Mr. Fuller did not write

this book for farmers, hut for horticulturists. If he did

write a book for farmers, it would not be of that charac-

ter that would have to lie over a year, before he could

find a publisher so regardless of the good of the commun-
ity, as to publish it. The Independent says :

" Well,

what do we find within these pretty covers, costing $1.50

of the farmer's hard earned money?" The price " §1.50"

is within one-third of the truth, which is pretty good for

the Independent. Farther along in the article we get a

clue to " what's the matter." Mr. Fuller, in his Record,

gives a justly severe castigation to the "Reviser" of

Bridgeman's Gardener's Assistant. The Independent

Bays :
" As he has made some false statements in which

our integrity is assailed, it is proper to explain the matter

in this place." We, for the first time, learn, that that book

was revised by the Independent. We supposed it was
done by a chap, who took it as a job. Was it done by Mr.
Henry C. Bowen, the u responsible man," by Theodore

Tilton, or some subordinate? No clue is given iu the

article—the editorial " our " leaving us quite in the dark.

We read: "The publisher of Bridgeman's Gardener

brought the wood cuts, ready made, to the reviser, before

he commenced his task ; a portion of the illustrations

were purchased by the publisher of other publishers.

The reviser had nothing to do with the illustrations, only

to insert them in their proper places." Now, here is a

direct statement, which must be either true or false. Tho
publishers, Messrs. William Wood & Co., say, that they

know nothing of the source of at least 20 of the illustra-

tions of Bridgeman's Gardener. We believe Messrs.

Wood tell the truth, but then the Independent is a " re-

ligious " newspaper, and what does it tell ? Certain cuts

which appear in Bridgeman's book, were originally drawn
and engraved for the Agriculturist. We never sold, gave

away, or loaned them to Messrs. Wood, who knew
nothing of them, until they saw them in the book, and

these, certainly, were not the illustrations " purchased by
the publisher of other publishers." We do not know\xy\y

these cuts transferred themselves from the engraving room
of the Agriculturist to the pages of Bridgeman's book.

The Independent calls it " purchasing;" other people have

a different name for it. Mr. Fuller's statements in regard

to this book are none too severe, except in the fact that

they arc true, but this case would show that the way to

get abuse from the Independent is to tell the truth. Tho
Independent may be gratified to learn, that the publishers

of Bridgeman's Gardener's Assistant, finding that its re-

vision of that originally excellent and useful work has

been quite as severely criticised by the horticultural and

agricultural press, as it has been by Mr. Fuller, in his

Record of Horticulture, have concluded to have the work
done over again. The Independent calls Mr. Fuller's

book a book of " slanders." We have no name to apply

to the paper that can so unfairly treat a valuable contri-

bution to our horticultural literature.—But then what

does tho Independent know about horticulture.

The State Slaeep Fair. — Tho Third

Annual Fair of the State Sheep Breeders' and Wool
Growers' Association opened at Auburn, Wednesday, May
8th, but, owing to a fierce north-east storm, little was
done until Thursday P. M. There were numerous entries

of fine wooled sheep of middle wools, and a few of fine

wools. The storm was a severe trial to the faith and

patience of the exhibitors, and of the multitudes who
wcro waiting for better weather, to see the flocks.

Among the noticeable sheep at tho show, wcro " Kil-

patrict," and " Blucher," fine wools, owned by W. R.

Sanford, of Vermont, the former valued at twelve thous-

and dollars in gold, and tho latter at ten thousand in cur-

rency. Mr. Freeman, of Bemis Heights, had a "Dew
Drop" glistening in one of tho pens. Mr. Lynch, of

Monroe County, had a ram of "Frank" manners, with

five other South Downs and lambs, very good animals.

The ram was two years old, and weighed 21 »0 lbs. J.

Bowers, of the Fame county, showed good, fino wooled

sheep. J. D. Wing, <if Washington, Dutchess County,

showed tho best lot of Cotswolds wo have ever seen,

three yearling rams, and three two year olds, " Ottawa "

and " Golden Fleece." These very fine animals were

recently imported from England, having been selected by

Mr. Wing from the best flocks in the Cotswokl district,

without regard to cost, with a view to establish a purely

bred flock. This breed is said to mako grade wethere,

that will weigh two hundred lbs., dressed. On Friday,

there was a comparatively largo attendance of spectators,

and many of the finest sheep were sheared, aud, on the

whole, this iatr, though the weather was of tho ugliest

type, brought together many of the best breeders of the
State, and will give a new impulse to this very import-
ant branch of industry. We are indebted to Hon. H. S.

Randall, the President of the Association, for numerous
courtesies, which we are happy to acknowledge here.

National Trial of IPJows, Mar-
rows, and Cultivators.—This trial, announced in
our last issue, to come off at Utica, May 7th, under the

auspices of the New York State Agricultural Society,

was necessarily postponed for a few days^ on account of
the weather. Three days of incessant rain made plowing
hopeless. We found the most of the judges present, and
a large number of competitors for the prizes, possessing
their souls with exemplary patience. There had been
thirty entries on the first day of the show, and ample ar-

rangements had been made by the Society to have the
implements subjected to the most thorough te:ts. In the

character of the gentlemen, who have consented to act as

judges in this important trial, the public have the assur-

ance, that, when a decision is reached, it will be impartial

and worthy of confidence. Eleven points are submitted
as the tests of a good plow. 1. Pulverizing power. 2.

Non-liability to choke in stubble. 3. Lightness of draft,

considered in connection with pulverizing power. 4,

Ease of holding. 5. Durability. 6. Cheapness. 7. Ex-
cellence of mechanical work. S. Excellence of material.

0. Thorough inversion and burial of weeds. 10. Even
distribution of wear. 11. Regularity or traenees of turn-

ing and carrying the furrow slice on sod.—To procure all

the data, and accurately determine these points, will,

necessarily, involve a good deal of time and labor. We
look forward to the decision as an important event in the

history of agricultural improvement.

Address of JT. Stanton C*onld on re-

tiring from the Presidency of the New-York State Agri-

cultural Society.—We had the pleasure of listening to

the address of the retiring President of the N. Y. State

Agricultural Society, and have since read it with re-

newed satisfaction. It abounds in good common sense

and valuable suggestions. The State would be richer by
millions, if these hints could be heeded by our farmers.

TTDae BRlaode Ssland Elorticnhural
Society.—This Society will hold its 23d Summer Exhi-

bition at Providence, on June 2Gth and 27th. The list of

premiums is evidently prepared with great care, and the

amounts are liberal. The President, Hon. Jas. Y. Smith,

offers several liberal premiums, among which are two for

children. But few persons outside of Rhode Island know
how wide-awake its people are in horticultural matters,

and while we remind all Rhode Island readers, and those

in the adjacent " suburbs " of Massachusetts and Con-

necticut, of this exhibition, we take the privilege of one

of the "fathers" of the society, to invite horticulturists

from elsewhere to visit the exhibition, and be astonished

at what little Rhody can do in the way of fruits, etc.

OTortScnltnral £>la©-vv in Qaieens
Co.—For once, the Queens Co.,N.Y., people have allowed

us to know that they intend to hold a show, and we tako

pleasure in making the announcement, as we should have

done many times before, had they given us the data. The
Agricultural Society will hold a Horticultural show on

June 21st, at Mineola, on the L. I, R. R. The Society

has remarkably fine grounds, offers a largo list of pre-

miums, and several special premiums, by gentlemen in-

terested in horticultural matters, arc announced.

Catalogues. — Our acknowledgments of

these have been crowded out from month to month, until

the list is too long for us to give it room. We could not

publish some, and leave out others. We thank thoso

who have sent us these documents, and shall accredit

them all in the next year of our Annuals. Wo may as

well say here, that we wish to give in our Annuals tho

name of every dealer in implements, plants, seeds, and

the like. Those who send catalogues or cards will be re-

corded. Those who do not take pains to make themselves

known, must not complain.

American Short-ltora fllerd-Boolc •

—Hon. Lewis F. Allen, of Black Rock, Erie Co., N. Y.,

informs us that ho is now at work upon the 8th Volume
of this publication. Ho expects to put Uto press soon,

and will receive pedigrees for insertion during tho pres-

ent month. Every breeder of pure Short-horns should

see to it at once, that all his stock worthy of use as breed-

ing animals, have their pedigrees recorded. It adds es-

sentially to their value and to that, of their progeny. Tho
seventh volume contained upwards of 3,500 approved

pedigrees, and the present volume is likely to exceed its

predecessor. Breeders of Short-horns in tho United

States aud British possessions should send to Mr. Allen,

for Circular, with terms, etc.

Household Recipes.

Opiate we have not given our usual number of recipes,

though we have many in type. We present here an in-

stalment of these, to let those who are so kind as to send
them know, that their favors are not unappreciated.

Webster Cake.—Take 1 cup butter, % cup
molasses, % cup sugar, 3 cups Hour. 1 gill sweet milk. 1
teaspoon saleratus, 2 eggs, add currants and citron, and
spice, cloves and nutmeg.—Mrs. L. P. C, New Raven, Mo.

Silver Cake.—Take the whites of six eggs,
two and one-half cups of flour, one and one-half cups of
sugar, half cup of butter, two-thirds of a cup of cream or
sweet milk, half teaspoonful of cream of tartar, and a
little soda.

Corn Calie.—Three cups of corn meal, one
cup of wheat, two tablespoonfuls of sugar, two teaspoon-
fuls of cream of tartar, one teaspoonful of salt. Mix well
together ; while dry, add one teaspoonful of soda, dis-

solved in warm water. Mix the whole to a tliin batter

with milk or water, and bake in a quick oven.

Tapioca Pudding*.—Four tablespoonfuls
of tapioca, 1 quart milk, 4 eggs (leaving out the whites of
two for icing) sweeten to taste and flavor with vanilla.

Soak the tapioca over night in a little water, boil the milk
and pour over the tapioca ; when it is lukewarm, add tho

sugar and eggs, well beaten. Bake about one hour ; Ice

it when cool.

—

Mrs. H. H. McL.

Brown Bread—By Mrs. Evans.—3 small
pints of corumeal, 3 small pints of bran flour, 1 pint of

molasses, 1 tea spoonful of salt, 1 tea spoonful of salera-

tus, 1 quart of milk, pour into a three quart bucket with
tight fitting lid, which has been well greased, and set it

into a pot of boiling water, and boil four hours.

•Glaager Snaps.—One cup of molasses, one
of sngar, .one of shortening, one egg, one tablespoonful

of ginger, one of vinegar, one teaspoonful of saleratus.

TfloSasses Cookies.—One cup of molasses,

naif cup of butter, half cup of water, four eggs, one tea-

spoonful of soda, one of ginger.

Lemon Butler for Tarts.—"A M. H."
One pound pulverized white sugar, whites of six eggs

and yolks of two. three lemons, including grated rind and
juice. Cook twenty minutes over a slow lire, stirring all

the while.

Coolsamg Cauliflower.—"D. W." This
is very much improved by beingboiled in a large quantity

oi water. Some add a little grated nutmeg to the drawn
butter, and use only cider vinegar.

Pickling Beef and Tongues.—Caro-

lus. Rub the beef hams slightly with fine salt, and let

them lay 34 hours then cover with the following cold

pickle: For hundred pounds.of meat, 6 gallons of soft

water, G lbs. fine salt, 1% ounces of saleratus, 3 ounces
saltpetre, and lijlbs. of sugar. Beef for drying to be

left In this brine for 9 days, tongues 3 weeks. This is the

Burlington recipe.

Tomato Vinegar.-1
' C. IT. P." Xo great

skill is required to make tho article. Express the juice,

aud put in any clean vessel exposed to the air in a warm
place and it will soon become vinegar. It will make a

stronger vinegar if molasses is added to the juice

Xo B*resea*rc Furs.—Wrap them in paper

of several thickuesscs or in cotton cloth, early in the

spring, before the moth miller begins to fly. It is only

necessary so to secure them that no moth can get access

to them. A UgM box. witu paper pasted on where tho

lid covers it, Is equally effective.

To Slemove Tea Stains from Tsilple

Cloth*—"Nannie." Lay the cloth in an earthen crock,

or porcelain kettle, and rover with clean, cold. BOft water.

Put the kettle on the back of the Btovo, whero it will heat

slowly to a scald. After an hour or more lift out your

cloth and wash with soap in the usual manner.

Carrot Jaiaee 5a Butter.—II. Aldcu.

This is sometimes added to buttertogivo it color, but

COWS fed on oats and clover hay ought to make butter of

good color without it. Tho jnico "ill not improve the

keeping qualities of the butter, unless Jb& to tho COWS,

Best liciid ofCucumflterH for H*ieU-
lisil>-.—"R. F. O." We have never been able to detect.

any difference in the Savor of cucumbers after they were

pickled. They are mainly a sponge to hold vinegar, and

thobeatklnd is the most fruitful. The Whllo Spine in

good enough, but In the pickle districts they raise their

own seed, and improve them by selecting the fruit of tho

third or fourth blossom from the root. This whole sub-

ject was thoroughly discussed by Timothy Bunker, Esq.,

in vols, for 1865 and IS68, wMclrsee.
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Farm Fences.

Every man needs some fences upon his fann
;

a permanent one surrounding his garden, at

least, and movable ones, or hurdles, for confin-

ing stock, or for forming lanes where animals

are to be driven near to tempting crops.

The preservation of the timber in fence making
is a great desideratum to all who build fences.

We believe no cheaper, or more effectual, way
can be pursued than the plan recommended
after numerous, carefully conducted experiments

by different persons, of painting the slats, and
soaking the posts in hot coal tar, and, after allow-

ing all. to drip off that will do so in a few min-

utes, to thoroughly sand the timber, and let

.
SK

-PICKET FENCE. Fig. 2.Fig. 1,

it get so dry, before using, that hammering will

not jar it off. It is best to have a few slats un-

painted, to be used if necessaryto saw any, and

these might be painted subsequently. The la-

bor of protecting thus both the above-ground

and the underground parts of the fence, is so

considerable, that only the bottoms of the posts

and underground sills of gates are usually thus

protected. It is, however, very importaut that

those parts of the posts, slats and pickets, which
come in contact, should be coated with coal

tar, so that water shall not find in these spots

an opportunity to soak and rot the wood.

Picket Fence.—G. J. Greene, of Hudson,
N Y., writes :

" I like picket fences for these

reasons ; they do not take much lumber ; they

make a closer fence, especially at the bottom
;

they are easier kept in repair ; and cattle will

not so readily interfere with, or break them down,
as other kinds of fence

; a steer that thinks noth-

ing of jumping over a rail fence five feet high,

can scarcely be driven over a picket fence four

feet high. Fig. 1 represents

a section of picket fence.

I herewith send you a rough

sketch of a fence, which, I

think,has some good points.

As the posts are the foun-

dation of the fence, I have

given them more attention

than the rest. No good
posts should be split ; if the

timber is large, it should be

sawed, 4x5 inches square at the bottom, and
2x4 inches at the top. They are neater, more
readily used, and make a better fence. If the

timber is six or seven inches in diameter, I

would saw them through, as represented in fig.

3, making two good posts, each with a

straight side, out of timber which

would otherwise have made but one.

I set posts thirty-two inches deep

;

three feet would be better. Half the

ills that a fence is heir to, arise from

the posts not being set deep enough.

3 represents a post as I would like

to set it. Near the bottom, two notches are

cut in the opposite sides ; after the post is placed

in the hole, and the dirt filled in to the notches,

two short pieces of board, or stones, are placed

in the notches against the posts, and the tops of

them are crowded or pounded into the solid

Fig. 3.

Fig.4.

Fia-ure

earth with a rammer, as shown ; the hole is then

filled up. The post will not be thrown up by
frost, will not readily sag over, and if the part

which enters the ground be thoroughly coated

with coal tar and sand, as described on page

Fig. 5.—BOAKD PENCE.

94 of the American Agriculturist for 1866, I be-

lieve there will he no occasion to replace it

during the present century.

Fig. 4 represents a board sawed into pickets.

Boards ten inches in width, and twelve feet long

will make twelve pickets, three inches wide

at the bottom and two inches at the top.

The bottom bars may be let into the posts or

n&iled upon them, and the top bars either nailed

upon the tops of the posts, which should be

sawed off even, or they may be nailed upon

the sides of the posts. A strip half an inch thick,

and two inches wide, nailed, as a batten, over

the pickets at the top and bottom bars, will pre-

vent their being knocked off, and will add much
to the appearance, and but little to the cost."

Board Fence.—A. A. Gauer, Albion, Iowa,

sends the description of a fence common there,

Fig. 6.—PORTABLE PENCE.

and a neat looking one for a fence of such

simple construction, (Fig. 5). It is made of

boards. The lower rail is six inches wide, the

other two horizontal rails, five inches, and the

two that cross, three or four inches wide. This

is a simple and attractive variation of a plain

board fence, and requires hut little lumber.

Posts 2 x 4 at the top, and 4 x 4 at the buts,

would be abundantly strong if well set, and pro-

tected from rotting by paint or coal tar. Bat-

tens over the strips at the posts would add both

to the looks and durability.

Portable Fence ok Hurdle.—Contributed

by H. A. Hawkins, Vinden, 111.—I inclose a

sketch of a portable fence, which is a favorite

hereabouts. There are two uprights ofhard wood
to each length, and upon them the horizontal

strips, of any light, durable lumber, are nailed,

and braced b)r a diagonal brace strip. The ends

of the uprights are rounded so as to enter two-

inch, round holes in a cap or yoke. By these

caps the lengths are united, and the fence is kept

upright and firm by being placed zigzag or

worm-fence fashion. [Figure 6 represents what
might be a modification of this feuce, one

and a quarter, or one and a half, inch soft

wood boards being used as posts, and the rails

morticed and pinned into them. It was made
to illustrate the fence described, and the dis-

crepancy was unnoticed at first. However,
this idea may be of account to some one.]

Flour at Twenty Dollars a Barrel.—
Flour at twenty dollars a barrel argues the

need of more wheat growers. Probably no
man anticipated, twenty years ago, that Califor-

nia would be shipping wheat to New York,
and that grain would form part of the Western
freight of boats on the Erie Canal. Yet such

are the facts. The land that received so largely

of our products during the early days of the

gold fever is now returning them in kind, and
the good people of interior New York are eat-

ing bread made of California flour ! All bread

stuffs are unusually high, and yet we have un-

told millions of acres in the sea-board States,

that are lying idle, or, at least, producing a scanty

crop of grass, for want of willing hands to till

them. And if we look at the West, whole
townships and counties are waiting for the com-

ing settlers, to turn up the virgin soil, and put

in the seed. Why should not the multitudes at

the East, struggling for a bare living, take pos-

session of these acres, erect their cottages, and
live independently upon the prairies ? They
would soou support their families in comfort,

and keep wheat, henceforth, at living prices.

i wi^^ »—<*

A Eeraedy for Strikes.

These endeavors of mechanics to force capi-

talists to pay them higher wages are becoming

very common in our cities and villages. These

efforts are about as rational as to force the sun

to give more heat,—the clouds to give more

rain. The rain generally falls because it cannot

help it, and wages come down for the same

reason. If there is great competition in the

manufacturer's business, he is forced to sell his

products at a less price, he makes less profits

and must reduce the price of labor or stop his

business. As a rule, capital gives what it can

afford for labor. If there is great demand for

woolen goods, there is great demand for hands

to make them, and the manufacturer will give

wages enough to induce hands to work. Multi-

tudes rush into the business and it is soon over-

done. Wages are reduced by manufacturers,

and the operatives strike to resist the fall, or to

secure higher wages. This is the cause gener-

ally ofstrikes in all the trades. They are greatly

over-done. Too many people are crowding into

them for a livelihood, under the mistaken idea

that it is easier and more respectable to live in a

city or village, than to live in the country and

till the soil. Almost all business pursuits in th»

city suffer from this cause.

Political economists will differ somewhat

about the remedy for these strikes. Near all

agree that their tendency is evil, inflicting upon

the mechanic great loss of time, and prejudicing

the employer against his hands, by attempting

to force him to give wages that his business will

not justify. Some advise mechanics to associ-

ated effort, and thus become their own employ-

ers. But this is no remedy in a business that is

already overdone. In some kinds of business

it may be a help. But the real difficulty that

underlies these strikes is the over-stocking of all

mechanical pursuits. The farm is deserted for

the work-shop, and the artisan suffers. Rents

are made high by the multitudes that crowd

into the city to compete for dwellings, and food

is made dear by the desertion of the farm. The
remedy is found in a return to the tilling of the

soil, where rents and food are cheap, and labor

is well rewarded. There is no danger that this

business will ever be over-crowded. We could

spare thousands of our working population with

mutual advantage to the city and the country.

There are some who will always cling to cities,

no matter in what poverty they may live, but

many others would be glad of a rural life,

could they only find means of transportation.
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The Black Snake.

—

(Bascanion constrictor.)

The Black Snake is the largest of our com-
mon snakes, though there are stories of other

species occasionally equalling its largest size,

and from its active

habits and fondness

for cultivated land,

it is well known to

farmers and far-

mers' boys. It. is

perfectly harmless,

3
ret has such a

threatening way of

resenting an attack,

and so often turns.

and gives chase to

a fleeing enemy,

that it is regarded

not only as an ene-

my, but often witli

a sort of terror. It

will never stand to

fight, but gets away
marvelously quick

after the first blow
is dealt, unless it be

effectually detained.

This snake is 4 to

6 feet long, the tail

being about one-

fifth. The head is

small, the teeth nu-

merous, and all

about of p. size. It

has no fangs and

out the northern and middle States, extending

into Ohio and probably further westward. The
back is thick ; head and tail short, and eyes

small. It is of a greyish ash color, "with a

dorsal series of upwards of fifty transverse,

black snake—(Bascanion constrictor.)' MILK OK CHICKEN SNAKE.—(Opfa'Mttl Ctimius.)

no venom. The scales

of the back are diamond shaped. Its color is

bluish black above, light slate color beneath;

chin and throat white. The young are speckled,

black and white above. The snake lives upon

toads, frogs, lizards, small birds, and eggs of

birds,—for which it climbs trees of considerable

bight,—mice and their young, as also the young

of larger quadrupeds when it can get them. It

does little harm in

the hay and grain

ficlds,forifcutopen,

its belly will be

often found to con-,

tain several mice.

Still it probably

does not discrimi-

nate well between

shrews and mice,

and the former are

voracious insect eat-

ers. It destroys also

many toads which

are among our best

fiiends,and it would

be hard to tell how
many birds, includ-

ing young and eggs,

a single black snake

annually destroys.

Oa the whole, then,

it is an enemy, and

though innocent of

ability to harm man,

it is hardly worth

while to attempt to

conquer our re-

pugnance to " the

form of the ser-

pent," and save the lives of these animals when
we can, on account of any good they may do us.

Ting Milk Snake on Chicken Snake.—
This beautiful serpent (Ophibolus cximius) is

the familiar representative of its genus through-

elliptical, chocolate blotches, and with two other

alternating series on each side." The length is

from two feet to three and a half. It is very fam-

iliar in its habits, being frequently found about

the foundations of barns and cow stables, spring

houses, etc. Its food is such small birds and

animals as it can overpower, and it is said

to be very fond of milk. The idea that it will

milk a cow is as absurd as the one, so universal

.

GREEN THEE FROG. BQUiREL TREE-TOAD.

in Europe, that a bird much resembling our

Whip-poor-will sucks goats. The Milk-Snake

is entirely harmless, but shares with its kindred

the aversion with which these graceful ami beau-

tiful creatures are almost universally regarded.

The Garden Toad—and Tree Frogs.

The Batrachians are cold-blooded reptiles,

destitute of scales; their 3'oung are usually

im e

in the water, and
undergo several

changes before be-

coming perfected

animals. To this

class belong Toads,

Frogs, Tree-toads,

etc., which fall un-

der the subdivision

of tailless batrachi-

ans. We present a

representation of

the comrnonGarden
Toad, (Bvfo Amcri-
canus), of the Green

Tree-frog of the

South, (Ryla tiri-

dis,) and of the

Squirrel Tree-toad,

{Hyla sqtdrrella,)

also of the South,

but found occa-

sionally in the Mid-

dle States. There

is something about

toads, even tree-

toads, which excites

disgust, and they

have been almost

universally despised

and persecuted. The fact is, they are among
the most faithful friends of the gardener and
orchardist. Living upon insects, they do much
towards reducing the number of those that at-

tack cultivated plants, and should be carefully

preserved in gardens, and shielded from harm.

The common toad is covered with warts from

which, and especially from two large glands be-

hind the head on each side, an acrid fluid exudes,

which, while it

causes smarting to

tender skin, and
makes a dog drop

the toad and often

froth at the mouth,

and appear in great

distress, is really

harmless, neither

producing warts

nor other evil. If

the toad has a jewel

in its head, as it

was once believed

to have, that jewel

is its tongue, for by
it, darting it out to

a considerable dis-

tance, it draws the

unsuspecting Hies

and beetles into its

mouth. This mo-

tion of the tongue

is so rapid that it

can scarcely be fol-

lowed by the eye.

Toads lay their egga

in the spring, in

shallow pools, and

while thus engaged,

a prolonged trill—may be heard both

hi. The eggs are enclosed in jolly,

which holds them in clusters, and protects

them from fish, and the young, when hatched,

arc the little dark-colored tadpoles or polli-

GARDEN TOAD.

their note-

day and ni
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wogs -with which we are all so familiar. These,

as we all know, have, at first, tails, hut no legs,

then hind-legs, then fore-legs, then the tail is

absorbed, and the little toads come up from the

water, often in great numbers. Tree-toads and

frogs undergo the same transformations. The
common northern tree-toad, (Hyla versicolor)

lives chiefly in open woods upon decayed mossy

trees, the color of which it closely resembles.

The ends of its toes are flattened into roundish

disks, with whicb, partly by means of the pres-

sure of the air, but chiefly by a sticky secretion,

it is able to walk upon the under sides of smooth

substances. All these animals are not properly

amphibious, but live in comfort only in a moist

atmosphere, resorting to the water only at breed-

ing time. On moist days and evenings the}'' are

most active, and the tree-toads are especially

noisy when a rain storm is approaching.

Walks and Talks on the Farm—No. 43.

In making out my income tax, the Assessor

demurred to the large sum I had expended for

labor. He is himself a farmer and " could not

understand," he said, "how so much money
could be spent."

" I have not spent quite $8 an acre, and if I

could have afforded it, and could have got the

right kind of men, and could have bestowed the

necessary supervision, I would have spent double

the amount."
" Well," he replied, "I can't allow it. I never

heard of such a case. Mr. Black sold $3,600
from his farm last year, and only deducts $300
for hired help."

"How large a farm has he?"
" One hundred acres."

" His own labor and that of his children

would be worth at least $500 in addition to the

$300 ; and this brings it up to ray figures, or $8
an acre. This farm is probably the most favor-

able one for j'our purpose that you can select.

The small farmers, taking their own time into

account, really employ more labor than the

large farmers—and this is one reason why their

farms are more productive. I confess, however,

that I am unable to see how a man can, on a

farm of 100 acres, get such large returns, and
expend onty $300 for hired help."

" He has a splendid wheat farm. Not an acre

of it that is not naturally underdrained. He
grows large crops of clover and plows them in

for wheat, and this is better than guano or phos-

phates. Tou can spend all the money you like

on 3
Tourfarm, and never make it as good as his."

" That may be, but I think I have a legal

right to spend it, and if I do spend it, I do not

see why you should not allow it. Eveiybody
can not have the best farms. Some of us must
take the poor ones, or let them remain untilled

and unproductive. And the man who takes a

run down farm, and endeavors to bring it up,

injures no one but himself; and it is hardly fair

to tax him for every little improvement that he

makes, or subject him to ridicule and abuse."

In my case they do both. If I set out a few
evergreens and ornamental shrubs around the

house, and raise grass andafewflowersunder the

dining-room windowr
, instead of potatoes and

cabbage, they call it fancy farming and a great

waste of land, and yet at the same time put an
additional thousand dollars tax on the farm.

It would seem as though the farmers them-

selves, the local Assessors, Railroad Companies,
and the Government itself, were all opposed to

improved agriculture. Last year I ordered a

ton of raw-bone phosphate from Philadelphia,

and the Erie Railroad Company charged me
$22 for freight ! I do not know, but I presume

they would have carried a ton of whiskey or

tobacco for half the money. Of all improve-

ments most needed in American agriculture, un-

derdrainiug confessedly stands at the head, and

yet it is this very improvement that the Govern-

ment specially singles out as one which cannot

be deducted from the Income tax. According

to John Johnston's experience, he sometimes

got the whole of his money back in one year,

and always in two, and it would certainly be

wise in the Government to encourage the prac-

tice of underdraining, by allowing money so

expended to be deducted in making the returns

of income. If a farmer spends $1000 in under-

draining, and the profits, as Mr. Johnston states,

are $500 a year, the Government in ten years

would get $250 in additional tax. If put into

Five-Twenties, the Government would get $50

the first year and tliat would be all.

One would think that when wheat brings $3.25

a bushel, people would begin to realize the im-

portance ol fostering agricultural improvement,

and stimulating production. In England, ma-

nures are allowed to be transported free of toll,

and man}' of the landlords pajr for all the tiles

that their tenants will lay in underdrains. And
even in Canada, agricultural papers are allowed

to go through the mails free of postage.

But a truce to fault-finding. The man who has

once commenced to uuderdrain, will stick to it,

tax or no tax. I have been laying some brush

drains this spring, in low, mucky land, where

I thought tiles would fill up. Mr. Messenger,

of Long Island, who drained a twenty-acre

swamp ten years ago with brush drains, informs

me that the drains still work to perfection ; and
a correspondent of the Irish Farmers' Gazette

says he has some brush drains still effective on
his farm that were laid forty three years ago.

The waj'to lay them is to secure the outlet with

stones, or in other words, to lay a foot or two
of the drain with stones, where it discharges into

the main ditch. Lay the brush on the stones

with the but ends extended up the drain. Keep
on in this way, extending the brush twTo or three

inches each time, so that the thick stems will

be on the bottom of the drain, and the bushy

branches will rest on the top of the others.

Trample them in firm until they are lower than

the plow reaches, and then cover them with soil.

Ditching on low, mucky land, is very pleas-

ant work. There are, as the men expressed it,

" not stones enough to clean the spades," and it

is easy work to dig a rod in an hour, 21 feet

deep. One man dug seven rods in an afternoon,

and finished it all ready for the brush. In my
case, I am troubled to get a good fall, and I

make it a rule to have the drains cut so that the

water will follow the ditches up into the land

to be drained. Where brush is used, there may
be two or three inches of water in the bottom

of the drains, without damage. Being cut deep-

er than is necessary, any loose soil that may
work through the brush can settle on the bot-

tom, and still leave fall for the water. In the

spring and fall I expect the water will set back
occasionally in the open ditches higher than the

drains are laid, but as it passes off, I think the

drains will work again. In fact, there are cases

where underdrains laid three feet deep discharge

into a water course dammed up, so that the wa-
ter is two feet above the tiles, and yet the land

is effectively drained. Of course, in this case

the " water-line " would be only a foot below
the surface, but the water for two feet below
that, until it reached the tiles, would be con-

stantly changing, and this is said to be just as

good as if all the water was removed. It is

stagnant water that is injurious. In a dry sea-

son, when the surface soil absorbed the water

from below, the water from the main ditch

would flow up the tiles into the land, and in

rainy weather, when the "water-line" in the

land became higher than thB water in the ditch,

the tiles would discharge. In either case, stag-

nation would be avoided. Of course, it is abso-

lutely necessary that the main ditch should be

kept clean, down to the tiles. If stopped up
with dirt, they will be useless. There are thous-

ands of acres of such land, now producing noth-

ing but rushes and coarse grass, which, if they

could be drained in this way, would make the

most productive meadows. And it will pay.

Take my own case. There is a stream running

through the south part of the farm, which, at

high water, is fifteen or twenty feet wide, and

four or five feet deep. In the summer season it

is not over a foot deep. Now, even supposing

the land to be not over a foot higher than the

surface of the brook at high water, there is still

a chance for drainage. Mark out the ditches in

the spring or fall during high water, when you
can see the lowest land, and the next summer
cut a main ditch through the land, nearly or

quite as deep as the natural stream. Cut it, in

fact, so that the water will follow you, unless

you find, as you probably will, that you have
more fall than is needed. Let this ditch be six

feet wide at the top, and two feet or so at the

bottom. Sow grass seed at once, on the sides, to

prevent the soil from washing in. Then cut

your brush drains at right angles to this main

ditch, 2^ feet to 3 feet deep, through the lowest

parts of the laud, and I feel confident that the

water will find its way into the brook, and the

land, from being little else than a swamp, will

become the most productive meadow on the

farm. It may be necessary, and probably will

be, to scour out the main ditch every summer,

so as to keep it free down to the drains, but the

expense will be little compared to the advan-

tages. The water will set back when we have

a flood, as it does now, but instead of remain-

ing on the land until the middle of summer, it

will pass off rapidly, as the water in the brook

declines, and even in the meantime there will

be a constant change of water in the soil, and

thus we shall get rid of the injurious effects of

stagnation, and the exclusion of atmospheric air.

The expense of draining forty or fifty acres

of such land is little, as compared with the ex-

pense of draining the like extent of rolling up-

land, the knolls of which, in this section, are

usually full of large stones. And then, what a

grand chance there is to irrigate ! Much of this

low land can be irrigated at a ver}' trifling cost.

And those who have never witnessed its effects,

will be astonished at the immense crops of grass

that can be produced by irrigation. But of

course, you must drain before you can irrigate.

In other words, you must get rid of stagnant

water. You can not well have too much water

early in the spring, provided it is constantly

moving over the land. Irrigating may be done

in a very simple- manner. Dam up the water

in the brook until it will overflow the banks.

This will show you the level. Then cut a shal-

low ditch into the laud, as high up as the water

will follow you and overflow, if dammed up.

It should, however, be deep enough to convey

the water to a more distant part of the land,

and sub-conduits should be cut to distribute the

water on all parts of the field that are low

enough. A little experience will soon enable
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any one to do this in a simple manner. The
water itself is the best teacher. Only commence,

and you will soon have a system of ditches that

will distribute the water all over the land.

" Floating up," as it is called, was practiced

in England many years ago with considerable

advantage, but it was found that irrigation pro-

duced much better results, and the former prac-

tice has been pretty much abandoned. " Float-

ing up " is simply damming up a stream till the

water overflows on the land. The water is

allowed to remain ou the field only four or five

days, as a longer period makes the grass coarse.

The weir is then raised, aud the water allowed

to flow off. There are places where this practice

can be adopted with advantage, but irrigation

is much better. What is meant by irrigation is

conveying the water in a main ditch along the

highest portion of the meadow, aud then dis-

tributing it in small gutterson the land below, in

such a way that the water will run all over the

grass, half an inch or so deep, being careful that

it never settles in pools or becomes stagnant.

The more rapidly the water passes off, provided

it does not wash iiviy the soil, the better. Of

course there are a great many little details to

be attended to, but when the general principles

are understood, the details of the. system will

easily be carried out by any intelligent farmer.

Mr. Howard, in his lecture on Things in

America, says :
" The grass of America has

nowhere the splendid, rich green of our English

pastures. "Whether this arises wholly from the

climate, I have some doubt. I think want of

care in preparing the land, selection of seed and

subsequent stocking have something to do with

the miserable condition and appearance of

American pastures." I think he is right. If

we took as much pains with our meadows, as

they do in England, we should raise as large

crops. I am astonished at the effect a little top-

dressing has on meadows. Even a little soil

alone, spread on the grass, will impart a rich,

green color. I suppose it acts as a mulch. Our

clover is frequently better than it is in England,

and our permanent meadows are brown be-

cause they are permanently neglected.

The main difficulty in all our agricultural im-

provements is the high price of labor. And yet,

compared with the cost of living, the men do

not get exorbitant wages. The trouble is, that

we do not provide steady employment. We
hire extra help by the day, and pay high wages.

But the men are out of employ one thirdof the

time, and it consequently follows, that a man
who gets §1.50 a day and loses one third of his

time, receives no more in a week than the man
who has steady employment at $1.00 a day.

One works four days at $1.50 for each day,

and the other six days at $1.00 per day.

This spring, work was rather slack, and I em-

ployed several men at $1.00 a day. As they

board themselves, I thought this cheap, and

made a point to furnish them steady work.

Last Saturday night they told me that they could

work no longer at this price, that every one else

was paying $1.25. I agreed to pay it. On
Monday it commenced to rain, and at noon they

asked me what they should do. I told them they

could keep on spreading manure. " But it. rains

too hard." "I am sorry for it," I replied, "but

I cannot help it ; I have no in-door work I can

afford to do at $1.05 a day." The consequence

was, they had to go home. They lost another

day during the week. And the result is that to-

night, (Saturday, April 27.), instead of paying

them $6.00, 1 only paid them $5.81. They got

less money, and I lose a day and three quarters

work. I had plenty to do, and this loss of time

is an injury to me, and no advantage to them.

There is so much work to be done in this coun-

try, and so few, comparatively, to do it, that we
can, as a community, ill afford to waste time. But
as long as farmers continue to pay such high

rates for occasional day-work, the men dislike

to engage by the month at fair wages. I am
satisfied that this is one of the greatest evils of

our present American system of farming.

I have lost another horse. He was old and
not very valuable, and had he seen fit to have

departed last fall, I should not have regretted it

so very much. But having given him plenty of

hay and grain all winter, and not demanded
much labor in return, it is very unkind in him
to give me the slip just as the busy season is

coming on. Yesterday he was plowing in a

three horse team, and was apparently well when
he came home. The man watered him before

putting him in the stall, (a bad practice), and in

half an hour he was taken with violent pains,

and only lived till 3 o'clock in the morning. I

am having him skinned and opened, to see if we
can ascertain what was the trouble. I acted ou

the supposition that it was a severe attack of

spasmodic colic, and gave him injections of

warm water and soap, with a dose of laudanum

and ether, two table-spoonfuls each, in a pint of

water. I repeated every two hours, with an

ounce of ether in the interim. I find this al-

most invariably a cure for colic. It seemed

to relieve " Old Dick," but did not cure him.

Abortion in Cows.

In inquiring into the causes of this scourge,

for such it really is, in some sections of the coun-

try, it is very important to take note of such

considerations as are presented herewith by our

correspondent, as well as to consider that there

is such strong nervous sympathy among cows,

(though, perhaps, it is a peculiar influence, due

to odor or something of that kind), that when
one cow in a herd "slinks" her calf, one or

two others are very apt to do the same. This

subject is attracting the attention of distinguish-

ed physiologists, aud of our State Agricultural

Societies and Boards of Agriculture, so that

we hope some light may be thrown upon the

hidden cause, or causes, of so much trouble.

We would be very glad of facts which will help

to a better knowledge. "M. A. O," in the arti-

cle which follows, though " only a woman," as

she says, writes forcible common sense in a way
to surprise those, if an}' there be, who hold

woman in as light esteem as some of them seem

to hold themselves.
" I sec you say that Abortion in cows, aud

Hog-cholera are on the increase. I am ' only a

wonuxn,'' and as a matter of course, women are

not entitled to much consideration, but I have

been living on a farm from childhood, and have

seen more or less of the diseases common to

the cow family. My father farmed for thirty

years, and kept from eight to twenty cows. All

that time, he superintended his affairs himself,

and but two cows and one steer died in all those

years. One cow and a steer died from the effects

of eating too much clover. In the last twenty

years, since I have been large enough to know

anything about a cow, wc have had but two

cows slink their calves, and these catastrophes

were both caused by the unruly horn of a ma-

licious cow belonging to the herd; they were

both young cows, ami neither of them were ever

unfortunate again, although retained until they

were old cows, and I think if those gentlemen

who have so much trouble with their cows, will

keep a sharp look out, they will find, as I have,

that a heavy boot or brogan on the foot of some
ill-tempered hireling, or the horn of some un-

ruly member of the herd 'planted' in the side

of their cows, is the cause of a great amount of

the disappointments and trouble they experience.

Of course I would not say that such is the cause

in all cases, but it is iu a great many. One of

my neighbors was all the time complaining of

his cows in the same way, and could not imag-
ine what was the matter. I happened to pass

his stable one day, and saw a German he had
hired, kick a cow unmercifully, for no reason but

that she was afraid him, and when he came iuto

the stable she jumped around and set her foot on
his toes. As a matter of course that was not the

first kicking she had received. All the cows in

the stable were in a continuous uproar, when
this man was about. I thought I had found the

secret of at least one stable besides my own."

New Manner of Dissolving Bones for

Farming Purposes.
a

We have received the following translation of

an article by Prof. Ilieukoff, Moscow, Russia,

from a friend in Washington. The process is

not altogether new, but as the success of such

operations depends often upon minute details,

we are glad to publish it. Prof. I. says: "It

was a matter of importance with me to discov-

er a method by means of which every farmer

might be enabled to prepare bones for his

meadows and fields. As great masses of salts

are accumulating in the ashes of every house-

hold, and most of them with those burning wood,

I used alkalies in connection with unslak-

ed lime, which soon dissolveel the bones. To
my friend and pupil, Mr. Alex. Engelhart, to

whom I communicated my discovery, belongs

the honor of having introduced a new and
convenient process for gaining manure for agri-

cultural use. I give it in an extract :

1 Suppose you have 4,000 pounds of bones,

you need 4,000 pounds of aslies, (averaging 10

per cent, of carbonate of potash), GOO pounds of

unslaked lime, and some 4,500 lbs. (551 gallons)

of water. Dig a hole some two feet deep, large

enough to receive the bones and one half their

volume besides; parallel to this, you tlig anoth-

er one, 25 percent, larger, both being filled with

bones. First, slake the lime and mix with your

ashes, covering 2,000 pounds of the bones in

the smaller one. Then it is filled with water,

and left. When it gets dry, add, continually,

water enough to keep it wet. When the bones

crumble iu your fingers, then take the whole

mass out, and spread it over those bones in the

second hole, leaving the decomposition to go

on. When tins is done, let the mass dry; and

to make it li; for use, add peat powder or nnilow

garden soil until it is well dried and powdery.

Let it be shoveled over several limes, ami then

apply to your fields.

' Thus you get.a fertilizer averaging 12 per

cent, of phosphate of lime; 2 per cent, of alka-

lies, and G per cent, of nitrogen.'
"

[The pits used in this process must of courso

lie dug in soil, to a great degree impervious to

water. Clayey soil will answer, if first sprinkled

and then pounded, or clay may be " puddled"

in a basin in any soil, ami a water-tight pit bo

made. If the bones are tolerably fresh, there

will be very little loss of ammonia. Wc havo

known the softening of the bones to be com-

plete ou a small scale.—Ed.]
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Fig. 1.—ELEVATION OF EARN.

Good Farm Bam.

The accompanying plan of a barn is present-

ed in compliance with the often expressed

wishes of readers of the Agricultwrist, that we
would give less elaborate and expensive plans

than some which have been presented heretofore.

Here is one for a barn 40 x 55 feet, with a large

shed for cattle attached. It is, on the whole, a

good plan, but not nearly so philosophical and

labor-saving as the one in the Agricultural An-

nual, neither is it so expensive. This plan,

like that, is susceptible of modification to

accommodate a smaller farm, or a smaller

number of animals, as we will explain. First

is the 15-foot barn floor— of good medium width

—if wider, the room would not be wasted. On
the left are the horse stalls, 5 feet wide. There

might be five stalls 4 feet wide, but for a large

horse, the width ought to be about 5 feet. The
whole space given to horses is 15 x 20 feet.

Then the floor widens 7 feet, and the rest of the

left side is devoted to cattle stalls—25 feet, giv-

ing room for six; cow and ox stalls, and two
passage ways, one of which maj 1' be closed and

made a stall for a cow. The 7-foot space affords

abundant room for hay-cutter, feed-box and
accompaniments, located close to both cattle and

horses, and if cattle are fed in the shed on feed

prepared in the feed box, a passage at the rear

matched boards

over the stables,

at a bight of 8

feet. The posts

are 16 feet to the

eaves. The roof

is what is usu-

ally called half-

pitch, more last-

ing than if flat-

ter. A substan-

tial, tight floor is

laid upon the

straining beams
ofthe roof. This

may be extend-

^^H

BOILER

B.ARM YARD

-60 FT.-

Fig. 2.—PLAN OP BARN.

conducts conveniently to their mangers. A three-

foot square trunk extends from over the 7 x 25-

foot space in front of the cow stalls to the roof,

securing abundant ventilation, and affording a

shute, through which lray, or straw, may be

readily dropped from the mow, or corn cobs,

and other matters, from the granary.

The right side of the barn floor is occupied

by a hay bay. There is a tight ceiling of

ed, if desired, through, the entire length of the

bam, or only from one end to over the bam floor.

In it is a large trap door directly over the thresh-

ing floor; and a small gable with a door in it,

over the great doors, affords communication

with the front of the barn, so that grain in

bags or barrels may be raised or lowered as well

here as through the trap door. This floor is the

granary or corn loft—easily made rat-proof,

close under the roof, and

consequently very hot in

sunshiny, autumn weather.

Corn in the ear is easily

hoisted by horse-power

from the wagons; and, if

spread on the floor not more

than a foot thick, will cure

much sooner and more per-

fectly than if in cribs. This

grain floor is reached by a

stairway from the floor over

the stables ; under the stairs is a shute or shutes

for conducting the shelled corn, etc., to the feed-

ing floor. This arrangement requires strong

posts and roof-framing, but not stronger than

for a slate roof of a less pitch—and such a roof

will support double the weight likely to be

placed on such a floor—for not only is it con-

structed to bear the weight of the slates, but of

2 feet of snow, and the force of high winds in

addition. The
weight of grain

will only give in-

creased steadi-

ness, a large part

being borne by
the posts — the

floor preventing

all racking. The
shed is 30x40
feet, with 12-foot

front, and 8-foot

rear posts; open
in front, and having windows in the back.

At the rear, a passage way 4 feet wide
communicates with the cow stable in

the barn, and forms the feeding alley to

the loose boxes and stalls in the shed.

Cattle will not suffer in such a shed, left

entirely open, in the severest winter

weather, but it is best to close the front

_ J by boarding, and doors, having large win-

dows for light and air. The hog pens

are placed contiguous to the barn-yard,

so that the swine may be allowed the free

range of the compost heaps, at least in their

own cornel'. In the hog house is a steam boiler;

and a pipe, boxed and packed in sawdust, and
laid underground, crosses the yard to the feeding

floor, for steaming and cooking the fodder for the

cattle. By this arrangement the h ogs are located

at a considerable distance from the granary and

root Cellar, but this is not a serious inconve-

nience, and it is best to remove any source' of

danger from fire as far away as possible.

The root cellar is 7 feet deep under the hay

bay, on the right side of the barn. There are

two shutes from the floorto the cellar, and there

is a stairway as indicated. Besides, access is

had by a cellar-way on the eastern side.

"We think this plan will please many of our

readers. It may be easily reduced, making it,

say 30 x 42 feet. The floor, 13 feet ; bay, 15 feet

;

4 horse stalls, 18 feet, and 4 cow stalls, 12 feet,

in a line across the left side ; the floor being

15 feet wide in front of the cow stable, and

other contractions made on the same principle.

The manure will be, of necessity, only in

part under cover. The sheep barn and yard

will be on the east side, accessible to the root

cellar. It is not represented in the plan given.

Decker's Plow Clevis.

Mr. J. "W. Decker, of- Orange Co., N. T., in-

vented, sometime since, the simple contrivance

which we figure, for the purpose of regulating

at will, and without stopping, the depth of the

Fig. 1.—PLOW WITH CLEVIS ATTACHED.

furrow in plowing. His success, as he reports

to us, was complete, so much so that the clevis

was soon adopted by his neighbors. A plow
with this attachment was exhibited a few years

since at the Orange County Fair, where it at-

tracted considerable attention, and elicited gen-

eral commendation. Mr. Decker thinks, though

he does not wish to take out a patent for his in-

vention, that it is worth)'- of being more widely

known and generally used. He allows us, there-

fore, to illustrate it, aud present it to the readers

of the American Agriculturist. See figure 1.

The construction of the Clevis may be seen

from fig. 2. The draft-rod is a piece of wrought

-JH

Fig. 2.

—

clevis.

iron, similar to a common clevis, but much

longer, with three notches for the ring, and fast-

ened well back on the beam, by a bolt passing

horizontally through it. This is set for the deep-

est plowing when against the bottom of the

beam, and it is depressed for lighter work by

drawing upon a light chain attached to a lever

which moves two cast iron cams. There are

thin plates of iron of a form indicated by draw-

ing a circle touching the sides of a square, and

cutting off three corners of the square to the

line of the circle. These plates have square

holes Dear the angle, and fit upon a bolt having

a cylindrical body with square ends, to which

they, together with the forked lever, are fasten-

ed tightly by means of a nut.

Indian Corn in Drills.—Is the practice of

growing this crop in hills sustained by good

reason ? Flat culture is much the best prac-

tice, even when rows both ways are return-

ed. The advantage of cultivating in two direc*
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tions no longer remains, when the plow is ex-

changed for a cultivator that will run astride

the row, and disturb the soil so near to the corn,

that there is no use for the hoe after the first

weeding. On the contrary, it is a waste of labor.

Planting in drills, secures a more even distribu-

tion of the crop upon the ground, so that each
plant has its fair share of the soil and sunlight.

The growth is more symmetrical, more ears set,

and they are more perfectly filled. Carefully

conducted experiments claim a difference of
more than twenty-five per cent, in favor of drill

planting. If there is this difference, we can
hardly afford to continue the usual practice.

FLEECE FOLDIXG TABLE.

Folding1 Fleeces.

"Wool is a bulky article, and ft is essential to

fold and compress it into small compass to get

it to market. The usual practice of rolling and

tying is strongly objected to by the manufac-

turer, but it is difficult to find another conveni-

ent way. Fleeces may be rolled, and not tied,

and thus packed in bags, but this method inter-

feres with inspection by buyers and their agents.

Farmers are now hardly prepared to follow the

advice of one of our largest wool buyers

—

though we doubt not it is sound—viz.: to re-

move the flank wool and all the coarser parts,

and then, to roll carefully the fleeces and pack

in bags, placing all the tags and flanks in

the mouths, to mark the bags with their own
names, and sell either to traveling buyers, or, as

many do now, put the wool in the hands

of good commission houses. In this wa}',

the annoyance of strings would be avoid-

ed, and the name and reputation of the flock

would go with the wool to the manufacturer,

who would be very likely to order the clips of

such-and-such farmers, year after year.

An Ohio subscriber sends us a plan of a neat

folding table used in Erie Co., which we publish

with his drawing, which makes it clear.

Fleece-folding Table, by " Western Be-

serre."—A good machine for folding and tying up

fleeces of wool is a capital thing; it saves much
time, and the work is done so much easier and

better than it can be without one, that it will

pay for itself in a very short time.

The Table I describe is much used in this vi-

cinity, and is considered the very best of all like

contrivances. Any person, hand}' with tools,

can make one in a short time. Take three

boards, plump one inch thick, anil four feet long,

one eight, the other two fourteen inches wide

;

fasten them together with tablc-buts, put on

the same as on a common table—the 8-inch

one being in the middle, as seen in the drawing.

Then take a block eight inches long, six wide,

and five thick, bevel off one edge until two sides

are nearly obliterated, and hollow this bevel so

that the block will be of the form shown, one

and one-quarter inches at one edge, but some-

what triangular. Then cut three small notches

in one edge, two inches apart, and half an inch

deep. Fasten this block on one end of the

eight-inch board, the hollow side in, with heavy
screws. Now, get a heavy piece of harness

leather eight inches wide, and three feet long.

Sew, in one end, with a waxed-end, a half-inch

iron rod, with an eye bent in the middle and three

links attached ; cut three long slits in the leather,

corresponding to the notches in the block, two
inches apart, to within six inches of each end

;

and now fasten the other end to the 8-inch

board, close up to the block, and bore three holes

through the board one foot from the block, and
directly under the slits in the leather. Fasten

the table to a frame made of 5 x 3 scantling,

just high enough so that one can stand up
to it and work conveniently and comfortably.

To use it, draw the ends of the twine up
through the holes in the bed piece, through the

slits in the strap, and up over the block, letting

the ends hang down about six inches ; lay the

fleece inside down, shoulders towards the block;

crowd the wool close together; fold in the sides

until it is about the width of the strap. Then
raise the leaves, hook them together, and taking

hold of the end of the strap, bring it over the

wool to the front end. Fasten the chain to the

hook on the lever, and with your foot upon it,

fetch it down snug, and fasten it. Tie the twine

over the fleece ; unhook the leaves and let them
down ; then loosen the lever, unhook the strap,

and throw it back on the table, take hold of the

fleece, draw it over to the front, so that the

twine will lie in the notches of the block, cut

loose, and you are ready to fold another fleece

in one half of the time it takes to tell how. If

pains is taken to roll in the ends and sides well,

the fleece, after it is tied, will be as round and

white as a snowball.

Fig. 1.

Basket Making.

"A Subscriber," of Peoria Co., 111., writes

us a letter in German, describing his method of

making a Half-Bushel Basket. It is, in most

points, clear, and as our former article on basket

making set so many people thinking, and weav-

ing willows, we publish this to give them some

new ideas on the same subject. The willow

rods are worked either peeled, or with the

bark on, and soaked so as to bo thoroughly

flexible. Our correspondent writes

:

" We begin by taking seven pieces of willow,

"Is to l

\i inch thick, and 14 iuches long. Four

of these are split in the center, and the three are

passed thrnugh the middle, as shown in figure

1. Then we put in by their lips, two willows

i.l above, andB below,) as shown. A is drawn

down at the angle F, turned under />, brought

up at 0. B is bent up at F; down at C
' ; passed

under the four rods ; bent up at D, and so car-

ried around twice. Then we spread the seven

rods apart, as in fig. 2, and weave the willows

between them. When B, in fig. 1, becomes too

short to weave further, we bend the but down
and put in another willow beside it, and con-

tinue with this until A becomes too short, then
supply it by another in the same way, and con-

tinue. The willows are held by the left hand,
while the right does the weaving. The willows
used for the center of the bottom need not be
so thick as those towards the outside, and in

weaving, all are laid in by the tips, and thebuts

Fig. 2.

are left sticking down (outside). "When we
have woven a few inches, we place the bottom
on the knee and press the center upward, to

take the form shown in fig. 3. We then weave
on, using four willows instead of two. At the

last round on the bottom, the willow is cut off,

bent, and stuck in horizontally, as shown at G,

fig. 2, and all the ends cut off. This finishes

the bottom of the basket.

We now take 2S willows, (S, fig. 2), sharpen

the buts, and stick them in, one on each side of

the frame rods of the bottom, as shown. They
are bent up and tied together at the tops. We
now take 28 weaving willows, (T, fig. 3), not so

stout as the upright ones, (H), and insert them
in the bottom, in the same manner, (see fig. 3);

with these we weave around the basket, with

each one passing two uprights, both in weaving
out, and in, until all the 28 are inserted ; then

we weave, passing on the outside two, and inside

one upright, twice around. When this is done,

it is best to take a piece of wood, and, holding it

upon the weaving, strike it with a hammer, to

settle all firmly together. After this, we weavo
on until the willows I are exhausted, but out

and in over one upright. Then we take off the

strings, and 28 willows are again taken. They
are laid so that the buts will stand out 3 or 4

inches from the inside, which enables one to

cut them off easily. Wo weave these simply

Fig. 3.

out and in, using other sets, if necessary, until

the basket reaches the bight of 8 iuches. (Three
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sets will probably reacb.) Before proceeding

further, four willows, (If, figure 4), are woven
around once, and beaten together. Figure 4

shows how this set is woven in.

In topping off, one upright (3) is bent inside

to the right, around two others. It is bent

down hard up-

on the weaving.

The second,

third, fourth,and

fifth, are thus

bent. Before

bending down
the sixth,the end

of the willow

within the basket, having passed inside around

two and outside around three. (The course of the

willows is shown in fig. 3, 4 being the first bent

down, and 2 the sixth.) Then the sixth is bent

down ; the second is woven in, and the seventh

is bent down, and so on, until the top is finish-

ed, when the ends are cut off, outside and in.

first

Fig. 4.

bent down is drawn

Fig. 5.

To finish off the bottom, we again take 38

willows, (N, fig. 3), and insert them in the bot-

tom (as before, with the If and 1 willows).

Then these willows are laid down and woven
in precisely as the top was finished off.

To make the handles, we take for each a stout,

willowstick, (0), bend it, sharpen it at both ends,

and insert it, as shown in fig. 5. Then take two
long willows, (P and i2), and twist them. Pis
inserted on one side, wound around three

times, stuck through the rim, and drawn tight;

it is then wound back around 0, again drawn
through the rim and the end secured. B is pro-

ceeded with in the same way, until the handle

is finished. Beginners should have a good
basket before their eyes to guide them."

When to Sell Hay.

The high price of this article, $30 a ton, and

upward in the markets of the sea-board States,

makes many farmers anxious to sell, and sus-

picious of the wisdom of the old maxim,
"Never sell hay, but feed it all out on the farm."

This is the true policy for farmers who depend

upon the resources of their own farms for ma-
nure. But for those who are located near cities

and villages, or near the sea, hay may be sold

with advantage to the farm. The economy of

selling depends mainly upon the facility of pro-

curing good manure. After the land is in good

heart, the making of this crop costs much less

than most other farm crops. With improved

tools, the mowing machine, the horse-rake,

loader, and pitch-fork, it will not cost over $3

a ton to cut, make, and store. It costs still less

if the hay is sold to be delivered directly from

the field, as the labor of one handling is saved.

Hay shrinks about one-third in weight between

harvest and the following spring, and the price

may be regulated accordingly. The quantity

of hay that may be produced upon an acre de-

pends' chiefly upon the application of manure.

With no very large outlay, the farmers indi-

cated may bring up their fields from an average

product of one ton to the acre, to two. The
shore farmer has an inexhaustible source of fer-

tility in the sea, and has no excuse for a small

hay crop. Fish are a very cheap manure,

whether applied fresh or after the oil is extract-

ed. Rock weed, kelp, eel-grass, and mud from

the creeks, will pay for carting a long distance.

We have taken mud from salt water ditches

and spread it, after a few weeks' exposure upon
the bank of the ditch, directly upon mowing
land, and seen nearly as good results from it as

from a similar quantity of stable manure.

The price of stable manure in cities and vil-

lages varies from nothing to $12 a cord, accord-

ing to location. It is highest, generally, where

there is the most demand for it by gardeners

and truck farmers. It will not pay for the hay
crop at the highest price, perhaps not at $6 a

cord, unless the price of hay remains very high.

But in most places it can be had for less than

that. Night soil can often be had for the cart-

ing, and in manufacturing villages there are

factory wastes that make excellent fertilizers.

The farmer's market wagon or cart should

never come home empty. Hay may be sold

freely where manures obtained away from the

farm are applied still more freely. One advan-

tage of this crop is, that on most soils the land

need not be plowed to keep up its fertility. By
top dressing alone the grass may be maintained

for years in the greatest luxuriance. Some
farms are favorably situated for irrigation, and
by this means alone produce satisfactory grass

crops. As a rule, sell Jiay only when all the

money you getfor it maybe immediately re-invest-

ed in good manures.

Breeding Pure, Grade, and Cross-bred

Stock.

" Is a pure-bred female injured for the future

bearing of pure stook by having half-blood

young ?" It is certainly very undesirable, as a

general thing, to lose the service of a valuable

cow or other animal for one year—for by breed-

ing a pure-bred cow to a scrub or grade bull,

she is made for one year no better than any
other cow. Her value above common cows is,

in that she may bear full blooded calves, and as

she can not ordinarily be expected to bear more
than eight or ten in her life, the loss is consid-

erable. Aside from this, there is a wide-spread

opinion prevailing, strengthened by much that

has been written on this subject, that if a heifer

be covered by a bull of a different breed or by a

scrub (or " native ") bull, not only will her calf

be an inferior "grade," but she, liable to take an
impression,which will never leave her, or which
will last for many years, and will cause her sub-

sequent calves to bear some resemblance to the

first one, or to its sire. This is accepted by
many people as true, and though it is very hard
to prove a negative, we must say we have no
evidence to convince us of its truth. We can,

moreover, cite numerous instances, one of which
occurred in one of the best Short-hom herds in

the country, in which no such effect was ob-

servable, though a well-bred Short-horn heifer

had a calf by a little, dark, scrub bull, and her

subsequent calves by superior sires were most
closely scrutinized ; and another, in one of the

best flocks of Merino sheep,—many pure ewes,

young and old, being accidentally crossed with

a South-down buck—equally without effect. If

a single case can be named, which will bear

investigation, in which it is shown that such

an impression has probably been made on any

cow or ewe, we would be glad to know it.

There is another influence, which in the

opinion of many breeders, effects the young

—

though very seldom operating disadvantageous-

ly—or observably in any way. We refer to the

effects of association, or those circumstances

which act upon the mind of the dam, during

pregnancy. Careful breeders are so suspicious

of these effects that they advise keeping female

animals of different breeds separate, allowing

choice animals to associate only with fine speci-

mens of their own kind, and especially advis-

ing to keep breeding females from associating

with deformed or crippled beasts of any kind.

When a "grade" animal is spoken of, it is

always inferred that pure males have been used

upon females of mixed or uncertain or grade

blood. Thus, the first progeny of such breed-

ing is a half-blood ; the progeny of this half-

blood with a male of the same breed as its sire,

is a quarter-blood ; and so we may go on in a

gradation, always approaching the pure-blooded,

so that we often speak of grade animals of seven

eighths, or fifteen sixteenths pure blood. By
" crosses " or "cross-bred " stock, is meant such

as result from breeding one full-blood upon

another—thus inferior cows of one breed are

frequently bred to bulls of another breed in the

hope of uniting the good qualities of the two

breeds. Thus, among the Short-horns, are often

found deep milkers, and the Jerseys almost uni-

formly give very rich milk, thus crossing the

two breeds either by using the little Jersey bull

with the big Short-horn cow (which would be

most sensible, usually,) or the reverse, we might

expect to raise a deep milker, giving rich milk.

Such cross-bred animals, if males, are worthless

for breeding purposes ; if females, should be

bred to one or the other of the original breeds.

There are many cows of pure blood and unex-

ceptionable pedigree among even the best herds,

which are not up to the standard of excellence

which every good breeder adopts. Such are low

in value, and very property subjects for experi-

ments in cross-breeding. This explanation will

satisfy those inquiries prompted in a recent arti-

cle on crossing Jerseys and Ayrshires for milch

cows. The breeder who experimented thus

probably had cows of imperfect record or of in-

ferior points which he chose to use in this way.

-«— * fr^- »-•

The Influence of Tobacco Upon Other

Farm Crops.

Many a farmer's golden visions from the to-

bacco crop are growing dim. The crops of 1865

and I860, in the Connecticut River Valley and,

to a large extent, elsewhere, are mainly now on

hand, and a proposition is made to the cultiva-

tors to grow no tobacco this year, in order to

sell the old crop at high figures. There has

manifestly been an overproduction, induced by

the high prices during the war. It is a good

time for the growers to pause and consider both

the moral bearings of the crop, and its influence

upon other products of the farm. The current

of opinion as elicited at the last meeting of the

Connecticut State Board of Agriculture, at New
Haven, was decidedly against the crop, on eco-

nomical grounds. It is not denied that a large

sum of money may be realized by it, from a

small plot of ground. But the general confes-
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sion is that it ruins all the rest of the farm, by
leading the cultivator to neglect it. It demands
large quantities of manure, and all he can make
goes to the tobacco patch, and he buys a good
deal besides. The meadows run out, the pastures

become barren, the orchard fruitless, and if the

cultivator accumulates funds in the bank, as he
may, it is by the ruin of his farm. Ten acres

may be splendid, but the other hundred have
gone to mulleins and hardback. The influence

of this crop upon the community is quite as

disastrous as it is upon the farm. The tobacco

growing district grows poorer. Other farm

crops decrease in quality and quantity. Less

stock is raised, less beef, pork, butter and other

necessaries of life. The lands are all the while

decreasing iu agricultural value, and less capa-

ble of sustaining a thrifty population. If a man
makes money by the crop, sells out, and goes

to the city, the community loses by the depreci-

ation the farm has undergone. The value of its

taxable property is all the while diminishing,

we apprehend, under the influence of this crop.

Other crops, as a rule, bless the farm, and tend

to make it more productive. They help to sus-

tain animal life, and if consumed upon the soil,

return more to it than was taken from it But
tobacco is a blight upon the land that raises it

Comparative Production, in Good and Bad
Farming'.

J. Stanton. Gould, in his address before the N.

T. State Agricultural Society, stated that the

average production of winter wheat in this

State in I860 was 13.36 bushels to the acre

;

oats, 17.16 bushels; barley, 16.27. corn, 28.44;

potatoes, 98.86 ; hay, 0.91 tons. The production

upon the farm of James Geddes, and sis of his

nearest neighbors, was: of winter wheat, 26

bushels to the acre; oats, 50 bushels; barley,

38.12 ; corn, 45 ; hay, 2 tons to the acre.

This shows a difference of nearly one half in

favor of good farming, which consists mainly in

drainage, deeper plowing, more manure, and

more thorough cultivation. The largest item is

manure, and this pays the farmer better for his

labor, and increases the value of his farm. Statis-

tics show, that the average production of farm

crops decreased from 1S55 to I860, with the ex-

ception of wheat, corn, and potatoes. The crops

on the farms of Mr. Geddes and his neighbors,

show an increasing average. If the farm crops

of the State should be brought up to Mr. Ged-

des' standard, the yearly increased product

would be worth 75 millions of dollars. Good
farming would soon pay our national debt.

Firewood on tke Prairies.—The impres-

sion, once entertained, that trees would not flour-

ish on the prairies, is found to be erroneous.

Wherever young trees have been planted and

cultivated, and protected from the ravages of

vermin and cattle, they grow with astonishing

rapidity. It is now calculated that a prairie

farmer need wait only five years to grow wood

enough from the seed and from transplanted

seedlings to supply his own fire perpetually, and

to keep up his fences. In a few years longer,

the trees will give him abundance of timber for

his own use, and to sell. A few trees recently

measured in Iowa gave the following results:

2To. 1, "planted 20 years, measured 16 inches

above the ground, 91 inches in circumference,

and is estimated to contain li cords of wood.

No. 2, planted 16 years, measured 76 inches,

and will make a cord of wood. No. 3 measured

864 inches at 21 years of age. No. 4, 75 inches,

and No. 5, 80 inches. It is estimated that some
single acres of prairie-planted forest, 20 years
out, will now cut 300 cords of wood to the acre.

Facts like these account for the change that is

taking place in public opinion in regard to the

value of these lands. It is found in practice to

be much easier to get wood upon the prairies

than to get cleared fields in the timbered dis-

tricts. The labor of clearing a farm upon heavy
timbered land is immense, and many of the
stumps linger through the first generation.

*———=;o=— . «.

Labor Essential in Agricultural Colleges.

Messrs. Editors : —In the article on Agricul-
tural Schools in your January number, objec-

tion is made to making such institutions " man-
ual labor schools," and to requiring of the stu-

dents more labor than " enough to learn how
to perform all kinds of farm labor." The italics

are mine. If the writer means that the work
on the farm should be for the student's instruc-

tion and not for his own profit (money) or the
school's, I agree with him ; I only urge that for
this purpose, much labor is essential. I remem-
ber when a boy, to have seen a shoemaker bris-

tle a thread hundreds of times, and I thought
I knew how to doit, but when I tried, IcouldiCt.

Are there not enough schools now that send out
young men and women who know how to do
almost everything, but who, when put to the

test, can do nothing? The commercial colleges

advertise their actual business departments as

their chief attraction, medical student's dissect,

law students plead, midshipmen do the work
of sailors as well as officers, young chemists

work many hours in the laboratory for practice,

and with all these the longer and harder the

drill, the better. 'Tis a pretty race of farmers we
educated), who walk out with kid gloves, cane,

and sun umbrella, to witness the operations of

farming, and learn how. In sober earnest, is it

safe to let our }-oung farmers taste the sweets of

idleness, to let their muscles grow soft and their

bones weak through inaction ? Farmers must
work with their own hands. Where is the college

graduate who has any pursuit requiring manual
labor? In their long course of study they have
lost both taste for it, and strength. Is it worth
nothing to retain habits of industry and strength ?

Is three hours too much time for healthy exer-

cise, too much for learning how to do all the

operations of the farm, and practising upon
them until all be both well understood and easily

done in the best manner? I have it from the

best authority that many of the graduates of

the Michigan Agricultural College are proving

themselves to be good practical farmers. They
labor there three hours per day. G. W. J.

• mm 9 > m

Encourage the Boys.
o

A lad from Iowa writes us, that he thinks

farmers' sons ought to have a chance to earn

something for themselves, to be allowed to make
little ventures in stock-raising for pocket money,

and to keep them contented at home. We think

so too. We suppose a great many farmers do

this, certainly the great majority of our readers

do. But many work their boys with as little

consideration as they work hired men. They
take no pains to make farm life attractive, and

the boys arc oil at the earliest opportunity.

They have no joyous memories lo bind them to

the spot that ought to be the dearest on earth.

To learn the worth of money they must have

money ns the result of their labors. To form

habits of faithfulness, carefulness and economy,

these and other virtues must be rewarded.
They should have responsibilities put upon
them while they are very young, and be encour-
aged to make money and to save it. Give them
a hen, a goose, or turkey, a lamb, or pig, and
let them have all they can make by good care
and feeding. A boy of ten or twelve years of
age, with a little instruction, can manage the

poultry. Let him take it on shares and see

what he can make out of it. Give him a patch
for a garden, and, if near a market, let him sell

what he can raise. Give him a half dozen ap-
ple trees or pear trees, teach him to graft them,
if they need it, and let the fruit be his. Give
the boys an interest in your business, and make
them intelligent in it, and they will not be in

haste to leave the homestead. Encourage them
to read agricultural papers and books, and the

appetite will grow by what it feeds upon.

The farm will be the scene of cheerful, well

rewarded labor, and will always be loved.

To Prevent Puts in Roads.

The art of road-making is yet in its infancy

in this country. The roads are not laid out,

made, or repaired with reference to economy of

draft iu using them. Deep ruts are soon worn
in them by the common vehicles that pass over

them; and these grow worse and worse, until

they are almost impassable in spring. Broad
cart tires are a partial remedy for these. Long-

er yokes, both for oxen, and for double horse

wagons and carts, compelling the teams to walk

in the same line with the wheels that come af-

ter them, would be a still better remedy. On
most country roads there are two toe-paths and
two ruts, and it is noticeable that the toe-paths

are always in much the better order. Longer
yokes would bring the paths and ruts together.

The feet of the teams would break down the

sides of the ruts, and fill them as fast as they

were formed. This would improve the road

bed, and make the draft of loads easier. We
cannot shorten the axle trees without increasing

the danger of upsetting, but we can lengthen

the 3'okes with safety. Legislation is needed.

—

*
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Decrease op Population in Agricultur-

al Districts.—The census of 1865, iu Rhode

Island, shows a decrease of population in five

years, in the four farming counties, of 3,878, and

an increase in Providence Co., made up of the

city of Providence and suburbs, of 14,223. To be

sure, these were years of war, but the draft upon

the country for soldiers was no greater than

upon the city, and the decrease can not be fairly

attributed to this cause. It is another indica-

tion of that unhealthy public sentiment, which

prompts men to abandon the slow gains and

the substantial comforts of rural life for the rash

speculations and unwholesome excitements of

the city. The same process is going on in all

the older States. The only increase of popula-

tion is in the cities and villages. If people

could better their condition by the change, noth-

ing could be said against it, but this is rarely

the case. Ninety-five in a hundred who under-

take business iu the city fail. On the farm, com-

paratively few fail, and the failures are usually

traceable to moral, rather than commercial or

natural causes. Societymust be in an unhealthy

condition where production does not ex-

consumption. Rhodelsland, with its unrivaled

facilities for sea manures, aside from the stable,

the best and cheapest in the world, ought to fei 4

its own population and show a substantial in-

crease in the farming districts for generations.
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MOUNTAIN SHEEP.
[COPYRIGHT SECUKED.]

(Ovis mowtana.)—From Studies by "Wji. H. Beakd.-

The Rocky Mountain Sheep or Big Horn.

{Ovis montana.)

This is a giant sheep, one of the Moufflons, and

closely allied to the Argali of Siberia, (Caprovis

Argali), but not so large, and to the Aoudad or

Bearded Argali of Northern Africa. It is found

in the Rocky Mountains, and is of a solitary

disposition, being not often found in larger

flocks than 12 or 15, although sometimes per-

haps as many as thirty may be found together.

The male is remarkable for its immense horns.

The writer of this has seen a pair measuring 3

feet 4 inches in length, and used as rockers for

a chair. They are of great strength, presenting

an appearance as if they were transversely

grooved. These animals jump from great

hights, and are said to land on their horns. Old

hunters affirm this to be true, and are ready to

swear that they have seen them do so. The
writer has seen them jump, and thinks it may be

so. At all events, the horns always present a

decidedly battered appearance, which, however,

may come from their conflicts with one another.

They are very difficult to approach, and upon
the first appearance of dauger, the one first per-

ceiving it utters a peculiar cry, sounding like a

whistle, when they all scamper off to their hid-

ing places in the rocks, from which they can

not be hunted out. They frequent the most in-

accessible places, and never come into the val-

leys to feed, preferring to crop the small tufts

of grass and herbage to be found upon the crags.

Their wool or hair is short and thick, and would
hardly be profitable for any manufacturing pur-

pose,even if it could be obtained in large quantity.

The flesh is excellent, being considered far su-

perior in flavor to the finest mountain venison.

Their color is variable, changing with the sea-

son, from nearly white to a yellowish brown.
The largest one ever seen by the writer, was
nearly 3 feet 6 inches in hight at the shoulders,

but this is an unusual size. They have been
known to weigh as much as 350 pounds, but
one of 225 to 250 pounds is about the average.

The female differs from the male in size, and in

the shape of the horns, which are small, and re-

semble a goat's horns going straight back in-

-Drawn and Engraved for the American Agriculturist.

stead of curling, like those of the male. Our
engraving is composed, by permission, from

sketches recently made by one of our first artists.

Fremontia Californica.

The English and other European horticultur-

ists were last year much pleased with the flower-

ing of one of our California shrubs, the Fre-

montia, and—as we wish to keep our readers

advised of whatever is receiving attention at

home or abroad—we arranged to have it en-

graved. A Boston Horticultural journal has

recently brought out a figure, purporting to be

the Fremontia,accompanied by an article "adapt-

ed " from a French periodical, which gives so

incorrect a representation of the flower that we
are induced to publish our engraving, which we
intended to reserve until some of our nursery-

men should announce that plants could be had.

"Why a journal styling itself 'Ameriean,".should

go abroad for an account of an American plant,

discovered hy an American explorer, first de-

scribed by one of our own botanists, in one of
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FREMONTIA CALIFORNICA.

our own publications, we are at a loss to under-

stand. Boston people stand preeminent in hor-

ticulture, but they have hard work with their

botany. Hovey's Magazine will persist in call-

ing things by wrong names, and gets properly

called to account by the Gardener's Monthly,

and now this "American" journal gives

us an engraving which must be a puzzler to

any one who wished to make out the struc-

ture of the flowers. We will not assert that

nature could not produce such a flower as they

figure, but we can safely say that she never did.

The engraving we present is from the original

specimen, brought home by Gen. (then Col.)

Fremont, and was not discovered in his expe-

dition to the " Rocky Mountains," but in that

made some years later lo California. It grows
along the sides of the Sierra Nevada, and upon
the Coast Range, being rather unequally distrib-

uted. It may be properly claimed as a shrub,

but it sometimes forms a small tree from 20 to 30

feet high. Wc have a section of a trunk of Fre-

monlia, 5'| 3 inches in diameter, with very hard

and close grained wood. The form of the leaves

is shown in the engraving; the older ones are

often 3 inches in diameter, green above, and of a

rusty color on the under side. The flowers, which

are of a bright golden yellow, are succeeded by

a downy capsule, that much resembles that

borne by the common Rose of Sharon (Hibiscus

Si/)~i(ic.iis). The shrub was first described by

Doct. Torrey, in the Smithsonian Contributions

in 1850—and properly bears the name of one

to whom we are so much indebted for a knowl-

edge of the vegetation of the far West. Al-

though this shrub has been so long known to

botanists, as is usually the case with American
plants, it first appears in cultivation in the gar-

dens of Europe. We hope it may soon be

found in those of this country, and prove hardy.

» i ""- '

A Variegated Astilbe,

In a notice of Astilbe Japonica, (Spiraa

Japonica of some catalogues,) given in January

last, (page 22,) allusion was made to a variegated

leaved form. Mr. Peter Hendersonhas recently

afforded us an opportunity to see this variety

in great perfection. We were so pleased witli

the plant that, notwithstanding the difficulty of

adequately representing its beauty in black and
white, we give an engraving of a single leaf.

Imagine golden lines in place of the white, and
a dark green instead of the black, and a tuft of

such leaves a foot across, and some idea may
be had of this most beautiful production. The
plant will doubtless be hardy, and wc hope that

it will soon be abundant enough to become ac-

cessible to all, as it is one of the most beautiful

of what the gardeners will persist in calling

by the absurd name of " foliaged plants."

The Horticultural Value of Cats.

Puss has a bad nameamoug our fruit-growing

friends, and a still worse name among the little

birds that seek shelter in our gardens and or-

chards, if they had a chance lo speak their sen-

timents. If thej' could hold a convention and

assert "bird's rights," puss would cither be

banished, kept iu close quarters, or furnished

VARIEGATED ASTILBE.

with a bell necklace to warn all useful birds of

her stealthj' approach. The ostensible use of

cats is to keep rats, jand mice in check. When
well trained, they do this. But a great many
cats of low breeding, or spoiled in education,

fail in this essential point. They will not attack

even when the rat squeals, as Mr. Deanagon
would say. They are dainty, aristocratic ani-

mals, that have forgotten what they were made
for, like certain bipeds of a higher order. They
eschew rat sirloin and affect chicken, and

feathered game in general. The sparrows,

thrushes, wrens and martins that make constant

warfare upon insects, arc kept in mortal fear

by puss. She runs her long claws into the box-

es where they build their nests, climbs into the

trees and gobbles whole broods of young robins.

Cats with kittens arc especially ravenous and

destructive among the birds. They depopulate

the garden, and wander off to distant meadows
and woods after the tender, half grown game.

One cat will readily destroy two hundred birds

in a single season. It is easy to sec how much
cats may do to destroy the balance of nature,

aud leave insects to multiply without let or

hindrance from our useful feathered friends.

Wc cannot in all cases get along without cats,

but wc may do much to keep their increase

within proper limits, and much to protect the

birds against their attacks. The birds that

breed iu boxes, like the martins, wrens, English

sparrows and blue-birds, may have their homes

isolated on poles, or in other ways, so that eats

can not get at them. A piece of sheet iron or

old tin, a foot wide or more, around the body

of a tree a few feet from the ground, will be
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proof against pussy's claws, and make the bird-

Hugs in the branches above secure. The robins

sometimes build in the wall, or on fences very

near the ground, but will build in trees if they

have them. Evergreen trees are favorite breed-

ing places for several kinds of birds. If the

old tin is not convenient, pare pussy's nails occa-

sionally. The tin is the least trouble, and if

you put it up to shield the nests, you will have

your reward in abundant bird songs all through

the summer, in fewer insects, and more fruit.

Connecticut.

Grape Trellises.

Many persons who have planted vines, will

this season, for the first time, put up trellises,

and we have man}' letters asking what kind

shall be made. "We have published so much
upon this subject that it seems like repetition

to introduce it again. Mr. Knox's trellis, of

wooden slats, was figured in April, 1863, p. 116.

Mr. Fuller's trellis, of horizontal wooden strips

at top and bottom, and vertical wires, was
figured and described in August, 1863, page 244.

In April last, we gave Dr. May's illustrations

of the trellis of horizontal wires, most in use in

the "West. Of course the form of trellis will

depend much upon the system of training.

Where the double arm and spur system is fol-

lowed, Mr. Fuller thinks that he demonstrates

the superiority and cheapness of vertical wires.

But this is not the system adopted in the large

vineyards of the West, and there they use hori-

zontal wires, and the hints of Doct. May will be

found useful. In small vineyards, w:bere hori-

zontal wires are used, it will be found conve-

nient to have a contrivance for tightening them.

A screw swivel, such as is often used for

tightening the frames of wood saws, can be

-easily adapted to this purpose, aud a person, with

a little ingenuity, can be relieved from all trouble

from the sagging of the wires. There is one

advantage in the vertical supports of Messrs.

Knox and Fuller,—the one using wooden slats,

and the other upright wires. There is not that

constant strain upon the posts at the ends of

the rows that there is when horizontal wires are

employed. The}' also admit of a saving of tim-

ber, as short locust posts can be put in the

ground, to which uprights of less durable wood
can be spiked. An inspection of the trellises of

both these vine-growers, shows that the plan of

either is perfectly practical, according to their

modes of training, though in the method of

training followed at Hammondsport, and other

large grape-growing regions, where the long-

arm system is not followed, they consider it

better and cheaper to use horizontal wires.

Wanted—A Horticultural Society.

For once, we write a local article. We need

a Horticultural Society, just here in New York,

the commercial emporium, the center to which

everything that is transportable and worth sell-

ing, tends. We would not ignore the valuable

services of horticultural associations elsewhere,

but one is needed here. We have only that

anomalous association, theFarmers' Club, which

will give a remedy for itch, with the same facil-

ity that it discusses the latest pear. It will

have a Strawberry Show this month, to which

we hope all our readers within reach will con-

tribute and make a visit. All these things are

well, and it is well to offer liberal premiums for

the best quart of this and that variety of fruit.

The prizes will be very welcome to those who

get them, and the public will be gratified by the

sight of a fine display. We ask for more than

this—a society whose mature judgment on a

new fruit or flower, shall outweigh all dollars

—

whose simple certificate shall be more valuable

than green-backs. Who cares to kuow who can

raise the largest quart of Triomphe de Gand?

—

any one can do great things if he coaxes prop-

erly. What we do want to know is this ; is this

new fruit or flower, so praised, worth buying; is

this a new thing or some old one with a new
name. Then again, as many meritorious things

have died for want of proper notice as there have

been miserable ones puffed into undue notoriety.

Let us have a society to settle things. It needs

some money, but more brains. It needs a class

of men with knowledge, and without any in-

terest in the mercantile aspects of the matter.

Have we these ?—New York can not be so

badly off as to say no ! Good Mr. Greeley tried

to do something when he offered premiums that

must have dissatisfied as many as they pleased,

no matter how they were decided. Under prop-

er advice, such liberality might have produced

some good result. Now, it is interminable

bickering. Are there not enough pomologists

and florists in and around New York to give us

such a society? We don't mean those who al-

ways want to say "I," and make their own
little patch the criterion for the rest of the world,

and talk the thing to death, as other societies

have been killed—but good, zealous horticul-

turists, who believe that horticulture is some-

thing beyond dollars—that it is an important

element in our National prosperity, that it is a

great humanizing influence, now often pervert-

ed, and that it belongs to the great city of the

Uniorr, which has liberally provided for other

elevating arts, to do something for horticulture.

This is a subject that we have long had under

consideration, and are induced to speak now by
looking over Fuller's Small Fruit Culturist, and

seeing—to use a vulgarism—the "perfect slather-

ing" the author, with the aid of Mr. Downing,

gives the nursery names of currants. We can

not expect that such work will be done by pri-

vate individuals at their own expense, nor that

the decision of individuals, however eminent

they may be, will carry the weight of the dic-

tum of a society—such a society as we hope to

see sooner or later established.

Picking Berries for Market.

The success of small fruit culture depends

upon several other things than the choice of

suitable soil and productive varieties. There

must be ready access to market, and abundant

labor to gather the crops, just at the right time.

So perishable are most of the small fruits, that

a day's delay in either picking, or in transporta-

tion, may seriously reduce the returns. Both

forethought and capital must have been em-

ployed in providing an abundant stock of bas-

kets, crates and other packages—enough to al-

low the grower to go on with gathering in spite

of any delay in returning packages. As many
hands are needed to gather the berries, the cul-

tivation of small fruits must of necessity be car-

ried on in thickly settled communities. In the

great berry regions, picking time levels social

distinctions, and the poor and well to do, young
and old, black and white, find plenty of work, at

paying prices. The season begins with strawber-

ries, then come raspberries, which, followed by
blackberries, prolong the season through several

weeks. A shed or shanty is erected in the

field for "headquarters," where empty baskets

are to be had, and to which the fruit is brought.

Each picker has a basket stand or tray, which is

a shallow box with a handle, and large enough
to hold from 6 to 12 baskets, according to the

size. A row or bed is assigned to each picker,

who is expected to gather all the fruit, good or

bad, that is ripe at the time. Assorting is done

by the picker, who reserves one or two baskets

for the inferior berries, and puts only good ones

in the others. This is found to be much better

than assorting the berries after they are brought

in, as it saves one handling. The baskets are

rounded up, in order that they may be at least

level full when they reach the consumer. When
a picker has filled all the baskets, she (or he)

brings them to headquarters and receives as

many tickets as there are full baskets, fills up the

stand with empty baskets, and starts anew. The
basket are put at once into the crates, (the in-

ferior berries beingkept separate,) which, as soon

as full, are fastened up, and are ready to go off.

When the picker accumulates tickets, (represent-

ing each a basket,) enough to amount to a half

dollar or a dollar, they are exchanged for one of

these denominations. These larger tickets are re-

deemed by the proprietor. In some places they

pass as currenc}r at the stores. The price paid

varies from two to five cents a quart, and the

pickers earn from $1.50 to $3 a day. Those

who live within an easy distance of market, find

it much better to send fruit by their own convey-

ances than to forward it by rail.

Picking commences as soon as the dew is off,

and the fruit is started for market in time to

reach its destination early the following morning.

Garden Irrigation.—2d Article.

BY " TESUQITE," NEW MEXICO.

Those who have their gardens laid out for

irrigation, as described in the March number,
will soon begin to use the water; and in the

month of May, in climates such as New Mexico,

will use it pretty freely.

Parsnips, carrots, beets, radishes, and all root

crops should have water, and have the beds well

filled with it, at most, five or six days after be-

ing sown. By watering them at this time, the

ground is well soaked, and, besides giving the

seed an early start, it obviates the necessity of

watering the plants when just appearing, and
when, very likely, there are frosty nights; and at

such limes very young plants are more or less

injured, or at least put back.

Early peas sliould get water often, and always

be watered two or three days before picking for

market, if you wish them to fill well.

Turnips will speak as plainly as any vegetable
need, when they require water, aud in dry cli-

mates do not leave them any longer without it,

after the leaves begin to call for it, than you
would your best cow ; don't put it off for a day

or two, or you may insure a crop of pithy,

strong flavored roots, entirely unfit for the table.

Cabbages, cauliflowers, broccoli, and the rest

of the cabbage tribe, should be transplanted into

beds well watered overnight; and the day after

transplanting, another slight watering is neces-

sary; after the plants are well established they

are not apt, in an ordinary season, to need irriga-

ting oftener than every two weeks, until they

commence heading, and then, every ten days. If

lice are found on any of the plants in a bed,

pull the plants up previous to irrigating, as the

lice are liable to wash from one to the other.

When the lice have commenced on plants

that are not higher than the borders, by filling

the bed so that the plants are immersed for a
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few minutes, and then letting the water off rap-

idly at the opposite side, into the ditch that is

not being used, one can often thoroughly cleanse

the bed of these pests. Onions need water about

as often as cabbage, but not so much at once.

Spinach should be watered over night, when
picking for market, and immediately after, in

hot weather. Lettuce, we transplant in wet

beds, and irrigate in all respects as directed for

cabbage. Cucumbers need water in this climate,

at least once a week, but not heavy waterings.

Celery, in trenches, must have a sink at the

end of each trench to serve as explained in the

March number, and when hilling up the plants,

leave each side of the trench lower than the

center, until you are on a level with the surface
;

by this means you cau run the water on without

covering the hills, for if you allow water to go

down into the heart of the plant, for a few

times, it will cause your celery to rot ; through-

out the growing season celery will require

water nearly as often as cabbage.

Pepper: water often until it has attained the

growth at which you expect it to mature, then

give it but very little, as it retards the ripening.

Tomatoes need more care in the watering

than any other vegetable ; when the plants are

first put out, they should be transplanted into

wet beds, as for cabbage; then see that they arc

erect before irrigating, and let on the water

slowly, taking care not to cover the crowns of tlie

plants; and at no time let over two inches

of water on your plants, or they will either

wither, or stop growing entirely ; tomatoes need

water often to get an early crop, but in very

limited quantities.

And now, supposing that your garden is able

to wait a day or so, and that there is nothing

that can be hurt by so waiting, then, the best

times for irrigating are : cloudy clays, and moon-

light nights ; but if the plants really need water,

irrigate them at any time.

It is well, with your crops that have to be

thinned, to take them in rotation; and the beds of

carrots, beefs, etc., which you intend to thin

next day should be watered the night before

;

or even better, early the same morning; by this

method you can work among them much easier,

as you can pull out those which need remov-

ing without injuring the rest.

Hot-beds can be irrigated as soon as the plants

are up, by cutting a hole in the back board of

the frame, the bottom of which should be on a

level with the soil ; by spouts from the ascequia

you can water many hot-beds while you would

be sprinkling one. The above remarks as re-

gards time between waterings, etc., must not,

in all cases, be closely followed, as difference in

climate, soil, situation, etc., will cause a differ-

ence in the need of water; I have shown here

as nearly as possible what is required in this

section of country, but it is a thing in which

every man must rely on his own judgment, tak-

ing care, in a dry climate, never to miss seeing

his whole crop, at least every two days, as

plants that to-day look fresh and appear to be

doing well, may to-morrow show signs of dis-

tress. It is well for beginners to rather overdo

their irrigating than to err on the other side,

and to bear in mind that the great cause of cab-

bage lice, and many other troubles to the gar-

dener in all climates, is—drouth.

Flower Garden Experience.

If persons, instead of writing us essays on the

beauty of flowers and the pleasures of garden-

ing, would tell us their experience and the cir-

cumstances that led to their success or failure,

we should print more of their letters than we
do. Miss 0. M. Luke, Trumbull Co., Ohio,

gives us a clever bit of flower garden ex-

perience, from which we extract the following,

with the remark that her plan of protecting

seedlings with leaf mold is an excellent one,

and followed by some of our best growers.

" I have always been a great lover of flowers,

and have tried various experiments on some of

them, marking, with the greatest pleasure,each

new feature, which my experiments produce.

" Sweet Williams and Pinks are my hobbies

now. Some seeds of these were sent to me by

a friend, two years ago last August. Two weeks

after I received them, I had a bed made about

8 feet long, and 1 foot wide, upon which I spread

one peck of leached ashes, one of stone-coal

cinders, and about the same of well rotted chip

manure, being careful to have them all raked

through the soil. Then, after sowing my seeds,

I covered them very slightly by raking the

compost over them. The plants came up very

thick, and grew about two inches before winter.

I thought best to protect them during the

winter by a covering of leaf muck from the

woods. In the spring, after removing the muck
from their tops, they looked very green. I wa-

tered them during the summer season about

once a week with soapsuds.

" They grew thriftily and needed very little

weeding. The second winter, I protected them

by a covering of brush and straw, removing it

in the spring, and last June they blossomed. I

wish every reader of the American Agriculturist

could have seen them. The Sweet William

stalks were all about two-and-a-half feet high,

and measured about two-and-a-half inches

around. Such a variety of colors I had never be-

fore seen. They were ringed, streaked, speckled

and plain, of almost every shade; some were

double, others measured an inch-and-a-half

across each flower, with a fine deep fringe

around their edges. There was one stalk with

three different varieties of colors growing on the

same stem; but on different little branches.

Every one who saw them said they never had

seen any thing like them before."

Transplanting Seedlings.

Bedding Plants, such as Verbenas, Lanta-

nas, Gazanias, etc., make a much better show

if pegged down. Hair-pins, hooked sticks, etc.,

are used, as well as a strip of bass matting put

over them, with both ends thrust into the ground.

There will be much trausplanting done this

mouth, in both the kitchen and flower garden,

and with varying success. There are some

who seem to do the work very roughly and al-

ways succeed, while others appear to be very

painstaking and have bad luck. A plant, in its

removal from the seed-bed, will lose more or

less of its root fibres, and as all the leaves

usually remain, the present surface of the

haves is all out of proportion to that of the

roots, and unless in a very damp time, the plant

will wilt from the loss of moisture by evapora-

tion. It is always preferable to do the work on a

damp day, not SO much on account of the moist-

ure in the ground as of that in the air. The few

last hours of day-light are to be preferred, as

plants set attliat time have a chance to recover,

in a measure, during the cool night. The soil in

which the plants are to be placed should have

been recently worked, so that, only fresh and

mellow earth can conic in contact with the

roots. Water the seed-bed thoroughly, and

take up the plants with care, and set them out

as soon as possible. Much of the success de-

pends on bringing the soil in close contact with

the roots. Where a dibber is used for making

the holes, an unskillful workman is very apt not

to properly fill the hole made by the dibber, and

as a consequence, a portion of the roots are

surrounded by air instead of earth. For this

reason, those who have but little transplanting

to do, and are not practised in the use of the

dibber, had better make broader holes with the

point of a garden trowel, and when the plant

is set, fill the earth in carefully, and crowd it

down firmly. Always have the ground marked

off beforehand, so that no time need be lost in

looking out for the proper distances; besides

the work will be more regular.

In larger operations, there is a division of la-

bor; one carries a basket containing the plants,

which are kept thoroughly wetted, and drops

them at the proper places, and another sets them.

When plants are brought fiom a distance,

and must be put out without waiting for favor-

able weather, it is best to make rather large

holes with a trowel, fill each with water, and

set the plants. By a division of labor it may be

clone much more rapidly than one would sup-

pose. In a very light soil, in a hot, dry time, we
have practised this without the loss of a plant.

Seedlings that are to be kept out of the ground

for any great length of time should have their

roots puddled, by mixing up a^JJun mucl of

loam, and enveloping the rov
x
*,.a it.

A Fruit Critic Criticised.

The farmer of Edgewood, in a recent number

of the American Journal of Horticulture, ad-

vauces some very sceptical and heterodox no-

tions in pomology, calculated to discourage im-

provement in this fine art. He says :
" I doubt

very much if the finest flavored fruits can be

grown as easily as the grosser tasting ones."

And again, " in the pear line, it is quite possible

that, with great nicety of treatment, both in

garden culture and in the ripening process,

(which last counts for a great deal,) a higher and

finer flavor may be given to the Beurre Diel, or

the Flemish Beauty, or the Beurre d'Anjou, el-

even the Duchess, than belongs ordinarily to the

BarlleU. But put the Bartlett in comparison

with either, under fair average treatment, and

upon ordinary garden lauds, and I think two

luscious Bartletls will present themselves, to one

of either the other names." The idea here ad-

vanced, that the finer kinds of pears require,

specially nice treatment in order to succeed, is

mischievous, and is certainly not sustained by

facts. The Seckel, the highest flavored of all

pears, is even more hardy than the Bartlett, and

will bear good fruit in almost any soil that is

adapted to the pear. It is improved in size by

high cultivation, but that is true of all pears

—

and of the Bartlett as well. We do not think

the flavor of the Seckel is improved by its size.

The Flemish Beauty and the Beurre Diel, upon

ordinary garden lands, and with the fair aver-

age treatment, have always borne as well as the

Bartlett, in our experience. The Beurre d'An-

jou is a newer pear, but it is notoriously a good

-rower and bearer, and may prove itself adapt-

ed to as wide a range of soil and climate as the

Bartlett The Duchess is more fasti. lions about

its soil, but where it finds congenial aliment, it

is as easily raised, ripens as wall, and keeps bet-

ter than the Bartlett We found four large,

well grown trees, upon pear stock standing iu a
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common meadow, three years ago, in West-

chester Count}'. They have never had any

special care, apparently ; they stand in sward

land, and yet for three years

in succession, they have

borne abundant crops. A
cow-pasture seedling could

not be more hardy, or bear

with more uniformity. This

variety, we are told, does

very well at New Haven,

and is comparatively worth-

less at Hartford. This de-

pends, we suppose, not at

all upon treatment or cul-

ture, but upon the original

character of the soil. The
Paradise d'Automne, the

Muskingum, the St. Ghis-

lain, pears of exquisite

flavor, are quite as success-

ful with ns as the Bartlett.

In soil that suits them, with-

out any special manipula-

tion or culture, we think

they can be grown with as

much uniformity and in as

large quantity. This, we
think, is true of many other

pears of the first quality.

Farmers, and beginners ia

fruit culture, should not be

discouraged from trying to

grow the besUlb <"jieties, by
the idea that thfcy1 require

specially nice treatment.

They will do better with

this than without it, as the

Bartlett will, but they are

quite as likely to succeed

with ordinary care. The
best are quite as likely to

succeed in your soil and

climate as inferior varieties.

Therefore, plant them. A great deal of horti-

cultural writing is an account of local experience,

valuable as far as it goes, but it should be dis-

tinctly stated that they are only individual opin-

ions. No one man is able to lay down rules

for the whole extent of this vast country.

ago, from our contemporary of the Gardeners'

Monthly, and have practiced it so successfully,

that we wonder we did not think of it ourselves.

Propagation by Layers.

Many plants are multiplied in this way more
readily than in any other. Indeed, there are

some plants that will make natural layers with-

out any help, as they put out roots whenever

the joints of the prostrate branches come in

contact with the soil. Among our herbaceous

plants, the Verbena and squash are familiar

illustrations. Most of our climbing plants are

readily multiplied in this way, and one can in-

crease his stock of Wistarias, Honeysuckles,

etc., very rapidly, to say nothing of the Grape,

a plant notoriously of easy propagation by
layers. With many of our shrubs, such as the

Wiegela, the present season's growth may be

layered as soon as it gets firm, as may that of

roses and many others. Give well prepared

soil, and if there is likely to be suffering from

drouth, put over a mulch. Moss is excellent

for this purpose, and a large flat stone is not bad.

The necessity for making a cut in the part

layered, will depend upon the facility with

which the plant forms roots. If a cut is to be

made, let it be on the upper side of the branch,

and not on the under side, as is recommended

in the older works. The hint we got, long

THE DUTCHMAN'S PIPE (Aristolochia SijJho.)

The Dutchman's Pipe.

—

(Aristolochia Sipho.)

This is a climber that we very much admire,

for a fine specimen of it is among the earliest

plants we remember. Though a native of our

Northern States, and one that is very valuable

for covering a moderate space with copious fo-

liage, it is very little in use in this country. The
vigorous growth of its twining branches, and
the luxuriance of its foliage—the heart-shaped

leaves being often a foot across—make it a val-

uable plant. Its remarkable flowers, though

not showy, will attract the attention of the cu-

rious. They have a brownish-purple color, and

a shape so singularly like that of a pipe, as to

suggest its common name. The readers of last

3'ear's Agriculturist will recollect that the flow-

er of this plant was cited by Professor Gray

among those in which the fertilization must,

of necessity, be effected by the agency of insects.

The engraving gives a very good representa-

tion of the flower of the natural size, and of the

young leaves. This species is found from Penn-

S3'lvania, southward and westward, but is hardy

in most parts of New England and Northern

New York. Though it is readily multiplied

from cuttings of. the partly ripened wood, our

nurserymen charge 75 cents a plant, which is

more than they do for many exotic things. A
low species, about a foot high, is Aristolochia

Serpentaria, the Virginia Snakeroot, which
formerly bad a reputation as a remedy for the

bite of poisonous snakes, and it is a little re-

markable that species of Aristolochia growing

in widely separated countries, have a reputation

as " Snakeroots." Some tropical species, with

I very large flowers, are grown as curious orna-

ments of the Green-house.

The writer discovered in

Napa Valley, California, a

new species, which is called

Aristolochia tomentosa, in the

report of the Mexican

Boundary Survey. It is a

very vigorous climber, with

downy leaves, and very large

flowers. Wo hope some of

our many subscribers in that

beautiful Valley, will be so

kind as to send us some
roots or seeds of this species.

Zinc Labels and the Ink.

Zinc labels, marked with

an ink containing a salt of

copper, have long been in

use, and have great durabil-

ity. The old ink consisted

of sulphate of copper, sal-

ammoniac and lampblack,

mixed with water. The on-

ly use of the lampblack is

to make the ink visible at

the instant of writing. Our
friend, Horticola, whose

hints we have before pre-

sented, sends us a specimen

of a zinc label written with

his ink, which seems to be

as legible and as indelible a

label, as one could wish. He
is very curious in the way
of inks, and has tried all

that have been proposed.

He has finally settled down
upon a formula, which, re-

duced to convenient quanti-

ties to order from an apothecary, is: Sul-

phate of copper, G grains ; water, 1 ounce ; dis-

solve, and add sal-ammoniac, 3 grains, and sul-

phuric acid, 20 drops. This may be used with

a quill or gold pen, or even with those steel

pens that have a coating of copper or similar

metal on them. Zinc, and all other labels, should

be tied in a manner that will not constrict the

growing limb. Lead wire answers very well.

Horticola is very much pleased with his expe-

rience with a peculiarly dressed leather for

tying, known among dealers as lace-leather.

Bed Paint in the Garden.—In looking

over the proofs of Mohr's work on the grape,

we notice many little practical hints. Among
others, he recommends that the handles of

pruning knives and all other implements liable

to be lost, be painted of a bright red. The han-

dles of knives and other small tools are usually

of a color so near that of the soil, or that of the

branches of trees and vines, that it is not easy

to find them, if carelessly misplaced. He also

recommends the same color for wires used

for low trellises for vines, etc., as wires of the

ordinary color are not readily seen by strangers,

—•— - c » -—-•»——

-

Seeds of Wild Plants.—Those who wish

to introduce the early flowering wild plants into

their grounds, should look out for seeds as soon

as they ripen, and if it is desirable to remove the

roots, put a mark of some kind near the plant,

so that it will be seen when the foliage is dead.
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Tig. 1.—0UB RUSTIC SEATS.

Stumps, Quilts, and Counterpanes.

riilZE ESSAT BY 21ISS EVA 51. COLLINS.

Jennie and I have spent the morning among the

hemlocks. We started out after breakfast "with

knives and baskets, for moss, with which to dec-

orate our stump. An old sugar maple, standing

by the south dining-room door, had been dying
by inches for years ;—with the exception of the
year it was struck by lightning, when it took a

long stride in its process of decay. Its size sensi-

bly diminished as its dead branches were one after

another cut away, while the size of the hollow in

its trunk was as visibly augmented, (Fig. 2,) until it

would admit almost any of us but father. Last fall

we discovered a number of new fissures through to

the outside, and that it had become so open that

Jennie could no longer hide there ; it was but a

shell, aud the first

frost proved a feather

Wj& too much in its cap,

and one morning we
found it scattered

about on the ground

iu particles,somewhat
larger than those of

the "Oue-hoss shay,"

of poetic fame. Father

spoke once of having

the roots dug out, but

the majority exclaim-

ed against the mea-

sure, and triumphed
as usual. It was such

a beautiful stump, of

historic fame ! All that

was left of the very tree into which our great, great

grandmother climbed, when she was a little girl at

home alone, to hide away from the unfriendly In-

dians, whom she heard coming, and who killed

her dog, that now lies buried under the tree,

aud stole all the hams ; and no one knows what
might have become of her had she made a lisp of a

sound. II, reminds us too of the wolves she was so

courageously chiving away with lire-brands, when
sho was boiling sugar, in the night, hut which
turned out to be our great, great grandfather,

from over the creek, who was merely 'testing the

bravery of the pretty maiden, and had come through
the woods—a meadow now—to sit up and watch the

syrup with her. Oh! the stump tells us many a

THE OLD STUMP.

Ralph filled the bottom of the stump with earth

and muck, and carefully transplanted a wild honey-

suckle there. The flowers are now filling the air

with the sweetest fragrance. This spring, he drove
iu a strong, branching stick for a support for the

Ivy, which used to run wild over the tree, and fast-

ened rude seats among the roots. Katie has plant-

ed a rose tree on the other side, and Jennie aud I

have added onr gift of moss. The stump is already

a pleasing rustic ornament, and has the present

appearance of Fig. 1, and promises to be a fa-

vorite family retreat in the warm summer days to

come, and an eloquent stump speaker of the past.

I had been saving paper rags all winter, having
iu view a white spread for my bed. The idea has

prevailed with us that patchwork quilts alone were
suitable in rooms that were commonly used. A
patchwork quilt is a perpetual annoyance to me.
The three that I pieced myself before I was five

years old, my only oues indeed, were stored away
on a shelf in the upper hall closet—carefully folded

wrong side out, because I could never bear to see a

feature of one of them—until the Sanitary Com-
mission absorbed them. I only hope their presence

afforded as signal relief to some poor soldiers, as

their absence to "a friend." However, I totally

relinquished my purpose of buying a spread, the

first time I had an opportunity to price them, aud
let the rags go for tin as usual, but did not renounce

my intention of having one nevertheless. We have
some coarse, heavy, double-width sheets, which
Charlie had at College, but which have been used
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Fig. 4.—THE QUILT COMPLETED.

very little 6ince, on account of being so heavy. I

thought the groundwork of the counterpane I was

examining, was not very unlike Charlie's sheets,

barring the price; so I told our storekeeper "I

would not take any to-day," and hastened home to

see what could be done with one of them. After

PATTEKN FOR QUILT.

tale of the past, and it seems almost liko sacrilege

not to cherish it still. Soon alter the tree fell

Fig. 5.—now it looks.

spreading it over the bed, aud looking at it from all

sides, I removed it to my large work table—the

floor—and, bearing iu mind the dimensions of the

bed, with a large bowl and small meat-plat Ut, drew

a design in dots, and worked iu double caudle wick-

ing with a darning needle over a smaller table, like

that shown in Fig. 8. The wicking is merely drawn

once through the cloth at each dot *, and the ends

are trimmed off about a third of an inch in length.

It was Mime trouble to make it, and when finished

it looked as in Fig. I. It took all my leisure

time for three or four flays; but it pays capitally,

because I am so well satisfied with it, and it looks

so nicely on my bed, (Fig. 5). Mary says she has

Fig. 6.

—

whipping it out.

seen wick spreads before, and that they will wash.

It is only necessary to fasten them strongly with

clothes' pins to a high line, Fig. 6, and frequently

whip them out while drying. Katie and Jennie are

thinking of making one for their room, but say

they shall improvise a prettier pattern than mine.

Leaves from the Diary of a Young House-

keeper.—No. IV.

PRIZE ESSAT ET MKS. LAURA E. LT3IAX, STA3IT0RD, CT.

June 10th.—Mother has been passing a week with

me. She seemed very much pleased with all my
household arrangements. I took a deal of pride in

showing her that the efforts she had made to teach

me the art of housekeeping, bad uot been fruitless,

and that the maxims she used to inculcate were

not forgotten in my economy. How many thous-

and times I have heard her repeat :
" A place for

everything, and everything iu its place ;
" "A time

for everything, and everything iu its time ;

"

"Once well done is twice done." I took her into

my linen closet and showed her my sheets, snowy

white and fok'sd nicely, with sprigs of lavender be-

tween. 1 gave her a peep into my cedar chest,

where my woolens, furs, and winter clothing were

stowed away, secure from the moths; aud showed

her my bags, hanging each upon its own proper

nail, with a label stitched upon it ; one with all my
paper patterns in it ; another filled with pieces of

silk; auother with new calico pieces, aud auothcr

with old ; my two rag-bags, one for white aud the

other for colored ; my barrel, iu which all woolens

destined for rugs and carpets are kept ; my button

bags, aud all the series so arranged, that in the

darkest night I can lay my hands on everything in

the house which can possibly be called for
;
my

old lineu pieces clean and tied up in a roll ready for

bandages or sore fingers ; my woolen pieces for

patches aud my worn domestic for linings. AH these

little evidences that I remembered the lessons of

thrift, order, aud economy she had taught me,

were exceedingly gratifying to her.

In exploring the attic, she discovered two or

throe old-fashioned, rush-bottomed chairs, the

frames of which werestill sound as ever, though

the rushes had long since disappeared. These, she

said, could, with a little ingenuity, be covered, and

with a coat of varnish, do service for another gener-

ation. So we carried these specimens of a past

OgC down into the kitchen, and stitched over the

seat a piece of strong canvas which we covered

with some furniture calico, and I have three new

chairs in my kitchen which afford decidedly the

most comfortable seats in it, except my sewing

chair. The coat of varnish which I put on them

makes them look like new.

Mother was very much pleased with my milk

room, and said it "would answer admirably for all

the months, except the Uottest Her lather was an

old-fashioned New Hampshire farmer, aud she was

broughl up to wash and pick wool, card, spin and
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weave, and go through all the routine of household

industry on a farm. She could bake and brew,

scour and dye, and she is very proud of repeating

almost the only compliment that my Puritan grand-

father ever paid her. She had been away three or

four mouths teaching a district school, at nine

shillings a week, and upon her return the old gen-

tleman quietly remarked: "Now, Hannah's got

back, and all the dye pots will be going." Father

was a merchant who kept a cow and a horse, and

lived in a snug way, so we children knew little

of mother's farming accomplishments.

I am sure we modern housekeepers cannot be

too grateful to the inventors of the Cotton Gin,

the Spinning Jennies, and Power Looms, for re-

lieving us from the endless task of manufacturing

all the domestic fabrics, and giving us so much
more time for the improvement of our minds and

the elegant accomplishments of modern society.

"We have quite a flock of sheep that were clipped

a short time since, and mother suggests that before

the wool is taken to market, I look it over and se-

lect a few of the coarsest fleeces and all the ragged

and unsightly ends, to make me a wool mattress

for next winter. This laid upon the shuck mat-

tress, which Jcanette and I manufactured last

spring, will give me another excellent bed, almost

as luxurious as a feather bed, equally warm, and

more wholesome. By winter, my six geese will have

yielded feathers enough for a bolster and pillows.

June Villi,—My poultry has been interesting me a

good deal of late. I have three broods of chickens

now, one, three, and five weeks old, and another

hen will be off in a few days. Sue finds her pastime

in egg-huuting, and her sagacity amuses me. I

believe she knows the cackle of every individual

biddy on the place, and from which one every egg

comes. My oldest chickens, two or three of them,

began to have the gapes, and farmer Jones' wife,

who has a genius for raising chickens, told me to

give them black pepper, and the worst cases to

treat with a pretty strong dose of black pepper and

sweet oil. She always mixes pepper with their

meal, and never loses any, she says, from gapes. I

tried her remedy and have lost no chickens yet, ex-

cept one, that a weasel caught.

June 20th.—Such a lively time as we have had. A
day or two after mother went home, cousin Eliza

and her husband paid me a visit. They live in New
York, and while John was off fishing, an amuse-

ment which he pursued with wonderful zest, Eliza

and I were comparing city with rural housekeep-

ing. She was very much, and very favorably, im-

pressed with the abundance of eggs, butter and

milk, which, in the city, are so expensive, but with

us are matters of course ; and she was constantly

remarking the immense advantage I enjoyed in

confining all, or nearly all, my work to one floor.

"Whether one has servants, or does the work herself,

this is a grand desideratum. In the former case

she can look after them so much better, and know
how everything is going on ; and in the latter case,

she is saved so many trips up and down stairs.

"While Eliza enjoyed the abundance of eggs,

cream and butter, and their compounds, John was
particularly delighted with my brown bread. He
says he can't get used to baker's bread, or learn to

like it, or even consider it wholesome ; but none
of their city domestics know how to make good
bread, and he has been enjoining upon Eliza to take

lessons of me in the sacred art. I have taught her

especially how to make Boston brown bread and
Graham, and no doubt, the use of these plain, but

palatable and nutritious compounds will add years

to John's life, as well as money to his Bank account.

He kept the table supplied with trout and perch

while he was here, and Edward killed a fat wether.

I never liked mutton till now, and I think Edward's

way of butchering accounts for the difference in

flavor between this and all I have ever eaten. As
soon as the animal is dead, he makes all haste to cut

him open and remove the entrails, and then to take

off the skin as quickly as possible. The sheep

have been ranging in a wild and rocky pasture on

the back part of the farm, which probably accounts

for the very fine flavor of the mutton. John said

it tasted almost as good as venison. I find the best

way to cook mutton is to bake it. I generally cut

little gashes in it, and fill them with bread crumbs,

moistened with milk and spiced with garden thyme.

After reading a good deal on the subject in the

books Sue White lent me, we have decided never

to butcher a calf or a lamb for our table. Veal is

said to be the most indigestible and least nutritious

of all the meats, and my author says, the young of

any animal is less wholesome and far less nutritive,

than when it has attained its growth.

My investigations in this department of knowl-

edge have led me to these conclusions : That veni-

son is the most perfect of all meats, being the

easiest of digestion, and at the same time the most
delicious and the most nourishing. Next to this

ranks good mutton, and for mutton, wethers are the

best. Third in value for the table is beef; tender

roasting pieces and broiled sirloin steaks being the

choice parts. Turkey and chicken are very highly

esteemed and their flavor is delicious, as is especi-

ally that of partridge and quail; but they are not

so readily digested as the first three.

June 21th.—The memorable litter of pigs that

Jenny and I took so much pains with last spring,

has suffered a divison. Edward had promised five

of them to one of our neighbors, and he came to-

day for them. They have been running wild for

two months in the pasture, and it was no easy task

to catch them. Edward has some pleasant surprise

in store for me I know, by the way he speaks of

those pigs. He is duly alive to the fact, that Jenny
and I saved him at least fifty dollars by our assidu-

ous care aud devotion to that interesting family.

I have learned something new about butter fate-

ly, from an old farmer's wife. Now I* weigh my
butter before salting, and allow an ounce of salt to

a pound of butter ; I roll my salt, and dry it thor-

oughly in the oven before putting it into the but-

ter. I find, too, that a little crushed sugar and
saltpetre, worked in with the salt, improve the
flavor aud preserve the butter. I have a fifty

pound firkin nearly full, aud I am very ambitious

that in market it shall rank as "prime." The
firkin is of hemlock, a wood that imparts no taste,

and it was perfectly new. I rinsed it with scalding

hot water, and placed it in the sun until it was en-

tirely dry. Next October, I mean to try for the

prize in butter at our County Fair. Edward think*

he'll take one on these Chester "White Pigs.

June 30tt.—To-day I have been busy all day in

putting up strawberries. Sue picked several quarts,

having a fine flavor, though they were not large, in

a pasture which has recently been cleared. These
I preserved, allowing pound for pound. Those
which I gathered from our strawberry bed, being

large and very fine looking as well as delicious, I

put up "in their own juice." I allowed three-

quarters of a pound of sugar to a pint of water,

and when it was boiling, put in my strawberries

and let them scald through ; then skimmed them
out and put them into glass jars, placed in my tin

boiler with water in it, which I raised gradually to

the boiling point to prevent the jars from breaking.

"When I had filled each jar, I poured juice enough
in it to cover the berries, and then put on the rub-

ber cover which had a screw in it, which I turned

until the mouth was perfectly sealed. Mother
has kept strawberries in this way for two years.

Fashion Gossip.

BT AH EXPERT.

The authority that prophesied walking-dresses were to

be a short lived caprice of Gothamite fashiouables, has
proved at fault. " Cleanliness is next to godliness,"

sayeth wisdom, and this virtue of the new mode must
compensate for its want of grace and style. Gray, Bis-

marck, and green poplins or Alpacas, are pretty for tins

month, aud serviceable for travelling suits. TVe advise

short dresses for country wear. Muslins, with sacques or

peplums to match, will look simple, neat and rustic.

Suits have been adapted for carnage costume. They
should be enriched with effective trimmings. The most
casual observer must have remarked that for elegance,

evening dresses, and a toilet for any ceremonial occasion,

require trains and the peculiar flow of drapery produced
by the fashionable gored skirts.

Gored robes are destined for such a lengthened exist-

ence, that one need not hesitate about cutting up even
the richest materials in this style. The idea is certainly

more economical than a preponderance of folds about the

hips, which in no wise added to the symmetry of the fig-

ure. Much less material is required, and a plain surface

will outwear one that has innumerable creases. A walk-

ing-dress is not complete without its accompanying pe-

plum, but a well provided wardrobe should have a cloak

of black silk for extra times. Make fine qualities into

loose sacques, deeply dented, or otherwise cut around the

bottom, and trim profusely with jet galloons and lace.

Jet embroideries are more distingue than passementerie.

Amber is not sufficiently chaste and elegant for mantles.

Satin folds and piping form a new and beautiful orna-

mentation. Superb shawls, for Park riding, are made of

black Cashmere or Ahmure cloth, trimmed with jet and
Cluny. Amber bijoitterie can be worn by brunettes, but
never by blondes. Mention has been made of the re-in-

troduction of cameos. Stone cameos are always valuable,

and having nearly as much prestige as pearls and dia-

monds, descend as heirlooms through families of note.

Each successive era of popularity, however, adds its vari-

ation of appearance. To-day we have engravings fine

and transparent as mists, and shapes all stars, angles and
parallelograms, with a pearl or diamond glittering upon
every point. Mosaics of a very beautiful order are also

set in this way. Jasper silks are new, and adapted for

suits or demi-foilette. The foundation color is dark, and
overshot with scintillations of purple. Black and white
striped silks are festooned with jet ornaments over gray
silk petticoats. Later, piques and muslins will be used as

substitutes. Organdies are fresh, fair, and lovely to look

upon. A most effective design simulates a tunic caught

up at intervals with vines of roses trailing from the belt.

Knots of blue flowers and grasses form a border upon the
lower part of the skirt. The waist is all white or sprink-

led with tiny bouquets. "White organdies for dinner
toilet are made with bouillons divided by narrow straw

braids. The under slip should be of taffetas. Lace pe-
plums are pretty over low corsages. Very wide sleeves arc

not sowell for thin materiafs as half close shapes, because
with a little wear, the stiffening is lost, and they are apt

to look " stringy." Tulle sleeves with wide silk ones
should be puffed lengthwise or crosswise as the fancy

may dictate. Maltese lace is more worn than Cluny. It

makes beautiful ruffs for the throat and wrists. We saw
the following new spring patterns at Mme. DemorestT

s

:

The " Nicola Dress," to be made of French poplin in two
choice shades of green. The under skirt should be the

lighter, and trimmed around the bottom a finger deep,

with black braid set on obliquely. The tipper skirt is

dented, and finished with black cable cord, which is form-

ed in the same shape up a seam on each side. These side

dents are connected across the back breadths by chains

of cord, fastened with loops and tassels. The waist is

plain, of the color of the upper skirt, and tastefully deco-

rated with cord. The " Vicky dress " is of orange cham-
berry. The skirt is divided into shallow scollops by two
narrow rows of black braid. Below, it is closely barred

with horizontal stripes of the same. The waist is trim-

med to simulate a bodice. The sleeves are half close.

This dress is accompanied with a graceful sacqne, scol-

loped around the bottom and the edge of the flowing

sleeves, and ornamented with black braid. The " Cluny
dress " is made of blue taffetas, with oblique bands of

black forming a border. A Gabrielle finished with nar-

row ruffles of Cluny is worn with this. One of the pret-

tiest of wide sleeves is named the " Juvia." It is opened
in three diamond shapes upon the outside, each being
separated by a full rosette. A design full of grace and
character is called the "Rosa." The bottom is inter-

sected by deep notches, which are filled with rich loops

of ribbon, attached by jet or silver buckles, or, if pre-

ferred, rosettes of straw. If the latter is used, straw

gimps must be employed as waist and skirt trimmings.

For young ladies especially, rosettes are more dressy

for high bodies and belt fastenings than buttons or clasps.

Many coat sleeves, variously distinguished with bows,
plaitings, or rows of braid fancifully arranged, are retain-

ed in vogue. The "Fadette" is most popular. Four
rows of braid or velvet form a cap at the top and a cuff.

Two similar sections extend half way across at the elbow.
Jet buttons separate each band.

Gold and silver embroideries appear upon parasols.

Flower patterns are pretty, also Grecian borders. Crimp-
led fringe and lace serve as a finish. It is noticeable

that often in a single toilet, fringe, lace and satin pipings
are used as trimmings.

This is not good taste, strictly speaking, and it is very
bad, when one mantle is thus martyred. French taste has
disfigured in this manner some of the costliest importa-

tions. Short circles have been adopted by very 3-oung la-

dies, instead of sacques or basquines. The last named
should be half fitting, with flowing sleeves. It is a mat-
ter of individual caprice whether the side pieces shall be
as long as the front and back, or finished out with flounces

of lace. Long sash fronts are exceedingly modish.
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Tlie Doctor's Tallts.

Perhaps you think I am to talk again about pollywogs.

That is quite a mistake ; I don't intend to confine myself

to any particular subject, but say, now and then, a word

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

about animals, plants, stones, or any common thing that

will teach you to use your eyes, and see that there are

plenty of things worth the trouble of looking at closely.

Have you watched the trees this spring, and seen how
the naked branches soon became clothed with leaves that

now, in this warm June, cast a pleasant shade ? You
hardly noticed the trees when they were bare, but you

admire them now that they are in full leaf. Did you ever

think how all this came about, and how much work the

trees did, beforehand, to prepare for this spread of foliage

you now enjoy so much ? Next winter, if you look at

the trees, you will think of this, and notice the plump

buds on the ends of the stems, and the smaller ones along

their sides. Buds do not look very interesting, but those

of most of our forest trees in winter already have, withiu

them, the leaves that will so delight you in summer. I

have had drawn, figure 2, a bud of a Horsechestnut tree,

or Buckeye, because that is a large bud, and was handy.

In winter, it looks as in the engraving, a scaly knob, all

covered with a water-

proof varnish. If you

pick it open, you will

find withiu it the very

delicate young leaves,

and these are very curi-

ously packed away in a

mass ofcotton-like hairs,

bo as to perfectly protect

them from the cold. As,

soon as the weather is

warm enough, the scales

fall open and the stem

upon which the littlo

leaves arc placed pushes

out ; the leaves them-

selves rapidly enlarge,

and soon the tree has Its

naked limbs hidden by

the green covering. Fig-

ure 1 shows the shoot

just pushing. Most of

our forest trees make
their growth in ft very

short time ; the new
shoots push rnpidly in

spring and unfold their

leaves, and then remain

quiet. But what is the

tree doing all the sum-

mer? It is doing sev-

eral things, and among
the most important of

these, it is preparing n very great number of buds for

tho growth of another year. At the ends of the branches

and at the points where the leaves join the stem, there are

quietly and slowly forming these curious buds. The buds

are withiu and without composed of leaves, and the

scales which look so dark and unlike leaves, are only

leaves formed in a particular way to serve a particular

purpose. In the Bnckeye, in figure 1, we can see, in early

spring, that, while the outer scales are very unlike leaves,

the inner ones have a slight leaf-like look, and so along

up to perfect leaves. Is not it strange that the tree

should seem to know that something would be needed of

it nest spring and work away during summer to pack up
carefully the young leaves, so that they will be protected

from the rains and frosts of winter?

E>o Cats Love jU.usic«

Several incidents which have been communicated to

the Agriculturist, seem to prove that cats enjoy sweet

sounds, although they make horrid work when they try

their own voices. One writes, that when the ladies of the

family sing, the household cat will at once jump into the

lap of one of the party and remain there until the music

ceases. Three persons in different parts of the country

have written that their cats have been detected running

over the keys of the piano, apparently enjoying the sound.

It would be a rare performance for one to be taught to

play a time, but we think that can hardly be expected.

BSespect tlac Aged.
11 Take my place, sir, if you please," said a boy, rising

from the seat he had occupied in a crowded street car,

and addressing an old gentleman who had just entered.

—

"Thank you, my boy, but I'm sorry you should have to

stand," was the reply.
—"I shall not mind it, sir ; aud fm

sure you need the seat more than I," returned the youth ;

and the old man took his place, a look of weariness, that

had been noticed in his face when he came in, leaving it

as he did so. It was a little thing for the boy to do, but

it was a kind, respectful act, and some of those who saw
it felt that it promised well for the boy's future.

Another old man was walking down the street some
days later, when another boy came by, apparently in great

haste. "Come, hurry up, old '76, or you'll never get

where you're going;" were the rude words he spoke, as

he rushed by. The old man made no reply, but looked

sadly after the boy, and moved slowly on. " I should

never speak like that," my young reader will say, and

perhaps with a feeling of indignation against this boy.

"Well, I trust you would not. There are very many ways

in which the young may show respect for the old, or

rudeness to them. When you see an aged man or woman,
never forget what kind of treatment they may rightly ex-

pect from you. Remember that they were young and

strong and merry once like you. But that was long ago.

For them the busy day of life is nearly past, and night is

near. Tiy to make them happier. Ton will be glad

some day to remember that you did so. Uncle Paul.

" B£aH>y ^Te«l,M though not two years old,

eats his dinner at the table with the family; and his

mother finds it very difficult to keep him still long enough

for "the blessing." One day, after much training, he

folded his little hands and sat very quietly until just at

still, he suddenly called ont "'at 'ill do (that will do)

papa, pass plates now." Of course there was a smile.—H.

A Pattern Building-.

The accompanying figure shows one of the hundreds of

buildings, which may be made with Crandall's improved
building blocks, noticed in a, previous number of the

No. 2GG. Illustrated Sebus.—ThXs is ingeniously made so as to read in three ways.

the close of the service, as his mother was beginning in-

wardly to congratulate herself that for once, ho had kept

Agriculturist. It is here given as a pattern for some of

our young friends, who have procured a set of the blocks

to work by. No doubt, some of yon could build a more

tasteful structure, and if you succeed in making one that

looks better, and will send a drawing or photograph of it,

we may have it engraved, and call it the model building,

until some one else succeeds in showing something more

elegant. This will exercise the ingenuity and taste of

all who may make the trial, whether successfully or not.

^"ew Puzzles to l>e Answered,
No. 2G7, Word Puzzle.—Mace, Nutmegs, Raisins, Rice,

Sugar, Tea, Salt, Lettuce—half the letters in these words,

with half a letter added, will name a well-known news-

paper. "vVnat is it?

No. 26S. Bible Question.—What family of eight persons

lived on a mountain, and all believed in the "vTord of God ?

Answers to Frowlesns ~.iad Puzzles.

The following are answers to the puzzles, etc., in the

May number, page 1ST. No. 2G2. Word Square.—Peak,

Ease, Asia., Real.... No. 2G3. Illustrated Bebus.—Bezr

and forbear; with long-suffering overcome your foes

No. 264.— Geographical Enigma.—No correct answers re-

ceived No. 265. Afitfc-

metkal Problem. Twelve
minutes.— The follow-

ing have sent in correct

answers. " S. G.,
M Jane,

Robert and S. II. Mc-

Necl, George and Mary
Carver, II. T. McCrea,

MaggieTJnderwood,Hen-

rietta Clayton, F. W.
Livingston, Mcintosh

Robertson, Ninnic J.

Winn, Kate Fuller, Mary
V. Caper, Augustas c.

Busby, N. T. Wikoff, L.

M. Wright, Jae, M. Dan-

Ber,LU. Webber, R.W.
Fair, Wm. II. Elliott,

Mrs. C. Eddy, Mary E.

Relgart, E. C. Haines,

Ephraim A. Chapman,
,1 W.H.H.,"H.C.Twil-
ley, "T.D. s,;wm ..\.

Fulton, Mrs. O. Mefibrd,

Charles E. Hawkins,

Matthias Barricklow,

Samuel P. Soib, Isaac T.

McLain, E. P. Brown,

Belcher and Samuel. T.

E. Lockwood, Andrew
Jackson, Algernon R.

HcChesney, W. S. Ne-

gus. S. Gussie Kilgore,

Alice Suit, Laura Dickson. Hugh W. Kay, M. Mulloncy,

Bessie. Clara H. Schironck, Harry 3. Watkins, S. Lano.
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THE FIRST LESSON.-
[COPYRIGHT SECURED.]

-From the Original Painting by Merle.- -Engravedfor the American Agriculturist by J. L. Langridge,

"Knowledge gives pleasure, "but the way to get it is not

always easy. The child in the picture " don't want to

learn its letters ;" boys and. girls usually like to know, hut

they do not often like to study. How many wish that

learning could he done like breathing, without work, and.

because one could not help.it. But that would not be the

best way. Study makes tJie 7ni?id strong, just as work
with the hands gives a stouter grip. It is not an easy

thing for a little beginner to learn the alphabet ; his mind
has not been trained to attend, to observe, and to remem-
ber ; hut in a few years, by having daily fixed his thoughts

upon some task, he will readily see through problems he

can not now understand. Let those who can not learn

quickly and who find school duties hard, take courage by

remembering that every resolute mastery of a lesson adds

vigor to the brain-power, and helps make a mind that no
difficulty can withstand. Those who learn easiest, and
carry away all the honors and prizes at school, are by no
means always the most successful in life ; but the boy
who schools himself to conquer laziness, and trains his

mind to severe application, whether he stands at the head

or the foot of his class now, will by and by gain power
to bo prepared to take the front rank in any calling.

Spanish Puzzle.
Take six checker-men, three of each color, (pennies or

buttons will do), and place them thus: _ _ _^
The space left between W& © SP

^2 SEJ fejSJ the two colors should equal the diam-
eter of a checker. The puzzle is, by moving and jump-

ing, to put the white men where the black men are, and

vice vej'sa. Commence by moving one of the men that

are next the middle, towards the opposite color. Sup-

pose you begin by moving Slack towards White. Then
jump "White over Black, and so on. There will never be

but one open space, across which to move, or into which

to jump. It is not allowed to jump or move a man back-

ward—that is, each color must always advance towards

the opposite side. The men must be kept in Hue, and a

mark made at the ends, to show the limit beyond which

the men must not go. The men of the same color, that

is, all the whites, or blacks, are placed touching each

other, although the engraving represents them as sepa-

rated by a short space. To explain the puzzle, in

giving an answer, the men may be numbered 1, 2, 3, etc.
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^*2S2^ The

Howe Machine

Co.'s Sewing

Machines,

699 Broadway,
Cor. FoiirtU-st.,

IVCW i III !-.

For Families and
' Manufacturers.

These World-Renowned Sewing
Machines

Were awarded the highest premium at the World's Fair

in London, and six Jlrst premiums at the W. Y. Stale Fair

of 1866.

These inacliiiics arc made Tinder tlic im-
mediate supervision of tlie President of tile

Company, BL.IAS HOWE, Jr., tUe original
inventor of tile Sewing Machine.

Tlie Stitch invented by MR. HOWE, and made on
this Machine, is the most popular and durable, and all

Sewing Machines are subject to the principle invented by him.

send fok circular.

k,ot.a.:r,y hook

>Qv3QCaE300]i
SEWING MACHINES.

625 BROADWAY.
"Woman's Greatest Boon.—-We-would ndvise amaii to

forego a Thresher and thresh wheat with a flail, rather
than to see the'wife "wear her health, vigor and life away in
the everlasting 'stitch, stitch, stitch,' when ft Sewing Ma-
chine can bc-obtained. The WHEELER & WILSON is an
invaluable aid in every household. We have had several
different kinds od trial, and after a six years' service, tlie

WHEELISIt&WILSONhas taken the precedence as tlie best,
"where all kinds of sewing are to be done in a family."

_^ [American Agriculturist, Jan. 1S55.

THE GREAT FAMILY SEWING MACHINE-

GroTer&Bmer's
:

HIGHEST PREMIUM

SET^INU MACHINE.
4@5 Broadway, Wew York.

LOCK-STITCH SEWING MACHINES.
Highest Premium, Fair of American Institute, 1SG5.

CELEBRATED REVERSIBLE FEED MOVEMENT.
UNIFORM SELF-ADJUSTING TENSION,
FOUR SEPARATE DISTINCT STITCHES,
WILL GATHER AND SEW A RUFFLE AT ONCE.

OFFICES OF THE COMPANY,
50S Broadway, IT. T., and 97 Cheapsiclc, London, England.

THE EUREKA

mal
one ,..

cow.pl

takes 3,000 splendid Brick per Iwnr, with only nine men and
,ir pair horses, or 4,820 per hour i»i steam, power. Bas no
implex machinery to be getting out of order or breaking

u0um. Us great simplicity and marvelous power command
ilie approval of every expert, at sight.

We challenge the world to produce lis equal.
Satisfaction ganraxti^l t» till purchasers,

ABKAM BEQCJA, General Agent,
No. Ill Broadway, New York.

pRANKtlN

Justly celebrated for porfect simplicity, prcat strength, and
inimimso compressing power; is r. r AUANTBBD, with eight

men and two horses, to solf-tcmpcr tlie clay and make 8,000

i.>:i,.
r
>ni) elegant bricks per hour. J. 11. KENICK, Proprietor,

No. it Broadway, New Vorlc, Room lis.

"l»mBE~ITAIjSA]V
Oucens for sale. Nouo but tested Queens shipped. Send for

Circular to A. FA1U1SROTHER, Miiqimki t:i, Iowa.

I'KKO. 1". BIAYER, Chemist,
Has removal! his OlUco to 53 Ccdur-st., New York.

SILVERS' CELEBRATED
PATENT EXCELSIOR BROOM,

WHICH HAS TAKES' THE FIRST PREMIUMS AT THENEW YORK, OHIO AND KENTUCKY STATE FAIRS,
is unequaled for durability, lightness, eleuanee, and elastici-
ty, una universally acknowledged the most beautiful Broom
iu the world. It is the only one accepted for

THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
The ladies pronounce It THE MOST VALUABLE IN USE,

when applied to Tapestry. Wilton, Brussels or Ingrain Car-
pets. Housekeepers proclaim that it sweeps with half the
effort, and does not wear out the carpet one-fourth as fast ns
the old-fashioned broom, therefore, MONEY and TIME are
saved by its USE.
In the short period this broom has been before the public,

it bas received the highest commendations from people of
all classes, and there* is now no reason to doubt that in a
short time it will entirely supersede the old-fashioned tied-
broom as a household implement.
We present the following testimonials as evidence of the

value of this invention:
[From the Hon. Horace Greeley.]

Office of The Tribune, New Yonk, May 3, 1SGT.
Messrs. C. A. Clegg & Co.: Your broom is a good imple-

ment, and will, to a very large class, be acceptable and use-
ful. To be able to renew a broom in ten minutes and at a
few cents cost, will be to many at once convenient and econ-
omical. I PREDICT YOUR SUCCESS. YOUrS,

HORACE GREELEY.
{From the American Agriculturist, after 3 Months 1

Test.']
Silvers' Patent Beoosl—This is a novelty, certainly.

By means of a cap and ccrew, the brush can be removed at
anytime. We have no broom corn at baud to test the re-
moval of the old brush and the putting in of new', bat we
do not see why it can not be readily done bv any one, and
farmers thus raise a little plot of broom corn and make their
own brooms, after buying a patent handle. TJic one wo
are using lias a, superior elasticity.
{From the New York Weekly Tribune, of May Sth, 186".]
Patent Brooms.—"Within a few years several patents have

been issued for improved brooms. The end aimed at by all
has been to make a broom which could be renewed at small
cost by inserting a new brush. To combine this quality with
elasticity, lightness, durability, and beauty, was difficult and
seemingly impossible. An Ohio inventor conceived a plan
which, it was thought, would answer, but a brass cap such
as bis broom required was declared impossible to make.
One thought differently. A skillful worker in brass was
employed, who after eight months' study and labor produced
the can now used on Silvers* Patent Broom. With the im-
proved cap we shall not be surprised if this broom becomes
popular among housekeepers hi city and country.
For cut of Broom and valuable testimonials, see fulfr col-

umn on page 77, of February No. Agriculturist.

TO FARMERS—AGESTS WA3TTED-
The Brass Metallic parts will be sent to Farmers (whero

we have no Agents) with full instructions for making their
own Brooms, by mail or express (pre-paid), for $1.50.

Agents wanted in every city and county in the United
States, to whom exclusive right of sale will be -riven, with-
out any charge for Patent. Send for Illustrated Circular.

Over 200 Agents arc already engaged in selbns this Broom
exclusively, and are making from $5 to $20 per day.
Address, stating first, second, and third choice of Counties,

C. A. CLEGG & CO., No. 2013 Broadway, New York.

MEKA&I* OW HEALTH.
The Herald of Health is one of the grandest monthlies

now before the public. It teaches the very things every
family should know in order to make life complete, or how
to live healthfully, beautifully, and how to secure for chil

dren complete symmetrical and beautiful bodies in which to

set the immortal mind. Our list of contributors enrolls many
of the leading men of the age. Turn to the February and
April Agriculturist and see full prospectus, contributors,

subjects, etc. By all means get this monthly. $2.00 a year.
20 cents a number. Wo will send as samples 4 numbers for

50 cents. Address MILLER, WOOD & CO.,

15 Laight-st., New York.

Is acknowledged by the leading papers to be the

Best Juvcnalc Paper in America.
Wo offer a MAGXIFICENT LIST of PREMIUMS !

Subscribe at any lime during the year.

The price of the Corporal is one dollar a year, in advance
sample copy, telling all about the premiums, ten cents.
Address ALFRED L. SEWELL, Publisher, Chicago, 111.

A NEW RELIGIOUS WEEKLY,
Devoted to the Unltv of the Church. Advocates open com-
munion and fcee Pulpit. Opposes Ritualism in every form.
Publishes Sermons from every branch of the Church, Includ-
ing the Sermons of

REV. HENRY WARD BEECHER.
Offers $1,00 per Subscriber to Agents, and will send to

Clergymen, who act as Agents free.

TERMS $£.50.
Address

publisher nnritcn union,
103 Fulton-St., New York.

Hook Agentls Wanied.
To solicit orders, in each town In tho United Statos and

Canada, for the most popular subscription book ever pub-
lished, being The Illustuated Histouy op run: Bidlk,
by John S itto. n. /'.. /•'. S. A . Edited by a o. Alvan Bond.
J). IK, of Norwich, Conn.—Over 700 closely printed Royal
Octavo pages—more timu 100 full p&go engravings, Recom-
monded by tho leading Clergy ol all denominations of
Christians. 63,000 Conies already printed. Six large power
presses running on the work. Kverybody wants it. Ex*
pcrlcn i Ageuts say they never knew a book sell so well.
So competition. Experienced Agents, School Teachers,
Sabbath Sohool Teachers, retlrod Clergymen, and others, aro
wanted i<> Introduce this great work into evory household
in ihe iiuui. For ClrcularB.oto., apply Immediately to iia*

Publisher iiknuy BILL, Norwich, < onn.

BUY THE BESTS
J. W. BRADLEY'S

CELEBRATED

DUPLEX ELLIPTIC
(Ob Double Spring)

SKIRTS.
THEY will not Bend or Break like the Single Springs,

but "WILL preserve their PERFECT and GRACEFUL
SHAPE in all CROWDED ASSEMBLAGES, CHURCHES,
THEATRES, RAILROAD SARS, and for PROMENADE or
HOUSE DRESS, where three or four ordinary skirts are
THROWN ASIDE as USELESS.
EACH HOOP is composed of TWO FINELY-TEMPERED

Steel Springs, BRAIDED TIGHTLY and FIRMLY together,
EDGE to EDGE, forming one hoop, thus making tho
STRONGEST and MOST FLEXIBLE, as well as the MOST
DURABLE and STYLISH, SKIRT EVER MADE. In fact,

they are superior to all others, COMBINING COMFORT,
ECONOMY. LIGHTNESS, ELEGANCE, and DURABILITY
This POPULAR SKIRT is rxrvERSALLT recommended

by the Fashion Maqazlnes and Opinions of tho Press
GENEl'.ALLT.

At Wholesale, by the Exclusive Manufacturers and
Sole Owners of Patent,

WESTS, BRADLEY & GARY,
WAREROOMS AND OFFICE,

Nos. 97 Chambers, and 79 and SI Reade-sts., N. Y.

ALSO, at WHOLESALE by the LEADING JOBBERS.

liilliil
Important to Gardeners, ^nrsery-

naen, Farmers, &e.
The Indelible Pencil Co., (Xof.tjta51pton, Mass.),

have now ready for sale their new
IIOIiTJCULTUllAL PENCIL,

for Indelible writing on wood. Invaluable for making
BIKABLE LABELS,

or for marking Tools, &<_-., &c.
Prices :-r-'T5 centssingle; S3 per dozen. Sent post-paid by

moil or express on receipt of price.
ALSO FOR SALE,

The Indelible Pencil for marking Linen, i-c. Pr.icEs*—
GO cents single ; $3 per dozen. Sent, pre-paid as above.
A Liberal Discount made to Dealers.

Every Pencil Wakranted. Agents Wanted.

Saved by Using 15. T. Babbitt's
Labor-saving; Soap.

The SOAP is made from clean and pure materials, con-
tains no adulteration of any kind, will not injure the most
delicate fabric, and is especially adapted for woolens, which
will not shrink alter being washed with lids SOAP. It may
be used In hard or soft waters. It will remove paint, grease,
tar, and stains of all kinds. One pound warranted equal to
two pounds of ordinary family Soap. Directions sent with
each bar tor making three gallons of handsome Soft Soap
from one pound of" this Soap. Each bar Is wrapped In a
circular containing full directions for use, printed m Enellsli
and German. Ask vour grocer for " B. T. BABBITT'S
SOAP," and take no other. B. T. BABBITT.

Nos. 64, G3, GG, G7, G8, GO, 70, 73 ami 74:

WasUington-St., New York.

SQUIRE'S PATENT FRUIT JAR.
Fruits Preserved "Witliout Sugar.

The Only .Tar for Preserving Vegetables.

Tlie Newest, JTost Convenient and Economical Jar extant.

This Jar is constructed so thai ihc contents can be cooked
in ii, and all handling ofHoi Fruit m- Hoi .Jars orTemnerlng
of Jars avoided : thecontents retain all their natural Bnvor.
nnd the labor of preserving Is lessened more than one-half.
Pamphlets sent on application.

J, B. BARTLETT, Wholesalo Manufacturer,
69 Murray-street, New York.

POMONA'S HOME NURSERIES,
Removed to Glendnlo p. O., Camden Co.. x. .t. We beg tho
Indulgence Of a few customers, who will receive their plants
late. If the plants do not live, they will be more than dupli-
cated In fall. The delay was unavoidable, and the llrst that,

has occurred In bnr very happy buslucss relations with our
customers. We shall otfer, at prices to deiy competition,
nexl fall. One Million Strawberry Plants-. 75,000 Wilson
Early Blackberry* 20,000 Philadelphia and other Baspber'
ritSiSOfiiOEocheUe and other JHacfcoerrfs*, with n general
assortment of Kurscry Stock. J. U. FOSTEli, Jk.

^(>oo. SCiOO. «£000.
I have Agents making Six Hutidred Dollars each month,

selling and putting up my " Patent Door liella," I want,
live more good Agents.

A, E, TAYLOR, New Britain, Conn.

Silver Tips for Children's Shoes.
They protect the too from wear, and aie highly ornament-

al. Applied to the most pentucl shoes made. Buyuoothent
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THE ACKNOWLEDGED -STANDARD.

FAIRBANKS & CO.
No. 252 BEOADWAT, NEW TORE.

Turnip Seetl fey Mail.
The following varieties, the quality of which can not be

excelled, will be mailed post-paid, to any address in the
Union upon receipt of price affixed:

per oz. 4 ozs. 8 ozs. pound
Early White Dutch 10 cts. 85 cts. 60 cts. J1.00
White Strap Leaf 10 " 35 " 60 " 1.00

Bed Ton Strap Leaf 10 " 85 " 60 " 1.00

Large White Globe 10 " 30 " 45 " 75
Large White Norfolk 10 " SO " 45 '• 15
Yellow Aberdeen 10 " 35 " 60 " 1.00

Golden Ball (Robertson's) .10 " 35 •' 60 " 1.00

Large Yelloir Globe, extra 10 " 85 " CO " 1.00

Long White French 10 " 85 " 60 " 1.00

Long White or Cow Horn. .10 " 35 " 60 " 1.00

TellW Finland 15 " 50 " 90 " 1.75

Waite's Eclipse, tine 10 " 85 '* 60 " 1.00

German Teltow 15 " 50 " 90 " 1.75

Sweet German 10 " 35 " 00 " 1.00

Improved Hula Baga 10 " '45 " 60 ' 1.00

Slurving's do 10 " 30 " 45 " 75
Laing's do 10 " SO " 45 " 75
Dale's Hvbrid 10 " 30 " 45 " 75
Packets lor retailing, full size, per dozen GO cts.

do do. ~ half size, do 35 cts.

Prices to dealers by the quantity given upon application.
Our celebrated Seed Catalogue and Guide to the Vegetable

and Flower Garden, containing 150 pages, beautifully illus-

trated, will be mailed to all applicants enclosing 25 cents.
Address B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

REMINGTON'S FOOT-ROT REMEDY.
| AAA TESTS—NOT ONE FAILURE. — Two
J.VVV mouths ago I applied Remington's Foot-Rot medi-
cine to a flock of sheep, and they have kept perfectly sound
since, and I have no doubt that if properly applied that it

will make a sure cure. JOHN JUHXSTON.
Genera, N. Y.. Feb. 16, 1S67.

One thorough application is cenerallv sufficient ; rarely
the second may be needed. The best remedv we have ever
used. T. C. MAXWELL & BROS.
Nurseries, Geneva, N. Y., April 16, 1867.

The best cure I have ever used.

—

Geneva, April 16, 1867. ROB'T J. SWAN".
I cured 50 sheep for 50 cent*. If taken in time or.e appli-

cation is sufficient. In the worst cases two applications are
sufficient. H. D. BENNETT.
Geneva, April G, 1S67.

I took 100 maggots from one foot and cured with one ap-
plication. JOH.N E. BOOTHE.
Canandaigua, April 1, 1S67.

"Warranted if used according to directions. For sale by
Druggists. Price, $1.00. "C. REMINGTON, Ag't,

Manufacturer, Geneva, N. Y.

Known to the World-
one Hundred per cent, gained by grinding and cooking

feed for stock. The entire corn crop of the country can be
ground right on every man's farm at an expense to the farm-
er of less than one cent per bushel. A large, drv prairie
farm can be made equal to those having natural wa'cer priv-
ileges, and thus increased in value §1000. Halladav's Self-
Resulating "Wind Machine guaranteed to do this, and fur-
nished on trial, on the "no-cure, no-pav," principle, 200,000
dollars' worth now in successful operation from, a small size
forpumpimr water on ordinary farms, up to 40-horse power
grain-grinding mill. Engraving aurl price list sent bv addres-
sing EDWARD EURXHAM, 151 EascMd-st- X"ew York, or
JOHX BURX'UAM, Gen'l Agt., Batavia, Illinois.

ATornial Academy ©f IfSissic,
At Meadmlle, Pa.

The Sth Term of 8 weeks will commence July 2d. For
Circulars giving Terms, &c, and particulars as to the dona-
tions of Free Scholarships, address THEODORE E. PER-
KLXS, care of Brown & Perkins, -120 Broome-sc, Xew Yurk.

CARPENTER'S PORTRAIT OF LINCOLN.
HOURS AT HOME.

To get this standard Steel Engraving, and the only authen-
tic likeness of President Lincoln, send" the name of'one new
subscriber for two years, or those of two new subscribers
for one year ($G i, to our popular monthlv. Hours at Home.

C. SCRIBNER & CO., Xew York.

Mot to© iLate to Plant
Tlx© J5j.~t"ta."fciiiny Blaolu'lbenry.

A Year Saved by Planting Now.

The plants of our growth may be safely put out until
Jraly 1st.

They are Young, Strong, well-eooted, and warrant-
ed to geow, with fair treatment.

They will make strong-bearing plants for next year.

The price is within the reach of all.

They are sent by mail, and safe arrival guaranteed, at

$2.50 per dozen; $15.00 per hundred; §120 per thousand.

Cash Orders will receive prompt attention.

F. Kl. PHGSXTX, Bloomington, 111.

. S. MAIL
MB POST OFFICE ASSISTANT,

Contains all new Postal Laws and Regulations, Table of
Foreign Postages, Answers to Correspondents on Doubtful
Postal Questions, Miscellaneous Postal Information, &c, &c.
Indispensable to Post-masters, especially at Small Ounces.
Edited by J. GAYLER. Special Ae;ent of the Post Office
Department. Published monthly in Xew York, at SI per
year. Address "PUBLISHER U. S. MAIL," Xew York.

iin

BUCKEYE

5 MORE GOOD AGENTS WANTED TO SELL
M Taylor's Patent Door Belli" See page $>7.

Declared by the Judges at

THE GREAT NATIONAL FIELD TRIAL,
beld at Auburn, in July last, to be superior to all competi-

tors in lightness of draft, freedom from side draft, perfec-

tion »f mechanical construction, portability, facility of man-
agement, strength and durability.

Descriptive Circulars, and synopsis of Official Report of

Auburn Trial, forwarded by mail.

Manufactured by ADRIAXCE, PLATT & CO.,

(Manufactory, Po'keepsie.) 165 Greenwich-st., X. Y.

HURD'S PATEXT
AMEEICAN HOG TAMER,

TO PREVENT

HOGS FROM ROOTHJG,
Every Parmer Should Have it,

IT SA VJES MANYTIMES ITS COST.
Price, with 3 Knives, delivered free at near"

est Express Office, $3.00. Address
THE PRAIRIE FARMER CO.,

192 Lake-st., Chicago.

OREIGN RELISHES, SAUCES, etc.—English
Pickles, Sauces and Condiments. Foreign preserved

and dried Fruits, Alimentarv Conserves, French Peas,
Truffles, Mushrooms, Asparagus, Mustard. Vinegar, Olives.
Holland Herrings, Canton Ginger, English, French and Swiss
Cheese:—sold retail at wholesale prices, bv the Importer,
EDWARD B- J. SINGLETON, 183 Pearl-st.," cor. of Cedar,
New York. Orders executed for any part of the U. S. strict-

ly for Cash, at lowest prices.

BRETT'S PATEXT GAUGE or
REST, for grinding Mowing Ma-

chine Knives, saves time and mnsele,
and preserves a true bevel. A mowing
machine cannot be kept in first-rate order
without it. Agents wanted in every
County. Address

BRETT, SEXTOX & ALLEN.
Geneva, Ohio.

Partner "Wanted with a capital of $10C0 to take an active
part in Grape Nursery and importing, now established. For
particular address RYDER & CO., Sing Sing, N. Y.

To Merchants asd Peddlers

Everywhere !

A Xew and Good Thing for Every Family.

Doty's Everlasting- Clothes-Pin !

[Patented March 26. 1SG7.]
Ingeniously constructed of a single niece

of non-rusting, elastic wire, so shaped that it

ADJUSTS ITSELF TO ANT SIZE LINE.

AD-VANTAGES OVET. OTHER CLOTHES-PINS ;

I.—Cannot be Shaken off the Line.
II.

—

Will not Freeze Clothes to the
Line.

IIL—"Will not Mark the Whitest Fa-
bric.

IV.—"Will not Spltt.Rot, RrsT, or "Wear
Oct in a Life Time.

Although their first cost is greater than
the common wooden pins, their purchase is
Tefe Econo3it, being servieeableyar long-
er, and more convenient.
Housekeepers, who have had fine gar-

ments lost in snow, or drabbled in mud" by
the wooden pin working loose and shaking
off, or who have, on bitter cold days, had to
thaw or wrench from the line, clothes frozen
fast»by the dampness held by wooden pins,
will appreciate the merits uf "Doty's Eves-
lasting " pins.

Retail Price, 30 cents per dozen. Three dozen, boxed and
mailed, post paid, for $1/20. Send two red stainpa for sam-
ple Pin and wholesale terms and circulars.

DOTY'S CLOTHES-PIX CO-
S"J Courtlaadt-st., Xew York.

THE

UNIVERSAL'

Cannot be surpassed or equaled by any other "Wringer for

durability, till the expiration of the patent for the " COG-
WHEEL REGULATOR" or "STOP-GEAR." JSb other

Wringer is licensed under this Patent. It being now uni-

versally conceded that Cogs are necessary to prevent the

Rolls from being broken or torn loose, many attempts have
beeu made to get a Cog-Wheel arrangement which shall

equal the UNIVERSAL, and yet avoid the "Stop-Gear'*

patent, but without success.

Any Cog-Wheel Wringer having Cogs, whether atone or

both ends of the roll, which can play apart and fly out of

gear when a large article is passing through, is COMPARA-
TIVELY WORTHLESS, as the Cogs are then of no aid

when most needed, and an arrangement of Cog-Wheels in

fixed bearings, the upper one acting on a roll in movable

bearings, must prove a mechanical failure in use, and we
warn all persons not to purchase such Wringers as an "im-

provement on the Universal," which they arc sometimes

represented to be by the salesmen.

Many who sell the UNIVERSAL WRINGER, keep also the

DOTY
WASHING MACHINE,
which, though but recently introduced,

is really as great a LABOR and CLOTHES
SAVER as the Wringer, and is destined

to win public favor and patronage every-

where.
It washes perfectly, without wearing or rubbing the

clothes at all.

Those keeping the Wringer for sale, will order the Washer
for customers, if they have not got a supply on hand. On
receipt of the Retail price, from places where ?io one is

selling, we will send either or both machines from New York.

Prices—Family Washer, §14. Xo. 3K Wringer, $10. No. 2

Wringer, |S.50.

A supply of the Wringers and Washers are always kept

on hand iu Chicago, GJincinnati, Cleveland, Janesville and
St. Lonis, boxed ready for shipment, at about Xew York
prices.

Circulars, giving wholesale and retail prices, sent free.

Large profits are made selling these machines. Exclusive

right of sale given, with no charge for the patent right.

iC. C. BUOWMXG, General Agent,
Wo. 33 CoTirtlandt-St.,

(Opposite Merchants' Hotel.) New Tork,

4VRANGE ORCHARDS.—For Sale a magnificent
^-P Tract on the St. Johns' River, East Florida." Healthy,
beautiful, and accessible. Containing hundreds of natural
Orange Trees, and with everv thing else in climate, soil,

and position required for the highest success in that culture.

The most safe, easy, agreeable, and profitable crop- in the
world. Address

H. R, DAVTS, "Ageictcxtttrist" Office, New York.

LATE
E. & G. W. BLUNT.

179 Water-street, Xew 1 ork.
Istporters and Mantfactfeers of

Mathematical, Snrveymg and Nautical Instruments.
Fine Watches, Marine and Pocket Chronometers, Charts

and Nautical Books, Telescopes, Marino Glasses, Opera
Glasses. Catalogues sent free.

THE NEW YORK MIRROR.—Just the paper
for the Farmer. Business man and Family. Contains

full Market Reports, Prices Cukeext of all Merchanta-
ble articles, besides Agricultural and Domestic Items, Stories,

Poems. Miscellaneous reading, sketches of old X.T. Houses,

etc £2 per Annum. To Clubs often, only ?10. Send for

specimen. Address N. Y. MIRROR, 24 Anu-st., New York.

EVERYMAN HIS OWN HOUSE PAINTER
.SJand Paper Hanger.—All Housekeepers. Farmers and
Painters must have tlieBook. Send .oeentsbvmailtoTHOS.
SMITH, Baldwin City, Kansas, and it will be sent free of

postage' to any address.

THE JUNE No. of DEMOREST'S MONTHLY
MAGAZINE, with Elegant Fashions; Music. Poems,

Entertaining Stories, Engravings, Household Matters, Fall

Size Patterns, and other useful and entertaining Novelties.

SiTio-ip conies 30 cents • vearlv, $3, with a valuable Pre-

mfnm. Tddress W. VeXXINGS' DEMOREST, No. 473

Broadway, New York.
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A NEW WORK.

SMALL FRUIT OULTUEIST.

\

By ANDREW S. FULLER,

PRACTICAL HORTICULTURIST, BLDGEWOOD, BERGEN' CO., N. J.

A new work, and the ouly one devoted to Small Fruits.

Special treatises of this kind have the advantage that the

author can more thoroughly discuss his subject, and go

into greater detail, than in a work embracing both large

and small fruits. The work covers the whole ground of

Propagation, Culture, Varieties, Packing for Market, etc.

Contents: Introduction—I. Barberry—n. Straw-

berry—in. Raspberry—IV. Blackberry—V. Dwarf

Cherry—VI. Currant—ATI. Gooseberry—VOL Cor-

nelian Cherry—IX. Cranberry—X. Huckleberry—

XI. Sheperdia—XII. Preparation for Gathering

Fruit.

We predict tliat this work will bring Mr. Fuller many

enemies, as he has given his opinion about varieties

without reserve. On the other hand it will the more

strongly endear him to all true lovers of horticulture, as

these wish to have the merits of fruit given without refer-

ence to the persous who introduce them.

While very full on all the small fruits, the Currants and

Raspberries have been more carefully elaborated than

ever before, and in this important part of his book, the

author has had the invaluable counsel of Charles

Downing. The chapter on gathering and packing fruit

is a valuable one, and in it are figured all the baskets

and boxes now in common use. The book is very finely

and thoroughly illustrated, and makes an admirable

companion to his Grape CuHurist,

SENT PQ8T-PAID. TRICE, 51.50

NEW YORK:

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

41 PARK ROW.

BOOKS
FOR FARMERS AMD OTHERS.

PUBLISHED BY

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

41 Park Row, New York.

Either of the Books mentioned in the following list

will he 6ent, post-paid, on receipt of the price:

GRAPE CULTURIST.
By ANDREW S. FULLER.

This is the best Book published on Hardy Grape Culture.

CONTENTS.

LNTRODUCTORY.-BOTANICAL CHARACTER OF THE
Vine, Propagation by Seed.— l Illustrations.

GROWING FROM SEED—GATHER WHEN FULLY RIPE.

PROPAGATION BY SINGLE BUDS.—MODE OF OPERA-
tlon, Plauting in Beds, Single Buds in Open Air, Starting

la Hot-Beds, Form of Single Bud Cutting—5 Illustrations.

CUTTINGS OF UNRIPE WOOD.—THOUSANDS OFVINES
are Annually Produced from Green Cuttings.—1 Illust.

PROPAGATING HOUSE — PERFECTION SHOULD BE
our Aim, Span Roofed Propagating House, Lean-to
Propagating House, Single Roofed House, Flues.—2 HI.

CUTTINGS IN OPEN AIR—TIME TO MAKE CUTTINGS,
Selection of Cuttings, Form of Cuttings, Mallet Cuttings.

LAYERING THE VINE.—THIS IS ONE OF THE MOST
Certain and Convenient Methods in.Use.—1 Illustration.

GRAFTING THE GRAPE—THIS IS AN OLD BUT VERY
Uncertain Mode of Propagating the Grape, but Can be
Used Successfully.—1 Illustrations.

HYBRIDIZING AND CROSSING—THESE ARE OPERA-
tions that Should Demand the Attention of Every One
Who Undertakes to Produce New Varieties, Mode of
Operation.—3 Illustrations.

TRANSPLANTING—VINES WILL OFTEN REQUIRE ONE
Season of Nursery Culture before being Planted in the
Vineyard, Heeling-in.—3 Illustrations.

SOIL AND SITUATION—MUCH DEPENDS UPON THEM.
Preparing the Soil, Manures and their Operations

STEM APPENDAGES. - SPINES, HAIRS, LATERALS,
Forms of Leaves, Tendrils, Buds.—7 Illustrations.

PLANTING THE VINE. — A GREAT DIVERSITY OF
Opinion, My Own Rule, Root Pruning, How to Plant.

GRAPE TRELLISES—2 Illustrations.

TIME TO PRUNE VINES—PRUNING AND TRAINING,
Opposite Arms, Oblique Arms, A Plan for Poor Soils.

GARDEN CULTURE-POSITION OF BORDER, TRAIN-
ing the Vines, Four Tiers of Arms, Double Stem, Trel-

lises in Gardens, Training to Stakes, Girdling the Vine,

Removing the Leaves.—9 Illustrations.

GATHERING THE FRUIT.—PRESERVING THE FRUIT,
Wine Making, Pruning Shears.—1 Illustration.

LNSECTS-ROSE CHAFER, GRAPE VINE FLEA BEE-
tle, Spotted Pclldnota, Tree Beetle, Caterpillars, Yellow
Bear, Hog Caterpillar, Grape Vine Sphinx, Blue Caterpil-

lar, Proeris Americana, Leaf Rollers, Thrips, Aphis. Red
Spider, Vine Scale, Diseases. Mildew, Sun Scald.—IS Illus.

DESCRIPTION OF (nearly Seventy) VARIETIES.

REVIEW OF VARIOUS SYSTEMS OF PRUNING AND
Training, Reversing the Arms, Single Arm System, Bow
System, Long Rod Spur System, Upright Canes, Thomery
System.—Index.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE $1.50

Allen's Domestic Animals $1.00

A ni«torv and Description of the HORSE. MULE,
CATTLE, SHEEP, SWINE, POULTRY, and FARM
DOGS, with directions for Breeding, Crossing, Rearing,

Feeding, and Preparation for Market, with their DIS-

EASES and REMEDIES. By R, L. Allen, ,Cloth,

l-jiiu i. 2-27 pp.

Allen's Rural Architecture $1.50

Practical Directions and Suggestions for Construction

of convenient FARM-HOUSES. COTTAGES, and OUT-
BUILDINGS, Including Bams, Stables, Sheds. Car-

riage and Wagon-Houses. Work-Shops, Wbod-Honscs,
Ash and Smoke-HOOSCB, Ice-IIoiises, Poultry and Beo-

Hooses, Dove-Cotes, etc, together with directions for

tlio gardeusnnrt grounds j Useful and ornamental Do-

mestic Animals, etc. By Hon. Lewis F. Allen, Editor
" American Herd-Book," etc. Cloth, 13mo, 378 pp.

American Bird-Fancier Paper, .. 30
Field, Cage, and Honse-Birds, breeding, rearing, etc.

Paper, 12mo, 107 pp.

American Farm-Book- (R-L. Allen). $1.50
Ok a Compend op American* Agriculture ; Being a
Practical Treatise on Soils, Manures, Draining, Irriga-

tion, Grasses. Grain, Root's, Fruits. Cotton, Tobacco,
Sugar-Cane, Rice, and every Staple Product of the Uni-
ted States ; with the best methods of Planting, Culti-

vating, and Preparation for Market. Over one hundred
engravings. By R. L. Allen. Cloth, l-2mo, 325 pp.

American Rose Culturist 30
(Including the Dahlia.) Being a Practical Treatise on
the Propagation, Cultivation, and Management of THE
ROSE, to which are added full directions for the treat-

ment of the Dahlia. In neat paper covers. 12mo, 96 pp.

American Weeds, and Useful Plants.$1.75

An Important Work for every Cultivator—Farmer, Gar-
dener, etc. ; being an Enumeration and Description

,

(with accurate illustrations), of the WEEDS and
PLANTS found in American Fields and Gardens,
which meet the observation, or require the attention of
Cultivators

; with practical suggestions for their Eradi-
cation when needed. While practical in its character, it

includes both the common and botanical names and char-

acters of the Weeds and Plants, with a Popular Account
of the Structure of Plants. By Wm. Darlington, M.D.,
and Prop. Geo. Thurber. Thoroughly Illustrated

with 277 Engravings. 12mo., 460 pp.

Bement's Rabbit Fancier 30
Breeding, Rearing, Feeding, and General Manage-
ment of Rabbits : their Diseases and Remedies ; Full
Directions for the Construction of Hntches. Rabbitries,

etc. ; Recipes for Cooking and Dressing for the Table.

Numerous Hlustratious. By C. M. Bement. author of
Poulterer's Companion, etc. 12mo, 101 pp., in neat
illustrated paper covers.

Boussingault's Rural Economy $1.60
Rural Economy in its relations with Chemistry, Phys-
ics, and Meteorology ; or Chemistry Applied to
Agriculture in the Principles of Farm Management,
the Preservation and Use of Manures, the Nutrition

and Food of Animals, and the General Economy of

Agriculture. By J. B. Boussingault, Member of In-

stitute of France, etc. Translated, with Introduction

and Notes, by Geoeoe Law, Agriculturist. Cloth,

l"2mo, 507 pp.

Breck's New Book of Flowers, or Flower
Garden $1.75

In which arc described the various Hardy Herbaceous

Flowers, Annuals, Shrubby Plants, and Evergreen

Trees, with Directions for their Cultivation. New
edition, revised and corrected. By Joseph Breck,

Seedsman and Florist, former editor of New England

Farmer, and Horticultural Register, Cloth, 12mo,

395 pp.

Buist's American Flower Garden Direc-

tory $1.50

Containing Practical Directions for the Culture of

Plants in the Flower-Garden. Hot-House, Green-House,

Rooms for Parlor-Windows. FOR EVERY MONTH IN
THE YEAR; with descriptions of most desirable

plants, soils, transplanting, erecting a Hot-House, a

Green-nouse, laying out a Flower-Garden . etc., etc. By
Robert Bimst. a practical Nurseryman and Seed-

Grower of Philadelphia. Cloth, 12ino. 312 pp.

Buist's Family Kitchen-Gardener. -..$1,00

An excellent Practical work, containing Plain and
Accurate Descriptions of all the Different Species and

Varieties of Culinary Vegetables, with their Botanical

English, Freuch. and German Names, alphabetically

arranged; with full Directions for the Best Mode of

Cultivating them in the Garden or under Glass. By
Robert Buist. Cloth, 12mo., 216 pp.

Chorlton's Grape-Grower's Guide 75

Intended Especially for the American Climate;

being a practical Treatise, with Engravings, ou tho

Cultivation of luc Grape-vine in each Department oi
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Hot-House. Cold Grapery, otc. : with Plans for the Con-

struction and Heating. By Wsr. Chorlton. Cloth,

12tno, 304 pp.

Cobbett's American Gardener 75

A Treatise on the Laying Out and Management of Gar-

dens. Though an old work, it is one which will find a

place in every considerable Horary, as the production

of a remarkable man. While it is marked by the

author's peculiarities, it is so full of plain common-

eense, that it is worthy of being kept in print. By

William Cobbett. Cloth, 12mo., 230 pp.

Cole's American Fruit Book 75

CbntaiHing Directions for Raising, Propagating, and

Managing Fruit-Trees,. Shrubs, and Plants, with de-

scriptions of the best varieties of fruit, etc. ISmo,

SSSpp.

Cole's American Veterinarian 75

Diseases of Domestic Animals, showing the Causes,

Symptoms, and Bemedies, and rules for Restoring and

Presenting Health by good management, with directions

for Training and Breeding. By S. W. Cole. Cloth,

18mo.,288pp.

Copeland's Country life $5.00

An elegant Octavo Volume, containing 920 pages, and

230 Engravings. It is a Compendium of Agricultural

and Horticultural Practical Knowledge ; embracing

Descriptions, Hints, Suggestions and Details of great

value to every one interested in Fruit, Flowers, Vege-

tables, or Farm Crops. It describes and illustrates near-

ly the whole range of topics of interest to the Farmer,

the Gardener, the Fruit Cultnrist, and the Amateur.

By Robert Mourns Copelanb. Cloth, beveled boards,

Svo., 920 pp.

Cotton-Planter's Manual $1.50

This is the only popular work published on the subject.

It is a compilation of facts from the best authorities on

the CULTURE OF COTTON, its Natural History,

Chemical Analysis, Trade, and Consumption, with a

histt>ry of Cotton and the Cotton-Gin. Cloth, 12mo,

820 pp.

Dadd's American Cattle-Doctor-...$1.50

To Help Every Man to be his own Cattle-Doctor. A
work by Geo. H. Dadd, M. D., Veterinary Practitioner

;

giving the necessary information for preserving the

Health and Curing the Diseases of OXENT, COWS,
SHEEP, and SWINE, with a great variety of original

Recipes, and valuable information on Farm and Dairy

Management. 12mo, 359 pp.

Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor $1.50

Containing Practical Observations on the
Causes, Nature, and Treatment of Diseases and
Lameness of Horses ; embracing tho most recent and
improved Methods, according to an enlightened system
«f Veterinary Practice, for Preservation and Restoration

nf Health. Illustrated. By Geo. H. Dadb, M.D.,
Veterinary Surgeon. Cloth, 12mo., 432 pp.

Dana's Muck Manual $1.25
A Manual for Farmers ; treating of Soils, Manures,

Composts, etc., and especially of the important subject

of using MUCK, the great natural fertilizer of the coun-

try. By Samuel L. Dana. Cloth, 12mo., 312 pp.

Downing's Landscape Gardening and
Kural Architecture .$6.50

The most complete and valuable work ever issued on
Landscape Gardening in North-America, for the Im-
provement of Country Residences containing full Di-

rections for everything connected with the Laying out

and adorning the Rural Home, the Grounds, the Gar-

dens, the Buildings, the Trees and Plants, etc., with
principles of taste so stated as to adapt the work to all

classes. Splendidly Illustrated with many Steel and
fine Wood Engravings. By the late A. J. Downing.
New Edition, Enlarged, Newly Hlustrated and Revised,

with Supplement, by Henry Winthrop Sargent.
Octavo, 534 pp. Extra cloth, gilt, beveled bds.

Eastwood's Complete Cranberry Manual 75
Giving directions for the cultivation in different locali-

ties, with illustrations and descriptions of varieties By
Benj. Eastwood. Woth, 12mo, 120 pp.

Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guidel.50

The previous Edition of this work was Thoroughly

Revised ; embracing all the new and valuable Fruits,

with the latest improvements in their Cultivation

;

especially adapted to the wants of Western Fruit-

Growers ; full Illustrations. By F. R. Elliott, of Ohio.

Cloth, 12mo, 503 pp.

Field's Pear Culture- -••$1.25

The Pear Garden; a Treatise on the Propagation

and Cultivation of the Pear Tree, with instructions for

Management from the Seedling to the Bearing Treei

By Thomas \V. Field. Illustration?. Cloth, 19mo,

2SG pp.

Flax Culture 50
A new and very valuable wort, consisting of full direc-

tions, from selection of ground and seed to preparation

and marketing of crop, as given by a number of ex-

perienced growers. Svo, paper.

French's Farm Drainage 1.50

The Principles, Process, and Effects of Draining Land
with Stones, Wood, Drain-Plows, Open Ditches, and

especially with Tiles ; including Tables of Kainfall,

Evaporation, Filtration, Excavation, Capacity of Pipes,

cost and number to the acre'. With over 100 illustra-

tions. The best work on Draining published. By
Judge French, of New Hampshire, President, of Mass.

Agricultural College. Cloth, 12mo, 384 pp.

Fuller's Grape Culturist $1.50

This is the latest and most practical work issued on the

Culture of the Hardy Grapes, with full directions for

all departments of Propagation, culture, etc., with one
hundred and live excellent, engravings, illustrating the

various operations of Planting, Training, Grafting, etc.

New edition, revised and enlarged. By Andrew S.

Fuller, Practical Horticulturist. Cloth, ISmo. 202 pp.

Fuller's Illustrated Strawberry Cul-

turist Paper*.. 20
A new, practical little work, meeting with universal

favor. It gives a full list of varieties, down to the
latest valuable seedlings. Paper, 12mo, 48 pp.

Guenon's Treatise on Milch Cows— 75

An interesting work, giving new and peculiar direc-

tions, and many illustrative engravings, for determining

by natural marks or external signs, the quality and
quantity of milk a cow will give, length of time she

will continne in milk, etc., wirh introductory remarks
of forty pages on the Cow and Dairy. Sixty-third

thousand. Svo, 88 pp.

Herbert's Hints to Horse-Keepers.. $1.75

This is the best practical work on the Horse, prepared

in this country. A Complete Manual for Horsemen,
embracing : How to Breed a Horse ; How to Buy a

Horse ; How to Break a Horse
; How to Use a Horse

;

How to Feed a Horse ; How to Physic a Horse (Allo-

pathy or Homoeopathy): How to Groom a Horse ; How to

Drive a Horse ; How to Ride a norse, etc., and Chap-

ters on Mules and Ponies, etc. -*By the late Henry
William Herbert, (Frank Forester.) Beautifully

illustrated throughout. Cloth, 12mo., 425 pp.

Hooper's Dog1 and Gun 30
"A Few Loose Chapters on Shooting," with some
Anecdotes and Incidents, Notes on Guns, Choosing and

Training Dogs ; about Game, etc. By J. J. Hooper,
Montgomery, Ala. Neat paper covers ; 12mo, 105 pp.

Hop Culture. 40
Practical Details fully given, from the Selection and
Preparation of the Soil, Setting and Cultivation of
the Plants, to Picking, Dryisg, Pressing and Mar-
keting the Crop. Plain Directions by Ten Experi-

enced Cultivators. Illustrated with over forty engrav-

ings. Edited by Prof. George Thurber, Editor of

the American Agriculturist. Svo., paper.

Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry- . 1.75

Lectures on the Application op Chemistry and
Geology to Agriculture. New edition, with an
Appendix, containing the Author's Experiments in

Practical Agriculture. By the late Jas. E. W. John-
ston, M.A., F.R.SS. L. and E., etc., etc. This is an
American edition of the large and extensive English
work. Cloth, largo ISmo, 709 pp.

Leuchars' How to Build Hot-Houses..$1.50

GREEN-HOUSES, GRAPERIES, etc. etc., and how to

Ventilate them. Illustrated with numerous Engravings.

This is the only work published in this country, speci-

ally devoted to this subject. By Robert B. Leuchaks,
Garden Architect. Cloth, 12rno., 366 pp.

My Vineyard at Lakeview $1.25
This book is especially valuable as giving an account

of the processes actually followed in celebrated Grape
Regions in Western New York, and on the shores and
islands of Lake Erie. To any one who wishes to grow
grapes, whether a single vine or a vineyard, it is full of

valuable teachings. It tells just what the beginner in

grape culture wishes to know, with the charm that al-

ways attends the relation of personal experience.

Cloth, 12mo., 143 pp.

Norton's Elements of Scientific Agricul-

ture. 75

A valuable and popular treatise on the Connection be-

tween Science and the art of Practical Farming. By
the late John P. Norton, M.A., Professor of Scientific

Agriculture in Tale College. Cloth, 12mo, SIS pp.

Onions: How to Eaise them Profitably,

Paper .'.. 20

Being the Practical Details, from Selection of Seed and

Preparation of Ground to Harvesting and Marketing

the Crop, given very plainly by Seventeen Practical Onion

Growers of long experience, residing in different parts

of the country. No more valuable work of its size was

ever issued. Octavo, 32 pp. Neat paper covers.

Our Farm of Four Acres, and the Money
we Made by it 30

From the Twelfth London Edition, with an introduc-

tion for the American Edition. This work has already

had an immense sale, both in England and in this

country. It is written by a lady, and while conveying

many useful suggestions, it has almost the interest of

a romance. 12mo, 126 pp. New Edition. Price in

neat paper covers, 30c. ; bound, 60 cents.

Pardee on Strawberry Culture 75

A Manual for the Cultivation of the Strawberry ; with

a Description of the Best Varieties. Also, Notes on

the Raspberry, Blackberry, Currant, Gooseberry, and
f Grape. By R. G. Pardee. Cloth, 12mo, 167 pp.

Peat and its Uses $1.25

A New Work on Peat, thorough and Practical ; it gives

a full history of Peat, Muck, etc., telling what they

are, where found, and how to estimate their value. It

describes the various methods of using Peat for ma-
nure, as an absorbent, as an ameliorator of the soil,

etc. ; and it is especially explicit in regard to the use

of Peat as Fuel, describing minutely the various pro-

cesses employed in preparing it to burn, -from the sim-

plest to the most complicated ; such as are in use in

this country, and Europe. It is illustrated with many
Engravings of machines, etc. The work is invaluable

to those having Peat or Muck swamps, or wishing to

invest in Peat Companies. By Prop. Samuel W.
Johnson, of Vale College. Cloth, 12mo., 168 pp.

Pedder's Land-Measurer for Farmers-.60
A convenient Pocket Companion, showing at once the

contents of any pieee of land, when its length and

width are known, up to 1,500 feet, either way, with va-

rious other useful farm tables. Cloth, ISmo, 144 pp.

Q,uinby's Mysteries of Bee-Keeping Ex-
plained $1.50

Newly written througltout, containing the results of

thirty-five years of successful experience, with full,

plain, and practical Directions for all details of Bee Cul-

ture ; including also a Description and Manner of Using

the Movable Comb and Box Hives, with the most ap-

proved modes of Propagating and Treating the Italian

Bee, etc., etc., with numerous illustrations. ByM.
Qtjtnby, Practical Bee-keeper.

Randall's Fine-Wool Sheep Husbandry $1.

Giving Prominent Characteristics of Different Breeds

;

Principles of breeding correctly; practical and concise

rules for Selecting the Best, and making the best Cross-

•sforWool and Mutton. By Hon. Henry S. Randall,

LL.D. 12mo, 189 pp.
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Randall's Sheep Husbandry $1.50

With an account of the different Breeds of Sheep

;

Selecting tlie Best for Wool and for Mutton ; Knloa for

Crossing; Practical Details for Rearing: Summer and

TVinter Management ; Treating Diseases ; with New
Chapters by Henry S. Randall and G. W. Kendall on

Sheep Husbandry in Texas, with Portraits of different

Breeds, Illustrations of Sheep Folds, and other Articles

in Sheep Husbandry. Octavo, 3*9 pp.

Richardson on Dogs. .Paper, 30, Cloth,. .60

Or, Doas ; TirEm Oraoix and Varieties. Directions

as to their Management, Simple Instructions for Treat-

ment under Disease, etc., etc., with numerous engrav-

ings. By H. D. Richardson, author of sundry works

on animals. 12mo, 137 pp. Neat paper covers, 30c.

;

bound, GOc.

Saunders's Domestic Poultry 75

A New Practical Treatise on the Preferable Breeds of

Farm-Yard Poultry, their History and Leading Char-

acteristics ; with Complete Instructions for Breeding and

Fattening, including Preparing for Exhibition at Poul-

try Shows, etc. Very fully illustrated. By Simon M.
Saunders. 12mo, lot pp. Paper, 40c. ; cloth, 75c.

Schenck's Gardener's Text Book. • 75

Directions for the Forming

Kitchen Garden, the Ctdtun

Fruits, and Medicinal Herbs.

and Management of the

i and Use of Vegetables,

Cloth, ISmo., 30(1 pp.

Skillful Housewife.. 75

Or, Complete Guide to Domestic Cookery, Taste, Com-
fort, and Economy, embracing 659 Recipes, with

many valuable hints pertaining to household duties,

the care of health, Education of Children, Gardening,

Birds. By Mrs. L. G. Abell. Cloth, 12mo., 210 pp.

Stewart's Stable Book $1.50

A treatise on the Management of Horses, in relation to

Stabling, Grooming, Feeding, Watering, and Working,
Construction of Stables, Ventilation, Appendages of

of Stables, Management of the Feet and of Diseased

and Defective Horses. By John Stewart, Veterinary

Surgeon. With Notes and Additions, adapting it to

American food and climate. By A. B. Allen, former

Editor of Anwican Agriculturist. Cloth, ISmo., 378

pp.

The Miniature Fruit Garden $1.00

On the Culture of Pyramidal and Bush Fruit Trees.

Dwarf Apples and Pears are beautiful ornaments, be-

sides being useful in giving abundant crops of fruit

;

they can be grown in Small Gardens and City Yards,

and be readily removed. Root Pruning is fully ex-

plained. There are directions also, concerning Dwarf
Cherries and Plums, Figs and Filberts. It is a valuable

work for the cultivator. By Thomas Rivers. Cloth,

12moM 143 pp.

Thompson's Food of Animals $1.00

Experimental Researches on the Food of Animals, the

value of different kinds for feeding and fattening pur-

pose*, with remarks upon the food of Man: being de-

tails of important experiments made by the- British

Government. By Robert Dundas Thompson, M. D.

Cloth, 12mo, 1T2 pp.

Tohaceo Culture; Full Practical Details.25

This Is by far the most useful and valuable work ever

issued on this subject. It contains full details of every

process from the Selection and Preparation of the Seed

and Soil, fto the Harvesting, Curing, and Marketing the

Crop, with Illustrative Engravings of tho operations.

The work was prepared by Fourteen Evjierienced To-

bacco Grower.*, residing in different parts of the coun-

try. It also contains Notes on tho Tobacco Worm,

with Illustrations. Octavo, AS pp., in neat paper covers.

Youatt and Martin on Cattle $1.50

Being a treatise on their Breeds, Management, Diseases
;

a full history of the various races ; their origin, breed-

ing, and merits ; their capacity for Beef and Milk. By

W. Youatt and W. C. L. Martin. A complete guide

for tlie Farmer, the Amateur, and Veterinary Surgeon,

with many niustratlons. Edltod by Ambrose Steven*.

•loth, 12mo, 469 pp.

Youatt and Martin on the Hog— .$100

A treatise on the Breeds, Management, and Medical

Treatment of Swine, with directions for salting pork,

and curing bacon and hams. By W?i. Yocatt, V.S.,

and W. C. L. Martin. Amei-ican edition, edited by
Ambrose Stevens. Illustrated with engravings. Cloth,

12 mo., 231 pp.

Youatt and Spooner on the Horse.. $1.50

The Structure and Diseases of the Horse, Remedies,

Rules to Buyers, Breakers, Shoers, etc. Youatt's work
somewhat simplified and brought down by W. C. Spoon-

er, M.R.C.V.S. ; to which Is prefixed an account of the

Breeds in the United States and Canadas, by Hon.
Henry S. Randall. Illustrated with numerous engrav-

ings. Cloth, 12mo., 4S3 pp.

Youatt on Sheep $1.00

With detaUs for Breeding and Rearing ; Notes on Dif-

ferent Breeds ; Summer and Winter Management
;

Characteristics of different Kinds of Wool, with Por-

traits of different Breeds of Sheep. Octavo, 160 pp.

Warders Hedges and Evergreens. ..$1.50

This is the only book wholly devoted t© the Cultivation,

Pruning and Management of Plants suitable for Ameri-

can hedging, especially the Madura, or OSAGE OR-
ANGE; illustrated with engravings of plants, imple-

ments, and processes ; to which is added a Treatise on

Ewrgi'eens, their varieties, propagation, culture, etc.

By J. A. Warder. 12mo., 201 pp.

HIVE Y©U A CJAE!)EN ?

MAKE YOUR, GARDEN PAY.
MAKE IT PAT.

MAKE IT TAT.

MAKE IT PAT.

MAKE IT PAT.

MAKE YOUR GARDEN PAY
Br Readisto the Nett Book,

GARDENING FOR PROFIT.
FIND OUT who are the men thnt are fitted for tho P.usi-

FIND OUT ness of Gardening.

FIND OUT
FIND OUT the.imount of Capital required and the Work-
FIND OUT ins Force per acre.

FIND OUT
FIND OUT what are the Profits of Market Gardening'

FIND OUT
FIND OUT the best Location, Situation and Manner of

FIND OUT Laying Ont a Garden.

FIND OUT
FIND OUT all about Soils, Drainage and Preparation ; and
FIND OUT about Manures and Implements.
FIND OUT
FIND OUT the uses and management of Cold Frames.

FIND OUT
FIND OUT the formation and management of Hot Beds.

FIND OUT
FIND OUT about Forcing Pits, or Green-houses; Seeds and
FIND OUT Seed raising.

FIND OUT
FIND OUT How, When and "Where to sow seeds*.

FIND OUT
FIND OUT about Transplanting; about Insects; about the

FIND OUT Packing of Vegetables for Shipping, and the

FIND OUT Preservation of Vegetables in Winter.

FIND OUT
FIND OUT the most valuable kinds of Vegetables and the

FIND OUT Culture proper for each, with very many other

FIND OUT things that the owner of a Garden, large or

FIND OUT small, will he glad to know.
FIND OUT
FIND OUT how to make from $300 to S10OO per acre on
FIND OUT your land. It has been done, and you can
FIND OUT learn How to Do it.

FIND OUT ALL THIS BY READING

IN THE MARKET AND FAMILY GAEDEN,

BY PETER IIEXDERSOX.

Published by ORANGE JUDO &. CO.,

No. 41 Park Row, New York.

Sent post-paid, on receipt of price, i PRICE SI.SO.

NEW BOOKS.

Saunders' Domestic
By S. 51. Baunders.

New Edition Revised and Enlarged* „

This Book contains Articles on the Preferable

Breeds of Farm-Yard Poultry, Their History

and Leading Characteristics, with Complete

Instructions for Breeding and Fattening, and

Preparing for Exhibition at Poultry Shows,

etc., etc., derived from tlie Author's Experi-

ence and Observation.

Tlie work is compact, full of valuable hints

and information, and beautifully illustrated.

An appendix contains an account of Poultry

breeding on a large scale, as practiced in the

neighborhood of Paris, and is a very important

addition to the work.

Price, paper 40 ots., cloth To cts.

ORANGE JUDO & CO., Publishers.

Money in tlie S-vra.m;ps.

PEAT '! PEAT ! PEAT «

FUEL - MANURE.
WHERE TO FIND IT.

HOW TO MAKE ANS> USE IT.

ITS VAS.IIE.

A NEW WORK OM PEAT,
THOROUGH AND PRACTICAL

;

By PIJOF. SA.UUEt, W. JOHNSON", o( Vale Collego.

It Rives a fall history of PEAT, MUCK, etc., telling

what they arc, where found, and how to call mate their value.

U describes the various methods of usin^ Peat for ma-

nure, its im absorbent, as nn nmollorator of tho soil, etc.

aud it, Is especially explicit In regard to tho

USE OF PEAT AS FUEL,

describing minutely tho various processes employed In pre-

paring It to burn, from the simplest to the most complicated

;

BUeh as are In use tn this couutry, and Europe It Is llhu-

trated witlunany Engravings of -machine, etc.

The work Is Invnluabla to those having Peat or Muck

nwamps, or wishing to Invest In Peat Companies.

SENT POST-PAID, - - PRICB $1?5

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

41 Park Row, New York.
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A NEW WORK ON APPLES.

AMERICAN POMOLOGY.

APPLES.

By Doer. JOHN A. WARDEB,

PRESIDENT OHIO POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY ;
Y1CE-PKESIDEOT

ALBICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY, ETC.

SO» Illustrations.

To pomologists a work t>y Dr. Warder will need no

commendation. Though a citizen of Ohio, lie is so sure

to he at any pomological gathering, he it East or West,

that the whole country claims him, and if any one has a

right to entitle his work American Pomology it is certain-

ly Dr. Warder. The present is the first instalment of a

work intended to cover the whole ground. In it the

author has attempted the difficult task of hringing apples

into something like order.

This volume has about 750 pages, the first 375 of which

are devoted to the discussion of the general subjects of

propagation, nursery culture, selection and planting, cul-

tivation of orchards, care of fruit, insects, and the like

;

the remainder is occupied with descriptions of apples.

With the richness of material at hand, the trouble was to

decide what to leave out. It will be found that while the

old and standard varieties are not neglected, the new and

promising sorts, especially those of the South and West,

have prominence. A list of selectipus for different lo-

calities by eminent orchardists is a valuable portion of

the volume, while the Analytical Index or Catalogue

Jlaiwnni, as the French would say, is the most extended

American fruit list ever published, and gives evidence of

a fearful amount of labor.

This differs from any fruit book heretofore published in

this country, in its complete classification of apples. The

author gives the principal European systems and mod-

estly puts forth his own to be tested by practice. He di-

vides apples into four classes, according to their forms.

Each of these classes is sub-divided by other obvious

characters, and it would seem that any apple described in

the book might be easily identified. We trust that this

will prove a great help to the pomologist.

Fruit-growers will welcome this book as a valuable and

long-wished for addition to pomological literature, and it

will be found equally useful to the novice and the experi-

enced orchardist. The work has 293 illustrations, is

printed on good paper and. vfell bound.

SENT POST-PAID, PRICE $3,00.

NEW YOKK:

ORANGE *>WDP A 90„ 41 Pntk Row*

The Miniature Fruit Garden,

OR THE CULTURE OF

Pyramidal and 2>ai?Ba Fruit Trees.

BY THOMAS IUVERS.

Nothing is more gratifying than the cultivation of

dwarf fruit trees, and this work tells how to do it success-

fully.

5>warf Apples and Pears

are beautiful ornaments, besides being useful in giving

abundant crops of fruit ; they can be grown in

Small Gardens and City Yards,

and be readily removed. The work also gives the man-

ner of training upon walls and trellises.

Root Pruning
is fully explained, and methods of protection from frosts

are given.

Dwarf Cherries and Plums
are treated of as are other dwarf trees. Directions are

also given for growing

Figs and FiSherts.

This little work is full of suggestions to the cultivator,

and like all the writings of its venerable author, bears

the marks of long experience in the practice of fruit

growing.

SENT POST-PAID. - PRICE, $1.00

PRANCE JUDP &. CO., 41 Park Row.

My Vsneyard at Lakeview;
Or, Successful Grape Culture.

To any one who wishes to grow grapes, whether a single

vine or a vineyard, this hook is full of valuable teachings.

The author gives not only his success, but what is of

quite as much importance, his failure. It tells just what

the beginner in grape culture wishes to know, with the

charm that always attends the relation of personal ex-

perience.

It is especially valuable as giving an account of tho

processes actually followed in

Celebrated Grape Regions
in "Western New York and on the shores and islands of

Lake Erie.

This book is noticed by a writer in the Horticulturist

for August last as follows :
" Two works very different in

character and value have just been published and seem to

demand a passing notice. The better and less pretentious

of the two is 'My Vineyard at Lakeview,' a charming

little book that professes to give the actual experience of

a western grape grower, detailing not only his successes,

but his blunders and failures. It is written in a pleasant

style, without any attempt at display, and contains much

advice that will prove useful to a beginner—the more use-

ful, because derived from tho experience of a man who

had no leisure for fanciful experiments, but has been

obliged to make his vineyard, support himself and his

family.
11

SENT POST-PAID. - PRICE $1.50.

OBArtSE JUD0&S9> ? 4i Park R9W,

Cummings & Miller.

Carpenters, Builders, and Stone Cutters
;

Tour attention is invited to a NEW and PRACTICAL
"WORK ON ARCHITECTURE, giving in detail on a work-

ing drawing scale, the exterior and Interior of various

classes of buildings—with 383 designs and 714 illustra-

tions, containing street fronts, suburban houses, cottages,

cut stone work, &c, &c. It is 11 by 14 inches in size, con-

taining only practical work, designs and illustrations that

separately would cost hundreds of dollars.

SENT POST-PAID. Price $10.00.

PRANCE JUDP & CO., 41 Park Row.

DOWNING'S
Landscape Gardening and

Rural Architecture.
The most complete and valuable work ever issued on

Landscape Gardening in North-America, for the Improve-
ment of Country Residences; containing full Directions for

every thing connected with Laying out and adorning the
Rural Home, the Grounds, the Gardens, the Buildings, the
Trees and Plants, etc., with principles of taste so stated as

to adapt the work to all classes. Splendidly Illustrated

with many Steel and fine Wood Engravings. By the late

A. J. Downing. Enlarged, Newly Illustrated and Revised,
with Supplement, byHenry Wixthkop Saegejjt. Octavo.
534 pp. Extra cloth, gilt, beveled bds.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE $6.50.

ORANGE JUDD & CO., 41 Park Row.

EXDUGSS AMUSEMENT
FOR

BOYS AND GIRLS.
Crandall's Improved Building Blocks de-

scribed in April number of the American Agriculturist,

page 147, furnish a most attractive amusement for children

They are very simple in construction, will stand years of

childrcns* handling without breaking, and give renewed
pleasure daily.

DWELLINGS,
BARNS,

miLLS,
FENCES,

FURNITURE, etc.,

in almost endles3 variety, can be built with them, and when
finished, the structure remains firm so that it can be carried

about without falling to pieces.

For developing the ingenuity and taste of children they

are unequaled. Having given these blocks a practical trial

in their own families, the publishers of the Agriculturist

were so well pleased with them, that they consented to

take the general agency for their sale.

They are retailed at Tico Dollars per set, of one hundred

and thirty pieces, put up in a neat box, and accompanied

with a card giving various designs of buildings, A liberal

discount will be made to dealers. Address

OftANCE JUDD <fc CO.,

41 Park Row, New York,
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The Best are the Cheapest,

The MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS are ac-

knowledged to be the best instruments of tins class in the
world. It is the policy of these makers to produce none but
the very best work. They aim at success, not by using poor
material and economizing in workmanship, so that their
instruments can be sold at a little less price ; bnt by produc-
ing the most durable, reliable, and in all respects the best
work possible, and selling it at the very lowest rates at

which such work can possibly be afforded, and at the same
prices to all.

They now manufacture more than sixty different styles of
Organs, varying in price from $75 to $1,000 each. These in-

struments contain all the latest improvements, some of
which are not to be found in other instruments, the right to

their exclusive use having been purchased by M. & H., in

some cases at very large expense.
MASON & HAMLIN have been awarded several times as

many highest premiums, at Industrial Fairs, as any other
maker, having received fifty-six within a few years.

They present in their Circulars the printed testimony of a
large majority of the most eminent Organists, Pianists,

Singers and Composers in the country to the superiority of
the instruments of their make.
It is certainly economy in purchasing an instrument of

this class to get the best, although the first cost may be a lit-

tle more, as a poor instrument will soon get out of order and
become comparatively worthless.

Z37~ It should be remembered that the recommendations
of dealers are not always reliable, as there is great tempta-
tion for them to recommend, those instruments on which
they can make the largest profit ; and makers of inferior

work can afford the largest discounts. Mason & Hamlin have
fixed their retail prices so low that they can afford only very
small discounts, at wholesale, and hence the temptation to
dealers to recommend and sell other instruments is great.

Circulars with full descriptions, illustrations, and prices

of the different styles, with hints on what constitutes, and
how to select a good instrument, sent free to any one desir-

ing them. Address MASOX" & HAMLIN,
596 Broadway, New Yorlt,

Or, 154: Trcmont-st., Boston.

ESTABLISHED, 1845

RiNC£ & COS
ELODEONS
AND

The Standard Instrument.
OVER 40,000 IN USE ! !

Illustrated Catalogues sent free on. application,

£3T* Address all orders and communications to

WMffTINCi BROTSIERS,
81* BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

The only Family Machine that sets up Us own work, knits
all sizes, widens and narrows, knits the heel into the stock-

in ir, and narrows off the toe enmplele—producing nil varie-
ties Of knit goods, from an Infant's stocking, mitten or glove,
to n lady's shawl or hood.

It Is simple, durable and easily np-'rated. Agents wanted.
6end for a Circular and sample of Work.
Address (inclosing slump)

LAMB KNITTING MACHINE CO.,
Ruehestcr, N. V., or Springfield, Mass.

pETER COOPER'S
GELATINE

WILL MAKK

DELICIOUS JELLIES
WITH GREAT EASE.

ALSO.

BLANC MANGE,
CHARLOTTE RUSSE, Etc.

mnRCTioxs for cse with the packages.
Forsttle by Grocers and Druggists. Depot, No. 17 Bur-

ling-Slip, Sew Voii.

5 MORE GOOD AGENTS WANTED TO SELL
" Taylor's Patent Door Belts." See pagtZti.

SPEAR'S PRESERVING SOLUTION
"Will effectually prevent fermentation or decay, and pre-
serve all kinds of fruits, vegetables, cider, milk, &c, &e„ in
a periectly fresh and wholesome condition, without sugar—
and without air-tighting—hence a saving of sugar, and
from 50 to 75 per cent. in~the cost of jars.
The solution Is warranted to contain nothing injurious to

health.
Fruits preserved bv it are equal to the best "canned"

fruits, while its use admits of keeping the fruit, &c„ in large
vessels, and using them at long intervals when opened.

It will preserve milk sweet from 12 to oQ hours lomrer than
it will naturally keep, causing it to furnish more cream in
hot weather.
Give it a trial and be convinced of its merits and great

advantages over all other methods.
One bottle will preserve 12S lbs. of fruit, or 4S gallons of

cider, or 128 gallons of milk. Full directions for using with
each bottle. Price, $1 per bottle ; G bottles for $5 ; or 12 bot-
tles for §0. Good discount to dealers, ask vour Merchant
for it, or form club and send price for t> or 12"bottles, and re-
ceive it by express from the nearest one of the following
"Wholesale Agents: John M. Mavis & Co., and Johnson",
Holloway & Cowden, Philadelphia; C. W. Bursess & Son,
Baltimore, Md. ; Shephard, Attwood & Co., Boston; Burn-
hams & Van Schaack, Chicago; A. B. Eaton & Son, Cin-
cinnati; Valentine Gezber, St. Louis, Mo.: Elliott & Co.,
Berrien Springs, Mich. ; Roe, "Whitman & Co., South Bend,
Ind.; Johnson & Bro., New Haven, Conn.; Young & Lyons,
Providence, IS, I. ; or to

L. P. WORRALL, General Agent,
No. 91 Hudson-st., New York.

PYLE'S SAUERATTJS AND
CREAM TARTAR

Are the best in Market. All first class Grocers keep them.

Marbleized Slate Mantels.
Superior in appearance, more durable, half the price of

marble. T. B. Stewart, 605 6th av., bet. 35th & 36th sts.,N.Y.

English's Patent Combined Knife,

Tweezer and Ear Spoon.

This little instrument combines within the space occupied
by the ordinary pocket Tweezer, a Nail Knife and File, an
Far Spoon, and a pair of Tweezers. It is simple in its con-

struction, being made of three simple pieces of steel, and in

the most durable and workman-like manner: making one
of the most uselul and convenient articles for the pocket
ever presented to the public.

Ladies will And this article to be a very useful and conve-
nient adjunct to the Sewing Machine.

RETAIL. PRICE, 50 CTS. EACH.
By tlie Dozen, $4.00.

For sale by Dealers In Hardware, Notions, and Fancy
Articles Generally.

Samples sent by mail to any address on receipt of 50 cents.

Address B. C. ENGLISH, Springfield, Mass.

INVALIDS 7 WHEEL CHAIRS for in or out door
use, from $20 to §40. Invalid's Carriages to order. Chil-

dren's Carriages, &c. Patent Cantering Horses, £12 to $25.
Send for Circular. S. W. SMITH,

90 Williain-st., New York.

SCHOOL TEACHERS WANTED. —The Stib-
k5 scriber wishes to employ for each town In the United
States, male teachers who have formerly been engaged,
either in Day Schools or Sunday Schools, who can devote
their exclusive time to the business, to canvass for the
"Illustrated History of the Bible," bv John Kitto, D. D.

T
F.

S. A., edited bv Alvan Bond, D. 1)., of Norwich, Conn.
This is the best selling book I have ever published. Agents

make from $100 to $300 per month, ana say "they never
knew a book to sell so well." Apply immediately in person
or by letter to the publisher,

HENRY BILL, Norwich, Conn.

Stereopticons and Magic Lanterns,
With the Improved Lime Light, illuminating brilliantly two
hundred square feet of canvas, and magnifying the views to
that size, at an expense of less than one dollar for a whole
evening's exhibition. Easily managed and pays well.

Illustrated priced catalogue of the apparatus, with list of
over two thousand artistically colored photographic views
on glass, of the War, Scripture Mistorv, Chohv Stsituarv, etc.,

etc., forwarded on application. T. II- MCALLISTER, Opti-
cian, (.of late firm of McAllister & Bro., Phila. ) 49 Nassau-
street, New York.

AGENTS and nil seeking profitable employment
should secure at one 1 the agency for .1. T. Headley's

latest and best work, FARR At I U T * AND OUR NAVAL
COMMANDERS. Just out: very popular; selling rapidly;
no competition. Address E. I). TREAT & Co., Publishers,
No. 664 Broadway, New YorU.

ME. DEMOREST'S new style BENOITON
DEESS LOOPERS.—A great Improvement; 50c. per

set. Mailed free. No. 173 Broadway, N. Y. Very conve-
nient, ornamental aud clUcient.

TRUSSES, &c—MARSH
CO.'S Eadical Cure Truss Office,

(Only at No. 2 Vesey-at, Also supporters,
bandages, silks, elastic stockings, »Scc.

A LADY ATTENDANT.

^JOLD PENS, 50 cents to §S] Pens in Silver™* cases, $ito$i; Pens repaired i 50 cents; also, Fonn-
tain Pen sent bv mail. Send stamp to. 'reular. GEORO/E
F. TIAWKRS. Manufacturer, i'»i Nassau-*. New York.

SjilOTOfiRArnS ofall kinds.—S:inv "* and Cat-
alogiH'scnt forgets. W. C.WEMTSS.GTSBro.u way, N.Y.

IBOPER'S NEW AMERICAN BREECH LOAD-
S' ING REPEATING SHOT GUN, firing four shots in

two seconds, usimc utdinarv ammunition. Manufactured bv
ROPER REPEATING RIFLE CO. Amherst, Mass. Under
personal supervision of C. M. SPENCER, Inventor of the
famous SPENCER RIFLE. ff^"Send for Circular..^3

AGENTS WANTED in every city
'©and town, to sell the knives of the "Board-1

man Cutlery Co.," the handiest, best, and cheapest; sample
sent for 40 cts., postage paid. Address

BOARDMAN & CO., New Haven, Conn.

MME. DEMOREST'S UNEQUALED STOCK^
ISO SUSPENDERS.—They are convenient and dura-

ble, instantly adjusted, requiring no buttons or sewing, and
universally approved. Children's, 30c: Ladies, 5Uc. Post
free. EMPORIUM OF FASHIONS, No. 473 Broadway, N. Y.

&m Gold Medals
AWARDED ONE MACjINE,

Harder's Premium Railway Horse Power
and Combined Tlireslicr and Clcnncr, at tlie
Great National Trial, Auburn, July, 18GG, for
" Slow and east/ movement of horses, mechanical construc-
tion of the very best kind, thorough and conscientious
workmansliip and material in everyplace, nothing slighted,

excellent loork, <tc." as shown by Official Eeport of Judges.
Threshers, Separators, Fanning Mills, Wood Saws, Seed
Sowers and Planters, &c, all of the best in market. Circu-
lars with price, full information, aud Judges* Report of Au-
burn Trial, sent free. Address

IS. & M. HARDER,
Cobleslcill, Selioliarie Co., IV. Y.

The Best in America.
J. BrinlcerlioiF's Corn SUeller, Separator and

Cleaner.
Patented April 12th, 1S64, and February 2Sth, 1863.

This machine has been selected by the Advisorv Commit-
tee, for J. C. Derby, U. S. Agent, as the best in America, and
lias been sent to Paris, to the Universal Exposition. Has
also taken the first premium at the New York State Fair,
in 1S66, the Committee pronouncing It the Best Corn Shelter
they ever saic.

It shells, separates and cleanses rapidly and easily, at one
operation, as fast as the ears can be put in the hopper.
For Territory and Agencies in Pennsylvania and Maryland,

Address WM. AVICLE, Box 246, Gettysburg, Penn.

"SALISBURY'S" Self-Locking Device for suspending Hay
Forks, etc. Just Patented. State and County rights for s;i1l-.

Send for Illustrated Circular. Address
W. S. SALISBURY, Adams Centre, Jefferson Co., N. Y.

PAINTS for FARMERS and others.—The Graf-
ton Mineral Paint Co. are now manufacturing the Best,

Cheapest and most Durable Paint in use; two coats well pur.

on, mixed with pure Linseed Oil. will last 10 or 15 years; it is

of a light brown or beautiful chocolate color, and can be
changed to creen, lead, stone, drab, olive or cream, to suit
the taste of the consumer. It is valuable for Houses. Barns,
Fences, Carriage and Car-makers. Pails and Wooden-ware,
Agricultural Implements, Canal Boats, Vessels ami Ships'
Bottoms, Canvas, Metal and Shingle Roofs, (it being Fire
and Water prooH, Floor Oil Cloth Manuf. (.one Manuf. hav-
ing used in the past year 2000 bbls..") and as a paint is unsur-
passed for bodv, durability, elasticity, and adhesiveness.
Send (or a circular, which gives particulars. Price 2 cts. per
lb., or $ii per bbl.. of SOU lbs., which will supply a farmer for
years to come. None genuine unless branded in a trade,

mark Grafton Mineral Pain I Work. Address
DANIEL BIDWELL, 254 Pearl-st., New York.

H. W. JOHNS'

IMPROVED ROOFING
Has been in use nearly ten years, and forms a handsome and
reliable roof. Can be" applied by any one. Elastic Min-
eral Cement, lor Repairing Leaky Shingle and other
Roofs. Preservative Paints, Roofing, Cement,
&c. Exclusive right to sell and apply will be given. Send
for descriptive circular, prices, &q . to

H. AV. JOHNS, 7S "William S<., W. V.

C1DEK PRESS SCKI5WS.
Five feet long, 4 inches diameter. These powerful Screws

bring out one-third more juice than Portable Presses. Send

for Circular. Made by
THOMPSON & CARPENTER, Poughkccpslo, N. Y.

CtONTIXt'AL LEVER and Screw Press, with
'Grinder attached, for Pressing Cheese, Wines, Cider,

and Lard, &c Address WILLIAM C. REA.
Pleasant Run, New Jersey.

Dl, .KAKl! EVAPORATOR—Those interested in
H ™iho manufacture of Sorghum Syrup will Hint it to their

interest to examine the DRAKE EVAPORATOR before
purchasing tuir other. For Clrcul&ra address

JAMES tTOTJD.
Cochrauville, Chostcr Co., Pa.

FUR A RKICK MACHINE SIM-
nlo : $160wUh Tempering Box and Moulds,

wnrrnnti'cl to make 15,00 i Hriik per day, of a BUperlor gttal-

fi;i-:y s -'

•#!©0
Uy. Address S SHECKLER,

Jiu-vrus. (X

V i'iiH wanh-d M iMtiva^ KuMfM'- Modem <\irpcnter and
Builder. Every mechanic veil] purchase. Cloth, $.", per
copy, post-paid. HOWARD CHALLEN, Philadelphia,
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WOOD <& 3KA1SN STJBAJ9I ENGI1SE
CO'S CELEBRATED

PORTABLE A>"D STATIONARY

ENGSKES AND BOILERS,

FROM 4: TO 33 HORSE POWER.
ALSO PORTABLE SAW MILLS.
}Vc have the oldest, larjrest and most complete works in

the United States, devoted exclusively to the manufacture
of Poriahle Engines and Saw Mills, which, for simplicity,
compactness, power and economy of fuel, are conceded by
experts, to be superior to any ever ottered to the public.

The great amount of boiler room, fire surface and cylinder
area, which we give to the rated horse power, make our En-
gines the most powerful and cheapest in use ; and they are
adapted to every purpose where power is required.

All sizes constantly on baud, or furnished on short notice.

Descriptive circulars, with price list, sent on application.

"WOOD & MANN STEAM ENGINE CO.,

Utica, N. Y.
Branch Office, 96 Maiden Lane, New York City.

Clipper Mower and Reaper.

This Celebrated and unequaled machine, heretofore made
by R. L. Allen, of N. T. City, is now manufactured by The
Clipper Mower and Rcaprr Company, at their

"Works at Yonkers, X. Y\, where they have unsurpassed fa-

cilities for the business. The Machine needs no encomium.
Farmers throughout all sections of the country who have
used it, are ready and willing to testify to its greatly stipe

rior qualities for all work, combining', as it does, more points

of excellence than any machine yet made.
Its principal characteristics, are: Simplicity of construc-

tion. Durability, Ease of Draft, Portability and Com-
pleteness of Finish in all its parts.

These Machines are made of Four Sizes, to meet the wants
of any farmer, as follows:

No. 1, One-Horse machine (30 in. wheel), SJa ft. Swath.

(The only practical One-horse machine in market.)

No. 2, Two-Horse (light) 30 in. wheel, 4 ft. Swath.

Xo. 3 " " (medium) 32 in. wheel, 4J£ feet Swath.

No. 4, " " (large) 36 in. wheel, i)4 and 5 ft. Swath.
Made also as a Combined Mower and Reaper.

Address THE CLIPPER MOWEli & RKAPERCO.,
Nos. 12 & 14 Oliff-st., New York City.

KKIFFfilV MOWERS,
For 0)ie and Tiro Morses, Manufactured by

KNIFFEN MOWING MACHINE CO.,
Worcester, Mass.

The superiority of our Machines consists in part in their
Simplicity. Compactness, Durability, adaptation to level or
uneven surface, economy of power, lightness of draft, &c,
having lighter draft- than any other Machines.
We are also manufacturing a New Hors<; Hay Ralce

meriting the attention of practical farmers, from several
decided"improveinents over any wheel rake now in use.

Seni? for Cikuulaks.

" BATTELLE & RENWICK'S
PEISFECTLY PURE
WHITE LEAD."

Wc offer the above superior brand of "White Lead, in the

usual variety of packages, at the lowest market prices, aud
guarantee the same to be as represented.

BATTEI-IiB & REiVWICK,
1G3 Front Street, New York,

EftTfOffMOWINGMACHME.
LIGHT DKAFT, QUICK GEAIiED, EASILY MANAGED;
FLEXIBLE CUTTEIl BAR following all the inequalities of
the ground, and is the

BEST 3SOWIXG MACHINE
ever constructed. Send for a Circular.

AGENTS WANTED.
DTJANE H. NASH, Genl. Agent,

53 Cortlandt-street, New York.

STABLE AND STATIONARY

ESTGISTES,

i'lIU'ULAR SAW AiVl) GRIST MILLS.

The Oltl ;m<l Extensive EstsUjlislimcnt, the

Mount Vernon Iron Works, lias for sale

:

20 Portable Engines (Mounted on "Wheels) ofS Horse Power.
£j . do. do. do. do. 10 do. do.

17 do. do 15 do. do.

60 Portable and 10 Stationary Engines of 20 Horse Power.
?9 do. and 22 do. do. of 05 do. do,

15 do. and 11 do. do. of 30 do. do.

12 Stationary Engines of 3> do. do.

9 do. do of 40 do. do.

7 do. do of 50 do. do.

5 do. do of G5 do. do,

3 do. do of SO do. do-
"-3 do. do oflCO do. do.

Also, 250 Circular Saw Mills of all sizes, and 150 Heed
& BUCKINGHAM'S SUPERIOR PATENT VLOVRTSQ AND FliED

Mills, with Bolts and other Ux hires.

All are being erected with modern improvements, and
the Greatest Strength axd Durability is Guaran-

teed.

This Firsi was the Fxrst to Commence tiik Practice

of Furnishing the Entire Machinery and Complete

Fixtures for Grist and Saw Mills, and Mill Wkights,

to Erect and put them in Running Order : hence, their

great success aud reputation for getting up the Best Mills

in the Would.

Deliveries made in any of the principal cities ot the United

States.

For Information or Circulars address

€. & 3. COOPJGK,
Mount Vrrnoii, Ohio.

©lie Thousand Tons Fish &uauo.
We have now on hand one thousand tons of this justly cel-

ebrated article, the best auxt cheapest fertilizer ever used.
It is put up in barrels, in prime order, and will lie sold in
lots ro suit, purchasers, will deliver in New York City,
or at Sag Harbor, L. I.

All orders addressed to the undersigned will receive
prompt attentiou. H. &, S. FRENCH,

Sag Harbor, Suffolk Co., N. T.

THE MOSTdrOMERV PATEST
Hay and manure Fork.

Pronounced by all who have seen it. the best Fork ever
invented. The peculiarity of this Fork, consists in making
the Tines separate, so that if either becomes broken, it can
lie replaced at oDee, at trilling cost: Extra Tines always on
hand. MONTGOMERY FORK CO..

Xo. 35J Fcarl-st., New York.

Nanseiuond
Sweet Potato Plants

Of the best quality, during June. Price per 100. 73 cts.
500, $3; 1,000, J5. C. G. CltANE & CO..

Xo. TO Broad-st., Newark, X. J.

r
FANSEMOND or Lebanon Yellow Sweet Po-

-L« tato Plants can be had in large or small quantities.
Orders promptly Riled, and orders must be accompanied by
the cash, or the money to be collected on delivery of the
plants. SOLOM'I -' ESTEL. Loveland. riareniont Co.. Ohio,
BoxSl. Also.c .. bo hndofWm. Storns& Soub, Cincinnati, O.

M-ANSZMOND sweet POTATO PLANTS,
.„v : $1 per 1000, for sale

'

A, 51. HALSTED, Rye, N.
00 cents (by mail GOc.) per 100 ;_$l

TpeM000,Jor sale by

WOOD & CO.,
EATON, MADISON CO., N. Y.,

Continue to manufacture their Improved

PORTABLE ENGINES,
For Farm and Mechanical purposes. They are particularly
adapted to driving Threshing Machines, Circular" Saws, Mills
of all kinds. Printing Presses, Wood or Iron Lathes, Machi-
nery in Cabinet or wagon Shops, lioring Artesian Wells,
Pumping Water, Corn Spellers, i&c, &c.
We warrant our Engines to he what wc represent them,

and to give unqualified satisfaction in all respects.
A. N. WOOD & CO.

te£TATE AND COUNTY™ PJGHTS FOR SALE.
Sample Reins pee Sett.

£le, plain §]0.
„,., Double plain.
MjW AGENTS WANTED.

For the complete control and easy government, breaking,
training and imparting the verv best possible style to old,
young, spirited, unrulv, hard or'tender mouthed Horses.

CLARK CHECK AND REIN CO..
No. 113 BROADWAV, NEW YORK.

THOMAS PITCH,
of New London, Conn,,

Breeder of .4 tderney and Ayrshire Stock of all descrip-
tions, lias constantly on hand and for sale the best Animals
of each of the above breeds, at reasonable prices. Warrant-
ed as represented.

" TTINTS TO BEE-KEEPERS," a Practical
J-A Pamphlet, Sent Free to any address.

More Agents wanted to sell Ital-

ian Queen-bees. "The IJec-Keepcr's
Text Book, (3d Revised Ed ), and
the American Bee-Hive." The im-
proved movable comb frames of the
mortise style, do not in any way in-
fringe upon Mr. Lnngstroth's Patent,
yet some preferring the notched stj'lo

we have purchased a general interest
for his territory in his Patent, being determined to spare no
expense, to maintain the supremacy of the American Hive.
For the free Pamphlet, address

H. A. KING & CO., Nevada, O2iio.

AYRSHIRE CATTLE
Registered in the new Herd Boole till July, for 50 cents each.
Price of 1st Vol., §1. Messrs. Loring, Collins and Birniu,
Inspectors. J. N. BAGG-, West Springlield, Mass., Editor.

ALDERNEY BULL CALF for sale, fawn, sub-
stantially no white, from a DEEP milker, £50.

G. AV. FARLEE, Cresskill, N. J.

CHESTER WHITE PIGS FOR SALE. -Sent
by Express to all parts of the XT. S. Tor Circulate address

H. TEMPLE * CO.. Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa.

ANCY FOWLS' EGGS OF MOST VARIETIES^
PLATA DUCKS, birds aiul eggs, Aylesburv Ducks, eggs

only. Send for Circular. A. M. JIALS'TED,
Agent, 08 Pearl St., Sew YorTt.

" One of the most useful volumes a PracLical Farmer can
possess."

THE POlJIiTRY BOOM.
By W. B. TEGETMEIER, Price §9.00.

Illustrated by Thirty Full Page Colored Plates, aud
numerous Drawings on Wood.

GEORGE ROUTLEIJGE & SONS.
4:16 Broom e-st.. New York.

Sent by mail, postage paid, on receipt of price.

DOMESTIC POULTRY. — Chickens, Turkeys,
Geese, Ducks, Swans, Pea Fowls. Uuine.i Fowls, &c.

How to Keep, Breed, Doctor, &e. $1.50. \V. C. WEMYSS,
575 Broadway. N. Y.

25-CTS. TELLS HOW PIGS ARE MADE to
weigh 80 lbs. at ten weeks old. Thirty pages on their

general management, worth ten times Its cost to every own-
er of a hog. By the champion hog breeders of Chester
County. JAMES YOUNG, Jr. & CO..

Marshnllton. Chester Co., Pa.

OW TO BUY, TAME, and DOCTOR HORSES.
2 Vols. ; SO cts. W. C. WEMYSS, 575 Broadway. N. Y.H
OSAGE OSSAMGE SEED,

Just received on Consignment from Texas, and guaranteed
fresh and new, for sale in quantities to suit, by pound or
buelicl. PLANT & BRO., St. Loula, Mo.
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an BAY
Mining' and Manufacturing Company.

CAPITAL, 150,000 Shares of $10 Each.

WOKKSNC-CAPtTAL, RESERVED,
50,000 Shares.

TRUSTEES.
SAML F.ONSTELL, Jr.., AXDW. G. BIX1XGEK.
Wir. H. TALMACE. FHEDEKIC A. POTTS,
CHARLES C. ALGEIi. H. H. HOUSTON,

HENRY U. KEELEIi.

S. BONKELL, Jn., PKESIDEHT, 111 BROADWAY.
A. G. EIXIXGEli, TltEASl'REB, 93 LIBERTY-ST.

A LIMITED NUMBER OF SHARES
OF THE

CAPITAL STOCK
For bale nt'tlic Office of

BELL, PARIS & CO.,
B.WKBRS, 13 5TEW-ST., NEW YORK.

1,@0© Agents Wanted
TO SELL

THREE POPULAR BOOKS.
I.

THE SOLDIER'S STORY
of hi- captivity at AndersonYille, Belle Isle, and ollior

Rebel Prisons,
Bv W. L. GOSS.

Illustrated by Thomas Hast. 13'mo, Cloth. Price §2.00.

THE IECSO
IN" THIS AMERICAN IIEBEIXION.

Ills Heroism and his Loyalty.
By WM.AVELLS BROWN".
Author of "The Black Man."
12ino, Cloth. Trice, $2.'JG

3.
Complete Practical Fruit Books.

Practical >t/»f Scientific Fruit Culture-

By CHAS. K, BAKER,
Of the Dorchester Nurseries.
Crown, 8vo„ Cloth. $1.00.

Terms most liberal. Address
LEE & SUEPARD, Publishers, Boston.

The Murder of The Unboi-n

!

READ
WHY XOT r

V Book fob Evbry Womax.
By PitoP. H. It. STOREN, M. D.
A Prize En8<xy—A Xew Edition.

Kgvised and Enlarged.
Ifimo, Paper, 60 cents Cloth, $1.00.

Bold by all Booksellers, and .sent by mail, post-paid, on
receipt of price.

LEE & SHEPARD, Publishers, Boston.

The Pnlpit Against Abortion.
Serpents in the Dove's Nest.

By the Rev. JOHN TODD, D. D.

Containing
I. Fashionable Mukdek.
•Z. Tub Cloudwitii a Dark Lining.
lOnio, Paper, 15 cents. Cloth. 50 cents.

Sent by mail, post-paid, ou receipt of price, and for saleuy
it 11 Booksellers.

LEE & &HEPAUD, Publishers, Boston.

How to Make $ugsir Cheaper.
Beet Xtoot Sugar,

asd Cultivation of the Beet.
\-v K. IS. i.i;.VNT.

lLittio, Cloth. Price, $1.25.

Kfio«r n.o MCatfee J/i^'l 4'H«'siper«

Pent ns nn Vrtfclc of Fuel.
By T. II. LKAVITT.
I.'nio, Cloth. 31.75.

Bold by all Booksellers and Newsdealers.
LEE & SHEPARD, Puhusiikks, Boston.

H® i*or 41a© West:
Seuosd Eihtiox.

Mr. ALBERT I>. RICHARDSON'S
Work.

Our New States and Territories.

It la one of the most Interesting books of Trawjl, ami u-r-

f«l compendium oi Information regarding Hi.- new domain
bqyond the plains, that ling. JTjJ been given to the public.

(1 13 beautifully Illustrated IVoin Bkntclioa and photograph!
of scenery, towns, mlninc operations, persons, &c., nn« alto-

gether forma a book ol greal Interest and value.

All who look westward wiib lonelng eyes ahonld rani it,

One voliune. Octavo, paper covers, prloe Fifty Cbsts.
SoW by nil Newsdealers; or, soul postpaid to any address

on receipt, of prlco. „ ... ,

BEADLE AND COMrANV. HblMhOH.
118 WllUum-st., How* or'*

ifS^SR,

mrt lan bwsmumm>$m
A Farm at Public Sale.

I will offer at Public Sale, on Saturday, June 13th, a de-

sirable and well improved farm, located near Chambers-
burg, Franklin Co., Pa., adjoining lauds of Hon. Thaddeus
Stevens, and others, containing 1-10 acres, more orless, about
100 or 110 acres are in a high state of cultivation, balance
splendid Pine Timber. Soil superior for all crops, consisting

of tumbling sandstone, except a few acres on which arc

excellent Limestone Quarries. Good 2 story Brick House,
Frame BankBurn, with other necessary Out-Buildings, (new),

2 choice Apple Orchards, soft and pure water in abundance.
There Is also Iron ou the Farm.
For further particulars, address undersigned.

JAMES M. RENFREW,
Chambersburg, Pa.

f^OR SALE.—THE CELEBRATED " POMONA"
FRUIT-FARM and NURSERY of J. W. DODGE, on

the Cumberland Table binds of East Tennessee. Unequaled
as a Fruit Growing region. SEVEN FIRST PREMIUMS
awarded bv the State and Division Fairs to Fruit from the
POMONA ORCHARDS. Fine opportunity for Nursery
business. Can be made a superior Stock or Dairy Farm.
For full particulars, description, terms and price—which will
be low—address J. W. DODGE & SON,

Pomona, Cumberland Co., Tcnuessce.

THE MASSENA SPRING, ST. LAWRENCE
CO., N. Y. The United Slates Ilotel at tins favorite

watering place, is now open. Terms very reasonable.
CROCKER & CO.

BEWAKE of IMITATIONS.
Ask foi* Balsiey's

PAT. STEP LADDER
"Willi Double Sides, and secured by
Screws, Manufactured only by

W. To & J. MERSEREAU,

Sold by all House Furnishing Dealers

rVof too ILate to Plant

Sec Advertisement on page 22S.

jMUNN & CO.. NO. o7 PARK ROW, NEW
ilS. YORK. Publishers of the Scientific American,
Solicitors of American and Foreign Patents.
Twknty-T-wo years' experience in obtaining Patents.
Thirty Thousand Applications for Patents made At their

agency.
Consultations anp Advice to Inventors free.
Pamphlets Containing Laws of all Countries free.
A Haxdsomk Bound Volume, Containing 150 Mechan-

ical Engravings, and the U. S. Census by Counties, with
Hints and Recipes lor Mechanics, mailed on receipt of
J£5 cents.

MME. DEFORESTS MAMMOTH BULLETIN
of LADIES' FASHIONS for the Spring aud Summer

of 1861 ; over TO Figures, price, plain, $1.50; Elegantly color-
ed, $3 ; either accompanied with full descriptions, or "with
10 full-size patterns of the principal figures, f>0 cents extra.
Mailed free. No. iV6 Broadway, New York.

AGENTS wanted to en<rtigo in a good paying1 bus-
iness! Now ready; THE LOST CAUSE, a comnlelo

Southern History of the War ; patronized by tens ol thous-
ands Gage? to hear the other side. One agent sold 220 in one
week. Address E. B. TREAT & CO.. Publishers, No. 051
Broadway, New York.

eEMOREST'S "YOUNG AMKRICA." tin- most
sparkling. Juyenile Magazine ever issued. The June

No. lias an extraordinary display of Novelties, Toys, En-
gravings, &e.

Duncan's Illustrated Masonic Monitor
Ings, " Worktnffi

"

Broadway, N. Y.
&c. s.'.50. W.

Tcach-
U. YVEM> SS, 573

IMPERIAL ORGANS AND MELODEONS sent
by express to unv pari of til nntrv. Send for Cata-

logue. SMITH, COU3 & CO., 181 Broadway, Sew York.

i;KAXVI!.i.|..' cOlilo) FKMALE ri)i.i.i:i;K. 33(1 year be-
tT i 1 1 ^ St '1)1. Kll It. A(l\ ruil:iiCi'S IMlSlirimsM'il, I (Tills lOW. Sriiil

for Clllulu'Jil.-. W. P. liKlilt, (.iriinvillc. Dlilo.

1*OR SALE CHEAP.—A youns Aidcrucy Bull,
l year old, QUI of huported .-lock, i Prince Albert

your, same ago: from recent Importation, by
"

.1. M. IIALSTED, CS 1'iiirlsi.. Sow Vork,

Sii-ect Potato BB l.'«!SflS

Safely packed and dellvorctl wbero ordered In Now fork
City, at B3.50 per tlionsand. "".-'!. Aadrosa

p. PHILLIPS, Matnwuu, Monnionui ( -. S. J.

IMPORTANT7
!

7
!) HKEKDEKSOr I'l NK fit iCK"

For want of safllctenl accommodations, and to inako
mom for my bi I Marcs nnd tbclr protlncc,] liavcdetei*'

mined to olror Ibr pale tbc wbolc of my recent Importation
of Siiori Hornanntl Devons: — I hnvoalso si\- veryltanU*
HiMin1 VounK Jorsoy, or Alderney Itullsi. out <»i ray Imported
Com -. and sired by my Imported Hulls: — Also, of different

aires, abonl thirty pure bred Berkshire ami Windsor (Suffolk)
rip-, for rnrtliei' iiartloulnrs, Addre

K. W. CAMERON, w South William Slrcsl, New ^ork,
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ISreat Econosiisy in Painting.
DOTY'S PATENT

COMPOU-^D PAINT ©SL,
Four years tested. Fullv as durable, covers as well, easier
to spread, quicker to dry, and In no respect Inferior to pure
Linseed Oil, yet Is much cheaper! This compound is war-
ranted to render White Lead wniTEB, on either inside or
outside work, and is filly as tvchahu: as Linseed Oil, and
as good for all colored paints ground in oil. four years'
use has fully established this.

32 Cortlandt-st., New Yoke, May 9th, ISG7.

This Certifies that I have recently had one of my brick
dwellings. No. 1<M Washing ton*st., Brooklyn, painted with
"DorY*3 Cojirou.vu P.wxr Oil,*' and it is the emphatic de-
cision of both tbc painter and myself, that it covered full o-t

well, spread easier, and dried iiiuch quicker than Linseed
Oil Pulnt. I should use it again, iu preference to Linseed
Oil, if both were the same price. IE. C. Bkowxing.

Pbige, by the Barrel (10 g;illous1 $3-i tfi

."> Gallons tor trial, put up in good tin can li M
10 " " " - • li 00

These cans may he shipned as common Railroad Freight,
or by Express. Plenty of Testimonials as to Durability, in
Circulars. DOTY'S PAINT OIL CO..

01 Cortlandt-st., New York.

ANTED; ONE THOUSAND TONS ofOKRA
STALKS.—The stalks to b^: as clean and dry as good

bay, to be baled in the same manner, and to he delivered in
New York by 1st Sept. next, or as soon afterwards as possi-
ble. Persons wishing to contract for any part of the above,
will please address, stating price, without dvlav, Box J,0H,
New York P. O., for further particulars.

GRINDING MILLS.—Cheapest and best in the
world. Burr Stones from S inches to 1 ieet,

EDWARD HARRISON, New Haven, Conn.

Not loo Laic to Plant
Tixe Kit.*.n."tiiiii.^v Blackberry.
See \dvertisement o:i page 22S.

""DAVIS," COliLAMORE&rCO.T
-

White China well selected seconds. Dining Set :
:

with cups and saucers, Fruit Basket, &c, 113 pieces. : :^:i"«.:

Tea Sets,. 4-1 of same :G.50:

Fine Stone China Chamber Sets, 11 pieces :" SA. :

Parisian Stone China, Dining Set. Nearly as fine :

as China—105 pieces :$2/£.;

PJiUert Ware, Cutlery, Tea Trays, &'.-.*

A PERFECT DISINFECTANT
(Patented).

For Disinfecting, Deodorizing, and Paritylog Cellars. IJok-

pitals. Tenement Houses, &e. Also, for Exterminating
Roaches, Bugs, and Insects of all kinds.

Manufactured solely by
JAMKS BTJCHAN & CO..

1H0 Elizabetli-st„ New York.

A RARE CHANCE!
GEXESEE FARMER.

BACK VOLUMES COMPLETE,
from 185S to 18G.3 inclusive.

A RARE CHANCE!
There arctunong the reudersof thc.-lwierto ' 'turist:

1st.—Muiiy old renders of the Genesee Farmer whoso sots of
bacK Aolumes and numbers arc Iucotnpletc.

—

WE CAST FIT.!, THEM.
A RARE CHANCE!

2d.—Many ivho did not keep their numbers.—

WE C'AV SCPPliY FUI.I. SETS
from 1S38 to 1S63.

A RARE CHANCE!
3d.—Thousands of reading Farmers who knovi the ralue i"

such sets as reference work-.. They may have the

Agriculturist from first to last, and it so. they w ill bo
the more likely to want the (u-nesce Farmer.—

AVE CAN SItPPIjY IT.

A RARE CHANCE

!

Uh.—Others who do not know the greal value of old vol-

umes of au agricultural lournal of such sterling murll
as the Goncseo Faraipr, n lilch stood second to none In

America, for soundness of doctrine aud practl

Wo \Vonia be Gla«l to Supply i( to Tlicm.

A RARE CHANCE

!

Tho opportunity of obtali.tng so valuable i
- i of B.u ;

Volumes, well bound, ai soj »wa price, ought aol to

ho neglected.
Simrlc Numbers Pom -Paid

Unbound, Single Vols., Post-Pald
set-. Elghl Vols., Posi Paid G.0Q

Boiiud, Singlu YoK. •; JJ0
Sets, Eight Vols., "

AXjSO, ALSO,-
THE RURAL ANNUAL,

from l>ir>f. to IS66.

A RARE CHANCE

!

li,, o \:muals are volu.ni »of 120 nnges. ! ,

mlrablu short arileles nn tlortlonlHirol tvml \

lural toplos. TilhlOS, filC eti . ftl 13 lllu I I. nicy
may be had oltlipr bound or In paper.

Single Numbers, Cost-Paltl ., i;
r?ei-. Blovcn Numbers, Post-fttlu 7t.*«

Tucker's Register of Rural .Affairs for 1866.

POST-PAJDi 15 CENT9.
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(Business Notices $2.50 per Agate Line of Space.)

"the'

GREAT AMERICAN

TEA COMPANY
(Established, 1861).

Is comniemled by the leading newspapers, religious and

Becular, in this and other cities, viz.

:

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST,
Orange Judd, Editor.

CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE, New TorkCity.
Daniel Curry, D. D., Editor.

CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE, Cincinnati, Ohio.
J. M. Ri-id, D. D., Editor.

CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE, Chicago, 111.

Thomas M. Eddy, D. D., Editor.

CHRISTIAN INTEI.1.IGENCER,
E. S. Porter, J>. D., Editor.

EVANGELIST, New Tork City.

Dr. H. M. Field & J. G. Craighead, Editors.

EXAMINER and CHRONICLE. New York City.
Edward Bright, Editor.

INDEPENDENT, Hew Tork City.
• "Wm. C. Bowen, Publisher.

MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER,
D. D. T. Moore, Editor and Proprietor.

THE METHODIST,—Geo. R. Crooks, Editor.

•TRIBUNE, New Tork City.
Horace Greeley, Editor.

"We call attention to the above list as a positive guaranty of

our manner of doing business; as well as to the hundreds of

thousands of persons in our published Club Lists in former

editions of the leading papers of the country.

THE IMMENSE PROFITS OF THE TEA
TRADE GREATLY REDUCED.

The Proprietors of "THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA
<C0MPANY," became fully convinced, several years ago,

that the consumers of Tea and Coffee were paying too many,
and too large profits on these articles of every day can-

gumption, and therefore organized The Great American"
Tea Cojlpaxt, to do away, as far as possible, with these

•enormous drains upon the Consumers, and to supply them
with these necessaries at the smallest possible price.

To give our readers an idea of the profits which have
been made in the Tea trade, we will start witli the Ameri-
can bouses, leaving out of the account entirely the profits

of the Chinese factors.

1st.—The American House in China or Japan makes large

profits on their sales or shipments—and some of the richest

retired merchants in this~country have made their immense
fortunes through their houses in China.

2d.—The Banker makes large profits upon the foreign

exchange nsed in the purchase of Teas.

3d.—The Importer makes a profit of 30 to 50 per cent, in

many cases.

4th.—On its arrival here it is sold by the cargo, and the

Purchaser sells it to the Speculator in invoices of 1,000 to

2,000 packages, at an average profit of about 10 per cent.

5th,—The Speculator sells it to the "Wholesale Tea Dealer
in lines, at a profit of 10 to 15 per cent.

6th.—The "Wholesale Tea Dealer sells it to the Wholesale
Grocer in lots to suit his trade, at a profit of about 10 per

cent.

5th.—The Wholesale Grocer sells it to the Retail Dealer

at a profit of 15 to 25 per cent.

8th —The Retailer sells it to the consumer for alt the profit

J>,e can get.

"When you have added to these eight profits as many
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and
add the original cost of the tea, it will be perceived what
the consumer has to pay. And now we propose to show
why we can sell so very much lower than small dealers.

"We propose to do away with all these various profits and
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and 'waste, with

the exception of a small commission paid for purchasing to

our correspondents in China and Japan, one cartage, aud
a small profit to ourselves—which, on onr large sales, will

amply pay U3.

COUNTRY CLUBS, Hand and "Wagon Pedlers, and small

stores (of which class we are supplying many thousands, all

of which are doing well), can have their orders promptly
and faithfully flllfid, and in case of Clubs can have each
party's name marked on their package and directed, by send-

ing their orders to Nos. 31 and 33 Yesey-st.

Oar friends are getting up Clubs in most towns through-
out the country, and for this we feel very grateful. Some
of our Clubs send orders weekly, and some not so often;
while others keep a standing order to be supplied with a
given quantity each week, or stated periods. And in all

cases (where sufficient time has elapsed) Clubs have re-

peated their orders.

Parties sending Clubs or other orders for less than $30 had
better send Post-Offi.ee drafts, or money with their orders,

to save the expense of collecting by express; but larger

orders we will forward by express, to collect on delivery.

"We return thanks to parties who have taken an interest in

getting up Clubs; and when any of them com* to New York
we shall be happy to have them call upon us and make
themselves known.
Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to the

party getting up the Club. Our profits are small, but we will

be as liberal as we can afford. "We send no complimentary
package for a Club less than £30.

Complimentary Letters from flubs.
Pittsfield, 111., March 20, 1867.

Great American Tea Co., ?i and 33 Vesey-st., N. Y.

Gents : The package o* -"a came safe to hand in good
order, has been delivered, ind gives general satisfaction.

Many thanks forcomplinie'^ypackage. I expectto order

a large club in a few days ^ 'd if it gives as general satisfac-

tion as the one just received, you will have the entire cus-

tom of the Tea consumers in this neighborhood.

Yours with respect,

"W. C. HEMPHILL, Pittsfield, 111.

Potsdam Junction, March 7, 1S6T.

To the Great American Tea Co., Nos. 31 and 33 Yesey-st., N. Y.

Gents : The package of Tea and Coffee (55,^ lbs„) ordered

by me from your House one week ago to-day, by M. U. Ex-
press, came to hand yesterday in best of order, and proves
very satisfactory. Also receipt for $64.30, in payment for

above, came by mail to-day. Please accept thanks for com-
plimentary package. You may expect another order before

many days. Yours truly,

JAMES L. MONTAGUE.
"White Haven, Pa., March 2Sth, 1S67.

To the Great American Tea Co., Nos. 31 and 33 Yesey-st., N. Y.

Sirs: The Tea I sent for has arrived in good condition.

"We are well satisfied with it, and do not hesitate to say that

it is, at least, as good a quality of Tea as we ever tasted.

"We could have done no better for ourselves, had we been at

your Store and made the selection, than you have done for

us. "When this supply is exhausted, we shall, no doubt, send

for some more.
Yoursmost respectfully,

JAMES M. SALMON.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, ilarch 12, 1S67.

Great American Tea Co., 31 and 33 Yesey-st., N. Y.

Gentlemen : I have received my first box of Tea, $44.25,

and with pleasure inform you that it has given the pur-

chasers a feeling of old times, as they have experienced in

drinking Tea before the war; satisfying them the Company
is not a "Humbug." I send to-day my second order, $121.40.

Please forward to me with bill for collection.

A. C. MESSENGER.
Woonsocket, R. I., Feb. 4, 1867.

To the Great American Tea Co., Nos. 31 aud 33 Yesey-st., N. Y.

Gentlemen: I now send you my 5th order for Teas, which
I hope will be as good as heretofore; it is just one year since

1 sent my first order of $20, which I think was the first order

you got from here as a club. During the year, I have sent

you upwards of $400, and I have not heard a complaint ye*"

from any one, but all speaking well of your Teas, and are\
well satisfied. Accept my thanks for the complimentary
package. Inclosed you will find $134.35 for this order. Hop-
ing you will forward as soon as possible, I remain,

Yours respectfully, JAMES "WOODHOUSE.
Direct the Teas for me, "Woonsocket, R. L, by Earl's Express.

Geneva, N. Y., Feb. 14, 1867.

The Great American Tea Co., Nos. 31 and 33 Yesey-st., N. Y.
Gents : We have now been receiving Tea from you about

one year, and find, in footing up our books, we have received

of you Tea and Coffee, to the amount of $7,911.25 for this

small village and vicinity. The public have perfect confi-

dence in your Tea and Coffee, and the misrepresentations

against you which we had to contend with at first, are now
harmless. We congratulate you on the general success of
your enterprise, hoping the hitherto pleasant relations which
have existed, may continue betw?en yourselves and

Yours respectfully, LUM & SON.

Treasury Department, Third Auditor's Office,

March 2, 1S67.

Great American Tea Co., Nos. 31 and S3 Yesey-st., N. T.
Gentlemen : I have the pleasure of enclosing you our

second order, $130.13, which is more than double the first

one, and the next one may increase proportionately, if these

give as much satisfaction as the first.

You will please forward as before, by the Adams' Expregs
Company, C. O. D. Yery respectfully.

Your obedient servant,

H. C. HILL.

Angola, N. Y., Feb. 16, 1967.

The Great American Tea Company.
Gents : Your Box sent me by Express has been received.

Your bill was paid on delivery. I found no mistakes, and I

am glad to inform you that the Tea is giving good satisfac-

tion. I had to make some effort to raise the club I sent you,

but as the ice is broken, and nobody drowned, you may ex-

pect soon to receive a much larger club order from this place.

Yours truly, JOHN" M. SLATER.
Olivet, Mich., Jan. 29, 1SG7.

To the Great American Tea Co., Nos. 31 and 33 Yesey-st., N.Y.
Sirs : The goods which I ordered for Olivet Tea Club, No.

1, were received in due time, and have given good satisfac-

tion. Really the exhilarating power seems to be contagious,
for most of the fair matrons in our neighborhood are inquir-

ing when I send again. Enclosed I send O. T. C. No. 2. I
shall probably send again in a few days. Mrs. Ingersoll,

who was principal mover in Club No. 1, sends her respects

for the complimentary package, and says she drinks her tea
with more relish than she has for many years before.

Very truly yours, E. I. IXGERSOLL.
G lbs. Japan U. Shallier at $1.00.... $6.00
5 do. Japan L. Andrews...at L25.... 625
2 do. i Japan & 1 Imperial Mi's. Kevs at 1.25 2.50
1 do. Imperial L. B. Butler... at 1.25 125
1 do. Imperial Simon Cole. ..at 1.25 1.25
2 do. 1 Imperial & 1 Japan N.Brooks at 1.25... 2.50
1 do. Imperial J. M. Bradnor.at 1.25 1.25
1 do. Japan E. BordwelL.at 1.25 1.25
1 do. Imperial J. Barns at 1.25 1.25

and 18 others.
Total $57.00.

COFFEE DEPARTMENT.
Our Coffee Department is very extensive—the largest, per-

haps, in the country. "We run three engines constantly, and
sometimes four or five, in roasting and grinding our Coffee.

Our Coffee buyers are experts, who examine most of the
Coffees imported, and select the best and finest flavors for
our trade. "We employ the most experienced and skillful

roasters, who exercise the greatest care that it shall be cook-
ed in a perfect manner. It is always fresh, for onr order3
crowd our facilities to their utmost capacity. A considera-
ble portion of the Coffee put upon the market of late years

is picked while the pods are green, and subjected to artifi-

cial heat, to open the pods. This is not so good as that which,

ripens in the natural way upon the plant. Our Coffee buyer
thoroughly understands this business, and can readily dis-

tinguish the naturally ripened from the artificially cured;
and he only "buys the Coffee which is naturally ripened. "We

examine the cargoes as soon as they arrive, and our trade

is so large that it requires all the finest lots. This is what
gives our Coffee a superior flavor to many others, and the

same flavor it used to have in days long gone by. It is a com-
mon saying that most Coffee does not taste as well as it

formerly did. The reason for it is, that a considerable por-

tion of it is picked before it is fully ripe. "We sell none but
the fully ripe, rich flavored Coffee.

GETTING TTIP CLUBS.
Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to get

up a club. The answer is simply this: Let each persun

wishing to join in a club, say how much tea or coffee he
wants, and select the kind and price from our Price List, as

published in the paper orin our circulars. "Write the names,
kinds, and amounts plainly on a list, and when the club is

complete, send it to us by mail, and we will pnt each party's

goods in separate packages, and mark the name upon them,
with the cost, so there need be no confusion in their distri-

bution—each party getting exactly what he orders, and no
more. The cost of transportation, the members of the club
can divide equitably among themselves.

The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by
drafts on New York, by Post-Office money orders, or by Ex-
press, as may suit the convenience of the club. Or, if the

amount ordered exceeds thirty dollars, we will, if desired,

send the goods by Express, to "collect on delivery"
"We publish a small Club to show how it is done and as

a matter of reference.

After the first Club wc send blanks.

S - Uirectyonr orders plainly, THE GREAT AMERICANTEA
.- MPANY, Nos. 31 and 33 Yesey-st„ Post-Office Box, 5,613—

as some parties imitate our name as nearly as they dare do.

The Company have selected the following kindsfrom their

stock, which they recommend, to meet the wants of Clubs.

They are sold at Cargo Prices, the same as the Company sell

them in New York, as the list of prices will show.

PRICE LIST:
TOTTNG HTSON (Green), SOc, 90c, $1, $1.10, licit $1.33 ¥ lb.

GKEEN TEAS, 80c, 99c, $1, $1.10, best $1.23 ;'< It.

MIXED, 70c, SOc, 90c, best $1 ? B>.

JAPAX, 90c. $1, $1.10, best $1.35 V lb.

OOLONG (Black), 70c. 80c, 90c. best $1 ¥' lb.

IMPEUIAL (Green), best $1.25 ¥ lb.

ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), SOc, 90c, $1, $1.10, best

$1.20 % n>.

GUNPOWDER (Green), $1.25, best $1.50.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.
GROUND COFFEE, 20c, 25c., 30c, 35c.,best 40c. per pound.

Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who
use large quantities of Coffee can economize in that article

by using our FREXCH BREAKFAST AND DINNER COF-
FEE, which we sell at the low price of 30c. per pound, and
warrant to give perfect satisfaction.

Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely

upon getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from
the Custom House Stores to our warehouses.

We warrant all the goods we sell to give entire satisfac-

tion. It they are not satisfactory, they can be returned at

our expense within 30 days, and have the money refunded.

N. B.—All villages and towns where a large number reside,

by clubbing together, can reduce the cost of their Teas and
Coffees about one-third by sending directly to us.

BEWARE of all concerns that advertise themselves as

branches of our Establishment, or copy our name either

wholly or in part, as they are bogus or imitation*. We
have no branches, and do not, in any case, authorize the

use of our name. The numbers of our House are advertised

above.

TAKE NOTICE.—Clubs and quantity buyers only are

furnished from our Wholesale and Club Department.

Post-Office orders and Drafts, make payable to the order

of Great American Tea Company. Direct letters and orders

GREAT AMERICAN TEA C0MPY,
Nos. 3| and 33 VESEY-ST.,

NEW YORK.
POBt-Offlce Box, 5,643, New Tork City.
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the PBOIfi HORN ANTELOPE OP THE GREAT
This beautiful and spirited animal is found in

immense herds along the base of the Rocky
Mountains, from Mexico to the River Saskatche-

wan, and eastvi ard to the Missouri River. They
are larger than a common sheep, exceedingly

agile, fleet, and of a graceful carriage. Their

flesh is valued, as a Change from buffalo beef

and salt pork, by the traveler and hunter, but

it is not very good. The hair is coarse and
brittle, and the pelt valueless. The horns are

black, firm, and might be useful if obtained iu

sufficient numbers. The color above is yellow-

ish brown; the belly while, as is also a square

patch on the rump; other markings are some-

what irregular, but prevailingly, as shown in the

engraving. The herds of these animals are often

many miles in extent, and, from an elevation!

appear like the shallow of a moving cloud, as

they pass over the prairie. They live and thrive

upon the dry prairie grasses, and, like the buffalo,

are more or less migratory—moving with the

> supply of pasturage. The variety of horn " pat-

PLAINS .

—

From studies, by J. E. Hayes.

ems," so to speak, among the antelopes, is very

great. That no two should be alike would bo

expected, but the cause for such great dissimi-

larity iu the horns of animals, so much alike in

nature and habits, it is impossible to know.

Some are very straight, some curve outward,

some backward, some inward, some are twist-

ed, others spiral, like a corkscrew ;
some have

prongs, and others curious crooks and bends.

There is but one other American antelope, and

that is known as the Rocky Mountain Goat.
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The weather—hoiv much depends upon the

weather ! Millions of dollars' worth of hay will be
exposed to damage from rain ; millions of bushels

of grain will be in condition to suffer likewise.

The lack of rain may bring a blight, if not a failure,

to other crops. By the blessing of Heaven we are

in little danger from a general famine in this broad

land, with its diverse soils and different climates,

bound together, not alone by a Constitution, but by
potent and ever strengthening net-works of rail-

ways and of commercial interests. The plenty of

one section quickly supplies the want of another.

How to judge beforehand of weather probabilities,

and how to shape his plans so that protracted

storms, or even hard showers, shall do little damage
to crops, and cause little loss of time to himself

aud his hands, is a study to which the farmer may
well give considerable thought. One thing we may
certainly do, namely : always have work for our

regular hands on rainy days. It is more difficult to

find work for teams. V,'e have no doubt that the

time is not distant when the coming of all great

storms will be told by telegraph, so much in ad-

vance, that wide-awake farmers, in neighborhoods

receiving a daily mail, may easily prepare for their

approach. The habit of closely watching the clouds

aud changes of the wind, and the indicated currents

of the air, high above the earth, is a valuable one.

The barometer, taken in connection with other in-

dications, is a very important premonitor of ap-

proaching storms. So also are thermometers and

hygrometers, the one indicating the temperature,

and the other the amount of moisture iu the air.

No one of these is of reliability alone, and all indi-

cations must be weighed with the judgment which
experieuce gives. It is great folly for a farmer to

buy a barometer, aud think he can tell when a storm
is coming, by its ups and downs. As well might
he go by the wind alone, much better might he be
guided by the clouds. All the signs should be

taken together, the energy of the indications con-

sidered, and past experieuce, after all, taken as the

surest guide. To gain experience, no way can com-

pare with that of keeping a record of observations.

See basket note on weather. The labors of this

month are at all times severe. The facilities for

using horse-power, iu securing the bulky summer
crops, are every year greater, 3'et human muscle is

not dispensed with, but only made more efficient.

Nevertheless, every year the farmer's success de-

pends less on brawn, and more on brain.

Hints Afcoiit Work.

Animals.—Cows at pasture must not lack pure

and fresh water—stagnant pools are a poor source

of supply. No stock ought to be forced to drink

from them, and, least of all, milch cows. Calves

are better pastured by themselves than with other

stock. Young horses often get the bad habit of run-

ning after, and striking them, if they feed together.

An old horse will take care of himself among cows,

but colts, of one or two years old,- are needless, and,

if pastured with cattle, may be hurt by their horns,

without any real malice ou the part of cows. Work-

ing stock should not lie over night in the pasture.

It is very well for them to have a few hours, in

which to graze, during some part of the day, but

both cattle and horses work better on good hay, and

some proviuder, corn and oats, rye-shorts, and the

like. The amount of feed may be graduated in

accordance with the average amount of work re-

quired, but it should be uniform. All animals, not

at pasture, should have some green feed—perhaps

one-third of all they eat. This should be cut,

wilted, and brought to the yard or stables for them,

and be ready when the day's work is done.

Harness and Yoke Galls.—Wash with castile soap

and cold water, and, if possible, bind on a piece of

sacking, wet with water, to remain over night. Re-

lieve pressure upon file sore spots by shifting the

harness, or by padding, and protect from flies with

grease ;md pine tar mixed, during the day.

Sheep are distressed by the gad-fly this month and
next, and should be protected by tarring their
noses. Daub the tar on their noses, extending up,
where they will not rub it off in feeding. The fly

lays eggs in the nostrils, which hatch, and, the
worms ascending, cause the " grub in the head."

Hogs.—Provide swine with roomy pens, to work
over all the litter and weeds that can be gathered,
besides sods, muck, etc. The amount of excellent
manure made,as noted on another page,is enormous.

Weeds.—Suffer none to go to seed, is easily writ-

ten, but very hard to carry out. Still, the nearer

we can live up to this injunction, the easier will it

be to carry it out, year after year. Many weeds,
pulled or cut up in blossom, will ripen seed while

dying, but few, the seeds of which are not fully

mature, will survive the hog pen, in root or seed.

It is never too late to pull docks in the mowing.
Canada thistles, cut a few times below the surface,

will disappear. Carrots are biennial, and, perhaps,

in a few cases, will live a third year, if the\- cannot
blossom the second ; and we have strong faith,

though not positive assurance, that the seeds will

not germinate after the third year. So, two years'

cultivation will almost always clean them out.

JIbicings.—If grass lodges badly, cut it without
reference to fitness. Timothy is fittest when it is

just out of bloom ; orchard grass and clover bloom
at the same time, and should be cut when the latter

is in fullest flower. Cut all grasses before the seed

will shell after curing. The best time to manure grass

is just after mowing; the best manure fine muck
compost, with a modicum of ashes, bone dust and
plaster. Spread with a shovel from the cart, and
go over the land with an iron toothed horse-rake,

to spread and knock the lumps to pieces, aud work
them into the sward. See hints of last month.

Grain Harvesting.—Barley should become nearly

ripe before it is cut, and it ought to be bound and
shocked the same day, aud protected from dews
and rains as much as possible. Thus the brightest

and most marketable grain is obtained. Oats ripen

so unevenly that it is often best to cut them while
many are hardly out of the miik, to save those that

are getting too ripe. The best time is wrro«-4Ue

kernel is in the dough state. What is lost by early

cutting, in the grain, is gained in the straw. Wheat
ought to get nearly ripe, according to the latest

doctrine, to give the greatest weight ofgrain aud the

best quality. The happy medium between sufficient

ripeness and liability to shell out is the point to be

sought in determining when to cut. The older and
perhaps safer theory, favored cutting while the

grain was in the dough. Make all preparations early,

engage extra hands to be ready to cut, and harvest

at the right time ; have sharp and good tools.

Hay and Grain Caps.—The cheapness of fabrics

will now permit the economical use of caps for hay

cocks and shocks of grain. Four feet square is a

good size, and loops for pius at the corners are the

best fastening. Onee using sometimes pays the cost

Hoeing.—Hoe to kill weeds, to stir the soil, to

replace earth washed off by rains. The stirring of

the soil is a great security against the effects of

drought. It enables the plants to get the full ad-

vantage of showers and dews. It enables the au-

to circulate freely through the upper stratum of

earth, and to penetrate lower, taking moisture with

it, aud depositing it in the cool soil below the sur-

face. Work the soil as deeply as convenient, and

not disturb the roots of crops. As a rule, avoid

raising hills, either about corn or pototoes. Per-

fectly flat culture requires, however, deeper soil

than we ordinarily have on all fields.

Turnips after Corn.—With the lart hoeing- of

corn, if the soil be toleraDiy riccy, ana the culture

flat, turnip seed may be sown aud hoed iu lightly.

(A potato hook, or " claw hoe," is the best thing

to hoe com with, especially the last time, if there

are not many weeds to cut up. It leaves the surfuee

in excellent shape.) The corn is cut up and re-

moved when the kernels are glazed, and the turnips

often make a good crop, having 6 weeks to grow.

Turnips Alone—Turnips may be sown any time

this month. On tolerably mellow soil, it is best to

sow in drills, and give as much cultivation as other
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cares admit of. Kutabagas Trill make a good crop

sowed before tbe 15th or 20th—better for the table

than if sowed earlier. They do best in drills,

too, thinned to 6 or 8 inches apart. In sowing
turnips broadcast, use as little seed as possible.

One pound to the acre, if it can be evenly distribu-

ted, is better than more, though two pounds is the
usual quantity. Sod land, or newly broken up
land, should be plowed repeatedly and harrowed,
to rot and kill sods and weeds, then freshly har-

rowed before the seed is sown.

Buckwheat is a valuable crop, especially as a weed
killer. Three pecks of seed is enough for good
land ; more is required on poor. Sow about the

middle of the month, and see article on page 253.

Tobacco.—The cultivation of this crop adds great-

ly to the cares and labors of July. Not a weed must
be allowed to grow. Hissing plants, and those des-

troyed by the cut worm, may be reset during the

first part of this month to advantage. Every plant

and leaf even must be examined for leaf worms,
and topping should commence as soon as plants

begin to run up. Break the tops off or pinch out
the " button " just above the broad leaves. It may
be done as soon as the flower stem can be taken

hold of without injury to the upper leaves. The
"suckers," or axillary branches, will start, after

this, at once, and must be kept pinched off.

Cabbages.—Set out cabbages on land left vacant

by early potatoes and peas, or on fallow ground
well worked, limed and dunged. Keep well hoed.

Soiling Crops—Corn, sorghum, peas and oats,

etc., may be sowed, for soiling, any time this month.

Butter.—If the feed is good, the butter may be
equal to that made last month, provided the dairy

is cool, or, rather, of the right temperature, which
is about 58° to 60° Fahrenheit. If the pastures

are short and dry, feed green fodder freely—corn,

sorghum, etc. It may be necessary to increase the

salt in the butter a little in the hottest weather.

Ditching.—Times of unusual, or even of usual,

summer dryness, may often be most profitably

employed in ditching and draining swamps, cutting

the bogs, and drying and burning the same.

Orchard and Nursery.

The promise for fruit i; everywhere good ; even

Roches, so often a "failure, bid fair to be abun-

dant. Old trees, that have not borne iu years, are

now well set with young fruit.

Thinning is now of the greatest importance. A
well grown peach or pear is better, and will bring

more in the market, than three half developed ones.

It is often advisable to take off from one-half to

three-fourths of the yonng fruit. Not only is the

present season's crop all the better in quality,

but that of the next year is more sure.

Insects.—The whole army of tent-caterpillars,

borers, currant worms, pear sings, and the like, is to

be fought perseveringly. It is unnecessary to re-

peat the remedies given in the preceding months.

Pruning may still be done, according to the hints

given last month, and on young trees future prun-

ing avoided by rubbing off superfluous shoot-.

Budding will commence with the cherry and

plum. The time varies with the season and locality.

When well formed buds can be obtained, and the

bark of the stock parts readily from the wood, the

operation may be performed.

Layers may be put down as soon as the present

season's growth gets firm. Very good grape vines

may be made by carefull; laying the shoots of the

present summer. Do not do it to excess.

Young Orchards, when root crops arc not grown
between the rows, should be thoroughly cultivated,

uuless the ground is regularly mulched.

Grafts should be looked after, all robber shoots

be rubbed off, and if any of the shoots on tbe graft

lire too rampant, they should be stopped by pinching.

Seed-beds will need the shading and care suggested

last month, and

Seeds collected as they ripen. Cherry pits are to

bo washed clean and preserved iu sand.

Fruit Garden.
Picking of the small fruits will now occupy

much of the grower's attention. That which is to
be marketed must be picked before it is " dead
ripe," while that for home use may be allowed to
reach full maturity before it is gathered.

Blackberries are generally allowed to have their
own way too much, and they become very difficult

to work amongst. The new canes should be stop-
ped by pinching or cutting, when they get 3)^ or i
feet high, and when the side branches are 18 inches
long, these should be pinched in the same way.

Raspberries.—As soon as the crop is off, cut away
the old canes, and keep down all suckers not need-
ed to furnish a stock of new plants.

Currantsare to be watched, and the bushes dnsted
with white hellebore, if a late brood of worms ap-
pears. See that the branches of those in the tree
form do not break down from the weight of fruit.

Bwaif Trees will need to have the fruit thinned,
especially varieties producing that of a large size.

Treat insects as heretofore directed. The red
spider is often injurious to pear trees, and they
should be drenched with strong soap suds on its

first appearance. Control the form of the tree by
rubbing out shoots not needed to form branches,
and by shortening the growth of others.

Grape Tines.—Do not allow young vines to over-
bear. A desire to taste the fruit of one's own vine
is usually too strong to allow one to remove the
first clusters. As a general thing, a vine should
ne?er be allowed to bear the first year. Upon the
first appearance of mildew—whitish spots upon the
leaves—use sulphur freely. Pinch off bearing
shoots at the third leaf from the last cluster, and
pinch laterals to one leaf. By all means, have one
of the many excellent works on grape culture as a
hand book for frequent consultation.

Kitchen Garden.
These notes are written during the usual cold and

wet spell early in June, when the ground is soaked
by cold raius, aud within doors a fire is not uncom-
fortable. Early sowings, if the plants were up, have
escaped, but seeds that were already in the ground,
if at all delicate, will come slowly, and, in some
eases, may rot altogether. It is not too late to re-

plant many things, with a fair prospect of a crop,

aud to those who for any cause have been deprived

of early vegetables, the late ones will be welcome.

Transplanting of the late crops of cabbage, cauli-

flower, celery, etc., will be done this month. See
hints given last month on page 221. Occupy the

Vacant places with quick growing or late matur-

ing crops, as recommended on page 256.

Asparagus.—The cutting has greatly exhausted

the roots, and the aim should now be to promote a

growth of tops, to give them strength for another

season's effort. Manuring will pay now as well as

at any other time. If the beetle appears, a small

black beetle and black grub—there will be no diffi-

culty iu recognizing them—cut and bum, if it takes

the whole crop of tops. You will lose your own
crop atany rate, and it will be a satisfaction to know
that you have done your part in preventing the pest

from spreading to the gardens of your neighbors.

Beans.—Plant string varieties for succession and

pickles. Keep the running sorts, such as Lituas

aud other pole varieties, at a moderate height. Six

or seven feet is high enough.

I? eta will make a crop if sown now, unless an
unusually dry spell should occur. The thiunings

of beets, at any season, make capital greens, and arc

1 iv many preferred to any others. Collect and wash,

and they will keep good for several days.

Cabbtige, Cauliflower, and all their relatives, that

have been sown in open ground for a late crop, may
now be transplanted. It is said that a plenty of

lime on the land will prevent club-foot. In trans-

planting, put out only perfect plants. It often

happens thai plants from the seed-bed have diseased

roots or malformed tops. All such should be re-

jected. If slugs are troublesome, as they often are

in wet seasons, use lime, or turn the ducks in
among them.

Celery.—There are many who prefer to grow in
trenches. Such should gradually earth up the
plants. The crop for winter is best set this month.
In the flat culture, practiced by our market gar-
deners, they put out the plants by the middle of this

month, in rows three feet apart, and the plants six
inches distant The earthing up of these plants
is done later in the season

Carrots need only to be kept clear of weeds until

the tops become too large to work amongst.

Corn.—Every one who loves sweet corn should
provide for a late supply. Seed sown even now
will give ears for late use, and to dry for winter.

Cucumbers.—Select good specimens of the early

sorts for seed, and if seed be sown now in well
manured soil, there will be a good supply of pickles.

Egg Plants.—These warm-blooded fellows need
all the coaxing that can be given to them. Some-
times a plant will content itself with producing one
fruit, and its uext neighbor will bear a half dozen.
Hoe as often as may be, and give liquid manure
when the weather is not very dry. Keep the fruit

from contact with the ground by a handful of
mulch of some kind. Near the coast we use salt

hay for this purpose, but any other material, even
a shingle or tile, will answer as well.

Endive.—The main crop of this desirable late

salad may be sown. It is treated, as far as sowing
and planting are concerned, just like lettuce,

but before it is used it must be bleached, by exclu-

sion of light. This is done by tying the leaves to-

gether, by covering the separate plants with a

flower pot, or by putting a board over a whole row.

Herbs.—The time to cut these is jnst as they

come into flower, as at that period of their growth
they are in full perfection. Our market gardeners,

however, pay no regard to the flowering period

;

they have seed beds ofThyme,Sweet Marjoram,Sum-
mer Savon", and Sage, from which they take plants

during the present month, and set them in rows a

foot apart each way. Keep well cultivated.

Lettuce.—The Silesian will give a fair crop, if

sown in a partially shaded place.

Melons.—Cultivate the soil as long as the vines

will allow of its being done. More fruit is usually

set than will ripen. Take off the late fruit and

thus improve the quality of the rest.

Onions.—Thin if crowded, and keep thoroughly

weeded. If one has not the force to properly at-

tend to the crop, he should uot attempt to raise

onions from seed on the large scale.

Ras.—Sow seed from the very best. A late sow-

ing may be made for a veuture, but we have never

been very successful with late plantings of peas.

Potatoes.—Dig the early sorts. Their tops make
capital manure for late turnips, if buried iu the

rows as they are dug. Cabbages, turnips, late peas

and beans, or spinach, may follow the early crop.

Rhubarb.—Cut off every flower stock as soon as

it shows itself. Now that fruit is plenty, the bed

should have a rest.

S ds*—Gather as soon as they ripen. Cabbage,

cucumbers, peas, and others, should have been har-

vested by this time. Save the best of everything

for seed, if you raise your own 6ced. If you can

uot do this, buy seed for sowing every year.

Sweet Potatoes.—At the North it is not advisable

to let the vines root ; at the South these roots from

the stems form potatoes. We have to get our po-

tatoes from the main plant. Otir climate does not

allow us to make layers, llence onr advice to movo
the tops while the plants are growing. Keep tho

ground well worked, and free from weeds.

Squashes.—Every one who grows squashes, to any

extent, will have Mr. Gregory's work ou his favor-

ite subject. They will find there set forth tho ne-

cessity of high manuring the whole ground for the

running varieties, keeping this clean as long as

possible, and then allowing the vinos to root al the

joints. Insects, of course, must bo killed as they

appear. The more bugs the fewer squishes.

Tomatoes.—Except in nice garden culture, wecnu
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not look for any systems of training. Something

to keep the fruit from the ground, be it brush or

rails, is all that the farmer will attempt. Those

who are able to give much time to the matter, can

get a great deal of amusement out of the tomato, as

it bears cutting -to any extent, and may be trained

in whatever manner that suits any one's fancy.

Weeds. — There is no specific for destroying

weeds, and the only remedy is frequent working

of the soil. Use the rake among recently set

plants, the scuffle hoe among seedlings, and, later

in the season, the hoe fork is an admirable imple-

ment. All of these are better than the common
hoe, yet that is so much better than nothing, our

advice is to scratch the soil frequently with what-

ever implement is at hand.

Flower Garden and Lawn.
There is much to do, yet it can all be summed

lip in the injunction to keep everything about

the garden neat and orderly. The beauty of the

Lawn will depend upon frequent mowing and

rolling. If the work is done often enough, the cut

grass need not be raked off. With newly seeded

grass, it should always be left to serve as a mulch.

Wherever grass borders a road or bed, keep the

Verges or Margins neatly trimmed. This may be

done tolerably Well with a sharp spade, but it is

better to have a regular cutter, like a chopping-

knife on a hoe handle, and cut to a line.

Bulbs—the spring flowering ones, such as Hya-

cinths, Tulips, etc., will now need attention. As
soon as the foliage begins to fall down and turn

yellow, take up the bulbs and stack them until the

leaves are quite withered ; then pull the leaves ofl",

and put the bulbs in paper bags, and store in a dry

and cool place, away from rats and mice.

Neatness is, in a great measure, secured by the use
of sticks and strings. Plants that are sprawling,

and of unpleasant aspect, may be converted into

objects of beauty by proper staking. Use as in-

conspicuous sticks as possible, and tie with bast,

bark, or other soft material.

Dahlias will especially need care in tyiug, and, if

large side branches are allowed to grow, they must
also be supported by stakes.

Shrubs, of most kinds, may be propagated by
making layers of this year's wood. Some can only

be propagated from cuttings of young wood, with

the aid of bottom heat, iu a hot-bed, or otherwise.

Annuals must be transplanted from the seed bed,

and make late sowings of the quick growing kinds.

Hoses will need especial care. The rose bug must
be shaken off. Pick off the leaf roller, and drench
the slug with solution of whale oil soap. Keep the

climbers and pillar roses well tied np.

Bedding plants, at least those of low growth, like

Verbenas, make abetter effect when pegged down;
and even those of a naturally upright habit, like

Ageratum, may bo treated in this waj'.

Seeds should be saved as fast as they ripen, and

of most herbaceous perennials it is best to sow
them at once, as they are more sure to germinate,

and a stock can be raised for flowering nest year.

Green and SEot»SI onuses.

All plants left in the house should be properly

eared tor, as to waterirg and shading. The latter

is necessary with even tropical plants. An inside

screen of muslin may be used, or the glass may be

coated on the outside with ordinary whitewash, or

a mixture of whiting with glue water. Either of

these will usually last the season, and be washed

off by autumnal rains, when they are no longer

needed. With proper attention to watering, shad-

ing and ventilation, many things do better iu doors

than if put out.

Insects must, of course] be looked out for, whether
the plants are in doors or out. Plants set out of

doors should be put on a foundation impermeable

to worms. A layer of coal ashes is excellent for this.

Potted plants, set out, must not be allowed to be

whipped about by the wind, burned np by the sun,

nor suffer for want of water.

Alterations and Hepairs may now be made, as well

as at any other time, and new buildings be erected.

Cold Grapery.
The things to be attended to are roots and shoots.

As to the former, sufficient moisture should be pro-

vided ; mulch the outside borders, and, if this does

not avail, give very weak liquid manure. The
shoots should have already been shortened to the

third leaf from the last bunch. Their welfare as to

temperature must be regarded, and the house not

allowed to get hotter than 90' to 95" at midday,

and this should decrease to 85" during the night.

Pinching the laterals and thinning the berries will

afford the grower an abundance of pleasant work.

Thinning of the berries on the bunch should be

done with slender scissors, made for the purpose.

One-half of the berries set, or even more, according

to the variety, should be removed, to allow those

that remain to attain their proper development.

Mildew will often appear npon the leaves. At the

first manifestation of mildew, stop sprinkling the

vines and keep the house as dry as possible, and scat-

ter sulphur abuudantly over the floor of the house.

Apiary in July.—Prepared by 3f. Quinby.

The season through the spring months has been

so backward, that it is doubtful if bees will have

done swarming, in many places, by July 1st. This

alone should be no cause of discouragement. Their

prosperity should be measured by the advance of

the season, not by the day of the month. Bees

collect honey as they have opportunity during the

blooming of any set of flowers. The first harvest

of much account, in spring, is from fruit blossoms,

dandelions, etc. If the weather be unfavorable,

they pass out of bloom, and the bees gain nothing.

Thus, if there be good weather, it makes bnt little

difference whether apples blossom the 10th of May
or 1st of June. So of clover and basswood. It is

late only when the flowers are gone, and the bees

have, for any reason, failed to keep pace. Swarms
maybe considered early two weeks after apple bios

soms are gone, and late when issuing after basswood
blossoms disappear. At auj' time, except late in

the season, one good, first swarm contains all the

bees necessary for profit. If two unite, and are

hived together, put on surplus boxes at once, or

(if iu the movable-comb hive), divide as soon as

combs are made. It has been recommended to

give a comb containing brood, to prevent abscond-

ing, but this must not be relied upon. As soon as

the hives are full, divide or put on surplus boxes.

A hot day may force a few outside, when not very

much crowded. This point can be determined early

in the morning. The best surplus honey of the

season is generally obtained this month.

Take off boxes as soon as full. If honey is being

obtained plentifully, the boxes may be set down by

the hive, for the bees to creep out ; if it is scarce,

the bees will rob them of the honey, to prevent

which, put the boxes in a barrel or box, and cover

with a thin cloth. The bees will collect on the

under side, and, by turning it over a few times, they

will fly off, and cannot return to carry away the

honey. Always keep the combs vertical, and out

of the sun, and avoid sudden jars.

Loss of queens will be frequent this month.

Swarming hives of black bees will often indicate

such loss by their troubled actions, running about

morning and evening for two or three days. The
Italians seldom manifest these signs. When a loss

of queeu occurs, and they have the means, they

rear twice the number of queens that others do.

When a queen has been lost, first endeavor to sup-

ply a fertile one, next, a queen cell ready to hatch;

lastly, give brood. If a stock is reduced, give combs
taken from strong stocks filled with sealed brood.

More moth worms appear this month and next

than at all other times. Small young stocks and

weak old ones suffer most. The Italians are sel-

dom disturbed. Catch moths in shallow dishes of

sweetened water, set among the hives at night.

Pick out and feed to the chickens. Split elder

stems, scrape out the pith, lay pieces under and
around the hives, and twice a week kill the worms
in them. Any very weak stock that cannot be

strengthened, should be broken up, and the combs
saved from the moths. A hive that does not breed

bees, must not be allowed to breed moths.

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

show at a glance the transactions for the month, ending
June 11, 1SG7, and also for the same month last year

:

1. TRANSACTIONS AT TDK NEW-YORK MARKETS.

Receipts. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley. Outs.

26:daysifcism'tlll42,000 213,000 1,541,000 24,000 S3.000 457.000
26daystasJm'thl31.700 224,000 1S6.000 4,700 89,000 34,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rue. Barley.

26 days Wits month, 175.000 320,000 1.765,000 24li,000 100.000
26 days tasnnonth, 2S4.000 1,OS7,000 3,269,000 525,000 41,000

3. Comparison with same period at this time last year.
Receipts. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley. Oats.

26 days 1867...-.142,000 213.000 1,541.000 24,030 .83.000 457.000
22 days 1S66... .252,000 2S3.000 1,630,000 47,000 S1.000 518,000

Sales.

215 davs 1S67.

.

22 days 1S66.

.

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley.

175,000
271,000

sao.ono

S07.000

1.705.000 246,000 160.000
2,138,000 174,000 13,1)00

Exports from New York, Jan. 1 to June 14:

Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Rye, Oats. Barley.

1S67 1S9.797 35,969
1866 437,917 138,552

1S65 567,614 350,601

3.9.K.1S6 135,561 9S.120
3,119.85-3 171,830 747,558
208,405 141 44.113

800,226

4. Receipts at liead of tide water at Albany, each sea-

son to June Sth:

Flour,
bbls.

1867....17,100
1866.... 84,200
1865....94,100

5.

1867.

Wtieat,
bush.

21,700

Corn,
bush.

592,100
317,200 2,090,700
547,900 731,800

Rye.
bush.

28,000
64,300
51,000

Barley, Oats,
bush. bustt.

28,200 276.500
44,700 S98.700

114,300 1,944,300

Stock of grain i/i store at New York

:

Wheat,
bush.

June 14. . .578,279

May 15...731,330

Corn,
bush.

217,796
201,092

Bye,
bush.

117,257
186,804

Barley,
bush.

09.643
145,706

Oats,
bush.

Malt,
bush.

8T9.S65 16,811
608,494 16,161

Current "Wholesale Prices.

May 15.

Price op Gold 1363,'
Floor—Super to Extra Statejll 50 @15 00
Super to Extra Southern.. . . IS 70 @19 00
Extra Western 12 70 "

Extra Genesee 15 00
11 50

15
3 25
2 50

90
80
83

Superfine Western..
Rye Flour
Corn Meal
Wheat—All kinds of White
All kinds of Red and Amber
Corn—Yellow
Mixed.
Oats—Western
State
Rye
Barley
Hay—Bale ijt 100 lb 1

Loose 1 80
Straw, * 100 lb 75

Cotton— Middlings, 9 a 28
Hops—Cr op of 1866, y lb SO
Feathers—Live Geese, 9 lb

Seed— Clover,

®19'
@17 00
@12 70

@ 9 65
® 6 75
® 3 65
@ 3 45
@ 1 25
@ 1 21

June 14.

137
" 00 ©12 00

®15 50
©Hi 50
©14 00
@ 9 CO
® 9 15
® 6 25
@ 2 70
@ 2 45
©110
® 1 10

1 60
90

Timothy. 9 bushel 3 00

Flax, 9 bushel
Sugar—Brown, 9 Tb

Molasses. Cuba, 9g\ 45 is
Coffee— Kio.(Gold price)?* lb 15K®
Tobacco, Kentucky, &c..W a. 4>£®
Seed Leaf, 9 B 3 ®
WOOL—DomesticFleece.iSiIb. S8 @
Domestic, pulled, 9 lb 28 ®
California, unwashed, 20 ®
Tallow. ?* n> 11

Oil Cake—9 ton 50 00

® 1 75
@ 1 30
® 2 10
@ 2 10
@ 1 15

® 29M
65
85
15

3 40
® 3 00

9%® K%

10 30
10 00
12 00
8 00
685
5 50
2 35
1 S5

85
80
70
83

1 35
1 00
1 30
1 45

13.'.j®

60
19

22
65

@ 70
® 57
® 42
® ll>i
@52 00
®23 25
®19 25
®21 00

13K

@ 1 50
@ 1 25
® 1 80
® 1 90
® 1 20

27 ® 28^
30 @ 65
78 ® 90
11 ® 13
75 ® 3 00
10 @ 3 25

12K
42 @
IS"*©
4

Pork—Mess, 9 barrel 23 00
Prime, 9 barrel 19 00

Beef—Plain mess 14 00 _
Lard, in barrels, 9 lb 12J^®
Butter—Western, 9 D> 10 @ za

State, 9 lb 15 © 35
Cheese 10 ® 19
Beans—9 bushel 150 ® 3 60

Peas—Canada. 9 bushel 135 ® 1 40

Eggs—Fresh. 9 dozen 18 ® 21
Poultry— Fowls, 9 lb 21 ® 23
Turkeys, %tlb 24 @ 25
Potatoes— Mercers, %1bbl... 3 00 ® 8 50

Peach Blows, 9 barrel 2 50 ® S 00

Potatoes—Buckeye, 9 bbl.. 2 00 ® 2 50

Apples—9 barrel 3 90 ® 7 00

Cranberries, 9 barrel 10 00 @1S 00

3
40
SO
22
11

50 00

21 50
18 50

11 50
12
10
15
7

2 00
1 35

20;
15
19

3 00
2 50
1 37
S 50
12 00

Hi)

'

19
20
55

® 75
® eta
® 36
® 11JS
®55 00
®21 75
®18 75
®2l 00
® 13
@ 21
® 28
@ 16
@ 4 00
® 1 40

23^
© 18
® 20
® 3 25
® 2 75
% 2 00
® 7 00
®20 00

Gold has been unusually steady in price, since our last,

having been in full supply and moderate demand, closing

tamely at 137 Much more liberal receipts of Breadstufls

have been reported, during the month, making holders,

especially on speculative account, quite eager to realize,

and thus depressing prices very seriously. The demand

has not been anything like active, and has been wholly

insufficient to absorb the available offerings. The re-

duced foreign quotations, and the highly encouraging

crop news, have tended to influence the market, most ad-

versely, for the interests of sellers. Toward the close,

there was a partial rally in corn, in consequence of the

slightly improved figures reported from Liverpool, but in
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other kinds of breadstuff*, trade was dull, at drooping

rates Provisions have been in better snpply, and lower

in price, on a restricted inquiry Cotton has been heavy
and lower, but closes with more firmness, on a livelier

demand— Hay has been in better suppry, and quoted
down, decidedly. The inquiry for it has been moder-
ate Hops have been quiet, but steady Seeds have
been very dull, and quoted lower Tobacco has been in

active demand, closing steady at our revised rates

Wool has been quiet. Fine grades, having been scarce

and in some request, have been held with more firmness.

Low and medium grades have been offered freely, at

easier and irregular prices, but have been very quiet.

HFew Yorlt Live Stoclt Markets.-
week e>tdexg. Beeves. Coios. Calves. Sheep. Sicine.

May 21 5,803 7G 2,42-4 12.S45 21,452
May 28 4,218 92 2.101 13,919 18,197
June 4 5,039 96 1,737 15.134 20,972
Jane 11 5,788 76 1,817 15.957 16,301

Total in four Weeks. . . .20,S98 336 8,079 57,855 77.222
Average per Week 5,179 86 2.020 14,464 19,305
do. do. UKt Month.... 5,445 fit 2,117 11,012 14,602
do. do. prat?8 Month. 4,759 84 1,183 13,33-2 14,852

Average per Week, 1S66. 5,748 04 1,200 20,000 13,000
do. do. do. 1865 5,255 US 1,500 16,091 11,023
do. do. do. 1S64 5,161 143 1,511 15,315 12,676
do. do. do. 1S63 5,150 129 694 9,941 21,670

Total in 1866 298,850 4.8S5 C2.420 1,040,000 672.000
Total in 1865 270,271 6,161 77,991 836.733 573,107
Total in 1864 267.609 7,603 75,621 782,462 660,270
Total in 1S63 264,091 6,470- 35,705 519,316 1,101,617

Beef Cattle.—By reference to the above figures, it

will be noticed that the snpply of beef fluctuated from

5,800 to 4,200, the extremes being on the two consecutive

weeks ending May 21 and 2S. The small supply on the

latter week brought prices np, increased the number of

beeves a little, and the first week in June a few very

choice beeves sold in market at 20c, estimated dreseed

weight, while 17?^c. represents about the average that

week, poorest stock bringing 15c.@16c. A marked in-

crease in the supply the nest week, (the last we re-

port), and the feeling that settled warm weather was
upon us, brought prices down, and now we quote extras,

19c., average, about 17c, poorest, 12c I?ffileli Cows
have been in little demand, and unless exceedingly good
or fair beef, sell low Calves.—The supply has been
about equal to the demand, and prices have changed but
little for those of good quality, while, as the weather
grows warmer, thin calves sell very slowly. 12J4c. <[9 lb

live weight, is the usual price.. Slieep and Lambs.
—The supply of really good mutton is very light, but the

number of poor, thin, worthless sheep, very large. The
former sell quickly at Sc. or more, per pound, live weight,

while there are grades quoted between Sc. and Gc. <g lb.

;

below this, sheep sell by the head, often at barely enough

to pay transportation from Ohio. Why will not farmers

hold on to such stock, and give them three or four months
good pasturing, when they would be fair mutton ? Now,
butchers are afraid to buy. or do it on the sly, because

the mutton is liable to be seized by the health po-

lice, as diseased or unhealthy meat Swine.—The
supply has fluctuated considerably, and prices have had

their ups and down. As we go to press, the market is

rather short, 4,500 less than last week, and prices have

advanced fully 'ic, and are at present, 7c@i7f4c $? lb.,

live weight, for the general ran, 7?.£ cents for choice.

Weather Observations.—It is interest-

ing to watch the weather,and this interest is increased and

made useful by keeping a record of Appearances, of Tem-
perature, of the Barometer, and of the Hygrometer, for

one's own reference. Though it is rather humiliating

practice for any one to write down his translation of

daily weather indications, and then sec how his prophe-

sies turn out, it is nevertheless useful ; and in this way,

almost any one will become a very accurate judge of the

prospect of fair or foul weather. In keeping a record of

the Barometer or Theimometer, rale off a sheet in quarter

or half-inch squares. Write the days of the month at the

top of the sheet, above each column of squares, and let

each row of squares, or each line rather, down the sheet,

stand for tenths of an inch of the Barometer, or degrees

of the Thermometer. The record is kepi by simply mak-

ing dots in the squares, to indicate the day and about the

time of the day when the observation is made, and the

hlght at which the mercury stood. It is enough to exam-

ine the Thermometer at 7 o'clock A. M.. and o'clock

P.M. The Barometer's record being made at the same

time, and at 12 o'clock noon, also. An idea of how to

keep such a record may be gained more fully by reference

to each number of the American Agriculturist, for the

first half of the year 1304. If the dots, as they are made

flatly, bo finally connected by a lino, the fluctuations will

be seen ni a glance. This is precisely on tho plan of the

tables showing the fluctuations in gold, or any particular

kind n f stnek or merchandise', similar records maybe
kept of tile amounl of moisture in the air, and of the rela-

Uvo amount of cloiul j In the stty. in the latl rcaei tu

most convenient Way" Is to i italmflh tti i nttmoori to 10|

t i,wii, its i itet}v« ii'-ai^o f r&trtoittnnd oloudw -•

being used to indicate a perfectly clear sky, and 10, one
as black and stormy as possible.

Containing a great variety of Items, including many
good Bints and Suggestions which ice throw into smaller
type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

Chances Yet for tlie Premiums,
—The present number begins the last half of Yol. 2G.

Any of the preminms may yet be obtained. One lady took
a second Gold Watch last week, which is the fifth pre-

mium she has received, and for which she commenced
canvassing the last of April. Quite a number of subscrip-

tions ran out with the last month. If they subscribe

again, remember, their names will count on another pre-

mium list, the same as new subscribers. Please con-

tinue your efforts, and send in more subscribers as fast

as obtained, stating whether or not the back numbers
are wanted. All subscriptions received after this date,

will commence with the July number, unless otherwise

ordered. Back numbers will be furnished, if desired.

Registered. Letters.—We would remind
our subscribers that by the new registration system,

which went into operation June 1st, prepayment of the

registryfee of 20 cents, in stamps, is regirired, in addi-

tion to the regular postage. Post office orders, drafts,

checks, and inclosures in registered letters, may be sent

us at our risk. "We thus answer repeated inquiries.

Deceptive Circular.—A " Washing Cora-

pound" manufacturer, sends out a circular containing,

among other "puffs," an extract from "The Agricul-

turist.
11 No such an article as this " puff

11 has ever been

pubished in tlus journal, wherever else it may have ap-

peared. Nor do we know of any paper of the above title.

The extract is well calculated to deceive, especially as we
understand that in answering letters of inquiry, the pro-

prietor refers to a number of this paper.

Tlie Crops.—The promise of June is rarely

to be relied upon, yet it is a great satisfaction to begin

the season with pleasant anticipations. From our corre-

spondence and other sources of information throughout

the country, we have very favorable reports of both grain

and fruit crops, on the whole. Wheat and all the small

grains are looking very well, corn is backward for the

season, and a large part was not even planted by the first

of June, yet this indicates no failure, and but little dan-

ger to the crop. Potatoes rarely looked better, though

they lay long in the ground. Fruit prospects are gener-

ally flattering, also, and, as we write, the market is fairly

flooded with strawberries, which are decidedly above the

average in quality. It is hardly time to speak with con-

fidence of the apple crop, and pears, though generally

promising well, are a partial failure in some localities,

where a severe cold North-easter blasted the bloom be-

fore the fruit was fairly out. There arc a few localities,

an extensive one in Missouri, where hail-stones have

done serious damage, but the coldness of the season, it

would appear, has not been favorable to hail, which usu-

ally occurs, we believe" in times of great heat. The re-

ports of the grass crop, which is, indeed, the most im-

portant crop of the country, show more variation than

those of any other. At the East, the crop is excellent.

At the West, the promise of hay and present condition of

the pastures appears to be not quite so good.

A. IScw York Poultry Clnl>.—A call

has been issued by several amateur poultry breeders, of

New York and vicinity, tor a meeting of amateur and

professional poultry breeders, to which all interested are

invited, to organize a Poultry Club. The meeting is to

be held July 10th, at Room No. 24, Cooper Union Build-

ing, Eighth-Street and Fourth-avenue. We cordially

wish the movement distinguished success.

Birds and Eggs—Ornithology and
Oology.—Nichols & Noyes, of Boston, have just pub-

lished a work on the Birds of New England, by Edward

A. Samuels. The title page states that it comprises "a

complete history of their habits, times of arrival and de-

parture, their distribution, food, songs, times ofbreeding,

and n careful and accurate description of their nests and

eggs." To a very satisfactory extent tho book (which is

an 8vo. of 683 pages,) fulfils tho promise of its title page.

Mi Bamuola -h.'.u- that Ka has been a close observer,

hUetyl la 1 tmlll u'o I easy, and bo qttotefl tew Ij from
,.

|

. .... i _,-,,,,!
[Ddii ittiijj thi ilu4

hi bM< '
' t&M ''•" '" nwl ifttbl s Swl

with. The good and the evil done, directly or indirectly,

by all our common birds, are carefully compared in a
very unprejudiced way. The engravings of the eggs are

remarkably fine—they are wood cuts, but the effects pro-
duced seem to us superior to anything that could have
been done on steel or stone. Some of the small engrav-
ings of birds are fair, but many of the full page cuts arc

execrable in execution, yet doubtless accurate as regards

markings of plumage, and other characteristics. There is

a plain edition, one with the eggs colored, and one with
all the plates colored. It is a useful and needed book.

I>o Yon Want n " Time-keeper "
for $3 ?—J. Birch & Co., Williamsbnrgh. N. Y., are

benevolent people, they send out " time-keepers."' " gen-

tlemen's breast-pins," etc., for the very moderate sum
of $3.30. As such liberality as this should be known,
we give them the benefit of an advertisement. A Mend
of ours received the following

:

Pr.IZE CERTIFICATE.

On receipt of this certificate with §3.30 to pay for post-

age and package, we will send to your address, by return

mail, one

ilAGNTFICEXT GOLD CASED TEUXPIECE,

3IAHKED $50.

Elegant Engraved Patent Gold Cases, regular action,

bridge balance, and warranted a good timer.

If this article does not suit, you can change it for any
other article of the same marked value on the list.

Address J. BIRCH & CO.,

Williamsburgh, New York.

He sent the money, $3.30, and received his ''time-keep-

er." That others may see what a valuable article it is,

Fig. 1.— TI3IE PIECE.

we give an engraving of it of the natural size. A toy sun-

dial, with a compass that points nowhere. Then, the

"engraved patent gold case*' is worthy of an illustra-

tion, which we give, in figure 2. A pasteboard box,

covered with the cheapest kind of gilt paper. This is

Fig. 2.—GOLD CASE.

about a fair specimen of the articles sent out by these

gia enterprises, if they send anything at all. Messrs.

J. Birch & Co. finding that they were dealing with ono

Who would expose them, returned Mr. C. the money he

sent them, supposing he would keep quiet. The whole

sell is a very neat one. The "time-Keeper" with its

gold ease must have cost, altogether, at least :t» cento;

Sundry Humbugs.-The uumbetf of let-

ters in reference to these has been, of hue. very lazge,

and mu'-h time has been consumed in investigating them.

A. A. rv.-11.Vs Firsl Grand N Am Gifl Concert, which

war advertised to take piuceal tho Wabash Avenue Rink,

Chicago i
;

'

l

* :
;

?**aH
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prise ever inaugurated in the world," so says the circular.

The Pacific Kail Road enterprise dwindles into insignif-

icance beside this wonderful Gift Concert. Kelley was

arrested on June 12th, and taken before the Police Court

on a charge of selling lottery tickets, and admitted to

bail. "He is said to have cleared a fortune by his dazzling

scheme," and says himself that he has plenty of money.

The ministers usually say, in making their appointments,

" Providence permitting," but Kelley says, "Under any

circumstances the Concert will now he given, as above

stated, in good faith." We have examined the circulars,

tickets, etc., of this concern, and do not see that it essen-

tially differs from the hundreds of others which have,

from time to time, been shown up in the American Agri-

culturist We have never found a single person so

stupid as to imagine that the public was ever benefitted

by such enterprises, and very rarely an individual, while

we have thousands of complaints from people who have

squandered their money, and seek advice when it is too

late. We invite all parties to inform us of the i-e$ults of

their investments in this and other lotteries, if they will

try them in spite of all our previous warnings. A. A.

Kelley & Co. have another enterprise, Kelley's Weekly,

and on the circular we find: "On Saturday, August 10,

1S67, we will distribute half a million dollars of the prof-

its in shares, including $100,000 in greenbacks, to

our patrons, from a subscription amounting to $1,500,-

000." Please notice, they will distribute $500,000 of the

profits from a subscription list amounting to $1,500,»

OOO. We think this would exceed iu immensity " the

greatest enterprise ever inaugurate .1 in the world." A
million and a half for subscriptions to a weekly paper

before August 10, 1S67, would be one of the wonders of

the world, too wonderful to be comprehended by common
mortals Clark, Webster & Co., Bankers. "The
Bankers and Merchants Grand Presentation Entertain-

ment. Capital, $1,2S7,14S." They don't deal in round

sums like most large companies. We have visited this

banking establishment. The usual appurtenances of

such institutions are not to be seen there. No Gold, no
Greenbacks, no Government Stocks, or even stamps in

eight. No big books, no paying or receiving tellers'

signs. They told us they would sell 100 tickets at 40 per

cent, discount, and when we inquired who some of the

"New Tork bankers and merchants" were, who had form-

ed this immense company, the man who understood that

part of the business was out. We asked for references,

and three were given, neither of whom knew Clark, or

Webster, or Co. We inquired of ten of the prominent
bankers in Wall street and vicinity, and none of them
knew Clark, Webster & Co., bankers, not even the run-

ner boys. Is it possible that people send their money to

these bankers? Wright, Bro. & Co. send out tickets,

and offer watches at $30 to $100, cither for $10. We have

seen the watches, and don't want them at half the money.

Buy watches and all other things of regular, established

dealers, and pay a lair price, for if you send money to

buy articles represented to be worth four or five times the

price asked, you will surely be cheated T. JR. Dawley
& Co. propose to sell 5,000,000 newspapers, @, 10 cents

each, make $50,000, and distribute it among their patrons,

all in greenbacks, in sums of $1 to $10,000. This will do

for the Japs or Celestials. We have this month letters

from more than a ecore of different parties, all of whom
desire to sell tickets for distribution—lotteries—of various

articles, valued at prices from $1 to $75,000. Tickets are

gent, in many cases, with the circulars, and all you have

to do is to send $-2, $5, or $10, and get articles of five or

ten times the value of the little currency forwarded.

Now all the probabilities are, that one will get nothing at

all, but in some cases things are sent. We have just vis-

ited C. H. Garland & Co.'s (Todd) place, and presented a

package of tickets, paid our $5 on one which assured us

of a "Fine Silver Hunting Case American Watch," and
we got it. We wish all our readers could see this chro-

nometer. It looks very like our grandfather's old iron to-

bacco box, opens and shuts with the same kind of grating

pound that makes one involuntarily grate his teeth. It

>vill not keep half as good time. This watch is like Pad-

dy's, which took " a dale of a while to knock off an hour's

time," "find as for silver, a distinguished dealer tells us
there is not b$ particle in it. The only indication of where
and by whom i"v was made on case, face, or movement, is

London, Cooper. We shall hang it up for a show, and
callers can see $45 wou' n °f Gift-Enterprise-Concert-Dis-

tribu.tionJLottory property au^ we consider it a fair re-

presentation of all scliemesfai raisinS money, from Sol-

diers 1 Homes up to professional' £amD*m£i which is

what it pretends to be. Beware of ah
sellers of rights of

any kind; see that they are authorized !^-
we11 known

business houses before matlung purchases. , A fellow in
OHio takes old feathers, and proposes to T>rin» bix

ck new
ones, bat don't. People careless enough to tmst sV* a

tZL ,

Se"erS 0f ^'-lifters, reapers, and Son*,

bv th?m
* f S

nmber of ^onestfarmers ha« beea arte!
7 ttem A

-
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B°™nm & Co., C. L. Van AB«n. A

friend from Massachusetts writes :
" I have seen a circu-

lar from A. B. Bowman & Co., in which they refer to Mr.

Jucld as one that knows them." We do, and have seen

—

him ; that is, we have seen a man who told us in presence

of witnesses that he was A. D. Bowman. We have seen

the same man again, under similar circumstances, and he

told us that he was C. L. Van Allen. Perhaps his oil, at

4S New street, and his ink, at 48 Broad street, are the

same—who knows ? or who cares to ? Knowing him, we
don't very strongly recommend him.

Botrem's ^iragle Sweats Microscopes.
—These have been extensively advertised at 50 cents each,

and, as the circular and advertisement give people to ex-

pect a useful instrument, we think it only fair to show

—

as Mr. Bowen has failed to do it—just what maybe ex-

pected for the money, even though we do give Mr. Bowen
the benefit of an illustration and an advertisement. The
"powerful lens" consists of a globular glass bead, and

the " neat and simple setting " is a bit of the size and
shape of the engraving, rather roughly cut out of a piece

of a cigar box, or similar wood. We can not see what
possible use such an implement can be to any one. If

our readers think differently, they can get one of them for

50 cents. They probably do not cost 3 cents.

TBae Grape Vine Flea=l>eetle.—At the

time of our writing, the season is very backward, ami it

is not possible to give any estimate of the " set " of the

grape crop. This year there is less complaint, of the

insect that attacks the buds than there

was last year. This insect is the Grape

Vine Plea - beetle, (Haltica chalybea,)

which has the unpleasant habit of per-

forating the buds of the viue, and thus

impairing their vitality, if not destroy-

ing them altogether. The engraving

shows the shape of the little beetle, but

it is enlarged about four times beyond

the natural size. The color is variable, it being steel

blue, deep green, or even violet. They begin their dep-

redations in April, and continue them through the month
of May. Shaking them from the vines, and crushing

them, is the best way of disposing of them.

Metcalf's Early Strawberry.-Peo-
ple who originate new things are often very slow in mak-
ing them known. This strawberry is an instance. It

originated in Michigan. A concern in that State has the

control of the stock, and yet they have never sent us a

description or a berry. Tet, in spite of their neglect, wo
have tried to keep the run of it, and—no thanks to them

—

we are glad to say that it is a really early berry. It ripen-

ed with Mr. Doty 10 days before the Agriculturist, and

Mr. E. Williams, of Mont Clair, N. J., sent us a box of

ripe berries on June 12th. We^have had one of these

berries engraved, which we shall present, with other new
strawberries, at the proper time. It is a berry of fair

size, rather sour, but of good flavor. It will be valuable,

if it proves to be only 5 days earlier than any variety we
now have. As we write for the people only, we don't

care whether the Michigan folks like this notice or not.

If they have a good and early berry we want it.

A "SJse for Snamaela Berries.—Every-

body knows the " Shoemaker's bob"—a cluster of small

dark red berries, that grows upon the common Smooth
Sumach. These contain a great amount of malic acid,

and have often been used for an acid drink in fevers.

The Rev. E. G. Hofland, has discovered that an infusion

of these, with a proper amount of sugar, when fermented,

makes a " wine," and " Rhus wine " has become an arti-

cle in trade, and has the countenance of physic'ans, who
ought to know better than to lend their names to any-

thing. The process of making this wine has not been
communicated to us. The article is about like that from
rhubarb, or " wine plant." What we consider of more
importance is the vinegar made from the same source.

Should the Sumach prove to be a valuable vinegar pro-
ducing plant, it would be less of a nuisance than itnow is.

Horse 9£adislt.—The article in our Horti-
cultural Annual, on the cultivation of horse radish, by
wX' Henderson, has brought out many letters of inquiry,

wM<~h ; we must answer jn a lump. Mr, Henderson's es-

timates pre suppose ground, in the highest possible

condition, as to manure and deep tillage, and his prices

are those of the New York market for the last few years.

We do not know who has any sets for sale—those who
have will probably advertise them in season. It is not
practicable to raise the plants from seed. Although
it flowers freely, we never knew it to produce seed in

this country, and it very seldom docs so in England.

Cowaiaaercial Enterprise.—Among the

many things for which New-York merchants are famous,

is the magnitude of their enterprises, and the far-reach-

ing character of their ventures. The operations of the

present day throw those of a few years past quite into the

shade, and often equal those of a similar kind in the com-
mercial marts of the Old World. The recent large oper-

ations by the Great American Tea Company have taken

the trade by surprise, and are rather a novelty in this

market. The taking up of two cargoes within a week,
comprising 12,331 packages Black, and 22,S49 packages of

Japan, for immediate consumption, at a cost of about a

million and a half of dollars, indicates the extensive na-

ture of the Company's business, and deserves a passing

notice at our hands. The consumption of tea in this

country is largely on the increase.

—

Shipping and Com-

mercial List, _ZV*. Y. , May loth, 1S67.

JSees—Qaaeeaas from Italy.—It is some
time since we have heard of an importation of Italian

bees, but recently had the pleasure of seeing three little

colonies, each with its queen-mother, in fine condition,

just received by Rev. E. Van Slyke, through Rev. G.

Kleine, of Hanover, Germany, from the shores of Lago
Maggiore, in Northern Italy. They came from the famed
establishment of Br. Blumhoft", and are now at the apiary

of Mr. Quinby, whose property they are. Their progeny
will help decide the question of the deterioration of

Americo-Italians. We do not believe that Italian bees

deteriorate, if bred pure. If Italian queens breed with
black drones, we are inclined to think in opposition to

the opinions of most bee-keepers and writers, that their

drone progeny will be more or less tainted. There is,

however, another question for bee-keepers to study upon.

Maynot bees' be improved by breeding, as sheep or swine

or cattle are, by careful selection, and so by sufficient

care may we not beat the Italians themselves by and by ?

Biseased PeachLeaves.—F. T. Foster,

Preble Co., O. The leaves sent are affected with " curl."

It is a general impression that this is produced by a plant

louse or aphis, but there is room for doubt on this subject.

Soap on Oil Stones.-F. S. P. writes that

an oil stone, on which the oil has become so hardened as

to render the stone useless with oil, may be made all

right by the use of soft soap. This reminds us that we
have long used soap, instead of oil, tipon a fine "oil

stone," with great satisfaction. The soap may dry upon
the stone, and when wanted for use it needs wetting only.

Special AsHvertisiiag- Ag-euacy* — As
most of our advertisers are aware, matters relating to that

department have for several years been under the imme-
diate superintendence of Mr. W. A. Fitch, one of the As-

sociate Editors. As a matter of convenience, to those

desiring to extend their advertising beyond the columns
of the Ag?icuttit?ist, he has arranged to receive advertise-

ments for other journals at their regular rates. His ex-

perience in this line, and knowledge of the best mediums,
give him excellent facilities for conducting such business

satisfactorily, aud thus to save much time and corre-

spondence required in arranging with different parties.

A Ciood JPiaaao.—Iu company with musical
experts of high authority, we have examined the Mathu-
shek Piano, advertised on another page, and believe it to

be well worthy the attention of those desiring to secure

a good instrument. One of the party present, the musi-

cal editor of the Weekly Review, a leading authority iu

such matters, speaking of the smaller-sized piano, said,

" It can speak with such power and sonority that we must
look at the thing, in order to believe it possible. Through-
out the whole scale the tone is even, very full, sonorous,

brilliant, and melodious." All were greatly pleased with

its performance, and gave high testimonials.

Xiae Flo^veriBig- A1bkoei«I as a "Wall
IPlaut.—Miss O. M. Luke, Trumbull Co.,-Ohio, writes

an account of her training of a Flowering Almond : " Five

years ago last spring it was a little slip, one foot high.

I set it close to the east side of the house, having the soil

previously enriched with leached ashes, leaf muck, etc.

Father said I was not giving my shrub any room to

branch. That was just what I intended not to do. I

pinched off all side shoots at their first appearance, and
kept it trained to the house, in the same manner as ft
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grape Tine. The third year, I let two branches grow each
way. I have continued training my Flowering Almond
each year, and now I have a beautiful climber, a. little

' over twelve feet high, and three inches around. The
three branches on each side are two and a half feet

long, and a little over one inch around. It blossoms
about the 10th of May, long before other plants bud."

Sailed, for Europe. — On Wednesday,
May 20th, on the Steamer Tripoli, Orange Judd, Esq.,

wife, and three children. We have since heard of the

safe arrival of the steamer.

Married.—At Munson, Mass., on Jane loth,

Mr. A. W. Roberts, Superintendent of the Engraving De-
partment of theAmerican Agriculturist,io Miss Ida Beattie.

Perseverance asni'S 3?iaeaos.—We have
had the pleasure of presenting a magnificent Steinway
Piano to Mrs. Annie Flagg, of Bloomington, HI. This
lady commenced canvassing about the 1st of October,

lSGG,and allowed nothing to discourage her in her attempts
to earn the prize. On May 4th she was here, selected a

piano, and expressed her entire satisfaction. A beautiful

little two-year old, who accompanied the mother all the

way from Illinois, showed that it was not a trip to while
away time, but a real business transaction, with a view to

adding new attractions to a pleasant home, that stimulated

this successful operation. $650, earned in seven months,
besides attending to the cares of a family, are indications

of the kind of stuff we should be pleased to sec more of

In the world. Mrs. Flagg's judgment in working for the

Steinway Piano we can approve most heartily, as

each of our partners has one of them in his own house,

and desires no better instrument.

Still More Grape ILiteraUure.—
" Mead^s American Grape Culture and Wine Making."
By Peter B. Mead. New York: Harper & Brothers. It

is a very handsome volume of some 4S0 pages, and very

liberally illustrated. When we have perused it, we shall

be able to say something of its contents Vineyard
Culture, by Du Breuil, with notes by J, A. Warder, is an-

other work soon to be issued by Robert Clark & Co., Cin-

cinnati. Dn Breuil is high authority, and the value of the

work to Americans will be greatly enhanced by the copi-

ous notes of Dr. Warder. We have the specimen sbeets

only, and must defer a more extended notice until the

work is out. It Is beautifully printed.

Molar obi tBae Grape Vine.—The trans-

lation of Mohr's work, by "Horticola," is now ready, and
forms a neat little work of 129 pages. It is a very plain

discussion of the structure of the vine, and the principles

involved in its pruning, training and cultivation gen-

erally. As the propagation of American varieties is dif-

ferent from that pursued in Europe, the translator has

given an account of our methods, and added some brief

notes on the leadiug American varieties.

Tennessee Lands.—The advertisement of

Mr. Dodge will bean answer to many letters asking where

southern lands can be bought. Mr. D., well known
as an artist before he became a fruit grower, is, on account

of the ill health of a member of his family, prevented from

returning to his estate, from which he was driven by the

fortunes of war. We have no personal knowledge of the

property, but from the references he gives to those who
have seen it, and the fruit we have seen from it, we
think it worthy of the attention of those who are seek-

ing a location in the Southern States,

IVotes of Travel—Crops, Use of
Lime, etc.—One of the Editors, traveling in Pennsyl-

vania, writes us, from the Valley of the Lehigh, as we go

to press, u that the <?rops arc everywhere looking very

finely, and it is admitted, on all hands, that the grain

harvests were never more promising. The country, all

along the line of the railroad, from Easton to far above

Catasauqua, \* a succession of wheat and rye fields, and

blooming meadows—very encouraging lo people who
have been paying $:J5 dollars a ton for hay. Wheat is

quite as generally grown in this section as rye, and many
of the fields arc so rank in growth that the straw is lodged

in spots. The prevailing rock is limestone, and the prac-

tice of liming the land, once in four or five years, is

almost universal. This, and the turning in of green

crops, is the main reliance for keeping the ground in

good heart. All the manure that is made is applied to

the land, but a much greater breadth is cultivated than

can be fertilized by this method. Indian corn is much
more largely cultivated than on the sea-board. It is not

uncommon to find 30 and -10 acres raised on a two hun-

dred acre farm, with about, as much in wheat or rye. " It

is much more a grain than a grass region. As the lime

is generally quarried, and burnt, upon the farm, and al-

ways in the immediate vicinity, it makes a very cheap
j

dressing for the land. It is rarely more than ten cents a
bushel at the kiln, and the quantity, when slaked upon
the field where it is used, is about double. Thirty bush-
els to the acre is considered a fair dressing, thongh much
more than this is often used. Whatever the philosophy
of its action upon the soil, its beneficial effects are every-
where apparent, and its influence, upon fields underlaid
with lime rock, is quite as apparent as upon the adjacent
districts, where another rock prevails. Liming the land
is a cardinal doctrine with every farmer in this region.' 1

To Officers and 3Eeml>ers ©fHorti-
cultural Societies.—We are desirous of being able

to furnish early as complete and accurate a list as possi-

ble of the Autumn Fairs, and, besides, wish for our
Annuals a list of the officers of all the prin-

cipal agricultural, and kindred societies, in North

America. We take the liberty, then, of asking to

have the circulars, posters, reports, or marked newspa-
pers, containing information about such societies, which
will be of value to us, sent to the address of the American
Agriculturist. In case such printed information can not
be obtained, please drop us a line. Advertisements and
notices in county papers, etc., are likely to be overlooked

unless distinctly marked. As this item may not meet the

eye of officers, a private member, or any one interested,

in any particular society, will do us a great favor by giv-

ing the information at as early a day as possible.

Gregory ora Squaslaes.—We have just
published a treatise by Mr. Jas. J. H. Gregory, of Marble-
head, Mass., on the Culture of Squashes. We have a lik-

ing for these books on special culture, as the author has
a chance to say all he has to say on the subject. We can
not see how Mr. Gregory could have treated the matter

more in detail. The title of his work is " Squashes and
How to Grow Them," and he not only tells how to grow
them, but gives all the details of harvesting, storing and
keeping, marketing, saving seed—in fact, all that a prac-

tical man who wields a vigorous pen can tell on the sub-

ject. We announced this work some time ago, but the

illness of Mr. Gregory, prevented its earlier publication.

We would inform certain parties (see page 25S,) that this

work was written by Mr. Gregory, and not by one of our

Editors, and shall keep the manuscript for some time, to

satisfy any stupids who may attribute this work to other

than the author. Until we read this work we bad no idea

of the importance of the squash crop, but it would seem
that it ranks next to the potato, and that it will pay every

farmer to cultivate squashes, rather than the compara-
tively valueless pumpkin. AboutTO pp., paper covers, 30c.

Silveroleave«l Maple,—J. W. B., Bona-
parte, Iowa., asks if " what the nurserymen sell as soft,

or white maple, are one and the same." The silver-

leaved maple is Acer dasycarpum, and is often called white

maple. The name soft maple is at the East usually ap-

plied to Acer rubru?n, the red or swamp maple. The sil-

ver-leaved maple, a common tree at the West, is one of

the most valuable for planting in belts, and it is of rapid

growth, does not throw up suckers, and is useful as fuel.

Where can I get it ?—A large number of

our letters may be condensed into " Where can I get this,

that, or the other thing ?" If the thing inquired about is

out of the usual way, we take a little pains to And out,

and write the party thus inquiring, but when it is for

common nursery or seed stock, we cannot notice their

letters. Every nurseryman or seedsman has or can get

from his neighbors all the usual articles of trade, and it

is useless for us to say that common articles may be had

at any particular place. If one has a good thing to sell,

he knows enough to advertise it, and there is little danger

of any dealer keeping long in obscurity. The demand for

new breeds of animals of all kinds, including fowls, is

something wonderful, and it is the same with plants. Wo
do our best to answer these queries, but we cannot satisfy

those who ask us where many common things can be had.

We suppose that we have had fifty inquiries this season

for tree seed. The best that we can do. is to send the

letter to a reliable dealer, with the request that he will

forward his catalogue to the writer.

Jlore Clrape Vines.—Some parties, we
notice, have alrready begun to advertise their stock of

vines for the fall trade, and others are preparing to do so.

Judging from the indications, the number propagated

this year will be large, though not, we think, in excess of

the demand. Every spring thus far has shown a scarcity

of the leading kinds, and grape growing in this country

has only fairly commenced. There is an advantage in se-

enring vines for planting early ; the first comers can se-

lect from better stock, and, as a rule, prices have also

been higher in spring than in the fall.

CSrnpe Queries.—G. F. C, Atchison, Kan-
sas, writes; '* I have a small, prosperous vineyard, of

200 vines, (Concord and Hartford Prolific,) now one year
old, and would like to know (1,) whether it is best to
give them an annual coating of manure, and cultivate them
during the season, or (2.) whether it is best to give them
a permanent mulch of saw dust. In cultivating them,
the spade or plow will cut off some of the surplus roots.
Does this (3.) injure the vine ? They made a vigorous
growth of from 10 to 14 feet last season, (1 cane.) I cut
them back to about three feet, and will grow two arms
this season, for training to trelis. Is it best (4.) to let
them bear fruit this season ? If so, how much, without in-
jury to the vine ?" Answer.—1. In proper grape soils but
little manure is needed, and, as the vines were manured
at planting, we should say no to the manure, and yes to
the cultivation. 2. Saw dust is not advisable as a "per-
manent mulch," as it soon begins to decay, and be infest-

ed by troublesome fungi. 3. Use a hoc-fork, and keep
the surface loose. 4. That depends upon the strength of
the vine. In the long run, it is best for the vineyard not
to bear until it is three years old.

Hungarian CSrass.—If a farmer is like-
ly to have less hay than his necessities require, wo
recommended Indian corn, sown in drills, cut, and
well cured, before the kernels fills on the ears, as the best
substitute

;
yet, as this requires a good deal of manure, or

land in good tilth and heart, Hungarian grass may be
used with great satisfaction and on poorer soil. It needs
thoroughly drained laud, and if the soil be mellow, and in
fair heart, even though corn or potatoes would suffer

from drought upon it, this crop will probably do well.

Itsas best to sow between the 15th of June and the 15th
of July. Half a bushel per acre is enough. Cut when
just out of blossom. The hard shell of the seed, and the
bristly husk of the ripened grain, are said to injuro

horses ; hence cut early. It is cured and stored like ha}-.

W&at France Sends to Kiag-TaBatf

.

—France exported to England from January, 3S66, to

October, 1S66, eggs to the value of $7,100,000 : butter and
cheese, $13,200,000; poultry, $400,000; feathers, $2,400,000.

Why cannot the United States help to supply poor John

!

Mixing Kannre ^vatl* 6i H.ive "
Aslaes.—"M. A. 11 This is .never advisable, and can
only be done with safety where there is a large quantity
of muck, charcoal or loam present to absorb the ammonia
that is released by the mixing of the manure and ashes.

Quinces.—P. H. Perrin. Angers is best for

pear stocks ; it is distinct from the Orange or Apple
Quince, and we cannot find, that Thomas, in either

his old . or new work, says, that they are the same.

Aeraiion iu €hnrning; — A neir
Churn.—New churns are too common. Good ones arc

rare. The quick churns usually make poor butter—pale,
soft, and lardy. The article advertised as u The Dasher
Churn," has been put through its paces, and for the last

six weeks has reigned supreme in our small dairy. The
butter comes, almost every time, before the churner knows
it, say in five minutes, or less, waxy—firm, sweet, odor-

ous. The milk and cream are well taken care of, the

cow's feed is good, and the mistress of the dairy under-

stands her business. Therefore the reason that we have

so good butter is not all in the churn. The distinguish-

ing feature of this churn is the admission of a constant

current of air at the axle, which is dashed through the

cream, and passes out of pipes in the cover. It is as

simple and easily managed as any churn we ever used,

and is well and durably made.

Tine Hoove is the distension of the rumen
of cattle by the gases, produced by the fermentation of

food. The effects eating too freely of red clover are often

of the most serions character. The production of great

quantities ofgas in the paunch inflates it and the animal,

like a bladder, and all efforts to reduce il sometimes foil.

Great care should, therefore, bo exercised thai fences arc

strong, and that COWS, or other rattle, or sheep at pasture,

can not break into a clover field. When clover is to be

fed oft", the usual way is to accustom animals to it, gradu-

ally turning them in an hour or two daily for a few days,

then leaving them in altogether. This is right, but it is not

absolute security. Experienced fanners believe that there

is little danger after a few days, provided the cattle are

well salted, or have, constantly, access to sail. "An
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure." Relief

is often quickly afforded by tying a small, firm hay rope,

rather tightly, through the mouth, and over behind the

horns, or over one horn and behind the other. The ani-

mal's effort to shake off the rope, permits an escape of the

gas, which will, ordinarily, not form again if a dose of

soda or hartshorn be administered. One to one and one-

i>
|

' ounces of either may bo iven, In a pint of water.
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The Miaaer Plum.—A call foriuformation

on this variety has brought out a number of replies—all

too long to publish. We have three histories of its

origin, all different, but all agree in their testimony as to

its health and hardiness. Mr. N. C. Goldsmith, Middle-

town, N. Y., sums it up as follows :
" The fruit is not of

exquisite flavor, and the skin is a little tough. The tree

is hardy, healthy, thrifty, long lived, ornamental, regu-

larly productive, and begins to bear two or three years

after transplanting ; the fruit almost uniformly fair, good

size, good flavor, retaining its firmness and flavor, and

never injured by the curculio." It is but right to say

that, while we have a number of letters in favor of this

plum, we have two letters by those who say that it is

only the common "Wild Plum. "We hope those who
offer to send us specimens of the fruit will remember it

next autumn.

"Wasted rJnaiiifi<lca".—The London Garden-

er's Chronicle criticises the taste of a catalogue of one of

our seed venders, and says :
" We question whether any

respectable English firm would have the bad taste to

issue such an advertisement as that we subjoin, and

which is token from a trans-Atlantic seed catalogue. 11

Now, it happens that the catalogue in question is pub-

lished by one who was born and brought np in England.

He showed his good taste by coming to this country, and

perhaps after a while he will forget the things brought

np to, and not again offend his former brothers.

Pears in Maine.—The Maine Farmer ad-

vises farmers, and fruit growers in general, to abandon

pears and plant apples instead. It says :
" You can buy,

in a few years, from the product of the apple trees, more
pears than you can possibly raise by setting out pear

trees, and do it, too, at a much less expense." But if

fruit growers, in general, do not raise pears, in what mar-

ket shall the Maine Farmer buy or exchange ? Is the case

really so discouraging ?

Orchards oei Gravel*—J. C, Sacramento
Co., Cal., writes :

" In the January number an ' Old Sub-

scriber ' asks, ' What can be done with a piece of land,

formerly good, but now covered 4 feet with creek gravel V
If the gravel is not too coarse, why not set fruit trees on
it ? Most of the best orchards about Placerville, Eldorado
Co., are set out on ground formed by laying in a brush dam
aud stopping the tailings that run from the miners1

sluice

boxes, which is nothing but slum, or sediment and
gravel. It invariably makes fine trees.

11

Asparagus.—" Subscriber," Woodbury, N.
J., asks :

" Why will Long Island and Pennsylvania aspar-

agus bring more in market than that from New Jersey?

In Philadelphia, last week, the one was selling at 25 and
30 cents per bunch, (retail,) and the other at 50 cents. I

am aware that in Pennsylvania it is cut near the surface

of the ground, and Jersey asparagus is cut as far below as

possible, .tie first looking green, the latter of course

mostly white. 1
' Our correspondent is one of those rare

querists who answers his own questions. Every one who
knows anything about asparagus, will pay twice as much
for the green as he will for the white. Blanching is a very

good thing for celery, but a very poor one for asparagus.

Soap and Candles.—A useful book of 193

pages, l'2mo., on the Art of Manufacturing Soaps aud Can-
dles of all sorts, by Dr. Ott, has just been published by
Lindsay & Blakiston, of Philadelphia. Though it con-

tains many valuable aud interesting facts, and would give

a novice a pleasant insight into these arts, yet it strikes

us as being adapted to be most useful to practical soap and
candle men than to others. In the minor matter of lan-

guage, there occur several rather funny blunders. The
reader will be surprised to see, for instance, that

"Potassa" (potash)
li

is called in commerce, 11 among
other names, " hydrated protoxide ofpotassium," and the

soap boiler, in his apron and paper cap, will hardly recog-

nise himself under the title of " Savonnier. 11 However,

we must say the book gives evidence that the author has
pretty thoroughly "read up" on the subject, and con-
densed many valuable facts in a neatly printed and well
illustrated volume.

Patent Brooms,—Broom corn brush fur-

nishes an admirable material for house brooms. The
hair brooms of Europe disappear before them, or are re-

tained only for special uses. The desirableness of some
contrivance which shall do away with the necessity of
transporting and marketing the long handle is obvious,

as also of one which shall enable any person, who can
raise or obtain the brush, to fill his own brooms as they
wear out. with fresh brushes. That gross impositions

have been practised in vending patent brooms and
11
rights,'

1 we doubt not. and have been the more cau-

tious and thorough in investigating the merits of a new
one. Silvers Patent Broom, so far, |s the beat brought

to our notice. It consists of a "loop" of maleable iron,

terminating in a shank with a screw thread cut upon it,

a brass cap, and broom stick, or handle, with a ferruled

end. Into the loop the thin shaved stems of the brush

are thrust from one side and the other, until it is full

;

over this the cap is drawn, the screw shank protruding

;

this is screwed into the handle, and holds all fast. The
brooms have been tested by several months' use in our

families, and the writer has, without instruction, and
with entire ease, prepared the brash and filled the brooms
to his perfect satisfaction. The ladies pronounce the

brooms much superior in elasticity and durability to the

old ones, and they are adopted as a family institution.

For other information, see advertisement.

Temperature for Churning;.—J. L.

Philips. In cold weather the cream should be about 05°,

not higher, when you begin churning. In warm weather
62° is about right, for in the course of the operation

the temperature will rise, but should not get above 67°.

Avoid adding much of either hot or cold water to secure

the proper degree of warmth.

IPatent I5a*oom and I>iast Fan.—Mr.

J. S. Clough has done a good job for housekeepers, and
they will all rise up and call him blessed as soon as they

add these to their household furniture. These two articles,

so wont to pull apart, are happily wedded, and hang by
one ring upon the nail. The handle of the brush is a little

longer than the handle of the tin pan, through which it

passes, and the twain are one, for hanging up. The pan
is improved by a lip, bent down a little, making it easier

to gather up the dust.

THae IPatent ISladkiiag- Brush Hold-
er is another bright idea by the same inventive genius.

It is a tin cylinder box, about three inches in diameter,

and seven or eight inches long, fitted to hold boot brush
and blacking. This is a nice traveling companion, and
also very " handy to have in the house. 11

Tllntaaal Exchange.—C. R Do farmers

ever think of the vast amount they might gain annually,

by a system of general exchange of fruits and flowers with
their near neighbors, (and distant ones by mail ?) I speak
more particularly of small fruits. Suppose one fanner
had an abundance of one kind of fruit only, (say Lawton
blackberry). By exchanging it with a half dozen others,

who possessed some of his " heart's desire," he would
find himself far better off, and no money spent either, but
a trifling amount in postage, at the rate of eight cents per
pound. I think farmers should make known their wants
through the press, stating, at the same time, what they

could exchange for the same.

Milch Cows and I>airy Farming.
—The receipt of a copy of this excellent work from the

publishers, indicates that their presses are running again,

to supply the demand. The binding is modern and
neat. "We have it as a standard work on our list.

To Separate Honey from Wax.—
Mrs. L. A. Muller. Put the honey, comb and all, in a tin

pan, on, or in, a moderately warm stove, adding to each
pound of honey a tablespoonful of water. Stir it occa-

sionally with a piece of wire ; if anything large is used
there will be an accumulation of dirty, cold wax continu-
ally added to the hot mass. "When the contents of the
pan are perfectly liquid—it must not boil—set it where it

can cool undisturbed. Then take a knife, and pass it

carefully around the pan, to detach the cake of wax, etc.,

on the top. and rapidly, with great care, lift off the cake.
Don't let it drain into the pan an instant, but place in

another utensil. Any one thus clarifying honey will find,

on putting aside the cake of wax, that every particle of
impurity, that would have to be strained from the honey,
will have adhered to the cake of wax. and nothing re-

mains beneath but the golden-colored honey, clear as

water. If the honey should, in time, candy, heat it again
with a very little water and white sugar. Keep in jars,

tied up, in a cool place. Break up the wax cake and
wash in cold water till cleansed from the honey. Then
melt and strain it. To bleach the wax, boil it, after
straining, for an hour, in plenty of water, in which use a
few drops of chloride of soda. When quite cold, lift off

the wax and leave it to dry and whiten in the open air.

Aj>pletom"s American Annual En-
cyclopedia.—The new American Encyclopedia is well
known. From the time of its completion, about I860, its

publishers have issued an annual volume in similar style

—

large double columned octavo pages, in fair type, con-
taining 800 pages, more or less, in each volume. These
are a general history of the most notable tilings Which
come to pass in the world for the year, and from an Amer-
ica]] aild popular stand poi'M, Tho range of euojeoU l«

limitless, but such are chosen as are of most general in-

terest and importance : wars and political changes, edu-

cation, philanthropy, religion, science, art, manufactures,

mines, obituaries, literature, law", medicine and philoso-

phy, in short anything that affects the history of the day.

Many of the most important United States public docu-

ments are given in full, and, as a contemporaneous his-

tory ofour own country, the Annual Encyclopedia has, and
will have, great value. The volume for 1S66 is just out.

Tightening the Screws on Do^'s.—
Massachusetts has amended her dog law, making it $15

fine to keep an unlicensed dog
; $5 to go to the informer,

and making it incumbent on police officers to kill all such

dogs. Sheep will stand some chance in the old Bay State.

Rat Preminms.—An Ohio County Agri-
cultural Society offers a premium of £10 for the greatest

number of rat tails, not less than one thousand strong, on
a string. The rats to be caught by one family between
March 15, 1S67, and the time of the fair. "We like this

idea, and commend it to the attention of our agricultural

societies. The depredations of these animals are a heavy
tax npon our farmers, amounting to millions every year.

The premiums would stimulate the boys to great activity

in destroying them. The Norway rat was a terrible pres-

ent to this country.

Sheep as £*aTvn Mowers.—In a recent
ride through the Central Park, we were struck with the

exceeding beauty and freshness of the large lawn near
the Mall, where scores of South Downs were quietly feed-

ing, adding picturesqueness to the scene, while they pur-

sued their utilitarian labors. Downing quite early called

the attention of rural improvers to this use of sheep.

They would not, perhaps, in any case, entirely save the

use of the mower, but after two or three cuttings in the

early summer, they would keep the lawn in passable con-

dition for the rest of the season. But this is only one

item in their use. They return to the soil what grows
npon it, with important additions, and would save the ex-

pense of all other top dressing. Sheep will keep good
land constantly improving. They also form an element

of beauty in any landscape, and when they have done
serving the eye, they go to serve the table.

To Keep Meat Almost as Ooocl as
Fresli for a iiOng 'JTiiue.—Mrs. L. A. Muller. Take
enough water to cover the meat, make it moderately salt,

and to each bucketful of water—the common wooden
bucket—take one large tablespoonful of sulphite of lime,

and one teaspoonful of saltpetre. It is all-important to

keep every particle of meat under water by a press. Soak
the meat in fresh water over night, before using it. and it

will be almost as good as fresh. I found veal kept in this

way, at the end of six weeks, as good as when first butch-

ered, and beef, at the end of ten weeks, fresh enough to

make excellent soup and roasts. As the season advances,

and the heat increases, use more of the sulphite.

Re-packing; Salt I*oa-l*.—W. "Williams.

Exposure to the air was undoubtedly the cause of the

spoiling of the meat in removal. We would not have
pork five minutes out of the brine, if we could help it, he-

fore it is cooked. In changing from one vessel to another
there is a good deal of exposure. The only safety for

j)ork is in packing it in good, clean barrels, with plenty

of salt, as close as possible, and in keeping it covered
with brine till used. Pork is often spoiled through the

carelessness of servants. Keep a board and weight upon
it constantly, and do not fail to look at the barrel every
time you visit the cellar, if yon want sweet pork. If the

brine is not strong enough, add more salt on top. "We
always keep two or three inches of coarse salt on top.

The bottom will always take care of itself.

SowiHBg' Barley Early.—J. S. C, of Vt.,

objects to this practice, and says that he sowed May 1st,

and got 4}/2 bushels to the acre, while that sowed June
10th yielded 25 bushels. One swallow does not make a

summer, and Vermont, though a great State, is a little too

far north to be a rule for the whole country. It is quite

possible that late sowing may be advisable in colder cli-

mates. We shall be glad to have any facts which our cor-

respondents may have, bearing upon this point.

Chess Again.—"M. N.," Annapolis, 111.,

wishes us to say something about the conversion of wheat
into chess, or cheat. We have only space to briefly sum
np the subject : While chess often appears in places where
wheat was expected to grow, there is not the slightest

proof that the one changes into the other, and. as far as
negative evidence can go, all the authentic experiments
to.convcrt wheat into chess have proved failures. When
we can be shown anything like a transition, a plant that

is pari wheat and part CheSs, we shall be Willing to ft! tenia
tUo subject, but, until ttfen. we con uee our epaog better",
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Comparative Nutritive Value oi"

©liferent Kinds cf Cora.—In response to several

inquiries, we answer : That the nutritive value may prob-
ably be come at with considerable accuracy, by weighing
a carefully measured, well shaken down bushel. This
will not give accurately the fattening value, which, de-

pends in a good degree upon the amount of oil contained
in the corn, but by no means wholly upon this. Differ-

ent varieties vary greatly in the oil which they contain.

The Dent corn contains generally less oil than the Flint,

the Flint less than the little Pop corn.

Cost of Oetting" Crops to Market.
—It is estimated by an intelligent Iowa farmer, that it

costs fully eighty per cent, of the value of the wheat crop
to get it to an Eastern market^ which always determines
the producer's price; pork, 25 per cent.; beef, 15 per cent.;

and wool, 4 per cent. This is a pretty strong argument
for raising sheep, and killing dogs on the prairies.

Shall tvc Milk Before Calving ?—
"G." writes: "I have a fine heifer which has just

dropped her first calf. Her bag got very large and felt

hard some days beforehand, and I am still afraid that I

am going to have trouble with it. A man who keeps
many cows told me I ought to have milked her when it

first filled with milk. My uncle, last year, milked a cow
a fortnight before calving, taking as much as a pailful a
day. Is it the best way ? Is there danger if it is neg-
lected?" It is not to be recommended as a general

practice, if it can be avoided, but if the bag swells and
feels hot, by all means draw the milk, and knead the

bag when empty, washing it with warm soap and water,

and perhaps greasing it to prevent inflammation or garget.

Duty ott Imported Breeding* Ani-
mals.—The wise provision in our Revenue laws, ad-

mitting breeding animals dufey free, is frustrated in a
measure, by the very absurd, illiterate, and unjust decis-

ion which decides that birds are not animals, aud hence
that fowls and poultry of all kinds imported for breeding
purposes, are subject to pay duty. If birds are not ani-

mals, what are they? and what are animals? Webster
defines animal as " an organized body, endowed with 'life,

sensation, and power of voluntary motion," and that is

the common acceptation. The humblest forms of ani-

mals are distinguished from vegetables, by having dis-

tinct mouths and stomachs. An oyster is an auimal as

truly as a man, and a bird as truly as an ox. This matter

ought at once to be tested in the Courts, if the Treasury

Department continues to beg the question, and allow its

employees in the Custom Houses to interpret plain Eng-

lish to suit themselves. It is fair to suppose that Con-

gress meant animals when it used the word in an im-

portant law—and that if our law-makers had intended

to admit free quadrupeds only, they would have said so.

"Big Things "—Monster Hogs.-
Ivory Lord, of Saco, Me., writes: "Zero of Egypt de-

sires to see the 'big things 1 reported, so as to know
how to proceed this year in order to beat them. "Well,

try this, 0° : March Tth, 1861, Richard S. Rogers, of South

Danvers, Mass., killed a hog 34 months old, the live

weight of which was 1,103 lbs., and dead weight 934 lbs.

The last 1G months he was fed all the Indian meal and
milk he could eat. He could stand and walk to his last

day, and of his own accord walked up an inclined plane

into a cart to be hauled to the butcher. Mr. Rogers esti-

mated the cost of this huge grunter at 25 cents per lb.

;

he received 8 cents per lb. for him. This is the greatest

weight of a porker that has ever come to my knowledge. 11

[In 183-2, December 21st, Benj. Rogers, Mansfield, Bur-

lington County, N. J., killed a hog which weighed 1,011

lbs. Iu 1863, A. H. Benham, McLean, Tompkins Coun-

ty, N. Y., had a hog which weighed 1.335 lbs., which was *

exhibited in our office, and killed in New York, December
19th, weighing, alive, 1,273 lbs., dressed, 1,174 lbs.—Ed.]

Horse-Btacins' at Fairs may far
better be Broken up titan Permitted.—F.

K. Phoenix, of Bloomington, 111., writes :
" Last year our

County Fair managers determiued to do without horse-

racing. The sporting people prophesied and threatened,

but the result was very much the best Fair, and the best re-

ceipts ever known in the Society's history—and that too,

in despite of some very unfavorable weather. I think we
shall hear no more iu favor of connecting the two in our

Society—the issue has been made and victory won,"

Cure Tortlie "Gapes in Chicken*.*'
—J. H. Mabbett writes :

" Take a four or eight ounce

vial and till it with large grains of wheat ; then fill the

vial with turpentine and let it stand, corked tightly.

When you see any of your chick* begin to droop and

gasp, catch them and give each one grain of the wheat.

If in the morning, give another at night. If in the after-

noon, give one the nest morning. I have never found
this to fail in my ' family. 1 Handle them gently, and don't,
for mercy's sake, put a feather down their windpipes."—
[The turpentine kills or paralyzes the worms, which are
the cause of gapes, and they are coughed up.—Ed.]

Potatoes UJniler Straw.—This method
of growing potatoes seems to answer well in some places
and not in others. We have given the experience of
those who have failed and those who have succeeded.
The following from J. Cass, Sacramento County. Cali-
fornia, will interest those who live in a similar climate :

"For the last three years my potatoes have invariably
run to vines aud set no potatoes. Last year I tried the
covering with straw and I had splendid potatoes ; the
ground kept moist all Summer, and we could get a mess
any time by rooting in the straw with our hands. I
planted as follows: Old ground that was in assorted
vegetables the year previous, was ploughed in, and
half potatoes, cut lengthwise, dropped 15 inches apart,
in every third furrow, and put about 8 inches of old
wheat straw on them ; it seemed to check the growth of
vines and made the potatoes set.'

1

Suffolk IPig-s.—"We have frequent inquiries
for this excellent breed, many of them from the West.
Berkshires, Yorkshires or Seftons, and other pure breeds,
are also in more or less request. Breeders of valuable
kinds of stock would do well to advertise.

Cnre for I^ice on Cattle.—Isaac Schau-
ber, Saratoga County, N. Y., says :

"A few applications

of good cider vinegar along the back bone, on the head,
aud other places where the lice gather, will soon finish

them." It will give them a check, which cleanliness
and good keeping will make more or less permanent. It

is, however, a safe and convenient application.

Plastic Slate ISooting*.—We are con-
stantly receiving inquiries in regard to this material. The
fact is, we know very little about it. What we do know,
is favorable. The claim of the venders, that it re-forms
stone, is absurd ; but the slate flour mingled with the gas
tar remains suspended in it, and the tar is said not to sep-

arate and run, as do most tar roofs, when they are ex-

posed to great "heat of the sun in summer.

Over-Cropped Land.—What is the best
plan to recuperate land that is still rich, but from frequent

cropping with wheat fails to bring remunerative crops ?

G. P. S. The land wants a rotation of crops, and clover

turned in the summer before wheat is sown. If the clover

does not grow stout enough, sow a little plaster early

in the spring. The clover is a good manure for wheat.

Comparative Value of Hay and
other Food.—According to experiments conducted
in France and Germany, 100 lbs. of good hay is equal in

_ alimentary value to

400 lbs. of green clover, 45 lbs. of wheat.
275

l 1 green Indian corn 54 l 1 barley.
374 l 1 wheat straw. 59 l 1

oats.

442 *
1 rye straw. 57

l 1 Indian corn.
195

l oat 6traw. 63 '
1 sunflower seed.

400 l 1 dried corn stalks. 69 ' ' linseed cake.
275 • carrots. 105 ' wheat bran.
54 '

1
rye. 83 * dried oak leaves

Farmer's Frmit Calce.—Contributed by
Sirs. E. Smith, Plymouth Co., Mass. Soak 3 cups of dried

apples over night in warm water ; chop (slightly) in the

morning, and then simmer 2 hours in 2 cups of molasses.

Add 2 eggs, 1 cup of sugar, 1 cup of sweet milk, % cup

of butter, \V» teaspoonfuls of soda, flour to make a rather

thick batter ; spice to suit the taste. Bake in a quick

oven. Kepnblished by request of a subscriber.

Fii-e and Watcr.proof Wash.—"A.
S. K.," of Fitchburg. Mass., sends ns the following recipe,

of which he says :
" For roofs of houses, barns and other

buildings, or for brick-work, this preparation is nne-

qualed." Dry-slake common stone lime iu a close vessel,

and when cool, pass eight quarts through a fine sieve
;

add to it one quart of fine salt, and two gallons prtre wa-

ter. Boil and skim. Then, to every four gallons of this

mixture, add one and a quarter pounds of alum, three-

fourths of a pound copperas, half a pound potash, aud

five quarts fine beach sand. The wash will now admit

any coloring matter that may be desired, and may be ap-

plied with a paint or whitewash brush in the same man-

ner as oil paints, lie adds :
' It looks better than any

other kind of paint, will stop leaks in roofs, prevent moss

from growing, and, when laid upon brick-work, will ren-

der it Impenetrable to rain or moisture." [The " Chem-

istry" of this wash is not quite ohvions, but as really

pood washes for out-door work arc rare, we give it

publicity on our correspondent's authority.!

Housekeepers with Small Children and
Smaller Help.

A lady correspondent at the West, puts the fol-
lowing question

:

" In your reply to the Southern lady who had de-
termined to do her own work—after speaking of
the arranged kitchen—you add : ' Fitted out with
these appliances, a woman in good health and
without small children, can often do her own work
with less -worry without a servant than with
one.' Now, here let me ask: What would a
woman do with very few of these appliances, and
six or eight small children—say under ten years old ?

In those essays I have met with a good many
things that coincide with my experience, my think-
ings, plannings, and doings—and yet when I have
read them through, I have felt as though there
was something wanting. A wish came up that
some one who had six or eight smalt children to
carefor and do for, iu addition to her other duties,
would write on the subject.

It seemed to me I might learn many a lesson. I

wish to make my system of housekeeping as good
as I can under my present circumstances.
But for want of such a paper, I intend to' make

the most of those published."

As the woman with eight small children is likely

to be busy for some time, we will answer for her,
for this case demands immediate consideration.
Eight small children and no help ! It is a hard
ease, and requires considerable philosophy, and
some piety, to get along with it smoothly. Do not

despair. Tour case might be worse in two partic-

ulars
;
you might have no children at all, and you

might have more. We know of a woman who has
twenty-five, all comely and doing well. The sad-

dest people we know of are childless husbands
and wives, and the most cheerless homes are those
where there is no cradle to rock, and no playthings

to put up when evening comes. Better a dozen
than none. You need the education which will

come of training them to thrifty and virtuous hab-
its. Do not doubt for a moment that they will

live, grow up, and be useful and happy, and that

they will all rise up and call you blessed. The k'md
Providence that has given them being, has a work
for them to do, and will iu some way provide for

their training. Do not won't/. Worry kills a great

many more people than work. There must neces-

sarily he a different standard of attainment in such
a home, from that which prevails where money and
servants are plenty. There can not be so many or

so flue dresses, playthings, books and amusements.
They can not be kept in such absolute cleanliness

and order, as if each child had a nurse, and a gov-

erness devoted her lyhole time to their education.

If you do the best you can under the circumstances,

duty is discharged—a matter of thanksgiving.

Look at the Sunny Side.—There is such a side iu

every lot in life. Most children grow up in homes
where there arc no servauts, and turn out passably

well. Men and women of the highest culture and
social position, more often than otherwise, began

life in this condition, and the early habits of self

help and industry there formed, determined their

characters and success. To be born in affluence is

generally a calamity. The children of the rich are

most appropriately objects of compassion. What
shall be done for such, to make them useful and

happy, is a much more difficult problem to solve

than the proper training of the children of the poor.

The men who make our laws and mould public

opinion, as a rule, grow up uuder the necessity of

labor. Their mothers filled the offices of nurse,

cook, aud laundress in their homes, and to this day

it is the honest conviction of these distinguished

men, that their mothers were the best women and

the most savory cooks iu the world.

Cultivate Sclf-Udp in your Cliildrcn.—Mothers

sometimes err in excessive tenderness aud devotion.

Children love occupation and will have it. The

passion for dressing dolls may as well be turned to

dressing something more substantial. A little girl

can soon learn to dress and wash herself, and then

to perform these offices for her younger brothers

and sisters. Play should never be forestalled, but
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it may be so judiciously mixed up with healthful

labors that the toil will not be irksome. The boy

may as well pull on his first boots, as have another

do it for him. If he is taught that it is manly to

help himself and to keep his clothes and person

clean, he will glory in the use of brushes for the

hair, the teeth, the clothes, and boots. He will

soon learn to measure manhood by usefulness, and

not by the amount of dirty work other people do

for him. Some people indeed, get too much ont of

their children, but that is not the tendency or per-

il of American Society. They can be made much
more helpful with pleasure and profit to themselves,

and to the world.

Buy Labor-Saving Machines.—A large part of the

labor in the family can be saved by them, and they

pay for themselves many times over every year.

It is difficult to see how a housekeeper can get

along without them. Most people are too poor to

do without them. They save what is more prec-

ious than money—health and life. We forbear to

say more, lest there should be nothing left for the

woman with the eight small children to say. We
yield the floor until she speaks.

Experience with French Fowls.

We have published several articles concern-

ing the important additions made to our poultry

yards, in the introduction of French breeds, but

more particularly referring to the Crevecceurs

and Houdans. This has produced testimony

for and against these breeds, from those that

have them. That they are non-sitters can hardly

be held as a disadvantage. Moreover, it is said

that the Orevecoeur is not as hardy as the

Houdan. This appears from the following ex-

tract from a letter of Mr. J. L. S., of Cincinnati,

one of our most successful amateur poultry rais-

ers: "My yard is in a thriving condition, ex-

cepting the Crevecceurs, and they, -wretched

chickens, ar» trying to see how fast they can

die. No disease comes amiss to them, be it old

and common, or new, and, what, renders this

more strange to me, is, that my young ones are

large, better feathered, and, up to a certain age,

easier to raise than any chickens I have. I be-

gan the season with fourteen ' Creve.' hens. I

now have five left. They average about an egg
and a half a day. They do not bear confine-

ment well." Our impression is that Crevecceurs

suffer from dampness, and this is strengthened

by the fact that in Holland^ a damp country, the

breed does not thrive. A dry bank, fully ex-

posed to the south, would suit them best.

Another party gives his experience as follows :

" I am greatly pleased with my Crevecceurs, hav-
ing made two importations, and have not as yet

lost a bird. When the first lot arrived, 3 of them
were sick with roup ; one hen seemed a hope-

less case, but by good care she recovered, and
is now presenting her egg per day with great

regularity, and all are thriving. With decent

care, I see no reason why they should not prove
entirely satisfactory as to hardiness. Fifty-five

of the J'oung chickens are coming on finely

;

have lost none by disease. My second importa-
tion of hens laid all the wa}', and are at it yet."

A third part}', having both the Crevecoeur and
Houdan, is of opinion that both will succeed
well, judging from his own trial thus far. It is,

however, too early to form any decided opin-

ion. Several seasons must elapse before the

point of hardiness can be determined satisfac-

torily. The reputation for early maturity, large

size, excellence of flavor, and fecundity, gained
by these breeds, in France and England, seems
to be sustained here thus far.

The Houdans are preferred to the Creve-

coecurs by Mr. Turhorst, one of the oldest and

most experienced of poultry breeders in Great

Britain, who declares them a most valuable ad-

dition to the poultry yard. Mr. John Baily, one
of the contributors to the poultry columns of
the Journal of Horticulture and Cottage Gar-

dener, says, Aug. 17, 1866: "I have never had a
case of illness with a Houdan, and believe them
to be hardiest of fowl." And again, April 25th,

1867, " We have kept them for many years

;

they are very hard)', more so than the La Fleche
and Crevecceurs. They bear close confinement.

A National Tax on Dogs.

Among the 16,000 articles taxed by our Solons

at Washington, it seems strange that so large

and important an interest as dogs should have

escaped notice. A more legitimate object to

raise revenue from can not be found in the

whole list. Our Government very properly

taxes luxuries, with a view to bring the burdens

of taxation upon those who are best able to

bear them. Among these luxuries are brandies,

wines, silks, gold watches, gold and silver ware,

carriages, pianos, etc. Dogs are a luxury, as

we see in the white-haired poodle, that rides out

with his mistress and sleeps in her boudoir upon
the softest of cushions, and has his hair daily

perfumed with the choicest extracts of Lubin.

They are considered the appropriate appendage
of every genteel establishment; setters and
pointers for sporting gentlemen, whether they

fancy hunting or not; and the big speckled dog
under the carriage, the admiration of small boys,

and a terror to all evil doers among smaller

dogs. The Government also taxes nuisances

with a view to abate them. Dogs are a nuisance
of the most troublesome and expensive kind.

We have in the nation, according to the best

statisticians, one to a family, or about 7,000,000.

We think a hundred thousand of these may be

occasionally useful and ornamental—well bred

dogs—that pay their way. The rest are pests

and abominations. They run mad and bite

multitudes of men, and every season we have
deaths from that dreadful disease, the hydropho-
bia. The public health suffers every season in

all our large cities from apprehensions of mad
dogs, and the citjr authorities have to make open
warfare upon the race. They are a burdensome
pest, costing the nation at least seventy millions of

dollars to support them, a very large tax upon
an over-taxed people. They are a very destruc-

tive pest—killing at least a half million of sheep
every year, worth at present prices at least two
millions of dollars, and ruining others to the

value of a million dollars more. They make
sheep raising so insecure, that large tracts of

land lie waste for waut of this stock to crop

them, and every man has to pay a heavy tax in

the shape of dear wool and mutton on account

'

of dogs. But for these wretched curs, our forty

million of sheep could be doubled in a short

time, and cheap wool and mutton be made the

heritage of every American citizen forever. If
our legislators want to tax luxuries and abate
nuisances, they will accomplish both objects in

taxing dogs.

Another object of the Government should be
to afford incidental protection to home interests.

A heavy tax on dogs will help several import-

ant interests. It will give us a better race of
dogs. Of course, only the best breeds will be
spared, and the best specimens of their kind,

and the canine race will be perpetuated in these

lines— purely bred—well trained—well cared
for—used legitimately, and a nuisance to nobody.

It will also give us cheap wool and mutton,

two very great blessings for any nation. What-
ever the tariff may be on foreign wools, we can

compete with the world on any kind of wool,

if the Government will only clean out the race

of curs. We have untold acres that are lying

waste for want of sheep, and men dare not in-

vest in them, for fear of the dogs.

Other Governments very wisely legislate

against dogs, both to abate a nuisance and to

protect the wool grower. Great Britain lays a

tax of twelve shillings (three dollars) on dogs,

and derives a handsome revenue from this

source. In Bavaria, the canine population has

been very much reduced by taxation. In Baden,

the dog-revenue amounts to a hundred thousand

thalers. France has a dog tax, and on this

point Bismark agrees with Napoleon. At the

International Congress of Veterinary Surgeons,

in Vienna, in 1865, the subject was discussed,

interesting statistics of hydrophobia were pre-

sented, and a resolution was adopted favoring

taxation, and recommending that the tax be as

high as possible. The foremost States of Eu-
rope appreciate the relation of dogs to wool and
mutton. In most of our Northern States, laws

upon this subject 'have been passed, and in

Massachusetts and Connecticut, which have the

best laws, the number of dogs has been greatly

reduced, and a corresponding security given to

sheep. It is demonstrated not only that dog

laws are needed, but that wise legislation will

be sustained by public opinion, and accomplish

its object. National laws need not interfere

with State laws, or supersede them. Properly

drawn, they would work harmoniously with

them, and by making curs expensive luxuries,

help to exterminate them. Perhaps the only

thing needed is a tax of three dollars.

This course wrould infringe upon no man's

rights. We concede to the American citizen

tbe largest liberty consistent with the public

good. It is the undoubted privilege of the citi-

zen to keep panthers if he fancies them, but he
should keep them in a cage, and not in his

neighbor's barn-yard. We have as good a right

to raise calves as he has panthers, and he must
take care of his wild beasts, or we can not get

along peaceably together. He may keep rattle-

snakes, if he pleases, but he should keep them
where he can have the exclusive enjoyment of

their musical rattle. We do not like the music

too near—sudden death by poison is not pleas-

ant. He may have dogs if he likes. We con-

cede that it is none of our business whether he

has a legitimate use for them or not, whether

he can afford them or not. But he must not.

compel us to board them on sheep that cost a

thousand dollars a carcass, and that are more
valuable to us living than dead. If clogs are

worth having, pay for them and take care of

them like a man. Sheep raisers have rights as

well as dog owners. Let us have fair play in

this matter, and a national dog law that will

give us both cheap wool and cheap mutton.

Wool Grower's Associations,State and County
Agricultural Societies, and Farmer's Clubs

should move early in this matter, and demand
suitable legislation at the next session of Con-

gress". Whatever reluctance there may be

among Congressmen to offend dog owners who
have votes, they can not withstand an enlight-

ened public sentiment. The friends of cheap

wool and mutton are in the vast majority in this

country, and they have only to make their wish-

es known by united action to secure the needed

legislation. Whatever measure ought to be

carried, can be, by the activity of its friends.
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The Puma.

—

[Felis Concolor.)

The Jaguar of South America is the largest of

the Leopard family of cats, being also the most
beautiful in its marking. The Puma approaches

it in size, and is also closely affiliated to it. The
geographical range

of this animal is

very great, proba-

bly greater than

that of an}' other

cat in a wild state,

being from Canada

to Patagonia. It re-

joices in more titles

than is quite fair in

this hemisphere of

republican ideas,

and it is hard to say

which is the most
correct common
name. Kb less than

three Latin generic

names have been

given to it, Fells,

Leopardus and Pu-
ma, but Linnaeus'

name, F. concolor,

is now accepted by
the best authorities.

We know the ani-

mal in books and "

newspapers as Pu-
ma, Cougar and American Lion ; in common
conversation as Catamount, Panther and Paint-

er. It is not very uncommon throughout the

still wild parts of the United States, and is a

destructive pest to the flocks and herds of the

South American plains. The creature has a

lion-like face, but the head is small, and it is

totally lacking in courage. In craft, however, it

is great ; and there are repeated records of men
and boys having fallen victims to its covert at-

tacks. Its usual

mode of taking its

prey,in wooded dis-

tricts, is, to conceal

itself among the

branches of a tree

overhanging deer

paths and springs,

and drop or jump
upon its victims.

The form of the

panther is admira-

bly shown in the

above spiriled en-

graving from one of

Wier's drawings.

Its color is tawny
or brownish-yellow

on the back, and
ashy-white beneath.

Its weight some-

times reaches 130

pounds ; it is 4 to

4i feet in length,

exclusive of the

tail, which is over

2 feet, and tipped

with black, but not

tufted. A subscriber

in Claremout, N.

redations are extended to farm yards, where
it slaughters many more than its needs re-

quire. The men of any region thus visited

promptly turn out for a " Painter hunt." The
hunters should go in couples, for, though easily

killed if noticed, unseen a panther is dangerous.

PUMA.—(Felis Coneolo,;)

lizards and Tritons.

People generally make no very accurate dis-

tinction between the Newts, Salamanders, and
Tritons, and those animals of a finer organiza-

tion properly called Lizards or Saurians. In

the accompanying engraving are represented

three quite similarly formed, yet very different

animals. The upper one is the Pene Lizard or

Brown Swift, (Tropidolepsis xmdulatus), a liz-

'. %"mi

TIGER TRITON. TDvE LIZARD.

H., sent us recently a photograph of a large

Cougar takcu near there last winter. A Cougar
is not long in making its presence known in

any district. Calves and young cattle in woody
pastures aro usually its first victims, but its dep-

ard of the Iguana family. It resides iu pine

woods, dwelling chiefly in the trees, yet fre-

quently found upon the ground. It is about 7

or 8 inches long, covered with pointed scales,

gray upon the back aud sides, marked above

with undulating dark bands; below on each side

is a band of green, surrounded with black. This
little animal lives altogether upon insects, and
in order to take them, has to . be exceedingly
agile in its motions, not being provided with,

a long glutinous tongue. It is not uncom-
mon throughout the

greater part of the

"United States. The
middle figure is of

the Blite-TAILED
Skene, (Scincusfas-

ciatus), the common
representative in

the Northern States

of the Skink fam-

ily, which may be
regarded as one of

thecormectinglinks

between the Lizard3

and Snakes, for the

closely allied fam-

ily of the Glass

Snakes have still

more snake-like

bodies, and either

no external legs and
feet, or very small

and almost useless

ones. The Skinks

have cylindrical

bodies,with smooth,

scales. They have

snaky heads, covered with thin angular plates,

and flat, notched tongues, and there is little dif-

ference in size between the neck and the body,

at the abdomen. From this point there is a.

gradual taper to the tip of the tail. They are

well toothed, but not venomous, though they

bite severely. The Bed-headed Skink of the

Southern States passes popularly under the

name of Scorpion. It closely resembles this

one, but is considerably larger. The length

of the Blue-tailed

Skink is about 8
inches ; its head is

bluish - black, its

body striped with

six straw-colored

lines, and the tail is

of a beautiful ultra-

marine blue. The
throat and belly are

white. These are

also insect caters,

hence, our friends.

The spotted crea-

ture in the fore-

ground of this

group is the Ti-

ger Triton, (Tri-

ton, ti'grinj/s), and
may represent the

numerous class of

tailed batrachians.

It is not properly

a lizard at all, but

much more nearly

related to the frogs

and toads. Its eggs

are laid in the wa-

ter, and the young

pass through a state

of existence similar to the tadpole condition. It

is about 6'|» inches long, bluish-black above,

marked with brilliant lemon-colored blotches of

irregular outlines; below it is ashy with paler

blotches. It is found iu New England aud the

BLtT-TAILED SKENE.
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Middle States, and is amphibious. This, also, is

entirely innocent. A peculiarly interesting char-

acteristic of the Tritons is the ease -with which

they break, and the facility with which the

wounded part heals, or is replaced. Amputated

tails or limbs will grow again, and if these are

cut off they will be soon replaced by others.

Tim Bunker on the Eight Hour Law.

BIG FERMENT IN HOOKERTOWN.

Mr. Editor.—We have been having consid-

erable doings up here lately, and as you wanted

me to keep you posted on Connecticut news in

general, and Hookertown in particular, I send

you some notes I took on the Eight Hour Con-

vention. It was got up by Cicero Smith, and a

few of the fellows that work with him, when
they do anything, which is not often.

Big posters were stuck.up on all the sign posts

iu town, calling upon mechanics and working

people in general, to meet in the town hall, and

assert their rights, just as if somebody had been

trying to take away their rights. There was a

full house. Shadtown was well represented by

the fishermen, and the White Oakes turned out

strong. Kier Frink and the coal men came
down in their carts, and Hookertown-street has

not seen such a collection of broken down wag-
ons, and gaunt, raw-boned horses, in many a

day. It reminded one of the early days of the

war, when they were holding big meetings to

drum up recruits.

Judge Loriug was appointed chairman, and
Cicero Smith introduced a long string of reso-

lutions, recommending eight hours as a legal

day's work, and pledging the meeting to vote

for no man that was not in favor of an eight

hour law. He said the time had come for

the heavy burdens of labor to be lifted from

the working classes ; that they now did all the

work, got poor pay, and had to live in humble
abodes, on scant fare, and endure all the ills of

poverty. They were ground down by capital

to the lowest depths, and had no time for the

cultivation of their minds, and for social enjoy-

ments. He hoped to see the day when the men
who did the work should have the money, and
the fine houses, aud the fast horses, and enjoy

life like human beings. He was in favor of

paying the laborer as much for his eight hours

as he now received for ten, aud if that was not

enough, he would go as far as the fartherest in

relieving his wants, and meeting his wishes.

The only true foundation for a State was to

glorify labor.

Seth Twiggs said he should like the latter

part .of the gentleman's speech better, if he
would illustrate it in his life. If any body got

one hour's work out of Smith, it would be so

much_clear gain. " There is as many as two
ways of glorifying labor. One is to make
stump speeches to working people, and the oth-

er is to pitch iu and work yourself." He
thought a man who held a plow, or chopped
wood all day, honored labor enough sight better

than a man who was everlastingly talking about

work and doing nothing. He didn't value the

working of the jaws near so much as some oth-

er parts of the body.

Uncle Jotham Sparrowgrass said he didn't

know as he understood this eight hour move-
ment, but as fur as he did, he didn't think much
of it. "It ain't any thing new. It was tried

over on the Island more than forty years ago.

There was a set of fellows then trying to get rid

of work, and they come nearer to saying what
they meant than folks did now. They wanted

to divide up property equally all round, and
said nothing about working for it. When I was
a boy, folks who got ahead any, used to get up
early in the morning and work as long as the}'

could see, and milk the cows in the dark. If

the}' got the chores done by nine o'clock and
got ready for bed, the}' did pretty well. They
hadn't much time to feel abused and talk about

their rights. The main pint was to get a living

and get ahead in the .world. They may have

carried work a leetle too far, but arter all, they

were firts-rate people, and better neighbors I

never expect to find in this world." It seemed
to him that the question was whether folks

should work and thrive, or try to get a living

without work. For one, he was in favor of

work, and if he could find any thing to do that

paid, he shouldn't be particular about the hours.

George Washington Tucker said he was glad

there was somebody to consider poor folks. He
had always worked hard and had nothing to

show for it. He never owned a foot of laud,

and couldn't expect to without some change of

times. He wanted more pay and less work,

and he thought the eight hour plan was the best

one that had ever been tried to relieve poor folks.

Jake Frink said he was a good deal bothered

about the question. " Heaven knows I've hard

work enough to git along. I've been trying to

pay for my farm this thirty years, and hain't

made it eout yit. And I've worked like a dog

a good part of the time. But how working

eight hours instead of twelve is gwine to help

me, I can't exactly see. I rather guess there

would be less corn in my bin, and pork in my
cellar in the fall, than there is now. I have to

hire some help in summer, aud if a man quits

in the middle of the arternoon, and leaves me
to git up the hay and grain, I don't see how I'm
gwine to be benefited. It looks considerable like

a humbug. I bo't some patent manure onc't,"

Dea, Little said he didn't like the looks of this

question. " They tried the same thing in Sodom,
and it didn't work well. The land was rich

and produced big crops, and they had nothing

to do but look on and see 'em grow. They oome
very near getting rid o' work, and took to serv-

ing the devil so that no decent man could live

among them." Work was a good thing for sin-

ners, and he never expected to live without it.

He thought if his friend Tucker would pull

harder at the hoe haudle, and not so much at

the bottle, he would be able to own land and a

house, and to be quite comfortable. Idleness

clothed a man in rags in Solomon's time, and
he didn't expect to see a lazy man's wardrobe
improve any in our day. " If you want any
thing, work for it, and if you work long and
hard enough, you are pretty sure to get it."

Rev. Mr. Spooner said he was troubled about

the moral aspects of this movement. It was
nothing new that men tried to escape the curse

of toil. Nothing has called forth more ingenui-

ty, but the curse still remains, aud he doubted
if man would ever be able to repeal the law,
' Six days shalt thou labor.' Eight hours was
not a day's work under this law, whatever the

civil statute might make it. The average length

of the day was about twelve hours. Men were
able to work more than eight hours, and did

generally, without injury to health, and with
much advantage to their fortunes. "That was
pretty good evidence that they ought to work
more. Some people, he supposed, worked too

long and too hard, but there was a far larger

number who were ruined by idleness, and the

vices that grew out of it. He thought the great

want of the country now was more labor. If

this measure was made a practical thing, it

would take one-fifth from all the labor in the

country, and that meant, when we come to sift

it down, a deduction of one-fifth from every

man's income. It was labor that gave value to

capital. Men who had money could not loan it

unless its use could be made productive by la-

bor. The country was not ready for any such

reduction of production and of income. The
agitation of the question he thought was mis-

chievous, and would only tend to embarrass the

relations of capital and labor.

• Last Sunday, Mr. Spooner preached a Sermon
from St. Paul :

" Neither did we eat any man's

bread for nought, but wrought with labor and
travail, night and day, that we might not be

chargeable to any of you," in which he laid out

the eight hour law in its grave clothes. Paul

was a gentleman and believed in paying his

way, which the eight hour folks don't. If we
are going to have anything besides victuals and

clothes, we've got to work more than eight

hours for it. Quitting work the middle of the

arternoon in haying time won't go down.

Even Jake Friuk can see the bearing of that

nonsense.

Hookertown. Conn.,
June 15, 1S67.

Yours to command.
Tlmotht Bxtnkei:, Esq.

Eaise Your Own Wheat.

With the best brands of family flour at $20,

aud a large importation of wheat from Califor-

nia, it becomes the farmers of the sea-board

States to inquire if they cannot get their flour

cheaper at home. We know some farmers can

do better than to raise their own flour, even at

the present high prices, but the great majority

cannot. Wheat, at $2 a bushel even, would
pay as well as anything else they raise, if they

would only prepare the soil properly. On
many of these farms wheat has not been raised

for the last 30 or 40 years, and the present own-
ers have come to regard it as an unprofitable

crop. Yet these same farms formerly produced

fine crops of wheat, and this grain was a prime

article for export in all the sea-board States.

The soil and climate have not changed, aud the

winters, as meteorological records clearly show,

furnish about the same amount of cold and
snow as they did a hundred years ago. With a

suitable preparation of the soil, these old fields

and meadows will produce this grain as well as

they ever did. It is not true, as is too often sup-

posed, that we must have a new soil to produce

tins crop to advantage. Iu England, there are

farms that have grown wheat for a thousand

years, and the yield is as bountiful as ever.

There they have a regular rotation, and bounti-

ful manuring, and get 40 bushels to the acre.

There are some farmers at the East that keep

up the good old custom of making their own
breadstuffs, and thrive by it. We visited such a

district at the east end of Long Island, where,

as a rule, the farmers grow wheat enough for

the supply of their own families, and the crop is

found to be about as sure as anything they can

raise. Their soil is not particularly rich, or bet-

ter adapted to wheat than other sections. Their

only advantage is ready access to sea manures,

especially fish guano and the refuse of the oil

factories. But with auy other good manure,

wheat may be raised to advantage. Try a sim-

ple acre, and make yourself independent of the

West for your flour. Do not sow upon poor

exhausted meadow, aud fail, and say it is impos-

sible to grow wheat. If your soil is not already

rich enough to produce 50 bushels of corn to

the acre, manure with fine compost. Get the
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best seed and prepare it with brine aud lime,

and sow early, and put it in with a cultivator

two or three'inches deep. Upon soil, naturally

or artificially, well drained, it will stand the

winter and give you a good crop. There is

great satisfaction in growing your own wheat.

You get it in the best condition
;
you can have

it fresh ground, and not be troubled with sour,

musty flour, aud poor bread. You can have it

unbolted for Graham bread and biscuit, and
furnish the raw material for the enamel ofyour
children's^ teeth. The dentists may suffer for

lack of custom, but you ''will put money in

your purse" and health in your bones.

Fatal Accidents from Mowing Machines.

The great number of serious and fatal acci-

dents which are reported every year as arising

from carelessness in handling mowing ma-
chines, or from drivers being thrown off from

their seats iu front of them, has led to much
thought, both on the part of conscientious man-

ufacturers aud others, to prevent such occur-
' rences. Some mowing machines are peculiarly

liable to throw the driver off on going over

rough ground, or when the cutter bar strikes a

fixed obstacle. They should be avoided by pur-

chasers, as one would any treacherous danger-

ous thing. When accidents occur and are re-

ported in the papers, the name of the machine

should always be given. We should like to

publish a list showing the number of each ma-
chine in use, and number of accidents to those

using them, could a fair one be made out.

Some years ago a lady of Burlington, N. J.,

invented an arrangement for throwing the

knives out of gear the instant the driver's

weight was taken from the seat. "We never

knew of its being put to use. There have been

several other guards contrived, generally, how-

ever, not applicable to all machines.

We have received a suggestion in a letter

from Mr. J. S. Hammond, of Scarsdale, which

we regard as eminently practical and sensible,

aud believe it will be the means of saving

many lives aud limbs. He writes:

"As the mowing season is rapidly approach-

ing, I desire to make known a simple device,

which I have employed during two seasons, to

prevent being thrown from my mowing ma-

chine. It is well known that serious accidents

have been thus produced. It is this : I take a

strong leather strap, about 30 inches long, and,

passing one end between the bars on the left

side of the seat, (generally of open iron work,)

buckle, so as to make a loop. Put the left arm

through this loop. Let the loop be long enough

to allow free use of the arm in driving, and at

the same lime to steady the body. The right

arm must be free to work the machine. Should

the machine strike any hidden obstacle, the

sirup will prevent the rider from being thrown

to the right side, or forward, upon the knives,

and will in most eases enable him to keep his

seal. Properly adjusted-it will not interfere with

the management of the team or the machine.

Animals as "Weather Guages.

"A. S. B.," writes: "I have observed this

spring that the robins aud some one or two oth-

er birds, (but especially the robins), seem to be

building their nests higher than usual, aud more

on the outside of the trees, or further out on

the limbs. The robin, as a general thing, builds

its nest close to the trunk or main body of the

tree, and I have known them not to build more

than 8 to 10 feet from the ground, and I may
say generally they are not inclined to build

much above the center of the tree, but this

year the contrary seems to be their habit. I

have noticed this fact to one or two others, and

to a Doctor to whom I have noticed it, told me
he had observed some two or three robins bnild-

ing higher and nearer the tops of the trees

than he had ever noticed their doing before.

I would ask, does it indicate a warm or cold

summer, a wet or dry one, heavy or light winds *?

I had thought, perhaps, it indicated a cloudy,

cold, wet, summer. I would like others to

make some observation of this in their part of

the country, and see if it is so with them."

It is quite common to forecast the season

from certain indications among animals, and

many people, intelligent in other respects, have

abiding faith in these signs. Thus, when par-

tridges and quails have their feathers very low

down on their legs, it is said to indicate a se-

vere winter, and when muskrats build their

nests very high, it will be a wet winter. These

signs are very numerous, but being of a skepti-

cal turn, we do not believe them. If our corre-

spondent's observation is correct, it might indi-.

cate that the cats iu his neighborhood had been

more active than usual, and the birds were

anxious to get out of the way. It has always

seemed to us that the robin was very loose'in

its notiousof locating its nest, and studied small

fruits rather than the weather. If a strawberry

bed were near, we have noticed that cock-robin

aud his bride pitched into the first red cedar,

apple tree, or fence corner, at hand, where there

was a little screen from observation. If the

cherry trees were tall, the}' would not object to

a tall berth in the neighboring spruce or maple.

Men know very little about the coming seasons,

and birds and beasts still less. We shall be

glad to receive any facts in regard to the loca-

tion of birds' nests this season—whether they

sustain our theory or magnify bird forecast.

Large vs. Small Cotton Plantations.

We have received from a gentleman iu

Georgia, a communication to prove that cotton

cannot be grown profitably henceforth upon

large plantations. The argument, condensed, is

this : It cannot be done, first, because under the

slave system, the planter's chief profit was the

increase of his slaves. This being gone, no

money can be made with free labor. Second,

compulsory labor was more reliable than that of

freedmen. Third, cotton was grown at a loss

last year. Fourth, capital invested in tools,

stock aud machinery is loo insecure to tempt

large capitalists. Fifth, the freedmen will be a

tax upon the production of cotton. They will

be henceforth full consumers and only partial

producers, instead of full producers and partial

consumers. Sixth, the small farmer will have

an advantage in laboring with his own hands,

and in the more intelligent direction of the few

hands under him. He corroborates his own ar-

gument by the detailed cost and profit of work-

ing two cotton plantations iu his vicinity, which

we give in full

:

PLANTATION NO. 1, BAKNWKl.l, DISTRICT, S. I'.

Employing IS laborers, cultivating 820 acres,

viz. : ISO in com, 140 in cotton, Hie planter fur-

nishing land, stock, implements-

, etc., etc., and

furnishing each laborer with shelter, 1
~>

<
>
pounds

of bacon and 12 bushels 6*f, corn, and allowing

the laborers one-third of the produce raised.

This plantation overlooked by the proprietor.

140 acres may yield 50 bales cotton. weighing 50OU>s.
each, and may yield the planter 20 cents per tt>.,

free of charges, makins §5,000 00
ISO acres In corn may yield 10 bushels per acre, worth
$1 per bushel 1.SO0 00

22,400116. blades, worth St per lOOas 230 00
1,500 bushels cotton seed, worth 20 cents per bushel.. 300 00

Gross yield $7,320 00
Deduct one-third, beins laborers' share 2,140 00

> - - -
'

i i ; i

Deduct 2.7008.5. bacon at 17 cents £459 00
Deduct 210 boshels corn at §1 65 356 00
Provisions furnished laborers S15 00

84,075 00
Deduct for interest and insurance of 9 mules,

costing S150 each, equal to 81,350 at 20 per
cent, per annum §270

Deduct for wear of jtin, sin house and sear,
screw, implements, wagon, cart, etc., at 20 per
cent.on§.00 140— 410 00

§3,665 00
Deduct planter's share of corn, blades and cotton
seed, which must be reserved as outfit for nest
year 1,547 00

§2,11S 00
Deduct rent of land, or interest on its cost, estimated
as equal to one-sixth of what it will produce 1,220 00

Planter's profits §S9S 00

Being his return for his individual services,

and with this sum he must pay State and local

taxes, purchase flour, coffee, sugar, clothing,

etc., and pay the doctor's charges.

PLANTATION NO. 2, BURKE COUNTY, GEORGIA.
Employing 15 label-el's in number, regarded

by proprietor as equalling 10 good operatives

;

cultivating 225 acres, viz. : 100 in corn, 125 in

cotton, -and overlooked by an agent.

Cotton §5.000 oo
Corn 1.250 00
Blades 250 00
Cottonseed 300 00

Gross yield §6,800 00
Deduct wages jjaid in monev . .. §960 00
Do. provisions furnished laborers 662 00

Do. interest on stock and implements.. 431 00
Do salary and rations of agent 491 00
Do. outfit of corn, blades and cotton
seed for next year 1,900 00

Deduct rent of plantation, estimated at one-
fifth of its production 1,360 00— -5,804 00

Proprietor's net profit JOltf 00

1. As to the first argument, it is what the

logicians called a mm sequitur. There is so

much difference between slave aud free labor

that it is quite difficult to reason from one to the

other, especially in a community where free

labor has not yet had a fair trial. 2. When
this trial has fairly been made, we have no

doubt that planters generally will concede that

free labor is both more reliable and more eco-

nomical. At present the freedmen labor under

two very great disadvantages. The carelessness

and idleness resulting from their former slaving,

aud insecurity of payment. When the dollar is

made certain, the work will be. The stimulus

of the dollar is much more effective than that of

the lash. Labor in the free Slates is much more

secure, and more profitable, than it ever was in

the South, and it is owing to this facl, mainly,

that land is worth so much more in llie North.

Under the working of freedom a reliable class

of laborers will be trained in the South. If the

planter has the capital to pay his hands every

week, there will be little trouble aboutjhe

work. 8. Last year was exceptional, as all ad-

mit, yet, with all its disadvantages, nearly two

millions of bales of cotton were raised. Had
the season been favorable, the product would

have been double, or fully up to the average of

cotton production before the war. This is quite

as much as could have been expected. We
think the results of last year, under the circum-

stances, arc encouraging, both to the large and

the small planter. We may fairly prophesy

from it five millions of bales', as the annual crop

within three years. 4. The insecurity of capital

invested does not arise from the use of free

labor. On the contrary, it is made more secure

by it, as the history oif all free labor communi-

ties proves. The only hesitation that capitalists

now have in investing in cotton plantations,

arises from the unsettled state of the country.

There is a fear of mobs, of regulators, of social
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ostracism, but none of free labor. These appre-

hensions, we think, will soon be removed. 5.

No doubt the freedmen will be much better

consumers than they have been. As fast as they

earn the means they will want land and cottages

of their own, better furniture, clothing, and food,

books and papers. This will be no tax on cot-

ton growing, but by these they will be made
rnore industrious and skillful laborers, and so

will produce cotton at less cost per pound.

Nothing pays so well as skilled labor. This kind

of labor will manage the new tools that are soon

to come into the cotton field, and diminish the

cost of production at least one half. The freed-

men will be better consumers, and for that reason

better producers. 6. Small planters will, no

doubt, greatly multiply in the South, but it will

be for the want of capital rather than because

large capital can not be made to pay. With
capital enough one could get a better interest

from fifty hands than from five. The pro-

duction would be quite as large per hand,

and the cost of overseeing much less.

The tables of expense and profit, we think,

are fairly open to criticism. When cotton is 30

cents a pound the planter will receive more

than 20 cents a pound nett. In these estimates

no manure is included This should be used, so

that the product will be at least one bale of cotton

to the acre, and 30 bushels of corn. If he should

apply, say, one ton of fishguano to the acre, cost-

ing $35 delivered, and should get thereby one

bale, instead of one-third of a bale, it would make
a great difference in the look of the balance sheet.

The cost of cultivation would not be increased.

A little extra would have to be allowed for

picking, baling and transportation. Our pre-

mium essays on cotton will show this fully.

1. Impassable dams. Over these, fish-ways

may be built with little waste of water.

2. Pollution of water by lime, dyes, soap,

sawdust, and other mill refuse. Much of all

these should not be thrown at all into the water.

-FISH-STAIRS AT LOWELL, MASS.

Re-stocking our Fresh Waters with Fish.

We are glad to learn that this good cause is
making progress. There are not nearly as many
fish in our rivers as formerly, and from many of
them the salmon has entirely disappeared, and
shad are not caught in sufficient numbers to pay
for setting nets and se^es. Commissioners have
been appointed in five of the New England
States, two from each State, to act jointly in
this matter, to arrest destruction by improvident
methods, and to provide for the re-stockin°- of
the rivers. H. A. Bellows, of New Hampshire,
is Chairman, and Theodore Lyman, of Massa-
chusetts, the Secretary of this Commission.
The causes of the destruction offish, as set forth
by these gentlemen, are as follows, namely:

Fig. 3.—FOSTER'S FISH-WAT FOE SMALL

As to the dirty water from wool or cloth wash-

ing, it may be confined to one side of the river

by a plank screen placed opposite the race-way.

3. Destruction of young fish by mill-wheels,

which may be avoided by a lattice placed across

the mouth of the canal, or flume above the mill.

4. Destructive modes of fishing, among which

we may include gill-nets, weirs, very long seines,

pots, set-hooks, fire-fishing, and fishing through

the ice; all of which should be forbidden by law.

5. Fishing too much, and at wrong seasons.

For migratory fish, certain days in each week
should be " closed,"—that is to say, no fishing

should then be allowed ; and the taking of

trout on their spawning beds should be rigor-

ously interdicted.

Massachusetts and New Hampshire have al-

ready passed laws for the opening of the Mer-

rimack and the Connecticut to sea fish, and for

the encouragement of the breeding of valuable

fresh water fish. Fish-ways have been erected

upon the Merrimack, and many thou-

sand salmon eggs have been planted

in its upper waters. We regard the

impassable dams as the greatest hin-

derance to the multiplication of the

migratory fish. The rich manufactur-

ing companies that profit by these

dams should be compelled by law to

provide fish-ways over them. The
times when the fish wish to use them
are generally times of abundant water,

so that the interests of manufacturers

would suffer little from loss of power.

As to the second cause, much of the

mill refuse is valuable as a fertilizer,

and should not be run into the river,

but into the compost heap. We ear-

nestly commend this object to the favor
of our readers. In many ways the
people may aid it, especially by de-

manding suitable legislation to help it.

We should like to, and now even hope
that we may see the day when fresh

salmon will be the poor man's dish again, instead
of a luxury hard to get at a dollar a pound.

Fish-ways, fish-stairs, Salmon-steps, etc., are
names whicli convey distinctly the object of
the various structures, which are erected for
the purpose of allowing fish to pass over dams
to spawn. Figure 1 represents the fish-stairs

at Lowell, on the Merrimack, in Massachusetts.
They consist of nine tanks, in which the water
stands one foot deep, and through which it flows,

falling from pach, one foot into the one below.
The tanks are of heavy plank, bolted together,
and placed upon substantial masonry. An open-
ing in the flush-boards of the clam permits a suit-

able stream of water to pass down the stairs, to
afford the fish an easy passage to their breeding
grounds. Figure 2 shows " Foster's " fish-way,

'

which is better adapted (so say the Com-
missioners), to small streams, as it uses little

water. On a basis of masonry, a straight, slop-

ing flume conducts the water, from the flood-

gate on the dam, to the still water below. The
water, in its course through

this flume, or trough, is

interrupted by a series of
" cross bulk-heads," ex-

tending alternately from

one side and the other,

neari}' across. They have

an upward slant, and thus,

repeatedly, check the flow

of the water, dam it back,

and make a series of still

pools, with a constant flow
streams. of deep water between

them. Both these stairs are known to be suf-

ficient for the passage of Salmon and Ale-wives,

but Foster's, it appears, have not been thorough-
ly tested for shad, which are the most fastidious.

Using Three Horses Abreast.

People, who have tested it, agree very well

that it is a fact, that three horses working
abreast, will pull, if well harnessed or " yoked,"

much more than if drawing in any other way.

The usual method of arranging the wliiffle-trees

and "eveners," is that shown in fig. 1, and
when the team is used for hauling logs, or any
similar work, it is very well. When used to

draw a cart, the center horse works in shafts,

while the horse on each side is attached to an

independent whiffle-tree, hooked upon an out-

rigger, with a chain running back to the end of

the axle outside the wheel. In backing or turn-

ing, there is a great advantage in this arrange-

ment, for one or both of the side horses may be

taken around and made
to pull back, thus turn-

ing or backing easily,

except in very cramped

places. The side horses are guided by a short

rein, fastened to the hames-ring of the horse

in the shafts. See figure 2.

In plowing, the advantage of three horses.is,

perhaps, more apparent than at any other work.

Experienced plowmen are strenuous advocates

of this practice, but agree that much depends

upon the correct proportions of the whiffle-trees

and eveners, and upon the length of the traoes.

This system of whiffle-trees is shown in fig. 3.

If the three horses are of about similar weight,

and of medium size, the whiffle-trees may be 24

£139*

Fig. 2.—THREE HORSES ABREAST BEFORE A CART.

inches long, the simple evener 30 inches, and
the irregular one 45 inches—that is, measuring
between the draft-points. This will bring the

horses very close, too close, if they are not
driven with long traces; but it will allow them
to draw very directly, and it is the only way,
we know, in which the off horse can be made
to walk in the furrow. If the nigh horse is a
strong one, and may be made to do a little more
than his fair share of the work, this will make
it better all around, for the pair can be worked
on a longer evener, and the irregular evener
may be hitched to the plow, so as to favor the
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pair, and bring the off horse into the furrow. (A,

is the furrow; B, the land; 0, the furrow -slice.)

In arranging eveners for a horse at one side

to pull against two, evenly, as in fig. 3, the

draft-band, or clevis, should be placed exactly

one-third the distance between the draft-point,

at which, the two horses draw, and that at

Whither and How to Emigrate.

Fig. 3.—PLOW DRAWS' BT THREE HORSES ABREAST.

which the single horse is attached ; and when,
as in fig. 1, the middle horse pulls against two,
the same arrangement should be observed with
reference to the two unequal eveners.

left-hand Plows.

How true it is, that the mingling of men of
different habits and different notions is produc-
tive of good to all concerned, provided always
we choose the good and eschew the evil. This
is one great value of such a journal as ours. It

touches many people, and stirs them up to

cast in their ideas into the common stock. It

is a sort of mill, where ideas are taken in, win-
nowed, screened, ground, bolted, and thrown
out upon the market in the best shape the mil-

lers can put them.

We confess, we never have been able to see

any real advantage in left-hand plows, and re-

garded their use as simply a habit, until a recent

letter from an Indiana subscriber, Mr. Delos

Wood, throws light on the subject. In New
England and the Middle States, so far as we
know, the term " leader " is applied to the front

horse, in what we have heard called a " three-

cattle team," that is, either a pair of oxen or

horses, with one horse before them. So, some-
times since, when a western correspondent ad-

vocated left-hand plows, because the leader

could go in the furrow, we dissented, saying,

that in no case should the leader walk in the

LEFT-HAND PLOW—NIGH HORSE IN THE FURROW,

furrow. Mr. Wood shows us that the western

plowman, who drives with one line, calls the

nigh horse, (to which the rein is of course at-

tached,) the "leader." The advantage of driving

with one line is great. We think this is de-

monstrated by the discussions on driving horses

to plow, which lately appeared in our columns.

If then the nigh horse can bo driven in the fur-

row, great additional accuracy is secured.

To illustrate this, we figure a bird's-eye view

of a pair of horses plowing with a left-hand

plow, driven by one line attached to the nigh

horse ; he, walking in the furrow, and the off

horse being guided by a "jocky stick" from

the hames-riug of the oth'er, and by a short

rein between the heads.

We have frequent inquiries as to the location

of cheap lands, and the best place for an emi-

grant to go to. This depends so much upon the

character of the man and his circumstances,

that no one rule can be given that will meet the

wants of all. The old style

of emigration was for every

man to look out for him-

self. He thought every-

thing depended upon cheap

land, and he pitched his

tent or log cabin in the wil-

derness, without much ref-

erence to neighbors or sur-

roundings. He left behind

him the comforts of civil-

ized life, church, school,

mills, roads, bridges, laws,

and with his wife and chil-

dren, lived alone in the clearings for years.

This led of necessity to much hardship, and
often to prolonged suffering and death.

In modern times, we emigrate into new re-

gions in large companies, and if a man is under

the necessity of going alone, he goes into a

place where much of the pioneer work has

already been done, and he will find some of

the comforts of civilized life. As a rule, it is

much better for one who wants to emigrate to

join some good company, and cast in his lot

with them. This gives, at once, the very great

advantage of cheap lands without the loss of

the privileges of civilized life. It provides at

once for the division of labor, and necessitates

no violent change of business or of habits. A
company should always be organized with ref-

erence to the wants of their future location.

The trades and the professions should be rep-

resented, with a large proportion who draw
their support directly from the soil. If the em-

igrant and his family are people of social cul-

tivation and refinement, they will find cheap

lands a poor compensation for the loss of the

comforts of their old homes. " Man shall not

live by bread alone." We want church and

school privileges, and good neighbors, quite as

much as food and clothing. There is some-

thing more than acute suffering in the loss of

these things. There is mental and moral dete-

rioration. There is no doubt that emigration

upon the old plan tends to barbarism. Chil-

dren grow up healthy and
vigorous it may be, but with

uncultivated minds and
hearts, ignorant, boorish,

and often vicious. The
single emigrant, or a few
families going together, we
think, will do better in the

older and more densely set-

tled States, than to push out iuto the wilderness.

There are still wild lauds in many of these

States, and cheap lands in them all, waiting for

willing bauds to till them. They have been

cleared and have some improvements upon
them, cheap houses and barns, that will answer
until better can be built. These improvements

can generally be purchased for much less than

they have cost, because the owners, for various

reasons, want to sell and go further. It is an

expensive process to clear heavily timbered

land, and still more expensive to settle upon the

prairie and buy all your fuel and buildiug ma-
terial. In the Northern States, church and

school privileges will bo found within reach of

cheap lands, by which we mean those that sell

for twenty dollars and less. At Columbus, Ohio,

they have a fashion of reporting the destination

of emigrants who are going west. Of a recent

company of 610, 163 were for Ohio, 160 for

Ind., 131 for Mo., 87 for 111., 39 for Ky., 21 for

Wis., and 9 for Iowa. In all these States

there are good openings for emigration.

The prospects for Emigration to the Southern
States are rapidly improving. The indications

now are that civil government will soon be in

a settled condition, and the people there will

give a cordial welcome to immigrants from all

lands. For men accustomed to the varied hus-

bandry of the Northern States, we think the

prospects in Virginia are exceedingly inviting.

For those who are accustomed to market gar-

dening, the region around Norfolk, and the

mouths of the James and York Rivers, presents

strong attractions. It is within twenty four

hours of New York, and "garden truck" and
fruits can be put into Washington Market, in

about as good condition as if raised in Jersey,

or on Long Island; the season is two or three

weeks earlier, and the prices more than double.

New Mole, Rat, or Gopher Trap.—>

—

A subscriber sends us by mail, an ingenious
contrivance, which we figure, not so much as a
sure mole trap, for we have some doubts of its

efficacy, yet, on general principles, as a good
trap. Moles are much more suspicious than

other quadrupedal

vermin, and would
be quite likely to

turn their galleries

around such an ob-

ject. We have no
doubt rats, gophers,

squirrels, and other

small animals would
enter it readily. The
construction is evi-

dent from the cut. A
stick is formed or

made hollow, having
Fig. 1.—trap. a uniform bore, of a

size to accommodate the animal. (Half a

2-inch drain pipe would do well). The ends

are squared, and a groove is cut close to

each end. On the side which is to be upper-

most, three small holes are bored, one at each

end, entering the grooves, and one in the mid-

dle. Beneath the middle one a piece is cut out

of the tube as shown in fig. 1. The trap is set

by placing in each groove a noose of cord or

wire, passing through the holes in the top, and

connected by a cord in which a fast loop, (a com-
mon bowline,) is tied. To this loop a spring

pole is attached b3' a cord, which, being contin-

ued down, enters the

hole in the middle of

the trap, and is there se-

cured by a tapering

plug set in from below.

This arrangement is

clearly seen in sectionin

fig. 2. The plug must K=- 3-

be of such size and so inserted that while it will

considerably obstruct the bore, and will hold the

cord firmly, it will be loosened with the least

touch. The size of the trap must bo calculated,

so that au animal touching the plug will stand

with its hinder parts beyond the noose, at one

end or the other. The loosening of the plug

will spring the pole and draw the nooses-

while the trap may be jerked out of or off the

ground, provided it is not fastened down.
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Turnips—Their Place on the Farm.—•—

-

' The amount of turnips -which may be raised

upon an acre of good land is very great, yet

other crops may produce more nutriment, for

a very large proportion of the root is water.

Nevertheless, were the question to be, How
may the greatest quantity of food be produced

upon an acre after the first of July? we should

hardly hesitate in saying, by sowing common
turnips in drills, 14 to 20 inches apart, accord-

ing to the soil. Turnips are always good to

have, but their quick growth and our ability to

sow them as a second crop—after taking off

potatoes, grain, onions, or corn, (being sowed

at the last hoeing,) etc.,—make them an inval-

uable aid to the farmer in supplying deficiencies

in either grain, hay, roots, or any kind of forage.

Superphosphate of lime is required as a specific

for turnips, and on any tolerably good soil, 500

pounds will almost insure a fine crop. Lime,

ashes, plaster, guano, bone dust, are each excel-

lent in moderate quantities, harrowed in before

sowing, or scattered broadcast, when the crop

is hoed. On sward land it is best to turn under

some fresh manure to insure fermentation and

quicker rotting of the sod. Turnips may be

sown at any time in July, and should be thinned

to, at least, 6 inches apart. There are no better

varieties than the Cow-horn, ^nd Purple-top

Strap-Leaf—the former long, the latter flat.

Broadcast sowing gives poor results compared

with drilling in the seed with a machine.

Walks and Talks on the Farm—No. 43.

Fanners in this section are waking up on the

subject of underdraining. The Rochester Brick

and Tile Co. have sold eveiy tile they had

—

culls and all. I wanted a load the other day,

but not a tile was to be had. The fact is an

encouraging one. Underdraining is the first

step in improved farming, and the farmer who
makes one drain is pretty sure to keep on till

the whole farm is drained. And this is not all.

Other improvements are sure to follow. He can,

and will, plow earlier. The crops will be sown

in good season. He will feel encouraged, and

this in itself is a great point gained. The pros-

pect of a good crop leads to renewed efforts.

Weeds will be killed before they, obtain full

possession of the ground. The cultivator will

be kept moving. The effect is soon seen on the

crops, and their luxuriant growth cheers the

farmer, and he will put forth an energy that

will surprise none more than himself.

Some years ago we used to have what was
then called "a lightning express" train from

Albany to Buffalo. It made few stops and ran

at great speed. Everything gave way to it.

The engineer and conductor had a pride in

making good time, and generally succeeded.

But one day, when Henry Ward Beecher hap-

pened to be on board, something gave way
about the engine, which delayed, them half an
hour. They lost the right of way, and he des-

cribes the changed aspect of passengers and

officials in his own inimitable style: The engine

was the same embodiment of energy and power.

But instead of the proud and noble steed that

commauded the admiration of all its fellows,

whose coming was looked for with interest, and
to whom all other trains respectfully stood

aside, it moved on in an uncertain, sneaking

sort of way, waiting at this station for a dirty

cattle train, and at the next for a slow string of

dingy coal cars. It was capable of great things,

but had lost, the right of way, and fell behind

later and later. The few minutes lost became
hours. It was no use grumbling. The other

trains were not to blame ; they were on time. The
trouble arose from the lost half hour. No effort

could make up for this. It is just so in farming.

This spring I proposed sowing forty acres of

barley and oats. The first half of April was de-

lightful weather, and we got about a dozen acres

of land in good order, and drilled in the barley

on the 18th of April. I had eight acres more that

were plowed last fall, that I thought of getting in

without again plowing. But there were some

potato heaps on the land which had been cov-

ered with manure. This we spread on the land,

and we found that neither the gang-plow nor

the cultivator would make a good job of it, and

we were obliged to plow. This was on the 20th

of April. But for this, we could have got in the

barley, as the weather was splendid. On the

22d of April it snowed. The next day it rained,

and the next. We managed to plow on sod for

potatoes, but could not work the barley land.

On the 28th of April we had ice half an inch

thick. May came in with a severe rain storm,

and it was only by watching our opportunities

that we were able to get in the barley this week.

After that it was rain, rain, rain ! We were off.

the track. Had the laud been all drained, and

had we plowed more last fall, the barley and oats

could have been put in during the fine weather

in April. But we missed the opportunity, and

no after efforts were of any avail. We had lost

the right of way. The rains were not so bad.

Had the barley been in, and the land drained,

they would have done more good than harm.

As it was, we had to give up all idea of sowing-

barley and finally of sowing oats. There was
nothing for it but to plant the land with

corn. Part of the field was sown and seeded

down, and it is a serious inconvenience to plant

corn on the other part, and not to be able to

seed it down. It gives me more work than I

had calculated for this year, and next year part

of the land will be in grass aad the other part

in crops. And all this for want of a little un-

derdraining. It is no use to "complain about

the weather. Better anticipate such seasons and

be prepared for them.

But farmers are improving. There can be no
doubt about it. They are underdraining more,

and working their land better. At present

prices, farm products will pay for good culture,

and the prospects are favorable. I feel quite

encouraged, and expect to see agriculture com-
mand the intelligence and capital which its im-

portance demands.

The Doctor says he was talking, the other

day, with one of the oldest and most experienced

millers in Western New York, and he remarked
that it was " surprising how the quality of our

wheat was affected for the worse by the practice

of manuring the land instead of plowing in

clover." There may be some truth in this obser-

vation, simply fromrthe fact that the manure we
use is not worthy of the name. It is composed
principally of straw and corn stalks, and what
little plant food it originally contained is half

washed away before it gets back to the land.

But the idea that rich, carefully preserved ma-
nure wiU not produce wheat of as good quality

as green clover plowed under, is contrary to

sound theory and practical experience. The
truth is, that too many farmers neither manure
their land nor plow in clover, and of course

there is a great falling off in the quantity and
quality of the wheat. To make clover into hay
and sell it, is one of the surest methods of im-

poverishing the farm. It is a good deal worse

even than selling timothy hay or straw. It is

almost as bad as raising turnips and selling

them. Whether it is better to plow under clo-

ver or to make it into hay and return the ma-
nure, depends on circumstances. Plowing it

under is the quickest method of enriching the

land. But consuming it on the land by sheep,

or making it into hay and returning the manure,

accomplishes the same object in the end, and you
get the value of the food in addition. There is a

little loss, but not enough to affect the question.

I got a letter to-day from a subscriber of the

Agriculturist, asking whether I still used True's

Potato Planter, and whether I would advise him
to get one to plaut three acres. The Planter

does the work as well as can reasonably be ex-

pected. Last year I planted three acres with it,

and the remainder of the field by hand, and, if

anything, that planted by the machine was the

better crop, owing to the sets being larger. The
machine cuts the potatoes, drops them and cov-

ers them, all at one operation, and it will plant

five or six acres in a day. The objection to it

is that you require round potatoes, and they

should be all of the same size. When you have

a good many potatoes to plant, and it is difficult

to get extra hands, the Planter will prove very

useful. I have just finished planting twenty

acres of potatoes, but did not use the machine,

not because it does not work well, but because

I wanted to use smaller potatoes than it is safe

to cut with-the machiue. Larger sized potatoes

are doubtless better for seed, but I had a quan-

tity ofpotatoes that were rather too small to sell

well, and concluded to plant them. I think it

better to plant good sized potatoes, but I was

offered a dollar a bushel for all the marketable

potatoes, and concluded to risk small seed. For

a year or two at least, the yield of potatoes de-

pends a good deal more on the richness of the

soil, and on good culture, than on the size of

the seed. Another reason why I did not use the

Planter, was that it drops the seed in drills, and

you can only cultivate one way. I think this

not a serious objection, but it is easier to dig the

potatoes when in hills than when in drills. And
the great labor of the potato crop is in digging.

A really good potato digger is much needed. I

dug several acres with one last fall, but it did

not work at all satisfactorily, and I have seen

none that do. As a general rule, where you
have only a few acres to plaut, either of corn or

potatoes, it is hardly worth while attempting

to do it by machinery.

The best thing I have tried for sore shoulders

in horses is crude petroleum. It seems to have
.great healing properties. I had been using it

for paint, merely rubbing it on the wood with a

rag, and was astonished how soon a sore, that

happened to be on my hand, got well. Since

then I have used it for sores of all kinds on ani-

mals, and am satisfied that it is excellent. I rub

it, not merely on the sore itself, but for some
distance rouud it. It has a slight exciting action

on the skin for a few minutes, and, when rubbed

on the parts near the sore, probably has a ten-

dency to scatter the inflammation.

Petroleum, just now, is one of my hobbies.

Dr. Eddy took out a patent for its use as a

paint for preserving wood, and gave me a " farm

right." If he would be equally generous with

other farmers, I would advise every one of them
to buy a barrel of petroleum at once, and use it

freely. That it will preserve wood. I. have no
doubt, although, of course, I have not used it

long enough to ascerfein the fijct. It is just the
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tiling for painting wagons, and all kinds of farm

implements and tools. On my farm it is partic-

ularly needed, for I find itnext to impossible to

get tbings put under cover, and tbe exposure to

rain and wind, and sun, cracks tbe wood and

opens tbe pores. Petroleum is better tban or-

dinary paint, because it will penetrate deeper

into these pores, and it seems to close them up,

and makes tbe wood look firmer.

We are digging a ditch through the swamp.

I thought it would be a slow, tedious job, and

dreaded to commence,but it is not half the work
I expected. This loose, mucky soil can be

thrown out with little labor. I do not propose

to finish the ditch at once. "We cut down the

brush and clear away the old logs, roots, &c,
for a space of eight or ten feet, where the ditch

is to be, and with potato hooks and spades make
a course for the water, and then in dry weather

we can make the ditch deeper. There are

thousands of acres of such land, that could be

easily drained, if the work was once commenced.

If I had an}- inventive talent, I would try and

get up an implement for preparing heavy land

for corn. It is now a difficult matter to get the

"clay spots" sufficiently mellow for planting.

Had we an implement something like Crosskill's

Clod Crusher, that would take two rows at 'a

lime, and crush the clods to powder for a 'space

of eight or nine inches, where the corn was to

be planted, it would be just the thing. It would
consist of two narrow rollers, with iron teeth,

three or four inches long, like sheep's claws.

Being so narrow, and sufficiently heavy, it

would cut into the hardest ground, and crush

the clods. The rollers, of course, should be set

tbe same distance apart, as the corn is to be

planted ; and in order to keep the rows straight,

I would go twice in a row, as it would then do

its own marking, and could be guided so as to

crush a space of sixteen or eighteen inches. It

would give a mellow soil to plant in, and the

first, and perhaps the second, cultivating should

be done with side blades, or shares, set so as to

draw away the soil from the plants, so that

there would be no danger of smothering them

with tbe clods. After two or three cultivat-

ing;;, the tramping of the horse, and the action

of tbe center teeth, would break the clods be-

tween the rows. I feel confident that the thiug

could be done. Of course, if we had plenty of

time, and the right kind of weather, it would be

belter to work over the whole laud, and make
it Tnellow, before planting. But as this is not

often the case on such soils, an implement of

this kind would be useful. It would get over

six or eight acres in a day, and leave a foot or

more of'ne soil, in which we could plant at

once. "* .h our present implements it takes

nearly I . long to harrow, anil roll, and prepare

such land for corn, as it does to plow it. And
then, by the time you have it all harrowed and

marked both way.-;, we not unfrequently have a

heavy rain, and the land has to be gone over

in I Anything that will enable us to gel the

crop-; in rapidly, is an especial advantage in our

short seasons. Once get the corn planted in a

nice hill of mellow soil, and there is no difficulty

in afterwards making the intervening space

loose and fine, by the use of the cultivator. I

was going to say that one cultivating in hot

weather, is worth a dozen harrowings when the

ground i9 cold and wet in the spring. But this

is hardly true. One cultivating docs compara-

tively little good; we need half a dozen. If

you weir making superphosphate from bones,

and should smash up tin' bones with a hammer

into pieces an inch or so in diameter, you would

do comparatively little good ; because the acid

could not " dissolve" them. But repeat the pro-

cess long enough to make the bones into a fine

powder, and you could then readily convert

them into a good superphosphate. It is so with

cultivating once or twice. It is better than

nothing, but as the object of cultivating is to

make the soil fine and mellow, anything which
stops short of this is as unwise as it is to give a

fatting pig only food enough to keep him alive.

In tightening a bolt, the last turn of the nut is far

more effectual than the first, and it is precisely

the same in killing weeds and cultivating land.

Unless you accomplish the object, you lose near-

ly all the benefit of your labor.

The Value of the Corn Husk.

A NEW rXDUSTRT.

Everybody is familiar with lmsk mats, and
it is well known that excellent mattrasses can

be made from this article, but a very small pro-

portion of the crop is saved for these purposes.

It is not generally known that the husk is applied

in foreign countries to many other important

uses. Some writers even assert that the value

of the husk crop, if utilized, would be nearly

equal that of the oat and barley crops of the

country combined. "We have seen most excel-

lent husk letter paper, and it is said better paper

can be made from it than from either linen or

cotton rags ; and, because it has great hardness

and firmness, exceeding that of the best hand
made English drawing papers, that it is es-

pecially adapted for pencil-drawing, water-

colors, and short-hand writing, for which latter

purpose it is extensively used. Its durability, it

is claimed, renders it peculiarh- valuable for

documents, records, bank notr- uonds, etc.

Corn husks contain a long, straight, strong,

flax-like fabric, which can be spun, like flax,

into a thread, and the thread, like linen thread,

woven into cloth of great tenacity and strength,

which excels all the coarse materials in common
use, in resisting decomposition. This will fur-

nish an excellent substitute for coarse flax and

hemp cloths, jute and gunny cloths, and bagging.

Again, in the course of extracting the corn

fibre, long fibres are found at the bottom of the

boiler in a spongy condition, filled with a gluti-

nous substance, which, on closer examination,

proves to be a nutritious dough. This may be

dried and baked, aud furnishes a good, whole-

some, sweet bread, especially when mixed with

wheat flour. It possesses the peculiarity, that it

keeps perfectly sweet for months, although ex-

posed to the air. It will not mould, and excels

almost all known vegetable substances in its re-

sistance to decomposition. Mixed with wheat

flour, it would probably make a very good ma-

terial for ship bread and crackers. Cattle

eat it voraciously. Of this farinaceous sub-

Stance there are 15 pounds in a hundred pounds

of husks ; of the long fibre, suitable for spin-

ning, a hundred pounds of husks furnishes 35

pounds, while, at the same time, 00 pounds of

paper is afforded from the 100 pounds of raw

material—the entire valuable products being CO

per cent, of the weight of husks.

These interesting manufactures are chiefly

conducted under the patronage of the Austrian

government, and it is stated that the knapsacks

for the Imperial army, wagon tops, floor cloth?,

fire buckets, and paper of all varieties, from the

coarsest wrapping to the finest bank note paper

used by the government, are manufactured al

the Imperial mills. Beside these, there ate two

private mills in operation near Vienna, conduct-

ed on an extensive scale, the owners of which,
it is said, became independently rich in the two
first years of their workings, their mills being

several times extended and kept running night

and day to fill all their different orders.

The importance of saving the husks will be

fully appreciated, when it is remembered that

they are simply incidental to the production of

a most important cereal, everywhere cultivat-

ed, and that they cost nothing beyond the care

attending their collection and preservation.

The chief reason of the inattention hitherto

bestowed by capitalists on this article is tracea-

ble mainly to the difficulty of procuring a suffi-

cient supply of husks. "We are satisfied that

the demand will abundantly warrant farmers in

saving aud storing all the husks they can. They
are easily baled and marketed, like baled hay,

and will bring a good price for mattrasses alone.

Our friends, who contemplate starting the

husk manufacture in this country, must not,

however, wait for the farmers to accumulate

husks, but appoint responsible agents who will

contract for the material at the farms. Farm-
ers are beginning to appreciate their value as

fodder, and probably will not be disposed to

sell them for less than the price of hay.

-•-* K9«- »-•

Buckwheat.—This crop occupies a position

in our farming which it would be very difficult

to supply. Common millet is in some respects

very much like it, especially as it may be sown
in July, aud a crop of hay or grain harvested,

and as it also does well upon sandy soils. Buck-

wheat is a plant which makes the most of few
privileges—a sort of self-made crop. If it has

to struggle moderately, it does well. But if it

has all its needs supplied, and especially if on

freshly manured land, it is veryftkely to fail.

It does not bear fermenting manure well at all,

as it runs to tops and the seed blasts. It affords

one of the most valuable green manure crop> to

be used on light leachy lauds, for with 100 to

150 pounds of good guano, or 3 to 5 cwt. of

bonedust, a heavy crop of manure may be pro-

duced on almost any soil. When sowed for the

grain, it is not advisable to sow too early, as the

firs flowers are apt to blight in hot, dry weather.

In cool weather, reasonably moist, the grain

fills best, but frost is fatal. It is usual, in order

to avoid extremes, to sow from the 5th to the

25th of July, according to latitude. The last of

the month being preferred, where frosts hold off

well. It is sown on sod without manure, at the

rate of a bushel to a bushel and-a-half to the

acre. It is best to prepare the land well by plow-

ing some weeks beforehand, and harrowing to

get a uniform surface. We have no idea how
long the plant will continue to grow and blos-

som, if frosts hold off. It is customary to cut,

and cure in small isolated gavels, as soon as the

first seeds are ripe, before they will shell out in

handling. The straw is as good sheep fodder

as need be, and the grain nutritious and fattening.

The .Tewet. in Toads.—Shakespeare and

other poets locate this "precious jewel in bis

head," but they cultivated the flowers of poesy,

and were poor observers in the garden. Watch-

ing these ugly animals among the squash and

cucumber vines, we shall discover the jewel in

the stomach, in the shape of a healthy appetite

for bugs and worms. Tin- quantity they will

devour is enormous. "Their big bellies with

fat black bug lined," proclaim their virtues.

Toads are among our best friends, and they

should have the" full freedom of the garden.
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Kg. 1.—ADULT SHAD—X NATURAL SIZE.—DRAWN FROM LITE

Shad and Ale-wives.

These fish appear simultaneously in spring

and early summer along our coast, and are the

object of very extensive fisheries. The capital

employed in the Delaware River and Bay, New
York Bay and the adjoining Newark and Rari-

tan Bays, in the Hudson and Connecticut Rivers,

aside from that invested in Rhode Island, Mas-

Fig. 3.—YOUNG SHAD IN AUGUST.

saehusetts and New Hampshire, is estimated to

amount to no,t less than $5,000,000.

The Shad (Alausa prmstoibilis) is at present

our most important river fish, for, though great

numbers are taken in salt water, they are seek-

ing the mouths of the rivers, which they enter

and ascend as far as they can, or until they find,

far above tide-water, in the smaller streams,

suitable breeding places. When they enter the

rivers they are very fat, and the females full of

spawn. After laying then- eggs, which is chief-

ly 'accomplished during the month of June,

they return towards, tfte coast, emaciated and

and more distinctly for several hours. In stale

fish a striped appearance is noted. The size of the

shad renders it unlikely for any one at all fa-

miliar with it to mistake an adult one, its con-

geners being all smaller. Shad vary considera-

bly in size, weight, and appearance, so that

those of different rivers are easily recognized by
the fishermen and market men. The common
size is 20 to 22 inches in length, and about 6

inches in depth. The weight varies from 3 to 7

pounds. Those of the Connecticut are broader

backed than others, somewhat slimy, and, being

heavier also, are regarded as superior to any

others seeking the New York market.

The two smaller cuts represent the young
shad ; fig. 2, the fry during the month of Au-
gust; fig. 3, one ready to seek the sea. Our
knowledge of this interesting fish, after it leaves

our rivers, and before it returns, heavy with

roe, is very limited. It is even uncertain how
long a time is required for it to attain maturity,

and it is believed by some that the shad spawns
but once, rarely, if ever, returning a second time

to our rivers. It is doubtful also whether these

fish eat anything after leaving salt water, as the

stomachs are found empty, or containing only

food which they obtained in salt water—though

said to rise for gay flies in fresh. The rapid

decrease of shad within the past few years has

finally aroused the attention of the legislators

Tie;. 3.—shad seeking

weak, falling an easy prey to carniverous fish,

and being entirely unfit for the table. " Thin
as a June shad" has passed into a proverb, al-

though the shad that are late in ascending, (and
many enter the rivers as late as July,) are among
the fattest and best of the season.

The fine engraving at the head of this article

was drawn from a large female shad taken in

New York Bay, and is a very accurate repre-

sentation of the fish. The color is dark-bluish

or brownish-black on the head and neck, the

sides fighter and growing silvery along the

belly. The irregular row of spots along the

side, back of the large dusky spot behind the

opercule, are very indistinct when the fish is

just taken, but plainly visible when the scales

are removed, and show through theiseales more

THE SEA, IN SEPTEMBEB.

of New England, and though repeated previous
enactments have been made to foster and regu-

late the Shad and Ale-wife fishery, it would
seem that they have been to a considerable ex-

tent inoperative, and it is to be hoped that more
stringent laws, well carried out, will make
these fish as abundant as formerly. The great

necessity seems to be proper fish-stairs over

dams, and we present in this number an article

on them, The subject is quite as important to

farmers as to any other class of our people, (ex-

cept, perhaps, fishermen,) and should be pressed

upon the consideration of their representatives.

The Ale-wife {Alausa tyranus) receives its

curious name from the custom, prevalent in

Europe, of old women peddling smoked herring

from ale house to ale house, the herring taking

the name, aud the customers taking " ale wives"

with their mugs of beer or ale. They are

caught wi|ji the shad, resemble them considera-

bly, but are smaller, being only about 8 or 10

inches long, and more brilliant and silvery.

Raising Seedling Strawberries.

BY SETH BOYDEST, NEWARK, N. J.

[The writer of the following is a well known
raiser of seedling strawberries ; the Agricultur-

ist, Boyden's Mammoth, and others, are the

results. He says that he is about " retiring from

the field," and gives the manner in which he

produced such remarkable seedlings. — Eds.]

The strawberry plant is progressive, and with

care and perseverance, will become a variety

of fruit of much greater value than at present.

The strawberry plant grows in almost every

soil, but best in a moist, compact one. Much
light stable or other manures put into the soil

is an injury
;
plants set in such soil will make

but few roots, and those that come in con-

tact with the manure will soon turn black,

while a plant set in compact soil will be vigor-

ous, and have ten times the amount of roots. If

the soil is in a low state of cultivation, it may be

brought up by bone dust, liquid manure from

the barn yard, poudrette, or well rotted manure,

free from straw, well mixed in, and the soil finely

pulverized and again pressed with a light roller.

The young plants should be set as soon as

they have roots enough to sustain them. After

the ground has become firm, they may be heavi-

ly top-dressed with coarse manure (though

some varieties will not bear as much as others,)

lightly applied near the plant, and profusely

watered, (do not put the water on the plant,

but on the manure a foot from it.)

There are two classes of strawberry plants,

the perfect and imperfect flowered. The imper-

fect flower has no stamens, and requires the

presence of a staminate blossom to complete

its operations. The perfect flower has all

the parts necessary for perfecting seed.

In selecting plants for producing improved

varieties, take one or two varieties of the per-

fect flowered class, and also two or three of the

imperfect flowered ones ; these are to produce

the seeds by crossing with the perfect flowers.

Set them fifteen inches apart, top-dress and

water freely. At the commencement of freezing

weather, protect them with straw, leaves or tan.

It is desirable to gain a week or two in ripen-

ing the berries by putting a cold bed frame and

sash over the plants in March. When the

berries are ripe, select the best from the imper-

fect flowered plants. These are more eccentric

aud more liable to produce extra varieties.
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The seed from the perfect flowered plant pro-

duces progeny of nearly the same variety as

the parent, but generally inferior in quality.

The strawberry seed, like mauy other seeds,

remains until the following spring before they

germinate ; but, if artificial aid is applied, the

strawberry seed may be brought forward and

produce bearing plants for the next season.

This of course saves a year in arriving at results.

Put the berries in a cloth and rub them until

they are disengaged from the fruit, then wash
them out and put them in ten times the quanti-

ty of fine dry washed sand, set them in a dry

place a week, and stir them up a few times ; now
tie up the parcel in a cloth, and put it between

two pieces of ice, change their position so they

may freeze and thaw every day during a week
or ten days. This has the effect of winter upon
the seeds, and they are ready to germinate when
brought into a genial temperature. Now keep

them warm and wet for a week, and the seeds

will be ready to plant. The bed must be pre-

pared level, with a raised border, so that it can

be flooded with water half an inch deep every

day until the young plants begin to appear.

Make the bed smooth, with a slight degree of

firmness; distribute the seed and sand evenly

over the bed, then sift light sandy loam on it to

the depth of one-fourth of an inch, and com-

mence the watering. Shade the bed from the

midday sun, as the strawberry plant is a cool

Weather plant, making most of its growth in

spring and fall. The surface of the bed should

never approach dryness. If everything has

been carefully performed, the young plants will

begin to appear in eight or ten days. The wa-

tering may then be changed to sprinkling, like

rain, "When the

plants are two or
three inches high,

and of sufficient size

to determine which
are the most thriv-

ing, they may be re-

moved with a ball

of earth to the pre-

pared rows, top-

dressed and water-

ed. Allow each plant

to make one or two
runner plants. This

will exhibit the char-

acter of the plant

more accurately.

Probably not one-

third of the young-

plants will be worth
moving to the rows.

No inferior variety

or sterile beds of the

same variety should

be near. They can
not be too far off.

The best variety, set

with inferior varie-

ties and neglected,

will return to its

primitive condition.

Some specimens of

good strawberry cul-

tivation may be seen

near Irvington, N.
Y. The experiment
of growing new va-

rieties of strawber-

ries is interesting

amusement for those

that have a little

leisure time to fill

up, and their cultivation produces an enjoyment

rarely found in any other horticultural pursuit.

Our Native Lady's Slippers,

It is only those who ramble in the woods that

know the beautiful things that their recesses

contain. We never showed any of our native

Lady's Slippers to a town dweller, that he did

not express surprise that so curious a plant

should grow wild. These plants belong to the

genus Cypripedium, and are members of the

Orchis family, remarkable alike for the beauty

and singular structure of its flowers. In the

Northern States we have in all six species of

Cypripedium, some rarer than others, but all

beautiful. Indeed, these natives of our woods
are in Europe prized as rarities, and. while they

are almost entirely neglected here, they are

there cultivated wT ith the greatest care. With-

out going into the intimate structure of these

plants, we may say that one of their striking

characters is to have one of the petals very

much enlarged, and formed into a curiously in-

flated bag or sac, much like the body of some

huge spider. Perhaps, the commonest species

is the Stemless Lady's Slipper, Cypripedium

acmile, found in evergreen woods iu most of

the Northern States. It has two broad leaves

close to the ground, and from between them

arises a naked stem about a foot high, bearing a

flower nearl}' two inches long, of a pale purplish

color and beautifully veined. Then we have

two yellow species, C. pubesctns and 0. pari-i-

florum, the latter fragrant and smaller than the

former, which is without odor. " Unlike tho first

;

SHOWT LADT S SLIPPER.

mentioned species, these have leafy stems, and
are found in damp woods, especially in the

Northern States. The most beautiful of all the

genus is the Showy Lady's Slipper, Cypripedium
spectabile, one of the most beautiful of our
native flowtrs, and one that need not be
ashamed to show itself by the side of those of

any country. Our engraving shows the general

aspect of the plant. The stem often grows to

the hight of two feet, and frequentl}' bears

three flowers. The sepals and petals are white,

and the large lip is of the purest white, more or

less shaded with a beautiful purple. These

plants are well worth transferring from their

native localities to the garden, and will grow
well if given a peaty soil iu a partially shaded

place. The roots are generally very much mat-

ted, and may be taken up in a mass at almost

any season, eveu when they are in flower.

Virginian Lungwort.

—

(Ifortmtia Virgmica.)

As spring flowers are coming on, we have

rather more than the usual number sent for

names. One of the most frequently sent, in

former years as well as in the present one, is

the Virginian Lungwort, or Virginian Cowslip,

as it is sometimes called. We present a figure

of it, which is from an English work published

early iu tho present century. It is much prized

iu the European gardens, but like many others

of our native plants, is only rarely seen in culti-

vation iu our gardens. We have endeavored to

cultivate a taste for our native shrubs and her-

baceous plants, and jave to a certain extent been

successful, at least if we may judge from tho in-
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quiries as to -where the things -we bring to notice

may be had. Some nurseryman or florist -will

yet find it to his interest to propagate our native

plants and offer them for sale. It is only be-

cause people do not know where to find them

that they are so seldom cultivated. The Lung-

wort was formerly called Ptdmonaria Tirginica,

and is found in the Western part of New York

and in most of the Western States. The root-

leaves, not shown in the engraving, are from

four to six inches long; the stem is from one to

two feet high, and terminates by a cluster of

trumpet shaped flowers of a very rich purplish

blue color. It belongs to the Borage family,

which includes the beautiful Forget-me-not, He-

liotrope and several other choice garden plants.

Spake Corners in the garden can be filled

with something more profitable than the bur-

dock, plantain, and grass, which are so frequent-

ly left to occupy them. A few radishes, half a

dozen heads of lettuce, a cabbage, or a cauliflow-

er can be put almost anywhere, and their being

planted will give sufficient motive to keep the

ground around them clean, which would other-

wise be left as a nursery for growing weeds.

Some of the Less Known Pears.

As a people, we are as much in a hurry about

fruits as we are with other matters, and many
varieties have been condemned without a fair

hearing. This is especially the case with pears,

many of which, though condemned at first,

have, by the good qualities they presented after

the trees became old, commanded recognition.

Mr. P. Barry prepared for our Horticultural

Annual a long list of these reclaimed varieties,

with illustrations. In the abundance of material

at hand for that work, we were obliged to omit

a number of these pears, and we give the en-

A4",

Fig. 1.—BEURRE BERCKMA.NS.

gravings of some of them now, with Mr. Bar-

ry's notes upon their productiveness and quality

:

Beurre Berckmans.—One of Bivort's new
varieties; medium size, pale yellow, melting,

juicy, sweet, excellent. Ripe in October and
November. Keeps well. Tree very productive.

^™

Fig. 3.—BONNE SOPHIE.

Bonne SpPHTE.—A new variety of much
promise; medium size, melting, delicious. Sep-

tember and October. Tree an abundant bearer.

SouyenirD'Esperen.—An excellent late au-

tumn or early winter pear, from Belgium, resem-

bling the Winter Nelis, but the tree is a vigorous

erect grower. Fruit large pyriform, obovate,

tapering to the crown ; color dull yellow, with

a mottled red cheek. Flesh melting and vinous.

—. «*»«. >-«.

Making Manure in Summer.—»—
With manure enough and labor enough, no

man knows what may be the limits to the pro-

ducts and profits of the cultivation of the earth,

in the garden or the field. We make most ma-
nure in winter, because then our stock is con-

fined, and all the droppings, with the litter and
waste of fodder, are readily accumulated. Cows
yarded every night, leave their droppings and
urine where the}' may be used, to compost with

muck, litter, etc., to greater advantage, in sum-
mer than in winter, because the temperature

of the season keeps the compost heaps in a

more active fermentation. Thus, the value of

the manure made in summer from a given num-
ber of cows, or other animals, may be nearly as

great as in winter, though, if theyare pastured,

they may be in the yard less than half the time.

Swine used simply as pork producers or

breeders, are oftentimes of profit, but on three-

quarters of the farms west of the Alleghanies,

if the value of the manure made by pigs were
left out of the calculation, they would show a

loss on the balance sheet of the farm. To em-
ploy them as manure makers to the best advan-

tage, in connection with either private or mar-
ket gardens, give them a covered yard, having

a tight bottom, and open on the south for the

sun to come in
;
give them also the free use of

their rooting powers, until they are taken up to

fatten ; feed them well, and supply them daily

with sods, weeds, peat, bog parings, etc., and it

matters little how much you give them, they

will -work up an incredible amount and make
better manure of it than the best exposed barn-

yard manure you can make or buy. Every

gardener, and not less every farmer, ought to

begin the growing season with half grown hogs,

not with a lot of little pigs. They should re-

ceive as regular attention as the rows of vege-

tables or plants, for they are preparing the raw
material with which to produce next year's crop.

The accumulations in the hog-pen should he

leveled off, and mixed somewhat by hand, but

the hogs ordinarily do this themselves tolerably

well. If left thus water-soaked, and trodden

hard, the manure will be of the rankest, strong-

est character imaginable, and besides so tough

and stringy that it can only be gotten out with

great labor. It is best, therefore, to take time,

some rainy day, about once a month, to clear

the pen out, and lay the materials up in a'

oompact compost heap, well trodden, and if

possible, under cover. The action of the air

will cause rapid and usually complete fermen-

tation, and once or twice working over of the

heap at times, to check excessive heating, will in-

sure an abundance of fine and excellent compost.

•-. — a i— *-•.

About Horticultural and other Patents,

The greatest embodying of stupidity, (the

Agricultural Department always excepted), is

the U. S. Patent Office. In " Walks and Talks,"

Mr. Harris speaks of having the "right" to use

petroleum as a vehicle for paint, given him. If

we had a barrel of petroleum, we should use it

as we pleased, and should like to see anyjuiy

of twelve honest men who would say that we
had not a perfect right to mix it with any known
substance. So with a patent for saving paint,

that has been sent us with permission to use it.

It is merely to fill the pores of the wood witli

some powder that will prevent it from absorb-

ing the paint. We have known this to be done

Fig. 3.

—

souvenir d'esperen.

since we were a boy, to prevent wood from ab-

sorbing varnish. Cau one make us pay for the
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right to use a sfinilar process with paiot?

How would you, reader, if you were on a jury

give a verdict in such a case ? The fact is, our

patent laws are brought into contempt by al-

lowing patents for the most trivial and frequently

absurd things. Now, mostof the patents issued,

as far as concerns horticulture at least, though

not so much in agriculture, are for the way of do-

ingthings. Any one who patents a.process—after

he has accepted the accumulated experience of

years,and is unwilling to contribute his small mite

to the general stock of knowledge, should be

shut out of the communitv of true horticulturists.

Crops for the Orchard.

If a man would sit down to really think about

his orchard, and study its needs and prospects,

its expense to him and the returns he may rea-

sonably expect, he would not be likely to blun-

der much in its management. The first thought

might be, do I want fruit, or do I want grass,

grain, potatoes, etc., the most ? We suppose he

wants fruit in his

orchard; if so, he

may reasonably ask

if he can afford to

expend the amount
of labor necessary to

maintain his fruit

trees, and nothing

else upon the land,

from the lime they

are first set out. If

one does this, plants

trees only, and keeps

the ground plowed
and clean, for surely

weeds are worse
than even a corn

crop—he will, if the

land is in proper

taking plant food from the soil at all times, but

most just when the trees are growing fastest.

After the trees have attained their growth, if

the space for several feet around them be kept

clear, grass does little or no harm if well and
frequently manured. The moderate check it

exercises upon the trees making wood may pro-

mote a tendency to fruit. Even in old apple

orchards, sward should not be suffered to lie

many years without breaking up ; at which
time, lime or ashes should be liberally applied,

with other manure, a crop of potatoes raised,

and the land seeded down again wilhout the

use of any grain crop. The idea that grass seed-

ing will not do well, unless it be made with

some small grain crop, is absurd. Grain, of

whatever kind, is usually an injury to the grass.

Drying Fruit, Hops, etc.

The prospect of an abundant supply of fruit

in most sections of the countiy, has led many
fruit growers to look "about for means to pre-

Fig. 1—LONGITUDINAL SECTION OP DRYING HOUSE.

condition, have good trees, but at a heavy ex-

pense for several years. He may rather revolve

the question, What may I cultivate with least

injury to the trees, and at most profit to myself,

and thus make use of the otherwise wasted en-

ergies of the soil, manure and sunshine? This

question cannot be answered off-hand, for there

are many things to be considered. When we
manure the soil of an orchard, we must apply

more manure than the trees need, because they

should find it wherever their roots wander, and

these do not fill the whole soil. Trees probably

draw most upon the fertility of the soil at the

period of their most rapid growth. Hence, if

we put a crop upon the land to use up the ex-

cess of manure, it is a poor plan to employ one,

the roots of which will voraciously wrangle with

those of the fruit trees for food and moisture,

during this period. This will lead to the inter-

diction df corn and all grains, and seed produc-

ing plants, except buckwheat, for those all make
their growth when the trees have a prior right

to the soil. The same principle will allow (he

use of all root crops which gain considerable

size only after midsummer, and mature later,

even after the trees have ripened their fruit.

Cabbages, etc., are in the same category with

vegetables. Onions would seem to be an ex-

ropiion, 1ml, though they require a good soil,

tinware notan exhausting crop, and maybe used

in young orchards, before much shade is cast.

As to grass—permanent grass—while the trees

are growing, it is doubly injurious, first, in cov-

ering the ground so as to prevent its being

worked, and preventing also the action of the

sun upon it—a very important thing; second, in

serve their surplus fruit by drying. Several

have sent requests for plans for drying kilns or

houses. In June, 1866, we gave plans for a

small house, of a style much in use at the West.

Mr. W. H. Wilmot, of Lawn Ridge, 111., finds

the frame and sash of a common hot bed to an-

swer excellently. The suggestion is not a receut

one, hut it may be new to many. He says:

" Take the frames and glass used for hot beds,

or ' cold frames,' and place them over a clean

gravel bed; inside arrange shelves on which to

place the fruit. After this you ueed not give
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rams or dew, chickens and small children, nor

can it be burned up. After once trying it I think

no one would dispense with it." Of course,

this would answer for a small quantity only.

Mr. A. W. Decrow, of Bangor, Me., sends us

an account of .a drying kiln which he built for

drying hops, but which, he says, answers equal-

ly well for fruit or other articles that require to

be dried by artificial heat. His kiln is not pat-

ented, and as he has taken some pains to give

detailed plans, we are sure that our readers will

be glad to see them. Fig. 1, gives a longitudinal

section of the house ; E F is the kiln, heated by
the stove, A! The draw-

ers, H H, hold the ma-
terial to be dried by the

hot air, which circulates

as shown by the ar-

rows, and finalh^ passes

off by ventilator, B, The
platform, J, extends be-

tween the kiln and the

store-room, A B, which,

in the drawing, is ar-

ranged especially for

hops, and
_
has a mov-

able platform, IT G, up-

on which the hops are

emptied from the draw-

ers, and passed to the

room below by tilting.

In drying hops, ventilators, shown at Z, are

provided. In figure 2 is shown a ground plan

of the houses, the store room, A, B, in fig. 1,

being left out. The stove is shown at A, with

the manner of arranging the pipe, to save

all the heat possible.

Figure 3 gives the framing of the rear end, or

end of the kiln room, and a similar construct i< mis
followed on the sides of the building. A, rafters ;

the outside ones being 4x6, and the others,

3x6. B, ventilator. O, posts, 4x4. D, studs,

2x4. E, braces, 2x4. F, sills, 6x9. 67, place

for exit of pipe, made
of bricks or sheet iron.

The drawers, BT, in fig.

1, are 8 feet square and
13 inches deep. The
bottoms of the drawers

are of slat work, ar-

ranged as shown in fig.

4. The slats are 1 inch

wide, '| a inch thick, and

are placed 6 inches apart. Over the slats is

placed a cloth of very open texture. The draw-

ers, when in place, rest upon cleats, sufficiently

far apart to allow of a free circulation of air.

The success of all those houses in which hot

air is used for drying, depends upon keeping up

a constaut current of air, heated considerably

above the ordinary temperature—hence there

should be free opening for the air to pass, mi,

and, what is too often neglected, an abundant sup-

ply of fresh air from without to the stove room.

Fig. 4.

WntTF.wAsiiF.D ou White Paintep Uakiif.n

fences may be neat and attractive in themselves,

but for that reason they are unsuitable. Any
surrounding of this kind, that draws attention

from the living plants, is as impertinent as a

gaudy bonnet over a pretty face. Carpentry

and horticulture should not painfully strive for

mastery. Green, drab, or other unattractive

color, is suitable, and not abominable; white not.

to be mentioned. The same idea applies to

poles, trellises, dr., OSed for supports, and to

the still greater absurdity o( whitewashing the

trunks of trees. A tallow candle is a poor
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model to follow in trying to improve the looks

of one of the most harmoniously beautiful of

nature's productions. Use colored washes.

m i — O m i i m

A Hopeful Sign,

The census shows that N. T. city made but lit-

tle increase of population for the last five years.

With all due allowance for the influ-

ence of the war and for the rapacity

of landlords, we can but think that

the attractions of country life are bet-

ter appreciated. Eents for dwellings

are unparalleled, and this cause has

driven multitudes from the island.

Once in the country, in the enjoyment

of its independence and healthful

breezes, they have learned to like it,

and, as they say, would not go back

to the city again for anything. To
people who have always lived in the

city, the hardening process is a little

uncomfortable, but is soon over. ,It

involves more labor to keep house in

the country, but this does not neces-

sarily come upon the housekeeper-.

Country life has its compensations,

and we think the balance is decided-

ly in its favor. We do not have the

Croton coming into every room in the

house in the country, but then we do

not have the water bills to pay for,

and the plumber's bills, and the an-

noyance of bursting pipes, and flood-

ed carpets and spoiled papering and

plastering, and the endless list of hills

to get things set right again. "We do

not have' gas, hut then we have the

bliss of paying for just what light we
get, and no more. We occasionally

miss a good lecture in the country,

but we have more than we can hear.

In social advantages, in religious priv-

ileges, in schools, in all the means of

rational enjoyment we are on a par

with the resident of Fifth Avenue. We
can beat him on eggs and vegetables,

for we know the hens and the soil

that make them, and have no occasion

to take the word of the green grocer

for their quality. We can beat him
on dawns and sunsets, clouds and

breezes, easy, and as to high art, he. is

just nowhere. We have the orig-

inals of the sublime mountains, the fine land-

scapes, the cattle and fruit pictures they make
such a fuss about at the Academy exhibitions

;

and it costs us nothing to frame, hang and take

care of them. We can but think these things

are better understood than they used to be, and
that the seed we have been sowing in the Agri-

culturist for the last dozen years or more is

springing up. There is a good time coming.
» r «l» i I

Viola Cornttta.—This old violet is attract-

ing a great deal of attention abroad, and some
of our own florists have made a trial of it. In

planting an ornamental bed, we made use of

this as an edging, and though not in full flower,

it promises so well, that we are much pleased

with it. If half what is said of it abroad should

prove true with us, it will be a valuable addition

to our gardens. We shall watch the behavior

of our plants during the summer with interest,

and probably our readers will hear more about it,

Henderson grows a variety of A. panieulatus,

which, as a " foliage plant," is not excelled in

brilliancy by any of the plants with colored

leaves that we have yet seen. It grows 3 or 4

feet high, and has large leaves, is an annual, and

has a pleasing habit. There is not a particle

of green about the plant, and in a good light,

it is a "foliage plant" of great brilliancy.

•^
The Blood-red Amaranth.— Under the

name of Amarantus sanguineus, Mr. Peter

THE SORREL-TREE.-

The Sorrel-tree,

-{Oxtjdendrum arboreum.~)

(Oxydendrum arboreum.)

When we state that this is a most beautiful

native small tree, it is equivalent to saying that

it is not commonly found in cultivation. Were
it from abroad, and only to be had at five dol-

lars the plant, it would be found almost every-

where. We shall keep "pitching into" you,

Messrs. Nurserymen, until you take a little in-

terest in our native plants—not that by any

means we would have you neglect the foreign

ones, only give our home-made things a chance

to be known. This tree was formerly called

Andromeda arborea, but when that large genus

was divided up, this received the name of Oxy-

dendrum, which means "Sour-tree"—and indeed

it bears the name of Sour-wood in some parts

of the country. The leaves of the tree have

a remarkably sour taste ; they are decidu-

ous, have a bright shiny green color, and in

shape, hear much resemblance to those of the

peach. The engraving gives a representation

of a twig at flowering time, and shows the form

of the leaves as well as the loose panicle of

small white flowers. It is found growing wild

in most of the Southern and Middle States*

Pennsylvania and Ohio being its northern lim-

its. It grows wild in rich woods, and in culti-

vation should have a soil with a good deal of

vegetable mould to correspond to its natural lo-

calities. The tree flowers when quite small, but

it attains when old the bight of 40 to 60 feet. It

seems to be quite hardy, as we hare

seen it endure the veiy cold winters

near Boston and in Michigan.

Books, and How They Are Made.

We have heard several times of late

that Mr. Fuller's Grape Book, and
Mr. Henderson's Garden Book, were
-written by one of the editors of the

Agriculturist. These allegations come
so direct from people who ought to

know better, that we feel bound to

notice them, and if, after this dis-

claimer, we hear anvthing more on
the subject, we shall mention the

names of those who circulate these

reports. In the first place, it is a mis-

erable imputation upon both the

authors and the editors. It implies

that the authors cannot write, as well

as that the editors are willing to allow

what they write to be issued over an-

other name. Now we distinctly re-

pudiate both these charges. We have
never published a work of which the

author did not furnish the full man-
uscript. We exercise a critical super-

vision over all the works we publish,

(would that others did the same.) hut

it is only to make the author say what
he means, and in the best possible

manner, that any corrections or

changes have been made at all in not

only these works, but any works that

we publish. We would have certain

persons understand that we publish

onl}r reliable works from competent

authors, and that our hooks are not

made against time and by the job, to

fit certain furnished illustrations ; that

we are not in the "book making"
business. We have, in our safe, the

manuscript of more books than we
can get out in many months, and
some of them of great value, but

we must submit them all to editorial super-

vision. One rule is, to never accept a manu-
script until we have read it. We have had
some experience in* the matter, and we never

yet saw the manuscript that some one other

than the author could not improve. So correct

an author as Bancroft ha3 his History put in

type, and, before he prints it, he subjects the

proofs to judicious friends. He means to be

correct, and if some publishers of horticultural

books, we know of, would take the pains to

have their works properly edited, both the

authors and publishers would fare better, and

the public would be saved much nonsense.

—«— «i» —.-«.

Young Grape Tines,—The great trouble

with inexperienced cultivators is, that they will

allow a young vine to have its own way. It

is the inexorable law, that a vine cannot yield

both fruit and wood. If the vine is grown for

present satisfaction only, then let it fruit if it will,

but if future crops are regarded, then remove

all the fruit that sets the first year after planting,

and pinch the laterals to get a goodwood growth.
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f.s For other Household Items, see "Jlasket" pages.)

Dashes at House-Keeping- with a Free

Pencil.

PRIZE ESSAY BT iII?S EVA M. COLLINS, KOCHESTEB.

TIDIES.

Untidy tidies are the occasion of all the animad-
versions heaped upon these articles in general, by
the generality of gentlemen. Tidies half fastened

in their places with pins, or tidies not fastened at

all, hanging by the eyelids, ready to fall upon our

Fig. 1 -DIAMO>"D-PATTERN TEOT.

shoulders, or walk away upon our back, deserve

everything that may be said of this failing in their

mistress ; but, at the same time, a fresh, pretty tidy,

either white or iii colors, agreeing with or harmon-
izing the prevailing colors of the room, adorns both
the room, and also, as was remarked of a different

ornament, not long ago in the Agriculturist, the

mistress of the apartment herself. The first requi-

Fig. 2.—BLOCK-PATTERN TIDY.

Bite is that the tidy should be appropriate to its

place. A plain, substantial, white tidy, that evi-

dently not only may be, but is, frequently changed

and washed, is far prettier in. a common sitting

room than the most elaborate article in colors

which can not be subject-

ed to the same renovating

process. I would that all

the rooms in a farmer's

house were common sit-

ting rooms ; at least, that

there were fewer best

rooms which scarcely ever

see the beautiful sunlight

—fewer parlors wrapped

in covers, because too

nice for use, and stowed

away in the darkness and

gloom of perpetual night.

But this useless append-

age, the dark parlor, is

fast becoming obsolete.

Cheerful, open, light parlors, are superseding it,

and soon, even in the most conservative regions,

this prison room, in which every comfort of the

Kg. 3.

Fig. 4.

house is confined ; where the sofas and easy chairs

are too nice for the tired father to rest upon at

noon; where the senseless birds And flowers upon
the carpets are too exquisite for little boots to

crush ; where the elegant

bindings of the books are

their only merit, will be

the exception, and not
the rule. There is a great

variety of patterns for

tidies, so simple that any

child can make them, and

still pretty and service-

able. Any little girl who
can knit a garter can

make, with a very little

assistance from mamma,
or sister, a charming little

tidy of this description,

fig. 1. All that is requir-

ed is a skein of red woolen
yarn, one of white cotton

yarn, and two knitting needles. The red yarn should

be of a bright scarlet color, and the white should be

of the same size as the red. Set up the number of

stitches desired in the width of the strip—eighteen

stitches is a very good width—and knit until the

square is perfect, which will be about twenty-nine

times across the needle ; then exchange the red for

the white ball, twist the threads together for a few
stitches, and knit twenty-nine times across with

the white. Knit the red and white blocks alter-

nately until the strip will extend from corner to

corner of the tidy in view, beginning and ending

with the red. The strips upon each side of the

central strip will contain two blocks less than that,

and the next ones two less than those. If the lit-

tle child does not knit very evenly, it is better to

let the strips run directly across the tidy, fig. 2. A
crocheted shell edge of either the white or red

yarn, or both, forms a pretty finish, and will serve

to give employment to many a dull afternoon.

The strips should be neatly sewed together over

and over, and pressed under a damp cloth.

A more showy tidy is made by knitting thirteen

red and six white
r̂ ZSZ2C^ .»jU^7*

He

blocks of the shape

shown in fig. 3. In

knitting the first

point,set up one stitch

and widen the second

stitch in eaelr row
;

make the last point by

narrowing the same.

The blocks are sewed

together in the form

of a honey-comb, fig. 4. A white initial letter em-

broidered in the central block produces a happy

effect, and a white crocheted plain border makes a

nice finish, provided all the angles are accurately

preserved ; if the border can not be neatly crochet-

ed, the tidy looks better without it. These tidies,

fi'
Ts. 4 and 5, may be made in triangular blocks, or

diamonds, to accommodate different tastes, or dif-

ferent chairs. The beauty or merit of these tidies

consists in their being bright and cheerful in effect,

where bright colors arc appropriate, and yet, unlike

the usual worsted Afghan tidies, they will wash

and look as well as new ones, when soiled.

Sometimes a heavy tidy looks out of place. A
very pretty and delicate one is made on a squaro

frame, as in fig. 0, made of pine sticks nailed to-

gether at tho cor-

ners,with large-head-

ed pins, or even

common tacks driv-

en in almost to their

heads at intervals of

half an inch, all

around. Fasten one

end of a spool of while cotton thread, number

eight, to a corner tack, and wind the thread upon

the tacks, three times in a place, both diagonally

and horizontally over the frame, each way, which

will make such a net-work as this, fig. ", held in its

place by the tacks or pins. Then, begin again with

Fig. 0.

a corner tack, fasten the thread to it, and with a

needle weave the thread three or four times at the

first intersection, fast-

en the thread in the

center, and slip the

needle through to the

next crossing of the

threads. When every

crossing has been fast-

ened in this manner,
cnt the tidy from the

tacks, leaving the ends * 1£- '•

of the thread to form a fringed edge. When
this tidy becomes soiled, it should be basted

between two pieces of old and thin cloth, and,

protected in this way, it can be washed, boiled,

and starched, as easily as a more substantial one.

Any pattern may he formed in crochet, by draw-
ing the designs upon paper, and copying them as

nearly as possible upon checkered paper, fig. 8.

Paper properly ruled is sold for this purpose, but
this is probably only to be had in large cities, and
we country people must rule it ourselves, which is

Fig. S.—DESIGN FOR CKOCnEI.

not a very difficult job. A little practice will ren-

der one expert in making designs for working.

Leaves from the Diary of a Young House-

keeper.—No. VII.

PRIZE ESSAT BT 3IKS. LALTiA E. LV3IAX, STAFFORD, CT.

July 2d.—I have been occupied for several days

in protecting my house from flics. There came a

rainy day when Edward could not work out doors,

and he and the hired men fitted some light pine

frames for my windows, and two or three of the

doors, which I have covered with fly netting; and

now I can have all the ventilatiou I wish, without

the annoyance and discomfort of these household

pests. A finer netting will keep out mosquitos as

well. The door frames are on hinges, so we can

go in and out with ease. This is so much better

than fly traps and fly poisons, and now that they

are made, they will, with care, last several seasons.

In some houses that I have visited, I have noticed

that the parlors are kept darkened all the time

—

but for my part, I believe in sunlight and free ven-

tilatiou, both for health and enjoyment.

What was my auuoyance iu going to my closet

yesterday, where I keep my preserves and cake, to

find it infested with great black ants. I employed

the speediest and most certain way of killing them

that I could think of. Taking a large sponge, I

saturated it with molasses mixed with a little water,

and laid it. on a plate in the closet, after removing

every other Bweel thing. They took the bait greed-

ily, and when there were about a thousand of theui

reveling upon tho sweets, and penetrating every

pore of the sponge, I plunged it into a bucket of

hot water. Their scalded carcasses floated on tho

surface, reminding one of the destruction of Pha-

raoh's host in the Red Sea. A few successive

massacres of that kind have, I believe, nearly exter-

minated the tribe. This mode of destroying them

is certainly harmless to everybody but the ants

themselves, and I prefer it to using red precipitate.

July Wi.—Living on an old place has a good many

advantages as well as some disadvantages. Our

predecessors were certainly fond of fruit, for wo

have cherries, currants, apples, pears, and plums,

in abundance, a few quince bushes, and two or

three grape vines that, promise very well. So we

shall, in all probability, have plenty of fruit.

The currants have occupied me lately. As soon
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as they began to turn red we used them freely on

the table, and yet there are a great many ou the

bushes that are growing dead ripe. Yesterday I

picked several quarts of them, and made my cur-

rant jelly. I intend to dry some of the nicest and

largest of them for cake, and the rest will make
me live or six gallons of wine. I shall be certain,

in offering wine of my own manufacture to my
guests, that it contains neither logwood nor Elder-

berry, or any other dirty drug,and it will be perfectly

harmless, as well as in the last degree palatable, if

I succeed well. I have put up lifteen pounds of

cherries. I prepared them in the Shaker style,

taking out all the stoues and boiling my syrup

down until it was quite thick.

July X\th.—Yesterday afternoon I had my house
full of company, and of course, took a great deal

of pride in my tea-table. I have had so much plain

cooking to do for the workmen, that it was a real

pleasure to try my skill in cakes and custards. I

find that good cake depends, first,Upon the quality

of the materials, then upon the order in which
the ingredients are mixed, and then upon thorough

combination. When Eliza was here she told me of

a contrivance for sale in New York, for stirring

cake and bread. If Edward goes down to the me-

tropolis next winter, I guess he will buy one for

me. It consists of a funnel-shaped, tin vessel, large

enough to bold two or three gallons, and fastened

securely iu a hole in the shelf, or set iu a block

which is screwed to the shelf. Iu the middle, and
fastened to the bottom, is a round piece of wood
about the size of a broomstick, terminating in a
handle at the top. A small as well as a large quan-

tity can be stirred iu this, and with vastly more ease,

Eliza says, thau can be done in the ordiuary way.

I think that this, and all other labor-saving in-

ventions in woman's department, should be patron-

ized. The time and strength I could save by having

such a bread aud cake stirrer, I could invest in

enterprises in and arouud the house that would re-

pay the outlay. It is only within a few years that

3 wringers, washers, sewing and knitting machines

have been invented, but what a vast amouut of toil

they have already saved, and the movement of in-

vention in this direction is still onward. "When I

get this bread-stirrer, we shall observe the differ-

ence in the quality of the bread, for kneading a

long time is essential to good bread.

July lath.—The weather is very sultry and oppres-

sive, aud I have had a great deal of trouble with my
batter and cream. I find that when the thermom-
eter is above 00°, it is very difficult to make a su-

perior quality of butter without the best arrange-

ments. So Edward suggests that during the re-

mainder of this month, and the next, I make only

enough butter for family use, aud make the rest of

the milk into cheese. I have no practical experi-

ence in this line, but fortunately our Irish dairy-

man has been familiar from boyhood with the pro-

cess, as conducted in the old country. Edward has

bought me a neat little press, and. Farmer Jones'

wife will let me have a reunet. It will impose
some additional labor upon me, but Sue is doing a

great deal of my housework, aud I have an ambitiou

to master every department of domestic industry.

July Vtth.—Amid all my other engagements I

have not tieeu obliged entirely to neglect my flow-

ers, and I am surprised to see how much can be
accomplished iu keeping a flower garden in fine

condition, by a little labor every day. My morn-
ings have been so occupied that I have devoted a

few moments every eveuing after tea, to my roses

and verbenas. I make it a rule never to pass a

weed without pulling it up, and I have placed it as

a reward for rapid kitchen-work, that Sue shall

have a half hour iu the garden if she will make
lime for it. With such girls as Sue, whose inten-

tions are always good, is it not best to stimu-

late by rewards of this sort, as much as possible,

and not discourage and dishearten them by con-

stant faultfinding ? I make it a rule to praise lrer

whenever she does a piece of work rapidly and
well, and be as sparing of censure as I may.

July 20th.—Sue reports that the cucumbers are

big enough to pickle. « I tell her that she may go
out early every other morning and pick all that arc

of the length of her forefinger; in that way I will

prevent any from getting too large, and have my
pickles of uuiforan size, which improves their ap-

pearance and their value in market. Those that

accidentally escape her notice aud reach a large

size, we can use on the table, or let them ripen aud

make them into sweet pickle, for which my sister

Emel'me gave me an excellent receipt.

A few of thern I shall pickle at once, but most of

them will be put down iu rock salt until spring,

when we shall hare abundance of vinegar, and

time to prepare them for market.

July 22(1.—I've been having some experience

in sickness within a day or two. One of our

workmen came iu at noon, with a terrible headache

from the heat of the sun, amounting almost to sun-

stroke. I made a pallet ou the floor for him, in a

cool, dark room, upstairs, put a cloth wrung from

cold water, over his forehead and eyes, and left a

basin of cold water beside him, to be used in keep-

ing the cloth cool and moist. Perfect, quiet and

rest will restore him soouer than anything else. He
was not very well in the morning, aud ate a light

breakfast, theu, just before noon, he pitched on a

big load of hay, with the thermometer at 96". Poor

fellow ! I feel so sorry for him, and my sympathy

seems to be as grateful to him as the cold water to

his forehead. I have just carried him a glass of

iced lemonade, which he received very thankfully.

He says he has never beeu the same man since that

summer at Vicksburg. Edward has told him not

to worry about his loss of time, that a few days

illness shall make no difference with his wages.

July 27th.—My patient is recovering. His head-

ache and giddiness lasted two or three days, during

which time I gave him gruel, toasted bread, soft

boiled eggs, and lemonade. Now that thehead-

ache is gone, I have put him on a rich diet, for that

is what he wauts to build up his strength. We
got three or four pounds of sirloin steak, which I

keep hung in the well, giving him a uice cut of it,

broiled, twice a day, with just as much Graham
bread and as many boiled eggs as he will cat, aud

all the buttermilk he wauts to driuk.

Leaves from My Journal.—No. V.

PRIZE ESSAY BY MRS. E. M'CLEIXAN, OF OHIO.

While seated at our sewing this morniug, I said

to Lizzie :
" I never told you of a visit we made to

our friends many years ago. I don't often speak of

it now, though in all its details it is as fresh iu my
mind as the events of yesterday. Mr. Frisby was
worn with incessant business, and Alice, the pet

lamb of our flock, was 'teething and delicate. We
proposed to take our own conveyance, aud thus at

our leisure, visit friends scattered here and there in

the beautiful Valley of the Connecticut. Carrie

was now five, aud for these two little ones, I had
all a fond mother's pride and ambition. How un-

weariedly I labored by day and night, to have all in

readiness for our outfit ! I remember especially oue
afternoon, feeling really impatient, while hurrying

to finish some garments, assisted by a sewing girl,

when my husband came in and proposed that we
should lay by our work and attend a church lecture.

—Ah, how did the cares of this world choke the

Word, till it became unfruitful ! But everything

being in readiness, and quite to my liking, we com-
menced the journey. It was iu June. Golden
days, transparent in brightness and beauty. The first

drive brought us to a friend's where we purposed
to stop a while. That night Mr. Frisby was taken
sick, and for two weeks lay prostrate with disease.

Alice, the while, needed tender care aud nursing, so

unlike her former playful self. When Mr. Frisby

was able to ride, we started for my former moun-
tain home. Its clear bracing air would cure both
the sick ones, I said. But Alice still drooped, aud
after three weeks lingering, painful sickness, ' slept

that sleep that knows no waking.' We robed her

in the white muslin I had so carefully wrought,
and which she had never worn till now, and laid-

her to rest by 'the graves of our fathers.' With
sorrowing hearts we retraced our way. As we drew
near home, the words of Naomi came to my mind:

' I went out full, and the Lord hath brought me
home again empty.' Then looking at the dear ones

still spared, I exclaimed : Oh no, not empty, not

empty/ The Lord hath dealt very mercifully with

me. Blessed be His name.

Thus without long and weary pilgrimage,

Through devious paths of pain, and tears and sin.

Her little feet have reached the Home of Rest
And stand forever safe on Zion's hill." •

Sabbath.—"Our Father" knew what these rest-

less, grovelling, grasping natures needed, and gave
us this sweet day, forever pointing from the dust

and din of earth to heavenly mansions and immor-
tal life. The sermon this morniug was from those

words of Jesus :
" She hath done what she could."

Precious testimony, to that grateful penitent, whose
costly offering was esteemed a sacrifice of love. I

saw the tears gather in Lizzie's eyes, and believe I

read her thoughts. To the young nonsekeeper
whose time aud strength are taxed tt> the utmost iu

her own little circle, those ever recurring ques-

tions, "What shall we eat,,what shall we drink,

and wherewithal shall we be clothed," seem to be
absorbing every other. Her life appears so barren

of fruit to the Saviour's praise, that despondency
may wrap its dark folds about ber heart and shut

out the bright light and hope of heaven. How-
little does she estimate at its real value the simple

routine of her daily life ! To make one more happy
home in the land, one more center of healthful sav-

ing influence, from which may go forth "streams

to make glad the city of our God"—are not angels

even " ministering spirits" iu such a work as this ?

I passed a humble home to-day, aud though en-

tirely a stranger to its occupauts, decided iu my
own mind that it was bright and happy within.

That fine running rose, " The Queen of the Prairie,"

had been trained over one side of the house, till it

had surrouuded the chamber windows. It was

loaded with roses. Every spot ofgrouud was turn-

ed to the best account. Vegetables were more

forward than I had seen before, with flowers here

aud there interspersed. Under an elm tree was a

rude swing for the children; a martin box sur-

mounted the wood-shed, while about the whole

place was that indescribable air of order and thrift,

which we so surely connect with true enjoyment.

We are having a heavy rain. I have had a feather

bed and pillows put out on the grass. . The feathers

are getting heavy, the pillows somewhat yellow.

IS the rain is long enough, it will do them as much
good as the com in the meadow. They will need

turning over two or three times, and take some
days to dry, but will then be about as nice as new.

Feather beds are out of date now, but for old people,

iu cold weather, they are a comfort, aud, renewed iu

this way, aud properly aired, need not be unhealthy.

Sour milk is au excellent bleacher. Place-thc

garment in an earthen bowl or wooden pail, and

cover entirely with the milk. Let it remain two or

three days, taking pains now and then to shake it

thoroughly. Then after washing aud boiling, it will

be found of the purest white. For table-cloths and
napkins, that have become stained and yellow, this

is a good cure. Iron rust needs more severe treat-

ment, and can be removed with oxalic acid dissolv-

ed iu water, and applied to the spot in the strong

sunlight. It is a powerful poison, and will take

the color out of anything on which it is carelessly

dropped. Mildew I had supposed past remedy, but

have tried the cure found iu the Agriculturist for

September, 1S66. Stir }£ lb. of chloride of lime iu

a gallon of cold water. After settling au hour,

pour off the clear liquid, aud soak the mildewed
cotton or linen in it two hours; wash well and ex--

pose to the sun—and it works like a charm. I only

fear that leaviug a garment of delicate material so

long iu the solution of lime, may rot it ; but of this

I cannot yet judge. The same fear has been ex-

pressed in regard to the oxalic aeid, but I have
often used it without the least injury to the linen.

Green Com Pnddiiig.—Grate the corn

off from 6 ears, aud mix with }4 pint sweet milk,

% cup sugar, 1 .tablespoonful flour, 2 eggs beaten,

1 tablespoonful butter, aud add a little salt.
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Instructive Experiiiieiits.

Take a wide-mouthed bottle—a fruit preserving jar will

answer the purpose well—put it in a pail of water, allow

it to fill, turn it upside down, and lift it partly from the

water, but keep its mouth under the surface, so that the

water will not run out from it. Have a tube, (a clean to-

bacco pipe will do) ; place the lower end under the sur-

face of the water, and under the mouth of the jar. so that

when you blow through it. the bubbles will rise up into

the jar. and drive the water down and out. Take a long

full breath, and hold it in the lungs as long as can he

done without inconvenience, and then blow through the

pipe into the jar. Repeat this until the breath has filled

the jar and expelled all the water from it. Be careful to

keep the jar upright, with its mouth under -water, so as
to retain what was sent there from the lungs. Next, cov-

er the mouth of the jar with a piece of thick, wet paper,
such as a bit of an old book cover, and then carefully turn
the jar right side up, when you can set it on the table or
other convenient place ; the wet paper, if it rests snugly
on the mouth of the jar, will keep the contents from be-
ing mixed with the air, for a little while. Have a short

piece of candle attached to a bit of wire so that it can be
lowered to the bottom of the jar. Light the candle, let

it down, and the flame will go out as suddenly as though
it had been thrust under water. The experiment may he
repeated several times without refilling the jar with
breath. If the candle be placed in such a jar containing

only common air. it will continue to burn. The experi-

ment then proves that what comes from the lungs is

different from air, as it will not support a flame.

M Experiment—Fill the jar with breath as before, and
place it on the table. Light a short piece of candle aud
place it in the bottom of a glass tumbler. Pour the breath

out of the jar into the tumbler, exactly as though you
were filling the latter with water, aud if the experiment
he properly managed, the flame will be extinguished,

although nothing cau be seen to pass from the jar into

the tumbler. This proves that breath from the Jungs is

heavier than air, otherwise it would not run out from

the jar and into the tumbler like water.

Having performed these experiments satisfactorily, try

and find out the reason for the flame being extinguished,

and what breath is; at another time we may have more
to say ou the subject.

Tlie Kiu<l-IIem*te<l Tanner.
William Savery. an emi :it minister among the Quak-

ers, was a tanner by trade. One night a quantity of hides

were stolen from his tannery, aud he had reason to be
lieve that, the thief was a quarrelsome, drunken neigh-

bor, called John Smith. Next week the following adver-

tisement appeared in the country newspaper

:

" Whoever Btole a quantity of hides on the fifth of this

month, is hereby informed that the owner has a sincere de-

tire to be his friend. If poverty tempted him to this false

step, the owner will keep the whole transaction secret,

aud will gladly put him in the way of obtaining money
by means more likely to bring him peace of mind !*'

This singular advertisement attracted considerable at-

tention ; but the culprit alone knew who had made the

kind offer. When he read it his heart melted within him.

and he was filled with sorrow for what he had done. A
few nights afterwards, as the tanner's family were about

retiring to rest. they*henrda timid knock, and when the

. door was opined there stood John Smith, with a load Of

hides on his shoulders. Without looking up he said :

11 Ihave brought these bark, Mr. Savery; where shall 1

put them ?"—u Wait till I can get a lantern, and 1 will

go to the barn with thee," he replied, "thru perhaps

thou wilt come in* and tell me how this happened. We
will sec what can be done for thee." As soon as they

were gone out v his wife prepared some hot coffee, and

XM*accd pies and meat on the table. When they returned

from the barn, she said: "Xeighbor Smith, I thought

some hot supper would be good for thee."" He turned

his back towards her, and did not speak. After leaning

against the fire-place in silence a few moments, he said in

a choked voice : "It is the first time I ever stole any-

thing, aud I have felt very bad about it. I am sure I

didn't once think I should ever come to what I am. But
I took to drinking and then to quarreling. Since I begau

to go down hill everybody gives me a kick. You are the

first man that has ever offered me a helping hand. My
wife is sickly, and my children starving. You have sent

them many a meal. God bless you! but yet I stole the

hides. But I tell you the truth when I say it is the first

time I was ever a thief." "Let it be the last, my friend,'"

replied William Savery. ''The secret lies between our-

selves. Thou art still young, aud it is in thy power to

make up for lost time. Promise me that thou wilt not

drink any intoxicating liquor for a year, and I will" em-

ploy thee to-morrow on good wages. Thy little boy can

pick up stones. But eat a bit now, and driuk some hot

coffee ;
perhaps it will keep thee from craving anything

stronger tonight. Doubtless thou wilt find it hard at

first : but keep up a brave heart for the sake of thy

wife and children, and it will become easy. When thou

hast need of coffee, tell Mary, and she will give it thee."

The poor fellow tried to eat and driuk, but the food

seemed to choke him. After vainly trying to compose

his feelings, he bowed his head on the table, and wept

like a child. After awhile he ate and drank, and his host

parted with him for the night, with the friendly words,
" try to do well, John, and thou wilt always find a friend

in me."' John entered into his employ the next day, aud

remained with him many years, a sober, honest, and

steady man. The secret of the theft was kept between

them : but after John's death, William Savery told the

storv, to provu that evil might be overcome with good.

Xo. *2(39. Puzzle Picture.—An old-time proverb ; we do

not endorse it as being altogether true now-a-days.

Iron sit $30,000 per Pound.
A gentleman visiting the American Watch Company's

fectory at Waltham, Mans., relates that a small vial,

such a- homoeopathic pills are kept in, was handed to

him, which was filled w tb what seemed to be grains of

coarse sand, ol' the color of blue tempered steel. On ex-

amination under a microscope, they proved to be perfect

screw?, of which it required 300.000 to make a pound.

Microscopic bits of steel, with the points exquisitely

polished were al>«> shown, so small that fifty weighed

only a single grain. These were sai.l to be worth $30,000

per pound-

. These, as well as every other of the running

part- of the watch, are made entirely by machinery,

which turns out each different piece exactly like its fellow.

The following is his description of the method of mak-

ing ttie One screws: what yon do see ;'t a tirst glance

is a thin thread of steel, finer than the most delicate of

pins. Blowly pushing its way through a little hole in a

machino, and being grasped bya tiny tool which runs

round It, as if embracing it ; and then, presto I change I

on! comes a knife and cuts off it- head.*. All this i* done

so qutcklythal yon have to wait and watch the operation,

.mi know what it i- all abou JTQU can B6fl

the process T have described. The bits thus beheaded

with a hug, look exactly like little grains of powder.

But they are screws. Ton notice that when you take a
microscope and examine them. They are complete

—

almost. Xot quite yet. A girl picks them up, one by
one, with a dainty tool, and places them in rows, one in

every hole in a flat piece of steel. This little plate, as

soon as it is filled, is placed under another machine, and
it would do any Irishman's soul good to see it work. It

beats Doneybrook Fair "all hollow." I never had a
more convincing proof of the superiority of mechan-
ical over manual labor. For while a good hearty man
with a stout bit of shillelah may break half a dozen heads
of a day—with fair luck—this machine, without so much
as saying " By yer lave.'

1 comes out of its hole, and runs

along each row, quietly splitting the head of each one ol

them exactly in the center. And now the screw is made.

New Puzzles to be Answered.^ „-

cJO— 4 53

No. 270.—Illustrated llebns.—Realized this year.

No. 271- Arithmetical Problem.—A audi? each sold a

hog to one dealer, for which he paid them .$3o. remarking

that .IV hog was worth J^ per cent, per lb. more than E .

but that they might settle that between themselves. A'

hog weighed 400 lbs., B's, 300 Jbs. ; how much money
should each receive ?

Ans-»vers to Problems and. Puzzles.

The following are answers to the puzzle-, etc., iu the

June number, page 235. No. 23H. Illustrate! Bebua.—1st

Reading, (across the whole of each line!. Keep pushing,

'tis wiser to struggle and climb : to beep your eyes open ;

to conquer all fear : than be watching the seasons of tide

and of time ; of aid aud of fortune ; be steadfast to this;

in life's earnest battle they only prevail, marching right

onward, who will not say fail.—Sd Reading, (half wsj

across each line). Keep pushing; "tis wiser to keep

your eyes open, than be watching the seasons of aid and

of fortune, in life's earnest battle, marching right on

ward.—3d Reading, (commencing at the middle of eaeli

line aud rending to the end). To struggle and climb, to

conquer all fear of tide mid of time, be steadfast to thK
they only prevail, who will not say fail .. No. 267. "•

' guzzle.—American Agriculturist No. 268.

Noah and his family.. No. 364. Geographical Enig

ina. iii May number, page 187.—Moosetocknoquntlc

Lake, in Maine.... - Pusdi .—Place the men

as directed on page 236; we will call them .1. />'. >',—/>.

E. F. the first three representing the black men. Move

/'towards A jump /> over C; move E towards C. and

jump Cover A"; then jump .'.'over /> ; move .1 towards

I), and jump Dover .1 .' jump A' over /.'. and F over C;

move Cm the end place; jump TV over E. and .[ over A',-

move A." towards D, and jump A' over .1 ; finish by mov

ing .1 towards 11.—The following have sent in correct i

answers: 11..1. Meixel. John Meyers. Jr., Sam'] I.. Moore.

W. K Uptegrovc, Orlando 11. Oathout. "S.," M. B.

Grigsby, William l>. Reese, Mamie and tonic Close,

Thos. D. Smedley, John B. Haviland, r.mma Randall and

P. E. Randall, Alice McMlchael, "Stupid," J. Fred.

Scott, J. M. Whitman. Man- Keller. Sam'l Wolf. Jr.,

J. F. Day, J. Milton Snyder, Win. Anderson. ••Jeames,"

"S. L. C.." Mickey and Bird, "J. T. 11.." Ida aud Ber-

tha ChaUis, Frank 11. Marslon, *G. ft C." (Thanks

! for friendly criticism.)
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'MANY A SLIP BETWEEN
[COPTBIGHT SECURED.]

CTTP AND LI P , "

—

Drawn and Engraved for the American Agriculturist.

Not quite, Mr. Reynard ! Ton have only a few feathers

for dinner, instead of the fine fat duck you were counting

on, and now the "bird has the use of his wings, he*s out

of danger from your sharp teeth. The old story of count-

ing chickens "before they are hatched is here repeated,

with the addition that it's not always safe to count upon
them even after they are full feathered. " Many a slip

between cup and lip," should also he remembered. "We

know many men who were as rich over their oil-wells as

this fox over his duck—until their visions suddenly flew

away, because the oil wouldn't flow, and they have now
only a few scraps of paper called "Certificates of Stock,"

worth about as much as so many ducks' feathers. Not a

few of our young, inexperienced friends have other equally

valuable documents,—"tickets" for some "Grand Pre-

sentation" or "Distribution," which flew away, or rather

the managers did, just before the " prizes " were distrib-

uted. Perhaps a better way to state it would be, the

foxy managers pounced upon these silly ducks, tore out a

few greenbacks from their pockets, and then let them go.

If they will imitate the duck, and keep out of the cun-
ning sharpers' way hereafter, it will he well.

Independence B>ay.

Pop ! fizz ! snap ! bang ! hurrah I Hail Columbia I \ \

That's about the way the boys' thoughts run now, and in

a few days they will let them out from fire-crackers, pis-

tols, cannon, and every thing that can make a noise, in-

cluding their own throats for the shouting chorus. It is

well to celebrate the Nation's birthday. People differ as

to the best way of doing it. Young folks who don't
know what weak nerves are, believe in loud noises

;
per-

haps it is well that they do. Men and women are so full

of thoughts about work an9 tittStiiiess, they tnj£ftt fot.ge.fc

to observe our Great Anniversary, if the children did not

disturb their quiet. "We believe this jubilee had great

effect in keeping patriotism alive during the eighty years

of prevailing peace following the Revolution. The Fourth
of July orations, the display of the Stars and Stripes, and
the general waking up of recollections of the past, and

prophecies of the future, aroused the whole people once

a year at least. Some day, perhaps five hundred years or

more hence, when people have forgotten all about war,

there will be less powder burning in celebrating such oc-

casions. That will be when everybody knows how to

keep up his own independent right of self-government.

The wrongs which nations commit, and which cause

wars, are only the great sum of the evil doings of the

men and women who make up the nation. One great

national sin of the United States is now done away with,

and can not again bring on war. Other evils remain, ig-

norance, too" great desire for wealth, love of pleasure,

impatience of any restraint—these are dangers that are

now to he averted. Laws alone will not prevent their

growth and the ruin they may bring. It is necessary for

men and women, boys and girls, each to declare their

Independence and maintain their Freedom from wrong
doing. This will keep the national life pure, and make
the country strong enough to stand like the pyramids, or

like the living Banyan tree, which no storm can uproot,

but whose growth increases century by century.

*
,

Educated Senses,

The eye, the ear, the ringers, all the servants of the

soul, work more skillfully when properly trained. Per-

haps the Indian has the keenest senses, made so by long

practice. He must be on the alert, for hie life depends
i,.;,,."- fttJle to outfit the animate that famish hie tahi©

and his clothing, and also to elude his wary enemies.

From infancy his eyes are taught to "look sharp," and

his ears to " keep open," until not a bent twig or a pres-

sed bunch of moss, or the rustle of a leaf, escapes his

notice. But the most wonderful acuteness of the senses,

produced by education, is seen where some of them
have double duty to perform, as in the case of the blind.

Hearing and touch divide between them the work usually

done by the eye. A writer says : " To the seeing, touch

is an auxiliary ; but to the blind boy, it is the primary

sense of all. By it he knows his own clothes, and almost,

all the property that he possesses—his tools, box, bed,

hat, fiddle, cupboard, seat in chapel, schoolroom and
workshop ; by it he reads his chapter in St. John or in,

Robinson Crusoe ; he plays chess or dominoes ; works a
a sum in long division, or writes a letter home to his

mother which she can read with her eyes, and he with

his fingers. By the help of touch he weaves a rug of col-

ored wools ; or fringes with delicate green and red,

a door mat for a lady's boudoir ; by touch he sees any
curiosity, which you describe to him, and which, hav.

ing once handled, he always speaks of as having seen.

He thinks he can read a good deal of your character by
'

touch when you shake hands with him ; and when he

has heard you talk for a few minutes he will make a good
guess as to your age, temper, ability and stature. One
blind man at times guessed even more than this. He
had been sitting one day and pleasantly chatting with

some visitors for an hour, when one of them wished the

company good morning, and left the room. ' What white

teeth that lady has V said the sarcastic professor. 'How
can you possibly tell that?' said a friend. 'Because,"

was the ready answer, 'for the last half-hour she has
done nothing but laugh.' This was shrewd enough

;

hut specially characteristic of him as a hlicd man,"
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Piano for a ILife Time.
Those desiring to find a Piano which will give entire satis-

faction in tone, touch and style, and which will remain
good ron a life time, will please call and examine, or send
for a circular describing the newly invented

ITBATHLT§MEB£ PIAXOS,
constructed on an entirely new plan, the invention of Mr.
Frederick Mathushek, who is well known among manufac-
turers as the "Father" of improvements in Pianos. By
his latest modifications, the power and tone of the instru-
ment arc wonderfully increased, so much so, that the small-
est size, of " square " form, only four feet nine inches long
and lico feet eight inches wide, equals the full-sized piano
as ordinarily made. The peculiar construction ixsches its
durability. Address BAELOW, DOEHLER & CO.,

691 Broadway, New York.

**X^ The

Howe Machine
Co.'s Sewing

Machines,

G99 Broadway,
Cor. Fonrtli-st.,

Jfew York.

For Families and
' Manufacturers.

These World-Renowned Sewing
Machines

Were awarded the highest premium at the World's Fair
in London, and six Jlrst premiums at the JV. T. State Fair
of 1860.

These machines are maslc muler tile im-
mediate .supervision of file President of the
Company, EliIAS HOWE, Jr.. tile original
inventor of tile Sewing Machine.
The Stitch invented by MR. HOWE, and made on

this Machine, is the most popular and durable, and all

Sewing JfacJtines are subject to the pynciple invented by him.

SEND FOR CIUCCLAK.

WHEELER &, WILSON
ROTARY HOOK

LOCKSTITCH
SEWING M A.CH INE S.

625 BROADWAY.
" AYoma^'s Greatest Boon-.—"We wonl*l advise aman to

forego a Thresher and thresh wheat with a flail, rather
than to see tlie wife wear her health, visor and life away In
the everlasting 'stitch, stitch, stitch,' when a Sewing Ma-
chine can be obtained. The WHEELER& WILSON is an
Invaluable aid in every household. We have had several
different kirulson trial, and niter a six years1 service, the
WHEELEU& WILSON has taken the precedence as the best,
where all kinds of sewing arc to be done in a family."

[American. Agriculturist, .Tan. IS*).!.

THE GREAT FAMILY SEWING MACHINE-

GROYER&BAKERS;
HIGHEST PREMIUM
Elastic Stitola.

SJEfWIIVC*- MACHINE.
495 Broadway, IVew York.

FPLANEfclij

.Tnstlv celebrated for perfect slmpllcltv, great strength, and
immense compressing power; is nrAK.WTKEn, with eight
men and two horses, to self temper the rlav and make 3.000

to 8,500 elegant bricks per hour. J. II. RENICK, Proprietor,
No. 71 Broadway, New York, Room 23,

JOB1X W. DOUGLASS,
(Late of K. II. ALLEN & CO.)

Dealer In Agricultural Implements, Machinery, Seeds,
Fertilizers, &c, No. isi W"ater-st., New York.

Send lor Circular.

j-scsoo. -g600.— **<><><>.
I have Agents making Six Hundred DoHam each month,

selling ana putting np my "Patent Door Bells." I want
five more good Agents*

A. E. TAYLOR, New Britain, Conn.

HERALD OF HEALTH.—In order to let those
who have never seen tills excellent monthlyJudge of

lie merit*, we will send it three months ox trial, (or 30

cents. $2.00 a year, 20 cents n number. MILLER, WOOD
& CO., 15 Lnigut-st,, New York.
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AMERICAN WATCHES.
Tlie trne value of Machinery applied to "Watch-making is

not that by its use "Watches are made rapidly, but that they
are made correctly. Terr few people know why a Waltham
"Watch should be superior to any other. In the first place,
the Watch is regarded at Waltham as only a machine to be
constructed like any other machine on mechanical princi-
ples. The Factory is indeed little else but avast machine
shop, the principle work in which is not opon watches, bnt
upon machinery to make them with. If the watches are
good, it is because the machinery is good. Of course there
must be no fault in the principle or plan of the movement,
none in the sizes or shapes of the pieces of which it is com-
posed, nothing wanting in their properties, and no error in
their positions. These points once thoroughly settled and
fixed in the case of every part of each variety of watch, it

rests wholly with the machinery constructed with infinite
variety of form and function expressly for the purpose to
produce the finished pieces. The method established in
every department is in short that of the reduplication of parts
by mechanical means, and carried out on the system of the
finestsub-division of labor. Bymeansof multiplying gauges
and microscopes, tests and Inspection for the detection of
wear in cutting tools and for faults and flaws in steel or stone,
are made to accompany the work in every stage from be-
ginning to end. It follows that the Watch goes together a
perfect machine itself. Every part is found to fit properly
in its place. Every pin maybe pushed till it pinches, and
every screw turned home. Instead of a sluggish and feeble
action, the balance, even under the pressure of the lightest
mainspring, vibrates with a wide and free motion, and the
beat has the clear and rinsing sound always characteristic
of the Waltham Watch. The machine is a timekeeper from
the start.

This system is unknown in foreign countries and is entire-

ly original with the Waltham Company. The Company
claim that under it they produce watches which cannot be
equaled for every quality which makes a watch valuable.
Simple in plan and correct in principle, the movement is

not only beautifully finished, substantial, accurate and
cheap, bnt is uniform to the smallest details, not easily dam-
aged, easily repaired and always as good as new. There are
different grades of finish on the different kinds, as there arc
different sizes and shapes to suit all tastes and wants, but
every Watch that bears the genuine trade mark of *' Wal-
tham." is guaranteed to be a good oue, and nobody need
be afraid to buy it.

Prom The N. Y. Tribune.
"The American Watch Com pan v, of Waltham, Mass.. es-

tablished in 1S50, lias grown into proportions which entitle
it to a rauk anions the manufacturing enterprises of Ameri-
ca. The quality of these instruments" has been thoroughly
tested by minute comparisons, and the result is decidedly
in favor of the home-made over the imported.
"The first duty of a watch is to keep good time. Its other

uses are decorative and subsidiary. The simpler its median
ism the more trustworthy its action, and. tlie system upon
which watches are constructed by the American Company
is tlie verv perfection of simplicity.
"An important question is that of the relative costliness of

European and American Watches. It appears that the ad-
vantage of cheapness is also with us. The difference in price
is not excessive, but is sufficient to be an object to any pur-
chaser. The virtue of superior durability, however, is one
which onglit to be well considered in this regard. Ameri-
can instruments will outlast all others. It has been esti-

mated that we pay Europe §
r
>,000,000a year for watches, and

a like sum for keeping them in order. At our own doors
watches are manufactured at a less price, of better quality,
less likely to become disordered, and so arranged that in
case of injury by violence, the injury may cheaply and expe-
ditiously be repaired.''

From Tlie N. Y. Times.
"AsTERtCAN' Waltham Watches.—This country has rea-

son to be proud of this splendid specimen of American oper-
ative genius and enterprise. That it will work a revolution
in the watch manufacturing of the world no one can doubt
who examines the operations of the Waltham Establishment,
for it turns out watch movements at just about one-half the
cost of imported movements—beside the an iform reliability
of the machine made watches must give them a great ad-
vantage over all others wherever known. A poor time-
piece of the machine make will be as rare in the future as a
good one of band-make has been heretofore, for machinery
is arbitrary in its performance, and can make a pcrfct arti-
cle just as easv as one that is worthless. It will be a cause
of congratulation if this highly useful American enterprise
shall have the effect of driving out of market tlie thousands
of trashy foreign articles, miscalled timekeepers, by furnish-
ing so excellent and economical a substitute."

Prom Tlie M. Y. Herald.
"We notice with regret, (writing of the Paris Exposition),

the absence of specimens of American manufacture, which,
although only comparatively or recent birth among us. Is

already producing results of the most satisfactory character.
The Watche« manufactured by the Waltham Company are
certainly, so far as strength, durability, and excellence us
time-keepers are concerned, as good as anything produced
by the .French or Swiss manufactures."

From The IV. Y. World.
" We have had one of the works of this Company in a case

for some considerable time, and, comparing them with form-
er first-clas-* works of different manufacture possessed by ns,
they have established, in our opinion, their superiority over
auy ever Introduced for correctness as timepieces."

From The Scientific American.
" It [s believed that a Waltham Watch Isworth double the

price of many of the Imported watches made by hand."

From Harper's AVecltly.
"The beauty, the precision, the greater cheapness, the

uniform excellence ol a watch constructed by machinery so
exquisite that the mere spectacle of its operation is poetic,
gradually give th*1 American Watches a public preference
which will not be deceived."

EVERY WATCH FULLY "WARRANTED.
FOR SALE BY ALL FIRST-CLASS DEALERS TV THE

UNITED STATES AND BRITISH PROVINCES.
For further Information address the Agents,

itonnns »t APPLETOV.
No. 183 Broadway, New York.

AMERICAN" WATCHES in every variety at. Manufacturers
prices a Bpecialtv with ns since their Introduction.

T. B. BYNXKi; A CO., 189 Broadway, and
155 and 157 Kultonst., New York.

BUY THE BEST!
J. W. BRADLEY'S

CELEBRATED

DUPLEX ELLIPTIC
(Ob Dottble Spees-g)

SKIRTS.
THET trill not Be-td or Br.E\K like the Single Sprinss,

but will preserve their PERFECT and GRACEFUL
SI1APK in all CROWDED ASSEMBLAGES, CHURCHES
THEATRES, RAILROAD CARS, and for PROMENADE orHOUSE DRESS, where three or fonr ordinary skirts areTHROWN ASIDE as USELESS.
EACH HOOP is composed of TWO FINELY-TEMPERED

Steel Springs, BRAIDED TIGHTLY and FIRMLY together,
EDGE to EDGE, forming one hoop, tuns making the
STRONGEST and MOST FLEXIBLE, as well as the MOST
DURABLE and STYLISH, SKIRT EYER MADE. In fact,
they are superior to all others, COMBINING COMFORT
ECONOMY. LIGHTNESS. ELEGANCE, and DURABILITY'
This POPULAR SKIRT is rxivERSALLY secomsiexbed

by the Fashiox JIagazixes and Opinions of tlie Press
GENERALLT.
At Wholesale, by the Exclusive Manufacturers and

Sole Owners of Patent,

WESTS, BRADLEY & CARY,
WAREROOMS AND OFFICE,

Nos. 97 Chambers, and 70 and SI Reade-sts., N. Y.
ALSO, at WHOLESALE by the LEADING JOBBERS.

THE INDELIBLE PENCIL CO.
(NORTHAMPTON, MASS.)

Manufacturers of the Improved Patent

mo\Mo>.
PENCIL for 5IAEKJXQ clothing, &c, have now ready for
sale their new

HORTICULTURAL PENCIL,
For writing on icood. Invalnable for making dnrahlo

Tree anil Garden' Tags or Labels, or marking Tools. &c.
PRICES; Horticultural, single, 75 cents; two for SI .00,

per doz.. $5.00

—

Clothing PfeacO, single. r»o cents; three
for $1.00, per doz., $3,00. Sent prepaid by mail or ex-
press on receipt of price.

A Liberal Discount made to Dealers.
Every Pencil Warranted.

THE LITTLE CORPORAL
Is acknowledged by the leading papers to be the

Best Juvenile Paper in America.
TTeoffera MAGNIFICENT LIST of PREMIUMS I

Subscribe at any time during the year.
The price of the Corporal is one dollar a vr>nr. In advance ;

sample copy, telling all shout the premiums, ten cents.

Address ALFRED L. SEWELL, Publisher, Chicago. III.

Book Agents Wanted.
To solicit orders, in each town In the United States and

Canada, for the most popular subscription book ever pub-
lished, being Tue Illustrated History of the Birle,
by John Kitto, D. D., F. S. A., Edited bit i?et>. Alvan Bond. -

D. D., of Xortcich, Conn.—Over 700 closely printed Royal
Octavo pages—more than 100 full page engravings. Recom-
mended by tlie leading Clergy of all denominations of
Christians. .^.OOO Copies already printed. Six large power
presses running on the work. Everybody wants it. Ex-
perienced Agents say they never knew a book sell so well.
I\o competition. Experienced Agents, School Teachers,
Sabbath School Teachers, retired Clergymen, and others, are
wanted to introduce this great work into everv household
in the land. For Circulars, etc, nnnly Immediately to tho
Publisher, HENUY BILL, Norwich. Conn.

50 PER CENT
Saved by H'*in«; B. T. l£al>bitt*s

O.nbor-^nving- ^oap.
Tho SOAPiSTnadfl from clean and pure material*, con-

tains no adulteration of any kind, will not injure the most
delicate fabric, and is especially adapted for woolens, which
will not shrink after being washed with this SOAP, It may
be used In hard or sort waters. It will remove paint, grease,
tar, and stains of all kinds. One pound warranted equal to

t wo pr mnds of ordinary family Soap. Directions Benl with
each bar lor making three gallons of handsome Son Soap
from one pound m tips Snap. Kach bar Is wrapped in n
circular containing full directions for use.printcd in English
and German. Ask vour grocer lor ** B. T. BABBITT'S
SOAP," and take no other/ B. T. BABBITT.

Nos. 64, 65, GO, 07, GS, 69, 70, 73 and 74
"\Vasliiiigton-St., %ow York.

Silver Tips for Children's Shoes.
They protect the too from wear, and are highly ornament-

al. Applied to the most genteel Blioee made. Buy no others.
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Advertisements, to be sure of insertion, must be re-

ceived BEFORE the 5th of the preceding month.

TERMS- (cash before insertion) ;

Ordinary Pages, $1.50per line. Open Pages--S3per line.

Business Notices—S2..">0 per line of space, each insertion.

B?JGI£B>. F. MAYER, Chemist,
Has removed his Office to 53 Cedar-9t., New York.

The Subscriber -would call the attention of Dealers and
Planters to his extensive stock of Grapevines, and especi-
ally to tlie Concord and Iona varieties.
Our vines have always been unsurpassed bv anv in mar-

ket and our aim is not only to keep up their well known
standard of excellence, but to pioduce, if possible, still bet-
ter plants than we have had heretofore.
Having avervlarse number in course of propagation,

we are enabled to sell at very low prices where quantities
are taken, and all parties intending to purchase will find it

freatly to their interest to examine our stock and prices
efore purchasing elsewhere. Last year the demand for

our plants was solarsre that we were not able to fill one half
of our orders. Therefore, send your orders in early to se-
cure the best plants. Address G. E. MEISSNER,

Richmond P. O., Staten Island, N. Y.

SQUIRE'S PATENT FRUIT JAR.
Fruits Preserved Without Sugar.

Tlic Only Jar for Preserving Vegetables.

The Newest, Most Convenient and Economical Jar extant.

This Jar is constructed so that the contents can be cooked
in it, and all handling of Hot Fruit or Hot Jars or Tempering
of Jars avoided; the contents retain all their natural flavor,
and the labor of preserving is lessened more than one-half.
Pamphlets sent on application.

J. B. BARTLETT, Wholesale Manufacturer,
69 Murray-street, New York.

NEW BOOK BY THE AUTHOR OF
tk MY FARM OF EDGEWOOD."

Just Published by C. SCRIBNER & CO.,
654 Broad wav, Sow York.

Rural Stitches—with Practical Mint's Tor Country
Places, by D. G. Mitchell, (Ik MarvelJ—with many Illus-
trations. One Vol.
( Copies sent by mail post-paid, on receipt of price, §1.73.)
The author lias sought to demonstrate

:

1st. Why a man should go. if at all, into the country.
'2d. Wliat sort of a homestead, he should seek there.
$d. Wfiat he should do when in possession of it.
" 1 have especially sought to excite the ambition of those

holders of humble estates who believe that nothing can be
clone in the way of adornment of country property except
under the eye of accomplished gardeners, and to show that
the proper appliance of small means will produce effects
whose charms must in their way stand unrivaled.*'

The Great Pictorial Double Number of the Phre-
nological Journal and Life Illustrated for July, con-

tains portraits with Biographical sketches of Chief Justice
Chase, Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, Mrs. Le Vert
Edward Carswell, and others; articles on Eloquence,
Queen Elizabeth, Studies in Physiognomy, Man-Monkeys
and Gorillas, profusely illustrated; and a great variety of
matter, agreeable and instructive. A New Volujie—the
46th—Enlarged, $3 a year, 30 cts. a number. Address

S. R. WELLS, 3S9 Broadway, New York.

THE EUREKA
BRICK MACHINE
makes S.O00 splendid Brick per hour, with only nine men and
one pair horse?, or 4,3*20 per hour by steam power. Mas no
complex machinery to be getting out of order or breaking
daion. Its great simplicity and marvelous power command
the approval of every expert, at sight.
We challenge the world to produce its" equal.
Satisfaction guaranteed to all purchasers.

ABRAM REQUA, General Agent,
No. 141 Broadway, New York.

CELERY PLANm
* fc Incomparable Bwarf."

This variety is so much superior in flavor, ease of culture,

and hardiness, that for the past six years we have grown it

to the exclusion of all other varieties, for the New York
market. It is planted one third closer than the tall grow-
ing sorts—from 30,000 to 40,000 being grown on an acre.

Dwarf variety, strong plants now ready, price : $1 per 100

;

$4 per 500; $7.50 per 1,000; $50 per 10,000 ; $200 per 50,000.

Large Solid, suitable for light soils, price: 75c. per 100; $3
per 500; $5 per 1,000; $35 per 10,000; $150 per 50,000.

Safely packed (without extra charge,) to any distance not
exceeding three days in the transit. Plain printed directions
lor culture and winter preservation, accompanying each
package. HENDERSON & FLEMING

Seedsmen and Market Gardeners,
67 Nassau-st., New York.

Seasonable Implements, etc.
Hutchinson's Patent Wine and Cider Mill. $34; Wine Pre^s

No. 1, $7. No. 2. $10; Wethersncld Seed Sowers. $S; Harring-
ton's Patent Combined Seed Sower and Cultivator $15 •

Nonpareil Washing Machines, No. 2, with Wringer, $3l'; and'
all other Agricultural Implements, etc., for sale oy JOHV W
DOUGLASS, (late of R. H.Allen &Co.j, 1S1 Water-st., N. y!

55 MORE GOOD AGENTS WANTED TO SELL
"-* " Taylor's Patent Door Bells." See page 263.

SPEAR'S PRESERVING SOLUTION
Will effectually prevent fermentation or decay, and pre-
serve all kinds or fruits, vegetables, cider, milk, &c, &C., in
a perfectly fresh and wholesome condition, without sugar—
and without air-fcighting—hence a saving of sugar, and
from 50 to 75 per cent, in the cost of jars.
The solution is warranted to contain nothing injurious to

health.
Fruits preserved bv it are equal to the best "canned"

fruits, while its use admits of keeping the fruit, &c, in large
vessels, and using them at long intervals when opened.

It will preserve milk sweet from 12 to 36 hours longer than
it will naturally keep, causing it to furnish more cream in
hot weather.
Give it a trial and be convinced of its merits and great

advantages over all other methods.
One bottle will preserve 12S lbs. of fruit, or 43 gallons of

cider, or 128 gallons of milk. Full directions for using with
each bottle. Price, $1 per bottle; 6 bottles for $5; or 12 bot-
tles for $9. Good discount to dealers, ask your Merchant
for it, or form club and send price for 6 or 12 bottles, and re-

ceive it by express from the nearest one of the following
Wholesale Agents: .John M. Maris & Co., and Johnson,
Holloway & Oowden, Philadelphia; C. W. Burgess & Son,
Baltimore, Md. ; Charles H. Atwood, Boston, Mass. ; Burn-
bams & Van Schaack, Chicago ; A, B. Eaton & Son, Cin-
cinnati; Valentine Gerber, tot. Louis, Mo.; Elliott & Co.,
Berrien Springs, Mich.; Roe, Whitman & Co., South Bend,
Ind.; Johnson & Bro., New Haven, Conn,; Young & Lyons,
Providence. R. I. : or to

L. P. WORRALL, General Agent,
No. 91 Hudsou-st., New York.

DOXY'S
WASHING MACHINE

and the

UNIVERSAL
CLOTHES WKINGEK.

are so well known as the best, that recommendations
are not deemed necessary.

(See back numbers of Agriculturist.)
R. C. BROWNING, General Agent,

S2 Cortlandtst., N. Y. (opposite Merchants' Hotel).

©W T© 9IAKE MOi^fEY.-Buv a
State right for BAKER'S COMBINATION

KITCHEN TABLE. One of the most taking Patents
out. Send for a Circular.

W. M. BAKER, Fortville, Ind.

Patented June 22, 1833.

Manufactured by
Ke-issued December 20, 1S59.

BLYMYER, DAY & CO.,
Mansfield, Onro.

1 JsIXTEE?: THOUSAND IN USB.

3Tox* SSovg-liixin mid. Maple.
It is the most rapid boiler known ; the most thorough def-

ecator, and the greatest economizer of fuel, in proportion
to the work accomplished. It has taken 51 State Pair Pi7*st
Premiums, and survived one hundred andfifty competitors.

VICTOR CANE MILL.
Manufactured by BLYMYER, NORTON & CO.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
The oldest Cane Mill makers in the United States.

The tesiiiuonv of thousands of operators, from every State
in ihe Union, West and South of Vermont and New Hamp-
shire, and the award of First Premiums over all the lead-
ing Mills in the couiurv, at Fifteen State Fairs, prove it
to be all we have claimed for it— The Victor Mill.

SORGO HAND BOOK
and Descriptive Catalogue sent free.

BLYMYER, 'DAY & CO., Mansfield, O.
BLYMYER, NORTON & CO.. Cincinnati, O.,

Manufacturers of Soraro Machinery. Drug Saws, Church
and Plantation Bells, Corn Shelters, Cutting Boxes, Horse
Hay Forks, Hand Corn Planters, Garden Cultivators, Cider
Mills, &c.

CONTINENTAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

OK1 NEW YOXil*:.

OFFICE: 26 NASSAU STREET.
OFFICERS:

President: JUSTUS LAWRENCE.
Vice-President : G. HILTON SCPJBNER.
Secretary: J. P. ROGERS.
Actuary : R. C. FROST.
Medical Examiner : E. D. WHEELER, M.D.

DIRECTORS:
JAMES B. COLGATE, of Trevor & Coleate, Bankers.
CHAUNCF.Y M. LEPEW, (late Secretary of State).
JUSTUS LAWRENCE, President.
G. HILTON SCRIBNER. Vice-President.
JOSEPH T. SANGEIt. Merchant. No. 35 Liberty Street.
M. B. WTNKOOP. of Wvnkoop & Hallenback, 113 Fulton-st.
Rev. HENRY C. FISH, D. D., Newark, N. J.
RICHARD W. BOGART, of O. M.Bogart &, Co., Bankers.
LUTHER W. FROST, New York.

Policies issued during first -year, - - 3,527
Amount Insured, $7,404,600
Annual Premium, 450,218.30
Present Assets nearly Haifa million Dollars.
Organized on the Mutual Plan. PROFITS of the COM-

PAN Y Annually Divided. One-third of the Premium may
remain unpaid as a LOAN. No notes required. Policies
non-torfeitable. Thirty days grace allowed in payment of
Premiums. Insnred have the widest liberty to travel with-
out extra charge.

CJrcat Economy in Painting.
Doty's Patent Compottnd Paixt Oil, four years tested.

Fully as durable,-covers as well, easier to spread, quicker to
dry, and in no respect inferior to pure Linseed Oil, yet much
cheaper! Warranted to render White Lead whiter, either
inside or outside, and fully ASDTTKABLEas Linseed Oil, and
as good for all colored paints. Four years' use has fully
established this.

Price, by the Barrel (-10 gallons)
5 Gallons lor trial, put up in good oak keg.

10 " " " ^ " ..

li 00
.11 00

Shipped as common Railroad Freight, or by Express.
Testimonials as to Durability, in Circulars. Agents wanted
everywhere. Exclusive sale given.
DOTY'S PAINT OIL CO., 33 Cortlandt-st., New York.

' CRESYLIC SOAF.
A PERFECT DISINFECTANT

(Patented).
For Disinfecting, Deodorizing, and Purifying Cellars, Hos-

pitals, Tenement Houses, &c. Also, for Exterminating
Roaches, Bugs, and Insects of all kinds.

Manufactured solely by
JAMES BTJCHAN & CO.,

190 Elizabcth-st., New York.

To Merchants & Peddlers Everywhere

!

A New and Good Thing for Every Family.

DCTT'S EVERLASTING CLOTHES-PIN !

Retail Price, 30 cents per dozen. Send two red stamps for
sample Pin and wholesale terms and circulars.

DOTY'S CLOTHES PIN CO., 32 Cortlandt-st., New York.

Normal Acacleeny of Iflnsic,
At Meadville, Pa.

The 8th Term of S -weeks will commence July 2d. For
Circulars giving Terms. &c, and particulars as to the dona-
tions of Free Scholarship's, address THEODORE E. PER-
KINS, care of Brown & Perkins, 420 Broome-st., New York.

d~iOLD MEDAL THRESHING MACHINE.—
'OT Persons intending to purchase a Threshing Machine,
will do well to send for Circulars and Judges' Report of the
Machine, awarded Two Gold Medals at the Great National
Trial. Auburn. N. Y.. July, 1866. Manufactured bv R. & M.
IIARDEII, Cobleskill, N. Y. See their advertisement in*

June number of the Agriculturist.

THE ORIGINAL STOCK of Wilson Early
Blackberrv, including the Mother Plant, may again be

seen in fruit at JOHN S. COLLINS'S Small Fruit Nursery,
one mile South-West of Moorestown, New Jersey.

Approved Fertilizers.
Peruvian Guano Ground Bone (Best); Coe's Superphos-

phate of Lime, Plaster, etc., etc, in any quantity.

FARM AND GARDEN IMPLEMENTS.
Swift's Improved Lawn Mower, Plows, Harrows, Thresh-

in"- Machines, Fan Mills, and all other Agricultural Imple-
ments, for sale bv JOHN W. DOUGLASS, (late of K. H.
Allen & Co.), 181 Water-st., Sew York. Send for Circular.

VERYBODY should send for The American
Stock Joitrxal —OnlvSO cents for G months. Address

N. P. BOYETt & 'CO., Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.
E
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DRAINING FOR PROFIT

DRAINING FOR HEALTH.

By GEO. E. WARING, Jr.,

ENGINEER OP THE DRAINAGE OF CENTRAL PARK, NEW YORK.

Illu.stra.tecl.

TABLE OF CONTENTS:

LAND TO BE DRAINED AND THE
REASONS WHY—Indications of the need of draining —
Sources of water.—Objections to too much water.—Wet
sub-soil.

HOW DRAINS ACT AND HOW
THEl7

" AFFECT THE SOIL.—Characteristics of well laid

tile drain.—Surface-water and rain water beneficial,

springs and soakage water injurious.—Cracking of stiff

clays.—Evaporation and filtration.—Rain fall.—Evapor-
ation.—Temperature.— Drought. —Porosity or mellow-
ness.—Chemical action in the soil.

HOW TO GO TO WORK TO LAY
OUT A SYSTEM OF DRAINS.—Amateur draining.—

Maps.—Levelling instruments.—Outlets and location of

drains.—Main drains.— Spring water. — Fall.— Tiles.—

Deptli and distance apart.—Direction of laterals.—Col-

lars.—Discharge of water from drains.

HOW TO MAKE THE DRAINS.—
Tools.—Marking the lines.—Water courses.—Outlet.—

Silt Basins.—Opening the ditches.—Grading.—Tile laying.

—Connections.—Covering the tile and filling in.—Collect-

ing the water of springs.—Amending the map.

HOW TO TAKE CARE OF DRAINS
AND DRAINED LAND.— Removing obstructions.—Mis-

take of substituting large tiles for small ones which have
become obstructed.—Heavy lauds should not be tram-
pled while wet.

WHAT DRAINING COSTS.
Draining, expensive work.—Their permanence and last-

ing effects.—Cheapness versus economy.—Details of cost.

—(1. Engineering and Superintendence.—2. Digging the

ditches.—3. Grading the bottoms.—1. Tile and tile laying.

—5. Covering and filling.—6. Outlets and Silt Basins.)

WILL it pay ?
Increased crops required to pay cost of draining.—(Corn,

"Wheat, Rye, Oats, Potatoes, Barley, Hay, Cotton, Tobac-
co.)—Instances of profit.—Benefit of draining in facili-

tating farm work.

HOW TO MAKE DRAINING TILES.
Materials.—Preparation of earths.—Moulding tile ma-
chines.—Drying and rolling.—Burning.—Kilns.—General
arraugement of a tilery.

THE RECLAIMING OF SALT
MARSHES.—Extent of marshes on the Atlantic Coast.—
The English Fens.—Hailaem Lake.—The exclusion of sea
water.—Removal of the causes of inundation from the

upland.—Removal of rain fall and water of filtration.—

Embankments.—MuskraLs.—Rivers and Creeks.—Outlet
of drainage.

MALARIAL DISEASES.
Fever and Ague.—Neuralgia.—"Vicinity of New York.—
Dr. Bnrtlctt on Periodical Fever.—Dr. Metcalfs Report
to \J. S. Sanitary Commission.—La Roche on the effects

of Malarial Fever.—Dr. Salisbury on the "Cause of Ma-
larial Fevers."—English experience.—Reports to the

British Parliament.—Cause of Malaria removed by
draining,

HOUSE AND TOWN DRAINAGE.
Sewerage.—The use of pipes.—The new outfall sowers In

London.—The use of steam pumps to secure outlets.—

Utilization of sewage matters in agriculture—Effects of
Imperfect house drainage on health.—Typhoid fever.—
The Westminster fever In London.—Epidemic at Hie

Maplewood Yonng Ladies Institute in Pittstleld, Mass.—
Lambeth Square, London.—Back drainage,—Water sup-
ply—General Board of Health, (England).

BENT POSTVPATfl. I>RIC3, $l,Mi

QRANCe JUDD & CO.,

A NEW WORK.

SMALL FRUIT CULTURIST.

41 Park Row NewYorU.

By ANDREW S. FULLER,

PRACTICAL HORTTCTTLTtTRlST, ErDGEWOOD, BERGETT CO., N. J.

A new work, and the only one devoted to Small Fraits.

Special treatises of this kind have the advantage that the

author can more thoroughly discuss his subject, and go

into greater detail, than in a work embracing both large

and small fruits. The work covers the whole ground of

Propagation, Culture, Varieties, Packing for Market, etc.

Contents: Introduction—I. Barberry—II. Straw-

berry—IH. Raspberry—IV. Blackberry—V. Dwabf

Cherry—VI. Currant—VLT. Gooseberry—Vrtl. Cor-

nelian Cherry—LX. Cranberry—X. Huckleberry—

yt Shepekdia—XII. Preparation for Gathering

Fruit.

We predict that this work will bring Mr. Fuller many

enemies, as he has given his opinion about varieties

without reserve. On the other hand it will the more

strongly endear him to all true lovers of horticulture, as

these wish to have the merits of fruit given without refer-

ence to the persons who introduce them.

While very full on all the small fruits, the Currants and

Raspberries have been more carefully elaborated than

ever before, and in this important part of his book, the

author has had the invaluable counsel of Charles

Downing. The chapter on gathering and packing fruit

is a valuable one, and In it are figured all the baskets

and boxes now in common use. The hook is very Snely

and thoroughly illustrated, and makes an admirable

companion to his Grape Cultnrist.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE, $1:60

NEW YORK:

ORANCEJUDO & CO.,

41 PARK BOW.

HINTS TO HORSE-KEEPERS,
A COMPLETE

MANUAL FOR HORSEMEN.
BT THE LATE HENRY "WILLIAM HERBERT.

(FEA^E FOBESTEn.)

Beautifully Illustrated.

HOW TO BREED A HOUSE.—
CHOICE OF STALLION.—National Valne of the Horse—
The best class of Horses the cheapest for all purpose*—
"What constitutes excellence—Blood: what it gives -

should he on the side of the Sire—Breed up. not down-
Diseases and Defects Hereditary—General Roles.

CHOICE OF THE MAKE.—Size, Svmrnetrv and Sound-
ness more important than Blood—Points of the Brood
JMare—Diseases Hereditary—Condition of the Mare —
Should have moderate work when with Foal—Food and
care during gestation— Health and temper.

Mr/TtTAL ADAPTATION OF SIRE AND DAM.-First
consideration in Improvement of "cold" Blood—Rela-
tive size of Sire and Dam—Defects in either Parent-
How Remedied in Progeny—Blood3 which "hit."

CANADIAN BLOOD. — The Canadian originally the
French Norman—Characteristics—Hardihood—Speed

—

Mode of Improvement—Crossing with Thorough-breds.
NORMAN BLOOD.—Origin and History of the Percheron
Normau—A pure race—Characteristics and Points.

MODERN ARAB BLOOD.—English and American Thor-
ough-breds derived from Oriental Blood— are now
superior to the Modern Arabs—Nolan Arab.

PONIES — DIFFERENT BREEDS
CHARACTERISTICS AND rTrLITY.-Origin-Dinerent
Breeds—Shetlands and Scots—Galloways and Narra°-an-
Betts—Mustangs and Indians—Profit of raising Ponies

HOW TO BREED UTILES.
Value of Mules—Their Historr and Natural History—
The Mule and Hinnev—Thorough-blood wasted in theDam for Mules—The Mule in the United States—Large
elze not Desirable—Varieties of the Ass—The kind of
Mares to be selected.

HOW TO BUY A HORSE.
Of whom to Buy it—Extraordinary Cheapness and Ex-
traordinary Excellence not consistent with each other-
Points to be regarded—How to Examine the Eve—Broken
Wind—Roaring—Whistling—Broken Knees—To examine
the Legs—Splents—Damaged Back Sinews—Spavins-
Ringbones—Curbs—How to tell the Age of a Horse.

HOW TO FEED A HORSE.
Consequences of Improper Feeding—Different Food for
different conditions—Food for the"Tirood Mare—for the
I oal—For Working Horses—Green Food—Carrots—Corn
—Feeding Jlorsus in Training—While Travelling—Sum-
mering Horses—The Best Method—Management of Om-
nibus Horses in New York.

HOW TO STABLE AND GROOM A
HORSE.—Requisites for a good Stable—The economy of
Proper Arrangements—Vein ilatiou—Grooming; its ne-
cessity lor nil descriptions of Horses—How Performed—
Clothing—Treatment; when brought in from Work.

HOW TO BREAK, AND USE A
HORSE.—What is required in a well-broken Horse—His
education should commence when a Colt—Bitting—Put-
ting in Harness—How to Use a Horse—Travelling—Work-
ing—Pleasure Horses—Punishment.

HOTV TO PHYSIC A HORSE —
SIMPLE REMEDIES FOR SIMPLE AILMENTS.—Causes
of Ailments—Medicines to be given onlv by the order of
the Master—Depletion and Purging—Spasmodic Colic-
Inflammation of the Bowels—Inflammation of the Lungs
—How to Bleed—Balls and Purgatives—Costiveness—
Cough—Bronchitis—Distemper—Worms—Diseases of the
Feet—Scratches—Thrush—Broken Knees.

FARRIERY, ETC.
Castration —Docking and Nicking— Blood-letting

—

Treatment of Strams and Wounds—^Galls of the Skin-
Cracked Heels—Clipping and Singeing—Administering
Medicines—Diseases of the Feet.

HOW TO SHOE A HORSE.
Unskillful Shocrs—Anatomy of tho Food Hlnsrrated—
The Foot of a Colt—Preparation of the Foot—Remo\ ing
the Old Shoe—Paring the Foot—The Shoe—Fitting tho
Shoe—Nailing—Number of Nails—Diseases of the Foot.

BAUCHER'S METHOD.OF TRAIN-
ING HORSES.—What Constitutes n Well-trained Horse-
To make him come at your call—The Philosophy of
Training—Flexions of the .law—Flexions of the ^eck—
Flexions of the Croup—Backing—The Paces—Leaping,

HOW TO RIDE A HORSE.
The Saddle—The Girths—Tho Stirrups—Saddle-Cloths—
The Crupper— Tho Martinqnle— Tho Bridle—Spurs—
Mounting and Dismounting—The Seat—The Hands—
The Legs—The Paces—Hints for Special Cases—The Art
of Falling—Riding with Ladies.

LADIES' RIDING—WRITTEN" BY
A LADT.-Lenrninfrtonid.—The Slde-satldle—The Girths
—The Stirrup The l'.rhlle-The Martingale—The Bit—
The Dress -Mounting and IMsmomitimi—Tho Position—
The Hands—The Leg and "Whip—Aeeidents.

HOW TO DRIVE A HORSE.
Tho Art of Driving—Pleasnro Driving—TTow to noldtha
Reins— Driving a Pair—Four-lndiand Driving—Driving
Working IIoim-s—Plowing—Threo-u-breast.

RAREY'S SYSTEM OF HORSE-
TAMING.—Rarr-vV System a New Discovery—Previous
System—Principles of this System — Instructions for
practicing Rarey's Method—TO Stable tho Horse—To
Approach the Horse—Tying up Hie Leg—Living tho
Horse Down—Finale -Vie.-* and Bad Habit* ^caring—
Kicking—Baulkiug-Pulliug on the Halter—Shying.

VETERINARY HOMOEOPATHY.
Principles of the System—Tahlo of Remedies—General
Dlrecl.ons—Treatment «f a SIcS Animal—Met—Keme-
Uieslor Specliic Cases—Glossary of Discas

t'lmn. 435 p.—Sent, by mall post-paid. $l.Trt.

ORANCE JUDO & CO.,

41 Park fcew, H*w Ve?k.
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Qusnby's See Keeping.
By M. Quinsy, Practical Bee-keeper. Fully

Illustrated. Entirely new. The result of 35

years' of successful experience—with, direc-

tion

occur; treating of Breeding, provable-Comb

and other Hives, Pasturage, Robbing, Feed-

ing, Swarming, Queens, Diseases, Anger, Ene-

mies, Wax, Transferring, Sagacity, Wintering,

Care of IIone3r
, Italian Bees, Purchasing, etc.

Bee-keeper3 will find this new work of Mr.

Quinby's fully up to the times in all practi-

cal matter.

Sent Post-paid. Price $1.50.

Gratifying Opinions of tUe X*ress.

From the Christian Intelligencer.

" Qumby's Work is the very best. It has long been regard-

ed as of the highest authority in the matters concerning
which it treats."'

From Moore's Rural J^ew Torker.

"This is a newly written and illustrated edition of Sir.

Q.'s former work. Thai has' proved of value to thousands
of Bee-keepers, and this, with its riper experience and added
knowledge, can not fail of giving better satisfaction. Thirty-

five years experience! What beginner in bee-keeping
-will not bring this to his aid ? We notice the author has no
Patent Hive to introduce, and expresses his opinions freely

on the merits and demerits of the various hives seeking
popular favor."

From the Vermont Fanner.
"The book is written in familiar style, with the endeavor

to be practical rather than scientific, thereby making It a
guide to the tyro in Apiarian knowledge, as well as a stand-

ard work of reference for the more experienced bee-keepers."

From the -IT. T. Christian Advocate.

"All bee-keepers should have this manual, and others
may read it as a book of wonders."

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE §1.50.

ORANGE JUDD & CO., Publishers.

FLAX CUI/TUKEo
A new abd teet tai/uable WOKE, consisting of full di-

rections, from selection of ground and seed to preparation
and marketing of crop, as given by a number of experienced
growers. Svo, paper. PRICE 50 Cents.

HOP CUI/TURE,
Practical Details folly given, from the Selection and

Preparation of the Soil, Setting and Cultivation" of the

Plants, to Picklxg, Drying, Pressing, and Marketing the

Crop. By Ten Experienced Cultivators. Illustrated with
over forty engravings. Edited byProf. George Thurbeh.
Svo, paper. PRICE 40 Cents.

TC12ACCO CULTURE.
This is by far the most nseful and valuable work ever issued
on this subject. It contains full details for the Selecting
and Preparing of the SoDd and Soil, Harvesting, Curing,
and Marketing the Crop, with Illustrative Engravings of

the operations. The work was prepared by Fourteen
Experienced Tobacco Growers, residing in different

parts of the country. It also contains Xotes on the Tobac-
co Worm, with Illustrations. Octavo, 43 pp., in neat paper
covers. PRICE 25 Cents.

OSTEONS.

How to Eaise them Profitably.
Practical Details, given very plainly by Seventeen Onion

Growers of long experience, residing in different parts of
the country. No more valuable work of its size was ever
issued. Octavo, S2 pp. Neat paper covers. Price 20 cents,

NEW-YORK:

ORANCE JUDD & CO., 41 Park Row.
|

NEW BOOKS.

Saunders' Domestic Pou!try n

By S. M. Sattsders.

NeTr Edition Etcviscd and Enlarged.
Thia Book contains Articles on the Preferable

Breeds of Farm-Yard Poultry, Their History

and Leading Characteristics, with Complete
Instructions for Breeding and Fattening:, and

^ Preparing for Exhibition at Poultry Shows,
etc., etc., derived from the Author's Experi-

ence and Observation.

The work is compact, full of valuable hints

and information, and beautifully illustrated.

An appendix contains an account of Poultry
breeding on a large scale, as practiced in the

neighborhood of Paris, and is a very important

addition to the work.

Price, paper 40 cts., cloth To cts.

ORANGE JUDD & CO., Publishers.

Money in tlic S-v^amps.

PEAT ! FEAT ! PEAT !

FTJEL — MA2JTTE.E.

WHERE TO FIND IT.
HOW TO MAKE AjVD "USE IT.

ITS YAI/UE.

A NEW WORK ©^ PEAT,
THOROUGH AND PRACTICAL

;

By PKOF. SAMUEL W. JOHXSOX, of Tale College.

It gives a. full history of PEAT, MX'CK, etc., telling

rc-untthey are, -where fountl, and how to estimate their value.

It describes the various methods of r.s:ns Peat for ma-

nure, as an absorbent, as an ameliorator of the soil, etc.

and it is especially explicit in regard to the

USE OF PEAT AS FUEL,

describing minutely the various processes employed in pre-

paring it to burn, from the simplest to the most complicated

:

such as are in use in this country, and Europe. It is illus-

trated Tvithmany Engravings of machines, etc.

The work is invaluable to those having Peat or Muc£
swamps, or wishing to invest In Peat Companies.

SENT POST-PAID, - TP.ICE $1-25

CRAKCE JUDD & CO., 4) Park Row,

BOOKS
FOR FARMERS AND OTHERS.

PUBLISHED BY

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

41 Park Row, New York.

Either of the Books mentioned in the following list

will "be sent, post-paid, on receipt of the price*

QRAPE CULTURIST.
By ANDREW S. FULLER.

This is the best Book published on Hardy Grape Culture.

CONTEXTS.

INTRODUCTORY.—BOTANICAL CHARACTER OF THE
Vine, Propagation by Seed.

—

i Illustrations.

GROWING FROM SEED-GATHER WHEN FULLY RIPE.

PROPAGATION' BY SINGLE BUDS.—MODE OF OPERA-
tion, Planting: in Beds, Single Buds in Open Air, Starting;

in Hot-Beds, Form of Single Bud Cutting—5 Illustrations.

CUTTINGS OF t'NRLPE "STOOD.—THOUSANDS OF VINES
arc Annually Produced from Green Cuttings.

—

lIBust.

PROPAGATING HOUSE.— PERFECTION SHOULD BE
our Aim, Span Roofed Propagating House, Lean-to

Propagating House, Single Roofed House, Flues.—2 HI.

CUTTINGS IN OPEN AIR—TIME TO MAKE CUTTINGS,
Selection of Cuttings, Form of Cuttings, Mallet Cuttings.

LAYERING THE VINE.—THIS IS ONE OF THE MOST
Certain and Convenient Methods in Use.—I Illustration.

GRAFTING THE GRAPE.—THIS IS AN OLD BUT VERY
Uncertain Mode of Propagating the Grape, but Can bo
Used Successfully.—1 Illustrations.

HYBRIDIZING AND CROSSING—THESE ARE OPERA-
tions that Should Demand the Attention of Every One
"Who Undertakes to Produce New Varieties, Mode of

Operation.- -S Illustrations.

TRANSPLANTING—VINES WELL OFTEN REQUIRE ONE
Season of Nursery Culture before being Planted in the

Vineyard, Heeling-in.—S Illustrations.

SOIL AND SITUATION—MUCH DEPENDS UPON THEM.
Preparing the Soil, Manures and their Operations

STEM "APPENDAGES. — SPINES, HAIRS, LATERALS,
Forms of Leaves, Tendrils, Buds.—T Illustrations.

PLANTING THE VINE. -A GREAT DIYERSITT OF
Opinion, My Own Rule, Root Pruning, How to Plant.

GRAPE TRELLISES.-2 Illustrations.

TIME TO PRUNE VIN'ES.—PRUNING AND TRAINING,
Opposite Arms, Oblique Arms, A Plan for Poor Soils.

GARDEN CULTURE -POSITION OF BORDER, TRAIN-
ing the Vines, Four Tiers of Arms, Double Stem, Trel-

lises in Gardens, Training to Stakes, Girdling the Vine,

Removing the Leaves.—9 Illustrations.

GATHERING THE FRUIT —PRESERVING THE FRUIT,
Wine Making, Pruning Shears.—1 Illustration.

INSECTS.—HOSE CHAFER, GRAPE VINE FLEA BEE-
tle. Spotted Pelidnota, Tree Beetle, Caterpillars, Yellow
Bear, Hog Caterpillar, Grape Vine Sphinx, Blue Caterpil-

lar, Procris Americana, Leaf Rollers, Thrips, Aphis, Red
Spider, Vine Scale, Diseases, Mildew, Sun Scald.—IS Illus,

DESCRIPTION OF (nearly Seventy) VARIETIES,

REVIEW OF VARIOUS SYSTEMS OF PRUNING AND
Training, Reversing the Arms, Single Arm System, Bow
System, Long RocfSpur System, Upright Canes, Thomery
System—Index.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE $1.50

Allen's Domestic Animals §1.00
A History and Description of the HORSE. MULE,
CATTLE, SHEEP, SWINE, POULTRY, and FARM
DOGS, with directions for Breeding, Crossing, Rearing,
Feeding, and Preparation for Market, with their DIS-
EASES and REMEDIES. By R. L. AliEs, Cloth,

12mo, 927 pp.

Allen's Rural Architecture $1.50
Practical Directions and Suggestions for Construction

of convenient FARM-HOUSES, COTTAGES, and OUT-
BULLDrNGS, including Barns, Stables, Sheds, Car-

nage and Wagon-Houses, Work-Shops. Wood-Houses,
Ash and Smoke-Houscs, Ice-Honses, Poultry and Bee-

Houses, Dove-Cotes, etc.. together with directions for

the gardens and grounds ; useful and ornamental Do-
mestic Animals, etc. By Hon. Lewis F. Ailen, Editor
"American Herd-Book," etc. Cloth. 12mo, 37S pp.
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American Eird-Pancier Paper, .
. 30.

Field, Cage, and Honse-Birds, breeding, rearing, etc.

Paper, 12mo. 107 pp.

American Farm-Book -(R. L. Auxs).$l,50

Ob a Cosete^vD of A^iet-icak Ageicttltttre ; Being a

Practical Treatise on Soils, ^iannres. Draining, Irriga-

tion, Grasses. Grain, Roots. Fruits, Cotton. Tobacco,

Sagar-Caue. Rice, and every Staple Product of tbe Uni-

ted States ; with the best methods of Planting, Culti-

vating, and Preparation for Market. Over one hundred
engravings. By R. L. Allen. Cloth, 12mo, 335 pp.

American Eose Cultnrist 30
(Including the Dahlia.) Being a Practical Treatise on

the Propagation, Cultivation, and Management of THE
ROSE, to which are added full directions for the treat-

ment of the Dahlia. In neat paper covers. 12mo, 96 pp.

American "Weeds, and Useful Plants.§1.75

An Important TVork for every Cultivator—Farmer, Gar-

dener, etc.; being an Enumeration and Description,

(with accurate illustrations!, of the WEEDS and
PLANTS found iu American Fields and Gardens,
which meet the observation, or require the attention of
Cultivators ; with practical suggestions for their Eradi-

cation when needed. While practical in its character, it

includes both the common and botanical names and char-

acters of the Weeds and Plants, with a Popular Account
of the Structure of Plants. By Wi. Dablen'gtox. M.D.,

and Prof. Geo. Tbxkber. Thoroughly Illustrated

with 277 Engravings. 12mo., 4G0 pp.

Annuals Paper, 50, Oath, 75
The A3rEFticAN- HoRTicn/n-iiAi. Avs-r/At for 1S67.

A Tear Book for the Gardexer, the Fruit Grow-
er, ax-d the Amatece. It is a beautifully illustrated

volume of 163 pages. It contains an Almanac and Cal-

endar for each month, giving hints for work in the
various departments, with useful tables, and an article

on Growing Grape Vines from cuttings, by William
Patrick; How Horseradish is Grown for Market, by
P. Henderson ; Home Decorations, by A. Bridgeman ;

The Xew Apples of 1866, by Dr. J. A. Warder ; Sew
or Noteworthy Pears, by P. Barry; Small Fruits in 1S66,

by A. S. Fuller; Rarer Valuable Evergreens, by T.

Meehan, with valuable contributions by other writers.

The American- Agricultural Annual for 1837.

A companion volume to the Horticultural Annual, and
containing, besides an Almanac with hints about work
for each month, an Essay on Draining, by Col. Geo. E.

Wiring, jr. ; articles on the Culture of Sorghum, by Win.
Clongh ; Some of the Newest and Best Potatoes, by Wm.
S. Carpenter ; How to Train a Horse, by S. F. Headley

;

Essential Features of a Good Barn, with Plan, by Dr. F.

M. Hosamer ; Recent Scientific Progress in Agriculture,

by Prof. S. W. Johnson, ofTale College : The Culture of

Wheat, by Joseph Harris, and other valuable essays

upon subjects of interest to agriculturists. Finely

Dlnstrated.

Bement's E.abbit Fancier 30

Breeding. Rearing. Feeding, and General Manage-
west of Rabbits ; their Diseases and Remedies : Full

Directions for the Construction of Hutches, Rabbitries,

etc.; Recipes for Cooking and Dressing for the Table.

Numerous Illustrations. By C. M. Bejient. author of

Poulterer's Companion, etc. 12mo, 101 pp., in neat

illustrated paper covers.

Boussingault's Rural Economy $1.80

Rural Economy in its relations with Chemistry. Phys-

ics, and Meteorology ; or Chemistry ArrnED to

Agriculture in the Principles of Farm Management,

the Preservation and Use of Manures, th; Nutrition

and Food of Animals, and the General Economy o(

Agriculture. By .1. B. Boussinqault, Member of In-

stitute of France, etc. Translated, wish Introduction

and Notes, by Georce Law, Agriculturist. Cloth,

12mo, 507 pp.

Bnist's American Flower Garden Direc-

tory S1.50

Containing Practical Directions for the Culture of

Plants in the Flower-Garden, Hot-House, Green-House,

Rooms for Pttrlor-Windows, Foil EVERY MONTH V.

THE YEAH ; with descriptions of most desirable

plants, soils, transplanting, erecting a Hot-House, a

Green-House, laying onl a Flower-Garden, etc., etc. By

Robert BrisT. a practical Nurseryman and Seed-

Grower of Philadelphia, Cloth. 12mo, 842 pp.

Bnist's Family Kitchen-Gardener, . ...81.00

An excellent Practical work, containing Plain and
Accurate Descriptions of all the Different Species and
Varieties of Culinary Vegetables, with their Botanical
English, French, and German Names, alphabetically
arranged; with full Directions for the Best Mode of
Cultivating them in the Garden or under Glass. By
Robert Buist. Cloth, 12mo., 316 pp.

Chorlton's Grape-Grower's Guide- 75
Intended Especially for the American Climate

;

being a practical Treatise, with Engravings, on the
Cultivation of the Grape-Vine in each Department of
Hot-House, Cold Grapery, etc. ; with Plans for the Con-
struction and Heating. By Wm. ChorlTon. Cloth,
13mo, 304 pp.

Cobbett's American Gardener 75

A Treatise on the Laying Out and Management of Gar-

dens. Though an old work, it is one which will find a

place in every considerable library, as the production

of a remarkable mau. While it is marked by the

author's peculiarities, it is so full of plain common-
sense, that it is worthy of being kept in print. By
William Coeeett. Cloth, 13mo., 330 pp.

Cole's American Fruit Book- 75
Containing Directions for Raising. Propagating, and
Managing Frait-Trees, Shrubs, and Plants, with de-
scriptions of the best varieties of fruit, ete. lSnio,

233 pp.

Cole's American Veterinarian 75
Diseases of Domestic Animals, showing the Causes,

Symptoms', and Remedies, and rules for Restoring and
Preserving Health by good management, with directions

for Training and Breeding. By S. W. Colz:. Cloth,

ISmo., 2SS pp.

Copaland's Country Life 85.00
An elegant Octavo Volume, containing 936 pages, and

250 Engravings. It is a Compendium of Agricultural

and Horticultural Practical Knowledge ; embracing
Descriptions, Hints, Suggestions and Details of great

value to every oue interested iu Fruit, Flowers, Vege-

tables, or Farm Crops. It describes and illustrates near-

ly the whole range of topics of interest to the Farmer,

the Gardener, the Fruit Cultnrist, and the Amateur.

By Robert Morris Copeland. Cloth, beveled boards,

Svo., 936 pp.

Cotton-Planter's Manual $1.50

This is the only popular work published on the subject.

It is a compilation of facts from the best authorities on

the CULTURE OF COTTON, its Natural History,

Chemical Analysis, Trade, and Consumption, with a

history of Cotton and the Cotton-Gin. Cloth, 13ino,

330 pp.

Dadd's American Cattle-Doctor-. .$1.50.

To Help Every Man to be his own Cattle-Doctor. A
work by Geo. H. Dadd. M. D., Veterinary Practitioner

;

giving the necessary information for preserving the

Health and Curing the Diseases of OXEN, COWS,
SHEEP, and SWINE, with a great variety of original

Recipes, and valuable information on Farm and Dairy

Mauagemcnt. 12mo, 359 pp.

Dana's Muck Manual $1.25

A Manual for Farmers : treating of Soils, Manures,

Composts, etc., and especially of the important subject

of using Ml't'K, the great natural fertilizer of the coun-

try. By Samuel L. Dana. Cloth. 131110., 313 pp.

Downing's Landscape Gardening and
Rural Architecture .$6.50

The most complete and valuable work ever issued on

Landscape Gardening In North-America, for the Tm-

provemenl of Country Residences; containing rail Di-

rections for everything connected with the Laying out

and adorning the Rural Home, the Grounds, the Gar-
dens, the Buildings, the Trees and Plains, etc., with

principles of taste so stated as to adapt the work to all

classes. Splendidly Dlnstrated with many Steel ami

line Wood Engravings. By the hue A. J. Downing.
New Edition, Enlarged. Newly Illustrated and Revised,

witli Supplement, by Henry WorXHnop Sab*

Octavo. 531 pp. Extra cloth, gilt, beveled bds.

Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor $1.50
Containtng Practical Observations on the
Causes, Nature, and Treatment of Diseases and
Lameness of Horses : embracing the most recent and
improved Methods, according to an enlightened system
of Veterinary Practice, for Preservation and Restoration
of Health. Illustrated. By Geo. H. Dadd. M.D.,
Veterinary Surgeon. Cloth, 12mo., 4-33 pp.

Eastwood's Complete Cranberry Manual 75
Giving directions for the cultivation in difl'erent locali-

ties, with illustrations and descriptions of varieties. By
Ben-i. Eastwood. Cloth, 13mo, 120 pp.

Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guidel.50

The previous Edition of this work was Thoroughly
Revised ; embracing all the new and valuable Fruits,

with the latest improvements iu their Cultivation;

especially adapted to the wants of Western Fruit-

Growers ; full Dlustrations. By F. R. Elliott, of Ohio.

Cloth, 12mo, 503 pp.

Field's Pear Culture $1.25

The Pear Garden ; a Treatise on the Propagation

and Cultivation of the Pear Tree, with instructions for

Management from the Seedling to the Bearing Tree.

By Thomas W. Field. Illustrations. Cloth, 13mo,

2S6pp.

Flax Culture 50
A new and very valuable work, consisting of full direc-

tions, from selection of ground and seed to preparation

and marketing of crop, as given by a number of ex-

perienced growers. Svo, paper.

French's Farm Drainage.. 1.50

The Principles. Process, and Effects of Draining Land
-with Stones. Wood, Drain-Plows, Open Ditches, and
especially with Tiles; including Tables of Rainfall,

Evaporation, Filtration, Excavation. Qapaciryof Pipes,
cost and number to the acre. With over 100 Illustra-

tions. The best work on Draining published*. Ey
Judge Fkexch. of Xew Hampshire, President of Mass.
Agricultural College. Cloth, 12mo, 3S4 pp.

Fuller's Illustrated Strawberry Cul-

turist Paper, . . 20
A new, practical little work, meeting with universal

favor. It gives a full list of varieties, down to the

latest valuable seedlings. Paper, lSnio, -4S pp.

G-AHDI3NINS FOR PROFIT;
5n tlie I?Iar3tet and Family Garden.

Br PETER HEXDERSOX.
A new, finely illustrated work on Market and Family

Gardening, and the first ever prepared by a Market Gar-

dener in this country. Tbe antbor is well known, and ho

here records his successfc 7 e cpi of eighte in years.

The Louisville (Ky.) Journal says of tins work

:

" We know of no manual on any subject that suvpasses

this. Every part of it displays tbe hand of a man thor-

oughly at home with his subject : it is full of sound, ex-

cellent sense, expressed in clear and concise language.

We saya great deal when we say that Mr. Henderson is

as complete as a writer on gardening as he is a practi-

tioner in his gentle but laborious art."'

William Saunders, Esq., of the Department of Agricul-

ture, Washington, writes:
iL

It is tbe most practically ns: -fa 1 work of any on the

same subject. In these days ot' book-writing, it is re-

fresliirig to meet a work that hascommon sense .in. 1 prac-

tical experience for its basis."

IIon. Horace Greeley thus speaks of this book iu the

New York 7V*fi

"Reading fot; R-vrs.—This work would probably not
be selected bymosl boys as the book for their

wherein they w raid evince their usual •-.- semi --. There
ore marvels of transformation and rapid production re-

corded therein, which might w dl sho no the dull Tine-.- of

the author of \ In dtliii or of KaloolaU. To know that

o few rod- o( good land may w i an i will surely

reward the constant labor of a pi rat man—that tht

choice g ild-fl 'l la all ar rand na for those thai

dig—that $1,000 may be wis ;ly and p bly I I

indrainio ?, subsoil bring

a single acre—thai h twho ri ti by
must pile on manui
crops always pay ; half crops n lafewortha
important truths en cintlyset forth and tersely enforced

in Mr. Henderson's little volume. Tb ia no thoocy

about it—on.- whohas made himself rich by market-gar-

dening, plainly t ill i o ir your : m !U bo

rich as easily as ho did I without wandering to

California or Wot

SBNT POST-PAID PHICE, $1.50.

ORANGE JUOD & CO.,
41 Park Row, New-York.
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Just PBiblI§l»ed.

A NEW WORK ON APPLES.

AMERICAN POMOLOGY.

APPLES.

By Doct. JOHN A. WARDER,

PRESIDENT OHIO POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY ; VICB-PRESLOENT

AMERICAN TOJIOLOalCAL SOCTETT, ETC.

3»S Sllmstraiioms.

To penologists a -work by Dr. 'Warder will need no

commendation. Though a citizen of Ohio, he is so sure

to bo at any pomological gathering, be it East or West,

that the whole country claims him, and if any one has a

right to entitle his work American Pomology it is certain-

ly Dr. Warder. The present is the first instalment of a

work intended to cover the whole ground. In it the

author has attempted the difficult task of bringing apples

into something like order.

This volume has about 750 pages, the first 375 of which

are devoted to the discussion of the general subjects of

propagation, nursery culture, selection and planting, cul-

tivation of orchards, care of fruit, insects, and the like

;

the remainder is occupied with descriptions of apples.

With the richness of material at hand, the trouble was to

decide what to leave out. It will be found that while the

old and standard varieties are not neglected, the new and

promising sorts, especially those of the South and West,

bave prominence. A list of selections for different lo-

calities by eminent orchardists is a valuable portion of

the volume, while the Analytical Index or Catalogue

Jlaisonni, as the French would say, is the most extended

American fruit list ever published, and gives evidence of

a fearful amount of labor.

This differs from any fruit book heretofore published in

this country, in its complete classification of apples. The

author gives the principal European systems and mod-

estly puts forth Ins own to bo tested by practice. He di-

vides apples into four classes, according to their forms.

Each of these classes is sub-divided by other obvious

characters, and it would seem that any apple described in

the book might be easily identified. We trust that this

will prove a great help to the pomologist.

Fruit-growers will welcome this book as a valuable and

long-wished for addition to pomological literature, and it

will be found equally useful to the novice and the experi-

enced orchardist. The work has 203 illustrations, is

printed on good paper and well hound.

SENT POST-PAID, PRICE $3.r>0.

KJ!W ¥()ftSl

(S^A^ai iiUb9 &GQn 41 pack Bsyy,

The Miniature Fruit Garden,

OR THE CULTURE OF

Pyramidal and SSstsli Fruit Trees.

BY THOMAS RIVERS.

Nothing is more gratifying than the cultivation of

dwarf fruit trees, and tliis work tells how to do it success-

fully

Dwarf Apples and Pears
are beautiful ornaments, besides being useful in giving

abundant crops of fruit ; they can be grown in

Small Gardens and City Yards,

and he readily removed. The work also gives the man-

ner of training upon walls and trellises.

Root Pruning
is fully explained, and methods of protection from frosts

arc given.

Dwarf Clieri-ies and Plums
are treated of as are other dwarf trees. Directions are

also given for growing

Figs and Filberts.

This little work is full of suggestions to the cultivator,

and like all the writings of its venerable author, bears

the marks of long experience in the practice of fruit

growing.

SENT POST-PAID. - PEICE, $1.00

ORANGE JUDD & CO., 41 Park Row.

Vineyard at Lakeview;
Or, Successful Crape Culture.

To anyone who wishes to grow grapes, whether a shvrle

vine or a vineyard, this book is full of valuable teachings.

The author gives not only his success, but what is of

quite as much importance, his failure. It tells just what

the beginner in grape culture wishes to know, with the

charm that always attends the relation of personal ex-

perience.

It is especially valuable as giving an account of the

processes actually followed in

Celebrated Grape Regions
in Western New York and on the shores and islands of

Lake Erie.

This book is noticed by a writer in the Horticulturist

for August last as follows :
" Two works very different in

character and value have just been published and seem to

demand a passing notice. The better and less pretentious

of the two is ' My Vineyard at Lakeview,' a charming

little book that professes to give the actual experience of

a western grape grower, detailing not only his successes,

but his blunders and failures. It is written in a pleasant

style, without any attempt at display, and contains much
advice that will prove useful to a beginner—the more use-

ful, because derived from the experience of a man who
had no leisure for fanciful experiments, but has been

obliged toiuake his vineyard support himself and hia

family."

6EKT PoSf.pAtft, = s a £nfcg %[M:

ORANOE .SUSS £ 6#u 41 P»fH Sew.

Cummings & Kfiiiler.

Carpenters, Builders, and Stone Cntters
;

Tour attention Is Invited to a NEW and PRACTICAL
WOEK ON ARCHITECTUP.E, giving in detail on a work-

ing drawing scale, the exterior and interior of variou3

classes of buildings—with 353 designs and 71* illustra-

tions, containing street fronts, suburban houses, cottages,

cut stone work, &c., &a. It is 11 by 14 inches in size, con-

taining only practical work, designs and illustrations that

separately would cost hundreds of dollars.

SENT POST-PAID. Price S1O.O0.

PRANCE JUDD & CO., 41 Park Row.

DOWNINC'S
Landscape Gardening and

Rural Architecture.
The most complete and valuable work ever issued on

Landscape Gardening in North-America, for the Improve-
ment of Country Residences ; containing fall Directions for
every thing connected with Laying out and adorning the
Rural Home, the Grounds, the Gardens, the Buildings, the
Trees and Plants, etc., with principles of taste so stated as
to adapt the work to all classes. Splendidly Illustrated

with many Steel and fine Wood Engravings. By the late

A. J. Downing. Enlarged. Netfuy Illustrated and Revised,
with Supplement, b}'HENKV "Wixthkop Saegest. Octavo.
534 pp. Extra cloth, gilt, beveled bds.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE ?C50.

ORANCE JUDD & CO., 41 Park Row.

EWDEESS AMUSEMENT
;eoe

BOYS AM GIRLS.
Cranelairs Impro-rctl Bnildiiig Blocks, de-

scribed in April number of the American Agriculturist,

page 147, furnish a most attractive amusement for children
They are very simple in construction, will stand years of

childrcns' handling without breaking, and give renewed
pleasure daily

CHURCHES,
DWELLINGS,

BARNS,
ITCHES,

FENCES,
FURNITURE, etc.,

in almost endless variety, can be built with them, and when
finished, the structure remains firm so that it can be carried

about without falling to pieces.

For developing the ingenuity and taste of children they

are nnequaled. Ilaving given these blocks a practical trial

in their own iamilies, the publishers of the Agriculturist

were so well pleased with them, that they consented to

take the general agency for their sale.

They are retailed ?X Tico Dollars -par set, of one hundred
and thirty pieces, put tip in a neat box, and accompanied
with a card plriug vr.rious deslgn3 cf buildings, A liberal

9i?ed«ic« will be wtsde to dealers, Address

41 P$rU ftsvMf Hm Ycrfc.
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PORTABLE AND STATIONARY

EN«ESES,
CIRCULAR SAW AMD GRIST MILLS.

Tie Old and Extensive Establishment, the

Mount Vernon Iron Works, lias for sale

:

20 Portable Engines (Mounted on Wheels) of S Horse Power.

25 do. do. do. do. 10 do. do.

17 do. do IS do. do.

GO portable and 10 Stationary Engines of 20 Horse Power.

£9 do. and 22 do. do. of 25 do. do.

15 do. and 11 do. do. of 30 do. do.

JS Stationary Engines of 35 do. do.

9 do. do of JO do. do.

7 do. do of 50 do. do.

5 do. do of 65 do. do.

3 do. do of SO do. do.

2 do. do ofltO do. do.

Also, 250 CrncuLAE Saw Mills of all sizes, and 150 Heed

& Buckingham's Superior Pate.vt Floukusg axd Feed

Mills, with Bolts and other fixtures.

All are being erected with modern improvements, and

THE Gr.EATEST STRENGTH AND DURABILITY IS GUARAN-

TEED.

This Fiem was the First to Cosimence tile Practice

of Furnishing the Entire Machlneky and Complete

Fixtures for Grist and Saw Mills, and Mill Weights,

to Erect and put them in Running Order : hence, their

great success and reputation for getting up the Best Mills

in the World.

Deliveries made in any of the principal cities of the United

States.

For Information or Circulars address

C. &, 3. COOPEK,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.

HUTCHINSOK'S PATENT
Family Cider and Wine Mill.

Convenient, economical and cheap.

Grinds Fine, Fast and Easy. Large size

for Horse Power, with double Press and

large square Cut.

Send for Illustrated Circular to

PEEKSK.ILL, PLOW WORKS,
Peekskill, N. T.

Or, G. E. HUTCHIXSOS,
Cleveland, Ohio.

rg>HE BEST HAY, STRAW AND STALK CUT-
'S- TER for the least money—is GALE'S COPPER STRIP

^IDER
T
MILL SCREWS.—Very stout, cast hol-

*J low wilh fine thread. Send for Descriptive Circular.•*s low,^^SKIhh PLOW WORKS, Peekskill, K. Y.

WOOD sTMAXrV STEAM EBJGIrVE

CO'S CELEBRATED
PORTABLE AJ.D STATIONARY

STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS.

HAWLEY'S TUBULAR EVAPORATOR,
IPatezited BEay 1st, 1§66, and June 1st, 1§67.

£
s
&
*w
S*

e

®o-

g*„-

s
HM

P

Awarded the First Premium at the Wisconsin and Michigan State Fairs, 1SG5, and the Groat Mississippi Valley Fair, at

St Louis 1S« Alio awarded the Premium as Ohio State Fair, IStti, and at various County Fairs. More universally com-

plimented than any invention of its age, in the "whole country.

It is a copper evaporator, and costs less than any other pan of same capacity, and does better work, with less than half

the fuel and labor.

N B —A perfect Filter, and Rubber Hose to carry juice from Mill to Evaporator, goes with each Evaporator.

Bis the only Evaporator that filters its own juice or sap, while boiling, and therefore does the best work. Good active

Agents wanted Vend for mil Descriptive Circular, giving price, ,tc, sent free on application to W. A. PE.NNELL & CO.,

Normal. McLean County, 111., successors to Marvin, Washburn & Co.

bftTATE AND COUNTY
ft? RIGHTS FOR SALE.

mple Reins per Sett.
Single, plain $10.

Double plain £18.
AGENTS WANTED.

??2T

FROJU 4 TO 35 HORSE POWER.—
ALSO PORTABLE SAW MILLS.
Wo have the oldest, largest and most complete works In

the fn led States, devoted exclusively to the manufacture

J Von. ile i igi.es and Saw Mills, which, for Simplicity,

compact^ power and economy of fuel a™ conceded by

experts, to be superior to any ever offered to the public.

The ereat amount of boiler room, lire surface and cylinder

•ran which we dvo to Hie rated horse power, make our Iui-

:'.:„;. ,h" m.,.i powerful and che at in use j and they are

adapted to every purpose where power Is required.

Ml «izes constantly on hand, or furnished on short nollce.

Descriptive circulars, with price list, sent on application.

WOOD & MANX STEAM ENGINE CO.,

rtlca, N. T.. .

Branch Office, 96 Maiden Lane, New York City.

K~MOKE GOOD AGENTS WANTED TO SELL
?J* » Taylor's Patent Door Bella." Sttpagewa^

For the complete control and easy government, hieaking,

training and imparling the very best possible fl>''-
to

,
om >

young, spirited, unrnlv, hard or tender mouthed Horses.

CLARK CnECK AND REIN CO..

No. 113 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Zero-Refrigerator

with Water and Wine Cool-

er, is the best in the world,

I can refor to

O. .Tudd.of the Agriculturist.

N. P. Boyer & Co., of the Am-
Stock Journal.

J.J.Thomas, of Ibc Cnltlva-
tor and Country Gentleman.

ALEX. SI. LESLEY,
Manufacturer,

603 Sixth Avenue, N. Y".

OTOlRKSi
GR I f Fl N C £~CO>£R0 PR I ETO RS.

A. N. WOOD &CO.,
EATON, MADISON CO., N. Y.,

Continue to manulacturc their Improved

PORTABLE ENGINES,
For Farm and Mechanical purpose:. They arc particularly

adanied to driving Threshing Machines, Circular Saws. Mills

of all kinds. Piluting Presses, Wood or Iron I. aihes. Machi-

nery in Cablncl or Wapon Shops, Boring Arteslau Wells,

Pumping \Vater, Corn Shcllors, &c, Ate.

We warrant our Enclnes to be what we represent tbcin,

and to give unqualified satisfaction in ail respi cts.

A. N. WOOD ,t CO.

FARTIE-: IS i^,

If you wish to save time ami money, use'Norton's Ira-

nrovod Sieve tor clean ne - !
.-' ernhi, Sena stamp lor

Html"US he liberal offer im Inventor mates you.

Thosewho si, ... »; art h B^nball cleaned

,pply, vddressE.D.KOHTON,Braatord,Pa,
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Clipper Mower and Reaper.

This Celebrated and unegualeil machine, heretofore made

by K. L. Allen, of N. T. City, is now manufactured by THe
Clipper aioiver mid Reaptr Company, at their

TVor.KS at Tonkers, N. Y., where they have unsurpassed fa-

cilities for the business. The Machine needs no encomium.

Farmers throughout all sections of the country who have

nsed it, are ready and willing to testify to its greatly supe

rior qualities for all work, combining, as it does, more points

of excellence than any machine yet made.

Its principal characteristics, are: Simplicity of construc-

tion. Durability, Ease of Draft, Portability and Com-

pleteness of Finish in all its parts.

These Machines are made of Four Sizes, to meet tho wants

of any farmer, as follows

:

No. 1, One-Horse machine (30 in. wheel), 3K ft. Swath.

(The only practical One horse machine in market.)

No. 2, Two-Horse (light) 30 in. wheel, 4 ft. Swath.

No. 3, " " (medium) 83 in. wheel, 1% feet Swath.

No. 4, " " (large) 30 in. wheel, iy. and 5 ft. Swath.

Made also as a Combined Mower and Reaper.

Address THE CLIPPER MOWER & P.EAPEP. CO.,

Nos. 13 & 11 Cliff-st., New York City

Sulfey Kcvolwiaig- Hay ISake.
Send for description of this great improvement before

buying anv. to BLrMYER, DAY & CO., Mansfield, Ohio,
or, BLTMYER, NORTON & CO., Cincinnati, Ohio.

IMPROVED FOOT LATHES.—Elegant, durable,
cheap and portable. Just the thing for the Artisan or

Amateur. Send for descriptive circular.
S. K. BALDWIN, Laconia, N. H.

<&~RINDING MILLS.—Cheapest and best in the
world. Burr Stones from S inches to 4 feet.

EDWARD HARBISON, New Haven, Conn.

CONTINUAL LEVER and Screw Press, with
Grinder attached, for Pressing Cheese. Wines, Cider,

and Lard, &c. Address WILLIAM C. REA.
Pleasant Run, New Jersey.

f«eyBBj©a5r''§ ©rain ©rill,

With Fertilizer Attachment and Grass Seeder. Warranted
to Sow or Drill all Grains, Seeds, and Fertilizers, in the most
perfect manner. Is light of draft, easy to operate, and is
very simple and durable. Send for Circular.

Address P. & C. H. SEYMOUR,
East Bloomfield, N. Y.

AINTS for FARMERS and others.—The Graf-
ton Mineral Paint Co. are now manufacturing the Best,

Cheapest and most. Durable Paint in use; two coats well put
on, mixed with pure Linseed Oil, will last 10 or 15 years; it is

of a light brown or beautiful chocolate color, and can be
changed to green, lead, stone, olive, drab or cream, to suit
the taste of the consumer. It is valuable for Houses. Barns,
Fences, Agricultural Implements, Carriage and Car-makers,
Pails and'Wooden-ware, Canvas, Metal and Shingle Roofs,
(it being Fire and*Water proof). Bridges, Burial Cases,
Canal Boats, Ships and Ships' Bottoms, Floor Oil Cloths,
(one Manui'. having used 5000 bbls., the past year), and as a
paint for any purpose, is unsurpassed lor body, durability,
elasticity, and adhesiveness. Price §•} per bbl.. of 300 lbs.,

which will supply a farmer for years to come. Warranted in
all eases as above. Send lor a circular, which gives full par-
ticulars. None genuine unless branded in a trade mark,
Grafton Mineral Paint. Address DAX1EL BIDWELL,

Proprietor, 254 Pearl-st., New York.

HEELER'S PATENT CHAMPION ROOF-
ING The best, cheapest and most durable ; it can be

manufactured and applied by any one. State, County and
Town Rights for sale at reasonable rates.

' Fat'm Rights, $1.00. Address TV. W. GRIFFES,
Schenectady, N. Y. P. O. Box 234.

Elegance, Durability and Cheapness,

IiARMORE'S WIRE FENCE WITH CAST
IRON POSTS.

Also, Larmore's AVrouglit Iron Single and
Double Trees. Can be made by any Blacksmith. Is

lighter than wood and cannot be broken. State, County
find Township Rights for Sale. T. H. HUNT, Genl. Agt.,

Harrison Junction, Hamilton Co., Ohio

STENCIL TOOLS AND STOCK, cheapest and
"best, II. J. METCALF.&SON,101Union-st.,Boston, Mass.

H. W. JOHNS'

Has been in use nearly ten years, and forms a handsome and
reliable roof. Can be" applied by any one. Elastic Min-
eral Cement, for Repairing Leaky Shingle and other
Roofs. Preservative Paints, Roofing, Cement,
&c. Exclusive right to sell and apply will be given. Send
for descriptive circular, prices, &c, to

H. W. JOHNS, T8 William St., N. X.

THE HOG BREEDERS' MANUAL.
"

A Treatise on Breeding, Feeding, and General Manage-
ment of Hogs. Particulars of all Diseases. Remedies, &c.
Sent free of postage for 25 cents. Every farmer should have
a copy. Address X. P. BOYEP. & CO.,

Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

6<»&~1 fffetffc FOR A BRICK MACHINE SB1-
•paWllpie; $160 with Tempering Box and Moulds,

warranted to make 15,000 brick ner dav, of a superior qual-
ity. Address FRBY & SHECKLER.

Bucyrus, O.

Cha§e's Patent Skiving Machine,
an indispensable article for Shoemakers. Harness and Belt
makers, 4-c. Manufactured bv JOHN W. CHASE, North
Weare, N. II. Send for list of prices.

Pondrette on Buckwheat.
Double Refined Poatlrette is the

best Fertilizer in the world for Buckwheat

—

sown at tiie rate of 400 pounds to the acre

it will double the crop—Price $25.00 per ton.

Apply to

THE LODI MANTJF'G CO.,

66 Cortlandt-st., New York.

Offioe of " Passaic Carbon Works,"
159 Fhoxt Steeet, (Coksek Maiden L.vn-e),

OF

Fresh Bone Superphosphate of Lime,

Animal Charcoal, Ivory Black, &c.
Orders for the above articles manufactured at our Works

on the Passaic Birer, X J., should be addressed to
LISTER BKOTHEKS, 159 Front-st., Kew York.

<MREEN-HOTJ8E AND HOT-BED SASH.—The
^" undersigned world respectively call your attention to
their extensive facilities for manufacturing Sashes for Flor-
ists and Gardeners, by which means we are enabled to fur-
nish our natrons at a* much lower rate of prices than any
other establishment in the city. Particular attention paid
to all orders, and furnished arthe shortest notice. N. B.

—

Hot-bed sashes constantly on hand. WM. H. COLES &
CO., Otlice: 79 Nassau-st., New York.

a
HAJfUFACTUREES

!lll§riiil

PERRY'S GRAPK VINES
Are rapidly attaining: the merit thev jnstlv deserve. Plant-
ers and Dealers, and those wishing to form* clubs for the sale
of the only vines in the country erown bv mv improvement,
and to which none others can compare iii he'alth and vigor,
either for Garden or Vineyard plantins, should send imme:
diately for my Price List or mv liberal terms to Clubs. Plant-
ers will pieas'e state about the number of each varietv they
wish, and whether for spring or fall planting. Mv Illustrated
and Descriptive Catalogue contains as correct a' description
of the different varieties of srapes I grow, as ten vears' expe-
rience in propagating and fruiting vines will admit. Price
10 cents, le=s th:iu cost. Address

F. L. PERRY, Canandaigua, N. Y.

Bell's Berry Presses.
"Wo would call the attention of Farmers and Housekeep-

ers %q these presses—they are capable of expressing the juice
from all kinds of berries, are cheap and durable, and of sizes
to suit, and should be in possession of every housekeeper
and farmer. Call and see them,

PETER C. BENSEL, Agent,
at Lorton's Clock Store, No. 1 Cortlandt-st., New York.

1 ft ftftft Ilia of Imported Swede and Ruta-ba^a
JIV.VVV 1W3« Turnip Seed. 10,000 American Purple
Top and "White Flat Turnip Seed for sale low to the Trade.
To Farmers—Que pound or more sent bv mail on receipt of
75 cents. For Bale by C. B. ROGERS,

No. 133 Market-st., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Best are the Cheapest.

i-^>-^>^^L2
The MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS are ac-

knowledged to be the best instruments of this class in the
world. It is the policy of these makers to produce none but
the very best work. They aim at success, not by using poor
material and economizing in workmanship, so that their

instruments can be sold at a little less price ; but by produc-
ing the most durable, reliable, and in all respects the best
work possible, and selling it at the very lowest "rates at
which such work can possibly be afforded, and at the same
prices to all.

They now manufacture more than sixty different styles of
Organs, varying in price from §75 to $1,000 each. These in-

struments contain all the latest improvements, some of
which are not to be fonnd in other instruments, the right to
their exclusive use having been purchased by M. & H., in

some cases at very large expense.
MASON & HAMLIN have been awarded several times as

many highest premiums, at Industrial Fairs, as any other
maker, having received fifty -six within a few years.

They present in their Circulars the printed testimony of a
large majority of the most eminent Organists, Pianists,

Singers and Composers in the country to the superiority of
the instruments of their make.

It is certainly economy in purchasing an instrument of
this class to get the best, although the first cost may be a lit-

tle more, as a poor instrument will soon get out of order and
become comparatively worthless.

C^" It should be remembered that the recommendations
of dealers are not always reliable, as there is great tempta-
tion for them to recommend those instruments on which
they can make the largest profit; and makers of inferior

work can afford the largest discounts. Mason & Hamlin have
fixed their retail prices so low that they can afford only very
small discounts, at wholesale, and hence the temptation to
dealers to recommend and sell other instruments is great.

Circulars with full descriptions, illustrations, and prices
of the different styles, with hints on what constitutes, and
how to select a good instrument, sent free to any one desir-

ing them. Address MASON <& HAJULEV,
596 Broadway, Xew York,

Or, 154: Tremont-st., Boston.

KOPEK'S NEW AMERICAN BREECH LOAD-
IXG REPEATING SHOT GL'N, firing four shots in

two seconds, using ordinaiv ammunition. Manufactured by
ROPER REPEATING RIFLE CO. Amherst, Mass. Under
personal supervision of C. M. SPEXCER, Inventor of the
famous SPENCER RIFLE. gysend for Circular..^

The only Family Machine that sets up its own work, knits
all sizes, widens and narrows, knits the heel into the stock-
ing, and narrows off the toe complete—producing all varie-
ties of knit ^oods. from an infant's stocking, mitten or glove,
to a lady's "shawl or hood.

It is simple, durable and easily operated. Agents wanted.
Send for a Circular and Sample of Work.
Address (inclosing stamp)

LAMB KNITTING MACHINE CO..
Rochester, N. Y, or Springfield, Mass.

INVALIDS'
WHEEL CHAIRS,

for in or out-door use,.$20 to £10. IN-

VALIDS' CARRIAGES to order. PA-
TENT CANTERING HORSES, $1? to

§55. CHILD'S CARRIAGES, Swings,

etc. Send for Circulars.

S. W. SMITH,
90 William-st.,

WEW YORK.

Stereopiicons and Magic Lanterns,

With the Improved Lime Light, illuminating brilliantly two
hundred square feet of canvas, and magnifying the views to
that size, at an expense of less than one dollar for a whole
evening's exhibition. Easily managed and pays well.

Illustrated priced catalogue of the apparatus, with list of
over two thousand artistically colored photographic views
on glass, of the War, Scripture Historv, Choice Statuary, etc.,

etc., forwarded on application. T. ft. MCALLISTER. Opti-
cian, (of late firm of McAllister & Bro., Phila. ) 49 Nassau-
street, New York.

HOirES FOE TK )USAXDS.—Enclose two
3-cent stamps and address ITH. S. BEALL,

Real Estate Agent, Jit. Ayr, Iowa.
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TURNIP SEED ! TURNIP SEED !

B5- Mail.
f» lb. V oz.

E.vrly Dutch:.. . §1.00 10

German TELTOW(fine) 2.0) 20

Red Top Stbap-Leaf 1.00 10

White Strap Leaf Flat 1.00 10

TThite Flat, or Globe 75 10

White Norfolk .'

75 10

Cow Horn- j.oo 10

Loxg White Febxcii 1.00 10

Loxg Wiiite Taxkard 1.00 10

VacruE's Xew Loxg White 1.53 10

Loxg Yellow Frexch 1.50 10
Yellow Malta 1.50 10

Yellow Stoxe 1.C0 10

Yellow Aberdeen' 1.00 10

Kobsox's Golpex Ball 1.00 10

Xew Yellow Fixlaxd 2.50 20

Dale's ^tbbtd 75 10

Improved Yellow Sweedish, or Rcta Basa.. 1.00 10

White EutaBaga 1.00 10

Lafxg's Ruta Baga 1.00 10

ALSO
SEEDS OIF

?t lb. ? 02.

Cobx Salad $2.00 15

Gbeex Ctbled Exdive 2.50 30

P.rowx Dutch Lettuce 4.00 40

< eiixese Wixter llADisn 4.00 30

Black Spanish " , 1.50 15

IIouxd SprxAcn 75 10

Prickly " .. 75 10

All the above mailed, free of postage, on receipt of the

amount annexed.

J. OT. THORBURX & CO.,

15 Jolsn-st., New York.

TO FAR.HERS AND STOCK RAISERS.

S IIAVE FOUND the most practical results from
giving one to two feeds a day of Root Crops; Tnrnins,

Sugar Beets and Mangel Wurzel. They render the corn less
heating. A bushel of Hoots i* equal to a bushel of Corn fed
alone. X- C. X.—American Slock Journal.

Large Orange Carrot per lb., $1.00
Large White Field Carrots " 1.00

Large Yellow Altringltam Carrots " 1.00

White Sugar Beets " 75
Long BecTMangel Wurzel " 75
Yellow Globe " " " 73
lied-top Strap Leaved Turnip " 75
White " " " 75
Long White French " " LOO
Yellow Aberdeen " " 75
Yellow Martha " " LOO
Robertson's Golden Ball " " 1.00

RedTankard " " 75
White Tankard " " 75
Orange Jelly " " LOO
Waite's Hybrid Eclipse " 1-00

Sklrving's Improved Rata Baga " 7d

Purple-top " " '*
75

Forwarded per mail, 8 cents per lb. additional.

WASHBtRV & CO.,
Seed MeTchants,

Horticultural Hall, Boston, Mass.

PURE NEW CROP TURNIP SEED of my own
raising, sent b\- mail. Purple-top Flat, lib., 00 cents;

1 lbs., $.'.00. YHlow or Swedish, 1 lb., 7". ct- ; 5 lbs., $3.00.

JOIIX s. COLLINS, Moorestowu, Xew Jersey.

pETER COOPER'S
-

GELATINE
TVILL MAKE

DEMC.OUS JELLIES
WITH GREAT EASE.

ALSO,

BLANC MANGE,
CHARLOTTE RUSSE, Etc.

nntECTioNS Fon use wits the packages.
For sale by Grocers and Druggists. Depot, Xo. 17 Bun-

lixg-Slip, Sew York.

THE PERPETUAL (WATCH
CHARM) CALENDER—elzo of a

two conl piece n [tli plain, masonic and
temperance emblems, needed by ©very
bodv every where. Price hy mall, elec-

troplate, with enameled figures and
letters, 50 cents gold, ditto., $L'-0.

Address
E. MADEX, 161 Broadway,

RoomS, Now Vork, P. o. Box, 5378.

Active Agents wanted every where.

PATENT BOOKIIOLDER, Writing-Desk and
Ladles Work-Table Combined. Convenient, portable,

and easily adjusted, Sont anywhere, paid, on receipt of §5.
Also several valuable Patents for sale.

.10 US i i>NN V< UKi; .'.- t .», :<k I '.mini way. Ww York.

OR SALE.—A splendid Estate or 1,060 acres
prime land, on the Potomac Elver, 15 miles (torn it*

mouth, 120 miles from Washington and Baltimore* 8 * tore I

open, under good Chestnut fence. Land very productive.
Fine for stock raising, Grasses, Corn, Wheat. &c. Finest
body of land in Eastern Virginia, Apply to W. II. HAR-
DINQ-, Real Estate Agotit, No. -i X. Groen-st., Baltimore, Md.

Turnip Seed by Mail.
The following varieties, the quality of which can not be

excelled, will be mailed po-H-pai-'., to anv address in the
Union upou receipt of price attixed

:

„ _ per oz. 4 oz-*. s ozs. pound
Early White Dutch 10 ct^. 35cts. CO cts. £1.00
White Strap Leaf.... 10 " 35 " GO " 100
Red Top Strap Leaf 10 " $> " GO " 1.00
Lanre white Globe 10 " 30 " 45 " 75
Large "White Norfolk 10 " 33 * 45 " 75
Yellow Aberdeen 10 " 35 " 60 " 1.00
Goldeu Ball (Uobertson'si.lO ,;

:>5 ' GO " 1.00
Large Yellow Globe, extra 10 " 35 " CO " LOO
Lorn; White French 10 " 35 " 60 " LOO
Long White or Cow Horn.. 10 " 35 " 60 " LOO
Yellow Finland 15 " 50 " 90 " 1.75
Waite's Eclipse, fine 10 " 35 " 60 " 1.00
German Teltow 15 " 50 ,l 90 " 1.75
Improved Hula Baga 10 " 33 " 60 « 1.00
Skirving's do 10 " SO " 45 " 75
Laing's do 10 " 30 " 45 " 75
Dale's Hvbrid 10 " 30 " 45 " 75
Packets for retailing, full size, per dozen CO cts.

do do. half size, do 35 cts.
Prices to dealers by the quantity given upon application.
Our celebrated Seed Catalogue ;ind Guide to the Vegetable

and Flower Garden, containing 150 pages, beautifully illus-
trated, will be mailed to all applicants enclosing 25 cents.

Address B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

Winter Seed Wheat for 1 §6?,
FOB SALE EY

GEORGE A. DEITZ,
IMPORTER A>TD GROWER OP

SEE» WHEAT <fc GRASS SEEOS,
CHAftfBERSBURCH, PA,

Italian Red Mediterranean, ?2.25 3 peck. §8.00 ? bush.
Italian White " 2.35 " 8.00
Hungarian Red " 2.00 " 8.00 "
French Red " 2.00 " 8.00
Bailees Eng'h Red " 2.23 " 8.00
German Red " 2.25 '.' S.OO
Bailees Eng.WJiite," 255 " 8.00

Diehfs mute, 1.50 " 6.00

Canada Wiiite, 1.50 " 5.00
Houghton White, 1.50 " 5.00

California While, 1.50 " 5.00 "
Blue-Stem While. 2.00 " 7.00

Egnplian Red Mediterranean, 1.50 " 5.00

Red Chaff " 1-50 " 5.00

White Chaff " 1.50 " 5.00

Lancaster Red Cliaff " 1.50 " 5.00

Z^~ Four pounds of either of the above varieties will be
sent by mail (free of Postage) for one dollar. G- A. D.

The Land of Low Taxes S

KEAL ESTATE AGEXCT,
SOIOST J. JUETESBT, T.n. fi South-st.. Balti-
more. Author and Publisher of the large new MAPand

ATLAS of MARYLAND.
Persons desiring to locate, or purchase property in Balti-

more, or the State of Maryland. l>y consulting this Agency,
will have the benefit of the advertisers thorough knowledge
of the Citv and State, acquired in eighteen years experience
at Surveying in Baltimore, and ten vcars spent in getting up
his State Map and Atlas. MARYLAND TAXES about one-
third that of Northern States.

Fruit-Farm aad Nursery for Sale.

The Celebrated Pomoha Ff.fit-Faeu and Nurseey
of J. W. Dodge, on the Cumberland Table Lands of East
Tennessee. Uhequaled as a fruit growing region Beautiful
Tract of SOS acres, with rich Prairie. Good improvements,
large Orchards of finest Fruits. Seyes First Premiums
awarded by the State and Division Fairs, to fruit from the
Pomoxa Orchards. Fine opportunity for Nursery business.

Can be made a superior stock or Dairy Farm. Must be sold
Immediately-. Price moderate. For particular description,

terms, &c, address J. W. 1JODGR & SON,
Pomona, Cumberland County, Tennessee.

CMUAP FARMS.
Enterprising men do well in moving to the Eastern Shore

of Maryland. Land sells at great bargains: the climate is

mild; growing s-asons long; soil good; close to Balt.ce
Phila. markets. Send for free price and descriptive list of
farms. MANCHA & ZOOK, Greensboro, Md.

FRANKLIN TRACT.—20,000 ACRES on Rail-
road, Gloucester Co., New Jersey, 2"i miles south of Phila-

delphia, good soil, mild, healthful climate. Low prices, in

lots to suit purchasers. Pamphlets with map and lull infor-

mation sent tree. Address JIORKIS & CO., Newfield, Glou-
cester Co., N.J. Improved Farms for sale.

MEAD'S GRAPE CULTURE.
American Grape Culture- aiul Wine-

Itlakiiig.

By PETER B. ME.VD.

Profusely Illustrated. Svo, Cloth, $3 00.

It Is the best book on the subject that we have seen.—

Evening Post.

there Is no cultivator so advanced that he will not find

his own Ideas quickened lntogredter clearness and accuracy

by reading It, and beginners will find it a thorough and sale

guide In »!1 that relates to the vine.—From letter </ Dr. C,

\V. Grant.

HAMPER & BROTHERS »',,.' OM work hg

mail, jKatagt prepaid, to anypart of the Hatted Slat, .

receipt of $3 CO.

SCHOOL TEACHERS WANTED.— The Sub-
scrlhcr wishes to cniplov for each town In the I " I

States, male teachers who have formerly hwn engaged,
cither In Imv Schools or Sunday Schools, who tlevotc

their exclusive time to the business, to oauvass for the
•• Illustrated Rlstory of the Bible," by John KUto, P. P.. F.

s. A., edited by Alvnn Bond, P. D., oi Norwich. Conn.
Thfslsthcbestselllnfrbookl havoover pnbllshcd. Vgents

make from JITO to J;!00 per month, and say "they
knew a I k to sell so well." Apply Immediately In person

or by letter to the publisher,' ' 11ENRV BILL, Norwich, Conn.

Chester "White Pigs.
$12 to $15 each ; $20 to $25 per pair, S to 12 weeks old.CASHMERE ANGORA GOATS!—Arrive this fall from

Asia ! Engage now. Send for terms.
Eggs : for weeks to come of over 100 varieties of fowls !

This year's fowls can be engaged note, at low rates. Breed-
ers and Fanciers come and visit us and our stock, and see
if we have not extra superior specimens. Send for Cata-
logue. Ternii &c., with 2 stamps (6 cents*. Address

" THE COX FARMS. ' care J. C. COS & CO..
Osborn, Greene Co.. Ohio.

-w.B.—Best of References giren, if necessary, but our
stock shows for itself, when people come to see it.

THOMAS FITCH,
of IVeiv London, Conn.,

Breeder of Alderney and Ayrshire Stock of all descrip-
tions, has constantly on hand and for sale the best Animals
of each of the above breeds, at reasonable prices. "Warrant-
ed as represented.

PREMIUM CHESTER ATHITE PIGS for Sale.—
Sent bv Express to all parts of the United States. For

Circulars and Prices, Address N. P. BOTEH & CO..
Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

PREMIUM CHESTER "WHITE PIGS for SALE
by the Original Shipper. Send for a Circular on their

Breeding and management. Address
THOS. "WOOD, Doe Run, Chester Co., Pa.

PURE BRED BERKSHIRE PIGS boxed and
shipped to anv part of the Cnited States, from Tivoli,

Peoria Co., Illinois, by S. B. EMERT.

FANCY FOWLS' EGGS OF MOST VARIETIES,
PLATA DUCKS, birds and eggs, Aylesbnrv Ducks, eg"3

only. Send for Circular. "A. M". HALSTED,
Agent. 6S Pearl St ., New York.

BRAHMA POOTRAS, bred from stock weighing
24 lbs. to 2S lbs. per pair, at maturity. Warranted pure.

Price $S per pair: $12 per trio. Eggs, $> per dozen. Address
N. P. BOrER & CO., Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

MERICAN STOCK JOURNAL, a first class
monthly, containing 36 large double column pages,

only 50 cents for 6 months. Try it ! "Will save everv farmer
manv dollars, as we otTer a Horse and Cattle Doctor free.
Address X. P. BOYER & CO., Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

STALIAN BEES—Xew Importation just received.
Queens, progeny of above, readv for delivery after Jnlv

20,1867. Send for Circular. M. QUIN'BY, St. John'sville, X. V.

£1. #1- #1- S£l. $SJ1.
You have r. Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machine ? Send for

a pair of Patent Sewing SlacJsiue Castors. Ladies

can, themselves. Immediately attach them to the legs of

either end of the machine, and will not then need to rail

upon husband, father or brother to do the lifting.

The machine stands firmly on the floor, but by sltehUy tip-

ping it, it will rest upon tne castors and move easily about
the room. It beimr desirable to move it every day' for the
purpose of sweeping where it stands, or for a more conve-
nient position for working than the one it usually occupies,
you will find it Inst the thing wanted. Wc send them by
mail, postage paid, to any part of the jr. s. on receipt of $1.
Ageuts wanted in every Town or County in the U. S.

Most excellent inducements offered.

Address H. B. FANTOST, 491 Broadway, New York.

HORSE AND HAND POWER

HAY AND COTTON PRESSES.
These machines have been tested in the most thorough

manner throughout this nnd foreign countries to the num-
ber of over 3000.

The Horse Power is worked by either "wheel or capstan,
and in many respects possesses unequalled advantages. We
invite those wanting snch machines to write for a catalogue
containing full information with cuts, prices, &C, or calland
examine personally.
Orders promptly attended to, by addressing

INGERSOLL & DOUGHERTY; Grccnpoint, Kings Co., L. I.

A Clean Sweep Every Way
FOR AJLIi TiarE.

The Silver's Patent Broom
Enables every farmer to use brash of his own raising, and

have a better broom in every respect than can be bought at

the store. /( ism simple that a child can put it together.

The parts (except the brush,) will tost a /< time, and the

brush can bo renewed In a few minute-.—See editorial de-

scription In this number of the Agriculturist, also cut of

Broom on page 77, February number, and recommendations,

etc.. on page 227, June pun

Those who do not re own brush, will also Bud It

the cheapest as well :*s the best article In the market, it

being adapted to city and country.

ACEXTS WANTED throughout the country; BXCltl*

Btvo territory given. Sample, and full Instructions Dor po.fr

Una together, sent prepaid, on receipt of %

Address t'. A. CLEC.G *!t CO.,
•iOfi IJvo«<l«uy, STew York.

SPECIAL
ADVERTISING AGENCY.
Advertisements from reliable p ;m'« only, Inserted l»

the Agricultural, Religious, ami other first-class mediums

tlirov.iliout the country, by the undersigned.

An experience of several years In conducting the adv. r-

tislnj department oftho aincrloan Agriculturist, * • W
lienor factllitei tor satisfactory transaction of such untinwa,

W. A. FITCH, 151 IfiMMMMt., New York.
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THE SHIP €}®E,UEM STATE
HAS AEEIVED "WITH

22,000 HALF CHESTS
OF THE

IFTTSTEST

JAPAN TEAS
TO THE

GREAT AMERICAN

TEA
Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey Street.

These Teas by the ship Golden State were purchased di-

rect from the Japanese factor, and in consequence of the

magnitude of the transaction, were transferred at about

half the usual commissions. This is the largest cargo ever

imported from Japan by about seven thousand packages.

By this operation the Great American Tea. Company put

these Teas into the hands of the consumers with but one

very small profit—ah achievement in commercial enterprise

seldom if ever before attained. These Teas are acknowl-

edged, both here and in Japan, as being the finest full cargo

ever exported from that country.

ALSO,

THE SHIP GEO. SHOTTON
HAS AEEIVED WITH

12,000 HALF CHESTS
• OE THE

FIBJJEST FOOCHOW

OOLONG TEAS.

The cargo of the ship George Shotton is the second in size

that has ever come to this port from Foochow, (which is the

finest Black Tea district in China). These are the "finest,

Jlrst-piGkOig contract Teas"—rich, fresh, and full-flavored.

The receiving of these two large cargoes by the Great

American Tea Company for their own trade is acknowl-

edged by the mercantile community as the largest transac-

tions ever made in this country. They were deemed of so

much importance that the fact was telegraphed to all the

principal commercial papers in the country by their corres-

pondents here, and thus appeared as an important news item

throughout the United States at the same time.

The importance of these transactions in this market is thus

noticed by the oldest and most respectable commercial pa-

per in this city—the _ZV. T- Shipping and Commercial List—

which says: "The trade have again been startled by the ar-

rival of two largo cargoes of Teas to the Great American

Tea Company—the ship Golden State from Japan, with

22,000 half chests ; and the ship George Shotton from Foo-

chow, with 13.000 packages." And in another place it says :

"The recent large operations of the Great American Tea

Company have taken the trade by surprise, and are rather a

novelty in this market. The taking up of two cargoes with-

in a week, comprising 12,331 packages Black and 22,840 pack-

ages Japan, for immediate consumption, at a cost of about

a million and a half of dollars, indicates the extensive na-

ture of the Company's business, and deserves a passing no-

tice at our hands. 1 '

In addition to the&s lorg-? cargoes of Black and Japan

Teas, the Company are constantly rece^vTEgSes^ge invoices

of the finest quality of Green Teas from the Moyune dis-

tricts of China, which are unrivaled for fineness and delica-

cy of flavor.

To give our readers an idea of the profits which have

been made in the Tea trade, (previous to the establishment

of the Great American Tea Company), we will start with

the American houses, leaving out of the account entirely

the profits of the Chinese factors.

1st; The American House in China or Japan makes large

profits on their sales or shipments—and some of the richest

retired merchants in this country have made their immense
fortunes through their houses in China.

2d; The Banker makes large profits upon the foreign

exchange used in the purchase of Teas.

$d: The Importer makes a profit of 80 to 50 per cent, in

many cases.

Ath: On Its arrival here it is sold by the cargo, and the

Purchaser sells it to the Speculator in invoices of 1,000 to

2,000 packages, at an average profit of about 10 per cent.

5th: The Speculator sells it to the Wholesale Tea Dealer

in lines, at a profit of 10 to 15 per cent.

6th: The "Wholesale Tea Dealer sells it to the "Wholesale

Grocer in lots to suit his trade, at a profit of about 10 per

cent.

rith; The Wholesale Grocer sells it to the Retail Dealer

at a profit of 15 to 25 per cent.

Sth ; The Retailer sells it to the consumer for all the profit

he can get.

When you have added to these eight profits as many

brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and

add the original cost of the tea, it will be perceived what

the consumer has to pay. And now we propose to show

why we can sell so very much lower than other dealers.

We propose to do away with all these various profits and

brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, with

the exception of a small commission paid for purchasing to

our correspondents in China and Japan, one cartage, and

a small profit to ourselves—which, on our large sales, will

amply pay us.

By our system of supplying Clubs throughout the country,

consumers in all parts of the United States can receive their

Teas at the same price (with the small additional expense

of transportation), as' though they bought them at our ware-

houses in this city.

Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to get

up a club. The answer is simply this: Let each person

wishing to join In a club, say how much tea or coffee he

wants, and select the kind and price from our Price List, as

published iu the paper or in our circulars. Write the names,

kinds, and amounts plainly on a list, and when the club is

complete, send it to us by mall, and we will put each party's

goods in separate packages, and mark the name upon them,

with the cost, so there need he no confusion In their distri-

bution—each party getting exactly what he orders, and no

more. The cost of transportation, the members of the clnb

can divide equitably among themselves.

COUNTRY CLUBS, Hand and Waeon Pedlers, and small

stores (of which class we are supplying many thousands, all

of which are doing well), can have their orders promptly

and faithfully filled, and in case of Clubs can have each

party's name marked on their package and directed, by send-

ing their orders to Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey-st.

Parties sending Club or oilier orders for less than $30 had

better send Post-Office drafts, or money with their orders,

to save the expense of collecting by express ; but larger

orders we will forward by express, to collect on delivery.

Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to the

party getting up the Club. Our profits are small, but we will

be as liberal as we can afford. We send no complimentary

package for a Club less than $30.

Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely

upon getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from

the Custom House Stores to our warehouses.

We warrant all the goods we sell to give entire satisfac-

tion. If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned at

our expense within 30 days, and have the money refunded.

The Company have selected the following kinds from their

stock, which they recommend, tQ meet the wants of Clubs.

They are sold at Cargo Prices, the same as the Company sell

them in New York, as the list of prices will show.

PRICE LIST OF TEAS :

OOLONG (Black), 70c, 80c, 90c, best $1 W B.

MIXED, (Green and Black), 70c, 80c, 90c, best $1 V ft.

ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), 80c, 90c, $1, $1.10, best

$1.20 V ft.

IMPERIAL (Green), S0c, 90c, $1. $1.10, best $1.25 ijl ft.

YOUNG HYSON (Green), S0c, 90c, $1, $1.10, best $1.25 $ ft.

UNCOLORED JAPAN, 00c, $1.10, best $1.25 ® ft.

GUNPOWDER, (Green), $1.20, best $1.50 per lb.

Consumers can save from 50c to $1 per lb., by purchasing
their Teas of the

GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
Nos. 31 and S3 VESEY' STREET.
Post Office Box, 5643, New York city.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.

GROUND COFFEE, 20c, 25c, 30c, 85c, best 40c. per pound.

Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who

use large quantities of Coffee can economize in that article

by using our FRENCH BREAKFAST AND DINNER COF-

FEE, -which we sell at the low price of 80c per pound, and

warrant to give perfect satisfaction.

The Geeat American Tea Company, (established 1801),

is commended by the leading newspapers, religious and

secular, in this and other cities, viz.

:

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST, New York City.

Orange Judtl, Editor.

CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE, New York City.

Daniel Curry, D. D., Editor.

CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE, Cincinnati, Ohio.

J, M. Rein, D. D., Editor.

CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE, Chicago, 111.

Thomas M. Eddy, D. D., Editor.

EVANGELIST, New York City.

Dr. H. M. Field & J. G. Craiglicad, Editors.

EXAMINERAND CHRONICLE, New York City.

Edward Bright, Editor.

CHRISTIAN INTELLIGENCER,
E. S. Porter, D. D., Editor.

INDEPENDENT, New York City.

Win, C. Bowcaa, Publisher.

THE METHODIST, New York City.

Geo. B. Croolcs, Editor.

MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER, Rochester,

N. Y. D. D. T. Moore, Editor and Proprietor.
t

TRIBUNE, New York City.

Horace Greeley, Editor.

We call attention to the above list as a positive guaranty of

our manner of doing business; as well as to the hundreds of

thousands of persons in our published Club Lists.

Sudbury, Mass., May 27th, 1867.

Orange Judd & Co.

Seeing by the Commercial and Daily papers tiiat The
Great American Tea Co., 81 and 33 Vescy :st., have re-

ceived a new lot of tip top teas, I would like to have this

club order filled', and if they are all right, take the liberty'ro

ask you to forward this order to them.
Yours &c, Respectfully,

D. W. PARMENTER.

OJuXJB ORDER.
1 lb. Oolong D. W. Parmenter at $1.00.... $1.00

1 do. Mixed D. TV. Parmenter at 1.00.... 1.00

:! do. Mixed J. H.Swallow at 1.00.... 200

1 do. Oolong J. H.Swallow at 1.00.... 1.00

1 do. Young Hyson. ..A. D. Parmenter at 1.00 1.00

1 do. Oolong M. Hagar at 1.00.... 1.00

1 do. Mixed M. Hagar at 1.00.... 1.00

3 do. Oolong H.Arnold at 1.00... 3.00

1 do. Mixed H.Arnold at 1.00.... 1.00

3 do. Oolong A. G. Woloot at 1.00 3.00

1 do. Young Hyson... A. G.Woleot at 1.00.... 1.00

2 do. Japan Capt. Wotton at 1.10.... 2.20

2 do. Japan Miss C. Parmenter at 1.25.... 2.50

2 do. Oolong J. Parmenter at 1.00.... 2.00

ldo.Oolong G.Smith at 1.00.... 1.00

ldo.Mixed G. Smith at 1.00.... 1.00

1 do. Mixed E. Arnold at 1.00 1.00

S do. Oolong E.Arnold at 1.00.... 3.00

ldo.Oolong T.Bent ' at 1.00.... 1.00

3 do. Oolong G. Goodnow at 1.00.... 3.00

32 lbs. $32.70

N. B.—•All villages and towns where a large number reside,

by clubbing together, can reduce the cost of their Teas and

Coffees about one-third by sending directly to "The Great

American Tea Company."

BEWARE of all concerns that advertise themselves as

branches of our Establishment, or copy our name either

wholly or in part, as they are bogus or imitations. Wc
have no branches, and do not, in any case, authorize the

use of our name.

TAKE NOTICE.—Clubs and quantity buyers only are

furnished from our Wholesale and Club Department.

Post-Office orders and Drafts, make payable to the order

of Great American Tea Company. Direct letters and orders

GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMFY,
Nos. 3 | and 33 VESEY-ST.,

NEW YORK.
Post-Office Box, 5,643, New York City.
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BELGIAN BUL
Flemish., Belgian, and Dutch painters are per-

haps tempted to tlevote themselves to animal

painting, more than the artists who live among
more diversified natural scenery. De Haas is

a universal favorite, and his pictures have great

power of showing motion and color, and a re-

ality, which indicates that each one is a genuine

experience, or real scene. In the rugged out-

lines of these bulls there is no taming down of

had beef points to suit ;t " thorough-bred

"

taste—no effort to make an ugly beast less ugly.

There is an awkward ponderousness in the

swaying round of the great carcass of the

larger bull, which is very natural, and a soft

play of light on the hide of the smaller one,

which does not conceal at all the play of

the swelling muscles beneath, as the bulls ar-

range the preliminaries, and take positions for

a grand tussle. We lose in the engraving en-

tirely the effects of color, but looking al it

[COPYTUGTTT SECURED.]

L S. — From a Painting by De Haas.— copi

through a roll of paper, these fine effects will

come out much plainer than otherwise. The

original is owned by Mr. George Jones, one of

the proprietors of the V. T. Time*, and is valued

at $3,000. Its size is only 20 by 30 inches.

We never witness two steers, or cows even,

with locked horns, trying one another's pluck,

but we think of the poor adaptation of our best

yokes, to secure for us the full power of the

willing ox. There is a concentration of force

in the forehead of the bull, or of any animal of

the ox kind, which we hardly find in any other

creature, except, perhaps, the elephant. The

horse draws properly by his shoulders, but the

ox's shoulders are not adapted to draw by. We
make him draw by the top of his neck, where

the projecting spines of his backbone arc some-

what protected by a tendinous band, and by

skin no thicker than any other part of his bide.

Of course it hurts him, and under no circum-

tdfor the American Agriculturist.

stance can he exert his full strength upon the

yoke. If yoked by the head, a practice preva-

lent over most of Europe, and among Spanish

Americans, the forehead, pressing against a

padded yoke, becomes the point of power. The

concentrated energies of every muscle and sinew

of the body operate through the forehead upon

the load, just as in a fight between bulls, they

each concentrate, with the greatest ease, their

whole muscular strength in their heads. It is

safe to say that in this country we never make

use of the whole strength of our oxen. This

subject has been repeatedly alluded to in the

American Agriculturist, in the hope that some

one, who uses oxen in farm work, would so

break his stoers,and report the results. The expe-

riment needs to bo made with care, and the ani-

mals well broken, before being tried with heavy

loads. No one who has watched a fight can

doubt the correctness of this principle of yoking.
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After the rush and weariness of harvest is over,

together with the auxieties attendant on the press

of summer work, when the crops are growing well,

when corn is beyond hoeing, and buckwheat and

turnips all sowed, formers and their families ought

to enjoy a few holidays. The Fourth of July finds

us in the midst of hoeing, and haying, and cutting

grain. We need an August festival, and as there is

none in our national or popular calendar, we
ought to take each his independent little play spell

for a visit to a friend ; or in neighborhood parties, to

go into the mountains, or to the sea-side, and bake

clams, catch fish, aud make chowder.

Farmers ought to visit one another, and the agri-

cultural clubs and societies of adjoining towns or

counties can do few wiser things than appoint com-'

mittees to visit and report upon the forming prac-

tices of their neighbors in the districts which lie

just beyond the circuit of ordinary communication.

The relaxation will be conducive to happiness and

health, and to the enlargement of ideas. The crop

of new thoughts which will be sown or garnered in

new fields, will be worth more to any wide awake
man, or woman, than months of plodding at home.

The long coutinuauce of rains and prevailingly

wet weather has in some measure disturbed the reg-

ularity of the harvest. Grain, as usual, has been

deemed of more importance than grass, and so the

hitler has suffered, if either. In many cases, both

have been caught ; cutting at the proper time has

been delayed, and injury has occurred to crops that

grew and matured finely. Too ripe grass makes
poor hay. The remedy is one which very few farm-

ers will apply. It is to cook or steam the hay. If

this is done, the hardest aud ripest hay becomes
digestible aud is readily eaten, and seeds of sorrel,

dock, and daisies are killed. Those who steam
their fodder express the view that even very poor
feed is thus made equal to the best uncooked. Cer-

tain it is, that with a slight flavoring of oil-cake or

com meal, all is eateu up, aud the stock thrive.

If we have any dry weather this summer, it will

probably come iu August, aud afford opportunity

to do the usual drought work. The muck swamps
will call for a good deal of labor from all who value

swamp muck as they should, in their barn-yards and
compost heaps. In draining swamps, the outlet is

first determined upon and, if the ditch is to be an

open one, as is usually the case, the trench is begun
at that place. This is different from the way of

laying tile-drains, because, if the tiles were laid first

at the outlet, they would be filled up with silt from
the muddy water which would flow through them
as long as any work was done at the drains above,

and longer too. Swamps covered with alders aud
other shrubs aud small trees, are best cut over iu

winter, and then the next summer, when dry, they

may be drained, the stumps and roots pulled out

by oxen, and laid in heaps to dry, while the rest

of the land is grubbed over or plowed, if dry euough.

A man of a little contrivance will devise several

ways of using the power Of oxen or horses to great

advantage in this work. Chains aud strong levers,

and perhaps a pair of blocks and tackle, singly or

in combination, will tear out any of the stumps and
roots of common peaty swamps. The peat or

muck should be thrown out in heaps to dry, and it

is best to top the heaps with that which is most
earthy aud crumbly, as this prevents the'more dense

or "fat" portions from baking into hard lumps.
Thus treated, after a few weeks it may become dry
euough to compost with lime, and be made fit to

use iu the stables as au absorbent of liquid manure.
If, however, it bakes very hard and lumpy, though
composted, it will hardly be made fine and dry
euough, but will have to be exposed to freezing

through the cold season. After that, it will proba-
bly ueed no other treatment to be made fit for use.

Iu regard to the draining of lands iu general, the
American former can have no safer or better guide
than the work of Col. Waring just published, which
is especially full in regard to the prelitninary ex-

amination aud surveys needed. Much land besides

the swamps proper, is best drained in August.

The hospitalities of the country are extended to

the city in the heat of summer. If bestowed and
accepted with that consideration which husbands
should exercise for their wives, and friends for

friends, these visits of city cousins, of sons with

their families, aud of old friends with wives and

babies, will bring great enjoyment and good to all.

The man or woman who overworks and breaks

down iu the hot weather, has much less chance to

build up again, and become strong aud well, than

if the prostration occurred in the more bracing

weather of other seasons. Farmers, beware of over-

workiug your sous, allow no excuse for laziness,

but impose only light work, not straining to back
or muscles. The small stature aud crooked forms

of many once promising and handsome boys tell

too plainly against their fathers, who willingly

accepted all the hard farm work which the energy

aud pride of their sons prompted them to perform.

Hints Afeont Work.
Animals at Pasture.—Look to the water supply,

aud see that no animals suffer for it. Nothing but

absolute starvation pulls them down in condition

faster than thirst. In the very hottest aud dryest

weather, horses get little good in the field, unless

they have thickets aud woods to stand iu, and get

away from flies. It is best to stable horses during

the heat of the day, if oue has no use for them, and

turn them out towards night. Flies are exceedingly

annoying on damp days, when storms are approach-

ing, and at such times horses should be taken iu.

Give salt regularly, or keep it in sheltered troughs,

always accessible to cattle and sheep at pasture,

away from the sea shore, where, from 10 to 20 miles

inland, it is regarded as unnecessary.

Sheep should have their noses tarred ; rams should

be separated from the ewes, and lambs of suitable

age aud vigor, weaned. In weauing lambs, put

the ewes ou the dryest pastures, but leave the

lambs where they are accustomed to be, with a

few large wethers for flock-leaders. They should

be out of hearing of one auother's calls. The ewes

should be driven several evenings into pens aud

examiucd, and if their bags are tender, caking, or

hot, they should be milked.

Milch Cows need regular feeding with some green

fodder as the pastures get dry
;
yarded, and thus fed

iu the evening, the gain in manure, to say nothing

of the milk, pays well for the trouble.

Hioine.—Give plenty of green food. If there are,

no weeds to pull or mow for them, then cut clover

or grass. The trimmiugs along fences, and sods

cut wherever the ordinary field culture caunoi ex-

tend, are excellent. Some fresh earth, either upon
the roots of weeds or iu sods is essential to

health. Charcoal is very beneficial, and pleuty

of fresh water desirable. At all events, the hogs

should have daily a good drink of pure water, no
matter how liquid their usual food,and last,not least,

they should have a dry, clean, bed at all seasons.

Wounds upon animals, at this season of flies aud
Quick putrefaction, need the most prompt atten-

tion. We know of no better application than hot

pine tar, (not hot enough to burn.) It may be put

on alone, or as a plaster upou a piece of cotton

cloth. Look especially to the heads of rams.

Poult)'!/.—It is desirable to shorteu the moulting

season as much as possible. To this end feed well

and give range, or greeu food, daily. Make the most
liberal provision for their dust-baths ; a box

with mixture of coal and wood ashes, sifted, aud

kept where it will never get wet is best. Give

them the rauge of stubble fields, if possible.

Corti.—Little good will be done by plowing or

hoeiug after the first of August. Weeds should be

pulled by hand if they grow large. Let the suckers

alone ; they are often needed for fertilizing the tips

of the ears. If corn is blown down, it is usually

best to let it get up as it best can, yet if the field be

entered at once, certainly within 12 hours, it may
be helped a good deal. Take care not to crack the

stalk, bend it, or injure the roots as is often done.
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Tobacco needs constant atteution, worming, and

suckering, to throw the whole growth into the

leaves until they are ripe. This may be known
by a certain turgid and swollen look which the

surface assumes, quite distinct from that of the

growing leaf. The plants must then be cut at the

ground, in the heat of the forenoon, turned repeat-

edly and with great care not to break the leaves,

aud, when wilted enough to handle easily without

breaking, hung in airy sheds, or buildings made for

the purpose. We believe the best mode of hanging
to be that des ribed in the Agriculturist for March,

1864, (p. 76,) as practiced by Mr. Joseph Reader, of

Bordentowu, N. J. The plants are hung upon long

cords by taking half hitches about the buts, The
cords are drawn up as fast as the plants are put on,

and fastened at the top of the building, as close as

they can hang, and a moderate circulation of air,

above, below, and through the plauts, given.

Turnips.—Sow early in the month, and up to the

10th or loth below latitude 40°, putting them in

wherever there is ground not otherwise occupied.

A sprinkling ofbone-dust or superphosphate of lime,

with wood-ashes, will tell finely upon the crop.

Buckwheed may be sowed on ground not liable to

early frost, as late as the first of the month, per-

haps, and make a crop—but sowed anytime before

the 20th, it will make a fine mass of green manure
to be plowed in as soon as it is touched by
frosts, or when blossoming freely, if frosts hold off.

IVheat.—Laud intended for winter wheat will prob-

ably need once or twice plowing and harrowing,

aud if a good dressing of fine compost can be ap-

plied, all the better. Sow at the end of this month
or first of next. Use the drill. Pat wheat on
well draiued or naturally dry land. If it does not
winter-kill, water in the soil will prevent the crop

being profitable. Wheat needs thorough tillage.

Oats.—Harvest before fully ripe, and thus secure

better straw for feediug, and equally good grain.

Seed Grain.—The selection should be made at

harvest time, when the best grain is allowed to get

fully ripe before cutting. If this is not done, select

at once the best sheaves, have them threshed, and

cull out the best kernels by repeated winnowings.

Slacks.—Examine as soon as they have time to

settle, and re-top, thatch or straighten them up, if

necessary, using braces set against upright planks.

Grass arid Clover.—If the object in bringing any

field under the plow is to get it in good grass again,

it is often best to sow the seed by itself as soon as the

land is in proper condition. Grain detracts from
the subsequent grass crops. Timothy, orchard

grass, and blue grass may be sown by themselves

in August or September. Use an abundance of

seed, bush it, and roll it in, with a light dressing

of ashes, guano, or fine compost. Clover may also

be sown now,but spring sowing is usually preferred.

Roll clover seed ingypsum,aud sow both together or

separately, one ton to ten acres is the common rule.

Water.—Look out for a water supply when springs

are low, and tile-drains are geuerally dry or dis-

charging very little water. Take levels, aud see if

you may not bring water in pipes to the house or

stock-yard, and dig basins in bhepastures. If wells

are to be dug, or if digging them lias been sus-

pended on account of much water, a time ol drought
is favorable for this work. No farmer should bo

satisfied nntil he lias good wills or punning water

close to, or in, bis barn or stock-yards.

Implements for which there is no more, use this

season, should be cleaned, painted, the steel parts

covered with Unseed oil, and [Hit away.

Brush in Pastures and Wence Hows. -Ctrl close to

(he ground, and lav lie' tops off to give He' tin a

fair chance at the roots. II will pay to lit! a fence

after cutting Off the brush, and tear up the

ground with a heavy plow, and llien re-sel tie 1 fence

Should rains occur, or if the ground be moist, and

the brush start again freely, enclose si p upon i he

land, stocking bo heavily that theyeal everything

off close, and give the roots no Chance to breathe.

Weeds.—Go over gross land, cutting dock-, dan-

delions, burdocks, thistles, nettles, wild teazles,

mulleins, with a "spud." Wild carrots and asters

must be mowed off as soon as they throw up their

seed stalks, and long before the first blossom.

Bogs.—Cut the heads or tussocks at the surface

level, splitting the big ones, and lay them up to dry

for burning. Much good bedding stuff may be cut

from bog land this month ; it should all be secured.

Orchard and Nursery.

The attention of the fruit grower will now be de-

mauded by the early ripening products of his or-

chard. In the southern fruit regions, the harvest

has already begun, and supplies are rapidly coming
forward by rail. Peaches, this year, are more abun-

dant than they have been in years past, and only

the best prices will be brought by selected

fruit. Iu gathering the larger fruits for marketing,

a knowledge of the manner of ripening of the dif-

ferent varieties is important. As a general rule,

the fruit should remain upon the tree until it is

well formed, but not until it softens or mellows.

It should reach the retailer in sound condition.

Assorting.—This is a more profitable operation

than is generally supposed, and the larger the fruit,

the better does it pay to make at least two qualities

by selection. Where careful thinning has been done,

there will be less to go with the second quality.

Careful handling, at every step, from gathering

the fruit from the branch, to the final delivery of

the packages, is essential to its reaching the dis-

tant market and the customer iu good order.

Bears are, almost without exception, improved by
early picking aud ripening in-doors.

Ladders of various kinds should be in readiness,

and should be self supporting. We have, during

the past year, figured several ladders of this land.

Insects, especially the moths, may be sensibly

diminished if the fallen fruit be gathered up, and

fed to the swine. Plant lice are easily killed by

strong soap, or tobacco water, and some prefer a

mixture of the two. The great trouble is, that these

pests come in such numbers, aud are usually on the

very ends of the twigs, where they seem so inac-

cessible, that they are generally allowed to have

their own way. There are now many efficient and

cheap engines for throwing washes into trees.

Budding will continue, and may be done where-

ever the bark of the stock runs freely, and good buds

can be obtained. The maturity of buds may be

hastened by pinching off the ends of those shoots

from which they arc to be taken. The usual order

is cherry, plum, pear, apple, cherry on dwarf (Ma-

haleb) stock, peach, aud quince. The stocks budded

earlier should be looked to, and the tying not

allowed to become too tight.

Layer Shrubs, protect seed beds from scorching,

and gather tree seeds as directed last month.

Fruit Garden.
As the fruits ripen in succession, the surplus will

need to be preserved in some form. Bottling or

canuing is of course the best plan, but drying is

better than no method of preserving. Some hints

on this matter are given in our household pages.

Blackberries are to be kept low and in a compact

form, as recommended on page i'.fl.

I)n;nj Trees.—Pinch in rampant shoots, especial-

ly on young "fruit trees, and continue to rub out

those that push where they are not. wanted. Fruit

may still be thinned, especially of those kinds thai

grow in clusters, aud are apt to harbor insects.

Pick early varieties of pears for house ripening.

Grapes.—Mildew should not be allowed to get

the upper hand. The timely dusting of sulphur

will usually arrest it. We last year flgured the

bellows used for the purpose. Keep growing

shoots tied up to stakes and trellises. We kuovi of

no better way to deal with caterpillars than hand

picking. Where the number of vines is not large,

frequent aud persistent search will soon free them
of these destructive agent..

Haspterries.—The general way i- to remove the

old canes In spring, but in garden culture if is but

little trouble to cut them away as soon as the fruit

is off, aDd give the new canes full scope.

Strawberries.—In a large way spring jfianting is

preferable, but small beds may with proper care be
advantageously made iu autumn. Indeed, where
the precaution has been taken to start the runners
in small pots, they may be set at any time. Where
plants are grown in row or hill culture, the runners
are to be kept off, and weeds pulled from the rows.

Weeds.—Clean culture is as necessary iu the fruit

garden, as elsewhere. A mellow soil is secured by
frequent working, and there will be much less suf-

fering from drouth if the soil is stirred or mulched.

Water only when absolutely necessary, as it some-
times will be with trees set last spring; remove
the surface soil from over the roots, water abun-
dantly

; when it has soaked away, replace the earth.

KiJclien Garden.
If weeds have beeu industriously kept down, this

month will be one of comparative leisure to the
gardener. Still he must look out for his future in-

terests in the careful saving of seeds, and occupy
ground cleared of early crops with such late ones
as may be desirable and which have time to grow.

Asparagus.—Old beds will ouly need to have the
coarse weeds pulled out. Seed beds, properly hoed
and thinned, will give better plants at a year old
than those neglected aud over-crowded will furnish

at the end of two years.

Beans.—The bush varieties may be planted for

late crops, and to give a supply for saltiug.

Beets.—Give plenty of room in the rows, aud thin.

Cabbages and Cauliflowers.—Plants, especially in

the warmer States, may be set for a late crop. Lime
will destroy slugs, and also prevent club-foot.

Carrots.—Hoe, thin, and weed, and ifyouug roots

are desired, seed of the early sorts may J>e sown.

Celery.—Plauts may still be set with the prospect
of lair-sized roots byfrost. Keep the earlier plant. I

free of weeds, aud the soil mellow by frequent us(

of the cultivator or hoe. At the end of the mouth
commence to earth up the more advanced plautings.

Corn.—Save seed from the finest and earliest ears.

Cucumbers will need picking over every day, or

every two days at least, if small pickles arc wanted.

Egg Plants.—Caterpillars will oftcu make great

havoc with the leaves, aud must be picked off. Give
liquid manure, and keep the heavy fruits from
contact with the ground by the use of mulch.

Endive.—Transplant afoot apart each way, and
sow seeds for the latest crops aud for winter use.

Herbs.—Cut aud dry as they begin to flower.

Lettuce. — Sow small quantities for succession.

Melons.—Increase the size and quality of the. fruit

by preventing the vines from overbearing. Save,

seed only from those varieties that have grown at

a distance from other plants of the same nature.

Onions.—Harvest as soou as the tops fall over.

Those that are to be stored lor winter should lie

thoroughly dried. Take up onion sets, dry them,

aud spread with their tops on in an airy loft, put-

ting them not over four inches deep.

Hadishes.^Sov/ early sorts, if wanted so late in

the season. The best winter radish is the Chinese

Rose-colored Winter, which may be sown now or

later, and treated in all respects like turnips. It

sown too early, it will get owr«iwi 11.

Spittach.—Some may he sown for fall cutting, but

the crop for next spring's use sbonld not he put in

until next month.

Squashes.—Seed of the early kinds should be -

cured. Let the vines of the running sorts

root at the joints. Crush all the eggs found on

the underside of the leaves. Examine often.

Viotet Potatoes.—It. t\ie soil be kept mollowand

free from weeds, there Is no difficult} in getting n

satisfactory crop. At the .North, it is not advisable

to allow the vines to root at the joints, nor is it

well lo dip them, a- it diminishes the crop.

Tomatoes.—The great enemy to the tomato is the
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one that causes such annoyance to the tobacco

grower. A large and most voracious greeu "worm,"
the larva of one of the Sphinges. It spares neither

leaves nor green fruit, but eats its way in the most
unrelenting manner, until nothing but the firmer

stems are left. Fortunately, its copious droppings

give unmistakable evidence of its presence, and
he must be a careless cultivator who allows the

"worm" to get much the better of him. Pick oil

the fellow and crush him, using gloves if you are

squeamish ; though repulsive, it is harmless.

Turnips.—Ruta-bagas may he sown early in the

month, and the early sorts at the end. As soon as

up, dust with lime, or a mixture of equal parts of

plaster and ashes, to keep away the " ilea," or fly.

Weeds.—TVe only repeat our frequent caution to

always keep a little ahead of these.

Flower Garden and Lawn.
This is the month in which the lover of flowers

perhaps gets less return for his labor than in any

other. All the early flowering things are gone, and

there are not enough of the later ones in bloom to

give the garden a very attractive appearance.

Lawns are to he mowed, aud if the clip is light,

leave it, especially on new lawns, to serve as a

mulch to the roots. See that the roots of the grass

do not run into beds cut in the lawn, and give

Orass Edgings the same care. Coarse weeds,

like plantaius, thistles and dandelions in lawns

and edgings, must be pulled up by hand.

Chrysanthemums.—These, so appreciated in au-

tumn, their season of bloom, are too often neglect-

ed in their early growth. Thin out useless branch-

es, and leave only a few strong ones. We prefer

to grow them with three good stems, and then

pinch these to make them throw out laterals. The
hairy caterpillars seem to be very partial to these

plants, aud they should not be allowed to suffer

from their depredations.

JRoses.—The free use of the knife on the constant

bloomers will keep up a new growth and a succes-

sion of flowers. Of course, the slug and all other

enemies, must be kept in check by whale oil soap

or tobacco water. Tobacco smoke is the best

thing for Aphis. We use a " crinoline," made of

stiff paper, wkicli is simply to confine the smoke
for a few minutes ; as soon as the lice are stupefied,

a smart showering will finish them.

Fticlisias, as bedders, are a mere provocation
;

they do well nutil hot weather, and then shed

leaves and buds, and go into a state of rest. There

are a few varieties that will not do this, but of these

"we unfortunately have lost the names. With those

that thus unpleasantly strip themselves, the best

way is to prune them rather severely, and when
the heat moderates, they will push anew and give

late flowers. Start new stock from cuttings.

Dahlias.—These are grand for a few weeks before

frost, but, except the dwarfs, or "Bouquet Dah-

lias," we think that in small grounds they are more
trouble than they are satisfaction. It is all sticks

and strings, and picking off grasshoppers, aud
looking after borers. It is best not to allow the

tall-growing sorts to bloom iu this hot weather.

Gladiolus is a great boon to the gardener, as it is

good single, in groups, or in beds. Keep the stems

erect by neat stakes, and as fast as the lower flow-

ers are past their prime, pull them off.

" Foliage Bants," a name that we despise, hut

which we use for want of a better, may be made
much more effective by judicious cutting. Coleus

—the best of them—is much better when cut back

and kept bushy. This remark does not apply to

Cannas aud things that do not branch freely.

Pi-opagaiion of bedding stuff for another year

should now go on. There are but few things of

which the old plants are of much value, and it is

much better to lay in a stock of new plants to win-

ter over in the green-house. Those who have no
green-hou e had better buy each year. Those who
have, sho 'd start a stock of plants.

Seeds.—as a general rule, sow seeds of perenni-

als as soon as ripe. Some of the hardy annuals,

such as Pansies, Larkspurs, etc., are best when
fall sown. It is by taking advantage of every acci-

dental perfection that improvement is made. Like
does not always produce like, but the seeds of the

best flowers are most likely to give good results.

Green and Hot-Houses.
Now that the most of the plants are out,

all repairs may be made. Have the heating appa-

ratus iu order long before there is any need of it.

See that the plants that are left in the house do not

get sun-burned, overrun by insects, or suffer for

proper watering. Lay in supplies of all needed
articles, such as loam, sand, moss, aud pots. The
plants out-of-doors must not be neglected. Insects

will make havoc, sun will scorch the evergreen
things, worms will get into the pots, heavy winds
will break down tender things, and dogs and cats,

and other domestic animals, will do mischief if

they have access to the plants. Many good florists

are coming to the belief that, take it altogether,

the majority of hot-house plants are safer iu-doors

than out, if properly shaded and well ventilated.

Cold Grapery.

As the fruit is ripening, sudden changes of tem-

perature will be injurious and must be avoided,

though free ventilation is to be practised. Stop
watering wheu the fruit begins to ripen, and when
it is ripe, keep the upper ventilators open at night.

If mildew appears, use sulphur freely, upon the

floors, and keep the air of the house very dry.

Apiary in August.—Prepared by 31. Qu inby.

Look well to the weak colonies now, whether old

or new, as all such are liable to injury from the moth
worm. Ascertain the cause of weakness ; if it is an

old stock, and has over-swarmed, or is qneenless,

or if the queeu is barren, supply the deficiency. If

it lack bees, give a comb or two, filled with sealed

brood ; this will hatch without any further atten-

tion from the bee* If the stock be a new one

which never was strong, it is easily helped iu this

way. Any colony intended for winter should be

made strong this mouth. If without movable

combs to operate with, it is generally best to

break up the hive, and secure the contents. This

also is the best thing to do with a badly dis-

eased hive. Where there is much buckwheat,

it would semetimes pay to drive out the bees

to begin again in an empty hive. If they

made only a few combs, this would be more
valuable for another year than many think. In sec-

tions where there is no buckwheat, and the honey
sources are clover aud basswood, more honey will

be obtained by talcing up all condemned colonies

early in the mouth. Since the commencement of

fruit blossoms, the season here has been propitious.

June was a swarming month. Very many stocks

will store entirely too much honey in the hive to

make it safe for winter. The remedy for those in

the old box hive is only partial. Boxes for surplus

should at once be added, and room to work iuside

given to all. The boxes should be furnished with all

the clean, nice,white comb you can supply, that they

may be tempted to fill them. With movable eomb
hives, the matter is easily controlled by removing

full combs, and replacing them with empty frames or

empty combs. Put the empty ones Hear the centre,

alternating with full ones, moving full ones outr

ward. The full combs can be set away, and given

to any late swarms that do not obtain sufficient

winter stores. When not wanted thus, they may
be saved for the table. This honey may not be of

the purest quality, yet the quantity obtained in this

was', over any method of boxing, ought to compen-
sate considerably. Set shallow dishes with sweet-

ened water among the hives at night to take moths.

Cider.—What is the best steam or horse-power

cider-press ? Those who have good ones would do well

to advertise. We have inquiries for them every year,

and would be glad to learn, from those who have good
ones in use, how they work, and which is best

SPECIAL OFFER

Will You Take one of These

PREMIUMS?
We have referred in a previous number to our valuable

Anntals, which were prepared for the year 1S67, viz. : the

Agricultural Annual, Xo. 1, and the Horticul-
tural Annual, ]Vo. 1. These books each contain 108

pages; they are beautifully illustrated, full of useful infor.

niation, each of them having an Almanac and Calendar of

"work for every month, and are neatly done up in enameled

paper covers. Price, 50 cents each.

Will You Take These

EXTRA PREMIUMS?
TVe now make the following offer: To every person who

shall, during the month of August, send us a subscriber to

the American Agriculturist, for one year, beginning; either

with January or July. 1SGT, at the regular rate, ($1.50), we will

present and send post-paid, either a copy of No. 1 Agricul-

tural Annual, orXo. 1 Horticultural Annual, which

ever is desired, (if applied for at the time of subscribing).

Every one of our present subscribers, or anybody else

who is not already supplied, can thus easily secure one or

both of these beautiful Annuals. These are each the com-

mencement of a series which will be continued. Each is

complete in itself; intrinsically, as useful for one year as an-

other, and the early numbers will grow more valuable

as the series increases by regular yearly issues.

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

show at a glance the transactions for the month, ending
July 13, 1SG7, and also for the same month last year

:

1. TRANSACTIONS AT THE NEW-YORK MARKETS.

Receipts. Flour. Wieat. Corn. Jlye. Barley. Oats.

26dayst/tfsm*tli1S4.000 121.000 9S3.000 67.W0 29.000 381.000
36 daystostin'thl^OM 213,000 1,541,000 24,000 83,000 457,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barley.

26 days this month, 271.000 576.000 1,889.000 167.000 74.000
26 days tort mouth, 175,000 3-29,000 1,765,000 246,000 169,000

2. Comparison with same period at this time, last year.

Rhcelpts. Flour. Wit eat. Corn. Bye. Barley. Oats.

2G days 1867. . ..131000 121.000 9S3.000 67,090 29.000 331,000
24 days 1866. . . .291.000 558,000 4,050.000 169,000 67,000 1 ,311,000

Sales.

26 davs 1867.
24 days 1866.

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barley.

271.000 576.000 1.889.000 167.000 74.000

233,000 430,000 3,612,000 199,000

3» Reportsfrom New Tori; Jan. 1 to July 13:

Flour. Wtteat. Corn. Bye, Oats. Barley.

1S67 220,911 60,999 4,42^,402 135,561 101,250 860,226
1S66 494,457 141,551 4.7S0.198 1S7.1S9 783.756

1865 731,000 S19.429 458,739 141 48,227 .......

4.

1SG7.

Stock of grain in store at Xew Tori::

Wheat, Cora,
bush. bush.

Eve, Barlev, Oats, Malt.
hush. hush. bush. bush.

July 15...245.509 160,780 66,986 21.390 206.763 31.700
June 14...578,279 217,793 117,257 69,643 379.865 16,311
May 15...731,330 261,092 186,804 145,706 608,494 16,461

Business has been influenced very slightly by the rise

in gold during the past month An active demand pre-

vailed for the leading kinds of produce. Breadstuffs have
have been quite freely purchased for home use, ship-

ment, and on speculation ; but prices have been unusual-

ly variable. Toward the close, the demand has been

good for desirable lots of flour, wheat, and oats, at steady-

rates. Corn has been in better supply and heavy. A con-

siderable amount of new wheat has been received from

the South, chiefly in small quantities. Most of it has

been in fine order, aud quick of sale, to the local millers.

The receipts of California wheat have been less exten-

sive Provisions have been in fair request. Pork and

lard closed in favor of sellers, nnder a partial revival of

the speculative demand. Beef has been very scarce, and

wanted. Butter and cheese have been quiet and heavy in

price, nnder liberal offerings Hay, hops, and cotton

have been less active, and are depressed in price

Wool has been unusually dull. Manufacturers have been

reluctant to purchase freely, in view of the extreme de-

pression in the market for goods. Holders have been,

rather eager to realize, and prices have declined, closing

irregularly. Stocks are moderate for the season, bnt are
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lately in excess of the current wants of the trade....
Tobacco has been in active demand, chiefly for export,
at former rates.

Crr.nEXT Wholesale Prices.
June 14. Jnly 15.

Peict! of Gold 137Flock—Super to Extra State? 9 00 @12 00
Snper to Extra Southern.... 10 30

_

Extra Western jo 00
Extra Genesee 12 oo
SnperDne Western ..'.'. S 00
IlrE Flour 6 S3
Conx Meal. 550
iVheit—All kinds of White. 2 35
All ki rids or Red and Amber. 1 83
Corx—Yellow &5
Mixed SO
Oats— Western 70
State S3
HrE 1 35

@15 50
®16 50
@14 Oil

(S. 9 60
@ 9 15
@ 6 25
@ 2 70
<3 2 45
© 1 10

@ 1 10

S 75
11 80
700
730
5 50
2 70
200

Barley i 00

@ —
@ 1 50
% 1 25
@ 1 SO
<3 1 90
<3 1 20
@ 2S;<
@ 65
@ 90
@ 13
@ 3 00
& 3 25

13*

S9
83
92

1 50

Hay—Bale ?1 100 B> ... 130
Loose 1 45
Straw, 3» 100 » SO
Cotton— Jllddlinis, Fa..... 27
Hops—Crop of 1S«. ?' a M
Feathers—Live Geese, pa. 73
Seed—Clover, ?* a 11
Timothy. "# bnshei 2 75
Flax, H bnshei 3 10
Sugar—Brown, ?> a 95
Molasses. Cuba. T'gl ....... 42 @ 60"
Coffee— Rio.(Gold price)?* a 15><.<3 19
Tobacco. Kentuckv, &c..?> a. 4"© 20
Seed Leaf, ?* a " 3 @ 55
Wool—Domestic Fleece, Fa. 40 @ 75
Domestic, pulled. -?* lb 30 @ 62K
California, unwashed, 22 © 36
Tallow, v a 11 © ii*£
Oil Cake— t< ton 50 00 ©55 00'

Poke—Mess, f> barrel 2150 ©2175
Prime, f barrel 13 50 ©IS 75
Beef—Plain mess 14 50 ©2100
Lvp.d, in barrels, ?* a 12 @ 13
BrTTER—Western, ? a 10 © 21
State, f< a 15 @ 28
Cheese 7 © 16
Beans—^ bnshei 2 00 ©4 00
Peas—Canada. ? bushel. 135 ©140
Eggs—Fresh, ?> dozen 20}£® 23MPoultry—Fowls, t* a 35 @ 13
Tnrkevs, ?n> 19 © 20
Potatoes— Mercers, Pbbl... 3 00 ©3 25
Peach Blows. ?> barrel 2 50 ©2 75
Potatoes—Buckeye. Hbbl.. 137 ©2 00
New Southern, ?> barrel
Apples—?t barrel 3 50 © 7 00
Cilaxbersies, ^barrel 12 00 ©20 00

139K
00 ©11 75
75 ©17 00

©18 50
©15 00
© 3 *o

© 9 25
© 6 10
© 330
@ 3 00
© 1 14
© 1 IB
© 93
@ 93

. © I 70
Nominal.
85 © 1 40
95 ® 1 35
90 © 1 15
26 © 27)rf

SO © 65
78 © 90

„!J ® 12«
3 00 © 3 25
3 10 ® 3 25
10X© 13
32 © 55

14X© 19Jf
4 © 20
2 © 65

40 © 70
30 © 55
18 © SO
ll!i@

50 00
23 00
19 50
18 00

12
13
14

2 00
1 20

17
16
18

11^
@5b 00
©23 12
©19 75
©24 00
@ &i@ 21
@ 30
© ua
©400
© 1 25
® 21

© IS
© 20

2 25 © 2 50

3 00 @ 6 50
4 00 @ 5 00

>ew York jL,ivc Stock JIai-lcets.—
Beeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep. Swine.
....5,056

5,551

WEEK ENDING
.Tune 18
June 25
July 2
Julv 9
July 16

Total in Jive Weelf. . . .26,737
Avtrane per Week 5.325
do. do. last Month.... 5,179
do. do. pret'e Month. 5,445

2.032
2,621
2,305
1.842

2,082

22.939
16.477
19,123

22.485
27,537

255 _in*s» ifto =-m

51

61

94
113
145
129

Total In I860 298,830 4,885
Total in 1S65 270,271 6,161
Total in 1864 267.609 7,603
Total in 1863 204,091 6,470

Average per Week, 1366.5,743
do. do. do. 1S65 5,255
do. do. do. 1S64 5,161
do. do. do. 1S63 5.150

2.4n -;..,, ]o

2.020 14:41

2,117

1.200
1,500
1,511
694

62.420
77.991
75.621

35,705

64
11,012

20,000
16,091
15.315

9,941

1,040.000
8:56.7*1

7?;. 162

17,60:1

15.847
19,210
14,030
16,571

S3.261
16,652
19.305

14,602

13,000
11,023
12.676
21,670

672,000
575.197

660,270
519,316 1,101,617

Beef Cattle.—The five weeks which onr report

covers are remarkable for the fluctuations in prices of

beef animals. The decline in prices commenced at the

close of our last report. They continued easily dropping
a little, until a rush of stock, coming unexpectedly and
undesired on a holiday week, cansed a collapse in the mar-
ket, such as has very rarely been observed. This will be
fairly shown by the estimated average of prices for each
week. June ISth, 17c. June 25th, 16@16J£c, July 2d,

15@1Sl;c, July !)th, 15J£C, Jnly 16th, liig.lG^c. This is

accounted for by a reduction of railroad tolls, the hot
weather, together with the abundance and excellence of

lamb, salmon, and small fruits in market, which lessened

the demand for beef for the city trade. We quote at

present, extra beef, 17ti@17?ic. per lb., estimated dressed
weight

;
good average bullocks, 15!-S@16>-£c., and poor,

Uyj&lS'/.c Mllcli Cows.—The supply and de-

mand are both so small that it seems almost a farce to

continue ibo enumeration and estimate of price*. A
really good cow will bring—say $80 to $120, and this

variation depends both on the quality of the cow and the

chance of a purchaser, poor cows selling at a little less

than they arc worth for beef, generally Calves.—The
price of veal has been influenced in a measure by that of

beef, the closing quotations being the result, of a contin-

ual though gradual decline. We may state the general

range of prices as about S to 1'2 cents per pound, live

weight ; lie. being about the average, and very choice

calves bringing a little more than 12c., and grass calves,

4 to "c Sliecp and Lambs,—There has been an

improvement in the quality of both sheep and lambs

since last month, but we are getting too many poor, thin

lots of sheep now. Prices about 6K@6£c, for good.

mutton sheep, live weight, the poorer grades selling at

4@6c. Lambs bring BghlSc., according t«» si/.* and fat-

ness. The stock of the week was large, but as these

figure- have been approached gradually, only a very

short supply of sheep or falling off in some other depart-

ment would cause a marked improvement at once.. .

Swiuc—The market has been subjection fluctuating

supply, and prices have varied accordingly. They now
stand at iKdiifr. for grjod, fair hogs.

The Fairs for 1867.

State Agricultural Fairs.

Wisconsia Madison Sept 23-27
Canada West Kingston Sept. 23-27
Kansas Lawrence Sept °4--'17
Pennsylvania Pittsburgh Sept. 24-27
Indiana Terre Haute Sept. 30-Oet 4
Illinois.

. Qnincy Sept. 30-Oct. 5New York Buffalo Oct 1-4
Minnesota Eochester Oct. 1- 4
Iowa Clinton Oct. 1- 4
Missouri St. Lonis Oct 7-1-'
Tenn.Ag'l & Mech.Ass. Clarksville Oct 15-19
Maryland Baltimore Oct. 29-31

Horticultural Meetings and Fairs.
American Pomological..St. Louis Sept. 11-14
Queens Co., N. Y7 Minneola, L. I Sept! 25-27

Horse Fairs.
N. T. Horse Fair Buffalo. N. Y An°. 13-16
TJ. S. Horse Exhibition.Springfield, Mass An? 27-29
Orange Co. Horse Fair..Goshen, N. Y Sept. 11-12

County and Local Fairs.
NEW TORE.

Cayuga Co Sept. 17-19
Duchess Co Washington Hollow. . Sept. 17-20
Putnam Co Carmel Sept. 1S-20
Ulster Co (Fair Grounds) Sept. 24-26

PENNSYLVANIA.
Bucks Co Sept. 24-26
Cumberland Co., Oct. 1- 4
Chester Co Westchester Sept. 26-28
Susquehanna Co., Pa.. .Montrose Sept. 11-12
Union Co Oct. 2- 4
Wan-en Co YoungsviUe Sept. 13-20

OHIO.
Ashtabula Co Jefferson Oct. 9-11
AthensCo Athens Oct. 3-4
Belmont Co St. Clairsville .Sept. 25-27
Champaign Co Urbana Oct. 1- 4
Clarke Co Springfield Sept. 10-13
Clermont Co Boston Sept. 17-20
Clinton Co Wilmington Sept. 18-20
Cuyahoga Co Newbnrgh Oct. S-ll
Defiance Co Degance Oct. 15-17
Delaware Co (Fair Grounds) Sept. 24-26
Eric Co Sandusky Oct. 1- 4
Franklin Co Colnmbus Sept. 10-13
Fulton Co Ottokee Sept. 25-27
Geauga Co Bnrton Sept. 1S-20
Geauga. (Free) Claridon Sept. 23-25
Greene Co Xenia Sept. 4- 6
Guernsey Co ..Cambridge Oct. 1- 2
Hamilton Co Carthage Sept. 3- 6
HancockCo Findlay Oct. 3- 5
Harrison Co Cadiz Oct. 2- 4
Huron Co Norwalk Oct. 2- 4
Jackson Co Jackson Oct. 3- 4
Lake Co Painesville Oct. 2- 4
Lawrence Co Ironton Sept. 25-27
Lorain Co Elvria Oct. 1- 4
Lncas Co Toledo Oct. 2- 4
Madison Co London Sept. 18-20
Marion Co Marion Oct. 1-4
Medina Co Medina Oct. 2-4
Miami Co Troy Oct. 2- 5
Morgan Co McConnellsville Oct. 1- 3
Morrow Co Mt. Gilead Oct. 2- 4
Portage Co Ravenna Oct. 18-20
Preble Co Eaton Sept. 17-20
Putnam Co Ottawa Oct. 2- 4
Richland Co Mansfield Oct. 2- 4
Sandusky Co Fremont Oct. 2- 4
Seneca Co Tiflan Oct. 9-12
Stark Co Canton Oct. 1- 4
Trumbull Co Warren Sept. 17-19
Tuscarawas Co Canal Dover Sept. 25-27
Union Co Marysville Oct. 9-11
Van Wert Co Van Wert Oct. 3- 5
Warren Co Lebanon Sept. 11-13
Wavne Co Wooster Oct. 9-11
Wyandotte Co Upper Saudusky Oct. 1- 3

TOWN, OR INDEPENDENT FAIRS.

Jamestown " Union,11
. .Greeue Co Aug. 28-30

Uhrirksvi'.le Tuscarawas Co Sept. 10-12
Richfield Summit Co Sept. 18-20
Blanchcster Clinton Co Sept. 24-27
Orwell Ashtabula Co Sept. 24-20
Conneant Ashtabula Co Sept 25-27
Garrettsville Portage Co Oct. 1- 3

ILLINOIS.

DeKalb Co De Kalb Sept. 25-28
Greene Co Carrollton Oct. 15-18

Henderson Co Biggsville Oct. 9-11

Jo Daviess Co Galena Sept. 21-27

Mercer Co Millershurgh Sept. 24-26
Montgomery Co Ilillsboro Oct. 1- 4

Pike Co Pittsfleld Sept. 2 1 :;

Stark Co Toulon Sept. 21 26

INDIANA.
Morgan Co Martinsville Sept. ;

Spencer Oo Rockport Oct. 2- 5

IOWA.
Kossuth Co Ugona Sept.

Mahaska Co Oskaloosa Sept 11-13

muni:.
Franklin Co Earminnton ..Oct, i

TeiltCo Saco and fllddcford. . ,Oet. S 10

New England Providence. R. I Sept. 3- 7
California Sept 9.13
New Hampshire Nashua
Michigan Detroit
Vermont Brattleboro! '.

Kentucky Louisville . .

.

Ohio Dayton

...Sept. 10-12

...Sept. 10-13

...Sept. 10-13

...Sept. 17-20
. . -Sept. 23-27

MISSOURI.
Jefferson Co De Soto Sept 25-"7
Pike Co Ashley Sept. 17-20
St. lotus Ag'l & Mech..St. Louis Oct. 7-13
MASS.—Franklin Co., Greenfield Sept. 27-28
N. J.—Hunterdon Co., (Flemington?) Sept. 24-26
KT.—Washington Co Oct. 18-21

Mason & Bracken Co., Genuantown Sept. 10-14
TENN.—Maury Co., (At old grounds) Oct. 8-12
WIS.—Outagamie Co., Grand Chute Sept. 17-18
NEB.—Douglass Co., Omaha Sept, 24-26

Crop Reports and Prospects.

The high prices which have prevailed thus far during
the year for all kinds of provisions, make the crop pros-
pects a theme of unusual interest. Everybody watches
the weather, and consults the papers, and dreams at night
of the crops. In the main the reports from all parts of
the country are favorable, and there is every indication of
a bountiful harvest. As we go to press, we are in the.

midst of the summer fruits, of which there has been an.

abundance, with the exception of cherries, which have
been a failure in the east. Forty cents a pound in the
retail market would indicate a general dearth of this fruit

throughout the land. Strawberries were never better.
They have been so abundant, and the prices ruled so low
in the glut of the market, that in some places we have
heard of, they were left to rot npon the vines. But these
were not the largest and best kinds. Fine berries always
sell well in the New York market. Raspberries have
been abundant, and sold at good prices. We have never
known a glut of this fruit. Currants have been plenty
and cheap. The market is improving for this fruit, and
we have seen large quantities of the Cherry and other
large varieties at 10 to 20 cents per pound at wholesale.
The wheat harvest of the South is gathered, and has

been a great relief to the necessities of the famishing dis-

tricts. The reports made to the Agricultural Depart-
ment at Washington show an increased acreage of twenty
per cent, devoted to this grain, and the yield has been
among the best npon record. In the large wheat growing
districts of Pennsylvania, and the States lying west, they
are gathering the wheat crop, under the most favor-

able auspices, as we go to press. It is admitted on all

hands that the wheat never looked better, and, in recent
years, has not been less troubled with insects, rust, or
falling down. Reports from the newspapers iu Missouri
are highly favorable. The weather is fine, and the yield

of wheat bountiful. In Central and Southern Illinois the
harvest is glorious, and the earth burdened with count-

less stacks of the golden sheaves. All through Southern

Kansas there is an unusually large crop. In Western New
York, the appearance of the crop is said to be encouraging.

The wheat crop is heavier than it has been for years, and
the area of ground sown having been enlarged, there will

be a handsome yield. From these and many other re-

ports, we think the yield of this grain cannot be less

than two hundred millions of bushels, and from present

appearances, it will be gathered in good condition.

Rye is much less cultivated, but has a good report from

all quarters. Oats and barley are doing well iu the

sections where they are raised.

It is too early to prophesy concerning Indian corn,which
is the king cereal of our country. Its prospects have been
somewhat damaged by the cold and rain ofiMay and June,

but it is now looking of good color. Reports generally

are favorable. . Jnly and August make the corn crop.

The season has been very favorable for grass and hay.

Butter and cheese have been plenty, and of good quality.

The hay crop will be abundant wherever the soil is in

good condition. We are now in the midst of the hay bar-

vest, and it is generally admitted to be abundant.

The large promise of apples and pears will not be real-

ized in the East, probably not more than an averago crop,

which indicates a good market in New York for all the

fruit the West can send us. Of grapes it is too early to

speak, though the vines are said to be looking well.

Peaches in Jersey and Delaware will be plenty.

The great crops of the South, corn, cottou, and tobacco,

are doing quite as well as could be expected under the

circumstances. In the Mississippi Valley there were ex-

tensive breaks in the levees, and wide spread destruction

therefrom. In other parts on the sen-board there have been

excessive rains and overflows, but the damage is confined

to the low lands in the river valleys. In some part- there

are complaints from tin' freedmon, that they are diverted

from their labor by political speakers, « ho are anxious t"

indoctrinate them in their duties ascltiiens. Butnot-

» Ithstanding these drawbacks, the reports from the South

are In the main of a cheerful character. The frcedinen

are better paid, and work better than last year. The reel-

ing for the future, growing OU( of the prospects of the

Crops, ;- v. iv hop, in! and Jubilant In North Mississippi

theyhav. dsrotod ,:
- IDurtb t»l Iheii land to bread-

Huff* 1 UM cotton loc!<« hialthf, AM enffrrs for luck of tba
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hoe. About Jackson, they are trying German laborers,

and are pleased with the change. In Western Tennessee,

two-thirds of the land is said to be in com and the small

grains, which last have been gathered with a fair yield.

We have recently conversed with a large planter, from

Southwestern Georgia, who reports the negroes as work-

ing well generally ; oats a good crop, and. being fed un-

threshed, a great relief to working animals; wbeatvery
good, corn looking well, and fruits abundant. The cotton

crop is promising, and planters in his section estimate

it at not less than three millions of bales. We have

seen this estimate made in other responsible quarters.

The apprehension is felt that the crop may be so b.rge as

to carry prices down below a remunerative point. In

spite of the tax, which we think a great blunder on the

part of the Government, cotton is likely to be the main
crop in the Gulf States for generations to come. On the

whole, the crop prospects are eminently satisfactory, and

indicate a profitable trade for the coming fall and winter.

The Crops op Europe.—The prices of grain in this

country depend very much upon those of Europe. Almost

all our surplus crosses the Atlantic, and a heavy Euro-

pean demand.or the prospect of wars, which will interrupt

the regular supplies, at once puts our prices up. It is still

too early to be able to judge of the wheat crop of Europe.

By the last advices the weather was so good, that, though

the stock of wheat in first hands was reduced so low that

its amount could hardly be estimated, yet markets were

dull, and the general expectation of a full harvest caused

an unsettled state of prices, which will no doubt continue

until the question is settled, and the harvest in good part

over. In Great Britain, a large part of the hay had been
secured in unusually good order, and though the weather

was cold and unfavorable for grains, yet, with an abun-

dance of hay, farmers were feeling very well satisfied.

A New Era in Poultry Breeding in

America.

We have expressed ourselves plainly in regard to the

sad demoralization of most poultry breeders who raise

birds for sale. That the grossest frauds are intentionally

and unintentionally practiced, will not be deuied. One
reason is that poultry fanciers in this country have no
sure standard of exceUence to guide them. Judges at

fairs decide awards upon the same principles that they

would judge of hogs or sheep, without knowing the very

accurate and uniform points of color, of form and feather,

by which the various breeds of poultry are raised and

judged of in Europe, and among poultry fanciers of intel-

ligence in this country. Now a society of energetic men has

been formed to disseminate knowledge, to correct faulty

standards, and establish good ones. We know many of

the gentlemen who formed the society, and believe that it

was done from the real love of beautif.il domestic poultry

and their breeding. Some have, and will have, birds for

sale, others have not, and never will have, but in the so-

ciety they meet as lovers of ponltry, and breeders, and not

as merchants. We hope much from their exhibitions

and from their annual reports, but more from the spirit

of honorable rivalry, of thoronghly honest dealing, and of

fair investigation, which seems to animate all. The mem-
bers of the society are* now located at the North, East,

and West, others will join from the South, and by inter-

change of birds, and opinions, and free discussions at the

gatherings of the society, it is not too much to expect a

new era in poultry breeding in America. We appeud
a brief report of the meeting for organfzation.

The American Poultry Society.—Pursuant to the

call noticed in the July number of the American Agricul-

turist, a meeting was held at the Cooper Institute, in this

city, July 10th. Those present represented several States

of the Union, and much enthusiasm prevailed, all agree-

ing iu the desirability of establishing a Poultry Society,

national in character. A committee, consisting of Messrs.

A. M. Halsted, S. M. Saunders, and J. C. Thompson, sub-

mitted a draft of a constitution, which, after thorough
discussion, was unanimously adopted. The first article

indicates the purpose of the society. It is as follows:
- l This association shall be called ' The American Poultry

Society.
1

Its object shall be to increase interest in, and
promote the improvement of poultry breeding and man-
agement, in this country, by adopting standards of excel-

lence, by public discussions and exhibitions, by collect-

ing and disseminating intelligence, and by such other

reasons as may be deemed advisable. 11 The terms of mem-
bership fixed upon, are the the payment of $3 a year. The
names of thirty-eight gentlemen were enrolled as mem-
bers, and the following officers were chosen to hold their

places until the annual election, to be held the second

Wednesday in October. President, J. G. Finnie, Esq., 11

Wall-st., New York; Vice President, James E. Mailory,

Tarrytown, N. T.; Recording Secretary, W. A. Fitch,

American Agriculturist Office, New York; Corresponding

Secretary, C. M. Saunders, corner Cedar and Pearl-streets,

New York ; Treasurer, J. C. Thompson, Tompkinsville,

Staten Island, N. Y.; Auditor, A. M. Halsted, OS Pearl-

st., New York. These form the Executive Committee.

Editorial Jottings in Europe.—

*

[Mn, Jttdd, in making a summer's tour on the other

side of the Atlantic, went for the express purpose of

securing rest, though expecting to glean much informa-

tion which will be indirectly useful to our readers here-

after. He expressed the determination to abandon his

pen and everything that has the slightest connection with

work for the mind. Still, he sends home occasional

social letters, and we shall take the liberty to give some
brief extracts that will interest others, perhaps, as well

as ourselves.

—

Associate Editors.]

.... Hid-Atlantic, June 3d, 1S07.—For five days wo have

been driven eastward by both steam and wind power,

about 300 miles every St hours. Our good ship, the

"'Tripoli,
1 '' tossed and rolled by the waves, like a floating

cork, though built wholly of iron, keeps her straight on-

ward course, regardless of wind or tide. As usual, I

refuse auy tribute to Old Neptune. Most of our company
make at least an hourly contribution. I already begin to

feel the exhilaration of absolute freedom from business

cares, and every day's journey is adding to the broad sea

wall that separates me from routine work. I really feel

free for once—the first time in a dozen years, or more.

Five years ago to-day I was in precisely the same latitude

and longitude, and for the same object, but the depressing

anxiety for the fate of the armies and of our country,

gave little reason for calm quietude, and the disasters to

our soldiers on the Peninsula, magnified by the interest-

ed London editors who were holders of Confederate

Bonds, so distressed me that I hastened home, worse

jaded than when I set out. God grant that no troubles,

political or financial, may this year interfere with the

quietude and rest I seek.

.... Cork, Ireland, June l\)th —All well. Yesterday af-

ternoon we were landed at Qneenstown, in less than 11

days' running timi from New York, despite several days

of severe storm. I could wish every friend crossing the

ocean might have as good a ship as the Tripoli, and as

good officers as C'apt. Martyn and his associates Not a

single profane word has been heard from officer, crew, or

passengers, and not even a discourteous look. Every-

thing possible to be done, has been done to make every

one comfortable, and at a meeting of the passengers on

Saturday, a unanimous and hearty vote of thanks was

given to Captain and men. ...To-day we rode out 15

miles through the country, visiting " Blarney Castle,"

and kissing the "Blarney stone" of course. This is a

beautiful region. I am sure that without something

wrong in the political, social, and religious condition of

the country, no Irishman would ever leave such a fertile

and lovely land as this.

Londonderry, Ireland, June 14//?.—During the last

four days I have passed through the entire length of the

" Emerald Isle "—a distance of full 300 miles as we trav-

eled—and stopped nearly a day each at Dublin and Bel-

fast. I confess, I have fallen in love with the country.

You need never think of Ireland as a poor barren coun-

try. Nowhere in America can you travel 300 miles and

see so beautiful, so fertile, and so well cultivated a region

as that I have just traversed. With few exceptions there

is a succession of thoroughly tilled fields, clothed with

luxuriant crops. I suppose there are barren sections on

the island, but I have not seen them. The farther we
came north, the more beautiful has the country appeared,

and right here, away up to the very shores of the North-

ern Ocean, and as far north as Hudson Bay in America,

the farms fairly rival in beauty and luxuriance, and good
culture, the finest regioas of South-eastern Pennsylvania,

or the Genesee Valley in Western New York. The living

hedges, instead of fences, of course increase the attrac-

tiveness of the rural scenery Had I not seen scores, if

not hundreds, of beggars, everywhere in the streets of

the towns I have passed through, I should wonder greatly

whence come the millions of poor that have flocked from

these shores to our own land. There is another ex-

planation. Eveiy now and then the attentive and polite

railwa}' officials have pointed out to me a village and its

surrounding country, remarking that :t they belonged to

such and such" a "lord," or "baron," or "earl," etc.

Divide the soil among fhe.?#on/tf, as in America, and there

will be a different state of thing?.

Tlie "Giant's Causeway.''''—The sun rises here
now a little after 3 o'clock, A. M., and sets about 9 P. M.,

and the twilight continues nearly all night. I am writing

this by daylight, at 9H P.M.! Last night I stopped at

Portmsh, some 40 miles northeast of Londonderry, and
taking advantage of the early sunrise, rode 7 miles east

to the noted "Giant's Causeway," a mass of regular

columns four or five thousand in number, just out from
the sea, presenting a most wonderful exhibition. Let no
one fail to see this natural phenomenon. It far exceeds
my previous conceptions. I will not attempt a descrip-

tion, when so many abler pens have failed

Containing a great raiiety of Ifejns, including many
good Hints and Suggestions which we throw into smaller
type- and condensed form, for want of space elsewliere.

BIott to Steiuit without danger of loss.

—

Checks on New-York Banks or Bankers
are best for large sums ; make them payable in all cases

to the order of Orange Judd & Co.

Post Office Ittoney Orders may now be obtain-

ed at nearly every ci.nnty scat, in all the cities, and in

many of the large towns. We consider them perfectly

safe, and the best means of remitting fifty dollars or less,

as many hundreds have been sent to us without any loss.

Registered Letters, under the new system,

which went into effect June 1st, are a very safe

means of sending small sums of money where P. O. Mon-
ey Orders cannot be easily obtained. Observe, the Reg-

istry fee, as well as postage, must be paid in stamps at

the office where the letter is mailed, or it will be liable

to be sent to the Dead Letter Office. Buy and affix the

stamps both for postage and registry, put in the money and

seal the letter in tlie presence of the 2X>stmaster, and talce his

receiptfor it. Letters sent in this way to us are at our risk.

Fairs.—Who are the Officers ?—We
desire to have, and to keep regularly, the names of the

officers of all the Agricultural Societies in the United

States. Will those interested in such institutions, please

forward them, and also notify us when changes are made ?

Also please state time and place for holding next exhibi-

tion ; we shall publish as complete a list as can be made.

Be particular to trive in each instance not only the

name of town, Out that of county, and STATE.

Tlie I>eath of tlie Commissioner
of Agriculture.—The Hon. Isaac Newton died at

Washington, in June last. Though we have at times felt

it our duty to be rather severe on his official acts, we be-

lieve that he did as well as he knew how, and that he was

social 11 * ~k-v rl m*1 " but placed in a position for which

he tt£j$@jj&~'''"^-"unfitted. Rumor has mentioned the

names ofVome dozen or more, as likely to be nominated

as his successor, but at the time of our writing, no nomi-

nation for the position has yet been sent to the Senate.

Chemistry of the Farm and the
Sea.—This title covers a series of familiar, short, and

interesting essays by Dr. Jos. R. Nichols, of Boston, edi-

tor of the Boston Journal of Chemistry. The subjects

treated, besides those named in the title, are the chemistry

of a bowl of milk, of the dwelling, of a kernel of corn, and

of the sun, obscure sources of disease, the action of water

on lead pipes, and bread and bread-making. Published

by A. Williams & Co., Boston, of 123 pages, Svo.

Sundry Mumhng-s.—The number of let-

ters received during the last month from parties who have

been insulted with piles of circulars from the various

swindling shops, is not as large as in some previous

months, and they come from fewer sources than is usual;

but several of the old offenders are still operating, not-

withstanding they have been arrested,and held for trial un-

der bonds, and their places cleared of the thousands of cir-

culars, envelopes, etc., which was the bulk and substance

of all they contained. The wonder is that people can be

so easily taken in and swindled ; in fact, it appears as if

they were not only willing but desirous of being hum-

bugged, and of paying for the operation. One of our cor-

respondents writes that he sent forty-five dollars to Stod-

dard, Magnire & Co., Baltimore, whose circular is word

for word like C. H. Garland & Co.'s, and received goods

which he invoices thus

:

-2 Brass Watches, worth $0.00

1 White Watch " 0.05

1 Pistol
l 0.25

12 White Spoons lt
. 0.10

1 Brass Chain ' • 0.00

1 Plated Pin " 0.10

Grand total $0.50

Such trades are of daily occurrence, and yet the people

are infatuated with the idea that somebody is going to

give tltem, as a particular favor, five, ten, or a hundred

times the value of their money, for the sake of inducing

others to try the same operation, and get gulled— J. E.

Brcnnan & Co. send out their circulars, representing that

they are determined to send a good prize to your neigh-

borhood, and have accidentally met with your name, etc.,

etc., and if you will send them twenty dollars iu gold.they
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will send a package oftickets, and if these don't draw elev-

en hundred dollars in gold, clear of all expenses, they will

send another certificate in their Brilliant Extra Lottery

Scheme Frank Mass & Co. send a circular precisely

similar, only for ten dollais they want you to draw twelve

hundred in gold. Of course,whoever " goes in " loses his

coin A. A. Kelley, who was shown up in the July

number, is still selling his lottery tickets, and swindling

all those who arc foolish enough to buy. May 22(1 . 1867,

Kelley issued a flaming circular, headed '* Important An-
nouncement ! To the patrons and agents of Kelley"- First

Grand Xorth American Gift Concert. Of 500.000 tickers is-

sued, only a few remain unsold. The delay in its com-
pletion has been unavoidable, and we have been com-
pelled to extend the time of the first concert to Saturday,

July 13, 1867, when it ivill positively take place at any cost,

without further 2X>stponement, at Cooper Institute, New
Totk City" Now, take kotice. Saturday, July

13th, an advertisement appeared in the New York Herald,

beaded "Kelley's Grand North American Gift Concert.

A card. To Ticket Holders, etc. "We have found it

absolutely nceessary,.in justice to our patrons, to extend

the time of the first concert for a few days, owing to the

detention of our mail, containing thousands of letters, by

the postmaster of Chicago, etc., etc." Peter Cooper, Esq.,

informs us that Kelley has never even engaged the hall

for his grand enterprise, aud furthermore that he cannot

have it for any such purpose. Kelley in his last adver-

tisement says, " Our sales have been immense, our suc-

cess complete." Of course it has; success to him is to

fill his pocket with other people's money, but this prom-

ise that his " Grand Gift Concert will positively takeplace

vithoutfurther postponement, JulylZ, at Cooper Instituted

while the hall was not secured, and the concert did not

take place, wc hold up as a mirror in which our readers

may see the man.. .Matthew Westbrook sends a great

variety of circulars, offering fortunes for very little money.

Among the lot thus advertised are the " Continental Tea
Company," '"The Metropolitan Jewelers' Association,"

"American Album Watch." " Sporting Greenbacks"

and vile things, too vile for decent people to read.

On one of his circulars we find :
" Our stock con-

sists in part of 1400 pianos, 000 melodeous, 700 cabinet

organs," etc., etc., etc. Matthew was arrested July 3d. in

the afternoon, for selling lottery tickets, etc., had an ex-

amination, was held for trial, aud, for want of ready

bail, was sent to the lock-up, protesting most earnestly

against this method of celebrating Independence. In clear-

ing out his place, the officers failed to find any of that big

stock of musical instruments, etc., the particulars with

regard to which are seen in the small dills. The stock con-

sisted of a pile of circulars, as usual, worth three cents

per pound, electrotype plates of the Sporting Greenbacks,

a few pounds of tea, etc Many other smaller concerns

of similar character are still sending out their circulars,and

gulling the people. Most of them have been already shown

up in our columns, but are still out of the penitentiary,

though they ought to be in it, because, as Mr. Beecher said

in his sermon, of July 11 : "If a man wants to have justice

in the courts of New York, it would seem as if he should

go there with his purse in his hand. We have heard of

corrupt judges. We have heard men speaking of the

judiciary of the city of New York, which stinks like

Sodom and Gomorrah. They buy and sell justice,

they are seeking for pelf, they sell the sanctity of their

ermine." We warn all our readers against lotteries of

every kind. Anything aud everything that has prizes

t<> lie drawn for, is a violation of the civil and moral law,

and here we mean to include all such drawings at church

and charitable festivals, fairs, etc. Those who sell a hun-

dred tickets, more or less, at $1 each, for a share in a

twenty dollar Bible to lie drawn or rallied for.are violators

of the State laws, and such practices should be dis-

countenanced by all good people. A cause that cannot

be sustained by honest and honorable means is not

worth sustaining at all. We caution our readers again

against quack doctors, (don't write to us about them, wc
don'1 know them, and don't want UO quack medicines,

quack traders, and quackery of every kind. Millions of

dollars would be saved animallyto honest people by heed-

iiiL.' this warning.

Mannie Frauds-Xlie South Chief-
ly Victimized.—Our attention is seldom called to

fraudulent dealing in pretended fertilizers, when we do

uol find thai the planters and fanners of the Southern

Slates are the great snfferers. A case of most glaring

fraud has lately come to our notice in this way. A gen-

tleman having a deposit of excellent shell-marl in Vir-

ginia, where it is easy to load vessels with it, was brought

in contact with a Baltimore chemist, who proposed to

him to manufacture it into a fertilizer fully equal to Peru-

vian guano, at a very low rate. A sample was furnished

ofa '^manipulated" fertilizer he was then making.and sell-

ing for $40 or $50 per ton retail, and the manipulator

agreed to make an article equally valuable, using the marl

as a basis. He took also some of the marl and prepared a

sample of what he would furnish. This was sent by us

to Prof. Johnson, of the Sheffield Scientific School, New
Haven, for analysis, and we soon learned that it was, as

we presumed it would prove, of no value as a high-priced

fertilizer. It is probable that the rascally ' chemist"
had added nothing whatever of manurial value to the

marl. The marl itself has value where it can be liberally

applied, and the cost of transportation is not much.
Our friend was thus saved the loss and shame of being

involved, with his friends, in so disgraceful an enterprise,

but the fact remains that the chemist continues to make
and supply to the southern trade, the worthless article of

his own, at a high price. The man actually pretended to

court investigation, and to be perfectly willing to have

the stuff" analysed, thinking in this way to bluff off inves-

tigation, by a show of honesty and conscious rectitude.

His name is Carey, as we understand, and the " fertiliz-

er" is called "French Manipulated Guano,''
1 or some

similar name. There are more birds of the same feather.

I>rainin*i—Agi-ieiiltiiraX and San-
itary.—Among the Book Advertisements of this num-
ber will be found a notice of" Draining for Profit an d
Drainingfor Dealt/i,"" by Col. Geo. E. Waring, Jr.. whose
Essay on Tile Draining in our Agricultural Annual for

1S07, has attracted such favorable attention. After a care-

ful reading of this work, we are impelled to speak more
strongly concerning it than is our custom with regard to

the publishing firm with which we are associated, for we
think that both the importance of the subject and the

merits of the work demand that it be commended to the

notice of all our readers. The New York Tribune says of

this volume :
—" Every page is lucid and practical ; and he

who works with this essay in hand can hardly fail to drain

thoroughly and permanently. We exhort every one who
meditates draining even one acre to obtain Col. Waring's

treatise, for it will save him many times the cost." It

might have gone still further, and added that eveiy one

who owns an acre of land that, at any time during the

growing season is too wet for the best cultivation, will

find therein arguments to convince him that he cannot

afford to have it undrained. The questions of cost aud

profit are discussed with great fairness, and in a manner
to induce even the most '-practical' 1 farmer to drain his

wet lands. In fact, of all the books and essays on drain-

ing that have been published in this country or in Eng-

land, none is so readable, clear in its directions for prac-

tical work, and convincing in its arguments for the neces-

sity and profit of tile drainage and improved sewerage as

this. Col. Waring's experience during the four years that

he held the position of Agricultural Engineer in the Cen-

tral Park in New York, and in an extensive private prac-

tice, has fitted him particularly well for the preparation of

a manual of the art of draining, and he has performed the

task with entire fidelity.

JlassacHnsetts Agricultural Col-
lege.—The Old Bay State, after some preliminary diffi-

culties, is soon to have a college for farmers' boys in

complete running order. It is not surprising that there

should be differences of opinion among highly intelligent

men as to the organization of an Agricultural College. In

this country it is an untried experiment mainly, and the

few agricultural schools that have been started have not

done much to dispel the popular prejudice against agri-

cultural education. The abiding conviction of farmers

is, that education, beyond the rudiments, is a dangerous

thing for a farmer's son, and if he attempts to master the

science of his calling, he is pretty sure to have a call to

some other business soon after he opens his books. The

great majority do not believe that a young farmer can have

any education, to fit him for his business, half so good

as that which he can get upon the farm ; and if that be

the case, agricultural schools and colleges are humbugs.

They may make scholars, but they fail to make farmers.

Tile Trustees of the Massachusetts Agricultural College

have another idea, and are going to give it. a fair trial. It

will succeed in Massachusetts if auywhere. Through the

efforts of Prof. Clark, of Amherst, they have secured 400

acres of land, admirably adapted to their purposes, about

a mile north of the literary institution, and just a con-

venient distance from the village. Any one who has ever

had occasion to buy live contiguous farms for any public

enterprise will know how to appreciate the professor's

labors in this behalf. The site for the principal buildings

has been selected, and a dormitory, built to accommodate

4S students, a dining hall and a laboratory, are now in a

state of forwardness, and will be ready for use before the

beginning of the college year, which is October 1st. It is

expected that a corps of instructors will thou be on hand,

and. what is rarer in these enterprises, a body of students

to meet them. There is to be a regular and a special

course of instruction, the first to embrace four years, and

t<> ground the student thoroughly in the science and prac-

tice of agriculture. This proposes to lake boyaof 11

years of age and upward, and (0. give them a good educa-

tion cheaper than they can get it elsewhere, and in one of

the most healthful and beautiful regions in the country,

distinguished for the high moral and social cultivation of

its people. The special course will be arranged for the

fall and winter, for the benefit of those who can devote

but a few weeks or months to agricultural studies. A spot

has been selected for propagating houses and a botanic

garden, in which it is designed to have specimens of all

the trees, shrubs, and flowers that will flourish in that

soil and climate. The Pinetum is to be upon tie north

and east side of a hill, that overlooks the whole farm—

a

natural locality for pines and hemlocks. It is proposed
to have here all the new varieties of evergreens that pro-

mise to be hardy, and to serve for ornamental planting.

About twenty thousand dollars have been given for this

Botanic garden, but this is not half enough. We hope
some gentleman of liberal ideas, who has a spare fifty

thousand dollars, will endow this garden, and enable the

trustees to give us a good arboretum, and thus do well

what has never been done at all in this country- This
school of agriculture has no connexion with the literary

institution in the same place, known as Amherst College,

except the privilege of access to its cabinets and libraries,

which are among the best in NewEni:! ,:i 1. We are happy
to commend this new institution to our readers, and shall

be greatly disappointed if it does not meet a want that

has long been felt for the sons of farmers, and of men in

other pursuits.

Karley—Early SoTve*!.—U L.," of Mid-
dlefield, Mass., gives his experience in answer to the ob-

jections of J. S. C. to sowing barley early, (p. 244. July

No.,) as follows :

L
" Seeing a suggestion a few years since

about sowing carrots early, to have them get a start of the

weeds, I sowed about 90 square rods of very weedy
ground with 2' '

2 bushels of barley that had foul seed in it,

as early as I could work the ground, and harvested 2G

bushels of extra clean barley. I don't think there was
half a pint of foul seed in the whole lot. Whether it was
the result of sowing early or not, I can't tell, bnt think it

was that and the heavy seeding together, for. after raking
off the barley, the stubble was pretty full of weeds."

Should Animals 1>e Shown in their
Natural Condition ?—Mr. A. C. Clarke, of Hender-
son, Jefferson Co.,N. Y.,writes :

" I find the following use-

ful and truthful statement in 'Walks and Talks.' of the

April No. of the Agriculturist^ p. 130, 'In the case of ani-

mals that have been bred for generations for the sole pur-

pose of producing a large amount of flesh and fat in a

short time, a fleshy condition is perfectly natural and will

not prove injurious, unless carried to excess.' To what

animal can this truth apply so well as to the hog* The
same author says, ' I have a thorough-bred Essex sow,

that, compared with ordinary sows, was excessively fat,

and at ten months old had a fine litter of six pigs.
1

I ask, is it not better, then, to breed hogs whose natural

condition is fat rather than lean ? The Agricultural So-

ciety of the State of New York oilers a premium for hogs
6 not too fat to breed.' I have been denied a premium on

an k improved Cheshire sow.' because she was " too fat to

breed,' and yet within two weeks after she had a litter of

tenfat pigs that sold, at six weeks of age. at $20 a piece,

and the pigs of the lean sow. that took the premium, were

not worlh.and would not sell for, more than $3.50 a piece.

Now, the natural condition of the improved Cheshire

hog is fat. Though a large breed, I have bred a great

manyof them that. at one year of age. on coarse food aud

no extra care, would weigh from 500 to TOO pounds. The

pigs arc fat, many exceeding 350 pounds, and some 400

pounds, at nine months old. A neighbor fattened one last

fall that weighed at nine months aud six days 420 pounds.

Would not the judges who inspect hogs for a premium at

our State Fairs do well to take into consideration the not-

vral Condition of the animalf Certainly, but Mr. C. will

admit that an improved Cheshire sow may be too fat to

breed, and, if so, ought not to show as a breeding sow.

I*©rl«: Raising;.—Bidwcll Bro's, of Minne-

sota* suggest that great good might result by calling at-

tention to the unprofitable course pursued by many in

pork raising. They say :
" In the fall all the largest pigs

arc fatted and killed, while the smaller ones are left to

winter over. These have pigs the next season, and so

the evil is continued. From severe cold or want of prop-

er food in winter, or both. they become stunted, and make

no heavier pork than spring pigs. The same cause re-

duces the number of pigs in their farrows. We ought to

Belect the largesi and besl sows for breeding, and keep.

them year alter year. They should come in early in

spring, and be well fed. and the size and number of their

progeny will be increased, and early maturity secured."

The Fairs.—The managers of Agricultural

Fairs make a greal mistake in not putting i i their

announcements in time for exhibit-'!- to be able to

Btudy their mutes over months beforehand. Wc would
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gladly publish in August a full list of fairs, with the names

of secretaries, so that the thousands of owners of valuable

patented articles, who look to our journal for information,

may be able to get it, and form their plans to go, or send

their agents, to as many fairs as possible. This is just as

important with reference to the county as to State fairs,

for the time must all he filled up. The secretary-of the

State Board of Ohio, has set others an example by pub-

lishing early a full list of county and town fairs of his

State. If the secretaries of other State Agricultural So-

cieties and Boards of Agriculture would do the same,

the cause of agricultural progress would be promoted.

Special to Agricultural Societies.
—Mv. W. A. Fitch, who has charge of the Advertising

Department of the American Agriculturist^ desires to re-

ceive proposals from the Executive Committees of Agri-

cultural Societies for the insertion of one or more pages
of suitable advertisements in their Annual Circular and
Premium Lists. His address is 151 Nassau-st., New York.

I>enth of TThonxas Brown.—An open-
handed, free-hearted, big-souled man, fair-minded, just

and honorable, a warm, true friend, and genial companion,

was Thomas Brown. He was a lawyer of Cleveland, Ohio,

established the Ohio Farmer, which is now in its 16th

volume, a protectionist and liberal politician, a warm
personal friend of Chief Justice Chase, by whom, while
Secretary of the Treasury, he was made one of the special

agents of the Treasury Department, which office he held

at the time of his death, having exercised its functions

with great success and credit to himself, both at San
Francisco and in New York. His interest in agricultural

subjects never abated. All who knew him will mourn
his death, which took place in Brooklyn, N. Y., June
13th, cutting short a vigorous manhood in its very prime.

Death of John A. King.—This dis-

tinguished citizen, ex-Governor of the State of New
York, ex-President of the State Agricultural Society, the
recipient from the people of many offices of trust and
honor, died on the Sth of July, at his home in Jamaica,
L. I. He was born in 17S8, has long been prominent as a
friend of improved agriculture, and was an active mem-
ber of the Queens Co. Society, and of the State Agricul-
tural Society, while his health permitted. He was a
good farmer and neighbor, a liberal, polished Christian
gentleman, bringing down to our, perhaps, too democrat-
ic times, the dignity of bearing and grace of manner
which characterized the " old regime. 1

' Mr. King united
with his friends and neighbors in celebrating our Nation-
al Anniversary just passed, and made a short address, al-

luding to himself as passing away, and his work as done.
A day or two only elapsed before he encountered a
paralytic stroke, to which his life soon yielded.

A B*ortal>le Pump invented by Mr. N.
Page, Jr., was exhibited at this office a few days since.
The instrument is very simple, of little weight, requires
very little exertion to operate it, and is susceptible of
many uses, not only as a convenient pump of small ca-
pacity, but also for syringing in Green-houses, watering
plants, washing wagons, windows, etc. It is so con-
structed as to throw a single stream thirty to forty feet
which, without change of nozzle, may he instantly
changed to a coarse spray or fine mist, at the will of the
operator. An advertisement of it appears on page 307.

Leached and Unlcaclied Ashes.—
E. C. Long, Erie Co., N. Y. At the prices you name (three
and twelve cents per bushel,) it will probably pay to buy
both leached and unleached ashes for manure. Leached
ashes usually contain but very little potash, but they are
valuable for other ingredients, and on much farm land
where the mechanical as well as the chemical effects of
ashes are desirable, produce marked good effects.

Subjects on which Subscribers
need. Information.-" Rheumatism " affecting tur-
keys, curling up their feet. Their health otherwise being
good. Cause and cure wanted.
Cause of the sudden death of calves, taken, some suck-

ing, and others after having been weaned. Symptoms:—
They refuse to cat or suck, fall, go into spasms, and soon
die, frothing at the mouth.
Reason of ewes eating their lambs, and the cure

In regard to this, C. F. IT., of Nebraska, writes :—« I have
been troubled for throe seasons by ewes eating their
lambs. Last year, Ifound out the guilty one, a nd knocked
her in the head ; she was eating the, lambs of other ewes.
I thought I was rid of the trouble, but this season it
appeared to be as bad as ever. I killed the one I caught
at it, but that does not seem to prevent the difficulty. They
eat off their feet as soon as they are born.

The E>ouble B>eutzia.—Two years ago
this month, we figured the Double Deutzia, then a recent

introduction from Japan. Our figure, which was taken

from a green-house specimen, scarcely did justice to the

shrub. Now that it is becoming more common, fine spec-

imens may be seen, and certainly nothing can be more
beautiful ; the flowers are veiy double, and the outer

petals have just a tinge of pink. It is perfectly hardy, a

free bloomer, and the flowers are admirable for bouquets.

Fill up the Clubs, and select the pre-

miums. All subscriptions sent in this month, whether
commencing with January or July, will count on the pre-

mium lists. A few thousand more names may yet be

added to this year's list by a little vigorous effort. Witt

you have ajirerrtium? See also Special Premiums, p. 276.

Oeyelin's Poultry Breeding,—An
English book of G. K. Geyelin, C.E., entitled "Poultry
Breeding in a Commercial Point of View," etc., has been
republished by A. "Williams & Co., Boston, Mass., with

an introductory preface, by Chas. L. Flint, Secretary of

the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture. All contribu-

tions of new ideas on the subject of poultry raising, from

persons who have given real tlwitght to the subject, are

of value, and for this reason we place a high estimate

upon all that Mr. Geyelin writes. It is not usual for prac-

tical men, or those who have put their theories and plans

to the test of real use, "in a commercial point of view,"

to write out their views, and say not a single word about

their results. There is a real practical and excellent

chapter in this book on poultry breeding in France—the

report of a visit of Mr. G. K. G., in search of the fabled

monster poultry establishments of that country. This
chapter was given to the American public, more than a
year ago, in an appendix to Saunders1 Domestic Poultry.

Mr. Geyelin's connection with the establishment of the

National Poultry Co., at Bromley, Kent, was not of long

continuance, and so, we suppose, his ideas were never
thoroughly carried out, still, in many respects, tbey

seem feasible. If any egg-batching machine will work
well, we think the one be describes will be likely to. It

displays great ingenuity, as does also his Artificial lien,

and his plan for a large establishment, made up of small

independent sections. The hook is a neat 12mo. of 1*27

pages, for sale at our counter, or sent by mail, for $1.25.

Things hy IHuil.—Many persons seem to
think that they have only' to do up a fruit, flower, or in-

sect, in some kind of package, put on the requisite

stamps, and place it in the mail to insure its safe deliv-

ery. It is the exception that these things reach us in any
tolerable condition, and many well-meaning people
doubtless wonder why Ave do not notice their fruit, flow-

ers, etc., while the fact is, their fruit has been converted
into "jam" in the mail bags, and their flowers reduced
to an unrecognizable pulp. It is quite useless to send
fruit, fresh flowers, or insects, by mail, unless they are

put in a tin, or other, box so strong that all the pounding
the mail bags get, will not crush it. No strawberry has
been received this year by mail in good condition. "With
dried plants we have less trouble, though these are often

crushed when put in common envelopes. They should
be placed between stiff papers or pasteboards.

The American Naturalist. — We
made a brief announcement of the appearance of this

journal, and intended before this to call more particular

attention to it. The editors have gained by their expe-
rience, and each number is better than the preceding-
one. We have, in the July number now before us, arti-

cles on the Sea-Horse and its Young, Recent Bird Tracks,
Jelly Fishes, Agency of Insects in Fertilizing Plants, Ice
Marks and Ancient Glaciers in the "White Mountains, be-
sides a host of smaller items. The whole stoiy is pleasant-
ly told,and those of our readers who have a taste for natural

history, cannot do better than send $3 to the editors of
the American Naturalist, Salem, Mass., as a year's sub-
scription to this, our best popular scientific journal.

Prong-horn — A Correction. — The
spirited drawing of the Prong-horn Antelope, on the first

page of the July Agriculturist, was erroneously credited.
The artist who made the drawing is William J. Hays.

Schrseder's Bromns. — In July, 1866,
we gave a figure of thi s grass, and showed what the thing
put out under the name of Bromus Sehrmderi really was.
We also, upon general principles, expressed our doubts
as to its value. In the Agricultural Gazette, (English),
for June 20, we find an article upon those plants that
have been forced upon the community by means of "tes-
timonials," which says :

" Schroder'sBromus, then, is an-
other example of a plant unduly urged upon the attention

of cultivators—another example of the way in which ad-

vertising seedsmen injure themselves, one another, and
those with whom they deal, hy thn&e extravagant an-

nouncements to which -we thus call their attention, as

damaging the agency by which alone satisfactory busi-

ness relations can be established between them."

Additional StrawbeiTy Notes. —
We have figured on page 291 most of the novelties of the

present season. We intended in those notes to say a
word about the unfavorable circumstances under which
many of the sorts were exhibited at the American Insti-

tute. In many instances the rains bad prevented the

fruit from ripening properly. This was particularly no-

ticeable with DuranoVs Seedling, a variety of which we
gave a figure last year; and expressed a favorable opinion.

Though good-sized berries were shown, they were flavor-

less, the flavor having been washed out.

AbraJiam Lincoln.—There is some trick about this ber-
ry somewhere. If there is a distinct sort with this name,
we do not know it. We hear that the Agriculturist has
been sold under this name, and we know that, at the show
of the American Institute, the berry shown, under that

name, was not different from the Jucunda. There is

some trickery in this. If any one has a true and distinct

seedling that he has called Abraham Lincoln, we shall be
glad to get it, and if it is distinct, to make it known.
Doctor Nicaise.—We have known of this variety through

the French Horticultural Journals, but never bad the

pleasure of seeing the fruit until Messrs. Frost & Co., the

well-known nurserymen of Rochester, sent us specimens.
To insure their delivery, Messrs. F. & Co. wrapped each
berry in cotton batting. This quite dried out the speci-

mens and took away their flavor.—We can only say that

the fruit is very large, has a good flesh, but under the

circumstances cannot give an opinion as to its quality.

Ne-yr Music Store.—We have received a

package of music published by C. H. Ditson & Co., 711

Broadway, New York, and O. Ditson & Co., Boston. It

gives us pleasure to notice the establishment in this city

of a branch of that old and justly distinguished music
publishing bouse, Oliver Ditson & Co., and we heartily

wish to the new firm a like honorable and successful ca-

reer. Purchasers of music, musical instruments, etc.,

will find these firms worthy of their patronage.

The Results ofl" the Harvest.—In
the cities business is very dull, and were it not that

men have been cautious in their dealings, and have long
looked for a time of financial trouble, there would before

this have been serious embarrassment. One hears on
every corner reference to the crops ; every traveler is in-

quired of; the newspapers stretchout long columns of
dry facts, and estimates of probabilities, and the weather
and its influence is discussed on all sides. The farmer
has the responsibility of gathering well the good crops
vouchsafed by a bountiful Providence. With plenty here
of all the ordinary crops, prices will range low enough to

enable us to ship wheat and flour and corn to Europe, no
matter bow good the crops are there. With the wheat
and corn, our debts to Europe will be paid, gold will even
begin to flow this way, perhaps, and business of all kinds
will revive. The farmers who can demand and get the

raoney,cash down, for their grain,if they sell at fair price'

will be the first benefited, for they will be able to take ad-

vantage of the prevailing low prices of articles of cloth-

ing, etc. Very soon, with a buoyant money market, goods
now held very low, will be "marked up." The results

of the harvest of spring grains, and the prospects of the

corn crop, will attract public attention after this, as of

great importance. We hope our readers will favor us
with brief statements of the weather as affecting these

crops, and the results as soon as known.

A Lady's Invention.—The Garment Con-
formator, advertised in another column, is an ingenious
arrangement for fitting dresses, etc. Ladies of our
acquaintance who have tried it, say it works admirably,
and especially in fitting forms of irregular shape.

5*lca and Testimony for the
Robins.—"B. Bros.," St. Paul, Minn., writes: "We
observe your correspondent's indictment against the
robin, and would ourselves feel guilty to have sentence
passed upon him without giving our testimony in his
favor. They reached here about the middle of April, and
busied themselves eating sumach berries mitil it became
warm enough for the appearance of insects. We had two or

three acres of borage plowed late in the fall, which, on the

first days of warm weather in May, was almost alive with
squash bugs. The robins left the sumach, and for several

days remained the greater part of the time on the plowed
ground, eating millions of the bugs as they appeared on
the surface. So well satisfied were we with the destruc-
tion of the bugs that we planted an acre of squashes,which
are growing finely, unmolested. 1 '
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§tr»Tvl>ei-s"y Show of tlie Amer-

ican Institute.—The American Institute arranged

for an exhibition of Strawberries on June ISth, but the

unfavorable weather induced a postponement until the

25th. In consequence of this change, the show was not
so large as the very liberal premiums should have brought
out. The quality of the fruit more than compensated for

the lack in quantify. Several new berries were shown,
most of which are noticed on page 291. Though some of

the principal prizes were, for reasons satisfactory to the

judges, not awarded, we must commend the liberality that

proposed them, and we hope that such generous efforts

in behalf of horticulture may in the future lead to satis-

factory results.

The following are the premiums awarded:

Premium Offered by Dudley S. Gregory, $50. For the

best collection (not less than 25) of named varieties in

bearing, to be exhibited in pots not more than 10 inches

in diameter—Eeisig & Hexamer, New Castle, K. Y.

Premium Offered by Salem H. "Wales, Esq., $25. For
the best collection (not less than 20) of named varieties,

one pint each—Eeisig & Hexamer, New Castle, N. Y.

Premium Offered by Wm. H. Butler, Esq., $12. For the

best collection (not less than 12) of named varieties, one
pint each—Frank Brill, Newark, N. J.

Premium Offered by Nathan C. Ely, Esq., $6. For the

best collection (not less than 6) of named varieties, one

pint each—E. Williams, Montclair, N. J.

For the best plant (in fruit) of any kind, to be exhibited

in a pot not more than 10 inches in diameter, $5—S.

Spingstead, TJnionport, N. Y.

For the 3 heaviest berries—S. Spingstead, Unionport,

N. Y.

For the best quart of Agriculturist, §3, James M. Betts,

Stamford, Conn.; for the best quart of Austin, $3, Frank
Brill, Newark, N. J.; for the best quart of Durand's Seed-

lings, $3, Frank Brill, Newark, N. J.; for the best quart

of Green Prolific, $3, Frank Brill, Newark, N. J.; for the

best quart of Ida, $3, E. "Williams, Montclair, N. J.; for

the best quart of Jucunda, $3, Frank Brill, Newark, N. J.;

for the best qnart of Lennig's White, $3, Frank Brill,

Newark, N. J.; for the best quart of Rippowam, §3. J.

W, Faulkner, Stamford, Conn.; for the best quart of Rus-

sell's Prolific, $3, E. Marshall, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; for

the best quart of Triomphe de Gand, $3, Mrs. R. A. Kerr,

Marlborough, N. Y.; for the best quart of "Wilson's Al-

bany, $3, E. Marshall, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. ; LaConstante

was exhibited by O. Cleveland, Jersey City, but he being

a manager, was debarred from receiving a premium.

H. Beecher & Sons, Westville, Conn., for the best fruit

basket, $3.

Twenty-eight varieties of seedlings were exhibited in

small .quantities; all were presented by T. R. Peck of

Waterloo, N. Y., and some of them show good qualities.

The Gueeley Prize.—Regarding the prize of $50 of-

fered by Mr. Greeley, the Judges, John Ellis, Thomas
Meehan, Geo. Thurbcr, and J. J. Thomas, say that sev-

eral fruits of great promise were offered for this prize,

among which were No. IS, Chas. Downing ; a seedling of

remarkable size and beauty, No. 30 of Seth Boyden's

Seedling ; Komeyn's Seedling, a very prolific variety, and

Durand's Seedling; but before this premium can be

awarded, according to the terms specified, the plants

should be examined on the ground to ascertain how they

have wintered, and again in fruiting time, by a committee

appointed for this purpose.

-A'otcs obi Fanning; iat the 4*rain.
Districts of Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
—Almost every State has its distinct phases of agriculture,

occasioned by its soil and climate, or by its first settlers.

Grain growing, which is the leading business in the hus-

bandry of the best portions of these States, is secured by

the peculiarilics of the soil mainly. The soil which is

under the plow is easily tilled, and comparatively free

from boulders or large stones. There is nothing to inter-

fore with the plow, the harrow, or the cultivator. For

the most part, com is not touched with the hand-hoe after

plantiiiLT, and even the planting is often done by the drill.

Lime is almost everywhere cheap, and with the small

quantities of manure made, serves to keep up the fertility

of Hie land with very moderate applications. The farms

underlaid with limestone are said to be subject to drought

in summer, making them unreliable for pasture. Rye or

wheat, oats and corn, are easily raided, and probably pay

better than dairy fanning. They Uikc less capital, involve

less labor, and require loss skill. The rotation, corn on

a limed sod, oats or a summer fallow, manure and winter

grain, cither rye or wheat, clover, and timothy arc com-

mon, making a five or six years* course. There is a uni-

formity in following this course, without much regard to

the nationality of the original settlors.

Wo come upon the characteristic Pennsylvania Bakn,

long before we cuter the State at Easton, traveling by tho

Morris and Essex railroad. It is planted, if possible,

upon a side hill, and has one or two stories below the

barn floor, where the hay and grain are delivered. The
best model has stone gables, and the walls of the lower
stories are of stone or brick, laid in mortar, and made rat

proof. The entrance to the main floor is directly from
the ground on the upper side, or by a broad drive-way of

gentle ascent where this is necessary. It is of large capa-

city, frequently 50 by 100 feet, and will hold several hun-
dred tons of hay and grain. There are deep bays on either

side of the floor for hay, and immediately beneath the

floor is the granary into which the wheat, oats, and rye

are received, when they are threshed. The threshing and
cutting of straw.com fodder, and hay, is all done by horse
power. The cut feed is conveyed by a shoot to the stables

in the basement, where it is mixed with meal, and fed to

the animals. The whole basement is occupied with stalls

for cattle and horses. There is a large cistern in the side

bill, catching all the water from the barn, and furnishing
an abundant supply for the stock. A pipe brings the wa-
ter from the cistern, immediately in front of the feeding
stalls, so that little time is lost in watering. Sometimes
a neighboring spring, instead of a cistern, furnishes the
water. There is one grand defect in this style of barn—
the want of some means near the stalls for the preservation
and composting of manures, and with this supplied, we
do not know that it could be changed for the better. Ma-
nures are not prized so highly as they are further east,

and for this perhaps the lime is at fault. It is a great

labor to clean out the stables in this kind of ham. The
manure is carried out by wheel-barrow or other contri-

vance, and deposited in the open yard, where, mixed with
straw, it lies exposed till the annual clearing out comes
in August or September, for the oat stubble or summer
fallow. A barn cellar underneath the stables would save
largely in labor, and in the value of manure. We think,

on many of these farms, from two to five hundred dollars

are lost every year for want of a cellar.

Pork raising is quite an important item in the business
of the grain farm. The pigs are sometimes fed in clover

through the summer, but quite as frequently run at large,

and the manure is wasted. They are generally fed upon
raw corn, and in large inclosnres when shut up for fatten-

ing. We did not find the small pen well filled with muck
or loam, upon which the eastern farmer relies for several

cords of his best manure. We believe it pays to have
swine sheltered, and to feed with ground and cooked food.

Raising roots receives very little attention in the grain

growing districts. Potatoes are raised for the table, and
the yield is quite as generous as in the Eastern States,

but we did not see any large fields of carrots, parsnips,

beets, mangels, or turnips. Perhaps the climate is not so

favorable, but we could not learn that experiments had
been tried to test the matter. We think some of the

roots would be found to succeed very well, and that they
would be found to be a very profitable addition to the

stores for the winter feeding of cattle. We suspect room
will yet be found in the model barn of this region for a
root cellar, and that carrots will become a part of the
daily rations of the horse.

The breeding op horses is a common branch of busi-

ness upon the grain farm, and generally pays well. They
are not of any distinct breed, but are larger than those

raised at the east. There is a great demand in the sea-

board cities for a large horse, weighing from twelve to

fifteen hundred pounds, for trucks and heavy wagons,
which Pennsylvania, more than any other State, supplies.

Almost all the work upon the farm is done by horse-power,
and this requires a large force,which,on the eastern farm,

is supplied by oxen. The young horses are kept until of

suitable age for service, and then sold for from two to five

hundred dollars each. Strength and size are qualities

sought more than beauty and speed. The horses for ex-

portation arc a large item in the wealth of the State.

Farming by Proxy is much more common than at the

Ea*t. The land owner, instead of renting his farm for a
stipulated price, or upon shares, hires a foreman or farm-

er to oversee and board the laborers. He is not a resident

upon the farm, but visits it as often as suits his conve-

nience, and gives such directions as he chooses to the

foreman. The compensation of the foreman varies accord-

ing to circumstances. We found one who received 3G0

dollars a year, house rent, fuel, and the use of two cows,

lie agreed to board laborers at three dollars a week, aud
the laborers worked for 10 dollars a month (wet and
dry) and board. Another on a somewhat larger farm re-

ceived 700 dollars a year with house rent, fuel, and other

privileges. lie boarded the laborers at a stipulated price,

made all the purchases, and sold all the products of the

farm, and kept the accounts. Land owners who pursue

this course, are generally men of business in the neigh-

boring villages or cities, who see the farm frequently, and

keep close watch of the management. They have a farm

account, and know the profit or loss of the business. We
found one gentleman who farmed in this way. making
from 7 to S per cent, on his capital, and he could show the

figures. Ho spent money freely, and got it back again.

The Picnic, and How to Go to it.

The picnic is an institution in our cities and vil-

lages, and nothing is more common than a gen-
eral turn out of friends and neighbors for some
rural retreat in the dog-days. It is quite as

much needed upon the farm, and now that the

hay and grain harvests are mainly over, a good
time generally should be inaugurated b}' the
young men and maidens of the farm. "All
work makes Jack a dull boy." Who should go ?

Everybody that lias done good solid work
through the hay harvest and behaved himself;

the commodore, who lias bossed the work, and
done the thinking, and had the tools all ready
in season; his wife, who has spread a bountiful

table and sent savory luncheon to the field

;

little Bess, -who has mixed the sweetened water,

tempered with lemons or with vinegar, and
brought it to the field; little Bob, who lias rode

horse to plow, and raked after the cart all sum-
mer; the old folks who have happy memories
of harvest days; the good dominie, who has

sweat in his pulpit to make 3*our Sabbaths prof-

itable, and you better every day in the week

;

the doctor, who has taught 3'ou to observe the

laws of health, and prescribed apples and pears

instead of pills—every honest worker, old and
young, ought to have a daj^s release from toil.

"Where should they go? To any pleasant spot,

not too far off to make it a weariness—some
river bank, some island, some sea-side resort,

some hill or mountain, where there is grateful

shade and fine scenery. How should the}' go?
With their own teams, if possible. The railway

and steamer will do for poor people who can-

not support an establishment of their own. We
like independence and a home made picnic.

What shall they do? Enjoy nature and society.

Do not impose upon anybod}-- the necessity of

a lecture, or a speech, or be tied up to any pro-

gramme. Singing is in order, so is swinging,

and silence and quiet, if people like them better.

Only get the people together, and let your com-
mittee see that each family brings its offer-

ing to the festival, and it will take care of itself.

Top Dressing Grass Lands.

A veiy interesting experiment has been made
with various kinds of manures applied to grass,

at the State Agricultural College of Michigan.

The manures were applied to the plots, from

May 5th to 10th, 1864, and the products were

carefully cut, dried, and weighed, in July and

October of the year 18G4 and 1865. The soil

was a light sandy loam.

2 bush, of plaster per acre gave an increase of 4, 153tb of hay

5 " L
* wood ashes " " " " 3,9421b "

20 loads of muck " l * ,l " 4,ftS;JIb
u

20 " and 3 bushels of salt " 5,31SIb "

3 bushels of salt " " " " 4,lS4Ih "

20 loads of horse manure " " " 5,023B) "

20 " " cow " " " " 4,S74tt> "

This experiment covers two years, and seems

to have been carefully made. It gives, without

much doubt, the approximate value of these

manures as top dressings for light sandy loams.

It shows that two bushels of plaster are worth

a little more than two tons of hay, and five

bushels of ashes produce nearly the same quan-

tity. Estimating hay at 15 dollars a ton, this is

a very good pfice for plaster and ashes. Farmers

who want to get ahead should certainly iuvest.

The experiment also shows the great value of

muck in comparison with stable manure, and it

is for the sake of the muck argument that we
give place to this experiment this month. The

muck is shown to be nearly as valuable as tho
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cow and horse manure, and when compost-

ed with salt, is even, more so. We wish a

compost made of one-third fresh horse dung,

and two-thirds muck, had been introduced in

the experiment. Something of the value of the

horse and cow dung was probably lost by evap-

oration, which the composting would have

saved. We think such a compost would have

shown better results than either of the manures

specified. Muck must be worth about a dollar

and a half a load, delivered upon the field, for

top dressing, and if the farmer can furnish it for

fifty cents, as many can, he has a strong induce-

ment to enter the muck swamps, which are

usually accessible this month and the next.

How can farmers be content to do without ma-

nure when there is so much profit in applying it

with a liberal hand ? Muck and its composts

can be spread upon grass land with safety at

any time after mowing.

Fig. 1.

Cutting and Curing Grain.—•—
The high price and scarcity of wheat flour of

the best qualities, in comparison with the abund-

ance and low price of poor flour, indicate

more strongly thau any statement we can make,

the immense losses our farmers have sustained

on account of bad management and unfavora-

ble weather in harvest time. In our opinion, a

very serious loss accrues, annual ly, from the no-

tion, which teachers of agriculture have be-

lieved and promulgated for years, that grain

ought to be cut before it is ripe,

ia order to get the most fine

flour. The latest thorough ex-

\
periments seem to disprove this,

and so we presume the advocacy

of not cutting wheat before it is

ripe will be general, and farmers

may swing over into the other extreme, and meet
with loss from shelling. This is not, however, the

great fault of our grain harvesting, especially at

the West. Labor is scarce and high ; as much
as possible is done by horse-power, but the work
of binding and shocking is not yet done by
machinery, and this is what is slighted. The
bundles are poorly made, and they are poorly

shocked. The shocks are wet through and
through by heavy rains, and more or less by
every passing shower. The grain grows, and
the shocks mould or become "musty," of course.

The market is spoiled, the merchant embar-
rassed, and the farmer gets poor pay and goes

behindhand year after year. Meanwhile he
buys a barometer, studies the weather, grum-
bles, and, perhaps, honestly thinks he does his

best, and that the weather must take all the

blame. The prosperity, thrift, happiness of any
particular agri-

cultural region

depends directly

upon the good
farming, measur-

ed by the profits,

of its individual

farmers. It is

therefore for ev-

ery man's inter- "t

est to improve

his own practice

and that of his neighbors as much as possible.

In the matter of shocking grain, great im-

provements are to be made. before the country

can feel that an abundant crop on the field can

be reckoned upon as sure to add materially to

the wealth of the nation. We received a com-

munication from John Molony, Jr., of Dubuque

Fig. 2.

Co., Iowa, a few weeks since, on shocking grain,

and since then have taken pains to assure our-

selves of the fact, that the common practice in

shocking grain over large sections of the West-

ern States is shockingly careless. Mr. Molony

writes :
" I think there is more grain lost by

bad shocking and wet weather following, than

in an}r other way. I gener-

ally have a hand to gather

the sheaves in piles, twelve

in a place, six on the right

and six on the left, with a

place in the middle for the
Fig. 3. shock—buts all turned in,

and the rows straight through the field. I then

commence by taking one sheaf in each hand,

by the heads, and set them down firmly on
the ground, closing the heads together ; then

setting two more pairs in the same way,

I have six in a double row ; I then put two
up on each side, making ten in all in the

shock, and two left for caps. This makes a

round shock, (see fig. 1). I put my arms around

the top of the shock and squeeze the heads to-

gether—kicking in the buts if they are slant-

ing too much. I then take one of the remain-

ing sheaves, and pull the band back within a

few inches of the but ; then put the but against

my chest, the left hand holding up the sheaf, and

with the right hand divide the sheaf into three

parts, bending the straw first to the right, then

to the left, then bend the middle straight down.

I put it on the shock and prepare the other cap

in the same manner, and place it across the

first, and press down firmly, pushing in any

heads that may protrude from, under the caps,

(see fig. 2). We
had a fair chance

to test my plan

last harvest, it

being very wet
here. The shocks

that I put up
were perfectly

safe, while those

that nryhelp put

up were nearly

all spoiled. The Fig. 4.

men could not be induced to put the shocks

up as I did, but threw from 20 to 25 in a

shock—dung pile would be the right name

—

setting the sheaves down so lightly as hard-

ly to break the stubble, and resting very easily

and insecurely against each other. Theywould
break no caps, but only throw five or six on

top. With the first wind, down came the shocks

;

or the weight of so many wet bundles on top

spread them and caused them to fall. It is a

poor policy to make a shock so large that the

cap will not cover it well, and it looks like go a-

head farming to see the shocks of uniform size

and in straight rows. My help and others laugh

at me, and say that I am too particular, but

I find advantage in it, and don't care."

The method differs little from the common
Eastern practice, in which the number of

bundles varies from 10 to 14 in a shock, 12 be-

ing usual. When 14 are used, 12 are set as in

figure 3. The cap sheaf is made by taking two,

having the longest straw, slipping the bands

towards the buts a little, then binding them to-

gether. It is opened, set over the top of the

shock, and well packed down, as shown in fig. 4.

This makes,if well done,a very secure thatching,

as well as very substantial shock. The use of cot-

ton cloth hay-caps offers an advantage in mak-

ing shocks stand firmer, but little, if any, better

security against rain. These caps which will add

to the firmness of the shocks, should be at least

4 feet square, with loops iu the corners, and
wooden pins passing through these loops should

enter the sheaves near the bands. The time re-

quired to put the caps on and off, and to take

care of them, is full_v equal to that necessarily

spent in making good shocks. Agoodsetof caps

will often pay for themselves in a single season.

Monet ln Oyster Shells.—Large quantities

of these shells are thrown into the streets in the

countiy villages and market towns. They make
a good road bed, but can be more usefully

employed in improving the soil. They are easily

decomposed by fire and wTater. Pile any com-

bustible material in a row, about ten feet across

and three feet high, as compactly as possible.

Brush, turf, peat, or old roots will answer the

purpose. Upon these pile your oyster shells, a

foot thick or more ; then pile on more brush

and another layer of the shells. Bank the sides

with old turf or sods, and put sods on the top.

Fire the heap on the windward side, and with a

little attention the whole mass will burn down
and make a splendid ruin for the farmer's pur-

poses. Clay burned by the same rude process

makes an admirable dressing for the soil.

Southwestern Georgia for Fruit.

We have seen very fine specimens of fall pears

from Albany, Georgia, brought north by a resi-

dent of that place, in good eating condition July

1st. The early varieties of pears and apples

ripen there about the 1st of June, and peaches

from the 1st to the 20th of that month. The
Catawba grape grows iu the greatest perfection,

and is ready for market about the 20th of Juty.

Tins gentleman says there is a large district, em-
bracing several counties, between Albany and

Savannah, where these and other northern fruits

grow iu the greatest perfection. These lands

can now be bought from 1 to 10 dollars per

acre, without improvements, and from five to

thirty with improvements. The wild lands are

mainly covered with a heav}- growth of yellow

pine. The diseases and insects which so greatly

annoy the fruit grower at the North, are hardly

known in this region. Would not this be a good

opening for northern emigration in large col-

onies ? A projected railroad will bring this fine

fruit region within 10 hours of Savannah, and 3i

days of New York, and make it another feeder

of our city markets. Our fall fruits in midsum-
mer will be worth looking at.

Insect Enemies.—The appearance and dis-

appearance of insects, which destroy our crops,

are governed by laws which we understand very

imperfectly. Last year over large portions of

New England the fruit trees and elms were de-

prived of their leaves by the Canker-worm,

where this year scarcely one is to be found.

The good people of the States west of the Mis-

souri were making the plans to do battle with the

locusts where they were so abundant last year;

yet they have beeu very generally disappointed.

Still, in other localities the locusts (grass-hop-

pers) have appeared, and eaten almost every

•rreen thing. The ten-lined spearman, or striped

potato-beetle, is, iu spite of every effort to stay

its progress, moving steadily eastward—now
crossing Northern and Middle Illinois. Each

year its ravages become more extensive. The

only hope of checking them, seems to be in at-

tacking them in their winter quarters. How lit-

tle do we know about what so nearly concerns us i
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Shrews or Shrew Mice.

Among the shrews we find the most minute

of our native quadrupeds. Some, like one shown
at the engraving, are not very small. They are

remarkable for their great shyness and activity,

and, when seen, are usually mistaken for mice,

which they some-

what resemble in i?yk<*\Q '

size and form. They f^EgS| j

are all insect eaters,

hence should never

be killed when rec-

ognized. Several

of the species bur-

row, forming exten-

sive galleries un-

der ground like the

mole. They are

found usually in

fence rows and old

stumps,' and about

moist, boggy mea-

dows, wherever

tlieirfood abounds.

When wounded,
they emit a strong

musky odor, which,

however, does not

deter hawks and
owls from swallow-

ing them, and it is

from the crops of

these birds that naturalists obtain some of their

rarest specimens, as we are informed by Mr.

John W. Bell, the well known N. Y. taxidermist.

The largest of the group in the engraving is the

"mole shrew," (Blarina talpoides,) which is 5

or 6 inches long, including the tail, which is

about one inch long. It is found from Nova
Scotia to Georgia, and westward, probably, to

the Mississippi Riv-

er. It is shaped a

good deal like a

mole, having no
visible ears, small

bright eyes, point-

ed muzzle, 30 teeth,

and large fore-

paws. The fur is of

a uniform glossy

slate color, a little

darker above than

below. It makes
burrows, and in its

habits is like the

mole. The little

one above ou the

right is the "Broad-

Nosed" or "Long-
Eared Sinew," (So-

rex platyrhinus,)

which ofieu is

found in theEastern

States. It is only

two inches long to

the tail, which is

about 1.1 inch long
;

it weighs about 50

grains. The ears

are large, the nose

flat, but pointed,

the body chestnut-gray above, and ashy beneath.

The one opposite is " Forstcr's Shrew," (Sorez

Forstcri.) a species found along the Atlantic

coast, and more or less inland. Its tracks are

often very noticeable in the winter upon the

snow, and these little creaturea have Ijccu seen

as far north as the 67th degree of latitude, very
actively running about when the thermom-
eter indicated 40° to 50° below zero. Full
grown individuals are 11 inches long to the tail,

which measures about an inch and one-third.

The color is smoky brown, with a pale ash-col-

ored belly. These animals are now classified in

GROUP OP SHREW MICE.

three genera, and although not less than 20 spe-

cies exist in the United States, yet they are stran-

gers to most people. Most of them belong to

the Pacific coast and north-western Territories.

They are readily distinguished from mice by
the number and closeness of the teeth, and their

very sharp pointed noses. We do not know
that they do any damage, except by burrowing.

COri'EKUEAD. RATTLESNAKE.

Rattlesnake and Copperhead.

The common rattlesnake is a sluggish, heavi-

ly moving, and, except for its rattle and bite,

mi uninteresting serpent of 3 to 4 feet long.

It is brown above, light colored beneath, and

marked with two rows of confluent brown spots

from its head to near the tail, where the color

becomes nearly black. The scientific name is

Crotalus durissus. This one is common to a large

part of the United States, and there are other

species in the Southern States, on the prairies,

and on the great plains. The reputed charm-

ing power of this

snake, and proba-

bly of any snake, is

a pure fiction. It

takes its food by
lying in wait for its

victims, and killing

them by its bite. It

eats squirrels,birds,

and such small ani-

mals. When alarm-

ed, it at once coils

itself up, vibrates

the rattle on its tail,

and, if menaced,

strikes. The mouth
is furnished with

sharp teeth, and

the upper jaw car-

ries two long, curv-

ed, grooved fangs,

above which are

little glands, secret-

ing the poison that

is ejected simulta-

neously with the

bite. The bite so speedily fatal to small ani-

mals, is not so dangerous to human life as is

generally believed, for comparatively few cases

of death to adults or active boys occur, though

it is not very uncommon to hear of persons

being bitten ; still the bite is accompanied by

much suffering. When a person is bitten, his

own mouth or that of a companion should be

at once applied,

and the venom
sucked out if pos-

sible, (when swal-

lowed, it is harm-

less). A poultice of

wet tobacco should

be applied if noth-

ing better is at hand,

and the patient kept

thoroughly under

the influence of al-

coholic stimulants,

(even drunk). The
rattles are formed

by a succession of

loose, horny shells,

of such a shape

that, thougheach is

entirely loose from

the others, it can-

not become detach-

ed, unless broken.

The number of rut

ties does not indi-

cate the age, for

one to four are add-

ed in a year, and

often some are lost.

The rattlesnake

never pursues, and

it is very seldom that men not fool-hardy

or utterly careless are bitten by them.

"The Copperhead," [Anctstrodon contortm^

is, next to the rattlesnake, tin- most venomous of

our serpents, but more dangerous, as it gives no

warning of its presence or ahum, as the other
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does. It has a thick, triangular head, and a

body continuing quite thick to near the tail.

The general color is light brown with transverse

bars forked on the sides, -which gives an appear-

ance as of crossing diagonal lines ; beneath it is

flesh-colored, spotted and blotched more or less.

The fangs and poison are similar to those of the

rattlesnake, and like it also, if a fang is broken

off, another will grow to supply its place.

" Chunkhead" and "Deaf Adder" are common
names. It frequents low and moist places more

than the rattlesnake.

The Use of Machinery Upon the Farm.

One of the most cheering indications of the

times is the rapid introduction of improved im-

plements in husbandry, especially of those that

are moved by horse-power. In this matter the

West is far ahead of the East, and the grain

growing districts greatly excel the dairy regions.

Corn, where it is grown upon a large scale, is

now very generally cultivated by horse-power,

without the use of the hand hoe. Five times

cultivating is much better than three times hoe-

ing, and much cheaper. Some drill in their

corn, one kernel in a place .and one foot apart,

by a horse drill, and claim that they not only

do the work at much less expense, but get a
much larger crop. There is no hand labor about
it until you come to the harvesting, and even
this, we anticipate, will soon be done by machin-
ery. Potatoes are cut, dropped, and covered,

cultivated and dug by horse-power, and, we
think, will soon be bagged and binned iu the
same way. "Wheat is put in by the horse drill,

and cut by the horse reaper. The hay harvest
is now all secured by horse power. These ma-
chines are not indeed universally introduced, but
their economy is so apparent, and the)' put the

hay and grain harvests so completely into the
power of the farmer, that no man can long afford

to do without them. The manufacture of these

machines has become a vast business, giving

employment to tens of thousands of men, and
the demand for them is constantly increasing.

They are a powerful argument for the clearing

out of stumps and boulders, and for making the

rough ways smooth. The man who clings to

the time-honored tools, and the good old ways,
will be badly beaten in the market.

--> «i» .-»

Ox-Yokes—How to Make Them,

Mr. E. O. Shultz, of Oconto Co., Wis., fur-

nishes some directions about yoke-making, ac-

companied with a model, which we picture

in fig. 1. He writes: "There is no need of
having an ox's neck so sore as to require treat-

ment, or to stop his work, if we have a yoke
that is fit for a team to work in. There is not
one man in ten that can make a yoke. Any one
can make a stick with holes bored in it, no mat-
ter how, so that a pair of bows can be put in.

There is no place where oxen are made to draw
so hard as they are in the lumber woods, and I

1.—ox YOKE.

The oxen can suffer the consequences. If there is

a law against cruelty to animals, this is one case

which should be investigated. I have made a

great many 3'okes, and any one who has used one

of them, comes to me if he wants another.

Fig. 2.—YOKE MARKED OUT.

have not seen a single ox laid up, and have
heard of but very few that were sore enough to

require treatment, where my yoke was used.

Not being able to make a sketch of anything

so that it can be understood, I have resorted to

cutting a small model which corresponds with

a finished ox-yoke, and will show you the prin-

ciple, the main thing being the shape of the neck.

I make them all of the same size and shaoe,

(with the slight variation in breadth and depth

noted below), and I have yet to see the pair of

oxen that one will not fit. I will give you my
plan and I think it will benefit some, at least,

of your subscribers to follow it.

Yellow birch is about the best timber you can
use. Find a log large enough to split, in order

Fig. 3.—TOEH MAKKED OUT.

to work the heart out, as such an one will not be

so liable to check in seasoning' ; square it 8 x 10,

then lay your yoke out, (as in figs. 2 and 3). Be-

ginning where the staple is to come, measure 11

inches each way, then 9 inches,and then 8 inches,

on each side, making in all 56 inches. Be sure and

bore your holes with three-quarters of an inch

slant to the foot, to each hole, and you will have

no bother iu getting a well shouldered bow iu.

Work the neck out so that the holes will come

even on the under side, say like this, (fie. 4), not

Fig. i. Fig.

thus, (fig. 5), then shape it both ways alike, so

that whichever way the yoke lies on the neck

there shall be no lump or ridge. The model

will show you how it should be ; make yokes

just like it, and I wan-ant there will be no sore

necks. For a yoke to draw on a chain, the stick

should be 8*| o x 11 inches, and the yoke will not

roll up on their necks ; to use on a tongue, 8 x 10

is the right size ; if oxen draw very high, make
them S'la x 12 to draw on a chain, and 8 x 11

on the tongue. The holes should always be

made as I have stated above."

Large Fields Wanted.

One of the great nuisances in the New Eng-

land States and in the dairy regions generally,

is the small size of the cultivated fields. One,

two, and three acre lots are common, and ten

acre lots and upward, are rare. In many cases

the cost of fencing has been much greater than

the cost of the land, and the keepiug up of these

fences is a large tax upon the farmer, and the

principal labor of repairs comes in the spring,

when he is most busy. The fences are always

in the way of plowing and cultivation, and of

no particular advantage in pasturage, the chief

argument for them. We see no reason for any
more divisions iu the arable part of the farm

than there are crops in the rotation. The per-

manent pasture and woodlands might come
under a different rule. In the grain districts

recently visited, we were struck with the large

size of the fields, even on two and three hundred

acre farms. Fields of twenty, thirty, and even

fifty acres, are not uncommon. This feature

adds beauty to the landscape, as well as facili-

tates the cultivation. We are coming more
and more into the use of machines and horse-

power in the cultivation and harvesting of our

crops, and this only makes the fences a more
iutolerable nuisance. We want a clean sweep
for the grain drills, the cultivators, the mowers
and reapers, the tedder's arid rakes that are

ready to relieve aching human muscles. The
kindest thing that could happen to the average

dairy farm would be to have three-fourths of its

fences quietly sink out of sight. Fortunately,

most of these farms need draining, and the

stones are needed to help carry off the super-

fluous water.

Future Prospects of Cotton in the South.—

•

Those who have held that " Cotton is King,"

now that the king is dethroned, seem deter-

mined that he shall not be even a citizen among
us. They prophesy evil of the plant, and ad-

vocate the growing of other crops in the Cotton

States. " Let us raise the cereals and the meats

that we consume at home, and let the world

take care of itself. If we grow cotton, let it be

only in such quantity as we can manufacture

at home." This outcry of disappointed ambi-

tion is veiy natural and very foolish. The vin-

dictive feelings of a people will have very little

to do with the crops they raise. These will be

governed mainly by commercial considerations

Men will raise that by which they think they

can make the most money, whether it accords

with their political views or not. We cultivate

land to get ahead in the world, and to sustain

our families, and not to build up or demolish

political theories. It is the best economy for

the commonwealth and for the individual that

every locality should raise the crops for which
it has the best natural or acquired facilities. The
new lands in the north-west will grow wheat

very largely, because it pays better than any

thing else. In the valleys of the Susquehanna

and its tributaries, they will follow the rotation,

corn, oats, wheat, clover, and timothy, because

these crops suit the soil and climate, and pay

better than dairy farming. Iu New York they

will raise butter and cheese. About our large

cities, they will follow truck farming. In the

cotton belt, they will continue to grow cctton

for the same reason. Tiie plant flourishes there

better than in any other region where it has

been tried, and can be raised most economically.

When men can make from fifty to a hundred

dollars per acre by putting iu this crop, they

will not plant corn and oats to get half as much.

Men will follow dollars rather than dogmas in

their industries. We expect to see cotton flour-

ish in the South more extensively than ever.

With all the destruction of the war, a very large

capital is still invested in lands, gins, gin-houses,

presses, and sheds, and the people have the re-

quisite skill to raise and send it to market. The
plantations may gradually grow smaller under

the new order of things, but the old crops, with

some slight variations, will be continued. Last

year, with an almost unparalleled drouth and

other hindrances in the matter of deficient capi-

tal and disorganized labor, nearly two millions

of bales were raised. With favorable weather,

at least three millions of bales would have been

sent to market last year. Within a very short

period, we expect to see the old time cotton

crops greatly exceeded. "Violent partisans may
waU because thereof, but they cannot help it.
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Liming Land.

This practice, which, is so common in British

agriculture, is but little known in our country
outside of New Jersey and Pennsylvania. In a
recent visit to the grain growing districts of
these States, we found lime as highly esteemed
as manure, and a regular part of their rotation,

as we have noticed elsewhere. Where lime

can be bad at ten cents a bushel and under, as

it can in all the limestone regions of Pennsyl-

vania, the practice is almost universal. It is

used a good deal on farms, far distant from the

lhne-kilns, where it costs at the depot or canal

twenty cents a bushel and upwards. The con-

viction of its utility in these States may be said

to be universal, and if it is not used, it is either

owing to the high price of the article, or to the

fact that agriculture receives little attention.

It is applied by some to the sod immediately

after mowing, and this sod is turned under
either in the fall or in the spring for corn. It

is claimed that the lime stimulates the growth
of grass, and affects favorably every crop in the

rotation. It would be impossible, without lim-

ing, to keep up the grain farms to their present;

degree of productiveness. It is also claimed

for the summer application and the spring plow-

ing, that it distributes the lime more equally,

and keeps it near the surface. The lime which
has been carried down by the fall and winter

rains, is brought to the surface again when the

sod is inverted. By this method also, the lime

has more time to act upon the inert material in

the soil, and to prepare plant food for the sub-

sequent crop. Other farmers are quite as cer-

tain that the best time to apply lime is upon the

inverted sod in the spring, while the ground is

preparing for corn. They want to keep the

lime as near the surface as possible, and have

no fears of ils late action upon the crop. The
quantity applied to the acre is from thirty to a

hundred bushels, depending somewhat upon the

character of the soil, the price of the lime, and
the theoretical views of the planter. The better

the soil, that is, the more clay and vegetable mat-

ter it contains, the more lime it will bear. Some
think a hundred bushels quite too much, and
that so much has a tendency to turn the stalks

yellow, and to diminish the yield. Smaller

quantities, say from 30 to 50 bushels, are more
commonly applied. The lime is usually brought

from the lime-kiln or depot in its caustic state,

and is dropped upon the land in heaps where

it is to be used. It is there slaked by the ap-

plication of water, and is about doubled in quan-

tity by this process. It is then spread as evenly

as possible over the land. This makes a cheap

dressing for the laud even at twenty cents a

bushel. The effect is very clearly marked where-

ever it is used. It keeps up the fertility of the

soil, and makes remunerative crops even with-

out manure. Of course, with manure the crops

are larger and pay better. The question very

naturally arises, if liming land will pay in other

districts where it is not now used ? Without

answering this question at once in the affirma-

tive, we think the results in these States are such

as to encourage every farmer who can get lime

at a reasonable price to make the experiment.

"We have abundance of lime rock in regions

where it is not burned at all. The conviction

is quite common that it will not pay to use lime

upon limestone soils, but in Pennsylvania the

effects of the application are quite as marked
upon these soils as upon any other. Then it is

supposed that it is a difficult and expensive pro-

cess to burn lime. Very much of this article is

made upon the farms where -it is used without
even a kiln for burning, as we shall show in an
illustrated article next month. The lime can be
made by the most unskilled labor, and with the

roughest and cheapest kinds of fuel. Wherever
there is lime rock and cheap fuel, we have no
doubt the lime can be furnished at less than
twenty cents a bushel. In the vicinity of cities

and large towns, oyster shells accumulate in

quantities, and can be put to better use than road
making and grading. They are easily reduced

with brush or peat, and afford cheap lime and
generally of better quality than the rock yields.

We desire to have the experiment made in other

States on a scale large enough to settle the

question. We believe many of our farmers will

doubtless find it to their interest to use lime.

When to Turn in Clover.

In the regions where green crops are turned
under for manure, there is a diversity of practice.

Some plow when the crop is in its most suc-

culent state. The rule for clover is when the

heads are about half turned brown. The reason

offered for this practice is, that the bulk of the

crop is then the greatest, and it undergoes most
rapid decomposition in the soil. Others do not

plow in clover until late in fall, and after it has

been well pastured. The reasons they give for

this practice are : 1st, that turning in the clover

green, makes the soil sour, and has a tendency

to bring in sorrel. 3. It has a bad influence

upon subsequent crops. 3. In waiting until

fall, you have the advantage of pasturing, and
if the cattle are kept upon the pasture, as they

should be, everything the field produces is re-

turned to it 4. More carbonaceous matter is

returned to the soil. What you lose in tops,

you gain in the roots of the clover, which have

four or five months longer to grow. 5. Better

crops follow. Some of the best farmers in Penn-

sylvania follow this method altogether. Others

still Wait until the following spring, and turn in

the clover just as it begins to grow.

Buckwheat as a Green Crop-

Where this grain is sowed the 1st of August,

it will be in condition to plow in for a rye crop

the last of September. We have seen rye taken

from a field four years in succession, with

no other manure than buckwheat turned in at

the time of sowing the rye. There was a con-

stant increase in the yield of the grain, showing
the benefit of the green crop. If the land is

not strong enough to give a good growth of

buckwheat, some manure will be necessary. A
continued succession of grain crops does not

show good husbandry, but it may answer for

remote fields, where stable manure can not be

applied economically. The green crops and

the grain should come in a regular rotation, and

if the soil is thin, several green crops may be

turned in, in succession, with profit.

.»-. »» —•-.

Plan for a Fixed or Movable Fence.

We need not apologize for again introducing

the subject of fences, for it is one which concerns

every farmer, and the cost of keeping up good

fences is (or would be) a drain uponmany farms,

which cancels nearly all the profits. Mr. W. T.

Millar, of Jefferson Co., Wis., advocates the^se

of iron posts 2'| 3 feet long, made of inch rod, in-

serted in large stones. (Fig. 1.) A hole 3 inches

deep is drilled in the stone, the bar inserted, and
the remaining space filled up with melted sul-

phur or lead. The stones

used are of such a size

that by the aid of the

posts, which would af-

ford a powerful lever-

age, several might be
i easily loaded upon a

^ stone-boat, and distrib-

=
uted along the line of

the fence. Mr. Millar

attaches the panels to
the posts by putting one on each side, and
bolting or pinning them together. (Pig. 2.)
The panels of a movable fence might be securely
hooked together by a common iron hook and
staple, and those of a permanent fence might be
fastened best by withes of galvanized iron wire.
The posts need not be more than2 !

|
2 to 3 feet

long to support the panels of a 4 or 4 1

|
2-foot

fence. The advantages claimed are that the
posts will last long, that they will stand on the
top of the ground, that they may be easily moved
and reset, or straightened up, and that they may
be made in winter. Two furrows or more.

Fig. 3.—IEON POST FENCE.

turned together along the line, would be a good
substitute for the bottom rail. The strips of

which the fence is made should be narrow, to

present little surface to the wind.

The plan of using iron posts is not novel, for

posts of several forms have long been used, driv-

en into the ground and braced. The ends in

the ground rust rapidly; the part above also rusts,

unless painted with coal tar. When stones can

not be obtained, it is very easy to improvise

them with gravel and hydraulic cement. Simply

dig a pit, say two feet long, a foot deep, and a

foot wide. Fill this with the concrete, and insert

the post in the

middle, as in fig.

3. This would, we
think, be cheaper

and better than

drilling holes in

very hard stones.

Wooden posts

may be set in the

same way— that

is, by digging holes, setting in the posts, and fill-

iug up with concrete. Use a peck of lime and a

quart of cement to S'jj to 3 bushels of gravel,

mixed coarse and tine, some of the stones being

as large as one's fist. Thus set, gate or fence

posts will last a life time.

»-.— «» —.-.

Work ttte Muck Mikes.—The spring has

been so wet that it would not be strange if we
had a dry summer or autumn, making ponds

and swamps accessible. Drawiug out muck to

some spot easily reached, always pays the farmer

well. He should keep on hand a large bank of

muck, and the larger and older the better. The
sunshine, rains, and frosts, are always improving

it. as the rank growth of weeds on such heaps

abundantly proves. It is always available then

for the yards, stables, or privies, or wherever

deodorizers are wanted. Composts can be made '

on short notice, and top-dressings admiuislepetl

iust at the right time for grass field or gariMn.
°

Fig. 3.
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Fig. 1.—PERSPECTIVE ELEVATION OP BARN—FR01I THE NORTH-WEST.

The Barn of Mr, David Lyman.
•

—

With the increase of wealth, and we must

add of good sense and enlarged ideas, among
the farmers of the country, there is a gradual

but very decided improvement in farm archi-

tecture. The old system was to build small

barns and add others on three sides of a yard,

and perhaps of several yards, and to add sheds

and pig-pens, and corn-houses, and such minor

structures as might seem desirable. Thus, in

the course of a few years the group of roofs,

big and little, span and lean-to, in the rear of a

large farmer's dwelling, would present the ap-

pearance of a small crowded village. One of

our neighbors has some 25 or 30 roofs pertain-

ing to his barns. Many a farmer is shocked at

the idea of investing $12,000 to $15,000 in a

barn, and to spend $20,000 to $25,000 would

seem utterly unwarrantable extravagance any-

where. Yet we doubt if the group of buildings

referred to could be put up for an average of

$1,000 apiece, while, compared with a well ar-

ranged barn, they are inconvenient and ex-

tremely expensive to keep in good repair.

Among the many large and expensive barns

recently erected, we have seen none which is

more thoroughly satisfactory to old school farm-

ers with broad ideas, than one built by Mr. Da-

vid Lyman, of Middlefield, Connecticut. Mr.

Lyman is an active farmer and manufacturer,

employing the water power adjacent to the old

homestead of his fathers, and tilling the broad

acres of the farm on which he was born, a

family possession for four generations. He
needs a very large barn for his farm purposes

simply, and has built one, of which we give a

view, and plans. The elevation of the build-

ing, (figure 1), shows entrances to its two main

stories ; there is an other story below.

, The Upper, or Hat Floor.—This Loor is

shown in fig. 2 ; all the hay, grain, and straw is

stored upon it, and it maintains the same level

throughout. Two threshing floors cross the

building, and are entered from the high ground

on the west by a very easy ascent. The main
entrance crosses over an engine-room, (seen in

figs. 1 and 3,) which is of stone, arched above,

and roomy as well as secure.

By means ofPlumb's Hay-Fork and Traveler,

of which no less than six railways and travelers

are fixtures over the bays, the hay is taken from

the loads and dropped in any part of the im-

mense bays. The forks are worked by one
horse, attached to Dedrick's hoisting machine,

of which Mr. Lyman has two, placed near the

great doors during the haying season, as indi-

cated by the figures marked H, P, in the plan,

fig. 2. A peculiarity of the Plumb-Fork and
attachments is, that the traveler on which the

fork moves, is brought back over the load, by
means of a heavy weight hung, and rising up
and down, on the outside of the barn. The tim-

bers containing pulleys over which the ropes

pass which suspend these weights, are shown in

fS
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Fig. 2.—PLAN OF HAT FLOOR.

the view, fig. 1, near the high windows in the

gable. The hoisting machine consists of a
drum, which is turned by a horse driven in a
circle; on this the rope is wound. By the

movement of a lever, the drum is set loose,

and the rope unwinds, thus lowering the fork

to the load without backing the horse.

On this floor are the bins for grain and ground
feed, provided with shutes connecting them
with' the feeding floor. There are hay scales,

also, a fixture in one of the floors, which afford

the means of being very accurate in many

things, in regard to which guess work is ordi-

narily the rule. Not only are hay, grain, and all

products sold by weight, weighed here, but

beeves bought to fatten are weighed when
brought in, and when turned off fat, and the

gain accurately known. The great ventilators,

so conspicuous in the view, (fig. 1), pass from

the feeding floor through this one to the roof,

and being furnished with doors at different ele-

vations, quite to the top of the mow, thus form

convenient shutes to throw down hay or straw.

A long flight of stairs passes from the principal

barn floor to the cupola, from which a magnifi-

cent view is had of the whole farm and sur-

rounding country, not the least impressive fea-

ture in which is a permanent mowing lot of 100

acres, without a fence, all under-drained, which
lies contiguous to the barn, and will do its share

towards filling its capacious bays and mows.

The Feeding Floor is entered by several

doors. Those in the main building are seen in

the view, and the plan, fig. 3. Two double doors

open upon a spacious floor in the rear of the

horse stalls and extending through the middle

of the main barn. The northwest corner is oc-

cupied by a large harness and toolroom, in

which is a chimney for a stove. On the right of

the front entrance is the wagon and carriage

room, closed by a sliding door, or partition.

There is room on the open part of this floor,

(behind the horse stalls, and adjacent), to drive

in three wagons at a time, and let the horses

stand hitched ; and while the stables are being

cleaned out, several of the horses may be hitched

to pendant chains in different parts of the floor,

and so be out of the way, and not interfere with

one another. There seems to be a good deal of

waste room here. Mr. Lyman assures us that

he would not have less on any account ; and for

his purposes, considering his way of doing

things, we agree with him. Between the ox-

stalls in the south wing, is a 10-foot passage way
through which carts with roots or green feed may
be driven—the stairs in the middle, being hinged

at the ceiling and fastened up. The stalls are 7

feet wide, and arranged to tie up two cattle in

each. The animals are fastened by neck chains,

have great freedom of motion, but can not quar-

rel. A gutter to conduct off the

urine runs along behind each range

of stalls, and there are well secur-

ed traps, one in about every 15

feet, through which the manure is

dropped to the cellar. The letter

C, wherever it occurs in fig. 3, in-

dicates a trap-door for a manure drop. "Where-

ever there are doors which,in the engraving might

be taken for windows, the letter D is placed.

The cattle pass to the yards through doors in

the ends of the wings. The south yard is near-

ly upon a level with the floor, sloping gradually

away toward the south and east, but the large

barn yard is on the level of the manure cellar,

and an inclined way gives access to the yard

on the east side from the cow stalls. Three

roomy, loose boxes are provided, one for horses,

and two for lying-in stables for cows ; and from

the satisfaction which Mr. Lyman takes in these,

we think, if he could be brought to admit, that

the barn is not perfect, he would arrange to

have several more. Near the points marked

W, and F, stand the hydrant for flowing water,

and the trough for mixing feed, and here, too,

the shutes for grain and cut feed discharge

from the floor above.

Ventilation and Light.—Four immense

ventilating trunks, 4 feet square, rise from the

feeding floor straight to the roof. These are
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capped by "Emerson's Ventilators," of the

largest size, and cause a constant change of air

in the stables, the draft being ordinarily suffi-

cient to be felt like a fresh breeze by raising the

hand anywhere within a few feet of the open-

Fig-. 3.—PLAN OP FEEDING FLOOR.

ings. This keeps the air iu the whole establish-

ment sweeter and purer than in most dwellings.

The windows ou all sidesof this floor are of large

size, with double sashes, hung with weights.

Under the main drive-way is a fire-proof

room, intended for an engine, but not now in

use for that purpose. When this is set and in

operation, it will, we presume, do away with

horse-power for elevating and carrying hay,

cutting hay, stalks, and straw, grinding apples,

and grain, and the boiler will furnish steam

for cooking hay and cattle fodder.

The Bakn Cellar.—This is arranged for

hogs, roots, and manure. The fixed partitions

in it are only two—the one enclosing the root

cellar, and the other, outside of that, shutting off

a wide, cemented passage way, extending from

the door at the northeast corner, around two

sides of the root-cellar. (See fig. 4.) The rest

of the cellar is occupied by the manure, and

hogs are enclosed upon different parts of it, ac-

cording to convenience. That part of the cel-

lar wall against the side-hill, is very sub-

stantial, and laid up of cemeut coucrete. Part

of the remaining walls are brick, and in these

are ordinary windows; iu the remaining portion

of the walls wooden partitions are inserted be-

tween the posts. These, as a general rule,

consist of an upper portion hinged to the sill of

the building, which may be raised and hooked

up against the ceiling, and of a lower part, like a

solid fence-panel, which, two men can take out

and set at one side, affording entrance for carts

or cattle from the barn yards. The upper parts

of these door-like walls are., in most cases, fur-

nished with large sashes, so that, whether open

or shut, the cellar is very light.

The hog pens are formed by dividing the cel-

lar off as convenience and necessity dictate, into

larger or smaller yards, by means of substantial,

open fence-panels. Thus, the hogs may be

placed anywhere on the manure, or their range

may be restricted, so as to allow a considerable

part to be occupied by cattle. The cellar affords

abundant room to work over the manure, and

make regular compost heaps, if

desired. The two large hog-pens

are so far fixtures that platforms

(2, fig. 4) are set, upon which the

bogs are fed, and which prevent

a waste of food.

The Takds are open to the

south and east, and contain large

troughs supplied with running

water, and racks for fodder. No
water flows into them except the

direct rain-fall, the entire build-

ing being furnished with eave-

troughs and conductors ; and the

wash of the yards being collect-

ed is conducted to vats where

it can be pumped over the ma-

nure heaps. Even this is not

sufficient to keep the immense

heaps of manure in a suitably

moist condition at all times, and

so a hose is attached to a hy-

drant to wet them down
occasionally. We append

some memoranda receiv-

ed from Mr. Lyman, in

response to questions pro-

posed by us, which leave

little else for us to say in

regard to this most com-

modious and substantial

barn. It is exceedingly

roomy and comfortable

for men and beasts, at all

seasons. It thoroughly protects ani-

mals, and their fodder, with all farm pro-

ducts, implements, and manure, from the

weather, effects great saving of labor, is

subject to easy and rapid inspection, and not

least, it is easier for hired men to keep it clean

and in order, than to do otherwise. The barn

and surroundings will well repay a visit.

Neither care nor expense has been spared to

make the whole structure as substantial and

convenient as possible, the material being all of

the best quality. The whole subject has been

under consideralion,and the general plan formed,

for several years. Mr. L. did not, build until he

felt sure he knew exactly what he wanted, and

was ready to secure this to himself and his child-

ren, at any reasonable cost.

Mr. Lyman's Memoranda.—Timbers, Floor-

ing, Siding, Hoof, etc.—Lower timbers, white

oak, 12x14; joists, chestnut ; floor, chestnut;

rest of the frame, white pine, hemlock, and

spruce, mainly hemlock. The long cross-beams,

55 ft. long, squared 12 x 14 inches, are pine.

Threshing floors, 8*|u-inch piue plank, grooved,

with a tongue inserted. Bay floors, 1
3

|
,-inch

piue, planed and matched, laid plaued side

down. Siding is piue, 10 to 12 inches wide,

planed /—. and matched, with battening

of this L—

-

1 form—costs no more than plain.

The Roof is l 1

; 4-inch,planed and matched spruce

well slated. Furnished with Spratt's lightning

rods. The Architect is R G. Russell, New-
Haven. The Builder, Henry E. Woodward,
Thompsonville, Conn.

Size of Barn.—The building covers more than

one-fifth of an acre of land, and thus there is

over three-fifths of an acre under a roof. The
main barn is 55 x 80 feet square ; the wings, each

56 feet long, the south one being 35, and the

east wing 31 1

1
„ feet wide. The four points which

I sought to obtain were : 1st. Economy ofroom
under a given roof; 2d. Plenty of light ; 3d.

Plenty of air, and ventilation which would draw
off all deleterious gas as fast as generated;

4th. Convenience, to save labor. Saving of ma-
nure, and many other things are of course in-

cluded. No barn should have less thorough,

ventilation. The windows are all hung with

pulleys, and are lowered in warm days in win-

ter, and closed in cold days. This is important.

As to Inspection.—I can iu five minutes see

whether 75 head of cattle and 8 horses are all

right, and the work of attending them well done.

The gables on the sides of the barn and south

wing, give great strength to the frame, afford

light to the floor, and in summer give a splendid

draft of air over the floor, to say nothing of the

beauty added to the building.

A cheap barn can be built on this general plan

of: 1st. Basement for manure roots and hogs;

2d. Floor for stock, wagons, and tools; 3d.

Floor for hay, grain, hay scales, etc. And I be-

lieve that a farmer may get for the same money
one-third more room than by the old plan. If

a man has no side hill, let him make an approach

or drive-way, 60 feet long, for his hay story, and
he is just as well off. It

is an easy matter. All ce-

meut walls should be made
early in the season, to

have the work get thor-

j
oughly dry before frost.

' The mows are so large

that I mow away no hay
while carting, but do it the

SLIDING GATE

WATER
TROUGH

Fig. 4.—n.AN OF BASEMENT.

next morning." .The three

plans arc drawn to a scale

40 feet to the inch, and iu

each the top is North. The
storing of manure in barn-cellars is objected

to by many farmers—but with the free use of

dry muck, etc., as absorbents, and such perfect

ventilation, we cannot take ground against it.

m-l — I I

Feeding Green Fodder.—Cattle and horses

will cat an enormous amount of green fodder,

if fed fresh to them iu the stall. Serious evil

sometimes comes from this practice, as the aru>

mals eat too much, and bloat, as when turned

into rank clover. It saves labor to cut early,

and let the corn, oats, clover, sorghum, or what-

ever else used as green fodder, wilt thoroughly,

and thus lose a good part of its water, be-

fore feeding it out. Milch cows can hardly
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eat too much regularly; and after feeding all

day in the pasture, if a cow will eat a good

forkfull of green corn fodder, the result will

surely be seen in the pail. Green fodder ought

to be fed in racks, in the yard, and the cows

3'arded at night. Two-thirds of all their manure

is thus saved, and the dung heaps grow almost

as fast in summer as in winter.

Kotation of Crops in Eastern Pennsylvania,

There is much more uniformity in the rota-

tion of crops in Eastern Pennsylvania than we
had anticipated. The lower part of the Valley

of the Lehigh, and the Valleys of the North and

"West branches of the Susquehanna,which we re-

cently visited, are mainly grain growing districts,

and we suspect all the best farming of the State

would come under the head of cereal agricul-

ture. Only about a fourth part of the State was

put down as improved land in 1850, and with

all the rapid improvement of agriculture, there

is probably not more than a third of the State

now under cultivation. There are still consid-

erable tracts of unbroken forest, and vast re-

gions of rough, mountainous land, which the

lumbermen are rapidly stripping of all large

trees, and leaving it to make a second or third

growth. The best farming is to be found in

the valleys of the rivers and creeks, where the

soil is almost uniformly fertile and well adapted

to grain and grass.

The rotation is a five or six years' course, be-

ginning with corn upon a clover or timothy sod.

The liming of the land, which is almost uni-

versal, takes place in connection with this crop.

The lime is applied at the rate of from thirty to

a hundred bushels to the acre, and is expected

to last through the course. There is a differ-

ence of practice both in regard to the time of

applying the lime and of turning over the sod.

Some apply the lime upon the grass immediate-

ly after mowing, and turn under the sod the

following spring. They say the lime strength-

ens the growth of the grass, and sinks into the

soil, so that the spring plowing brings it to the

surface where it ought to be. Others plow in

the fall, and lime either in the fall or spring upon
the plowed field. We found the best farmers

most strongly in favor of the spring plowing,

and they would only justify fall plowing where
there was danger of not having help enough to

finish the needed plowing seasonably in the

spring. The lime and the sod are the main re-

liance for the corn crop, which yields from forty

to sixty bushels to the acre.

The second course is either oats or a summer
fallow. The best usage is in favor of the oats,

for they say that it is in itself a paying
crop, and does not very much diminish the sub-

sequent crop of wheat. The third course is

winter wheat, for which preparation is made by
spreading all the manure of the farm upon the

oat stubble or the fallow, and plowing it in.

The Mediterranean wheat is the variety most
commonly used, and the yield in good years is

from twenty to thirty bushels to the acre. The
white varieties of wheat formerly used were
.more productive, but were more delicate, and
more liable to be destroyed by insects. At the

time of sowing the wheat, timothy is sown, and
clover the following spring, about the last of the

frosts, when the ground is cracked with settling.

; 3?his givIM dWei- as the fourth course, of which

(half te>
;two

yeas4«e,tlm»t%l

has the ground, and this crop is continued for

one or more years according to circumstances.

If the grass is very good, or if manure is plenty

for top dressing, it stays in grass until it is want-

ed to begin another notation. Much larger areas

of land are kept under the plow than is com-
mon in the dairy regions. Grain fields of from

twenty to fifty acres are of frequent occurrence.

Upon one 300-acre farm that we visited in the

famous Buffalo Valley, we found 80 acres in

wheat, 50 in corn, and 30 in oats; or more than

one half the whole area of the farm. AVe think

the farms in these valleys would average one

fourth of their whole area in these three crops.

Eye, which is so common in the dairy regions,

is very little raise'd in the valley of the Susque-

hanna, In Eastern Pennsylvania it is much
more common. This rotation is veiy well adapt-

ed to the wants of the grain growing districts,

and perhaps can not at once be changed for the

better. Lime is everywhere abundant, and

with the manure made upon the farm, furnishes

the ready means of keeping up the fertility of

the soil. Potatoes are not much raised, except

to supply the wants of the family and the nearest

village market. The grain growing farmers of

Pennsylvania, and of other districts also in the

United States, have no faith in the cultivation

of roots. They certainly could be raised profit-

ably for stock feeding in winter, but would re-

quire additional laborers. Grain and hay are

the principal products sold from these farms.

There is some fattening of cattle in the winter,

and some raising of pork and making of but-

ter, but they are mainly for the home markets.

Walks and Talks on the Farm.—No. 44.

The editor of the Agriculturist wrote me that

he had received a number of letters referring to

my Walks and Talks, "some praisewise and
some otherwise." I asked him to forward them,

and he did so. He must have retained the

"praisewise," for all of them are "otherwise."

Several of them criticise my treatment of the

cow we lost by milk fever. I had another cow
taken sick in the same way, and gave her the

same treatment, except the ergot, and she recov-

ered. This does not prove, however, that the

ergot was the cause of the death of the other,

as one of my neighbors lost the best cow he had
from milk fever that had not had ergot, and the

Deacon says a farmer in an adjoining town
lost six cows from milk fever this spring. He
thinks the disease is unusually prevalent.

One writer advises me to get a breed of hogs
that will not kill lambs. I have both the Suf-

folk and Essex, neither of which have any sav-

age tendencies. The sows that killed the lambs
were some coarse, ill-bred creatures that I bought
for the purpose of crossing with the thorough-

breds. It is said that such sows are better moth-

ers than finer animals. They certainly breed bet-

ter, and the little pigs take after the sire in fine-

ness of bone, early maturity, and fattening qual-

ities. But they need high feeding. Tou can
push them forward so as to be ready for the

butcher in five or six months, but if half starved,

when young, they rarely get over it, even if well

fed afterwards. It was very annoying, how-
ever, to lose the lambs. I sold the rest of
them to the butcher for $400 a head, and the

keep of k lamb is never felt.

Another of the letters is very savage. The
%riteieffsMlsiJ8se Qn^ai-aideEvbut makes^np spe-

rms clft^gei. £4<Wtk<eiliiiui.joiSe gtQiljgman-.whoi

sknow9" <notftiHg Qf>9a^teBntufbe^anrJ-is anno}red
fowSuuse I ^O rBi*n-eJawae4Ufifh#nring in accord-!

ance with his imaginary notions. All I can say

is that I tell the truth according to my expe-

rience. I do not find farm-life entirely free from
care and anxiety. Perhaps I exaggerate the dis-

appointments and annoyances. But if so, it is

not a common fault of agricultural editors. We
hear more of the successes than of the failures,

and yet the latter, properly considered, teach

more than the former. A man who really loves

farming will not be discouraged by hearing of

the mistakes of others. He will try to avoid

them. I have had my trials, but think I shall

succeed in renovating my farm. Every year

affords me more encouragement. If I mistake
not, we have five acres that will turn out more,
and far better, barley than I got from twenty
acres the first year. And I have fourteen acres

of clover that will afford more good feed than

could have been cut from half the farm. I have
a very fair crop of wheat on land where the oats

the first year onty yielded 8 bushels per acre,

and those hardly fit to feed the geese. I have
some veiy promising corn on the "Deacon's

duck pond," and fair grass on part of the old

stump lot, where nothing ever grew before but
rushes and weeds. But if I should talk in this

style, it might be thought that I had quit farm-

ing, and gone back to the old editorial chair.

The more I use petroleum paint, the better I

like it. A few days ago we painted an old wagon
that looked as though it would tumble to pieces

like the old chaise. The hubs were full of cracks,

the bolsters loose, and the box decidedly shaky.

We took off the nuts, oiled them, put on wide

washers where the wood was rotten, and made
all light and snug, then put on all the oil

the wood would absorb, going over the hubs
and tires several times as fast as the oil soaked

in. We got in at least two gallons' of oil. The
cracks closed up, the tires were tight, the box
snug, and the wagon looked almost as strong as

a new one. We all know that soaking wheels

in water will tighten the tires, but it is merely
temporary. As soon as the water dries out, the

wheels are as loose as ever. The oil is absorbed

more rapidly than water, and will have, I think,

the same effect, and be permanent. But if not,

go over the wagon again as often as needed.

It is little trouble. It seems curious to me that

such a use of petroleum could be patented. In

Captain Cox's Asiatic Researches he says :
" The

town of Rainanghong is the centre of a district

in which there are some hundred petroleum

wells in full activity. * * * The annual
quantity of petroleum produced by the district

exceeds 400,000 hogsheads. It is used by the

lower classes in lamps, instead of oil, and when
mixed with earth or ashes answers the purpose
of fuel. A composition of petroleum and resin

is an excellent material for covering wood-
work, etc." It was also used for ship bottoms
to preserve them from insects, etc.

I planted potatoes this year on clover sod.

The clover last year was cut for hay, and after-

wards for seed. This is running the land pretty-

hard, but as nothing is exported from the farm
except the seed, and as a bushel of oil-cake meal
which costs about $1.50, contains more fertiliz-

ing ingredients than a bushel of clover seed, and
as you can get five or six bushels of oil-meal for

one bushel of clover seed, the farm is benefited

by exchanging the clover seed for oil-cake. But
unless some such plan as this is adopted, grow-
ing clover seed impoverishes your land. Last

.IllJUft^^gr.tl^ck^ej^peed^^iijjah-^^e
ivwAdJIi.Qf.thygaehing;^ s^pjjc^aad ^grygn
oji^WcBesDjfel^eff^tfjO^^ie^Bft^tqe^y,^^^^
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far better thau on the rest of the field. I should

not be surprised if the yield was one-third or

one-half greater, and this will a good deal more

thau pay for the clover seed. With such effects

it is not surprising that so many good farmers

object to raising clover seed. But I think it is

nevertheless true that if the money obtained for

the seed is expended in oil-cake, and the manure
returned to the land, there is a decided gain.

You do not see the effect, however, quite so

soon as if the clover was pastured with sheep,

or plowed under.

You may recollect, I asked your opinion as to

whether a clover field that was cut for seed

would give a good crop of clover the next sea-

son. I had such a field, and, not being willing

to risk the whole, I plowed up half of it and

planted potatoes, and the other half I left for

hay. The clover is not quite as good as the first

crop was last year, but much better than I ex-

pected. 'I sowed no timothy, but there is quite

a sprinkling of it among the clover, and I shall

l«Nce a fair crop of hay. I presume, neverthe-

less) that a heavy crop of seed weakens the

clover plant very materially, and, as a rule, it

should not be allowed to go to seed except in

cases where it is to be plowed up the next season.

This morning I was up unusually early, and

saw a Dominique rooster in a cherry tree picking

off the fruit almost as neatly as a robin. During
the day, when we are around, they do not med-
dle with them. The little chickens eat the

strawberries, but the hens seem to know better,

although they occasionally take a slice out of a

Trollope's Victoria or an Agriculturist. They
leave us all the Wilson's. If chickens are well

fed, they do comparatively little injury iu the

garden. The ducks have done us the most

damage this year, as they manifest a great par-

tiality for green peas. They gobbled up a whole

Vow of Daniel O'Rourke's, and if we had not

shut them up, the}' would have left us scarcely

a pea in the garden. I suppose the only way is

• to have a large yard and JfrtPferase where you

can shut up the poultrywhen they prove troub-

lesome. The next best thing is to feed them

all they will eat, and keep them out of the gar-

den as much as possible. A garden with a high

fence round it is not at all ornamental.

A gentleman in Huntington, Conn., writes

me that he has sown twelve acres of corn, in-

tending to plow it in for manure, but would like

to know my opinion as to " whether it would

not be better to cure it and feed it out." I judge

from the fact that corn is the crop selected, the

land is not a heavy clay, and that the object in

plowing it under is simply to furnish manure,

and not to loosen the soil. This being the case,

the only point lobe determined is, whether the

feed will not pay for the expense of curing and

storing the crop, and drawing back the manure.

If the manure does not drain away, but is all

saved, it will be worth within five per cent, as

much as if the crop was plowed under. This is

true, I think, even if tlWxrop is fed out to milch

cows. The milk will not carry off more than

five per cent, of the nitrogen and phosphates.

If fed to dry cows, the loss will be still less. And
if, as is too often the case, the cows are no heavier

in the spring than in the fall—if, in other words,

the animals have neither grown or got fatter, I

do not see where there can bo any loss except ill

the carbonaceous matter used to keep up the

animal heat. Where can there be any loss of

nitrogen or phosphate ? or of potash, soda, lime,

magnesia, etc.? There is soda in the blood, but

there is no more blood in the animal than

there was at the commencement of winter.

There are phosphates and lime in the bones, but

there has been no increase of bones. There is

nitrogen in the flesh, but for each pound of new
flesh added, a pound of old flesh has been trans-

formed, and the nitrogen from this is exactly

equal to the nitrogen taken from the food. There
is, therefore, no loss. The manure will contain

as much plant food, except carbonaceous matter,

as the food consumed by the animal. The ques-

tion then is simply, what is the value ofan acre of

cured corn fodder, say three tons ? A good-sized

cow would probably eat from 30 to 35 pounds

a day, and the three tons would last her about

six months. Now what is it worth to winter a

cow ? A cow weighing from 900 to 1000 pounds
will eat about 200 pounds of hay a week. With
hay at $10 per ton, this would make the cost of

keeping a cow six months $26. If we estimate

the manure worth half the price of the hay, we
have $13 as the actual value of the food given

to a cow during six months. What farmer in the

New England or Middle States will winter a cow
for less? Now in plowing under clover or corn

fodder as a green manure we lose this sum, less

the cost of cutting and curing the crop and the

expense of drawing back the manure. Many
farmers make a great deal more than this from

their feed. One would think few could make
less. In this section the past spring, hay was sold

for a short time at $30 to $35 per ton, and it

would seem in such circumstances to be worse

than folly to plow under good hay or fodder,

when, by feeding it to animals, we get the same
benefit from the manure, and have the food in

addition.

If the present, drouth continues, many of us

would like these twelve acres of green corn for

our milch cows. But if the corn can not be

used for this purpose, and if it can not be cut

and cured, or used to good advantage when it

is cured, why then, plow it under. It is a very

low order of farming, but is a good deal better

than skinning the land by selling all the hay

and straw.

I am not sure that a good summer fallow

would not enrich land just as much as plowing

under a crop of com. If not, why not ? On
very sandy soil, where some of the elements of

plant food may be washed out of the soil, a crop

that would organize and retain it may be better

than a summer fallow. And on a very heavy

soil, where you waut the mechanical action of

the green manure for loosening the soil, plowing

under the crop may produce better reSults.

But otherwise I do riot exactly see %*hat we
gain from plowing under a crop of corn. It

must be confessed, however, that we do not

know enough to speak very positively on the

point. It may be that the large quantity of

carbonaceous matter plowed under iu the green

crop, may, in fermenting, form organic acids that

act on the latent plant, food in the soil, and ren-

der it available. Or, at all events, tho carbonic

acid ultimately formed, doubtless has such an

effect. I have always supposed, however, that

we get enough of such matter from the roots

and stubble, in proportion to other ingredients,

without plowing under a whole crop. So far

as wheat is concerned, I have never known an

application of carbonaceous matter, directly

or indirectly, attcuded with any increase of the

grain. It will give more straw. And those

farmers who tell us that the reason they can

not grow as good wheat as formerly, is not ow-

ing to the land being poorer, because they get

straw enough for forty bushels per acre, while

the crop only turns out 20 bushels, should con-

sider whether they are not furnishing too much
carbonaceous matter to the soil, and too little

nitrogen and phosphates.

"What about the price of wheat?" asks an
old friend. It is not safe to predict. I hope
we shall have 'a good crop. The country needs
it. Manufacturers need it, the Secretary of the

Treasury is looking anxiously at the grain fields

of the West, and farmers themselves need it as

much as any other class to pay high wages and
still higher taxes. I am inclined to think we
shall have a fair crop, and I hope for fair prices.

The markets of the world are bare of wheat.
There is no accumulation any where. High
prices have brought it all out. Iu such circum-
stances, it would seem that the new crop should

command at least as much as. the cost of pro-

duction. Such will be the case if farmers will

not sell for less. Manufacturers sometimes sell,

they say, for less than cost. But they frequently

make largo profits. Farmers never do. Then
agar% a manufacturer fears to hold, because

there may be a change of fashion, but the fash-

ion for wheat does not change. It is always

wanted. I am aware that consumers have much
to say about the extortion of farmers. The
clfitrge is unfounded. It is vain to expect that

wheat can be grown as cheaply as it was 25 or

30 years ago. In this section, I do not see, with

the present cost of implements, wages, and tax-

es, how wheat can be grown for less than $1.50

per bushel, even if you get the laud for nothing.

You may oil rich iffiu raise it for less, but you
take enough out of the laud to make up the dif-

ference. Your land will become poorer. If

means are taken to keep up the fertility of the

soil, we can not grow a bushel of wheat for less

thau $1.50 a bushel. And if we expect an in-

terest for the money invested in the farm, we
ought to get $2.00 a bushel. At $2.50, a good
farmer will get ample remuneration. But when
the crop does not average over 15 bushels per

acre, the profits, even at this figure, are not daz-

zling. I have made up my mind to sell when
I can get $2.25 for red wheat. If consumers

can not pay this, let them curtail their expenses

in some other direction. Farmers need the

money more than French milliners.

Wheat, in England, is now worth from 60s.

to 75s. a quarter of eight bushels. Now, as an

English shilling is 24 cents of our money, if we
multiply the price per quarter by 3, we get the

price in dollars and cents. Sixty shillings a

quarter, therefore, is $1.80 a bushel. Seventy-

five shillings a quarter is $2.25 per bushel. This

is in gold. With gold at 110, $1.80 in gold is

worth $2.52, and $2.25 in gold is worth $3.15.

Wheat, in England, thcrfore, is worth iu our

money, from $2.52 to $8.16 per bushel.

The Agriculturist should tell us next mouth,

what it costs to send wheat to Liverpool, and

London, and wc can then form some idea as to

what prices we should expect for our wheat.

As I understand it, wheat has been for several

months higher here than in England, and con-

sequently none was exported. But since the

recent decline of $1.00 a bushel in New York,

wheat can be exported with a profit, and as long

as this is the case, it will be no lower. If we

raise more wheat this year than is wanted by

ourown rapidly increasing population, the price

will depend ou the foreign demand. Wc cer-

tainly shall not have enough tosparcto glut the

markets, and fanners should insist ou receiv-

ing fair prices—and sell when such arc offered.
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IMPORTED COTSWOLD RAM, "HIS ROYAL HIGHNKSS." Owned by Burdett Loomis, Windsor Locks, Ot.

Cotswold Sheep.—Mutton and "Wool,

When the whole community of sheep raisers

is running -wild, almost, after fine-wool sheep, it

may seem strange to some that we should con-

tinually advocate mutton breeds. Perhaps it

would not be so if these were the favorites of

the speculative class of breeders. We can, and
do, raise as good mutton in this country as they

do in England, but our people are not such

mutton eaters, and, though mutton raising pays
quite as well, in fact better usually, than beef

raising, yet our market is not a discriminating

one, and the most profitable sheep to buy and
fatten are fine-wools, if bought with judicious

care. There is always sale for South-down and
Coltswold mutton, and the difference in price is

not what it ought to be, though remunerative.

Of late there has been a remarkable change in

the value of the combing wools. They have in-

Creased in price, while fine wools rule scarcely

any higher than in specie times, and, were the

quotations reduced to the gold standard, they

would be lower now than for many years.

The reasons for the high price of long wools
are several. A class of manufactures has come
in vogue which requires these combing wools,

and the supply from Canada is, in a good meas-

ure, cut off by the operation of the new Tariff,

while in England, the home demand keeps

prices up, and the wool chiefly at home. The
small amount of combing wools raised in this

country is not, it seems, sufficient for the de-

mand. There seems to be an overstock of goods

made from the finest wools, and manufacturers

are buying but very limited quantities, hence
the general depression of the fine wool market.

A few years ago long wool sold according to

quality—length, fineness, strength and gloss—at

25c. to 35c. per pound. Now it sells at 50c. to

75c. The clip of a flock of equal purity and
excellence with those shown in our engraving,

recently sold, unwashed, at 50c. to 55c, which is

equal to 75c. to 82c. , according to the usual calcu-

lation—deducting one-third as loss in washing.

It is hot to be expected that these rela-

tive prices will continue, but it is certain that

these beautiful combing fleeces have gained, and

will hold, a value far above carpet wools.

For the real wool raiser, no doubt the best

policy will ever be to raise the finest and best

wool, free from excess of grease ; but for small

farmers who have rich farms on which a few

sheep, 50 to 100, will do well, none present so

great attractions now as do the Cotswolds.

They grow to an immense size, Christmas mut-

ton carcasses weighing over 200 pounds being al-

most every year brought to New York, and sell at

the highest prices. Theymake large early lambs.

The grades, half-bred, are very strongly marked,

and the three-quarters pure are often hard to tell

from the full-blood Cotswolds, except by the ac-

curate and distinctive marks of purity of blood.

The fine ram in the engraving was drawn by

our artist at the New England and Vermont

Fair last fall, at which he was a first prize win-

ner, and was imported from one of the best, if not

the very best flock in Oreat Britain—that of Rob-

ert Oame, at Aldsworth.near North Leach, Eng.
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Notes on Strawberries.

The season has, on the whole, been a success-

ful one for the strawberry grower, though in

some places, as in southern New Jersey, the

heavy rains, which came j ust as the fruit was ripe,

caused considerable loss. A very fine exhibi-

tion was held by the American Institute, in New
York, on June 25th and 26tb, and another by
Mr. Knox, at Pittsburgh, on the 26th and 27th of

the same month. We attended both of these

exhibitions, and give such notes on varieties

as we gleaned from these and other sources.

Metcalf's Early.—This variety originated

in Michigan. In a bas-

ket note last month, we
quoted Mr. "Williams and

Mr. Doty for its earli-

ness. We have since

seen Mr. Parry, of Cin-

naminson, and others,

who do not give a very

favorable account of its

earliness, productiveness,

or good quality. Figure

1 gives the shape of the

berry, which is of a light scarlet color.

RippoWam.—A variety that has been before

the public a few years, but has not been exten-

sively cultivated. It originated with Mr. J. W.
Faulkner, Stamford, Conn. The engraving,
S'ig- 2, gives one of the exhibition berries. We
have not seen it in bearing, but at several shows
very large fruit has been exhibited. It has a
remarkable tendency to assume the flattened,

coxcomb shape, which tells strongly against its

good qualities, which are a firm flesh and a very

_. 2.—RIPPOWAM.

agreeable flavor. Growers of this variety differ

in their accounts of its productiveness.

Stinger's Seedling.—This berry originated

With Mr. W. H. Stinger, of Gray's Ferry, Pa.

We give a figure of
'

it, (fig. 3,) but from

\
' A/' w the fact that we

have never seen the

fruit in good condi-

tion, do not care to

say much about it.

There are very few

berries upon which

it is fair to pass

judgment after they
Pig. 3.-9Tiunger'8. have !jeen picked

forty-eight hours. We can only say that some

of our Philadelphia friends, in whose opin-

ion we place confidence, think well of it.

Seto Boyden.—Mr. Scth Boyden, well known

as the originator of the Agriculturist, exhibited

at the late show of the American Institute his

seedling No. 30, which, we understand, is to

bear his name. Mr. B. stated that the exhibi-

tion was at least ten days too late to allow him
to show his berry in perfection. As exhibited,

the berry was of great oromise, reminding one

of the "Agricul-

turist," but of

better color and

more regular

shape, (fig. 4.)

Weshallbeglad

if this proves to

be a valuable

variety, and one

worthy to bear

the name of one

who has done

so much for

strawberry cul-

ture as has Mr.

Seth Boyden, of
Fig. 4.—seth boyden. Newark, N. J.

Romeyn's Seedling. — This is a chance
seedling raised from

mixed seed of the

Triomphe de Gand,

Austin, and Wilson,

grown together. The
plants shown at the

late exhibition were

apparently very pro-

ductive, though but a

small portion of the

fruit was ripe. It has

a surface much like

that of Triomphe de

Gand, and its shape

is shown in figure 5.

Chas. Downing.—Mr. J. S. Downer, of Elk-

ton, Kentucky, with whom originated the well

known Down-
er's Prolific,

has sent to the

East a berry of

remarkable ex-

cellence, and

which has been

named for our

distinguish e d

horticulturist,

Chas.Downing
Figure 6 gives

an average ber-

ry, but not one

of the largest.

Both Mr. Car-

penter and Mr

Fi°:. 6.—chas. downing.

Downing have grown it, and

speak in high terms of its productiveness and

other good qualities. It is certainly a berry of

remarkably high character, as to flavor, and we
expect a great deal from its present promise.

Ida.—We figure this va-

riety, (fig. 7,) because so

much has been said of it-

It is reported as produc-

tive, but as a fruit we do

not consider it as good as

the Wilson. The specimens

we have seen are quite in-

Fig. 7.—IDA. different. It is pistillate.

Jucunda.—Very fine specimens of this vari-

ety were shown at the exhibition of the Amer-

ican Institute, and from all that we can learn,

it is growing rapidly in favor. Mr. Knox's farm,

at Pittsburgh, is the headquarters of this variety,

where it is also known as " 700." The show of

this fruit upon his grounds was this year some-

thing wonderful to see. To say that the crop

was large, would not express it— it was immense.

We never before saw berries run so uniformly

large.
__
The fruit is of fine color, and that it car-

Fig. 8.

—

jucunda.

ries well is shown by the fact that it is sold in

the 'New York markets, after a long journey

from Pittsburgh. The day we were at Mr.

Knox's farm, he shipped a hundred bushels of

this variety to New York, a similar quantity to

Philadelphia, besides supplying the home mar-

ket. We figure a good sized berry of regular

shape,'(fig- 8,) but it would have been easy to se-

lect a larger, if no regard were had to fomi.

Abraham Lincoln.—A variety with this

name was shown at the Exhibition of the Amer-
ican Institute. As far as the fruit is concerned,

it is not easy to see how it differs from Jucunda.

Lucida Perfecta.—This is a foreign sort

that is attracting some attention. The fruit is

medium size, (fig. 9), round,

of a bright salmon color.

For sweetness and richness

of flavor it is scarcely sur-

passsed by any variety. The
foliage has a very robust ap-

pearance, and is of a deep

green. From what we have

seen of it, it does not ap-

pear to bear well enough for

a market berry, but it is certainly a sort

worthy the attention of amateur cultivators.

Fillmore.—This is a variety about which

there is much difference of opinion. On the

strong soil of Mr. Knox it proves itself a valua-

ble sort, being there a good bearer, early, and of

excellent quality. The fruit is of good size, and

its firmness allows it to carry well to market.

It has the disadvantage of being pistillate.

Goliath, (Kittley«).—An old variety which

the American Pomological Society placed upon

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.—GOLIATH.

their " Rejected List " some ten years ago, and

the cultivation of which is generally abandoned.

Tel Mr. Knox funis it to his account to grow

H, and thinks more highly of it than of many

newer sorts. Size and shape shown in fig. 10.
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Agriculturist.—This has assumed a place

among the standard varieties, and though like

other sorts it is unsatisfactory in some places,

there are but few first class berries of recent in-

troduction, so really valuable. It holds its

character and size in a remarkable degree. To
show how difficult it is to get satisfactory in-

formation about varieties, we have before us two

letters, dated only one day apart, from Wash-
ington, D. C, one of which says: "I find it,

on sandy soil, large, ragged, flat, and of poor

flavor," while the other writes :
" For size and

quantity to the stool, the Great Agriculturist

stands far ahead."

Upon Mr. Knox's grounds, where it has not

heretofore done itself justice, it this year gives

a most abundant crop of great excellence.

Pruning the Blackberry.—•-

—

We know of no plantation that, if left to itself,

will become a greater nuisance than one of

blackberries. We often see the bushes having

their own way, with the fruit up out of reach,

or the unsupported, long canes bent over and

entangled in an almost impenetrable mass. By
proper pruning, the plants may be kept un-

der control, and rendered more productive.

As soon as the new canes get to the hight of

four or five feet, their upward growth should

be stopped by pinching off the tops. They
will then throw off lateral branches freely,

which, in turn, are to have their growth checked

by pinching, when they reach the length of 18

inches. Bushes thus treated will have their

wood better ripened, and will be much more

likely to pass the winter in safety than will

those that are allowed to continue their growth

until it is checked by the approach of frost,

•-«— ii a m i > »

Propagation of Black Cap Raspberries.

The Black Cap Raspbeny, (BuMis occidenta-

lis), so common in its wild state, has sported

into a number of varieties, which are quite pop-

ular with growers on account of their produc-

tiveness and the absence of suckers. Most oth-

er kinds of raspberry sucker to a degree that is

annoying, and in the abundance of young plants

thus formed,propagate themselves; but the Black

Caps multiply by quite a different method. At
the end of summer, or earty in autumn, when
the growth is nearly completed, the long branch-

es bend over until their ends touch the ground,

and the plant has the general form of figure 1.

From the tips of the branches thus brought in

contact with the ground,roots are thrown out,and

finally a strong bud appears. We have only to

sever the stem just above the surface, and we
have a new plant. Often, after the point of the

stem has taken root, the buds just above (or

of plants, as in figure 2, which, of course, are to

be separated when taken up the following

spring. Though more or less young plants will

be formed without any care on the part of the

cultivator, yet as the motion caused by the

winds will prevent many of the pendant branch-

es from taking root, it is best, where plants are

wanted, to slightly cover the tips with sufficient

earth to hold them in place. This operation

should not be performed until the wood acquires

sufficient firmness, otherwise it will decay.

There are several red raspberries, of which

Fig. 3.—TIP OF A BKAXCH HOOTED.

the species is doubtful, such as the Purple Cane,

that are propagated in the same way. The two
engravings given here are taken from Fuller's

Small Fruit Culturist, a work recently published

and indispensable to the grower of small fruits.

Where is the Mixing of Varieties Shown ?

The question of the crossing of varieties has

been considerably discussed of late, and it does

not seem to be satisfactorily settled as to whether

the influence of a mixture, caused by the fertili-

zation of one variety by the

pollen of another, is manifest

in the fruit resulting from

this operation, or if the

crossing is only manifest in

the progeny of the seeds of

such fruit. , There is some
evidence that indicates that a
cross is shown in the fruit,

but Mr. Gregory, who has
carefully observed squashes,

plants that " mix " very read-

ily, is quite positive on the

other side of the question.

In his recent excellent little

treatise on squashes he says

:

rather below,) it will throw out shoots, which
|

" All of the crossing or mixing of squashes is

caused by the pollen from the male flowers of

MAITOER OF GKOWTH OF THE BLACK CAP.

will in turn take root, and thus form a cluster

one variety being carried by the bees to the fe-

male flowers of another variety. Squaslies are

crossed or mixed in their seed, and not in thefruit.

Many cultivators are in error on this point ; they

have the very common illustration of the cross-

ing of different varieties of corn in their mind,

where the mixture of the varieties is at once

apparent to the eye, and infer from this, that the

mixture between different varieties of squashes

should make itself visible to the eye the same

season it occurs. A moment's reflection will cor-

rect this
j
the crossing of the first season is always

in the seed, and for this reason

we see it in the corn the first

season, as the seed is immediate-

ly visible to the eye, while the

various colors of the different

varieties also aid us in the mat-
ter. With squashes the crossing

is likewise in the seed, and hence
cannot be seen in them, until

the seeds are planted, when the

yield will show the inipurit}' of

their blood. But, though the

crossing cannot be seen in the

squashes themselves the first sea-

son, yet if one of the varieties

planted near each other, has seed

having the peculiar, thick, sal-

mon-colored coating, so charac-

teristic of some of the South

American varieties, this indica-

tion of admixture may be de-

tected by the eye the first sea-

son. The parallelism between
the crossing of squashes and corn

may be carried further, for it is

oftentimes true with corn as with

squashes, that there is a mixing
of varieties, of which no indica-

tion can be detected in the seed

by the eye the first season, which
a second season will develop

—

what was before an eight-rowed

variety, into a ten or twelve-

rowed sort, or dark kernels may
bo replaced with white ones, and
by numerous similar freaks,bring

to light an admixture of varieties.

"It is of considerable practical importance, that

the law of admixture should be clearly under-
stood, that the risk, incidental to planting seed
from squashes that look pure, should be general-

ly known ; for it will be seen from what I ha-^e

written, that seed taken from squashes that ex-

ternally are perfect types of their kinds, may
yield a patch, where every one may show
marks of impurity. Again, no matter how many
varieties are planted together, no crossing from
the result of that planting will be seen in the
external shape, color, or appearance of the crop
the same season.

To have squash seed pure, the squashes from
which they are taken, must have grown isolated,

and this not onty for one season, but for a suc-

cession of seasons. .Should several varieties of
squashes be grown together, and it be desirable

to keep one kind pure,- it can be done by pre-

venting any male flowers of the other varieties

from maturing—no easy job, as those who have
tried it know. The product of any particular

blossom may be kept pure under such circum-

stances by covering with fine muslin, removing
it only to fertilize with pollen from a male flower

of its own vine."

This subject is not only one of scientific in-

terest, but has an important practical bearing,

and we shall be glad to receive carefully col-

lected evidence on either side of the question.
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The Care of Seeds.

Those who would propagate shrubs or trees,

either for the interest that attends the produc-

tion of new varieties, or as a matter of profit, a

raising of stocks, often fail from lack of proper

care with their seeds. The seeds, or pits, of

peaches, plums, and cherries, we all know, are

enclosed in a very hard and bony envelope,

and these, though they have a large and vigor-

ous euibryo, often fail for want of proper care.

The seeds of the strawberry, raspberry, black-

berry, and of many of our ornamental shrubs,

are enclosed in a case, which, in proportion to

the size of the embryo, is scarcely less formi-

dable than that of the peach. ' Most seeds with

these very hard envelopes, if once thoroughly

dried, are very difficult to germinate. Nature

sows them at the time of ripening, but this is

often very inconvenient, and the best way is, to

imitate nature and not allow the seeds to dry.

With all hard-shelled seeds, whether as large

as that of the peach or as small as that of the

raspberry, the best way is to clean the seeds

from the pulp, and then put them with sand or

sandy loam, in sufficient quantity to preclude

all danger of heating by fermentation, and keep

the mixture of sand and seeds in a place so cool

that there will be no danger of the seeds starting

too early in the season. This process is known,

in the books as " stratification," and is often per-

formed by making a mound of alternate layers

of seeds and sand, and covering the whole with

earth, sloped to keep off the rain. In a small

way, a flower-pot answers every purpose, or, if

a larger quantity of seeds are at hand, a rough

box, in which the seeds and sand are to be

placed and kept in a cool cellar, or buried at

the north side of a fence or building. Many
failures result from the seeds being kept too

warm ; they start with the first warm day of

spring, and having no opportunity to grow, the

germ withers, and the seeds of course fail.

,
These remarks apply to the seeds of all of our

small fruits, and to all of our hardy shrubs, the

seeds of which have a bony shell. Indeed the

seeds of many of our trees and shrubs, such as

the thorns, need to lie stratified in this way
through one year. Keeping them in a mass, and

exposed to the changes of temperature through

one whole year, is much better than to sow them,

and be at the trouble of keeping the grounds

clear of weeds. Freezing and thawing does

not, as a general thing, hurt the seeds of our

hardy trees and shrubs, but helps them.

About Weeds.

We have—wo know not how many letters

asking how to kill this or that weed. If those

who write us these queries would only think on

the subject, they would see that there can be no

specific that will kill an undesirable plant—or

weed—and not injure the desirable plants of

the crop. Therefore, all applications, be they

salt, plaster, ashes, or what not, merely to kill

weeds, arc simply absurd. Cultivation consists

solely in giving the plant that wc wish to grow

an advantage over other plants. In an uncul-

tivated field, where everything is left, to itself,

it becomes a "struggle for existence," and the

strongest—which is usually the most worthless-

gets the best of it. In all our cultivation, the

aim is to give the crop we wish to grow sole

possession of the soil, and all our cultivators,

horse-hoes, baud-hoes of allkiuds,etc.,areuscd to

plant except a particular one that

ufl possession of the soil.we wish should have nil

Now we know of no help for weeds, whether

in garden or in field, except a mechanical one.

If one finds a few Canada Thistles in his lawn,

cuts the stems and puts some salt on each, and

thus destroys them, it is no exception to the

general rule. Had he put an equal amount of

salt all over his lawn, he would have killed

everything upon it. We have but little sympa-
thy with a gardener who lets the weeds get the

better of him. His soil should have been kept

so constantly stirred that weeds could have no
chance. "Whoever is not able to keep down the

weeds by the use of the rake, or the many weed-

ing hoes, has'more garden than he can properly

care for. If weeds have got the master}', use

some of the various weeding hoes, rake them
at once from the ground, and if there is a sign

of a flower or a seed upon them, do not let

them go the manure heap—it is all nonsense

to talk of destroying their vitality by fermenta-

tion—but just spread them where they will

dry, and then, with the accumulated brush and
other combustible garden rubbish, burn them.

With a little care, ashes, so valuable as a fer-

tilizer, may be made in considerable quantity

from properly dried refuse of the garden.

Neglected Squares in Cities and Towns.

A " Subscriber " in New York sends us the

following communication upon the smaller

parks and squares. We give his article place,

as the fault to which he refers is found in most

public grounds in large and small towns all

over the country. It is very rarely that these

places fall under the management of persons of

either knowledge or taste. Those having them
in charge order trees for them, and the nursery-

man, naturally enough, sends those that he can

propagate most readily. The' consequence is,

our public squares are planted with but a few

kinds of trees, and these are almost without

exception rapidly growing foreigners.

"Why should they not, the numerous parks

and squares ofNew York,be improved and made
worthy of the commercial metropolis? The
Central Park is a well mauaged institution, and

an honor to our city. Why should not a little

of the wisdom which has produced so satisfac-

tory results in that locality, be brought to bear

upon Union, Madison, Tompkins, and Wash-
ington squares, which are in the heart of the

city, and are within easy approach of multitudes

who rarely find time to visit Central Park ? We
do not hesitate to say that the management of

these Squares is a disgrace to the city. Tens of

thousands of dollars are lavished upon granite

and iron fences, as if the inclosure was of any

value when there was nothing to inclose. Trees

have been planted there that are a nuisance

upon any soil devoted to human use. They are

unsightly to the eye, and their roots are con-

tinually sending up suckers that mar the beauty

of the lawn, when it is established. We would

have these coarse, ugly trees, like the Abele and

the Poplar, removed at once, and the others

judiciously thinned, so that every tree left may
have ample room to develop its natural beauty.

As a rule, they are now interfering with each

other, and quarreling for a share of the air

and sunlight, as well as for the soil.

We would have well kept lawns mowed every

two weeks. A clean, smooth sod is refreshing

to the eye. At the date of this writing, June

7th, much of the grass in these squares is still

untouched. There ought to have been, at least,

two cuttings. Should a city square, kept osten-

sibly for the esthetic culture of a million of peo-

ple, be conducted upon the same principle that a

stingy merchant manages the lawn of his coun-

try residence—with an eye to hay rather than

beaut}' ? It would probably cost no more to

have these parks kept as they should be. Men
enough are employed, and if then- labor was
wisely directed, it would give us what we pay
for—clean, attractive squares. But whatever the

cost, give us clean, smooth lawns. Instead of

cheap and easily raised foreign trees, we would
have specimens of the beautiful natives of our

own forest, and all properly labelled, so that

children might learn to know the difference

between an oak and a butternut. Then, we
would have these places planted with more
evergreens and flowering shrubs. We want
something to refresh the eye in the winter as

well as in summer. Our suburban nurseries

are able to turn out over a hundred varieties of

pines, spruces, piceas, arbor vitoas, cedars, yews
and cypresses, perfectly hard}', and many of

them beautiful. Why should not our citizens be

permitted to make the acquaintance of the finest

of them in the squares that they are obliged to

frequent every day ? Why should we not have

rhododendrons and laurels in masses, and other

beautiful flowers in their season, where we can

see them with our families, without paying five

dollars for acarriage, and spending two or three

hours to accomplish it ? Those who live in the

city are heavily taxed, let them have some-

thing refreshing and beautiful for their money."

The Achilleas.

Every one knows the common Yarrow, Ac7til-

lea Millefolium. Yet this vulgar plant—rated as

a pest by cultivators, when it shows its white

flowers, is, when its flowers assume a rose col-

or, prized as a border plant, and sold at a good

price by the florists. Even the common weed

has a delicacy of foliage and flower that would

make it prized did it not make itself too abund-

ant, but the rose-colored one is really beautiful.

We have, in years past, got much satisfaction out

of the double variety of Achillea Ptarmioi,

even though it does bear the common name of

" Sneeze-wort." It is perfectly hardy, and gives

a long succession of pure white flowers. It is

so valued among the French that they give it

the name of "Silver-bud," (bouton (Pargani).

Nothing is more valuable for summer bouquets

than the double Achillea Ptarmica. Those who
like yellow flowers will be pleased with Achil-

lea lomentosa, another hardy species, with foli-

age and flowers much like those of the com-

mon Yarrow, except that the leaves are downy,

and the flowers arc of a bright yellow. We
wish that hard}', herbaceous plants were more

generally cultivated than they now are.

Among: the Wild Flowers.

It is a good thing to leave the garden occa-

sionally with its Yerbenas, Heliotropes, and all

the like, and go out and see a bil of nature's

gardening. In this month of July there are

many fine things in bloom in the meadows and

woodsides, and a ramble among them is refresh-

ing to one who has to weed and train the exot-

ics. If there is any thing in our gardens hand-

somer than our low meadows can show now.

we would like to see it. The beautiful Calo-

pogon, now spreads its numerous pinkish, pur-

ple and fragrant flowers in all the low places,

while its near relative, Arcthusa bulbosa, too

delicate to be very common, is more chary o(

its bloom, and gives us only a single beautifully
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fringed flower to tlie stalk. We have been

much pleased with the abundance of these that

have fallen under our observation this season,

and hope in due time to give engravings of them.

Among the plants of our low lands, none

makes more show than the " Deer-grass "

—

which, by the wa)r
, is no grass at all, but we

have to accept common names as we find them.

This plant is so striking in its appearance, and
has been sent us so often for a name, that we
have figured it. Its botanical name is Khexia
Virginica. The derivation of the generic name,

Khexia, is not well made out ; the specific name
Virginica, was applied to it before the geo-

graphy of this country was well understood.

The plant is not peculiar to Virginia, but is

found from Massachusetts far southward. The
plant belongs to the family Melastornaceoe, one

which gives us many valued green-house plants

from the tropics ; but is only represented with

us by the genus Khexia. The leaves of the

plants in this family are all opposite, very

strongly ribbed, and the anthers burst in

an unusual manner—by openings or pores at

the apes, instead of by the ordinary way of a

longitudinal slit. We have three species of

Khexia in the Northern States, but the one we
have figured is the showiest. This plant was
long ago cultivated in England, and we see no
reason why it should not be introduced into

our own gardens. The peculiar form of the

four petaled, bright purple flower, with the con-

spicuous yellow anthers, gives it so peculiar an
appearance, that if the plant were potted, no
one except a practical botanist would recog-

nize it as an inhabitant of our Eastern swamps.

Later will come the most gorgeous of all our

wild flowers, Lobelia cardinalis, the Cardinal

Flower, before the intense brilliancy of whose
color the exotics pale. But we can not notice

now all that one will meet with in a ramble.

We would merely give the advice to those who
would transfer these wild beauties to their

grounds, to mark the plants while in flower,

and if there are many ramblers in the neighbor-

hood, to follow the practice of one of our friends,

and render the plants less conspicuous, by re-

moving the flowers. Mark with good stakes,

that can be readily recognized— a common
stick with a bit of white rag tied to the top, so

as to flutter in the wind, we have found to be

as good as anything—and after the foliage is

dead, transfer the plants to a situation in the

garden as near like their natural one as may be.

The Flower de Luce.

The name Flower de Luce has been applied to

some species of Iris, because it was assumed by
Louis VII., of France, as his badge or device.

It was in old French fleur de Louis, and the re-

cent flew de lys is a change from the original.

So much for the derivation of a common name
about which people who try to be correct differ.

Flower de Luce is as much English, among
flowers, as avoirdupois is in respect to weights.

Every one knows our common wild Blue Flag;
that is a Flower de Luce, or, botanically speak-
ing, Iris versicolor. The genus Iris is a large one,

and comprises both tender and hardy species.

Our present object is to call attention to the

DWABF IRIS

—

(Iris pumila.)

hardy ones, as there are few hardy herbaceous

perennials that will give more satisfaction than

a collection of the best sorts of Iris ; they pre-

sent a great variety of color, from white, through

blue and deep purple to yellows and browns.

One of the very earliest is the European Dwarf
Iris, Iris pumila. Its leaves grow but a few

inches high, and its veiy early flowers are borne-

on veiy short stems. We have figured this spe-

cies of its natural size. Ordinarily its flowers

are of a violet color, but it varies from white to

pure blue. On account of the low growth of

the plant and its hardiness, it is very useful for

edgings. It is not at all particular as to soils,

and does very well in a diy situation. We have
three native species of Dwarf Iris, which, if

brought into cultivation, would doubtless be as

valuable as the old Iris puinila. These are the

Iris verna, found on the hill-sides of Virginia

and Kentucky ; Iris cristata, which grows in

similar localities, and Iris lacustris, another

dwarf species, found along the shores of the great

lakes of the West. These native species bloom
in April and May, and are well worthy the at-

tention of cultivators. Among the taller grow-
ing kinds are : Iris Germanica, the common
Flower de Luce of the old gardens, and Iris

sambucina, the elder-scented kind. I. mriegata

and I. Belgica, (of the books,) give no end of

pleasing varieties, and some of them give a quite

late bloom. All that we have mentioned have

large and fleshy root-stocks, which are readily

divided, and give an abundance of plants. The
" orris root" of the drug stores, much valued for

its violet perfume, is the dried root of Iris Flor-

entine,, a species often found in our collections.
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Dashes at House-Keeping with a Free

Pencil.

PRIZE ESSAY BY MISS EVA M. COLLINS, BOCHBSTEB.

We have been canning fruit all day—plums,

peaches, and pineapples. The latter were not set

down in the programme for to-day. Aunt Mary

brought us a half bushel after we had got well

6tarted with the peaches and plums. She said they

were very ripe, and besides she wanted to attend to

their canning herself, so if Ralph could be detailed

for her special service in the back kitchen, she

should be exactly suited. They require so much

cooking to make them tender, he would be able

not only to keep enough pared and sliced ahead,

but assist her in putting them into the bottles.

Aunt Mary has been telling us about a "Fruit Dry-

ing House," which she says we ought to have, as

it would not be a quarter the trouble to prepare

fruit in that, that it is to can enough to last the

year around. There are a number of sizes in oper-

ation, from one intended for use in a small family,

to one of sufficient size where fruit drying is made

a special business for market. Father says, "just

as mother says," so probably we shall have one.

Most of the berries, cherries, plums and pears, are

as good for common use when dried, as canned, and

green corn and many other vegetables are better

so prepared. Father thinks the expense of a Drying

House would soon be met by the saving of cans.

Paring fuzzy peaches all day is nervous work, so

I begged an exchange with Mary for an hour or

two, and scalded the milk-room shelves.

Aunt Mary came into the milk-room while I was

scalding the shelves, and described a milk-rack

which Uncle Charles recently brought home for

her to use as a provision stand, which would be

very useful for us, when, as on this occasion, we

set the milk. It is a circular wire work of shelves,

6 in number. Aunt Mary says her rack stauds in

the center of her store-room, between the windows.

She has it covered with a musquito net, which read-

ily admits the air, while doing its duty in keepiug

out insects. I can readily understand that the

cream would rise much better in the rack than

on shelves, as Aunt Mary describes, because we

always find that, however thick, and firm, and gold-

en the cream may be in the front of the pan, which

has access to the air, that on the opposite side of

the pan is thin, sort, and white, in comparison.

The action of the atmosphere would effect as great

a miracle over the entire pan, when in the rack, as

at present it does in the fore part of our milk pans,

as they staud upon their shelves.

To-day, mother remarked that she learned some-

thing of value from every one she knew ; so we

set our wits to work, conjuring up some most in-

corrigible specimens of humanity; but, to our sur-

prise, we found mother was right even in this,

which we all thought a wonderfully wild remark

for her. Old blind Pierre taught us years ago to

leave out a portion of the coffee, until just as the

coffee pot was removed from the stove, in order to

secure the fragrance as well as strength of the bev-

erage. Even the old woman whom we took into

the house and employed during the great snow

storm, and then sent on her way rejoicing in a com-

fortable wardrobe, besides her wages, because she

was so very destitute, and who the next day

sold our tea through the village, mother says,

taught us two valuable lessons. One lesson was to

let the tea toast in a warm place for fifteen minutes

before steeping, and the other, to be more watch-

ful of stragglers, and the tea chest.

We thought this case the climax, until Jennie

suggested, " Ike, mother, what did Ike do?" As

mother hesitated a moment, and the case seemed

rather dubious, I asked Jennie " Who made her

first wish-bone doll ?" Ralph said this was not ad-

missible, for mother said "lessons of value;" but

he might better have let the wish-bone doll pass

Unchallenged, for mother turned to him immedi-

ately and said, "Ike hnng the south woodshed

door, which you know was impossible to be done

with those heavy hinges, and we have no more sub-

stantially hung door, or gate, on the premises than

that." Ralph gathered up the peach skins, and re-

plenished the dishes all around, and before we had

got ready to work again, Aunt Mary came with the

pipeapples, so no more eases were brought forward.

After we were all at work again, grandmother told

me " it was only those persons who had their eyes

and ears open, who picked up valuable lessons from

every one about them. Many persons go through

the whole course of their existence without learn-

ing much, except what is forced upon them through

their own experience, and those persons rarely

profit even by such lessons."

I !* I

leaves from My Journal.—No. VI
PRIZE ESSAY BY MBS. B. M'CLELLAN, OF OHIO.

August.—How much watching and care everything

about house requires these sultry days! Mould

gathers here and there, for there is moisture not-

withstanding the heat. Mildew and blight take one

by surprise. These are gala days for insects, spi-

ders and flies. Brooms, brushes, and suds, are in

good demand. Where does all the dust come from

in the darkened and closed rooms ? A house with

good elevation, not too closely surrounded with

trees and shrubbery, is far healthier now. I won-

der if we don't greatly mistake here, filling our

yards too full of trees, and covering houses and

porches with too many vines. They are beautiful,

and the shade grateful, but would not more of the

free sunlight and air of heaven make all purer

within ? The flowers are in their glory. Dahlias

threaten to outvie the roses. I have great respect

for dahlias ! They so faithfully fulfill their mission.

Till the heavy frosts come, they will never weary

mounting one tier of blossoms above another, per-

fect in form, and varied with every color. I made

a great mistake with verbenas; I tried to grow

them in the same bed with dahlias, aud thought

they would look finely together. But the poor

things, like the frog in the fable, tried so hard to

be like their aspiring neighbors, climbing hither

and yon, that though they could not after all be-

come dahlias, they certainly were not verbeuas in

any way flattering to their kind—putting out only

a profusion of large, coarse leaves, and here and

there a straggling, puny blossom. They want a bed

to themselves, with the sun shining full in their

faces, where, iu every variety of color, they loving-

ly intertwine, serving only by contrast to show the

rare beauty of each,—like two lovely sisters, the

blonde and brunette, on the same parent stem.

Is it, indeed, true ! that, with the country filled

with sewing machines, and so many other labor-

saving implements, we housekeepers are no nearer

the "leisure time" we covet, than ever before?

Our garments are so highly embroidered, so con-

tinuously tucked and plaited with innumerable

rows of stitching, that, though quickly done, there

seems no end to the doing. Are we not misusing

the price put into our hands to get wisdom ? Few

housekeepers allow themselves time even to read

the papers on their tables. There is ever another

piece of work to be done, calls to be made or re-

ceived, unexpected company to be entertained, or

invited friends to prepare for. There are demands

outside of home, upon the time as well as charity

of all. But after making full allowance for all

these, can not an hour or half hour be secured for

self improvement and culture, on subjects of more

consequence than dress or the pleasures of the ta-

ble ? How often have I resolved that to-morrow

shall not be like to-day in this matter, only to see

to-morrow's sun set upon broken promises of

amendment. We are too much the slaves of fash-

ion. Like the centurion to his servants, she says to

one, come, and she cometh ; to another, go, and

shegoeth; and still to another, do this, and she

doetfl it. But where shall the liue be drawn, be

yond which it is not safe to venture? Where is the

'blessed mean beyond the ever widening extremes ?

Who shall point out the path iu which our wayward]

wandering feet may walk without stumbling ? A
friend said to me once, " I should think I had lived

long enough to find out that I never shall see the

time that I have not plenty of work to do, and in-

deed to feel hurried about." Must we not then

take time as it passes, for reading aud correspond-

ence with friends or absent members of the family ?

" As cold waters to a thirsty soul, so is good news

from a far country." We can not afford to lose

such delightful refreshment.

I made some pumpkin pies to-day. They are

nice and fresh as those of last thanksgiving, and a

real treat. The pumpkin was stewed and dried

upon plates. If these are well greased it comes off

without trouble. It must be kept in a tight bag in

a dry place. Soak over night in milk before using,

and prepare the same as when fresh. Hubbard

squash prepared in -this way, is excellent also.

I make a variety of jellies. They are always ac-

ceptable, and a great ornament to the table.

Quinces, crab apples, and fall pippins, make the

very best. Currant jelly should be made when the

fruit first ripens. After straining the juice, boil

gently half an hour before adding the sugar, after

which it needs little more. Cool a small quantity

in a dish before taking up, to see If it thickens,

Leaves from the Diary of a Young House-

keeper.—No. VIII,

PRIZE ESSAY BY MRS. LAURA E, LYMAN, STAMFORD, CT.

August 3d.—For a week now, I have been pretty

busy. The blackberries are ripe, aud Sue and I have

picked a good many, some of which I have dried,

made several pounds into blackberry jam for winter

use, and to-day, I made two to three bottles of cor-

dial. For light cases of summer complaiut, 1 know

of nothing more agreeable or effectual. If I do

not need it myself, some of my friends may,

and there is nothing more pleasant than to have

it in one's power to relieve the sufferings of

friends, and add to their happiness. How grateful,

in that long spell of fever I had two years ago,

were the kind attentions of our neighbors ! How
I relished the various delicacies they sent iu to

tempt my appetite after I began to convalesce

!

August tlh.—To-day I commenced drying corn

for next winter. We have had it on the table sev-

eral days, but it is just coming in abundantly. I

boil it about ten minutes, then cut it off the cob

and spread it on a board to dry, covering it with a

piece of fly-netting. Edward relished that mother

sent me last winter so much, that I mean to have a

plenty laid by in store.

August I5t7i.—The weather for a mouth past has

been very sultry and oppressive, and some of the

time very hot, so that my enterprise of converting

the milk, of which we have a great deal, into cheese

instead of butter, proves to have been very timely.

I have now twelve cheeses which I keep on a new,

clean shelf in the milk-room. The little milk and

cream that I appropriate for butter, I keep on the

swinging shelf at the north end of the cellar. I

have~a great curiosity to know how my cheeses are

going to taste. They look to my eyes very tempt-

ing, and I count them over every day, when I turn

them and rub them, much as a miser would twenty

dollar gold pieces, and they are almost of the color.

August nth.—I have been putting up peaches.

Edward has been helping me, for the stress of farm

work that has been ou him ever since the middle

of April, has relaxed a little at last, :i< haying and

harvesting are over. In the preparation of my

canned peaches, I followed a recipe that I found in

a bound volume of the Agriculturist for 1S60. I

think it is the same one mother went by last year,

and her peaches were splendid. She brought me a

couple of cans when she came to visit me in June.

As I have plenty of other preserves, I canned all

my peaches, for I think, generally speaking, peach

preserves are too rich to be wholesome.

Edward says I must go visiting a lew days, that

I am quite too enthusiastic a farmer's wife. But

how can I he otherwise, when he is so industrious

and laborious, and makes every edge cut on the
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place ? He says now that all the workmen are gone

but our soldier, who is entirely recovered, and that

the weather is cool, I can be" spared a few days as

well as not. Sue can take care of the milk, and

the cream will keep till I come back. I agree with

him that it will be very pleasant to recreate awhile,

but I can not go without him. Our soldier is so

grateful for the attentions we paid him when he

was sick, and so reliable a man, that I think Ed-

ward may feel safe in leaving everything iu his care.

August 23c?.—Home again ! Found everything in

a satisfactory condition. The weather was cool,

the cream rose well, and Sue ventured to try her

hand at making butter in my absence, and really

succeeded very well. I told her she should have

it to take down to the store and sell on her own
account, but advised herto work it over ouce more.

We went to see an old friend of Edward's, about

fifteen miles distant, and our visit was delightful.

The ride through the country, now rich with all

the pomps of .midsummer, was truly exhilarating

to the spirits of us both. It is the first journey

that we have taken since our marriage. How busy,

how crowded, and how happy have these eight

months of our married life been ! "We have both

been blessed with perfect health, our table has

been, with the exception of tea, coffee, and salt,

supplied by the labor of our own bauds, and as I

reflected on the past, that beautiful sentence of

"the pious Hooker" was recalled to my mind,

where he describes the farmer as "living nearer to

God, and seeing more of His works than any of the

less favored children of men, for he beholds the

blessings of God blossoming out of the earth

around him !"

We started just after dinner and reached the farm-

house about sunset, where we received a most
hearty welcome. Edward had told me, during our

ride, that most of the valuable ideas which he had

about farming and housekeepiug, he had acquired

during his residence with this family. The first

year after he was of age, he worked for Mr. George

during the summer and fall, and in the winter

taught the adjoining district school, boarded with

Mr. George, and paid his board by working before

and after school. The family have always thought

very highly of him ever since his residence with

them, and when I made their acquaintance I could

see why the respect and admiration was mutual.

Their's is the best farmer housekeepiug I ever saw

anywhere. It is Mr. George's ambition to have the

best cows and the largest milkers of any dairyman

in the county, and it is his wife's to send to market

the largest firkins of the most perfect, golden and

fragrant butter. She took three successive prizes

for butter at the October fair, and if the three hand-

some little silver cups and butter knives which she

drew were cut out of solid amethyst, she would not

think more of them. But I can see that her suc-

cess is produced by the almost perfect arrange-

ments and appliances for butter-making, as much
as by the care that she herself bestows. The house

is one which was planned throughout by Mr.

George, who has the great advantage of knowing
precisely what he wants, and possessing the ability

to suit himself iu everything he does.

The architecture of the farm-house is very much
iu the usual style, having in the main part, four

rooms below and four above. It is situated on a

gentle slope which looks eastward, and the house

fronts westward, being on the lower side of the

road. At the rear of the house and attached to the

main building is a lean-to, which is also of two

stories, the first being a basement, of which the

walls are heavy masonry. Here in the upper part,

and on a level with the first story of the main build-

ing are the kitchen, store-room and tool-house.

Underneath is an ice-room, a small wash-room,

back of which is the cellar door, and on the north-

side is the milk-room or dairy. I was so much
pleased with the arrangement that I made a plan of

it, and Edward says that when he builds a new
house it shall have all these conveniences.

A, is the ice-house, entered by a large trap door

from the tool-room floor above ; on one side of it,

I, is a small ice-chamber, six feet by six, entered by

a double door from B, the wash-room, and so sur-

rounded by ice as to be a perfect refrigerator. C D
is a door, also double, that opens into the cellar in

the rear, which is not shown in the plan. The outer

door of the wrash-room has a low threshold, so that

a large wheel-barrow can be trundled directly into

the cellar from without, thus obviating the necessity

PLAN OF BASEirENT OF LEAN-TO.

of laying planks or props for it to run upon. K is

a large kettle or caldron, set in masonry, and very

near the outer door, so as to be convenient at hog-

killing tirne,for soap-making, washing, cooking food

for animals, and furnishing hot water for dairy pur-

poses. L is a small lead pipe leading from a tank

in the kitchen above, so that by turuing a faucet,

the caldron maybe filled with water in two or three

minutes. E is the milk-room, twenty feet square,

with a shelf of masonry, S, on the top of which is a

shallow trough, thoroughly lined on the inside with

cement, so as to be water-tight. P is a pipe, also

leading from the tank above, and throwing a small

stream of water into the trough, which, after mak-
iug the circuit of the shelf, and cooling all the pans

alike, runs ont at p, whence it passes to the barn

yard. There is a fall from P to p, of a fraction

of an inch, so as to give a gentle and uniform cur-

rent. The room is lighted by double windows on
hinges, so the amount of external air to be admitted

can be easily and perfectly regulated. There is a

flue in the corner, and in winter an air-tight stove is

used, by which the temperature of this apartment

can be so perfectly adjusted that the thermometer
which hangs there does not var.v ten degrees the

year round. Fly screens are fitted into the win-

dows in midsummer. The washing of milk vessels,

and the ehurning,are all done in the adjoining room,

the butter, when packed, is set into the ice cham-

ber, and thus, whether in January or July, nothing

affects the flavor, the quality, or the hardness of

the butter, except changes in the food of the cows.

The water, which is so admirably economized and

skillfully applied, comes from a never-failing spring

on the side of the hill above the house, and is con-

ducted in pump logs. The tank in the kitchen into

which it discharges, is divided into two compart-

ments, one of which is always full, and supplies a

uniform stream to the milk-room below. The other

compartment supplies the kitchen, the caldron be-

low, and its waste passes to the barn yard. All the

labor of the house is strictly confined to these six

apartments, the rooms of the main building being

kept in perfect order, and pleasantly furnished with

carpets, sofas, agricultural and other books, so that

a visitor would never know whether Mr. George

was a farmer or a gentleman retired on his fortune,

unless he visited the working rooms in the rear.

I noticed that Mr. George himself, his sons, and

the laborers that are hired by the year, upon coming

in from their work, left their heavy farm boots in

the tool-room, where were also conveniences for

washing, and wore light and clean slippers when
they came into the nicely carpeted rooms.

Like a model mother, Mrs. George is training her

three daughters to understand every department of

domestic industry. One week Man-
, the elder, di-

rects the dairy girl, and is held responsible for the

quality of the butter, while Jane attends to the

washing, ironing, and mending, and the clothing

department generally, and Elleu presides over

the management of the kitchen and pantry.

From my observations of Mrs. George's methods
of conducting the housework on a large farm, I

have obtained some valuable hints for my own ben-

efit, when by our thrift and economy our stock has

become much larger than it is at the present time.

A noticeable feature which I have seen also in

other well kept houses is, that everything at Mrs.

George's moves in an unchanging routine, which is

probably the secret of her accomplishing so much,
and doing everything so well.

I observe that although the labors of the farm

are confined to a set of apartments, the entire honse
is open to her guests and the various members of

the family, and their amusements, the conversation

at table, the books they read, and their modes of

entertaining their friends, are as high toned as in

any family I have ever visited.

His sons are taught to aspire to the ownership
of a well kept farm, and a thorough understanding

of all departments of agriculture as their most le-

gitimate and praiseworthy ambition; and the daugh-

ters all expect to become the wives of farmers.

I cannot but think that if all were to look upon
agriculture as this admirable family does, the young
men of our country would not have such a procliv-

ity to the cities, nor girls show a preference for

white handed dandies and professional men.

Reading for Boys and Girls-

A father asks our advice as to suitable reading for

boys from the age of 12 to 17. He has five sons,

whose education occasions him a good deal of so-

licitude, and wants a library of choice books for

them in the departments of history, biography,
travels, and natural science. This request opens a

subject of great importance, and we have a few
old fashioned ideas upon the subject, which are at

the service of our readers. The books we had
access to, at the age of twelve to fourteen, were
Plutarch's Lives, Hume's History of England, Eol-

liu's Ancient History, aud works of that stamp. It

was the best thing perhaps that could have happen-
ed, that we saw little of fiction until matnrer years.

We think many of our Sabbath School books, and
works especially written for the young, ran too

much to fiction and small talk. There is no oc-

casion to resort to novels for interesting reading.

Historical writers have as much grace of style as the

masters of fiction. Any boy or girl, of average in-

telligence, would be charmed with Macauley's

History of England, Bancroft's History of the

United States, Prescott's and Motley's historical

works, Irving's Life of Washington, Irving's Co-
lumbus, Life aud Letters of W. Irving, Sparks'

American Biography, and the travels of Stephens,

and of Bayard Taylor. These alone would make a
respectable library, and would be as much .is any
child ought to read between 15 and 17 years of age,

in addition to the drill of the school room and the

reading of the papers. One of the pleasantest

winters we remember was that iu which Irving's

Life of Washington was read aloud in the family,

for three evenings in the week, the children taking

turns in the readings. All of Irving's most genial

works may be read with profit, at a later age.

There is mnch less need of private libraries now
than thirty years ago ; for public libraries are great-

ly multiplied in our cities, and villages, and the

best thoughts of the best minds of the country are

given to the public through our periodical literature.

These papers and magazines are virtually circulating

libraries, and a good selection of them should be
found upon the centre table of every intelligent

family. Farmers of course will see that the agricul-

tural papers are well represented at their fire-sides,

if they wish to cultivate rural tastes in their children.

Pickling- Beans. — Robert Black, Xew
Bedford. We know no better way than to pick

them before they have any strings, soak in weak
salt waterfor 24 hours

;
prepare vinegar with spices

as for other pickles, pour it hot on the beans, and
then after 3 or 4 days pour it off and re-scald it. A
little alum hardens them, but is not desirable,

nor is the poisonous verdigris from the brass kettle

that gives such a beautiful green to the pickles

cooked in that metal. It is mnch better to have
pickles of any kind wholesome, rather than make
them attractive to the eye by injurious additions.
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Am Eventfol Life.

A correspondent writing to an Exchange from Indian-

apolis, Indiana, says : " Wbile passing through the Union
Depot a few days ago, I was accosted by a one-armed man
in faded army bine. Fourteen years ago I first saw him
working at a windlass in the gold diggings of Australia.

lie and his three partners hoisted by that windlass, from
a single shaft, more than $300,000. A few months later I

bade him good-bye, as he sailed from Melbourne to New-
York with 1300,000 in bills of exchange in his pocket. I

next saw him a wounded Rebel soldier, lying on the field

of Antietam. A little more than a year later I saw him a

Union soldier, lying in a hospital in Tennessee. To-day

he is a helpless wanderer, dependent on public charity

for a dinner.' 1 He may yet be a millionaire.

A Small Piece of Work.—A most curious and
interesting model at the French exhibition is that of the

rock and fortress of Gibraltar, with a fleet of ships lying

in the harbor. This fleet consists of a ship of the line, a
frigate and a steam corvette, a brig and a schooner, every

spar and rope being faithfully represented ; and yet the

hulls of these little vessels were constructed ont of less

than the tenth part of a cherry stone. The rock and fort-

ress of Gibraltar are in the same proportions, and the

whole structure can be covered over with a florin.

Our Artist's Game,
One of onr artists is very fond of hunting. Recently

he made an excursion into the country, where he says he
was very successful. He has made a sketch to show the

results of his expedition. Somehow he appears to have

mixed things up considerably, but we suppose some
allowance mint be made for the excitement he was under.

caused by his astonishing achievements. It will be 'as

good as a puzzle to discover which belongs to which.

A Valuable West.
A Brooklyn, N. Y., paper says :

" Birds usually build

their nests of hair, hay, feathers, etc., but an exceptional

case has just come to light, in a remarkable discovery

made by a lady residing in Bast Brooklyn. While walk-

ing in her garden she observed a neatly arranged bird's

nest among the l>ranoh<'s of a cedar bush, and on closer

examination was greatly surprised to find thatit was form-

ed principally of Valenciennes lace, worth about $1 per

yard. A piece seven yards in length formed the lining of

the nest. The lady recognized the lace as some she had
missed a month ago, and strongly suspected at the time

that it had been taken by some of the servants in the

house. No cine as to the whereabouts of this feathery

thief has, as yet. been ascertained by the guardians of

property, the bird having flown."

A Sincere ?lom*ncr.

A singular fnneral occurred in this City a few days

since. A horse belonging to a tradesman in Worth-st.,

had his leg broken, and was shot, to end his misery.

Men came to remove hira, but were met and resisted by a

large dog that had been the companion of the horse for

several years. They succeeded, however, in partially

quieting him, and raised the carcass upon a cart to take

it away, the dog meanwhile holding on to it with his

teeth, and trying to pull it back. At last, when the cart,

was started, the faithful friend mounted beside the body
of his dead companion, and was earned away with it, a

sincere mourner. After about three hours absence, he
returned, and entered the stable, showing plainly by his

downcast look and whining, how much he missed his

former companion. Such attachments are not rare.

A Troublesome Sliver.
Charley came to his father one day with a pitiful face,

and. holding up his finger, said : "It hurts so, I wish you
would see what is the matter." His father examined it

carefully, noticed a small red and swollen place, and

when he touched it, Charley flinched, saying, "Oh ! it's

sore there." " I think there must be a sliver in there,"

said his father, and. taking out his penknife, he carefully

picked away the skin, and soon brought out a small, sharp

bit of wood, which had caused the trouble. " Now, it

will soon be well." "Thank you, sir, it feels better al-

ready ; I must have got it in yesterday, when I was piling

up boards." " Don*t get a sliver in your conscience, my
boy," said his father, and Charley started off for his play,

thinking of his fathers curious remark. Soon he was
enjoying a lively game of base ball. Quarter to nine

came, and he knew it was time to start for school, but

his side had the '•innings," and it would soon be his turn

to strike, and he waited.

Somehow, every boy before

him took a long time, and

after he had sent the ball fly-

ing- across the field and made
agood run. he waited to have

another turn at it, for the

game was a close one, and a

few more runs would decide

it in favor of his party.

Boom ! boom ! sounded out

the village clock, just as the

innings were finished, and

then Charley knew he must

be late to school : the door

would be locked,and he must
wait until half past nine be-

fore he could be admitted.

He gathered up his books,

and slowly sauntered off,

thinking what excuse he

could give for tardiness. It

seemed to him that half past

nine would never come, as

he waited before the door,

and heard his companions

inside singing their morning
song, and he could not make
np his mind what to say to

his teacher. At last he en-

tered. The teacher looked

at Mm pleasantly, saying:

"An unusual thing for you

to be late, Charley; you were
busy, no doubt." " Yes. sir," replied the boy promptly.
" I was busy," thought he. pleased that his teacher had
shown him how to evade the truth. " I knew it must be
so, for you are a pattern for punctuality," said his teacher,
and sent him to join his class in the recitation room.
" I got off nicely, and I didn't tell a lie, cither," was
Charley's first thought ; but somehowitdidn't satisfy him.
and he couldn't get it out of his mind, that he had done
wrong. Things did not go pleasantly all day; his mind
wandered from his books, he was reprimanded for want
of attention, and altogether had a hard time of it. Just

before school was out, while sharpening his pencil, he
slightly hurt his finger, which was yet tender, and like a

flash it came to his mind, "there's a sliver iu your con-

science." Now he knew what his father meant. ' Til

have it out," bravely said he to himself. He waited until

the other hoys had gone, and then told his teacher the

whole story about the real cause of his lateness iu the

morning. Then his peace returned—the "sliver" was
out, and you may be sure he remembered it many times

afterward, and when he had done wrong, made haste to

confess it, and in this way to get rid of his trouble.

A Pair Oivision.

It is related that when one of our largest war vessels

lay at anchor in the harbor, a man who wanted to see all

the sights endeavored to go on board. The Commander
warned him off, saying they were not then receiving vis-

itors. The man called ont, "That ship belongs to the

people of these United States, and I am one of the peo-

ple, and being an owner, I have a right to go on board.11

The Commander, who loved a joke, took out his pen-

knife, cut a small chip from the mast and threw it over
the side of the vessel into the small boat, saying, '-there,

take your share of the ship, and be off with yon V
A similar anecdote is told of one of the house of

Rothschild, the great Bankers of Europe. During revo-

lutionary times an excited workman called at the banking
house, and demanded that a division of riches be made,
saying that no one had a right to be richer than another.
The banker handed him a sou for his portion of what was
in their hands, and the man at once felt the absurdity of
his demand, and left the banker undisturbed.

Counting all who read the Agriculturist, month by
month, the number must be nearly a million.. Once in a
while a reader seems to forget that he is but a very small
fraction of this number, and claims that his letter shall

be printed, or his views set forth, or some thing else be
done for his special gratification, as though in 1,000.000

he were the 1 and the remainder were the 000,000's. When
we publish 36 pages, as in this number, a paper will con-
tain somewhere about 500,000 letters, that is about half
a Utter to a reader, if each could claim bis special

share. How will you have your half-letter fixed, Sir.

One-eye-dear man ?

IXew Puzzles to l>e Answered,

No. 272. Mustrated Rebus.—For obstinate individuals.

No. 273. Mathematical Problem* by J. D. McGiffert.—
Three neighbors, A, B, and C, whose dwellings are situ-

ated in the form of a triangle, and distant from each oth-

er 60, 75, and 90 yards, respectively, desire to dig a well,

to be used in common by them, at a point, within the

triangle, equally distant from the abode of each. How
far from each neighbor's dwelling must the well be due ?

No. 234 IttmtraUd Jitlus.—A truth worth studying.

Answers to Problems nntl Puzzles.

The following are - - to the puzsles, etc, in th**

July number, page "961. No. 2C9. Puzzl R 'Nina

tailorsmake a man." No. 270. TUustrattd Rtbvs. - "One
swallowdocs not make a summer." No. 371. AtithmeH-

ical Problem.—A should receive $80.4agj /•'. 8*4671,

Solution.—X* hog weighed W0 Iba., which at % cenl per

lb. more than the price of B's, would bring him $1 extra.

This *t subtracted from $35, the money for both bogj,

leaves $34 to be divided according to the weight of the

hogs ; * for A, aud * for B.
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More About Breath—Experiments.
The experiments described last mouth on page 261,

proved that breath coming from the lungs is a very dif-

ferent thing from the air which enters them. They

showed that air supports a flame, but breath will extin-

guish it ; and that breath is heavier than air. Verymany
experiments have proved that whatever will not support

a flame, is not fit to be

breathed, but is destructive

to life. A mouse dropped

into a jar filled with your

breath, would die if kept

there a short time. Or if it

or any other animal were

simply placed in an air-tight

bos, it would soon spoil the

air by breathing it, and die

unless fresh air were ad-

mitted. A close room, wbere

the air can not enter freely,

is unfit for human beings.

The first symptoms of being

poisoned by breathing again

what has passed from the

lungs, is a dull, heavy feel-

ing, accompanied by head-

ache; this is followed by
sickness at the stomach,

fainting, andby death unless

relief be given. Thousands

of persons are partially poi-

soned every day by the want
of ventilation in rooms.

Some thoughtful boy or girl

may ask, "If this is true,

why has not all the air in

the world been spoiled long

since, by the millions of hu-

man beings and animals that

have breathed it ?" Because
the Creator has arranged a
wonderful process by which
the poisoned air is purified.

To give a clear idea of this

we must first know some-
thing of what breath is.

Two experiments will help

us somewhat. Take a small

handful of quicklime, pour

water enough upon it to

slake it, and also to have a

quart or two remain in the

vessel after the lime is slak-

ed; it will settle, leaving

the water looking nearly as

clear as before, hut still con-

taining a little of the lime

dissolved. Pour this clear

fluid into a wide mouthed
jar. Next put some air-

slaked lime into a bottle.

Have a cork for the bottle

fitted with a tube passing

through it, conveniently

bent, and long enough for

one end to pass to the bot-

tom of the jar containing the

"lime-water," while the

other end with the cork is in

the bottle. Pour some vine-

gar into the bottle, and im-
mediately stop it with the
cork and tube, and place the other end of the tube at the
bottom of the jar of lime water. Bubbles will soon
begin to pass up from the tube, the lime water will
lose its transparency, and become of a milky color.

Second Experiment.—Blow through a tube into the bot-
tom of another jar of clear lime water for a minute or so,

and that will also turn milky in appearance. Then it

seems that what passed from the bottle through the bent
tube into one jar of lime water, and what was sent
through the other tube from the lungs, must be some-
what alike, for they produce similar effects upon the lime
water. Find out something more about this by reading
or asking questions, before we have room to tell you
more about it, and you will become more interested.

The Home Guards.
Oh, such fun I Mr. Editor. Ton see cousin George,

from the City, is spending the summer at our house, and
his father, who used to be one of the Zouaves, sent him
over so many fireworks, and a whole suit of soldier

clothes to keep up Fourth of July with. Then George
firast haven "training" he said, and we, that is, his? five

cousins, must be his soldiers. " I can make a soldier

cap," said Edward, and he soon folded one up from a

newspaper, and stuck some lily leaves into it for a feath-

er. Then he took the poker for a gun, Kate seized the

shovel, Susie the tongs, Fanny the toasting fork, and I

took father's cane, and at it we went pell mell. But Cap-

tain George soon brought us into line, and we had regular

fun, with " shoulder arms," "order arms," "present

THE HOM (j U A R D S .

—

Drawn and Engraved for the American Agriculturist.

arms," etc. Here's a picture to show how we looked " at

rest." But we did not stay at rest, for soon a pig came
into the garden, through the gate which we had left open,

and our Commander gave the order " charge," in a hurry.

Away went piggy, over flower beds, among cabbages, and
through the currant bushes, retreating in great disorder,

and he was soon routed out of the garden. Nobody was
wounded on our side, except Fanny, who fell into a rose

bush and scratched her arm. After repairing the damage
done by the enemy upon our earthworks, we marched in

good order into the house, where we were reviewed by
father and mother, and treated to a grand complimenta-

ry dinner, which was properly disposed of. — Maf.y.

[We print the above lively account of the exploits of a
section of Home-guards, that their comrades throughout
the country, who are fond of military exercise, may
enjoy their share of the sport and the glory. — Ed.]

A Freedman from down South was lately inspect-

ing a horse-power in operation, driving a threshing ma-
chine, when he broke out thus: "Mister, I have seen
heaps of tilings in my life, but I never saw anything whar
a horse could do his own work aud ride hisself too.**

Our News-tooy Correspondent.
. For some year or two past there have appeared from

time to time articles in the Agriculturist from a cor-

respondent then personally unknown to the editors. "We

had a pleasant call from him a few weeks ago, and as fce

was leaving he said :
" This ground was very familiar to

me some 20 years ago." Knowing that our office stands on

the ground which the "Old
Brick Church " occupied,

we said: "You used to at-

tend Dr. Spring's church.per-

haps?" — "No," said he,

"notmwcA—in those days—

I

nsed to sleep in the grass in-

side the railing."—He went
on to tell how he used to sell

papers and black boots all

day—spend his few pennies,

some for food and the rest to

get admission to some place

of amusement or show in the

evening, and sleep in the

street at night. The narrow

grass plot around the church

made a very soft bed for tired

boys, if the police did not

notice them and drive them

out. He told us, too, how he

had, by avoiding bad com-
panions and by diligence

in business, acquired a com-

petence and good education.

The little boot-black he em-

ployed looked up to him
with mingled reverence and
wonder, when he told him
that at his age he nsed to

brush boots for one to three

cents, and never thought of

getting five or ten cents as

"boys do now-a-days. So he
called to a mate, saying:

"Look-er here, Big Billy,

aint this a fine gent'man to

ha' used to shine boots in

the streets, same as us?"

Xlie Great Fami-
ly Meeting-.

The newspapers for some
months past have been filled

with accounts of the great
" Exposition," at Paris.

How many of our young
friends have taken pains to

look out the exact meaning
of that word "Exposition"?

If yon examine it properly

you will find it has a root

and branch— (prefix, the

grammarians call it,)—which
together signify placing out.

"When Mary invites hei

young friends to tea, and

brings out her new doll, her

china dishes, and other treas-

ures to show them, she has

an "Exposition." The Em-
peror Kapoleon invited all

the world to come and see

the fine things made in

France, aud to bring with them what their countries

could furnish to add to the show. People from every

part of the globe accepted the invitation, and a very

grand time they are having. Americans are proud to find

that they have taken so many prizes, some of them for

things which Europeans thought could be made nowhere

as well as by workmen on their side of the Atlantic.

But we think the best part of the whole performance is

the family meeting. Brothers and sisters come together

there, from almost every nation and race under the sun.

The brown Japanese shakes hands with the sooty African

and the white Englishman ; Egypt embraces Australia
;

the Islanders of the Pacific exchange greetings with the

Tartars of Asia, and men of different manners, customs,

and religions, are learning that all belong to one great

family. Kings and Emperors come together and talk

over national affairs, and a kindly feeling is awakened

which will do much to prevent wars in the future. All

are learning that the skill, the wisdom and the excel-

lence of the world is not confined to their own
country, but that each nation has its share, more or

less, and so they come to respect and sympathize

with each other, find nckuowlcdse their brotherhood.
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Piano for a ILife Time.
Tho^e desiring to find a Piano "which will give entire satis-

faction ia tone, touch, and style, and which will remain"
good for a lifetime, will please call and examine, or send
for a circular describing the newly invented

ITBATHCSHEK PIANOS,
constructed on an entirely new plan, the invention of Mr.
Frederick Mathushck, who is well known among manufac-
turers as the "Father" of improvements in Pianos. By
his latest modifications, the power and top.e of the instru-
ment are wonderfully increased, so much so, that the small-
est size, of " square " form, only four feet nine inches long
and tico feet eight inches icicle, equals the full-sized piano
its ordinarily made. Our full ordinary size equals the Con-
cept Geaxd of any other maker. The peculiar construction
INSURES ITS DURABILITY. Address
HARLOW, DOEHLER &.CO.. C91 Broadway, New York.

**£S*> The

ISowc Machine
Co.'s Sewing
Machines,

G99 Broadway,
Cor. Fourtli-st.,
New York.

For Families and
3
Manufacturers.

These World-Renowned Sewing
Machines

Were awarded the highest premium at the World's Fair
in London, and six first premiums at the W, Y. State Fair

Of IStiG.

Tliose machines are made under (lie im-
mediate supervision of Hie President of tlae

Company, EL.IAS HOWE, Jr., tlie original
inventor of tlic Serving DIaclilne.

Hie Stitch invented by MR. HOWE, and made on
t'li* Machine, is the most popular and durable, and all

Sewing Machines are subject to the principle invented by him.

SENO FOB CI1&CULAR.

THE LATEST AND INCOMPARABLY THE BEST
FAMILY SEWING MACHINE EVER INVENTED.

Combining the Greatest Simplicity toith the Highest Per-

fection of Mechanism and Greatest Range of Work.

All the Highest Premiums of 18GG.

C3"" Send for Circular and Samples of Work.
ELLIPTIC S. M. CO., 513 Broadway, N. Y.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Whereas the Howe Company advertise six First Premiums

at the New York State Fair of 1S6S, we deem It Justice to

ourselves to publish the following certificate:

We, the Committee on Sewins Machines of the New York
Ptate Fair of 1866, hereby certify that all the Highest Pre-
miums on Sewing Machines were (except one for heavy
leather work) awarded to the Elliptic Sewing Machine, to
wit :—For "Best Family Sewing Machine; Best Double-
Thread Machine; and Best Samples of Sewing-Machine
Work."

hect»'r
T
5okfatt 1

CQ"""Utcc.

THE GREAT FAMILY SEWING MACHINE-

GROYER&BAKERS
HIGHEST PREMIUM
Elastic SStitolxSEWINGMACHINE.

495 Broadway, IVcw York.
DOTV'S

WASHING MACHINE
and the

UNIVERSAL
CLOTHES WRINGER

nve so well known as Iho best, that recommendations
are not deemed necessary.

(See back numbers of AffrtcUttMrtSt.)
R. C. BROWNING, General Agent,

33 Cortlandtst., N. V. (opposite Merchants'Hotel).

S<cEWEW.&CO.'S Advcrlisemcutof "Star
Drill," on ]>ago 303.

WEEKLER & WILSON
ROTARY HOOK

I-OCKSTITCr*
SEWING MACHINES.

625 BROADWAY.
"Womax's Gheathst Boon1—We would advise a man to

forego a Thresher and thresh wheat with a flail, rather
than to see the wife wear her health, visor and life away in
the everlasting 'stitch, stitch, stitch,' when a Sewing: Ma-
chine can he obtained. Tlie WHEELER & "WILSON is an
invaluable aid in every household. We have had several
different kin-Is on trial, and after a six years' service, the
WHEELEr:& WILSON has taken the precedence as the best,
where all kinds of sewing are to be done in a family."

[American Agriculturist, Jan. 1S65.

THE MAP
IS DOSE.

THE

Kew ©otalsie Map
which has

A TOWNSHIP AND RAILROAD MAP
of the

GREAT WEST
on oue side, and

ALL THE WORLD
on the other.

On the same side with the World Map is a New Pacific R.
R. Map, 10x40 inches, and a minute map of the Mississippi

River, 5x60 inches.

The best work ever made for canvassers. Size of each
map. 40x32 inches. Price of the whole, $3.50. Sold only by
subscription by experienced canvassers, to whom Town aud
County Rights will be given.

H. H. LLOYD & CO.,*
Publishers, 31 <John-st., lVew York.

Z3?~ The American Agriculturist says: "Wo have al-

ready spoken favorably of the reliable character of the

House of H. H. Lloyd & Co. This is not J. T. Lloyd. Notice
that the initials are H. H."

Is acknowledged by the leading papers to be the

Best Juvenile Paper in America.
We offera MAGXIFICENT LIST of PREMIUMS I

Subscribe at any time during the year.

The price of the Corporal is one dollar a year, in advance

;

sample copy, telling all about the premiums, ten cents.

Address ALFRED L. SEWELL, Publisher, Chicago, HI.

In order to let those who have never seen this excellent
monthlv judge of its merits, we will send it three months ox
trial, for 30 cents. S2.00 a year ; 20 cents a number.

MILLER, WOOD & CO., 15 Lalght-st.,New York.

Fort Edward Instigates ST. "IT.

8185 per Year. Best sustained boarding Seminary in
the nation. For S63, a lady has board, carpeted and fully
furnished room, fuel, and washing, with Common English,
for term of thirteen weeks, beginning Sept. nth. A gentle-
man pays $60 without carpet. Classical. Scientific, Commer-
cial, College-preparatorv, Normal. Painting, and Musical
Departments, with eighteen Professors and Teachers.
Address, for Catalogues or Rooms.

JOSEPH E. KING, D. D., Fort Edward, N. Y.

EST" Orange Jndd said in last years Agriculturist: "Those
who have sons and daughters to send away to school, will
do well to apply for the Fort. Edward Catalogue."

THE EUREKA
BRICK MACHINE
makes 3.C00 splendid Brick per hour, with only nine mm and
one pair horses, or 4,8SQ per hour b>i st6am power. Has no
complex machinery to be geutng out of order or breaking
down. Its great simplicity aud marvelous power command
the approval nf every expert, at sight.
We challenge the world to produce its equal.
Satisfaction guaranteed to all purchasers.

ABRAM REQtJA, General Agent,
No. 141 Broadway, New York.

FRANKLHj

Justly colcbratcd for perfect slmpllcirv, great strength, and
linmenso compressing power, ts ouakantred. with eight
men and two horses, to self-temper the clay and make '. '

to 3,500 elegant bricks pr*r honr. J. H. UENICK, Proprietor,
No. a Broadway, Sew Yen,, Room 25.

GRAPE VINES.

PARSONS & CO.,

FLUSHING, JV. Y.,

Inform their customers and correspondents that their stock

of VINES, the coming Autumn, will be much larger than

it has yet been.

There will be large quantities of CONCORD, IONA,

DELAWARE, IVES, and others, and prices will be

lower even than those of last Spring. A Price List will be

ready in August.

Strawberry Plants Grown in Pots,

We are growing a large stock of

JUCUNDA—Xo. 'TOO,
and other choice varieties of Strawberries in Pots, for full

fruitage next summer.

Plants ready for delivery Sept. 1st- Send 5 cents for Cir-

cular. J. KNOX,
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

TO THE TRADE.
VINES MD PLANTS.

Our stock of Grapes, Straxvberries, Raspber-
ries, Blackberries, Gooseberries:, Currants,
&c., is now so large, that we are able to offer special in-

ducements to the Trade. Nurserymen and Dealers
will And it to their interest to correspond with us, or visit

our grounds. Circulars sent to all applicants enclosing flvo

cents. J. KNOX,
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

POMONA'S HOME NURSERY.—See large ad-
vertisement and price list in Sept. No., and send imme-

diately tor copy of "Manual ot Grape Culture," with an ad-
ditional year's experience in it, some new illustrations, and
complete guide in the growing of small fruits, of which wc
have planted 12 acres in Strawberries; 6 acres of Raspber-
ries ; 6 acres of Blackberries. &c Address J. H. FOSTER. Jr.,

Glendale P.O., Camden Co.,N. J. (formerly W. Newton, Pa.)

Hnral Impu'ovcineiRts.
Robert Morris Copeland, anthor of Country Life, furnishes

plaus and advice for laving out or improving public or pri-

vate grounds. Refers to John M. Forbes, Nathaniel Thayer,
Boston; Francis G. Shaw, New York; Rufus Waterman,
Providence, R. I.

Office, 40 Barristers' Hall, Boston, Mass.

To Merchants & Peddlers Everywhere

!

A New and Good Thing for Every Family.

DCTY'S EVERLASTING CLOTHES-PIN !

Retail Price, 30 cents per dozen. Send two red stamps for
sample Pin and wholesale terms and circulars.

DOTY'S CLOTHES PIN CO., 32 Cortlaudt-st., New York.

SQUIRE'S PATENT FRUIT JAR7~
Fruits Preserved Without Sugar.

Tlie Only Jar for Preserving Vegetables.

Tlie Xewest, Most Convenient and Economical Jar extant.

This Jar is constructed so that tuo contents ran be cooked
In It, and all handling ofiloi fruit or Hot Jars or Tempering
Of Jars avoided; the contents retain all their natural flavor,

and the labor of preserving Is lessened more than one-half.
Pamphlets sent on application.

J. B. BAUTLETT, Wholesalo Manufacturer.
69 Murray -street, New York.

Important to Cider Makers.
THE JERSEY

POWER APPLE GRINDER.
fBUTTERWORTH'S PATENT.)

For grinding Apples, Peaches, Sugar Beets, and other kinds
of fruit and vegetables. This greatly superior machine is

rapidly growing In favor among the Cider makers and Fann-
ers of our eountrv. and is destined soon to supersede all oili-

er mills used In the manufacture ol Cider. For Illustrated

Tamphlct, address, inclosing two stamps. M „
li. BUTTERWOKTH, Trenton. V J.

Patentee and Solo Manufacturer.

CKESYLIC SOAP5

.

A rEIiFECT DISINFECTANT

For Dlslnfectlne, Deodortelns, anil Pnrlfylne Cellars. Hos-

pitals, 1'cncmont Houses, &c. Also, tor Exterminating
ltoachos, Kims, unci Insects of all kinds.

Manoractorcd solely b^^ mcn^ & C(K
ISO Elizabeili-sl., New Vork.
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Advertisements, to be sure of insertion, must be re-

ceived BEFORE the 5th of the preceding month.

TEIiMS— (cash before insertion)

:

Ordinary Pages, SI.50per line- Open Pages-S3per line.

Business Polices—S3.30 per line of space, each insertion.

KIVERVIEW MILITARY ADADEMT, Poug'h-
keepsie, N. Y—Location healthy: Scenery nnequaled ;

lluiklin" convenient; Teachers highly educated) earnest.

working men ; Svstem of Order unsurpassed. A wide awake
thoroueh-.'oina School for bovs wishing to be trained for

Business, for College, or for West Point or the Naval Acad-
emy. Tor circulars address OTIS BISBEE. A. M.,

Principal and Proprietor.

REMIUM CHESTER WHITE PIGS for Sale.—
Sent by Express to all parts of the United States. For

Circulars and Prices, Address N. P. BOi'EIl & CO
Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

STRAWBERRIES.
Our Strawberry Circular for fall of 1S67, is now issued, and

will be seut to all applicants enclosing five cents.

It gives complete lists of the best varieties for home use

and market purposes, and contains much valuable informa-

tion in reference to tbc Strawberry.

J. KNOX,
Bos 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

VICTOR CANE MELL

Would call the attention of Dealers and Planters to his
extensive stock of Grape vines, and especially to the Con-
cord and lona varieties.

Onr vines have always been unsurpassed by anv in mar-
ket, and our aim is nut only to keep up their well known
standard of excellence, but to produce, if possible, still bet-
ter plants than Ave have had heretofore.
Having a very large number in course of propagation,

we are enabled to sell at very low prices where quantities
arc taken, and all parties intending to purchase will find it

greatly to their interest to examine our stock and prices
before purchasing elsewhere. Last year the demand for
onr plants was so large that wc were not able to lill one half
of our orders. Therefore, send vour orders in earlv to se-
cure the best plants. Address G. E. MEISSNER.

Richmond P. 0., Sraten Island. N". Y.

PEACH TREES AND SiiALL FRUITS A
SPECI \LTT.

RUMSOM NURSERIES. Send for Circulars.
A. HANCJE <fc SOX.

Red Bank, Monmouth Co., N. J.

I3IRORTANT TO ALL.
Another Great American Invention.

It is recommended by Surgeon Bache, of IT. S Nan/, Sur-
geon Woodward, U. S. Army, b>/ J. 7?. Chilton, the celebrated
Chemist, JS

Tew York., by Drs. Hayes and Jackson, State As-
stayers of Mass., by J. M. Maris <£ Co., Chemists. Philad"a.,
and other Chemist*, and by 2f. Y. Tribune, American Agri-
culturist, JV. Y. Independent, Southern Cultivator, and other
leading journals, and bi/ thousands offamilies of the high-
est respectability who have used it.

A cheap and healthful antiseptic—the only method in the
world for preserving Fruits, juices of Fruits, Vegetables,
Milk, &c, &c, without sugar, and without making air-tight.

It does away entirely with tbc need and use of all expen-
sive Patent air-tight Jars, and admits of keeping the fruits,
«fcc., in vessels of any size and kind, by simplv corking them
or tying paper or cloth saturated with Paraffin, or with
Rosin and Wax over them. AY lien opened the fruit will keep
for 1 to 2 mouths during winter, or 2 to -1 weeks during sum-
mer—fully exposed to" the air—giving ample time "to use
them from large vessels as wanted.

Itwill preserve with or without sugar. It is the onlyreliable
method for preserving cider. Every dairvman wants it dur-
ing summer to preserve milk sweet." It will preserve milk
24 to 3ii hours longer than it will naturally keep—causing it

to furnish more cream.
It is warranted healthful and effectual. No family should

he without it. It is Bold bv all Druggists in every wholesale
market in the TJ. S. Retail price. Si per bottle. Each bot-
tle will preserve 128 pounds of fruit, &c, and is accompanied
with full directions for using.

Ask for Spear's Fruit Preserving Solution, and
don't fail to try it—get it from your Merchant.

L. P. "WORRALL, Gen'l. Agent,
91 Hudsou-st., New York.

GENTS WANTED I -Male or Female, in all parts
of the United States, to sell "Abbott's Lives of

tne Presidents," one of the best books for Agents ever
published in this country. The work is finely illustrated,
complete in one volume, readv for subscribers, and sells
splendidly. Address B. B. RUSSELL & CO„ Boston, Mass.

SPECIAL
ADVERTISING AGENCY.
Advertisements from reliable parties only, inserted in

the Agricultural, Religious, and other first-class mediums

throughout the country, by the undersigned.

An experience of several years in conducting the adver-

tising department of the American Agriculturist, gives su-

perior facilities for satisfactory transaction of such business.

See Notice in July No., page 242.

W. A. FITCH, 151 Nassau-st., New York.

The leading Mill in twentyjive States. The out-growth of
seven years previous experience in the manufacture of Cane
Mills, ami now only in its fourth year, yet has taken Eighteen,
State Fair First Premiums.

Over Seven Thousand
are now in use. No kevs about it—no plate or bar between
the rolls, hence no choking. Don't require level's or springs
to ease up under pressurelo prevent breaking, but is strong
enough to force all kinds of Cane through same space with-
out danger of breakage. Also,

CENTRIFUGAL SUGAR DRAINER.
Sugar Crushers. Church and Farm Bells, Star Corn Shelters,

Brag Sawing Machines, Eureka Cuiting Boxes, &c. Full
description sent free.

BLYMYER, NORTON" & CO., Cincinnati, O.

SORGO JOURNAL.
An Elegant Monthlv, devoted to Northern Sugar Cane

culture. Price, $1.00 per year. Address
SORGO JOURNAL, Cincinnati, O.

. COOK'S EVAPORATOR

The old, reliable, and onlv successful Sorgo Evapo-
rator. Is in its ninth year—has outlived over 200 competi-
tors, and is yet unrivaled.

51 State Fair First Preminms nave t>cen

awarded it.

Over 16,000 in use. It won't pay to boil Sorghum on
anything else. It is warranted in every respect. Full de-

scription seut free on application to

BLTMYEU, BAT & CO., Mansfield, O.

%mm mm book.
Our Eignth. Annual Sorgo Hand Bock,

Giving the most reliable information on Manufacturing
Sorghum Syrup, the result of 10 years personal experience,
with full description of the celebrated Cook Evapora-
tor and "Victor Cane Mill—Also, description of the
Eureka Cider nnd Grape Mill, sent free to all ap-
plicants. BLYMYER, DAT & CO., Mansfield, O.

THE DASHER CHUffcST
Brings good butter regularly in Six Minutes time, on an
average, at the farm of M. C. Weld, Associate Editor Amer-
ican Agriculturist.

It. is made ox the TRUE pbincTpces. as described in the
Agriculturist, July number, page 243.

It WOUKS EASILY. IS VERYSIMPLK IN CONSTRUCTION, EASI-
LY CLEANED, and EVERY WAY RIGHT.

At a recent trial before the Farmers* Club, in NewTork,
It brought and gathered good butter in LE&S THAN TWO
MINUTES.
For prices, terms of Agencv. purchase of territorv, etc.,

address JOHN W. DOUGLASS, Dealer in Agricultural
Implements, Sole Agent, 181 Water-st., New York.

N. B.—Agents wanted everywhere.

CONTINUAL LEVER and Screw Press, with
Grinder attached, for Pressing Cheese, "Wines, Cider,

and Lard, &c Address WILLIAM C. REA.
Pleasant Run, New Jersey.

Fruit-Farm and Nursery for Sale.

The Celebrated Pomona Fruit-Farm nnd Nursery
of J. W. Dodge, on the Cumberland Table Lands of East
Tennessee. Unequaledas a fruit growing region Beautiful
Tract of SOS acres, with rich Prairie. Good improvements,
large Orchards of finest Fruits. Seven Frr.sT Premiums
awarded by tlie State and Division Fairs, to fruit from the
Pomoxa Oi*CHARi>s. Fine opportnnitvfor Nurserv business-
Can be made a superior stock or Dairy Farm. Must be sold
immediately. Price moderate. For particular description,
terms, &c, address J. W. DODGE & SON,

Pomona, Cumberland County, Tennessee.

Seeds of Florists' Flowers.

For the Conservatory and the Flower Garden, for

Sowing in August and September.

Particular attention is invited to thp following list of Seeds
of Florists' Flowers, which have been carefully selected from
the stocks of several of the most successful cultivators and
exhibitors in Europe, and can be confidently recommended.
Calceolarias, extra select, from prize flowers, 50

do* Rugosa, from the finest shrubby varieties, 50
Cineraria, extra choice, from all the new varieties,... SO
Gloxinia, from the finest erect and drooping varieties, 50
Hollyhocks, (very double,) from his unrivaled collec-

tion, (.ready in August.) 23
Pansy, English., extra select, saved from the finest

prize flowers, 50
Pansy, New Fancy, very beautiful "50

Primula sinensis nmbriata, (Chinese primrose,
fringed,) various colors, mixed, extra quality,. 50

Pink, Tree, or Perpetual Carnation, ex. quality 50
Pink. Carnationand Picotec, celebrated German

collection 50
Polyanthus, finest mixed varieties 25
Illimiilus, finest mixed, golden yellow and white ground,25
'Prowneolum, finest mixed var. for winter flowering, 25
Stock, scarlet and white intermediate-London, extra,

each, (ready in August),. 25
Stock, French Cocardeau, scarlet, purple and

white, mixed, fine for winter flowering, 25
Stock, new white wallflower leaved, a" superb variety

. for pot culture 25
Sweet "Williams, Hunt's extra select, far* surpassing

anything hitherto offered, 25
Wallflower, extra fine double German, 25

Collections of twenty varieties of Hardy Annuals, Bi-
ennials axd Perennlals, for Autumn sowing, for $1.00.

Address B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

BY THE

1,000 or lO.OOO.

lona, Israella and Delaware,
[the three best grapes]

A SPECIALTY.
Superior vines of all other varieties. Our vines, already

well known as of first quality in every respect, this year
surpass all we have heretofore grown.
The Trade are particularly invited to examine the stock.

A visit to our grounds and examination of our well trained

vineyard of bearing vines, will well repay those about plant-

ing for fruit or wine, as they may here see how to save
time and money.
Address . HOLTON <§5 ZTTBTDEIjjl.,

Ilaverstraw, N. Y.

Tlie !LVe-w Sti-awberry.
CHARLES DOWNING.

This new Seedling was raised by J. S. Downer, of Ken-
tucky*, and is justly entitled to bear the name of this first

Pomblogist of America. It is a Seedling of Downer's Prolific.
The plant is more vigorous and productive than its parent;
fruit enormously large, solid, firm enough for market, scarlet,
and of the finest flavor. The great vigor of this plant ena-
bles it to mature all its fruit to a large size. The leaves are
very large, and stand a foot high ; flowers perfect. A bed of
this variety set out the first ot Oct-. Inst, in my garden, was
picked over on the ISth of June, by John C. Thompson, of
Staten Island, N. Y. ; of a fair average of the berries selected, -

28 weighed one pound. Mr. Downer informs me that several
of his neighbors have grown them from plants one year old,
weighing overone ounce each. Mr. Greeley having ofl'ered a
prize of"$50.00 for a better berry in every respect than the
Wilson, this berrv has been entered for the prize, and sub-
mitted to the Committee. Mr Greeley requires it to be
tested by two years trial, consequently the award cannot be
made tins season. ^Ve understand, however, that the Com-
mittee consider it far in advance of any other seedling.
Charles Downing, one of the Committee, savs

:

Newburgh, July 5th, 1SG7.

"Downer's new Seedling is certainly a very promising sort,

and from what I have seen this season, think it will prove
an acquisition, and fax rigor, productiveness, size and qual-
ity, combined, think it superior to any new sort. Tlie name-
ins it Charles Downing prevents mefrom saying much about
it."—Chas. Downing, we propose sending out plants after
the 15th Sept., in rotation, asordered, at the following rates:
3 plants, S2.00; 6 plants, $3; 12 plants, $5; 100, $25; 500, $S5;
1,000 plants, $150. Twenty per cent, deducted for cash
orders, received this fall, plnnts deliverable next spring.
Address "WM. S. CARPENTER, 150 Eeade-st„ New York.

NEW STRAWBERRIES.
PRESIDENT.—A new Seedling of very large size, pro-

ductive and firm.
HARRISON.—A chance Seedling, raised in "Westchester

Co., fruit very large, quite equal to the Hovey in size aud
qunlitv, productive and firm.
MARKET.—A Seedling from Hlinois, of large size, won-

derfully productive, and very early. Several days before
the New Jersev Scarlet.
ABRAHAM "LINCOLN.—A Seedling raised by Mr. Platt-

men, of Erie, Fa., monstrous in size, productive, and of ex-
tra Quality. These 4 splendid varieties, $2 dozen, each, or
the collection, 1 dozen each, $5.

PERPETUAL PINE.—I have imported this remarkable
berrv, at a large expense. It is described by Mr. Gloede, the
originator, as follows: "The kind I have the good luck to
offer is a real, perpetual, large-fruited strawberry, of the
pine class, which, during three years culture, not onlv bore
an abundant crop in spring, but continued flowering and
fruiting till late in the Autumn."
Plants $1.00 each, for $3.00; 12 for §5.00.

The following new Seedlings have been well tested in dif-

ferent parts of the countrv, and stronglv recommended.
PHILADELPHIA, verv earlv, Starr, Stinger. Great East-

ern, Hubbard Seedling, very fine, Fenner Seedling, Dnraml
Seedling, and Ella, one of earliest to ripen, and very line.

Plants $1 per dozen for each variety, or the 8 varieties. §5.00.

ROMKYN SEEDLING.—This new Seedling is better than
the "Wilson, quite as firm and productive, and continues
fruiting until August. 5for$i; 20 for S3; 50 for $0; loo lor

$10; 1,000 for $:5.

1UPPOWAM, b^s proved this season to be tbc king of
strawberries, monstrous In size, firm, exquisite flavor, and
verv productive. 12 plants $1.00; 300. $3.00.

Address WM. S. CARPENTER, 156 Rcade-st., NewTork.
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IE0K YOUH

TREES, VINES, AND GARDENS.
READ THE iVEW BOOKS, AND THRIVE.

SMALL FRUIT CULTURIST.
By ANDREW S. FULLER.

It tells all about

STRAWBERRIES.
RASPBERRIES.

BLACKBERRIES.
BARBERRIES.

DWARF CHERRIES.
CURRANTS.

GOOSEBERRIES.
CRANBERRIES.

HUCKLEBERRIES.
CORNELIAN CHERRIES.

This book covers the whole ground of Propagation,

Culture, Varieties, Packing for Market, etc.

SENT POST-PAID, - PRICE. $1.50.

americanYomology.
THE IVEW BOOK ON APPLES.

By DOCT. JOHN A. WARDER.

HISTORY.
PROPAGATION.

BUDS, CUTTINGS.
SITE FOR AN ORCHARD.

PREPARATION OF SOIL.
SELECTION, PLANTING.
CULTURE & PRUNING.
RIPENING & PRESERVING.
CLASSIFICATION & DESCRIPTION
CATALOGUE AND INDEX.

The latest and best book on Apples.

SENT POST-PAID, .... PRICE, $3.00.

GRAPE CULTURIST.
By ANDREW S. FULLER.

Crowing from Seed.
Propagation from Buds.
Propagating Houses.
Cuttings in Open Air.

How to Make Layers.
Crafting the Grape.
Hybridizing, Crossing.
Soil, Situation, Planting.
Insects, Mildew, Sunscald/etc.
Valuable, & Discarded Varieties.

New Edition, revised and enlarged.

SENT POST-PAID, - PRICE, $1.50.

GARDENING FOR PROFIT.
In the Market and Family Garden.

By PETER HENDERSON.
Everything is made perfectly plain. Read the Tabi.b

of Contents.

Men Fitted for Gardening.
Amount of Capital Required.
Profits of Market Gardening.
Manures and Implements.
Location, Situation, Preparation

When, and Where to Sow.
Transplanting; Insects.
Varieties and Cultivation.
Packing for Shipping.
Preservation in Winter.

Find Out from this hook bow 1" make money from

your Garden.

SENT POST-PAID, - PRICE, $1.50.

Either of the above-named books will be sent post-

paid, on receipt of price, by the Publishers.

Also, many other new and valuable books f^r the

FARM. GARDEN, AND HOUSEHOLD.
Send Full A CATALOGUE.

ORANCE JUDD & CO.,
41 Park Row, New York.

DRAINING FOR PROFIT

AND

DRAINING FOR HEALTH.

By GEO. E. WARING, Jit.,

KNGINEEE OF THE DRAINAGE OF CESTK1L T.VKK, NEW YORK.

Illustrated.

TABLE OF CONTENTS:

LAND TO BE DRAINED AND THE
P.EASONS WHY.—Indications of the need of draining —
Sources of water.—Objections to too much water.—"Wet
sub-soil.

HOW DRAINS ACT AND HOW
THEr AFFECT THE SOIL—Characteristics of well laid

tile drain.—Surface-water and raiu water beneficial,

springs and soakage water injurious.—Cracking of stiff

clays.—Evaporation and filtration.—Rain fall.—Evapor-
ation.—Temperature.— Drought.— Porosity or mellow-
ness.—Chemical action In the soil.

HOW TO GO TO WORK TO LAY
OUT A SYSTEM OF DRAINS.—Amateur draining.—

Maps.—Levelling instruments.—Outlets and location of

drains.—Main drains.— Spring water. — Fall. — Tiles.

—

Depth and distance apart.—Direction of laterals.—Col-

lars.—Discharge of water from drains.

HOW TO MAKE THE DRAESTS.—
Tools.—Marking the lines.—Water courses.—Outlet.

—

Silt Basins.—Opening the ditches —Grading.—Tile laying.

—Connections.—Covering the tile and filling in.—Collect-

ing the water of springs.—Amending the map.

HOW TO TAKE CARE OF DRAINS
AND DRAINED LAND.— Removing obstructions—Mis-
take of substituting large tiles for small ones which have
become obstructed.—Heavy lands shuuld not be tram-

pled while wet.

WHAT DRAINING COSTS.
Draining, expensive work.—Their permanence and last-

ing effects.—Cheapness versus economy—Details of cost.

-—(1. Engineering and Superintendence.—2. Digging the

ditches.—3- Grading the bottoms.—I. Tile and tile laying.

—5. Covering and filling.—6. Outlets and Silt Basins.)

WILL IT pay ?
Increased crops required to pay cost of draining.—(Corn,

"Wheat, Rye, Oats, Potatoes, Barley, Hay, Cotton, Tobac-
cos—Instances of profit.—Benefit of draining in facili-

tating farm work.

HOW TO MAKE DRAINING TILES.
Materials.—Preparation of earths.—Moulding tile ma-
chines.—Drying and rolling.—Burning.—Kilns.—General
arrangement of a tilery.

THE RECLAIMLNG OF SALT
MARSHES.—Extent of marshes on the Atlantic Coast.—
The English Fens.—Harlaem Lake.—The exclusion of sea

water.—Removal of the causes of inundation from the

upland.—Removal of rain fall and water of filtration.—

Embankments.—Muskrats.—Rivera and Creeks.—Outlet
of drainage.

MALARIAL DISEASES.
Fever and Ague.—Neuralgia.—Vicinity of Now York.—
Dr. Bartlett on Periodical Fever.—Dr. Mctcalfa Report
to U. S. Sanitary Commission.—La Roche on the effects

of Malarial Fever.—Dr. Salisbury on the "Cause of Ma-
larial Fevers."—English experience.—Reports to the
British Parliament.—Cause of Malaria removed by
draining.

HOUSE AND TOWN DRAINAGE.
Sewerage—The use of pipes.—Tho new outfall sewers In

London.—The use of steam pumps to secure outlets.

—

Utilisation of sewage matters In agriculture—Effects of
Imperfect house drainage on health.—Typhoid fever.—
The Westminster fever In London.—Epidemic sit the
Maplfwood Young Ladles Institute In Pittsneld, Mass.—
Lambeth Square, London.—Back drainage,—Water rap-
ply.—General Board of Health, (England ),

SENT POST-PAH"). PRICE, $1.50.

ORANCE JUDD <fe CO.,

41 Park Row New-York,

SQUASHES..
HOW TO GROW THEM.

By JAilES J. H. GREGORY.

A most valuable little Treatise for Farmers and Gar-

deners. It tells about

Selecting the Soii.

How much Manure.
Preparing and Planting.

Hoeing and Cultivating.

Setting of the Fruit.

Ripening; Gathering.

Storing of the Crop.

Care During Winter.

Market Prices and Varieties.

When to Take Out Seed.
SENT POST-PAID, - Price, paper covers, 30 cts.

ORANCE JUDD & CO.,
41 Park Row New-York.

BOOKS
FOR FARMERS AND OTHERS.

PUBLISHED BY

ORANCE JUDD & CO.,

41 Park Row, New York.

Either of the Books mentioned in the following list

will he sent, post-paid, on receipt of the price

Allen's Domestic Animals- .$1.00

A History and Description of the IIORSE, MULE.
CATTLE, SHEEP, SWINE, POULTRY, and FARM
DOGS, with directions for Breeding, Crossing, Rearing,

Feeding, and Preparation for Market, with their DIS-

EASES and REMEDIES. By R. L. Allen. Cloth

12mo, 227 pp.

Allen's Rural Architecture $1.50

Practical Directions and Suggestions for Construction

of convenient FARM-HOUSES, COTTAGES, and OUT-
BUILDINGS, including Bams, Stables, Sheds, Car-

nage and Wagon-Houses, Work-Shops, Wood-Houses,

Aeh and Smoke-Honses, Iee-Honses, Poultry and Bee-

Honses, Dove-Cotes, etc., together with directions for

the gardens and grounds ; useful and ornamental Do-

mestic Animals, etc. By Hon. Lewis F. Allen, Editor

"American Herd-Book," etc. Cloth, 12mo, 3TS pp.

American Bird-Fancier Paper, .
. 30.

Field, Cage, and House-Birds, breeding, rearing, etc.

Paper, 12mo, 1OT pp.

American Farm-Book. (R. L. Alien).$1.50

Or a Contend op American Agriculture ; Being a

Practical Treatise on Soils, Manures, Draining. Irriga-

tion, Grasses, Grain, Roots, Fruits, Cotton, Tobacco,

Sugar-Cune, Rice, and every Staple Product of the Uni-

ted States ; with the host methods of Planting. Culti-

vating, and Preparation for Market. Overoue hundred

engravings. ByR. L.Allen. Cloth, 12mo, 325 pp.

American Rose Culturist 30

(Including the Dahlia.l Being a Practical Treatise on

the Propagation, Cultivation, and Management of THE
ROSE, to which are added full directions for the treat-

ment of the Dahlia. In neat paper covers. 12mo, 9G pp.

American "Weeds, and TTseful Plants.$1.75

An Important Work for every Cultivator—Farmer, Gar-
.

dener, etc. ; being an Enumeration and Description,

(with accurate illustrations), of tho WEEDS and

PLANTS found in American Fields and Gardens,

which meet the observation, or require tho attention of

Cultivators; with practical suggestions for thciifEradi-

cation when needed. WTiilejwvieS rfin its character, il

includes both the common and botanical Dames and cuar-

actore of theWeeds and Plants, with a PopularAccount

or I he Structure of Plants, ByWM. Dvbi.inoton. M.D.,

and PBOP, QBO, Tiuunnu. Thoroughly Illustrated

With 277 Engraving". 15mo., •J60 pp.
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Annuals Paper, - 50, Cfoth, 75

The American Horticultural Annual fob 1S67.

A Tear Book for the Gardener, the Fruit Grow-
er, and the Amateur. It is a beautifully illustrated

Tolume of 16S pages. It contains an Almanac and Cal-

endar for each month, giving hints for work in the

various departments, with useful tables, and an article

on Growing Grape Vines from cuttings, by William

Patrick; How Horseradish is Grown for Market, by
P. Henderson ; Home Decorations, by A. Bridgeman

;

The New Apples of 1S66, by Dr. J. A. "Warder; New
or Noteworthy Pears, by P. Barry ; Small Fruits in 1866,

by A. S. Fuller; Rarer Valuable Evergreens, "by T.

3Ieehan, with valuable contributions by other writers.

The American Agricultural Annual for 1S6T.

A companion volume to the Horticultural Annual, and
containing, besides an Almanac with hints abont work
for each month, an Essay on Draining, by Col. Geo. E.

Waring, jr. ; articles on the Culture of Sorghum, by Wm.
Clough ; Some of the Newest and Best Potatoes, by Wm.
S. Carpenter ; How to Train a Horse, by S. F. Headley ;

Essential Features of a Good Barn, with Plan, by Dr. F.

M. Hexamer ; Recent Scientific Progress in Agriculture,

by Prof. S. W. Johnson, ofYale College; The Culture of

Wheat, by Joseph Harris, and other valuable essays

upon subjects of interest to agriculturists. Finely

Illustrated.

Eement's Rabbit Fancier 30

Breeding-, Rearing, Feeding, and General Manage-
ment of Rabbits : their Diseases and Remedies ; Fnll

Directions for the Construction of Hntches, Rabbitries,

etc. ; Recipes for Cooking and Dressing for the Table.

Numerous Illustrations. By C. M. Bement, author of

Poulterer's Companion, etc. 12mo, 101 pp., in neat

illustrated paper covers.

Boussingault's Rural Economy §1.60

Rural Economy in its relations with Chemistry, Phys-

ics, and Meteorology ; or Chemistry Applied to

Agriculture in the Principles of Farm Management,
the Preservation and Use of Manures, th? Nutrition

and Food of Animals, and the General Economy of

Agriculture. By J. B. Boussingault, Member of In-

stitute of France, etc. Translated, with Introduction

and Notes, by George Law, Agriculturist. Cloth,

12mo, 507 pp.

Breck's New Book of Flowers, or Flower
Garden $1.75

In which are described the varions Hardy Herbaceous

Flowers, Annuals, Shrubby Plants, and Evergreen

Trees, with Directions for their Cultivation. New
edition, revised and corrected. By Josei>h Breck,

Seedsman and Florist, former editor of New England

Farmer, and Horticultural Register. Cloth, 12mo,

395 pp.

Buist's American Flower Garden Direc-

tory $1.50

Containing Practical Directions for the Culture of

Plants in the Flower-Garden, Hot-House, Green-House,

Rooms for Parlor-Windows, FOR EVERY MONTH LN
THE YEAR ; with descriptions of most desirable

plants, soils, transplanting, erecting a Hot-Honse, a

Green-House, laying out a Flower-Garden, etc., etc. By
Robert Bfist, a practical Nurseryman and Seed-

Grower of Philadelphia. Cloth, 12mo, 34*3 pp.

Buist's Family Kitchen-Gardener.. ...$1,00

An excellent Practical work, containing Plain and

Accnrate Descriptions of all the Different Species and

Varieties of Culinary Vegetables, with their Botanical

English, French, and German Names, alphabetically

arranged ; with full Directions for the Best Mode of

Cultivating them in the Garden or under Glass. By
Robert Buist. Cloth, 12mo., 216 pp.

Cobbett's American Gardener 75

A Treatise on the Laying Out and Management of Gar-

dens. Though an old work, it is one which will find a

place in every considerable library, as the production

of a remarkable man. While it is marked by the

author's peculiarities, it is so full of plain common-

sense, that it is worthy of being kept in print. By

William Cobeett. Cloth, l*2mo., 330 pp.

Cole's American Frnit Book 75

Containing Directions for Raising, Propagating, and

Managing Frnit-Trees, Shrubs, and Plants, with de-

scriptions of the best varieties of fruit, ete. 18mo,

383 pp.

Chorlton's Grape-Grower's Guide 75
Intended Especially for the American Climate

;

being a practical Treatise, with Engravings, on the
Cultivation of the Grape-Vinc in each Department of

Hot-House, Cold Grapery, etc. ; with Plans for the Con-
struction and Heating. By Wm. Chorlton. Cloth,

12mo, 304 pp.

Cole's American Veterinarian 75

Diseases of Domestic Animals, showing the Causes,

Symptoms^ and Remedies, and rules for Restoring and
Preserving Health by good management, with directions

for Training and Breeding. By S. W. Cole. Cloth,

18mo., 3SS pp.

Copeland's Conntry Life $5.00

An elegant Octavo Volnme, containing 936 pages, and

350 Engravings. It is a Compendium of Agricultural

and Horticultural Practical Knowledge ; embracing

Descriptions, Hints, Suggestions and Details of great

yalue to every one interested in Fruit, Flowers, Vege-

tables, or Farm Crops. It describes and illustrates near-

ly the whole range of topics of interest to the Farmer,

the Gardener, the Fruit Culturist, and the Amateur*.

By Robert Morris Copeland. Cloth, beveled boards,

8vo., 926 pp.

Cotton-Planter's Manual- .$1.50

This is the only popular work published on the subject.

It is a compilation of facts from the best authorities on

the CULTURE OF COTTON", its Natural History,

Chemical Analysis, Trade, and Consumption, with a

history of Cotton and the Cotton-Gin. Cloth, 12ino,

320 pp.

Dadd's American Cattle-Doctor - • .$1.50.

To Help Every Man to be his own Cattle-Doctor. A
work by Geo. H. Dadd, M. D., Veterinary Practitioner;

giving the necessary information for preserving the

Health and Curing the Diseases of OXEN, COWS,
SHEEP, and SWINE, with a great variety of original

Recipes, and valuable information on Farm and Dairy

Management. 12mo, 359 pp.

Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor $1.50

CONTATNTNG PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS OX THE
Causes, Nature, axd Treatment of Diseases and
Lameness of Horses ; embracing the most recent and
improved Methods, according to an enlightened system

of Veterinary Practice, for Preservation and Restoration

of Health. Illustrated. By Geo. H. Dadd, M.D.,

Veterinary Surgeon. Cloth, 12mo., 432 pp.

Dana's Muck Manual $1.25
A Manual for Farmers ; treating of Soils, Manures,
Composts, etc., and especially of the important subject

of using MUCK, the great natural fertilizer of the coun-
try. By Samuel L. Dana. Cloth, 12mo., 312 pp.

Downing s Landscape Gardening and
Rural Architecture .$6.50

The most complete and valuable work ever issued on
Landscape Gardening

L
in North-America, for the Im-

provement of Country Residences ; containing full Di-

rections for everything connected with the Laying out
and adorning the Rural Home, the Grounds, the Gar-
dens, the Buildings, the Trees and Plants, etc., with
principles of taste so stated as to adapt the work to all

classes. Splendidly Illustrated with many Steel and
fine "Wood Engravings. By the late A. J. Downing.
New Edition, Enlarged, Newly Illustrated and Revised,

with Supplement, by Henrx Winthrop Sargent.
Octavo, 534 pp. Extra cloth, gilt, beveled bds.

Eastwood's Complete Cranberry Manual 75

Giving directions for the cultivation in different locali-

ties, with illustrations and descriptions of varieties. By
Benj. Eastwood. Cloth, 12mo, 120 pp.

Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guidel.50

The previous Edition of this work was Thoroughly

Revised; embracing all the new and valuable Fruits,

with the latest improvements in their Cultivation

;

especially adapted to the wants of Western Fruit-

Growers ; full Illustrations. By F. R. Elliott, of Ohio.

Cloth, 12mo. 503 pp.

Fuller's Illustrated Strawberry Cul-

turist Paper,

.

. 20
A new, practical little work, meeting with universal

favor. It gives a full list of varieties, down to the

latest valuable seedlings. Paper, 12mo i 4S pp.

Field's Pear Culture $1.25

The Pear Garden ; a Treatise on the Propagation

and Cultivation of the Pear Tree, with instructions for

Management from the Seedling to the Bearing Tree.

By Thomas W. Field. Illustrations. Cloth. l-2mo,

286 pp.

Flax Culture 50
A new and very valuable work, consisting of lull direc-

tions, from selection of ground and seed to preparation

and mai'keting of crop, as given by a number of ex-

perienced growers. Svo, paper.

French's Farm Drainage 1.50

The Principles, Process, and Effects of Draining Land
with Stones, Wood, Drain-Plows, Open Ditches, and
especially with Tiles ; including Tables of Rainfall.

Evaporation, Filtration. Excavation. Capacity of Pipes,

cost and number to the acre. With over 100 illustra-

tions. The best work on Draining published. By
Judge French, of Xew Hampshire, President of Mass.

Agricultural College. Cloth, 12nio, 3S1 pp.

Guenons Treatise on Milch Cows... 75
An interesting work, giving new and peculiar direc-

tions, and many illustrative engravings, for determining

by natural marks or external signs, the quality and
quantity of milk a cow will give, length of time she

will continue in milk. etc.. with introductory remarks

of forty pages on the Cow and Dairy. Sixty-third

thousand. Svo, S3 pp.

Herbert's Hints to Horse-Keepers-- $1.75

This is the best practical work on the Horse, prepared

in this country. A Complete Manual for Horsemen'.

embracing : How to Breed a Horse ; How to Bay a

Horse ; How to Break a Horse ; How to Use a Horse

;

How to Feed a Horse : How to Physic a Horse (Allo-

pathy or Homoeopathy); How to Groom a Horse; How to

Drive a Horse; How to Ride a Horse, etc., and Chap-

ters on Mules and Pontes, etc. By the late Henry
William Herbert, (Frank Forester.) Beautifully

illustrated throughout. Cloth, 13mo., -1-25 pp.

Hooper's Dog and Gun 30
" A Few Loose Chapters on Shooting," with some
Anecdotes and Incidents, Notes on Guns, Choosing and
Training Dogs ; about Game, etc. By J. J Hooper.
Montgomery. Ala. Neat paper covers; l"2mo, 105 pp.

Hop Culture 40
Practical Details fully given, from the Selection and
Preparation of the Son., Setting and Cultivation of
the Plants, to Picking, Drying, Pressing and Mar-
keting the Crop. Plain Directions by Ten Experi-
enced Cultivators. Illustrated with over forty engrav-
ings. Edited by Prof. George Thureer, Editor of

the American Agriculturist. Svo.. paper.

Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry.- 1.75

Lectures on the Application of Chemistrt and
Geology to AGRiccxTtrRE. New edition, with an

Appendix, containing the Authors Experiments in

Practical Agriculture. By the late Jas. F. W. John
ston, M.A., F.R.SS. L. and E.. etc., etc. This is an
American edition of the large and extensive English
work. Cloth, large 12mo, 709 pp.

Leuchars' How to Build Hot-Houses,.$1.50

GREEN-HOUSES, GRAPERIES, etc. etc., and how to

Yentilate them. Illustrated with numerous Engravings.

This is the only work published in this country, speci-

ally devoted to this subject. By Robert B. Leuchars,
Garden Architect. Cloth, 12mo., 366 pp.

My Vineyard at Lakeview $1.25

This book is especially valuable as giving an account

of the processes actually followed in celebrated Grape

Regions in Western New York, and on the shores and

islands of Lake Erie. To any one who wishes to grow
grapes, whether a single vine or a vineyard, it is lull oi

valuable teachings. It tells just what the beginner in

grape culture wishes to know, with the charm that al-

ways attends the relation of personal experience.

Cloth, 12mo., 143 pp.

Onions: How to Raise them Profitably,

Paper.: 20

Being the Practical Details, from Selection of Seed and

Preparation of Ground to Harvesting and Marketing

the Crop, given very plainly by Seventeen Practical Onion,

Growers of long experience, residing in different pans

of the country. No more valuable work of its size was

ever issued. Octavo, 32 pp. Neat paper covers.
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HAVE YOU A CJARDEX ?

Jk. INTETVV WORK.

GARDENING FOR PROFIT,

IN THE MARKET AXD FAMILY GARDEN.

BT PETER HENDERSON.

Illustrated.

This is the first work on Market Gardening ever pub-

lished in this country. Its author is well known as a

market gardener of eighteen years' successfnl experience.

Tn this work he has recorded this experience, and given

without reservation the methods necessary to the profita-

ble culture of the commercial or

It is a work for which there has longl-. j a demand,

and one which will commend itself, not only t*» those

who grow vegetables for sale, but to the cultivator of the

FAMILY GARDEN

To whom it presents methods quite different from the

old ones generally practiced. It is an

ORIGINAL AND PURELY AMERICAN

work, and not made up, as books on gardening too often

are, by quotations from foreign authors.

Everything is made perfectly plain, and, the subject

treated in all its details, from the selection of the soil to

preparing the products for market. Frames, Hot-beds,

and Forcing Houses, the management of wbich is usually

eo troublesome to the novice, are fully described, and the

conditions of success and causes of failure clearly stated

.

The success of the market gardeners near New York

City is proverbial, and this is the only work that sets forth

the means by which this success has been attained. Val-

uable hints are given to those who would raise Vegetables

at the South for northern markets.

The following synopsis of its contents will show the

scope of the work :

Men Fitted for tlie Buai in -^ of Gardening*
The Amount of Capital Require*! and
Working Force per Acre.

Profits of Market Gardening*
Location, Situation, amlLaylngOnt.
Soils, Drainage, and Preparation.

Manures. Implements.
Uses and Management of Cold Frames.
Formation and Management of Hot-beds
Forcing Pits or Green-Houses.
Si i ils ami Seed Raising.
How, "When, and AV'Herc to Sow Seeds.

Transplanting. Insects*

Packing of Vegetables for Shipping.
Preservation of Vegetables in Winter.
Vegetables, their Varieties and Cultivation.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE. $1.50.

ORANGE JUDD &. CO., 41 PARK ROW.

HINTS TO HORSE-KEEPERS,
A COMPLETE

MANUAL FOR HORSEMEN.
BT THE LATE HENT.T WILLIAM HERBERT.

(FRANK FORESTER.)

Beautifully Illustrated.

HOW TO BREED A HORSE.—
CHOICE OF STALLION".—National Value of the Horse—
The best class of Horses the cheapest for all purpose?—
"WTiat constitutes excellence—Blood : what it gives
should be on the side oi the Sire—Breed up. not down-
Diseases and Defects Hereditary—Generalities.

CHOICE OF THE MATE.—Size. Symmetry and Sound-
ness more important than Blood—Points of the Brood
Mare—Diseases Hereditary—Condition of the Mare —
Should hare moderate woric when with Foal—Food and
care during gestation— Health and temper.

MUTUAL ADAPTATION OF SITiE A>TD DAM.-First
consideration iu Improvement of "cold" Blood—Rela-
tive size of Sire and Dam—Defects in either Parent-
How Remedied in Progeny—Bloods which " hit.

"

CANADIAN BLOOD. — The Canadian originally the
French Norman—Characteristics—Hardihood—Speed-
Mode of Improvement—Crossing with Thorough-oreds.

NORMAN BLOOD.—Origin and History of the Percheron
Norman—A pure race^Characteristic3 and Points.

MODERN ARAB BLOOD.—English and American Thor-
ough-breds derived from Oriental Blood— are now
superior to the Modern Arabs—Nolan Arab.

PONIES — DEFFEREXT BREEDS,
CHARACTERISTICS AND UTnJTY.—Origin—Different
Breeds—Shetlands and Scots—Galloways and Narragau-
eetts—Mustangs and Indians—Profit of raising Ponies.

HOW" TO BREED MULES.
Value of Mules—Their History and Natural Historv—

"

The Mule and Hinnev—Thorough-blood wasted in the
Dam for Males—The Mule iu the United States—Large
size not Desirable—Varieties of the Ass—The kind of
Mares to be selected.

HOW TO BUY A HORSE.
Of whom to Buy it—Extraordinary Cheapness and Ex-
traordinary Excellence not consistent with each other-
Points to be regarded—How to Examine the Eve—Broken
TVind—Roaring—"Whistling;—Broken Knees—To examine
the Legs—Spients—I iamaged Back Sinews—Spavins-
Ringbones—Curbs—How to tell the Age of a Horse.

HOW TO FEED A HORSE.
Consequences of Improper Feeding—Different Food for
different conditions—Food for the Brood Mare—for the
Foal—For Working Horses—Green Food—Carrots—Corn
—Feeding Horses in Training—"WTiile Travelling—Smu-
merins Horses—The Best Method—Management of Om-
nibus Horses in New York.

HOW TO STABLE AND GROOM A
HORSE.—Requisites for a good Stable—The economy of
Proper Arrangements—Vent iliition—Grooming ; its ne-
cessity lor all descriptions of Horses—How Penormed

—

Clothing—Treatment when brought in from Work.

HOW TO BREAK, AISTD USE A
HORSE.—"Wliat is required iu a well-broken Horse—His
education should commence when a Colt—Bitting—Put-
ting in Harness—How to Use a Horse—Travelling—Work-
ing—Pleasure Horses—Punishment.

HOW TO PHYSIC A HORSE —
SIMPLE READIES FOR SIMPLE AILMENTS.—Causes
of Ailments—Medicines to be given only by the order of
the Master—Depletion and Purgina—Spasmodic Colic—
Inflammation of the Bowels—Inflammation of the Lungs
—How to Bleed—Balls and Purgatives—Costivenrs-—
Cough—Bronchitis—Distemper—W orms—Diseases of the
Feet—Scratches—Thrush—Broken Knees.

FARRIERY, ETC.
Castration — Docking and Nicking — Blood-lettins: —
Treatment of Strains and Wounds—Galls of the Skin-
Cracked Heels—Clipping and Singeing—Administering
Medicines—Diseases of the Feet.

HOW TO SHOE A HORSE.
Unskillful Shocrs—Anatomy of the Food niustrated—
The Foot of a Colt— Preparation of the Foot—Removing
the Old Shoe—Paring the Foot—The Shoe—Fitting the
Shoe—Nailing—Number of Nails—Diseases of the Foot.

BAUCHER'S METHOD OF TRAIX-
ING HORSES.—What Constitutes a Well-trained Horse-
To make him come at your call—The Philosophy of
Training—Flexions of the .law—Flexions of the Neck

—

Flexions of the Croup—Backing—The Paces—Leaping.

HOW TO RIDE A HORSE.
The Saddle—The Girths—The Stirrups—Saddlecloths—
The Crupper—Tho Martingale— The Bridle—Spars—
Mounting and Dismounting—The Seat—The Hands—
The Lees—The Paces—Hints for Special Cases—The Arc
of Falling—Hiding with Ladles.

LADIES' RmiXG—WRITTEN BY
A LADT.-LenrningtoRiile—TiiePid^-s.iddl^—ThoGlrtha
—The Stirrup—The Bridle—The Martingale—The Bit—
The Dress—Mounting and Dismounting—The Position—
The Honda—Tho Leg Slid Whip—Accidents.

HOW TO DRIVE A HORSE.
The Art of Driving—Pleasure DHrlmr—How t.-» Hold tho
Reiiin— Driving a Pair—Four-in-hand Driving—Driving
Working Horses—Flowing—Three-u-breast.

RAREY'S SYSTEM OF HORSE-
TAMING.—Rarev '3 System a New Discovery—Previous
System—Principles of this System — Instructions I'm-

practicing Raroy'a Method—To Stablo tho Horse—To
Approach the Horse—Tying up the Leg—Laying the
Horse Dov. a Tin de Vic< - and Bad Habits Rcaring-
Klcklng—Uiiulklng—Pulliug on the Hatter—Sh) lug.

VETERINARY HOMOEOPATHY.
Principles of the System—Table of Remedies—General
Directions—Tri-iit m't -n i i.f a Sicfc Animal—Diet—Reme-
dies for specific Cases—Glossary of DIsi

l'inio. 4:595 p.—Scut by mail post-paid. $1.75.

ORANGE JUDD Sl CO.,

41 Park Row, New York.

JSTEW BOOKS.

Saunders' Domestic Poultry.

By S. M. Satjnde-rs.

New Edition Revised and Enlarged.

This Book contains Articles on the Preferable

Breeds of Farm-Yard Poultry, Their History

and Leading Characteristics, with Complete

Instructions for- Breeding and Fattening, and
Preparing for Exhibition at Poultry Shows,

etc., etc., derived from the Author's Experi-

ence and Observation.

The work is compact, full of valuable hints

and information, and beautifully illustrated.

An appendix contains an account of Poultry

breeding on a large scale, as practiced iu the

neighborhood of Paris, and is a very important

addition to tha work.

Price, paper 40 cts., cloth To cts.

ORANCE JUDD & CO., Publishers.

Money in tlie S»'i»nii>s.

PEAT ! PEAT ! PEAT !

FUEL - MANURE.
WHERE TO FIND IT.

HOW TO MAKE AND IfSE IT.

ITS VALUE.

A NEW WORK ON PEAT,
THOROUGH AND PRACTICAL;

By PROF. SAMUKL \V. JOHNSOM, • I Yal.< College.

It civs n full history or PEAT, STOCK, etc.. telling

whntthej arc, where round, and howto estlmata tlu'lr value.

It describes the various methods of using Peat for ma-

nure, as an absorbent, as an ameliorator of the soil, etc,

and it is especially explicit iu regard to the

IS/-J OF FEAT AS FUEL,

describing minutely the various processes employed In pre-

paring It to burn, from the simplest to tho mostoompUcat

Burh as are In use In this country, :uul Europe. It is Illus-

trated wlthmany Engravings of machines, etc.

The work Is Invaluable to those having Poal or Muck;

swamps, or wishing to Invest

*F.NTT POSTPAID. - V&IC\

ORANCE JUDD &Co., 4 1 Park Row.
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A NEW WORK.

SMALL FRUIT CULTURIST.

By ANDREW S. FULLER,

PEACTIOAIi HOETICTJLTURIST, ELDQEWOOO, BERGEN CO., N. J.

A new work, and the only one devoted to Small Fruits.

Special treatises of this kind have the advantage that the

author can more thoroughly discuss his subject, and go

into greater detail, than in a work embracing both large

and email fruits. The work covers the whole ground of

Propagation, Culture, Varieties, Packing for Market, etc.

Contents : Introduction—I. Babbeurt—II. Straw-

berry—III. Raspberry—IV. Blackberry—V. Dwarf

Cheery—VI. Currant—VII. Gooseberry—vrn. Cor-

nelian Cherry—LX. Cranberry—X. Huckleberry—

XI. Shepeedia—XII. Preparation for Gathering

Fruit.

We predict that this work will bring Mr. Fuller many

enemies, as be has given his opinion about varieties

without reserve. On the other hand it will the more

strongly endear him to all true lovers of horticulture, as

these wish to have the merits of fruit given without refer-

ence to the persons who introduce them.

While very full on all the small fruits, the Currants and

Raspberries have been more carefully elaborated than

ever before, and in this important part of his book, the

author has had the invaluable counsel of Charles

Downing. The chapter on gathering and packing fruit

is a valuable one, and in it are figured all the baskets

and boxes now in common use. The book is very fmelj'

and thoroughly illustrated, and makes an admirable

companion to his Grape Culturist.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE, $1.50

NEW TORE:

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

41 PARK ROW.

Just PuMisliecl.

A new wore: on apples.

AMERICAN POMOLOGY.

APPLES.

By Doct. JOHN A. "WARDER,

PRESIDENT OHIO TOPOLOGICAL SOCIETY ; VICE-PRESIDENT

A3IERICAN P03IOLOGICAL SOCIETY, ETC.

293 Illustrations.

To pomologists a work by Dr. Warder will need no

commendation. Though a citizen of Ohio, he is so sure

to be at any penological gathering, be it East or West,

that the whole country claims him, and if any one has a

right to entitle his work A?nericari Pomology it is certain-

ly Dr. Warder. The present is the first instalment of a

work intended to cover the whole ground. In it the

author has attempted the difficult task of bringing apples

into something like order.

This volume has about 750 pages, the first 375 of which

are devoted to the discussion of the general subjects of

propagation, nursery culture, selection and planting, cul-

tivation of orchards, care of fruit, insects, and the like

;

the remainder is occupied with descriptions of apples.

With the richness of material at band, the trouble was to

decide what to leave out. It will be fonnd that while the

old and standard varieties are not neglected, the new and

promising sorts, especially those of the South and West,

have prominence. A list of selections for different lo-

calities by eminent orchardists is a valuable portion of

the volume, while the Analytical Index or Catalorpie

Sai-sonni, as the French would say, is the most extended

American fruit list ever published, and gives evidence of

a fearful amount of labor.

This differs from any fruit book heretofore published in

this country, in its complete classification of apples. The

author gives the principal European systems and mod-

estly puts forth his own to be tested by practice. lie di-

vides apples into four classes, according to their forms.

Each of these classes is sub-divided by other obvious

characters, and it would seem that any apple described in

the book might be easily identified. We trust that this

will prove a great help to the pomologi6t.

Fruit-growers will welcome this book as a valuable and

long-wished for addition to poraological literature, and it

will be found equally useful to the novice and the experi-

enced orchardist. The work has 2!)3 illustrations, is

printed on good paper and well bound.

SENT POST-PAID, PRICE $3.00.

NEW YORK:

ORANGE JUDD & po,. 4! Park Row.

EMDIiESS AMUSEMENT
FOR

BOYS AM© CURLS.
Crandall'3 Improved Building Blocks, de-

scribed in April number of the American Agriculturist,
page 117, furnish a most attractive amusement for children
They are very simple in construction, will stand years o.
cliiklrens' handling without breaking, and give renewed
pleasure daily.

CHURCHES,
DWELLINGS,

BAKNS,
MILLS,

FENCES,
FURNITURE, etc.,

In almost endless variety, can be built with them, and when
finished, the structure remains firm so that It can be carried
about without falling to pieces.

For developing the ingenuity and taste of children they
are unequaled. Having given these blocks a practical trial
in their own families, the publishers of the Agriculturist
were so well pleased with them, that they consented to
take the general agency for their sale.

The Blocks are put up in neat boxes. c^iV ou.\Tcontain
ing a set, and a card giving various designs of buildings.
Price per Set: Plain, ?:-00; Painted, red, white, and blue,
No. 1, $&w ."No. 2, $3.00; No. 3, $1.50. A liberal discount
will be made to dealers. Address

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,
4 1 Park Row, New York.

A RARE CHANCE!
GENESEE FARMER.

BACK VOLUMES COMPLETE,
from 1858 to 1865 inclusive.

A RARE CHANCE!
There are among the readers of the American Agriculturist ;

1st—Many old readers of the Genesee Farmei whose sets of
back volumes and numbers are incomplete —

WE CAN PILL THEM.
A RARE CHANCE!

2d.—Many who did not keep their numbers.

—

WE CAJV SUPPLY FULL SETS
from 1858 to 1865.

A RARE CHANCE!
3d.- Thousands of reading Farmers who know the vnlne of

such set-? as reference works. They may have the
Agricultui'ist from ni-st to last, and if so, t'hev will be
the more likely to want the Genesee Farmer.—

WE CAN SUPPLY IT.

A RARE CHANCE!
4th.—Others who do not know the srreat value of old vol-

umes of an agricultural journal of such sterling merit
as the Genesee Farmer, which stood second to none in
America, for soundness of doctrine and practical sense.

We Would be Glad to Sxipply it to Them.
A RARE CHANCE!

The opportunity of obtaining so valnable a set of
Volumes, well bound, at so low a price, ought :

of Back
not to

he neglected.
Single Numbers, Post-Paid 10
Unbound, Single Vols.. Post-Paid $1.00

" Sets. Eight Vols., Post-Paid 6.00

Bound, Single Vols., " 1.40
" Seta, Eight Vols., " 9.00,

ALSO, ALSO,—
THE RURAL. ANNUAL,

from 1850 to 186G.

A RARE CHANCE!
These Annuafs are volnmes of 120 pages. 12moM full of ad-

mirable short articles on Horticultural and Agricul-
tural topics. Tables, facts, etc., fully illustrated. They
may be had cither bound or in paper.

Single Numbers, Post-Paid 15
Sets, Eleven Numbers, Post-Paid ~— $1.00

ALSO.
Tucker's Register of Rural Affairs for iSfiCi

POST-PAID, 13 CEXTS.
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THE STAR BRILL. Ewell & C©8, Proprietors, Baltimore, Md.
This Machine plows the ground,

seeds the grain, and rolls the sur-

face smoothly for the Harvester, all

at one operation, and in its use we
claim the saving in labor of five

hands and horses over the old sys-

tem, (and as certificates of many
Fanners will show), of at least one-

third of the grain seeded per acre,

and that grain seeded by this Ma-
chine is not liable to be affected by
the winter frosts, but grows con-

tinuously through the same. One
field-hand can plow, seed, and roll,

from six to eight acres per day.

"Wheat seeded last Fall, in Logan
County, Kentucky, by the "STAR
DIULL," was examined by fifteen

or twenty Farmers, on the 2M of

April, of the present year, who
stated, in certificates given by them,

(and which are embodied in the

Ipr; Patentee's circular), "that it then

== stood twenty to twenty-four inches

in hight, and full set, promising a
heavy yield, with but one bushel

sown to the acre, while in the same
and adjoining fields, wheat sown at

the same time, in the old way, with

one and a half bushels to the acre,

did not promise much move than

half the yield, having been affected by the hard winter, and was but eight to ten inches high, "which was the average of all sown in any other manner than by tins
_

Machine." Very

recent certificates have been received from some of the same Farmers, stating that they saw the wheat threshed and measured in June, and that that seeded bj tue btai ui ill, 3
leiaea

an average of twenty-nine and a half bushels per acre, which was more than double the yield seeded in the ordinary way, in adjoining fields. These are facts. Ihis Machine seccib an kinas

of small grain, and the different grass seeds, with perfect regularity. As a Com Planter or Drill, for Sorghum, Peas, Beans, &c, it can not be surpassed. Its construction is very simple, ana

the material of which it is made, the very best, in every particular. Any laborer who can plow or drive a wagon can work it with ease. The saving of labor and cconomj in the vai ions

uses for which it is adapted, must make it invaluable to the Farmer. All that is asked is a fair trial. Send for Circulars. Price for each Machine complete, $1 .0. All orders P™"vp t 3.at-

tended to by EWELL & CO., (Patentees, Proprietors and Manufacturers), Baltimore, Md.; Also, R. H. ALLEN" & CO., Agents, ISO and 191 Water-st., !New York; JULLUb LALbAi.ULA,

Louisville, Ky., (Manufacturer for Kentucky and Tennessee) ; P. MOHAN", (Agent), 23 Main-street, St. Louis, Mo. ^ __^

~j~D.£flL£nS EHG 8ALTB

^^<Sk-O^TCfiMb9v-'W'/^<.rj&

The Prise Apple Parer at the

Pas*i§ Exposition.

Ml

A. N. WOOD & CO.
EATON, MADISON CO., IS. Y.,

Continue to manufacture their Improved

PORTABLE ENGINES,
For Farm and Mechanical purposes. They are particularly

adapted to drivlns Threshing Machines. Circular Saws. Mills

of all kinds, Printing Presses. Wood or Iron Lathes, Machi-
nery in Cabinet or Wagon Shops, Boring Artesian \\ ells,

Tumping Water, Corn Shelters, &c., &c.

We warrant our Engines to he what we represent them,
and to give unqualified satisfaction in all respects.

A. N. WOOD & CO.

BULLOCK'S

Portable Cotton Press,

AS IMPROVED BY US,

is strong, simple, and compact, and being made at onr own

manufactory, or first-class material and workmanship, wo

can guarantee its perfect operation, if properly managed.

Portable Steam Engines, Horsf-Powcis, and
Cotton Gins, willi every variety of Agricul-

tural Implement ami Machine, Seeds and
Fertilizers.

A large Illustrated Catalogue of our goods will he sent

on application

K. II. ALLEN' & CO.,

ISO and 191 Water-St., New Tort;.

INCERSOLL'S COTTON AND
WOOL PRESSES.

HTQERBOLL'S ItA VAND STRA II' PRESSES.
1NBERS0LVS RAO AND PAPER PRESSES.
INCERSOLL'S HIDE AND II \ II! PRESSES.
I10TU HAND AND HORSE-POWER PRESSES,

for haling all kinds of material, on hand and mndc lo order.

Also, a practical machine for sawing down trees. Price $25.

For price-list and full information, call on or address the

manufacturers. FNGEKSOLL * DOUGHERTY, Green-
point, (Brooklyn), n. y.

The Lightning Apple Parer, proved by two year's

use, and hundreds of testimonials, to be the best invention

or this class, has just received

TUe Highest Premium at tile Paris Exposit i on.

It also took the First Premiums at the New England

Fair, and the New York State Fair in 1S66, at the Mechanics'

Fair of the Franklin Institute, at Syracuse, in Feb., IS67,

and wherever introduced is acknowledged lobe ahead of all

others for simplicity, speed and durability.

Sold at Wholesale by
A. B. Shipley & Sox. Philadelphia, Pa.
Spear Brothers, Baltimore, Md..
James Bows, Pittsburgh, Pa.
11. W. Boom & Co.. Cincinnati, O.

I

J. H. Vajen, Indianapolis, Ind.
G. Battkman, Louisville, Ky.
Wakne, Cheevek & Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Hoffman & Tii.tox, Chicago, 111.

liuHL, Duchaume & Co., Detroit, Mich.
Geo. Wou-rniNGTOx & Co., Cleveland, O.
J. W. McKindley, Rochester, N. Y.
Kennedys & Spalding, Syracuse, N. Y.
C. Trkmpek, Albany, N. 1.

And by the Wholesale Hardware Trade everywhere.
SARGENT & CO.,

70 Bccknian St., New York,
Manufacturers' Agents.

GR I FFtN^8Te^TO PRI ETORS

CO RTfLAND T ST. IN EW-YORK

"wiisrio miIjLS
For Pumping-, and all I\,igltt Work

on a Farm.
For details, sec our Circular, lhat will be 9cnt on applica-

tion to us. R. II. AI.I.FX & CO.,

ISO and 101 Wnter-st,, New York City.

Eureka Cider Mill and Press.

THE BEST PORTABLE MILL AND TRESS
ever built, and greatly improved for 1SG7. It has re-

peatedly taken the First Premium at stale Pairs over all

others, and is warranted In every respect. It docs not simply
crush ore// the apple, hut crttshes and rasps, so that at

trials the pomace from this mill has yielded one Quart more
cider from a bushel of apples than other mills. It is a supe-

rior

GrX2,^-l?E MILL.
Circular giving full description, with cut, sent free to all

applicants by the manufacturers.
Liberal inducements lo dealers.

BI.YMYKi:, DAY & CO., Mansfield. O.

Sherwood's Cotton Seed Planter.
The great problem solved, and the companion of the Cot-

tonGin now in the field ! The prlnclnlesof this machine
are approved hv the best machinists of America. It has

been In use for two seasons. Five hundred of these Planters

are now ordered for the state of Tennessee. For orders or

Information, address N. 11. SHEKWOOD, Mlllville. Orleans

Co N. Y.; V. .1. Le VALLEY, Agent, Lockoorl, Jv'. l ., or

JOHN W. DQTJQLASS, 181 Water-st., Ncw-1 ork.

CHEAPEST AMD BEST
CIDER. AND WISE MIIXS.

(Hutchinson's Patent -Largo and Small.-)

Cheapest ami Host Peed Cutters.
Host Cider Press Screws*

A variety of Best Agricultural Implements.
Send for Iliusuated Circular tobuuq lor juu

riiEKSKILL PLOW WOfiKS,
Peeksklll, N. Y.

FOR A BRICK .MACHINE SIM-
plo; flfiO with Tempering Box and Moulds.

warranted to mako 15,000 brick per Hay, ofa superior qual-

Flil'j* <K orilM. KIjI'.U,

$100
lty. Address

Uucyrus, O.

GRINDING MILLS.—'Cheapest and best in the

world. Burr stones from B Inches to I feet.

EDWARD HARBISON, New Haven, Conn.
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THE BENT 9ACHIXERT.
COOPER'S OLD AND EXTENSIVE FACTORY HAS

FOE SALE

150 Improved Portable Engines, 8 to 30
Horse-Power.
85 Improved Stationary Engines, 30 to 135

Horse-Power.
200 Circular Saw Mills, of all Sizes.

133 Patent French Burr Flour and Feed
Mills, with Bolts, and complete Machinery for same.

1,000 Cooper's Patent Sugar Pans, 8 to 15
feet long. Price $33 to $75.
1,000 Cooper's Patent Union Sugar Mills, 8

Sizes. Price, Heavy One-Horse Mill, S75.
All are being erected in the most approved and substan-

tial manner, with recent valuable improvements.

This Firm was the first to commence the practice of fur-

nishing complete fixtures for Saio aud Grist Mills, and
millwrights to erect and set them in operation ; hence their

unprecedented success aud reputation for building the best

Mills in the world. Seud for Circulars, addressing

C. & J. COOPER, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

Well Known Implements.
Wheeler's Patent Horse-Powers and Threshing Machines;

Fan Mills; Gale's Copper-strin Feed Cutter; Hutchinson's
Family Wine and Cider Mill; Hickok's Keystone Cider Mills;
Cider "Mill Screws, (wrought and cast iron). See July No.
Agriculturist. Also,

Approved Fertilizers.
Fish Guano, recommended by American Agriculturist,

Mav No., page 169, as "cheapest fertilizer of the day," man-
ufactured by Quinnipiac Co. Also, Peruvian Guano ; Bone

;

Coe's Superphosphate, etc. All for sale by
JOHN AT. DOUGLASS, 1S1 Water-st., New York.

For SSocIc IMg-g-img; a3i«l Wall Iray-

iiag- 3facSiiiE.es9

Address G. L. SHELDON, Hartsville, Mass.

INVENTIONS.—Que which is justly deserving
the attention of the people is the DREAD MINING AND

KNEADING MACHINE. Circulars describing and setting
forth the merits of this household necessity can be obtainedby
addressing Wai. FORBUSH, Agt., 63 Court-st., Boston, Mass.

^KEEN-HOUSE AND HOT-BED SASH.—The
^S" undersigned would respectively call your attention to
their extensive facilities for manufacturing Sashes for Flor-
ists and Gardeners, by which means we are enabled to fur-
nish our patrons at a much lower rate of prices than any
other establishment in the city. Particular attention paid
to all orders, and furnished at the shortest notice. N. Ii.—
Hot-bed Sashes constantly on hand. WM. H. COLES &
CO.. Office: 79 Nassau-st., New York.

Office of " Passaic Carbon Works,"
159 Fkoxt Steeet, (ConxEr. Maiden Dane).

LISTER BROTHERS
MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE BONE BUST,
Fresh Bone Superphosphate of Lime,

Animal Charcoal, Ivory Black, &c.
Orders for the above articles manufactured at our Works

on the Passaic Piper, y. J., should be addressed to
LISTEK BROTHERS, 159 Front-st., Sew York.

TO FARMERS.
THE LODI MANUFACTURING CO. offer
for sale byfar the Jinest and purest Bone-Dust
in the Market, at the same rate as a coarser
article. Also a {warranted pure, or no sale)
Flour of Bone. Samples of each sent on re-
ceipt of 3-cent postage stamp, with address.

DOUBLE KEFINED POTJDEETTE.
This is one of the most forcing as well as quick
acting manures in market ; is composed of the
night-soil of New-York Citv, from which all

the impurities have been extracted. It is then deodorized,
dried, and pulverized to flour. From 400 to 000 lbs. per acre
on wheat will bring a good crop on poor soil. Price only
$25 per ton.

Apply to THE LODI MANUFACTURING CO.,

66 Cortlandt st„ New-York.

PAINTS for FARMERS and others.—The Graf-
ton Mineral Paint Co. are now manufacturing the Best,

Cheapest aud most Durable Paint in use: two coats well put
on, mixed with pure Linseed Oil, will last 10 or lo years; it is
of a light brown or beautiful chocolate color, and can be
changed to green, lead, stone, olive, drab or cream, to suit
the taste of the consumer. It is valuable for Houses. Barns,
Fences, Agricultural Implements, Carriage and Car-makers,
Pails and Wooden-ware. Canvas. Metal "and Shingle Koofs,
(it being Fire and Water proof). Bridges, Burial Cases,
Canal Boats, Ships aud Ships' Bottoms,~Floor Oil Cloths,
(one Mannf. having used 5000 bbls., the past year), and as a
paint for anv purpose, is unsurpassed for bodv, durability,
elasticity, arid adhesiveness. Price $6 per bbl., of 300 lbs.,
which will supply a farmer for years to come. "Warranted in
all eases as above. Send for a circular, which gives full par-
ticulars. None genuine unless branded in a trade mark,
Grafton Mineral Paint. Address DANIEL BIDWELL,

Proprietor, 254 Pearl-st., New York.

FAT'S PATENT "WATER-PROOF ROOFING
PAPER, etc. For Circular and Price List, aud terms

of State-Rights, address C. J. FAY.
Second and Yine-sts., Camden, N. J.

^?0LE0,VW//
_

The Highest Flavored, Ulost

Productive, aud Best Berry
for Amateur Culture.

Combining large size, handsome appearance,
and very Jii^Ii flavor, with great vigor, and pro-
ductiveness almost equaling " Wilson's Al-
bany."
" One of the most distinct fruits we know, and one of the

best in many respects."

—

Thos. Meeh ax, Editor of " Gar-

deners' Monthly."

"Promises to be an acquisition."—A. S. Fuller, Author
of "Small Fruit Guitarist."

Price, (by mail, postage free>, £3 per doz. ; §20 per 100.

ALSO -

Xlie T\ew S^ei-pctiiai Strawberry.
ii Ferprtual JPine,'"

recently raised and introduced by Mr. F. Gloede, Les Sablons,

France, and now first offered in the United States. Mr.

Gloede describes it as a "real, perpetual, large-fraited

strawberry," and adds, that '* during 3 years culture, it not

only bore an abundant crop in the spring, but continued

flowering and fruiting until late in the Autumn.'* The
plant is very hardy, and the fruit bright vermilion, solid,

juicy, sweet, and high-flavored.

"We offer a very limited supply of plants of this novel and
valuable variety.

Price, (by mail, postage free), 50 cents per plant; £5 per

dozen. Descriptive Circulars mailed to any address.

EDW'D J. EVANS & CO.,

Central [Nurseries, York, Pa.

Seedling.Ronieyn's Strawberry

A DESIOEKATOI SUPPLIED.

The attention of Strawberry producers is called to RO-
MEWS XE1V SBEDUSTG—tue best plant extant,

for general cultivation.

This Seedling is a most prolific, as well as a late bearer

—

COMING INTO FRUITAGE A FORTNIGHT AFTF.R
THE WILS025—thus giving the producer control ol the

market after the glut of the "Wilson is past.

The flavor is equal to any grown—THE BEr.Rr IS A
FIXE COLOR, AND YERT SOLID, and the size is large

and uniform. The plant is uncqualed for vigor and hardi-

ness.

It received a SPECIAL PREMIUM for flavor, at the

Kew York Institute, in 1S65. The plant in fruit was exhib-

ited at the late Queen's County Horticultural Fair, and at

the Newburgh Bay Exhibition, receiving SPECIAL PIXE-

MITJMS at both places.

A limited number of plants, (deliverable on and after

August 20th"), are offered for sale, at the following rates:

1000 $75.00

100 10.00

50 G.00

20 3.00

5 1.00

Orders addressed to either of the subscribers will receive
prompt attention:

WILLIAM H. ROMEYN,
JOSEPH FOSTER, Agent,

Kingston. Ulster Co., N. T.
V. H. IIALLOCK. ) .„„„,„
NICHOLAS HALLOCK, (

Agents.

Queens, Long Island.
W. S. CARPENTER, Agent, 15G Reade-st., New York.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS
Sent out in August and September, at prices annexed, and
lower, if so offered in lliis paper, charge* prepaid by me.
Jenny Lind. Downer, French. Wilson. Early Washington,

and Russell, 20 cts. per doz.; 75cts. per 100: Fillmore, Shaker.
Bullalo, Green Prolific, and Agriculturist, 20 cts. per doz •

$1.00 per 100; MetcalC Jucunda. Golden Queen, and Ida 80
cts. per doz. ; $2 per 100. Enormous quantities of all kinds
of Small Fruits at extremely low rates. Those wanting
largely to plant or sell, address

A. M. PDRDY, South Bend, Indiana.

METCALF'S EARLY. 200,000 plants, of this
valuable early strawberrv. A large stock of grape

vines, leading varieties. Blackberries, old and new. Also,
Peach trees, including Yan Buren's Golden Dwarf Plants
packed and delivered in Chicago, free. THOS. ARCHER,
Lake Shore Nurserv, St. Joseph", Michigan.

The Great European Strawberry.
" DR. NICAISE."

Said to be the largest berry known. From plants se*- in

September last, fruit was picked and exliibited at the Fruit
Growers'' Society, held in Rochester, on the 27ih of last

June, which -weighed \% oes., and measured 6% inches

around.

Plants very hardy, vigorous grower, and productive.

From five plants imported in the Spring of 1S66.we produced

500 very strong plants. This variety we have imported at a

great expense, and will have a fine stock to offer our cus-

tomers in August and September.

The following are extracts from European Catalogues

;

" It is of enormous size, the berries weighing over 1% ozs..

(0 to the pound 1, and early, of a bright red color, very glos'

sy, the flesh white, and of fine quality."

This sort is one of the finest cultivated in Europe, aud has
the best characteristics of any we have ever introduced.
Orders must be sent in early, as they will ouly be filled in

rotation.

We -will furnish plants, postage paid, at the following

rates: $1 per plant; $10 per doz.; $75 per 103. A liberal dis-

count to the trade. Address

FROST & CO.,

Genesee Valley Nnrserles,

Rochester. N. Y.

J. KEECH'S
New Seedling Strawberries, Genl's. Grant, Sherman, Meade,
and Sheridan. The people's choice of all berries. Plants
ready by August 20th. $1 per doz.: $3 for yO : $5 per 100 ; £5
per 1000, cash. J. E.EECH, Waterloo, N. Y.

feMALL FRUITS.—40 varieties of Strawberries,
^J and S varieties of Raspberries in fruit this vear—descrip-
tion and comparative merii s in my new Price List now readv.
Strawberry plants also ready and -warranted to arrive
in sood condition or tlie order duplicated.
Address with three cent stamp for Price List.

JOHNSON'S NURSERY, South Bend, Indiana.

FERRY'S GRAPE VIXES
Are rapidly attaining the merit thev justly deserve. Plant-
ers and Dealers, and those wishing to form clubs for the sale
of the only vines in the country crown bv niv improvement
and to which none others can compare in health and vigor
either for Garden or Vineyard plantins. should send imme-
diately for my Price List or my liberal terms to Clubs. Plant-
ers will please state about the number of each variety thev
wish, and whetherfor spring or fail planting. My Illustrated
and Descriptive Catalogue contains as correct a* description
of the different varieties of grapes I grow, as ten years' expe-
rience in propagating and fruiting vines will admit. Price
10 cents, less than cost. Address

F. L. PERRY, Canandaigua, X. Y.

OOft ffeftfl GRAPE TEtES.^^W%W^\^\Jf^v One and two years old.

An extra fine stock of

DELAWARE,
CONCORD,

IVES' SEEDLING,
CREVELING, HARTFORD, DIANA, IONA,

ISRAELI. V. CLINTON, CATAWBA,
and many other good varieties.

At low rates by the dozen. 101), or 1,000.

Send for Price List.

Also a good stock of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Ever-
greens, Small Fruit, Shrubs, Roses, &c, &c.
Osage Orange Plants, 2 years, at $5 per 1,000.

LEXK & CO., Humboldt Nurseries,
Toledo, Ohio.

GEORGE PERRY & SON,
Grape Layers and Grape Times for

Tall of 1S67.
We would most respectfully call the attention of Ama-

teurs. Planters and Dealers in'Grape Vines, to our very larse
stock of Concord Grape Layers. We shall sell cheap. We
will take orders for other leading kinds of Grape Vines,
Clark's and Philadelphia Raspberry. Kittatinny Rlackberrv,
Perry's Seedling Strawberry, &c. 200.000 Grape Buds, (mosV
]y Concord), for propagating. Our Circular sent to ail ap-
plicants Free. Apply without delay to GEORGE PERRY
& SON, Nurserymen, Georgetown, Conn.

IVES 1 SEEDLING GRAPE VIXES.—Ives' Seed-
ling, lona, Delaware and Concord, with manv other kinds;

nine of which are new varieties from Lousrworth's School
of Vines, selected by Dr. Jno. A. Warder, for sale, with
Nursery Stock generally. Send for Circular and Price Li~t,
with history of the Ives Seedling grape, free.
JAMES F. MARTIN, Mt. Washington, Hamilton Co., Ohio.

EXCELSIOR NURSERIES.
MUNSON & KELL, Zanesville. Ohio. Now is the time to

send for a Price List. Ives' Seedling, Hartford Prolific, Con-
cord, Delaware, Catawba, and other varieties of grapes, also,
all kinds of small trait plants, at Wholesale *and Retail
prices, to suit the Million. Our stock promises to be large
and splendid. Price List sent free. Address at once,

MUNSON & EXIL. Zanesville, Ohio.
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12J*f| Afljb APPLE TREES.—Two to four
£Fv l_f^_7^Fj-ear5 from tbe bad, ofsuperior growth.

150.0» Peach Trees, one year ironi the bad, (very tin-f ,

popular varieties. Largely of Hale's Earlv.
10,000 Van Bnren's Golden Dwarf Peach Trees.-
100,000 Grape Vines, consisting largelv of Concords, Hart-

ford Prolines, Ionas and Israelias.
Apple Seedlings bv the acre, and ranch other Nursery

Stock- Address
STEPHEN HOYT & SONS,

New Haven, Conn.

Seeds for Autumn Sowing.
Aqnilegia Sibirica j)er p'i't..25c.

" * glandulosa " ..25c.
Antirrhinum, line, mixed •' ..10c.
Czar Violet, the sweetest ojf all, perfectly hardy, " ..30c.

Carnation Pink, extra fine ..50c.

Perpetual or Tree " ..50c.

Calceolaria, extra select, from prize flowers... ..50c.
M Kugosa, shrubby varieties " . 50c.

Cineraria, extra choice, from newest varieties, '* ..oOc.

Gloxinia, from finest erect and drooping varieties " ..50c.

Hollyhock, collection ofS distinct varieties— " ..mc.
finest mixed, double " -25c.

Mimulus, finest mixed " ..2dc
Pansy, Enslish, saved from prize flowers " ..50c.

Primula: ail the best varieties, mixed " ..50c.

Polvanthus, finest mixed varieties.. " ..25c
Tropceolum, Guest varieties for Greenhouse.. ..25c.
- ocfe, Intermediate. 12 varieties, mixed " ..10c.

* New White Wallflower, leav'd, asnperb var. ..25c.

Crimson *' ..25c.

Sweet William, Hunt's Perfection " ..25c.
" " Auricula eyed " ..25c.

Wallflower, double German, extra " ..10c.

Washbnrn's Amateur Cultivators' Guide, beautifully illus-

trated, containinz a list of over 2,500 varieties of fr lower
and Vegetable Seeds, mailed free on receipt of 25 cents.

WASHBtR5i & CO.,
Seed. Mercliants, Horticultural Hall,

Boston, Mass.

Winter *eed Wheat for 1867,
FOR SALE BT

GEORGE A. DEITZ,
IMPORTER AND GROWER OF

SEED WHEAT «& CJRASS SEEDS,
CHAMBEHSBURCH, PA.

Kalian Red Mediterranean, $235<&pec&. SS.Ou ?» bunh.
Italian Wktu "

2.25 8.0O
//. igarian Red "

2.00 ' 8.00
Red "

2.00 •' 8.00

Ha •' Bna'h Red "
2.25 " 8.00

ion Red " 855 " 8.00m .

'

2.25 " 8.00

White. 1.50 " 6.00

I i White. 1.50 " 5.00

White, 1.50 •' 5.00

1,50 " 5.00 "
-. m White. 2.00 " 7.00

km Reel Mediterranean, 1.50 " 5.00 "

„.,,r i.50 " 5.oo '
'hejjr " 1.50 " 5.00

Lancaster Red Chaff " 1.50 " 5.00

J^" Four pounds of either of the above varieties will be
sent by mail (free of Postage) for one dollar. G- A. D.

SEED WHEAT.
The Subscriber oners for sale Red Mediterranean Seed

Wheat, raieed on Long Island, from imported seed. Price,

84.00 pur bushel. This wheat is much sought after, from the

Fact that there has been no Mediterranean Se^l Wheat im-

ported for several years. Al=o. Deihl and Bouguton White
Wheat, price, $5 per bush. C. W. PAYNE, Sag Harbor, L. I.

BARTLETT'S REVERSIBLE SEWIXG MA-
CHINES possess tli- New and Latest Patent Im-

provements. They are the kind that run backward or for-

ward, reversed at will, and sew equally well. They are the
kind that have the reversible Presser loot, "which turns en-
tirelv away from the needle, so convenient in setting a
needle, patting in. taking out "work." ic. They are made
for use bv Hand at $25, with table stand and treadle. $10 to
$15 additional. J. W. BARTLETT, Patentee, Depot No. 569

Broadway, New York.
JSJT" See Illustration of this Machine in Harper's Weekly,

of July *5, or send for Descriptive Circular.

Stereopticons and .llag"ic Lanterns.
With the Improved Lime Light, illuminating brilliantlv two
hundred square feet of canvas, and magnifying tin- views to
that size, at an expense ol" less i liau ode dollar for a whole
evening's exhibition. Easily managed and pays well.

Dlustrated priced catalogue of the apparatus, with list of
wo thousand artistically colored photographic views

on glass, of the War, Scripture History, Choice Statuary, etc.,

i forwarded on application, T. fl. MCALLISTER, Opti-
cian, (ol late Arm of McAllister & Bro., Phila. ) 49.Nassau-
Btreet, New York.

H. w. JOHNS7
^

IMPROVED ROOFING
Has been in as ten rears, and forms n hnndsomc and
reliable roof. Cnn be applied by any one. Elasi i<- Mi n-
cral Cement, for Repairing Leaky Shingle and other
Roofla. Preservative Paints, Roofing. Cement,
&c. Exclusive right to sell and apply will '" given. Si id

ior de circo , prices, &c,
II. IV. .JOIIXS, 78 William si.. \. V.

PENE APPLE. BANANA AND ORANGE LAND
FOB SALE.—440 acres together or divided, ol tl

land on Indian River, East Florida. Itleli Boil, beautiful
n, healthy and delightful climate, witii abundance

of game, ii-". oysters, turtle, and in facl every requli
profit «r enjoyment, access by sail, ate km, <>"r land travel.

Address A. VARNX), Agriculturist otUc\
II Park Row, New York.

THE HOG BREEDERS' MANUAL
-

A Treatise on Breeding, Feeding, and General Manage*
men t of Hogs. Particulars of all Diseases, Remedies,
Sent free of postage for 23 cent-. Every farmer should have
a copy. Address X. F. BOTBR A CO-

Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

V

f L?

BRIGHA3I'S PATEXT
€*armeiit Cowformator,

For fitting Dresses and other garments without the use of
measures." Made of thin sheet rubber, very elastic, it adjusts
itself perfectly to the form; on the line of the seams and
around the neck, arms, and waist, are rows of small, sharp
points or indicators. By laying thin, strong, paper over each
section of the Conformator, holding it smooth, and pressing
it upon the indicators, an exact impression of the form is

obtained, and by cutting out on the lines indicated, the pat-

tern is ready for use, and a perfect fit must result, without
any further fitting. By its use a perfect fitting garment is

obtained with ease and certainty. It is very simple in its

operation, can be nsed bv anv one with perfect success, and
being made of very elastic material, can be nsed on persons
of almost any size.
Price, £10.00. Sent prepaid hv Express on receipt of price,

by GOODYEAR'S l.R. GLOVE M'F'G CO..
205 Broadway, New York.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF MORSES.

Advice aiul Prescriptions for Sicl* or Injured
Horses given J^ree.

The Editor of Wilkes' Spirit of the Times desires to

inform the owners of horses throughout the United States,

that he has regnlarly engaged upon his paper, one of the

ablest and most experienced professional veterinarians in

the United States, whose special dnty it shall be to answer,

gratis, all questions relative to sick or injured horses which
may be addressed to the Spirit, whether by subscribers or
not. These answers will iu all cases contain a prescription

for the injury described, and will be printed, in connection

with the question asked, in the following number of the

Spirit. Xo answers, however, will be given by mail, it be-

ing a part of the object of the editor to submit the ability of

the professor who has assumed this department of the Spir-

it, to the keenest criticism of the general public. By adding

this useful department to the Spirit, the editor contributes

to those of his readers and subscribers who own horses, a

horse-doctor free, and not only to his subscribers, but to

(7. ry horse-owner in the United States >rnn may choose to

',an inquiry to the Spirit by mail. The subscription

price of the Sim r:tr is $5 a year; but single copies maybe
bought from news agents from week to week by those who
desire to use it temporarily only, for veterinarian questions,

at fifteen cents per copy. The Spirit of the Times is a

high-toned gentleman's paper which (with the old Spirit,

whose business and title it inherits) is of forty years' stand-

ing, and is devoted to Hunting, Fishing;, Racing, Field

Sports, Literature, and the Stage. It also contains a series

of articles by Hiram Woodruff, on the Trotting Horse of

America, and How to Train and Drive him.

GEORGE WILKES,
Editor and Proprietor,

SOI Willlam-st., New York.
5^~ Dealers 'fill continut to procure their sup/'

hereto/ore.

THOMAS PITCH.
ol" New London, Conn..

Bri ler of Alderney and Ayrshire Stock of all dea
lions, has constantly on hand nnd for sal< the besl Inimala
.

' each ol ibove breeds, al reasonable prices. Warrant-
ed ..- represented.

CHESTER WBIITE PIGS
tie. Send for Circular. Address

H. TEMPLE vv- CO., Murshalton, 1 In »terCo„ Pa.

RAHMA POOTRAS, bred from rtock weighing
\M lbs. to .-

i maturity. Warranted pure.
Kper pair: $13 per I .. .

!"- i"/..>n. Address
~ HOVER .v CO., Gum Tn i

IS

AMF.KTCAX STOCK JOURNAL, A first class
monthly, com ainii louble c ilnmn pag<

only so cents rar 6 months. Try It ! Win s&y c <-\ ery farmer
many dollars, as wn offc i H - and Cattle Doctor free.

Addreea X. P. BOYEB .t <o.. Gum Tree, Chester C >.. Pa.

f^ORSALE.—Pun Spanish fowls, (this year1

. $3.00 per pair, $5.00 per trio, by Express to on)
In the Union. Warranted to gU i or no pay.

N ETT, Sunrnan, Ripley « •. fnd.

BITE LEGHORN FOWLS wi b Ye\lm I -

A few pair of the real breed for sale by
JOHN SALlSBrr.V. .Ir., Box 95, Nyack. X. Y.

W

NEW NATIONAL RELIGIOUS PAPER.
A national religious newspaper, to be called "The Ad-

vance," will be published weekly, from the first of Septenv-

ber, onward, in the city of Chicago. It will represent Con-

gregational principles and polity, but will be conducted in

a spirit of courtesy and fraternity towards all Christians.

The form will be what is popularly termed a double sheet of

eight pages, of the size and style of the A" I" Ecangefisi.

The pecuniary basis is an ample capital furnished by lead-

ing business men and others, to be expended in the •
-

lishment and improvement of the paper, which is intended

to be second to none in the country, in its literary and re-

ligions character. The purpose of its projectors is indicated

in the name: their aim being to advance the cause ci

evangelical religion, in its relations not onU* to doctrine,

worship and ecclesiastical polity, but also to philosophy, sci-

ence, literature, politics, business, amusements, art, morals,

philanthropy and whatever else conduces to the glory of

God and the good of man by its hearing upon Christian

civilization. No expense has been spared in providing for

its editorial management in all departments, while arrange-

ments are in progress to secure the ablest contributors and

correspondents at home and abroad. The city of Chicago

has been selected as the place of publication, because of its

metropolitan position in the section of the country especi-

ally demanding such a paper, aud the fact that it is nearly

the center of national population, and in a very few years

will be the ecclesiastical center ofthe Congregational church-

es. Issued at the interior commercial metropolis, Tqead-
takce will contain the latest market reports, and able dis-

cussions of financial subjects, such as will make it a necessi-

ty to business men in all parts of the country. The editor-

in-chief will be liev. Win. W. Patton, D. D., who resigns the

pastorate of the leading church of the denomination at the

West for this purpose, and who has had many years experi-

ence in editorial labor. The subscription price will be >-~
>

in advance. Advertising rates made known on application.

Address "The Advance Compaxy," I\ O. Drawer CGTl.

Chicago, Illinois.

FRANKLIN TRACT.—20,000 ACRES on Rail-
road, Gloucester Co., New Jersey, 35miles south of Phila-

delphia, good soil, mild, healthful climate. Low prices, i

lots to suit purchasers. Pamphlets with map and lull infor-
mation sent free. Address MORRIS & CO„Kewneld. I

cester Co., N.J. Improved Farms for sale.

FARM WANTED iu EXCHANGE for a new
Valuable PATENT. To a man wanting a sure first-rate

city business this is a splendid chance. No competition.
Address with particulars, D. W., Agriculturist Office.

IT DON'T SCRATCH YOU,
Or Tear Your Clothes.

Davison's Tliornless Black Cap Raspberry
is the best, as it is hardy, productive, early, and sweet, and
it is a pleasure to cultivate it. Circulars giving origin, de-

scription, prices, testimonials, &c, ready in September.
JOSEPH SINTON, Angola, Erie Co.. X. Y.

STRAWBERRY PliAXTS.
.Tncunda, Hippowum, Duruiul. M.iriir- Rarly, Lennig's

\viiit-'. AgriCQUnrlst, Barnes, Wilson, ;uul ;iil other valnal 1

varieties. For Catalogue and Price List, address
RE1SIG & HEXAMEl:, Newcastle, Westchester Co., N. T.

Fire Engine for Every Household. —Window
Washer, superior Hot-house Syringe, aud Garden Engine lu
one, lor S3. "In our opinion' excels anything of the kiml
heretofore invented."—[Ed. Jf. Eng. farmers Ffre tooni
azent in each townfor$20. NEW ENGLAND PORTABLE
PUMP CO., No. 51 Hauover-st.. Bostou. M iss.

VirANTED 1,000 LADIES AND GENTLE.
* MEN to sell Trees, Shrubs, Vines md Flo'

Send for Price List, with (till p •

I.. 1.. \\ I1ITLOCK.
"Al,!. NURSERIES l\ il\K."

3? P«rk Row, New York.

THE STOCK OF ALL NURSERYMEN send-

ing mo their Hal of prices by Angus! 5th, will be a-i\ 01

tteed ti In the Horticultural Advertiser, which will bo

Issued from iiiis office about August 80th.

I,. L. WHITIOCK.
" ALL, NURSERIES I\ ONE."

:H Park Ron, New York.

CEND STAMP FOE THE HORTICULTURAL
*^ ADVEltTISER, which will contain a llsl or tin

by - Vi.I, NURSERIES IN ONE."
practical Buggestlons for the cull -

of Trees, Vines, Flowers, .v<'.

I.. L. AVH1TL.OCK. nr Park Row, New York.

GET UP CLUBS FOR TREES, VINES. Sbrnbs,

Roses Flowers, Ac. Send stamp fer Terms ai

UsU 1.. 1" WHITIOCK,
" AJ.L. NURSERIES IN ONE,"

37 Park Row, New York.
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THE

GREAT AMERICAN

TEA COMPANY
HAVE JUST RECEIVED

TWO FULL CARGOES
OE THE

FINEST CROP OF TEAS.

22,000 HALF CHESTS "by shiP Golden Stale.

12,000 HALF CHESTS by ship George Shotlm.

In addition to these large cargoes of Black and Japan

Teas, the Company are constantly receiving large invoices

of the finest quality of Green Teas from the Moyune dis-

tricts of China, which are unrivaled for fineness and delica-

cy of flavor, which they are selling at the following prices

:

OOLONG (Blacl;), 50c., 60c, 70c, 80c, 90c, best SI i» »•

MIXED, (Green and Black), 50c, 60c, 70c, 80c, 90c, best $1

per pound.

ENGLISH BIOSAKFAST (Black), 50c, 60c, 70c, SOc, 90c,

$1, SI. 10, best $1.10 per pound.

IMPERIAL (Green). 50c, 60c, 70c, 80c, 90c, $1, SLID, best

$1.25 per pound.

TOUNG HYSON (Green), 50c, C0c, 70c, SOc, 90c, $1, $1.10,

best $1.25 per pound.

UNCOLOBED JAPAN, 90c, $1, $1.10, best $1.25 per pound.

GUNPOWDER, (Green), $l.2.i, best $1.50 per pound.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.

GROUND COFEEE,20c, 25c, 30c, 35c, best 40c. per pound.

Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, nud Families, who

use large quantities of Codec, can economize in that article

by using our FPvENCH BREAKFAST AND DINNER COF-

FEE, which we sell at the low price of SOc per pound, and

warrant to give perfect satisfaction.

Consumers can save fron| 50 cents to SI i>er

pound (besirtc tlie Express cliarges,) tJy imi"

chasing their Teas of the

GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
Hos. SI and 33 VESEY STREET.

Post Office Cox, 5043, New York City.

"We warrant all the goods we sell to giv6' entire satisfac-

tion. If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned at

our expense within 00 days, and have the money refunded.

By our system of supplying Cluhs throughout the country,

consumers in all parts of the United States can receive their

Teas at the same price (with the small additional expense

of transportation), as though they bought them at our ware-

houses in this city.

Some parties inquire of ns how they shall proceed to got

up a club. The answer is simply this: Let each person

wishing to join in a club, say how much tea or coffee he

wants, and select the kind and price from our Price List, as

published in the paper or in onr circulars. Write the names,

kinds, and amounts plainly on a list, and when the club is

complete, send it to us by mail, and we will put each party's

goods in separate packages, and mark the name upon them,

with the cost, so there ueed be no confusion in their distri-

bution—each party getting exactly what he orders, and no
more. The cost of transportation, the members of the club

can divide equitably among themselves.

The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by

drafts on New York, by Post-Office money orders, or by
Express, as may suit the convenience of the club. Or, if the

amount ordered exceeds $30, we will, if desired, semi the

goods by Express, to "collect on delivery."

Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to the

party getting up the Club. Onr profits are small, but we will

be as liberal as we can afford. "We send no complimentary

package for a Club less than $30.

N. B.—All villages and towns Avliere a. large
number reside, by Clubbing together, can re-

duce tKecost of their Teas and Coffees about
one-third (beside tlie Express charges,) by
sending directly to "The Great American
Tea Company."
BEWARE of all concerns that advertise themselves as

branches of our Establishment, or copy our name either

wholly or in part, as they are bogus or imitations. We
have no branches, and do not, in any case, authorize the

use of our name.

Post-0 ffice orders and Drafts, make payable to the order

of "Great American Tea Company." Direct letters and
orders to the

GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMFY,
Nos. 3 1 and 33 VESEY-ST.,

Post-Offlce Box, 3,643, New York City.

THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD.
Take the FIRST PREMIUMS

at the great PARIS EXPOSITION, and are mentioned in

the award as

THE STANDARD SCALES.

FAIRBANKS & CO.,

No. 253 Broadway, New Yorlt.

MAGNIFICENT TRIUMPH !

MASON & HAMLIN
Have tlie honor to announce that they have been awarded a

FIRST PRIZE MEDAL!
AT THK

GREAT PIRIS EXPOSITION,

1867,
FOR THE SUPERIORITY OP THErR

CABINET ORGANS.
It is not easy to over-estimate the importance or this rec-

ognition of superiority, because this is the greatest Indus-

trial Fair the world has witnessed, at which the best makers
of all countries have competed for the honors, and because
Mason & Hamlin were

Eepresented only by their ordinary Styles

of instruments, such as are currently sold from their ware-
rooms. The superiority of the.M. & H. Organs in substan-

tial excellence, was universally recognized by the eminent
jury, and by the musical profession of the world, as repre-

sented at Paris.

THIS IS THE FIFTY-SEVENTH MEDAL,
or other highest premium, awarded M. & H. within twelve
years, completing the most emphatic and universal official

record of demonstrated superiority ever realized by any
maker of musical instruments in the world.

M. & H. now manufacture about twenty five styles of
Organs, differing in musical capacity, from an instrument

having one set of reeds of four octaves' compass, to one of

twenty-two stops and nine octaves of tone. Most of these

are furnished in cases of different degrees of excellence,

from those which are quite plain, though neat and substan-

tial, to others of most elaborate design and finish, compar-
ing favorably with any furniture manufactured. They are

thus adapted to a very wide range of uses, public and pri-

vate, and are sold at prices from $75 to upwards of $1,000,
each. They are adapted to secular as well as sacred music,
occupy little space, can be easily transported all ready for

use, are not liable to get out of order, and are most fully

warranted in every respect.

The most important improvements used by M. & H.are pat-

ented, and cannot be employed by other makers. Circulars,

with full particulars, free to any address.

MASON & HAMLIN.
"Wakebooms, > 154 Tremont-st., Bostox.

J 5i*C Broadway, New York.

&ranville Female College.
Honorable history for 33 years. 31th year begins Sept. 12th.

The best Educational facilities; location very healthy.
Terms low. Seud for Catalosne. W. P. KERR,

Granville, Licking Co., Ohio.

Silver Tips for Children's Shoes.
They protect the toe from wear, and are highly ornament-

al. Applied to tlie most genteel shoes made. Buy no others.

FERW. F. MAYER, Chemist,
Has removed his Office to 53 Cedar-st., New York.

GRAPE YINES
. AT IONA.

My stock of plants the present season is large, and prom-
ises to be of surpassing quality.

All persons interested in the purchase of vines, are invited

to call and inspect during the season of growth.
A Descriptive List, stating quality and price of plants

will be published in August.

ALSO,

Plows for Deep Working and
Thorough Trenching,

I have a set of plows designed for performing every grade
of deep working, from a few inches deeper than that gener-
ally attainable by ordinary tillage plows to thorough trench-
ing with reversal of the soil to the depth of two feet or more.

The complete set will consist of six or more, four of which
are now ready for inspection or trial. For information con-

cerning vines or plows referred to, address

C- W. GRANT,
IOJVA, near Peekskill;

"Westchester Co., X. Y.

A NEW GRAPE.
SALEM,

The subscriber now offers for sale for the first time the
above grape, No. 53 of his hybrids, named SALEM, from the
place of its origin.
This grape has been withheld from sale or exhibition for

various reasons, until a stock of plants could be obtained.
It is a variety considered not only superior to anv of the
former well known numbers, but also to any hardy grape at
present before the public, combining, as nearly as possible,
every quality desired in an out-door grape; being one of the
hardiest, healthiest and most vigorous of vines, and produc-
ing enormous crops of beautiful and high-flavored fruit.
This grape is a hybrid between the native and Black Ham-

burg- bunch large and compact, berry large as Hamburg,
of a light chestnut or Catawba color, thin skinned, perfectly
free from hard pulp, very sweet and sprightly, with a must
exquisite aromatic flavor, not equaled by any other out-door
grape for wine or table; as early as Delaware or Hartford,
having never failed to ripeu in the most unfavorable season
for the past, six years.
Taking all its qualities into consideration, earliness, hardi-

ness, and Erreat vigor of vine, size and qiftilitv of frnir. it is

pronounced by a few ot the best judges who have tried ir. lo *

nave no~equal among all the nuniL-rous varieties now before
the public; and 1 can. with confidence, recommend it as the
best of all my collection, anil now offer if for sale.

E. S. Rogers. Salem. Mass.
Notice.—The subscriber would here state that he has dis-

posed of his on tire stock of vines and wood of I lie Salem
Grape to J. L. "WARING, of "Amenia Vineyard," Ameuia,
Dutchess Co., N. Y\, to whom all orders for "tlie same must
hereafter he addressed. E. S. Rogers.
Salem, Mass., March 2d, 1SG7.

The undersigned now offers for sale, this Autumn, the

above valuable Vine, in quantity, one and two year old

plants, suitable for vineyard purposes. The demand for it

will be large, and those wishing to secure them would do
well to send in their orders early. Price List and engraving
will be sent in August, on application to

J. L. "WARING, Sole Proprietor " Salem " Vine,

Ameuia, Dutchess Co., N. Y.

PERRY'S CJRAFE VINES
are grown on high, dry ground, where mildew i i un-
known, hence the perfectly ripened canes and roots

which they possess, that gave so much satisfaction to those

who patronized me last season. They promise this year to

be much larger than last, and worthy of particular atten-

tion. My extra selection of two year-old Vines for the Gar-

den is very desirable. My Vines for Dealers and Vineyard
planting, are in quality, all that one can wish for. Prices
not Advertised, but sent upon application, and found to

be as low as the lowest. Address
F. L. PERRY. Canaudaigua, N. Y.

NEW WATER PIPE.
WHY RUN ANY RISK ?

That leaden pipes contaminate spring
water, and injure the health, is bevond
question. A certain protection is the re-
centlv invented ENCASED BLOCK TIN
PIPE. Water flowing through This pipe
cannot be impregnated with poisonous
solution* of lead, as it comes in contact
with pure block tin only. The Tin-lined
Pipe will bear nearly "double the pres-
sure of Lead Pipe, and is sold at the same

price. Pamphlets of reports, and opinions, ttent free on ap-
plication. THE COL"WELLS, SIIAW & YVILLAlJD M'F'G.
CO., Foot of West 2ith-st., New York.

Great Economy in Painting.
Dott's Patent Cosipotjnd Patxt Oil, four years tested.

Fully as durable, covers as well, easier to spread, quicker to
dry, and in no respect inferior to pure Linseed Oil, vet much
cheaper! Warranted to render AYhite Lead whitbe, either
inside or outside, and fully as durable as Linseed Oil, and
as good for all colored paints. Four years' use has fully
established this-

Price, by the Barrel (If) gallons) $3S 00
5 Gallons for trial, put up in good oak keg \i 1)0

10 " " lt - " , ii 00

Shipped as common Railroad Freight, or by Express.
Testimonials as to Durability, in Circulars. Agents wanted
everywhere. Exclusive sale given.
DOXY'S PAINT OIL CO., 32 Cortlandt-st., New York.

EVERTBODT should send for The American
Stock Journal.—Only 5(1 cents lor fi months. Address

N. P. BOTER & CO., Gum True, Chester Co, Pa.
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THE AMERICAN B U F F A L

Tlie Buffalo is the largest of American quad-

rupeds, and one of the most interesting of the

bovine family. When this country was first

inhabited by the Europeans, this animal un-

doubtedly ranged freely over the whole of

what is now the United States, except, perhaps,

those mountainous, swampy, or densely wooded

regions of which the Elk and Moose arc the

natural lords. The Buffalo is adapted to the

open prairies, regions sparsely wooded and more

or less dry, and to river bottoms, where lie can

obtain grass, his natural food. Our ancestors,

recognizing the close relation which the animal

bears to their domestic cattle, and having heard

[C0PT11IO11T 9KCUUEU.1

.—Dbatwh by W. J. IIates, N. A., vrom Life

about the Buffaloes of the East, which they knew

to be ox-like, but had never seen, gave him the

name Buffalo, though in reality he bears even

less resemblance to the Asiatic Buffalo than he

dees to the ox. The name thus given has been

popularly retained ; and we might as well try

to change the name of the Indians, (who are,

indeed, quite as little related to the Indians of

India, after whom they were named), as to call

the Buffalo, "Bison." The Bison.oncoof Europe,

now nearly extinct, very closely resembles the

American Buffalo, and if our magnificent rumi-

nant should, of necessity, bear a borrowed

name, that he should have been called Bison, is

Stfotes, for ttie American Aobicttltubist,

indisputably true. But he was not, and we do

not use " Bison robes" in our sleighs, nor "Bi-

son horn" knife-handles, and we never will.

It is <km< Buffalo, though the pedants' Bison.

The studies from which the above striking pic-

ture was drawn, were taken by the artist upon

the Plains. It strikes one as exaggerated, for

the simple reason that few of the drawings of

the Buffalo which we see, are made by artists

who know them on their grazing grounds;

they do not dare give that fullness and length

to the shaggy hair of the head and jaw, nor tha

towering flatness to the bump. On page 838,

will be found other facts concerning the Buffalo.
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Every year we are led to regard with thankful-

ness the beneficent provision which ordered the

territory now occupied by this great nation, to be

subject to so varied climatic and meteorological

influences, yet so closely connected, and the inter-

communication between its parts so intimate. This

year the seaboard has been wet, and the inland

States have been rather dry. If grain has been

damaged for flour in one State, the well secured

harvests of others easily supply the need. If we,

of the East, lose our potato crop, as it seems prob-

able that we -shall, we can look to the West for a

supply, aud to the South for a substitute. The hay

of New England may have been gathered iu too

pool* a condition for market, and so while her

farmers will lose their wonted profits, the railroads

may now. thanks to improvements in hay-presses,

bring the bay a thousand miles, and not make

the price too high for our city markets. Eastern

formers who have been in the habit of selling

hay may now learn an important lesson if they

will, namely: that hay kept on the farm and fed

out or made manure of, is worth a good deal more

to them than if sold at any ordinary prices. The

hay being unfit for sale mustbs used
;
part of it will

be fed, the rest made into manure. Another lesson

:

—the poor hay, either that which has been wetted

in curing, or that which has stood until it is hard,

grown too tough, and wiry to be profitably used,

must be either chaffed short and steamed, or wet

dowu with a little meal or oil-cake, bran or other

similar feed, and left to stand until incipient fer-

mentation commences. The value of the grain

thus used need not be much—the labor will not be

grudged when the results are seen.

September is a happy month ; it brings the golden

fruits of the orchard, and the golden corn ripens

under the Autumnal suus. There is, too, a harvest

of greenbacks—no gold now-a-days — which Sep-

tember usually yields to those who have early

crops to sell. During this month the prices of

grain iu Europe become settled, ordinarily. They

may be such as to excite speculation, or the prices

here may quietly settle down to what wc may con-

sider about remunerative values.

Save time '.to attend the Fairs; and be sure to

take or send something to help the show. Have

it in the best possible order, and don't expect

so confidently to get the prize as to be made un-

comfortable if you lose it. It is no shame to be

beaten, but it would be shameful for a poor article

to take a prize over a better one. Therefore re-

joice that something more excellent than your's

could be raised and that the raiser brought it. A
good part of your reward should be in having con-

tributed to make a fine show. A man seldom gains

credit to himself by declaring openly that things he

has, at home, are much better than those exhibited.

Such statements, if made, should be said privately

and generally in self coudemnation for not having

brought the articles. The unsuccessful competitor

seldom gains more than au unenviable notoriety by

orjenly impugning the motives of judges.

Every one is happy to receive prizes, and the

hope that he may, is a great inducement to present

articles in competition. The honor aud credit

should count for much, the money for very little,

aud really the unselfish motive of contributing to

make a fine show, should be the chief inducement

to exert ones-self for the fair. An exhibitor going

to the fair with these feelings will not leave his

wagon loads of fruit, vegetables, and dairy products

outside, while he searches through the exhibition

tables to find out if he will be morally certain of

the prizes, before he decides to exhibit. There is

nothing crimiual in this, but it is certainly not

honorable and commendable.

Mints Al>ont Work.
There is a greater variety of labors to employ

farmers in September than perhaps in any other

month. We have manuring, plowing, sowing and

harvesting, thrashing, feeding, marketing, all upon

us at once, yet the labors are seldom pressing and

of an anxious kind, except perhaps a little anxiety

in regard to early frosts.

Animals, iu general, need little care, except good

pasturage or feeding. Fattening bullocks that are to

be finished off for the autumn trade need a gradual

increase of meal as the weather grows cooler.

Sheep, also, that are to be sold, should be separated

from others and fed a little graiu. Examine any

that it may be necessary to have in moist pastures

to check the very first appearance of foot rot.

Shelter all during storms, and give access to water

and salt. Swi7ie, to be fattened this fall, will do much
better if fed a little ground old corn now while at

grass, or being kept on thin swill, as is usual.

Orchard fruit collect frequently, not only for

feeding swine and cows, but in order to destroy the

insects which sting the fruit at the time of laying

their eggs, and to prevent the development of the

lame which causes it to become gnarly and to

drop, prematurely ripe, or even green. Much good

cider for vinegar may be made from windfalls.

Bool crops.—All kinds of root crops having be-

come well established and full of leaf, keep on

growing* until freezing weather, and often swell

with prodigious rapidity, as the season becomes

moister and cooler. Keep the weeft down and the

ground open aud loose, and pull for cow feed wher-

ever they stand too thick.

Beans—Pull before the ripened pods dry, and lay

them up to ripen in small heaps, or, better, between

two stakes driven perpendicularly about 5 or 6

inches apart. The plants being laid alternately

heads and roots, and at the same time crosswise.

Grass and Clover Seeding may be done now upon

land which is in order to be laid down, to very good

advantage, provided we have rains. If the grass

aud clover can get a start this fall, so as to make an

approximation to a sward, they will stand the winter

well, and if the land is rich, be fit to mow next

, year. If not rich, the clover may be fed off in June,

but not close, aud cut for seed in the fall. Timothy

sowed now and getting a good start of all other

accidental grass on a good land, often yields a fine

crop for seed two years in succession. If you need

the grain or straw, sow it, but if you want grass,

sow that.

Wlieat.—Too much stress can not be given to hav-

ing wheat laud well. prepared— drained rich, and

mellow, also free from weeds, if possible. Sow dur-

ing this month ; the earlier the better. Drill rath-

er than sow broadcast, and put the seed deep rath-

er than shallow on all light soils.

Bye.—It is generally best to sow rye in the early

part of October, as it often gets too much growth

before the ground freezes if sown earlier.

Vermin in Granaries.—See article on corn-houses

p. 333. Arrange to have security from mice and

rats. Rats will generally clear out mice and may

themselves be gotten rid of by the phosphorous

paste which is a safe poisou if the poultry are shut

up and kept so for several weeks. The rats vomit

up the poison, and the chickens eat it and die. The

poison kills a few, but stampedes the vermin. Mice

are not so affected ; a few die, the rest remain. Use

traps and cats
;
give the eat a sand box and puui>h

her severely if she docs not use it. A"good mous-

er, and well trained, is almost invaluable.

Potatoes.—At the East the season has been such

as to rot potatoes in some places very much. After

the vines die or are thoroughly blighted, the tubers

will make but little growth. They are fit for swine,

but not for market. Tet many are perfectly good.

It is sometimes best to dig and feed to pigs or cattle

before they rot. If left in the ground the sound

ones will remain good, while most of the diseased

ones will become so bad that they may be detected

at a glance. This, it is claimed, is a great saving

of labor in picking over potatoes that rot in the

bin; besides, the sound ones arsnot contaminated,

and so more sound ones will finally be saved.

Draining and Irrigation. — These subjects are

hinted at every month ; their imporlance demands

it. See what has been said in previous numbers

and act upon the hints.
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Manure.—Dig muck and peat, cut swamp grass,

collect all weeds not in seed, and through the agency

of swine, of the liquid manure of the ham-yard and

the stahles, of ashes and lime, and of every method
of composting, start an active fermentation in the

largest possible quantity of vegetable matter.

As7ies.—Send a team through the neighboring

villages and wherever wood is burned, and engage

the winter's ashes, agreeing to pay in soap, tin ware,

wooden ware, money, or in any other way.

Bones.—Collect by paying children to gather them
at the rate of 50 cents a barrel—you can afford to

pay $1.00 if you use the bones in gardening or in

the fruit orchard, or if the land needs phosphates.

Straw.—September is a good month to buy straw

;

taken direct from the thrashing machine, it often

sells cheap. In most wheat regions it is worth the

price of three bushels of wheat per ton for manure,

and should not be sold for that of four.

Linseed Cake.—Lay in a stock in advance. It is

worth all it. costs simply as manure, (taking the

price of Peruvian guano as a criterion of value,)

and if fed, you either gain in some other way, as in

milk, or get nearly the full value in the manure,

with the flesh and fat of the animals, as clear profit.

Weeds.—How or pull while in bloom or before ; if

possible, use as an ingredient of compost heaps or

in the pig pen. If seeds have formed, dry the

weeds, burn them, and use the ashes.

Orchard and Xursery.

The question of autumn planting should be de-

cided by the locality. In those places where win-

ter sets in early, spring planting is preferable ; but
where a long, mild autumn succeeds the planting,

the trees become well established, and setting them
at this season is advantageous. The ground for the

orchard should be prepared as early as may be, by
deep plowing and subsoiliug. In most cases drain-

ing also is advisable. Order trees from the nurser-

ies before the season of taking up begins, so as to

obtaiu them as soon as they are fit for removal.

-

Autumn Fruit is to be picked as it matures.

This and all other fruit should be left upon the tree

nntil it attains its full development. Peaches must
be picked before they soften. Pears should be kept

in a cool, dry cellar, until they show signs of ripen-

ing. Bartlctt pears, kept in a cool place until the
supply is nearly exhausted, bring very high prices.

Packages should be at hand in sufficient abun-

dance to allow for the uncertainty of returns from
market. For peaches, pears, aud even the choicer

early apples, the basket is fast giving way to a

wooden crate, with two compartments that hold a

half bushel each. The sides of these are made
with slats which allow of ventilation, while the

compact form of the package allows it to be pack-

ed to belter advantage than the baskets.

Budding will continue with the peach, aud pear
upon quince stocks. Remove or loosen the ties as

soon as the buds have formed a union with the

stock, which is usually in about two weeks. In
cases of failure, re-bud if the bark will lift.

Preserving fruit, either by drying or canning, is to

be attended to as the different sorts ripen. A dry-

ing house of some kind is useful where the quanti-

ty is large. Fruit dried out-of-doors should be
covered by some open fabric to keep oif flies and
other insects.

Pomoloe/ical Exhibitions, cither those held by
themselves, or in connection with State and County
fairs, do much to impart a knowledge of fruits.

Visit these ; and if you have any fruit, go not only
as a spectator, but as an exhibitor. If there are

any varieties of which the name is lost, or any of
doubtful identity, take specimens for comparison,
and for submitting to other fruit growers.

Insects.—Much may be done to diminish the num-
ber of these by picking up all fallen fruit and feed-

ing it to swine.

Seeds.—Secure those as the fruits ripen. Those
of stone fruits must not be allowed to get too dry.

See hints on page 293—last mouth.

- Weeds must be kept down in the nursery if good

plants are expected. The plow, cultivator, and

pronged hoe, are the principal implements used for-

tius purpose, aud they should not be idle.

Fruit Garden.
Autumn planting is in many cases desirable, but

the practice iu this respect must be governed by

the considerations given under " Orchard and

Nursery." The secret of success in small fruit grow-

ing is in well preparing the soil, selecting good

varieties, and in giving thorough cultivation.

Those who think that they have done their whole

duty in merely setting out the plants, will find

their mistake when they come to harvest the crop.

Blackberries, if properly shortened, will have

thrown out side shoots, which, when they attain

the length of IS inches, should be pinched early

this month. This will cause the wood to ripen

and withstand the winter better than when they

are allowed to grow on nntil cheeked by frost.

Black-caps and others, that only propagate from

the tips of the branches, will need to be layered.

See illustrated article on page 292, last month.

Baspberries.—Keep the young canes tied up to

wires and stakes, and the soil clear of weeds.

Grapes. — Market the early ripening varieties,

handling carefully so as not to injure the bFoom.

Use scissors in gathering, and leave long stems to

the bunches.

Pears are to be gathered as soon as mature, and

ripened in the house. If picked too early, they

will shrivel instead of ripening.

Strawberries.—If fall planting is practised this is

the month in which to do it. Plants that were

struck in pots are removed with little risk. With

others, unless the roots are taken up with a ball of

earth, it will be better to remove all the large leaves,

as this diminishes the evaporating surface and in-

creases the chances of success.

Kitchen Garden.
The gardener is now occupied with the care of

his late crops, which, under good culture, should

be growing rapidly.

Asparagus—It is recommended by some to plant

in the fall. We have never tried it, but Meehau,

of the Gardener's Monthly, says it is advisable.

One year old plauts have their tops cut off and are

planted iu a well mauured bed in the usual way.

Beans.—Shell or dry all the Linias that will not

be used before frost comes. They are excellent in

winter. Salt string beaus.

Cabbages and Cauliflowers.—Promote theirgrowth

by frequent stirring of the soil. Use lime if slugs

are troublesome, or trap them by means of cabbage

leaves laid ou the ground. From the 10th to the

20th sow seeds of early sorts in the open ground

to get plants for wintering iu cold frames.

Borecole, or German greens, sow for "sprouts."

Com. — Save seed from the best, aud dry an

abundance for winter use.

Cucumbers.—Gather, if large enough for pickles.

Celery.—Keep the plants cultivated aud earth

them ir"> in flat culture about ten days before

wanted for use. That for winter is left until later.

Endive.—Blanch as wanted for use either by ty-

ing the leaves together, or laying a piece of board

or slate over the plant.

Manure.—This is the key to successful garden-

ing, and the heaps should be increased from every

available sonree.

Melons ripen better if a board or wisp of straw

be placed between them and the earth.

Onions^—Harvest, if not already done, and cure

and store as directed last mouth.

fiadish.—The Chinese Rose-colored Winter may
be sown When not overgrown, it is tender and

will keep good all winter.

Shallots.—A species of onion, and much used in

the green state as a substitute for it. Divisious of

the bulb are set 6 iuehes apart, in rows one foot

distant. It is hardy and comes early in spring.

Spinacli, for early spring, may now be sown, in

drills 12 to 15 inches apart. It meets with a ready
sale in the spring, and is a profitable crop.

Sweet Potatoes.—Carefully remove the earth and
take out the largest roots for use. The smaller

ones will grow until frost comes.

Squashes.—Allow the vines to root at the joints,

and look out for late broods of insects.

Tomatoes.—Preserve a good supply and make cat-

sup while the fruit is abundant. Select only the best

formed and earliest for seed. The "worm," be-

fore mentioned, will still continue its depredations.

Turnips.—Sow the round sorts and give Swedes
good culture.

Winter Cherry.—Gather as the fruit ripens, and
use for sweetmeats, or spread in a dry room.

Flower Garden and Lawn.
A number of things may be done in preparing

for next year's enjoyment Among these one of

the most importaut is the planting of

Bulbs.—These should be purchased as soon as the

florists receive their stocks, as the best bulbs are

soou bought up. All the spring-flowering ones

should go iu the ground the last of this month, or

early iu October.

Chrysanthemums.—Pot those intended for house

blooming, and shade them for a few days. See

that those left in the grounds are properly staked.

Bahlias should now be in their ^rime. Remove
faded flowers and keep the stems well tied up.

Bedding Pants must have cuttings made for a new
stock. Those that it is worth while to keep over,

should be potted before cool weather. Seeds of

Perennials, if sown at once, will make plants

strong enough to winter safely, at least if a slight

protection be given them. Make preparation for

Wintering Plants.—A well drained and vermin

proof pit, covered with sash, will answer-for stor-

ing tender roses, carnations, and other half hardy

things. A light, dry, and not too warm, cellar,

will also serve for the same use.

Violets for winter blooming are to be set in a cold

frame this month. The soil should be fine ami

rich. The frame should not be covered until frost.

Green and Hot-Houses.

Repairs and alterations of the house and heating

apparatus ought to be finished, and everything

ready for immediate use.

Sou) Seeds of such annuals as are desirable for

house blooming as well as those of cinerarias,

calceolarias, Primulas, and other florists' flowers.

Cuttings, to give a stock of young plants, arc to

be made.

Cape Bulbs must be potted for winter blooming.

Plants out-of-doors must not be neglected. They

often receive much injury iu the heavy gales of

autumn.

Hanging Baskets and Vases should be stocked with

plauts. Use plenty of Ivy for this purpose.

Cold Grapery.

When the fruit is ripe, keep the atmosphere of

the house dry, but give ventilation on fine day.-.

If rats trouble the fruit, set traps or poison for

them, aud look out for two-legged marauders.

Apiary for September.-As Mr. Quin-

by's notes have failed to reach us this mouth, wo
simply call the attention of the bee-keepers amone:

our readers to the necessity of shielding their weak

colonies from the tendency of bees to rob, which in

creases as the season advauces aud pasturage yield-

a less abundant supply of honey. When buckwheat

is in full flower, bees will busy themselves in stor-

ing honey, but when this supply fails, they will

rob other hives, or take honey out of the surplu-

boxes. These should be watched and removed be-

fore I hey are attacked. The fly-holes of weak col-

onics should be contracted very much, and these
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stocks should be strengthened or broken up alto-

gether. Look out also for qneenless stocks or bar-

ren queens, and either give other queens, if the

drones are not killed, eggs or young brood, or

combine hives in such a "n-ay as to keep only pop-

ulous ones vdth good queens.

A QUARTER OF

WAFTED FOR 1868

;

OR,

ALL OUR OLD SUBSCRIBERS,

AND NEARLY

LOOK AT WHAT WE OFFER,

A Most Beantifnl Paper,

Tlae Most Uberal Terms,

Most Valuable Premiums,

And Three Months Free.

The subscription list of the American, Agriculturist for

the year 1S67, is far in advance of that of any previous

year. The Publishers take this opportunity to thank the

hosts of friends "who have not only expressed in the most

emphatic terms their satisfaction "with our paper, as it

has made its monthly visits, hut who have also swelled

our subscription list by calling the attention of neighbors

and others to the paper. We hope to retain all our old

subscribers, and to add 100,000 to the list. And we "want

as many names as possible this moiil Ii.

LOOK AT WHAT WE OFFER.

Interesting to all Readers.

1st, Wliat yon will receive for a very

little money. For $1.50, or less, every one of onr

subscribers receives an entire volume, 12 numbers, of this

paper, any one number of which contains articles, hints,

Suggestions, etc., worth more than the cost of a year's

subscription. The engravings are of the first order, drawn

and engraved by the best artists, and illustrating subjects

eo various that they cannot fail to interest every member

of a family. Many a father has written to us that he

must continue to take the American Agriculturist, not

only for himself, but because his cMdren think so much

of it. Onr determination is to make each year's issue

better than that of the preceding year. Whether or not

we have done this thus far, our friends who have sub-

scribed for some years, can tell by comparing back vol-

umes with the later ones.

LOOK AT WHAT WE OFFER,

2d. Every worker for us may secure a

Premium, All of our premiums are good, and many

of them very valuable. No paper can be found for which

it is easier to secure subscribers than the American Agri-

culturist. This is the testimony of many who have sent

us club lists. In order to give to all an equal chance, the

Publishers will offer a General Premium List, in which a

description of premiums is given, and also all needed in-

formation relative to getting up clubs. Among the pre-

miums will be found Seeds, Vines, Plants, Trees, Imple-

ments, Machines, Books,Gold Pens, beautiful extra-plated

Tea-sets, Pitchers, Guns, Rifles, Melodeons, Pianos, etc.

(The Premium List will soon be ready, and will be sent

free to every one desiring it.) Begin now to make up

your clubs. Every new subscriber received after Sep-

tember 1st, may count in the New Premium List. Extra

inducements are offered to those who subscribe in Sep-

tember, as will be seen below.

LOOK AT WHAT WE OFFER.

3d. Look at onr special offer for Sep-

tember. To any new subscriber sending in Vie regular

subscription price this month, and the name marked

new, we will send the Agriculturist for all of 1SG8,

(volume ST.) and the last three months of this

year FREE.

Notice :—This offer applies to all new subscribers

received in September, whether single names, or members

of clubs. Thus, $5 will pay for four subscribers for 15

months, (October 1SG7 to December 1SGS inclusive,) and so

of all other club rates. All new subscriptions re-

ceived this month, will be entered on onr

mail books for 1 5 months from October 1st.

The Publishers will allow sufficient time after Sep-

tember 30th for responses to this offer to come from the

Pacific States and Territories, and other distant points.

Try the American Agricnltnrist for a year

—or 1 5 months, now,—three months free.

^< « . t-m

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

show at a glance the transactions for the month, ending

Aug. 15, 1867, and also for the same month last year:

1. TRANSACTIONS AT THE NEW-YORK MARKETS.

Recetpts. Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Bye. Barley. Oats.

27davse/;«m -tM59.0nO 611.000 2.954.000 21,300 G7.000 102.000
20(Urysta-s!ni'tlil3*000 121.000 983,000 67,000 29,000 381,000

Sat.es. Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Rye. Barley.

27 (lays !7ti's month, 27S.O00 694,000 3.4S9.000 98.000 9,000
26days/i«< month, 271,000 576,000 1,8S9,000 167,000 74,000

2. Comparison with same period at tltis time last year.

Receipts. Flour. Wlteat. Corn. Eye. Barley. Oats.

27 (lavs 1867.... 159.000 611.000 2.954.000 21.390 67,000 102.000
24 days 1SG6. . . -232.500 30,300 3,820,000 115,000 23,000 1,292,000

Sales.

27 davs 1S67. .

.

24 days 1S06. .

.

Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Bye. Barley.

. 27S.OO0 C91.000 S.4«1.000 98.000 9.000
131.000 147.000 3,S67,0O0 153,000 18,300

3. Kiports from Xew Torlc, Jan. 1 to Aug. 15:

Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Bye. Oats. Barley.

1867 315,082 143.S75 5.431,360 135,561 102,024 809.183
1860 610.72S 180,200 7.940.29S 187.1S9 914.SS5 25,916

4.

1867.

Stock of grain in store at Xew York :

Wheat,
hush.

Aus. 13... 90.174
July 15... 245,509
June 14...578,279
May 15...731,330

Corn,
bush.

863,724
100,780
217.796
261,093

Rve,
hush.

Barlev,
bush:

Oats,
bush.

200.349
206.763
379.865
608,494

Malt,
hush.

48.632
34.700
16,311
16,161

3.

Flour.

bbls.

1S67.... 64,700
1866. . . .114,400

Barley, Oats.

bu.sk. busli.

35,100 1.016,200
105,300 4,194,000

32,785 12,376
66,986 21.390

117,257 69.643
186,S04 145,706

Heceipls of Breadstuff's at tide water at Albany.
May 1st to August 1th

:

Wheat. Corn. Rye.
bush. bush. bush.

316,400 5,682.700 126,200
1,499,500 11,435,000 473,000

Gold has advanced one or two points since our last,

closing quite firmly Receipts of produce have been in-

creasing, especially in the breadstuff line. New wheat
has come in quite freely, chiefly by coastwise vessels,

and by railway. New wheat from the South has been
abundant, but not of the best average quality The de-
mand for breadstuff's has been good, but holders have
been eager sellers, as a rule, and prices have been gener-
ally lower, and quite Irregular. Old wheat and old wheat
flour have been quite scarce, and have been quoted firmer
than almost any other kind of produce. They have been
given decided preference over new, which has been much
depressed. Quite a brisk speculative business has been
transacted in corn within the past two weeks, leading to
a rapid rise in prices. The export trade is kept in check
by the advance. Weather and crop reports from Europe
have been more favorable, and have tended to lessen the

export call. Oats have been scarce and held very stiffly.

Various speculative operations have been in progress in
them— Provisions have been quite active, but irregular

in price, closing, as a rule, rather firmly Cotton has
been in better demand, at higher quotations, closing
buoyant— "Wool has been sparingly dealt in at declining
prices. Holders have been rather eager to sell, in view
of the accumulating supplies Tobacco has been freely

purchased, especially for export, at uniform prices, qnal-

ity considered Hay has been plenty, particularly new,
which has declined materially. The demand has been
moderate— Hops have been salable and firm... Seeds
have been nominal and dull.

Current "Wholesale Prices.
July 15.

Price of Gold 139M
Flour—Super to Extra Stated 7 00 @ll
Super to Extra Southern 9 75
Extra Western 8 75
Extra Genesee 11 SO
Superfine Western 7 00
Rye Flout.. 7 30
Corn Meal 5 50
Wheat—All kinds of White. 2 70
All kinds of Bed and Amber
Corn—Yellow
Mixed
Oats— Western
State
Rye.
Barley
Hay—Bale %i 100 lb

Loose
Straw, V 100 B
Cotton— Middlings, ft lb...

Hops—Crop oilSfiG. 5U
Feathers—Live Geese, ft lb.

Seed—Clover, ft lb

Timothy. ?* bushel :

Flax. ft bushel 3 10
Sugar—Brown, ft lb

Molasses. Cuba, ?tgl
Coffee— Rio,(Gold price)?* lb

Tobacco, Kentnckv, &c. ft n>.

Seed Leaf, ft lb

Wool—Domestic Fleece,?* lb.

Domestic, pulled, ft lb «.
California, unwashed
Tallow. ft lb

Oil Cake—? ton 50 00 _
Pork—M ess. ft barrel 23 00 ®23 12 22 75 @23 i

Prime, 9 barrel 19 50 ®19 75 19 75 @20 00
Beef—Plain mess 18 00 Ci24 00 14 50 @2t 00
Lard, in barrels. f> lb 12 ® 18ft 12J4® 1S?S
Butter—Western, ?! lb 13 ® 21 15 @ 20
State, ¥> B. 14 @ 30 22 @ 85
Cheese. 7 @ 14J< @ igjf
Beans—!> bushel 2 00 ® 4 00 3 00 @ 4 70
Pkas—Canada. ft bushel 1 20 ® 1 25 1 25 @ 1 45
Eggs—Fresh, f' dozen 17 @ 21 23 ® 27
Poultry—Fowls, 5Hi 16 ® 18 20 ® 2!
Turkevs, ft lb 18 ® 20 20 @ 22
Potatoes— Old & New, ft bbl, 2 25®650 2O0@2 5O
Apples—ft barrel 4 00 ® 5 00 2 50 ® 4 50
PEACHES-^ft basket — — 1 00 @ 2 50
Cranberries, ft barrel © Nominal.

I^'ew York: 1£ve Stock Markets.—
week ending. Beeves. Cores. Calves. Sheep. Serine.

July 23 .5,905 51 1,891 27.537 16.571

(317 00
®1S 50
®15 00
® S75
@ 9 25
@ 6 10

® 3 SO
Cf: 3 (0

®.l 14
® 1 OS
<:. •:>:,

@ 93
® 1 70

Nominal.
85 ® 1 40
95 @ 1 35
90 @ 1 15
20 ® 27M
SO ® 65
78 ® 90

1 -
|2Jj® 3 2.7

325
13

!00
98
89
82
92

1 50

11
3 00

Aug. 15.

$ 6 75 ®11 50
1100 ®14 T
8 25

11 60
6 75
7 00
5 50
2 25
1 90
1 10
1 05
S3
91

1 40
1 00

50

50
®13 50
® 8 00
." ;•

5."".

® 030
® 2 S5
a -j 45

@ 1 25
® 1 12
® 93
@ 95
© 155
® —
"150

1 50

10K®
32 "@

143C®
4 ®

55

20
05
70
55
SO

UK® HJf
*" ®56 00

®23 12

65
85 ® 1 15
28M® 30 'i

30 @ 65
78 ® S3
11><® I2V

S 00 ® 325
3 20 @ 3 50
n%® 13^
35 ® 55

14K®
4 @
3>J®

37 <•:

r,<_<3
15 @

5600 —

19
15
65
65
50
30
12

r 00

July 30 5.372

Auiust 6 6.283

August 13 5,997

51
44
54
33

1.891

1,188 21.810 20,494
1,453 24,501 25,391
1,439 27.718 19,531

Total in four Weeks. . . .23,562

Areraoe per Week 5.S90

do. do. last Month..

.

. 5,325

do. do. prev's Month. 5.179

Areraoe per Week, 1866.5,748

do. do. do. 1SU5 5,255

do. do. do. 1864 5,161

do. do. do. 1S63 5,150

Total in 1866 298.880

Total in 1S65 270,271

Total in 1S64 267.609

Total in 1S63 264,091

Beef Cattle.—Our report covers four weeks of ex-

ceedingly variable weather, part of the time very hot and

moist—bad weather both for animals and for butchers.

Irregularity of supply, at this season, influences the

prices promptly, and consequently there has been rather

more than the ordinary fluctuations in the ruling prices.
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At the last two markets, the average price was deter-

mined more perhaps hy the quality than by the supply,

for most of the stock was very poor and badly treated.

We quote extra beef 16; ic , and from that to 15c. for good
fair steers. The general average of the market was not

more than 14?.fc., and the lowest grade of cattle sold for

about 10 to 12c. Those prices are per pound for the

estimated weight of the dressed meat in the quarters

Milcla Cows.—Little demand and small supply
;
prices

$60 to $90 with calves Calves.—Fat calves sell at

about llc.(5,12c. per lb live weight. Common ones at 8

to 9c.; poor, 4J-S to 6c. A good many grass calves are re-

ported as sold to neighboring farmers, at an average price

of $12.40 per head Slicep.—The last market leaves

prices about as follows : Prime sheep, 6@G*£c. per E> live

weight; medium, 53£c; poor, 4$£c. Lambs, 7J4@9j4c,
according to quality. Really extra mutton sheep will

bring better prices than quoted, say 7©."14c. per lb; bat
it takes remarkably fine lambs to sell for over 9 or 9l£c.

.

. . Swlue.—As we close our report, the prices have been
unusually uniform for some time. The supply is abun-

dant and steady, though less than for two weeks past

;

prices t% and 7*S£c. per fi> live weight, a few extra lots

going a little above the highest figures.

Tie Fairs for 1867.

State Agricultural Fairs.
New England Providence, E.I Sept. 3-7
California Sept. 9-13
New Hampshire "Nashua Sept. 10-12
Michigan Detroit Sept. 10-13
Wis. Ag'l &Mech Milwaukee Sept. 10-13
Vermont Brattleboro Sept. 10-13
International State Fair. Eastern Pa.. N. J.

Del. and Md Norristown. Pa Sept. 11-17
N. T. State. Trial of Plows, etc., Utica Sept. 11
American Institute N. T. City Sept 12, Oct. 26
Iowa Central Des Moines Sept. 15-27
New Jersey Newark Sept.
Kentucky Louisville Sept. 17-20
Ohio Dayton Sept. 23-27
"Wisconsin Madison Sept. 23-27
Canada Kingston Sept. 23-27
Kansas Lawrence Sept. 24-27
Pennsylvania Pittsburgh Sept. 24-27
Indiana Terre Haute Sept. 30-Oct. 4
Illinois Quincy Sept. 30-Oct. 5
New York Buffalo Oct. 1- 4
Minnesota Rochester Oct. 1- 4
Iowa Clinton Oct. 1- 4
Missouri St. Louis Oct. 7-12
Tcnn.Asr'l & Mech.Ass. Clarksville Oct. 15-19
Maryland Baltimore Oct. 29-31
Louisiana Baton Rouge Nov. 5- 9
Louisiana Ag'l & Mech. Ass., New Orleans Nov. 19-26

EBoi-fticioltiia-al 3i.eetingrs and. Fairs.
American Pomological..St. Louis, Mo Sept. 11-14
Delaware Horticultural. Wilmington Sept. 1S-21
111. State Hort'l Soc. )

Southern 111. Fruit >-SouthPass Sept. 4—
Growers Association. )

Mass. Hort'l Soc Boston Sept. 24-27
Queens Co., N. Y Minneola, L. I Sept. 25-27
Worcester Co. (Mass.). .Worcester Sept. 7-20

Morse Fairs.
TJ. S. Horse Eshibition.Springfield, Mass Aug. 27-29

K??*S£ F^ir f
M"-ukee Sept. 10-13

Orange Co. Horse Fair..Goshen. N. T Sept. 11-12
Hudson Co. Ag. Soc. Horse. Hoboken. N. J...Sept. 17-20
Horse Show Kalamazoo, Mich Oct. 1- 4
National Horse Fair Washington, D. C Oct. 28—

County asial !.ocsil fairs.
MAINE.

Aroostook Co Houlton Sept. 25-26
Franklin Co Farmington Oct. 1- 3
HancockCo Ellsworth Oct. 1-3
Somersett Co Central Skowhegan... Sept. 20-27
Waldo Co Belfast Sept. 25-27
West Penobscot Kenduskeag Sept. 24-20
West Washington Joneshoro Oct. 2- 3
York Co Saco and liiddeford. . .Oct. S-10

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Connecticut River Kcene Sept. 17-10
Exeter Co Oct 1-2
Merrimack Co Concord S.-pt. 21-20
Rockingham Co Sept. 18-19

MASSACHUSETTS.
Barn stable Co Barnstable Oct.
Bristol Co Taunton Oct.
Berkshire Co Pittsflcld Oct
Essex ro Haverhill Sepl
HonsntonicCo Great Barrincton.. Sopl
Hampshire, Franklin & nainpden, Norlhamp'n <•

Hampshire Co \nili'
i

I Sepl
Hampden Co Springfield. Oct.
Hampden East Palmer Oct
Highland Co Middlcflcld Sept
Hooslc Valley Co North Adams Sept
Middlesex Co concord Oct
Middlesex Smith Framinghaul Sepl
Middlesex North Lowell Sepl
Martha's Vineyard West Tisbury Oct.
Nantucket Nantucket Sepl
Norfolk Co Dcdham Sept
Plymouth Co Bridgewater Sepl
Southboro Fanners' Club. Southboro Sepl
Worcester Co Worcester Sepl
Wi ireester West Barre Sept
Worcester North. . .Irilgkbtirg Sept,

S-9
1- 2
1- 8

J I S
j

i «j

I. 8- I

. i t
.•.

1- 2
S- 9
12 13
17-18
8- I

. 1 1 is

26-27
16-16

. 26 26
19-26
26-27
26

. 19-26
. 26-27
24-25

Worcester South Sturbridge Oct. 3
Worcester Southeast. . .Milford Sept. 24-25

VERMONT.
Bennington Co Bennington Sept. 25-26
Caledonia St. Johnsbury Sept. 24-26
Franklin Richford Sept. 1S-19

RHODE ISLAND.
Woonsocket Co Woonsocket Sept. 11-12

CONNECTICUT.
Fairfield Co Xorwalk Sept. 24-27
Hartford Co Hartford Oct. 1- 3
Hoosatonic Co New Milford Oct. 1- 3
Litchfield Co Litchfield Sept. 10-11
Milford and Orange Co..Milford Oct. 2- 3
New London Co Norwich Oct. 8-11
Ridgefield (Town) Ridgefleld Oct. 1- 3
Woodstock (Town) Woodstock. Sept. 18-19

NEW YORK.
Albany Co Albany Sept. 16-19
Cattaraugus Co Little Valley Sept. 11-13
Cayuga Co Auburn Sept. 17-19
Chenango Co Norwich Sept. 24-26
Dnchess Co Washington Hollow. . Sept. 17-20
Delaware Co Walton Sept. 17-19
Erie Co Springville Sept. 17-19
Monroe Co Rochester Sept. 25-27
Oneida Co Rome .. Sept. 24-20
Ontario Co Canandaigna Sept. 21-23
Otsego Co Cooperstown Oct. 1- 2
Putnam Co Carthel Sept. 18-27
Queens Co Mineola Sept. 25-27
St. Lawrence Co Canton ,..„ Sept. 24-26
Ulster Co Kingston Sept. 20-22
Washington Co Saks& Sept. 10-12
Wyoming Co Warsaw Sept. 24-25

TOWN AND INDEPENDENT FATES—NEW YORK.
Brookfield Clarkrille..... Oct. 1- 2
Garrattsville (Otsego Co.) Sept. 18-19
Gouvernenr Ag'l & Mech. Soc, Gonvemeur. ..Sept. 1S-20
New York (City) Ger-j Hamilton Pafk, ) Sept. 30, and
man Ag. and Hort. '( 69th St. & 3d Av. | Oct. 1 and 2

Oswego Falls Oswego Falls Sept. 24-26
Palmyra Union Palmyra Sept. 26-28
Susquehanna Valley Unad'illa Sept. 25-27

NEW JERSEY.
Burlington Co Mt. Holly Oct. 1- 2
Central Co ,. . .near Trenton Sept. 17-20
Cumberland Co Bridgeton Sept. 25
Hunterdon Co Sept. 24-26
Passaic Co Patterson Oct. 1- 3
Vineland—Ag'l & Hort. .Vineland Sept. 1S-20

PENNSYLVANIA.
Bucks Co Newtown Sept. 24-26
Chester Co Westchester Sept. 26-28
Crawford Co Meadyille Sept. 24-20
Cumberland Co Oct. 1- i
Dovlestown Co „c Oct. 1- 3
Lehigh Co Allentown Sept. 24-27
Susquehanna Co Montrose Sept. 11-12
Richkill Co Jacksonville Sept. 25-26
Union Co Oct. 2- 4
Warren Co Youngsville Sept. 1S-20
Westmoreland Co Mt. Pleasant Sept. 17-19
York Co York Oct. 1-4

OHIO.
Ashtabula Co Jefferson Oct. 9-11
Athens Co Athens Oct. 3- 4
Belmont Co St. Clairsville Sept. 25-27
Champaign Co Urbana Oct. 1- 4
Clarke Co Springfield Sept. 10-13
Clermont Co Boston Sept. 17-20
Clinton Co Wilmington Sept. 1S-20
Cuyahoga Co Newburgh Oct. 8-11
Defiance Co Defiance Oct. 15-17
Delaware Co (Fair Grounds) Oct. 2
Erie Co Sandusky Oct. 1- 4
Franklin Co Colunibut Sept. 10-13
Fulton Co Ottokee Sept. 25-27
Geauga Co Burton Sept. 18-20
Geauga, (Free) Claridon Sept. 23-25
Greene Co Xenia Sept. 4- 6
Guernsey Co ..Cambridge Oct. 1- 2
Hamilton Co Carthage Sept. 3- 6
Hancock Co Findlay Oct. 3-5
Harrison Co Cadiz Oct. 2-4
Huron Co Norwalk Oct. 2-4
Jackson Co Jackson Oct. 3-4
Knox Co Mt. Vernon
Lake Co PainesviUc Oct. 2- 4
Lake Shore Grape Growers' Ass., Elysia Oct. 15-17
Lawrence Co Irontou Sept. 25-27
Lorain Co Elvria Oct. 1- 4
LucasCo Toledo Oct. 2- 1

Madison Co London Sept. 18-20
Marion Co Marion Oct
Medina Co Medina Oct.
Miami Co Troy Oct.
Morgan Co McConneUsville Oct.
Morrow Co Mt. Gilead Oct.

1- I

2- 4

1- 8
2-4

.Racine
.Circleville Sept. 11-13

Oct S-10
.Oct 18-20
Sept 17-20

2- IOct
Oct.

Oct
Oct
Ocl

2- I

2- 1

0-12
1- I

Meigs Co.
Pickaway Co. ..

Plymouth Co...

.

Portage Co
Preble Co
Putnam » "

R'u Idnnd Co, .

Sandusky Co. . .

Seneca ( ?o

Stark Co
Trumbull Co
TuBcarawos Co.
Union Co
Van Weil Co
Warren Co
Wayne Co
Williams Co...
Wyandotte Co Upper Sandusky Oct. 1- 3

TOWN, "ll DTDKPKNDEHT r.urcs.

Jamestown "Union,"..Greene Co lit

UrichSYtUc Tuscarawas Co Sept 10-13

. . Ravenna

...Eaton
Ottawa

...Mansfield

...Fremont
riffln

. ..Canton
- Warren

. . Canal Dover. .

.

. . Murvsville
. Van Wert
. . Lebanon, ......

... Woosler
. Bryan

.

...Sept 17 19

...Sept. 25-27

...del. II

.. Oct 3- 5
..Sept. 11-18

...Oct 9-11

.Oct 1-3

Richfield Summit Co.-. Sept.
Blanchester Clinton Co Sept.
Orwell Ashtabula Co Sept.
Conneaut Ashtabula Co Sept
Southern O. Union Blanchester Oct.
GarrettsYille Portage Co Oct.
Union, Greene Co Marysville Oct

ILLINOIS.
Boone Co Behidere Oct.
Bureau Co Princeton Sept.
Carroll Co Mount Carroll Sept.
Champaign Co Urbana Sept.
De Kalb Co De Kalb -. Sept.
Edwards Co Albion Sept.
Fulton Co. . Canton Oct.
Franklin Co Benton Oct.
Greene Co Carrollton Oct.
Grundy Co Morris Oct.
Henry Co Cambridge Sept.
Henderson Co Big<rs\ille Oct.
Jefferson Co Mt. Vernon Sept.
Jo Daviess Co Galena Sept.
Knox Co Knoxville Oct.
Kane Co Geneva Sept.
Kendall Co Bristol Oct.
Lake Co Sept.
Lasalle Co Ottawa Oct.
Macoupin Co ...Carliusville Oct.
McLean Co Bloomington ., Sopt.
Madison Co.. Edwardsville ....Sept.
Marshall Co . ...Henry Sept
Marion Co „ . , . .Near Salem. Oct.
McHenry Co.. Woodstock....,,. Sept.
Mercer Co Millersburgh.. ....... .Sept.
Montgomery Co.., Hillsboro Oct.
Peoria Co Peoria Sept.
Pike Co Pittsfield Sept.
Pope Co Sept.
Randolph Co Sparta Sept.
Eichland Co Sept.
Rock Island Co Rock Island Sept.
Sctmvler Co Rnshville Sept.
Stark Co Toulon Sept.
St. Clair Co Belleville Sept.
Stephenson Co Freeport Sept.
Tazewell Co Tremont Sept.
Union Co ., . , Joneshoro Sept.
Whiteside Co Sterling Sept.
Woodford Co Versailles Aug.

INDIANA
Decatur Co. Greensburgh Sept.
Dearborn Co Fairgrounds Sept.
Elkhart Co .....Goshen Oct.
Harrison Co Corydon Sept.
Marion Co . * _ .Bridgeport Sept.
Morgan Co Martinsville Sept.
Posey Co ., New Harmony Sept.
Spencer Co Rockport Oct.

^HeVcouDries^ f
Knigatstown. August

KENTUCKY.
Barren Co Glasgow Oct.
Breckenridge Co Oct.
Boone Co ...Burlington.. Aug.
Bourbon Co Paris Sept.
Boyle Co .Danville Sept.
Clarke Co Winchester Aug.
Daviess Co Yelvington Oct.
Fayette Co Lexington Sept.
Green Co..., Greensburgh Oct.
Harrison Co Cynthiana Sept.
Madison Co Richmond -. Aug.
Mason and Bracken Co.Germantown Sept.

Mercer Co.. Harrodsburgk Sept.
McCracken Co Paducah Oct.
Montgomery & Bath Co.Mt. Sterling Aug.
North Kentucky Florence Aug.
Nelson Co..^... Bardstown Sept.

Salvisa Stock Fair Salvisa Sept.

Scott Co _ Georgetown Aug.
South Kentucky Glasgow Oct.

Shelby Co Skclbyvillc Aug.

1S-50
24-27
24-26
25-27
1-4
1-3
9-11

1- 3
17-19
25-27
10-13
25-2S
17-19
8-11
9-12
15-18
8-11
3-6
9-11

23-25
24-27
S-U

25-2S
8-10

24-20
S-ll

15-13
3-a
3
10-19
14-17
17-19
24-20
1-4
17-20
24-27
3-5

25-27
25-27
2-6

24-26
24-26
10-13
21-27
25-27
18-20
10-12
15-19

17-20
23-28
3-5

10-13
25-27
3-~7

10-13
2-5

Washington Co Springfield Oct
Woodford Co Versailles Aug.

IOWA
Benton Co Vinton..

,
Sept

Bremer Co Waverly Oct.

Crawford Co Dennison Sept.

Chickasaw" Co New Hampton Sept.

Cedar Co Tipton Sept
Clayton Co Farmersburg Oct.

Clinton Co. Union Wheatland Sept.

Cedar Valley Co Cedar Falls Oct.

Des Moines Co Bnrlington Sept
Hardin Co Eldora Sept.

Jasper Co
Jones Co
Jefferson Co.
Kos&utn Co..
Louisa Co
Linn Co
Madison Co..
Mahaska Co..
Marshall Co.

Newton...
\namosa
Fairfield
Algoua

....Wapello
Marion

. . . .Winterset
Oskaloosa
.Marshalltown.

.

Muscatine Co (UnJ)iet).Wcsl Liberty..

Poweshiek Co.

.

Scotl Co
Tama Co
Union Co
Van Buren Co.

Columbia <"
Gw en Lake i ".

Outagamie Co..
Ripon (Town).,
Union Co
Wrnnu Co
Walworth Co..

.Brooklyn,.
.. .B-avcuporl
...'lama City
...Alton
.. Keosauqna. .

.

WISCONSIN.
...Colt uibus
. . Berlin
...Grand Chuto..
...Ripon
. ..Warren

V Iroqna.

.

...Oct
... .Sept
...Aid.
....Sept
....Sept
....Sept.
....Oct.

....Sept.
....Sept.
....Oct.

....Sept

....Sept

.. Oct

....Oct.
.Sept.

....Sept
Sept.

....Oct,

....Sept.
.(LI.

1-5
1- 2
27-31
3-6
10-13
2S-30

24-28
S-ll

10-13
13-16
10-14
3-6
S-ll

21-23
25-31
3- 6
3-
27-°0
~s-ii
27-30
1-4

20-22

25-23

26-2S
25-27
17-19
\- 3
24-27
15-17
25-27
25-26
9-11

25-27
9-11

25
17-20
17-20
18-19
1 1-13

25-27
S-10
26 28
9-1-1

10-19
11-19
26-27

18-20
19-90
IMS
1-3
10-18

8-10W'.Elknorn.'.'. Oct

MINNESOTA.
Goodhue Co lied Wing Oct. 16-13

R >\- VS.

Shawnee Co I

Sc
l>

1
'
iS~li>
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insspURi.

Andrew Co Savannah
Boone Co Columbus .Sept. 30,

Cole Co Jefferson City Sept.

Clark Co Sept.

Jefferson Co De Soto Sept.

Lewis Co Canton Oct,

Linn Co Hannibal Sept.

Monroe Co Paris Sept.

Pike Co Ashley Sept.

Randolph Co Sept.

Kay Co Richmond , . . . Oct.

St. Louis As I & Mecli. -St. Louis Oct.

NEBRASKA.
Douglass Co Omaha Sept.

Nemaha Co Sept.

TENNESSEE.
Maury Co Columbia Oct.

"West Tennessee. "Union City, Obion Co. . .Sept. 30,

CAL1F0RNL\.
San Joaquin Co Stockton Sept

CANADA.
East Riding Durham Asr. Soc, Port Hope ..... Oct
Northumberland, EastJBrighton.. Oct.

Norwich Norwich Oct.

South Grenville... Oct.

South Ontario Whitby Oct.

"West Durham Bowinanvillc Oct.

West Durham. ". Darlington' Branch—Oct.

Victoria Co Lindsay Oct.

Oct. 3
17-20
25-28
25-27
14-17
25-29
9-10
17-20

. 24
8-11
7-13

24-2G

S-12
Oct. 5

S- 9
2-4
1- 2

4
11

10-10

Containing a great variety of Items, including many
good Hints and Suggestions which zee throw into smaller
type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

WHY FOR NOTHHU? "Winy
I>o lou Give Three Months9 Papers for
Nothing V 9 some of our readers may ask.

1st. Because we feel sure that thousands of families

who may be induced by our offer to take the American
Agriculturist, will give their testimony to the benefit re-

ceived from reading it ; and thus, through them, we shall

gain many other friends and new subscribers.

2nd. Because there is a very large amount of labor to

be done near the close of a year, and at the beginning of

a new year, in entering on our books, and properly ar-

ranging, the great number of names of subscribers whose
subscriptions are renewed at that time ; and we are will-

ing to offer these extra inducements for the sake of get-

ting some of this large amount of work done earlier in

the season. Help us sweU the list.

Hot*- to I£emit :—Checks on ^fe^v-
York Banks or Bankers are best for large sums;

make them payable in all cases to the order of Orange

Judd & Co.

Post Office Money Orders may now be obtain-

ed at nearly every county seat, in all the cities, and in

many of the large towns. We consider them perfectly

safe, and the best means of remitting fifty dollars or less,

as many hundreds have been sent to us without any loss.

Registered Letters, under the new system,

which went into effect June 1st, are a very safe

means of sending small sums of money where P. O. Mon-

ey Orders cannot be easily obtained. Observe, the Reg-

istry fee, as well as postage, must be paid in stamps at

the office where the letter is mailed, or it will be liable

to be sent to the Dead Letter Office. Buy qiid affix the

stamps both for postage and registry, put in the money and

seal the letter in the presence, of the post'master, and take his

receiptfor it. Letters sent in this way to us are at our risk.

Three Wew Grape Books. — If our

people fail in grape culture, it will not be for lack of a

sufficient number of teachers. The literature of the sub-

ject is becoming voluminous, and one who would have

all that is written upon grape culture must invest in a

moderate sized library. The hooks on grape culture

since Fuller, are so much alike, that, as a general thing,

one is about as good as another, and we find a dreary

sameness about them. The fact is, IX one only compre-

hends the structure and mode of growth of the vine, he

can easily follow any of the many systems of training.

"We have now before us three hooks, which we mention

in the order of their publication :

American Gkape Culture and "Wine Making, by

Peter B. Mead, N. Y. Harper & Brothers, pp. 4S3. Svo.

Price, $3.00. This is by far the most sumptuous grape

book that has yet appeared, good paper and type, a most

liberal margin, and illustrated by engravings that are, for

the most part, of great excellence. In all the practical

part we find scarcely anything that has not been told be-

fore. In this case the story is clearly and well told, and

the book will doubtless be a safe guide. The chapter on

varieties will attract attention. As there are few grapes

commended save the Iona, Israella, and Eumelan, the

book is open to the criticism of having been written in

the interest of the originator and owner of those vari-

eties. "We arc not aware that this makes it any bet-

ter or any worse ; books and grapes must stand on their

own merits. In one point we must dissent from the author.

He introduces a new word for lateral—thallon, and from
this derives aXJiaUize, dethaUize, etc. This appears learned,

but is useless, for the reason that the word lateral has

become well understood as applied to the grape vine, and

people will not unlearn it to substitute so uncouth a

word as thallon. There is just as much need of a new
word for stake or post as for lateral. Despite a rather

extravagant use of adjectives, the work is generally well

written, and will be acceptable not only to the many per-

sonal friends of the author, but to those grape growers

who wish to read all sides of the subject.

Vineyard Culture, by A. Dii Brenil, with notes by
John A. "Warder. Cincinnati, Robert Clarke & Co. pp.
33T. 15mo. Price, $2.00. This is a translation of a work
by one of the highest European authorities, and is brought

out in a remarkably neat and beautiful style. The orig-

inal was written for a different climate, and other vines

than ours, but the very copious notes of Doctor "Warder

have quite naturalized it. "We should have preferred that

Dr. TV. had given us a work entirely his own ; as it is, he
has embodied a great deal in his notes, and the work can-

not fail to have a large sale.

The Grape Vine, Br Frederick Mohr, Translated

by Horticola. New York, Orange Judd & Company, pp.

132. 12mo. Price, $1.00. This work takes up its subject

quite differently from any other, and devotes more atten-

tion to the structure of the vine and its manner of growth
than it does to particular methods of training, though it

is not by any means deficient in practical instmetions.

One who fully masters the teachings of Doctor Mohr will

be able to work among his vines understandingly. The
translator, (Dr. Chas. Seidhof.) has added a chapter on the

propagation of American varieties, as the practice with

these is different from that followed in Europe with their

vines. "We think that this will prove a most useful little

hook, and it will,doubtless, in its English dress, take the

same high stand here that the original holds in Germany.

"An Opinion as is an Opinion."—
Some horticultural Jack Bunsby, in the American Jour-

nal of Horticulture, answers a 1;
subscriber,

1
' who asks,

" Can good wine be made from grapes grown at the
North ?" as follows : "We very much doubt it ; what are

or have been called native wines, are fixed-up stuff-

grape juice and water sweetened, not wine.'" "What did

its " "Western Editor " think when he read this? What
do the Hammondsport people think ? "What do the mem-
bers of the Lake Shore "Wine Growers 1 Association say to

this ? Can Mottier and the Longworth Wine House sub-

scribe to the statement that native wines are fixed-up

stuff?—Oh, we forgot—"the North" means the country

within sight of Boston State House.

'JTlie Strawberry Chas. Downing.
—In describing this berry in our August No., we omitted

to say that the engraving was from fruit borne upon young
plants, set out in October last. The illustration, there-

fore, fails to do justice to the fmit, which on old plants

attains a much larger size than is there represented.

ExniX>ition of the Americau In-
stitute.—The American Institute will hold its thirty-

seventh Annual Exhibition in New Tork at the armory
on 14th st., near 6th avenue, beginning on September
12th, and closing on October 26th. The programme,
which is well arranged, and a marked improvement on
those of former years.as well as all necessary information,

may be had by addressing Prof. S. D. Tillman, Corres-

ponding Secretary. The Department of Agriculture and
Horticulture includes all products of the farm and gar-

den, as well as all the tools and implements used in cul-

tivating them. Liberal premiums will be offered, and we
hope to see this department better fllled than it has been
of late years. The Institute seems to have taken a turn

in the right direction, and as we see a disposition to shed
its shell of old fogyism, we shall try to second its efforts.

Qardening: for Profit.—The sale of this

book has been something unprecedented, and shows that

it was just the work that was needed. It gives the ex-

perience of a practical market gardener, who, cultivating

valuable land, was obliged to make it pay. "While it is

written by a market gardener, its teachings are none the

less applicable to the family garden, as the best mode
of culture in one place is the best in another, and
if it will pay a market gardener to get two or three crops

a year from the same soil, it will be profitable for the

farmer or owner of a town or village lot to do the same.

If the doctrine of tins book, high manuring and thorough

cultivation, should find an application outside of the gar-

den, we do not think that the farmer would suffer. No
one who raises vegetables of any kind for sale, can afford

to do without this book, and indeed the same remark
will apply to those who have only private gardens. Those
who intend to try market gardening, should begin this

autumn. The work covers the whole ground, from se-

lecting and preparing the soil to marketing or storing the

crops. It has a particularly valuable chapter on the con-

struction of houses for forcing vegetables and propagat-

ing plants. The demand has been such that our stock

has several times been exhausted. We have made ar-

rangements for a constant supply. Price, $1.50 by mail.

"Wlxat wiH Secure tiic Agricultur-
ist?—SI.50 pays for a copy of the American Agri-

culturist for the whole of 1S6S, and a new subscriber

sent us this month, (September.) will receive the paper

free the last three months of this year.

S5.00 pays forfour copies for 1S6S, and each neio sub-

scriber will receive the paper for the rest of this yearfree.
The same rates for five, six, seven, eight, or nine copies.

$12.00 pays for ten copies for 1S63, and each new sub-

scriber will receive the paper for the rest of this year

free. The same rates for any number of subscribers up
to nineteen. A free copy to the sender of the club.

S20.00 pays for twenty copies for 1S6S, and each new
subscriber "will receive the paper for the rest of this year

free. The same rates for all copies over twenty. A free

copy to the sender of the club.

XIae American IBomological So-
ciety.—The President of the Society, Col. Marshall P.

"Wilder,writes us from Paris that he shall sail from Europe
in company with Air. Barry, in time to be present at the
meeting at St. Louis, on the 11th of this month. This
promises to be a largely attended and important meeting.

All interested in pomology should join the society, at-

tend its meetings, and get its Transactions.

Tine Practical I3nfoniologist.—"We
regret to learn that this most excellent monthly is about

to cease, unless adequate support be immediately ten-

dered. The journal is devoted entirely to the interests of

cultivators, and we should hope that there might be
enough of these, sufficiently awake to the importance of

the subject, to sustain it. The price is only 50 cents a

year. E. T. Cresson, Philadelphia, receives subscriptions.

Sundry Hnmbngs.—Letters received
during the last month,with reference to various swindling
operations, though numerous, indicate a decided falling

off in this line of business. "We have reason to believe

that our blasts arc telling upon .them, and the sums of

money which, we are assured by correspondents, have
been saved to their owners by our timely warnings,
would be sufficient to set up several respectable establish-

ments in "Wall-street, and leave enough to buy out the

whole stock in trade of a hundred or two of these villain-

ous sneaks,who filch money from the unwary by means of

confidential circulars, nice little tickets put up in nice
little envelopes, as if they were worth something, offer-

ing valuable articles for one tenth, or less, of what they
are reported to he worth. Respectable dealers don't do
business in this way, and those parties who have written

us in the last month for special aid in their particular

cases, because they have sent money, and got no returns,

are advised to take the Ag?ieul(urist, heed our general

warnings, and in future save their money Clark, Web-
ster & Co. come out as follows :

" A Card to the Ticket
Holders and Agents of the Bankers'and Merchants'Grand
Presentation Enterprise. Wc are sorry to say that we
have been obliged to extend the time of drawing to

August 24, 1S6T, on account of the city authorities claim-

ing that the enterprise was a violation of the law, so wc
have at a great deal of trouble and expense secured a

United States License to carry the enterprise through, and
we have obligated ourselves to make the Grand Distribu-

tion of Prizes on the evening of the 24th of August, 1867.

As we have the L'nited States License in our possession,

we will guarantee that there will he no fnrther delay in

bringing this stupendous scheme to a close.*
1 The claim

of the city authorities is just, and, we think, will be sus-

tained. The United States license is no protection, and

gives them no authority to carry on their illegitimate

business. A decisionfrom ChiefJustice Chase, published

in the city papers July 21st ult., settles this question.

We cannot quote the whole of this lengthy document;

a few lines arc sufficient. Speaking of the U. S. License

Law, as to giving authority to cany on business against

State laws, he says: "Bat it is not necessary to regard

these laws as giving such authority. So far as they relate

to trade within State limits, they give none, and can give

none.'''' Clark, Webster & Co. are still under bonds

for trial, and, we hope, they will gel their deserts.

Their new obligations and guarantees, we suppose, arc as
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good now as they were before ; that is, good for nothing.

A. A. Kelley & Co. are still operating, and assure the

public that the Gift Concert will positively come off.

Please keep in mind that this concert was to have been

given July 5th, 1SG6, then September, 1S66, then Novem-
ber 17th, 1866, then January 27th, 1S67, then July 4th, 1S67,

and now at some indefinite time. Let fools send in their

money for tickets llatthew "Westbrook & Co. would
like to send more of their cheap Greenbacks, "Watches,

Jewelry, several hundred Pianos, Organs, Sewing Ha-
chines,etc.,etc; that is, they would like to get your mon-
ey on their promises to do such things. Matthew says

he runs one end of this town—give him a wide berth. He
is under bonds for trial H. Ballon Carter, Hampstead,
X. H., pretends to want to furnish counterfeit greenbacks
done in the best style, §2 for $1, §12 for $5, and 4 Vs for

&10. If yon want to throw away your money, it can easi-

ly be done nearer home R. H. Foster &Co.,Chas.
Elmer & Co., S. Curtis, and others, offer to send "Watches,

Chains, Jewelry, etc., etc., $50 to $100 worth, for from

£2.50 to $10. Curtis don't want money orders or regis-

tered letters sent to him. What is the matter? It will

not injure an honest man to sign his name at the post

office for such documents. .."We are glad to announce
that an Association for the Suppression of Gamblers has

been formed in this city, and we understand that their at-

tention has already been turned to these Gift Enterprises

and other swindles. Wc wish them God speed in their

truly Herculean task.

Tlie I>eaftla ofWm. r*. White.—Mr.
"Win. X. White, editor of the Southern Cultivator, died at

Athens, Ga., on July 14th. The Southern Cultivator was
the only agricultural i>aper that sustained itself during

the rebellion, and it was maintained mainly by the great

energy of Mr. "White. "While we had occasion to differ

with ilr. W. on many points, wc never lost our admira-

tion for his agricultural and horticultural knowledge, nor
for his personal character. The cause of agriculture in

the South has, in Mr. White,lost a zealous and intelligent

advocate, and the horticultural community, one of its

most devoted members.

Bread Kneading" is well done by a ma-
chine advertised on another page. This, in large families,

especially, will be appreciated. The machine is simple,

works on the right principle, and is very durable.

Cottswold Sales £ia Ksag-lasad. —
Cottswold sheep breeders in this country look with in-

terest for the reports of the annual ram sales. Private

letters state that fifty rams of the flock of Wm. Lane, of

Broadtield Farm, sold. July 25th, for an average of £31 \~$.

lid., and fifty of Robert Game's flock, of Aldsworth,

brought an average of £24 14?. Sd., on the following day.

Be^in on yosir Ciail>s litis !?Io2ii!i.

—

The Premium List forlS6Sisnot quite ready, but the Pub-

lishers will complete it this month, and send to all who
may desire it. Do not wait for this, but start your
clubs at once. You can choose the premium after

the new list comes out. Both old and new names will be

counted in the premium clubs. The special offer to new
subscribers will aid you greatly in securing names, as the

extra numbers mil be sent to all new subscribers on your

H*t. provided they are tints marked when received by as.

N.B.—Mark every Ust of names designed for a premium
club, when you send it in.. This insures its cutry to the

credit of the sender, in our Premium Book.

St;ale Bank SfiaUs.—There are still in cir-

culation some of the old State bank bills. The charters

of some of these banks have already expired, and their

bills are sold at a discount, or are entirely worthless.

Many others will soon follow. Some bank notes that

were good yesterday, last week, or last month, are worth-

less to-day. Wo advise the sending in for redemption at

once the notes of all State Banks. Take the green-

backs—as many as you can get honestly.

Fuller"* Saniali Fruit Cialiairisi.—
Now that the small fruits are receiving deserved atten-

tion, the work of Mr. Fuller comes most opportunely.

Those who wish to embark in thismosl profitable cul-

ture, can have no safer guide. Much preparatory work

tin i" In' done in autumn, and in many places, planting

;M this season is advisable. Nowhere else can such com-
plete directions be found as in the work under notice,

li has been very favorably noticed by the press. The
Gardener's Monthly, a periodical that is always very dis-

criminating in its book notices, and never given toun-
due praise, says in its Auuiist number: "A wcll-prinl d

and illustrated octavo of 275 pa Lving the resulta of

Mr. Fuller's experience and observations on the culture

i>f small fruits. It is a common proyerh thai "Doctor

disagree," and especially is this true of fruit Doctors, no
two of whom agree as to the best way of treating anj'-

thing, ifwe are to judge by reports of discussions at fruit

meetings. But after a careful perusal of Mr. Fuller's

book, we can say we think he has been fortunate in hit-

ting on the true medium or common ground wherein
most of the best practical men will agree wiph him ; and
thus has been fortunate enough to produce a work which
will prove generally acceptable alike to those who believe

they know, and to those who want to know the best gen-
eral way to grow small fruits."

Hlcport of Cesttral Parlk.—The Tenth
Annual Report of the Commissioners of the Central Park
has been received from A. H. Green, Esq., Controller.

We are always glad to get these reports, as they not only

advise us of the progress of this great work, but they give

many useful details concerning road making and similar

matters. A set of them will be invaluable to a person un-

dertaking any work of this kind. The present volume is

illustrated by several maps, and plans, and photographs

of scenes in the park. Among the latter is a representa-

tion of some noticeably fine designs for stone carving, by
J. Wrey Mould, the well known Architect.

Fruit ^fotes from Olalo.—Mr. G. \Y.

Campbell, Delaware, Ohio, sends us the following notes

on fruits in his locality :

im Most kinds of grapes are doing
well this season. The Iona is doing better than ever be-

fore. Fruiting vines perfectly free from rot and mildew.

Concords, near by, rotting slightly ; the first time I have

had any rot upon this variety. Catawbas, I am told, arc

rotting pretty badly about Sandusky, and upon the

Islands—to the extent of one-fourth to one-half of the

crop. Delawares are doing better than last season,

wherever I have heard from or seen them, and seem to

be increasing in favor among the vineyardists of the Lake
Shore region. The Agriculturist and Jncnnda have proved

the finest of all strawberries on my grounds this season,

the former much the stronger and more vigorous plant.

The Clarke Raspberry promises well here. Stood 95°

below zero perfectly uninjured, in several localities, all

fully exposed, and without protection.

TIae ISortacialAfliral 6ai«lelil>le B*obi-
cil„—The Indelible Pencil Co., Northampton, Mass.,

make a pencil for the use of gardeners, nnrseiymen, etc.,

with which we are much ^ased. Ordinary wooden
labels are moistened with a solution of soda or saleratus,

and the pencil is used like an ordinary lead pencil. We
have had labels ont during three months of the rainiest of

seasons, and cannot sec any change in the writing.

jPtcfiiletl Grapes.—Drop grapes into hot

spiced vinegar. The better the grapes, the better the

pickles. Put up a jar of these, and you will be sorry you

had not put up more.

Catalogue of Agrricnitiiral Imple-
ments, etc., etc.—We have received fromR. H. Allen

& Co., ISO Water St., New-York, one of the largest, and

best illustrated catalogues wchavc ever seen, we presume

the most complete ever published in this country.

TIae Size of a I*eael» Crate.—The
crate used for sending peaches and some other fruits to

the New York market is 24inches long, S inches high,

and 11 inches wide. The end pieces and central parti-

tion are of half-inch stuff. The sides are of qnarter-inch

boards. The top and bottom arc covered by five slats.

21 inches long, '2 l/2 inches wide, and >.
A inch thick.

ScaasKia*;- l>y Express.-Good naturccl

Mr. A., living in Illinois or Wisconsin, has some apples

of which he would like to know the name, and he puts

up a few dozen in a box.and sends them by express,at tbc

same time writing us a polite letter, Informing ua that he

has sent the apples, and a>ks tbc name. We have been

too good-natured to inform Mr. A. that we had to pay

from $2 to $3 express charges, and that the apples were

of a common sort that would have been readily recog-

nized by the nearest nursrryman or orchardist. Tins

thing has become a little extravagant, and an item of cx-

which wc wish to stop. Most of the things sent

for our inspection are for tin- purpose of eliciting Inform-

ation for the benefit of the sender. We submit that it

is not fair that wc should pay the charges,

Rye for Early Feeding:.—" Young
Farmer." Cumberland Co., Til. Rye makes excellent and

the earliest spring feed, but if pastured it is very rapidly

fed off and destroyed. Thobcsl plan is to mow it, and

recti to cattle or -nine in the stall or pen. Though, If

fed otf firsi by cattle, and then by swim-, it might be eco-

nomicallycon timed EIOwearlyitwHldotofced H off, wo

cannot say, but it is making its most rapid growth just

about the time that grass begins to be fit for grazing. The
period for the most economical cutting and feeding isbe^

tween the first appearance of the heads and their full

growth before blossoming. Rather, perhaps, after the.

heads begin to show, and before wheat arrives at the

same stage. Wheat comes later, but makes better feed,

because so much more leafy. Sow the wheat earlier than
the rye in autumn. -

LOOKAT THIS.—Fifteen Hoiitl**
for One Year's Subscription.—The attention of

all our readers is called to the very liberal offer made on
a preceding page. It will be seen that the American.

Agriculturist, for the last three months of 1S67, will be
given to all new subscribers for 1S6S, whose subscrip-

tions are received in September. Will all our friends

make tills offer known to all their friendsf This offer ig

only for September.

Salt naul Piaster ^lixed, foi* Grass
Land.-'B. Z.*' The theorizers are, and have been,

at loggerheads about these two articles, in trying to set-

tle how they act as manure, and in endeavoring to give

ns rules for the application of each by itself. As yet, no
one has troubled himselfmuch about the mixture. Prac-
tically they may be applied separately or mixed, and in

such proportions as one's judgment shall dictate. Exper-

iments are always instructive, and, in the absence of

sound bases to found opinions on, always try different

quantities in making the mixture, or the application of

any fertilizer; also nse each ingredient alone, and keep a

record of everything in black and white,

TIae Crops aiacl tlae Weat2ies%—The
solicitude of the public, and especially of the mercantile

community,in regard to the crops has been in a great meas-
ure relieved, and though business is still dull, the hopes of

people seem to presage prosperous times in the near fu-

ture. The Monthly Report of the Department of Agricul-

ture opens with the statement that never before has the

Department been able to report so favorable a prospect

for uniformly good crops. There are, indeed, localities in

which some crops are a comparative failure, or much
damaged by the insects or the weather, but, on the whole,

our information np to the middle of August, gathered

from correspondents, exchanges, and personal observa-

tion, (which has been quite extensive, covering a good
portion of New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio, *

Indiana, and New England,) confirms the view taken by

the Department of Agriculture.

The great WJieat crop of the country has been secured

in unusually good condition, and if well thrashed and
marketed, will meet high expectations as regards quality;

aud in respect to the amount of wheat raised this year,

though early for accurate estimates, the opinion is gen-

eral that the crop will prove very heavy. The rains

which have affected the seaboard, caused some injury to

grain, but this will not influence the general result.

Rye, where much raised, has turned out well on the

whole, the lightness of the grain being, in general, com-

pensated by the excellence of the straw.

The Corn crop of the West is looking finely; localities

which feared drought have generally been relieved, and

the reports are numerous that not a curled leaf has been

seen this season in many localities. At the East, the crop

is still backward. At the South, the abundant crops both

of small grain and corn have relieved the pressure of

hunger on the part of many of the poor and improvident,

so that now, if we may credit newspaper reports, in

Texas, corn, which was worth $-:>.00 per bushel, is selling

as low as 25 cents.

Oats.—The crop will probably be an average one. It is

as yet too early to learn accurately, as the crop is not cut

throughout the most extensive oat producing regions.

Grass.—Tha product has been very large, the late and

continuous rains having thickened it np by a short nnder-

growth, which has added largely to the bulk and quality

Of the hay. A largo part of thai Of New England and the

seaboard was harvested well, but much in bad condition.

tWaUtes.—The promise of a very fine crop is still held

out throughout the West, Centra! New York, and Penn-

sylvania ; but the rot has affected many localities quito

seriously, and fears are entertained that the malady will

aflCCl the general crop of the country.

Sorghvm.~-Tobacco.~-Thc product of syrup will be less

than that of last year, and the tobacco crop will he less

than the average.

Cotton.—The reports are generally very favorable.

Central Louisiana seems to be the most marked excep-

tion, though inmany sections a deficiency of labor allow-

ed the grass to get such a start during the wet weather,

that the crop Isnot nearly bo good as it should have been.

/•V',77.—Apples are a failure in the Middle states, oast

of the Alleghanies, but good In parteofNew England and

the v7est, Peaclu arc mosl aoundant.
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ISriuclkle's Orauge E£as»herry
|

Blighted.—A. S. Jack, Province of Quebec, Canada.

You do not say whether your vines were protected in

winter or not. From your description of the blight we
should infer that it was caused by a cold and wet spell,

just at blossoming time. This is a most critical period

with all fruits, and unfortunately we cannot control the

weather. A cold rain, just when bushes or trees are in

flower, prevents fertilization, and as a consequence we
get very little, or no fruit. English gardeners often cover

their dwarfpear trees with a screen or tent while in bloom.

Musquito rVets or Bars for Win-
dows.—These can easily be manufactured at home, and

the pest of autumn be effectually barred out. First make

a frame for the netting, that will just fit into the lower

part of the window. If you have a pine board, a saw, and

a jack plane, make them yourself; if not, you can

buy mouldings about 1J£ inches wide, by % thick, for

one to two cents a foot. With a knife, a fine saw and

a few tacks or wooden pegs, the frame can he joined to-

gether at the corners. Now stretch over it the mosquito

netting, and fasten with tape and tacks, and your work

is done. It is light and handy, and a great comfort in all

regions where these insects flourish. We have just com-

pleted four, and are ready for dog days. The netting cost

sixteen cents each, and the material for the frames about

twenty cents each. A boy or girl can readily make the

frames, and sleep all the better for it.

Sheep liaising' at the "West,—A gen-

tleman in Illinois, after four years' experience in this

business has discovered that his practice does not corres-

pond with the theory of the papers. He says in the

Prairie Farmer: " My losses have been greater; my per-

centage of lambs less ; my weight of clip less ; the price

obtained for my wool less, and I have been generally and

particularly disappointed. Sheep bite so close than when
a drouth comes it uses up a pasture much worse than

when stocked with cattle. I have about come to the con-

clusion that one sheep will eat, of grass, as much as two
steers." If his former conclusions are as reliable as this

last, they will not be likely to damage sheep raising on
the prairies very much.

Wiegela Nivea.—Under this name, Mr.

Geo. Such, South Amboy, N. J., sends us a Wiegela with

pure white flowers.—Very beautiful.

Making "Vinegar.—P. T. S. Hard cider

will turn to vinegar very soon, by exposing it to the at-

mosphere in a warm place. Allowing it to run slowly

from one vessel into another, over a platform covered

with oak shavings, will hasten the process. A few drops

of red cabbage water will make the color a deeper red, if

people desire it.

Massachusetts Agricultural Col-
lege.—Prof. Chadborne has resigned the Presidency.

Prof. Wm. S. Clark, of Amherst College, has been elected

President by the Trustees. Prof. E. S. Snell, also of Am-
herst College, has been offered the Chair of Mathematics

and Engineering, and Prof. H. H. Goodell, of Williston

Seminary, East Hampton, MasB., has been appointed in-

structor in French, Gymnastics, and Military Science.

A Tree Swindle.—L. Newton, Washing-
ton, Iowa, sends a leaf of a tree which some nurserymen

are selling for " Silver Maple." The leaf is that of the

Silver Poplar, or Abele—one of the worst nuisances

among trees. It suckers so badly that it is unlit for any

place except a paved street. The Silver-leaved Maple is

Acer iasycavpum, also called White Maple, and in some
places at the West, Soft Maple. The Soft Maple of the

East is Acer rubrum., also called Red and Swamp Maple.

Nutritive Value of" Corn of BfciUFer-

eut Colors.—Wm. Bremmer, of Iowa, asks, "What is

the nutritive value of our white western corn compared
with the yellow or mixedV Color is no indication of

nutritive value, except as it is a feature of a particular

variety. The only reliable guide is tveight, when the va-

rieties compared are of about the same degree of dryness,

or have been exposed to the same conditions of tempera-

ture, circulation of air, etc., for several weeks. The heav-

iest corn will be found to be the most nutritive, provided

both can be equally well digested.

Much JLand to be Possessed.—New
York, the great dairy State of the Union, is said to pro-

duce less than a ton of hay to the acre on an average.

The pastures are still less productive, for it is the best

land that is kept in meadow. The Eastern Slates aver-

age still less. There are large tracts that do not yield a

dollar's worth of grass to the acre. We know of a

twelve hundred acre farm that rents for a thousand dol-

lars, and we suppose the rent is some criterion of its

value. It is a sad sight to travel through such farms

—

often situated within a half hour'B ride of good markets,

and behold the neglect and slovenly farming. What a

good time there will be when these farms are redeemed,

and made to yield their increase 1 He who has skill and

capital, need not go West to find a profitable field for his

investment. New England and New York can be more

cheaply fed from their own soil, than from the prairies of

the West and from the shores of the Pacific. California

wheat for sale in Rochester 1 Ohio butter and cheese in

New England 1 What a comment upon our husbandry 1

English Market Keports.—£. s. d.

" E. E.," of Philo, HI., reads the reports of foreign mar-

kets, and asks the value of Pounds, Snillings, and Pence,

Sterling. Sterling is the name applied to the currency of

Great Britain, and means hard money. A pound Sterling

(£) is worth, at par, $4.84; a shilling (s) is one-twentieth

of a pound, hence worth 24 cents 2 mills; & penny (d) is

one-twelfth of a shilling, hence is worth a little more

than 2 cents. All these values are in gold, with exchange

at par. Now our gold values are very different from pa-

per or currency values, and this difference must be in-

cluded in the calculation of values of grain, etc. Besides,

the state of trade varies—at one time making the mer-

chants of this country in debt to England, at which time

the pound sterling is worth here more than $4.84 ; at an-

other time the merchants of England are in debt to us,

and then exchange is said to be m our favor, and the

pound 1b worth less than its par value. A "quarter"

is 8 bushels, and wheat is calculated at 60 pounds to

the bushel ; hence the quarter of wheat is 4S0 pounds.

SIolcus Tartaricum.—This year, a new-

cereal has been advertised in England, under the name of

Holcm Tartaricum and Sorghum Tartaricum. The Lon-

don Field has tried seed from three sources, and thus re-

cords its opinion : " Here then we have one of the gigan-

tic humbugs of modern times ; but we ought to be thank-

ful that the puffs were so big, and the seed so dear that

little soil was wasted in the trials ; at the same time it is

most devoutly to he wished, for the good of all, that mat-

ters of this kind should not be so lavishly extolled with-

out due trial, or very good evidence on the part of those

by whom they are so authoritatively recommended." We
quite agree with the ESfe, and give its caution for the

benefit of our readers, as this " new cereal " will prob-

ably make its way here. Prom all we can learn, it de-

serves a place along side of JBromus Schrcederi.

Value of Farms in Indiana.—In

Marion County, in which the capital of the State is

situated, farms will average $75 to the acre. This county

is about twenty miles square, and contains some of the

best land in the world. Nothing can exceed the fertility

of the White River bottoms. The clay lands are not so

valuable for 6ome purposes, and much better for others.

Excellent farms, with comfortable buildings, can be

bought in this State for $50 an acre, which would be

worth $200 an acre in any part of Connecticut or Rhode

Island. In Benton County, 24,000 acres of land were

bought for about $6 an acre, and in this and the adjacent

oounties, wild lands are still to be had for about that

price. In Allen County, within a few miles of Fort

Wayne, improved lands can be bought from $15 to $30 an

acre. We were informed that farms with improvements

upon them could be bought cheaper in this county than

in any other part of the State. There are plenty of cheap

farming lands in Indiana, and it Is unquestionably one of

the best States for thriving Eastern people to go to. The

land is superb, and only needs skill and capital to make
its owners independently rich.

B*rice of Laud in JPennsylvannia.
—A subscriber inquires for the price of land in the Valley

of the Susquehanna, Pa. In Buffalo Valley, which comes
down upon the Susquehanna, at Louisburg and Milton, a

district about ten miles broad by twenty long, the value

of farms will average $150 per acre. In the Paradise Val-

ley, on the opposite side of the river, the price of land

is about the same. These lands are probably as produc-

tive as any in the State. In the immediate vicinity of the

large towus and villages, where there is a prospect of

selling building lots, land is worth from $500 to $3000

an acre. Good land in all the Valley of the Susquehanna is

worth from $75 an acre upwards. The farms run large,

and would probably average 150 to 200 acres to the farm.

Back on the hills, remote from railroads and other priv-

ileges, land can be had much cheaper, say from $15 to $30

per acre, and is dearer than laud that costs ten times more.

Sainton Culture in Australia is en-

tirely successful. The eggs were carried 16,000 miles,

packed in ice, and successfully hatched three years ago.

This year they have a fine run of salmon up the Dei-went

river, and a promise of abundance for home use and ex-

port. These eggs were a magnificent present to that

island continent. Let us profit by this example.

Chess—the Crucial Test. — On page

244, (July No. ,) we say :
" When we can be shown a plant

that is part wheat and part chess, we shall be willing to

discuss the subject." Mr. P. P. Severance, of Greenfield,

Mass., sends us two specimens of plants of wheat anci

chess, growing with their roots so intertwined as to ap-

pear to be but one plant. On putting them under a

stream of water, and washing all the dirt off, the roots*

slipped apart, and showed no sign of connection. If this

is the best the transmutationists can do, we must still de-

cline to " discuss the subject,"—of wheat turned to chests.

Barm Cellars.—In a recent trip through
Connecticut and Massachusetts, we were struck with this

almost universal appendage of new bams. They are

generally built in the most substantial manner, and well

supplied with muck. Farmers who economize as closely

as New Englanders generally do, would hardly make this

investment unless it paid. "We noticed also, that the best

farms invariably were those that had the barn cellars.

These are the stomachs of the farms, indispensable in the

North, and soon to be so on the new farms of the West.

Wilow Trees Ahout Wells.—A sub-

scriber wishes to know if these will injure the water.

The popular belief that they will is well founded. The
roots will go very far and deep to find the water, and will

impart vegetable matter to it which affects the taste.

The leaves also will be likely to fall into the well and de-

file it. All trees should be kept away from it, and the

mouth of the well should have ventilation. The old sweep

with an oaken bucket was useful in keeping away trees.

Insects' Eggs.—Geo. Surface,Upshur,Ohio.

The eggs are those of the tent caterpillar. We have more

than once figured them. Remove all you can find. They
do not hatch until spring, and are readily seen in winter.

The State Alms-house at Palmer,
Ittass., is a model institution of a model State, and

well worth visiting for its lessons of economy in farm-

ing. A poor worn-out farm has gradually been brought

np to a high state of productiveness, by utilizing every

thing that too often runs to waste in public institutions.

The privies, the styes, the barn-yard, the waste water

from the house, are all made to pay tribute to the soil.

It stands on a beautiful eminence overlooking the vil-

lage, and the meadows and gardens looked greener than

ever, as we recently passed them. The inmates are not

exactly self-supporting, but the cost of their maintenance

is very much diminished by their location upon this farm.

Salmon in the Connecticut.—Satis-

factory laws, we are informed, have been passed by the

Connecticut Legislature, just adjourned, for the protec-

tion of this fish, according to the programme laid down
by the New England Fish Commissioners. The eggs

placed in the upper waters of the stream were hatched,

and the young fry are said to be now making their first

visit to the sea, in large numbers. In three years more

we hope to he eating this fish from the Connecticut,

whence it disappeared more than fifty years ago. Cheap

salmon is a great desideratum in our markets, and with

suitable legislation it can once more be realized.

A Cheese Factory in £2n$>'lan<l.

—

A meeting was held in Cheshire, June 22d, to discuss a

cheese factory, at which American example was quoted

with favor. A committee was appointed to investigate

the factory system and report. We are astonished at this.

John is so confident that he can do everything better than

his neighbors,that he seldom looks abroad for a new idea.

He has been over thirty years trying to get so simple a

thing as the connecting of a train of steam cars by a bell

rope, through his head, and does not see it yet. If he sees

a cheese factory before the inillenium, we shall be hap-

pily disappointed.

Sims and Evergreens. — G. W. "W.,

Green Castle, Ind. There is no elm equal to the Amer-

ican, or White Elm. It bears removal better than any

other tree, aud we have seen trees twenty to thirty feet

high successfully transplanted. Of course, the tops must

be cut back, in proportion to the shortening of the roots.

They grow with great rapidity, and we should prefer trees

of smaller size, say ten to fifteen feet high. As to the

best evergreen for a door yard, our taste inclines to Hem-
lock, though the Norway Spruce is more generally

planted. Whatever one is chosen, always keep the upper

branches from overhanging, and stifling the lower ones,
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3fotes on Fai-ming* lei Eflstliuita,.

—

We have heard much of the dairies of the "Western Re-

serve of Ohio, of the blue grass pastures of Kentucky, of

the boundless prairies of Illinois, and its seas of

Indian corn, but whoever heard of anything remark-

able in the agricultural line in the State of

Indiana? That there were farms there, tilled by
thinking people, our large list of subscribers testified;

but beyond this we looked upon the State as a sort of

terra incognita, that needed exploring. Approaching In-

dianapolis, the capital of the State, by rail, from Colum-

bus, Ohio, our first impressions were of a new level coun-

try, half subdued and imperfectly tilled, yet everywhere

giving evidence of the overflowing riches of its soil.

Along the line of the road, one is rarely out of si^ht of

broken forests, dead trees and stumps,luxuriant meadows
burdened with grass,oats,and corn. The breadth of wheat

sown is less than in former years, but is everywhere good,

and the yield is considered satisfactory, though but about

one half what better husbandry would give. The weather

has been everything that the farmers could desire during

the wheat harvest, clear and sunny, and there will pro-

bably be very little sprouted or unsound wheat in the

market this year.

Indianapolis.—We rubbed our eyes as we stepped out

of the depot amid a bustling population of 40,000, into

wide streets, with great warehouses and imposing public

buildings. This is the railroad center of the State, and

here seven lines daily discharge their passengers and

freight. The city has grown quite rapidly in population

and wealth during the war, and the thousands that the

necessities of the war brought hither seem still to

linger: It Is a large market town for agricultural produce,

and grain is shipped in large quantities, in favorable sea-

sons, to various poiuts East and South. A railway con-

nects it with Michigan City, upon the lake, and with

Jeffersonuille, upon the Ohio river, nearly opposite

Louisville. We found old corn selling at 63 cents a bushel

upon the cob, reckoning 68 pounds to the bushel ; and

new wheat at $2 a bushel. A farmer's wagon, loaded

with wheat, is said to be quite a novel sight in the streets,

the last two years having given very poor crops of this

grain. The farmers are thrashing the wheat as fast as

possible, eager to realize good prices while they can.

The expectation is general that wheat will be lower as

soon as the harvest is gathered.

The State Agricultural Societt has its headquar-

ters here in the State House, and is much ahead of the

State authorities in its enterprise. It issued several in-

teresting volumes of transactions previous to the war, re-

ceiving appropriations from the State to foot the bills.

These were widely distributed through the State, and did

much to quicken the zeal of the people in agricultural

improvement. When the war broke out, this appropria-

tion was withheld in a spasm of very short-sighted econ-

omy, and no volume has been published since that of

1S50 and 1S60. One has been authorized for the present

year. The State Society owns thirty-six acres of land in

the suburbs of the city, which has been fitted up as a fair

ground. Buildings were put up, and about $1)000 were

expended upon them last year. They have a like sum on

hand, and are making preparations for a State Fair at

Tcrre ITaute, in September. There are ninety-two conn-

ties in the State, of which fifty-three have organized soci-

eties. Twenty-two were discontinued during the war.

Farm op F. M. Churchman.—This gentleman is a

hanker in the city, and resorts to farming in the suburbs,

for recreation and health. He has about 200 acres,

threaded by a brook, which is a pleasant feature in any

farm, and much more so here, where clear streams are

not abundant. The home is a neat white cottage, about

twenty feet above the water. The bank furnishes a liv-

ing spring, which has been utilized for a milk-house, and
to supply in part a fish pond in the valley below. This

valley is shaded with magnificent trees, which have been

left from the primitive forest. We found here under the

Sugar Maples and Burr Oaks, well bred Devons from the

herd of E. Failc, of Westchester Co., X. Y. Cotswold

sheep from the flock of Mr. Loomis. of Hartford, Conn.

Chester White pigs and Brahma fowls.

This Improved Stock flourishes at the West, and is not

likely to lose any of its good points under the supervision

of the present owner. The only danger is that the Devons

may become too fat for breedingin the very abundant food

which the Indiana lauds furnish. The Shorthorns usu-

ally attain their best development in the adjoining State

of Kentucky, and the beef families of this breed are prob-

ably the most profitable for Indiana farmers. The Cots-

wold and Chester Whites are at home here, and the soil

nud climate,with good breeding,will unquestionably per-

petuate their best points. Improved stock of all kinds

is very much needed in the State. The want is generally

felt among intelligent farmers, and there is a disposition

to invest in this line of improvement. Mr. Churchman

has made a good beginning. We noticed with great in-

terest the commencement of UU draining upon this farm

—an improvement more needed in this State than almost

anything else. The drains were put down about three

feet, and were working well. Though there is very little

swamp land in this State, there are millions of acres of

heavy clay loams, that can never be made to yield more

than half a crop until they are drained. They have a com-

pact soil, and cannot be worked in the spring on account

of water. Fortunately the material for making tile is

very widely distributed, and the coal and wood for burn-

ing them is abundant. One of the best enterprises that

could be started in the suburbs of this city would be a

manufactory of tile. The transforming power of good

drainage is so wonderful, and the remuneration is so

large, that a few examples would set the whole region in

a blaze of excitement upon this subject. We expect to

hear of forty bushels of winter wheat to the acre, and one

hundred bushels of corn upon clay loams, when this im-

provement is generally introduced.

Steam Thrashers are a prominent feature in Western

husbandry. The horse thrashers are still in use, but are

as certainly doomed as the scythe or the hand rake. They

are altogether too slow for this age. The steam thrasher

is mounted npon wheels, and is drawn by horses from

place to place, as it is wanted. It costs about $1700, with

all the apparatus necessary for running. The power may
also be used for chaffing straw, hay, and corn stalks, for

sawing wood,and other purposes. It takes fourteen hands

to work it, where the wheat is brought in from the

shocks, and it will clean, ready for market, 500 bushels of

wheat in a day. The price of thrashing is eight cents a

bushel. Wheat straw is sold in town for §10 a ton for paper

making and for bedding, and forms an important item in

the farmer's profits. The great advantage of the steam

thrasher is that it puts the wheat harvest so much into the

power of the farmer. As a rule, wheat stands in the shock

until it is thrashed, and the first good weather is availed

of to clean the crop, and send it to market. As yet,

there is no adequate provision made for storing wheat

in first bauds, and this is one great disadvantage that the

producer must labor under until he secures better barns.

He cannot hold on to his wheat for a rise, unless he keeps

it in stack, and there it is exposed somewhat to the

weather, and still more to the depredations of rats and

mice. Tens of thousands of bushels of this precious grain

are lost almost every year by sprouting and moulding.

The White River Bottoms are a splendid corn re-

gion, and the sun shines upon no richer land. We saw a

single field of three hundred acres, where we were in-

formed corn had been planted from the first settlement of

the country, and the yield was still from sixty to one hun-

dred bushels per acre, in good years. The land is an-

nually overflowed, and needs no other fertilizer than the

deposit of the river. This is the general experience

upon all the bottom lands of the White and Wabash
rivers and their tributaries that are subject to overflow.

When the great length of these rivers and the breadth

of their bottoms is recalled, we have some conception

of the vast extent of the corn lands of the State, which

must be inexhaustible while water rims.

Wotes on JFsai'BfiiaBa;™" 5gh tEae (nrain
Districts of Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
—Traveling toward Eastou, through Morris and Warren

Counties, New Jersey, one of the first things that strikes

the eastern farmer, is the greatly increased size of.theJidda.

The one and two acre lots so common in his observation,

have expanded to ten and twenty acres, and thirty and

forty acres arc not uncommon. Farming is manifestly

pursued upon a much larger scale. There is a clean sweep

for the sulky cultivators and harrows among the corn,

and for the reapers and mowers among the grain and

grass. In some cases the fields have always been upon

this generous scale, iu others, the stone walls and hedges

have been removed, in order to enlarge them. We
found one farmer who had just cleaned out the old

fences, and made several smaller fields into one of

GO acres. Very little time will be lost in turning round

at the ends of the rows, and little corn trampled in

cultivation. Another noticeable feature of the forming

here is the much largerproportion ofplowed latul. From a

fourth to one-half of the land is kept in grain. On one farm

we saw 80 acres in corn, 23 in wheat, and as much more

in oats. On another 300-acrc farm, we found SO in wheat,

50 in corn, and 30 in oats. Grain fields of from 20 to 50

acres arc common. Probably not less than a fourth part

of all the cleared lands in the valley of the Susquehanna

is in these three grains, the present season.

The Valley of tub Lehigh, which wo enteral Easton,

is one of the richest in the State. The soil is fertile, and

is well cultivated at the lower part, with the usual -rain

crop. Eye stands side by side with the winter wheat,

and is nearly as extensively cultivated. The soil

is full of limestone and irou ore, and the coal

is near at hand. The loading business in the

villages below Maunch Chunk is the smelling of

iron ore, and the manufacturing of the metal. The

foundries and rolling mills support a large population,

and one is hardly over out of sight of the smoke stacks of

these institutions. TVe were surprised to see the extent

and thrift of these iron cities and villages. By giving

variety to the industry of the region, they are a great ad-

vantage to its agriculture. Almost everything that can

be raised upon the adjacent farms finds a ready market
at good prices in these villages. At Maunch. Chunk, the

coal mines first begin to disgorge their contents, and a
new industry absorbs the whole attention. The mines are

several miles back from the river, and the coal is brought

by rail to the top of the bluff at a very moderate grade,

whence it is either discharged into a shoot that conducts

it into canal boats, or sent down in cars by a wire rope

attached to a windlass, the loaded cars drawing up the

empty ones. All the Lehigh coal mines in this basin

send their freights to market down this valley, either

by rail or by canal. Above the coal district there

is an extensive lumber region, and vast quantities of

peeled hemlock logs are seen in the ponds, made by
damming the river. There are vast tracts of forest above

White Haven, with very few clearings, poor, rough land,

that will probably pay better to grow timber for genera-

tions to come than for any other purpose. Two rival rail-

roads have found their way through this wild region to the

Wyoming Valley, for the traffic of which both are

straggling. Much has been said and sung of this charm-

ing valley, but, with all this in mind, we were not pre-

pared for the vision of beauty that burst upon us as we
emerged from the wilderness on the crest of the moun-
tain, some twelve hundred feet above. One gets glimpses

of it through the rifts in the forest all the way down until

the depot at Wilkesbarre, on the banks of the Susque-

hanna, is reached. Coal of an excellent quality underlies

the whole region for a distance of forty-four miles long,

by about three in width, and by its superior value has

spoiled one of the finest farming districts in the State.

Unimproved coal lands are worth from $300 to $500 an

acre for mining purposes, and have been bought up ex-

tensively by companies, who care very little for the sur-

face of the soil. It is estimated that not one-fourth of the

laud is tilled by people who own it. It is very geuerally

leased, and the tenant looks for present profit without

much regard to the future of the soil. In some parts of

the valley, where the land has been bought up on specu-

lation, the farmhouses are abandoned and the fences are

broken down. Mining also works to the disadvantage of

the farmer in enhancing the price of labor. During the

war, skillful miners were making from $3 to $10 a day,

aud even now they make $3, working about nine hours.

Those who work with them to break up the coal, and load

it into the cars, make about $1.75 per day, which is too

high for fanning. Of course, it is somewhat difficult to

get labor, and agriculture has to give place to mining.

But notwithstanding these drawbacks, there is some

good husbandry in the valley. The bottom lands of the

river are very productive, and though overflowed in the

freshets almost every year, arc frequently sown with

winter graiu. There is a County Agricultural Society

organized in the valley, which has its exhibition

grounds, and holds an annual fair at Wyoming.

Our Exhibitions of Poultry.

The only poultry shows that we have, so far

as we are aware, in this country, are held in

connection with, and as part of our Stale and

County Agricultural Fairs, with the single ex-

ception of those of the Woicesler Co. (Mass.,)

Poultry Club. At these fairs, fowls, geese, tur-

keys, ducks, and fancy poultry, pigeons, etc., arc

arranged in the utmost disregard of order,

except so far as to group the coops and cages

of each exhibitor by themselves. One would

suppose that for his own convenience, and to

show off his birds to the best advantage, an ex-

hibitor would have his coops made nearly alike,

and of one or two definite sizes, but we often

find every imaginable form of box, coop, and

cage, some neat and convenient, others dirty and

inconvenient ; though some exhibitors do better.

The judges are, no doubt, selected conscien-

tiously by the managing officers, bul as they fre-

quently know little or nothing of Ibe points of

excellence in fancy poultry, they * n- in judg-

ment, make poor awards, ami help to establish

false notions about fchedifferenl breeds, to poor

specimens of which they give value by award-

in- high .and entirely unmerited premiums.

The American Poultry Society begins its ca-

reer by announcing it- intention to do what it
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can to correct these things. It has decided that

each entry shall consist of one pair only, and

that each pair, except of turkeys and pea-fowls,

shall be exhibited in coops 2 feet iu width,

2 feet iu depth, and 2^ feet in higkt, perpendic-

ularly slatted on the front, and provided with

boxes and cups for food and water. "We pre-

sume that these coops might be divided so as

to accommodate two pairs of bantams, or small

ducks, but they are none too large to show off

a fine cock and hen of any of the larger breeds,

and barely large enough for geese.

The most tasteful and convenient exhibition

cages we have ever seen, were of wickerwork,

and the space allowed by the Society, viz.: 2x2
feet on the shelf, and 2'| 2 feet high, would be

abundant for such a basket-work coop. Any
basket weaver could make one in a short lime,

and with little explanation. A good size aud

shape would be 18 inches in diameter at the

base, the sides 20 inches high, flaring to exactly

2 feet in diameter, outside measure, the top com-
ing to a point with a handle upon it, so that the

whole bight should be not more than 2'[ 2 feet.

The willow rods forming the sides should stand

up and down, 2 inches apart, and the top should

BASKET-WORK COOP.

be formed of the same rods bent and drawn to-

gether. Unless the rods are very stiff, they will

need a narrow baud woven around the middle

to prevent their being spread apart. The bot-

tom is movable, aud may be made of a round
piece of board, or of basket-work, which is

much lighter, covered with a piece of floor oil-

cloth, or canvas, for cleanliness. There need
be no door, the birds and their food being
put in from beneath. The bottom is pin-

ned in securely when the coop is moved.
Would it not be well for Agricultural Socie-

ties to take some uniform stand in regard to the

manner in which birds should be exhibited?
If the size of coops adopted by the American
Poultry Society is right, then let it be generally
adopted and the rule strictly adhered to.

Thorough Draining—The Secret of Suc-

cess in a Nutshell

The present practice in regard to thorough
draining has not been arrived at simply by the
reasoning of engineers and physicists, but by a
long course of practical experiments, guided by
sound philosophy. If any man says that open
drains are good enough, we can now show him
in thousands of cases that covered ones are
vastly better ; if one claims that 2-foot drains
are deep enough, we can refer him to farms
where 2-foot drains gave place to 3-foot ones,

with a great increase ofgood results, and where
keepmg pace with the march of ideas, the use
of 3-foot has given place to that of 4-foot

drains. Stones, wherever used, and no matter

what the necessity for getting rid of them, give

way to tiles—for the whole cost of digging, lay-

ing and filling 4-foot tile-drains on aujT ordinary

land is not so great as the handling of the stone

alone, as stone drains are usually made ; besides

this, their shallowness, liability to fill up, and
the fine harbor they present for vermin, ensure

their condemnation. Nevertheless, a badly laid

tile drain is worse than a stone one. So true is

this, that we can name an excellent Connecti-

cut farmer of large means who had tiles re-

placed by stoue drains, at a heavy expense, and

who rejoices now in much better drained land

than before, with fewer stoppages and trouble

from imperfect drainage. The reason was that

the tiles were poorly laid and much too near

the surface, so becoming filled with roots at some
places, and deranged by receiving surface water

at others, they failed adequately to drain the land.

There are places where drains must be laid

shallow, not more than 20 or 30 inches deep.

For such spots, wherever the roots of grass

might cause obstruction, we prefer to use hrusli

drains, for they last a long time, are no more
likely to fill up than stone ones, are cheap, and
easily dug out and mended, if repairs are needed.

No one should undertake the drainage of

farm lands without thoroughly understanding

the principles on which good drains act, and
are made. "We have prepared a diagram to

illustrate these principles. It is a section of the

ground, crossing a drain, showing the drain tile

(C) laid in collars at a depth of4 feet, with a pack-

ing of clay (E) well rammed down above it, to pre-

vent surface water finding its wa}' downwards
tOithe tile, and any water entering from above. It

shows the level at which water (W) stands in the

ground,and the drops ofwater {D) trickling down
through the soil and blending with the water of

the soil at the level of the drain. "Were there

no drain there, the water level would rapidly

rise until it reached the surface, but as fast or

almost as fast as it rises the drain carries it off.

The upper part of the filling of the drain trench

(B) is porous and permits the rain to enter, but it

is stopped and the water turned off to either side

by the clay-filling, or hard-rammed soil below.

Water which rises into the tile can bring with

it but little silt, but that which flows downward
into it brings, of necessity almost, sand and much
fine silt. How absurdly wrong, then, is the prac-

tice of filling-in the lower part of the trench

• "-It

BKATNrKG DIAGRAM.

directly above the tiles or stones with loose ma-
terials such as swamp grass, sods, shavings, etc.

If the drain be properly constructed, it is al-

most an impossibility for the occurrence to take
place which we have figured at F, namely, for a
passage to be formed for surface water down to

the tile. To obviate all chance for anything of

this kind, before the loose filling of the upper

part of the trench becomes compacted and like

the rest of the soil, no surface water should be

allowed to stand or flow over the newly laid

drains for a year at least, if it is possible to pre-

vent it, but if impossible, then the trench for its

entire depth should be filled with well rammed
earth, and the filling raised some inches above

the surface. Surface furrows on each side of

the drain are effective, if they carry off the water.

We should really wrong our readers did we
close an article on draining without alluding to

that most excellent book by Col. G. E. Waring,

Jr., which was issued the past summer from the

press of Orange Judd & Co. We regard the fact

that water should always enter the drain from
below, and that it does so in all good drains, as

the vary foundation of successful drainage.

In this nutshell is the secret of success. Col.

Waring's book is full of just such "nuts."

Hexamer's Wide-Pronged Hoe-—•

—

Dr. Hexamer, (Tteisig & Hexamer, Ivy Hill

Nurseries, New Castle, N. Y.,) has such a sure

way of making his investigations aud coming at

his facts, that we accept his results with almost

the same confidence we would have in our own.

He makes use of expensive labor, and the mouth-

WIDE-PROXGED nOE.

ly pay-roll is so large as to lead him to employ
his men to the very best advantage. The prob-

lem was, what tool to place in the hands of his

laborers for hoeing out between rows of straw-

berries, or other small fruits, root crops, nur-

sery stock, etc. The common hoe is a slow,

hard, old-fogy tool, and, of course, its use out of

the question. The potato hook, or pronged hoe,

with round prongs, good, but not sufficiently

rapid for the outla}r of strength, yet vastly su-

perior to the hoe for the same purposes, except

after weeds have grown large, which ought rare-

ly or never to occur. After having made nu-

merous experiments with tools made expressly

for him, he decided upon the implement of

which we present an engraving. The six teeth

or prongs are eight inches iu length, the outer

ones being ten inches apart, which is the width

of the actual cut. The prongs are square, of the

best steel, and inserted in pairs into a malleable

iron head, in which they are firmly wedged.
They are delicate, but very strong and elastic.

The tool is used by a man walking backwards.

It stirs the soil thorough]}' more than a foot

wide, and from two to four inches deep, killing

all small weeds, lifting out stones of small

size, removing weeds, and all obstructions as

effectually as a rake. Ou light soil, it is as easi-

ly worked as a hoe, and on heavy soils, if dry
enough to work at all, very much easier. It is

safe to say, that a man with one of these can do
several times as much work as with a hoe.

We think it will prove more useful as a potato

digger, in light soils, on account of its breadth,

than the implement made for the purpose.
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The American Gray "Wolf
a 5-

Tlris is the wolf of the exciting tales of our

childhood, the destroyer of sheep and calves of

the frontier settler; the wolf which followed be-

nighted or snow-bewildered travelers in the old

colony times. Moreover, it is the "White "Wolf

of the north-western border, the Black "Wolf

and the Red Wolf
of the South, the

Dusky "Wolf of the

"West, etc. The ten-

dency of the spe-

cies to vary is re-

markable, and the

common European

and Asiatic wolves

are by some natur-

alists considered,

we believe, as be-

longing to the same

species. The Dog
closely resembles

the "Wolf in some of

its varieties, and

these species have

been very closely

studied by natural-

ists, with the result

that they are unde-

cided as to whether

the dog is a tamed

wolf or not. Some
claim that the dog

is a distinct spe-

cies ; others, that certain varieties of the dog are

descended from wolves, while other varieties

sprung from the jackals of Asia. Certain it is that

wolves and dogs, and jackals and dogs, will

breed together, and their progeny will be fertile

with either of the parent species, and, we be-

lieve, after the first generation, among them-

selves. It is said that the northern Indians are in

the habit of cross-

ing their sledge

dogs with wolves,

to gain strength

and fleetness.—The
picture which ac-

companies this ar-

ticle is the portrait

of a fine animal in

the possession of a

gentleman of Man-
chester, N. H.,

drawn upon the

wood by Herrick.

We know of no
other engraving of

the Gray "Wolf

equal to it. It ex-

hibits all the prom-

inent peculiarities

of the animal so

accurately, that a

further description

on our part seems
unnecessary. Still

we must call atten-

tion to the general

gauntness so char-

acteristic of wolves, the sharp, snappish muzzle.

the convexity of the forehead, the wicked, ob-

lique-set eye, the erect, pointed ears, the power-

ful muscular development of the forequarters, the

protection furnished to the throat and neck, (per-

haps the wolfs and dog's most vulnerable part,)

by the length and abundance of the hair, and.

lastly, to the drooping of the tail, which char-

acter is the only one which will enable an un-

scientific observer to decide at sight between

wolves and dogs ; for the tails of all dogs have

a greater or less tendency to curl up.

The Latin name of the European Wolf is Cants

lupus, that of the American "Wolf Cants occkUn-

talis; the Dog is Cam's familiar's, and the best

the American grat wolf.—(Canis occidentalis.)

known of the oriental Jackals, is Canis aureus.

"Wolves are no longer the terror of farmers

over a large part of the older States. They still

exist in the densely wooded mountain ranges,

and in general wherever deer are found, as

these form their principal food. They were
formerly so numerous as to warrant the high

bounties, amounting often to $15 or §20 each,

GROUP OF MEADOW Mil E,

offered by States, counties, and towns, for their

heads. The usual size of the wolf is 33

| t to 4'| i

feetfrom nose to tail,which is 17 to 20 inches long.

The female has -1 to 9 whelps at a birth in the

spring, and conceals them so thoroughly in holes

and borrows that it is very difficult to get at

them; Where wolves are abundant, the; huut

in packs, seldom attacking man or animals that

will resist them when single ; but when pressed

by hunger, they are rendered savage and fear-

less, and at those times devour any animal they

can master, singly, or by overpowering num-
bers. The weaker ones of their own pack are

often victims of the ravenous appetite of the

rest. Their traits of character are maliciousness,

cowardice, treach-

erousness. They are

often so overcome

by abject fear, that,

when taken in situ-

ations which they

consider hopeless,

they will allow

themselves to be

handled freely, and

killed like sheep.

Hunters have been

known to jump
without harm into

pits containing sev-

eral wolves, seize

them by the hind

legs, and throw

them out to have
their throats cut by
their companions.

Meadow Mice,

These little ani-

mals, of which we
give an engraving,

are familiar to most of our readers, and uni-

versally regarded as enemies of the farmer.

"We know of no plea to set up for their defense
;

they destroy very considerable quantities of

grain and grass seed, frequently penetrating the

granary, and taking up their abode in barns.

They are often pressed for food in winter, and

gnaw the bark of young trees, especially if they

gain easy access to

them beneath the

snow. "When nu-

merous during the

winter, they often

cause a very serious

damage to the grass

crop by eating the

roots. We believe

they cat grubs and

insects when press-

ed by hunger, but

not from choice.

The largest of the

group represents a

very beautiful and

long haired variety

of the meadow
mouse, two-thirds

the natural length.

The fur is dark-

brown above and

ashy beneath, very

long and soft

—

whence it is called

the Beaver mouse

—

arid the cars, which

are very delicate

and membraneous, but not very small, are almost

entirely concealed. These mice are 5 to 5'|a

inches long, and the tail less than half that

length. The one on the left, the common mead-

ow mouse, (Aroiaola rtyaria,) is usually found

in moist meadows throughout the northern

Stales. It i ; l-vwny and very glossy above, and
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of a light lead color below, 4 to 4I

[
2 inches long,

the tail being about 'js the length of the body.

The engraving also shows the light colored

meadow mouse, described in the New York
State Natural History, which is probably on-

ly another variety of the same species.

"Walks and Talks on the Farm.—No. 45.

We finished thrashing wheat yesterday.

There were 316 bushels from 17 acres of Amber
Michigan, and 264 bushels from 12 acres of

"White Whittaker. The latter yielded the better,

but the Amber was the larger and plumper

berry, and I think it will make the whiter

flour. The White Whittaker wheat, if mine is

the genuine article, is not white at all. It is no

whiter than good Amber. The chaff is white,

and it has large heads, and looks very hand-

some when it is growing, but the berry is rather

small, and the miller would pay no more for it

than for the Amber. In fact, two or three of

our best millers pronounced the latter the better

wheat. I sold the whole crop for $2.50 per

bushel. Some of my neighbors who thrashed

early got $2.75 for Soule's wheat.

One reason why the white wheat yielded the

better, is owing to the fact that three years ago

the land received a dressing of five or six hun-

dred pounds of bone-dust per acre, applied to

corn. It did comparatively little good on the

corn the first year. But the land was full of

thistles, and we planted it to corn another year,

followed by barley, and then with wheat seeded

down. I think the bone-dust helped the corn the

second year, and also the barley, and now the

wheat has yielded about 4 bushels per acre more

than that on land, in the same field, not dressed

with bone-dust. And I expect the clover will

show a still greater difference. Phosphatic ma-

nures, as a general rule, have a better effect on

clover than on the cereals. Last year my wheat

that was dressed with an ammoniated superphos-

phate gave a fair crop, due entirely, I think, to

the manure. Still the effect was by no means

as decided as it is this year on the following

crop of clover. A heavier crop of clover is

seldom grown, and the second growth is now
very fine, promising a good 3'ield of clover seed.

The increase of the wheat may hardly pay for

the manure, but taking clover and all, the appli-

cation will be quite profitable.

Mr. Wade, of Port Hope, C. W., was here a

few days since, and he thought my clover very

fine, but says we do not cut the first crop early

enough. One of his neighbors last j'ear raised

70 bushels of clover seed from ten acres, and
sold it for $7.00 a bushel in gold. Five bushels

per acre is thelargest croplever heard of before.

" Will not these ammoniacal manures run out

your land ?" asked a gentleman from Virginia,

who was here last week. Such, he said, was
found to be the case in his section before the

war. Farmers in Virginia who used Peruvian

guano, got excellent crops for a few years, but

it left the land poorer than it was before. On
the other hand, a mixture of Peruvian guano
and a phosphatic guano like Swan Island, gave

equally good results, and kept up the fertility

of the land. Peruvian guano, he thought, con-

tains too much ammonia in proportion to the

phosphates, and it was better to add more phos-

phates in the form of bone-dust or Swan Island

guano. It is not improbable that such is the

case, and if so, use the mixture. It is cheaper

than Peruvian guano. But buy the guanos or

bone-dust separately, and do your own mixing.

In manipulated guanos you are not always sure

of getting just what you bargain for.

But in regard to guano impoverishing the

land, there is a good deal of misconception,

and more or less prej udice. Tou can, of course,

impoverish your land by the use of guano.

Take the field where I sowed 300 lbs. per acre

of the ammoniated superphosphate on wheat,

two 3'ears ago this fall. It gave probably an

extra yield of eight or ten bushels of wheat per

acre. Two crops of clover would probably

give two tons of hay extra. Then plow it up
and plant corn, and there would be still some
increase from the extra amount of clover roots

in the soil. After the corn, sow barley, followed

by wheat in the fall. Now, then, suppose I sell

all the wheat and the straw, and also all the

clover hay from the two crops, together with

the seed. Suppose, too, I sell the next crop of

corn and the stalks, and serve the barley and
straw in the same way, and also the next crop

of wheat and straw, would it be surprising if

the next crop of clover is hardly worth cutting ?

Would not such a course impoverish the land ?

And the larger the crops at first obtained from

the 300 lbs. of ammoniated phosphates, the more
plant food I should export from the farm, and

the more rapidly would the land be impover-

ished. But, on the other hand, if I sell only the

wheat and make the straw into manure; if I

plow under the clover, or feed it out and return

the manure ; or if the corn and stalks are all con-

sumed on the farm, and the barley straw is also

fed out and made into manure, and this care-

fully preserved and returned to the land, will

not the extra amount of wdieat straw, and the

extra crops of clover, and the extra crop of

corn make an extra amount of manure, and will

not the land, after the manure is returned, give

me an extra crop of clover, and this in turn,

supply a large quantity of plant-food for the

following crop of wheat, and if the system of

growing clover is continued,—of making it and

the straw, and corn, and stalks, with an occa-

sional crop of peas, into manure,—will it not

greatly increase the fertility of the soil ? The
guano will give me more clover, and this will

make more manure, and when the yards are

filled with rich manure in the spring, it will not

be long before larger barns will be required to

hold the crops in the fall. So that while an in-

judicious use of artificial manures may impov-

erish your land, their proper application, coupled

with a judicious rotation of crops, and a right

system of feeding animals, and saving and ap-

plying manures, will prove permanently advan-

tageous. The principle is equally true in regard

to the use of plaster. Whenever plaster in-

creases the growth of clover, it affords the op-

portunity of making more manure, and of en-

riching the land. But sell the clover and all

the grain and straw, and the use of plaster will

tend to impoverish the farm.

John Johnston's remarkable success as a farm-

er might be attributed to his underdraining, and
to the large quantity of plaster he used for many
3'ears on clover. But this would only be a

partial statement of the truth. His success is

owing, first, to the man himself—to his rare

good judgment, combined with indomitable en-

ergy, persevering industry, close observation,

and prompt, intelligent action. Second, to un-

derdraining. Third, to the free use of plaster

on clover. Fourth, to consuming all the clover,

straw, and corn, on the farm. He has raised

3,000 bushels of corn in a year, but none has

ever been exported from the farm except some
which he gave to be sent to Ireland at the time

of the famine. He never sold a busJiel. It has
all been fed out with the clover, straw, stalks,

etc., raised on the farm. In addition to this, he
has bought large quantities of oil-cake to feed

to sheep and cattle, and this has added greatly

to the quality of the manure heap. Fifth. He
bestowed great care on his summer-fallows.

They were not allowed to grow up to weeds,

but wTere repeatedly plowed and harrowed, anil

rolled and cultivated, until the stiffest clay was
reduced almost to as fine a tilth as an English

turnip field. Such thorough tillage is itself

more than equivalent to a heavy dressing of our

common strawy manurer
Underdraining enabled him to work his land

thoroughly and in good season. This thorough

tillage set free the latent plant-food in the soil.

The clover took it up and organized it into good
food for sheep. The sheep extracted the fat

from the clover hay, and left the nitrogen and
mineral matter in the manure heap. So of the

corn, straw, and stalks. They all found their

way back to the land, with oil-cake in addition.

It is easy to understand why his land is vastly

more productive than when it first came into

his possession. Underdraining, good culture

and good manure will make any land rich.

A few days since I received a letter from a

subscriber of the Agriculturist in Kentucky,

who wished to get for himself and half a dozen

of his neighbors, some of our leading varieties

of wheat. Their plan was for each to sow one

variety, and if it proved good, to distribute the

product among the others. The idea is a capi-

tal one. He says they have been raising the

" New Tork Premium " wheat. Wheu they

first got the seed from this State, the crops were

excellent, sometimes 40 bushels per acre, but

the}' have grown it so long on the same land

that it has degenerated, and the yield is now
very light and the quality poor.

A miller and farmer in Maryland writes to the

same effect. He has introduced a great man}'

varieties of wheat, and for a few years they do

well, and then run out. Is such really the case ?

Do not farmers, when tliev get a new kind of

wheat from a distance, select their best land,

give it extra care and culture, and consequently

get good crops; while after a few years, when
the seed is common, they bestow only ordinary

culture, and get only ordinary crops ?

John Johnston writes me, July 23c? ; " My
Deihl wheat is pretty good. One field may yield

about as well as last years; the other, not.

Cause: Not manured for many years." The
variety has degenerated on the one field, but

not on the other ! Mr. J. adds :
" If plenty of

manure were applied, there would be less loss

from midge. All that is needed to insure good

crops is more and better manure. Deihl wheat

is excellent for rich land, but not good for poor."

This is not a popular doctrine, but it is true.

Breeders of improved stock tell us that it costs

no more to raise a good animal than a poor

one. The nurserymen assert that it is as easy

to raise a choice variety of fruit as a common,

inferior kind ; and some farmers appear to Hunk

if they send to a distance for a celebrated kind

of grain, they are sure of good crops. Now,
the truth is, if we want any thing that is really

good, we must work for it. But when we get

it, it will be so very good that we shall esteem

the extra care and labor nothing. We ought

not to expect to raise a barrel of large, well

grown, highly colored Northern Sp}' apples as

easily as we can a barrel of common seedlings,

or even Baldwins. We can not raise a Sheldon

as easily as a Choke pear. I question if the
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Agriculturist strawberry will stand neglect as

well as Wilson's Albany; certainly Triomplie

de Gand will not. We have a tree that bears

every year bushels of small insipid peaches. If

we should wake tip some morning and find

them all turned into Royal Kensington's, I

should conclude the millennium had come, and
send word to the good people in the Dutch Set-

tlement, who have had a sharp fight with the

weeds, that they might bring their baskets to

gather the fruit, but leave their hoes at home.

As thiugs now are, it is easier to raise a crop

of thistles than a crop of wheat, and we can

raise poor wheat more easily than good. But what

of it ? It is far better to raise wheat than thistles,

and better to raise good wheat than poor.

It is a mistake to suppose that any real farmer

or intelligent horticulturist will be discouraged

by a knowledge of the fact that if he wants well

bred animals, or the best grains, or the choicest

fruits, he must bestow the requisite care and at-

tention. For 25 years, Thomas Bates did not

show an animal at any of the fairs. He was
quietly at work. But when he did exhibit, at the

Royal Agricultural Fair, at Oxford, in 1839,

he swept all before him. One thousand guineas

were offered for one of his bulls—and he was
worth it. And to-day, all our high-priced short-

horns can be traced back to this twenty-five

years of care and labor of the Yorkshire farmer.

It is always so. Bakewell, Ellman, Webb,
other agricultural worthies, paid an honest price

for their success. It was no lucky hit, but the

result of persevering and intelligent effort.

The Agriculturist for July calls attention to

the value of corn husks for making paper. If

there is a demand for them at good prices, it

will be an additional reason why we must have

a machine for husking. I have great hopes of

"French's American Corn-Picker and Husker."

From what I saw of its operation, at the New
York State Fair, last year, I shall be disap-

pointed if it does not husk corn to perfection.

All that is now needed is some method of oper-

ating it by horse-power in the field. This ma-

chine separates the husks from the stalk as well

as from the corn, and they could easily be gath-

ered up, pressed, and sent to market. Out

West, I was once offered shelled corn for " ten

cents a bushel in trade, or nine cents cash." I

do not know how they husk it. Here it costs

me at least twelve cents a bushel to husk and

shell corn. I pay five cents for husking a bushel

of ears, and by the time we get it to the barn and

shelled, it will cost at least a cent more, and it

takes nearly two bushels of good corn to make

a bushel of shelled corn. We need a good ma-

chine for husking, and I hope this fall will not

pass by without giving us one. If French's will

do it, let it be introduced. The person who ex-

hibited it at the fair seemed more anxious to

sell "rights" than machines, which is not a hope-

ful sign; if it worked well, it would be for sale.

We may as well make up our minds, first as

last, that we must fight insects and fungi. It

Will not do to fold our hands, and wait till they

pass over. Study their habits, find out their

Weak spots, foster their natural enemies, and

We shall soon conquer.

One reason why we have so much fungus is

owing to the slovenly practice of throwing the

branches of trees, etc., into fence corners, and

allowing them to decay, instead of burning them.

No wonder that so many varieties of pears

and apples are specked and cracked by fungus

growth. I have an orchard of Virgalicu pens,

and I do not think there is a single specimen

free from specks. And even the Louise Bonne

de Jersey begins to show symptoms of the dis-

ease. Flemish Beauty and Seckel have been

liable to it for two or three years. Several va-

rieties of apples crack as badly as the Virgalieu

pears. We ought to be careful to remove all the

fallen fruit, and to keep our gardens neat and

clean, and especially should all the affected fruit

be removed from the trees before winter. Be-

cause it is worthless, it is not nnfrequently al-

lowed to stay on the trees as long as it will

hang. We could not devise a better plan for

propagating the disease.

We do not use lime as freel}' as we should in

our gardens and fruit orchards, or, for that mat-

ter, on our fields either. It would not only en-

rich the land, and give us larger crops, but they

would be of better quality, and not so affected

by disease. This is the experience of all who
have used it. If we could burn our own lime,

so that it would not cost more than ten cents a

bushel, we could well afford to use it freely, at

the rate of 100 to 200 bushels per acre. Large

dressings at once, are better, I think, than small

quantities more frequently applied. We want

enough to change the character of the soil, lib-

erate its potash, decompose the organic matter,

and destroy fuugus. We have plenty of lime-

stone in this section, and there is more or less

rough wood that could be used to burn it. What
we want is a method of building a cheap kiln,

or some plan of burning without kilns. As the

lime is to be used for manure, it is not at all im-

portant that it should be free from charred sods

or burnt clay. In fact, both these substances

make excellent manure.

The probabilities are that we shall have a

great deal of immature corn this fall. Where
the corn and stalks are both fed out to cattle,

sheep, and horses on the farm, why is it not just

as well to cut the crop while rather green, cure

it, aud feed the stalks and corn together? We
do not let our timothy get ripe, and then thrash

out the seed, giving thehorses the timothy straw

in the rack, and the seed in the manger. Why
should we do so in the case of oats or corn ? If

my corn matures, I shall husk it, and feed it

out separately, because this is the orthodox way.

But if it does not mature, I shall cut up the crop,

and make it into fodder, and shall try and per-

suade myself that the method is in strict accord-

ance with the teachings of science.

The Deacon says, in old times, when they

sowed wheat after corn, and it was desirable to

get the crop off as early as possible, he frequent-

ly put the stalks, while quite green, into the

barn, and by putting a layer of six inches of dry

straw between every two or three layers of corn

stalks, they never mildewed,and the whole made

excellent fodder.

«~l —-oe— *-m

The Use of Steam for Farm Work.

In this country we concede great advantage

in the use of steam on large farms where sta-

tionary engines, or those used as such, may be

placed aud do a variety of work, such as cut

wood, hay, and stalks, thrash, and grind, pump
water, etc., and where the steam may also be

used to cook feed for swine and other stock, but

so far we have not used this power much in

plowing and otherwise cultivating the land. In

Great Britain, where steam tillage is more in

vogue, it is except on a few very large estates,

accomplished by joint-slock companies, the

shareholders consisting chiefly of farmers.

The directors employ competent engineers aud

hands who go about with their different ma-
chines to do the work required, thrashing or

plowing as the case may be. Some of these

steam cultivating companies are quite success-

ful, and declare handsome annual dividends
;

others are less prosperous. Much is found to

depend upon the character of the country, much
upon the hands employed, and also upon thesu-

perintending engineers. First class hands are

needed, but they can not be employed at all

seasons, as there are many days when the}7 can

not work on account of the condition of the soil,

and the men must have some other employment.
Where the engines are well managed, and the

fields are of a character to allow of their being

profitably employed, the companies find no lack

of custom, for the work is done more thorough-

ly and better than it could be by horse-power,

and it costs less. The company usually fur-

nishes every thing except coal and water for

the engine. This requires a boy with a horse

and cart, furnished by the farmer.

Ordinary surface plowing and tillage even

upon farms where steam is regularly employed,

are done by horse-power, but the steam plows

are used for subsoiling and deep working, and

for accomplishing deep tillage by powerful cul-

tivators adapted to the purpose, which, by once

or twice working a field over, will accomplish

more towardsthe reduction of a stiff fallow than

four or five times plowing and harrowing.

Some of the managers have employed their en-

gines at mole-draining with marked good re-

sults, the drainage being at the depth of two

feet, aud the drains four feet apart. The
opinion of the Secretary of one of the most

successful companies is that before declaring

any dividends, 10 per cent, of the whole capital

should be reserved as a sinking fund, besides

10 per cent, of all earnings thereafter, and 5

per cent, for interest on the investment. The
engines used are Howard's, and Fowler's, and

between these public opinion seems divided.

We have no doubt that there are many dis-

tricts in this country where a similar system

would prove most advantageous, and are wait-

ing to learu particularly in regard to some ex-

periments now being conducted on the prairies,

before giving our readers pointed advice in re-

gard to either English or American steam plows.

Drilling- Wheat.

We found the practice of drilling wheat almost

universal in the grain districts of Pennsylvania

and New Jersey, and the only exceptions are

among the small farmers who do not feel that

they can afford a drill. At the West, the practice

of drilling is coming rapidly into favor. Those

who have their farms sufficiently cleared of

stumps, and can own a drill, generally use the in-

strument. There are many patented drills, which

cost from §90 upwards. Some, drawn by two

horses, sow eight inches apart, and make eight

drills at a time. We found at Terrc Haute, Ind.,

a sulky cultivator and drill combined, costing

%7fi. In that neighborhood the sale of drills is in-

creasing very fast. The advantages of the drill

are that it saves seed, which in the case of wheat

is a very important item; that, it gives the grow-

in"' grain more air and sunlight, aud guards

against winter killing. It plants the seed at a

very uniform depth in the bottom of a narrow

trench, the sides of which crumble under the

action of the frost, and cover the roots of the

plant, if they are thrown out. The conviction

is universally in favor of the practice, and a

good drill will prove a good investment.
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How Lime Is Burned.

The simplest method of preparing lime for

agricultural uses is by burning it in stacks, very

much in the same way as charcoal is prepared.

(Fig. 1.) The spot selected for the burning is

the quarry, which should be a soft variety of

stone cleaving naturally into small fragments

or being easily broken. The heap is usually in

the form of a parallelogram, about a rod wide,

Fig. 1.—STACK OF LIME BrrRNINa.

and of any desirable length. The first thing is

a ground-work of wood about eighteen inches

in thickness, of the size of the proposed stack.

The wood may be old stumps or any coarse

material, and the dryer it is the better. The wood
is surrounded with a layer of earth and sods,

leaving holes about fifteen inches square, at in-

tervals of five or six feet, for firing the wood,
and for regulating the combustion. These ven-

tilators should run back into the mass of wood
several feet, and be filled with dry kindling

wood at the time of firing the heap. Upon this

foundation of wood, a layer of the broken stone

is placed, about six inches thick, then a layer,

two inches thick, of fine anthracite coal, called

culm in the coal districts. This is what is

screened out in preparing the merchantable coal

for market. It can generally be had for the

cost of carting or freight at the shafts, where it

often accumulates in large quantities. It adds
very much to the heat of the fires, and reduces

the expense of burning. The heap is then car-

ried up six or eight feet high with alternate lay-

ers of culm and limestone, the stone la}'ers in-

creasing a little in thickness toward the top.

The whole mass is covered with a layer of dirt

at the sides, and at the top as soon as the heap is

well ignited. A heap containing several thou-

sand bushels will burn down in about six days.

It is calculated that one ton of the coal will

bum about 150 bushels of lime. Any one who
has skill enough to burn a coal pit, can prepare

lime by this method. It is principally of use

where the limestone is in small fragments or

easily broken. Of course, good coal and wood
can be substituted for the refuse anthracite, if

that is not to be had. Under favorable cir-

cumstances for obtaining fuel, lime is burnt

in this way for one or two cents a bushel.

The harder varieties of limestone require a

kiln for burning them. This is usually placed

-LIME-KILN.Fig. 3.

upon a side hill for convenience in delivering

the stone and fuel for charging. (Fig. 2.) A con-

venient size for a farmer's use would be about

twelve feet across at the top, sixteen at the bot-

tom, and eighteen feet high. The outer walls

should be laid in masonry, and the walls of the

inner chamber that

holds the charge,

(Fig. 3.,) should be

lined with fire brick,

or with some re- ^

fraetoryor infusible

stone. The cham-

ber is nearly in the

shape of an egg, the

small end down-

ward, about three

feet across at the

bottom, seven at the

top, and sixteen feet

deep. There is a

flue at the bottom,

two feet or more square, and extending com-

pletely under the chamber, for the purpose of

giving draft for the fire, and it also serves for

discharging the lime when it is sufficiently

burned. The small holes above the flue, in fig-

ures 3 and 3, are for the purpose of thrusting in

an iron rod, when needed to hold up the mass

of stone and fuel within. In charging such a

kiln as this, about a cord of dry wood would be

placed upon the bottom, and on top of this

three or four bushels of refuse anthracite, then

a la}-er of the broken stone about one foot in

thickness. Three inches of coal would be placed

upon this, and so on until the chamber was

filled, the layers of stone increasing in thickness

toward the top. The burnt lime would be drawn

I

Fig. 3.—SECTION OF KILN.

Fi<T. 4.—KILN FOR OTSTEB SHELLS.

out at the bottom twice a day, about thirty-five

bushels at each drawing, and fresh layers of

coal and lime added on top. Such a kiln can be

kept going for months until any desired quan-

tity of lime is burned. It is calculated that by
this method a ton of coal will burn a hundred

bushels of lime. The culm is carried on the

railroads considerable distances, and delivered

at the depot for just the cost of freight. At two
dollars a ton at the kiln, it is probably cheaper

than wood cut upon the premises. The cost of
the lime to the producer would not be, under
favorable circumstances, more than four or five

cents a bushel. This very cheap lime is one of

the secrets of its almost universal use in Penn-
sylvania and western New Jersey. Of course,

where fuel costs more, lime will be dearer ; but
we think wherever lime rock and wood are

plenty, lime can be economically made and ap-

plied to the soil. The experiment certainly

ought to be tried over a much wider region.

Figure 4 shows the process of preparing oyster

shell lime in our cities and villages. The
refuse of coal yards, now so often used for road

making or grading, might be applied to burn-

ing oyster shells with great economy. This

lime is usually considered better for agricultu-

ral purposes than that prepared from stone.

"Willow Stakes for Fences on Bottom Land,

BY nOOSIEE.

Spring freshets and floods prove very destruc-

tive to farmers living along water courses, by

washing away fences. Stakes without roola

will decay,and wash out, letting the rails take a

free ride on the swift and turbid waters. Almost

every farmer knows what a disagreeable task

it is to reset fences, and it is particularly so after

freshets, when the rails are all coated over with

mud and slime. To make rail fences compar-

III

WILLOW FENCE POSTS.

ativsly permanent, you must have self-support-

ing stakes, that is, stakes that will firmly sup-

port themselves, and also the weight of the

fence and waters. To make a stake self-sup-

porting, it must have roots to enable it to retain

a firm hold of the earth. The willow, white,

or yellow, is for this purpose about as near

being " the right thing in the right place," as

any tree we can find. It grows without trouble,

aud is anatural denizen of wet, marshygrounds ;

therefore it is well adapted for stakes through bot-

tom lands. The stakes may be cut from three

to ten feet in length, and from three inches to

a foot in diameter. They may be set in

holes made with a post auger, about two feet

deep, firmly ramming the earth around them

;

or they may be pointed, aud driven into the

ground. In one season they will be well rooted,

thrifty trees, well able to resist, and hold the fence

against, the impetuosity of the rushing water.

The willow grows easily from cuttings, and

when properly pruned, makes a beautiful tree.

From its rapid growth it is rendered valuable

as a shade tree for pasture lands. It grows al-

most as well on the hill top as in the valley,

unless the former be very dry or rocky.

Perhaps a willow hedge through bottom

lands would be better than staking rail fences.

The only trouble would be the closeness of the

hedge, making too much "back-water," but that

might be obviated. As to the size of the cut-

tings it may be said that they will grow from a

small twig to a linvo as large as a man's bod}'.

Keep stock from browsing them for the first year

or two, and after that there will be no trouble.

[The cuts represent two light fences made al-

together of willow. In fig. 1, the posts are two

Fig. 3.—wtilow fence with eidse.

stakes driven perpendicularly, and bound with

withes which form the support of the rails.

It is best to nail besides. Fig. 3 shows a feuce

made by turning four furrows together on the
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Hue of the fence, then driving stakes crossing

so as to support rails over these furrows, the

lower rails " breaking joints," as the carpen-

ters say, with the upper ones. Such a fence is

strong, and one not likely to be broken through

by common cattle, if the rails are stout.

—

Eds.]

Cost of Raising Com by the Old and

New Methods.

The sight of a man on a Sulky Cultivator,

sweeping through a cornfield astride the rows,

and leaving scarcely a live weed behind liim,

has led us to speculate a little upon the cost of

raising corn by the old and new methods. AVe

will take a piece of 80 acres, 160 rods long and

80 rods wide, and calculate four rows to the

rod running one way. If the breaking up and

harrowing cost two dollars per acre, we have

§160, as the cost of preparing the ground for the

crop. There will be 320 rows in the plot, and

With a drill drawn by one horse, the corn may
be dropped 1 foot apart, and covered in four

days, the horse walking 20 miles a day. At

$2.50 a day, this would be §10. It will take a

man and pair of horses four days to cultivate

once, which at §3.50 per day, will cost $14, and

for cultivating five times, §70, making the

whole cost §240. The 80 acres with this atten-

tion, on good laud, would produce 40 bushels

to the acre or more, say 3,200 bushels. The
corn fodder, we think, would be a fair offset

against the expense of harvesting and storing,

as it is now generally admitted that, well cured

and cared for, it is worth two-thirds as much as

*the best hay. This would make the cost of the

corn a trifle less than eight cents a bushel.

Cultivating the same piece by the old method,

the cost of preparing the ground would be the

same, §160; marking out the ground both ways,

witli plow, §20; planting at §1 an acre, §80;

cultivating or plowing between rows, both ways,

b'ix times, §S4; hand-hoeing three times, at

§1.50 an acre each lime hoeing, §364; making
the expense about §708, or 22 cents—nearly three

limes as much as by the new method—the pro-

portions, if not the figures, being nearly accurate.

There are variations of these methods, in-

creasing or diminishing the cost. Some do not

use an}- drill or planter, but make rows both

ways and plant by hand, covering with the

hoe, and do all the cultivation by horse-power.

The hand planting increases the cost. The use

of fertilizers increases the expense, but adds to

the yield enough to make up the difference.

If the land is poor and the yield is less, of course

the corn costs more. On some farms the cost

of raising corn is probably a dollar a bushel.

On the prairies, under favorable conditions, it

does lipt probably exceed ten cents per bushel.

There is, on an average, we think, a difference

of two hundred per cent, in favor of the new
methods. Farmers at the east, with their eyes

open, should invest early in rock and stump

pullers, and beat their hoes into sulky cultivators.

How the Paper Pays.

A good many farmers are still shy of agricul-

tural papers. They say it don't pay to lake

them. They never made an experiment but

they lust money by it. The same men will talk

about crops by the hour with their neighbors,

comparing their own practice with what they

sec ami hear of in others. The agricultural pa-

per does for its readers, on a much larger scale,

simply what these men do for themselves, at

much greater expense. It gathers up from a

thousand sources the details of farm experience

all over the country, and gives them in a con-

densed form. These results, surely, are no worse

for being printed. They are generally stated

with as much accuracy as the farmer would give

them in his own language. To most cultivators

these details of experience are instructive, and

are most prized by those who know the most.

They furnish important hints to all. They
serve to quicken thought, and to make the prac-

tice of farmers more profitable. A single sug-

gestion acted upon often makes a difference of

dollars in the productiveness of every acre un-

der the plow. Here it guards against loss, there

it makes large gains. It leads the farmer to

study his business, and puts him in the way of

learning much more from his own observation

and experience. He gets out of the ruts, and

thinks as he works. He uses his brains and
grows as a man, and as a consequence, therefore,

makes everything else grow that he touches.

Corn Cribs.

"Whatever temporary expedients the grower

of Indian corn may resort to for storing his crop,

he at last comes to a crib as a prime necessity.

The rail pen is a very insecure inclosure, much
exposed to damage from the storms, and an in-

vitation for any thief to plunder. Storing in

the garret is a very laborious business, and un-

less spread very thin, it is exceedingly liable to

Tig. 1.—CONNECTICUT COKN CUDJ.

injure by mould. Spread upon the barn floor,

it is always in the way, and free plunder to all

the rats and mice upon the premises. This

grain is more liable to injury from imperfect

curing than any other that we raise. Wheat,
oats, rye, barley, and buckwheat are easily

cured in the field, so that a few

days or weeks after cutting they

can be thrashed there, and im-

mediately stored in bins or sent to

market. But Indian corn has a

much larger kernel, and grows upon

a thick stout cob from which it

takes months to expel the moisture after it is

full}" ripe. Each section has its peculiar con-

trivances for storing this grain on the cob. In

the South it is quite common to store husks and

all in the barn or some other outbuilding. In

the North they have buildings put up especially

for storing the husked cars.

The Connecticut corn crib, (Fi:

common type at the

East, and has many

good qualities. It sets

upon posts covered with

inverted tin pans, (Fig.

2,1 to make it inaccess-

ible to rats and mice.

These posts arc a foot or

more in diameter, and

two or three feel from

the surface of the ground to the bottom of the

building. Sometimes flat stones, two or three

1,) is the

Fig. 4.

feet broad, are substituted for the tin pans, but

the latter are preferred. The sides of the build-

i'ig. 5.—TWO CKIB3 ROOFED OVEB.

ing are made of slats nailed to sills and plates

at bottom and top, and to one or more girders be-

tween. The bin upon the inside is made by a
board partition, three or four feet from the sid-

ing. The boards are movable, and are put up
as the crib is filled. The remaining space be-

tween the bins is used for shelling corn or as a
receptacle for bags and barrels, and the back
part is sometimes used for a tool-house, or fitted

with bins for storing shelled corn or other grain.

Fig. 3 represents the eud view of the model
Pennsylvania corn crib, and Fig. 6 the side view

showing the mode of construction. Fig. 4 shows

the same thing with a more economical roof.

Fig. 5 shows two of these cribs with a roof

thrown over them to form a convenient shed or

shelter for carts, wag-

ons, and farming tools

Sometimes the pas-

sage is boarded up at

one end, and furnished

with doors at the other.

These cribs are entered

at one end by a narrow

door, and the whole FiS- 6.—side of cmr,.

space is occupied by the corn. They are front

three to five feet in width, and give very perfect

ventilation to the ears. They have usually a

stone foundation with a sill and board floor

above. They are not usually rat proof. They
arc made of any desirable size, and cribs hold-

ing from five hundred to a thousand bushels are

common. In ease the farm enlarges, and more

room is wanted, the roof of Fig. 3 is extended

downward on one or both sides ; or other cribs

are added, and more room is made for carts.

NM
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The American Buffalo.

The fine picture on our first page introduces

this magnificent and valuable animal to the no-

tice of the reader, but the arrangement of our

pages forbid our writing but very briefly in

connection. No one can look into the history

of the Buffalo on this Continent, its rapid 'ex-

tirpation east of the Mississippi, and wherever
civilization really sets her foot, without a feeling

of pain. With the Indians, these splendid herds

are rapidly approaching extinction. The pres-

ent range of the Buffalo is the Great Plains be-

tween the nori hern part of Texas and the Red
River of the North, and between the Missouri

River and the Rocky Mountains. Here they

exist in immense numbers, so great that parties

crossing the plains have sometimes been a week
and more in passing through a herd. Mr. IIi\ Cs,

the artist, writes : "The Buffalo is a timid animal,

and generally will run from a man; but when

parties are in the neighborhood of one of these

herds, the great danger is from a stampede, in
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which case it requires the utmost care and watch-

fulness to prevent the mass of frightened ani-

mals from running over the camp, or making

the cattle break from the corral, and join the

terror stricken herd, leaving the traveler to

pursue the remainder of his journey on foot.

The cows bring forth in the spring, producing

one and sometimes two calves, at which time

the herds break into small bands, of from half

a dozen to fifty; and remain so until the au-

tumn, when they come together again.

Many attempts have been made to cross the

Buffalo with the domestic cattle. The Buffalo

bull has been crossed with the domestic cow,

and the heifer calf from this union has bred

with both the Buffalo and domestic bull; no at-

tempt has succeeded in crossing the domestic

bull with the Buffalo cow. The Buffalo has

been broken to the yoke, but is said to be un-

reliable and dangerous.

The hump is caused by the prolongation of

the processes of the spine, commencing at the

first dorsal vetebra. The second, which is long-

est, sometimes measures twenty-two inches in

length. Across the top of these processes runs

the strong ligament which serves to raise the

enormous head. This hump gives a formidable

appearance to the animal, and when coming di-

rectly towards yon, with the head down, pre-

sents a similar outline to the freshwater sunfish.

The flesh of the Buffalo bears about the same
relation to beef that venison does to mutton.

The Buffalo is the main dependence of the

Indians, and it is a low estimate that half a mil-

lion are destroyed yearly. About fifty-five

thousand robes are annually brought to market,

the skin of the cow only being saved for that

purpose, that of the bull being too thick to dress.

This operation is performed by the squaws."

The destruction of the Buffalo, as now car-

ried on, is sheer wantonness in the exercise of

the ability to kill. Often only the tongues are

taken ; often not even these, but the animals

counted as they roll in mortal agony, that their

destruction may be boasted of by the hunters.

This certainly calls for action on the part of

the Government to prevent it, and preserve

some representatives of these great herds for

future generations to make use of, if we cannot.

»-.— —>-•

The Crops—Editorial Correspondence.

One of our editorial corps is up in one of the

New England States—we won't say which one-
fishing for his health. He sends us the follow-

ing :
" When I went off, it was with the injunc-

tion not to put pen to paper while I was gone,

so I will write in pencil. "While I have caught

fish, the weight of which " averaged well,"(X e.

the boy with me caught a 6 1
', pound pickerel,

while mine was only 3
|, of a pound, making the

average 3'| 2 pounds,) I could not help between
spells having an eye to the crops, and I give

the result ofmy observation.

"Mullein promises fair, and though rather

late, there is a good stand, and no fear of scarce-

ty of seed for next year.

" Wild Parsnips.—I am surprised at the

abundance of this crop. In some fields it grows
with such luxuriance that the fence cannot re-

strain it, and it has run over and fills the road-
side. There will be no lack of Wild Parsnips
at this point, an 1 probably the breadth of laud
devoted to it will increase each vear.

,
"Vtpeh's Bugloss.—Some fine patches of this

are to be seen. It is a rather local crop, but I
do not see why it should be. A small patch of
it in a meadow or pasture will soon run every-

thing else out, and in a few years the field will

he covered with its beautiful blue flowers, and

the plant will become so well established that

there need not be the least fear of losing the

stock. Botanists call it Ecltium mdgare.

"Canada Thistle.—This seems to be the

staple crop of the farms hereabouts, and, on the

whole, promises well. Iu some fields I noticed

that the crop is interfered with by a few oats,

but notwithstanding this, I think there will he

an average yield. The farmers in these parts

economize every available foot of land, arid

devote the roadsides to the Canada Thistle.

This, I believe, is from purely benevolent

motives, for while their fields supply seed for

home use, the plants by the roadside are sure to

give the neighbors all the seed they want.

"These seem to be the principal growths of

this neighborhood, though some of minor im-

portance are to be found. Elecampane is grown
to some extent, as are Ox-eye or White Daisy,

Tansy, etc., but they are fast being superseded

by the Canada Thistle. Wild Carrot, so abun-

dant in York State, seems to receive but little

attention here, but it will doubtless come in.

Corn, oats, and the like are grown to some ex-

tent, but the land is mainly devoted to the crops

I have mentioned above, of which I see not

the least reason to fear a reduced yield."

A Western Grazing Farm.

The immense consumption of beef cattle in

the great seaboard cities, has built up a great

business extending clear across the Mississippi

Valley into Texas. There are at least four dis-

tinct branches of this business : the raising of

the cattle in districts where there are no inclo-

sures, and where ear-marks are the only badge

of ownership; the purchase and removal of

these cattle to the more thickly-settled regions

where there are inclosed pastures, and beef is

higher; the fattening of these animals; and

their forwarding to the eastern markets.

There are many farms in the West, some of

them of vast extent, whose chief product is fat

beeves. The whole farm is managed with refer-

ence to this result. If grain and grass are rais-

ed it is to feed to cattle. If hogs are kept it is

to consume what the cattle do not perfectly di-

gest, and to gather up the waste. If wheat is

raised, it is for the purpose of subduing the soil,

and getting it into better condition to produce

grass. Messrs. Fowler and Earl, of Lafayette,

Ind., have a farm of 24,000 acres in Benton Co.,

of that State, 'which is worked exclusively to

prepare cattle for market. The enterprise was
begun some three years ago, and, as will be seen,

has involved a large expenditure of capital. The
land alone, at six dollars an acre, must have

cost nearly $150,000. The tract lies upon Mud
and Sugar creeks, and is about eight miles long,

by five broad, and is well watered by these

streams. The first step toward improvement
was the inclosure and subdivision of 13.000

acres of the prairie with a board fence. This

was made with cedar posts, seven and a half

feet long, three feet in the ground, and placed

at a distance of six feet apart. Upon these,boaTds

"were nailed, making a fence four and a half

feet high. The 13,000 acres were divided into

eleven fields, making in all about forty-three

miles of board fence, at a cost of $850 a mile, or

$36,550. The remaining 11,000 acres have just

been furnished with seventy-seven miles of

Osage Orange hedge, which will be in condition

to turn cattle, in three years from planting. The
farm and the improvements are under the effi-

cient management of A. D. Rsub, Esq., who re-

sides upon the place.

It is found that the cultivated gtasses are

more nutritious than the wild, and the aim is

to bring about a thousand acres a year into

meadow. This requires at least two years of
cropping. The prairie is broken in -May and
June with five yoke of cattle and a plow which
turns a furrow from eighteen to twenty-two

inches wide, and about three inches deep. This

is planted with corn, which receives no cultiva-

tion, and yields about forty bushels to the acre.

The corn is followed by wheat, either of the fall

or spring variety, and with the wheat is sown a

mixture of four parts of herds-grass and one of

red clover, at the rate of one bushel to five acres.

This is mowed the first season after it takes

possession, and after that it is turned into pas-

ture. The tendency of the pasturing, it is

thought is to run out the herdsgrass and red

clover, and to bring in the blue grass and white
clover, which need no seeding. It is expected
that these pastures once established will be per-

manent, and fully equal in value to the celebrat-

ed blue grass pastures of Kentucky. It seems
to flourish quite as well here as in Kentucky,

and it only needs good husbandry to make their

pastures quite as famous.

It is expected, when the whole tract is brought

into grass, that it will carry 8000 cattle a year,

and its present productiveness justifies this

estimate. The cattle of three or four years

of age are bought of drovers and small farmers,

from January7 to April, wherever they can be

bought to the best advantage. The corn is

drawn from the field where it was raised, and

where it has stood in shocks through the win-
'

ter, and is fed out to the cattle upon the open

prairie. They eat the corn quite clean, and the

leaves from the stalks. They are also fed with

hay of which about nine hundred tons were
cured last year. The cattle come to grass in

high condition, and by June or July the best of

them are ripe for the butcher, and they are sold

off in lots to suit purchasers, as they fatten

through the summer and fall. A lot of 176

bullocks, averaging a little over 1400 pounds

each,wassold thelast of July at seven and ahalf

cents a pound. The custom is to sell by live

weight, twelve hours after the cattle have been

last fed and watered. This sale amounted to

over $18,000. There were 1250 acres in corn

last year, and the yield was about forty bushels

to the acre; 500 acres were sown in winter

wheat, much of which was winter killed ; 550

acres were sown with spring wheat of the Italian

and Tea varieties which were a decided success.

Thus far much more money has been expended

than received in this enterprise, but there can

be no doubt that it will prove a good invest-

ment. Other items of interest upon this farm

are noticed elsewhere.

m . -»» — .—

Forwarding' Beeves to the Eastern

Markets.

The great demand for beef in our seaboard

cities is felt iu the Mississippi Valley and be-

yond, and millions of capital are invested in

supplying it. Chicago alone has about two mil-

lions invested in fixtures for carrying on this

business, and sends east about a thousand cattle

a day. But these are not all fat cattle, nor do

they immediately reach their destination. Many
tarry for a year or more, and change hands sev-

eral times before they reach the consumer. The
large towns farther east become centers of a eat-

tle trade, where they are collected from the pas-
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tures in which they have been fattened, and
from whence the}' are forwarded to market. We
came upon traces of this trade at Lafayette, In-

diana, and made some inquiries of Col. W. J.

Templeton, who is engaged in it, as to the mode
of sending fat cattle to market. On an average

he forwards about three hundred head every

week during the year. The cattle are bought,

generally of the large fanners, or at large mar-
kets, and are forwarded in open slat cars by
rail. They are well fed and watered before start-

ing, and the first stop on the journey is at Toledo,

where they are taken out of the cars for feeding,

and rest for twenty-four hours. They have a sim-

ilar stop at Buffalo, and another at Albany,

whence they come through to New York, and

are discharged from the cars into the cattle pens

to be sold to the butchers. It takes about six

days to transport a lot of cattle from Lafayette

to New York, with the necessary rest. This is

very important, as it brings the cattle to the

butcher without much loss of weight and in

good condition. The cost of transportation, by
special contract with the railroad companies, is

about eleven dollars a head. Without this ar-

rangement, the cost would be sixteen dollars or

more. If the bullocks averaged eleven hundred

pounds each of beef, it would cost only a cent

a pound to get them to market. This is about

the real difference between beef in Indiana and
in this city, and all that is paid over that goe3

to the shipper, the butcher, and the retailer,

each of whom makes a respectable profit. Is

it necessary for the consumer to pay from twen-
ty to thirty-five cents a pound for beef, to keep

these gentlemen thriving and good-natured ?

•-< M»W —»-•

Raising Corn on the Prairie Sod.

Corn is usually the first crop put into the vir-

gin soil, whether upon the prairie or in the fresh

clearings of the forest at the West and South.

It prepares the way for cotton, and for wheat
and grass as well. There is some variety in the

methods of handling the crop, but in most cases

it is a very simple process. The practice of

breaking the sod in May and June, and turning

it over in a very thin, broad slice, about three

inches thick, is almost universal. The ranker

the grass at the time of breaking, the better for

the rotting process. Very strong plows are

used to break this sod, and it requires about

five yoke of oxen, or their equivaleut in horses

or mules, to do it well. The shallow plowing

is found in experience to do better than the

deeper upon the virgin sod. The sod rots bet-

ter, and the corn grows with luxuriance. The
planting immediately follows the breaking. This

is done with a variety of appliances, but upon
the large farms always with machinery. At the

farm of Messrs. Fowler and Earl, in Benton Co.,

Lad., it is done with a large, heavy drill, some-

thing like Brown's Corn Planter. It plants two

rows at a time, three feet eight inches apart, and

eighteen inches apart in the row, three kernels

of corn in the hill. The drill is made about six

inches deep, with sharp steel cutters, which

sever the sod and drop the corn, which is cov-

ered by a roller. It takes four horses abreast to

draw the machine and two men to manage it,

and it will plant about twenty acres a day. This

machine works very well, and is considered an

improvement upon anything yet tried. It cuts

the sod so clean that it is not much disturbed.

The deep planting of the corn is considered a

safeguard against drought. The vegetable mold
is so loose above it that it is not smothered as it

would be in older and more compact loams.

After the planting, the ground is gone over with

cutter harrows, and rolled with a heavy roller.

There are no weeds upon the sod, and there is

no cultivation. The yield is about forty bushels

to the acre. We think if the rows were four

feet apart, and the stalks two in a hill, there

would be more com. Cultivation with a light

harrow or cultivator, just to disturb the surface

of the inverted sod, would also probably increase

the yield. There are machines that plant two
rows at a time, and with such regularity in the

hills as to make rows running both ways. This

is a great advantage in older soils, where there

are weeds to be subdued by cultivation. Cul-

tivation on old ground is performed with a

great variety of implements, but almost always

with horse-power. There are shovel-plows and

double shovel-plows and bar-plows," culti-

vators, and harrows, and last, but not least, the

sulky cultivator, which goes astride the row
with two horses, and finishes the cultivation at

once. With this implement cultivation becomes

a genteel business, and a lady, handy with the

reins, might clean out her dozen acres in a day,

with no more fatigue than in riding to market.

Some 51. D., who is not a quack, we suspect

will soon be recommending this as a substitute

for the water-cure in nervous diseases. We
know it would be good for the corn, and it might

help a certain class of invalids just as much.

When the corn is well glazed, it is cut near

the roots, and shocked in bunches made up of

sixteen hills each. Here it remains until it is

wanted for fodder, when it is drawn out upon

the sod, and fed to cattle, if grazing is the style

of the farm. If pork is the chief product, the

swine are often turned into a field of standing

corn, and left to do their own harvesting. Of
course, there is some waste in this process, but

where corn costs less than 20 cents a bushel,

the waste does not keep people awake o' nights.

. .»- ! —
Specialties in Farming1—Hops.

The age of Homespun is past, and the ten-

dency of society is now very strongly in the di-

rection of the division of labor. Men confine

themselves more and more to the doing of one

thing as a means of livelihood. This is more

manifest in other callings than in that of hus-

bandly, but it is beginning to be felt even in

this. Fifty years ago, the farmer mainly clothed

as well as fed his family, furnished lights and

fuel, and did the most of his own tinkering and

cobbling. One by one mechanics and manufac-

turers have come to his aid, until lie has little

else to do but till the soil. Long ago, the spin-

ning wheel, cards and loom disappeared from

the kitchen, and are now only looked for in the

lumber of the garret. Tin candle moulds drove

out candle rods and dips, and whale oil and

petroleum banished tallow caudles. Anthracite

has taken the place of wood at many a farmer's

fireside, and the forest is only valued for timber.

He no more sleds wood in winter, and his wife

goes wool gathering among magazines and

quarterlies rather than among Saxony and South

Down fleeces. Instead of the general farming

which was once almost universal in the North

and East, we have now many specialties in hus-

bandry, which are becoming more clearly de-

fined. This, no doubt, has its advantage in pe-

cuniary results, but we are not so clear about

its influence upon manhood. The old style

farming gave a wonderfully varied discipline to

all the powers of body and mind. The modern

gvmnasium could hardly put the body into

more postures, and better discipline every mus-

cle. It sharpened the wits, and developed the

inventive faculties, so that the graduate of the

farm was prepared for every emergency in life.

He was not likely to find any new obstacles or

difficulties that had not been met and overcome
in his early discipline. Possibly some substitute

may be found for this training, but we are a

little skeptical. However that may be, there is

no mistaking the tendency of farm life in our

country to a division of labor. In the vicinity

of all our large towns and villages, there lias

sprung up,within a few years,a distinct business,

known as truck farming. A man buys a few
acres, often less than ten, raises vegetables for

the city markets, educates his family, gets a
competence, and if the city grows fast enough,

leaves a fortune to his heirs by the rise of his

real estate. Nearly allied to this, and sometimes

united with it, is fruit farming. Then there are

whole farms devoted mainly to the production

of some one article, as ha}', onions, hops, tobacco,

etc. Then there is the production of milk for

the supply of the city; cheese farming and but-

ter farming, and both combined ; sheep farming,

and grazing to make beef. In the grain districts,

the chief business is the production of wheat,

oats, and corn for sale. This style of farming,

no doubt, simplifies the business, and generally

pays better. There will come, however, bad

years, and defective crops, and if the farmer

stakes everything upon one product, he is liable

to lose a year's labor. This is a thing which

never happens in a varied husbandry.

Sometimes these specialties are enormously

profitable. We recently visited the hop farm

ofM C. Wetmore, near Rochester, who makes
hops his main product. There are thirty

acres in the farm, and he has this year fifteen

acres in hops—four on poles by the old method,

and eleven on strings, about seven feet from the

ground. He sold last year, from fourteen acres,

§10,000 worth of hops, and this year, judging

from the look of the vines, the product will be

still larger. Hops sold last year for sixty-five

cents a pound. This article can be raised at a

profit for ten cents a pound. He gets about

1100 pounds to the acre in good years. He finds

the strings very much better than the poles ; they

cost about one-eighth as much, and make a

yield of 200 pounds more to the acre, and save

a good deal of labor in the picking. These

are facts worth knowing among our hop grow-

ing friends. A small farm, well tilled, with a

single crop, will keep a man out of the almshouse.

Agricultural Improvement.

It has always been our custom to accept from

every source suggestions bearing iu however

slight a degree upon improvement in agricul-

ture, and using them as best we can for the good

of the public We get a great variety of letters,

but rarely have we had a communication so

sensible and suggestive as the following, from

so humble a source. We commend it to cer-

tain of our readers who will no doubt sympa-

thize with our correspondent in his sentiments.

Editors of theA mtrican Agric ultti riat

:

—That

you may understand me the better, and be less

surprised at my suggestions, I must tell you at

the outset that I am one of a troupe of perform-

ers who have been for some years traversing

this broad and beautiful land, seeing and being

seen. It is our highest ambition to imitate as

well as we can the actions of mankind, and the

kind gentlemen who conduct us over the coun-

trv exact no other reward. They furnish us, as

you kuow, both ponies and dogs for horses ; they
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RACE FOR THE ALL- WIN PURSE OP THE JOCKO CLUB.
INTENSELY EXCITING AND GREAT MOKAL ATTRACTION OP THE MUTUAL BENEFIT AGRICULTURAL UNION

clothe ns like human beings, and we do the best

we can to act like men in all the different cir-

cumstances in life in 'which we see them. We
find it a very great aid to us in successful imi-

tation, to study the motives of men, and by
these we judge of their actions.

This is what leads me to "write to you,—and
now to come directly to the point. It appears

to us that to make people take an interest in the

things which arc of most value to them, is a

great art. Thus subjects of no use interest

everybody, but only the wise among men are

interested in matters which promise lasting

benefit to mankind, or even to themselves.

"We have been repeatedly engaged to perform
at some of the minor Agricultural Pairs and
Cattle Shows, and the general features of those

exhibitions have impressed us most favorably,

but it seems to us passing strange, while a town
is full of strangers attracted by the fair, and the

grounds surrounding are quite crowded, that so

few people enter the enclosure until the time

for the horse-race, the balloon ascension, or our

monkey-show. Onee in, these people see and
learn a great deal of use to them. In our inno-

cence, we supposed that the horse-races were
really trials of speed, and tended to improve the

breeds of that fine animal, but from what we
learn from the horses, this is not so, for they

seldom are allowed to exhibit their good qual-

ities, being held back or urged forward, accord-

ing to their jockey's whims, and these jockeys

or drivers are influenced by pay received from

various parties, and so make the honest horses

lose or win the race, not on their merits, but

according as they are paid by their emploj^er or

by those inimical to him ; or, as it often happens,

the owners arrange the race between them-

selves, and, winning or losing, divide the purse.

Now monkeys are good riders, and so far as

they know, they are honest, and mone}r is of no
value to them; and, besides, being morally irre-

sponsible, the employment of Jocko for a j ockey

would prevent the distressing moral corruption

to which these drivers and riders are subjected.

Why not then, I ask, employ monkeys and apes

at these " agricultural fairs " more extensively ?

Moreover, as this racing, instead of being ben-

eficial, is injurious to horses, we would suggest

the employment of dogs, as less liable to injur}',

and answering well, with monkey-riders, the

sole purpose of horse-races, as conducted by
agricultural societies,—that of drawing a crowd.

One point more :—In many parts of this coun-

try it is very discreditable to have anything to

do with the running or trotting of horses, so by
all artfully selected names the Fair managers
cover up the real character of the horse-races

which they superintend. They are, they say,

" tests of speed," " trials of wind, bottom, and en-

durance," and simply, the best means for the

judges to decide upon (lie relative merits of dif-

ferent horses. This, we see, is all a pretence.

The truth is, they want an exciting scene, and
though they regret the betting and gambling

which always attends horse-races, (at any rate

after the first year or two,) yet they know of no

other way to draw a crowd, to fill up their treas-

ury, pay their premiums, and so do all the good

they can with their Agricultural Society. The
employment of us and our dogs will give all the

excitement, draw the same crowd, and interest

more people, while it will neither foster gam-

bling, betting, calling things by false names, nor

immorality of any sort. Moral or immoral, it

is all one to us, yet even we dislike to have the

good people wound their consciences, and play

the hypocrite to no good purpose. Please ob-

serve that we require no race-course, but only a

smooth bit of turf or tan-bark. Where race-

courses, (called " tracks,") cannot be afforded,

" female equestrianism" has, I believe, been tried

with entire success, so far as gathering the

crowd, (to do them good,) is concerned, but the

effects upon the females are said to be anything

but good, from the moral and modest stand-

point from which we poor monkeys are forced

to view these things for the reasons stated.

I enclose a picture of what might, I think,

lake the place of horse-racing and of all im-

moral and indelicate shows at fairs. Let your

readers see it, and then judge for themselves.

Tours, jocularly, Jocko the Jockey. ,
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Petunias Then and Now.

Do any of our old horticultural friends rec-

ollect their first Pemnia ? Over thirty years

ago, ive cherished our first one as a prized

house plant. It was the old Pe-

tunia nyctagyniflora, the first one

introduced into cultivation. It

had coarse white flowers, but then

it produced them abundantly, and
it was altogether a pleasing plant.

Great was our surprise when we
found that the plant could be

grown as a garden annual, and

greater still when we discovered

that it would grow from self-sown

seeds, and in fact become, in

some places, a weed. After the

common white species, came the

purple one, greatly superior to the

other. .
Then began a course of

improvement by the crossing of

these two and with other species,

and now we have the Petunia

ranking as a florist's flower, pre-

senting a great number of named
varieties, both single and double.

Some of the single ones are beauti-

fully veined or blotched, and the

habit of the plant is greatly im-

proved as well as the texture and

fineness of the flowers. For bed-

ding purposes we much prefer the

finer single varieties to the double

ones. The choice kinds are prop-

agated from cuttings, which strike

root with the greatest ease, but

seeds of good sorts will produce
' nice plants, and there is a chance

of getting fine varieties in this way.

- The double varieties are now
becoming numerous. Some of the

flowers are enormous in size,

beautiful in color, and very fra-

grant. The variety, Abraham
Lincoln, is one of the most gen-

erally distributed and best known.

Something after the same style is

a new variety sent out this year

by Mr. J. Kadletz, Staten Island,

and named by him Mrs. Peter

Henderson. The flower is large,

of good shape, and very brilliant,

the ground white, with a purple

blotch on the tip of each petal.

Mr. K. considers this the best of

his numerous seedlings. Messrs.

Frost, & Co., of the Genesee Valley

Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y., have also sent us

specimens of a fine new seedling, called Ed-

ward Beach, from the gentleman with whom it

originated. The flowers were full, rich in color,

and quite equal to any that we have seen.

Messrs. F. & Co. state that they have had
blooms measuring over six inches in diameter.

«-c —••- «-•

Tree Planting- by the Road-Side.—•

—

What traveler in the summer has not blessed

the thoughtful man who planted, or spared from

the original forest, the road-side tree, where he

found rest and shelter for himself and his jaded
beast? Why should we not have continuous

rows of sueh trees planted through every farm?

Why should not every village center in a town
form its tree planting association, and line its

streets with the beautiful indigenous trees that

are to be had for the cost of digging in the

neighboring forests? Why should not these

rows of trees extend every year, along every

thoroughfare, until the villagers meet in the

honorable rivalry of meuding their ways, and

beautifying the country ? We have a good many

DOUBLE PETUNIA—MRS. PETER HENDERSON.

model avenues in New England and in the

older parts of the country, where the present

generation is enjoying the results of the good

taste and toils of their forefathers. Trees were

planted wheu the village streets were first laid

out, and their branches are now a crown of

glory, affording shelter from the summer heats.

We admire the arrangement of those early

settled towns in the Connecticut River Valley,

and elsewhere, where they had a common a mile

long, and twelve rods wide or more, the houses

arranged upon the sides, and looking out upon

the village green beneath the shadows of noble

elms. These trees are now the glory of the

village, fondly cherished by the residents, and
forming beautiful pictures never to he effaced

from the mind of the stranger who visits them.

We find hundreds of villages and towns in

our occasional visits, and they are by no means

confined to the more recent settlements, where

the work of planting the road-side is yet to be

done. One or two generations have gone by
without developing public spirit enough to at-

tend to this enterprise. The church, the acad-

emy, the school-house, the inn, and the dwel-

lings that cluster around them,

stand through all the scorching

heats of summer unblest with

shade. And this is the case too,

where there is no want of refine-

ment among the people. The de-

sirableness of the improvement is

admitted, but there is great lack

of public spirit, and no one pro-

vokes his neighbor to this kind of

good works. It is time some-

thing was done, and we propose

a familiar talk with the reader

upon his personal responsibilities

in the matter. If you live in one

of these neglected districts, 3-011

have missionary work before you,

and it will require a good degree'

of faith to undertake this ministry

of the beautiful. Tou may not

meet with violent opposition and

personal abuse, but the big pagan,

Indifference, will resist you at

every step. The place has stood

for fifty years, they will tell you,

without any shade trees, and they

have got along pretty well. They
would give money or volunteer

their men and teams if the}' could

see any use iu it. But they don't

see the need of it. This, and much
more like it, will be your first sal-

utation. Never mind. "There

is no impossibility to him who
wills." Get one man enlisted on

your side, and if possible let that

man be a woman. Take the mat-

ter up and make a business of it.

If you have a sewing society in

the parish, get the ladies interest-

ed. While they are laboring for

the heathen, and for the starving

South, and trying to make the

wilderness bud and blossom, let

them have an eye to the wilderness

along their own street. Buds and

blossoms are wanting there, and

the desolate wayside can be made
" a thing of beauty and a joy

forever." This is a home enter-

prise that has been neglected quite

too long. Talk with the minister

about it, and if he be a man
of taste, as he is apt to be, get him to preach

a sermon on the moral uses of beautiful things,

text, St. Paul, "Whatsoever things are lovely,"

or, better yet, the Great Preacher, "Consider the

lilies." There is a great dial of unapplied

truth in the Bible that touches upon this mat-

ter of tree planting. Stir up the Farmers' Club if

you have one, and if not, form one. Get the

Horticultural Society or County Agricultural

Society to offer premiums for planting wayside

trees. One resolute man in a place can carry

this much needed reform, and make his name

immortal. Hillhouse Avenue, in New Haven,

with its lordly elms, will preserve the name of

the planter long after his monument has crum-

bled and his career as a Senator is forgotton.

Edoings and Edging Plants.—Recently

we saw some east iron edgings in use around

beds cut in a lawn; they were of a rustic pat-
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tern, but being painted of a bright red, the effect

was anything but pleasing. Had tliey been of

a subdued or neutral tint, it would have been

much better, as a scarlet edging detracts from

whatever may be iti the bed. To the list of

plants already suggested for edging purposes, we
have to add Sedum spurium, a dwarf growing

and hardy species. It spreads rapidly, and will

need to be kept within bounds. A variegated

Thyme has been introduced that makes a very

neat edging. It is like the common Thyme ex-

cept that each leaf has a delicate white line

upon the margin. Its general effect is subdued

and quiet. We have not yet tested its hardiness.

Seedling Strawberries.

BY B. HATHAWAY, LITTLE PRAIRIE ROND, MICH.

The remarks of Mr. Boyden, in the July

Agriculturist, although correct in the main,

contain some erroneous statements.

He says, "The strawberry seed, like several

other seeds, remains until the following spring

before it germinates." How he could adopt

such an hypothesis, that analogy and observa-

tion must alike refute, seems unaccountable.

It is well known that the strawberry is al-

most cosmopolitan hi its character and habits.

Its geographical range covers three zones, and

it is alike at home in Lapland, Mexico, South

America, and the islands of the Pacific.

For some years I have given attention to the

improvement of this fruit, and I have never

failed to get the seed to grow by putting it in

the ground at once, without previous prepara-

tion, giving plenty of water, witli shade. I have

at this date—July 14th—hundreds of plants up,

many of them showing the third leaf, from seed

sown since the 1st inst.

For ten years, or more, I have been experi-

menting with seedling strawberries—have had a

thousand or more new sorts fruiting in a season.

Several years were spent in random experi-

ments, before developing anything like improve-

ment. I sowed seed from the largest and best

berries, without regard to class or the sexual

character of the plant. It was only after discov-

ering that seedlings from hermaphrodites, or

from foreign sorts, or from hybrids in which the

foreign element predominated, whatever might

he their sexual character, were of little or no val-

ue,that 1 conceived of the true theory of progress.

It is this: our native scarlet strawberry must
be the basis of any improvement that will be per-

manent and valuable. While we may get size

and, possibly, flavor from foreign sorts, in our na-

tive kinds alone lies the germ of productiveness.

Only from the time when I first grew seed-

lings from the old Virginia scarlet, that were

purely pistillates, do I date any real progress.

These were fertilized by the old sorts—Wil-

son, Triomphe de Gaud, Boston Pine, etc., and

the best of the pistillates grown were used as

the maternal parents of the next generation.

Last 3
rear I set a small plot of ground—about

thirty square rods—to several of my new kinds,

. and the leading older sorts, for the purpose of

testing their relative value and productiveness,

and the result was as surprising to myself and

friends as it was gratifying, in disclosing the fact

that I had several new seedlings that proved
more productive than the world-renowned

Wilson even, besides being possessed of other

qualities that make them of greater value.

In order to give a more definite idea of the

test, I will give my plan more in detail.

The plants were propagated by rooting them
into thumb-pots, and were put out as they were

grown, a row or two at a time, in July, August,

and some as late as September, and consisted

of the following sorts :

2 rows of No. 1 Seedling, 5 of No. 9, 2 of

No. 5, 1 of No. 8, 1 of No. 10, 1 of No. 3, 1 of

No. 2, 2 of Wilson, 1 of Agriculturist, 1 of Brook-

lyn Scarlet, 1 of Monitor, 1 of Russell's Prolific.

The plants were set two feet by four, two

plants to the hill, and had good culture.

My most valuable seedlings are identified by

numbers, and are known as No. 1, 6, 9, and,

possibly, 3. It was no unusual thing to gather

a heaping quart of ripe berries from a hill at

one picking of either of these numbers, except

6, which is not quite so prolific.

No. 1, for field culture, will probably take the

lead. The berry is a light scarlet in color, about

the size of the Wilson when the latter is not

overgrown, with fewer small ones, and it will

hang on the vines for a week after it is ripe, if

the weather is dry, without spoiling, a quality

by no means to be overlooked, and as for fruit-

fulness—it is a marvel to behold.

No. 3 is about as productive as No. 1, late

—

ten days later than the Wilson. It is a large

berry, dark colored, juicy, and sour, which is

equivalent to saying that it will not keep, and

though hill after hill, set in August last, yielded

its quart at the first picking, the finer flavor and

better keeping qualities of the other numbers

nearly or quite neutralize its value.

No. 6 is probably the most taking sort to the

e3Te, and, possibly, to the majority of people, to

the taste also, that I have. The fruit is large,

light scarlet, conical, slightly necked, very uni-

form in size and shape. While none of the ber-

ries are as large as j'ou will occasionally find a

Wilson, the average will be as large or larger,

giving the appearance of having been assorted.

As to quality, it is a rich acid, with just suffi-

cient of the pine aroma to give it flavor, while

it does not possess the insipid sweetness that

is the characteristic of that class.

No. 9 has also a veiy distinctive character.

It is the strongest growing sort I have on my
grounds. The berries are medium to large,

with no small ones ; in color, deep scarlet or

purple crimson, which adds much to its beauty;

in shape, long—about the form of an overgrown

blackberry, and in quality it has few compeers.

It will hang on a long time, if the weather is

favorable, and will do what I never saw another

strawberry do before—literally dry into a sweet

delicious pulp, like a raisin.—Of the other num-
bers it is needless to speak, though twenty years

ago they would have been great acquisitions.

Of the older sorts, the Russell is of no value
-—large, productive, soft, and sour—too many
small ones—all on the ground, and the plant

sun-scalds. The Monitor, too tender. " The
Brooklyn Scarlet—healthy,hardy,a good grower,

sweet fruit—too sweet, but only moderately

productive. The Agriculturist is the best of

our recently disseminated kinds, so far as I have

tried. It produced some of the largest berries

on my grounds. It is about as productive as the

Wilson under the same treatment—hill culture

—and of much better quality, and will keep bet-

ter than that variety, but not so well as is desir-

able. Its greatest faults ore a want of uniform-

ity in the size of the fruit, and its tendency to

cockscomb, and irregular shape.

Of the Wilson it is hardly necessary to speak.

That its introduction began a new era in straw-

beny growing, will not be denied; but it will

be superseded, or, at least, hold a divided realm.

"Very many of the growers of this fruit found

to their cost, the past season, that it was not

wise to set all their eggs under one hen, and
we think hereafter the later and earlier varieties

will command the attention that they deserve.

I will say that none of these new sorts are

offered for sale. Although they may be found

valuable on my own grounds, and in comparison

with the best, this is not a sufficient guarantee

that they are adapted to universal cultivation.

They will be put into the hands of leading and
reliable horticulturists to be pronounced upon.

In the mean time, that the progress of experi-

ment may not stop with these results, the best

plants from the seed of best varieties I have

yet grown will go into experimental grounds.

A Trial of Early Peas.

The number of peas named in the catalogues

of seedsmen, each claiming to be the earliest,

led the Royal Horticultural Societj', (England),

to institute a comparative trial in 1865. The
results of this trial we gave in May, 1866 ; these

were severely criticised, not only by interested

seedsmen, but by some of the English Horticul-

tural Journals. This year another trial has

been made at the Society's gardens at Chiswick,

and we condense the following from a report in

the Gardeners' Chronicle:

"The earliest Pea was long considered to he

the Earl}' Frame, which varied slightly, although

its variations could scarcely be made out as per-

manently distinct. Sometimes differences were

indicated by the designations of Double-Blos-

somed and Single-Blossomed Frames, and

Early Nimble ; there was, indeed, no Express

in those days, but there was the Early Race-

horse, a name indicative of a pea that would

quickly become fit for use; and there were more

than twenty others which ultimately proved sy-

nonymous. From amongst these arose the Early

Kent, Early Emperor, Prince Albert, and subse-

quently Sangster's No. 1, or Daniel O'Rourke.

Among a number of samples, consisting of

varieties with differences almost imperceptible,

some in the course of repeated sowings exhib-

ited a more luxuriant habit than others ; and

luxuriance militates against earliness. On the

contrary, Dillistone's Early, Carter's First Crop,

and Sutton's Ringleader, &c, at the expense of

luxuriance, have gained earliness over Early

Frame and Early Emperor. Vegetables of all

kinds raised from seed are liable to degenera-

tion. Much depends on a careful selection of

the plants from which to save the seed ; for if

the most vigorous plants are selected and grown
in succession in rich soil, a more luxuriant but

later progeny will result. In this way a variety

which is fouud to be the first in point of earli-

ness this season, may become only second, third,

or fourth in the next or subsequent 3
rears.

The Committee, at their meeting held on the

25th inst.,decided that Dillistone's Early, Carter's

First Crop, Sutton's Ringleader, and Veitch's

Early, were identical. There can not be any

doubt on that point ; they were all sown on the

same day, and they respectively bloomed, slat-

ted, and became fit for use on the same day.

They were, moreover, all injured by the frost

more than any others, but all in an equal degree

;

while Sangster's No. 1, Dickson's First and

Best, &c, under the same conditions, were not

injured in the slightest degree.

Dwarf Waterloo is ten days later than Sang-

ster's No. 1 ; from 12 to 18 inches high, produc-

ing large pods, well filled, excellent, earlier than,

and an improvement on, Bishop's Long-pod.

Sudbury A 1, and Nutting's No. 1 wrinkled,

are identical. This is a very excellent early
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white wrinkled marrow, three days earlier than

Alliance, and with larger and better filled pods;

about 18 inches high.

Carter's Improved Emperor is very similar to

Dickson's First and Best; free bearing, and a

Very excellent stock.

Sangster's No. 1 and Daniel O'Rourke are

synonymous.

Taber's Perfection and Early Perfection

(Brown) are identical ; a day or two later, and
producing more haulm than Sangster's No. 1.

Young's No. 1 (Veitch) is a capital early Pea,

of about the same earliness as Sangster's No. 1,

but taller and stronger; a good cropper. The
ripe seed of a pale olive color ; darker than any

of the others in the same class.

Washington is the same as Early Emperor.
Carpenter's Express is a run-out mixed stock.

Hooper's Earl}' Rival is a much mixed stock

of Sangster's No. 1.

London Conqueror is a third-rate stock of the

old Early Frame.

Taber's G8, a shade dwarfer, but is in other

respect identical with Dickson's Favorite.

Essex Rival (Eley) is seven to eight days later

than Sangster's No. 1 ; a large pale-podded

white marrow, with blotched foliage, about four

feet, high, of the old Ringwood Marrow class.

The peas when cooked are of a nice green color;

it is a ver3r productive and most excellent pea.

Sutton's Long-podded Tom Thumb seems

very much like the Old Spanish Dwarf.

Carter's Improved Tom Thumb shows no im-

provement.

Little Gem (Turner), a blue wrinkled marrow,
is truly a little gem, coming into use but a few

clays after Sangster's No. 1, having very large

pods, very productive, and of excellent quality.

This can not be too highly recommended.
Multum in Parvo (Nutting) resembles Little

Gem, but with somewhat broader pods, and is

a few days later than that variety."

•-.— » » —-•

The Garden and the Farm.

In a somewhat extended journey we have had
our eyes open to see the farmers' gardens. We
have seen the poor patches, called gardens, in

which peas and beans were struggling with

mustard and other weeds, and, as far as we could

see, the weeds generally had the best of it. Peas,

beans, cabbages, cucumbers, beets, squashes, and,

rarely, tomatoes, make up the usual variety.

How rarely we see an asparagus bed, while

spinach, egg plant, salsify, okra, and even sweet

corn are seldom met with. How a farmer can

do without asparagus and sweet corn, is beyond
our comprehension. The one, when once estab-

lished, will yield for years a supply in early

spring, just at the time when all green tilings

are scarce, and therefore the more acceptable
;

the other, as easily raised as any other corn,

and no one who has once tasted its delicious

kernels will ever again go to the field for roast-

ing ears. We must mention one notable excep-

tion to this general neglect. Not far from Glen's

Falls, N. Y., we passed a farm which attracted

attention from the excellent condition of its

fences and the neat appearance of its fields. Up-
on nearing the house, our eyes were delighted

with the sight of a large and well kept kitchen

garden, in which there appeared to be an exten-

sive variety of esculent vegetables. Had it not

rained torrents, we should have tried to ascer-

tain the name of this exemplary farmer—we
know from the looks of his garden that he reads

the Agriculturist, and we congratulate him and
his family that the}' can enjoy so many of the

good things that earth affords to those who will

take a little trouble to procure them. If farmers

would grow a few acres less of corn or wheat,

and devote the labor required for these lo a

good kitchen garden, it would pay in the saving

of meat, and doubly pay in the amount of satis-

faction and contentment it would bring. Farm-
ers, do you know that the sameness and unat-

tractiveness of the table has much to do with

the desire of your sons to leave home? Content-

ment with daily pork and potatoes, with an
occasional variation to cabbage, is hardly to be

expected. A family garden is humanizing.

Why Transplanted Trees Die.

" Worth knowing—Transplanting trees.
—If the Commissioners of the Central Park
would give strict orders to mark the north side

of trees witli red chalk before they are taken
up, and when set out to have the tree put in the
ground with its north side to the north in its

natural position, a large proportion would live.

Ignoring this law of nature is the cause of so

many transplanted trees dying. If the north
side is exposed to the south, the heat of the sun
is too great for that side of the tree to bear, and
therefore it dries up and decays."

Those worthy gentlemen who are engaged in

adorning our Central Park, will be grateful for

this bit of advice. They have lost a great many
trees there. They die by the hundred every

year, and many thousands in all have been lost,

and all for the want of "a piece of red chalk."

We quote this as a sample of the " profane and

old wives' fables" that are circulated in the farm-

er's column of some of our cotemporaries. The
assertion that the change of the side of a tree

from north to south in transplanting affects the

chances of its living, is without any basis of facts

sufficient to support it. It may or may not be

true. We believe it has as little to do with the

life of a tree as the phase of the moon at the

time of transplanting, and the assertion is cal-

culated to do injury by diverting attention from

the causes which do make new plantations fail-

ures. These are the loss of too man}' of the fine

rootlets in taking up the tree, the drying of

the roots in removal, the want of drainage and

preparation of the soil, careless handling and
planting, want of mulching, and the prevalence

of severe drying winds immediately after plant-

ing. These evils are not to be remedied by

a piece of red chalk or the skin of a black cat.

Horticulture in Indiana.

We were agreeably surprised in our recent

visit to see so many evidences of progress in

this delightful art. Indiana has not only a Slate

Society with its volume of transactions, but sev-

eral auxiliary societies in the larger towns,

which have frequent meetings, and are doing

much, with fine fruits and flowers, to awaken

an interest in gardens. The State Society is in

the sixth year of its existence, and holds two

sessions annually of several days each, which

are well attended, and occupied with lively dis-

cussions. These meetings, reports of which are

published in the papers, are diffusing a knowl-

edge of the better varieties of fruit, and encour-

aging the planting of orchards and vineyards.

The influence of these discussions is ap-

parent in all the older parts of the State,

especially in the suburbs of the large towns.

The climate and soil of this Slate are favora-

ble to fruit culture, and nearly all the small

fruits flourish in the greatest luxuriance, with

ordinary care. The apple and pear are at home,

and can be raised in any desired quantities.

Apples are abundant this season throughout the

State. We saw but one orchard that had any
appearance of disease, or was not well filled

with fruit, if it had reached bearing age. There
are many young orchards a few years out, or

just planted, that are looking in perfect health.

Pears are not as extensively planted, but flour-

ish quite as well, and in the opinion of agentle-

mau of large experience, doquile as well as the

apple, and bear with more uniformity. Grapes

are cultivated to some extent, and many in the

vicinity of the cities are planting vineyards.

The Concord is unquestionably the most popu-

lar grape in the State, and the vines that have

been planted are now so generally in beating

condition, that fruit growers understand where-

of they affirm. The Hartford Prolific, stands

next, but drops its berries from the bunch.

The Delaware and Rebecca are superb, but are

poor growers. We found one fruit grower who
cultivated the hitter in the shade, to prevent it

from casting its leaves, a calamity to which it

is exceedingly liable. The newer varieties are

in cultivation, and their merits for the climate

and soil of the State will soon be decided.

They have a flourishing local Society at Terre

Haute, of which Hon. D. II. Scott is President

;

also at Laporte, of which Hon. A. L. Osborne

is President. Monroe, Indianapolis, Danville,

Plainfield, Bridgeport, and Fort Wayne, also

have flourishing horticultural societies.

Notes on Grapes and Grape Culture.

So much was said last year about grapes that

we have but little to add upon the subject until

the season of ripening shall have given us more
knowledge concerning the merits or demerits of

varieties. Many of our contemporaries have

opened their columns to a lively discussion of

the award of the Greeley Grape Prize, and as

about an equal amount of abuse has character-

ized both sides of the dispute, we assume that

the account is square. It seems- to us that no
good can come from the further agitation of this

subject,fornoone, with even a limited knowledge

of fruits, would expect to find any one variety

of any fruit that will be the best in every local-

ity. The mistake was not so much in the award

of the Committee, as that they should consent

to act at all upon so impracticable a proposition.

As we write, (early in August,) we hear some

accounts of mildew and rot, and in some local-

ities the Concord, which is usually free from

disease, has rotted and dropped badly. In the

only case of this which has come under our

observation, the vines were not closely pinched,

but allowed to keep on growing; while in those

places where the vines were systemal ically prun-

ed, and the laterals pinched, no rot was visible.

We believe that the early establishment of a

strong and robust foliage, by pinching the bear

ing shoot at three or four leaves beyond the last

bunch of grapes, and persistently pinching back

the laterals, has much to do with the vigor of

the vine, and its ability to resist rot and mildew.

We cannot learn that it has caused much
trouble where sulphur and other remedies were

promptly applied. One of our editors, finding

thatmildew had appeared upon his vines, follow-

ed the suggestion of Mr. Lazaris, of Athens,

Grecce,wbieh was published in the Agriculturist,

for August, 1SGG. Mr. L. proposed the use of

dry clay or any other fine dust, as a substitute for

sulphur. lie considered that when used in the

open air, sulphur acted merely as an absorbent

of moisture, and if Ibis were the case, any other
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dry powder thrown upon the mildew would dry

it up and destroy it. He found dry and sifted

clay and fiue road dust were equally efficacious

with sulphur. "Without asserting that the fact

is proven, the instance above cited shows that,

in that case at least, the use of dust arrested the

mildew, and that the matter is one deserving the

attention of grape growers. The fact that

some cultivators find that a mixture of air-slak-

ed lime and sulphur is better than,

sulphur alone, seems to point to

the same conclusion. Overbear-

ing is also a common fault; it

serves to weaken the vine, and
while a larger number of bunches

may be obtained, they will be in-

ferior in both size and quality.

In some places there is com-

plaiut of the failure of the grapes

to set well, very large clusters

often having but three or four

fertilized and growing berries up-

on them, all the others remain-

ing abortive. This may be owing

to heavy rains or cold, and damp
weather just at the critical period

of blossoming. "We look forward

with much interest to the grape

harvest this autumn, as the status

of many of the newer kinds -will

be better known ; and it is our in-

tention to keep our readers advised

of all that is likely to interest them
in relation to this increasingly

important branch of horticulture.

Variegated Pelargoniums.—
The Pelargouiums,(often calledGe-

rauiums,-) with variegated leaves,

are now very numerous, and the

number is rapidly increasing.

Some of them have leaves of such,

beautiful colors that the}' have all

the brilliancy of flowers. In Eng-

land, these plants are much em-

ployed in bedding, and very fine

effects are produced by them.

With us their use hi this way is

attended by very indifferent suc-

cess, and those who would enjoy

the beauty of such fine varieties

as Mrs. Pollock, Sunset, and others

of that elegant class, must grow
them in-doors. Our hot sun is

too much for the delicate foliage

of these variegated kinds, and
the leaves soon curl up, and drop off. Be-

sides this, caterpillars make sad havoc among
them, and the}' need looking over every day to

remove these pests. Among a large number
tried this year out of doors, the most satisfac-

tory were the Mountain of Snow, which has a

dark-green leaf with a broad and well-marked

•white margin, and the Cloth of Gold, the leaf

of -which is of yellowish green, bordered with
yellow, the two not very distinctly defined. "We
hope that some of the more richly colored ones
will be found that -will endure our summer heats.

Ketes' Early Prolific Tomato—was ad-

vertised as being thirty days earlier than any
other variety—a claim so extravagant that we
have watched it in widely different localities

with much interest. H. J. Rudisseli, of Fort

"Wayne, Ind., grew them in his market garden,

side by side with the Early York, of Henderson,

and '.he Eureka, and they ripened at the same
time with these varieties. The plants were all

forced in the usual manner, and the first speci-

mens were picked July 17th. On the other

hand, Chas. Downing, as well as cultivators

near New York, finds it to be at least ten days

earlier than any other variety. Even this is a

great advance, and had it been put out as being

ten days earlier than others, instead of thirty,

the public would have accepted it as a probable

statement, and have been more disposed to try it.

the rabbit-foot clover.—(Trifolhon arvense.)

The Rabbit-foot Clover.

—

{Trifolium arvense.)

In poor and sandy soil, and in old fields, there

is found a plant, the peculiar softness of which,

with its dull, gray appearance, is very apt to

attract attention. It has many popular names,
among which are Rabbit-foot and Hare's-foot-

Clover, Pussy-Clover, Stone-Clover, etc. Its

botanical name is Trifolium arvense, and thouo-h

in its general appearance it is unlike the other

clovers with which we are familiar, its struc-

ture in the main corresponds with theirs. It is

a much branched annual, that grows from 5 to

10 inches high, and produces upon the ends of its

branches flower heads that are at first globular,

but which soon elongate and become cylindrical.

The engraving, taken from a small plant, gives

its general appearance. The three-parted leaves

are quite small, the flower heads being the most
conspicuous part of the plant. The whole plant

is covered with silky hairs, and the heads are

especially soft to the touch. A close examina-

tion shows to what this softness is owing. At
the lower left hand side we have given a

single flower, very much magnified. The
corolla, which in other clovers is so showy, is

here veiy small, while the points of the calyx

are much elongated, thickly clothed with silky

hairs, and the most conspicuous parts of the

flower. Though, so common with us from

Canada to Florida, it was introduced from

Europe. It can hardly be ranked

as a troublesome weed, as it is,

Jike other annual weeds, readily

exterminated b}r cultivation.

A "Word for the Ccrrant.—
It is very strange that so little

attention is paid to this most ac-

ceptable fruit. It is easily raised,

and brings a good price in mar-

ket, the supply always being short

of the demand. "We shall have

something to say about varieties

and propagation for those who
wish to make new plantations.

At present we give the experience

of the author of ""Walks and
Talks," for the benefit of those

who have old and unproductive

bushes: ''We have had a splendid

crop of currants this year. There

was quite a quantity of old bushes

on the farm when we came here,

but the worms had stripped off

every leaf, and they were in a for-

lorn condition. We set out a

number of new ones, and in the

meantime undertook to renovate

the old ones by pruning and ma-
nuring. The old bushes have pro-

duced thisyearfive times as many
currants as the new ones, and are

good for years to come. Currants

bring six dollars a bushel in the

city, and it would seem that at

such prices the crop would be a

profitable one. If you have old

bushes of good varieties, dig about

them and clung them. Cut out all

the suckers except one or two
that may be needed to take the

place of the old, decayed branches.

Keep a sharp lookout for the

worms soon after the leaves are

formed. You will find the eggs

on the under side of the lower

leaves, and they can be crushed be-

tween the thumb and finger in a moment. And
then, especially, look out for the second brood,

after the fruit is gathered, and serve them in the

same way. It is here where so many fail. De-

stroy this second brood, and you will have com-
paratively few to kill next spring. If any es-

cape, dust the bushes with white hellebore pow-
der; but don't forget to destroy the eggs."

Increase of Forests rx France.—The
forests in France are under the care of the

government, and under the new laws for their

protection, they have increased nearly one

million of acres. Less than one sixth of the area

of the kingdom is covered with woodland. This

is much less than is desirable for the best inter-

ests of the husbandman. It is estimated that

from twenty to twenty-five per cent, of a coun-

try should be covered with forest, in order to

secure uniformly good crops. Our forests, now
disappearing at the rate of 3,000.000 of acres an-

nually, demand the attention of government.
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Dashes at Honse-Keeping with a Free

Pencil.

IT.IZE ES3AY BT JOSS ETA JI. COLLETS, BOCHESTEB.

THE PLAT-E001I 1LADE OTEK.

Jennie thinks she is getting to be too large a girl
to have a play-room any longer, and quite surprised
mo a few days ago by asking if I could not help her
convert it into a spare bedroom for her. Little

•FLAT-ROOM CONVERTED.

cousin Helen is coming to spend her vacation here,

and probably that was what put the idea into Jen-
nie's head ; but at that moment the little black-eyed
lady did not occur to me, nor did the possibility of
bestowing any of our friends there seem very feasi-

ble, so I could only echo the last of her sentence,
" bedroom for me," as Miss Betsy Lavender would
have done. The play-room is sis feet by nine, or
would be of those dimensions, only that a chimney
•occupies a third of one end of the room, protrud-
ing eighteen inches into the apartment, which
makes it appear even smaller than it is in reality.

It was originally a large closet, but had been from
time immemorial, so far as I am concerned, given
up to the little girls for a play-room, and had now
for years belonged exclusively to the baby. And
so the baby wanted to convert the play-room into

a spare room. '-Well

!

what next?" Where-
upon little sister ex-

plained herself. It

would make such a

nice little room, just

large enough for Hel-

en—and herself— and
very likely the spare

rooms will all be in

requisition for larger

company, especially

while the boys are at

home. She is sure

she and Helen will

like the room all the Fig. 2-

—

toilet table.

better for its small size, and it will seem like keep-
ing house iu earnest to have the room where she
has always pretended to live, for her own. Dim
visions of the possibility of having to tike one of
the children into my room had been hovering iu the
distance for several days, but this disposition of
the play-room dispelled them at once, though I

Eliould never have thought of it. Ralph was, as

usual, our right hand man. He brought down the
oldest cot-bed from the garret, and by shortening

it half a foot, removed
a large rent in the foot

of the canvas, and made
the bed fit in the short

way of the room, so Jen-

nie has still a passage way
from the door to the win-

dow, fig. 1, besides the

spaces each side of the

chimney. In the space back of the door, Ralph lias

put up a number of hooks, and by hanging a cur-

tain in front of them, it makes quite a respectable

wardrobe. For the oth'-r space, the one near the

window, Ralph has coutri .1 a toilet table, whivh

Fig. 3.—TOILET CASE.

bookcase.

Jennie declares is just the thin"-,

securely fastened over cleats with
frozt, and a cloth over
the top, fig. 2. Over the

toilet table and near the
window we hung a case
for combs and brushes,

made of pasteboard and
covered with tissue paper,

fig. 3. I tell Jennie she

and Helen will have to be
very neat, or they will

make a deal of washing, as

everything in the room is white—bed, window cur-
tains, wardrobe, and toilet table. Jennie thought
she wanted a place for a few books, so we hung a
little shelf, fig. 4, at the foot of her bed, op-
posite the " Lord's Prayer," which hung over the
head of it. Then she thought " nothing was want-
ing but a light stand which would not take up any
room." Ralph has suited her exactly, fig. 5, and
has made the bottom of the stand so much heavier
than the top, that it will not easily tip over. The
room is cunning enough. The small red and white
squares in the matting look brighter than ever be-
fore, and the view from the window is lovely either
in winter or summer, as it looks off down one of
the most beautiful valleys in the world.
Two little sets of hands to keep out of mischief

this summer! Jennie has a box at the bottom of
her wardrobe, where I am to put work for her and
Helen, as I come across anything that will answer
for them, the only conditions being that no work

placed in the box can be under-

taken before the article under way
is completed, except by permis-
sion. Jennie, and I believe children

generally, likes the plan of being

obliged to decide for herself, and
then of being held to her own

decision, even though some different course may ap-

pear more attractive. Grandmother has taught her

that little girls who are driven about by every passing

fancy, almost always grow up into wavering, weak
minded v silly women, while it is the privilege, the

right, the duty of each little girl to grow into a noble,

beautiful woman. It will be entirely optional with

the children whether any work in this box shall be

commenced or not, but if begun, it must be finish-

ed unless there is some very good reason why it

can not be done; therefore the pro's and con's

must all be considered beforehand. This piece of

thick Bristol-board, six inches by eight, will make
them a transparency to hang in their window. If

I draw the design lightly with a pencil, they can

cut it upon a board with a penknife, wherever it is

marked, bend
all the points

out, and paste

a narrow rib-

bon around the

edge, fig. 6.

Jennie called

us last evening

to sec how the

moonlight _
shadowed the S
grotesque fig- S
urcs in the B
window cur- m
tains over the jj
1)1 and walL II

The cross gj
among the U
haves will m
form an agree- flj

able variety. B
Here is a bun-

dle of bright

cambric and silk for linings to muslin bags, which
have long been waiting to be made. I will roll

the 'white cotton yarn with this parcel, and put it

into the children's work-box. A pattern in Un-

roll, tig. 7, will show them what this is intended

for, and please them better than verbal instruction.

It seems r little sad to see the play-room thus
" converted," as Jennie calls it. I really almost

mm
Fi: (>.—TRANSPARENCY.

the little people's

in the play-room
;

it is onl}r the play-

not veiy materially

wish I could have dressed
dolls for one more Christmas,
but after all, Jennie is right

;

room still in a different dress-

diffjrent, because suddenly clothed aucw. Real
changes are slow in their growth, necessarily, be-
cause growth requires time. The little room will
be the play-room probably for some lime to come.
Mothers ! do not hastily wrest
the play-room from the chil-

dren. It has a mission to ful-

fill. It teaches them by con-
stant practice bow to make
the most of every thing ; to

cover over neatly the most
outlandish shapes ; to make
homely things pretty, and to

see all the naughty traits iu

themselves in their true light,

as they are reflected iu their

imaginary little ones. The
lessons learned iu the play-

room, more than elsewhere,

are industry, patience, gentle-

ness, economy, and aceuracv,

while the taste is cultivated,

and affection sacredly cherish-

ed. No matter if the hun-
dredth attempt is still rude and
unsuccessful, it is yet a step in the right direction.

A suggestion now and then will not be lost. The
child maybe taught, but the lessons can be learned
only by itself. The most beautiful paiuting was,

iu its first stage, a mere daub, and so the child, iu

its first endeavors, can not be expected to fore-

shadow the ingenious woman, which, in a con-

genial atmosphere, its mature growth may unfold.

Leaves from the Diary of a Young House

keeper.—No. IX.
PRIZE ESSAY BY MIS. LAUBA E. LY3IAX, STAHTOnD, C]

Sept. 7fh.—On our way home from our delight-

ful visit to Mr. and Mrs. George, I expressed to

Edward my unbounded admiration for a farmer's

life, such as we saw it in their establishment, and
I thought over in my mind some improvements I

might make in housekeeping, and especially in the

care of my milk, cream, and butter. The secret of

Mrs. George's splendid success in the production

of butter is, that she has every facility for preserv-

ing nearly a uui'orm temperature in every part of

her dairy establishment, the year round. Since

coming home I have endeavored to imitate her so

far as the arrangements of my house will, as yet,

permit. I have no ice chamber for keeping my
cream in as she has, but talkiug the matter over

with Edward, he suggested that iu one corner of the

cellar the soil is damp and cool, and that a little

pit might be made there to answer the purpose.

So he took his spade and made a little hole

about eight inches deep, where I place my cream

jar and fill it round with the moist, cool earth, so

that I can preserve it at nearly a uniform tempera-

ture. My hist churning showed the difference; it

was as good September butter as I ever saw. I

have also put less milk iu a pan than I used to,

and fiud the cream rises more perfectly.

Sept. V2t!t.—The past week has been a very busy

one. The apples aud tomatoes are ripening rapidly

and must be cared for in their proper time ; so,

earl; and late, Sue and I have kept our knives in

motion, and in the evening Edward has kept the

paring machine running. Instead of the old mode
of quartering and coring them, we find slicing

them in thin pieces, uniform iu thickness, is a bet-

ter and more expeditious way of preparing them.

As apples, when drying, very readily absorb flavors,

I have observed the utmost care iu keeping them

where they could acquire no taint Edward made

me a scaffolding of hemlock boards upon which I

spread some old sheets that were perfectly clean,

and laid over the apples some fly netting to pre-

serve them from the contact oi kflsects of all Kinds.

These hot days of September I thought beat to

improve in drying tomatoes, in imitation of dried
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figs. After making a rich syrup and cooking them

till they were done, which takes fifteen or twenty

minutes, I spread them on plates to dry. Thus

prepared they are almost equal to dried figs. My
cans are of glass, with India rubber stoppers, and

require no cement of any kind to make them air-

tight. After using cans of various kinds, mother

at last settled upon these as the best, and I use no

other. As tomato preserve is so very sweet, I de-

cided to fill but a small jar, and can nearly all I put

up. My recipe is half a pound of sugar to a pint

of water. This makes the tomato sufficiently

sweet, and its flavor is not so much disguised by

the syrup as when more sugar is used. I have made
a large jar of green tomato pickle, which Edward
likes so much, and which is not a very common
dish, and after the early frosts, I shall make anoth-

er of the green tomatoes left upon the vines. No
pickle is more easily made, and noue better than

this. To a peck of tomatoes, sliced about a quar-

ter of an inch thick, add sufficient viuegar to cover

them, and of whole spices, one ounce each of pep-

per, cloves, allspice, cinnamon, and white mustard

seed, and two medium sized onions chopped fine.

Bring them all to the boiling point for a minute,

aud then pour into a jar and set in a cool place. In

two weeks they will be ready for use. The finest

lookiug of my ripe tomatoes I preserve and dry
;

the others make excellent catsup.

Sept. ISth.—For a week we have been reveling in

ripe grapes, and I have used all my skill iu endeav-

oring to preserve them in jellies, with sugar aud by

other modes, so as to prolong our enjoyment of

them into the winter months. Edward has picked

some of the finest clusters, aud I prepared several

dozen strings of uniform length, with which we
tied them to long poles and hung them in the wood-

house loft, taking special care to remove all that

were imperfect, and not to bruise any or breakthcm

from the cluster. Here we will let them remain

until freezing weather, when they can be transferred

to the cellar without disturbing them on the poles.

I feel quite confident that we shall have some de-

licious clusters to lay upon our table at New Tear's,

and perhaps as late as February. We experiment-

ed also upou the French mode of preserving grapes,

with what success remains to be seen next winter.

It seems as though it must succeed, and it is very

simple. Edward made a thick whitewash of the

consistency of cream, straining it, and takiug pains

to crush all the little pieces of lime. We then dip-

ped a number of the very fiuest clusters into this

whitewash, taking them out very slowly. The dip-

ping was repeated two or three times, until a firm

white crust, looking like a rough egg shell, was

formed all over each grape, and the stem to which

they are attached. We hung these clusters with

the others in the wood-house loft.

Sept. 20th.—Three or four days since Edward's

sister, Jane, came to visit us. She looked pale and

worn, and I found upon conversation with her that

she had been sitting in the house all day, instead

of breathing this delightful September air under

the open sky, and burning the lamp late at night,

reading some new French novels, which a friend had

sent her. Edward and I talked the matter over and

determined to initiate her, unconsciously to herself,

into the delight and the wholesomeness of ample

out-door exercise and early hours of sleep at night.

So every day since she came, we have planned

some excursion or some pastime, which has given

us all full draughts of this boundless ocean of air

the Creator has poured above and around us. The
roses are beginning to bloom on her cheek, and she

has ceased to iuquire constantly for "some inter-

esting book." If our American women would but

spend an hour or two every day in the open air,

how much should we as a nation gain in health and

happiness. The exercise of housework is not suffi-

cient ; it is monotonous and liable to become mere
drudgery. The wife aud mother, if she would ever

keep fresh in feeling and firm in health, if she

would be always cheerful and a bright and radiant

center of home delight, must daily leave her cares

and the little routiue of her domestic activities and

place her spirit iu harmony with the perpetual

calm and the annual round of nature.

Sept. 2'th.—Yesterday and to-day we have made
a lounge for our sitting room, and we shall find it

a great addition to our comfort this fall and winter.

Edward got out the frame and legs, fastened them
securely together and nailed some slats on the un-

der side of the long side pieces. Into these, at reg-

ular intervals, we put some second hand springs he
found at an upholsterer's, and tacked over them an

old quilt, tying each spring with twine to the quilt

to keep it in place. Then I made a mattress case

of tow cloth and filled it with the shucks we saved

when we were drying corn, and some others, which
were all carefully picked over, and covered the

whole with brown calico, aud a very presentable

article of furniture -it makes. I priced a lounge
the other day at the store, and the cheapest article

I could find, and that a very poor one, was thirteen

dollars, so I determined to make one myself. We
reckoned up the cost, and find it amounts to just

six dollars and fifty cents. The frame timber is

worth fifty cents, the springs cost thirty, the ten

yards of tow cloth came to three dollars and a half,

and the calico cover two dollars and twenty cents.

Jane made the cover while I made the mattress,

aud we finished the whole thing up very quickly.

Sept. S0t7i.—I thought it would do Jane good to

see a little of Sue White's housekeeping, and her

excellent management of her boys, so she consent-

ed to stop on her way home to visit my excellent

friend, if I would go with her. I was curious to

learn too, how Sue, who at school had been noted

for her love of Plato and the classics, had become
so thoroughly practical a woman in all domestic

matters. Our conversation naturally fell on the

routiue of household duties, and I expressed to Sue
my surprise at the perfect familiarity she seemed
to have with all the little details of nice cookery,

and every department of family industry. " It is

very true," said she, "that at school I reveled in the

ideal world. I dreamed with Plato, I delighted in

Shakespeare and the poets, but after marriage my
husband placed Bacon's Novum Organum in my
hands for me to read, and it effected an entire rev-

olution in my daily life. I-saw the beauty of utili-

ty, and determined to become as Baconian in my
practice as a housewife as I had been Platonic in

my previous modes of thinking. From that time
I have made it a principle aud a study to have every

article on my table prepared in the very best man-
ner possible, and to perform every task in the most
thoroughly practical and sensible manner."

October ith.—For two days I have been engaged
in a task that would have been very heavy had not
Edward assisted me. We assorted the wool that

we reserved from the spring clipping, taking a few
pounds of the best for stockiug yarn, washed aud
dried the remainder, and made it into a mattress,

which has cost us only the price of the ticking.

Mrs. George told me of an excellent and cheap
way of making a spring bed, by purchasing three
or four dozen of spiral coils of wire at an uphol-
sterer's establishment, and setting them into the

slats of the bedstead. She has a set of them that

have been in use many years, and are now as good
as ever. The upper end of the wire is fastened to

the last turn of the coil, and the wires covered with
an old quilt upou which the mattress is laid.

Leaves frogi My Journal.—No. VII,
rciZE ESSAY BY MRS. B. HC'LELLAN, OP OHIO.

September.—There is much sickness in town from
typhoid fever. That is always tedious, distressing,

and alarming. When sickness comes, how vain

appear our wordly cares and anxieties. We resolve

never to be so engrossed by them again. And yet

we could hardly bear always to carry about the

heavy heart we have now. Nursing the sick seems
especially to belong to woman, but man's stronger

arms and nerves are quite as indispensable. "Oh,"
said a daughter, after recovering from a long and
dangerous illuess, " I felt so at rest when father was
in my room." What little things will annoy and
distress the sick ! The mind is weak with the body,

and must be as tenderly cared for and indulged.

Some displacement of furniture, a spider hanging

from its web in some corner, music on the street,

noise of the children, bread burned instead of nice-

ty toasted, tea not boiling hot, w ater not just from

the well, jar upon the sensitive nerves and create

suffering and complaint, which, to one never or

rarely sick, appear childish in the extreme. I re-

member when Nellie was but four, she was sick

witli a disease affecting the head. The room to

which she was confined had a window containing

in the lower sash but two frames in depth, while

the upper one had three. She often said aloud,

" three and two, three and two !" We supposed her

mind wandering, but at last discovered it was the

incongruity of the window, from which she could

not divert her attention. At another time a friend

whose shoulder had been dislocated, and who was
obliged to lie in one position, suffered greatly from
a stray hair that was under the shoulder. I laugh-

ingly told her it was only her fancy, until seeing the

tears in her eyes, I found and removed it. In health

we may call such things foolish—in sickness we had
better not. Fresh air and water work wonders in

the sick room. Cover the patient, head and all, with

the bed clothes, adding more if the weather is cold,

a»d open wide the wiudows for two or three min-

utes, when the day is fine. Every time the patient

drinks, let the water be fresh. The nerves of taste

and smell become as sensitive as any others.

Fresh linen is a luxury, and everything about the

person and bed should be kept strictly clean.

It becomes, of course, no light task to take care

of the sick, and calls for a large stock of patience

and endurance. Lost sleep must he made up at

odd times, as far as possible, a bath often taken,

and fresh air without stint. A good meal, too, is

an excellent disinfectant. A cheerful face, a cheer-

ful tone of voice, never a whisper, rather quick and

decided movements, instead of timid aud lingering,

all tend to inspire the patient with hope, aud pro-

duce happy results. These are small things in

themselves, but being usually left by the physician

to the good sense of the nurse, should not be over-

looked by her, or even considered less important

than medicine towards effecting a cure.

Our dear father has gone to his rest. Though
robust for one of his age, he had not strength to

rally again from so long and wasting a fever. My
husband was the younger of his children, and his

home has been with us for a few years past We
shall miss his gentle quiet ways, his hat by the door,

his cane in the corner. His chair at the fireside

will be vacant now. No more stories for the chil-

dren, of the times when he was a little boy, about

which they never wearied of hearing. He didu't

seem old as he was, for his heart was warm and
young. His age was seventy-five. To the child,

how far in the future ! To him it was "but a span."

Has life to him opened again, where death never

comes? We trust "All is well."

To-day I was made glad with the sight of Lizzie's

dear face peering in through my blind, while she

sailed me to take a view of Georgy, who, without

ceremony, had seated himself under an apple tree,

and after filling his lap with apples, had commenced
theworkof eating them all up. How he has grown!
I venture to say that grandmother thinks there

never was such a child before, though she may have

a dozen of her own. Ah, yes, I see it now ! Those
little socks so gaily shaded and ribbed, are her work,

I know. The apron with long sleeves, fitting close-

ly about the neck, and substantial shoes, have come
from her good motherly advice. But can it be that

baby Georgy has gone, and this stout boy has taken

his place ? Mr. Beeeher says :
" Nothing on earth

grows so fast as children." I should know, if he

had said no more, that his own were leaviug the

home circle ; that he too was growing old ! But
Lizzie has improved in looks. The rest from care

awhile has been just what she needed. Home, too,

will seem dearer now than ever, and with new
energy she will enter upon its duties. Of one thing

I am pretty sure. Her mother never before fouud

an ear more ready to listen to instruction, in a.l

her girlhood days she learned not so much about

housekeeping as in these few weeks under her

mother's tuition. How often she had heard the

§ame things before ! Now they have a real value.
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ISreatBa—How Ail* is Purified.
In our last talk about the breath, ire showed that what

passed from the longs, and the bubbles which rise from
the lime and vinegar, are similar ; both make clear

lime-water turn milky. Such air, or, more properly speak-

ing-, such gas, is called carbonic acid gas. It forms the

largest part of the breath which leaves the lungs, and is

a poison if breathed again. Freshly burned lime will

absorb this gas from the air, and become "air-slaked."

If strong vinegar or other acid be poured upon air-

slaked lime, it will unite with the lime, and let the car-

bonic acid gas pass off again. Wood, coal, and most
combustibles are largely made np of carbon. When they

are burned, oxygen from the air unites with the carbon

and forms carbonic acid. When air is drawn into the

lungs, it mixes with the blood, and its oxygen unites with

carbon contained in the blood, forming carbonic acid,

- which is expelled by breathing out. Then the atmos-

phere around the house is being constantly spoiled by all

the fires that are burning, and by every living creature

that breathes, for they are all pouring out the poisonous

carbonic acid gas. There must be some very extensive

apparatus to purify the air, for it has received millions of

tons of carbonic acid every day for thousands of years.

There is such apparatus. It is found in every leaf of the

trees, in every blade of grass, in every weed that grows

under the water, in all

vegetable productions.

For these are so made,

that they take carbonic

acid from the air, keep

the carbon to increase

their growth, and send

out the oxygen into the

atmosphere again. Th3
wood of forest trees, the

stalk ofwaving corn, the

flowers, and all the in-

numerable parts of vege-

table growth, are most-

ly made of carbon thus

drawn from the air. The
breath from your lungs

to-day may ere long be

part of the rose which
will bloom in the gar-

den. The wood consum-

ed in yonr stove will

find its way back to the

forests ; the coal will

help to nourish the har-

vests of coming years.

The wheat will be eaten,

its carbon will help form

livingmuscle, this, when
worn out, will be taken

into the blood, oxygen
from the air will enter

the lungs, find the worn-
out particle, and unite with it, the gas will go forth to

enter some other form of growth—and thus ceaselessly

the wonderful round of growth, change, decay, and new
life will be continued to the end of time, as it has since

its beginning, ever bearing testimony to the wondrona
skill of the Creator, and his goodness in providing for

the life of his creatures, and calling for their gratitude.

Readj and Willing- to Work.
On the roof of a high building at the corner of a street

in the city of New York, stands the statue of a boy lean-

ing against the trunk of a tree. He seems in a
watchful, waiting mood ; not idly wasting time,

but all ready for a coll to duty,—hoping for it

and expecting it. The boy represented there

has grown to be a prosperous and wealthy man.
When a boy he was very poor. A tree stood

upon that street corner then, and there he would
go and wait, sometimes leaning for rest against

the tree, but always on the alert; always ready

fur work, and prompt to answer the first call of

any who would employ him. Years passed by
and he became the rich owner of that corner and
the buildings on it. But he was not ashamed of

the days of hia honest poverty, and he caused
this statue to be made from the old tree, and
placed where it is, to show what he had been
in his boyhood. And now the statue is con-
stantly proclaiming from its lofty place to all

the passers by, what industry and perseverance
can accomplish.—There is nothing wonderful
in that boy's success. lie was not ashamed to

work, and was always ready for it. Here, bi >j j,

is a lesson for you. Most of you will probably have
to work for a living. Do not regard that as a mis-

fortune. Make up your minds to go at it like manly
boys ; always wide-awake, always willing to do your
part as fast as you find out what that is. Such boys make
noble men. Uxcle Pacl.

Terriers vs. Cats.—A sharp-eyed correspondent,
" G. H. C.,'

1 thus comments on the answer to the " Cat
Problem," (No. 263).

li Mathematically it is answered
correctly, but practically, it is incorrect, for the reason

that a cat rarely, if ever, kills two rats in immediate suc-

cession. As soon as one rat is vanquished, it is carried

to a place of safety, or to the house to be exhibited, or

more frequently the cat begins to devour it. Had the

problem named terriers, there would have been no such
doubts as to practicability." We print this note, to en-

courage all to keep their eyes open, to closely observe

every thing going on around them ; the above fact in the

habits of cats was probably known to most of those

who answered the problem, but only one seems to have
thought of it in connection with the problem.

New JPnzzles to be Answered.
No. 275. Figure Puzzle.—What well-known plant can

the number four be made to exactly represent ?

No. 2TC. Double Puzzle.—The picture below is first a

puzzle for the eye. When all it contains is discovered,

you may find a rebus to be read, giving a word that has

some fame in history. It will be interesting to read the

&£&
'

' 1
J,
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No. 279. Illustrated F.ebus.—For the young to remember.

Hte

history describing and giving an account of it, and

thus you may get the whole benefit of the puzzle.

No. 277. Enigma.—Contributed to the American Agri-

culturist by Mehitable Duncan. I have a tongue, but

never eat; I have a voice, but never speak; I'm some-

times young, and sometimes old, but rarely number more
than twelve ; and 'though all over the world I roam, I

very seldom go alone ; at home, abroad, in every place,

I wear no stays, bnt often lace ; I have eyes, but never

see, and the k
" Wcllspring of Life" is contained in me.

No. 278. Study in Horsemanslup.—This is not difficult

^s^^ ^'^§u J^*-*«=p^< - ^ttLi?" -v^v^ v-t->?^i/j* "
'
y*-*^

inUrT^^|iM *" * o.- #PBHft2F —-

—

to solve, ns it is only required to get the boys off their

horses. Almost any boy can easily tell bow that is done.

Answers to Pa-oMeins and Puzzles.
The following are answers to the puzzles, etc., in the

August number, p. 207.

No. 272. Illustrated Be-
bus.—To be over-tena-

cious in trifles indicates

little understanding

No. 273. Arithmetical

Problem.—No correct an-

swers received ; left open
for another month
No. 274. Illustrated Be-
hus. — Keep malice in

3'our heart, and you har-

bor a viper there The
following sent in correct

answers to the puzzles,

etc. : Clara L. Rice, Jas.

Crockett, Susie and Han-
nah Otis, J. E. Land,
Henry Weber, J. F. B.,

P. J. Trusted, Isaac T.

McLain, Stephen Eait,

Enos Stoneback, Sarah

E. Adkins, Joseph Raw-
son, Wm. A. Smith, " L.

A. C," Mamie and Lena
Close, Samuel F. King,

J. Milton Snyder, Sarah

L. Tyler, Etta Wilson,

John H. Coffin, Andrew
Jackson, Henry J. Meis-
cll, Eugene A. Eaumann
Hugh XT. Kay, M. Cam-
pion, S. M. Wright,

George E. Clarke, "A. P. C," Julius M. B. Lara-

bee, Stanford Swords, E. Leonard, T. Gurnee, Frank
Botsford, Wm. P. Powell, Student, Beckie R. Morse,

William Wilkenson, William H. Rowe, Mary R. Child,

Jay Clark, n. J. Porter, F. W. Earl, Frank H.Marston,

Anice Cochran, Lebbie Stephens, James B. Marshall.

True Courage.
Bishop Simpson relates the following incident : Beforo

the war, while General Sherman was living in San Fran-

cisco, there was a great celebration of Independence

Day. The General was Grand Marshal, and pre-

sided at an immense gathering at the theatre,

where the Declaration was to be read, a poem
delivered, with other exercises appropriate to

the occasion. Just as the poem was com-
menced, one of the General's aids advanced to

the platform, looking ghastly pale, and beckon-
ing Sherman to him, whispered in his ear that

the side-walls of the building had settled under

the great pressure from the crowd within, and
there was danger of their giving way and over-

whelming them in the ruins. The General In-

stantly directed him to be seated where tho

audience could not see his frightened counte-

nance, ordered another aid to watch the walla

and report if any farther settling waaw I,

and then calmly took his Beat and apparently

gave his entire attention to the exercises. lie

judged that nnyvlolenl commotion among the

assembly would be likely to increase the danger,

while If tb'cy dispersed slowly, no harm might

follow. For an hour or more ho remained at

post, and at last the crowd retired safely, en-

tirely ignorant of the great peril they had escaped.
his
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A BLiively Tisme Isa Prospect.
An exciting "battle is about commencing, as anybody

can see by one look at the picture. As usual, greediness
and selfishness are the moving causes, and the innocent,

as well as the guilty, must suffer. If anybody does not
believe animals feel and think much like human beings,

let. him study the expression of the enraged cat, whose
motherly passion is aroused, and who is ready to meet
any odds in repelling the invaders of her home. A few
vigorous strokes from pussy's claws will send Fido
yelping from his intended feast. He certainly counted
without his host. No doubt he had often made the cat

scamper at a lively rate, when she came near his premises

at dinner time, and he foolishly thought she was a poor,

cowardly animal, that would submit to anything. Prob-

ably he felt encouraged to make this attempt by his

rough play-fellow that be became acquainted with in the

street ; bad company makes bad manners. That is very
much like human nature. Perhaps it would be more
correct to say, that human nature, left to itself, is, in

many, respects very much like clog and cat nature.

Xioolkimg tliaNmgBa ^wranwlpa's Spec-
tacles.,

"Now, I'll be grandpa, 1
' said little Charley Wright.

He had climbed into his grandfather's easy chair near

the window, wrapped himself in the old gentleman's

dressing gown, and clapped on his spectacles, which had
been left lying on the window sill. " What a funny little

grandpa!" shouted his raster Kate, who was busy with
her new building blocks on the floor. " Hush, child, you
disturb me,11 said Charley, looking over the spectacles,

and trying to keep very sober and to speak in a heavy and
slow voice, He was laughing all over inside his plump

little body, and his eyes twinkled with the fun he was
having. Kate enjoyed the sport, and "made believe"
she was very sorry she had interrupted his meditations,

and Charley settled himself back in the chair " to think
of old times," he said. In a few minutes he was much
surprised to see how different everything looked through
the spectacles. His hands appeared large, bony and
wrinkled; his feet seemed grown to four times their

former size, and in place of his little buttoned gaiters,

there were a pair of worked slippers, just such as he had
often put on to his grandfather's feet. He started up and
stared into the looking glass, where he saw a thin wrinkled
face, with sunken cheeks and mouth, and a large head
thinly covered with grey hair. " I am grandfather, sure

enough," thought he, for his hand trembled as he passed
it over his face, and as he walked a twinge of the rheu-
matism in his limbs made him step very carefully.
" Kate, my child, will you please bring some water," said
he, turning to the little girl, who was still playing with
her blocks. "Yes, pretty soon, grandpa; wait till

I finish this church." " I would like it now, dear."
"Well, TU go" said she, pettishly, and left the room.
" I'm sorry Kate is so thoughtless and rude," said he, to
himself, " she cannot know how such conduct pains me."
Just then, a boy came bounding into the room, whom he
at once recognized as his former self, little Charley.
" O, grandpa, I want a ride on your back," shouted he.

"Not this afternoon, Charley, my rheumatism hurts jne
to-day." " Give me a penuy then to buy candy." "You
have just had dinner, and should not eat anything more
now." "Stingy grandpa," replied the boy. He would
not have said it if he could have known how the words
hurt. The old man sighed, but said nothing. Just then
Kate came in with a glass of water in one hand and a
large apple in the other. » Oh, I want an apple," cried

Charley, trying to snatch it from her hand. " You can't

have this," said Kate, holding it out of reach. " Go ask
Susan, she will give you one." " I want that one," per-

sisted Charley, struggling to get it. The old gentleman
here interfered, but Charley turned upon him, and would
have struck him, but his arm was firmly held, and he was
led to the door, put out, and told to stay out until he
could behave himself properly. "Why will children be
so thoughtless and selfish," said the old man sadly, as he
sank back in his chair. "They make themselves un-

happy, and disturb all around them. If they could only

feel for a little while as they will when they arc older, I

am sure they would try to do better." "What did yon
say ?" said Kate. Charley started up from the easy chair,

the spectacles fell from his nose—he had been asleep,

" Oh, Kate," said he, "sucfi a dream I've had. I'm never

going to speak naughty to Grandpa again. You don't

know how bad it makes him feel." Then he told all

that had happened, and Kate could hardly help crying,

for she remembered how she had often spoken crossly to

her " dear grandfather," as she called him, and when the

old gentleman did come in, it would have done you good,

as it did him, to see how pleasantly they greeted him,

and to hear them say how sorry they were that they had
ever made him any trouble by their thoughtlessness.

Charley's Question.—A correspondent writes to

the American Agriculturist: "Our five-year-old Charley

asked me the following question: 4 If at the icy north

they have six months day and six months night—do they

have any Sunday?'" How is this, boys and girls?

Queries.—Docs aWalrussian go barefoot when he

has snow-shoes on? Conld a bear-footed animal catch'

him ? And when caught would he say " its snow joke ?"
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Paris Exposition. — Sewing*-

IfHaeMne Awards.

We recently published a brief telegram from Paris, an-

nouncing the award, over eighty-two competitors, to Messrs.

"Wheeler & Wilson of the Highest Premium, a Gold
Medal, for the perfection of Sewing Machines, and Button-
Hole Machines. The following: are copies of the official

documents confirming the announcement:—

EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE,
Pakis. 1S67.

Commission Impekiale, Champ-de-Maks, >

16th July, 1867. J

Me. II. Hunting, No. 139 Regent St., London :—

Dear Sie: Replying to your inquiry. I beg to state thac

the only Gold Medal for the manufacture and Perfec-
tion of Sewing-machines and Button-Hole Machines,
was awarded to Messrs. "Wheeler & "Wilson, ofNew York.

Tours, respectfully,

Henry E. Q. D'Altgny,
Member of International Jury and Reporter of same.

Another letter, of the same date, says:—
Dear Sir: Replying to your inquiry, I herewith give

you the list of gold medals awarded to my class

:

Dupuis kt DcsTBRT, for Screw Shoe Machines.
"Wheeler & "Wilson, New York, for the manufacture

and perfection of their Sewing Machines and Button-Hole
Machines.
There is, also, in the list of " Co-operators,*1 a Gold

Medal granted to Mr. Elias Howe, Jr., personally, as Pro-
moteuu of the Sewing-Machine.

Respectfully yours,

Henry E. Q. D'Altgny,
Reporter of Class No. 57 (Group No. 6,) Member of the

International Jury at the Exposition Universelle.

Extract from Le Montteur TJntyersel, official journal

of the French Empire:
••• The Wheeler & Wilson Company of New York, manu-

facturers of American Sewing-Machines, have just received
the Gold Medal at the Exposition Universelle, for the

good construction of their machines ; the new improvement
for making button-holes, applicable to their sewing-ma-
chines; also, for their machine especially for making but-
ton-holes. This award is accorded for the great develop-
ment that Messrs- "Wheeler & "Wilson have given to the
sewing-machine industry, in bringing their machines to the
doors of all, by their cheapness and solid construction,
which allows their employment with satisfaction in fami-
lies, and with great advantage in work-rooms."

THE ©NITS' GOLD MEDAL
Awarded to American Sewing Machines at the Paris
Exposition of IS J7, was giveu to the Machines manufactured
I>y this Company

olSLSk.
The

Howe Machine
Co.'s Sewing

Machines,

699 Broadway,
Cor. Ponrtli-st.,
New York.

For Families

Manufacturers.

and

These World-Renowned Sewing

Machines
Were awarded the highest premium at the World'* Fair

in London, and six Jlrxt premium* at the N. Y. Stale Fair

of I8C6. Them awards, sinned by the President and Secreta-

ry of Vie New York State Agricultural Society, can be

seen at our ofiice.

THrsc injtcHinos arr marie nmlcr llic im-
mediate supervision of the President of tile

Company, E1.IAS HOWE, Jr., the original
Inventor of tile Sewing Macliinc,

The Stitch invented by MR. HOWE, and made on
(hi* Machine, is the most, popular and durable, and all

Sewing Machines aresubjeclto the principle invented by him.

SEND FOR CII1CULAR.

THE GREAT FAMI LY SEWING"mACHINE-

HIGHEST PISKJIU'M
331.TMStio SStitolxSEWINGMACHINE.

49.'* Broadway, IVcw York.
Choice Orape Vines at R.l:rllt Prlecs.—Sco

C. E. MEISSNF.R'S Advertisement, page 33G.

Cheap Soap ! Good Soap !

IVATI10M REFIXED

SAPONIFIER!
Concentrated live.

2 cts. a lb. for Superior Hard Soap.

TWELVE POUNDS OF SOFT SOAP
FOE ONE CENT.

EVERY FAMILY CAN MARE THEIR OWN
SOAP.

ALL VARIETIES OF SOAP.

AS EASILY MADE AS A CLT OF COFFEE.

Is a new Concentrated Lye, for making Soap,

prepared from an article just discovered in

GREENLAND, IN THE ARCTIC SEAS,

and is composed mainly of Aluminate of Soda,

which, when mixed with kefuse fat, produces

the

BEST DETERSIVE SOAP
IN THE WORLD.

1 Box will make 175 lbs. good Soft Soap,

or

its equivalent in superior Hard Soap.

Retailed by all Druggists and Grocers

in the United States.

£37= FULL RECIPES WITH EACH BOX. ^£j
Dealers can obtain it wholesale in cases,

each containing 4S boxes, at a liberal dis-

count, of tlic wholesale Grocers and
Drujrsrlsts in all tlic towns and cities of

tlie United States, or of

r
CLLTTOED PEMBERTON,

General Agent,

PITTSBURGH, PENX,

Justly celebrated for perfect simplicity, great strength. and
Immense compressing pnwnr, is or akantked, with el pi it

men ami two horseo, to Belftemper the elfiv and make n,«00

to 3,500 elegnnt bricks ppr hour. J. II. KENK'K, Proprietor,
No. 71 Broadway, New STork, Room 23.

~iSTDi:LlB l,K~ PENCILS f~
For Mvkkin'O CLOTIITWO. "A deelnible. convenient, and
useful household article."—Springfield (mom} ffisptiftifoan,

Prtrt'it: Single, 50 cents. Time tor SSI. Per doz,. Stf.

For, \Vuitinii ON Wood, " Every Fruit Grower and (Jor«

dettcr iti the r. S. should .avo a Bupply of tbeso valuablo
Pencils."—Rural American.

Price*?; Single, 75 cents. Two for Si- Per dnz*, S5 (

Every Pencil warranted. Senl prepaid on receipt of price.
A liberal dim-mini mndc to dealers. Address

IN'DKl.ir.l.n l'KNTH, CO., Xnrt/iamr"™. M't**.

TO IUIS..K FARMERS.
A Short-horned Aldcrncvbnll calf for sale. Forpnrilcu-

lnraapplv lo l>r. .1. /.rwclINKi:, L'ourtlandt Ave., Alulro
Westchester Count)-, K. Y.

Silvers' Patent Broom
WHICH HAS TAKEN THE FIRST PREMIUMS AT THE
NEW YORK; OHIO AND KENTUCKY STATE FAIRS,

Enables every farmer to
use Broom Coin brush of
his own raising, and have
a better broom in every
respect than can be bonght
at the store. It is so sim-
ple that a child can put it

together. The parts (ex-
cept the brush,; will last
a life line, and the brush
caii be renewed in a few
minutes. The American
Agriculturist for Julv.isi,?.
pays :

" Silver's Patent
Brooms have bem tested
by several months' use in
our families, and the wri-
ter has, without instruc-
tion, and with entire case,

prepared the brush and filled the brooms to his perfect sat-
isfaction. The ladies pronounce the brooms much superior
in elasticity and durability to the old ones, and. they are
adopted as a family institution."

TO FARMERS—AGENTS WASTED.
Tlio Brass Metallic parts sent to Farmers with fnll instruc-

tions lor making their own Brooms, by mail or express (pre-
paid), lor $1:50.

'

Agents wanted in every city and county in the' United
States, to whom exclusive right of sale will" be given, with-
out any charge for Patent. Over 80) Agents are already en-
gaged in selling this Broom exclusively, and are ma'kin~
from $5 to S'^0 per day.
For lull particulars see Feb. Agriculturist, pa"e 77 and

June, page '227, and semi for circular.
Address, stating first, second, and third ehoiecofConnties

C. A. CLLGti & CO., No. 206 Broadway, New York

/ mm® mm%@®E®MBk - -

PRIEST'S PATENT BASKET.
Thi3 basket has a movable bottom made of two
pieces, attached with bin-res, and connected by
cords to a wire in the handle. The upper end of
the wire is formed into a hook, by which to hang
the basket to a limb of the tree. By means of a
cord attached to the hook the basket, when filled,

is lowered to the ground or into a barrel; the cord is then
slackened, the basket is gently raised, the bottom opens
and the fruit is deposited as carefully as it can be done with
the hands.
By using this basket, the danger attending the carrying

of fruit from the tops of trees to the ground is avoided, the
labor is lessened one-half, and the fruit is not bruised as
when poured out of an ordinarr basket.

PECK & SEYMOUR, Wholesale Agents,
299 Peurl-st., .New York (near Beekmau-st.).

Herald ©f HeaHth.
Those who subscribe for this journal for 1SGS, NOW, shall

get the Oct., Nov., and Dee. Nos. of 18C7 free, A Wheeler
& Wilson Sewing Machine premium for SO subscribers, $60.

MILLER, WOOD & CO., 15 Laight-st., New York.

THE LITTLE CORPORAL
Is acknowledged by the leading papers to be the

Best Juvenile Paper ia America.
Weoffera M.VG\IFICE\T LIST of PREMIUMS!

Subscribe at any time during the year.

The price of the Corporal Is one dollar a year, in advance ;

sample copy, telling all about the premiums, ten cents.

Address ALFRED L. SEWELL, Publisher, Chicago, 111.

New Strawberries for 1 S67-S
NAPOLEON Mi.

The best amateur berry in cultivation. Price, (by mall,
postage paid,) $3 per dozen.

PERPETt'AL FIXE.
A perpetual berry, of the Pine class. Price, (bymail, post-

ngo paid,) $1 For 2 plants : $5 per dozen.
See American Agriculturist, Of August, page 306, Pull

descriptive circular mailed to applicants,
EDVTD. J. EVANS & CO., Central Nurseries, York, Pa.

CKLGSYIjIC SOAP.
A PEUFEfT DISINFECTANT

i ftitented).
For Disinfecting. Deodorizing, and Purifying Cellars, It'"*-

nltals, Tenement Houses, ftc. Also, tor Exterminating
ltoaches. Bugs, and Insects of all kinds.

Manufactured solely by
JAMES r.rni.w ft CO.
WO Elizabclh-st., New York.

'BM1E STENCIL BUSINESS requires very llttlo
." capital nud pays very targe profits. Complete omnia
of Tnols an-1 stock of the Deal quality furnished by -M. J.

METUALF & SON, 101 Uuloll-st., Boston, Mass.

AIX PERSONS are advised not to purchase any
ii 10 M.i.-hi:,, until lliey havoaenl Btaron In

trated circular of ihe "lamrile," Patented May 9th, 1865.

Address S. H. JENNINGS, De ep lilvcr. Conn.

66 (jinORT-IIAND WRITERS" Bhould . have™ THE NET7 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF
works, sent on receipt of two Bl , by S. It V i

I
i S,

No. SS9 Broadway, New York.
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Advertisements, to be sure of insertion, must be re-

ceived BEFORE tne 5 th. of the preceding month-

TERMS— (cash before insertion)

:

Ordinary Pages, SI.50 per line. Open Pages—^^per line.

Business Notices—$% ,~*Q per line of space, each insertion.

Kcw York College of Veterinary Surgeons.

Incorporated 1S57.

3.79 "Lexington Avenue. Scssiion 18G7-8.

The regular course of Lectures in this Institution will
commence the fust week in October, 'Gi, and continue until
the latter part of February, 136S.

Professors (Emeritus) J. Busteed, M. D., Histology ; L. D.
Mason, M.D., Physiology ; FaneltilD. Weisse, M.D.. Surgi-
cal Pathology; SAMrEL 11. PEr.r.Y, M.D., Chemistry, Materia
JWedica anof Therapeutics; A. T. Liautaed, M. D.. V. S.,

Comparative Anatomy and Operative Surgery ; A. Large,
M. D., M. R. C, V. S. L., Theorv and Practice of Medicine
of the Horse and other Domestic Animals. Address for

particulars, Dr. J. BUSTERD, President of Faculty, 179

LexingLon Ave. ; A. T. Liatttabd, M. D., V. S., Registrar.

UUSON RIVER INSTITUTE, CLAYERACK,
Columbia county, New York.—Eighteen inslructors,

eight departments, $300 a year. No extras, except piano
music. Term opens Sept. 9. Lewis' gymnastics for ladies;
military drill for gents. Every facility for the very best
Christian education. Rev.ALO^ZO FLACK, A.M., Principal.

CREYECCEUR FOWLS FOR SALE.—A few
pairs bred from best imported stock, from Zoological

Garden of Acclimatation, Paris, and described in May num-
ber Agriculturist. Price ?"20 per pair. Address

W. A. FITCH, Agriculturist Office, New York.

IT DON'T SCRATCH YOU,

Davison's Tliornless Claclt Cap Raspberry
is the best, as it is hard;', productive, early, and sweet, and

it is a pleasure to cultivate it. Circulars givinp origin, de-

scription, prices, testimonials, &c, ready in September.

JOSEPH SINTON, Angola, Erie Co., N. T

A ^EEAT SUCCESS ? ?

BonwilTs Shoe-String Fastener! But one end of string
used in lacing ! Tied or untied in a moment! No knots!
Strings" one-third shorter and never work loose from wear-
ing! Is attached to shoe, wears as long, and can be put on
by anv one ! Suitable for any kind of laced shoe! Pars for
itself "in saving of strings! Xo disfigurement ! Only 5 cts.

Serpair! Send price and stamped envelope for sample to
>r. WM. G. BONWILL. Patentee and Genl. Agent, Dover,

Delaware. Agents wanted. Patented June2:,tn, 1867.

Would call the attention of Dealers and Planters to his ex-

tensive stock of Grape Vines, and especially to the

CONCORD A^E> HO^fA.

Our Concord vines this year, are pronounced by those who
have examined them to be far superior to those ordinarily

grown, and we challenge comparison with any other relia-

ble establishment, both in price and excellence of plants.

By our system of growing and in our soil the roots of the
vines attain the highest point of perfection, and it is to this

in particular that we would direct the attention of pur-

chasers and planters.

PRICE OF CONCORD VINES.
1st Class, 25c. each ; $2.00 per doz. ; $0.00 per 50 ; $10 per 100 ;

$75 per 1,000
; $700 per 10,000.

2d Class, 20c. each ; $1.50 per doz. ; $1.50 per 50 ; $S per 100 ;

$60 per 1,000; $550 per 10,000.

Our stock of IOIVA vines is also of the highest excellence,

and will compare favorably with those of any other grower.

This excellent variety is fast gaining a reputation which
promises to supersede all others. No person setting out a
vineyard should fail to plant it extensively. The reports
which we hear this year from nearly all parts of the country
are of the most favorable character. We can furnish vines

of this variety in any quantity, by the single vine or 10,000,

at as low rates as equally good plants can be obtained from
any reliable grower. We warrant all our plants true to

name, and of the quality stated.

Of all the other leading varieties we have a well selected

stock, which we offer at the lowest rates, for which we
refer to our Price List. We would here only mention a
beautiful lot of Hartford Prolific, which is undoubt-
edly the most reliable and profitable early market grape
which we have.

Also a verysuperior lotof Diana vines, both 1 & 2 years old.

CLINTON VINES.-Of this excellent and profitable

wine grape we have a choice lot of plants. Price; 1st Class,

25c. each ; $2.00 per doz. ; $G per 50
; $3 per 103

; $65 per 1,000

;

$600 per 10,000.

For further information send for Price List, and address

G. E. MEISSNER, Richmond P. 0„ Staten Island, N. Y.

UNIVERSAL CLOTHES WRINGER.

Cannot be surpassed or equaled by any other Wringer for

durability, till the expiration of the patent for the "COG
WHEEL REGULATOR" or "STOP-GEAR." No other

Wringer is licensed under this Patent. It being now uni-

versally conceded that Cogs are necessary to prevent the

Rolls from being broken or torn loose, many attempts have
been made to get a Cog-Wheel arrangement which shall

equal the UNIVERSAL, and yet avoid the "Stop-Gear"

paicnt, but xcithout success.

Any Cog-Wheel Wringer having Cogs, whether at one or

both ends of the roll, which can play apart and fly out of

gear when a large article is passing through, is COMPAR-
ATIVELY WORTHLESS, as the Cogs are then of no aid

when most needed, and an arrangement of Cog-Wheels in

fixed bearings, the upper one acting on a roll in movable
bearings, must prove a mechanical failure in use, and we
warn all persons not to purchase such Wringers as an "im-
provement on the Universal," which they are sometimes
represented to be by the salesmen.

Many who sell the UNIVERSAL WRINGER keep also the

WASHING
MACHINE,

)

which, though but
recently introduced,
is really as great a
Laisok and Clothes
Savek as the Wring-
er, and is destined to
win public favor and
patronage every-
where.

It washes perfect}}/,
without wearing or
rubbing the clothes
at all.

Those keeping the
Wringer for sale,

— tM-^S*- order the Washer
for customers, if they have not got a supply on hand. On
receipt of the Retail price, from places where no one is sell-

ing, we will send either or both machines from New York.

Prices—Family Washer, $14. No. \ lA Wringer, $10. No.
2 Wringer, $S.5u.

A supply of the Wringers and Washers is always kept on
hand in Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Janesville and St,
Louis, boxed ready for shipment, at about New York prices.

Large profits are made selling these machines. Exclusive
right of sale given, with no charge for the patent right.
Circulars, giving Wholesale and Retail prices, sent free.

C^~ These Machines are adopted by the American
Agriculturist as Premiums, and endorsed by its Editors as
the best iu market—for recommendations see back numbers.

R. C. BROWNING, General Agent,
No. 32 Cortlandt-st., New York.

(Opposite Merchant's Hotel.)

Choice fi^ranls four tt&c {warden.
A splendid stock of Standard and Dwarf Trees,

Grapes, Small Fruits, &c. Send for our

AMATEUR'S PRICE LIST,
containing especial inducements to planters.

EI)WD. J. EVANS & CO.,
Central Nurseries, York, Pa.

Plows tor Beep Working,
Designed specially for the preparation of ground for

Orchards and Vineyards. Patent secured. Description and
Prices sent for a stamp. C. W. GRANT, lona,

near Peckskill, Westchester Co., N. Y.

SPEAR'S PRESERVING SOLUTION
For Fruits, Cider, etc. Sold by all dealers. See previous
Nos. Agriculturist. L. P. VvORRALL, Gen'l. Agent,

91 Hudson St., New Yor-k.

TRUES,—TREEB.-TBEE8.
VINES, &c.

Pencil Trees.—An immense stock. Prices reduced.
Grape Vines.—Concord, Clinton, Hartford Prolific, &c,

at low rates.
Roses.—Several thousands, none budded, unusually strong.
Hedge Plants.—Osa^e Orange and Honey Locust, at

low rates.
Our stock of Apples, Cherries, Plums, Apricots, Necta-

rines, Hhubarb, «fcc, &c, is exceedingly heavy and well
grown. Wholesale and Retail Descriptive Catalogues fur-
nished gratis. HOOPES. BROTHER & THOMAS,

Cherry Hill Nurseries, Westchester, Pa.
P.S.—Especial notice is requested to our beautiful collec-

tion of Double Flowering and Dwarf Peaches.

STRAWBERRIES.
After a trial of eight years, we unhesitatingly say that for

HJuifbrm strati large §Ise,

EScaraty ofi" Perm and Coloi*,

lEjaoE-SBaouss "STioIal,

E.©iaj*f Cnntinnaiccc iaa 'focai-img1

,

13ealt5i arasl Yigoi" of IPSasit,

.IdUa pSaJaoii to j»2is pumt'iaS,

Great Proiat,

and other desirable qualities, the

JUCUNBA—©ur No. 7©0,
is mnch tlie most valuable Strawberry of

which, wc have any knowledge.

Plant the Best.—It is poor economy to grow inferior

varieties, when the best can be obtained, though the plants

could be had for nothing. We can make more money on

one acre of Jucunda—Our Wo. 700, than we can on

five of Wilson.

For full information in reference to this wonderful Stray-

berry ; its uniformly immense crops, fine shipping qualities

and high market value ; testimonials from different parts

of the country ; opinions of Dr. Jno. A. Warder, Author of

American Pomology, Prof. Geo. Thurber, Editor of Amer-
ican Agriculturist, Thos. Median, Editor of Gardeners'

Monthly, M. E. Bateham, Sec'y of Ohio Pomological Society,

Geo. Beeler, late Sec'y of Indiana Horticultural Society,

A. W. Harrison, and many others, see the

NEW EDITION OF OUR CATALOGUE,
which also contains Complete liists of best Early,
Medium, and Late varieties, for both Home use,
and Market purposes. Prices of plants grown in
Pots and otherwise—by Mail and Express, and much
other valuable information in reference to the Strawberry.

We will furnish strong plants of

JTTCUNDA—Our No. 7©0,
this fall, at following prices:

By Mail, $1 per dozen ; $6 per 100.

By Express, $6 per 100 ; $50 per 1000.

Pot grown Plants for Bearing a full crop of
fruit next season :

2 iu Pots, $2.00 per dozen; $12 per 100; $100 per 1000.

S " " $2.50 " " $15 " " $125 "

4 " " $3.00 " " S20 " " $150 "

For prices of other varieties, See Catalogue, which

will be sent to all applicants enclosing 10 cents.

J. KNOX,
Box 133, Pittsburgh, Pa.

/pRAPE VINES, ROSES, WILSON'S EARLY
^^ and Kittatinny Blackberries, Currants, Cooseberries,
Strawberries, Evergreens, &c, at wholesale prices. Send
for a Catalogue.

MAHLOX MOOU, Morrisvillc, Bucks Co., Ta.

PEACH TEEES AND SMALL FRUITS A
SPECIALTY.

TJMSOai NURSERIES. Send for Circulars.
A. HANCE & SOX,

fled Bank, Monmouth Co., N. J.
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A NEW WORK.

SMALL FRUIT GULTURIST.

By ANDREW S. FULLER,

PBACTIOAL HORTIOULTUEIST, EIDGEWOOD, BERGEN CO., N. J.

A new work, and the only one devoted to Small Fruits.

Special treatises of this kind have the advantage that the

author can more thoroughly discuss his subject, and go

into greater detail, than in a work embracing both large

and Bmall fruits. The work covers the whole ground of

Propagation, Culture, Varieties, Packing for Market, etc.

Contents: Introduction—I. Bakbekry—II. Straw-

beery—HI. Raspberry—IV. Blackberry—V. Dwarf

Cherry—VI. Currant—VII. Gooseberry—VUI. Cor-

nelian Cherry—LX. Cranberry—X. Huckleberry—

XI. Sheperdia—XII. Preparation for Gathering

Fruit.

We predict that this work will bring Mr. Fuller many

enemies, as he has given his opinion about varieties

without reserve. On the other hand it will the more

strongly endear him to all true lovers of horticulture, as

theBe wish to have the merits of fruit given without refer-

ence to the persons who introduce them.

While very full on all the small fruits, the Currants and

Raspberries have been more carefully elaborated than

ever before, and in this important part of his book, the

aullior has had the invaluable counsel of Charles

Downing. The chapter on gathering and packing fruit

i8 a valuable one, and in it are figured all the baskets

and boxes now in common use. The book is very flnelr

and thoroughly illustrated, and makes an admirable

companion to his Grape Culturist.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE, $1.50

NEW YORK:

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

43 PARK ROW.

DRAINING FOR PROFIT

AND

DRAINING FOR HEALTH.

By GEO. E. WARING, Jr.,

EMGINEEB OF TILE l>fiALNAGE OF OENTEiL PAKK, KEWTOBK.

Illustrate cl.

TABLE OF CONTENTS:

LAND TO BE DRAINED AND THE
REASONS WHY.—Indications of the need of draining.—

Sources of water.—Objections to too much water.—"Wet

sub-soil.

HOW DRAINS ACT AND HOW
THEY AFFECT THE SOIL—Characteristics of well laid

tile drain.—Surface-water and rain water beneficial,

springs and soakage water injurious.—Cracking of stiff

clays.—Evaporation and filtration.—Raiu fall.—Evapor-
ation.—Temperature.— Drought.— Porosity or mellow-

ness.—Chemical action in the soil.

HOW TO GO TO WORK TO LAY
OUT A SYSTEM OF DRAINS.—Amateur draining.—

Maps.—Levelling instruments.—Outlets and location of

drains.—Main drains.— Spring water. — Fall. — Tiles.—

Depth and distance apart.—Direction of laterals.—Col-

lars.—Discharge of water from drains.

HOW TO MAKE THE DRAINS.—
Tools.—Marking the lines.—Water courses.—Outlet.—

Silt Basins.—Opening theditches.—Grading.—Tile laying.

—Connections.—Covering the tile and filling in.—Collect-

ing the water of springs.—Amending the map.

HOW TO TAKE CARE OF DRAINS
AND DRAINED LAND.— Removing obstructions.—Mis-

take of substituting large tiles for small ones which have,

become obstructed.—Heavy lands should not be tram-

pled while wet.

WHAT DRAINING COSTS.
Draining, expensive work.—Their permanence and last-

ing effects.—Cheapness versus economy.—Details of cost.

— (1. Engineering and Superintendence.—2. Digging the

ditches.—3. Grading the bottoms.—1. Tile and tile laying.

—5. Covering and filling.—6. Outlets and Silt Basius.)

WILL IT PAY ?

Increased crops required to pay cost of draining.—(Corn,

Wheat, Rye, Oats, Potatoes, Barley, Hay, Cotton, Tobac-

co.)—Instances of profit.—Benefit of draining in facili-

tating farm work.

HOW TO MAKE DRAINING TILES.
Materials.—Preparation of earths.—Moulding tile ma-

chines.—Drying and rolling.—Burning.—Kilns.—General

arrangement of a tilery.

THE RECLAIMING OF SALT
MARSHES.—Extent of marshes on the Atlantic Coast.—

The English Fens.—Harlaem Lake.—The exclusion of sea

water.—Removal of the causes of inundation from the

upland.—Removal of rain fall and water of filtration.—

Embankments.—Muskrats.—Rivers and Creeks,—Outlet

of drainage.

MALARIAL DISEASES.
Fever and Ague.—Neuralgia.—Vicinity of New York.—
Dr. Bartlett ou Periodical Fever.—Dr. Mctcalfs Report

to U". R. Sanitary Commission.—La Roche on the effects

of Malarial Fovcr.—Dr. Salisbury on the "Cause of Ma-
larial FeviM's."—English experience.—Reports to tho

British Parliament.—Cause of Malaria removed by
draining.

HOUSE AND TOWN DRAINAGE.
Sewerage—The use of pipes.—The new outfall sewers in

London.—The use of steam pumps to secure outlets.—

Utilization of sewage matters in agriculture.—Effects of

Imperfect house drainage on health.—Typhoid fever.—

The Westminster fever in London.—Epidemic at tho

Maplewood Young Ladies Institute in Pittsrteld, Mass.—
Lambeth Square, London.—Back drainage,—Water sup-

ply.—General Board of Health, (England).

MAKE MONEY
FROM YOUR

TREES, VINES, AND GARDENS.

AMERICAN POMOLOGY.
THE NEW BOOK ON APPLES.

By DOCT. JOHN A. WARDER.

HISTORY. *

PROPAGATION.
BUDS CUTTINGS.

SITE FOR AN ORCHARD.
PREPARATION OF SOU-

SELECTION PLANTENG.
CULTURE & PRUNING.
RIPENING & PRESERVING.
CLASSIFICATION & DESCRIPTION
CATALOGUE AMD INDEX.

The latest and best book on Apples.

SENT POST-PAID, .... PEICE, $8.00.

GRAPE CULTURIST.
By ANDREW S. FULLER.

Growing from Seed.
Propagation from Buds.
Propagating Houses.
Cuttings in Open Air.

How to Make Layers.
Crafting the Grape.
Hybridizing, Crossing.
Soil Situation, Planting.
Insects, Kiildew, Sunscald, etc.

Valuable & Discarded Varieties.
New Edition, revised and enlarged.

iJENT POST-PAID, .... PRICE, $1.50.

GARDENINCfTOR PROFIT
In the Market and Family Garden.

By PETER HENDERSON.
Everything is made perfectly plain. Read the Table

of Contents.

Men Fitted for Gardening.
Amount of Capital Required.
Profits of Market Gardening.
Manures and Implements.
Location, Situation, Preparation

When, and Where to Sow.
Transplanting - Insects.

Varieties and Cultivation.

Packing for Shipping.
Preservation in Winter.

Find Out from this book how to make money from

your Garden.

SENT POST-PAID, .... PRICE, $1.50.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE, $1.50.

ORANCE JUDD & CO.,

41 Park Row New-York.

SaUASHES;
HOW TO GROW THEM.

By JAMES J. U. GREGORY.

A most valuable Utile Trealise for Farmers and Gar-

deners. It tells about

Selecting the Soil.

How much Manure.
Preparing and Planting.

Hoeing and Cultivating.
Setting of the Fruit.

Ripening; Gathering.
Storing of the Crop.

Care During Winter.
Market Prices and Varieties. \

When to Take Out Seed.
SENT POST-PAID, - price, paper covers, 30 cts.

Either of tho above-named books will be sent post-

paid, on receipt of price, by the Publishers.

Also, many other new and valuable books for tho

FAKil', GARDEN, AND HOUSEHOLD.
Send for a Catalogue.

ORANCE JUDD & CO..

41 Park Row, New York,
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ARCHITECTURE. AGRICULTURE. HORTICULTURE.

NEW AND PRACTICAL STANDARD PUBLICATIONS OF

a« GEO. E. & F. W. WOODWARD,
37 Park Row; New York,

Todd's Young Farmer's Manual. Vol. 1,

The Farm and the Work-shop, witn Practical Directions
for laying out a Farm, erecting Buildings. Fences, F:irm
Gates, selecting cood Farm and Shop Tools, and per-
forming Farm Operations. Fully illustrated. One hand-
some post octavo volume, beveled boards, 4f30 pasres.

New edition, ready Sept. Post-paid $2.50

Todd's Young Farmer's Manual. Vol. 2.

How to make Farming pa?-, with full practical details of
Farm Management, Character of Soils, Plowing, Man-
agement of Grass Lands, Manures, Farm Implements,
Stock, Drainage, Planting, Harvesting, &c. One hand-
some post octavo volume, beveled boards, upwards of
403 pages. Ready Sent. Post-paid §2.50

Jacques' Manual of the Farm

:

Or, how to Cultivate allthe Field Crops. Post-paid. $1.00

Jacques' Manual of the Earn-Yard;
Or, how to Rear Domestic Animals. Post-paid $1.00

Jacques' Manual of the Garden, Farm and
Barn-Yard. Complete in one vol. Post-paid.. §2.50

"Woodward's Country Homes.
150 Designs and Plans of Country Houses, with illustrated
description of the manner of constructing Balloon
Frames. Post-paid §1.50

Woodward's Annual of Architecture and
Rural Art. No. 1. for 1SG7. OriginalDesigns and Plans
of Cottages. Farm Houses and Out-buildings. New and
enlarged" edition, Cloth. Post-paid. $1.50

Woodward's Annual of Architecture and
Rnral Art. No. 2. for lS&S. With Designs and Plans of
Country and Suburban Houses, and numerous exam-
ples of* the French, or Chateau Hoof. Readv October.
Cloth. Post-paid $1.50

Wheeler's Kural Homes.
Housessuited to American Country Life. Illustrated with
original plans and designs, and lull directions for de-
signing, building, beating and furnishing, and form of
contract and specification. Post Svo, beveled boards,
300 pages. Ready Sept. Post-paid S2.00

Wheeler's Homes for the People.

For the Suburb and Country. The Villa, the Mansion, and
the Cottage, with examples showing how to alter and re-

model old buildings. One hundred original designs,
with full descriptions and constructive and miscellane-
ous details. Post octavo, beveled boards, 440 pases.
Ready Sept. Post-paid $3.00

Jacques' Manual of the House:
Or, how fo Enild Dwellings, Darns, &c. 126 Designs and
Plans. Post-paid $1.50

Woodward's Graperies and Horticultural
Buildings. A practical work on the design and con.
strnction of Buildings for Growing Plants and Ripening
Fruit under glass. 60 desigus. Post-paid $1.50

Woodward's Record of Horticulture.
No. 1, for 1366. Edited by Andrew S. Fuller. An original
and valuable illustrated record of Horticultural Prog-
ress. Pos t-paid ; | ; .oo

Elliott's Lawn and Shade Trees.
Popular Deciduous and Evergreen Trees and Shrubs for
planting in Parks, Gardens. Cemeteries, &c. Fully illus-
trated. Ready December. Post-paid. § 1 .50

Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist.
A new illustrated work on the Cultivation of Forest Trees,
for Shade, for Shelter, for Fuel, for Timber and for Profit.
Post-paid $1.50

Husmann's Grapes and Wine.
A new and practical work on the Cultivation of the Na-
tive Grape and Manufacture of American Wine. Fullv
Illustrated. Post-paid SI .50

Jacques' Manual of the Garden,
Or, how to Cultivate Vegetables, Fruits, Flowers, Trees,
and Shrubs. Post-paid .' $1.00

The Horticulturist Almanac for 1867.
Post-paid 10 cen ts.

The Horticulturist Almanac for 1868.
Post-paid 10 cents.

CUMMINGS' & DH~LIjI3R'S Architectural X>ctuils, Exterior and Interior, 714: Illustrations to scale. Post-paid $10.00

SLOAN'S HOMESTEAD ARCHITECTURE, Villas, Cottages, and Farm Houses, 200 Illustrations. Post-paid $1.30

GEO. E. & F. ¥,
#
WOODWARD, Publishers, 37 Park Row, New York.

SUPPLY ALL BOOKS ON AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, AND ARCHITECTURE. CATALOGUE SENT FREE.

A Great National Work on the Horse.

"Will be ready for delivery in September.

AVALlLACE'S

AMERICAN STUDB00K,
BEIKG A COMPILATION OF TILE PEDIGREES

Of American and imported Blood Horses, from tlio earliest

records, with an Appendix ol all named animals without ex-

tended Pedigrees prior to the year 1S40. And
A Supplement containing a History of all Horses and Mares

that have trotted in public from the earliest trotting
races till the close of 1806.

By J. EC. WALLACE.
In one royal Svo. volume of over 1,000 pages.

Illustrated with 20 original Portraits of Celebrated Racers
and Trotters, finely engraved on Steel, from paintings and
drawings by distinguished artists.

TO BE SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY SUBSCRIPTION.

Agexts "Wanted to Caxtass fob Subscribers in every
County in the Union.

Published by W. A TOWNSEND & ADAMS,
No. 434 Broome-street, New Tort.

ra»E TO AUTMORSMMP, a valu-
able aid to all who desire to engage in Literary Pur-

suits of any kind, for pleasure or profit. With interesting

and valuable chapters on Newspaper Editing, &c. 50 cents.

Secrets Worili Knowing, tells how to make med-

icines, perfumery, toilet and dental articles, soaps, vermin
remedies, candies, wines, cordials, cheap and delicious home
beverages, veterinary remedies, manufacturers' secrets, and
many articles in universal demand, made at small cost ami
sold"at large profits. 23 cents.
Rog ucs and Kog aeries, exposing all tricks and traps

of cities, and all swindles and humbugs. Illustrated. 25 cts.

Hand-book: of Ventriloquism, and how to make
the Magic Whistle. For imitating Birds, Animals, &c. 15cts.
How to Make Bad Memory Good and Good

Better, valuable to everybody. 15 cents.
Phonographic Hand-book., for Self-Instruction in

the modern improved and simplified art as used by practical
reporters. The onlygood "cheap" book. 25 cents.
Hancy's B. B. Reference Book, by Henry Chad-

wick. The standard authority on all points of the game,
witli much important matter not elsewhere published. En-
dorsed by Convention and principal Clubs. Numerous illus-
trations. 141 pages, only 15 cents.
May be had of most Booksellers, or by sending price

at any time to
IIANEY & CO., HO Nassau-st., New York.

That on receipt of the advertised price, I will mail to your
address any Book, Magazine, or cheap publication that may
be advertised or issued bv any respectable publisher in the
United States. A Catalogue will be sent on receipt of a
postage stamp. Address 0. A. ROORBACH, 123 Nassau-st.,
Ne.v York.

OW TO BUY, TAME, and DOCTOR HORSES.
3 Vols.; 30 cts. W. C. WEMYSS, 575 Broadway, N. Y.H

NEW NATIONAL RELIGIOUS PAPER.
A national religions newspaper, to be called "The Ad-

vance," will be published weekly, from the first of Septem-

ber, onward, in the city of Chicago. It will represent Con-

gregational principles and polity, but will be conducted in

a spirit of courtesy and fraternity towards all Christians.

The form will be what is popularly termed a double sheet o(

eight pages, of the size and style of the A*. V. Evangelist.

The pecuniary basis is an ample capital furnished by lend-

ing business men and others, to be expended in the estab-

lishment and improvement of the paper, which is intended

to be second to none in the country, in its literary and re-

ligious character. The purpose of its projectors is indicated

in the name: their aim being to advance the cause of

evangelical religion, in its relations not only to doctrine,

worship and ecclesiastical polity, but also to philosophy, sci-

ence, literature, politics, business, amusements, art, morals,

philanthropy and whatever else conduces to the glory of

God and the good of man by its bearing upon Christian

civilization. No expense has been spared in providing for

its editorial management iu all departments, while arrange-

ments are in progress to secure the ablest contributors and

correspondents at home and abroad. The city of Cliicago

has been selected as the place of publication, because ef its

metropolitan position in the section of the country especi-

ally demanding such a paper, and the fact that it is nearly

the center of national population, and iu a very few years

will be the ecclesiastical center of the Congregational church-

es. Issued at the interior commercial metropolis. The A_d-

takcb will contain the latest market reports, and able dis-

cussions of financial subjects, such as will make it a necessi-

ty to business men in all parts of the country. The editor-

in-chief will be Rev. Wm. W. Patton, D. D., who resigns the

pastorate of the leading church of the denomination at .the

West for this purpose, and who has had many years experi-

ence in editorial labor. The subscription price will be $2.50

in advance. Advertising rates made known on application.

Address "The Advance Company," P. O. Drawer 6374,

Chicago, Illinois.

Short-Hand -without a Master, bv which the
art of taking down Sermons, Lectures. Speeches, Trials,
etc., may be attained iu a few hours. Fifty-fourth edition,
with SOPPJ.EMENT. Price 25 cents. Send orders to

O. A. ROORBACH, IV. Nassau-st., New York.

A PORTRAIT OF HORACE GREELEY,
The publishers of The Tbicvne having received many

inquiries from time to time for a good likeness of the Editor

of The Tribune, have made an arrangement with Messrs.

Derby & Miller to furnish copies of Ritchie's fiue steel en-

graving, size lixlS inches, from a photograph by Brady,

which will be sent to such subscribers to The Tribune as

wish it on the conditions below. This is much the best like-

ness of Mr. Greeley that has been engraved. The print

sells for §1. Each subscriber who sends §10 for TnE Bails',

§4 for The Semi-Weekly, or $2 for The Weekly Tribune,

the paper to be sent by mail, and icno requeststki engraving

at the time of suesceieing, will have a copy carefully

mailed, post-paid, to his address. This is not proposed as a

premium, but to gratify the many friends of The Tribune,

who feel a desire to possess a good likeness of its founder.

Address THE TRIBUNE, New York.
;

THE CHURCH UNION.
The largest and best Religious Family Newspaper in the

World.
It is to be enlarged to twice its present size.

It is devoted to rhe Unity of the- whole Church of Christ,
and opposes Ritualism in every form.
It is the organ of no sect, and it advocates free commu-

nion and a free pulpit.
It will print Sermons from Rev. Henry Ward Beecher in

every issue.
Terms, $2.50 yearly. SUM) to Agents for every subscriber. -

Sold bv the American News Company, New York.
Address CHARLES ALBKETSON,

Sup't. Church Union, 100 Fulton-st., New York.

ri ad DPTVfTT? D W — sexd for cata-
V^ AHI^XjI^ 1 JCilt.l3 a LOGCE of New and
Practical Architectural Works, enclosing stamp.

A. J. BICKNELL, Publisher, TROY. N. Y.

SOLDIERS' CHECK BOOKS, (or if lost, the^ amount thev call for), and all other claims promptly
collected bv C. $'. TREYITT, (late of the Pay Department),
Washington, D. C. Send for Circular.

AGENTS WANTED
for J. T. Headley'b Great Work on our Naw. entitled
' FARRAGUT AND OUR NAVAL COMMANDERS," coin-
prising the early Life and Naval Career of Admirals Farra-
gut, Porter, Foote, Dupont and a host of others—the only
work of the kind published. It is highly recommended by
the leading Naval Officers, and endorsed by Secretaries
Seward and Wells. Governors Fenton. Buckingham and
Bnrnside, and leading men of the country. Our Agents in
connection with thisVork can take orders for lour other
standard works by the same author. Our terms are no-
where excelled.

E. B. TREAT & CO., Publishers, C51 Broadway, N. Y.

Plants by 31ail, post-paid, at Retail Rates.
M. H. LEWIS & CO., Sandusky, Ohio.
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GRAPES.
To produce a good crop of Grapes every year, command-

In?; high and remunerative prices, we regard as

Successful Grape Growing,
and to grow annually from bearing vineyards, an immense
stock of healthy vines which are scattered all over the

country by Mail and Express, giving satisfaction wherever
planted, in their growth and yield of fruit, we consider

Successful Vine Growing.
TTc have twenty-five acres in Vineyard, and ten acres in

young vines for sale. Our Vineyards and Nurseries have

been visited this season by some of the most prominent

Fruit Growers of the country, who pronounce onr crop of

fruit, and stock of Vines unsurpassed, if equaled by any

they nave seen.

The proper place to determine the merits of a grape is in

the Vineyard, when in fruit, and we prefer in all cases when
it is practicable, that persons wanting onr vines should see

them before purchasing.

Oar Grape Slioiv, this season, will be on Wednesday,

the 9th of October, instead of a week later, as advertised.

"We cordially invite all who are interested in grape culture

to attend.

Our stock of Vines comprises all desirable kinds, and our

prices will be found reasonable.

Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue sent to

all applicants enclosing 10 cents.

Early orders are solicited.

J. KXOX,
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

CTJRRAjSTTS.
Being satisfied that there would be a large demand for the

finer varieties of Currants, we have been engaged for years

la making a collection which we believe is much tlie largest

and best in the country.

The demand for this excellent fruit has greatly increased

within a few years, and though the market has been glutted

with common kinds, we have had no difficulty in obtaining

high prices for the finer sorts. The many purposes to which
the Currant can be devoted, its cooling and refreshing acid-

ity iu the hot summer months—its wholesome influence, and
the case and profit with which it can be cultivated, ought
to make it a thousand fold more abundant than it is.

Our collection includes:

Vcrsaillaise.—Perhaps the best of all.

Fertile U* Angers.—Very similar to above.

Cherry.—Best for Jams and Jellies.

La Hat i-rc.—Vigorous grower and very good.

Victoria.—Good and very late.

Wliite Grape.—Beautiful, very large. Mild flavor, very

palatable, enormous bearer, good for

dessert, wine and other purposes.

Black Naples.—Good for Jams and Jellies.

Send 10 cents for Descriptive and Illustrate;!

Catalogue.

J. KXOX,
Box 155, Pittsburgh., Pa.

Dutch Bulbous Flow-
er Roots.

Sent by Mail, Post-paid, at Catalogue Prices.

15. rc. BLISS,
Oflerafor sale a large andwell selected assortment of the

above, just received from Holland, embracing the most de-

sirable varieties of Double axd Single Hyacinths ; Poly*
AXTHUS NaKCISSTTS, DOUBLE AND Si.VOLE E.VELY AND
Late Tulips; Double lxd Single N'aectsscs; Josq
CBOOTS ; CROWN blPBRl tLS ; tBIS; SNOW-DROPS, SCILLAE;
Hardy Gladiolus; Ranunculus; Aneuonbs; Japan and
masyotqer Lilies, Also a fine assortment ot GREEN-
HOUSE BULBSi comprising Cyclamens, Is ias, Oxalis,
Spabaxis, Tritomas, AonuiBNss, Gloxinias, &c, Ac.

Particular attention is Invited t^ ids

New Illustrated Autumn Catalogue,
containing an accurate description of each variety, with
particular directions for culture, bo thai on, how-
ever unacquainted, cannot (all to succeed, which will bo
mailed to all applicants enclosing ten c :

Collections containing a (lno assortment of ;\ll the ic

varieties of the above will also be mailed posl paid, as P l-

lows: Collection No. 1. $30?; No. 2, $10; Nb.S,$ SCo '.

$3.00. For the contents of each collection

particulars, see Catal v

Address B. K. BLISS, Springfield, ftass.

SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR, 1SGS AND GET RE31AI.VDER OF 1867 FREE.

T\YENTY-THIRD -AJS-^TT-AXi VOLUME, 1SGS.
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO

Horticulture, Agriculture and Architecture,
400 Royal Octavo Pages An-

il nallu Ably Edited a n

d

Splendidly Illustrated.

OUR TERMS FOR 1868 ARE AS
FOLLOWS :

One Copy one Year - - $ 2.50

Three Copies ... 5.00

Ten Copies - -
v

- 15.00

"Vol. 1867, bound and post-

paid, and Nos. 1868 - - $4.00

Vols. 1866 and 1867, bound
and post-paid, and Nos. 1868. 5.50

Vols. 1865, 1866 and 1867,
bound and post-paid, and
Nos. 1868 .... 7.00

PREMIUMS,
We will send the American Agriculturist one year, or any book or periodical of the value of $1.50, to any person who

remits us Five Dollars for three new subscribers.

"vTe will send Harpers' Weekly or Monthly or the Atlantic Monthly one year, or any books or periodicals of the value
of $4.00, to any person who remits us Fifteen Dollars for ten new subscribers.

"VTe will send a $55.00 Wheeler d; Jfil^on or Eoice Sewing Machine to any person who remits us §00.00 for twenty-four
subscribers, at $2.50 each; or $90.00 for sixty subscribers at $1.50 each; or $125.00 for one hundred subscribers at $1.25 each.

Parties desiring other premiums will please say what they wish ; we will state the number of subscribers necessary to

procure them.

GEO. E. & F, W. WOODWARD, Publishers.
37 Park lion-, 2Tew Yo >•/,-.

Rochester Commercial Nurseries,

Established 1830.

W. S. L.5TTLE, Proprietor,

(FORMERLY II. E. HOOKER & CO.)

The NEW CIECULAR OF PRICES, (by the Dozen, Hun-

dred and Thousand,) for the Fall Trade, Is Just Published
and will be sent Free to all Applicants.

I have grown and offer for sale this year, an unusnally

large and fine assortment of Nursery Products, containing

every description of

Hardy Trees and Plants,
INCLUDING STANDARD AND DTVAItF FRUIT TREES,

VISES, &c.

TT7</i all the varieties of latest introduction, and

HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES,

SHRTJBS AND ROSES,

BESIDES MANY SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES.

For a description of which, see "Circular." Send for the

Circular. Address
WM. S. LITTLE,

Commercial KrsKSEr.iBS, Rochester, N. V.

20.000 Hartford Prolific Grape Vines.

Fropajrated from t lie Original Vines at Hartford, Conn.
Hi [ford Prolific, Ko. 1, pot- inn. SIS; per iron. 3125.

No. 'J. !>!• li:i). $PJ; per 1 1 1(1.1. * INI.

•10,000 Concord,

2 year old "

., per 1003: f 91

.

aycarsold.per lOfl. $20: pre 1000, KOO.
No. I, per 100, ( 0: per [000, j '.-.

No. '.'. por inn. j 0; per 1000, * 50.

per 100. si:.; per 1000, $125c \r.ii win j'ti iuvi ;'•'; [ici ivuu, .fi^i

Uogcrs' Hybrids, Nos, i and 15, J'S per ion.

lona, 'J year-old, JS0 per vn; i vcar-
LYMAN LtASSETT, North Havi u, <Conn.

MY NEW WHITE SEEDLING GRAPE, named
the Weehau I I ho for eaW Uils full. It 1

ly hardy, and docs nol mil low. Ii has been In be irlng i .

five years. Being vinous, sweet, ami aromatic, without any
pulp, and of cxci ieaiity.il Is considered by the gen-
i lemen mention I In the Gardener's Mnntbh Oet. and De-
cember, :

I
I

.
i -.. i'i i.e. Tun toilars o plant,

vi h - '! \i:i KS SIGDHOP.

Woodside Garden.
Gennine plants ofthe best quality. Kocnarge forpackins

or delivery to Railroad or Express.

BLACKBERRIES.
KUiatinny—$3.00 per doz.

; §30 per 100 ; $250 per 1000.

Wilson's Early—$S per doz. ; ?50 per 100 ; S100 per 1000.

Dorchester—$1 per doz.
;

$:1 per 100 : $20 per 1000.

Xeio Jlochelle—ls cents per doz. ; §3 per 100 ; Slj per 1000.

RASPBERRIES.
Clarke—$9 per doz. : ?G0 per 100 ; $500 per 1000.

Thornless Black—$10 per doz.; srsperlCO; $500 per 1000.

Also Philadelphia, Doolittlc, and all other choice varieties
at the lowest rates. Address

A. S. FULLER, Ridgcwood. X. .1.

PHILADELPHIA
The largest, best, and most productive hardy

RASPBERRY.
It has yielded over 200 bushels per acre without protec-

tion, and averaged $12 per bushel in market.
"Wilson's Early an«l Kitlatinny Blackberries,
Grapes, Currants, and other Fruits.—Send stamp for Cata-
logue. WM. PAKRY, Climaminson, N.J.

.100,000 GRAPE TOES.
Superior layers, 1 and 2 years old, mostly Concord, Hart-

ford, Catawba, Norton's Virginia, Delaware. Ires, and oth-
ers, cheaper than anywhere else, for sale, Also, (loses. Cur-
rants, Rhubarb and liAspberry Plants, very cheap. Send
Btamp for Catalogue and Essays on Grape Culture, to

Dr. II. SCHROEDER, Bloomlngtoh, Illinois.

A First-Class Concord Cirapc

Vine for Nothing-

!

To any ono sending 50 cents for WHITLOCK'S HORTI-
CCLTCI'.AL ADVERTISER for one year. I will send post-

paid a first-class Concord grape vine.

The Advertiser "will bo Issued quarterly, will bo a 13mo.,

on fine white paper, lo contain ?5 or 100 pages, a portion of
which will be devoted to hints in regard i<> tlie cultivation

of Trees, Plants, <&c ,: -- om onr best writers,

as well as occasion,'i 1 articles by practical horticulturists.

It will Also contain the l*rl i-Llst All X (n One
ofTertng the stoi k of hundrc our. b< 1

nui jci I

>. togeth-

er wltli.n advertisements 1 1 pedal inter- .

est to the agricultural and hort Icultitral world.

Specimen number sent on receipt "i" a ten cent stamp.

L.. L,. WHTWiOCK, 3? Park Row, New York
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PARSONS & CO.
OFFER FOIR. THE FALL TRADE

Bach.
ADIRONDAC 40c.

ALLEN'S HYBRID 40c.

CONCORD, 1 year, No. 1 25c.

do. do. No. 3

do. 2years, S5c.

do. 3 years, 50c.

CREVELING 35c.

DELAWARE, 2 and 3 years 50c.

do. 1 year, No. 1 40c.

do. do. No. 2

DIANA, lyear 30c.

do. 2 years 50c.

HARTFORD PROLIFIC, 1 yr, N o. 1 25c.

do. do do.No.2
do. do. 2 years... S5c.

IONA, 1 year, No. 1 40c.
do. No. 2

ISKAELLA, 1 year, No. 1 50c.
do. No. 2

IVES' SEEDLING, 1 year 40c.
do. do. 2 years 50c.

MILES ., 50c.
NORTON 'S VIRGINIA 50c.
REBECCA
ROGERS' HYBRIDS 50c.
UNION VILLAGE 35c.

Fifty. Per 100. Per 500. Per 1000

S15.00. $20.00.

$15.00. $20.00.

$ 7.50. $10.00. $45.00. $75.
S 5.00. $ 7.00. $32.00. $ 55.

$12.00. $18.00. $S5.00. $150.

$20.00. $35.00.

$15.00. $20.00. $90.00. $150.

$17.00. $25.00. $115.00 $200.

$15.00. $20.00. $90.00. $150.

$10.00. $15.00. $65.00. $120.

$15.00. $20.00.

$17.00. $25.00. $115.00 $200.

$10.00. $15.00. $65.00. $120.

$ 7.50. $10.00. $45.00. $ 75.
$17.00. $25.00.

$15.00. $20.00. $00.00. $150.
$10.00. $15.00. $05.00. $120.
$1S.00. $25.00.

$20.00.
$115-00 $200.

$150.$12.50. $90.00.
$15.00. $20.00. $90.00. $150.
$17.00. $25.00. $115.00 $200.
$'>0.00. $30.00.
$17.00. $25.00. $115.00 $200.
$17.00. $25.00.
$20.00.

$1350,
$30.00.

$20,00,

A
h

Those who wish to obtain 10,000, or more, can correspond, and will be
famished at still lower prices.

All the vines we offer are grown from well ripened wood, and in good,
deep soil, not injured by extra manuring.
In classifying we make no extras. Our No. 1 plants are the lareest and

best of our stock, and their average quality is not allowed to be dimin-
ished by selecting the largest for retailing as extras.
Our vines must speak for themselves, and those who wish to purchase

largely are sufficiently wise to accept the evidence of the vines rather
than the assertion of the grower. To account for the abundant roots of
our plants it is only necessary to say that ours is the open border culture,
and that we aim to obtain the model roots of our ligure.

Our mode of propagation is that by single eyes of well ripened wood,
without the forcing caused by bottom heat. Plants thus naturally brought
forward have good roots, and when planted ill the opeu ground, com-
mence growing at once. They thus make their growth during the sum-
mer, and in September and October are ready to mature their wood and
roots. By other modes the plants are late in starting, and thus have a
shorter time for growth and maturingtheir wood and roots.We can especially recommend our DELAWARE of two and three
years of age. The success ot this variety in New England, and in the lake
region of the Western States, renders unnecessary any assertion of its
merits.

The IONA is succeeding better this season than the last, and in many
localities is winning golden opinions.

Of the IVES wo cannot speak too highly. Its freedom from rotor
mildew, and its very rapid, hardy growth, make it one of the most reliable
Varieties, one of the few which are absolutely safe

; For Catalogues address
1- - FLUSHING, near New York.

SBBJG SING GRAPE VINES.
Hereafter

SPRING VALLEY NURSERIES.
3 Miles north of Sing Sing.

I offer my stock of Grape Vines this fall with increased
confidence, being the best I have ever grown. Having
bought the neighboring Nurseries of Ryder & Co., it has
given me plenty of room and great facilities to grow good
plants with small cost.
Iwould advise the purchaser of good vines, to come andsee

my stock before buying elsewhere. My sole business is to
crow only good vines. Remember, I have not been able to
fill all my orders these last live past years. If you want
EOine of my vines, send your orders early.
Good vines are the cheapest at any price. Send for Price

List. J. F. DELIOT, Vine Grower.
Sing Sing, N. Y.

Cia-ape Vines.
We offer to the fall trade 10,000 Iona, 10,000 Concord, 2,000

Israella. Also, Hartford Proline, Allen's Hybrid, several
numbers of Rogers', &c, &c, of excellent quality, at reason-
able rates. Send for price list free.

PETER DePEW & SON, Nyack, Rockland Co., N. Y.

Oft OftA STRONG GRAPE VINES,*VjVVV Grown on light soil, open ground, by layering,
many of them transplanted, 1 to 2 years, will fruit at once,
(willgioe satisfaction where weak vines often result in aggra-
vation). Concord, Hartford Prolific, Diana, Delaware,
Clinton, Allen's Hybrid, Rebecca. A large lot of Rogers'
Hybrids, Nos. 4, 15 and 19, 1 to S years old. A few iona,
2 years, Dracut Amber; this last is the earliest grape in my
collection. The new and older Strawberry plants j 200,000
Evergreen Trees, all nursery grown: Arbor Vitse, G to 12
inches, very stocky. $15 to $25 per 1,000; Fir Balsam, Nor-
way Spruce, &c. ; 80,000 Hemlock, those 12 to 80 inches high,
cannot be excelled in compact form. Shade Trees. Shrubs,
large and small fruits of all desirable kinds ; 2,000 Peach
Trees, several new sorts. Clapp's Favorite Pear Trees.
Descriptive Price List by mail.

J. W. MANNING, Reading, Mass.

1©0,©©0 Concord iLayers.
One Hundred Thousand Concord Layers, and Two Mil-

lion (2,000,000) Grape Buds, mostly Concord,for propagating,
for sale (this fall) cheap. We have other kinds of Grape
Vines and Small Fruits for sale. Circulars sent to all
applicants free. Pleas" address, without delay,

GEORGE PEEUY & SON, Georgetown, Conn.

J. W. CONE So CO.,
Vineland, N. J., offer for Sale
700,000 CONCORD,
•40,000 HARTFORD PROLIFIC,
15,000 CLINTON,
3,000 IVES' SEEDLINGGRAPE VINES,

And a large stock of CLARKE RASPBERRY plants.
Price List sent free.

Choice Grape Vines at Right Prices.—See
G. E. MEISSNER'S Advertisement, page 330.

G-RAPE VIHES. j"

A very large and superior stock of Iona., Israella,,
Adirondac, Roger's Mytorids, Concord, Crcvcl-
ing, Delaware, Diana, Hartford Prolific, Rc-
l>ecca, Catawba, Isabella, Clinton, and other
varieties, by tlie 100 or 1,000, at low figures. Send for Price
List. ELLWANGER, & BARRY,

Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

Adirondac Grape Nursery amd ¥ineyanh
We offer at greatly reduced prices, a large stock of grape

vines, one, two, and three years. All desirable varieties—
including the two new Hybrids, "Salem, and Dtana. Ham-
burg." Quality of vines unsurpassed. Our autumn Price
List and Descriptive Catalogue, or Wholesale Price List for
the trade, sent on application.
JOHN W. BAILEY & CO., Pittsburgh, Clinton Co., N. Y.

i&a'ape Vines & Siaa^il FrM£§.
Delaware, Martha, Salem, Iona, Israella, Adirondac,

Miles, Concord, Hartford, Diana, Creveling, Allen's and
Rogers' Hybrids, Ives' Seedling, Ilentz Seedling, and some
30 other kinds; fine plants, one and two vears old. Kitta-
tinny and Wilson's .Early Blackberries. "Clarke, Kirtland,
Doolittle, and Philadelphia Raspberries. Cherry, Versailles,
White Grape, White Transparent, and Black Naples Cur-
rants. Downing's and Houghton Gooseberries. Gloede's
New Perpetual Piue, Jucuhda, Agriculturist, and other
Strawberries. Best plants, at low prices. Send stamp for
Descriptive List to

GEO. W. CAMPBELL, Delaware, Ohio.

<fll(ft| one and two year-old Concord Grape
9
WV Vines, by FRANCIS HENRIOT, X mile east

of Broadway Bridge, Paterson, N. J.

€rrape Vines & &mall Frraitis,
Delawares, 1 and 2 years old, $10, $15, $25 per hundred.
Iona, 1 and 2 " " $>5, $:J5, $50
Israella, 1 and 2 " " $25, A3."., §50 " "
Adirondac, 1 and 2 " " $25, $35, $50 " "

Ives* Seedling, $15, $25, " "
Concord, $10, $15, $25 " "
Rogers' Hybrids, all the good Nos., $35 " "
Kiitatinnv Blackberries, $15 " "
Clarke Raspberries, ^25 " "

Also large vines for immediate bearing, which would have
borne the present season if permitted. Our Vines are equal
to any in the market. Descriptive Catalogue and Price List
of above and other varieties sent on application toHUSTED& HAZELTON, Delaware, Ohio.

IF YOU WAWT ANY
Grape Vines, Strawberry, Raspberry or Blackberry plants
&c, just examine our inducements to buyers, and see if you
can do better anywhere. Nurserymen and Dealers also,
please note. For Price List address, with stamp for return
postage, C. E. & J. S. FR1TTS, Ehvood, New Jersey.

Read my Advertisement 011 pa~e 311. Car-
culm's fee, P„ SUTTON, Beverly, M, J,

One and two years old.!

An extra fine stock of
DELAWARE,

CONCORD,
IVES' SEEDLING,

CREVELING, HARTFORD, DIANA, IONA>
ISRAELLA, CLINTON, CATAWBA.,

and many other good varieties.

At low rates by the dozen, 100, or 1,000

Send for Price List.

Also a good stock of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Ever-
greens, Small Fruit, Shrubs, Roses, &c, &c.

Osage Orange Plants, 2 years, at $5 per 1,000.

LENK & CO., Humboldt Nurseries,
Toledo, Ohio.

INES of the 1st qualitj7, for the Garden and
Vineyard of one or 100 Acre's. Ives, Concord, Hartford,

Catawba, Isabella, Delaware, &c, of one and two years.
C3?~ Vines by mail, prepaid. „jfJ Wholesale rates
extremely low. Illustrated Circular with History ot
Ives, &c, sent free.

M. H. LEWIS & CO., Sandusky, Ohio.

GRAPES
Those wishing to procure a first-class Vinevard would do

well to examine the stock of VINES offered by the sub-
scriber, before purchasing. I will furnish nothing but good
stock. References given. Send for particulars to

J. B. WILSON, Washington, Pa.

^OET UP CLUBS FOR TREES, VINES, Shrubs,
^* Roses, Flowers, &c. Send stamp for Terms and Price

List. L. L. WIIITLQCK,
"ALL NURSERIES IN ONE,"
^ 37 Parle Row, New Toils.

URSERY AND FLORIST BUSINESS FOR
SALE, in one of the best business locations in the

United States. Five Acres in Trees, Flowering Plants, &c.
Established 10 years. 100,000 Liunreus' Rhubarb f<* sale.
Apply to, or address WM. MACKAY, Morrisania, N. Y.

APPLE TREES.—Two to four
'years front I he biul.ufsuperior growth.

150,000 Peach Trees, one year from the bud, (very Hue),
popular varieties. Largelv of Hale's Earlv.

10,000 Van Buren's Golden Dwarf Peach Trees.
100,000 Grape Vines, consisting largely of Concords,' Hart-

ford Prolines, lonas and Israellas.
Apple Seedlings by the acre, and much other Nursery

Stock. Address
:" STEPHEN HOYT & SONS,

v New Haven, Conn.

<da AAA PEACH TREES.—Leading varieties, one
OlfiUUU year old from bud. Grape vines from single eyes
aud cuttings, 1 and 2 vears old. Strawberries, including
most of the leading varieties. Also. Asparagus, Raspberry,
Blafkberrv, Linmvus' Rhubarb and Osage Orange pbuils.

Send for Price List, H, M, ENGLE, Marietta, Pa,
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flRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES FOB

FALL OF1 1867.

ELLWANGER & BARRY
Invite the attention of Planters, Nurserymen and Dealers

in Trees to their extensive stock now offered for the Fall

Trade. In the departments of

Hardy iFViiit Trees,
Oruanieutal Trees,

the collections are the most extensive and complete in the

United States.

Prompt and careful attention given to all orders, and

packing done in the most skillful and thorough manner.

Full particulars -will be found in the following Catalogues,

which will be sent, prepaid, to applicants who enclose

stamps:

Nos. 1 and 2, Ten cents each—No. 3, Five cents—No.

4, Three cents.

No. 1—A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of Fruits.

No. 2—A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of Orna-

mental Trees, Shrubs, Eoses, &c-, &c

No. 3—A Catalogue of Dahlias, Verbenas, Petunias, and

select new Green-house and Bedding Plants, published every

Spring.

No. 4—A Wholesale Catalogue or Trade List.

EIJLWAWGEE5, & BARRY,
Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

HOYE¥ & C®,>&
ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO THE

Winter and Spring Garden, for Autumn of
19G7, is Now Ready,

Containing a new and beautiful COLORED PLATE, with
several engravings, and complete list of Bulbous Flowers,
with lull directions for cultivation. Sent free on the receipt
Of JO cents. Address IIOVET & CO.,

53 North Market-st., Boston, Mass.

NEW
A.TJTTIMIN' OAT-AJLiOGrTTES

OF

Imported Dutch BStiibous

'5

With descriptions and directions for their cultivation, now

rc:uly for mailing.

J. M. THOT.BUKN & CO.,

15 John-st., New York.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.

About the 1st or September I shall receive from Holland

a splendid lot of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Lilies,

and all other HARDY BULBS suitablo for Autumn

planting.

Catalogues supplied free. Address

JAMES TICK,
Rochester, 7$. Y.

SUSQUEHANNA WUISSE5BY.
40 000 Apple—best In tbo State.
ftO.OOO Vlum Sectlliiiss—very fine.

Penr, C'lierry, and a large variety of other Nursery
Stock at low rules. Address

L. O. HUMMER, Cameronla, Northumberland Co., Pa.

Marietta kjurseroes.
1807. PeacH Trees. Pencil Trees. 1807.

Grown on new ground and perfectly healthy. We can
Kuppl*them by the thousand or ten thousand. Also, a gen-
eral iimm'Lmciit of Nursery stock. For Circulars, Whole-
sale and Retail, Address ENULE & BRO., Marietta, Pa.

10.
i.

lt>

000 STANDARD APPLE.
000 DWARF a
000 PEACH, 1 year.
.000 PLUM, 1 year.
,000 CHERRY, 1 year, Standard and Dwarf.
,000 STAIVDAUD PKAR.
,000 DWARF do.
,000 CONCORD, 2 year. Extra (Inc.
,000 GRAPE VINES, assortment, 1 & 2 years 'old.

•'or sale by JOHN R, & A. MURDOCH, Pltteburgb, l'a.

JOHNSTON'S NURSERY FOR SALE I—Cause,
continued 111 health—$0,000 to $8,000 in salable stock—

30,000 Raspberries In fruit. Also, Strawberries, Grapes, &c.
Send :l-cent stamp for Circular descriptive of place. Also,
Swull Fruits, In which / will tint be undersold. Address

JOHNSTON'S NURSERY, South Bend, Iud.

E&IiWAWGrEIg. & BARRY'S
Seedling- Stra-wberry,

WICArVOR.
Haying fruited it for 6 years we pronounce it a decided

acquisition to the list of market Strawberries. Plant very
hardy and vigorous, surpassing iu quantity of fruit and hard-
iness of vine any other variety we have ever tested. It
commences to ripen a few days before the Early Scarlet,
and continues on up to the latest, thus making it profitable
at both ends of the season. Fruit from one to one and a
quarter inch in diameter; berry regular and uniform iu size,
roundish conical, bright scarlet, flesh more firm and not so
acid as the Wilson.

Plants will be ready for delivery about the 15th of Sep-
tember, at $5.00 per dozen.

ELIiWASTGER & BARRY,
Mount Hope Nurseries,

Rochester, ST. Y.

The Great European Strawberry.
" DR. fJICAISE."

Said to be the largest berry known. From plants set in

September last.fruitwas picked and exhibited attlie Fruit
Growers' Society, held in Rochester, on the 27th of last

June, which weighed \\i ozs., and measured 6% inches

around.

Plants very hardy, vigorous grower, and productive.

From Ave plants imported in the Spring of 18(16, we produced

500 very strong plants. This variety we have imported at a
great expense, and will have a fine stock to offer our cus-

tomers in August and September.

The following are extracts from European Catalogues

:

"It is of enormous size, the berries weighing over \% ozs.,
(9 to the pound), and early, of a bright red color, very
glossy, the flesh white, and of fine quality."

This sort is one of the finest cultivated in Europe, and has
the best characteristics of any we have ever introduced.
Orders must be sent in early, as they will only be filled in
rotation.

We will furnish plants, postage paid, at the following

rates
: $1 per plant

; $10 per doz.
; $75 per 100. A liberal dis-

count to the trade. Address

FROST it CO.,
Genesee Valley Nurseries,

Rochester, N. Y.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS^
"We offer the following select list of Strawberry plants,

which will bo ready to send out by Sept. 1st.

Alpine Red & White, Longworth's Prolific,
Agriculturist, Russell's Seedling,
Buffalo Seedling, Triomplie de Gaud,
Early Scarlet, "Wilson's Albany,

at 50 cents per dozen ; $2 per 100 ; $10 per 1,000.

Also a large collection of new and foreign varieties In-

cluding Lennig's White, Durand's Seedling,
Green Prolific, &c, at §1 per dozen; and a limited
quantity of

Dr. JYICAISE, the largest Btrawberry known, at ?G.OO

per dozen.

All orders from unknown correspondents must bo accom-
panied with the cash.

ELIAVAJVGER & BARRY,
Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, Iff. Y.

Strawberry UPlants.
Jucunria, Rinpowam, Metcalfs Early, Lennig's "White,

Agriculturist, Barnes' Seedling, Napoleon III, Philadelphia,
Durand's Seedling, etc., will be sent by mail, postage pre-
paid, upon the receipt of $1 per dozen. For Descriptive
Catalogue and Price List of CO varieties Strawberries and
other Small Fruits, address

EEISIO & IIEXAMER,
New Castle, Westchester Co., N. T.

CiTJRAWBEreitY ff^AIVFS.— Phila-
yj delplila, (early), Barnes' Mammoth, Stinger, Durand,
Klppowarn, $1 per doz. Wilson's Albanv, i"> els. per dozen;
75 cts. per 100; $| per 1000. oilier varieties. Also, Raspberry,
Blackberry plants, &c for fall and spring planting. Prices
to nil applicants. JOHN S. COLLINS, MoorestOWU, N. ,J.

SPECIALTY —
^100,000 WIliSON STRAWBERRY PLANTS
for sale, (iearr>niterf true to name), by the Dozen or
Thousands For prices address

D. n. BROWN",
Cherry Lawn Farm, New Brunswick, N. J.

Strawberry IPlaxits.
Agriculturist, Brooklyn Scarlet, Byberry. Cutter, Col.

Ellsworth, Downer, French, Fillmore. Green Proline, Ida,
Lennhr's while, Ladv Finger, MonitoiTN, J. Scarlet. Russell,
nnd Wilson, 20 cents per dozen : 75 cents per 100. MetCBlfs
Early, 30 cts. per doz. ; $2 per 10ft. Sent post-paid.

P. SUTTON; Beverly, Burlington Co., N\ J.

Strawltrnv Plant*, S^5 per 1000.— Wilson's,
Downer's, Buffalo, Uussen's.Prench seedling. Agriculturist,
Jersey Scarlet, &c. P. B. STEVENS, Essex, Conn.

For Wholesale Rules of Vines, npplvto
M. 11. LEWIS & CO., Sandusky, Ohio,

BULBOUS FLOWERING ROOTS
Toi- Fall of 1867.

"We offer a fine collection of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, Iris,
Gladiolus, Japan Lilies and other Bulbs. Also,
choice varieties of Chinese Pneonies. Prices famished
on application.

Small quantities forwarded by mail, pre-paid, at Catalogue
prices.

ELLWASiGER & BARRY,
Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. T.

PARSONS & CO., FLUSHING, N. ¥.,

Offer a very thrifty, -well-grown, and bushy stock of

CAMEI/LIAS.
Assorted colors, including Candidissislv, §20 per 100.

Larger size, including Alba plexa, $50 per 100.

Alba plena, fine and bushy, with buds, $100 per 100.

AZALEA IIVDICA.
Best standard sorts, • $20 per 100.

Larger size, » • $30 per 100.1

Rhododendrons, (of the best sorts and all perfectly
hardy,) $1S per doz $100 per 100.

ROSES.
Moss, - a $25 per 100; $200 per 1000.

Remontant, • $20 per 100; $150 per 1000.

Tea and China, - $15 per 100; $100 per 1000.

The above ROSES are all on their own roots, and are not
budded or grafted. Their uniform success in different part3
of the country is the best testimony we can offer in favor
of their character.

They are especially recommended for dealers on account
of their low price.

CLARK RASPBERRY, $G0 per 100; $500 per 1000.

This variety, in our own experience, and that of Charles

Downing, A. S. Fuller, and others, is the best raspberry
grown. Its wood needs no protection in the winter, its

leaves, Unlike other varieties, are uninjured by the sum-
mer's sun, its fruit is most abundant, and its flavor unsur-

passed.

Those growing Raspberries for market will find it the only
variety worthy their attention.

Kiitatinny Blackberry, $30 per 100
; $250 per 1000.

Wilson's Early Blackberry, $50 per 100; $ 100 per 1000

These Blackberry plants are grown from cuttings and not
suckers, and are thus more safe for transplanting.

Winter Seed Wheat for 1867.
FOK SALE BY

GEORGE A. DE1TZ,
IMPORTER AND GROWER OF

SEES WHEAT & 6Ri§S SEEDS,
CHAMBERSBURCH, PA.

Italian Rett Mediterranean £2.25 W peck. $8.00 ?1 bush.
Italian mite.
Ilunaarian Red "

French Bed "

Bailees Eng'h Red "

German Red "

Ballet's Ena. Wliite, "

Dlehl's Wliite,

Canada Wliite.

Houghton mite,
California White,
Jlliie-Stem Wliite,

2.00
2.00

2.25
2.25
2.25

1.50

1.50

1.50
1.50

8.00

8.00
8.00
8.00

8.00
S.00
8.00

0.00
5.00
5.00

5.00

7.00
5.00
5.00
5.1.0

5.00

Fqiiiiiiaii Red Mediterranean, 1.50 "
Rett Chaff " 1.50

Wliite Chair " 1.50 "
Lancaster'Red Chaff " 1.50

fczT Four pounds of either of the above varieties will bo
scut by mail (free, of Postage) for one dollar. C. A. V.

SEE© WHEAT.
Tlie Subscriber offers for sale Tied Mediterranean Peed

Wheat, raised on Long Island, from Imported seed. Price,
$4.00 per hnsliel. This wheat is much Bought after, from the
fact that there has been no Mediterranean Seed Wheat Im-
ported for several years. Also. Deihl and Boughton While
Wheat, price, S5 per bush. C. W. PAYNE, Sag Harbor, L. I.

Sere! Potatoes !

The Goodrich Seedlings, and other valuable varieties, in
large or small Quantities. Libera) terms to Dealers.

W. L. & D. M. NKSI3IT. Lewlsburg, Pcnn.

1LSON EARLY, KITTATTNNY and Law-
ton Blackberry, Philadelphia and Doollttlo Black

Cap Raspberry, and twenty varieties of strawberry plants
for sale at reduced prices, by C1IAS. COLLINS,
Catalogues gratis. Moorestown, N". .T.

Tlie Pliilnflclpliin. ClnvU, Dooli ttlr, and other
Raspberry plants. Tlie Wilson Early aud Kiltalinny Black-
berry plants. Also, the leading varieties of Strawberry
plants for sale. Catalogues free. Now ready.

THOS. C. ANDREWS, Moorestown, N. J. i

WILSON EARLY and KITTATIXNY BLACK-
»» BERRY, Philadelphia and Clark Raspberry. Apply

to SAM'L. C. DbCOU, Recklesstowu, Burlington Co., N. J.

Wilson's Envly, Klttntiniiy, nnrt Lmvton
Blackberry plants. Also, Raspberry and Strawberry plants
In largo or small quantities, for sola by DAWL. McLAl i:\.

Cold Spring Berry i'ai'iu, New Brunswick, New Jersey.

DAVISON'S THOBNLESS BLACK RASPBER-
RY plants for sale. Send for Circular. JOI1N W.

110AU, Watorford, Camden Co., N. J.
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IVES' SEEDLING GRAPE VINE
That never fails. The wine sells to Longworth's "Wine

House at £4.25 per gallon. 7">,000 vines of superior growth for

sale at lowest prices. Send for its history and Price List,

free. Also all leading kinds with wine, new varieties from
Longworth's School of Vines, selected by Dr. John A. "War-
der, with nursery stock generally. JAS. F. MARTIN,

Mt. Washington, Hamilton Co., Ohio.

GRAPE VIXES.
All the nest varieties, including Salem and Martha. Price

and quality of vines arc worthy of the special attention of
Dealers and Planters. Price Lists free to all applicants.

C. L. UOAG & CO, Lockport Grape Nurseries,
Lockport, N. Y.

& -iSjE-lB and Rogers' Hybrids, numbers 1, 2, 3,

k5 4, 5, 9, 14, 15, 19, 23, 85, 30, 02", 33, 34, 39, 41, 44, Diana,
Hamburg, Martha, Black Hawk, Christine, Siglar, Keuka.
$5,000 was offered for 10,000 buds Of this last named sort last

fall. The above varieties are grown by F. L. PKRRY, Can-
andaigua, N. Y. See advertisement on page 3U.

ESAI»E VI^fES OF BEST KINDS AND
qualities, at low rates. J. W. HELMEK.

Lockport, X. Y.
G

NATIVE GRAPE VBBsES.
A lanre stock of the most approved varieties, very low, by

the 100 or 1000. Sexd foe Pkice List.
JOSEPH KEPT, Westohestee, Pa.

Wood§icle CiaB««leia.

My Annual Catalogue of Small Fruits is now ready, and

•will be sent free to all applicants. Those in want of

Blackberries, Raspberries, Currants, Gooseberries, Straw-

berries, Grapes, etc., etc., should send their orders, early, to

A. S. FULLER, Kidgewood, Bergen Co., N. J.

MIAMI BLACE CAP RASPBERRY.
Superior to Doolittle in every respect, but a week later

and keeps in fruiting two weeks longer, thus keeping up the
Raspberry season until Blackberries come. Bush, a very
strong, stocky grower, with scarcely any thorns. Q3I?" I will
give fifty dollars for ldoz. plants of am/ Raspberry thatcom-
bines more valuable qualities. Price of Plants §1 per doz.

;

$4 per 100 ; $25 per 1,000.—Doolittle and Purple Cane, both
very earl'/, productive and valuable, $1 per doz. ; $3 per 100;

$15 per 1,6JO.—Ohio Everbearing, $1.50 per doz. ; SS per 100

;

$75 per 1.000.—Golden Cap, $1 per doz.; $6 per 100 ; $50 per
1,000. — Catawissa, $3 per doz.; $10 per 100. — Davisos 's

Tiiornless, $1 each; $10 per doz.—Philadelphia, $3 per doz.;
S'20 per 100.-—Blackberries, Dorchester, $1 per doz.; $5 per
100.—New Rochelle or Lawton, $1 per doz.; $3 per 100: $15
per 1,000.—Wilson's Early, 7a cts. each ; $3 per doz.; $50 per
100.—Kittatinny, 50 els. each; $5 per doz.; $30 per 100.—
Crystal White, delicious, beautiful, and fine yielder, $2 per
doz.; $10 per 100.—Hougiitox Seedling Goosebsebt,never
mildews, $1 per doz.; $5 per 100.—Red Dutch Currant. 1

year old, finely rooted, $1 per doz.* $5 per 10); $30 per 1.000.

Cherry White Grape and La Versailles, $1.50 per doz.; $S per
100.—Grapes, Concord, good rools, $10 per 00 ; bast, $15 per
100.—Creveling, Ives' Seedling, and Norton's Virginia, 1 year
old, strong, $20 per 100 ; 2 years old, extra strong, $30 per
100.—Delaware, Hartford Prolific, Diana, lona, Israella, and
Ailirondac, .fine roots, as loio as offered in this paper.—
Orange Quince, very strono.fine-rooted plants, $3 per doz.;
$20 per 100.— £3?" Strawberry Plants in large quantities
at low rates; see advertisement in August No.ol Agricul-
turist. Wholesale List sent on application. Instructive Cat-
alogue, giving information how to plant, etc., sent on re-
ceipt of 10 cents.

It any of the above is offered lower in this paper, tee will
sellfor the same. 6 of each at the doz. rate, 50 at lOOrate,
500 at 1,000 rate. Remember, Raspberries and Blackberries
should be set in the fall. We have had very bad luck with
spring setting, and no failures when set in the fall.

Address A.M. PURDY, South Bend. Ind., orM. R. PTJR-
DY. Box 125, Palmyra, N. T.
B^~ N. B.

—

We will prepay Express charges on all cash
orders to any point North of Washington or Memphis, aud
East of St. Joseph, Mo.

Kittatinny Blackberry at the West.
Among the many testimonials received by the subscriber,

the following in regard to this splendid berry from a gentle-

man in Fulton Co., 111., may suffice :
—

"The Kittatinny plants got of you, spring of '66, fruited

this season most abundantly,—one week earlier than my
Lawtons on the same grounds and location, aud the smallest

branch withstood the winter without any injury whatever."
The subscriber and several others here have also fruited

it thoroughly and most satisfactorily the past season. Strong
Plants $20 per 100 ; $150 per 1,000. F. K. PHOENIX,

Bloomington, 111.

THE BEST BASPBERKY
Is now acknowledged by all to be the Clarke Raspberry.

Strong plants, warranted genuine. $9 per doz • $35 for 50;
$60 per 100

;
$275 per r>00

;
$">00 per 1.000.

LYMAN BASSETT, North naven, Conn.

HE EARLY WILSON BLACEBERRT. — The
largest, most productive, and valuable of all Blackber-

ries ; early, and ripening rapidly. Ticice as profitable this
year as either Lawton or Dorchester. My stock is pure and
grown in the open field, and all sent out shall have good aiid
abundant roots, averaging six inches in length. Also the
Philadelphia Raspberry, which retains all its laurels where-
over hoard from. Also Kittatinny, Lawton, and Dorchester
blackberries, and Strawberries, etc., iu great variety.

SAMUEL L. ALLEN, Cinnaminson, N. J.

YERY EXTRA STANDARD PEAR.
Parties wanting, for their own planting. Pear-trees of an

Extra Choice Quality, or any other kind oi Fruit trees of the
best quality; will be supplied in quantities to suit, by the
half dozen or ten thousand. Prices low. Tree freshly du°\
true to name, and securely packed for any distance. "WriFe
for particulars, references and Catalogue. Trad'- supplied as
usual. T. X SOUTHWICK, Commercial Nurseries,

Dansville, Liv. Co., N. Y.

OW READY.—Washburn's Autumn Catalogue
of splendid Flowering Bulbs, containing a list ot the

choicest Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Lilies, etc., with full
auu explicit directions for their culture. It also contains a
beautilul colored plate, and many other fine engravings. It
will be forwarded postpaid upon receipt of 10 cents, to all
applicants. Address Washburn & Co., Hort'l Hall, Boston.

B&OOMINGTON NURSERY.
lGtlx year, 10 Grccli-liotises, 330 Acres Frait,
Oi-namental and Nitfrsery Stock, General

Assortment.

1,000,000 Apple, 1 to -1 years, superb yearlings, 1C00, $50.

150,000 Pear, Stand, and Dw't Dw'f. Apple, all sizes.

40,000 Clierry, largely Richmond or May, 100, $15 to $33.

30,000 Peacli, Hale's Early, &c, 1000, S125.

300,000 Grape, strong Concord layers, 1000, $85; Hart-

ford layers, 1000, $130; Ives, $1".0; Rogers, lona, &c.

5,000,000 Osage Orange, 1st class, 1C0.C00, $300.

50,000 Currant, Gooseberry and Raspberry.

30,000 Kittatinny Blackberry, warranted genu-
ine, strong, first class every way, 1000, $150. (See sepa-

rate advertisement.)

1,000,000 Apple Stock, extra, selected 1 year, 1003, $10.

50,000Pear Stock, fine, 1 year, 1000, $25 ; Quince, Cherry,

30,000 Hoses, all classes, Marshal Neil, fine plants, $9

per doz. ; Evergreens, immense stock, Tulips, Hyacinths,

and other Hardy Bulbs. Send 2 red stamps for Xew
Descriptive and Trade List.

F. K. PHOEWIX, Bloomington, 111.

Select Vegetable Seeds fbr

Market Gardeners and Others.

per 03. per lb.

Cabbage, Jersey "Wakefield (own growth), §l.o0 $10.00
" " (Imported), 1.00 10.00

Flat Dutch, (own growth), 50 0.00

Early Tort, - - - 23 3.00

Cauliflower, Early Paris, - - - 1-30 10.00
" Early Dwarf Erfut, - - 3.00 30.00

Lettuce, Curled Simpson, (own growth) 50 G.OO
" Hardy Green, " " 50 C.C0
" Butter, " " 50 0.00

Spinach, Round and Prickly, - - - 10 75

Sent free by mail, for the prices affixed.

HENDERSON & FLEMING,
Seedsmen and Market Gardeners,

67 Nassau-st., New York.

TMENEWSTRAWBERRY.
CHARLES DOWNING.

Raised by J. S. Downer, of Kentucky, promises to be far
in advance of any otber bcrrv known. I have fruited it two
years. The vigor of the plant is very remarkable, its leaves
are immensely large, and of great substance, which enables
it to mature every berry to a larscsize; all are perfect in
shape, no coxcombs or ill-shaped Trait. The berry is of the
largest size, the productiveness quite astonishing, and the
flavor superior to any larire berry"known. The berry of the
Charles Downing, represented in the August No. of this
paper, was picked from a young plant set out in Oct. last,

ana does not represent half the size of the largest berries.
Charles Downing, of Kewburgh, has fruited it one or two

years, and .gives ft a high character. For further descrip-
tion and letter from Charles Downing, see advertisement in
August No. I am now ready to deliver plants at the follow-
ing rates: 3 for &2.00; G, .^3.00; 12, $5.00 ; 100, $25; 500, $S5;
1,000, §150. 2 plants of Gloede's Perpetual Pine for §1.00.

A larare lot of that remarkable berry. Romeyn's Seedling,
also, President, Harrison, Market, Abraham Lincoln, Per-
petual Pine. Philadelphia, Stan; Stringer, Great Eastern,
Hubbard Seedling, Eenner Seedling, Durand Seedling,
Ella, and the Great fiippoicam, the king of berries. For
description and prices ot all these new berries, see adver-
tisement in Amrnst No.

WM.~S. CARPENTER, 136 Rcade-st, New York.

ISsalfeom Roots for the Trade.
Our Wholesale Catalogue of Imported Dutch

Bulbous Roots, for the autumn of 1S67, is now ready
for mailing to applicants enclosing a postage stamp.

J. M. THORBUEN & CO.,

15 John-st., New York.

Stra.wJbeFisy Plants.
For retail prices see August ?To.—Jenny Lind. Downer's

Prolific, Early Washington and French, $3.30 per 1,000.
Wilson's Albany and Rnssel, SI per 1,0011. Crimson Cone,
Feast's Fillmore, Austin's Shaker, New Jersey Scarlet, Ida,
llun'alo, and Green Proline, S3 per 1.000; 10,000' for £10. Met-
calf, Golden Qneen, and Jueunda, or " Enox's 700," S10 per
1.000 ; 300 of each at 1.000 rate.—z^~ Chargesprepaid by us.
Prices lower if so ofl'ered in litis paper.
Address A. M. PUP.DT, South Bend, Ind., or M. It. PUr.-

DY, Box 125, Palmyra, N. Y.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.—A few good, strong
£5 plants of the Agriculturist, Russell; Bnll'alo Seedling;
Kegro, and others. §1.00 per 100. A. M. Halsteb, Eye, N. T.

HARD¥ CMJIBIXG ROSES.
Prairie Queen and Baltimore Belle, strong, 1 year plants,

?7 per 100; $50 per 1000. Also, a fine stock of the most popu-
lar varieties ol Everbloominn Hoses, very low by the 100 or
1000. Send for Price List.

JOSEPH KIFT, Westchester, Penn.

STANDARD AND DWARF PEAR TREES can
K3be obtained of F. L. PERKY. Cnnandaigua, X. Y. Trees
are perfect in form, carefully lifted and well packed. Call
and see them, or send for Price List. See advertisement on
page 344.

T|17"ANTED 1,000 LADLES AND GENTLE-
* MEX to sell Trees, Shrubs, Vines and Flowers.

Send for Price List, with full particulars.

li. L. WHTTLOCK,
" ALL, NURSERIES IN ONE,"

37 Park Row, New York.
Strawberrv, Raspberry and Blackberry plants. Doolittle's

Black Cap, $80 per 1000. Wilson, Downer. French, and May
Queen. $3 per 1.000 for 5,000 plants. SAMUEL T. DUFFELL,
Yardville, N. J.

Price, per piece, S3.50 ; per dozen, $2-4.

All orders must be accompanied by Cash, or Draft on New
York. Address

P.EISIG & HEXAMER,
New Casile, Westchester Co., K. T.

TME BEST MACHINERY.
COOPER'S OLD AND EXTENSIVE FACTORY HAS

FOR SALE
150 Improved Portable Engines, 8 to 30

JIcvsc=FoTrer

.

85 Improved Stationary Engine*, 20 to 125
Horse-Power.
200 Circular Saw Mills, of all Sizes.
133 Patent French Burr Plonr and Feed

Mills, with Holts, and complete Machinery for same.
1,000 Cooper's Patent Sugar Pans, 8 to 15

feet long. Price §22 to §75.
1,000 Cooper's Patent Union Sugar Mills, 8

Sizes. Price, Heavy One-Horse Mill, §75.
All are being erected in the most approved and substan-

tial manner, with recent valuable improvements.
Tins Firm -was tlie first to commence the practice of fur-

nishing complete fixtures for Saw and Grist Mills, and
millwrights to erect and set them in operation ; hence their
unprecedented success and reputation for building the best

Mills in the world. Send for Circulars, addressing

C. & J. COOPER, Mt. Vemon^Qhio.
A score of First
Premiums taken.
Cuts Turnips, Car-
rots, Beets, Patatoes,

Pumpkins, &c. Suit-

able for an Ox or a
Lamb.

The most durable

and efficient Cutter
made. Easily trans-

ported to any part of
the country. Sold by
most agricultural

dealers, and Whole-
sale and Retail by

A. H. WELLING-
TON & CO., Sole

Manufacturers,

"Woodstock, Ver-

mont. Send for a

Circnlar.

WELLINGTON'S
PATENT

For Rock Jttlggiiig- and Wall Lay«
iiig' j?£achines,

Address G-. L. SHKLPOX. Hartsville, Mass.

MA^STTACTrREKS* AGEXT,
Shares' Conlter Harrows.
Hay and Stalk Cntters.
Horse Powers and Threshers.
Stomp Pullers, &c, &e.

Agricultural Implements at Manufacturers'
prices*

53 Cortlandt-st., New Xor3c.

HUTCHINSON'S PATENT
Cider aud AYine Mill with Press.

Grinds Fine, Fast and Easy—Large and
Small. Best Cast Cider Pi^ess Screws*

fine thread, very stout and powerful.
Grinders and Presses separate.

Best and Cheapest Peed Cutter, '

Gale's Copper Strip, all sizes and length,

of cut. Send for Dlustrated Circular to
PEEKSKTLT, PLOW WORKS,

Peekskill.N.Y.

NrM1WMKSS^R*
GR JF Fl N G&leQt^RU PR I EtO RS

^Sk^KM
COm LA IS1©T:S1VIMEWfrBRK

Premium Farm Gxist Mill.—Cheap,

simple, and durable—adapted to all kinds of
Horse-Powers, and grinds rapidly.

Send for Descriptive Circular, and address

WM. L. BOXER & BRO-,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Imporfaait Aid to Cane Growers.
D. W. Shares' Patent Cane Stripper; warranted to save

more labor than anvthing of the kind in the country for
preparing Sorghum or any kind of Cane for the milL For
tuither particulars send for a Circular.

JD. W. SHARES, Hamdcn, Conn,
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MIXING AND KNEADING MACHINE.
SOMETHING NEW.

These Machines insure
great saving of labor. Per-
fect Cleanliness, Certainty of
Good Bread, and are Cheap.
From first to last, the hands
do not touch the Hour or
other ingredients. The per-
spiration rind other impuri-
ties of the hands and anus
need no longer constitute* an
ingredient of the bread.
By simply tnrninc; a crank,
(which a child can do.) the
dough is thoroughly mixed
and kneaded in from 5 to 7
minutes.
For sale by the Xew York

Bread Machine Company,
No. 765 Broadway, Ne'w
York,

INGERSOLL'S COTTON AND
WOOL PRESSES.

INGBRSOLTSS JTA Y AXD STRA W PRESSES.
IXOLRSOLL'S PAG AXD PAPER PRESSES.
IXGERSOLVS HIDE AXD HAIR PRESSES.
BOTH HAXD AXD IIORSE-POWER PRESSES,

for baling all kinds of material, on hand and made to order.
Also, a practical machine for sawing down trees. Price $25.
I- or price-list and full information, call on or address the
manufacturers. JXGEIiSOLL & DOCGHERTr, Green-
point, (Brooklyn), N. Y.

FOR A BRICK MACHINE Sim-
ple ; $1R0 with Tempering Box and Moulds,

warranted to make 15,000 brickper dav, of a superior qual-
ity. Address FREY '& SHECKLER,
_^ Bucyrus, O.

"cider press screws!
We are making the cheapest and best Cider Press Screws

In Market. Send for Circular and Prices.
KUMSET & CO., Seneca Falls, N. T.

3-4f

TMPROVED FOOT LATHES.—Elesrant. durable,* cheap and portable. Just the thins for" the Artisan or
Amateur. Send for descriptive circular.

S. K. BALDWIN, Laconia, N. H.

ImpiOTcil Pocldci-, Hrtyaiid Stin.lv Cutter.—A .-ui.crior machine. Send for Descriptive Circular, and
address T\ JI. L. BOTEP. & BP.O., Philadelphia, Pa.

Important to Owners of Stock.
Tne American Stock Jocrs-ai, asd Fabmzbs' and
STOCK BREEDERS' ADVERTISER.

A first-Class Monthly JournaLdevoted to Farming and
SI Br ling. Each numboMtentalns 30 large double
c liiinii pages, illustrated with numerous engravings. Only
SI.iw) ayear. Specimen copies free, for stamp, with list of
splendid Premiums to Agents.

Horse and Cattle Doctor, Free.
The publishers of the American Stock Journal have estab-

lished a Veterinary Department in the columns of the
Journal, which is placed under the charge of a distinguished
Veterinary Professor, whose duty it is to receive questions
as to the ailments or injuries of all kinds of stock, and to
answer in print, in connection with the question, how they
should be treated for a cure. These prescriptions are given
gratis, and thus every subscriber to the Journal has always
at his command a Veterinary Surgeon, free of charge. Ev-
ery Farmer and Stock Breeder should subscribe for it. We
will send it front June until the 1st of January for 50 cents.
Address N. P. BOTEP. & CO.,

Gum Tree, Chester Co, Penn.

THE HOG BREEDERS' MANUAL.
A Treatise on Breeding, Feeding, and General Manage-

ment of Hogs. Particulars of all Diseases. Remedies, £c
Sent free of postage lur '^j cents. Everv farmer should have
a copy. Address NT . P. liOYIlIi & CO.,

Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

rf-'IIESTER WHITE PIGS.—Single or in pairs,
\> (not akin), from the stock which brought off the first
prize ot the Pennsylvania State Fair, last fall. Address

U. T. CBOLIE, Plaiufield, X. J.

PREMITnrCHESTEK WHITE PIGS for Sale.—
Sent byExpress to all parts of the United states For

Circulars and Prices, address X. p. loyki: & CO..
Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

/MILESTKR WHITE PIGS FOR SALE. — Bred^ from Pure Blood, exceeding nice. Sent by Express for
?T each. Address T. J. MOLL V, Nelson, Madison Co, X. Y.

"SI ARK THIS. — Otu- reputation for BuirmiW
,

L

CJS!?S
'

ISR WHITES of pure blood, and of line quality;
Is established beyond a doubt. He have never shipped a Pig
that teas condemned. We doubt if there is anv other breed-
er In the country who can sav the same. f|V giiarant.e
mW>faction. Circular sent free. JAMES TOUXu, Jr &
CO, Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

Pure-bred Southdown Sheep.
I offer in Bnc Southdown Ewes and Ewe Lambs; the form-

crfron; 1 t.> lyearsold, bred from ||„, bc-t Importations ofSamuel lie. roc and Ezra Cornell, ot Iiha.-a. Prices from 88!H 10 ->'!" each, according to age and quality.
Also, 1 good Xearllng Rams. My yearlings are the get ofone oi the best rams of Mr. Cornell's flock, and are capital

GEORGE HARTSHOBNE
Locust Grove, Railway, X.J.

OOKS, ALL KINDS.—Samples and Qotoloenea
sent for 25 cts. W. C. WEMVSS, 573 Broadway, S. VB

Imported Cashmere Goats For Sale.

•M
Bn ,'ks a

,

nd D?cs (not atm1 nt reasonable prices, both pureblood and grades. All persons interested are invited to visitour flock, or send for specimens of wool. Also for sale alarge importation to arrive in October, selected by Hon. J
b. Diehl, from the best flocks to be found in Asia. For cir-
culars and prices, address K. P. BOTEP. & CO,

Gum Tree, Chester Co.,' Pa.

1*| RS. SAUNDERS HAS A FEW BRAHMA
J-'-H- POOTP.AS (February an.i March chickens, from anImposed Cock.) to sell. Address Port Richmond, Staten
Island, New Tork. '

fgRAHliA POOTRAS, bred from stock weighing
-^* 24 lbs. to 2S lbs. per pair, at maturity. Warranted pure.Kte iV

r
i
SI2pertrio. Eggs, *.' "per dozen. Address

H. P. BOlti: & CO., Gum Tree, Chester Co, Pa.

POI'IvrBBTS" of all desirable breeds, from
first-class stock constantly on hand. Xew Importations

arriving. Send for circular. A. M. HALSTED, live, X. T.

«END STAMP for 16 Pages Description of a
l^» great variety of the finest Thoroughbred Imported ini-
tials and Fowls in America. L. B. SILVEP, Salem, Ohio.

ORAGE is the best plant for honev, and
Melilotns the best for honey and pollen. K lb" or each

sent by mail lor sl.OO ; single packets of either 25 cents.
Address LIDUELL BEOS, St Paul Minn

THE LODI MAXUFACTUPJXG CO offer
for sale byfar thejinest and purest Bone-lnisc
in the Market, at the same rate as a coarser
article. Also a (warranted pure, or no sale)
Flour of Bone. Samples of each sent on re-
ceipt of 3-cent postage stamp, with address

DOUBLE EEPDTED POUDRETTE.
This is one of the most forcing as well as quick

\_L& acting manures in market : is composed of the
.

=a=
T, night-soil of New-York Citv, from which all

the impurities have been extracted. It is then deodorized,
dried, and pulverized to flour. From 400 to 000 lbs. per acre
on wheat will briug a good crop on poor soil. Price only
S2d per ton.

Apply to THE LODI MANUFACTTJEIjre CO,
66 Cortlandt st, Xew-Tork.

Office of " Passaic Carbon Worfcs,"
159 Frto.VT Street, (Comtek Maiden Laxe).

HAXTJFACTUREKS OP

PUKE BONE BUST,
Fresh Bone Superphosphate of Lime,

Animal Charcoal, Ivory Black, &c.
Orders for the above articles manufactured at our Works

on the Passaic Hirer. X. J., should be addressed to
LISTER BROTHERS, 159 Front-st, New Tort.

PAINTS for FARMERS and others.—The Graf-
ton Mineral Paint Co. are now manufacturing the Best

Cheapest and most Durable Paint in use; two coats well put
on, mixed with pure Linseed Oil. will last 10 or 15 years- it is
of a light brown or beautiful chocolate color, and can be
changed to trreeu, lead, stone, olive, drab or cream, to suit
the taste of the consumer. It is valuable for Houses. Barns
Fences, Agricultural Implements, Carriage and Car-makers'
Pails and Wooden-ware, Canvas, Metal and Shingle Roofs
(it being Fire and Water proof). Bridges, Burial Cases,
Canal Boats, Ships and Ships' Bottoms. Floor Oil Cloths,
(one Manul. having used 5a00 bbls, the past year), and as a
paint lor any purpose, is unsurpassed lor body, durability,
elasticity, and adhesiveness. Price SO per bbl'.. of M0 lbs,
which will supply a fanner for years to come. Warranted In
all cases as above. Send for a circular, which gives Alll par-
ticulars. None genuine unless branded in a trade mark,
Grafton Mineral Faint, Address DAXIEL BIDWELI,

Proprietor, 254 Pcarl-st, Xew York.

H. W. JOHNS'

Has been in use nearly ten years, and forms a handsome and
reliable roof. Can be applied by any one. Elastic Min-eral Cement, for Repairing Leaky Shingle and other
Upols. Preservative Paints, Roofing, Cement,
«\^. Exclusive right to sell and apply will be given. Send
for descriptive circular, prices, &e„ to

H. \V. JOHNS, 7S William St., ST. Y.

AGENTS WANTED.
AND°i,rJ £i1«a$s?-- fcSBJT. EffiSftM
E. Lee, replete with facts never before published. Including
Biographies of every southern General of distinction.A companion volume to "THE LOST CAUSE " a Stand-
ard Southern History of the War. A new and . nlareed edi-
tion is now ready. These tu-o works form a complete libra-
ry of the V\ ar from the other side.

E. 11. TREAT St CO., Publishers, Col Broadway, N. T.

TO AGEXT^.
Experienced Book-Canvassers can now pnseneage terri-

tory lor the be-t book of the year. A Hew National Work
entitled

Tile History of liic Great Republic,
from the Discovery of America lo the present time, con-
sidered from a Christian Stnnri-nniiit.

By JESSE T. PECK, n'li.

,--m','!
v

.?;
,v'"\'.'-liiuoiilals, BROUQHTON & WVMAX,

13 ltlblc House, Xew Y/ork.

PHOTOGRAPHS of all kinds.—Samples and Cat-* aloguoscntforSSCts. W.C.WEMrSS,575Broaduay, X.Y

Propagating House & Grounds for Sale.
The undersigned offer for sale their Propagating Hon=eand grounds, with pots, implements, fixtures. &C. Thev will

i.

so s
.
e
lI'ALdeslre<1vthc

'i '' stock or UraPe Vin es. consistintr ofabout oO.OOO roots of nearly all the new and choice varieties.
Said House and grounds are situated in the pleasant Vil-

c,';,';,,,'
? f?'"\ ",ie County seat of Loraine Co, Ohio, in the

(
i

ntni o. the Cake Shore Grape resrion. The land (abouttwo acres, ms a lnht, loamy soil, well adapted to Hie busi-
ness. Ihe House is nearly new, and the heating apparatus isof the most modem and approved kind
T„i-

e
„
rs

S',
!3 wl ',° m»y attend" ihe Annual Exhibition of the

wi i ,. ,-?
re

-
°raPe,

Growers' Association, which is to beheld at Elyrio, on the 15th, 10th. and 17th of October, willhave an opportunity of seeing Hie establishment. For
teims, &c. address

GlilSWOLD, BEXXIXGTOXf & CO, Elyrio, Ohio.

|750R SALE.—Farms, MiUs, Hotels, and various
J*, other property in Eighteen different States. Send ten.

Si {I,?""" 11? ,'S,
fal Eslatc Eegister," for oneyear. E\ cry fanner should have it, if only to see the price of

EaSis
Vv'!

.Lands inI the different States. Address ISAACU PLXXl.NGTOX, Ileal Estate Agent, 131 Broadway, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

"C.RAXKLIX TRACT.—20,000 ACRES on Rail-
-is- road, Gloucester Co, Xew Jersey, 25 miles south of Phila-delphia, good soil, mild, healthful climate. Low prices, in
lots to suit purchasers. Pamphlets with map and full infor-mation sent lrce. Address MOP.IIIS 4: CO. XewfieUI, Glou-
cester Co, X.J. Improved Farms for sale.

"C-ARM FOR SALE in one of the healthiest and
a Sost desirable localities in the South. Select Orchard,and 20 acres m Vineyard, 03 miles byK. II. above X". Orleans

G-reat bargain. S. S. COXXOP, Amite Citv, La

RICH SOIL AND HEALTHY CLIMATE in
' Ringgold County, Iowa. Address (inclosing 6 cents,)

ITH. S. BEALL, Ileal Estate Ag't. Mt. Ayr, Iowa.

FOR SALE.—A valuable Mill property, two
dwellings and 36 acres of land on II. R. and Canal, near

Trenton, X. J. Apply to FHEESE & SWATZE, Treuton.X.J.

. Dnncan's Masoiljc Monitor and Ritaai.—Illus-
trated Signs, Grips, *• Workings." &c. Complete Guide from
entered apprentice to Loyal Arch Mason. Every Mason
and those wishing to becouiesuch, shouldhavethisMouitor.
Handsomely bound, sent postage paid. $'\50.

W. C. WEMYS S, 5T5 Broadway, K. T.

A GOOB THHC : Send Two Stamps for
Illustrated Catalogue of Works on Physiognomy, Pho-

nography, Gymnastics, Anatomy, Dietetics, Psychology,
etc, etc. S. R. WELLS, 3S9 Broadway, S. Y.

GENTS WANTED to sell the " Cottatre Bihle
and Family Expositor."—1,500 pages, $00 pages com-

ments,—21 Steel Engravings and Maps." Send for circulars
and see the Great Advantages offered. Address

BHALXARD & SAMPSOX, Hartford, Conn.

SEND 10 CTS. FOR ESSAY on HEDGEING.—
1-3.10,000,000 plants for sale. Agents wanted. W. H. MASX
& BI10, Normal, McLean Co, Illinois.

* NEW VOLUME, ENLARGED.—With July
the lLT.rsTr.ATED Purexologicai. Journal com-

menced the 40th volume. Forty quarto pages, and 70 en-
gravings of men, women, monkeys, gorillas ; Ethnology,
Physiognomy, Phrenology, Psychology. Adapted to Clergy-
men, Lawyers, Physicians, Editors, Parents, Teachers,
Artists, Business Men—indeed, everybody may read it with
prout. Only 30 cents, or $3 a year. Address S. It. WELLS,
Xo. SS9 Broadway, Xew York. Sent six months for $1.50.

JTOMM IV. llWITCJI.ASS,
181 Water Street, N. Y.

Dealer In Agricultural Implements. The Victor Cano
Mills. Cook's Evaporator. Uoblnson*s Superphosphate,
Fish Guano, and other Reliable Fertilizers.

SoleAscnt forthe Dasher Churn; J. E. Carver's Cotton
Gin, and the Jersey Apple Grinder.

Send for Circular and Trice List.

Clarke Raspberry.
Each Doz. 50 100 500 1.000

$1. $0. 133. $00. $'.'73. $500.

Plants sent to any part of the country by mall, by the half
doz, or doz, at §10 per doz.

70,000 one-year old Concord, raised from Strong cuttings,
at $10 per 100, or $so per l,0Jp. GEO. SEVMOU1!, A CO,

South Xoiwalk, Conn.

Prhidlc's Patent For{able Steamer

and Caldron.
The undersigned is now prepared to supply this unrivaled

apparatus for steaming all kinds of food for stock, at whole-
sale and retail. Ii has been greatly improved, so as to make
H impossible to explode or Collap-,'.
PASCHALL MOLLIS. Sole Agent, Agricultural Warehouse,

ll.\l.\Iarkcl-sl, Philadelphia, Teim.

TOOL fIIESTS ! TOOL fllESTS!
PARR'S CELEBRATED, Ailed with best Quality of Mr-

clianlcs* Tools, in compartments, in a strong and durable
manner. Suitable for Planters, Mechanics, Amateurs, ami
Boys, at prices from $3.00 to $110.00 each, in cases ready for
shipping. For Circular, please address

GEORGK PARR, Buffalo, N". V.

?IiIlstone JDrcssiug Diamonds,
Set in Patent Protector and Guide. For sale bv JOdTS

DICKENSON, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, and Im-
porter of Diamonds for all Mechanical purposes. Also Man-
ufacturer of Glaziers' Diamonds, No. 04 Nassau-stH New-
York Citv. Old Diamonds reset. N. B.—Send postage*
Btamp for Descriptive Circular of the Diamond Dresser,
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(Business Notices $2.50 per Agate Line of Space.)

THE

GREAT AMERICAN

COMPANY
HAVE JUST EECEIVED

TWO FULL CARGOES
OF THE

FINEST CROP OF TEAS.

22,000 HALF CHESTS by ship Golden State.

12,000 HALF CHESTS 'by ship George Shotton.

In Addition to these large cargoes of Black and Japan

Teas, tbe Company are constantly receiving large invoices

of the finest quality of Green Teas from the Moyune dis-

tricts of China, -which are unrivaled for fineness and delica-

cy of flavor, which they are selling at the following prices

:

OOLONG (Black), 50c, 60c, 70c, 80c, 90c, best $1 ?1 B.

MIXED, (Green and Black), 50c, 60c, 70c, S0C, 90c, best $1

per pound.
ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), 50c, COc, 70c, SOc, 90c,

- $1, $1.10, best $1.20 per pound.

IMPERIAL (Green), 50c, 60c, "0c, 80c, 90c, $1, $1.10, best

$1.25 per pound.

YOUNG HTSON (Green), 50c, 60c, 70c, SOc, 90c, $1, $1.10,

best $1.25 per pound.

UNCOLORED JAPAN, 90c, $1, $1.10, best $1.25 per pound.

GUNPOWDER, (Green), $1.25, best $1.50 per pound.

COFFEES RQASTE0 AMD GROUND DAILY.
GROUND COFFEE, 20c, 25c, 30c, 35c., best 40c per pound.

Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who

use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article

by using our FRENCH BREAKFAST AND DINNER COF-

FEE, which we sell at the low price of 30c per pound, and

warrant to give perfect satisfaction.

Consumers can. save from 50 cents to $1 per

pound (beside tlic Express charges,) by pur-

chasing their Teas of the

GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
Nos. 34 and S3 VESEY STREET.
Post Office Box, 5G43, New York City.

"We warrant all the goods we sell to give entire satisfac-

tion. If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned at

our expense within 30 days, and have the money refunded.

By our system of supplying Clubs throughout the country,

consumers in all parts of the United States can receive their

Teas at the same price (wilh the small additional expense

of transportation), as though they bought tliem at our ware-

houses ill this city.

Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to get

up a club. The answer is simply this: I-et each person

wishing to join in a club, say how much tea or coffee he
wants, and select the kind and price from our Price List, as

published in the paper or in our circulars. Write the names,

kinds, and amounts plainly ou a list, and when the club is

complete, send it to us by mail, and we will put each party's

goods in separate packages, and mark the name upon them,
with the cost, so there need be no confusion in their distri-

bution—onch party getting exactly what he orders, and no
more. The cost of transportation, the members of the club

can Sivide equitably among themselves.

The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by
drafts on New York, by Post-Office money orders," or by
Express, as may suit the convenience of the club. Or, if the

amount ordered exceeds_f30, we will, if desired, send the

goods by Express, to "collect on delivery."

Hereafter, we will send a complimentary package to the

party getting up the Club. Our refits are small, but we will

be as liberal as we can afford. "We send no complimentary
package for a Club less than $30.

IV. B.—All villages and towns where a large
nirnihcr reside, by Clubbing together, can re-
duce the cost of their Teas and Coffees about
one-third (beside the Express charges,) by
sending directly to "The Great American
Tea Company,"
BEWARE of all concerns that advertise themselves as

branches of our Establishment, or copy our name either
wholly or in part, as they are bogus or imitations. "We
have no branches, and do not, in any case, authorize the
use of our name.

Post-Office orders and Drafts, make payable to the order
of "Great American Tea Company." Direct letters and
orders to the

GREAT AMERICA! TEA COMFY,
Nos. 31 and 33 VESEY-ST.,

Post-Office Box, 5,643, New York City.

TO

The Young and Middle Aged Men of the Country.

THEIR START IN LIFE AND THE WORK BEFORE THEM.

Stirt in Iiifc.—To get a start in life has perplexed %\e young men of every age. How can I obtain a foothold?

"What shall I do ? "Where Bhall I go ? have been problems not easily solved. These obstacles no longer exist.

An Opportunity.—To the many young men of the country starting in life or seeking successful, honorable employ-
ment, and to the middle aged men living by small wages and desiring to better their situations by engaging in active, suc-

cessful business, I offer (at my Institution at Ponghkeepsie, N. T., on the Hudson.) better advantages, at a more reasonable
expense than was ever before presented to the people of this country, and guarantee situations in first class business houses,

to graduates of merit, who desire assistance.

Farmers and Planters.—My course for Fabmers as well as mekchahts, and for those from the plantations and
manufactories, is the best in the world, it being the shortest, the host practical, and the most reasonable.

I refer not only to the two hundred distinguished citizens who have just presented me with a complimentary testimonial

expressing their appreciation of my services in founding this Institution and introducing practical instruction, and patrons
in every State, but to more than Two Thotjsand Graduates, who owe their success as Merchants, Bankers, Clerks and
Business Men, to the situations obtained for them on the completion of their course here.

Work Ahead I Men"Wanted !—The nation, in its new Etart in wonderful, unprecedented prosperity, calls for

new men of practical skill, and great business gifts. They are wanted everywhere. The country is full of money waiting

for practical talent to use it. The avenues of Commerce, Agriculture, Trade, and Finance are open wider and more inviting

than ever before. Vast crops are being gathered, and their great money value, amounting to more than four hundred mil-

lions of dollars last year, will give an activity to trade seldom witnessed in our history.

This Institution, then, with its common sense course of business training, is a natural necessity.

The West and Sonth.—The closing of the "Western College at Chicago and its removal here is increasing largely

our number of "Western and South-western students. The expenses here is more than one-third less than at Chicago, and
this difference in many cases more than pays railroad fare and expenses of the "Western students coming here. Particularly

is this the opportunity for the young men of the South in this important period of their history.

Full information and valuable reading matter in College paper, sent free of charge.

Address the President, H. G. EASTMAN, LL. D., Eastman Business College,

Poughkeepsie, N. T\, on the Hudson.

Note.—The regular Fall exercises, celebrating the fourteenth year of this, the oldest Commercial Institution in this coun-

try, will take place Tuesday and Wednesdaj', Sept. 17th and 18th. Hon. Horace Greeley, Hon. Mark D. "Wilber, Rev. Samuel
D. Burchard and others will address the College on that occasion. -

Gov. Fenton and staff, Gen. "Woodford, Hon. Lewis L. Parsons, of Alabama, and other distinguished gentlemen have been
invited to be present.

This occasion will afford to those who desire to enter the College at that time or thereafter, an opportunity of witnessing

the practical workings of the Institution. This invitation is extended to any Toung and Middle Aged Men who desire to

educate themselves at a small cost for better positions in life, that they may inform themselves by a personal examination

of the superior facilities this College presents over other Commercial Institutions.

It will also be a favorable time for Parents, Teachers and others to- visit our beautiful City of Schools, now the Educa-

tional Metropolis of the country.

For a programme of exercises address as above.

PERRT'S GRAFE VINES
are worthy of every Planter's and Dealer's particular atten-
tion. By the use of my improvement in rooting and trans-
ferring vines to the open ground without In the least

checki?ig their growth, or disturbing the roots or soil in
which that they are growing, enables me to keep far ahead
of all others in the production of vines best suited for future
vigorous growth and productiveness.
Notice the few extracts from letters received from my

patrons. See Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue for a
number of pages of the same character ; these are given to
show those unacquainted with my vines, their real superi-
ority over those grown in the ordinary way.

From Dr. S. Parker, Ithaca, N. T., April 4, 1S67.
" I have had vines from a dozen different propagators of

late, but none equal yours. When I saw your propagation
last season I was convinced that yours was the true way to
propagate."

From "W. L. Stroud, Oshkosh, "Wis-, April 19, 1867.

"I must say that I am not only satisfied but delighted with
your vines. My conclusion is that yoxi are the man to buy
vines of if one wants his money's worth."

From E. A. Thompson, Cincinnati, O., Mav 13. 1S67.

"The Diana are fine vines ; Rogers' first-rate; louas tbe
best roots I have ever seen."

From A. T. Silsbee, "Watklns, N. Y„ April 20, 1S67.

"Tour vines arc splendid and more than answer my ex-
pectations."

From I. S. Horton, Council Bluff, Iowa", April 10, 1S67.

"I never saw better rooted vines. The Club were all sat-

isfied. Shall send you a much larger order in the fall."

From H.llomrhton, "West TSoylston, Mass* April 12, 1S67.

"I like the appearance of your vines very much."
From I. B. Kanffman, Stratsbnr<r, Pa., April 13, 1S67.

" I must say your vines are greatly superior to those sent
me by * * * * * * Those marked extra for the garden
are really splestdid."

From "W. R. "White, "Wheeling, "W. Ya., April 10, 1867.
"The roots of your vines are wonderfully developed and

of remarkable excellence.

I have a class of vines two and three years old that will
fruit next season, if planted this fall, and from which the*
best results may be expected. The number of this class
is limited, and for the garden of the most desirable charac-
ter. Although mv vines come in direct competition with an
immense stock o'f Hot-bed or Glass-frame grown vines, I

propose to sell at as low prices as are advertised in the col-
umns of this paper.

I can furnish twenty thousand very fine Standard and
Dwarf Pear Trees, two, three, and four years old.

10.000 Clarice Raspberry (True).—The best hardy
Raspberry yet introduced. I can furnish splendid plants
that will 'give a good crop next season, at the advertised
price of others.

Price List sent to all applicants gratis.

Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue 10 cents. This is

much less than actual cost. Address

F. L, PERRY, Canandaigua, N. Y.

&RAPE VINES at I0NA.
My stock comprises a]U| the leading klndsN including

Ives' Seedling, but principally consists of

I0NA, ISRAELLA and DELAWARE.
The performance" of the lona and Israella generally

throughout all of the vine-region of the country, leave? no
doubt in the minds of those best informed tjuit upon tU-su
now rests chiefly the prospect of the eminent success of.

grape culture in America.

My stock of these kinds is very large, and of surpassing
quality. My uueqnaled facilities and the result of the past
years warrant the belief that I can make more advan-
tageous terms to buyers than can be done by any other
propagator. Price List sent on application with stamp.

Prices for best vines for Garden or Vineyard, as low as
can be aflbrded.

c C- "W. OX^VNT,
IOZVA, near Peekskill,

"Westchester Co., N. Y.

STAMMERING- COSED
By BATES' PATENT APPLIANCES,
address SIMPSON & Co.,2'

For Painnhlets, &c,
West 23d-st., N ew York;

" TTlJiTS TO BBB-KEEP-
•*"*• ERS," a Pi'nctiral Pam-

phlet. Sent Free to ant/ adtlresx.
Moke Aqe.vts -wanted to Fell Ital-

ian Queen-bees. "Tlie Bee-Keeper's
Text Book, (3d Revised Ed.), and
the American Bee-Hive.' For the
free Pamphlet, address

H. A. ElNG & CO., Nevada. O.

HEALTH AW» ECOSOMV.
PATENT LEAD ENCASED TIN PIPE.

Recommended bv the medical faculty
and approved b'v WATER COMMIS-
SIONERS. COSTS LESS THAN LEAD
PIPE, AND IS MUCH STRONGER. I!e-

jcent improvements enable us to supply
THIS pipe at a less price per foot than
common lead pipe.
To furnish the cost per foot, please jrive

the head or pressure of water and bore
of pipe. Pamphlets sent fkek on appli-

cation. Address THE COLWELLS, SHAW & WILLARD
MANUFACTURING CO., Foot of West 27th-st., New York.

Mural Improvements.
Robert Morris Copeland, author of Country Life, furnishes

plans and advice for laying out or improving public or pri-

vate grounds. Refers to John M. Forbes. Nathaniel Thayer,
Boston ; Francis G. Shaw, New York : Rnfus Waterman,
Providence, R. I. Office, 40 Barristers' Hall, Boston, Mass.

Clioicc Grape Vines at Right Prices.—See
G. E. MEISSNER'S Advertisement, page 33G.
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THE FLUSHE
Whirr-r-r-r. Bang.—Bang.—Not a feather

touched I It is hard to miss so fair a shot, yet

we do not envy him 'who can pick up the still

warm bird—its flight for life and freedom cut

short, without an emotion of regret blending

with the pleasure felt in having made a good

sjiot, and bagged the game. Our sympathies

for ii, as it wings its whirring flight over

some barrier the sportsman cannot pass, heal

the pang of regret at having touched the trig-

ger -with too nervous or careless a finger.

This beautiful dweller in the mountains and

forests, common also in the wood-lands and

along the embowered rivulets of New England

and the Middle States, is fomil'iv to almost

[COPTRICnT SECVl'.KD.]

D PARTRIDGE.— Drawn ami Engraved

every one, either in the woods or in the markets.

It is the Partridge of New England, the Pheasant

of the Middle States, and is properly called the

Ruffed Grouse, (Bomw uiribellus). The dark

neck feathers, when spread, form a ruff almost

like Queen Elizabeth's, and the tail is handed

with black and gray. The motions of these

birds, when in the wild woods and unsuspicious

of harm, arc charmingly graceful and courtly,

blending dignity and ease. The step is proud,

light, and free, and they daintily poise them-

selves a second on each foot, as they trip along.

During the spring and summer the males arc

very strutty and fussy, and are apparently fund

of a peculiar exercise, namely, standing upon a

for the American Agriculturist.

log or falleu tree, and beating it with their

wings in a way to produce a peculiar sound,

which begins slowly and ends like the roll of

a drum, and is called "drumming." It may

be heard a long distance. The young, until

several weeks old, are strikingly like little

chickens, and the lien partridge has the same

maternal ways as a common hen, as she leads

about her downy brood. They remain in or

near their haunts the year round, occasionally

descending into the orchards and farm enclos-

ures for food in severe winters. They often dive

into light snow, burrowing rapidly to escape

pursuit, and also shelter themselves ill this way

from very severe cold during winter nights.
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Two Months for Nothing

AHnew subscribers to the American Agriculturist whose

names are received during the month of October for the

year 18CS, Trill receive the paper for tlie ]ast

two uiontlis of tills year FEES, This offer

applies to all new subscribers received in October, whether

single names or members of clubs. Tims, $1.50 sent -us

now will secure one copy of tlie Agriculturist for 14

months, {November 1867 to December 1868 inclusive ) / $5

will pay for four copies for the same time, and so of all

our club rates. iV. B.—This offer is only for October, ex-

cept for names from the Pacific Coast, and other points

too distant to respond by tlie close of the month.

Contents for October, 1867.
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October is pre-eminently the month for Agricul-

tural Fairs. We hope all our readers will be able

to visit one or more. The problem with many a

farmer will be how to get ahead with work enough

to enjoy the few days spent away from the farm.

To accomplish this—prepare for three or four rainy

days, and then noting down, clearly, directions for

your hands to follow, rain or shine, throw the re-

sponsibility of good work and diligence upon their

honor, and leave.—They will not disappoint you.

Make a pencil memorandum of every thing you

see, or hint you get, which may be of future use,

not as a newspaper reporter jots down everything,

but classify what is seen. Some things you can af-

ford to buy at once, others you wish to inquire

about. Some tools are better than you now use,

and when yours are worn out, you will be glad to

remember where they may be bought. So there

will be knowledge and useful ideas in a perfect

stream flowing into the mind, and your memoran-
dum book may catch a great portion if you will.

No weeds should be cut in dry weather. Clean

culture is every man's theory. After a wet season

like that experienced along the Atlantic Coast,

practice and theory do not agree very well. Almost

every farmer will need to mow and burn some
weeds. In wet weather the seeds will shell out

but little. In dry weather many hedge rows may
be burned without cutting. Any use of fire is at-

tended with danger. Take care lest it gets into the

grass, or into the woods, or burns beyond control.

A high wind may spring up without warning.

Feed the land well, and it will feed you. Manure

will not run to waste on most soils ; but for all

our common crops, except corn, it is an advantage

to have it several months in the soil. It becomes

more easily assimilable by the plant, and, besides,

influences decompositions, which increase the

amount of plant food yielded by the soil itself.

Feed stock well. Reduce the amount of live

stock to a winter footing as soon as possible. If

pasturage is suddenly cut off, a large number of an-

imals will be rushed into market and prices will

fall. Stock taken up in good flesh are half wintered,

and such animals are not on overstocked pastures.

Mints Altout Worlf.

Buildings.—Certain repairs ought to be done be-

fore frost, such as require work upon walls, and

cement floors, etc., brick laving or plastering. If

such work is not greatly needed for the comfort

of the family or one's stock, we advise delaying

until spring, for it will be rare good luck if it has

not all to be done over next season. Done after

this month it will hardly stand at all.

Cement Cisterns may be set if below the reach of

frost. Bring water to the house for the comfort

and convenience of housekeepers and servants.

Fences.—Poor fences are a temptation to cattle,

and induce bad habits. Look especially to those

around grain fields, which will be attractive.

Fattening Animals of all kinds lay on flesh very

rapidly as the weather grows cooler. Keep beeves

and sheep in pasture as long as the feed is good,

but yard them at night, and feed twice a day with

grain, if they are to be marketed soon ; otherwise

simply feed so as to be sure they are constantly

gaiuiug. Pigs should have cooked food, and plenty

of it. Push forward their fattening as rapidly as

possible, for at no season will they gain faster.

Keep them clean and give warm sheltered nests.

Poultry also gain very rapidly, and it is best

to fatten them on scalded meal, with corn,

wheat screenings, and other food in addition, at

daylight in the morning, and late in the afternoon.

"Store" Animals and Young Stock often get

poor usage and no attention till snowfalls, and the

ground freezes solid, or the pastures give out, so

that they begin the winter scrawny and down in

flesh. This is very poor policy. If the stock must
be half fed before spring, let it be at the close of

the season. Perishable fodder, such as pumpkins,
soft corn, common turnips, should be provided in

abundance, so that the "stores" and young ani-

mals can lay on a good stock of flesh, if not fat.

Animals in good condition proverbially winter

much more easily than thin ones.

Coics and Butter.—Fall butter may be nearly as

good as that made in June. As the pastures fail,

feed a little grain, with turnips and pumpkins, re-

moving the seeds, which act on the kidneys and
almost uniformly decrease the flow of milk.

Sheep.—The present is often tlie most favorable

time to secure a stock of sheep for fattening,

though from the number of sheep marketed iu Au-
gust, it is possible that prices may be higher than
usual in proportion. Still, sheep for this purpose
should be bought early, while they will have the
benefit of several weeks 1

feeding. Select those in

good condition. Provision should be made this

month for market lambs to be dropped in March,
by crossing a good mutton ram with hardy, good
constitutioned ewes. The lambs of such will be

strong, grow quickly, and fatten easily. The ewe's

time of gestation averages 152 days.

Boots.—Beets, mangels, and carrots, may be dug
as soon as the tops show that there is no longer

vigorous growth ; at all events, before severe freez-

ing. Preserve in cellars, after topping, drying, and
laying iu heaps, protected by the tops or bagging,

a few days, to sweat. If not stored in cellars, put
them in dry trenches covered with straw, and bank-
ed over with earth. Cabbages may be preserved in

the same way. Rutabagas and turnips may stand

out longer, but not until the ground freezes. The
tops of all these roots are worth feeding to stock.

Grain.—Sow Rye throughout the month, wheat
in the early part only, soaking in strong brine to

prevent smut, and dry by rolling in lime.

Manure.—Apply, and plow under for spring crops

;

and dig muck for use in the yards and stables as

an absorbent, or get out as much as possible to be
pulverized and ameliorated by the frosts of winter.

Flowing done at this season costs usually about
two-thirds as much as if done in April and May,
and on stiff soils for all crops except corn is just

as good, or better. . In ordinary shallow plow-
ing, turn sod ground over flat. If in breaking up
you plow eight or ten inches deep with the single

plow-, it makes little or no difference whether flat

or lap furrows are turned, as the sod will probably
be well covered, and thus rot thoroughly.

Corn.-—See article on page 362. After the grain

is cured, husk it, and bind the stalks in small bun-
dles. They cure most rapidly when set up in two
double rows leaning against poles held in crotched

stakes, about 3}{ feet high. The poles should ran
north and south, that the bundles may be better

exposed to the sun. "When dry, stack, protectunder
straw-sheds or barracks, or bring into the barn.

Timber.— Cut for building purposes, for fence

posts, rails, etc., and for whatever purpose dura-

bility is required, and lay it up for seasoning.

Water.—Bring water to house and barn by pumps
or by pipes from springs. The pipes must be sunk be-

low freezing, and the pump or spout also protected.

Sorghum.—Strip, top, and cut that not cut last

month. Haul at once to themill, and have it ground
as soon as possible. Do not strip or top before

cutting, and when cut, bind with two strong bands
in bundles of a size for easy handling. The leaves

and suckers are good fodder; the seed may be
ground and fed to sheep, swine, or cattle.

Soiling Crops.—Sow both wheat and rye for soil-

ing in the spring. The land should be dry and well

covered with manure; plow deeply, cross-plow,

and harrow in nearly twice the quantity of seed

—

say 2 bushels of rye and 2}{ to 3 bushels of wheat.

The wheat should be sown first, and that early in

the month ; in fitness for cutting it will be fully

two weeks later than the rye. One square rod per
day to each cow is the common rule. It is a very

liberal one, if no failures occur. Very late sowed
rye does well to follow that sowed eJrly, but is not

so good as wheat, which excels in amount of leaf

and sweetness.
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Draining.—As men can be spared from other

work, and as others can be hired, get at the drains.

There is hardly a farm in the Uuited States, except

those on gravel banks, or with leachy subsoil, that

might not, in spots at least, be underdraiued to ad-

vantage. Calculate to drain permanent mcadowi.
at least three feet deep, better deeper, and all land

that will ever be plowed, not less tha^four feet on
an average. Sec article in the September number.

Gra?iaries.—Clean out, and make vermin proof in

some way—best by setting them on posts capped

with flat stones or tin pans. After grain is in, care

must be incessantly exercised, lest by some heed-

lessness the steps are left down, or in some other

way mice get in. After that, trapping, fumigation,

etc., must be resorted too, and these are always

uncertain in operation.

Orchard ami Xursery.

The late ripening fruits will need attention. Ap-

ples and pears, while they should be left on the tree

as long as they derive any benefit from it, ought

not to be exposed to frosts. The appearances that at-

tend perfect maturity are easily learned by a little

observation. The tree ripens its wood and leaves,

and the latter part from the twig with a slight pull.

So with the fruit; its stem readily severs its con-

nection with the tree. Careful picking is necessary

to good keeping. None but a vandal will ever pull

the stem from a fruit. Ladders and fruit pickers

have heretofore been described in great variety.

Whether the fruit is picked into baskets or bags,

assort it at once into barrels, putting in the fruit as

closely as possible. Avoid all unnecessary handling,

as the waxy exudation or bloom natural to many
varieties not only improves the appearance, but

aids in the keeping of the fruit. The practice of

using packing material is now generally abandoned.

The barrels are filled about an inch above the chine,

and the head brought down by pressure. A simple

lever press will accomplish this, or some of the

screw presses sold for the purpose may be used.

The fruit, after being packed, should be kept as

cool as possible without freezing. We have before

insisted on the advantage of assorting fruit. Of

apples, intended for sale, never put but one kind in

a barrel. Treat winter pears in the same way.

Draining.—Nothing is more essential to success

in orchard culture than draining, and nothing is

more generally neglected. - Drains may be made
between the rows in young orchards and in land

intended to be set with trees next spring.

Autumn Planting is advisable in localities where

a mild season may be depended upon. At all events,

order trees in the autumn, as a better assortment

is to be had, and there arc fewer risks in transport-

ation at this season. If the land is not in readi-

ness, or it is not thought best to plant this fall,

llccl-in the trees, and they will be at hand for set-

ting in early spring. In heeling-iu, select a dry

and rather sheltered place, and open a trench. In

this put the trees in a sloping direction, and as they

arc placed in the trench, fill all the spaces among
the roots with fine, mellow soil. Bank up the earth

to a depth that will protect the roots from. freezing,

and slope it to carry off rain.

Cider, to be good, should be made from perfectly

clean and sound fruit. Cleanliness is to be observ-

ed in every step of the process. Ferment slowly

in a cool cellar, and when fermentation is over,

bung tightly,and when the cider becomes clear, rack

it oil' into clean casks. Where vinegar is the ob-

ject, so much pains need not be taken. After the

cider is fermented, the additiou of some old vin-

egar, or " mother," and free access of air in a warm
place, will hasten the conversion into vinegar.

Apple Jelly may be made by carefully evaporating

unfermented apple juice. Some of the sorghum
pans are found useful for this.

Drying of Fruit should be hurried up. If there

is no drying-house, it will pay to put up a stove in

a spare room, and subject the fruit to a fire heat

on rainy and cloudy days.

Duds are to be looked to, as in a warm autumn

the stocks will continue to grow, and the bandages

must be loosened.

Nursery Stock should receive a fall manuring-

. In

the best nurseries a plow is run between the rows,

and manure is placed in the furrow, and covered.

Seeds are saved from the pornace where a large

quantity is wanted. "Wash out, dry in thin layers,

stirring now and then, and keep in a cool place.

For the home nursery let all the family save the

seeds of the apples aud pears they consume. Have
a box of sand in some handy place where they may
be deposited, and a large quantity will accumulate.

Orcliarch may receive a.top-dressing of compost.

Ornamental Deciduous Trees are to be planted or

heeled-in as suggested above for fruit trees.

Labels are to be looked to, and if any are so

weather-worn that they are likely soon to be ef-

faced, replace them by new ones.

Fruit Garden.
Prepare the ground for new plantings. Drain,

work deep with the spade or plow, manure, and

get the land in the best possible condition.

Planting may be done or not ; this is a question of

locality. In mild regions, cultivators prefer autumn
for blackberry and raspberry, for the reason that

the shoots start so early in the spring that there is

danger of breaking them in handling.

Currants and Gooseberries are readily propagated

by cuttings. These are to be made as soon as the

leaves are off. Cut them about 6 inches long, and
place them in shallow trenches. Put the cuttings

about 4 inches apart, with an inch or so above the

surface. Press the earth firmly around the lower

end, and when the earth is filled in, cover them
with litter or leaves to prevent injury by frosts.

Grapes are to be picked, whether for market or

for wine, according to hints given on subsequent

pages. As soon as the leaves fall, the vines may
receive their fall pruning. If it is desired to use

the primings for propagation, cut them intosuitable

lengths and bury them in an accessible place.

Boot Cuttings of blackberries and raspberries

may be made. Cut the roots in pieces 2 or 3 inch-

es long, place them in a box with alternate layers

of soil, and bury the box below the reach of frost

in a well drained place. See article in October last

for details.

Raspberries of the tender sorts should not be laid

down too early ; delay it until there is danger that

the ground may become frozen.

Kitelicn Garden.

The gardener will find plenty to do this month
in securing and marketing his crops, or in storing

them for wiuter,and in preparing his land fur spring.

Preserving Vegetables from frost and decay during

the cold months is next in importance to produc-

ing them. Small quantities of roots may be kept

in a cool cellar, and will be all the better if they

are covered with earth or sand. When a large

quantity is to be kept it is best to make pits out-

of-doors. Select a dry spot aud dig a pit 3 or 4 feet

deep, feet wide, and of the necessary length.

The roots, when dug, arc thrown into heaps and cov-

ered with a few inches of soil to prevent freezing.

When heavy frosts occur, pack them in the pit

;

put in two feet of rools, leave a space of six inch-

es, and then put in a section of two feet more of

roots aud so on. The spices left between the sec-

tions are to be filled up with earth, so that the

trench will be tilled with alternate layers of roots

and earth. Cover the whole with a mound of cart b

about two feet high, so rounded as to shed water.

A pit of this kind can be opened, and a portion of

its contents removed without disturbing the rest.

In this manner beets, turnips, carrots, parsnips,

horseradish, etc., may be kept until wanted. Suc-

cess, however, will in good part depend on thor-

oughly draining all the water away from the pit.

Preparation of Soil.—If land now in sod is to be

used for a garden next spring, spread on a liberal

dressing of manure and turnover the sod with a

shallow, flat furrow. Other lands, especially if at

all stiff, may be plowed into ridges and left to

the ameliorating influence of winter.

Draining is almost always needed, and if the soil

is at all wet, will be an imperative necessity.

Asparagus.—Cut and burn the tops and cover the

beds with coarse manure.

Beets should not be exposed to hard frosts. Store

in the cellar, or in pits, as directed above.

Cabbages.—Set the young pjlauts, from seed sown
last mouth, in cold frames. A simple frame is made
of planks nailed to posts, the planks at the real-

being 1 foot wide, and those at the front S inches.

It should be wide- enough for the sash at baud, and
as long as desirable ; of course the ends must be
closed and the earth banked around the outside of

the frame. Set the plants 2J£ inches apart each

way, down to the first leaf, to cover all the stem.

The sash should not be put on until freezing

weather. Winter cabbages arc best preserved by
pulling them before the ground freezes, inverting

them on a level piece of ground, and then covering

the heads with earth by use of the plow or spade,

to the depth of 4 or 6 inches.

Cauliflowers.—Set young plants of early sorts in

frames, as directed for cabbages. Store in a light cel-

lar those which have not yet developed their heads.

Celery.—Finish earthing up. Towards the end

of the month put the roots away in trenches a foot

wide, and deep enough to contain the plants. Pack

them closely, and as the weather becomes colder,

cover gradually with straw or leaves.

Leaves.—Gather as many as possible to use in hot-

beds next spring, and to increase the manure heap.

Lettuce for an early crop next spring is to be had

from young plants wintered as directed for cabbage.

Pars/dps.—Dig what are wanted for winter use

aud preserve iu the cellar or in pits, and leave the

rest in the ground until spring.

Horseradish.—Dig and preserve as other roots,

first taking off the small roots to plant next spring.

These are to be preserved in boxes with sand.

Bhubarb.—Plantations are better made now than

in spring ; divide the old roots so as to leave a bud

with each. Plant in rich soil, 3 feet apart each way.

Salsify.—Dig what will be needed during the se-

vere weather, and leave the rest iu the ground.

Spinach and other crops, to be wintered in the

field, should be kept clear of late weeds.

Squashes.—Gather as soou as ripe, and avoid ex-

posure to frost. Keep spread out for a few days

to the sun before storing. Handle carefully.

Store in a dry place where they will not freeze.

Sweet Potatoes.—Dig on a warm day, as soon as

the vines are touched by frost, and allow them to

dry off before housing. Handle carefully. Those

for winter should be packed in dry, cut straw, or

perfectly dry sand, and be kept where they will be

at an uniform temperature of about lit)'.

V Tower Garden and lawn.
October usually brings us just the weather for

all out-door work. New beds, walks, and other

improvements in the grounds may be made,

ground prepared for spring planting, deciduous

trees set, draining and other heavy work done.

/! n nnials of which the clumps have become too

large should be taken up, the mass divided into

several parts by means of a sharp spade, and reset. »

This affords an excellent opportunity to exchange

with, or give to, friends. Pseonics, especially,

should be moved at this time, if at all.

Bulbs m plenty will he appreciated next spriug.

A good, deep soil, enriched with cow manure is

best See an article on page 36S.

Chrysanthemums.—Keep neatly tied up or they

will become straggling. Pot for blooming in doors.

Some prefer to delay potting until they are in

bloom, thinking that the plants receive less check

at this time than when it is done earlier.

Larkspurs.—We seldom see beds of the Rocket

Larkspur now-a-days. Seeds sown now will giva

a line show in the spring. Indeed, most of the
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Hardy Annuals do better if seed be sown in au-

tumn. Every one must have noticed that plants

from self-sown seeds are stronger and liner every

way than those of the same kind sown in the spring.

Dahlias succumb to the first smart frost unless

protected. After the stems are killed, allow the

roots lo remain a week or more in the ground.

Take them up carefully on a dry, warm day, label,

and when they have dried somewhat, store iu a

place that will keep potatoes well.

Ho.rdtj Shrubs may be transplanted, aud divided

if needed, and plauts for

Deciduous Hedges, such as Privet, Buckthorn,

etc., may be set in well prepared ground.

Bedding Plants aud all tender things that are to

be kept over winter should be potted preparatory

to removal to the green-house, cold frame, or cel-

lar. Provide a good supply of materials for

Winter Protection.—Leaves should be gathered

from the lawn and roadsides. These make an ex-

cellent covering and are kept in place by a slight

sprinkling of earth upon them. Where Red Cedar

boughs can be had they will be found most useful

to lay over half hardy shrubs and other plants.

CJs-een aistl I5ot-35onse§.

Previously to removing plants to the house,

they should be put in complete order. Cleanse the

pots from dirt and moss, and remove the hardened

and weedy top soil, and replace it with a layer of

fresh compost. See that no

Insects are taken in with the plauts. If proper

vigilance be exercised from the start, the task of

keeping a mastery over insects will be lessened.

Plants for Forcing should be potted. Many of

our common plants force very finely ; among these

Dicentra spectabilis, Deutzia gracilis, Astilbe Japonica,

and Lily of the Valley, make most desirable deco-

rations for the green-house in early spring.

Annuals should be sown for winter blooming,

always taking care to have a good stock of Mig-
nonette and Candytuft on hand for bouquet uses.

Bulbs, too, will be needed, and should be potted

now and kept in the dark until the pots are well

filled with roots.

Bustic Stands and hanging baskets for parlor

decoration are to be filled. Some plants suitable

for this purpose are mentioned 'on page 365.

Ventilation must be given freely whenever the

weather will allow, and fire heat used only when
cold or damp weather makes it necessary.

Cold Grapery.

It is a bad practice to strip the leaves from the

Vines. They are needed to perfect the wood, and
when they have done their work they will drop of

their own accord. The ripening of the wood may
be aided by keeping the house rather warm, which
may be accomplished by keeping the lower venti-

lators closed and using only the upper ones. Close

up all tlfc ventilators on cold and damp days.

Apiary its Oct.—Prepared hy M.Quiiiby.

By correspondence from nearly all the States of

the Union, I find the honey crop more generally

good than last year. Bees have usually swarmed
.well, and are prepared for winter. Yet so many
bees were lost last seasou, that there is a less num-
ber in the country now than a year ago. This will

make it desirable that all good stocks should be
wintered. Ascertain the amount of honey by
weighing hive and contents, and substracting the
weight of an empty hive of similar size, thickness

of boards, etc., and six pounds for weight of bees

wax, and bee-bread. Call the remainder honey,
and you will not be far from the mark, unless the
combs are very old. Then a little more should be
added. Less than 20 or 25 pounds of honey is not

enough. Too much is as detrimental as too little.

With movable frame hives, if any combs are filled

with honey throughout, they should be alternated

with such as are empty. If any stock is too light

and has too few combs to hold sufficient stores, at

this season, it should be taken up at once. If the

combs are sufficient, but bees are few, and there is

no condemned colony to reinforce them, they

should receive the same treatment. Such hives,

after the dead bees have been taken from between
the combs, will be of most account set away for

use next year. Set right side up, keep dry, and
stop all holes that will admit a bee.

Two weak colonies united make a strong one,

aud may be put together if there is honey suffi-

cient. To prevent quarreling, smoke them out of

the combs with puff-ball, tobacco, or what will an-

swer just as well, have every bee fill itself with
honey. Wheu a stock has bees aud combs, and
lacks honey, it may be fed up to the required

weight. October is the time, or as soon as the
brood is all hatched. Feed all that is required in

the shortest possible time, or the bees may use too
much iu rearing brood. Honey should be fed when
it is to be had. West India honey is good and much
cheaper than Northern. To be safe from disease,

add a quart of water to ten pounds, scald thorough-
ly, and skim. Peed in a dish on the top of the hive
by opening a few holes, and covering with a box to

keep out robbers. Put cut straw or shaviugs in the
dish to keep the bees from drowning. See that

the sides of the dish are rough enough for them to

creep up and down. If honey in the comb is pre-

ferred, the caps of sealed honey should be shaved
off with a knife. All winter stores should be in the

apartment with the bees. They might starve in

cold weather with an abundance in the boxes.

Where two light, weak stocks in the movable comb
hives have euough bees, combs, aud honey, for one
good one, they may all be put together. Select

the combs with honey, and put them into one hive.

With bees in box hives after smoking or feeding

them into quietude, turn both hives bottom up.

Trim off the bottom edges of the combs in one,

square across ; take off the side of the other, cut

loose the edges of the first comb, take it out and set

it into the first hive, fitting it upon the base of the
first comb ; then proceed with the others in the same
way, keeping the combs in the same relative posi-

tion and at a proper distance apart. Rolls of paper
between will hold them until the bees can fasten

them. Put a stick across the edges as a support
when the hive is turned over ; let it touch all, and
fasten each end of the stick to the side of the hive.

Cover, and let it stand bottom up, a week or two, or

until a short time before putting to winter quarters.

Any stoelis one year old, that have not been ex-

amined relative to foul brood, should be attended

to at once. On no account allow a hive with foul

brood to be robbed. Tou have no right to let it

stand exposed to be plundered by your neighbors'

bees. Honey from such hives should never be al-

lowed to go into healthy stocks without scalding.

Strain honey before cold weather. See directions iu

previous numbers and volumes of the Agriculturist.

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for the American Agricidtm~ist,

show at a glance the transactions for the month ending
Sept. 10, 1S67, and also for the same mouth last year:

1. TRANSACTIONS AT TIIK NEW-YORK MARKETS.
Ukoeipts. Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Bye. Barley. Oats.

27davsi/«sni'tb218.500 S29.000 3,291.000 36,500 53,000 570.000
27 clays ftl»«ra'tlil59,000 011,000 2,951,000 21,300 67,000 102,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Corn. llije. OaU'
27 d&ysiast month, 884.000 1,079,000 4.181,000 151,000 1,367,000
27 days Wiis month, 278,000 691,000 3,489,000 9S.000 739,000

2. Comparison with name period at this time last year.

Receipts. Flour. Wheal. Corn. Bye. Barley. Oats.

27 days 1867... .318.500 829.000 3,291.000 36,500 53.000 570,000
80 days 1866....287,000 42S.000 3,358,000 111,000 165,000 1,281,000

Sales. Flour. Wheal. Corn. Bye. Oats.

27 days 1867 234,000 1,079,000 4.1S1.000 151.000 1,367,000
30 days 1866 279,100 793,000 3,153,000 819,000 1,041,000

3. Exports from New York, Jan. 1 to Sept. 14:

Flour. Wheat.

1867 885,063 283,749

1866 672,135 250,054

Corn.

6.201,173

8,886,516

Rye.
135,561

187,189

Oats. Barley.

103,179 856,298
966,508 148,956

j

4. Stock of grain in store at Hew York

:

1S67. Wheat, Coin, Eye, Bailey, Oats, Malt,
hush. hush. hush. hush. hush. hush.

Sept 10... 120,532 1,154,892 500 9,376 135,737 61,508
Aug. 13. . . 90.174 S63.724 82,785 12,376 200,349 48.632
July 15. .245,509 160.7S0 66,986 21.390 206.763 84,700
June 14. ..578,279 217,796 117,257 69,643 379.865 16,311
May 15... 731,330 261,092 186,804 145,706 608,494 16,461

5. Iieceipts of Breadstuff's at tide water at Albany,
May 1st to September 1th

:

Flour^Wheat, Corn, Eye, Barley, Oats,

bbls. bush. bush. bust/.. bush. bush.
1867.... 91,100 764,100 9,513,000 175,100 62,000 2,353.600
1866. .. .187,100 1,820,500 16,085,300 624,800 148,400 5,023,000

Gold has been much more active since our last, espe-

cially within the past week. It was as high on Thursday,

Sept. 12, as 146?a. It has since been down to 144(6. The
demand has been almost exclusively from speculative

buyers.. ..Diminished estimates of the harvest product
are now gaining currency, and are tending to stimulate

speculation in Breadstuff's, which latter have been in more
active request, and generally at higher prices. The in-

quiry for flour has been mainly from regular buyers for

home use and export. Desirable grades have been in

very moderate supply, closing firmly. "Wheat has been
more sought for home and foreign use ; as also on specu-

lative account, closing buoyantly. Prime spring wheat is

scarce and wanted. Cora has been in lively demand,
largely on speculation, at decidedly buoyant, but quite va-

riable, prices. Eye has been quiet, closing steadily. Oats

have been more freely offered and purchased, but at lower
rates Provisions have attracted more attention, the

leading articles closing firmly, on reduced supplies

Cotton has been less active and has declined materially,

closing in favor of purchasers Wool has attracted more
attention. Desirable lots of high grades of fleece have

been comparatively scarce and held with increased firm-

ness. Other descriptions have been steadier as to price

than during the preceding month, though they have been
in fair supply. . . Tobacco have been active and firm. The
export and speculative demand have been brisk Hay
has been plenty and depressed, with a raoderate inquiry.

Hops have been in demand, and steady.

Current Wholesale Prices.
Aug. 15. Sept. 16.

Price op Gold 140^ 144K
Flour—Super to Extra State$ 6 75 ©1150 $8 25 r<7.11 20
Super to Extra Southern... 1100 (SI4 75 9 75 ©13 75
Extra Western 8 25 ©15 50 9 70 ©15 75
Extra Genesee 1160 ®13 50 1125 ©13 50
Superfine Western 6 75 ©8 00 S 25 ©9 75
P.YE Flour 7 00 ©9 25 5 50 ©7 75
Corn Meal 5 50 ©6.30 5 90 ©6 75
Wheat—All kinds of White. 2 25 @ 2 85 2 50 @ 2 71
All kinds ot'Bed and Amher. 1 90 @ 2 45 2 00 © 2 50
Corn—Yellow 1 10 @ 1 25 1 20 © 1 23
Mixed 105 ©112 116 ©121'
Oats— Western 83 © 93 67 @ 68K
State 94 © 95 67 © 68
P.TK 140 ©155 135 ©150
Barley 1 00 © — — @ —
Hay—Bale 59 100 lb 50 ® 1 50 70 ©120
Loose 65 ©150 75 © r 25
Straw, 59 100 ft 85 © 1 15 55 @ S5
Cotton— Middlings, V ft.... 28>2-@ 30K 25 @ 20
Hops—Crop 0flS66, 59 ft 30 ® 65 40 © 70
Feathers—Live Geese, 59 ft. 78 @ SS SO © 90
Seed— Clover, S ft 11M© 12J5 12 ® 13
Timothy. 59 bushel 3 00 ©3 25 2 75 ©3 00
Flax. * hushel 3 20 © 3 50 2 80 © 2 90
Sugar—Brown. 59 ft 10%-® 1SJ< 10^@ 135^
Molasses. Cuba, *gal... .. 35 © 55 87 ® 56
Coffee— IIio,(Goldprice)59tb 14>,'® 19 14>f© 19

Tobacco. Keiunckv, Aic.iP ft. 4 ® 15 5 © 22
Seed Leaf. 59 ft 3%@ 65 S}<® 65
Wool—Domestic Fleece,?) ft. 37 © 65 40 ® 65
Domestic, pulled. 59 ft....... .. 27;',® 50 SO © 50
California, unwashed, 15 © 30 18 © 30
Tallow. 59 ft UK® 12 12 © 12M
Oil Cake—5? ton . . . 56 00 ©57 00 54 00 ©02 00

Pork—M ess. 59 barrel 22 75 ©23 35 24 00 ©24 85

Prime, 59 barrel 19 75 ©20 00 20 50 ©
Beef—Plain mess 14 50 ©2100 18 00 ©24 00
Lard, in barrels, 59 ft 12K© 1SK 13K® 145f
Butter—Western, 59 ft 15 ® 26 15 © 28
State, 59 ft 22 © 35 25 © 40
Cheese.. 6 @ 1334 6 © 15
Beans—59 bushel 3 00 ©4 70 4 25 ©4 70

Peas—Canada. 5? bushel. 1 25 ® 1 45 1 25 @ 1 45

EGG9—Fresh. 59 dozen 23.® 27 24 © 30
Poultry— Fowls, 5jf ft 20 @ 22 15 © 17
Turkeys, i» ft 20 ® 22 20 © 21
Potatoes— Old & New,59 bbl. 2 00 ® 2 50 175 ® 3 00

Apples—59 barrel 2 50 ® 4 50 1 50 @ 4 50

Peaches—59 basket 1 00 © 2 50 75 © 1 75

Ceaa-berries, ©barrel Nominal. Nominal.

Sew York Live Stock Markets.—
week ending. Beeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep. Siei?ie.

August 20 5,784 46 1,2S4 29.026 28,142

A.u»ust27 6,994 43 1,513 30.362 26,643

September 3 6,387 36 1,223 30,239 22.391

SeptemberlO 7,011 50 1,181 80,269 20,312

Total in four Weeks... .20.176 175 5,201 119,896 93,793

Averaaeper Week- 6.544 44 1,300 29,974 24,448

do do last Month.... 5,890 47 1,494 25,395 20.197

do. do. prev's Month. 5,325 51 2,441 24,112 16,652

Averaae per Week, 1806.5.74S 94 1,200 20,000 13,000

do do do. 1865 5,255 US 1,500 16,091 11,023

do' do' do. 1S64 5.161 145 1,511 15,315 12,676

do! do. do. 1S63 5,150 129 694 9,941 21,670

Total in 1866 29S.830 4,885 62.120 1,040,000 672,000

Total in 1S65 210.27

1

0,161 77,991 836,783 571,197

Total in 1864 267,609 7,603 75.621 782.462 660.270

Total in 1863 264,091 0,470 85,705 519,316 1,101,617

Beef Cattle.—Considering that since early in the

month reported upon, the weather has steadily improved,

it is not strange that with largely increased supplies there

should be also an improvement in prices—at least, no fall-

Lug off. Prime cattle have decidedly improved, and are
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in short supply. The shortness of pastures forces a good

deal of inferior stock upon the market, and this, of

course, tends to keep prices down. Our citizens are re-

turning from the country, and there is a larger home de-

mand for good beef. The law relative to slaughtering

animals within the city limits has had its influence also

in determining the price of beef. Now, however, we en-

ter upon a much more regular season, and the usual

causes which affect the market will operate naturally.

The general range of prices may be stated now as lG»4c.@

l~ l/sc. per pound, estimated dressed weight, for very fine

beef, 14c. being about the average
;

poor, thin, travel-

worn beasts, bringing Sc.@llc MUcli Cows are

cheaper Calves are usually sold by the head, and
vary $S@.$10 and $12@$15 each. They are thin,but big and

grass-fed ; real good, fat veal is worth 12c. per pound, live

weight Sheep.—The supply has been remarkably

uniform and very large, prices about as follows : Prime

sheep, 6c.@G!4c. live weight ; medium to poor, 4?,£c.@5c.

Lambs, prime, 8!4c.@9c. per pound ; common, Tc.tayr^c.

Many sheep have been bought by the farmers and driven

intcmthe country for feeding, while the pastures of this

vicinity remain good Hogs.—There has been consid-

erable variation in the quality of the swine, and a propor-

tionate one in prices. Little really good pork comes to mar-

ket now, and this is quickly taken. Good to prime sell

at 7J4c.@753C per pound live weight ; ordinary GJ4c.@7c.

The Fairs for 1867.

[We give below a list of all the State and National

Fairs yet to take place, and of such County, Town, and

District Fairs, not yet held, as were not included in our

list in the September number of the Agriculturist A
few are added which have changed their dates.]

&t:ite As'i-IcaaUoj-al Fnii'gt.

American Institute N. T. City Sept IS, Oct. 26
Indiana Torre Haute Sept. 30-Oct. 4
Illinois Quincy Sept. 30-Oct. 6
New York Buffalo Oct. 1-4
Minnesota... . Rochester Oct. 1-4
Iowa Clinton •. ..Oct. 1-4
Missouri St. Louis Oct. 7-12
Tenn.Ag'l & Mech.Ass. Clarksvillc Oct. 15-1!)

Maryland Baltimore Oct. 29-31
New Jersey ..Betw. Newark and Elizabeth.. Oct. S-ll
Colorado Ter Denver Oct. 9-12
Louisiana Baton Rouge Nov. 5-9
Louisiana Ag'l & Mech. Ass., New Orleans....Nov. 19-26

Efforts*.' JFsiia-s.

1- 2
S- 9
1- 3

1- 3
3- 3

9-10

Horse Shmv Kalamazoo. Mich Oct. 1- 4
National Horse Fair....Washington, D. C Oct. 28—
Del. Horse Show Newcastle Oct. 15-16

©OMiity niul Local IFisii-s,

not in, the list publislud in the September number.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Ex.-ter (Town) Oct.
Rockinsham Co (Time changed to) Oct..

Stafford' Co Dover Oct.

VERMONT.
Addison Co Middlebury Oct.

Windham Co New Fane Oct.

CONNECTICUT.
M.Tiden (Town) Oct.
PequabucK Bristol Oct.

NEW YORK.
( helming Co Elniirn Oct.
Dundee t'nic'll (Town I Oct.
Montgomery Co Fonda Oct.
Madison Co" Oloclcvillo Oct.

Oneida (Town) Madison Co Oct.

Warren Co Oct.

Yates Co Penn Yan Oct.

PENNSYLVANIA.
BeaverCo Oct.
Bed* ird Co Bedford Oct.
Clearfield Co Clearfield Oct.

Clarion Co Clarion Oct.
( 'olnmbia Co Oct.
Conlmangh Valley Blairsville Oct.

Cumberland Co Carlisle Oct.

Doylestown (Town)— Doylostqwn Oct.
Hartford (Town) Susquehanna Co Oct.

Huntingdon Co Huntingdon Oct.

[ndlann Co Indiana Oct.

Washington Co Washington Oct.

Wayne Co Honesdale Oct.

oino.

Ashtabula (Town) Ashtabula Co Oct.
\iiL'l:ii/.'' Co Wapakoucta Oct.

Augusta (Town) .Carroll Co Oct.
Greenfield Union (Town) Oct.
Lake Shore (trape Growers' A*s., Elyria Oct.

Mahoning Co Canfield Oct.
Marion Co Marion Oct.

Muskingum Co Zahesvilio Oct.

Plymouth (Town) Richland Co On

.

Union (Greene Co.) Marysville Oct.

INDIANA.
Allen Co Fort Wayne Oct,

Jefferson Co North Madison Oct.

Kosciusko Co Warsaw Oct.

Lagrange Co
Miami Co Peru Oct.

Noble Co Ligonicr .Oct.

Warwick Co .... Boonville Oct.
Wayne Co Ceutervillc Oct.

X- 9
15-17
9-10
1- -l

JS- 5
S-11
9-11

2- 4
2-4
1-4
2-4
9-11
9-11
1- 4
1- 4
2- :i

2- 4
a- 4
9-10
9-11

2- 4
2- 4
9-10

1(5-18

15 i.

1- 3
till
9-11

8-10
9-11

10

3
15-17
15-18

IOWA.
Blackhawk Co Oct. 9-11
Butler Co Shell Rock Oct. 9-11
Fayette Co "West Union Oct. 1- 3
Henry Co Mt. Pleasant Oct. 9-11
Madison Co Winterset Oct. I- 3
Winnesheik Co Decorah Oct. 3- 4

MINNESOTA.
Lc Sueur Co Cleveland . Oct. 10-11

WISCONSIN.
Beaver Dam Ag. and Mech. Ass Oct. 15-17
Racine Co Burlington Oct. 1- 3
Richland Co Richland Centre Oct. 3- 4
Sauk Co Baraboo Oct. 2- 4
Fond dn Lac Co Ripon Oct. 1- 3
Juneau Co Mauston Oct. 2- 3
Lodi Union (Town)....Lodi Oct. 2- 4
Lafayette Co Darlington Oct. 3- 5

ILLINOIS.
Clav Co Louisville Oct. 2- 4
Clark Co Marshall Oct. 9-12
Edgar Co Paris Oct. S-ll
Marion Co Salem Oct. 14-17
Monroe Co Waterloo. Oct. 1(3-19

Pope Co Golconda Oct. 3- 5
Shelby Co Shelbyville Oct. 9-12
Sandwich Union (Town)Sandwich Oct. 1- 4
Washington Co Nashville Oct. 2- 4
Vermillion Co Catlin Oct. S-ll

MICHIGAN.
Calhoun Co .Marshall Oct 9-11

Central Michigan Lansing Oct. S-10
Genesee Co Flint Oct. 2-4
Livingston Co Howell Oct. S-10
Macomb Co Romeo Oct. 2-4
Ottawa Co Lamont Oct. 7- 9

Saginaw Co E. Saginaw Oct. 2- 4

MISSOURI.
Audrian Co Mesico Oct. 14-19

Boone Co Columbia Sept. 30, Oct. 3
Clay Co Liberty Oct.
Carroll Co Carrollton Oct. 1- 5
Gentry Co Albany Oct. 1- 4
Moniteau Co California Oct. 1- 5
Montgomery Co '.Montgomery Oct. 22-24
Saline Co Marshall Oct. 16-20
Scotland Co * Memphis

'n^Iie Ressalts of tflie Harvest.-We
go to press just in the beginning of the corn harvest over

most of the country, and still in the midst of one of the

most remarkable u spells of weather 11 that has ever been

experienced here. It seems really that the sunshine and

showers, and tempests too, have been spellbound—the

one to glow and burn, the others to rain and blow, each

over a particular region. The seaboard has been rained

upon till the farmers begin to feel almost amphibious,

while the Interior has been suffering from a severe

drought. These sections of country have been relieved

—the one by a day or two of sunshine almost every week,

and the other by occasional showers which have held out

hope of relief. To some parts happy relief has come
;

others still suffer. The result is, that it is very difficult to

come at a just estimate of the harvest.

At present the fate of the corn crop is regarded with

considerable solicitude. We hear of rains coming just in

time to save it in isolated localities throughout the region

which has been suffering from drought, which includes

Central New York, and westward, especially the southern

portions of the great corn and wheat raising States of

Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Missouri. By the time this

reaches our readers, we hope that these rains may be

general. The com of the Eastern and Middle States is in

danger now from frosts which have already touched the

leaves in exposed places. The crop is backward, and

shocking can not be done as early as common without

serious loss of weight. On the whole, a less than average

crop may be looked for. The great wheat region has

profited by the dry weather so far as to have its wheat

thrashed in excellent order. The crop is decidedly less

than average in quantity, but of a very superior quality.

Oats have not filled well where the dry weather was se-

verest, but as we usually hear the croakers first we can

hardly judge of the results—and very much the same re-

port must be made of barley and spring wheat. Potatoes

have, rotted distressingly at the East, especially those

early planted and well manured ; while in the interior the

dry weather causes a short yield. Root, crops generally

look remarkaby well wherever it has been sufficiently

moist, and on good soils everywhere the crops will he

remunerative.

The bay of the dry section is not abundant, while in the

wet it has been poorly cured, so that everywhere the corn-

stalk i should be well secured if possible.

Anples arc abundant over t he great apple, regions of the

central and western parts of the Middle States, Ohio and

Indiana; but many localities at the East are almost alto-

gether without this fruit.

Tobacco has had too much rain for its good in the Con-

necticut Valley, and a full crop has not set. It is in

danger from the frost, also. From the great tobacco region

south of Mason and Dixon's line we have, as a rule, un-

favorable reports. The cotton region of the Atlantic

board has Buffered from rain and an inordinate growth of

grass. The crop of Arkansas, part of Louisiana, Texas
and Mississippi is quite good. The general crop is esti-

mated as considerably larger than that of last year on ac-

count of the greater breadth planted, but the yield per

acre will prove discouraging.

The effect of the season on Dairying is what might have
been expected. The supply of butter for the New York
market was essentially diminished by the drought affect-

ing the greater part of the State and the great dairy region

of Northern Ohio, and prices rose accordingly. The same
cause affects the cheese products. New England, New-

Jersey and Pennsylvania pastures have produced abund-

antly, but the quality of the grass was poor and watery.

The amount of milk was large, but the butter not so

good as common.
We shall doubtless have an abundance of all staples for

home consumption, and a good deal for export. Prices

of almost all farm produce are ruling high. Speculation,

in part influences this gradual advance, but with the men-
acing attitudes of European powers towards each other,

a possibility that the wheat supplies of the Blacky Sea

region will be cut off, crops falling below the average in

Western Europe, and only a moderate crop here, fanners

will be foolish if they do not get remunerative prices.

iSs ska i«9 «*i3-5!tf»

Containing a great variety of Items, including many
good Hints and Suggestions which ice throw into smalle'r
type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

245

After October 1st, tire Office of the

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST
will be at

S45 BROADWAY,
with a Branch Office at the old place,

41 PARK ROW.
In our next number we shallsay more on this subject.

Mark: All Subscriptions sent iu, as Xav or Okl.

The. Aiaaevicana AsrieBiltfMrist. 345
Broadway, N. Y.—It will probably seem as strange

to our correspondents to write the above, as it does the

figures of the new year ;
yet by the time this sheet, reach-

es the majority of our readers, the Agriculturist and all

its belongings will have been transferred from 41 Park

Row to 245 Broadway. The distance is not great, the two
locations being within sight of oue another

;
yet the re-

moval is accompanied by the regrets that one always

feels at leaving a long familiar spot for a new and untried

one. It was at 41 Park Row that the AgiiculturUt attain-

ed its majority. It came here a successful paper, and

leaves it as an institution. It was here that the impor-

tant part of our business, the publication of agricultural

books, had its beginning, and has become a channel for

distributing agricultural and horticultural information

second only in importance to the paper. Here new rela-

tions have been formed in our business and editorial de-

partments, and here we have had the pleasure of meeting

face to face with so many of those whom we monthly
visit through the medium of the paper. BnMbe Agricul-

turist has outgrown its old home, and notwithstanding

these pleasant associations, it must go to a new and more
commodious one. We are glad that this change is made
while Mr. -Tudd is abroad, OS he would feel it more keenly

than any one else. In his absence, we may say that when
he compares the five-story brown stone store on Broad-

way with the obscure rooms on a second floor In Water
street, from which the earlier volumes were issued, he

may properly cougratnlato himself on the success that lias

attended well directed energy and unceasing devotion to

business. We hope to carry to our new quarters all our

old Mends, and shall be prepared to receive largeaccc

Mons tn their number. With increased facilities for pin

ducing the paper, we hope that we shall more certainly

than ever attain our constant aim—to make each volume

better than the last.

I*as«m*aia«- Clover tlie FSrst Yoar.
—"Will a field sown with clover in the spring flirni&h

pasturage for cows during the summer ^"— If tin' ground

is well manured, clean, and the season moist, and the

clover gets a good start, it will be fine, rich f ed by July,

and, if not fed off close, will not be injured On ordinary

land the practice is never advisable, and is seldom best.
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ETaflal Disease among Poultry.—
Lemuel D. Dobbs, of Brownsville, Texas, writes : "My
young chickens, clucks, and turkeys are all dying. I have

just lost two entire broods. A swelling commences
around the eyes, nostrils, and the skin on the under part

of the bill. These places rise up like great warts, and in

from one to three days from the time that the disease first

appears, the chickens die. I think it is the biting of

mosquitoes, and have tried to prevent it by cooping them

at night under a mosquito bar, but it does no good. All

my neighbor's chickens are affected the same way."

"Whether our subscriber's suspicions are well founded or

not, we would recommend the application of warm pine

tar, smearing it over all the affected parts, but not stop-

ping up the nostrils. If this does not cure, wc would try

painting the parts with a solution of nitrate of silver,

(lunar caustic,) applied with a feather.

Incubators, or Artificial Egg-
Hatcluers.

—
"We have several inquiries for these arti-

cles, or for descriptions of them. It is, perhaps, enough

to say, we know of none which we believe it worth while

to attempt to use. There are several advertised, and

used more or less abroad, but none that we know of in

this country. It seems to be a fair subject for experi-

ment. What is needed is a tolerably uniform tempera-

ture, not far from 100° Fahrenheit, a certain slight degree

of moisture in the air, and daily turning of the eggs.

Tegetmeier, in The Poultry Book, speaks highly of

Manasi's Patent Incubator. The French plan is taking

hen turkeys, forcing them to sit on false eggs a few days,

Jind. when they are contented, putting good ones under

them, as many as they will cover. The chicks are re-

moved as fast as hatched, and other eggs substituted.

This plan has been tried by one of our neighbors, with

success. A turkey covers twice as many eggs as a ben.

WHat Bards are "Fowls."—There is

an article "going the rounds " of the press, distinguish-

ing fowls as birds which take their young to their food.

The absurdity of this definition is apparent on a mo-
ment's thought ; for, though applicable to farmyard

poultry, in distinction from the birds of the hedge, it will

not bear a more extensive application. It is unfortunate

that, in English, we have no single word for our barn-

door or dung-hill fowls. Even the names cock and hen

they share in common with a score of other birds from

Cock-robin to Cock-turkey — (Cockroach and Hood's
Cock-mermaid included)—Hen Sparrow and Pea Hen as

well. Poultry fanciers have, of late, with an unanimity

which is remarkable, confined the use of the word fowl
to this, in English, nameless bird

—

GaHus domesticus.

Milling AsRasaals at tlae Paris
Abattoirs,—Mr. Judd writes :

" To-day, (July 15th,) I

visited the extensive new Abattoirs, or slaughter houses,

now partly completed, within the city walls, but beyond

the thickly-settled portion, on the north-northeast side of

Paris. The grand market, not yet finished, is an immense
iron structure, with iron and glass roof, supported on

iron columns, and to remain open on the sides, I believe.

A strict prohibition to visitors, at present, prevented my
examining it fully. The roof covers several acres ; the

pens are small and low, and arranged in streets and
avenues, and the bottom is as hard and smooth as rough
cut stone. The slaughter-houses near by are nice blocks

of stone and stucco building, each apartment opening

at either end into the avenues running between*
the blocks. The whole looks like a village of tasteful

houses, joined side to side along the streets, which are

bent at a small angle frequently, so as to diminish the

sight of too many operations at one view. The floors of

both buildings and streets are solid cement, with an in-

clination Infrequent drains, opening into subterranean

sewers. Water is arranged to wash the whole surface

neat and clean, as often as it becomes soiled. Ladies can
walk through the whole establishment without soiling

their dresses, except in the vicinity of the actual opera-

tions of cleaning the offal. Two masters or journeymen
butchers occupy each killing room with two assistants,

and dressing eight to twelve beef cattle is a day's work,
according to the size of the animal and the activity of the

market. I watched the entire process of killing and
dressing a bullock, which was as follows. The animal
was driven in at one door, the other being closed ; a rope
was lassoed over his horns, and the other end put through
a ring in the floor. When his nose was drawn to the floor,

so as to to curve his neck, a short, spear-like knife was
thrust into the spinal column, just back of the horns. It

was done in an instant, and the animal dropped as sud-

denly as if struck with a cannon ball, and scarcely moved
a muscle. A moment or two after, the front of the head
was struck with an appropriate long-handled hammer
several heavy blows ; the animal lay almost perfectly

still. Next, the operator cut into the neck, as near the

shoulders as possible, and opened the arteries at or near
the heart, apparently to give the best outlet to the blood, )

which flowed off into an opening in the floor, and was all

saved in a clean condition. The animal was then moved
and pushed about to promote the entire expulsion of all

the blood. One man then skinned the legs up to the

gambrel joint, and cut them off. The other, in the mean
time, made one small opening through the skin on the

belly, just back of the forelegs, and another between the

hind legs. Into these apertures he thrust a round-pointed

half-inch steel rod, a little curved, and made openings

along under the skin in different directions. A large

hand bellows was then thrust into each of the openings,

and one long lever arm was worked, while the other was
held upon the floor with the foot. The air was thus

driven in with great power and permeated every part un-

der the skin and throughout the entire flesh and interval

fat. The carcass swelled to nearly double size, and when
beat with a stick to promote the circulation of the air,

the skin sounded like a heavy, loosely strained, bass drum.

When the inflation was complete, the skinning was easily

and quickly performed. Great tact was exercised in run-

ning the knife along so as to have its curved point leave

the surface of the meat slightly gashed in stripes, at

various angles. A small iron windlass, with ratchet

wheel and pulleys, served to raise the carcass as fast as

it was skinned. Napkins or towels were kept at hand to

remove the slightest trace of filth or blood. Thepufliness

of the flesh, its clearness from blood, and the line cutting

where the red integument appeared, together with the

neatness everywhere exercised, gave an exceedingly

beautiful appearance to the dressed sides as they were
conveyed to the store-room, and hung up for sale. One
can eat meat in Paris without any qualm from slaugh-

ter-house recollections or associations. The entire ab-

sence of apparent pain or motions in the dying animal,

and the inflation of the meat, though often read of, were
novelties to me in actual observation. Calves and sheep

are dressed in the same manner. I priced some of the

meats to-day as follows : The best sidea*of beef, 142 francs

per 100 killogrammes—equal to about 12 cents per pound
in gold, or 16@,17 cts. per pound U. S. currency. Other

qualities ran down to 110 @<100 francs per 100 killogram-

mes. Very good carcasses of sheep were selling at 15 sous

per livre, (about 15 cents gold per pound, equivalent to

21 cents currency ;) and dressed pork at 17 sous per livre.

ftffiamii Ea§5>berry.—Mr, W. Johnston,
South Bend, Ind., dissents from Mr. Fuller's estimate of

this variety, and gives his own experience as follows

:

" I fruited it in connection with seven other varieties
;

the time of ripening first berries was as follows * Kirtland,

June 30th ; Golden Cap and Miami, July 3d ; Doolittle

and Philadelphia, July 4th ; Ohio Everbearing and Cat-

awissa, July 7th. Thus, it has a very favorable season.

Compared with the Doolittle, which, Mr. F. says, is

'very large and very productive, and a profitable market
berry,' its superiority over it was, in all respects, quite

noticeable—the bush larger, more hardy and thrifty, the

berry larger, more abundant, flavor decidedly superior,

and berry much firmer. I had the Philadelphia in its

perfection, I believe, and it is a magnificent berry, giving

more fruit during the best days of its season than the

Miami, but as the season of the latter is from eight to

ten days longer, I think it will yield full as much fruit,

and is a more profitable market berry, as the Philadelphia

is quite too soft for long transportation. Thus we know
of no raspberry superior to the Miami, and if Mr. F. does,

we wish he would name it, for it is wanted."

TTIae Eiittatiiiaaay B51acl£l>erry.—We,
two years ago, described and figured this berry. This
year it has quite warranted all that we have said of it.

Some specimens brought us in August from E. Williams,

Montclair,N. J., show it to be the very best berry that

is now in cultivation. We have seen plants iu locali-

ties north of New Jersey, fruiting finely.

Klaclc Caps tfrom Seed,-Wra, Law-
rence writes: "I have a cluster of vines that produce

much larger and finer fruit than any other that I have
seen," and asks if they can be propagated from the seed.

They can be readily grown from seed, but there is no cer-

tainty that the same qualities will be reproduced. The
resulting plants may produce better fruit, but arc more
likely to give that of inferior quality. The only sure way
is to layer the tips of the branches as soon as they get

somewhat firm. See Agriculturist for August, page»202.

TTae Oaae-leave*! Strawberry.—Every
one knows that the leaf of the strawberry is three-parted.

In 1761. a variety with a single leaf was brought to notice,

and afterwards figured in the Botanical Magazine as

Fragaria monophytta, or One-leaved Strawberry. Just

one hundred years after this appearance, Mr. A. S. Fuller,

author of the Small Fruit Culturist, found (in 1861,) a sim-

ilar freak among his seedlings, from the Boston Pine, and
now Gloedo, the groat Freucn strawberry grower, getp a

similar form from seeds of Napoleon IU. These de*

partures from the normal type are interesting : they, how-
ever, show a general debility in the plant, as in neither

of the three recorded cases was the fruit of any value-

brasses I^'anacd..—H. A. Slater, K. Man-
chester, Conn.—Blue Joint-Grass, Calamagrostis Carta-

densis E. F. Roberts, Woodworth, Wis.—EragrostU
jxxzoides, an introduced weed, for which wc know no
common name New Egypt, N. J. (can't read the

name)

—

Triticum, rcpens, the Conch, Quack, Quick, oi

Twitch Grass. Valued in some places for pasturage, bu/

a terrible pest in cultivated lands "Subscriber," St-

Paul, Minn.—The purple specimen is Barn-yard Grass v

Panicum Ciiis-galli ; the long one is Indian Grass, Sor
ghian nutans; that of which two specimens were sent

is a Beard Grass, Andropogon furcatus ; and the most
delicate of all is Sporobolus heterolej)is. When more than

one specimen is sent, they should be numbered. With
the exception mentioned in reference to Couch Grass,

none of them are of any agricultural value, and many-of
them are so little noticed that they have received no
popular names. C

&raai4l Old. Plants.—"Recently wc visited

the grounds of a gentleman near Newburgh, N. Y., and
were delighted to see a Gardenia, or Cape Jessamine,some
sis feet high, and well furnished with branches to the

base. It had good company in some Pomegranate and
Lemon and Orange trees, all of which showed that they

had been objects of care for years. We have a great affec-

tion for these old plants, as we have for old furniture, old

china, and old pictures. These plants are venerable, and
it is pleasant to think of the kindly care of several gen
erations that is incoi-poratcd with their growth.

Bfiea aaid White Clover.—Prof. Way,
of the Royal Ag,

l. Society, made several analyses of

clover hay with a view to determine what substances

clover crops extracted from the soil, and thus, if possible,

to come at the cause of what in England is called " clover

sickness." This is a condition of the soil when it refuses

under ordinary treatment to yield good crops of clover

—

and so is called "sick" or "tired" of clover. Wc arc not,

as yet, troubled with this failure of the crop upon land

where it once did well, except as we lose the influence of

plaster on the crop, which frequently occurs. The analyses

show that clover makes great drafts upon the soil for

alkalies, especially potash, and no doubt it is the gradual

exhaustion of this ingredient which causes the failure of

the crop. The great benefit of applications of wood
ashes and of plaster to clover are matters of universal

experience, and we may safely say that so long as wc
continue them wc will live in ignorance ofclover sickness.

CSoTer in Mercer Co., 511.—"E. L.

M." writes that in this hot dry summer the red clover is

killed out, so that they have to give it up as a farm crop.

This is also the case farther south, in many places, and

no kind of red clover will grow. Neither will the ordi-

nary grasses, that form the greensward of Ihe Northern

States. The only chance to get clover to stand under such

disadvantages is to sow it in time for the usual early

autumn rains. Thus early sown, it may send its roots

deep enough to withstand the summer droughts.

B>o"BR!h»!e jPeIaH*g"OBiI«mi—Gloire He
Nancy.—We were gratified to receive from Mr. John
Saul, Florist, of Washington, D. C, some flowers of this

new variety. It has made quite a sensation abroad, and,

apparently, deservedly so. The flowers are very double,

and of a brilliant deep rose color. It is greatly superior

to the Iuinnnculillora, figured in December last. Mr.

Said says : "It is a noble plant, strong and vigorous in

its growth, and luxurates in our hot bright sun,blooming

freely. The flowers are thrown up well above the foliage,

and, being double, are more enduring than single kinds."

? Plaiats witBi 43ray Foliage.—In the

present popular "bedding out" planting, a plant with a

gray or silvery tint is very desirable to set off the more
brilliant Coleus or Achyrantfies, (Iresine.) Herbsiii. Cen-

taurea ragusina, also called candidissima is one of the

best for this purpose, but it docs not propagate fist

enough to suit the florists, who prefer to sell the freer

growing Cineraria maritime or "Busty Miller." We
have tried this latter, this summer, for a bed in the

lawn, and find that by cutting it back freely, it may
be made to grow bushy, and we are rather pleased

with it. The English gardeners are talking about one of

our wild plants for this purpose

—

Antennaria margaii'-

tacca, or Life Everlasting. Wc have never seen it in cul-

tivation, but think it worth a trial. Mr. Peter Hender-
son has shown us this season a new plant of this style^

Centaureagynwocarpa, and from what we have seen of it

wiili him and elsewhere wc think that It will become
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popular—provided that it favorably answers the florists

1

great question—"will it cut?"

Toad. B^flax. " Snap ©ragoii."
—w Butter and Eggs."—E. Stowe, of Wis., asks:
" Will you be kind enough to state the best method of de-

stroying that pest of farmers, 'Snap Dragon.'—There
is more or less of it in Wisconsin; I have mowed it in

blossom, and tried digging it out ; this last seems to

spread it and make it grow more vigorously." 1—Answer.'

"We know of no way easier than to smother the plant.

Make a pile of fresh cut grass or weeds, S inches thick,

well trodden down over and around the infested locality.

If on a lawn or in a garden, after cutting up the plants,

cover with old boards, laid close together, and covered

with hay to prevent their warping. This is said to be a

euro cure in one season, and is the easiest one we know.

^'Illustration Blorticole.—This is a

most elegantly illustrated monthly, published by A.

Verschaffelfc, the horticulturist of world wide reputation,

o0d contains beautifully colored plates of all the floral

novelties. The June number is especially interesting to

Americans, as it contains a new Passion Flower from
Panama, Tacsonia Buckanmii, in compliment to our
esteemed friend, J. Buchanan, of this city, who first cul-

tivated it. The same number contains a colored repre-

sentation of our native Bird-foot Violet, Viola Peclata,

one of our common plants, which we pass by unheeded,

but one on which our friends over the water lavish a

great deal of eloquent French.

TTfltc Revue SEorticole*—This periodical

is published semi-monthly, in Paris, under the able edi-

torehip of M. Carriere. Its " Chroniquc Horticole " is an
admirable resume of horticultural news, and we cordially

recommend the journal to those who read French, and
wish to keep advised of European horticultural doings.

The Revue has one feature which we would commend to

the attention of certain American journals—when it

copies, as it often does, articles and figures from the

Agriculturist, it gives full credit for them.

"Sunsliinc am*! SHowers."—This is

a most fascinating subject. It engages everybody's atten-

tion, because it affects everybody's comfort. An English

barrister has written a very instructive popular book on
the weather, giving it the above attractive title. No
doubt the laws which govern the weather of Great Brit-

ain prevail over the whole world, and, with a little allow-

ance for the different climatic influences, would form a

correct basis for judging of its changes, provided wo
could give proper relative weight to the indications.

Everybody believes that it may be possible to predict the

weather with some degree of certainty, and Mr. Steinmctz

believes that he can do so generally, and that man ought to

do it, as well as the lower animals. In a very pleasant way
he discusses the premonitions which storms and showers

give of their approach. Certain it is that many birds

know when storms are coming, and frogs and leeches

perceive it also. The Old Salt has no better reason for

predicting a storm than that he "smells it," and the

old rheumatic aunty, than that she "feels it in her

bones." Hence we fully believe that if we, who are

neither "old salts
11 nor rheumatic, only knew enough,

we could do the same. The little book before us has

helped us so much towards gaining knowledge about

those things, that we have placed it on our book list. It

is printed in London, but imported in sheets, and neatly

bound by Roberts Bros., Boston, Mass., and is for sale at

our counter, or will be sent by mail on receipt of price.

'JTItc Osug'e Oft'iinge as a Tree.

—

Those who have only seen the Osage Orange as a hedge
plant, can have no idea of its beauty when allowed to

grow into a tree. There are fine specimens at Iona

Island, (T>r. Grant's,) and at the place formerly owned by

the late A. J. Downing, at Newburgh. It grows to the

night of twenty or thirty feet, and has a remarkably clean

appearance. The leaves are of a bright green, and its fruit,

which grows to the size of a large orange, is very con-

spicuous. It is put down by botanists as a dioecious tree,

i. <?., one having stamimtle and pistillate flowers on sep-

arate plant-:. Our French friends are. discussing this

point, as they find that trees hear fruit when there is no

staminatc 0110 in the neighborhood, and suppose that, as

i< very likely to be the case, it is only imperfectly

dioecious. Wo hope to SCO this very beautiful tree more
generally introduced in ornamental planting.

TThc Vegetable World, by Louis Fi-

guier, Now York. D. Appleton & Co. A handsomely
printed volume of 5715 pages, and intended to give n pop-

ular account of the structure, and some general ideas of

the classification, of plants. Unfortunately it was trans-

lated from the French by One who apparently bad no

knowledge of the subject, mid the work id so full of nils*

takes as to seriously interfere with its value as a popular
teacher. The illustrations are many of them very beauti-

ful, but as some blunderer has in several instances put
the wrong names to them, they are sometimes calculated

to mislead rather than to instruct. It is painful to sec so

handsome a work marred by so many blemishes. While
those who have sufficient botanical knowledge to see the

errors, will find much instruction in it, we cannot recom-
mend the work as an introduction to the study of plants.

Our Annuals.—The American Agricultural

and Horticultural Annuals arc in course of preparation,

and will be issued before the close of the present year.

As these works arc in part devoted to recording the pro-

gress in Agriculture and Horticulture during the past

year, they cannot.,on this account,be brought out as early

as if they were made up ofmiscellaneous articles that could
be written at any time. The work has mainly to be done

when the growing season is over. The favorable recep-

tion given to the volumes of 1SGT is an incentive to make
those for 1868 worthy of general approval.

Conn. Board ofAgriculture, 18456.
—The First Report of the Conn. State Board of Agricul-

ture has been for some time on our table, through the

politeness of Hon. K. H. Hyde, Vice President of the

Board. The chief value of the book consists in the report

of the lectures and discussions at the annual meeting in

January last, a brief account of which was given in the

Agriculturist for February. The Board, between their

meetings for business, listened to lectures which were
open to the puplic. The report of them is so full as to

give the volume a permanent value to all agriculturists.

They are, one by Prof. Johnson, on The Source ofNitrogen

in Plants; one by Prof. Brown, on Irrigation in Califor-

nia, and two, by the same gentleman, ou Diseases of

Plants Caused by Fungi. Discussions took place in regard

to Draining, Irrigation, and Fruit Culture, and responses

to a circular, sent out by the Secretary, asking informa-

tion based on personal experience on these subjects.

The information thus given is of notable value. The Sec-

retary has little to tell about the town and county
societies which are known to exist, except their names,
and the fact that they spend the $1G00 appropriated for

premiums by the State, and it appears as if he collected

this meagre information about them much as a newspa-
per reporter would do. This ought not to be, and the

State bounty should, we think, be appropriated only to

those societies presenting a detailed report of all their

doings, and the amount paid should be graduated ac-

cording to the degree of excellence of these reports.

Gray's Manual off" Botany. — Fifth

Edition. N. Y. : Ivison, Phinney, Blakeman & Co.

—

About twenty years ago, the first edition of this work
appeared, and immediately took the position it has since

maintained—that of guide and hand-book to those who
wish to gain a knowledge of the plants of the Northern

States. That our first botanist should be so mindful of

the wants of students as to prepare for them a series of

books unequalled by any in the language, is something

to be thankful for—a good which those of us, who, in

our early studies, struggled along with incomplete and

unsatisfactory text-books, can better appreciate than can

the student of the present day. We are intlcbtcd'to the

publishers for an advance copy of the new edition, which

is in the same neat and attractive style that characterized

the former manuals. The present one embodies all the

recent discoveries, and contains such alterations as the

advance of the science demands. Gray's Manual for

the Northern States, Chapman's Flora for the South, and

Brewer's forthcoming Botany of California, gives us a

series of admirable hand-books for all parts of our ex-

tended territory—except, perhaps, "Walrussia," — and

the botanist will be likely to find but few plants not re-

corded in one or the other of these standard works.

IPlants Named. — Mrs. C. L. Mabbit,

Vineland, N. J.

—

Veronica spicata, the blue; and the

white is the delicate Fringed Orchid, Platanf/iaxi Ueph-

ariglottis Mrs. Robuck, Herkimer Co.—Dicentra Cana-

densis, the Squirrel-corn; less common than ihc.closcly

related I). C'ucuUaria, or Dutchman's Breeches, and worth

cultivating F. W. Earl, Tawas, Mich.

—

Katmia angus-

tffolia. the Low, or Sheep Laurel A. Williams. Hills-

dale. X. T.—The common Wicgela rosea, properly Dit r-

villa Japonica,& fine ornamental shrub C. J. Brane,

Wabash Co., hid.—Solan urn Dulcamara, Bittersweet, a

pretty climber, but the berries are suspected of poison-

ous qualities.

Salmon Fisheries in England.

—

The work Of restoring this noble fish tothe rivers of Eng-

land is in successful progress, though It meets with ob-

Btaclos from defective legislation, from the refuse of fac-

tories poured into tlu Btroama, from badly constructed fl-h

ways, and from Illegal flatting, Xntwlthntniullng thesa

hindrances, the fish appear in increasing numbers in all

the streams that have been restocked, and best cuts of
salmon are quoted in the London market at twenty cents
a pound, or about half the price it commands here, in the
cheapest part of the season. When we get our rivers re-

stocked, we hope to turn the tables on our British consins,
and quote salmon at ten cents a ponnd. The best style of

passes or ladders at the mill dams is now a theme of live-

ly discussion. One writer proposes "rough rock work,
the rougher the better, built against the dam on an in-

cline." He has seen fifteen fish pass such a ladder in
three quarters of an hour. The idea may be valuable.

EIuiL'hiug Shadat Molyolte, Mass.
—Mr. Seth Green, of Mumford, N. Y., is supervising the

work of stocking the Connecticut River with shad, at

Ilolyoke. By his system, 95 per cent, of the spawn is

hatched while in the river. It is estimated that not more
than 5 per cent, live, the most being destroyed by fish

and by unfavorable changes in the temperature of the

water. He will turn into the river this season more than

100,000,000 of these fish. If they return to their birth-

place as their instinct prompts them, there will be fine

fishing in that stream next season. Under the new reg-

ulations of the New England Fish Commissioners, the

fish will be able to visit the upper waters of the River,

and Vermont and New Hampshire can eat home-bred
shad again. Fish breeding is now as easily managed as

the breeding of land animals, and measures should be

taken to restock all our streams.

BS>airmp Houses.—"W. B." These are oc-

casioned quite as often by the surroundings as by the

materials of which they are made. An undrained cellar,

or too many shade trees, will make a damp house. If

brick or stone is used, fill out the walls, and ventilate.

The house is then as dry as if made of wood, and cooler

in summer as well as warmer in winter.

ILons*worth's Wine Mouse.—Some
samples from this establishment show that it maintains

its well established reputation, and are of a quality to

convince even the writer in the Boston Journal of Horti-

culture that " pure wines " can be produced in the North.

Ox-wows and Yokes.—II. A. S., of Man-
chester, Conn., criticises the ox-yoke, figured in the

August number, page 2S4, on the ground that the holes

for the bows are too close together. Such narrow bows
may do, he says, to draw in, but cattle will not back well

in them. Narrow bows chafe the roots of the ears in

hacking or holding back, going downhill. He formerly

used yokes with bows only 10 inches wide, but never

found his cattle to back easily until he put the bow-holes

12 inches apart. Cattle will not hack well if the y®ke

hurts them.

Prof. ©lover's Work on Entomol-
ogy.—Aside from his labors in the Museum of the De-

partment of Agriculture at Washington, Prof. Glover is

carrying on his elaborate work on insects, which, one

would think, is of itself sufficient to occupy all his time.

His plan appears to he as admirable in design as his fig-

ures are beautiful in execution. The work is needed,

and we hope that a way will soon be found to publish it.

3Iosnuitoes in Water-tronglis.—

A

few little brook or pond fish keep water-troughs, open

cisterns, water barrels, ponds, etc., entirely free from the

larva* of mosquitoes, by eating them almost as soon as

the eggs hatch.

Pickling* incumbers.—B. G. B. We
have never found any substitute for salting cucum

hers. A bag of spices is usually lied up, and put in the

vinegar for those who like it. More commonly the vine-

gar is applied hot upon the cucumbers, but some house-

keepers of unquestioned gumption apply the vinegar

cold. Cider vinegar, however, is always used, and has a

snap to it. Mem,—It is some trouble to have anythingnice.

lE&tflucncc ofClimate in Norrtli and
South America.—Prof. John Distnmell has given

to the public, through the publishing house of D. Van

Nostrand, New York, a work with the above title, dis-

cussing the climate and climatic changes and influences =

which prevail in this Western Hemisphere, and their in-

fluence upon vegetation, animals, man. diseases, civili-

zation, etc. It is accompanied by an agricultural and an

Isothermal map of Ninth America. The former shows

the limits of profitable culture of our staple crops; the

latter, the lines of equal moan, summer and winter tem-

peratures. The work contains fl great array of eiirefully

collected facta and observations, with free citations of the

opinions of travelers and writers upon the climate.

n i- an octavo of 634 doaaty printed pages,
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Twelve More TSaau* We Promise.
—The reader will notice that this month's issue of the

Agriculturist contains 44 pages. In our prospectus we
offer a sheet of 32 pages, but in no month of this year

have there been less than 36, and for a greater part of the

time we have given 40 pages. This month we have so

much reading and advertising matter that we increase

the size as far as possible, and not exceed legal weight.

££elia1>le Advertisements. — From
every quarter we receive commendation for the rule

strictly and impartially adhered to of admitting "no adver-

tisements into our columns except from parties believed

to be reliable and able, and willing to perform what they

advertise to do." During the present month several hun-
dred dollars 1 worth has been rejected, which we see ap-

pearing conspicuously in the columns of otherwise re-

spectable papers, both secular and religious. Our course

in this respect proves of great value to those who do ad-

vertise in good faith, as the public are not afraid to send
their orders to those admitted under this rule. Of course,

mistakes will occur, and blame should not hastily be be-

stowed. Mail clerks and express agents are not infalli-

ble, and failure to receive goods ordered is often charge-

able to their account, if not to that of the person ordering.

A. Nursery in every Tovrn.—The nu-

merous offers made in our advertising columns of vines,

plants, etc., to be forwarded by mail, in effect, bring the

best nurseries almost to the door of every man. A very

large business has been satisfactorily transacted in this

way, since the reduction of postage to a point admitting

of it. Every family, having the use of ground enough for

the purpose, should avail themselves of these facilities

to secure a good supply of fruit for home use. Send your

orders early, that the nurserymen may provide in time for

expeditiously forwarding the articles wanted.

Tbe American S*omological So-
ciety.—The 11th meeting of the Society commenced at

St. Louis, on "Wednesday, September 11th, the President,

Col. Marshall P. Wilder in the chair. Fourteen States

were represented by delegates, and it was supposed that

several other delegations would come in. A very large

show of fruit is upon the tables, grapes being especially

numerous. The first day was occupied mainly with pre-

liminary matters. Addresses of welcome were made by
Hr. Mudd, President of the Missouri State Horticultural

Society ; Mr. Bryant, President of the Illinois State So-

ciety, and by Doctor Spaulding, in behalf of the Grape

Grower's Association of the Mississippi Valley. Presi-

dent Wilder briefly and feelingly responded to these salu-

tations. In the afternoon, the President gave his address,

and the election of officers was held. We regret that we
have not space for the address. The remaining days will

be given to discussions which are likely to be interesting,

as such men as Wilder, Downing, Barry, Warder, Knox,
Ellwanger, Meehan, Hussman, and a host of other well

known penologists will take part in them. New or in-

teresting facts will be noted for the benefit of our readers.

Grapes at Pittsburgh.—A visit to Mr.

Knox's vineyards shows a condition of the crop in mar-

ked contrast with the reports from the grape region of

the Lakes and other parts of the West. The main crop

is, of course, of the Concord, which, for health of foliage

and productiveness, is so much superior to all other va-

rieties that we do not wonder at Mr. Kuox r

s advocacy of

it. He planted his vineyard for the purpose of getting

fruit, and has it by the ton. Delaware has a good crop,

but the leaves have suffered, though enough remain to

ripen the fruit. Iona is fruiting, but the foliage in about

the condition of the Delaware. Diana shows a good
crop, with some rot. Catawba and Isabella very full, and
scarcely any trouble. Hartford Prolific and Creveling

now, (Sept. 7th,) being marketed. These are two very

prolific grapes. The Hartford, as grown here, hangs to

the bunch as well as any other grape. The Creveling sur-

prised us with its yield, and pleased us with its quality.

It has the fault of not making a compact bunch, but it

will nevertheless be a salable grape when known.

I'lieNew Eaus'laiaA ff'air.-Fine weather,
proximity to the second city of New England, unusually

fine grounds and buildings, and the hearty enthusiasm

with which the people of Rhode Island welcomed the

society to their State, united in making the Fair a grand
success in a pecuniary point of view. The exhibition

was well worthy of the society. The show of Ayrshires

was remarkably fine ; Jerseys were also numerous and ex-

cellent, and the cross-bred Jerscy-Ayrs of Mr. Fitch, of

New London, Conn., noticed some time since in the

Agriculturist^ attracted deserved attention. The Short-

horn stables were graced by most excellent stock, and by
uoqq superior to that noble Bnim\ 6fcfc Duke of Thora,

dale. If His Grace is not the best bull in this country,

wejwould be glad to see his better. The Lieut.-Gover-

nor of Connecticut, Mr. E. H. Hyde, of Stafford, a promi-
nent candidate for Commissioner of Agriculture, was
present with the choice of his fine herd of Devons, and
took the herd sweepstakes premium. The show of De-
vons was good, better than can be made in this country,

outside of New England. The Dutch cattle of Mr. Chenery,
ofBelmont,were also exhibited, and Burmese cattle by Mr.
Clark of the same town. The horses did not equal those

shown in Vermont last year, either in numbers or quality.

AnioDg the mutton sheep, Cotswolds were predominant,
and very fine, but the fine wools did not make much
show. The swine and poultry classes disappointed us,

as did also the implements, though there was a good
display of mowers and small tools. On the whole,
the fair was a very gratifying one, and not by any means
so given up to fast horses as was expected, nor as has
been represented by the Associated Press1 dispatches.

Investments off" IWoucy. — Wc advise
fanners to invest their money in farm improvements,
mechanics in better tools and facilities, merchants in ad-
vertising. But there is much money which cannot be in-

vested in these ways. Public improvements, really needed
and of great utility next to securities for which the faith

of the State or Nation is pledged, ought to be the safest

and best paying investments. So they are, if well man-
aged. The first mortgage bonds of the Central Pacific

Railroad Co. are regarded as first class securities. These
bonds are sold by our friends Fisk & Hatch, No. 5 Nassau
Bt, whose representations are thoroughly reliable.

Seed. Store at tlse Agriculturist
Office—or rather at the place where the Office of the

Agriculturist was. As announced elsewhere, we have en-

tered our new quarters, 215 Broadway. 41 Park Row,
so long associated with Agricultural and Horticultural

matters, is, however, to be most worthily filled. It has
been rented by Mr. B. K. Bliss, of Springfield, Mass.,

for a Seed and Horticultural "Warehouse. Most, if not
all, of our readers have long known Mr. Bliss as a most
enterprising, reliable and obliging dealer. By liberal ad-

vertising, thorough system, and indefatigable attention

to the details of his work, he has built up a business ex-

tending all over the United States, and demanding larger

facilities. To secure these, he has formed a partnership

with his son, S. B. Bliss, under the firm of B. K. Bliss &
Son, and made their headquarters here in the Metropolis,

Their business at Springfield, Mass., will also be con-

ducted under the same firm. "We are greatly pleased that

one whom we know to be fully worthy the confidence of
the public, which he has already largely secured, is to oc-

cupy the premises so long devoted to kindred pursuits,

and which otherwise we should more regret leaving.

"With the numerous friends of Mr. Bliss we wish bim
success commensurate with his increased facilities.

Egyptian Corn.—"H. G. C.," Benning-
ton, Vt.—The advertisement of F. E. G. Lindsey, of Vir-

ginia, about Egyptian com which bears ears as large as

maize, and yields 150 bushels to the acre weighing 65

pounds to the bushel is, on the face of it, calculated to

deceive. Nevertheless we have written to F. E. G. L. to

send us some seeds, and receiving no answer, know what
to conclude. Let it alone ; the story is better than the crop.

T3»e Boulevard Skirt.—The ladies of

the household are greatly pleased with this article just

introduced into the fashionable world. It is made of all

wool, without seam, is light, warm, and of every desira-

ble color. The fabric resembles thick but light French

cloth. It is a decided improvement over the ''Balmoral."

draining' for S*rofit.—Peter Henderson,
Esq., the well-known market gardener, thus writes to the

author of this recently published work on Braining:

"There would have been no necessity for my troubling

yon with the draining queries if I had carefully read your

work, as all my questions are there fully anticipated.

Allow me Jo most sincerely congratulate you on your pro-

duction. I never before picked up a book on draining that

I could read with interest enough to keep me at it ten

minutes. Business drives me so that I have little time to

read anything ; and to wade through a bushel of chaff to

get at a grain of wheat is so discouraging that I rarely

make the attempt. But ' Draining for Profit ' is straight

to the point, without a superfluous word." See adver-

tisement of this book on page 376.

Fair of tlae American Institute.—
This great exhibition of American industry opened in

the city of New York, on the 19th. It is certainly the best
arranged one we ever saw, and in this particular as well

as in the entire exclusion of all large signs, the managers
ero to bo highly commcuded, and the exhibition regarded

i

as an example to all industrial fairs. The rule which,
rigidly enforced, secures this very desirable result, ia

this, that while the articles exhibited shall be confined
to the allotted space, no sign shall appear above them.
The result is that exhibitors are advertised by their

wares, and not by flaming paint and canvas. The fair

is a great success, being so systematized that any one
can go directly to any Department, of which there are

seven, viz.: 1. Fine Arts and Education ; 2. The Dwell-
ing; 3. Dress and Handicraft; 4. Chemistry, etc.; 5.

Machinery, etc.; 6. Intercommunication, (Carnages, Tele-

graphs, Boats, etc.;) 7. Agriculture and Horticulture,

each being divided into groups.

Tlae Use of master.—""W. W. Fuller,"
of Michigan, proposes a practical question under cover of

a theoretical one. Letting the theory go, he admits that

by means of plaster he gets greatly increased crops.

Those crops contain a proportionately increased quantity
of ash constituents drawn from the soil, which, of course,

is by just so much the poorer. Hence impoverishment
of the soil is certain if the practice is continued long
enough. How soon it will come depends on the richness

of the soil, both in available plant food and in that which
maybe developed by tillage and the action of the weather.

An equivalent must in some way be returned, if the soil

be kept as it is. Plaster works good to the land in sever-

al ways, and the wise ones cannot agree upon a theory.

Apples in Eaag'ias&a.—A recent Garden-
er's Chronicle gives a tabular report, occupying several

pages, showing the state of the fruit crop in the various

counties in England. While there is plenty of small fruits,

there iB a general scarcity of pears aud apples, the latter

crop being so bad that it may be set down as a total fail-

ure. It is not unlikely that large shipments of apples

will be made from this country ; which, judging from the

appearance of the orchards in the Western States, we
shall be abundantly able to do.

Hare Done With It.—Either the Farm-
ers' Club or the New York Weekly Tribune is guilty of

a disregard of the health of the community that deserveB

the severest reprobation. The two form a sort of recip-

rocally irresponsible concern. Whenever we blame the

club, we are told that they are not responsible for the re-

ports, and when the Tribune is called to account, it says

that it only reports the proceedings of the Club. In the

report of the meeting of August 20th, we find people en-

couraged to tamper with so dangerous and fatal a disease

as diptheria, by the nse of a decoction of bark and roots,

and what is worse, if possible, to try the cure of consump
tion by taking so violent a poison as Lobelia. We so,

by the reports of the Club that a large proportion of rhoa.

who take part in the proceedings are Doctors. Can it be
possible that they so disregard the safety of the commu-
nity as to allow these things to go by without a protest?

Gentlemen of the Club, you have it in your power to do
much good when you stick to matters belonging to Agri-

culture, but when you meddle with medicine you weaken
your influence, and your proceedings become dangerous.

B?ee«i Cutters.—Cutting or chaffing, wet-

ting, and flavoring with meal or bran, make good fodder

go much farther than otherwise, and even very poor fod-

der palatable and useful. This involves no little labor,

but a good machine makes light work of it, compared
with any other. We bought Gale's Copper Strip Feed
Cutter, made by the Peekskill (N. T.) Plow Works, sev-

eral months ago, and nse it with great satisfaction, in

cutting hay and cornstalks, knowing of none better. The
past season has been so peculiar that many fanners, who
rarely are so unlucky have this year damaged hay, and
that cut after having become old and wiry. The diligent

use of the hay cutter is the only alleviation of this state

of things. Cut fine, wet down, and, at least, flavor with

oil or com meal, bran, or some ground feed.

X>ociuiieaAt5 Ackuowledgfecl. — Our
list of these has been crowded out from month to month.

If the friends who have favored ns with Reports, Cat-

alogues, and other documents, will for this once accept a

general acknowledgment,we will try to do better in future.

JtSow to CooSi a Maim.—We dine occa-

sionally at the table of Sirs. E.,and until we tasted it

there, we did not know what a ham was capable of. It

being loo nice to remain a family secret, we asked the

recipe for the benefit of our readers. Boil a ham for three

hours, remove the skin, and trim it nicely, and then rub

into the fat a pound of powdered sugar, or as much as it

will take up. The ham is then placed in a chipping pan,

in which is put a pint of sherry, or other good wine, and

put into the oven, and baked very slowly for two hours.

During the baking it is frequently basted with the wine.

Try this, and we are confident you will say that you

have never before eaten ham in its greatest "perfection.
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EIGHTY-SIX
Valuable Premiums.

We Invite Everybody
To secure one or more of tlie valnaljle arti-

cles offered as Premiums on onr IJist. All of
tliese Premiums are good and useful, and
some are costly and elegant.

ILooJa at the 3List
9
and make up

your mind to obtain some
o£* the Premiums.

The American Agriculturist, Willi its 32
to 40 large quarto pages, its profuse and costly illustrations,

its practical, reliable, and condensed information, obtain-

ed and prepared at great expense, is furnished to its sub-

scribers at a price but very little above the cost of the

paper on which it is printed. This can be accounted for,

First, by the fact that but one corps of

Editors, one set of Engravings, one setting of type, and

one Publishing House managiug the business affaire of

the paper, suffice for supplying its great army of sub-

scribers; and

Again : While the funds received for

subscriptions are expended in preparing tie paper and

delivering it to subscribers, its immense circulation

secures a very large and valuable advertising patronage.

For every premium obtained a list of new subscribers is

sent in, and the more subscribers of course the more

valuable our columns for advertisers.

We are willing, therefore, to pay well,

in good Premiums^ those who get up clubs for us.

While it is true that many persons send to as the names

of their friends and acquaintances without premiums,

merely from good will and their confidence that they are

nus cf nferring a favor upon their friends, it is also true

that we most cheerfully bestow all premiums that are

earned, and in every proper way encourage everybody to

get up clubs, with the remuneration to be secured in view.

Everybody may be an Agent.—We have
no special agents. Instead of this we hare made up

a list of valuable articles, many of which have been sug-

gested by individuals who have worked for us, and all of

which are good and useful ; and from this list any one

who gets up a club can select the premium desired, and ob-

tain it by sending us the required number of subscribers.

"Wo can Pay much more in Premiums
than in Cash.—Our purchases by Wholesale, our ar-

rangements with Manufacturers and Dealers for advertis-

ing, etc., enable us to do this. It will be noticed that we

give each premium article at the regular price which the

purchaser would pay for the same.

Every Premium on our list Is to be se-

cured by sending us a definite number of subscribers,

Thcrunccd bo no mistake, therefore, on this point; and

there can be no favoritism in (ho matter, since the same

number of subscribers for any particular premium is re-

quired from every one who secures it.

No person need fail of obtaining some one

of our many Premiums. Those who make the attempt

to raise a club arc often surprised at the ease with which

names of subscribers are secured. The paper is very at-

tractive in appearance, (notice the groat number of beau-

tiful and costly engravings in the Oct. paper, which

is a fair specimen,) and the most hasty glance at its

contents often satisfies one of its value. We have many

timns received mbsoriptionc at our counter from persons

who came in for books or on other business, and who,

on looking over the paper for a few moments, have de-

cided that they must have it.

STou can make money in canvassing for

the American Agriculturist. Many persons take hold of

the work as a business. If you do not wish the Premium

secured for your own use, it can always be eold ; and you

will soe, upon looking over our Premium List, that but a

small number of names obtained each day gives you good

wages, while for 10 names or more a day, you will receive

very handsome returns. A lady obtained subscribers

enough in seven months to secure one of the magnificent

Steinway Pianos, worth $650, and this, too, while attend-

ing to the cares of a family.

Beautiful and valuable Presents maybe
secured by working for us. Ton will find on our Premium

List many articles which are most useful in a family ; ar-

ticles suitable for presents from husband to wife, brother

to sister, children to parents, scholars to teachers. Here

are opportunities for giving a pleasant surprise to your

pastor and his wife, by sending them a handsome tea set,

a valuable library, or a sewing machine. Sunday school

classes, or scholars in other schools, may secure a beau-

tiful present for their teachers in this way, or a good

melodeon for their school room. Several Agricultural

Societies have paid for a large club of subscribers, given

away the subscriptions as prizes at their exhibitions, or

supplied them to members, and sold the premium ar-

ticles, at auction, for the benefit of the treasury.

Only good articles.—We are careful not
io place ujx>n oitr list anytilingfor a Premium which is not

the best, and, in all respects, what is claimed for it. All,

therefore, who secure premiums, may be sure that they are

not running the lisk of getting poor or indifferent goods.

Send in the names of subscribers as fast

as yon obtain them, not waiting to complete your list

;

and to save mistakes in accounts, send the exact subscrip-

tion money with each list ; and every name designed

for a premium list, must be so marked when sent in.

Begin Now to raise yonr clubs. It is not
necessary tliat all the papers of Premium Clubs should

go Io one office. You can get them anywhere.

Old and New Subscribers will be counted
in premium lists, but some should be new names, as it

Is to obtain such that premiums are in part offered. The

extra copy, usually offered to clubs of ten or twenty, will

not be furnished when a premium ia called for.

H©w to Remit :—Cheeks on Ufew-
X»rk Banks or Bankers are best for large sums ;

make them payable to the order of Orange Judd & Ce.

Post Office Money Orders may be obtain-
ed at nearly every county seat, in all the cities, and i»

many of the large towns. Wo consider them perfectly

safe, and the best means of remitting fifty dollars or less,

as many hundreds have been sent to us without any loss.

Beglstered Letters, under the new system,
which went into effect June 1st, are a very safe

means of sending small sums of money where P. O. Mon-
ey Orders cannot be easily obtained. Observe, the Reg-

istry fee, as well as postage, must be paid in stamps at

the office where the letter is mailed, or it will be liable

to bo sent to the Dead Letter Office. Buy and ajjix the

stamps both for postage and registry, put in the money and

teal the letter in the presence of the postmaster, and tak* his

receiptfor it. Letters sent In this way to us are at our risk.

Specimen Numbers of the Agriculturist,

Cards, and Showbills, as may be needed, will be supplied

to canvassers. These should bo economically used, as

each extra copy of the paper, with postage, (2c.,) which

must be pre-paid, costs about 12 cents.

15^ Every Premium article is new and of the very best

manufacture. No charge U made for packing or boxing

any of the articles in our Premium List. The forty-

four Premiums. Nos. 1, 2, 6, and from 36 to 39,
and from 50 to 86 inclusive, will each be delivered

FltEE of all charges, by mail or express, (ai the Post-

Office or express office nearest recipient), to any place in

the United States or Territories, excepting those reached

only by the Overland Mail.— The other articles cost the

recipient only tht freight qftcr leaving the manufactory

eif each, >y any conveyance that may b» specified.

Table ofPremiums and Terms, ^J
For Volume 27— <1S68). ?l

Open to all—\"o Competition. Sjg

No* Names of Premium Articles.

1— Garden Seeds for a Family (40 Kinds) $52—Flower Seeds for a Family (100 kinds).%5>
3—Nursery Stock (Any kinds desired) $00
4^-Iona Grape Tine* (1% qf No. 1) SIS
5—Concord Grape line* (100 ofNo. 1)...$12
6—Japan Lilies (i'Z Bulbs

•

$6
7—Seicing Machine < Grorer A Baker) $55
8—Sewing Machine (Howe Machine Co.)..?r>o
9—Sewing Machine {Singer's Tailoring) ..*8010—Sewing Machine (Florence) $t^3

11—Sewing Machine tWillcoxdc Gibbs) $55
13—Sewing Machine (Finkle d: L?/on) $60
13

—

Sewing Machine (W&Belerdi Wilson).. 955
14^-Waxhing Machine (Dotrf*) $14
lo— Clothes Wringer (Best— CnirersaT) $10
16— 7V« Set (Mart's best Stiver pt.ited) $50
17— Castor and Fruit Basket (do. do.) $30
18 —Ice or Water Pitcher (do. do.) $18
19— One Dozen Tea Spoons (do. do.) $6
20— One Dozen Tablespoons (do. rfo.)....$12
21— One Dozen Dining Forks (do. do.) $V2
22— Tea KnivesandForks (Patterson Bros.) £20
23— Table Knires and Forks (do. rfo.)....$'.»4

24r—Carving Knife and Fork (do. do.) $S
2.1—Musical Box'( Shell Case) $15
2(t—Melodeon. 4-octare(Q.A.Prtnce dcCo.'s) $67
27—Melodeon. b-nemve (do, do.) $112
38— Colibri Piano ( Harlow, Doe/tier d- Co.) $450
29—Piano, Splendid 1-ocl.( Stein way d-Sons i^'-'O

30—Ladies' Gold Watch (Beautiful) $100
31—Silver Watch (Valuable Time-Keeper) ..$3-2

32—Double Barrel Gun (Cooper if- Pond). .$30
33—Repeating Shot Gun (Roper fiijle Cb.)..$60
3-±—Speiicer'sBreech-k>adiiig Bij1e(Muutiui/}i-r<>
3.1— Tool Chest (Patterson Bros.) $44
3*\— Case ofMathematical Instruments $0
37— Case of Mathematical Instruments $13
SS—GoldPen.SH.Case.Ej Warren d-Spadone) $4
39— Gold Pen and Silver Case. F, (do. do.). $540—Barometer ( Woodruffs Mercurial) $i

2

41—Barometer (Woodruffs Mercurial) $18
42—Buckei/e Mowing Machine. No.

2

$125
43—Allen's Patent Cylinder Plow, etc $20
44

—

Fump and Sprinkler (Page's) $5
45—Family Scales {Fairbanks <.£ Co.) $10
46—Building Blocks (Crandall) $247—Pocket Lanterns, One Dozen $9
4J8—American Cyclopedia (Appieton's) $so
49— Worcester's Great Illustrated Dictionary^
oO—Ajiy Back Volume Agriculturist) _. $1

Number
of Sub-
scribers
required

at ! at
$1.50 1

$1.

s?
S7
97
90
65
45

240
270
320
270
240
270
240
70
58
225
140
90
45
65
65
97
120
50

•Any 2'uo Back Volumes do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.

59

—

Any Ten do. do. do.
GO— Vols. XVI to XXVI do.

51-
5S8—Any Three do.
53—Any Four do.
o^l—Any Five do.
Bo—Any Six do.
oft—Any Seven do.
57—Any Eight do.
oS—Any Nine do.

(yl—Any Back Volume Agriculturist'
6-4—Any I'tco Back Volumes *n
63—Any Three do.
G~%—Any Four
&5—Any Five
66—Any Six
67—Any Seven
6S—Any Eight
Q9—Ani/ Nine
70—Any Ten

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do-
do.
do. JJO.—Vote. XVI to XXVI

7j&—Do wiring's landscape Garden'g
73—Camming* dc Miller's A rctl itec't.

74—4 810 Library (Your Choice)

? 5
;

s-SSflO
3^o$12

".? $15O $17
$19

'

$;>

-=a P
§« ¥10M $12

SI II!

*:i ;.n

S,%

75

—

A fslii Librari/
7C—A S--JO Library
77—A S-i5 Library
78—.1 S30 Library
79—A $:!.-> library
SO—A §40 Library
81

—

A S45 Library
S't—A §50 Library
8:5—.1 StiO Librari/
84—.'I S75 Librari/
85—A SMH) Librari/

do.
do.
do.;
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

*25
*•::

$o
S'H)

$10
$13
po

iso

I85

§45
iso

$100

295
400
1150
1600
400
158
150
2T0
275
190
55
73
85
42
05
90

4.-0

100
87
58
20
48
S25
65
20
29
SS
47
M
61
Si
7»
90
SO
92
24

102
110
116
122
46

85
100
125
114
163
177
is-:

207
981
2S2
900

86 —^1 Choice of Odotl Books (See Terms below.)

Description or tlie Premiums.
HIo. 1—Garden Seeds.—A valuable selec-

tion of 40 varieties of tlie best seeds for a family sarden,

each parcel larije enough for a garden of ordinary size.

This premium and the next arc put up for us by Mesara.

B. K. Bliss & Son, Seed and Horticultural Warehouse,

41 Park Row, (old Agriculturist office, ) whoso seed

establishment is well known as one of the best in the

couutry. This premium will be of great value and con-

venience to many, especially to those distant from good

seed stores, as wo shall send the seeds post-paid to any

part of the United Slates (JS~ except to those points

reached only by the Overland Mail.)—In many cases the

recipient will have enough in each pac&age (or his own
use, and some to sparo to members of the club, or others.

rVo. *—Flower Seeds.—Like Xo. 1, this

is a valuable premium. It consists of 1(10 different

kinds of beautiful (lower seeds, all in separate papers,

and includes not only the liner common varieties, but

many of the newer and rarer kinds that are costly when

bought by the single paper. Each parcel contains the usual

amount, and they are delivered free, the same as No. 1.

!>'o. S-!>'nrsery SHoelc—Plants. e«c.

—This premium can bo selected in anything tfesi

from the Catalogues of Parsons & Co., Flashing, x. Y.,

or of F. K. Phoenix, Bloomtngtou, 111. Both are

Wei) known, very reliable parlies, having extensive

Nurseries, QrSen-HbuSOS, Ornamental Trees and Plants,

drape Vinos, Shrubs, etc., etc Send a stamp direct

to either of them, for their regular catalogues, stating

that it is to look Into tho, value of this premium, and

they will he fnrmnhod free. Any one choosing this
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premium, can select from the catalogues $20 worth,

or more in proportion, if more names are sent ns,

and we will send an Order for the amount on either

party named above, in fall or spring, as desired.

No. JL—Sona Orape Vines (IS).—This
valuable new variety is becoming so well known that we
need not describe it here. OnlylSTo. 1 Vines will be sent.

They will be forwarded by express either this fall or nest

spring, or by mail, if so desired, and postage is furnished.

No. ff~Concord Orape Times (X©©.)—
" The Grapefor (he JUSZkwi."—This excellent, hardy,early,

prolific, grape, is popular almost everywhere, and though

not so highly flavored as the Iona and Delaware, its easy

culture, vigorous growth, earliness, and productiveness,

make it one of the best for general cultivation. It is now
so abundant that we can offer a large number of No. 1

Vines. They will be sent by express, well packed, in

fail or spring, as noted above for the Iona Vines.

No.6—Japan. IjilyBulbs.—Amost beau-

tiful flower, one of the few flowering bulbs that do well

even when planted early in spring. Most kinds of bulbs

require to be planted early in autumn. One can easily

multiply his stock after getting a few to start with.

"We send them, post-paid, by mail to any place in the

United States. We get them of B, K. Bliss & Son.

Nos. 7, 8, 9, lO, 11, IS, 13—Sewing
Marlines,—"We are glad to be able to offer this year

a choice of the leading kinds of good Sewing Machines.

We can recommend any one of them as of great value.

Each of these seven machines has some peculiarities

in which it is superior to the others. We have used

them all at home during the last half dozen years, except

the Tailoring Machine, and that we have watched carefully

in the hands of tailors. One has been tried several months,

and then another, and so round ; and they are all so valu-

able that we prefer to recommend all, instead of in the

slightest degree hindering the speedy introduction of this

important household implement by even a comparative

word of discredit to any one of them. We would not part

with the last one of these, whichever it might be, and be

without any Sewing Machine, for $500 I Here are the rea-

sons : The $500 at 7 per cent, interest, would yield, less

taxes, about $32. Most families require, at the lowest, four

months of steady hand-sewing a year, costing, if all hired,

not less than $24 a month, board included, or $96 a year.

With a Sewing Machine a woman can certainly sew as

much in one month as in four months by hand. Here is

a clear saving ef $72, or of $60 if you call the seamstress'

work only §30 a month, including board—leaving a net

annual saving of $30 to $40 above the interest, while

any good machine will wear a dozen years. But far

above this and all questions of money saving, is that of
JieaUh. The everlasting '• Stitch, stitch, stitch," with

form bended over work, and the loss of sleep, have

brought tens of thousands to early graves, broken down
millions more at an early age, and entailed an enfeebled

constitution upon many millions of infants. We say to

evenj man, get your wife a Sewing Machine, even if you
have to sell a favorite horse or an acre or two of land.

A Sewing Machine costing $55 to $65 involves an inter-

est of only $3 or $4 a year; it will, in the long run, save

you five, if not a hundred, fold, in Doctor's bills alone.

Get the Sewing Machine any way. If yon can get one
through our premium list, well and good ; it will help

you, will enlarge our circulation, and benefit those yon
induce to read and think more ; but get the machine.

Every machine given is boxed and delivered free to any
railroad station, or express office, or other place in this

city, and costs the recipient only the freight after leav-

ing the city. They go safely as railroad freight. Full

printed instructions go with each, and the machine is

supplied with a Ilemmer. Further particulars may be
obtained by sending for circulars to:

Grover & Baker Mf'g Co., 495 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Howe Machine Company, 699 Broadway, 1ST. Y. City.
Florence Sewing Machine Co., 505 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Singer Manufacturing Co., 458 Broadway, N. T. City.
Wilioox & Gibbs Mfg Co., 508 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Finkle & Lyon SewV M. Co., 537 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Wheeler & Wilson Mfg Co., 625 Broadway, N. Y. City.

No. 1£—Wasning; Machines.—For a
long time we have annually tried half a dozen or more
new Washing Machines. Some of them have promised
well at first, but no one has continued in so much favor
a3 the " Doty^s Paragon," which we have now used near-
ly three years. It is the only one the "help" will use
without being required to do so. Some new improve-
ments have been added within the present year. It is

neat, compact, and convenient. Full Descriptive Cir-

culars can be had of R. C. Browning, 32 Courtlandt-st.

New York, or of the Metropolitan Washing Machine Co.
Miidlefield, Conn. The machine packs in small com-
pass, and can be sent cheaply as freight or by express.

No.15—C!©fches-Wfi'iB2g-isag-i*ffacni:Bi.e.

—A very useful, time-saving, strength-saving, clothes-

saving implement, that should be in every family. The
wringing of clothes by hand is hard upon the hands,

arms, and chest, and the twisting stretches and breaks

the fibres with lever power. With the Wringing Ma-
chine, the garments are passed between elastic rollers

which press the water out better than hand wringing,

and with no wrenching of the fibres. It is done as fast as

the left hand can pick np the garments, while the right

hand turns the crank. It is so easily done that a child of 10

or 12 years can quickly wring out a tub-full of clothes,

dropping them from the machine set upon the side of

the wash tub directly into a clothes basket, ready to hang

out. We offer the family 6ize, "Universal Wringer,"

provided with Cogs which make the rollers turn together,

and which we consider essential to prevent injury to the

fabrics, loosening of the rubber, etc. We used a single

one of these Wringers, one of the first make, several

years without any repairs, and with the greatest satisfac-

tion.—It weighs only 15 lbs., and can be readily carried

by hand, or sent by express, or as freight, to any part of

the country, ready to be set upon any form of tub, and

used at once. We have given over a thousand of these as

premiums, with almost universal satisfaction. At least

a thousand families may get one this year as a premium.

They are made by the Metropolitan Washing Machine

Co., Middlefield, Conn.

No. 16—A Tea Set.—This premium has

given the greatest satisfaction for the last two years.

There are six pieces, viz.: A Coffee Pot, two Tea Pots, a

Creamer
y
Sugar, and Slop Bew?—all of beautiful, uniform

pattern, and new style, with raised and embossed figure

work. They are not the common sMver-wasfied articles,

but the heaviest plate, equal to "Sheffield Plate," the foun-

dation being white metal, so as not to show, even when
the heavy silver-coating may chance to be worn off in any

spot by long hard usage. These Sets are made by Lucius

Hart & Co., of Nos. 4 and 6 Burling Slip, N. Y. City. Mr.

Hart, " the veteran Sunday School man," has been in

the same place and business for nearly a quarter of a

century. We have known him and his work for many
years, and take pleasure in commending and guarantee-

ing its value to be as represented. The amount of

silver on plated ware depends wholly upon the will and

integrity of the manufacturer. We could give nearly

as good looking plated ware for less than half the money.

The Sets given as premiums will be boxed without

charge, and sent to any place by express or otherwise as

desired. (See remarks under No. 20 below.)

No. 17—Castor and Prnit or Cake
ISasket Combined.—This is a new pattern, both

novel and beautiful. It can be used as a large, showy,

Castor, with six cut glass bottles, or be instantly chang-

ed into a complete Castor, with Call Bell, and a separate

Cake or Fruit Basket, with a colored glass dish inside.

Every one receiving it will be delighted. It is from the

same maker as No. 16, and of the same metal, plating, etc.,

and will be sent in the same way. Many cheaper and less

beautiful Castors could be obtained, but, desiring only the

best things in our premium list, we selected this.

No. IS—Ice or Water Pitcher.—

A

large and ornamental article, just such as we recently

selected for our own use. It is of the same metal,

plating, etc., and by the same maker, as No. 16. For So

subscribers at $1.50 each, we will add a round Salver of

pattern to correspond (value $6); or, for 47 subscribers,

a large 16-inch oval Salver, (value $14,) large enough for

two goblets with the Pitcher; and for 53 subscribers,

the Pitcher, large Salver, and a pair of beautiful Gob-

lets, silver-plated without, and gilded within (value $38).

This complete Set is exceedingly desirable, though

the Pitcher alone, or that and the smaller Tray or Salver,

will answer a good purpose both for use and ornament.

No. 19—Oae Dozen Teaspoons.—
These are of fine pattern, " figured tips," Olive-leaf

Pattern, and of the same metal, plating, etc., and from

the same maker, as No. 16. They are far cheaper than

any thing we have found at half the price.

No. SO—Oae Dozen Table Spoons.
Wo. 21—Oae S>ozen Table Forlks.—

The same description and remarks apply to these as to

No. 19. We select as premiums only such articles as we
can warrant every way in quality and price. As we ex-

plained in Volume XXV, page 147, a silver dollar can by
the galvanic process be spread over many yards of

surface bo as to deceive the eye completely. Plated

ware is valuable when we can trust to the honesty

of the manufacturer to put on a coat of silver of given

weight and thickness, and to do it on a good white metal.

All these articles come from Messrs. Lucius Hart & Co.

Nos. 22, 23, 24-KniTcs and Forks.
—Tins premium is an addition to our list of really useful

and valuable articles. A dull knife, with a shabby handle,
and a broken or crooked fork, will injure greatly, if it

does not spoil, the taste of even a rare beefsteak, but it is

next to impossible to keep a poor iron or steel knife and
fork in a passably neat condition, and a shine will not
come with any amount of brick dust and rubbing. The
knives offered in this premium are manufactured by the
most celebrated makers of cutlery in the world, Joseph
Rodgers & Sons, Sheffield, England, whose corporate
mark is dated 1764, and whose wares are known in every
part of the world open to foreign commerce. They are of
the best refined steel, with ivory balanced handles, and
stamped with the full address of the makers, and are of
the size known as table knives. The table forks are
manufactured by Holmes. Booth &Haydons, on genuine
albata, and warranted double plated with coin silver.
The tea knives and forks are by the same makers, but of
smaller size. The carving knife and fork are both steel,
made by Rodgers & Sons, best ivory balanced handles.
For 3S subscribers, at $1.50 each, we will send the tea
knives, of the same make and material, double silver

plated, forks the same, (valne $26.) For 45 subscribers,
at $1.50 each, we will send the table knives, double silver

plated, with same forks, (value $30.) These articles are
furnished to us by Messrs. Patterson & Brothers, 27 Park
Row, agents for the manufacturers, and a thoroughly' es-
tablished and reliable house, who will furnish the above
articles at prices named, and express charges paid to any
one who may wish to purchase, and any other goods in
the hardware line.

Wo. 25—Musical Box.—Something for
the Boys and Girls. A new and beautifnl Premium,
and we have provided it specially for our young friends.
Come, now, Boys and Girls, we know you all love music,
and we have made it easy for you to obtain a beautifnl,
shell-cased musical box, 2% inches cylinder, which will
perform four tunes, making what we believe you will say
is the sweetest music you have ever heard. "We wish you
could have been with us and listened while we selected
these Premiums for yon at the importers. We arc sure
yon would have felt like making haste to get up the nec-
essary club, only 22 subscribers, at $1.50, to make this
most pleasing premium your own.

Nos. 26, 27—Melodeons.-These are ex-
cellent and desirable instruments, for the Home Circle
for small Churches, for Sunday Schools, for Bay Schools,
Academies, etc. Instrumental and Vocal music in a school
has a beneficial influence upon the pupils. We have
seen the whole tone and character of the pupils of a
school improved by the introduction of a Melodeon.
Set the pupils to work and they will raise a club of sub-
scribers, and obtain this premium easier than they can
get money subscribed for it. We offer Geo. A. Picrcs
& Co's. Melodeons, for we know them to be good. A
large one in our own Sunday School room has been in
use for eight years, and is to-day just as good as
when first purchased, thongh used from time to time
by a large number of persons. — Several clergy-
men have obtained this premium for themselves,
their Churches, or Sunday School rooms. The premium
clubs of subscribers were quickly raised among the
members of their parishes. Many others can get
this premium for their own home use. We have given
these instruments as premiums in the past few years,
and we believe they have invariably been highly
esteemed. Send a postage stamp to Geo. A. Prince &
Co., Buffalo, N. T., and get their illustrated descriptive
circular, giving full particulars of forms, sizes, and prices.
The premium Melodeons will be shipped direct from the
manufactory at Buffalo, ready boxed for safe transporta-
tion by Railroad, Steamboat, or by Express, as may be
ordered. They go just as safely by freight, as by ex-
press, and much cheaper, though not so quickly.

No.SS —Colibri Piano.—This is a newly
invented Piano, the work of Mr. Frederick Mathushek,
who has for many years been known aniODg manufac-
turers as the author of some of the best improvements in

troduccd into this instrument. A particularly novel fea-

ture of this piano is its size, being only four feet nine
inches long, two feet three inches wide, of the square

form, yet having seven full octaves. Before its adoption

as a premium, some of the most eminent musicians ex-

amined it at our request, and pronounced it an instru-

ment of remarkable power, brilliancy, and sweetness, en-

tirely worthy to rank with the full-sized piano of other

makers. H. Mollcnhauer, Director of the Conservatory

of Music, New York, says :
" Their tone is truly astonish-

ingly sweet, pure, and powerful, and so greatly superior
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to all others, that they must be heard to form a just con-

ception of their superior excellence." Mr. Theodore Ha-

gen, editor of the leading musical paper of this country,

says of the Colibri Piano ; "It is a thorough square piano-

forte, only very small, bat at the same time very propor-

tionate and beautiful—and can speak to such an extent,

with such power and sonority, that we must see as well

as hear it to believe it possible." Its peculiar construc-

tion not only secures improvement in sounding qualities,

but seems to insure great durability and long continuance

m tone. It is finished in handsome style, with rosewood

case, large round corners, fancy scroll desk, legs, lyre,

etc., and will be an ornament in any parlor, besides being
entirely satisfactory as a musical instrument. Other styles

are made by the same firm, but this was selected as espe-

cially adapted to the wants of many of our renders.

Messrs. Barlow, Doehler & Co., CM Broadway. New York,

are the agents, and will send circulars, giving full par-

ticulars, to applicants.

No. SS»—Stein-way Piano.—Sevex Oc-
tave. Rosewood Case ; Solid Rosewood Desk, Lakge
Front, Roitxt) Corners ; Overstrung Base. Full Inox
Frame, Patent Agraffe Treble. Gothic Legs, and
Cartrd Ltre.—This is one of the most elegant Pre-

miums ever offered ; regular and only price $050. That
this magnificent instrument comes from the celebrated

establishment of Messrs. Steinway & Sons, Nos. 71 and
73 East 14th street, is enough to say ; but it is due to these

enterprising manufacturers to state that, while their

pianos have repeatedly received the First Presirtms by
the award of the most competent judges the world can
produce, the crowning triumph has recently been achiev-

ed. At the Universal Exposition, in Paris, Steinway &
Sous received the First Grand Gold Medal for Amer-
ican Pianos in all three styles exhibited, viz.: Grand,
Square, and Upright. The following is a copy of the
official certificate, which was signed by the President and
the five members of the International Jury: "Paris,
July 20th, 1S67. I certify that the First Gold Medal fur

American Pianos has been unanimously awarded to

Messrs. Steinway by the Jury of the International Exhi-
bition. First on the List in Class X." Eesides all this,

and second only to it in importance, is the fact that the

Society of Fine Art?, in Paris, unanimously awarded to

Steinway & Sons their only anmialTestimoni.il Medal for

18G7 The President of the Mnsical Department of that

society says, in his report: "The Pianos of Messrs.

Steinway appear to me, as well as to all the artists who
have tried them, superior to all that have been made to

this day in the entire world." This is to be added to

abundant testimony from the best judges in America and
other lands. We are able to speak from personal knowl-
edge of the excellence of these instruments, as each of

our partners has one at home, and desires no better. This
splendid premium may be secured by many persons.

Only 510 subscribers are required to do it. The last suc-

cessful canvasser was a lady—a wife and mother—who,
though with the care of a family, and amor.g them at

least one bright little child to our knowledge, found time
to secure one of these magnificent pianos within seven
mouths. Others, more at liberty, might obtain subscrib-

ers enough in 2 or 3 months ; and for even a year's labor

the compensation would not be small for some persons.

Classes of young ladies at school might unite in effort,

and thus obtain a present for a Teacher, or a Piano for

their schoolroom. We shall be glad to give this premium
to a large number. Who will try for it? Send to Messrs.

Steinway «fc Sons for a free circular describing it,

No. 80—JLadicw" iioia Watches.—At
the request of canvassers, we add this and No. 31. The
Lady's Watch offered is one of the prettiest watches we
have seen. It is in a "hunting" or closed case, beauti-

fully engraved, and inlaid with enamel, and is warranted a
good time-keeper by Messrs. Benedict Bros. .171 Broadway.
(See No. 31. below.) This is a beautiful and appropriate
present to a Teacher from the members of a School, who
can easily divide among themselves the number of sub-
scribers to be raised. It is also a very neat and beauti-

ful gift for a companion. Not a few gentlemen can get

this in time for a Holiday Present. Several have taken
this premium and are delighted with it.

No< 31—A Good Watcli.— For years
past we have been urged to offer a good, reliable, Watch
as a prcmium,and can now do so. We have arranged with
Messrs. Benedict Brothers, of 171 Broadway, Dealers in
Watches and Jewelry, to supply us with two kinds, and
feuch watches as they will put in first-rate order and ?mr-
rant. These parties we know to be In every way upright
and reliable gentlemen, u'overn.^l in their dealings by
Christian principles, and with Uutot guarantee we unhes-
itatingly offer these articles with confidence. (As is gen-
erally known, Messrs. Benedict Brothers are entrusted
with the keeping of the N. Y. City timo, and they furnish

time to a large numberof Railroads and Steamers.) Every
watch we send as a premium will be first put in running

order by them, and thoroughly tested, and warranted for

one year.—No. 31 is a patent lever, full jewelled, in en-

gine turned bunting case of Coin Silver, and manufac-
tured by the justly celebrated Arnold Adams, of London.
This premium will give very many a chance to obtain a

really valuable, reliable lime-piece, and at the cost of only a

little effort. We have given a large number of these

watches this year, and they have proved as recommended.

No. S3—I>oiiR>Ie Barrel Gun : or
Fowling Piece.—These guns are the genuine London
" Twist " barrel. Patent Breech, Bar Lock, ebony ramrod,

and in all respects desirable. Their calibre and length

of barrel vary, and may be ordered to suit the kind of

shooting to be done. As a special favor they are furnished

to us for this premium, by Messrs. Cooper & Pond, of

177 Broadway, and well known as one of the most re-

liable and best houses in their line of business, and they

highly recommend this particular gun. and guarantee it

in every respect. It is from one of the oldest and most
favorably known English manufacturers, and of a kind
which Mr. Cooper assures us he has had so long, and
found so good, that it is just the gun he should take if he
were going out for a day's shooting. The price is not put
on in fancy carving, and useless plating for show, but in

the gun itself. We could get almost as good looking

gUBS for half the sum, but we offer only real, substantial,

reliable articles, those cheap at the price named in onr

table. This premium includes the Gun, Powder-Flask,

Shot-Pouch, and Wad-Cutter.

No. 33 —Roper Repeating: SSiot
Gnu.—Bang, Bang, Bang, Bang—four times in as many
seconds, or even less ! What a luxury to a sportsman

!

With a good flock of ducks, prairie chickens, quails, or

snipe, the bag may be filled at once. This gun seems to

meet all the wants of the sportsman. It is a splendid

shooter, it can be fired four times without re-loading, the

cost of ammunition is no more than for a muzzle loader,

it is very light, (GV£ lbs.,) and the charges are waterproof.

The barrel is steel, 25 inches long, with a receiver at the

breech, into which four charges, each in a steel case, are

placed at once, and are carried into the barrel separately,

simply by cocking the piece. A Belt, 24 Shells, Wiper,
Loader and Loading Block, accompany the Gun.
This gun is highly recommended by distinguished

sportsmen, and onr boys, not accustomed to the use of

a gun, found it a very pleasant companion in their sum-
mer recreations, showing that there is no difficulty in

the management of it. The gun is manufactured by
the Roper Repeating Rifle Company, Amherst, Mass.,

under the supervision of C. M. Spencer, Esq., inventor

of the famous Spencer Rifle, who will furnish circulars

with full descriptions.

I\o.3£—Spencer Repeating' Rifle.—
This Premium is one of Spencer's Repeating, Sport-

ing or Hunting Rifles. It carries 7 charges inside of

the stock, which are successively thrown into the barrel

and fired, simply by pressing out the trigger guard, pull-

ing it back, cocking and pnlling the trigger itself. One
can do all this lying behind a log without rising to scare

his game. The seven shots can be readily fired in less

than half a minute, and then you have only to slip seven

more ready made charges into the stock—in half the time

you can load a common rifle once at the muzzle—to be

ready to fire seven times more, and so on.—An exceeding-

ly interesting statement of what this rifle has done during

the war, and of what it is, and is capable of, may be ob-

tained by addressing Warrev Fisher, Jr., Treasurer of

Saucer Repeating Rifle Company, Tremont-street, Boston,

3fass.—Our premium includes the $15 Rifle, and $10 more
for the Globe and Peep-sights, including 100 rounds of

prepared ammunition, boxing and shipping. These are

the Company's cash prices. The addition of the Globe

and Peep-sight adapts the gun for the longest ranges, for

sharp-shooting, etc. Each charge contains powder, coni-

cal ball, and fulminate, all in a copper case, and is water-

proof. No ramrod, no cap, and little or no cleaning of

the gun barrel is required. The regular size is: bore

or calibre, 44-100 of an inch ; length ol irrel, 2G inches.

Any «ne preferring a length of 2$ or 50 tncces, can have

it for $1 or $2 extra.

IVo. 35—Cliest ofGood Tools.—For the

present year, we have, through the special favor of Messrs.

Patterson BnoTiiri-.s. of 07 Paris Row, arranged for a

few chests of the very first quality of took of the kinds

and prices named below. The same kinds of tools coojd

be purchased for about, half the money, but these are all

A Xo. 1, and cannot be procure/l at any le^s price.

They are for practical nse, and worth a dozen common
articles. For this we have the word aud guarantee of

Messrs. Patterson, which is amply sufficient for us, and
for all who know them. They make up assortments of

these, or any part of them that may be ordered of fchem,

at the prices affixed, and any one can purchase of them
what they desire. We make up only a single premium,
which contains a full assortment for all common pur-

poses. The tools are of regular size, and but few addi-

tions would be required for a Journeyman Carpenter. The
assortment of our premium is as follows: Plain chest,

31 XlGVaXlG inches, with sliding compartment box, $7;
Jack Plane, fcl.fiO : Smooth Plane, *1.45; Jointer Plane,
$2.2o; Hand Saw, 22 inches, $1.75; Compass Saw.
10 inch., 70c; Compasses, 6 inch., 60c; Warner's
Ilammer, (adz eye.) $1.50: Hammond's Hatchet, S5c;
Drawing Knife, $1.25: Try Square, 6 inch.. S5c;
Bevel, '8 inch., 70c: Chalk Line and Spool. 45c.;

Mallet, 25c.; Pair of Pliers, (pinchers.) S5c; Sliding
Tongs, (pinchers,) 55c; Calipers, 8J£ inch.. 35c; Brace,
65c; Aueur Bitts for Brace, hi inch, J3c: y2 inch, 45c;
*£ inctC72c; Center Bitts, % inch, 21c; % inch. 23c;
1 inch. 25c; l 1^ inch., 35c; 1% inch., 40c: Six Gim-
let Bitts, assorted sizes. 90c; Three Gimlets in Handles,
assorted Sizes, 30c; Screw-drive Bitt, 25c; Flat Coun-
tersink Bitt, 25c; Rose do. do.. 25c: Snail do. do.,

25c; Octagon Reamer, 30c; Taper Bitt, 50c; 3-inch
Screw-driver in Handle, 30c; 6 inch., do. do., 40c; *4

inch Handled Gou^e, 50c; ^ inch do. do.. 60c: i£

Handled Chisel, 85c; % inch do. do., 40c: 1 inch
do. do., 60c; 1^ inch. do. do., 80c; ?i inch heaw
Framing Chisel, $1.10: 1 inch do. do., $1.25: U.i inch,
do. do., $1.50; *£ inch Angnr, 60c: 1 inch do. do.,

70c: 2 inch do. do., $1.30; full set of Bradawls, $1.33;
Common 2 feet Measuring Rule. 30c; File. 3-cornered,

20c; do. do.. 25c; Flat File. 30c: Wood Rasp, 50:
Soldering Iron, (copper.) $1.15; Solder. Nails, etc, $1.:

Total. $44.50. The Chest will be locked, and sent
as freight or otherwise, and the key sent by mail.

Nos. 36, 37—mathematical Instrn-
inents, for Draughting;, Drawing, etc.

—

Yery convenient not only for Architects and Mechanics,

but for fanners and others, and for Boys and Girls. These

are neatly fitted in beautiful Rosewood Cases, having

dividers with flexible joints, and points, semi-circles,

pencil and penholders, rulers, etc., etc. All the pieces

in No. 36, are finished in brass and steel; those in 2so.

37, are German silver and steel. The pieces are the same
in each, but No. 37 is of extra beauty and workmanship.

They are useful in making drawings, plans of buildings,

fields, etc They are valuable to children, to cultivate a

taste for, and habit of observing and sketching farms,

plotting fields, orchards, buildings, for drawing, etc,

etc. Such " playthings' 1 not only keep them from
u mischief." but develop their minds, and make them
" handy.11 These premiums will be seat by mail, post-

paid, to any place in the United States.

Nos. 38, 59-Dawson, Warren &
Hyde's Gold Pens:—With Ever Pointed Pen-

cils, ik Extension Coin Silver Cases. Premium No.

3S contains the best E Gold Pen, and No. 39 the best F
Gold Pen, which is the same style, but larger. These pens

are made by Messrs. Warren & Spadone, No. 4 Maiden

Lane,N.T., successors to Dawson, Warren & Hyde, whose
pens obtained so wide and good a reputation that the orig-

inal firm name is the Trade Mark, and is still stamped upon

every pen made. We have known the makers and their

goods for many years, and can recommend both to our

readers. Messrs. W. & S. arc the largest manufacturers

of Gold Pens. Silver and Gold Pencil Cases and Holders

in the country, and their wares arc fully equal to any man-

ufactured. In ordering, state whether a stiff or limber

point is desired, and if the Pen received is not suited to

the hand, it maybe exchanged at a trilling expense for

postage. If a larger desk pen is desired, we will send

the G (very large,) style, with ebony and silver holder,

in leather case, in place of E. with Pencil Case, or the H,

(largest,) same style, in place of F, with Pencil Case.

Nos. 40, -11—Mercnrial Barome-
tcrs.—Woodruff's Patent, made by Chas. Wilder,

Pcterboro, N. H. These are the most convenient and

portable Mercurial Barometers made. (Scud to Mr.

Wilder for a circular giving engravings and descriptions

of the instruments.') The peculiar form of Mercury cup

invented by Mr. Woodruff renders these far more porta-

ble than any Mercurial Barometer previously known.

They are so easily carried that Mr. Wilder guaixtnlees

the safe delivery of (very Barometer given by us as a

Premium, if not to be sent beyond the Rocky Mountains.

The instruments are beautifully made, are about 3 feet

long, and arc packed and sent direct from the factory,

with no expense save the express charges. We offer two

forms which differ mainly iu the style of case, both be-

ing supplied with Thermometer and Vernier. A Barom-

eter is to fanners, or others on land, what it is to sail-

ors at sen—an indicator of the weather to be looked for.

Many who have received this premium from us in former

years have given us definite statements touching its

great value to them We have tested these instru-

ments thoroughly, and have confidence in them as

weather Indicators. Aside from Us direct utility, the
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habit of observation and of scientific study, cultivated

in children where a Barometer is used, is important.

I^To.AS

—

BSwclceyeMowing rHaclslflae.

—The gratification expressed by those who received this

premium last year, and the request of others who wish

to get it this year, lead us to continue it on the same

terms. The Buckeye Mower is so widely and favorably

known throughout the country that we need not describe

it particularly. Any one writing to the Manufacturers,

Messrs. Adriance, Piatt & Co., 165 Greeuwich-st., N. Y.

City, will receive a circular giving full description, en-

gravings, etc. The experience of last year showed that

many a farmer can easily secure this premium by a very

few days', or odd hours' and evenings', canvassing for sub-

scribers. A few can unite their efforts, each getting a

part of the subscribers, and then own the machine in

common, if they do not each need the entire use of a mow-
er. It would pay a man well to canvass for this pre-

mium, and sell it afterward. Ten subscribers a day for

15 days would secure the premium, which sells regularly

for $125-—Many can, at town meetings, fairs, elections,

and other gatherings, or during the evenings, secure this

premium club without much, if any, loss of time.

. PVo. SS—Cylinder l*l©w (Allen's Patent).

—We hear very good reports from those who received

this premium last year. It is named from the peculiar

form of the mould-board. Several improvements have

been made upon it within a year or two past. It is

an Ohio invention, we believe, but is manufactured

by the well known and reliable firm, R. H. Allen &> Co..

189 & 191 Water-st., New York City, to whom applica-

tion may be made for further description, etc. There are

several sizes and prices, with a greater or leas number of

attachments. The kind we offer for premiums is the
" Two-horse size, cutting a furrow 12 to 14 inches wide,

and 5 to 8 inches deep." It is also provided with wheel,

and with a " skim plow," that is, a smaller plow attached

under the beam, like the double " Michigan plow."

No. 44-Page's Patent JPnmp and
Sprinkler.—This apparatus combines most of the

advantages of a Hand Watering Pot, a Green-house Syr-

inge, a light Force Pump, and Garden Engine. It is very

simple in construction, light to carry, easy to operate,

and adapted to a great variety of uses. In every house-

hold it will be found most convenient for washing win-

dows, or window blinds. It throws a small stream with

considerable force about forty feet, and will be invalua-

ble in case of fire, where places otherwise inaccessible

can be easily reached. In the stable it will be valued for

washing carriages, horses, etc. In the garden, it gives

the readiest means for watering plants. By a very sim-

ple arrangement, the stream can be instantly changed to

drops, spray, or mist. It is manufactured by the New
England Portable Pump Company, 11 Hanover-st.,

Boston, Mass.

r¥o. 4=3—Family Scales.—These scales

combine the advantages of counter and platform scales,

and are peculiarly adapted to household purposes. They
weigh from one-half'ounce to two hundred andforty jwunds.
They are provided with a scoop or pan for weighing flour,

sugar, and other house stores, and also with a platform for

heavier articles, and are, in short, just such an apparatus

as is needed for in-door or out-door use, occupying

less than two feet square. The advantages of such

an apparatus will be appreciated by every housekeeper.

In cooking, preserving, keeping the weight »f the grocer,

butcher, etc., up to its proper mark, and in weighing
meats, butter, and other produce sold from the farm, they

will save much more than the cost of obtaining them as a

premium. These scales are manufactured at the well

known establishment of Fairbanks & Co., whose weigh-
ing apparatus has for many years been ranked as the

standard, and to whom were awarded the highest pre-

miums, two medals, at the Paris Exposition.

No. 4© — CrandalFs Improved.
Building Blocks furnish a most attractive amuse-
ment for children. They are very simple in construction,

will stand years of children's handling without breaking,

and give renewed pleasure daily. Churches, Dwellings,

Barns, Mills, Fences, Furniture, etc., in almost endless

variety, can be built with them, and when finished, the

structure remains firm so that it can be carried about
without falling to pieces. For developing the ingenuity

and taste of children they are uneqnaled. Having given

these blocks a practical trial in our own families, we
are so well pleased with them that we have placed them
on the Premium List. The Blocks arc put up in neat

boxes, each bos containing 130 pieces, and a card giving

various designs of buildings. The sets used for this

Premium are plain. The same blocks may be had

painted red, white, and bine, by sending to us 3 more
subscribers, at $1.50 each, or 10 more, at $1 each, than

are required for the plain set.

P¥o. iy—Pocket liamtei'Eas.—This new
premium is a very ingenious as well as valuable Yankee

invention. It is a complete Lantern, large enough to

afford light for walking or other purposes, and yet in half

a minute it can be folded into a parcel 3 by 4 inches long,

and % of an inch in thickness, or small enough to set into

the vest pocket, and yet contain 3 little sperm candles,

matches, etc. We have used one for twelve mouths, car-

rying it in the pocket whenever going out at night, ready

for use at any moment. It is manufactured by the Mer-

riam Manufacturing Company, (Julius Ives & Co., Agents,

49 Maiden Lane, N. Y. City.) The manufacturers enable

us to make the special offer in our Premium List, in order

to introduce specimens of these lanterns to general use.

A dozen pack in a box Zy% by 514 by Sys inches.

No, JLS—American Cyclopedia.—Ajp-

fleton's New.—"We can hardly commend this great

work too highly. We wish it could be placed in every

family in the country. Several were fortunate in secur-

ing it through our premium list last year, and we hope

many more will do so this. Scholars at our Academies

and Seminaries, and members of Library Associations,

can easily unite their efforts and secure this important

work for their Libraries. Many young men ought to de-

vote their evenings and spare hours to canvassing, and

obtain this magnificent and useful work for their own
use. g^°" The Cyclopedia is a whole Library of itself

consisting of sixteen very large octavo volumes, well

bound, averaging 800 large two-column pages in each

book, or in the whole, 12,804 pages I They treat upoa
over 25,000 different subjects. It is hardly possible to

name any subject, any country, any persau of note, in

past or recent time, concerning which pretty full inform-

ation may not be found in the Cyclopedia. It embraces

every topic of human knowledge, alphabetically arranged

for convenient reference. The British Cyclopedia,

though less comprehensive, and not coming down to

recent dates, costs more than twice as much as our better

American Cyclopedia. This premium is worth a year's

effort in raising subscribers. The lowest price is $S0.

No. 49—The Great Dictionary.—
Worcester's Large Pictorial, Unabridged Edition,
containing 1854 three-column pages, with a multitude

of illustrative engravings. (The work is 12 inches long,

10 inches wide, and nearly 4 inches thick, and weighs
about 10 lbs.!) Many of the most thoroughly educated

men of the country consider this as far the best Diction-

ary in the English Language. It gives the spelling and
pronunciation of every word in the language with full

explanations, and as a source of general information

stands nest to the Cyclopedia. The Dictionary can be
called for at our Offlce,or be sent by express or otherwise,

to any part of the country. We have given away hun-

dreds of copies as premiums, many of them obtained by
quite young boys and girls. It should be in every family.

It is published by Brewer & Tileston, Boston.

Wos. 50 to CO—Volumes of the
American Agriculturist (Unbound). — These
amount to a large and valuable Library on all matters

pertaining to the Farm, Garden, and Household, and con-

tain more varied information on these subjects than can

be obtained in books costing threG times the money. We
have stereotype plates from the Sixteenth to the Twenty-
fifth Volume complete, and will have Volume 26 soon

after Dec. 1st. From these plates we print as needed.

The price of the volumes is $1.50 each, at the office, or

$1.75 if sent by mail, as they must be post-paid. They are

put up in clean numbers, with the Index to each volumes

They are profusely Illustrated, the Engravings

used in them having alone cost about Twenty Thousand
Dollars I Those obtaining premiums for from one to ten

volumes, can select any volumes desired, from XVI to

XXVI, inclusive. For ordinary use, the sets of numbers
unbound will answer quite well.—Many hundreds of

these volumes are taken every year as premiums.

Nos. ©1 to 71—Bonnd Tolnmes of
Agriculturist.—These are the same as Nos. 50 to 60

above, but are neatly bound in uniform style, and cost

extra for binding and postage. Sent post-paid.

No.73—Downin^sLandscapeGar-
dening, and Rural Architecture.—This is a

most beautiful Octavo volume, in extra binding, and will

be an ornament to the best center table in the land, as

well as be practically useful. It contains 10S fine engrav-

ings on Wood, Steel, and Stone. It will be sout post-paid.

No. 73—Architectures A New ant>
Practical Work on Architecture, containing De-
signs for Street Fronts, Suburban Houses, and Cottages,

etc., etc., giving in detail Designs and "Working Drawings
for both the exterior and interior of buildings; also a great

variety of Details not in the Designs. It is 11 by 14 inches

in size, and contains engravings of 3S2 Designs, and
71 4 Illustrations, that would separately cost Hundreds
of Dollars. By Cummings & Miller. Sent post-paid.

Nos.74to 85—GOOD MBRAKFES.
—In these premiums, we offer a choice of Books for

the Farm, Garden, and Household. The per-

son entitled to any one of the premiums 74 to 85, may
select any books desired from the list below, to the

amount of the premiums, and the books will be forward-

ed, paid through to the nearest Post Office, or Express

office, as we may find it most convenient to send them.

"We need not enlarge upon these premiums ; every one

knows the valne of good books. Twenty-five or Fifty

dollars worth of books on subjects pertaining te the farm
will give the boys new ideas, set them to thinking and
observing, and thus enable them to make their heads

help their hands. Any good book will, in the end, be of

far more value to a youth than to have an extra acre of

land, on coming to maturity. The thinking, reasoning,

observing man, will certainly make more off from 49

acres, than he would off from 50 acres without the men-
tal ability which reading will give him. Our premiums
will enable many a family to secure a larger or smaller Li-

brary. £3^° This is a good opportunity for the farmers

of a neighborhood to unite their efforts and get up an

Agricultural Library for general use.

No. SO—General Boole Premium.—
Any one not desiring the specific Book premiums, 74 to 85,

on sending any number of names above 25, may select

Books from the list below, to the amount of 10 cents

for each subscriber sent at $1 : or to the amount of 30

eents for each name sent at the (ten) club price of $1.20

each : or to the amount of 60 cents for each name at

$1.50. This offer is only for clubs of 25 or more. The
boolcs wiU be sent by mail or esqiress, prepaid by us.

BOOKS FOR FARMERS AND OTHERS.
[For sale at the office of the Agriculturist, or they will be

forwarded by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price. J5T" All

these are included in our Premiums, Xos. 74 to 86, above.']

r.o
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75
30
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SO
75
H
73
00

Allen's (L. F.) Rural Architecture $1
Allen's (R. L.) American Farm Book 1
American Agricultural Annual. 1807, paper, 50c; cloth
Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals 1
American Horticultural Annual, 1S67, paper, 50c; cluth
American Bird Fancier -

American Pomology—Apples—By Dr. John A. Warder. 3
American Rose Culturist
American "Weeds and Useful Plants 1
Architecture, bv Cummings & Miller 10
Barry's Fruit Garden 1

Bement's Poulterer's Companion ... 2
Bement's Rabbit Fancier -

Bommer's Method of Making Manure 25
Boussinfault's Rural Economy 1 60
Breck'sNew Book of Flowers 1 75
Baist's Flower Garden Directory l 50
Bulst's Family Kitchen Gardener 1 00
Cborlton's Grape Grower's Guide 75
Cobbett's American Gardener • 75
Cole's (S. W.) American Fruit Book 75
Cole's Veterinarian 75
Copeland's Country Life .$3.00 cloth,.. 5 00
Cotton Planter's Manual, (Turner) 1 50
Dadd's (Geo. H.) Modern Horso Doctor 150
Dadd's American Cattle Doctor 1 50
Dana's Muck Manual 1 25
Dog and Gun (Hooper's) paper. 30c cloth.. 60
Downlng's Landscape Gardening (new Edition) 6 50
Draining for Profit and Health, by G. E. Waring, Jr.. 1 50
Eastwood on Cranberry 75
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50
Flax Culture .. 50
Field's (Thomas W.) Pear Culture 1 25
French's Farm Drainage 1 50
Fuller's Grape Culturist, (Revised Edition) 1 50
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist 20
Fuller's Small Fruit Culturist 1 50
Gardening for Profit, by Peter Henderson 1 50
Gregory on Squashes paper.

.

SO
Guwnon on Milch Cows 75
Harris' Rural Annual. Bound, 8 Xos., In 3 Vols. Each 1 50
Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepers 1 75
Hop Culture 40
Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry 175
Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry 1 50
Leuchar'B How to Bnild Hot-Houses 1 50
Mohr on the Grape Vine 1 00
My Vineyard at Lakeview 1 5n

Norton's" Scientific Agriculture 75
Onion Culture 20
Our Farm of Four Acres (bound) 60c paper.

.

SO
Pardee on Strawberry Culture 75
Peat audits Uses, bv Prof. S. W. Johnson 1 25
Pedder's Land Measurer 60
Qninbv's Mysteries of Bee Keeping (sew) 1 50
Randall's Sheep Husbandry 1 50

liaudall's Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry 1 00

Rivers' Miniature Fruit Garden 1 00
Richardson on the Dog. paper 30c cloth.. 60
Saunders' Domestic Poultry (xewj, paper, 40c, bound 75
Schenck's Gardener's Text Book 75

Skillful Housewife 75
Stewart's (John) Stable Book 1 5C
Thompson s Food of Animals 1 00

Tobacco Culture 25

Todd's (S. E.) Toting Farmer's Manual 1 50

Warder's Hedges and Evergreens 1 50

Youatt and Spoon er on the Horse 1 50

Youatt and Martin ou Cuttle 1 50

Youatt on the Hog 1 00

Youatt ou Sheep 1 00
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Editorial Jottings in Europe.

Since his absence in Europe, Mr. Judd has written

frequently, with permission to publish such portions of

his letters as we chose. Several of his notes of travel

have been crowded out by other matter, and we briefly

say tbat, after visiting Great Britain, France, and Hol-

land, he is now in Russia, and will go byway of Germany

and Switzerland to Southern Europe. We give some of

his notes on the northern countries:

" Stockholm. Sweden, August 10th....We have had

on interesting journey of 450 miles up through Sweden,

from Malnio, which lies opposite Copenhagen. Around

Malniu is quite a fertile section, and we saw some good

farms between lakes Wenner and Wetter, and at other

points, but the country is generally either wet or

rocky. Tet there is a neatness and American look about

the farm-houses and the villages that is very pleasing—

indeed, rather surprising. In this city (Stockholm,) and

is surroundings, we are very agreeably disappointed.

The finish and style of the buildings, and the form, phys-

iognomy, and dress, of the people, are more like those of

n first class American city of 33,000 inhabitants than we

have found anywhere else in our journey through France,

Belgium, Holland, Germany, Prussia, aud Denmark, and

we will not except even Great Britain. In politeness and

general good manners the citizens of Stockholm appar-

ently excel ns. The city is most beautifully located on a

number of islands, divided by small lakes and narrow,

swift running streams. The ground of each island rises

high above tho water, in the center especially, so that the

city, as a whole, has a diversified appearance, the houses

rising rapidly, one above the other, from the water's

edge to the middle. At a little distance, the dividing wa-

ters are not seen, and the city appears as a compact mass

of buildings. Outside of the city are seen some beauti-

ful fields with growing crops, though the surface is much

broken with rocky hills or immense granite boulders,

with lakes or lakelets every mile or two. What surprises

me most, is a field of tobacco jnst north of the city,

which exhibits as vigorons a growth of leaf and stem

as I have ever seen even in the most favored regions.

Every hill is perfect, the leaves of immense size, and not

s plant is under four feet in bight to the curve of the top

leaves. This, remember, is nearly up to latitude 60°, or

about the same as the southern part of Greenland, the

northern end of Labrador, and the middle of Hudson"s

Bay...."

•' HELsrxGfORS. Finland, August loth.... The passage

hither from Stockholm is the most charming one in my
experience. I have traveled hundreds of miles to see the

•• Thousand Islands" of the St. Lawrence, but they sink

into insignificance in comparison with what we have

seen during the past two days. With the exception of a

narrow space of open sea between the Swedish outer coast

and Aland, and again between that island and the outer

Finnish coast, there is one continued succession of little

islands, between which the steamer threads her way for

over two hundred miles in coming from Stockholm to this

place. Some of these islands are mere rounded granite

rocks of an acre or two, more or less ; many of them have

evergreen and other shrubs or trees, with grass plots.

Some of them have dwellings and cultivated fields. Often

there are fifty to one hundred of these beautiful islands in

sight at a time. The water channels between them vary

from three or four rods to a mile or more in width. Tho

passages are so narrow and tortuous, and the under-watcr

islands are so numerous, that no steamer or sailing vessel

moves at night. Our steamer left Stockholm at daylight,

(two o'clock A. M. here, now !) and made Abo, (pro-

nounced Obo,) in Finland, by G F. M., and stopped until

4 A. M, givingus several hours of daylight to tramp around

the town, ami climb the old Lutheran church tower, to

gain a view of a dozen miles in every direction. In the

vaults beneath the church, we examined bodies deposited

hundreds of years ago, yet still preserving their forms

and features. In this high, dry latitude, they literally dried

up, or changed to enduring matter without decay. Abo,

like Stockholm, much resembles an American town in its

buildings, and tho dress and physiognomy of the people.

But hero, at nclsingfors, the capital or Finland, our sur-

prise has reached its climax. The neat, well-built city is

as lovely an one, at this season, as I ever saw. We find

green parks, broad, clean, well-paved, beautiful streets,

thriving business stores and shops, magnificcntchurches,

a flourishing University, with its library of 200,000 vol-

umes, etc.. etc The people are vigorous and intelligent,

nnd equal in physique onr best class of native Amer-

icans. The "guide books" say little of this region;

travelers come hero but seldom, and so we hear little of

Finland, and think of it only as a cold, bleak region, In-

habited by a semi-savage race. It is far, very far, otaer-

wise.and I would advise every American traveling abroad,

to visit Holland, Denmark, Sweden, nnd Finlaud. A

single voyage through the " Ten Thousand Islands " will

repay a voyage from New York to Stockholm, nnd a visit

lo Finland will exceed In Interest that usually made to

Middle and Southern Europe. A trip up by rail-road,

lake, and canal, into middle Finland, is easily accom-

plished in July or August, and from all I can learn here,

is one of perfect safety and of great interest. I only re-

gret that our large company, including small children,

and engagements abroad, will prevent my going further

north now. We came from Stockholm in the fine

Bteamship Aura, whose captain, Mr. Lars Krogics. of

Helsingfors, Finland, is a model Christian gentleman.

He has been in America, speaks our language well, and

he has done everything possible to make us comfortable,

and aided us gTeatly in seeing and understanding the

various points of interest on the route— "

"Wteokg, Finland, August 16th Leaving Helsing-

fors at 6 A. M., we passed, at the mouth of its spacious

harbor, the powerful fortifications at Sweaborg, which

are of historic interest, and are well styled the ' Gibraltar

of the North.' To-day's sail has been mainly among a

succession of beautiful islands, like those met with all the

way from Stockholm. At 4 P. II., we passed the Russian

war fleet at anchor, and counted among the ships at least

nine large turreted ' Monitors,' similar to our own. We
then entered through a narrow channel, guarded by ex-

tensive batteries, into the eight mile harbor, at the bead

of which stands Wyborg, a city of 7,060 inhabitants. This,

too, is, in many respects, a beautiful town. About 1%
miles north-east of the fortified city is located ' Mon Re-

pos,' (My Repose. ) the former residence of Baron Kicolai.

This delightful retreat is on the shore of a large lake, and

nearly shut in by hills ; the grounds are interspersed with

little lakes and streams, valleys, and hillocks, which are

mainly of immense granite boulders or ridges, covered

with patches of trees and green verdure. Bridges, sum-

mer-houses, green-houses, graperies, arbors, walks, arch-

ed by living trees, extensive flower plots, all in beautiful

bloom, etc., abound. Taken altogether, the combination

of natural and artificial scenery at Mon Repos excels any-

thing of the kind that we have ever seen elsewhere. It

is doubly interesting from the fact that we find it above

latitude 00°, away up in Finland. The pen of a Downing,

aided by an artist's pencil, is needed to justly describe

this exquisite retreat
"

"St. Petersburg, Russia, August 20th After leav-

ing Wyborg, on Friday, we had a slightly rough passage,

caused by a stiff western breeze over the Gulf of Finland,

which sent sundry passengers to their berths. At i P.

M., we neared the renowned fortifications and ship-yards

at Cronstadt, eighteen miles west of St. Petersburg, and

onr hearts were gladdened, and our eyes fairly glistened

with tears of joy, as we saw flying from beautiful ships

the 'Star-spangled Banner,' and Admiral Farragufs

square, five-starred, blue Pennant, at the main-mast

head of one of them. After so long journeying—always,

thus far, in foreign ships—the sight of our own flag gaily

floating in the breeze, awakened such emotions as nouo

but those who have experienced them can appreciate.

We wonder not at the devotion of the seaman to the flag

of his country Further on, we passed some Russian

ships, and then the fleet of Sweden, (the native land of

Ericsson,! and here, too, were ten or a dpzen monitors

—

the smoke from a salvo of artillery of all the vessels and

fortifications just then fired in honor of a visit from the

Russian Grand Duke to our fleet prevented onr counting

the ships accurately Eighteen miles more, and we

come to anchor in the Neva, in the midst of the Great

City of the North, and, in many respects, the City of tho

World. The bug-bear of rough, searching Russian custom

house and other officials, so graphically written down in

tho English guide books, was not found. The fact that

we wero American travelers, with onr necessary baggage,

secured us a polite reception, aud an unscarched and un-

molested passage to our hotel. At the ' Grand Hotel,' wo

found as spacious, clean, and well furnished rooms, as

good, well prepared food, as careful, prompt, and polite

attendance, and at quite as reasonable rates, as we have

secured anywhere else since crossing tho Atlantic. No
' Russian bears ' walk the streets, in official or other garb,

but every class, official, mercantile, shop-keepers, market

men—indeed all classes, down even to the cab-men,

If not including them also, are as polite and well-bred

as we have anywhere found, not excepting Paris itself.

I wish to note here, that everywhere on the continent wo

have seen among all classes a degree of politeness—

a

touch of the hat, a ' thank you' for the slightest favors,

that might well be copied by us Americans far more gen-

erally than It Is During fereo days past, we have rodo

20 miles through some of the broad, beautiful streets, and

in one of the parks; have taken a full survey of the whole

city, from the top of Isaac's Cathedral, havo visited tho

' Hermitage,' with its infinite treasures of art, modem
and ancient—and from what we have seen and know is to

bo seen, we arc almost ready to write down St. PetOrB-

burg ns a city more interesting, more instructive, nnd

more pleasing than any wo havo seen after traversing,

mow, or previously,! OVOTJ country of Europe, north of

Spain and Italy. We Americans have seen and known

northern and north-eastern Europe too much through

English and French eyes. For myself, though I came

hither with much desire, and with many expectations, I

confess that what I have already seen, far surpasses my
very highest conception. Even an enthusiastic French

gentleman, a fellow traveler hither, who has all the way

been loud in his praises of Paris, to-day, voluntarily, re-

marked to ns, ' St. Petersburg is a second Paris.' Per-

haps after three days more, he may say, ' Paris is almost

a second St. Petersburg.' "

•-.— «»—-

—
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Walks and Talks onUhe Farm—No. 46.

TYe have had one of the most severe drouths

I have ever known. I have always been partial

to a dry, hot summer—it gives such a splendid

chance to kill weeds—but this is rather too

good. At the East, I understand, they have

had a very-wet summer, and the papers com-

plain that the potatoes are rotting in conse-

quence. Here we shall have few or none to rot.

Corn will not be half a crop. I did not sow

any corn for fodder, but we have been obliged

for some time to cut up corn for the cows. As

it was drilled in,and was a little too thick, I do not

begrudge it the cows as much as if it was planted

in hills. There is a heavy growth of stalks,

and I am astonished to see how little ground

we have to go over for a day's supply. Another

season I will not be without a piece of corn

fodder, on rich land, near the barn-yard, to be

cut up in August for milch cows. Some of my
neighbors had a piece this year, but it was sown

broadcast, and the dry weather parched it up.

In moist seasons, corn sown broadcast some-

times does well, but, as a general rule, it should

be sown thickly in drills, and thoroughly culti-

vated, and the more highly it can be manured,

the better. Rich land, thick seeding in drills,

say three bushels per acre, and thorough culti-

vation, are the essentials iu raising corn fodder.

And in such circumstances it is astonishiug how

much feed can be obtained from an acre.

How much land does an old-fashioned fence

occupy? I have always thought it took up a

good deal of land, but never had the curiosity

to measure. But this summer we have been

building a stone wall along the whole west side

of the farm, aud after it was completed, and the

old fence removed, I was surprised at the quan-

tity of laud wc had gained. The ground, of

course, might have been plowed closer to the

fence, but Taking the case as it actually was, the

old rail fence, with stones, weeds, rubbish, etc.,

occupied a strip of land one rod wide. A field,

31 rods long aud 31 rods wide, contains about

six acres. If surrounded by such a fence, it

would occupv a little over three quarters of an

acre of land! A farm of 1G0 acres so fenced

would have twenty acres of laud taken up m
this worse than useless manner. Not only is the

use of the land lost, but it is, in the majority of

cases, a nursery of weeds, and, in plowing, much

time is lost in turning, and the headlands and

corners are seldom properly cultivated.

But will it pav to use more capital in farm-

in-? If we could calculate on getting present

prices, there can be no doubt that it would pay

well. And, at all events, you cannot have good

farming without the use of a large working

capital', or of liberal credit, and it is quite cer-

tain that, if good farming will not pay, poor

farming will not. And as agriculture is the

main business of the nation, farming will pay in

the long run, if anything pays.

This question, so often asked, and so seldom

answered, "Does farming pay?" is a very ab-

surd one. Of course forming pays. Farmers

,lo got a living, and it is rare tbat one of them
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fails. I have three neighbors. One came from

the eastern part of the State, when the country

was new. He took up 160 acres of land, cleared

it, fenced it, lived, probably, at first in a log

house, worked hard, but enjoyed himself. He
is a capital farmer, up early in the morning, at-

tends to his stock, always has his crops sown in

good seasou, treats his land liberally, and gets

ample returns. He commenced with little, has

brought up a large family, given them a first-

class education, and he is probably to-day worth

$25,000 to $30,000. True, it has taken him 40

years to accumulate this amount of property',

and nearly all of it has been derived from the

advance of real estate. Still he has had a good
living, has enjoyed life, is an intelligent, public-

spirited, energetic, and generous-minded gen-

tleman, and enjoys the respect of all his neigh-

bors. I am sure such farming pays. I have
another neighbor who has a farm of equally

good laud. He is a well educated man, and
seems to work hard, but he is always behind
with his work. He occasionally gets a good
crop, but the general yield is hardly sufficient to

pay even for the little labor bestowed in prepar-

ing the land. He is in debt, and seems to de-

pend more on chopping and selling wood to

meet his payments than on raising crops. His
fences are out of repair, and the land is full of

weeds. Still he gets a living for himself and a
large family, and, I suppose, even in his case,we
must conclude that " farming pays." I have an-

other neighbor, whose land is low, hut would
be very productive if attention was paid to sur-

face drainage. The same creek runs through it

that runs through the south end ofmy farm. It

is choked up with old logs, branches, and fallen

trees. The water sets back in the spring, and
floods his land. But he makes no effort to clean

out the creek. I offered to do it for him, if he
would give me the wood,but no,he intended to do
it himself. I presume he has been intending to

do it for years. A good portion of his land does

not produce enough to pay the taxes, and the

dryer portions are not half worked, and yield

the most meagre returns. I passed his house
this morning. He was cutting some coarse

hay on the low land. His oats were harvested,

but nearly half of them were still lying on the

ground among the clods, and his wife was
thrashing the other half in the barn with a flail.

Now this is rather poor farming, but as the fam-
ily gets a living, I suppose it " pays."

But 7ww much does it pay? Does he make as

much as he would if his son and himself worked
as hard for some other farmer as they do for

themselves, to say nothing of the wife ? I do
not believe they make half as much, and cer-

tainly their land is not improving, though they
probably persuade themselves that, owing to the

improvements of others, it is increasing in value.

Now, I have no doubt that an intelligent, en-

terprising man, with the necessary capital, could
take this farm, and increase its productiveness
fourfold. But such a man cannot live in the
style ofits present occupant, and his wife would
not want to thrash in the barn. And so the real
question iswhether farming will afford sufficient

profits to enable an educated man to live in a
style suited to his necessities. I think it will,

but there are those who contend that it will not.

Can an educated man get a suitable living by
making boots ? Can he make much more than
the illiterate man who sits on the adjoininc
bench ? Can an educated farmer dig more po-
tatoes in a day than a good stalwart Irishman ?

Can he chop more wood than a French Cana-
dian, or plow better than a Scotchman ? Can

General Grant fight in the ranks any better than

Patrick O'Flaunagan?

The educated shoemaker, as soon as he had
learned the trade, would have others helping

him, and by and by, if made of the right kind

of stuff, he would be the proprietor of a large

boot and shoe factory, and call to his aid all the

contrivances for saving labor that modern

science and invention can afford.

" This is all very well. I see the point, But

you cannot make money by farming, unless you

work yourself." Very true. I never supposed

you could. Neither can the educated shoemaker.

He probably7 works harder than any man in the

establishment, although he does not wax his

own strings, or hammer out his sole on the

lapis. He knows how to do all these things.

And so must a fanner be acquainted with all

the details of his business, and must give them
his undivided attention. But must he neces-

sarily do his own plowing, dig his own ditches,

and husk his own corn ? Work he must, and so

must a manufacturer and a professional man.
But what work shall he do ? If he has men
husking corn by the bushel, he should see that

they husk clean, and tie up the stalks well, and

make the bundles into stooks that will shed rain,

and not blow down in the first wind. He must
see that he is not cheated in measuring the corn,

and that it is properly sorted. He can make
more by attending to such things than by husk-

ing himself. And so it is in nearly all the opera-

tions of the farm. Especially must he see to his

stock. Ho will find ten men that can dig po-

tatoes, husk corn, hoe, plow, cultivate, and even

build a stack, and dig underdraius, to one that

can be entrusted to feed pigs or take care of the

cows. To neglect to feed regularly' and proper-

ly—to starve this week, and surfeit the next,

will cost you half the feed.

But I am wearying you. I am satisfied, how-
ever, that this subject must receive the attention

of farmers. Those who intend to make agricul-

ture their business should study it thoroughly,

and make themselves masters of every detail.

They must know how to do all kinds of farm

work, and should study especially how to direct

others. It is frequently easier to do the work
one's self than to show another how to do it, but

it is better, in the end, to bear with a bungler,

than to let him stand idle while you do the

work. John Johnston is employing contrabands

on his farm, and likes them well, though he
sajTs, "they cannot set themselves to work."

That is precisely my idea. A man with a large

farm must know how to set others to work, and
see that they do it properly, and he will find

that this will give him enough to do without

going into the field to plow himself. Nearly all

the labor we can now command is unskilled,

and this state of things will continue. There
are now thousands of Chinese at work on the

Pacific Rail-road, and wlieu we think that one-

third the population of the globe is in the Chi-

nese Empire, it will not be surprising if the high

wages paid in this country, should induce hun-
dreds of thousands to emigrate to San Fran-

cisco, and from there over the Pacific Rail-road

to the mines of Colorado and the prairies of the

Great West. They will not be able to "set

themselves to work," and the young farmers of

the country should educate themselves for the

task. There is not one farmer's son in a hun-
dred that could do it at present. They have not
been trained to direct others, and it is time this

part of a farmer's education received attention.

If the drouth continues much longer, it will

be difficult to get in the usual quantity of win-

ter wheat, It is almost impossible to plow heavy
land. I have heard of several farmers who have
abandoned the attempt. We are plowing up an.

old meadow, which, although somewhat mucky,
is so hard on the dryer portions that a new cast

iron point will not last longer than a day. The
men say the point gets so hot from the friction

that it will almost burn your hand. The high
price of cast iron points will compel us to use

steel points. These can be sharpened by a black-

smith at little expense, and although the first

cost is about three times as much as an iron

point, they are cheaper in the end, and work
easier. By taking a cold chisel, and putting it

in a vise or having some one to hold it on the

top of a large stone, you can, by putting the

point on the chisel, cut or break off the worn
end of the point, and it will then do almost as

good work as when new. Cutting it off square

with a cold chisel is far better than trying to

break it off with a hammer or a stone, as some do.

I think I told you that I proposed to seed

down this old meadow in September, as soon

as it was plowed and harrowed. It makes rather

a rough job of it, but then it is a rough piece of

land, and at any rate it will be far better than it

was before.

I have been consulting Flint's valuable work
on "Grasses and Forage Plants" in regard to

the quantity of seed that should be sown per

acre, but he merely advises liberal seeding, with-

out saying how much. This is a too common
fault among agricultural writers, and I should

have been apt to conclude that the author was
not as "practical" as I had supposed, but for

the following sentence. Speaking of the im-

provement of waste land, he says: "The diffi-

culty with most small farmers is to begin. Well

begun is half well done ; for the moment any real

improvement is begun in earnest, the interest is

excited, the mental activity is increased, the de-

sire for improvement partakes of the nature of a

passion; and hence, though the beginning may
be small, the end may be the renovation of the

owner as well as the land." This is well said,

and eminently true, aud the man that wrote it,

must have himself tasted something of the pleas-

ure of renovating waste laud.

The chemistry of the book is a little out of

date. For instance, he says: " Every keeper of

stock knows that to feed an animal oilcake,

whicJi is out slightly nitrogenous, might fatten

him, but it would not give him strength of mus-

cle, or size ; while, if the same animal be kept

en the cereal grains, as wheat or Indian corn,

alone, his size rapidly increases, his muscular

system develops, and he gains flesh without in-

creasing his fat in proportion." Now, the fact

is, of ail the foods used for stock, oilcake is the

most nitrogenous. It contains more than twice

as much nitrogen as Indian corn or wheat.

In the same connection it is stated that Tim-

othy contains more nitrogenous matter than red

clover. This* may be so in the fresh state, be-

cause the clover is more succulent than Timothy,

aud contains more water. But clover hay con-

tains a good deal more nitrogen thau Timothy

hay—in fact, nearly double. It is for this rea-

son that clover hay makes so much richer ma-

nure than Timothy' hay. But it does not follow

that it is more nutritious. The old notion that

a food is nutritious in proportion to the nitrogen

which it contains, proves unfounded. Peas and

beans contain twice as much nitrogen as Indian

corn and wheat, but they are not twice as nu-

tritious. But they make manure twice as valu-

able, and this is one of the chief reasons why
they deserve to be more extensively cultivated.
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The Common Seal,

'tvvze/^

In introducing the interesting family of the

seals to the readers of the Agriculturist, we are

happy in being able to present so beautiful and

accurate an engraving. It represents the com-

mon seal of our own coast, so abundant on the

coast of Labrador, on the ice islands which, in

the breaking-op

of the northern

winter, float along

the north-east

coast of America,

and the most

abundant of the

Greenland seals.

This seal, {Phoca

vitulina,) is the

type of the nat-

ural family Pho-

cidd, which in-

cludes those ani-

mals which have

the same general

form — the Wal-

rus, Sea - Ele-

phant, Sea-Lion,

Harp Seal, Hood-
ed Seal, etc. It has

a fish-like form,

the fore feet pro-

jecting from the

sides like fins, and
the hind feet be-

ing nearly united

at the hinder end of the animal, and appearing

much like the tail of a fish, or the flukes of a

whale or porpoise. The tail extends down to

the hind feet, and appears as an inconspicuous

appendage between them. The body, which is

of a brownish or yellowish-gray color, is cjdiu-

drical for a short distance below the neck and

shoulders, but tapers rapidly to the tail. The
head is much like

that of an intelli-

gent dog, and the

voice resembles the

barking of a dog al-

so ; hence the name
Sea-Dog is not in-

appropriate. The
great intelligence

of the seal is well

known, and might

be inferred from

the size of its brain,

which is propor-

tionately larger

than that of any

other animal, ex-

cept man and the

most intelligent

monkeys. The eye

is most noticeable

for its lustrous bril-

liancy and calm

look, expressive of

intelligence far a-

bove other brutes.

The ears are sim-

ple orifices, closed by valves or lids which shut

water-tight, and a similar arrangement closes

the nostrils, so that, when under water, none
can enter to interfere with either hearing or

breathing, when they come out again. Beside?,

the ear valves have the additional advantage of

giving seals the ability to hear with great acute-

aess, while submerged. They have also the

power of diving and remaining down fifteen or

twenty minutes, and by their accuracjr ofhearing

they regulate the length of time they stay be-

low, and the place where they come up. The
lips are thick, and the large stiff and knotted

bristles, or whiskers, which grow upon them,

are exceedingly sensitive, and aid them greatly

in catching fish, which is their almost exclusive

the common seal—{Phoca vitulina.)

diet. The neck, though short, is very lithe, and

a seal can move its head about with the ease

and facility of a duck, though lacking in grace.

The limbs of the seal are like those of other

quadrupeds, so far as this,—the}' consist, in gen-

eral, of the same bones, similarly placed ; but,

with the exception of the feet, they are concealed

beneath the skin of the bodv. It is curious to

•rue cinnamon beak—

(

Vrsus Ami riettn us, var.cin lamomus.)

observe, when the seal moves its "flippers,"

the motions of the apparently well-formed arm
slipping about under the tight fitting coat. The
home of the seal is the sea; on the land it is

awkward, and comparatively helpless. In (act,

a seal on the land appears to be in a straight-

jacket, and as if, could one enlarge the arm-

holes of its coat, he would do the animal a last-

ing service. The extremities are fin-like feet,

with webs between, and nails upon the toes.

In swimming, the fore feet are used only in turn-

ing, while the hind feet and tail propel the body
forward, with a sculling motion, and great

power. The skins of all seals are valuable ; they
make good leather, and many are covered with,

a very fine and beautiful fur, beneath a complete

covering of long-

er, coarse hair,

which is removed
when the fur is

used. Some seals

yield a valuable

oil in great quan-

tity, and these

products are the

basis of "fisher-

ies" of vast im-

portance. The
seals are usually

taken upon the

ice and in the wa-
ter, and many are

captured by the

Esquimaux. To
these people they

are as important

as our flocks and

herds are to us,

for from them
they obtain food,

skins for tents,

boats, and cloth-

ing, and leather

for boots, their most important merchandise,

from some of the membranes, window panes,

from the sinews, thread and cord, and from the

bones, utensils, etc. ; besides, they use the oil for

light and for fuel, and are fond of drinking it.

The males are polygamous, having three or

four wives, to which they are very devoted.

During the time of gestation, the seals remain

on shore chiefly,

and, if pressed by
hunger, feed on

vegetables. They
have one or two
young at a birth,

with which they

early take to the

water. A common
seal will often yield

eight to twelve gal-

lons of oil; the size

of adult animals va-

ries, however, from

three to six feet.

Cinnamon Bear.

The animals of

that remarkable re-

gion of North

America, embraced

between the differ-

ent ranges of the

Rot ky Mountains,

are subject to many
diverse climates and

conditions of life. It is wet and cold, dry and hot,

within the compass of comparatively few miles.

It is not strange then, as it seems to us, that va-

riations in color and other characteristics should

occur which justify the hunters in considering

the animals as different species from those they

have known elsewhere, though they may be the

same. The Ciunamon bear of the Rocky
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Mountains is a variety of the American Biack

bear, (
Ursus Americanus,) which lias a reddish

fur, varying also considerably iu different indi-

viduals, but generally of a cinnamon color.

It is, besides, usually more slender than the

common black bear, but otherwise has the same
habits and characteristics. Baird describes the

fur of a specimen from Oregon as longer and
softer than that of the black bear, and says that

the color is of a nearly uniform dark chestnut

or cinnamon hue, with a purple reflection in

certain lights.

The Use of the Plow in Draining.

After such a season as we have just expe-

rienced—wet in one section, and dry in another

—farmers consider thorough draining, to see if

the claims of its advocates are really true, and if

the distressed tillers both of wet and dry soils

may not find in it a panacea for their troubles.

We encounter one stubborn fact at the outset,

namely, that draining is expensive, even if we
put the drains barely below the reach of frost

and the plow. Next, we are forced upon an-

other fact, which no sophistry can budge, and
that is, that the most expensive draining is shal-

low draining. As we make up our minds to do
deep draining, the fact is turned up with each

spadeful of earth, which, if we heed it, teaches

that thoroughness and cheapness in the long

run are identical. That is, reasonable expense

for thoroughness' sake is the strictest economy.

Referring our readers to arguments in favor

of deep laid tile drains, in former numbers of

the American Agriculturist, and the works on
Drainage in our book list, we discuss now the

cheapest way of placing a course of drain tiles,

four feet deep on an average, in an ordinary

soil. Every farmer who wants to dig a ditch,

thinks of his plows, for they will turn out the

soil ten inches deep with comparative ease. If

a man is to have a ditch four feet deep dug with

spades, he ought to try to move as little earth

as possible, and as sixteen inches has been

found about the least width that a man can

work in, he should try to have his ditch no
wider. If he -can use plows to facilitate his

work, he need not be so particular about this,

although a narrow ditch—the narrowest pos-

sible—is best under all circumstances.

We prefer to use, to cut the sod, a plow that

will cut eight inches, and lay the slice over true

and flat. Then we take a stout slick, like a

short bean pole, as long as the plow beam, lash

one end to the beam at the nigh handle, brace

the other end out sixteen inches from the land-

side of the beam, and attach a short chain to this

end. The brace is a half-inch strip, three inches

wide, made fast by the clevis bolt, and, if neces-

sary, a big iron washer. In plowing, the team
is driven so that the chain will drag along the

edge of the first furrow, and aids the judgment
of the plowanan materially in determining the

width of the slice. Men must follow and throw
the sods out. The trench will now take a plow
of the largest size, and it should be drawn by
two yokes of oxen, or two pairs of horses, work-
ing so as to tread neither in the trench nor on
the sod near the edge. This is accomplished
iu either of two ways. Each team may draw
independently, one upon each side of the ditch,

being attached to the plow by a log-chain, and
the chains being braced apart, so that the draft

shall be reasonably true, that is, parallel to the

line of draft. The other way is to work the

oxen upon ten-foot yokes, and the horses of

each pair upon long eveners, they being driven

by outside reins only, and the heads of each

pair being held apart by a stick.

The large plow may be run iu the ditch two,

three, or four times, according to the soil, or it

may be best to use a smaller one, and as com-
paratively little earth can be thrown out by the

plow, men must follow, and shovel as fast as

the soil is loosened. After the loose earth is

removed to the depth of twelve to eighteen

inches, according to its character, a sub soil

plow will be found of more service than a sur-

face plow. With this, we can work down, little

by little, into the hard pan. So large a force of

hands is not needed when the sub soil plow is

used, for the earth broken up by this plow does

not interfere with its deeper working as is the

case when a surface plow is used. The success-

ful employment of the sub soil plow is limited

both by the difficulty of plowing in very hard

ground with the plow two or three feet below

the team, and in the handles interfering with the

sides of the ditch. There are, however, plows

constructed to run deep enough to be of very

essential service to a depth of about three feet.

This use of the power of animals greatly less-

ens the expense of digging the ditches, and va-

rious forms of scrapers expedite the filling, so

that, after a little experience, the formidable

difficulties which at first may appear as insur-

mountable obstacles to a poor man's doing much
thorough draining, disappear, especially when
we consider that a moderate outlay of money or

labor, expended with discretion, almost imme-
diately begins to make large returns, fifty per

cent, per annum being not uncommon.

Earth Closets vs. Water Closets.

The manure wastes of civilization are vastty

greater than those of savage or nomadic life.

Even on most farms we lose more or less ashes,

bones, and other valuable fertilizers. Much of

value escapes from the fermenting manure
heaps, much is washed away, while four-fifths

of all human soil and liquid is lost ; and we
think if we were to say nine-tenths, we should

be nearer the truth. In the cities almost the

whole is virtually lost, and were the system of

water closets, now so much in vogue, to extend,

all would be washed out to sea. Among sav-

ages and wandering tribes, the wastes are left

upon the surface of the ground, or slightly bur-

ied, and so the earth is not robbed to benefit

the ocean. The manurial value of the sewage
of cities, which is emptied into the rivers and
flows out to sea, consists chiefly in the urine and
soil of the inhabitants. A great reform has

been commenced in England in regard to this

subject, and the long known deodorizing and
purifying effects of dry earth are systematically

applied not only to rendering human excre-

ments inoffensive, but at the same time pre-

serving them for manure, in a form which may
be economically transported many miles. This

principle has been already explained iu the

Agriculturist, but the wray of operating the

" earth closets " was not described, the closets

being a source of profit to somebody, and
hence involved in a little nystery.

A Sewage Congress has lately been held at

Leamington, Eng., and at this meeting a paper

was read by a Mr. James, in regard to some sim-

ple closets which have been introduced upon
the estate of the Jewish banker, Baron Roths-

child, at Halton. These consist of simple boxes

or shallow, tight vaults, which receive the soil

and liquid of the family, and into which, at

evening, enough thoroughly dried earth is

thrown to cover all, being about a pound and
a half per day to each adult. This quantity is

found to be sufficient to deodorize the soil and
absorb the liquid. The accumulations, when
these boxes and vaults become full, are dried in

the sun without any unpleasant odor, and when
dried and pulverized, may be used again and
again, the substance becoming a more concen-
trated form of manure with each repetition.

The author of the paper alludes to the natural

instincts of animals, cats for example, and to

the instructions of the great Jewish lawgiver to

his people, (Deut. xxiii, 12 and 13,) as both pre-

cept and example in favor of using dry earth in

this way. The advantages claimed are, increased

cleanliness, freedom from bad odors, that the

waters of wells are not contaminated by privy
vaults in the vicinity, that brooks and rivers are

not rendered too impure for valuable fish to

frequent them, that the closets may even be in

the house, without offence, and the saving of
great quantities of valuable manure.
These seem to be strong and rather startling

propositions, but the writer is able to cite his

own experience during the heat and wet of the

past summer, to corroborate many of the claims

of the advocates of earth closets iu England.
A privy was built with a simple draw of 2 inch

planks, wrell put together, and on runners set

beneath the seats, and the deposits kept con-

stantly covered with sun-dried and sifted garden
soil, which entirety suppresses all odors. We
have not thought it necessary to re-dry the

earth, as fresh soil must be more easily prepared

;

besides, fresh earth is a more agreeable sub-

stance to handle, if one is inclined to humor his

prejudices, as most of us are. We secure in this

way a rich and concentrated manure, though
proportionally more bulky than if passed sev-

eral times through the closet. This manure is

free from weed seeds of course, and may be ap-

plied immediately, or, if desired, dried and kept

under cover a long time.

Improvement of Land by Grazing.
»

—

If the soil can have all its crops returned to

it in kind, or in the shape of manure made
from feeding them to animals upon it, it will

constantly improve. A worn-out soil left to

grow up to forest will recover its fertility in due
time. Cow pastures decline in productiveness

because the cows are usually yarded at night,

and a large part of the manure, as well as milk

and calves, is removed from the soil. It is

different with the grazing of beeves or of fatten-

ing sheep. Where the object is to make beef

for market, bullocks of three or four years of

age are bought in the spring in good condition,

and turned into the pasture as soon as the grass

is sufficiently grown to support them, and are

sold off in the fall. It is considered a matter of

great importance by graziers that the pasture

should be large, and should have only so many
cattle as it can carry through the season. It

has been found in experience that the changing

of beeves from one pasture to another has a bad

influence upon them. They become restless

aud lose flesh. Iu many districts where ground

piaster does well, it is sown at the rate of a

bushel or two to the acre every spring. Even
in this small quantity the effect is often aston-

ishing, bringing in white clover, and on pastures

where it has not been applied before, it will

sometimes increase the feed four-fold. With

this cheap dressing and grazing beeves, many
run down farms have been brought up to a high

degree of productiveness. Some boast that
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their meadows will carry a bullock to the acre.

With good judgment in buying aud selling, this

is an easy 'way of getting rent from land. The

stock require very little attention after they are

turned into the pasture, until the drover comes

in the fall, or they are otherwise marketed.

Sheep are said to improve laud more rapidly

than bullocks. The manure is more evenly

distributed if the laud is level; and if it is

broken, the most of it is dropped where it is

most needed, upon the tops of the knolls.

They also crop bushes much more closely than

beeves, but in order to keep brush under, all the

brush should be cut with the scythe at the start,

and the pasture should be heavily stocked as

long as the sprouts push. In Harrison County,

Ohio, and in other parts of the State, where the

winter wheat has become an uncertain 'crop,

we are informed that many of the farmers have

resorted to wool as a substitute. This crop has

several important advantages over wheat. It

involves much less labor, and improves, rather

than exhausts the soil. It is found that the

sheep pastures are growing more productive.

"Wool at fifty cents a pound can be carried to

market profitably much farther thau wheat at

the ordinary prices. A pound of wheat is now
worth but three or four cents, and freight on

grain is about as expensive as on wool. The lat-

ter, moreover, is one of the few products of the

farm that can be held over without serious risk

of loss. Some of the finest wool in the State

is produced in this County, and has been sold

from fifty to sixty cents a pound this season.

In considering the question of abandoning

sheep husbandry, as some may be tempted to

do, under temporary reverses or falling prices,

we think due credit should be given to sheep as

improvers of the soil. The farmer can hardly

grow poor whose soil is constantly growing rich.

Barn Plan for a Small Farm.

Small barn plans interest directly many more

people than very large ones, and we do not

mean to be remiss in presenting too many of

the latter in proportion. This month we give

one, in the devising of which it would seem

that many of the teachings of the Agriculturist

had been observed. It is convenient, compact,

well built, neat, roomy, and economical, but

sent the ground plan, and" two sections through

the center. Enough of the framing is shown to

give an idea of the construction. The barn is 36
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Fig. 1.—OHOUNU PLAN OV BARN.

not without its faults. That is, with the same
outlay of money and labor, we think it might

have been bettor. This barn was built by Mr.

Christian Biaunle, of Coudersport, Potter Co.,

Pa., and as ho has great satisfaction in its use,

and as it meets the high approval of his neigh-

bors, he sends us the plan. The figures ropre-

Fig. 2.—EAST AND WEST SECTION OF BARN

feet wide and 46 feet long. The thrashing floor

crosses the barn in the middle, with stalls for

horses aud cattle on each side, but on lower and

different levels. Fourteen feet above the thrash-

ing floor, but below the level of the plates, are

two platforms with a space between them, and

above these a space of 14 feet intervenes below

another floor framed into the posts just below

the purline plates. This forms the granary, up

iu the very peak of the gambrel roof. It is

easily made rat proof, is hot, and dry, if the

roof be tight. A pulley (£, figs. 2 aud 3,) ena-

bles a horse to draw up the clean graiu, or corn

in the ear, which can be returned to the floor

through the conductor, k, in the same figures.

There is an excellent place for a root cellar

below the thrashing floor, but this was not in

our correspondent's plan, and so he did not carry

it out, though he makes the suggestion.

Figure 1 is the ground plan. A represents

a stable for one pair of oxen and six cows.

There is a door at each end, and a gutter for

liquid manure, as seen iu fig. 2. B represents the

horse stable, 16 feet wide, containing four stalls.

C shows double stalls for young cattle. G is

the passage way from the thrashing floor, which

is 14 feet wide. E is a room open to the thrash-

ing floor, for bins of feed for daily

use, for tools, etc. F[ F, are open-

ings from the thrashing floor into

the mangers, for feeding the stock.

Figure 2 is a section from east to

west. Fig. 3 a cross-section, and so

far as possible, the lettering in each

corresponds. G and E are hay bays

over the stalls, extending to the roof.

D is the thrashing floor, II the space

above the two platforms, over the

thrashing floor. Two dotted lines

crossing this floor iu the ground plan,

(fig. 1), indicate the position of these

platforms and the space between them

for pitching up hay, grain, or straw.

JVaud /are ladders which are boxed

for safety, and Pis a platform land-

ing between them. T, T, in figure 3,

corresponds with E and Gf, in fig. 1.

It will strike those familiar with side-hill barns

having barn cellars, or stables for stock be-

neath the main floor, that this barn is arranged

ingeniously to lose the advantages of a side-hill,

by having the thrashing floor run across the

slope. But the cattle stable beiug so much be-

low the floor, the great object of a side-hill barn,

IM

namely, low hay bays, is in part gained. Still

we prefer the old plan, and think with the fine

slope represented, it would have been better to

have had the barn stand facing the

south instead of the east, with the

whole main floor on one level, and

that about as high as the floor

above the stable, A. This would

give four deep bays aud a spacious

cattle floor besides. We have no

doubt the barn is a convenient one

as it is, but it needs ventilation, and

a sheltered place for making ma-

nure. The ability to drive through

the barn would be a great advan-

tage. No doubt sheds aud yards,

sheep barns, and hog pens, are

located near and conveniently.

How Long to Milk Cows.

Some cows settle the question

for their owners, and such, unless

they are fine large animals, and calf

raising is the chief use of the cow,

should be fatted and killed at 4 or 5 years old,

or sold. As a general rule, it is a poor cow that

does not need to be dried off before calving. As

Fig. 3.—CROSS-SECTION OF BARN.

to how little milk will pay for the trouble of

milking, that depends upon the number of cows,

and the amount required for family use or for

sale. If the milk is worth 3 or 4 cents a quart,

it will pay to milk every cow that will aver-

age two quarts a day, If less than that

quantity is obtained, we would advise to

dry off the cow. The practice of half-feeding

dry cows is execrable. All cows that are

worth keeping should be well kept, and any

animal with young should be as well fed as

when giving milk, though the food need not bo

so rich (oleaginous) as when the milk is set for

cream or used for butter-making. It does not

hurt cows to grow fat while dry; but they

should not be very fat, as a general rule. The
rapid taking-ou of flesh at this period is an in-

dication of sound health. When the time of

calving approaches, cut off oilmeal or any such

rich addition to the feed if the cow is in good

flesh
;
give plenty of sweet hay, aud a few, say

3 or 4, ears of corn, daily. If you expect to

value the calf enough to raise it, or even to fat-

ten it for veal, stop milking, at all events, six

weeks before the cow will come iu
;
but if the

calf has little or no value to you, milk two

weeks longer before you begin to dry her off.

Some cows will give milk the year round, if

you will let them, aud it is bard to dry them

before they make bag anew ; but this should al-
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ways be done. Even in large dairies it will be

found profitable to feed cows well, curry them

twice a week thoroughly, and milk then) ten

montte. This gives eight weeks instead of six

before calving, and the amount of milk given

the next season will be essentially greater than if

the common course

be followed. The
practice of drying

cows early in the

winter, and calculat-

ing to milk them
only about 8 or 9

months of the year,

has its origin not in

a desire to benefit

the cows or coming

calves, but in the

desire to have easy

work during the

winter,in taking care

pf dry cows. Its

fruit is a decrease

pf ability in the herd

to give as much milk

as otherwise. Espec-

ially is this true of

young cows, whose
milk secreting ten-

dencies should be

encouraged as much
as possible. To this

end also, heifers

should come in young; Alderneys at 18 months,

Ayrshires and other milch breeds at 3 years.

throat-ruffles, a triple comb, lead colored legs,

and five-toed feet, like the Dorkings. "We con-

gratulate the fanciers of these attractive breeds

of fowls on the possession in this country of these

fine birds which will, we hope, furnish excel-

lent crosses with the different strains of blood

Prize Fowls of the Great French Inter-

national Exhibition,

We have already devoted considerable space

to the more prominent breeds of French fowls,

yet the interest of the poultry raising public in

them is so great that we would be inexcusable

did we not present new facts and instructive

portraits when it is

in our power. An
enterprising Ameri-

can poultry fancier,

Mr. James E. Mal-

lory, of Tarrytown,

Westchester Co., N.

Y., secured and ship-

ped at once to this

country the prize tri-

os of the three prom-

inent French breeds

of fowls, namely :

Crevecceur,Lafleche,

and Houdan, and the

prize trio of Kouen
Ducks. All arrived

in poor flesh, but

good health, and are

doing very well.

Though not in the

best plumage, we
had drawings made
of them, and present

engravings of the

Houdan and La-

Heche trios. They
are well formed, the size of all is large, that of

the Lafleches especially so. The color of these

is black, with white ear-lobes, and slate-colored

legs ; that of the Houdan is black and white,

speckled or spangled, (whichever term is best

understood.) The latter have topknots, and

GKOUP OF HOUDAN PRIZE FOWLS.

of the same breeds already in their possession.

The Cretecceurs Fifteen Years in this

Country.—We found, a few days since, with

surprise and pleasure, a fine flock of fowls,

bearing an unmistakable likeness to the fashion-

able "Creves," on the farm of Mr. J. P. Swain,

of Westchester Co. The Johunie-Crapcau style

and air of the cocks, their split combs, the top-

knots, the tendency to muffle or ruffle, the color,

and the character of the hens as persistent lay-

ers, class them unmistakably as, at least, close-

ly akin to the Crevecceurs. The original stock

-mm
group of lafleche peize fowls.

was purchased by Capt. Funk, of the old line of

Havre packets, under the name of "Layers,"

(Pondmse) at Havre. Two importations were

made of twenty and thirty-six birds respectively,

but few of either importation survived, or long

survived, the passage. Their descendants, how-

ever, are hardy and healthy, and Mr. S. gives

them the credit of being the hardiest and best

hens for eggs he has ever had, although he has

bred almost all the famous varieties, importing

them from both Europe and Asia. We learn

that it is the common experience of importers of

fowls that the origi-

nal birds frequently

fail and die, soon

after coming here,

and they are lucky

if thej' secure a dozen

or two good eggs.

The trouble is roup,

contracted from the

long confinement

and exposure. These

French hens have

been distributed to

some extent through

the country, but Mr.

S. advises persons to

get them from the

more recent impor-

tations, as the cus-

tom in France has

been to take the

largest eggs from the

:j
handsomest hens,

from which to raise

" layers." As long

as Mr. S. continued

this practice, eight

of the French hens' eggs were nearly equal in

weight to ten of ordinary fowls, but the egg-

shells became thin, and grew thinner constantly.

Harvesting Corn,

In cutting up corn, either cut close to the

ground, or leave stubs six or eight inches long.

The buts are worth nothing for feeding, and

though good for manure, may be ignored,

since they are turned-under at the first plowing.

Corn stubs eight inches long, with the great,

gnarly root attach-

ed, are in the way
of subsequent culti-

vation. If the land

is put in grain, and

grass follows, they

often interfere with

the haying for a year

or two. To remedy

this, either cut close,

or, as we said, leave

long stubs. These

may be broken olf

by hauling some flat

drag over the field

after the ground is

frozen. If the piece

is to be plowed this

autumn, cut close to

the ground. We
have used various

implements for cut-

ting up corn, and the

public has settled

upon two or three

patterns of corn

knives as the best.

The writer prefers a good little hoe, ground

sharp, with a handle about 14 inches long. The

clip should be made a little upward, as it cuts

easier, but no great outlay of strength is requir-

ed, even if the cut be made square across.

When the corn is all well glazed, cut and set
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up in shocks, spread out at the buts so as to

brace the shock against high winds from which-

ever way they may come. If the shocking

jack or "corn shocker" is not used, it saves

time to make the shock around a standing hill.

The shocking jack is a smooth pole 12 feet

long, with two legs about 4 feet from the

but end, spread so as to brace it well. This

will stand firmly with its small end on the

ground. The big end should be about four feet

from the ground, and a foot from this end a

hole isbored, through which astout pin, two feet

long, is put. This pin forms a support around

which the corn stalks are set up, and when the

shock is finished and bound at the top, the piu

is pulled out and the jack taken away. It is

very desirable that the shock should be very

tightly bound, as it is otherwise liable both to

blow over and to become wet inside. A straw

baud can not be put on tight enough, generally,

and several contrivances to aid iu binding

are illustrated in the Agriculturist. See page

343, (Nov.,) 1865. The difficulty is not iu tight

binding so much, as in gathering the tops in

closely before the band is put around. To do this

perhaps the best contrivance is a hickory pin

with a crank on one end, and a rope attached

near the crank. There are knots on the rope

at about the distance required to go around the

top of the shock. The pin is thrust through

the shock, the rope passed around and made
fast by one of the knots holding in a slot iu the

end which passes through the handle. The
crank being turned, the rope is tightened up and

the shock made ready to be bound with straw.

i M^t^ i i m

Silk Culture—New Silk "Worms.

Textile fabrics are essential to our present

civilization ; trade in them constitutes a large

part of the commerce of the world, and their

manufacture creates and sustains varied and ex-

tensive industries, both among the most enlight-

ened, and among semi-barbarous nations. Silk

goods arc of all such fabrics the most beautiful,

the most costly, and the most durable. It is

probable also that in their manufacture there is

employment given to proportionally more peo-

the disease occurred in them, and thus their

manufactures are sustained, but bringing the

eggs into the contaminated feeding buildings,

the worms are infected, and though they pro-

PERFECT INSECT.

pic and more capital than in making any other

class of goods. For several years, a terrible

epidemic disease has destroyed the silk worms
of France, and this extended into Spain, spread

over Piedmont, then Lombardy, and the rest of

Italy; then it attacked the establishments of

Turkey, Asia Minor, and Syria, and from these

countries on it spread, and continues to diffuse

itself among the silk-growing countries of Asia.

The French and others obtained healthy eggs

from each of these countries iu succession before

WORM AFTER SECOND MOULTING.

duce silk, yet it is diminished in quantity and

quality, and the eggs of the moth, if laid at all,

are worthless. The disease is called " Pebriue,"

and no little anxiety is beginning to be felt for

the fate of silk industries, as it appears probable

the time will soon come that no more eggs cau

be obtained. This has led to the close study of

all other silk-

spinning cater-

pillars, spiders,

etc. The result

has been the in-

troduction into

France of two
iusects which

give some prom-

ise—the Ailan-

thusand IheTus-

seh moths. The
former of these,

under the name
ofAilanthus silk-

worm, has been

repeatedly alluded to in the American Agri-

culturist, and numerous experiments were made
with it in this country, with such poor suc-

cess, however, that the culture has been

abandoned by most experimenters, so far as we
are informed. (See Vol. XX, 1861, page 81

j

also Vol. XXIV, 1865, pages 76 and 238.)

The Japanese variety of the Tusseh moth,

(Antheraa fama-mai,) coming, as it does, from

a cool country, is the one held in most esteem

by M. Gueriu

Meneville, who
has done more
towards this im-

portant investi-

gation than any

one else. The
silk of both of

these insects is

used iu China

and Japan in the

manufacture of

an inferior class

of goods to that

male from the

true silk-worm,

(Bombyx mori.)

It is of a brown-

ish color, lack-

in brilliancy, and, as usually prepared, the

goods made from it have a fuzzy exterior, but

are possessed of great durability. Still it is silk,

and as such, could it be profitably raised, the

fabrics would find an important place among our

manufactures. Some qualities of it arc carded,

mixed with cotton, ami spun on cotton machin-

ery into a very durable and handsome cloth.

The cocoons of these I wo kinds of silk-worms

are quite different, and while the sill; of the

Ailauthus is very hard—almost impossible—to

reel off without constantly breaking, and can

only be prepared for spinning by carding, that

of the Japanese Tusseh moth is much more
easily wound off. Considerable success has at-

tended the domestication of the Ailauthus silk-

worm in France, and an Ailauthus farm has

been sanctioned by the emperor, and conducted

by M. Guerin Meneville. A few years ago,

this gentleman felt a good deal discouraged

about acclimating this insect,but from the reports

of the Paris Exposition, we infer that he has

had, of late, better success. Experiments enough
have been made to prove the Japanese Tusseh
moth hardy iu France, and hopes are entertain-

ed that it may be domesticated upon the low
oaks, and live upon them as the Ailanthus worm
does upon the tree, the name of which it bears.

Should it prove that either of these insects will

do well anywhere in this countiy, with compar-
atively little care, and that, when once estab-

lished in au Ailanthus or Oak plantation, the

trees will year after year bear their crop of co-

coons, we may yet raise silk instead of wool,

Fig. 3.—FULL-GROWN CATERPILLAR.

and be independent of dog-laws, except to pro-

tect the interests of our mutton raisers. It will

be a long time, however, before we shall sub-

stitute silk for wool for economy.
Fig. 1 represents the perfect Tusseh moth of

Japan ; Fig. 2 the worm in the third month after

its second moulting; Fig. 3 the full grown cater-

pillar of the natural size, and Fig. 4 shows the

cocoon. We believe that successful efforts have
been made to breed this silk-worm in the

inp

Fig. 4.—COCOON.

United States, but at present have no facts to pre-

sent in regard to the results. We copy the en-

gravings, and are indebted for some of the state-

ments to Andrew .Murray, Paris exhibition cor-

respondent of the Illustrated Loudon News.
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A Milking Stool.

The following description of a milking stool

is sent by Mr. Benj. F. Wilbur, whose address

we have mislaid. He considers it preferable to

any other he has tried.

Take a piece of l'! a inch pine plank, 10 or 12

inches wide, and 2 feet long. Pat in four legs,

in such a manner as to bring the surface of one

end of the plank 4 inches, and the other 6 inches

high. Then take two strips, 10 inches long, 2

MILKING STOOL.

inches wide at one end, and 3 inches wide at

the other. Nail these strips ou the edges of

the high end of the plank, putting the narrow

end of the strips at the upper end of the plank.

On these strips nail a board for a seat. This

brings the seat level, and leaves a clean platform

for the pail, and by its being slanting, inclines

the pail towards the cow. It brings the pail at

a convenient distance from the ground, relieves

the milker from holding it between his knees,

and gives freedom to the feet and legs.

» i «— <-*

Income prom the Dog Tax in England.—
The licenses numbered nearly 700,000 in 1867,

against nearly 409,000 in 1866, and in Scotland

80,000 against 36,000 in 1866. This increase

in the number of licenses is not to be at-

tributed to any increase in the number of the

dogs, but to the more faithful execution of the

law. Estimating the taxed dogs in Ireland at

220,000, it would make the whole number for

the United Kingdom about 1,000,000. As the

tax is twelve shillings, it would make the in-

come about $3,000,000 in gold. The number of

dogs in this country is estimated at 7,000,000,

and alike tax, ($3 each,) upon them by our na-

tional government, would give lis $21,000,000

of revenue. This would help pay our national

debt, and be a great relief to sheep owners.

Remedy for the Worn-Out Lands of the

"West.

The cultivator of the river bottoms and of

the prairies, where corn has been grown for fifty

years in succession, may smile at the idea of

exhausted lands, and yet they are to be found

in his region, if not in his immediate vicinity.

There is much land in Ohio and Indiana, back
from the bottoms, that will not yield, this

year, more than thirty or forty bushels of corn

to the acre—lands that when they were first

cleared were good for seventy or eighty bush-

els. They are not so much exhausted as the

New England hill-sides, where nothing but
Mullein and Johnswort, Penny Royal and Five-

fingers, will grow, yet much of their fertility

has gone, and they yield small profit to the own-
ers. The land that produces only half a crop,

is what we call worn-out or exhausted. A large

part of the cultivated farms in the older West-
ern States, is already in this condition. It has

been brought about by constant cropping with
grain, and returning no manure. Corn, wheat,

oats, and grass, have followed each other in

constant succession, and nothing has been done
to improve the soil. The whole management

has been with reference to immediate profit,

and the expectation of soon selling the farm.

The remedy for this is permanent occupation

and a course of husbandry that looks to the in-

creasing productiveness of the soil. We com-

mend to the careful study of this class of farmers,

the rotation of crops followed in Pennsylvania,

and noticed in our August issue. For the kind

of farming pursued in the grain districts of the

West, we know of nothing better, and we would

only change it in introducing barn cellars or

sheds, for the saving and composting of manures.

Lime comes in as a part of this rotation, and

in many parts of the West lime rock is quite as

abundant as in Pennsylvania, and it can be

manufactured quite as cheaply. The same kind

of lime rock exists along the line of the rail-

roads in Ohio, where cuttings had been made,

and more than half of the State of Indiana is

underlaid by lime. Coal, too, abounds, often in

the same districts, and where it does not, wood
is plenty7

, and often burned in immense piles to

get it out of the way. As we have shown in

our September issue, the burning of lime is a

veiy simple process, and any one who can man-

ufacture charcoal, can manage a lime stack.

This article is needed upon these partially worn
soils, and would work very beneficial changes.

In connection with this, or without it, if lime

cannot be had, clover should be used as a part

of the course. We were surprised to see so

few clover fields in the West. The value of the

plant as a renovator of the soil is not at all un-

derstood in that region. For the class of lands

indicated, it is the most remunerative crop that

can be sown. It makes good fodder. The seed

briugs a good price in market. Above all, it is

a most valuable renovator of the soil, whether

it be fed off or turned under with the plow.

More clover means more wheat, more corn,

more cattle ; and more cattle means more ma-
nure and richer land, if the farmer will see to it.

Any one who can estimate the difference between

thirty and seventy bushels of corn to the acre

can tell whether this kind of farming will pay.

The Osage Orange as a Hedge Plant.

This plant has been more extensively tried

for hedges at the West, than any other, and with

fair success. The verdict of the people is by no

means unanimous in its favor, nor was this to

be expected in a region where labor is very

scarce, and where the training of hedges was
an art to be learned. North of forty-two de-

grees of north latitude, the plant is tender and

is liable to be injured during the winter, making
sad breaks in the hedge row. We recently

passed through the State of Indiana, and were
agreeably surprised to see the popularity of this

hedge. The plant everywhere seemed in per-

fect health, and the only fault noticeable was the

rampant growth of the hedges. In many cases

they bad been left to their own course, and had
formed a dense screen twenty or thirty feet high.

The only fault found with it that we heard of

was that it did not make a tight hedge—to keep

out pigs and fowls. This we think is entirely

owing to the neglect of training in the early

stages of growth. It is thought eutirel}7 prac-

ticable by the friends of this hedge to make it

hog proof. Messrs. Fowler & Earl, of Lafayette,

Iud., have recently planted many miles of this

hedge upon their large farm in Benton County,
pursuing the following method :

As the farm was located in a new country,

they put the line of the outside hedge 30 feet

from the line of ownership, to make room for a

highway. The turf was broken as for corn in

the month of June, for ten feet on each side of

the proposed hedge. The following Mayit was

harrowed and back furrowed, and one-year-old

plants set out on the line, 9 inches apart. The
ground for the whole twenty feet is kept culti-

vated for three years. Then the plants are

about one-half cut off, 3 or 4 inches above the

surface of the ground, as shown in the illus-

tration. They are bent over at an angle of

45 degrees, and new shoots start from the

stumps, crossing the inclined stems and making

a very compact fence. This method was pub-

HEDGE AFTER LOPPING.

lished in the Agriculturist several years ago,

and it is pretty good evidence of its value that

it has been adopted by these gentlemen on so

large a scale. The Osage Orange hedge can be

planted for twenty-five cents a rod, including

the preparation of the soil. At three years old

it is estimated that the hedge will cost 65 cents

a rod. This makes a cheap and durable fence,

and answers the purpose of a screen as well.

Storing Root Crops.

Heavyfrosts often come the last of this month,

and it is quite important that sugar beets and

mangels should be housed before the crowns

are frozen. Carrots and turnips are not dam-

aged by light freezing, and often grow through

the month of November in this latitude, and

the only risk in leaving them out is in the sud-

den setting in of winter. The earlier potatoes

are put in a dark cellar after they get their

growth the better. They should be stored in

small bins where they can be examined easily

for the first indications of rot. The tops of

turnips, beets, and carrots, make excellent feed

for cows, and if the pastures fail they will be

found a welcome addition to their bill of fare.

The}' will pay for carting, as one cannot turn

the cows into the field where they are grown.

The practice of feeding roots in the winter is

steadily gaining in all the Eastern States.

Saner Kraut.

Our native Americans turn up their noses nt

this preparation of cabbage, and many do at the

article itself, no matter how it may be dressed

for the table. Tet cabbage is a great institu-

tion, and is growing in favor among all classes

of laboring people. As an adjunct of the farm-

er's boiled dinner it is indispensable. The Saner

Kraut is a convenient preparation of the article,

easily^ made, and easily preserved for use where

the fresh article cannot be had. By our Ger-

man fellow citizens it is generally preferred to

the cole-slaw, or boiled cabbage.

To save the labor of cutting it by hand,

various machines are employed, one of which,

simple, and easily made at home, is thus de-

scribed by a German correspondent :
" Com-

mon corn knives are used for the cutting part

of the machine, and are fitted into a bed plate,

or frame, fig. 1. This consists of a heavy oak

plank with ledges, shown also in end view in
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fig. 3, upon Ike sides,) and a hole beneath the

knives to allow the cut cabbage to drop through.

A suitable notch is cut in the ledges to allow

of fastening in the knives, which are fixed

at the desired angle

by means of wood-
en plugs or wedges.

The corn knives,

figure 2, are 3

|
s of

an inch thick on the

back, and are pre-

ferred to a piece of

scythe,as they do not

bend. Fig. 3 gives

the complete ma-
chine in perspective;

A is a box, upon
each side of which
are the slats, b, b. It

will be seen by the

examination of the
11- L-sram wwh knives.

end view of fig. 3, that the parts b, b, belong to

the box, and those marked c, d, are attached to

the frame. This box enables one to hold the

cabbage firmly, and should run freely backward
and forward.'' It

i is well, though our

correspondent does

not mention it, to
have a wooden follower to fit the box, and thus
avoid all danger to the hands when the cabbage
is pressed down. The box should be of the
size to hold a large cabbage, and the frame

Fie i.—CORN-KNIFE.

Fig. 3.—MACHINE COMPLETE.

long enough to go across a barrel or tub.

For making the kraut, select the most solid

and perfect heads, and after splitting them, re-

move the stalks and the green leaves. They are

then passed over the knives and cut fine. A
tight barrel, perfectly clean, is then lined with
cabbage leaves at the bottom, and a little way up
1he sides. A layer of about three inches of the

slitted cabbage is then put in and pressed with

the hand, and about four tablespoon fills of salt

arc sprinkled over it. After four layers are put

ill and salted in this way, it is pressed down with
a wooden rammer as closely as it can be packed.

Then follow four more layers and a ramming,
and so on until the barrel is nearly full. It

should be pounded so hard that the juice of the

cabbage and the melting salt, will appear on
top. Cover with cabbage leaves and with a

board or follower, and press down with a heavy
stone. Set the barrel away to ferment, and in

about three weeks remove the top scum and
brine, and add enough water to keep the kraut

covered. In four weeks it will be fit for use.

It needs a little looking to occasionally, and will

keep good for a year or more. The taste is a

little peculiar at first, but is much relished by
people who have become accustomed to it.

Notes on Grapes and Grape Culture.

These notes are written just at the close of a
season, which, at the East, has been an unprec-

cdentedly rainy one. This unusuallyhumid state

of the atmosphere and soaked condition of the

soil has not only had the effect to retard ripen-

ing, but it has given every advantage to rot,

mildew, and some kinds of insects. Fortunate-

ly this moist condition has not extended far in-

land, and whatever of ill may befall the crops

there will not be entirely due to this cause.

"We hear of disastrous rot to the Catawba, and
to a considerable extent to the Concord, while

the Delaware promises better than it has for

several years. A letter from Hammondsport
informs us that the prospect for the grape crop

is unusually fine at that point, and no com-
plaint is made of rot. It is worth while to con-

sider if this exemption is not due to the re-

markable natural drainage of the land at

Hammondsport. A loose soil of indefinite

depth, intersected every few rods by deep

ravines, presents natural advantages rarely to

be found. It is, however, too early to judge

of the general grape crop, as we usually hear of

the failures sooner than we do of the successes.

In looking over a file of letters, all asking

questions upon some points in grape culture,

we find that the majority of them indicate that

the writer has an insufficient knowledge of the

way in which a vine grows and bears its fruit.

It is impossible for us to give space to answer

these individual cases. Every one who has

vines should have one of the many excellent

works now before the public. There is scarce-

ly any one of them that does not set forth the

essential principles of vine pruning, though

some do it more in detail than others. To one

fond of horticulture, we can conceive no more
interesting amusement than the systematic

training of a few vines by different methods.

T wo correspondents have vines that have blos-

somed for two or more years, but have failed to

bear fruit. As we are not given the names of

the varieties, we infer that some peddler has

imposed upon them some of our wild vines,

which are very often infertile. The shortest

way is to dig up the barren vines and put

good ones in their places. "We have often re-

ferred to the dangerous practice of over-bearing,

and repeat the caution in view of a letter now
before us in which the writer boasts that some
of his vines, two years planted, have sixty

bunches of fruit upon them. "What wonder
would it be if we should hear next year that

these vines are poor growers and poor hearers?

Grapes are too often prematurely picked

;

they should be left on the vine until thoroughly

ripe. The coloring alone should not be relied

upon, as many kinds become colored before they

are within a week or two of perfect ripeness.

The taste must aid the eye in this matter, and

each variety should be left upon the vine until

it has acquired the sweetness and flavor and

tenderness of pulp belonging to it—characters

which will differ in degree according to the

quality of the grape. Fruit for wine-making

should be left on the vines as long as it is safe

to do so, on account of frosts.

Preserving grapes in winter is a point asked

about by many. The grapes must be well

ripened and laid for a week or two in a cool

room. They should not be allowed to shrivel,

but only to part with a share of their moisture.

The skin becomes lough, and they are then

ready to pack in small boxes holding five or

ten lbs. The room in which they are kept

should be at a low and uniform temperature, as

low as may be, without danger of freezing.

Grape packers have houses for the purpose, built

like an ice-house, with double walls filled with

some non-conducting materials. Some varieties

will not keep at all, while the Catawba, Diana,

Iona, and Isabella, (if well ripened), may be

kept for several months in excellent condition.

To inquirers about raisin grapes, we reply,

that we have not as yet any native grape

that may be profitably made into raisins.

Packing Nursery Trees.

I

In the best nurseries the trees are packed in

boxes instead of in bales, in the old way. Mr.
J. W. Haggard sends us a model of a contriv-

ance for facilitating packing. It consists of a

standard, fig. 1, which has an iron foot

to go under the box, and at the upper
end a slot is cut, through the sides of

which passes an iron pin which can be

moved higher or lower as needed. This

standard is placed near one of the cross

cleats of the box, the trees put in, and
Fig. 1. then pressed down by a long lever which
hooks under the pin in the standard, as shown
in figure 2. A smaller lever is attached to the

long one, and has a curved end. By pressing-

Fig. 2.—LEVER FOR PACKING TREES.

down on this, its curved end will crowd against

the sides of the box and bring them together,

so that the cleats on which the cover is to

be nailed can be fastened in place. Mr. H.

states that he finds this a great improvement

over the usual method of bringing the sides of

the box in place by means of a screw clamp

A Group of Orchids,

Many who look at the engraving on the next

page will probably think that the artist has in-

dulged in caricature, and attempted to present a

group of flowers as unlike flowers as he could,

and has even tried to make some of them as-

sume the shape of insects. But this is no fancy

sketch. It is a copy of a faithful painting, made
by the well known artist Hayes, and could we
give the colors as well as the forms, the picture

would be still more striking. Most of the flow-

ers, if not all, from which Mr. Hayes made'

his studies, were from the Orchid House of our

friend I. Buchanan, at Astoria, Long Island.

For the Orchis family, or Orchids, (here is no

popular name, though, as many of them grow

upon limbs of trees, and will flourish without

any connection with the earth, they are often

called air-plants—a name which is not distinc-

tive enough, as other plants live in the same

manner, and many of the Orchids arc terrestrial.

Orchis, the genus which gives its name to the

family, retains its ancient Greek name. The

family contains some four hundred genera, and

numbers its species by thousands. In the North-

ern States we have about fifty species, all of

them terrestrial ; some of these are o( great

beauty, such as the Showy Lady's Slipper, figur-

ed in July last. The warm, moist regions of the

East and West Indies, and the dense forests of

Central and South America furnish the species

that are so prized in cultivation, and which as-

tonish us with the brilliant color and strange

shapes of their flowers, and often delight us

with the delicacy of their odor. Some of our

own orchids are found in cultivation in Europe,

but wc have seldom seen them in collections

here. Our Arethusa fodbosa and Calopogon pul-

.//. II US arc ready beautiful, as are all the Oypri-

pediums. Several of the Platantherasxcn showy.

It would require too much of a botanical de-

scription, to show the peculiarities that distiu-
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ORCHIDS.—Engraved for the American Agriculturist, after a Painting from Nature by W. J. Hayes, N. A-

guish the Orchids. In a general way, it may-
be stated that the flowers are irregular, and that
one of the petals is usually of a form strikingly

different from the others. This is called the
lip, and it is often fringed, cut, or curiously di-

lated. In the Lady's Slipper, already referred

to, it forms a large bag or sac. There is usually
but one stamen (sometimes two), which is

curiously joined with the pistil, and forms
what is called the column. The pollen, instead
of beiug a fine powder, as in most plants, is

all united into a coherent pear-shaped mass.
The mimetic tendency of the flowers of some

Orchids is remarkable, and they imitate the

shapes of insects and spiders so closely, that

those strong in the belief that animals origin-

ally sprung from plants, might look upon some
of the Orchids as plants well on their way to-

wards developing as spiders, butterflies, etc.

One of the most conspicuous is the Butterfly Or-

chis, Oncidium, of which two species are shown,
one in the lower partof the picture, and the other

at the right hand, as well as at the top. The
parts of the flower represent an insect's wings,

and long feelers. Still more striking, as well as

more rare, is the white flower in the upper
part of the engraving; here the parts of the

flower form a shell -like cup of the purest white,

within which is the column, shaped so like a

dove as to require no imagination to help out

the resemblance. In Central America, this is

called El Spirito Santo, or Holy Ghost plant,

from the association of the form of the dove with

the artistic attempts to represent the Holy Spirit.

It was formerly supposed that Orchids could

only be grown in a house of high temperature,

but of late years it has been found that many of

these do as well, or even better, under what is

called the cool treatment, and now some very

fine species are successfully cultivated at the

ordinary green-house temperature. This be-

ing the case, we hope to see them less rare.
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Going1 into Winter Quarters.

Every lover of flowers looks -with re-

gret upon his pets as the cool nights

warn him that frosts will soon desolate

them, and naturally wishes to prolong

the enjoyment of them through the

winter. So he pots his favorites, and

at the approach of cold weather, brings

them indoors, in anticipation of a con-

tinued bloom. Soon the leaves drop,

the buds wither, and the plant is an

object of pity rather than of admira-

tion. It is in vain to expect roses, etc.,

to bloom all summer and all winter

too ; the plants must have rest. So

with the half shrubby things, such as

geraniums, heliotropes, and the like ; if

taken up just as they have grown dur-

ing the summer and transferred to the

house, they are pretty sure to bring dis-

appointment. All such plants should

have been trained in a compact, busby

shape, with a view to their removal,

and should have been potted early

enough to have become established be-

fore taking them in. Those who have

plants which they intend to keep in the

dwelling during winter, should make

the removal gradually. First place

them under a veranda or other shelter,

then remove them to a room where

there is no Are, and only subject them

to a heated atmosphere when there is

danger of the temperature of the

room, falling below 45 or 40 degrees.

Those who are tired of trying to flower plants

in the dry air of our often over-heated dwell-

ings, can still derive much enjoyment from

Market Gardening- at the South.

rHADESCANTIA ZE11KINA.

growing plants for foliage only. These can he

grown in pots, window boxes, rustic or other

Fig. 1.—IVY-LEAVED GERANIUM.

stands, and hanging baskets. In either or all

of these ways they will give a room an air of

cheerfulness, and if the foliage be kept clean, a

well developed mass of it will be much more

satisfactory than poorly grown flowers.

"We have often alluded to the use of Ivy for

this purpose, than which nothing can be more

satisfactory not only for its hardiness but for its

beauty. In all these internal decorations it

should be freely used. "We have before noted

other suitable plants for this purpose, and now

have a few to add to the list. A very good

plant is the old Ivy-leaved Geranium or Pelar-

gonium, (P. lateripes), fig. 1, which in its trailing

habit and smooth, Ivy-like leaves is so dissimi-

lar to other geraniums. In good soil, and witli

plenty of sun, it will grow luxuriantly and give

pleasure not only by the beauty of its foliage,

but by its neat, though not very showy flowers.

Another plant often used for hanging baskets

is the Moneywort, (Lysimachia nummularia).

Its round, bright green leaves are produced

abundantly along the flexible stems, and it

makes a pleasing effect where the room is not

too warm. Figure 3 shows a stem in flower,

but docs not represent as abundant foliage as

is borne on those which do not flower.

We give in figure 2, a small branch of the

natural size of a common green-house plant,

Tradcscaniia zebrina. This will grow in our

hottest rooms, and will endure everything but

freezing. It has a remarkable tenacity of life,

and as its branches root at every joint, it is prop-

agated with ease. Tiie foliage is of a silvery-

green, marked with brownish stripes. This is

one of the most useful plants for growing in-

doors. By the tasteful use of these and similar

plants, the dwelling will have a cheerful look,

an appearance which may be enhanced by the

introduction of a Wardian case, some styles of

which are given on page 309, while others

can be made of panes of glass set in a. frame.

The cultivation of vegetables at va-

rious points in the Southern States had

become established before the war ; but

like many other kinds of industry, it

was totally prostrated. It is now re-

viving, and only needs capital and in-

telligent labor to make it a leading in-

i terest in those States. Thanks to the

wide diversity of climate our country

presents, and the ready means of trans-

portation furnished by steam, the sea-

son of fresh vegetables and fruits is, in

our large cities, greatly prolonged, if

not doubled. New York, for instance,

draws its supplies from a long distance

—beginning with far off Bermuda, then,

a little later, from South Carolina,

Georgia, Maryland, and Delaware, and

finally Southern New Jersey pours in

its products before the market gardens

near the city are able to supply the de-

mand. A gentleman familiar with the

subject, writes us the following con-

cerning the peculiar advantages pre-

sented by Norfolk, Va., to those who
would engage in market gardening.

What is said about Norfolk will ap-

ply to many other localities both south

and north of that point. " The ad-

vantages for this kind of farming which

Norfolk presents, are somewhat pecu-

liar and very attractive. The season is

about three weeks earlier than that of

New York, from which it is only twen-

ty-four hours distant by the regular steamers,

and still nearer Philadelphia and Baltimore.

Norfolk has the command of three of the best

Fig. S.—MONEYWORT.

markets in the country, and is connected with

them by hues of steamers and in part by rail.
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It can put all its early products into these mar-

kets in the best condition, and realize very

high prices for them. Then the soil about

Norfolk is a sandy loam, and matures its

products with great rapidity. A glance at the

map will show that the bay has many arms and

creeks running up into the land for several miles.

These creeks are navigable for scows and light-

ers, so that it is very easy for a farmer having

a front upon the water to transport his vege-

tables many miles, and put them immediately

on board the steamer, within a few hours of the

time of her sailing. This materially diminish-

es the cost of marketing. Such rare natural

advantages have been to some extent appre-

ciated, and a large business has been done.

But the demand for early vegetables and fruits

is so great, and the prices are so remunerative

that, with sufficient skill and capital, the busi-

ness may be increased many fold, to the advan-

tage of both consumer and producer.

Owing to the desolations of the war and the

uncertainty that has hung over Virginia poli-

tics, land is still cheap in this region. It can

be bought sufficiently near the city for truck

farming from $50 to $900 an acre, according to

the character of the improvements upon it.

Land can be rented for about ten dollars an acre,

though the owners general]}' prefer to sell. Cul-

tivators need both more skill and more capital to

make their business pay better. The season of

renting begins with the year, and the plowing

and other preparations for a crop commence as

soon after as the weather will admit. The
plowing is performed in pleasant weather all

through the winter. The manure most used is

of the most expensive kind, street and stable

manure, and much of it is brought from Balti-

more iu vessels. This is applied at the rate of

about five full cords to the acre. As this arti-

cle costs a dollar and a quarter a load in Balti-

more, and as much more for freight, it becomes

a very expensive fertilizer by the time it is de-

livered upon the field. Stable manure can be

had in Portsmouth and in Norfolk for about a

dollar and a quarter a load, the carting to be

done by the purchaser, but the supply is quite

limited. Guano is sometimes used for forcing,

and bone-dust on special crops, which pays well.

A good article of superphosphate and fish

guano would pay much better on these lands

than stable manure. Night soil, sea weed, and
sea mud, which might be had easily, are not

much used. The great want of this whole
region is more manure and of better quality.

The planting season opens early in February,

and peas are put in as soon as the soil is fit, and
early potatoes immediately follow. These, with
cucumbers, tomatoes, beans, cabbages, squash-

es, and strawberries, are the crops most largely

raised. Melons are grown a good deal, but are

exceedingly liable to depredations on the way.
The farmer begins to forward articles to market
by the 1st of May, and by the 15th of August
the season is mainly over, and he begins to

look around him and plan for another year.

Hay, oats, and corn, do well enough, and there

is no difficulty in growing what forage is need-

ed for stock. The products of the farm are

generally sold in the cities that we have named,
on about ten per cent, commission, and the

commission merchant makes his returns once a

week. This makes a cash business, and the

farmer is not out of pocket for his outlay in

manures more than four or five months. A
part of the help is employed by the year, but in

the picking season large numbers of women
and children are employed by the job. Good

laborers can be had for about twenty dollars

per month, with house-rent and fire-wood.

Horses and mules are principally used for

teams. There are many details of the business

that vary so much with different individuals,

that no satisfactory account of them can be

given here. The profits are considered very

satisfactory by those engaged in the business.

Where is the Mixing of Varieties Shown ?

Some remarks on this subject iu the August
Agriculturist, have called out the following

note from the botanist whose initials will be

readily recognized. We know of no one more
able to tk oroughty investigate this subject, and
hope it will receive his attention. It is one of im-

mediate practical interest to eveiy fruit grower.
" As to where the mixing of varieties is shown,

I would first ask, why should it be in the

seed rather than in the seed-vessel or fruit ?

Of course we expect the mixture to be shown
in the offspring, that is, in the next generation,

the principle being that the offspring inherits

from both parents. But the seed is not the

offspring ; it only contains the offspring in an

embryo state. If the alien pollen may impress

some peculiarity on the coats of a seed—which

are a part of the mother-plant—why not upon
the seed-vessel as well ?

So much for the likelihood of the case. It

appears to be well settled that the coats of beans

are thus affected. It is generally supposed that

the fruits or seed-vessels of melons and squash-

es are similarly effected. Careful observation

and experiment ought to determine the question.

Now in the case of certain plants of the squash

family, Naudin found, if I remember correctly,

that alien pollen which would not act on the

ovules so as to cause an embryo to be produced

at all, would yet cause the fruit to set and grow
apparently to full size, though not a seed ma-
tured within. Does not this prove that the

pollen may somehow act on the ovary or pistil

as well as on the contained ovules ?" A. G.

Apples—American Pomology.

BY LEWIS F. ALLEN, BLACK ROCK, N. T.

As Doct. Warder's work on Apples was pub-

lished by the proprietors of the Agriculturist,

we have not noticed it at the length its import-

ance demands, and we give place to the follow-

ing communication from so well-known a writer

as the Hon. L. F. Allen, the more readily, that

while it is an entirely unsolicited tribute to the

value of the work, it is a forcible and seasona-

ble plea for apple culture.

" We like this book—for several reasons : It

is written by one who knows whereof he writes
;

it takes the seed, and plants, grows, and culti-

vates it into a tree for transplanting ; it selects

the soil, prepares it in the proper way, takes the

tree from the nursery, plants it and trains it

until it bears ; it then shows to what particu-

lar uses either variety of the fruit is best applied,

how to pick it, and how to preserve it till it is

used. All these are told in a practical, thorough

manner, that the merest neophyte may under-

stand, and work upon. It also describes the prop-

er soils, elevations, and positions for orchards,

—

the modes of draining, where it is needed,

and the whole system in all its minutest parts.

The book also talks of insects ; and not only

talks of, but describes them, and the best ways of

preventing, or getting rid of them. It classi-

fies the different varieties of the fruits as to size,

shape, color, taste, and quality, and also the

habits of the different trees—all essential to be
understood by the orchardist. In short, it tells

the whole story throughout, in all that is neces-

saiy to be known by either the professed grow-
er of apples for market, the amateur, or the

small lot owner who grows only for family use.

This is an apple book only, and we like it all

the better for that, because it is mixed with noth-

ing else, and one's attention in reading is not

diverted to a dozen or twenty other fruits, which,

in our opinion, are much better to be treated

distinctly, by themselves. Apples are not only

an important staple in our agricultural produc-

tions, but are growing more important eveiy

year; and the time is not far distant when even

large farmers in our country will make orchards

their specialty, and rely upon them, as others

do on their grain crops, their neat stock, their

wool, and their dairies, for a living and revenue.

There are already well known sections of our

wide spread country where apple orchards are

much more productive, to the acre, and steadily

productive too, than any other crops the farmer

can raise, let the crop or the price fluctuate as

it may ; and knowing these facts, the fortunate

holders of such land will appropriate consider-

able portions of them to apple growing. There

are also other extended regions where apples

are a precarious or contingent crop, and where

they will only be grown for family use. Or-

chards, as a crop, will pay little or nothing on

such soils, and with such fitful bearing that it

will be no object to attend to them. These

facts, with observation and experience, will be-

come better known than now, and the more

men observe, and read, the sooner will they

know to what extent, and with what success

and profit they can cultivate them.

Tocome to the thing practically, he who lives

far from water communication, or a rail-way,

or where rail-ways are not likely to be made

—

no matter how applicable his soil and climate

may be for the purpose, will not go extensively

into apple growing, \mless for cider or vinegar,

for the reason that he cannot get his fruit to

market cheaply, nor, from the jolting of wagons,

with safety to its good keeping ; while he who
enjoyssuch advantages can just as safely embark

in the business as in any other branch of cultiva-

tion. Every one need not suppose he can do

so successfully, even with the best advantages

of soil and locality. Every one has not a taste

for the pursuit. A good pomologist must be

somewhat of an enthusiast. He must have a

natural taste for the pursuit primarily, and then

a fund of acquired knowledge to be a success-

ful apple grower. He must know what varie-

ties best suit his soil, and that is to be ascer-

tained by observation and trial. Let him see

what good varieties flourish and give the best

and surest crop in his vicinity. Some kinds

flourish well in one soil and position, while oth-

ers, perhaps equally good, do not succeed at all.

The apple, in many of its best varieties, like

almost every kind of fruit, is somewhat capri-

cious in its preference, not only of soil, but of

position, and climate ; and of this fact too many
of those who strive to he orchardists on a con-

siderable scale, appear to have been profoundly

ignorant in their early attempts at planting.

They looked upon an apple simply as an apple,

irrespective of what variety i t might be, or in

what climate or soil it originated. Our best

varieties have originated in various parts of the

United States. Pretty much all of them were

Araenmn seedlings, for we have not a dozen

kinds which came across the Atlantic that are
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worth propagating. The nearer a really good

apple is grown to the place of its origin, the

1 letter, as a rule, it is. For instance, the New-
town Pippin, once the best apple in our New
York markets, originated on Long Island, and

was chiefly cultivated there, and along the lower

section of the Hudson River, and the contiguous

parts ofNew Jersey,and seldom grows anywhere

else in perfection. It is now the scarcest good

apple to be found with us. It has been intro-

duced, to be sure, and grows extensively, east,

north, south, and west of us. In those distant

localities it has ceased to be the Newtown Pip-

pin of Long Island, but is quite another thing,

hardly to be recognized in either appearance or

flavor, by those not intimately acquainted with

its original character. So with the Swaar, of

Ulster Co., N. Y., the Greening, of Rhode
Island, the Roxbury Russet, the Westfield Seek-

no-further, of Massachusetts, and many other

varieties which originated and flourished in pe-

culiar localities, and of great local excellence

and fame. Still, there are many good varieties

which hold their original qualities over a wide

diversity of soil, climate, and position.

Thus it is that we have so many varieties,

sundry of which are favorites in separate mar-

kets, each the best for a given locality, and
worth very little, as profitable fruits for the cul-

tivator, far beyond them. It becomes a matter

of necessity, then, for the orchardist to know
what are the best apples for him to grow; and

when he ascertains such fact, to take his proper

kinds, and cultivate them with all his might.

Tiiose who aspire to become orchardists are

prone to grow too many varieties. Teu or a

dozen, to range through the various seasous of

ripening, are enough for the most ambitious

cultivators to plant. Two or three of early,

three or four of autumn, and as many of the

winter kinds, are sufficient, for the profit of any

apple grower who rears them as a market crop,

and if the bulk of his winter crop be confined

to not more than two varieties, all the better.

For early apples, the season is short, and the

market limited. One good sweet, and another

tart, is enough for the brief time they are in

season. Three or four, from September until

the middle of November, or the first of Decem-
ber at latest—sweet and tart—will fill the range

of demand, when the winter kinds will come

in use, from December until the next June or

July; and half a dozen of the later varieties

will fill the entire season.

AVe do not say what these varieties should

be, for the very reason we have given, that

soils, climates, and positions so differ as to make

an apple which is quite good for one locality,

altogether an indifferent one for another. Find

out a fewof the very best kinds for the place you

occupy, and the market you are to sell in, and

then confine your attention to them. A man
with fifty things in his orchard, all good some-

,r!i, re, will, perhaps, on trial, hardly find a dozen

which give him cither profit or satisfaction in

their production, and at the end of a dozen or

twenty years cultivation, he has to re-graft three-

fourths of them, and begins the world again in

Bruit growing—all too expensive, vexatious, and

heart-breaking, to be borne with equanimity.

We might expand into several pages of these

remarks, but have not the space. AVe can only

throw out hints for reflection. Wc started with

Doctor Warder's book, and pronounce it a cap-

ital one of its kind, full of instruction to every

one who wants to know anything of apples, or

apple growing. He gives a list and description

of apples, and of the best ones all over the

United States, where the)' originated, and
where they best grow. He names some twelve

or fourteen hundred varieties. One quarter in

number, of the best, would be quite enough,

for hundreds of them have been thrown out by
the growers, as not of much account, and it is

useless to keep a further record of such any-

where. Yet he names a great many of unim-

peachable excellence from which every one may
select and apply to his own locality with success.

"We wish to say more on this prolific subject,

but must forbear, merely commending this book
to every orchardist. Stud}' it well, and closely.

We have no interest in it other than what
relates to our brother orchardists, and the

welfare of good apples. We are glad that it

has been written, and hail its appearance as an

indication that its subject is drawing the atten-

tion of our pomologists to a degree commen-
surate with its great economical importance

among our agricultural staples."

Hew Fruits and New Names.

It seems a great pity that the introduction of

new fruits, or at least fruits with new names,

could not in some way be regulated. It is, of

course, a subject beyond the reach of any other

law than that which fruit growers make unto

themselves. Each year brings such an addition

to our "new fruits," or rather new names,

that one almost despairs of keeping pace with

them. We are not to be supposed as deprecat-

ing novelties, for we like them, but we do de-

sire, and the public have a right to claim, that

these new fruits have some qualities superior

to old varieties. There is too much looseness

in the way in which varieties are introduced,

and no nurseryman who is a true pomologist

will put forth a variety that has not been thor-

oughly tested, or which has not been decided

upon by some pomologist or pomological body

competent to judge of its quality.

There is one practice that seems to be increas-

ing among introducers of new fruits, to which

we decidedly object, as tending to make confu-

sion, and fill our books with useless synonyms.

It is that of sending a fruit out underono name,

and then changing it to another. Astrawberry

that has been offered as Abraham Lincoln, now
comes to us as the President ; a grape that was
exhibited as the Carpenter, is now known as

the Out-Door Hamburgh, and we can call to

mind other instances of the like. There should

be no change of name for any possible reason,

save that the first one had already been given

to another plant, to which it belongs by right

of priority. Gentlemen fruit growers, give

us as many good fruits as you can, but trouble

us with as few useless names as possible.

Guatcd Against Frosts.—It usually is the

case that after the first lew frosts we have a

long succession of golden autumn days, just

made for ripening fruit and bringing out the

late blooming flowers. A very slight covering

will protect a plant, and tiiose who have a

choice grape or tomato that is late in ripening,

or Dahlias or other plants that arc just in the

hight of their bloom, should have at hand some

screen to protect them from the first frosts. A

sheet or other cloth put up tent wise, or stretch-

ed in any way over the plant, will be all that is

needed. In England the amateur fruit grow-

ers have regular fixtures, upon which a cover-

ing may be stretched when the trees are in

flower, as well as when the fruit is ripening.

'Wine-Making' on the Small Scale.

Those who wish to make wine in any consid-

erable quantities, will, of course, study up the

subject hi books devoted to it. But there are

many, who, having a few grapes, would like to

convert them into wine for their own use, or to

test the wine-making qualities of some particu-

lar variety. If the grapes contain sufficient

sugar to make a goodwiue, the process requires

but little care, as the wine will make itself, but

with grapes deficient in sugar the process be-

comes less easy. The theory of wine-making
may be briefly summed up thus: Grape juice

contains sugar ; fermentation converts this sugar

into alcohol. If the amount of sugar and the

resulting amount of alcohol be small, then fur-

ther changes take place, and vinegar is the re-

sult. If, on the other hand, the grape juice or

must be naturally rich in sugar, so much alco-

hol is produced that the liquid does not readily

pass into vinegar—but remains as wine—and if

there is a very large amount of sugar, more
than is converted into alcohol before fermen-

tation ceases, there will be a sweet wine—

a

thing not at present likely to occur with us.

The first requisite is good grapes. These must
be as thoroughly ripened as possible. They
are to be carefully freed from defective berries,

removed from the stems and crushed. With
small quantities this may be done with the hands,

or with larger ones, in a barrel with a wooden
pounder. The steps after this will depend upon
the character of wine desired. The juice may
be at once pressed out and placed in the keg or

demijohn in which it is to ferment, or, if it be

desired to extract color and aroma from the

skins, then the impressed mass is put in a tub

or other vessel, covered with a cloth over which

some boards are laid, and allowed to ferment

for two or three days, or until the color of the

skins is sufficiently extracted. At the end of

this time, press out the must, and transfer it to

the vessel in which the fermentation is to be

completed. This will take place in from ten days

to several weeks, according to the richness of

the grape, and it will go on more or less rapid-

ly, according to the temperature of the room.

A weak must will ferment readily at 60°, while

a heavier one will require a higher temperature.

With rich grapes, the only thing necessary is

to fill the vessel to the bung or mouth, allow-

ing the froth to be thrown over. The loss must

be supplied from must kept for the purpose.

If the must is poor, it is better to close the ves-

sel with a tight bung or cork, with an India

rubber tube inserted in its center. This tube,

which may be a foot or two long, should have

its free end dip below the surface of water in a

cup conveniently placed. As fermentation goes

on, the liberated gas will bubble through the

water, but no air can enter.

When fermentation is complete, which will

be known by the liquid becoming quiet, the

vessel is to be closed and allowed to remain

until the wine becomes clear. It should then

be carefully racked off, or transferred to an-

other and perfectly sweet and clean cask or

vessel. Another fermentation, less violent than

the first, will take place when warm weather

returns, after which the wine maybe bottled.

If sufficient care be used, these experiments

may be made on a small scale, but they need

careful watching. The best specimen of Amer-

ican wine we ever saw WOS made from the Iona,

hv Pod. Grant, who used a demijohn for a

cask, ami his dining-room for a wine-cellar.

The richer the must is in sugar, the more

successful will these small operations prove.
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Spring-flowering1 Bulbs—The Seillas.

There is sucli a freshness and delicacy about

the flowers of the early blooming bulbs, that

we naturally associate them with the soft show-

ers and gentle breezes of spring, and a garden

from which they are absent seems only half

SCILLA nTACISTHOIDES.

enjoyable. Those who plant bulbs seldom go
beyond the usual assortment of Hyacinths, Tu-
lips, and Crocuses. The old Crown Imperial

is much less frequently met with than formerly,

yet it is a grand old plant. Its bulbs and leaves,

it is true, are far from fragrant, but then it

throws up such a vigorous stem, and when it

puts on its coronet of flowers it looks withal

so statelj', that we like it, even if it is not among
the "novelties." We began to say a word about
the Seillas, or—despite the medicinal smack the

name has—the Squills. These are for the most
part hardy, early blooming bulbs, with flowers

of some shade of blue, or, sometimes, white.

The spikes are but a few inches high, and to pro-

duce much of a show, they are best planted in

a bed by themselves. The bulbs, which are

quite small, are to be planted this month or

next, in good, light, rich, earth, at a depth of

about two inches, in the same manner that oth-

er bulbs are planted. Though most of the kinds

are hardy, yet, like other bulbs, they do all the

better if the bed be covered with leaves or

coarse littery manure. We enumerate below
the species usually kept by the bulb dealers.

S. TiyacintTioid.es is one of the tallest species,

free flowering, and of a soft, subdued blue.

We saw last spring in the grounds of B. K.

Bliss, at Springfield, Mass., a large bed, the

effect of 'which was very pleasing. From
this garden we obtained the specimen from

which the accompanying engraving was made.

& Sibirica is a hardy and much smaller

species, with flowers of an intense blue.

8. arncena is also deep blue, and is a rather

later bloomer than the preceding.

8. Peruviana is another blue species, of which
there is a white variety. It is less hardy than

the others, and well adapted to pot culture.

The bulbs of the Seillas do not need to be

disturbed oftenerthan once in four or five years,

when it will be necessary to take them up and

divide the clumps and replant the bulbs.

Ichneumon Flies.—Pimpla Lunator,
BY EDWARD NORTON.

[Some time ago, we received from a corres-

pondent in Indiana a specimen of an insect,

which, he supposed, was injuring bis trees. In-

deed, from the formidable appendage borne by
the insect, a stranger to its ways might be war-

ranted to regard it with suspicion. Knowing
that Mr. Norton was an enthusiastic student of

this family of insects, we gave him the speci-

men, requesting him to furnish some notes

upon it, which he does as follows.

—

Ed.]

An insect sent from Indiana to the Agricul-

turist, for a name, by Mr.
,
proves to be a

friend to the farmer instead of an enemy, as was
supposed. It belongs to that large family of in-

sects, the Ichneumonidoe, all the members of

which occupy themselves in destroying other

injurious insects. They are so called from the

Ichneumon, formerly supposed to be a parasite

upon the crocodile, and to deposit its eggs with-

in its body, which served as food for the young
when hatched. No tribe of insects is free from

these parasites, which are created to keep down
the excessive increase of injurious species, and
are each fitted with an apparatus suited for the

end proposed, as in the case before us. The
borers, (or their grubs,) in trees, make their pas-

sages, in many cases, so far below the outer sur-

face that the5r can be reached in no ordinary

way. But certain Ichneumon flies are provided

with boring instruments, long enough to probe

these tunnels. These borers are hollow, and
through them, when the proper spot is reached,

the insect places its eggs in or near the grub,

upon which the young Ichneumons may feed.

The Pimpla or PJiyssa lunator (fig. 2),belonging

to the group Pimpla and genus Bhyssa, and called

lunator from the yellow crescents across its ab-

Fig. 1.—INSECT AT WORK.

domen, is one of the largest of these. It has an
ovipositor, sometimes as much as five inches in

length, which, when not in use, extends straight

out behind the insect, which is not more than

two inches long itself, and is enclosed in two
hollow sheaths of the same length. This ovi-

positor and borer combined is apparently quite

smooth and solid, but is really composed of

three parts, two of which have fine saw teeth

and rasps near the end, which are used when
boring. When by some wonderful instinct the

insect discovers its prey

within the tree, often

the grubs of the Tremex

colwmba or Pigeon Bor-

er, it takes its position,

(fig. 1), the head down-
ward, and raising its

abdomen as high as pos-

sible, curves its end, and

bends the ovipositor so

that its point touches'

the desired spot. As

\

this is too long to be

applied with power at

once, the extra length is

coiled at this time in a

transparent membrane,

which lies between the

two last segments of the

back, (marked c in fig.

1,) and which pushes

out like a thin clastic

piece of rubber, vibrat-

ing with the severe

strain upon it from be-

low. The two sheaths do

not enter the tree, but

rising above the back,

pass down upon each

side of the ovipositor to

give it strength. They
are held in position, and

stiffened by the hinder

thighs between which
they pass. In this way,

the ovipositor is some-

times introduced four

or five inches into solid Fig. 2.-pimpla lotatoh.

wood, although it is often pushed wholly or in

part into crevices, or more or less decayed trees,

such as borers inhabit. Sometimes it becomes so

firmly fastened in the tree that the insect cannot

withdraw it, and dies there. A friend tells me
that when he could not draw this out without

breaking it, he has known the insect to succeed

in extracting it when left alone.

I had the pleasure of seeing this whole opera-

tion, as above described, performed by three in-

sects, a few days ago, August loth, 1S67, on an
oak tree in the City Park, Brooklyn. Two of

them, which I captured, were smaller, with the

terebra about two inches long, and worked quite

rapidl}', depositing the eggs in a few minutes.

One, which I took, was much longer about it,

and I was forced to use some strength to draw

out its borer. The wood was dead, and perfo-

rated with small holes in many places, but was

too solid to be penetrated with the point of a

knife. The third insect which escaped, was
much larger, and appeared to work more slowly

from the inconvenient length of its ovipositor.

This is one of the "wheels within wheels"

which we constantly see in nature. Trees, from

various causes, die, and their decay is hastened

by insects which tunnel the hard wood, and

open it to the air, and to other insects. But

lest these should become too numerous, they are

followed in their deepest hiding by insects,

which are parasitic in their habits, and these

are often, ia their turn, the prey of others.
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MIFiELMm
(j^- For other Household Items, see "Basket " pages.)

Household Ornaments.

The WardianCase is one of the most entertaining

and instructive of home ornaments. It is an Inge-

nious device to keep plants in a thriving and at-

Fig. 1.—WAKDIAN CASE.

tractive condition, without the constant attention

which a bouquet in a vase, or growing plants in

pots require. The glass which is put over the lit-

tle bed of plants retains the moisture of the atmos-

phere and constantly returns it to the bed, so that

no extra watering is required for weeks. For stock-

ing a case, plants are usually selected that flourish

in°deep woods or in moist, secluded places. The

fine velvety mosses which grow upon rocks, aloDg

water courses, and aU the smaller ferns, especially

the Maiden's-hair, are admirable for this purpose.

One who enters upon

the study of suitable

material for stocking

a ease will be surpris-

ed at the number and

beauty of the mosses

and ferns that grow

in wet, unfrequented

woods. The Twiu or

Partridge berry, {MU-

chella repens), a trail-

ing evergreen, with

flowers growing in

twos, and bright scar-

let berries holding on

all winter; the Ad-

der's Tongue, JBry-

IhroniumAmericanum,

with its curiously

blotched leaves; the

Wintcrgrecn, GauL

theriaprocumbens ; the

Prince's Tin'', Chima-

phila »m& ttat I ; the

Trailing A.rbutus,J£ri-

gtxa repent, fairest and

sweetest of all the

children of the early

spring, are suitable

plants for this pur-

|
pose. The catalogue

' might be greatly ex-

tended, for almost all

the plants that flour-

ish iu wet, shady localities, do well iu the case.

Many bnlbs flourish here, and you may have your

Crocuses anticipate their spring blooming out

of doors by planting the bulbs among the mosses.

The first thing needed is a suitable frame to hold

the case. This may indeed be set upon a table or

shelf, but it is much more elcgaut to have a stand

made for the purpose, even if it be very rough

rustic work. Fig. 1 shows a stand made princi-

pally with the turning lathe. The top piece is

made concave so as to hold the plate of plants

without showing it. The plate fits in closely, and

the edge is concealed by the wooden rim of the

stand. Three rounds unite the top piece and the

shaft below, and this is furnished with three legs.

In tig. 2 a platform under the legs makes a nice place

for a pot of ivy, which may be traiued gracefully

about the legs or suffered to climb along the win-

dow case. A common earthen plate or Ehallow

tin pan will serve to hold the bed for the plants.

The preparation of the soil is a matter of consider-

able importance. Nothing is better than leaf mould

or rotton wood, which is usually found in abund-

ance with the plants. With this, pounded char-

coal should be mixed in about equal parts, and a

handful of sand be added. The surface should be

left evenly convex to show the plants to the best

advantage. The moss now goes on as the back-

ground of the picture, and the other plants are

arranged according to the taste of the operator.

When finished, the glass case is put over it, and

you have an ornament for the fireside that will

give you a fresh bit of summer all through the

dreary winter. ,y ^
The divinity who
presides in our

household adds,

"be sure and take

off the glass case

every day when
you are dusting,

for the space of

five minutes by

the clock, and no

more." As this

injunction is very

emphatic, and her

case is always the

finest in the town,

we advise our

readers to take

heed. The glasses

maybe had in city

stores. A small
3.-aquarium.

aquarium, made

in a jar or vase, is shown in Fig. 3. Clean white

pebbles are put in the bottom of the jar, in which

are placed some of the plants that live entirely un-

der water, and which may be found in almost every

pond or slow stream. Anacharis aud Valisneria are

very good, but any with fine foliage will do. A

few small gold fish may be put iu after the plants

have been established for a few days. This will

make a handsome ornament for the center or dining

table, aud may also be used to hold a bouquet.

Leaves from the Diary of a Young House-

keeper.—No. X.

FBIZE ESSAT BY MBS. LAUBA E. LTHAX, STAMFORD, CT.

WAItnlAN OASB.

Octtfxr 2d.—I always hail with enthusiasm the

coming of this month ! The air is so braciug, and

Nature wears her most gorgeous livery of russet

and brown and gold. She has just put on the mel-

low, warm tints that presage tin- coming frosts.

Summer still lingers lovingly in the lap of autumn,

arraying herself iu her most fascinating garb, that

we may more sadly mourn her departure. All the

morning I have becu in the garden gathering seeds

for next spring; they arc wrapped up in little pack-

ages, carefully secured with twine, labeled and put

away in the seed basket for future use. Taking

the hint from Edward's practice, I selected the

seeds from the largest and most perfect plants, *"

as to improve the varieties. By continuing thus,

I hope in two or three years to have the very best

seed of everything which the garden produces.

October l'itti.—l am in the midst of my prepara-

tions for the Fair which is to take place next week,

aud find myself absorbed in the very natural house-

wifely ambition to carry off some of the prizes

which have been offered. If I fail it will not be

for want of effort on my part, but because some

more successful competitor has more knowledge,

skill, and experience than I possess. For several

days the cows have been turned into the wheat

fields to feed upon the young clover that has sprung

up there since harvest ; this will give the butter a

richer flavor and a more golden color to the but-

ter than the pasture they have been in lately.

The abundant care I have always taken of my
milk and cream is redoubled. Every day I seald

my pans iu hay water that they may be perfectly

sweet, aud watch my milk carefully, using my best

judgment in removing the cream from it at just

the right moment. This morning I churned, and

more fragrant, golden, delicious butter I never

saw iu my life. I have worked it over once, and

just before dark shall do so again, and mould

it into the shape of a pineapple. Four of the

lumps will just fill a little shallow hemlock firkin

Edward bought for me, to put them in to carry to

the fair. They will weigh about three pounds

each. Besides my butter, I am going to take to

the fair some Boston brown bread, which is quite

a novelty in these parts, and my parlor rug. -

October lith.—To-day I made my brown bread.

Last night I sifted two quarts of corn meal,

and wet it iu warm buttermilk from my last

churniug, and set it to soak over night. This

gives it full time to swell, and extracts all the

sweetness of the meal, which is fresh ground, and

of this year's growth. This morning I added a

pintof the bestmolasses, two piutsaudalialf of rye

meal, some salt, buttermilk sufficient to moisten the

whole, and soda to neutralize the acid of the but-

termilk. After mixing all the ingredients thor-

oughly, I put it iuto a large earthen pan and baked

it three hours in a moderately heated oven, being

careful to preserve the heat at a uniform tempera-

ture. A little of the dough I put in a smaller pau,

aud Edward declares it is the best brown bread I

ever made, but suggests that, as many object to the

hard crust formed over the top of the loaf by this

long baking, I had better make another loaf to-

morrow, and steam it in my pudding pan. There

is no crust at all upon bread cooked in this way, and

its flavor, too, is different from that which is baked.

My rug, which has been so much admired, and

which resembles tapestry carpeting so closely that

everybody takes it for an imported article, I made

of carpet thrums, purchased at a carpet factory.

They co=t only two dollars, but such a rug as I

made of them could not be purchased for less than

ten dollars. My own labor iu its manufacture I

never count; it was a recreation from the routine

of household duties. The pattern, which I made

myself, is a double cornucopia, filled and over-

flowing with flowers of all hues aud every variety.

I took them from worsted patterns aud varied the

figure to suit my taste,

Edward is going to take two of the largest and

fattest of the Chester Whites we raised with so

much care last spring, and we shall carry also some

of the handsomest clusters of our grapes, aud the

largest and finest flavored of our apples.

October 20th.—We returned Iasl evening from the

Fair, and a most delightful time we had. .My but-

ter, my bread, my rug, each drew a prize. For the

butter, I received a beautiful silver cup; for the

bread, a silver lr uii knife ; and forth.- nig, a silver,

dessert spoon, Thcj shineon the table as I write,

apd much as 1 prize them for their intrinsic value,

the honor of which th.y arc the pledge, I rate of

far more worth. My butter was pronounced by the

judges as at once more beautiful iu appearance,

and excellent in quality, than any other at the Fair,

and it was beautiful ; four magnificent goldeu pine-

apples in a setting of green leaves; they looked

like fruitage from the trees of Eden
!

The silver

cup I shall keep, but the butter that took the

prize I have sent as a gift to our excellent pastor.

When our hired man brought back the articles

wo sent to the Fair, I missed the two pigs from the

|
farm wagon, and saw in it a big square box of pine
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occupying their place. Inquiring of Edward about

it, he smiled in a queer way, and said, " women
mustn't be too curious ; the box was a little pri-

vate affair of his own." I said no more, but this

morning when I went down stairs, I found in the

corner of my sitting room, near my sewing chair,

the very S'.nne sewing machine I saw and admired

so much, and which took the prize at the fair. It

is a Wheeler & Wilson, just such an one as I have

been wishing, for. Edward came in and found me
standing over it with happy tears of surprise in my
eyes. " How do you like the looks of your Ches-

ter pigs ?" said he. "They are more of an orna-

ment to my sitting room than I thought pigs could

be," I replied; and then he told me that the two

little pigs had sold for enough, with the prize they

took at the fair, to pay for the sewing machine,

that I had earned it, and called me a prize wife,

and other names which I shall remember, but

won't write down here. Ever since I made him

that vest, he. said, he had intended this surprise

for me in the fall, before the time for winter sew-

ing to be done. Now I can make all his clothes,

except his Sunday coats, and perhaps I shall in

time learn to make even those.

Edward's sister Jane writes me a very pleasant

letter, and, among other things, remarks that she

has taken, since her visit to us, regular daily exer-

cise in the open air, and is trying to learn how to

keep the house in order and have a little more sys-

tem in their family arrangements. I am afraid

she will have a hard time, and accomplish but lit-

tle in that line. Habits of order and system will

be slowly superinduced upon long years of care-

lessness and disorder. But it is better to begin

now than not at all, and she may inspire the

younger members of the family with something

of her own ambition, which will lead to happy re-

sults in their future households.

Sue has become almost invaluable to me; she is

learning all the domestic arts, and I find her per-

fectly reliable. Reliability I regard as among the

very first of social virtues, and, in one sense, the

corner stone of them all.

October 2oth.—I have been collecting for some

time all the pieces of calico and woollen dress

goods to make some quilts for winter use. For

several days I have been busy piecing the calico

iuto squares, and have nearly enough run together

for a quilt. I shall line it with partly worn domes-

tic, colored with tea; that is the easiest and quick-

est way of coloring I know of. The tea grouuds

of two or three days must be saved, and when
there are a bowlful or so, I shall put them into my
porcelain kettle, fill it with water and boil it, and

after wringing the domestic in alum water to set

the color, dip it in the tea dye, wring it out and

hang it to dry. When ironed it will be ready for use.

Instead of marking off my quilt with chalk lines,

I will do as one of my neighbors suggested : pin a

piece of white domestic where I wish to quilt, and

run along the edge ; this saves the fingers very

much in quilting. There are plenty of woollen pieces

to make a quilt, and I have given them to Sue to

make up for her bed. She will thus become initi-

ated into the mystery of quilt making, and find

that she can, by economy and thrift, by and by fur-

nish her own bed by her own labor.

.: October 28th.—We have a few quinces this year

which I have been preserving to-day. There was

not more than a peck iu all, so I put up a small

jar only of pure quiuee, and selecting twice as

many hard russet apples as there were quinces

left, and as near the same size as I could find, I cut

them up in just the same shape as the quinces, and

preserved them together, aud the apple is so fla-

vored with the quince that one cau hardly distin-

guish the two.

October oOth.—Edward brought in eight or ten

pounds of honey to-day, and after putting about

six pouuds away in ajar, I made the rest into a de-

lightful honey syrup for family use, which is even

more agreeable than pure honey. My recipe is as

follows : Dissolve ten pounds of sugar in four

pounds, or two quarts of water ; when melted, add

two pounds of honey, mix well together, and when

cooling, stir in a few drops of essence of pep-

permint or other flavoring, according to taste.

Leaves from My Journal.—Ho. VIII.

PRIZE E5SAT BT MRS. B. M'CLELLAN, OF OHIO.

October.—Henry and Lizzie Mason have well-de-

fined ideas in regard to the discipline necessary for

little Georgy, I see. I suppose they have formerly

said, (like all the rest of us,) that a child of theirs

should be made to mind, at any rate. About the

propriety of this there can be no question, but only

in regard to the best means for producing the re-

sult. How quietly and lovingly some parents, with

a simple word, gain obedience ! Others, worried

and angered, it may be with a long contest, obtain

at last but a sullen and very imperfect compliance

with their wishes. Young parents often err here

in judgment, rather than iu motive. Though
pained to punish a child, they honestly believe it

must be done. "The rod and reproof give wis-

dom, but a child left to himself bringeth his moth-

er to shame." "Chasten thy son while there is

hope, aud let not thy soul spare for his crying."

The admonitions rest upon their hearts like huge
weights, that can only be thrown off by adminis-

tering the punishment. But is not the trouble a

mere radical one ? Do not parents often misjudge

as to the true cause for correction ? For instance

:

a little child, half in fun, and half iu willfulness,

disobeys some command. The parent at once

threatens punishment. The child, in alarm, runs

from the danger. Now, surely, the parent reasons,

this obstinacy must be subdued, this dreadful tem-

per conquered. The child, suffering in every deli-

cate nerve, and well nigh beside itself with terror,

is in no tit condition to understand what is required,

or even to think what wrong thing it has done.

Some children have become idiotic, some cpilcctic,

some deaf, and some blind, from such treatment.

Positive untruth, aud deliberate, willful disobedi-

ence, doubtless demand prompt and decisive pun-
ishment, but let not every trifling fault, every acci-

dental failure or delay, be exaggerated iuto abund-

ant cause for correction. How common for the

parent to urge the child, to "be a man," or " be a

lady." Oh, let children be children! Let them act,

aud think, and speak, and play, and dress, as chil-

dren should. Childhood will swiftly pass, and
worldly wisdom and questionable maxims, and
fashiou, and guile, and strong temptations, will

soou enough surround them. Ah, let notthesauc-
tuary of home be so darkened by unreasonable and
exacting demands, that it shall not furnish a dear re-

treat from the snares and pitfalls of this earthly way.

Jesus blessed little children, and is not Our Father
infinitely patient with His disobedient family ?

I have been canning tomatoes and quinces to-day.

These about close tip that labor for the season,

and I am not sorry when it is over. Tomatoes are

nicer if cooked for some time. No water should be

added, as they contain a superabundance of juice.

Sweet corn and lima beans will find ready mar-
ket in winter, if put up iu generous quantity. The
former has been prepared before this, but the lat-

ter claim attention now. They are better to be

gathered while green, well scalded in water, aud
dried on plates by the stove, but can be left to

ripen on the vines. Both corn aud beans should be
kept, when dried, in a tight bag. Before cooking,

cover well "with cold water, and soak over night.

Oue teacupful of beans to two of corn is a good
proportion, and sufficient for a family of five or six.

Boil two and a half or three hours. Just before

takiug up, add butter, salt, and pepper, to taste.

Some sweet cream is an improvement, and as the

corn loses some of its sweetness in the process of

drying, two or three teaspoonfuls of sugar will

give the original flavor.

As washing was about to-day, and by little and
little we are doing something at house cleaning, I

thought I would wash the windows, aud clean the

paint in the bedroom. The tubs were at hand, and
plenty of hot suds. " Nothing like killing two birds

with one stone," as my dear old grandfather used to

say. After washing one window, I tipped it upon
the comer to drain, with good exposure to the suu
and air. But how the wind blows ! It is almost a

hurricane out there. That window may go over, I

ought not to leave it so, but I'll hurry with the

other, aud. soou have all in safe quarters. Hark, a

crash, an ominous rattling of broken glass

!

" What's that ? " said Hannah. Ah, that unlucky
window

—

I have no trouble in knowing the place

of the disaster. I could find it in the dark ! I dis-

like to be called careless, or be obliged to pro-

nouuee sucli humiliating judgment upon myself,

but, Mrs. Frlsby, writh the most charitable construc-

tion, you must plead guilty to the charge here.

It is no small accomplishment for a lady to be a

neat sewer. A costly garment, shabbily made, is

never ornamental, while a plaiu one, well fitted

aud put together, is always becoming.

Instruction in this department should commence
in early childhood. The patchwork must be pre-

pared with exactness, and the little girl patiently

taught how to set stitches. As she grows older,

she must not be allowed to sew carelessly. Dresses,

as well as other garments, sometimes get sadly

torn. Shall they be thrown aside now? Bather

let them be mended so neatly that, if noticeable, it

shall only call forth admiration for the way in

which it is done. " Why," said a young lady who
dressed with refined taste, after examining a rent

thus repaired, " I should consider that ornamental

rather than otherwise."

I was taught while at school, how to " set iu a

patch," and probably have never once done it since

without thinking of my teacher with gratitude.

Cut a square piece out from the place of the rent.

Notch each corner diagonally, the notch being

just of the depth required for turning down the

raw edge, which should be overcast with fine

thread. The piece to be put iu must be cut

enough larger thau the one taken out, to allow for

the turning down of both sides, aud also be over-

cast. Sew together on the wrong side, over and

over, with fine thread or silk of the color of the

material. Let the stitches bo quite close together,

but not deep. The corners, which are now square,

must be tightly sewed. If striped or figured, take

pains to match. When finished, dampen and press

upon the wrong side.

No wouder that Tommy, with great, round, star-

ing patches on elbows and knees, hides behind

mother's chair, when flue ladies so splendidly dress-

ed call to see her. No wonder, if, while at play iu

the yard, some sweet girls going by, peer at him
through the railing and try to make his acquaiut-

ance, he scampers away behind the wood-pile, wish-

ing all the while, oh! so much, that his father was

rich, and he might wear his Sunday suit every day.

But now let those patches be put in with more
paiustakiug, (for even the Sunday suit, if worn
every day, would soon need them), so that these

same ladies will notice and praise the neat work,

and the dear little girls say they, wish their moth-
ers could mend like Tommy's. Won't he stand

erect now ? Won't his bright, open face beam like

sunshine? Won't he think his mother Ihc most
wonderful woman In the world ?

Preserve Ripe C«ic«iml>er!>s.—Mrs. L.

E. L. Take largo yellow cucumbers, pare them,

take out the cores, and soak iu salt water two days.

Then take them from the brine, pour over them
boiling water, and let them stand over night. Pour
off this water, and they are ready for the pickle,

which prepare thus : For each quart of sharp vine-

gar take one pint of hot water, two large cups of

sugar, and one tablespoonful of each of the follow-

ing spices: cinnamon, cloves, allspice, black pep-

per, mace or nutmeg. Add one handful of raisins

or ripe grapes. Scald all together, and boil until

the cucumbers arc easily penetrated with a fork.

Use as little of the vinegar to boil them in as pos-

sible, aud pour the rest over them when done.

Jelly Roll.—Four eggs, one teacup of sug-

ar, one of flour, one toaspoonful of soda, two of

cream of tartar. Spread thin on bread pans ; bake

quickly. When done, spread on jelly and roll.
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About Perpetual Motion..

Men have spent fortunes trying to invent a machine
that would run of itself, without winding up or any other

help when it had once been started. Probably some arc

now trying to put wheels and springs and levers togeth-

er, so that they will make their own power, and some-
body will be likely to succeed when he can take hold of

his boot straps and lift himself over a fence. If this

seems too discouraging to hopeful but inexperienced iu-

ventors, we will say they may expect to make a "per-
petual motion " machine, when they first discover some-
thing which is not already in motion, or when they learn

how to keep anything from perpetual motion. "Why,
everything keeps still if nobody moves it," says a young
friend whose tongue is always ready to move. What will

you show us to prove it ? Take that stone lying by
the roadside. It has lain there, you say, ever since you
can remember ; it has not moved a single inch. We
know it looks so, but when we are seeking to know the

exact truth, wo have sometimes to use other instruments

as well as our eyes. First, we will take the microscope.

All over the rough surface we discover that small parti-

cles of that stone are missing. They have left marks in

the places which they once occupied, but they have gone
ou their travels. Some have mounted into the air and
gone flying through space as dust ; some have escaped in

the drops of water which fell from the clouds, and car-

ried them down to the ground, where hungry roots of

grass and other plants were waiting to draw them in and
send them circulating through their veins. If the stone
had been accurately measured many years ago, an exact

measure of it now would show that many particles on the

outside had moved or been carried away. Another exam-
ination many years hence would show more to be miss-
ing

; so we must conclude that they are now in motion,
very slowly perhaps, but yet moving. "We will apply
another test. During a hot day hold the thermometer
against the stone ; the mercury rises in the tube ; the

stone is heated more than the air around it. Now we
know that heat makes stone as well as other things ex-

pand. The little particles of which it is made separate

slightly—they move when heat is applied from the sun,

or anything else. When the air around the stone grows
cooler, then the heat will pass out, the stone will con-
tract, its particles will move up closer together. Now,
as the temperature of the air is continually changing
from hour to hour, the stone keeps moving, and its par-

ticles are never wholly at rest ; there is perpetual motion
in it. Shall we examine some other object ? Do so

for yourself, until we have space to say something more
about this subject in the Agriculturist.

Rats.
Gnaw, gnaw,—nibble, nibble,—day and night, in sheds,

cellars and garrets ! Surely there are no creatures so
greedy as rats ; bread, cheese and meat, or books, pa-

pers and clothes carefully packed away—nothing comes
amiss. Even the hard wood of boxes, floors and doors

is not safe from their sharp teeth. This gnawing pro-

pensity is therefore very troublesome to us, but perhaps
if we could change mouths with the rats we should be
quite as greedy ; for in truth, this propensity is not only

excusable in a rat but actually necessary to his existence.

And this is true of many other animals besides rats and
mice, namely: rabbits, squirrels, and all the "gnawers,"
or "rodents," as they are allied scientifically.

Instead of chewing on side teeth as we do, the gnawers
use four little front teeth with bevelled edges—that is,

with one side sharper than the other, like a chisel, and so

they file or nibble their food.

The teeth of most animals, once grown, remain of a

certain size ; but the teeth of rats and other rodents con-

tinue to grow like our finger nails, so that constant gnaw-

ing is necessary to keep them down to the right length.

We cannot, therefore, blame a rat for spoiling our papers

and wood, since his comfort, and even life, depends upon

it. We arc always sorry enough to lose a tooth, but to a

rat such a loss is a far more serious misfortune, for the

opposite tooth, having nothing to file against, grows

longer until it bars the mouth. If both upper or under

teeth were lost, the poor creature could not eat, and in

a very short time would certainly die of starvation.

A Wcaiderinl Pump.
The heart of an animal is a miniature force-pump, hav-

ing supply and discharge pipes, and complete sets of

valves. It has a world of work to do during a lifetime of

seventy years. Each minute the human heart beats about

seventy times, at each beat receiving and discharging two

and one half ounces of blood. Thus, it must distribute

175 ounces per minute, 650 pounds per hour, 1% tons per

day ; and in 70 years about 200,000 tons. No pump ever

constructed by man has continued to work so steadily,

without derangement, and without repairs—though that

is saying too much ; for, by its wonderful mechanism, it

repairs its own wear, until the end of life,

"ELTse Plain Words,
Little boys sometimes put on their fathers' boots or

their big brothers 1

clothes, and act as though that had

made them larger and more important; but nobody is

deceived, and they are only laughed at. Young writers

and speakers should remember this when clothing their

thoughts with language. Never try to find large or high

sounding words. They are not natural, they will be

awkwardlyused, will often show miss-fits, and expose the

author to ridicule. An ambitious young student, in writ-

ing his composition, thus attempted to describe a very

dark night ;
" tenebrious gloom obscured the darkening

shade." The teacher, on reading it, remarked, " this be-

ing translated into plain English, means l dark darkness

darkened the darkening dark ;' that is, I suppose, it was
very dark." A young lady thus expressed the idea of a

fine sunrise ; "the royal king of day, clad in glorious

golden panoply of dazzling effulgence, flooded the earth

with gorgeous brightness." "It is easier to swallow a

dictionary than to digest it," remarked the teacher, on

reading that outburst. In all writing, strive to express

the thought most clearly. Nobody cares to unwrap a

dozen or more coverings to get at a small parcel of candy.

If you have a pleasant idea, out with it in as few and

plain words as possible, and not oblige the reader to strip

off a pile of waste word wrappers. Use the language in

which you think and converse; that will be entirely nat-

ural. In time you may learn to make it elegant. Strive

for excellent thoughts, and to express them dearly ;
they

will be valuable even in the homeliest words, just

aa a beautiful face is attractive in the plainest garb

3few Swizzles to be Answered.

-What order of nobility is

No. 2S4.

No. 2S0. Illustrated Rebus.—This is a difficult puzzle ; It will require considerable study to solve It

No. 281. Illustrated Rebus.

here represented ?

No. 2S2. Mddle.—With two hands, no linger or thumb,

I speak plainly, yet

have no tongue ; my
face is attractive,

much looked at, yet

has neither mouth,

nose, or eyes. I go
almost constantly,

having neither feet

nor wings, but never
advance a step with-

out company.

No. 283. What way No. 283.

of cooking bivalves is shown in the above engraving?

No. 284. How docs the foot in the engraving below

represent that its owner is determined on success ?

Answers to JProMcuas and Puzzles.
The following are answers to the puzzles, etc., in the

September number, page 333.

No. 275. Figure Puzzle—Ivy
(TV). . .No. 27G. Double Puzzle.

—A cat may be found con-

cealed over the bird's nest.

She has the old bird in her

mouth. The rebus is " Cat-

acombs."" The combs in the

beehives, on the fowls, mak-
ing the fence, and the cur-

ry-comb on the ground, ful-

ly supply the latter part of

the word No. 277. Enig-

ma.—A. Shoe, {understand-

ing is a well-spring of life.) No. 278. Study in Horse-

manship.—Tarn the picture sidewise and the boys will

evidently be thrown No. 279. Illustrated Rebus.—As
twigs are bent, trees arc inclined... No. 273. Arithmeti-

cal Problem.—(August number, page 270.) 45.35 yds.

The Catacombs.
In the September Agriculturist, page 333, it was staled

that the word formed in the puzzle picture was of histor-

ical interest, and our young readers were requested to

find out what, they could about the " Catacombs." As

many of them may have no books at hand containing tho

information, wc give the following brief sketch. They

were rooms cut under ground in tho rocks for the recep-

tion of bodies of the dead. The first Catacombs were

probably made in Egypt. In that country it was custom-

ary to embalm the dead, and the "mummies," as the em-

balmed remains were called, were then placed in the Cat-

acombs. An entire chain of mountains in the neighbor-

hood of Thebes, is mined by these chambers for the dead.

Those belonging to the royal families and wealthy classes

were splendidly decorated with costly paintings. Valua-

ble ornaments of gold and silver were also used to adorn

the mummies, but these have been despoiled long since

by hostile invaders. Many of the paintings yet remain,

their colors as bright ;ts when first put on. These paint-

ings represent scones in the daily lives of thfl Ancient

Egyptians, and give a complete history of their manners

and customs. It is estimated that not less than 400,000

mummies were entombed in the Catacombs of Egypt,

which gives some idea of thcirvast extent. The most.

interesting Catacombs are those of Home, which arc also

immensely large, running under ground for miles. In

the times of persecution, the early Christians (bund

refuge in their Intricate windings, and lived aud wor-

shipped unmolested by the enemies of Christ On this

account, these places are held in great revorence by the

Catholic population of Rome. The Catacombs of Naples

arc of still greater extent titan those of Rome. M Paris;

a largo part of tho city had been undermined in quarrying

stone for building purposes, leaving extended galleries

and rooms. They wore not \\<vA for burial places until

1784, when tho remains taken from a cemetery were de-

posited there. Frequent additions have been made from

other burial grounds, until it is computed by good author-

ities that thebouesof at least 3.000.000 people rest there
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THE LOVING SISTER.
[COPYBIGHT SECURED.]

FEOM A PAINTING BY MERLE.

—

Engravedfor the American Agriculturist by J. L. LcmgriOge,

How lovingly this sister clasps her baby brother m her

arms ! How naturally and sweetly the artist has told the

story ! The child's little troubles have given place to

peaceful aud happy dreams. The little fellow sleeps se-

curely in his place of refuge. He has told his sister his

childish grief, and has been consoled. He still holds te-

naciously the apple she has given him, and we imagine

we can almost see the traces of her kisses upon his pure

forehead and plump cheeks. The day will come, perhaps,

when his strong arm may support and protect her in

turn. It is a fine thing to have a big brother—some one to

protect and care for you—but we are sorry to say that big

brothers are apt to be selfish and domineering, to have

grand ideas of their own personal dignity, and to be very

jealous lest their smaller brothers and sisters assume in

any respect an equal footing with themselves. This is

much less often the case with an older sister, who, if she

is a good girl, can sympathize with the little ones aud
understand them much more readily than any brother,

even if he is disposed to be kind and attentive. If you
have a sister, return her love with kindness and affection,

and you will always find her a true friend.

Serious Disturbance,—A few nights since, a
family in Brooklyn, N. Y., were alarmed by a noise.

Several burglaries committed in the neighborhood
had made them nervous, and now they thought their

turn had come for a visit from the housebreakers.

The father of the family attempted to get a light by turn-

ing on the gas, but in his trepidation turned it off. The

women, now more frightened than ever, ran screaming

to the windows, and the whole neighborhood was aroused.

A man armed himself with a broadsword, others seized

various weapons, and the police came with their clubs.

The familywere afraid to venture down stairs,sothe crowd
below broke open the front door, and entered to capture

the robbers. On entering the kitchen they found the

faucet to the water-works open, and a full stream rush-

ing out, and right behind this faucet, the rascal that had

caused all the disturbance. A large cat had thrust his

head into a milk pitcher, but could not get it out. It had
" thrashed round - 1

furiously in trying to extricate itself,

thus making the alarming noises, and finally got fastened

in the place where it was found, its struggles having

turned the faucet. The fright ended in a hearty laugh.
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(Business Notices $2.50 per Agate Line of Space.)

EXPOSITION" UNIVERSAL,
Parts, 1S67.

The Howe Machine Co.,—Elias Howe. Jr.,—699 Broadway,

New York, awarded, OVEB EIGHTY-TWO COMPETI-
TOP.S, the

Only Grand Cross of the Legion of Honor,
AND GOLD MEDAL,

given to American Sewing Machines, as per Imperial De-
cree, published in the " Moniteur TJniversel," (Official Jour-

nal of the French Empire). Tuesday, 2d July, 1SG7.

Exposition Uuiverselle,

Paris, 1867.

WHEELER & WILSON,
625 Broadway, Hew York.

AWARDED OVER EIGHTY-TWO COM-
PETITORS, THE HIGHEST PREMIUM,

A. GOLD MEDAL,
FOB THE PERFECTION OF

SETTING MACHINES, and BUTTON-
HOLE MACHINES.

The only Gold Medal for this Branch of Manufacture .

WHEELER'S HOMES for the PEOPLE.

Villas, Mansions, and Cottages, post-paid, $3.

"Wheeler's Rural Homes,
Houses for Country Life, post-paid, $2.

Woodward's Architecture &
, RuralAit, Nos.l&3, $1.50 each,

' post-paid. Numerous Designs and

y| Plans for Cottages, Country nooses

and Stables.

CEO. E. WOODWARD,
Publisher & Importer of Abchitectceal Books, 191

Broadway, New Tors.
Complete Illustrated Catalogue mailed free.

* s fe

;f§

< »

.iflGUTI^O AGAINST WEo .

and for

Thb Goop, ttie Trcs and ths EEAimrux."

Little Corporal
Is nrlcnowledfre-l bv Press and Pc>pltf almost onlvi

tally to bfl THE BLST PAPER for Bovsam)
Girls ever published in tills country.

It Is edited by ALFRED L. SEWELL, and
EMILY HUNTINGTON' MILLE?..

Volumes Ik-jiti .T«It or Jarmarv. Back Nos. supplied.

Terms, Uuc Dollar a. vear; Sample copy U-n cents.

GREyiT INDUCEMENTS art offtrtd U thost

wlio wish to raise clubs,

>-v Address, ALFRED L. SEWELL, Publisher, s-£
~"\ Chicago, 111. XS^

GRAPE VINES
In Large Quantities and at Low Prices.

Parsoxs & Co. call attention

to their advertisement ofVines

in the September number of

the Agriculturist, and to the

remarkably low prices detailed

therein. The Yines offered

are of the finest quality, and

are offered low because the

stock is large.

Address for Catalogue,

PARSONS & CO.,

Flushing, N. Y.

ACROSS THE SIERRA NEVADAS.

the cbntraTTacifTc RAILROAD.

The Western Half

OF THE

GREAT NATIONAL TRUNK LINE

Across tne Continent,

Being constructed with the aid and supervis-

ion of the United States Government, is des-

tined to be one of the most important lines of com-

munication in the world ; as it is the sole link be-

tween the racifie Coast and the Great Interior Basin,

over which the immense Overland travel must

pass, and the

Principal Portion of the Main Stem

Line between the Two Oceans.

Its line extends from Sacramento, on the tidal waters of

the Pacific, eastward across the richest and most populous
parts of California, Nevada and Utah, contiguous to all the

great Mining Regions of the Far "West, and will meet and
connect with tlie roads now building east of the Ilocky

Mountains. About 100 miles are now built, equipped and
in running operation to the summit of the Sierra Nevada.
Within a few days 35 miles, now graded, will be added, and
the track carried entirely across the mountains to a point in

tlie Great Salt Lake Valley, whence further progress will be
easy and rapid- Iron, materials, and equipment, are ready at

hand for 300 miles of road, and 10,000 men are employed
in the construction.

The local business upon the completed portion surpasses

all previous estimate. The figures for the quarter ending

August 31, are as follows, in gold:

Gkoss Operating
Eabnlxgs, Expenses,

$88,548.47
or at the rate of about two millions per annum, of which
more than three-fourths are net profit, on less than 100 miles

worked. This is upon the actual, legitimate traffic of the

road, with its terminus in the mountains, and with only the

normal ratio of government transportation, and is exclusive

of the materials carried for the further extension of the road.

The Company's interest liabilities during the same period

were less than $125,000.

Add to this an ever-expanding through traffic, and the pro-

portions of the future business become immense.

The Company are authorized to continue their line east-

ward until it shall meet and connect with the roads now
building east of the Rocky Mountain ranges. Assuming
that they will build and control half the entire distance be-

tween San Francisco and the Missouri River, as now seems
probable, the United States will have invested in the com-
pletion of 865 miles S2S.593.000, or at the average of

935,000 per mile—not including an absolute grant of

10,000,000 acres of the Public lands. By becoming a

joint investor in tlie magnificent enterprise, and by waving
its first lien in tavor of the First Mortgage Bond holders,

tiie Gexekal Government, is effect, invites the co-

opEitATiox of private CAPITALISTS, and has carefully

guarded their interests against all ordinary contingencies.

$487,579.64

Net
Eaestxgs,

$401,031.17

The Company offer for sale, through us, their

First Mortgage Thirty-Year Six Per

tent. Coupon Bonds,

Principal and Interest Payable in Gold Coin,

in New Tort city. They are In sums of $1,000 each, with
semi-annual gold coupons attached, and are selling for the
present at 95 per cent, and accrued interest from July 1st

added, in currency, at which rate they yield nearly

Nine Per Cent. Upon the Investment.

These Bonds, authorized by Act of Congress, are Issued
only as the work progresses, and to the same amount only
as the Bonds granted by the Government ; and represent In

all cases the Jlrst lien upon a completed, equipped, and pro-

ductive railroad, In which have been invested Government
subsidies, 6tock subscriptions, donations, surplus earnings,

etc., and which Is worth more than three times the amount
of First Mortgage Bonds which can be issued upon It.

The Central Pacific First Mortgage Bonds have all the
assurances, sanctions and guaranties of the Pacific Railroad
Acts of Congress, and have, in addition, several noticeable
advantages over all other classes of railroad bonds.
First—They are a first lien upon altogether the most vital

and valuable portion of the through line.
Second—Beside the fullest, benefltof the Government subsldv,

which is a subordinate lien, the road receives ttie
benefit of a larse donation from California.

Third—Fully half the whole* cost of grading S00 miles east-
ward of San Francisco is concentrated npon the 150
miles now about completed.

Fourth—A local business already yielding three-fold the
annual interest liabilities, with advantageous rates
payable in coin.

Fifth—The principal as well as the Interestof Its Bonds Is
payable in coin, upon a legally binding agreement.

Having carefully Investigated the resources, progress and
prospects of the road, and the management of the Company's
affairs, we cordially recommend these Bonds to Trustees,

Executors, Institutions and others as an eminently sound,
reliable and remunerative form of permanent investment.

Conversions of Government Securities

TNTO

CENTRAL PACSFEC

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS
now realize for the holders from

Twelve to Eighteen Per Cent. Advantage,

with the same rate of interest.

The exchange is effected at the following rates to-dav,
(September 9th), subject, of course, to slight fluctuations
from dav today. We receive in exchange:
U". S. Sixes. lSbl, coupon, and pay difference $153.49
U. S. Five-Twenties, 1862, coupon, and paydifference. 1S0.49
IX. S. Five-Twenties, 1884, coupon, and pay difference. 135.90
IT. S. Five-Twenties, 1S65, coupon, and paydifference. 148.49

tX. S. Five-Twenties, 1SC5, (new), coupon, and paydif-
ference- 120.99

TJ. S. Five-Twenties, 1S6T, (new), coupon, and pay dif-

ference 120.99
TJ. S. Ten-Forties, coupon, and pav difference SS.49
U. S. Seven-Thirties, (2d series), and pay difference.. 128.19
IX. S. Seven-Thirties,. (3d series), and pay difference.. 123.19
on each one thousand.

For sale by Banks and Bankers generally, of whom de-

scriptive Pamphlets and Maps can be obtained, and by

FISK & HATCH,
BANKERS

And Dealers in Government Securities,

Financial Agents of the C. P. R. R. Co.,

Ko. 5 Nassau St., N. ¥.

||i:rali> or heaxth.
This Magazine has met with a great success during

1SG7. Those who subscribe for this Journal for 1868, NOW,
shall get the Oct., Nov., and Dec. Nos. of lSi>7 free. A Wheel-
er & Wilson Sewing Machine premium fur 30 subscribers,

$00. Those who have never seen this Magazine can have it

three months on trial for "0 cents—$2 a year; 20 cents a
number. MILLER, WOOD & CO.,

No. 15 Laiglit-st-, New York.

Ilural B uiprovciiiciits.
Robert Morris Copland, author of Countrv Lift1 , furnishes

plans and advice for laying out or Improving public or pri-

vate grounds. Refers to John M. Forbes, Nathaniel Thayer,
Boston; Francis O. Shaw, Now York; Rufua Waterman,
Providence, K I. Office, 40 Barristers' Hall, Boston, Mass,

FRANKLIN
iilJ6R MJAeiHJlNE'

Justly celebrated lor perfect simplicity, great strength, and
immense compressing power, is guaranteed, with eight
men and two horses, to self-temper the clay and m:ike 3,000

to:yn'it elejrant bricks per hour. J. II. KEN K'K, Proprietor,

No. 71 Broadway, New York , Room 2S.

I^EED CUTTERS.—Gale's Copper Strip is the
cheapest and best. Cuts Ilav, Straw, or Stalks. Suita-

ble for one horse or a hundred, < not to bepaid for till trifd).

Agents wanted. Send for Circulars to FLLlibLvLLL PLOW
WOltKS, PeekskM, N. v.
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.A. NEW BOOH.

THE GRAPE VINE.

Br FREDERICK MOHR,

DOCTOR OJ? PHILOSOPHY AND MEDICINE.

Translated from the German, and accompanied with

Hints on the Propagation and General Treat-

ment of American Varieties.

Bt HORTICOLA.

This work is mainly devoted to the most elementary

matters. It explains the structure and mode of growth

of the vine so clearly that no intelligent person who reads

it need be in doubt what to do with his vines. It has

been well translated, and a chapter on the propagation of

American varieties has been substituted for the original

one on multiplying the European grape. As anatomy is

the foundation of surgery, so is a knowledge of the struc-

ture of the vine to the vine dresser. In both cases it is

as important to know when and where to cut, and how.

CONTENTS.
Development and Structure of the

Grape Vine.

TI«e Xodc ; The ISranch ; Seasons
for Pruning ; Priming.

Training on TreHises ; Treatment
in Summer; Plantations.

Tines Trained along the Garden
TValk.

TreHises on Walls ; Tree Trellises.

Tines Trained to Trellises; Bron-
ner's Method.

Tinie Required for Covering a
Trellis.

Manuring the Vine ; Age of Vine-
yard.

The Rising Sap in the Vine; The
Grape Disease.

Treatment of Vines Injured by
Frost.

Implements ; Proper Time to Per-
form "Work on the Vine.

Constituents of the Vine and their
Distribution.

Propagation of the Vine : By lay-
ers ; By Cuttings ; By Grafting ; By Inarching ; By
Seeds.

Hybridization.

American Varieties—General Man-
agement ; Planting ; Pruning ; Pinching ; Covering

in Fall.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE, $1.00.

ORANGE JUDD & Co.,
245 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y.

A NEW WORK.

SMALL FRUIT CULTURIST.

By ANDREW S. FULLER,

PBA.CTIGAL HORTICULTURIST, RIDGEWOOD, BERGEN CO., N. J.

A new work, and the only one devoted to Small Fruits.

Special treatises of this kind have the advantage that the

author can more thoroughly discuss his subject, and gc

into greater detail, than in a work embracing both large

and small fruits. The work covers the whole ground of

Propagation, Culture, Varieties, Packing for Market, etc.

Contents: Introduction—I. Barberry—n. Straw-

berry—HI. Raspberry—IV. Blackberry—V. Dwari"

Cherry—VI. Currant—VTI. Gooseberry—Vm. Cor-

nelian Cherry—PS. Cranberry—X. Huckleberry—

XI. Sheperdia—XLt. Preparation tor Gathering

Fruit.

We predict that this work will bring Mr. Fuller many

enemies, as he has given his opinion about varieties

without reserve. On the other hand it will the more

strongly endear him to all true lovers of horticulture, as

these wish to have the merits of fruit given without refer-

ence to the persons who introduce them.

While very full on all the small fruits, the Currants and

Raspberries have been more carefully elaborated than

ever before, and in this important part of his book, the

author has had the invaluable counsel of Charles

Downing. The chapter on gathering and packing fruit

is a valuable one, and in it are figured all the baskets

and boxes now in common use. The book is very finely

and thoroughly illustrated, and makes an admirable

companion to his Grape Culturist.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE, S1.50

NEW YORK:

ORANCE JUDD & CO.,
245 BROADWAY and 41 PARK ROW.

DRAINING FOR PROFIT

AND

DRADHNG FOR HEALTH.

By GEO. E. WARING, Jb.,

EKGESEER OF THE DEAXTTAGE OF CE2TTEAL PAEE, 105WYOKK.

Illustrated.-

TABLE OF CONTENTS:

LAND TO BE DRAINED AND THE
REASON'S "WHY.—Indications of the need of draining.—
Sources of water.—Objections to too much water.—"Wet
sub-soil.

HOW DRAWS ACT AND HOW
THEY AFFECT THE SOIL—Characteristics of -well laid

tile drain.—Surface-water and rain water beneficial,

springs and soakagc water injurious.—Cracking of stiff

clays.—Evaporation and filtration.—Rain fall.—Evapor-
ation.—Temperature.— Drought.— Porosity or mellow-
ness.—Chemical action In the soil.

HOW TO GO TO WORK TO LAY
OUT A SYSTEM OF DRAINS.—Amateur draining.—

Maps.—Levelling instruments.—Outlets and location of

drains.—Main drains.— Spring water. — Fall. — Tiles.

—

Depth and distance apart.—Direction of laterals.—Col-

lars.—Discharge of water from drains.

HOW TO MAKE THE DRAINS.—
Tools.—Marking the lines.—Water courses.—Outlet.—

Silt Basins.—Opening the ditches.—Grading.—Tile laying.

—Connections.—Covering the tile and filling in.—Collect-

ing the water of springs.—Amending the map.

HOW TO TAKE CARE OF DRAINS
AND DRAINED LAND.—Removing obstructions.—Mis-

take of substituting large tiles for small ones which havo
become obstructed.—Heavy lands should not be tram-

pled while -wet.

WHAT DRAINING COSTS.
Draining, expensive work.—Their permanence and last-

ing effects.—Cheapness versus economy.—Details of cost.

—(1. Engineering and Superintendence.—2. Digging tho

ditches.—3. Grading the bottoms.—1. Tile and tile laying.

—5. Covering and filling.—6. Outlets and Silt Basins.)

WILL IT PAT ?
Increased crops required to pay cost of draining.—(Corn,
Wheat, Rye, Oats, Potatoes, Barley, Hay, Cotton, Tobac-
cos—Instances of profit.—Benefit of draining in facili-

tating farm work.

HOW TO MAKE DRAINING TILES.
Materials.—Preparation of earths.—Meuldlng tile ma-
chines.—Drying and rolling.—Burning.—Kiln3.—General
arrangement of a tilery.

THE RECLAIMING OF SALT
MAIISHES.—Extent of marshes on tho Atlantic Coast.—
The English Fens.—Harlaem Lake.—The exclusion of sea

water.—Removal of the causes of inundation from tho

upland.—Removal of rain fall and water of filtration.—

Embankments.—Muskrats.—Rivers and Creeks.—Outlet
of drainage.

MALARIAL DISEASES.
Fever and Ague.—Neuralgia.—Vicinity of New York.—
Dr. Bartlctt on Periodical Fever.—Dr. Metcalfs Report
to D\ S. Sanitary Co.omission.—La Roche on the effects

of Malarial Fever.—Dr. Salisbury on the "Cause of Ma-
larial Fevers."—English experience.—Reports to tha
British Parliament.—Causa of Malaria removed by
draining.

HOUSE AND TOWN DRAINAGE.
Sewerage.—The use of pipes.—The new outfall sewers In

London.—The use of steam pumps to secure outlets.—
Utilization of sewage matters in agriculture—Effects of
imperfect lionse drainage on health.—Typhoid fever.

—

The Westminster fever in London.—Epidemic at tho

Maplewood Young Ladies Institute in Pittsfield. Mass.—
Lambeth Square, London.—Back drainage.—Water sup-

ply.—General Board of Health, (England).

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE, $1.50.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,
245 Broadway and 4 1 Park Row, M. Y.
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Afivertisaments, to bs sure of insertion, must be re-

ceived EEFORE the 5th of the preceding month.

TERMS— (Cash before insertion)

:

Ordinary Pages, SI.50 per line. Open Pages—S3per line.

Business Notices—S3.10 per line of space, each insertion.

The Best AdvertislHSg Paper
ira the IL S. is

THE SEW YORK TRIBUNE.
The New Yoke Tnim^TE has tlie largest circulation of

any Newspaper, among the Intelligent Agricultural. Horti-

cultural. Stock Eniiing, Wool Growing, and Implement
using classes.

All who want to sell Iimli, Farms, BlacHInery,
Inventions, Trees, Plants, Seeds. Toole, Books,
or anything that contributes to the happiness, comfort, or
enjoyment of the great Agricultural and Manufacturing
Public, from Maine; to California, will do well to advertise
in Tus New Yoke Teibuxe.

TERMS OF ADVEH7ISBNG :

DAILY TUIBUXE, 23 cents a line.

TTEEKLY TEIBUXE, $1.50 a line.

SEMI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, 25 cents a line.

Address THE TEIBUSE, Efcvr Torfc.

EACH TREES AND SMALL FRUITS A
SPECI iLTY.

RXJMSOai B7URSEKIES. Send for Circulars.
A. HANCE & SON.

Tied flank, Monmouth Co. N. J.

F

IVrORTON'S VIRGINIA SEEDLING GRAPE
-L~ VINES, flayers), for sale. $150 per 1000. Terms cash.
in advance, or collected bv Express on delivery.

GEORGE NESTEL, Mascoutah, St. 'Clair Co..
Illinois.

UNIVERSAL CLOTHES WRINGER.

THE

Cannot be surpassed or equaled by any other "Wringer for

durability, till the expiration of the patent for the- "COG
WHEEL REGULATOR" or "STOP-GEAR." JVo other
Wringer is licensed under thia Patent. It belnj now uni-

versally conceded that Co.^s are necessary to prevent the
Rolls from being broken or torn loose, many attempts have
been made to get a Cog-Wheel arrangement which shall

•qual the UNIVERSAL, and yet avoid fclto "Slop-Gear*'
patent, but without success. .

Many whofceH tho UNIVERSAL "WRINGER keep also the

DOTY
WASHING
MACHINE,

which, thoutrh but
recently introduced,
is really as jrrent a
Labor and clothes
EAVBB as the Wring-
er, and is destined to
win public favor and
patronage every-
where.

It washes perfectly*
without wearing or
rubbing the clothes
at all.

Those keeping the
Wringer lor salo,

- KNi-^S** enn order Hie Washer
for ruRtn:ners, If they have not got a supply on hand. On
receipt of the Retail price, from places where no one in sell-

ing, we will Bend either or holh machines from Jse* York.
Prices-Family Washer, fill. No. IK "Wringer, $10. No.

2 "Wringer, fS.50.

A supply of (he Wringers and Washers U always kept on
hand in Cmcapo, rlnclunatl. Cleveland, Janesvtllo and St,
Luuis, boxed ready for shipment, at about New York prices.

Largo profits are made selling these machines.
Circular*, giving Wholesale and Retail prices, sent free.

(PF" These Machines are adopted by the American
Agriculturist as Premiums, and endorsed by lis Editors as
the best in market—lor recommendations sue back numbers.

E. C. BROWNING, General Agent.
No. SJ CorUaudt-st.. New York.

(Opposite Merchant's Hotel.)

Bliss9 Seed asid Horticultural Warehouse,

Bo R. BLISS & SON,
41 r^Ifclv ROW, NEW YORK,

(Old Office of American Agriculturist,)

Also, 231 3fain Street, Sjrringfteld, JTass.

The Subscriber is happy to inform his patrons and the

public generally, that, in order to better accommodate his

numerous customers in New York aud vicinity, as well as

his rapidly increasing trade in other sections of the country,

he has formed & business connection with his son, S. B.

BLISS, under the above-named firm, and leased the well-

known premises of the American" AGnicri/rumsT, 41

Pake Row, New Yoke, where it is their intention to keep

a well assorted stock of the various articles required by the

Parmer, Gardener, and Amateur Cultivator.

Among these may be found every desirable variety of

Garden. Field, and Flosver St-eds, Dutch. Bul-

bous Hoots, Siammer Flowering Bulbs, Hardy
aud Exotic Grape Vines, Small Fruits, Roses,

and Flowering Plants, both for the Conservatory

and Flower Garden, Agricultural and Horti-

cultural Implements, Fertilizers, and other

requisites for the Farm and Garden.

The Seed Department will receive that special attention

which its importance demands. Every effort will be mado

to sustain tliG favorable reputation which his seeds have

already acquired wherever they have been Introduced.

With an experience of upwards of Twenty Years in the bus-

iness, and possessing unrivaled facilities for procuring both

Foreign &ufl Home-grown SeGds,ha feelR no hesitation in

guaranteeing perfect satisfaction to those who may favor

them witli their orders.

He would take this opportunity to return his sincere

thanks to his friends for their liberal patronage, and re-

spectfully solicits a continuance of the same for the New
Firm. B. K.. BLISS.

OUR XEW

Catalogue of Dutch Bulbous Roots,

beautifully Illustrated, with special directions for the culture

of each variety therein enumerated, Is now ready, and will

be mailed, post-paid, to all applicants enclosing 10 cents.

OUR CELEBRATED

Seed Catalogue and Guide to the Flower

and Kitchen Garden,

Containing One Hundred and twenty-live pages of closely

printed matter, beautifully illustrated with upwards of One
Hundred Engravings, and a Descriptive List of upwards of

Two Thousand varieties of Vegetable and Flower Seeds,

with special directions for their culture, will be mailed to all

applicants enclosing 2.1 cents. Orders may be addressed to

4i JParlc Row, New York,

Or, 231 Wlain-st., Springfield, Mass.

A FIRST-RATE COOK BOOK.
WHAT TO DO WITH THE COLD MUTTON.

A BOOK OF RECHAUFFE'S.
Containing nearly <100 practical receipts for plain dishes of

all kinds. Soups Fish, Beef, Poultry, Game, Salads, Pud-
dines. Pastry, Cake, Pickles, etc. The great feature of the
book is that it suggests very many ways of re cooking
cold meats, other than as the Inevitable hash.
Send ua $1.00 and you will get u copy neatly bound in cloth

by return mail, postage paid.
F. J. HUNTINGTON & CO.,

^159 Broonie-st., New York.

Get up Clubs

BUY TITLES CHEAP.
Almost any man will join with his neighbors in buying a

few choice grape vines.

For $5.00
I will send by mail, post-paid,

5 Iona Vines, 5 Concord Vinos,
5 Hartford Prolific Vines,

and ene of each kiml to the party getting up the Club.

For S10.00
I will send by mail, post-paid, .

10 Iona Vines, 10 Concord Vines,
lO Hartford Prolific Vines,

and three of each kind to the party getting up the Club.

All the above will be No. 1 vines, from my well-known

stock. Orders filled In rotation as received. Address

GEORGE E. MEISSNER, Richmond. Staten Island, N.T.

flfew York College of Veterinary Snrgcons.

Incorporated 1S57.

179 T-exiiisjton Avenue. Session 19G7-S.

The regular course of Lectures in this Institution will
commence the first WOCk In Oetobcr, 'C, and continue until

the latter part of February. ISPS.

Professors (Emeritus) J. BUSTEBD, M. D., TTistolotrv ; L. P.
Maso*. M.D., Physiology : Faxiu-u. l>. Wstsss. M.D.. SuteI-
caJ Pathology: SamcblK.Pbbks M.D., Chemistry. Materia
Medina and" Therapeutics; A. T. J.iai-tarp. M. D.. V.S.,
Comparative Anatomy and Operative Surgery; A, Lakot,
M. I>.. M.R. C, V. S.X., Theory and practice of Medicine
of the Horse and other Domestic Animals. Addrcssfor
particulars, Or. J. BUSTfiRD, President of Faculty, no
Lexington Ave. ; A. T. Liautarp, M. D„ V. S., Registrar.

COTTAGE HILL SEMINARY,
POUOTIREEPSIE, N. T.—An English and French School
for Young Ladles. Very select; Delightfully situated, and
alfordtng unusual advantages for a solid and elegant edu-
cation. For tin* prospectus, address, earlv, the

KEY. GEORGE T, RIDER, A.M., Rector.

NOTICE.
Onr Strawberry Catalogue of 1G pages, for

fall of 1867, contains Instructions for the selection of varie-

ties. Gives their sexual character—a full description, and
Illustration, of

JU€U!VDA—Onr No. 700,
greatly the most valuable of all onr Strawberries. Also, of

Fillmore, next In value, and all other desirable kinds. Com-
plete Lists of Early, Medium, and Late varieties, both for

family and market purposes—our favorites—prices of plants

grown in pots and otherwise, by mail or express.

OUR SMALL FRUIT CATALOGUE
of 24 pages, for fall of 1SG7, contains descriptions ofthe lead-

ing varieties of Crapes, Raspberries, Blackberries, Goose-

berries, Currants, &c. Considerations which should Influ-

ence in the selection of varieties. Complete listsof the most

desirable kinds. Illustrations of Hornet Raspberry ; Ives*

Grape; "White Grape, and Cherry Currant. Complete assort-

ments of SMALL FRUITS by mall. Air. Batehain's Circu-

lar, &c.

OUR ORDER LIST
for 1S07, contains the plainest instructions for making out an

order. It will bo found a great convenience, and guard

against mistakes. Roth Catalogues, with Order List, aud

directed envelope, will be sent to all applicants enclosing

10 cents.
J. KNOX,

Box 153, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Choice SVuils for the (niii-rfcis.

A splendid stoek of Standard and Dwarf Trees,
Grape*, Small Fruits, fto. Send for our

AMATEUR'S PRICE LIST,
containing especial inducements to planters.

EDWH. .1. BVANS & CO.,
Central Nurseries, York, Ta.

500,000 GRAPE VINES.
Superior layers, 1 and vcars old. mostly Concord, Hart-

ford, Catawba, Norton's Virginia, Delaware. Ives, and oth-
ers, cheaper than anytehere < tee. tot sale. Also. Uoses, Cur-
rants, Rhubarb and Uuspberrj flanta.vcry cheap. Send
stamp for Catalogue and Kssays on Grape Culture, to

Dr. U. SCRROEDER, Eloomln^ton, Illinois,
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CBOSSMAN BROTHERS Sc CO>£:E*i^MY9

MantLfactrirers of Fire Brick, Glazed Drain Pipe, Land Tile, &c.

DEALERS BN FERE CLAY, FIRE SAND AMD KAOLE&,

On Raritan Kiver, 2 1-2 Uliles above Perth Amboy, Woodbridge, 3S. J.

"Wc invite public attention to an enterprise having for its

object a combination of practical, successful, business oper-

ations, and valuable inventions-, the working of wfcicli will

have a tendency to revolutionize present systems of drain-

ace; greatly diminish its cost, and increase its efficiency by

being done in a SUPERIOR MANSER ; add to the

prosperity, profits, and certainty of a_s:ricultnral operations,

and by thus increasing the National "Wealth in Agricultural

Products, the prosperity of all other interests and business

of thecountry will be promoted and insured; the volume

and cash value of our National Exports will be increased,

and tend to avert those monetary crises that succeed poor

crops, and consequent diminished cash value of our exports

and over trading on credit principles.

In our Brick-making businesswe found and secured aworn-

out farm containing inexhaustible quantities of common
brick. Drain Tile, Pipe and Fire Brick Clay, that make

goods of such Si-PETUor. quality as the clays of YS"oodbridg°,

N.J are celebrated for. These different kinds of valuable

YS'oodbridge Clays overlie and successively*.<Zew*QP each

other. They lie accessible and exposed above the level of

our Railroad, and reach almost to the surface of the ground.

They are connected with Factory, Ship Channel, and ex-

cellent shipping facilities, by a Railroad otabout S.290 feet,

with a slight downgrade to the river. It is a combination of

natural and artificial advantages for manufacturing superior

goods of vital importance to the country, and for exhibiting

our valuable machinery for sale in practical, profitable

working operation, that is not known to exist in any other

locality.

The machinery that is of such importance to the agricul-

tural and other interests of tlic country consists in part of

the inventions of Mr. Geo. S. Tiffany. They are the only

machines known that take unprepared clay from the bank,

grind it to plasticity, and drive it out at any desired rate of

tyeed-not as simple mud—but in continuous streams of very

dense, strong, and polished round tile, that are only equaled

In smoothness by the Glass Tile of Holland. They are pre-

cisely the goods that every intelligent and scientific Drainer

in the country will have whenever obtainable. They are

manufactured stiff enough to wheel direct from the machine,

the only hand labor required being to shovel clay, handle

and wheel away the ready made tile, to be dried and burned,

&c, &c. "We counted -IS ready made polished tile issuing

per minute, in a continuous stream from the machine of

Sword Bros., in Michigan. The different strata in our clay

hills that can. thus be rapidly made into valuable and supe-

rior goods by our combination of water and rail transport-

ation and valuable machinery, were formerly thrown, away
to get the more valuable clays beneath.

Another invention of great importance to this Company
and to the country is the Patent of Mr. Henry C. Ingraham.

It is probably the first efficient, practical, economical, light

draft Ditching Machine ever invented and practically used.

"With such little work as it has already done, under great

disadvantages, and with limited means to develop it, we
already ha.vv practical proof that it will, with a single team
of horses, dig from % of a mile to M mile, 2 to 3 feet deep,

of Ditch per day, with the bottom of the Ditch hardened,
graded, and shaped to precisely Jit romid tile, in a manner
far superior to hand labor. It is self-adjustable and self-

grading. By driving it a few times across the roughest

plowed ground, the bottom of the Ditch becomes smooth
and graded, with no loose dirt lett in the Ditch. The dirt is

deposited on each side in the smallest possible quantities,

because the Ditch is cut precisely of uniform width, 'witn-

out waste by irregularities in digging. The operator rides

i\b in a Mowing Machine, and it is believed to be of greater

value to the country to increase Agricultural Products than

Mowing Machines, or any other implement, areto secure the

crops after being produced. It is difficult to estimate the

value of a machine by which farmers can now drive teams

and thoroughly perform the hitherto disagreeable, expen-

sive, and slow, work of Ditching.

This Company is as yet composed exclusively of the work-

ing men and inventors that have developed this combination

of business and advantages. The business will be managed
by them, and their production will be still improved and de-

veloped to a higher standard of perfection, and kept in ad-

vance of the times, if the Inventors now comprising the

Company should live. These Inventors are young men of

integrity, and have not yet attained their proper positions

In life.

The Company is not absolutely organized, but it is under
consideration to name it the CROSSMAN CLAY AND
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, and to be formed of the

following Olficers:

JACOB R. CROSSMAN, President.

GEORGE S. TIFFANY, Treasurer.

TRUSTEES.
JACOB R CROSSMAN.
ALONZO G. CROSSMAN.
HENRY C. INGRAHAM.

The Company now possess and are working yards that can

produce from two million to five million brick per year.

ITt en«lM« ettlnaatis of what !a now being dana by Sword**

Brick Machine. It made 52 Brick per minute whilewe stood

by and timed it by watch.

EXHIBIT OF OXE WEEK'S WORK.

Though we can, with ease, with the same number of men,

make 180.030 in Six Days of ten hours, we here state the

average "Week's Work at 150,000.

COST.
2 men at the clay bank $27.00

2 mt-n on the platform feeding the Machine 27.00

1 man taking off brick from the Machine 13.50

2 men, tor three boys.) wheeling 27.00

1 man helping unload barrows in yard 13,50

1 engineer ". 21.00

4 settees C0.00

5 burners 4S.00

150 bushels nut coal, for engine, 7.50

2 horses, keeping 10.00

1.S50 bushels Coke and Coal, to burn a kiln of 150,000

brick 121.50

Oil for machinery 3.50

Delivering kiln of brick 225.00

Manager of yard, and contingent expenses 50.00

PROF3T.
150,000 brick at SIS per 1,C00 $j68KO0

Deduct cost of making $C57.00

SC57.00

Net profit of yard Sor one week $1,143.00

Admitting what everyone knows cannot possibly occur,

that brick fall to half present prices, and wages remain as

higli as at present, still, a Machine iu a brick market, is a

fortune.

The above estimates of cost are much higher than will bo
found true, of manv localities. They are above the actual

working expenses of our own yard, but we wish to be entire-

ly on the safe side!

The clay that is now made into common brick, can. by the

Tiffany Tile Machine, he rapidly made into superior Tile, for

a great demand exists at the following prices:

m inch, without bands, JJ7 1J^ inch, with bands, $23.

3 "
4

20..
85.,

50.,

28.

4 5.

5G.

To show the comparative cost of Brick and Tile made

from the same clays, we extract from the work by Geo. E.

"Waring, entitled "Draining for Profit and Health," page

1SS, as follows

:

"The Cost of Tiles.—It wonld be impossible, at ally

time, to say what should be the precise cost of tiles in a giv-

en locality, without knowing the prices of labor and fuel;

and in the present unsettled condition ot the currency, any
estimate would necessarily be of little value. Mr. Parker
estimated the cost of inch pipes in England at fv*., (about
$1.50) per thousand, when made on the estate where they
were to be used, by a process similar to that described here-

in. Probably they could at no time have been made for less

than twice that cost in the United Slates,—and they would
now cost much more; though if the clay is dugout in the

fall, when the regularly employed farm hands are short of

work, and if the same men can cut and haul the wood during
the winter, the hands hired especially for the tile making,
during the summer season, (twomeu and two or three boys,;

cannot, even at present rates of wages, bring the cost of the

tiles to nearly the market prices. If there he only temporary
use for the machmeiy, it may be sold, when no longer need-

ed, for a good percentage of its original cost, as. from the

slow movement to which it is subjected, it is not much worn
by Its work.

"There is ro reason why tiles should cost more to make than

bricks. A common brick contains clay enough to make four

or five 13^-inch tiles, and it will require about the same
amount of fuel to burn this clay in one form as in the other.

This advantage in favor of tiles is in a measure offset by the

greater cost of handling them, and the greater liability to

breakage."

It will readily be seen there is room for immense profits

in Tile manufactures by our combination and application

of machinery, even at a large reduction in the price of tile.

Orders for Ditching and Tile Making Machines are solic-

ited, and their satisfactory working will be guaranteed by
our Company.

It is proposed to raise $50,000 Cash Working Capital to de-

velop and extend our enterprise. To do so, the property

and business of the Company will be represented by shares

of $50 each. One Thousand such shares are now offered to

capitalists and consumers, with the Arm belief as practical

men that no enterprise in this country holds out equal in-

ducements for investment. Inventories, full explanations,

and satisfactory references, will be furnished applicants by

addressing or calling oh

CROSS3IAJT BROTHERS,
Wooctbrlrfge, IV. J.

Three Months for Nothing,

THE METHODIST,
A First-Class Religious Newspaper.

VHIth Yolume Commences Jan. 1st,

1868.
XOTT is the time to subscribe, as by doing so yon will get

the paper for the remainder of this year For Nothing.

THE METHODIST
is an eight-page Weekly Newspaper, now in its eighth year

of highly successful publication. It is Religious and Liter-

ary : Independent, Fiaternal, Loyal, and Progressive.

As a Family Paper H is unsurpassed. It commands some

of the best Literary ability of the

Methodist Episcopal Church,
and of other Christian Denominations, and is largely pat-

roDized by all classes of Christians, as a Family paper.

It Is Edited, as heretofore, by

BET. GEOSEGE It. CROOKS, D.D.
Assisted by the following able Editorial Contributors:

REV. ABEL STEVENS, LL.D.

REV. JOHN McCLINTOCK, D.D. LL.D.

REV. B. H. NABAL, D.D.

REV. H. B. RIDGAWAT, and

PROF. A. J. SCHEM.
Sermons by

HENRY WARD BEECHER,
every Fortnight.

Also, Sermons from

Eminent Methodist Pulpit Orators,

Among whom are the

Bishops of The Methodist Episco-

pal Church.
Other experienced writers contribute to the various spe-

cial departments, rendcringitone of the most original, thor-

ough, and comprehensive religions periodicals of the day.

In typographical appearance The Methodist is unri-

valed, being printed on good paper, with the best of Ink,

from the clearest of type.

It has a valuable Correspondence, both Domestic and

Foreign ; a fresh Story every week for the Children ; a Fi-

nancial, Commercial, Mercantile, and Agricultural Depart-

ment , a valuable Religions and Secular Sews' Summary

brought up to the honr of going to press.

Altogether, as a Religious and literary TCeekly Newspa-

per, The Methodist has been pronounced, by disinterested

Judges, to be without a superior in point of talent, beauty,

and punctuality. Its visits to any family will pay back Its

price, to every careful reader, a hundred fold.

Terms to Mail Subscribers, Two Dol-

lars and Fifty Cents per Year, in Ad-

vance; to all Ministers, for their own
Subscription, Two Dollars.
Postage prepaid at the Post-office where received. Twenty

Cents per year. Twenty Cents must be added by Canada

subscribers, to prepay postage. Fifty Cents additional

If served by Carrier in New Vork City.

Anyone sending Theee SrBscp.mEns and JT.50, will re-

ceive a Fourth copy free for one year.

Subscriptions received at any time during the year.

Liberal Premiums and Commissions to persons getting u»

Clubs. Send for Premitun Circular.

Specimen copies sent fx*cc on application.

Address

THE METHODIST,
I 1 4 Nassau Street,

ITew York.
H. W. DOUGLAS,

Publishing Agent.

25,000 Norway Maple, 3 to 15 Feet.

5.000 Horse Chestnut, - - - 3 to 10 feet.

1.000 Tulip Trees, - - - - 3 to la feet.

1,000 Magnolia Acuminata, - - 3 to 10 l'.
Also, a general Xurserv Stock at extremely low rati s.

'

J v LEWIS, YVillnuaniic. conn.

D AVISON'S THORNLESS BLACK RASPBER-
KTplams for sale. Send for Circular. JOHN TV.

HOAG, TCaterford, C»nid«n fc»., >". J-
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THE CHURCH TOION.

"The Freest Organ of Thought

in the World."

Owing to the unprecedented reception

of this paper, it has been enlarged to doub-

le its original size, and is now the largest,

best, and most liberal, as Trell as cheapest,

family newspaper in the world.

It is the Organ of Xo Sect,

but will aim to represent every branch

of the Church of Christ, as well as every

society organized for the purpose of

Evangelizing the world.

It is Trinitarian in Creed,

but favors free discussions of all subjects

not already settled by the universal con-

sent of the Church in all ages. It will

oppose Ritualism and Infidelity, and ad-

vocate a free pulpit for Christ's ministers

and a free communion table for all the

Lord's people.

It will favor universal suffrage and

equal rights

to every man and woman of whatsoever

nationality, and will oppose all human

instruments contrived by men for the en-

slavement of the consciences of men.

It will publish a sermon by Rev. Henry

Ward Beecher every Monday

at 12 o'clock. This sermon is not copy-

righted, nor does it come under the eye

of Me, Beecher before publication, and

will be a faithful report of the utterances

of the Great Preacher of Freedom.

Writers and editors of every branch of

the Church arc engaged on this paper.

Terms $2.5© 5 SI.Oft

TO AGENTS FOR EVERY SUB-

SCRIBER.

The usual premiums of sewing-ma-

chines, etc., will be offered.

Fori Sale by the

Amerioan News Company, for 5 Cts.

Address

Q. ALBERTSON, Supt,

103 Fufton St., N. Y.

Important Music & School Books
JUST PUBLISHED BT

596 Broadway, H, Y.

THE ANALYTICAL SCHOOL READERS
FtrBt Header, 3S cents; Second Reader, SO cents: Third Read-
er. T5ccQts: Fourth Reader. 90 cents; Fifth Render, $L2.j:
Sixth Reader, $1M By RICHARD EDWARDS, LL.D.,
President of the Illinois State formal University, and J.
ItUSSELL WEBB, author of the Word Method. "With el-

egant Illustrations by THOS. NAST. Fresh, new, practical
books bv practical men, embodying modern improvements.
Teachers and pupils will like these books. Send lor a Cir-
cular with description and specimen pages.

THE TEMPLE CHOIR.—A new collection of
Church Music for Choirs and Singing Schools. By The.o. F.
Seward, assisted by Dr. Lowell Mason and Win. B. Bradbury.
This is the first time these two most popular musical authors
in the country have been united in one book, THE TEMPLE
CHOIII has a.very full Singing School Department, with 150

Glees, Rounds, Part Songs, etc.. over 500 tunes of all meters,
a large number of Anthems, Set Pieces, etc., for special oc-
casions, social use, etc. ; mid is altogether one of the mort
complete collections of music over published. Price. $1.50
each; J 13.50 per dozen; S1U0 per hundred. A single copy
will be sent for examination to anv teacher of music, or
leader of a choir, post-paid, for one dollar.

ANEW METHODFOR THE PIANOFORTE,
bv WILLIAM MASON and E. S. HOADLT. 240 pages, large
quarto; illustrated. Price, $4.00. Very full, complete, pro-
gressive, clear and comprehensible; embodying important
improvements in teaching, and having those minute direc-
tions which the best teachers are accustomed to give orallr,
written out in full, as far as possible. Retaining all that is

valuable in previous methods, it embodies the improvements
used bv the best living teachers.

APPLES OF GOLD IN PICTURES OF SIL-
VER.—A new book of Hvmns and Tunes for Sunday
Schools, by E. ROBERTS. It has the best of the. old sonss.
with n rich variety of new hvmns and tunes. An admirable
book, which can hardly fail "to commend Itself to nil. It has
many new, beautiful songs, (about 300 hvmns and 200 tunes)
and hone which arc not in good twste. "Price, in paner cov-
ers. 30 cents, or $25 per hundred; in board covers, 35 cents,
or $30 jier hundred. A copv will be sent for examination to
any person remitting 20 cents. Published by

MASON BROTHERS, 59R Brondwny, W* Y.
MASON7 & HAMLIN, Boston.

HANDSOME hWmMEhK
Glolic Edition of Dicltens' Worlcs, the cheap-

est legible edition ever published. Large clear tvpe. fine
paper, illustrated byBarley &, Gilbert. To be completed
in 13 volumes, S of Which are now ready. Price per vol-
ume, in cloth. §1.50.

Riverside Edition of Dickons1 IVorks. The
very best library edition ever published, containing all

the English andAmerican lUualratimvi bv Phiz, Crnik-
shank. barley, Gilbert, anil others. To be "completed in
25 vols., crown 8vo, 6 of which are now ready. Price per
volume, in cloth, $2.50.

HoTischold Edition of Dickens' Works. An
elegant library edition, now complete in S3 vols. Price
per volume, in cloth, $1.25, the set complete in Crape
cloth, price $66.25.

Illustrated Library Edition of Cooper's
Works. Illustrated by Dnrley, handsomely printed on
fine paper. Complete in 3*2 vols., crown Svo. Price in
cloth per volume $3.00. In complete set of 32 vols., uni-
form cloth $96.

People's Edition of Cooper's Works. Com-
plete in 32 vols. Price per volume $1.75.

Household Edition of Cooper's Works. The
cheapest edition published. Complete in 32 vols., ele-
gantly bound in Crape cloth. Price per volume $1.25, or
the complete set 32 vols., $40.

Sent by mail on receipt of prices annexed.

KURD & HOUGHTON, Publishers,
4:59 Broome-st., New York.

ACTIVE AGENTS,
Male and Female, wanted for permanent cmplovmenf in
selling the new and popular subscription book, the PHIL-
OSOPHY OF HOUSEKEEPING: bv Mr. and Mrs. .Joseph
B. Ltmax. The latter Is the well-known Prize Essayist in
the Household Department of this Journal.
This work was written to meet a want that the community

has 1on§f felt, and the fidelity, thoroughness, and skill with
which all the departments of housekeeping are taken up
and treated, have produced a most valuable work. For this
reason it is the most rapldlv selling book of Hie season.
For terms ami Circulars giving mil description of the

work, apply to GOODWIN' & BETTS,
91 Asylum ^t.. Hartford, Conn.

TO AGENTS.
Experienced Book-Canvnasffrs can now pre-engage terri-

tory for the best book of the year. A new .National Work
entitled

The History of the Great ISepnhlle,
from the Discovery of America to the present time, con-
sidered from a Christian St n uil-n lini.

Bv JESSE T. PECK. D. 1\
Address, with testimonials, BROUGHTON & WVMAK,

13 Bible House, New York.

AGENTS WANTED.
TI11* Hook fortlio Million. •THK BOYS IM Ttl.nE; or.

HEROES OFTHB HANK ANT I'U.K." By Mrs. A. H. Hon*,
or the United StitleR Sanitary Commission. It is not n His-
tory of thoWnr, or of Any Campaign or General, lint ;i fnll
anil "Allan! record of the sacrifice aiul BiifTerlnes of tlie Rank
and Flic who by their heroism conquered for us a glorious
and lion-

E. n. TREAT £ CO., Publishers, G5I Broadway, Sew York

»U, WORKS ON '-THE WATER CURE,"
-<-. with prices. Illustrate I al elpl of
two stamp.. In S. B. WELLS, 1'uMlslier, Ko. Sta> Broatrwoj-,
New Terk. Asrtnts wsmWl.

REMAM
Grape Growing and Wine-Making, by George Uusmann.

A practical book by a practical man. Price $1.50, post-paid.

F. W. WOODWAHD. Publisher.
37 Park Row, New York.

Nearly Ready for Delivery.

WALLACE'S

mro BOOK.
One Royal Svo volume, 1,000 pages.

Illustrated by 20 original Steel Portraits. Price 510.

Published by "W. A. TOTVNSEND & ADAMS,
431 Broome-st., New York.

Agents Wanted.

KEEP COPIES OF ALLYOUR LETTERS in the
PENN. LETTER BCOK. No copying pressor water

needed. Tilts valuable invention saves labor, time, and
money; and is not lor a clay only, but for all time. Local
and General Accnts wanted. Address Penn. Manufacturing
Works, 702 Cheslnut-st., Philadelphia, Pa., Box 217.

THEBOOK AGENTS WANTED FOR
AMERICAN CONFLICT. 11

Mansfield. Ohio. August 14, 1S67.
Messrs. O. D. Case & Co.—Gentlemen •—Since my re-

turn home I have read the 2d volume of Greeley's *" Ameri-
can Conflict." Ic is not only a wonderful monument of the
industry of the author, but it is admirably arranged—clear
and very accurate—and as interesting as any history can
be. Ou some mooted points. I have carefully compared it

with official documents and find that Mr. Greelev tells the
truth fairly and distinctly. I regard the work as altogether
tlie best history of our remarkable struggle, and one that
ought to be in every household in the United States.

I nra very truly yours, John Sherman".
The undersigned have also just published an elegant edi-

tion of "CEUDEN'S CONCORDANCE to the HOLY
SCKIPTTJUES"—a work which every family needs, and
which is selling very rapidly.
For Circulars and full information, address O. P. CAPE <fc

CO.. Publishers, at Hartford, Coun., Cleveland, Ohio, or
Detroit, Mich.

AGENTS WANTED.
SUPERB NATIONAL WORK.
A Pictorial History of the United States,

By BENSON" J. LOSSING.

Now being issued in Serial form, and beautifully illus-

trated by Steel Plates, from original derigns hy Stephens, and
several Hundred engravings on wood by Lossing &. Barritt.

It will be comprised in one rolume of abont 800 pages. In
the most perfect and elegant form, and at a moderate price.
Every family ami library should possess a copy.
Agents Wanted in every Town. Send for a Circular.

T. BELKNAP & CO., 102 William si., New York.

^6 Wtt'0RK:30N MAN."—For New Illustrated
w* Catalogue of best. Books on Physiology. Anat-

omy, Gymnastics, Dietetics, Physiognomy/, Short-hand Wri-
ting Memory, Self-Improvement. Phrenology and Entholo-

Sv,
send two stamps to S. K. WELLS, Publisher, No. S33

roadway, New York. Agents wauted.

MME. DEMOBESTS MAMMOTH BULLETIN
1TA PLATE OP LADIES' FASHIONS, for the fall and
winter of ISG7-8, with 10 full size Cut Patterns of the princi-

pal figures on the plate. Now Ready. Price $2 50. Also
Mme. Demorest's Bulletin Plate of Children's Fashions,
with 10 full size Patterns, either or both with full descrip-
tions, mailed free on receipt of price

4T.J Broadway, Now York-

Games, all kinds, sample and Catalogue,
Book*,

*'

25 cents.
25 cent--.

Photograph*, " " "
- - i"' cents.

How to Train and Doctor Horse?. 2 Books, - SO cents.

Sent post-paid. W. C. WEMYJ-S. 5i3 Broadway, N. Y.

A NEW VOLUME, ENLARGED.—With July
^*- the Illustrated Phrenological Jouuxal com-

menced the 4Gth volume. Forty quarto pages, and 70 en-

gravings of men, women, monkeys, gorillas; Ethnology,

Physiognomy, Phrenology, Psychology. Adapted to Clergy-

men, Lawyers, Physicians, Editors, Parents, Teachers

Artists, Business Men— indeed, everybody may read It with

profit. Only SO cents, or $3 n year. Address S. D. WELLS,
No. SS0 Broadway, New York. Sent six months for $1.10.

Sh.nrf-TIaml without a. Muster, by which the
art of taking down Sermons, Lectures, Speeches, frin -.

etc, may bo attained In a fow hours. Fifty-fourth edition,

wirii bviTLEMEXT. Price 25 cents. Send orders to
o. A. UOOUBACH, Vti Nassnu-et., New York.

CARPENTERS."^fV^^
Practical ixcjlltcctural Works, enclosing slam i'.

A. J. MCIiNELL, Publisher, TROT, N. T.

A GOOO XIII>"« : Send Two Stamps for
-"* illustrated Catalogue of Works on Physiognomy, riio-

nography, QymnusUcs, Anatomy. Dietetics, Psychology,

etc., etc. S. E. WELLS, 880 nroartway, N. V.

1(1 fWil HiellMONU or KAKLY MAY' Cherry
LUiUUU Trees, thrifty »nd handsome, 3 to s fret—$15 to JS3

j.ri nor i.n'.ii i.r hest olass, i to 8 Icct. st'.i'uo

rd grape vines! &> toJHjwr TliojiMnn.
HENRT AV1SU1 . Burlington, Towa.

METRE BK.VIin.-V FOWLS
For balo, tjM*i-oowt**0-i or oit.u, ijr« ^ f nOLDROOK, ITalicfc, Mass.
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A. K WOOD & CO.,
EATON, MADISON CO., N. Y.,

Manufacturers of their Celebrated

PORTABLE ENGINES,
For Farm and Mechanical purposes. They are particularly
adapted to driving Thrashing Machines. Circular Saws, Mills

oi" all kinds, Printing Presses. Wood or Iron Lathes, Machin-
ery in Cabinet or "Wagon Shops, Boring Artesian Wells,

Pumping Water, Corn Shelters, &c, &c.
Thev are mounted either on legs, like the above en t, for

stationary use, or on wheels, with a pole, ready for attach-

ing a team for moving from place to place.
Mr. W. N. Perky, of" Rushville, Yates Co.. N. T-, says in

the Countrv Gentleman of Aug. 29th, 1SG7: "By the way. we
are thrashing bv steam, using a six-horse portable engine.
It works to a charm, just the thing to do a nice job ; it does
the work of ten horses on a sweep power, and very much
better."
The American Agriculturist, in editorial notes, on page

S17, Sept. number, lS67i ears: "Steam Thrashers are a
prominent feature in Western husbandry. The horse thrash-
ers are still in use, but are as certainly doomed as the scythe
or the hand rake. They are altogether too slow for this age.

The steam thrasher is mounted upon wheels, and is drawn
by hoises from place to place, as it is wanted. The great ad-

vantage ofthe st^am thrasher is that it puts the wlieat har-
vest so much into the power of the farmer. As a rule, wlieat
stands in the shock until it is thrashed, and the first good
weather is availed of to clean the crop, and seud it to mar-
ket."
The Manufacturers take pleasnre in referring to the fol-

lowing parties, some of whom have used their Portable En-
gines for years :

Wm. Porter & Son, 271 Pcarl-sr., New-Tort.
E. B. Osborne, Ponghkeepsie. N. T.
P. M. Blceen, Dbbbs Ferry, N. T.
A. N. Webb. Hudson, N. Y.
1). K. Teal & Co., Norwich, N. T.
X>. J. "Woortworth, Yorkshire N. T.
Babcoek Bros., Deposit, N. Y.
John Greenway, Syracuse, N. T.
J.I. Nicks, Elmira. N.Y.
"White & Fuller. Binghamton, N. T.
John Scuvler, Bloomingdale. N.J.
C. H. Ravmond, Franklin. Pa.
Wm, Stitzel, McEwenaville, Pa.
"Worts & Co., Toledo. Ohio.
A. W. Copeland, Detroit. Mich.
Cock & Thomas, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Moses H. Lee, Edward*burg, Mich.
G. A. Colhv, Niles, Mich.
J. H. Elsiffer. E. Saginaw; Mich.
Doane & Bingham. Alpena. Mich.
J. E. Bonebrake. Misiiawaka, Indiana.
Geo. A. Wood. Richardson, Indiana.
Prairie Farmer Co., Chicago, Illinois.

Geo. & C. W. Sherwood, Chicago, Illinois.

Geo. Linebarger & Co.. Elwood, 111.

G. II. Sanford. Gri^gsvllle, 111.

J. "Widman. Elpaso, 111.

11. Ford, Buda, 111.

O. M. Conkey, Homer, 111.

Wm. Illingworth, Polo, 111.

Myres & Co., Bloomington, Til.

E. P. Allis & Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.
W. H. Ainldon, Rubicon, Wis.
Owen Whitney «fc Co., Footeville, Wis.
Daily Gazette Co., Davenport, Iowa.
Chandler & Frost, Monticello, Iowa.
Timothy Allen, West Point, Iowa.
Pioneer Printing Co., St Paul, Minn.
Gardner & Meldy. Hastings, Minn.
Cyrus Stoner, Leitcrsburg, Md.
Parkersburg Mill Co., Parkershurg, W. Ya.
Chisolm Bros., Charleston, S. C.
Isaac D. Spear, Mobile, Ala.
E. M. Ivens & Co.. New Orleans, La.
John P. Dale. Nashville, Teun.
Plant Bros., St. Louis, Mo.
J. C. Austin, Cosumnus. Cnl.
E. G. Bradley, Cotton Plant, Ark.

Descriptive Circulars and Price Lists sent on application
to A. N. WOOD & CO.

O XOTJ WANT THE AGENCY, (or for jour
own use), of the fastest, easiest worked, and most du-

rable Self-Feeding Hav, Straw and Stalk Cutter. Not to be
paidfor until tried. Price, at vonr nearest railroad station,
$10 to $20. Send for Illustrated Circular to

PEEKSKILL PLOW WORKS. Peekskill. N. Y.

Hexanier's Prong-hoe.
Price, per piece, $2.50 ; per dozen, $24. All orders must be

accompanied by cash, or the bills will be collected on deliv-
ery, including return charges.
Address, REISIG & HEXAMER,

Newcastle. Wrstchesier Co .. N . T.

JPrcmium Farm. Grist tflili—Cheap,
simple, and durable—adapted to all kinds of
Horse-Powers, and grinds rapidly.

Send for Descriptive Circular, and address
WM. L. BOYER & BRO.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

P>LOWS, PLOW CASTINGS. Caldrons, Suijar
PanaQttrpeaiL.ABfltptt'ira] Ij)ijrfetn,em.*, nnd Plantation

Ma&nWFy f it lWaTUU lttf Wltfcr-'st-, NeV Yolk.

THE FA RKf£J*S-«-v-"" V fU
Steam 5o

,L^-

COME AT LAST ; an apparatus so long needed
bv Stock growers, Pork raisers, Milk men. Dairymen,

and in 'fact, all classes where cooking In quantities, heating,

st^am'tn"-, boiling, distiliinsr, &c, arc required. This new boil-

er combines all the advantages o{ the \><?st Portable Caldron
and Furnace with the steam boiler. JVb Farmer can afford

to be without one.
Numerous testimonials from some of the most noted men

in the country who have them In use. can he furnished if de-

sired. A splendid life picture at a glance from a large new
Lithograph designed for Dealers anil Auents, c*n be sent by
mail free, of postage, at 23 cents ; the. same framed and mount-
ed, br Express, at T> cents. Four sizes are now ready for the

fall trade. Circulars diving details, testimonial*, prices,

sent free. D. R. PRLNDLE, Patentee and Proprietor.

Sept. 1, 1867^ East Bethany, N. Y.

rXMIi BEST JHACIUjVfiKY.
COOPER'S OLD AND EXTENSIVE FACTORY HAS

FOR SALE

150 Improved Portable Engines, 8 to 30
Horse-Power.
85 Improved Stationary Engines, 30 to 1525

Horse-Power.
200 Circular Saw Mills, of all Sizes.

133 Patent French Bnrl* Flour and Feed
Mills, with Uolts, and complete Machinery for same.

1,000 Cooper's Patent Sugar Pans, 8 to 15
feet long. Price $33 to $75.
1.000 Cooper's Patent Union Sngar Mills, 8

Sizes. Price, Heavy One-Horse Mill, $75.
All arc being erected in the most approved and substan-

tial manner, with recent valuable improvements.

This Firm was the first to commence the practice of fur-

nishing complete fixtures for Saio and Grist Mills, and
millwrights to erect and set them in operation ; hence their

unprecedented success and reputation for building the best

Mills in the wo?-ld. Send for Circulars, addressing

C. & J. COOPER, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

GR i F FI N okcO-^RlD PRl ETO RS

^sewftfliiii

CO RImn DT ST;NEW^ORK

Clifls Aerating 1 Churn.
(FOBMERLY CALLED TIIE " DASHER.")

Needs onlv to be tried to be appreciated ; saves time, labor,

and patience ; makes good butter in five minutes* time.
Send stamp for Circular.

JOHN W. DOUGLASS, Sole Agent,
Dealer in Agricultural Implements, Seeds, and Fertilizers.

131 Water-st„ New York.

The most economical Crate and Basket in use. Neat,
strong, compact, and well ventilated.
Agents wanted in all the fruit growing districts.
For sale, the right to manufacture for the "Western and

Southern States. Cieculaes sent fees.

H. W. JOHNS'

IMPROfED ROOFING
Has been In use nearly ten years, and forms a handsome and
reliable roof. Can be' applied hy any one. Elastic Min-
eral Cement, for liepairing Leaky Shingle and other
Roofs. Prrservativ© Paints, Roofing Cement,
&c. Exclusive right to sell and apply will he given. Sent!
for descriptive circular, prices, &c, to

H. W. JOHNS, 78 William St., IV. Y.

&J tfltffe FOR A BRICK MACIilNE SIM-
«P -H. %W\J pie ; $160 with Tempering Box and Moulds,
warranted to make 15.UO0 brick per dav, of a superior oual-

FREY & SHECKXER,ity. Address
Bncyrus, O.

IMPROVED FOOT LATHES.—Elegant, durable,
cheap and portable. Just the thine for the Artisan or

Amateur. Seud for descriptive circular.
S. K. UALDWrS", Laconia, N. H.

For Rock IHg-gring; and. Wall Lay.
ii»gr Machines,

Address G. L. SHELDON, Hartsville, Mass.

PURE FERTILIZERS.
Bone Dust §4.00 per 100 lbs., ?r,0 per ton.
Peruvian Guano $6.00 " " *' $100 "

HENDERSON" & FLEMING.
SEEBSiTEX AITB MiREKT GA.RDEXEKS,

07 Nassau-st., New York.

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL.—Girls'and Boys' Music
Bos, playing "Love at Home," "Happy Land." and

other familiar airs. Price ¥3.00. Manufactured exnresaly for
LEWIS P. TIBBALS.473 Broadway, New York. Children's
Bazaar for Hobby Horses, Carriages, Swings, Skates, Sleds,
and Toys.

BREAD
MIXING AND KNEADING MACHINE.

SOMETHING NEW.
These Machines insure

great saving of labor, Per-

fect Cleanliness, Certaintyof
Good Bread, and are Cheap.
From first to last, the hands
do not tonch the flour or
oilier ingredient1*. The per-
spira'ion and other impuri-
ties of the hands and arma
need no longer constitute an
ingredient of the bread.
Bv eimplv turning a crank,
(which a child can do.) the
tiongh is thoroughly mixed
Mid kneaded in from 5 to 7
minntts.

For sale bv the New York
Bread Machine Company,
No. 765 Broadway, NeV
York.

Massachusetts Agricultural College.

Applicants for admission to the Freshman Class will be
examined Oct. 1st- For further information anplv to

TV. S. CLARK, President.
Amherst, Mass., August 12, 1S67.

mT. PLEASANT INSTITUTE.—Private classes— for Bon*. Amherst, Mass.. H. C. Nash, A. M.. Princi-
pal. Estahlisiieri l^l'i. Commercial and Classical. Number
limited. Terms £400 per year. Circulars upon request.

TTENTION ! ALL TVANTING FARMS.—Sev-
cral thousand acres of superior farm and frnit land for

sale cheap, at Uhissbnro, IS miles south of Philadelphia, at
the junction ot the TVest Jersey and Cape Mav II. II. Infor-
mation sent free. Address TVM. AliKoTT, Glassboro, N. J.

A First Pri^e Medal at the
PAEIS EXPOSITION has been awarded to the MASON &
HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS, being the FIFTY-SEVENTH
highest premium awarded them within a few years.

Sixty styles of these Organs are made, varying from $75 to

$1,000 each. They arc believed to be not only the best, but
considering their quality, durability, &c, the cheapest in-

struments of the class in the world.

Circulars with fuU particulars free to any address.

MASON & HAMLIN,
596 Broadway, New York; 154 Trcmont-st., Boston.

Office of " Passaic Carbon Works,"
159 Fr.oxT Street, (Corner Maiden Lane).

MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE BONE DUST,
Fresh Bone Superphosphate of Lime,

Animal Charcoal, Ivory Black, &c.
Orders for the above articles manufactured at our "Works

on the ^Passaic Kiv??: y. J., should he addressed ro
LISTEK BKOTHEUS, 159 Front-st., Xew Tork.

FISH GUANO.
The cheapest and best fertilizer in use, manufactured and

sold by the "Mystic Oil Company." Mystic Bridge. Conn.
It is pressed very dry, put np in barrels, and sent to anv
part of the United* Slates for $30 per ton, in quantities
less than 35 tons. For 35 tons and upwards, $25 per ton. A
dried and fine ground article Is sold at $40 per ton. for ten
tons and upward, and for $50 per ton in smaller quantities,
delivered on board vessel or R. R. at Mystic Admlrahle for
market gardening, grain, cotton, and other crops. Orders
mav he addressed to" WM: CLIFT. Jr., 56 East 26th st., N. Y.,
or D. S. MILLS, Prcs't., Mystic Bridge, Conn.

INVALIDS
WHEEL CHAIRS,

for in or outdoor use, $20 to $40. IX-
TALIDS' CARRIAGES to order. PA-
TENT CANTERING HORSES, $12 to

$25. CHILDREN'S CARRIAGES,
Swings, etc. Send for Circulars.

S. W. SMITH,
90 William-st.,
KEW TORK.

Stereopticons and Magic Lanterns,

TVith the Improved Lime Light, illuminating brilliantly two
hundred square feet of canvas, and magnifying the views to
fiat size, at an expense of less than one dollar for a whole
evening's exhibition. Easily managed and pays well.

Illustrated priced catalogue of the apparatus, with list of
over two thousand artistically colored photographic views
on glass, of the War, Scripture History. Choice Statuary,
etc., etc., forwarded on application. T. SI. MCALLISTER,
Optician, (of late firm of McAllister & Bro., Phila.,) 49 Nas-
sau-street, New Tork.

A DESIRABLE COMPANION with n cood
temper and perfection in every point, and will stick by

von through thick and thin—Mme. dehobests Diamomd
Needles.
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The Iona and Israella Grapes.

ARE THE¥ HARDY, HEALTHY,
EARLY, and PRODUCTIVE?

(Their claim for quality lias nearly ceased to be a question.)

At the great meeting held at North-east Pa., Aug. 23, con-

sisting of about 300 members, coming from an extent of sev-

eral hundreds of miles, but one only was present "with

whom the Iona did not succeed." The general voice was
emphatic in its favor in all points, and often where those

reputed most hardy had partially or wholly failed. Secre-

tary Champlin reported "50,000 in his vicinity, all very satis-

factory." These reports I have very extensively verified by

my own travels and personal observations through the prin-

cipal vine regions the current season.

The coloring generally has already (Aug. 29th) demon-
strated that even on young vines the ripening is as early as

claimed, but the most interesting sight to all lovers of good

grapes and pure wine, was Mr. Griffiths' vineyard of 10,000

lonas, which, for evenness, sturdy vigor, perfect health and

keeping, left notiiing to be desired. His 2,000 Israellas were
"n no degree inferior.

Few, comparatively, have yet had opportunity to verify by
:ieir own eating the essential and radical difference which
institutes the distinctive excellence of the Iona for table

and for wine, and separates it widely from all other native

grapes.

Many thousands will have that opportunity this year, and
will also learn that the pure juice of ripe Iona grapes, under

the most simple treatment in every family, will afford pure

refined wine that has no disposition to acetic fermentation,

(soaring), and that is vastly better than the Catawba has

ever afforded under the most favorable circumstances.

I append three letters as specimens of reports from as

widely different points as possible. (See Pamphlet accom-

panying Price List, for further statements.)

Madison, "Wisconsin, Aug. 2S, 1867.

Dr. C. W. Grant,
Dear Sir: The Iona grape has been growing here under

different management three years. That the vines will grow
and sustain tlfe winters here does not admit of question.
Mr. Ott, of this citv, is fruiting a considerable number of
vines this season, and both his vines and fruit are satisfactory
in the highest degree. We are in latitude 43 decrees.

Wh. Brooks,
[extract.]

Pttlteney, N. Y., Aug. 28, 1867.

Dr. C. W. Grant,
Dear Sir: My Israella grapes commenced to ripen on

the 14th iust., Iona on the 17th, and Delaware, the 20th inst.

The 5,000 >o. 1 Iona purchased of you, and planted last
spring (all taken from one house), are perfectly splendid,
and the admiration of all who see them. They will prove a
trood standing advertisement of vines from your nursery.
Many of them have already grown more than six feet high,
with canes at the ground as large as my finger.

Tours truly, D. S. Wagexer.

Hartford, Conn-, Aug. 2d, 1S67.

C. TV. Grant, Esq., _
Dear SrR: Not having reported to you this summer, I

thoneht it might perhaps interest you to learn how the Iona
and other grapes are doing with me.
The Iona has done better thau any other variety. * * *

Tiie vines set in spring of ISfiS are growing splendidly, and a
majority of them nave a fair crop of fruit, which, seems to be
entirely free from disease.
Some Iona grafted on Anna, now, the second year, have a

good crop of fruit, and canes sixteen feet long and more
than y inch in diameter.
In ray oldest Iona vine (planted 1803), I am glad to notice

one fact bearing out tout promise, that "as the vines grow
older they will ripen fruit earlier." It would now seem they
will ripen with us at the same time as Delaware. Israella,

Adiroudac, and Hartford, began to color at the same time.
Diana and Concord all rot and fall off"; weshall hardly have

a good bunch of either. Some Iona, grafted upon Concord last

winter, have made two canes each more than ten feet, and I

fear I shall be obliged to treat all my Concord and Diana in
thesame wav, to get any fruit from them. They are nothing
but a disappointment. Delaware are as good as L expected,
but the crop will be small.

i' ours truly, C. M. Beach.

My stock of these kinds is very large and of surpassing

quality. Prices for best vines for Garden or Vineyard as

low as can be afforded, and my unequaled facilities and the

result of past years warrant the belief that I can make
more advantageous terms to buyers than can be done by any
other propagator.

Price List with Pamphlet, containing " Present State of

Grape Culture," and "Bateham's What Kinds to Plant?

etc.," sent on application with stamp.

C. W. GRANT,
Iona, near Peeksklll, Westchester Co., N. T.

•>(fbl* AOA GKAPE VIJTES.AWW9WWW One and two years old.

Au extra flue stock of

DELAWARE,
CONCORD.

IVES' SEEDLING,
(REVELKG, HARTFORD, DIANA, IONA,

ISRAEI.I.A, CLHTOiV, CATAWBA,
and many other good varieties.

At low rates by the dozen, 100, or 1,000.

tend for Price List.

Also a eood stock of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Ever-
greens, Small Fruits, Shrubs, Koses, &c, &c.
Osage Orange Plants, 2 years, at $5 per 1,000.

LEiYK it CO., Humboldt Nurseries,
Toledo, OHio.

Vines and Small Fruits by Express,
Prepaid.

No charge for Packing, Boxes or Delivery. Plants of 1st

quality, one and two years, and of every desirable variety.

Mail and Express Lists at S3, $3, $10, $S0, &c.

Illustrated Circular and Price Lists free.

II. H, LEWIS & CO., Sandusky, Ohio.

First Class Scrape Vines.

Iona, Israella aiiclDela-vrare,
A. Specialty.

A large stock unsurpassed for quality, at the lowest rates

for which good vines can be grown. Cheaper thau inferior

vines at no price.

All other varieties, equally well grown.

Send for Price Lists.

We shall be pleased to have parties call and examine stock.

HOLTON & ZUKDEXL,
Haverstraw, Rockland Co., X. T.

THE fllW iBAFl,
6*> SALEM."-THIS GRAPE IS THE MOST

£-9 successful result of the Hybridizations originated
and carried on by Mr. E. S. Rogers, of Salem, Massachusetts,
whose well known character- for probity and modesty of
statement affords every guarantee for the unsurpassed ex-
cellence of this, his favorite variety. His published state-
ment is as follows:

" The subscriber now offers for sale for the first time, a
New Grape, named Salem from the place of its origin. This
is a variety considered not only superior to any of the former
welt known numbers, but also to any hardy grape at present
before the public, combining as nearly as possible every
quality desired in an out-door grape, being one of the hard-
iest, healthiest and most vigorous of vines, and producing
enormous crops of beautiful and high flavored fruit.

Like other well known kinds, Nos. 4 and 15, this is a hy-
brid between a native and the Black Hamburg ; bunch large
and compact, berry large as Hamburg, of a light chestnut
or Catawba color, thin skinned, perfectly free from hard
pulp, very sweet andsprightly, with a most exquisite aromat-
ic flavor, not equaled by any other out-door grape for wine or
table ; as early as Delaware or Hartford, haying never failed
to ripen its fruit, in the most unfavorable season, for the
past, six years.

Taking all its qualities into consideration, earliness, hardi-
ness, and great vigor of vine, size and quality of fruit, it is

pronounced by the best judges who have tried it, to have
no equal among all the numerous varieties now before
the public ; and I can. with confidence, recommend it as the
best of all mv collection, and now offer it for the first time."
Salem, Feb., 18CT. E.S.Rogers, Salem, Mass.

Notice.—The subscriber would here state that he has dis-
posed of his entire stock of vines and wood of the Salem
Grape to J. L. WARING, of "Amenia Vineyard," Amenia,
Dutchess Co., X. T., to whom all orders for the same must
be hereafter addressed. E. S. Rogees.
Salem, Mass., March 2d, 1867.

In addition to the high merits of the "Salem,'' the under-
signed is able to say, irom personal experience and knowl-
edge, that the claims put forth in favor of the Salem are in
no respect exaggerated. During the present season it has
made uniformly a most vigorous and healthy growth, and
proved itself impervious to midlew, where vines of most of
the new and high priced varieties, growing by its side and
receiving equal care in culture, have been seriously affected.
It is believed that, as a paying grape, especially for market
purposes, the Salem is without a competitor anions out-door
varieties. J. L. warixg-.

I take pleasure in announcing that, since purchasing the
Salem Vine, I have disposed of my Vineyard and Propagat-
ing Establishment, including the entire stock of the Salem,
to JAMES A. REQUA, Esq., who will hereafter carry on the
business with every facility for its successful prosecution.
Amenia, NT . 1 ., August 31, 1S67. J. L. Warixg.
Having purchased the above, and having secured the

services of a most experienced and successful Propagator,
with able assistants, I design to make the growing of vines
for sale a specialty, and hope to furnish the public with a
class of plants unsurpassed in quality, and in every instance
warranted up to standard and true to name.
August 21, 1867. JAMES A. REQUA.

Amenia, Dutchess County, N. Y.

One Thousand very extra
BELiAWAiex: LAYERS.
One Thousand very extra
DIA3TA LITERS.

Also a few well-grown GENUINE SALE9I vines,
Sronagated from stock bought of Mr. Rodgers by F. C.
ronm, before his sale to Miss Waring. Also, Iona, Delaware,

and others. Send for Price List. B. P. K.ENDIG.
"Waterloo, Seneca Co., N. Y.

Wanted to Exchange.
A general supply of Nursery Stock wanted in exchange

for Grape Vines, principally Concord, Iona and Cliuton.
Address, GRAPE, Box S028, P. O., New York.

J. W. CONE «&; CO.,
Vineland, N. J., offer for Sale
700,000 CONCORD,
40,000 HARTFORD PROLIFIC,
15,000 CLINTON,
3,000 IVES 1 SEEDLINGGRAPE VINES.

And a large stock of CLARKE RASPBERRY plants.
Price List scut free.

1S67. To Nurserymen and Grape Growers. 1S68.

RICHARDSON & BELLOWS, (successors to Moore &
Richardson,) Geneva, N. T., offer for sale a large stock of
Dwarf Pear Trees, Plum and Cherry Seedlings and Grape
Vines. Send for Price List.

TO GRAPE VINE PURCHASERS I—Grape
Vines only propagated,' At the celebrated " Jfacc

Grape Vine Nurseries, immediately adjoinum: the Gardens
of Charles Tfatoriina, Esq., Newburgh, ST. Y. Knowing that
good-Vines Will a lieays sell, we have propagated according
to our capacity, not for large nnantmeshwdov goodquality.
Having had a good propagation this season, we therefore
particularly Invite an examination and comparison of our
slock before purchasing, consisting of all the known varie-
ties, all of which will be sold low. Tor Circulars and Price
List address JOHN W. IIANMORE, Box SI, Newbur-h.N.V.

GRAPE WOOD.—"Wc offer for sale from 3 to 5
million Concord, and 300,000 Ives* Seedling eyes.

J. "W. CONE & CO.,
Ylnelond, N. J.

Would call the attention of Dealers and Planters to his ex-

tensive stock of Grape Tines, and especially to the

C<KVCORl> A3fS> SO^'A.

Our Concord vines this year are pronounced by those who
have examined them to be far superior to those ordinarily

grown, and we challenge comparison with any other relia-

ble establishment, both in price and excellence of plants.

By our system of growing, and in our soil, the roots of the

vines attain the highest point of perfection, and it is to this

in particular that we would direct the attention of pur-

chasers and planters.

PRICE OF CONCORD VINES.
1st Class, 25 c. each ; $2.00 per doz. ; §6.00 per 50 : $10 per 100

;

$75 per 1,000 ; $700 per 10,000.

Our stock ofIONA vines is also of the highest excellence,

and will compare favorably with that of any other grower.

This excellent variety is fast gaining a reputation which
promises to supersede all fliers. No person setting out a
vineyard should fail to plant it extensively. The reports
which we hear this year from nearly all parts of the country
arc of the most favorable character. We can furnish vines

of this variety in any quantity, by the single vine or 10,000,

at as low rates as equally good plants can be obtained from
any reliable grower. We warrant all our plants true to

name, and of the quality stated.

Of all the other leading varieties we have a well selected

stock, which we offer at the lowest rates, for which we refer

to our Price List. Wc would here only mention a beautiful
lot of Hartford Prolific, which is undoubtedly the
most reliable and profitable early market grape which we
have.

Also a very superior lot of Diana vines, both life 2 years old.

CLINTON VINES.—Of tills excelleut and profitable

wine grape we have a choice lot of plants. Price : 1st Class,

25c. each ; $2.00 yer doz.
; §0 per 50 ; SS per 100 ; §65 per 1,000

;

$600 per 10,000.

For farther information send for Price List, and address

G. E. MEISSNER, Richmond P. O., Staten Island, N. V.

Mead's American Grape Culture.

AN© WINE-MAKING.
Extract from Secretary Bateham's Review.
"I have commended it highly on its general merits, and

also on very important special merits entirely its own. I
have heard a number of our most experienced" erape-grow-
ers speak of the work in terms of verv high praise, all con-
curring in the opinion that it is by far the" best work on the
subject that has yet appeared. The very clear and inde-
pendent manner in which he treats the subject of varieties
of grapes, defining which are really good. bad. or indiffer-
ent, and the reasons why they are oho or the other, is one of
the most timely features of the book, and will be the saving
of thousands of dollars to planters. No other author has
given half so much sound information in regard to varieties
in so little space as Mr. Mead. Indeed, on all points lie is
rich in information, and there are single chapters that many
will find worth the price of the book. The questions as to
the "Morality* and 'Profits' of grape-culture and wine-
making must be met and answered by every one who en*
gages In it as a business, and Mr. Mead gives the result of
his examination of them."
The book is a very handsome octavo volume, of nearly 500

pages, and nearly 200 most life-like engravings. It is suitable

for parlor or library, and interesting for family or student,

and is essentially new in manner and matter.

PRICE S3.0U.

I fully concur in Mr. Bateham's high opinion of It, and
have made arrangements with Messrs. Harpers, the publish-

ers, by which I can furnish it to Clubs at very liberal rates,

and also to single subscribers by mail, where there are no
Bookstores. C. \V. GRANT,

Iona, near Peekskill, Westchester Co., X. Y.

Grape Vines <fc SbiihII Fruits.
Delaware?, 1 and 2 years old, $10, SIS, $2.". per hundred.
Iona, 1 and 2 " " $25, $35, $50 "
Israella. 1 and 2 " " 825, $85, $50 " "

Adirondac, 1 and 2 " " §25, $S5, $50
Ives 1 Seedling, $15, $25,

" "
Concord, $10, $15, $25 " '

Rogers' Hybrids, all the good Nos $35
Kittatinnv Blackberries, $15
Clarke Raspberries, $25
Also large vines for immediate bearing, which would Imvo

borne the present season ii" permitted Our Vines are equal
to any in the market. Descriptive Catalogue and Price List,
of above and other varieties sent on application to

HOSTED A- HAZELTOX, Delaware, Ohio.

GI^VPE "VIIVES.
Iona, Israella, Delaware and Allen's Hybrid. From one

year single eve plants to four years old plauts with arms.
Also, Hartford Proline, and Alvey. one and two years old.
Ranging in price from 25 cents to" $5, according to age and
Bine. My vines are crown from bearing wood, aud for q unl-
it v 1 can refer to those who have purchased them the past
two years. * UARLKS S. MASON,

West Hartford, Conn.

oue year old Concord Vines from
lone ctittlmrs for sale low.

JOHN S. CALKINS, New Market, N. J.

50,000
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J, M. IHORBUBN &
15 J©H£I STKEET,
NEW YORK,

Have now iu Store and imported by them from Holland in

the finest condition

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, L.IL.IES, CROCUS,
SNOWDROPS, CROWN IMPERIALS,

NARCISSUS, SCILLAS,
ETC., ETC., ETC.

Priced Catalogues of Bulbs, containing directions for their

management, mailed on application. Also

:

BEAUTIFUL COLLECTIONS
OF

BULBOUS ROOTS.
R0m a.—ASSORTMENTS OF

—"m f G Fine Named Double and Sinale Hyacinths,
*5 "2 for pots* glasses or open border
H . l Polvanthus Narcissus i ,

>.-i 3 Early Tulips (
W

°S 12 Fine Mixed Crocus
j

£h Ss I 1 Persian Iris J

No. 2.—ASSORTMENTS OF
9 Fine Named Double and Single Hyacinths,

for pots, glasses or open border
6 Fine Double Tulips
15 Beautiful Named Early Tulips
25 Fine Mixed Crocus
3 Polyanthus Narcissus
6 Double Narcissus
3 Bulbocodinm Vernum
3 Persian Iris

25 Double Snowdrops

No. 3.—ASSORTMENTS OF
IS Fine Named Double and Single Hyacinths,

for pots, glasses or open border
50 Fine Mixed Crocus
25 Beautiful Named Early Tulips
12 Fine Named Double Tulips
4 Polyanthus Narcissus
12 Double Narcissus -

3 Persian Iris

G English Iris

1 Crown Imperial
G Bulhocodium Vernum

33 Double Snowdrops

also :

Fresh Mahalcb Cherry Pits, 75 cts. per lb. Pear
Seed, deliverable in December, at §3 per lb. Kates for

large quantities on application.

J". M. THOBBIIK5 & CO.,

Seed Warehouse,
15 JOHiV STREET, New York.

NEW
AUTUMN CATALOGUE

OF

Imported Dutch Sulbous

Ho

$10.00

M©s>£§
9

With descriptions and directions for theiv cultivation, now

ready for mailing.

J. M. THORBURX & CO.,

15 John-st., New York.

Haalboiss Hoofs for Stae Trade.
Our Wholesale Catalogue of Imported Dutch

Bulbous Roots, for the autumn of 1S67, is now ready
for mailing to applicants enclosing a postage stamp.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.,

15 John-st., New York.

SfS #*Oft HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
*P%Pt2*lJ?'W<FSnowdrops, and other Dutch Bulbs, at low
rates.—New Strawberries, Chas. Downing, (plants received
direct from Mr. Carpenter, and at his prices). Lady of the
Lake, Great Rippowam, Agriculturist, and 20 other new and
standard sorts. 1,000 pounds fresh Pear, Apple, Cherry,
Quince, and Mahaleb seed. Alsostock of all kinds. Flower
and Garden seed. All at low rates. Agents wanted. Cata-
logues now ready. B. M.WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries
and Seed Establishment, Plymouth, Mass.

Adirondac Grape Nursery and Vineyard.
"We offer at greatly reduced prices, a large stock of crape

vines, one. two, and three years. All desirable varieties-
including the two new Hybrids, '•Salem," and " Diana Ham-
3SUEG." Quality of vines unsurpassed. Our autumn Price
List and Descriptive Catalogue, or Wholesale Price List for
the trade, sent on application. **
JOHN W. BAILEY & CO., Plattsburgh,Tlinton Co., N. Y.

THE MUSCOGEE GRAPE.—Small, black grape.
Large, handsome bunch—sweet enough for wine with-

out sugar. The vine a good grower, a good bearer, and
fully matures its fruit. Can he had (price $3.50) of

11. RICHARDS. (11 Maiden Lane, New York,)
who has also other varieties of vines.

Read the opinion of the "ScientificAmerican," concerning
the Favorite Washinty Mrtr/,i»c. Send 6tamp lot' Illustrated
circular. Address S, B-, JENNINGS, Deep River, Csnih

Sent by Mail, Post-paid, at Catalogue Prices.

K. K- BLISS Sc SON
Offer for sale a large and well selected assortment of the

above, just received from Holland, embracing the most de-

sirable varieties of Double and Single Hyacinths ; Poly-

anthus Narcissus ; Double and Single Early and
Late Tulips : Double and Single Narcissus ; Jonquils ;

Crocus , Crown Imperials ; Iris , Snow-Drops ; Scillae ,

Hardy Gladiolus ; Ranunculus ; Anemones , Japan and
many other Lilies. Also a fine assortment of GREEN-
HOUSE BULBS, comprising Cyclamens, Ixias, Oxalis,

Spaeaxis, Tritomas, Achimenes, Gloxinias, &c, &c.

Particular attention is invited to their

New Illustrated Autumn Catalogue,

(containing an accurate description of each variety, with

particular directions for culture, so that any person, how-
ever unacquainted, can not tail to succeed,) which will be
mailed to all applicants enclosing ten cents.

Collections containing a fine assortment of all the leading

varieties of the above will also be mailed post-paid, as fol-

lows: Collection No. 1. $20; No. 2, $10; No. 3, $5.00; No. 4,

§3.00. For the contents of each collection and further

particulars, see Catalogue.

The following varieties will be sent by mail, post-paid,

upon receipt of prices affixed. Selection of varieties to be

left with us. When less than the specified number are

ordered, an additional price will be charged.

Per doz.

Hyacinths, double or single, fine named varieties...!£3.50

Hyacinths, double or single, fine unnamed varieties. 2.00

Hyacinths, Parisian, double and single, mixed. . 1.50

Tulips, early double, fine named varieties 1.50

Tulips, early double, fine mixed unnamed 75

Tulips, early single, fine named varieties 1.50

Tulips, early single, fine mixed unnamed 75

Tulips, Parrot, fine mixed, unnamed 1.00

Tulips, Bytoloemen, bizarres and rose, line named 3.00

Tulips, Bytoloemen, fine mixed 1-00

Tulips, various sorts mixed, unnamed 75

Crocus, mixed, blue, white, yellow, and striped 25

Crocus, finest named varieties 40

Polyanthus Narcissus, finest named varieties'. .. . 2.50

Polyanthus Narcissus, fine mixed unnamed 1.50

Jonquils, double 1.50

Jonquils, single, sweet-scented 75

Iris, English, fine mixed varieties 1.00

Iris, Spanish, fine mixed varieties 75

Ranunculus, fine mixed varieties 50

Anemones, fine mixed varieties 50

Gladiolus, hardy, fine mixed varieties 1.00

Snowdrops, double GO

Snowdrops, single 30

Hyacinthus, fine mixed varieties 75

JL»BliumAuratum,a new superb variety from Japan,

each $3, $4, and 5.00

Japan Lily, red and white, each 50 cents 5.00

"White Lily, (Lilinm candidum,) 1.75

Lily of the "Valley *. 2.00

Lilium loiigiilorum 2.00

Peonies, twelve varieties 4.00

Orders may be addressed to

B. K. BLISS & SON,
41 Park Row, New York,

Or, 231 Main-street, Springfield, Mass.

&rape Wood and Osage Oraage Vines
At wholesale, extremely lore. No extra charge when cash

is advanced on orders at retail rates. Plants 1st quality and
icarranted genuine. "We will supply planters and the Trade
with Ives', Concord, Hartford, Delaware. Cba, Isba, Rogers'
Nos. 1,.3, 4, 15 and 19, Creveling, Norton's Va.. Herbemont,
Cynthiana, Salem, Martha, &c; with the three best Currants,
Raspberries, Blackberries and Goodrich potatoes. Illus-
trated Circular and Price Lists free.

M. H. LEWIS & CO., Sandusky, Ohio.

IVES5 SEEDLING- GRAPE VINE
That never fails. The wine sells to Longworth's Wine

House at $4.25 per gallon. 75,000 vines of superior growth for
sale at lowest prices. Send for its history and Price List,
fbee. Also all leading kinds with nine new varieties from
Longworth's School of Vines, selected by Dr. John A. War-
der, with nursery stock generally. JAS. F. MARTIN,

Mt. Washington, Hamilton Co., Ohio.

VINES AT WHOLESALE
To Dealers. For sale this fall, in one lot, about 5,000 very

choice vines. Layers and transplants 2 and 3 years old of
Iona, Israella, Adirondac. &c, first-rate plants for the retail
trade. Also, a large quantity of Grape Wood for sale.

Address A. F. TA1T, Woodstock Vineyard,
Morrisania, Westchester Co., N. V.

GHRAJPE VINES.
Extra Strong Vines at Common Prices.
Special attention is invited to our stock of 2 year Concord,

Ives', Hartford, and other varieties. Also a fine stock of one
vear plants of all the leading kinds. Send for Price List.

I. H. BABCOCK <fc CO., Lockport, N. Y.

IOWA Mc.cach; $30 per hundred ; 81n0 per 1000.

CONCDUD,.....,.15e. " S10 " " R7ii "
Delaware, BtraDra ErpiiHo, .Adimuctnc, Allcivs Hybrid)

Sj'i'9. Uo»)&0) C, W. CJ>Afr, Vyn|iplng«M i'alle, K, V\

$120 per 1

j
$20 per 100.

per 100.

PAES0NS & CO.,

Flushing, N. Y.

Rochester Commercial Nurseries,

Established 1830.

W. S. L8TTLE, Proprietor,

(FOIOIEKLY II. E. HOOKER & CO.)

The NEW CIUCTTLAE OF PEICES, (by the Dozen. Hun-
dred and Thousand,) for the Full Trade, is Just Publiseled
and will be sent Frke to all Applicants.

I have grown and offer for sale this year, an unusually

large and line assortment of Nursery Products, containing

every description of

Hardy Trees and Plants,
INCLUDING STANDARD AND DWAKF FRUIT TREES,

VINES, &c.

With all the varieties of latest introduction, and

HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES,

SHRUBS AND ROSES,

BESIDES MANY SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

For a description of which, see "Circular." Send for tho

Circular. Address
WM. S. LITTLE,

Commercial Nup-sehies, Rochester, N. Y.

BLoomraftTosr nursery.
IGtli year, 10 Green-houses, 350 Acres Fruit,
Ornamental and Nursery Stock, General

Assortment.
1,000,000 Apple, 1 to 4 years, superb yearlings, 1G00, §50.

150,000 Pear, Stand, and Dw'f. Dw'f. Apple, all sizes.

40,000 Cherry, largely Richmond or May, 100, §15 to?35.

30,000 Peach, Hale's Early, &c, 1000, $125.

300,000 Grape, strong Concord layers, 1000, $35; Hart-

ford layers, 1000, §150; Ives, $150; Rogers, Iona, &c.

5,000,000 Osage Orange, 1st class, ICO.000, $200.

50,000 Currant, Gooseberry and Raspberry.

30,000 !£ittatiiiny Blackberry, warranted genu-
ine, strong, first class every "way, 1000, $150. (See sepa-

rate advertisement.)

1,000,000 Apple Stock, extra, selected 1 year, 1000, $10.

50,000 Pear Stock, fine, 1 year, 1000, $25 ; Quince, Cherry,

30,000 Roses, all classes, Marshal Neil, fine plants, $9
per doz. ; Evergreens, immense stock, Tulips, Hyacinths,
and other Hardy Bulbs. Send 2 red stamps for New
Descriptive and Trade List.

F. K..FHGBWIX, Bloomington, 111.

Atlantic Small Fruit Rurserles.
Grape Vines, Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries, &c,

&c. The largest and most complete stock in the country to
order from. Every article warranted true to name.
Plants, &c„ imported to order. We offer inducements to
cash buyers unsurpassed, if equaled, elsewhere, especially for
large quantities. Price List one stamp. Address

C. E. <fc J. S. FIUTTS, Elwood, N. J.
V3P~ Grape Wood wanted in quantity.

IONA AND ISRAELLA VINES

.

A large and fine stock of these new grapes, 1 and 2 years

old, strongly rooted ; also, Framinghain, Delaware, Adiron-
dac, and other kinds. The trade supplied on liberal terms.

Address HOVEY «fc CO.,
53 Worth Markct-st., Boston, Mass.

gbape"vines. "

Delaware, Iona, Israella, Adirondac, and all other leading
varieties of vines at low rates to Dealers and those who
wish to plant vineyards. Send for Circular.

J. W. HELMER, Lockport, N. T-

K A4> foAlfa Superior Grape Vines, 1, 2 and o years
5«J WjVVVoid, jgn varieties. 2,500.000 Raspberrv, Black-

berry and Strawberry plants, all varieties. Cheapest good
stock extant. Send stamp for Price List. Grape wood of all

kinds for sale. L.E.DAKE, Rochester Grape Nurseries, N. Y.

To Wine Growers

!

Grape ,Sugar Syrup for sale by HARTMANN & LATST,
47 East Sccond-st., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Pamphlets and Price List furnished gratis on application.

i0,CC0

ursery
60,000 1 and 2-vear Chen-v trees; 10,000 3*year Apple;
your Apple; r>n,oon fine Apple stocks, and a gcnernl Nu
tvcki WAMPtKR A TJLLOTSOX, Trotwbod, Ohio.

1'.-
»tnr
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JKronson, Graves & Selover,
Washington Street Nurseries,

GENEVA, N. Y.,
Offer for the present fall a large and ^rell grown stock of

FFQsSt and Oraiamcnial Trees,
Evergreens, Shrubs, Roses, Small Fruits, &c. Also

Native aiail Foreign Grape Vines,
very healthy and strona:.
Hed^e Plants, Plum and Cherry Seedlings, and a full sun-

plv of'General Nursery Articles.
We invite correspondence or :i personal examination of

our stock.

REED'S NUHSEIIIJE&,
Elizabeth, New Jersey.

For sale at low prices, the following trees, which are first
"
"it.

Dwarf Fears, 1,2 & 3 yrs. old, extra fine.

d;ird andDw'f Apples,!, 2 & Syrs. old, "

darcl and Dw'f Cherries, 1, 2 & S yrs. old, "

class in every respect,
200,000 Standard and

"

50,000 Standard
50,000 Standard
50,000 Peaches, - - - 1 year old,

20,000 Kittatinny Blackberries. 1 year old.

Also, a large collection of Currants, Raspberries, Goose-
berries, Grapes, Asparagus, &C, &c. A large and complete
stock of Ornamental Trees. Shrubs, &e., &c.
An examination of the above stock by dealers and others

who wish to purchase in quantities, is respectfully solicited.
Catalogues just published with prices annexed, forwarded

on applicatiou. DAVID D. BUCHANAN,
Successor to Win. Reid.

WEST BRANCH
FRUIT FARM AND NURSERY.

A splendid stock of Grape Vines at prices within the reach

of all. No. 1, Iona and Concord, at respectively §140 and $70

per 1000. All grown from wood taken from my own exten-

sive vineyards. Large stock of other varieties in proportion.

Also, Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries, &c.

Send for Circular.

"W. L. NESBIT, Lewisburg, Pcuu.

MARIETTA ftSURSEHIES.
1867. Peacli Trees. Pcaeli Trees. 1867.

Grown on new ground and perfectly healthy. We can
snpplv them by the thousand or ten thousand. Also, a gen-
eral assortment of Nursery Stock. For Circulars, AYhole-
sale ami KetaiL Addres3 ES'GLE & BRO., Marietta, Pa.

"H ^sife £¥<fMfc APPLE TREES.—Two to four
Jl of 9i'« ,lF*>"«*'years irom the bud, ofsuperior growth.
150.000 Peach Trees, one year from the bud, every flue),

popular varieties. Largely of Hale's Early.
10.000 Van Buren's Golden Dwarf Peach Trees.
100,000 Grape Vines, consisting largely of Concords, Hart-

ford Prolines. Ionas and Isracllas.
Apple Seedlings by the acre, and much other Nursery

Stock. Address
STEPHEN HOTT & SONS,

New Canaan, Conn.

10,000 STANDARD APPLE.
3,000 DWARF

10,000 PEACH, 1 vear.
1,000 PLIM, 1 vear.
:>,000 CHERRY, 1 vear, Standard and Dwarf.
3,000 STANDAliD PEAR.
1,000 DWARF do.
5,000 CONCORD, 2 year. Extra fine.

15,000 GRAPE VINES, assortment, 1 & 3 years old.
For sale by JOHN K. & A. MURDOCH, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Imported STiarsery Stocks.
The subscriber offers a splendid lot of French Pear and

Suince Stocks 2 years old, 1 vear imported and 1 year trans-
anted, for sale atthe lowest rates.

' Address, G. E. MEISSNER,
Richmond P. O., Staten Island, N. T.

Oft (\r\n PEACH TREES.—Leading varieties, one
OUjUUU year old from bud. Grape vines from single eves
and cuttings, 1 and 2 years old. Strawberries, including
most of the leading varieties. Also, Asparagus, Raspberry,
Blackberry, Linnaeus' Rhubarb ana Osage Orange plants.
Send for Price List. 11. SI. ENGLE, Marietta, Pa.

~\(~\n PER CENT. MADE BY ALL who wish
XvJvy to sell my Shall Fkuits In their neighborhood.
Price Lists, Snow Bills, &c, sent on application. Don't
purchase ami kind of Small Fruits until you read my
Advertisement in Sept. No. of Agriculturist, headed
"Miami Black Cap Raspberry," and "Strawberry
Plants." Address with stamp,

A. SI. PUP.DT, South Bend, Ind.
Or, SI. R. PTjr.nY, Palmyra, N. Y.

OK Plf\f\ PEACH TREES, one year old, first
Jii' J,'./ \J Wsize, thrifty, stocky, trees, 3}-' to 5 feet high,
$IO.00 7 per 100: 2.1 size, " " " 2 to ZV, feet high,
S6.00 per 100. For list of kinds, please send for a Circular.

HE.VRV K. HOW, NOW Brunswick, N. J.

Pcsich Trees.
A largo stock comprising the best varieties both for Ofc

chard and garden planting, at the New Brunswick Nurseries,
New Jersey. EDWIN ALLEN.

PE^OI-I TREES.
$100 per Thousand. KING & MURRAY,

Flushing, New York.

FRUIT AND EVERGREEN TREES.—2,000,000
extra good Osage Orange plants; 500.000 very best Ap-

ple Stock, for fall trade of IKiit. Send for Price List.
JOSHUA HALL, Tipton, Cedar Co., Iowa.

J. A. DURKEE,
13 Wftilchnll-st., New York.JP. O. Bo* 3941.
Commission Dealer In BltOOM CORN, Cash adraiire*

made, anil Information furul.hod wllen required. Consign'
meats solicited.

AVERAGE

HEADQUARTERS
ror.

Original ELittatinny

BLACEBERKT PLAKTS.

The very best Blackberry

extant. Prices low, so that

none need po without. Cata-

logue with this year's testimo-

ny ready Oct. 1st, 10 cents.

Price list gratis.

Address

E. & J. C. WILLIAMS,

Montelair, IT. J.

THE CLARKE BASPBEBRY
Is now acknowledged by all to be the best Raspberry.

Strong plants, warranted genuine, *9 per doz.
; fo'j l'ur ,">u ; £i;o

per 100 ; $275 for 500; $500 per 1000.

20,000 Hartford Prolific Grape Visacs, prop-
agated from the original vines at Hartford, Coun.
Hartford Proline, No. 1, per 100, §15; per 3000, 8123:5000, $500

No. 2, per 100, $10; per 1000, $100; 5000, $375" "
2 rears old, per 100, $20 ; per 1000, $150.

50,000 Concord, No. 1, per 100, £9; per 1000, $65
;
per 5000, $300" No. 2, per 100, $7 ; per 1000, $45

; per 5000, $200." iSO.3, $25 per 1000.

2 years okl, per 100, $10; per 1000, ft 100.

Rogers' Hybrids, No. 4. $30 per 100 ; No. 15, SJ5 per 100.
Iona, No. "1, per 100, $20 ;

per 1000, $150.
LT-MAN BASSETT, North Haven, Conn.

BT DON'T
SCRATCH YOU,

Or Tear Tour Clotlies.

Davison's Tliornlcss
Black Cap Raspberry-
is the best, as it is hardy, pro-

ductive, early, and sweet, and
it is a pleasure to cultivate it.

For origin, description, prices,

testimonials, &c, send for Cir-

cular. JOSEPH SINTON,
Angola, Eric Co., N", T.

Clarke Raspberry-
Each Doz. 50 100 500 1,000

SI. $9. $35. $G0. $275. $500.

Plants sent to any part of the country by mail, by the half

doz., or doz., at $10 per doz.

70,000 one-year old Concord, raised from strong cuttings,

at $10 per 100, or $30 per 1,000. GEO. SEYMOUR, & CO.,

South Norwalk, Conn.

HE NEW STRAWBERRY CHARLES DOWN-
ING is undoubtedly the best Strawberry ever introduc-

ed. For particulars of thia remarkable berry see August
and Sept. Numbers. Good strong plants S lor $2, $5 per
doz., $35 per 100. $150 per 1000. All other choice kinds, that
are worth growing; the following, at $1 per doz. : Jucunda,
liippowam. Abraham Lincoln, TDurand s Seedling, Starr,

Stinger, Ella, Market, Hubbard Seedling. Philadelphia.
Gloede's Perpetual, a remarkable kind, 2 plants, $1 ; $5 per

doz. Plants mav be set out. up to the 20th of Ont., with per-
fect success. Address, AVM. S. CARPENTER,

156 Reside street, New York.

"ILSON EARLY, KITTATINNY and Lxw-
ton Blackberry, Philadelphia and Doolittle Black

Cap Raspberry, and twenty varieties of Strawberry plants
for sale at reduced prices, by CHAS. COLLINS,
Catalogues gratis. Moorestown, N. J.

Kittatinny Blackberry at the West.
Among the many testimonials received by the subscriber,

the following in regard to this splendid berry from a gentle-

man ill Fulton Co., 111., may suffice :
—

"The Kittatinny plants got of yon, spring of '66, fruited

this season most abundantly,—one week earlier' than my
Lawtons on the same grounds and location, and the smallest

branch withstood the winter without any injury whatever."

The subscriber and several others here have also fruited

it thoroughly and most satisfactorily the past season. Strong

Plants $20 per 100; $150 per 1,000. F. K. PHOENIX,
Bloomington, 111.

My fiSac Million.

If you wish to purchase Strawbeutues, Raspberries,
Blaokbeehies, Grapes, Currants, &c, &c., in large or
small quantities, read my advertisement In Sept. No. of
AGRlCTTXfTURiST, or send for Wholesale Prick List.
Address A. M. PCJRDY. South Bend, Ind., or M. R. PURDiT,
Box 125, Palmyra, N. \".

RASPBERRIES.—500,000 plants of Miami, Doo-
Jt* little, Purple Cane, Kirtland, Philadelphia. Golden
Cap, Ohio Everbearing, and Catawissa. Also, Currants,
Houghton Gooseberries, Grapes, and 40 varieties of Straw-
berries. My stock Isso Immense that I will sell lower than
you can buy anif where else. Send list of what von want to

JOHNSTON'S NURSERY, South Bend, Ind.

5 HAVE NOW 104 ACRES PLANTED in Rasp-
berries and Blackberries, mostly in Wilson Early ; :>0 va-

rieties of Strawberries and Currants, occupying 20 arms
more. Experience in planting the above proved to me the
advantage in having strong, well rooted plants. Mode of
cultivation, description of varieties and prices all sent for
stamp. JoriN S. COLLINS, Moorestown, N. J.

WntTuriXK-Appi-K StTUWbet.rt.—C7i0fc«pfantffbymall (

83 eta, her oqij k-'.
'-.'"'

i"-'' iw. CtTTr.n'.i SKKPi.ixo
t
:i0cis> per

doj, it. c, t'i:i':.Ti:^, RsftOiDg, Mpm,

SEED POTATOES.
I offer the following varieties of Potatoes for sale.

Early Goodrich $1.75 per bushel $4-50 per bbl.
EarlySebec 1.50" " 4.00
Gleason 1.50 " " 4.00 "
Shaker Fancy 1.50" " 4.00 "
Harison— a limited supply. Letters of inquiry should en-

close stamp. LEVI S. WELLS, New Britain, Conn.

fJJTARISON POTATOES.—Acknowledged to l>c
3. the most productive and best potato grown. Also -,\

large quantity of Early Goodrich. Ready for delivery after
Oct. 1st, at the following prices: Harisons, $3.50 per bushel,
$7 per barrel; Early Goodrich, $1.50 per bushel. §3.50 per
barrel. Warranted true to name. Orders prom ntlv attended
to. G. R. & F. QUA,

Hartford,
Washington Co., N. Y.

Asparagus Plants
FOR FALL PLANTING.
Per 100. Per 1.000. 5,000. 10.000

2 year old plants, $1.50. $10.00. $10. $73
1 " " " $1-00. $ 7.50. $30. $50.

HENDERSON & FLEMING.
Seedsmen and Market Gardeners, 67 Nassau-st., New York.

STesfeit Potato Faa°aia§.
The Goodrich Seedlings, and other valuable varieties, in

large or small quantities. Liberal terms to Dealers.
W. L. & D. M. NESBIT, Lewisburg, Penn.

1" INKiEUS' RHUBARB ROOTS for sale at $10
-EL4 per hundred, $75 per thonsand, by GEO. S. MYERS,
Market Gardener, Lewistown, Pa.

500,000 true Cape Cod Cranberry Plants for upland or
meadow culture, for sale by

B. M. WATSON, Plymouth, Mass.

OR SALE.—A Farm of S3 Acres, on Raritnn
River. Pleasant situation, healthy climate, one mile

from Somerville, on the N. J. C. R. R. An pi v to P. P. DU-
MONT, Somerville, or J. G. CORTELYOU, Harlingen, N- J.

<t »

The estate of the late Charles Carroll, of Carroll ton.
We have for sale as Agents, the Farms of said estate, for

many years held by tenantry. They are in area from 100 to
S00 acres; will be sold at from $25 to $75 per acre, and on very
faverable terms. The well-known fertility and healthfillness
of this estate, its access by Turnpike and Railroad from Bal-
timore, 1G miles distant, render location there very desirable.
Address for particulars

E. TV. TEMPLEMAN & CO..
Baltimore, Maryland.

For Sale. Semi for Circular. Address
H. TEMPLE & CO., Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

MARK THIS. — Our reputation for shipping
CHESTER WHITES of pure blood, and of fine quality,

is established beyond a doubt. We have never shipped a Pin
that teas condemned. We doubt if there is any other breed-
er in the country who can say the same. We Guarantee
satisfaction. Circular sent free. JAMES YOUNG, Jr. &
CO., Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

§WINE.—27 pages devoted to Breediurr, Feed-
1

ins. and tlio general management of swine, sent to any
address on receipt of 25 cent^. V\"ovth ten times its cost.
Every fanner should have it. Address JAMES YOUSG, Jr..

Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

miRS. SAUNDERS HAS A FEW BRAHMA
XiM. POOTRAS (February and March chickens, l'rnm an
Imported Cock.) to sell. Address Port Kichmond, Stated
Island, Kew York.

ELL-BRED BRAHMA FOWLS FOR SALE
by J. VT. DOUGLASS, 1S1 "Watcr-st., N. Y., SS per

pair, S12 per trio.

&JEND STAMP for 16 Pngcs Description of a
^* great variety of the finest Thoroughbred Imported . 1 n -

mats and Fowls in America. L. U. SILYEIt, Salem, Ohio.

FOSJIL.'rK'ffi" of all desirable breeds, from
first-class stock constantly on hand. New Importations

arriving. Send for circular. A. M. HALSTED, Rye, K. T.

$50,#©© "Worth of PrcnaaaaiBas

Offered to Suhscribers ifor 1S68.

THE AMERICAN STOCK JOURNAL,

Fanuers' and Stock Breeders' Advertiser,

A first-class monthly Journal, devoted l' 1 Fanning and
Stock Breeding, giving practical and reliable infoni::il mii

as to the most ~Pmflt.nl, le Breed of Horses, Cattle, Sheen,
CTOat-s. Swine, and Poultry. History and varieties o[ eacll,

ami where thev can he obtained; best modes of Breeding,
Feeding, and general management; Diseases, So. ICaell

number will contain 36 large double column pnges of close-

ly printed matter. Illustrated with numerous engravings.
Only £1 per annum In advance.

Sent Free, Three Months for Nothing.

Everynew subscriber for 1SG8, received by tlio 1st. of >" 1 -

veniber, will receive the October, November, and Her I

numbers of l :'i'.i. free, inaking over 500 large double column
pages of reading matter lu tlio 15 numbers. All for the low
price of SI.0U. Send stamp for specimen copy and Circular,

with list of splendid Premiums to Agents. Address
N P llQyER & CO., Guni Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

BSEAlt 5TC MIX5)
That on receipt of the advertised price. I will mall to your
address any Book, Mnirazlne, or cheap publication that may
he advertised or issued bv any respectable publisher in the

UnltM Sinies. ,\ Catalogue vrill b" sent on receipt of a
po.tnFc.-tatnp, Address 0, A. KOORBACB, U» Naseau-at,

Kcw York.
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Just Published.

A NEW WORK ON APPLES.
A. NEW -work:.

GARDENING FOR PROFIT,

AMERICAN POMOLOGY.

;

iN THE market and family garden.

APPLES.

By Doct. JOHN A. WARDER,

PRESIDENT OHIO P03IOLOUICAI, SOCIETY ;
VICE-PKESEOENT

AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY, ETC.

293 Illjaslratious.

To pomologists .-. work by Dr. Warder will need no

commendation. Though a citizen of Ohio, he is so sure

to be at any pomological gathering, he it East or West,

that the whole country claims him. and if any one has a

right to entitle his work American Pomology it iscertarn-

ly Dr. Warder. The present is the first instalment of a

work intended to cover the whole ground. In it the

author has attempted the diflicult task of bringing apples

into something like order.

This volume has abont T50 pages, the first 3T5 of which

are devoted to the discussion of the general subjects of

propagation, nursery culture, selection and planting, cul-

tivation of orchards, care of fruit, insects, and the like

;

the remainder is occupied with descriptions of apples.

With the richness of material at hand, the trouble was to

decide what to leave out. It will be found that while the

old and standard varieties are not neglected, the new and

promising sorts, especially those cf the South and West,

have prominence. A list of selections for different lo-

calities by eminent orchardists is a valuable portion of

the volume, while the Analytical Index or Catalogue

Salsonne, as the French would say, is the most extended

American fruit list ever published, and gives evidence of

a fearful amount of labor.

This Differs from any fruit book heretofore published in

this country, in its complete classification of apples. The

author gives the principal European systems and mod-

estly puts forth his own to be tested by practice. He di-

vides apples into four classes, according to their forms.

Each of these classes is sub-divided by other obvious

characters, and it would seem that any apple described in

the book might be easily identified. We trust that this

will prove a great help to the pomologist.

Fruit-growers will welcome this book as a valuable and

long-wished for addition to pomological literature, and it

will be found equally useful to the novice and the experi-

enced orchardist. The work has 293 illustrations, is

printed on good paper and well bound.

SENT POST-PAID, PRICE $3.00.

ORAHGE JUDO & CO.,

245 Broadway and 4 1 Park Row, N. Y.

BY PETER HENDERSON.

Illustrated.

This is the first work on Market Gardening ever pub-

lished in this country. Its author is well known as a

market gardener of eighteen years' successful experience.

In this work he has recorded this experience, and given

without reservation the method! necessary to the profita-

ble culture of the commercial or

MLAJRSSIET G-AJRJDEIV.

It is a work for which there has long been a demand,

aud one which will commend itself, not only to those

who grow vegetables for sale, but to the cultivator of the

FAMIIY GARDEN

To whom it presents methods quite different from the

old ones generally practiced. It is an

ORIGINAL AXD PURELY AJIERICAN

work, and not made up, as bo oks on gardening too often

are, by quotations from foreign authors.

Everything is made perfectly plain, and the subject

treated in all its details, from the selection of the soil to

preparing the products for market. Frames, Hot-beds,

and Forcing Houses, the management of which is usually

so troublesome to the novice, are fully described, and the

conditions of success and causes of failure clearly stated

.

The success of the market gardeners near New York

City is proverbial, aud this is the only work that sets forth

the means by which this success has been attained. Val-

uable hints are given to those who would raise Vegetables

at the South for northern markets.

The following synopsis of its contents will show the

scope of the work :

I-Ien Fitted for the Business of Gardening.
Tne Amount of Capital Required and
Working Force per Acre.

Profits of Market Gardening.
Location, Situation, andLayiiigOut,
Soils, Drainage, and Preparation

.

Manures. Implements.
Uses and management of Cold Frames.
Formation and Management of Hot-beds
Forcing Pits or Green-houses.
Seeds and Seed liaising.

How, "When, and Where to Sow Seeds.

Transplanting. Insects.

Packing of Vegetables for Shipping.
Preservation of Vegetables in .V inter.

Vegetables, their Varieties and Cultivation.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE, $1.50.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

245 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y.

SQUASHES;
HOW TO GROW THEM.

By JAMES J. H. GREGORY.

A most valuable little Treatise for Farmers and Gar-
deners. It tells abont

Selecting the Soil.

How much Manure,
Preparing and Planting.

Hoeing and Cultivating.
Setting of the Fruit.

Ripening; Gathering.
Storing of the Crop. ,

Care During Winter.
Market Prices and Varieties.
When to Take Out Seed.

SENT POST-PAID, - Price, paper covers, 30 cts.

Either of the above-named books will be sent post-
paid, on receipt of price, by the Publishers.

Also, many other new aud valuable books for the

i
FARM. GARDEN. AND HOUSEHOLD.

Sexd foe a Catalogue.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,
245 Broadway and 4 I Park Row, N. Y.

GRAPE CULTTJRIST.
By ANDREW S. FULLER.

Ttrfs is the best Book publislied on Hardy Grape Culture.

CONTEXTS.

INTRODUCTORY.—BOTANICAL CHARACTER OF THE
Vine, Propagation by Seed.—I Illustration*.

GROWING FROM SEED-GATHER WHEN FULLY RIPE.
•

PROPAGATION BY SINGLE BUDS.-MODE OF OPERA-
tion, Planting in Beds, Single Ends in Open Air, Starting

in Hot-Beds, Form of Single Bad Cutting—5 Illustrations.

CUTTINGS OF UNRIPE "WOOD.—THOUSANDS OFTTNES
Ave Annually Produced from Green Cuttings.

—

1 Hlust.

PROPAGATING HOUSE.— PERFECTION SHOULD BE
our Aim, Span Roofed Propagating House, Lean-to

Propagating House, Single Roofed House, Flues.—2 IU-

CUTTINGS IN OPEN AIR.—TIME TO MAKE CUTTINGS.
Selection of Cuttings, Form of Cuttings, Mallet Cuttinga.

LAYERING THE VINE.—THIS IS ONE OF THE MOST
Certain and Convenient Methods in.Use.—1 Illustration.

GRAFTING THE GRAPE.—THIS IS AN" OLD BUT YERY
Uncertain Mode of Propagating the Grape, but Can he
Used Successfully.—J Illustrations.

HYBRIDIZING AND CROSSING.—THESE ARE OPERA-
tions that Should Demand the Attentiou of Every One
Who Undertakes to Produce New Varieties, Mode of

Operation.—3 Illustrations.

TRANSPLANTING-VINES WILL OFTEN REQUIRE ONE
Season of Nursery Culture before being Planted in the

Vineyard, Heeling-in.—3 Illustrations.

SOIL AND SITUATION.—MUCH DEPENDS UPON THEM.
Preparing the Soil, Manures and their Operations

STEM APPENDAGES. — SPINES, HAIRS, LATERALS,
Forms of Leaves, Tendrils, Buds.—7 Illustration*.

PLANTING THE YLNE. — A GREAT DIVERSITY OF
Opinion, My Own Rule, Root Pruning, Sow to Plant.

GRAPE TRELLISES.—2 Illustrations.

TIME TO PRUNE VINES.—PRUNING AND TRAINING,
Opposite Arms, Oblique Aims, A Plan for Poor Soils.

GARDEN CULTURE—POSITION OF BOEDER, TRAIN-
ing the Vines, Four Tiers of Arms, Double Stem, Trel-

lises in Gardens, Training to Stakes, Girdling the Vine,

Removing the Leaves.—9 Illustrations.

GATHERING THE FRUIT —PRESERVING THE FRUIT,
Wine Making, Pruning Shears.—1 Illustration.

INSECTS.—ROSE CHAFER, GRAPE VINE FLEA BEE-
tie. Spotted Pelidnota, Tree Beetle, Caterpillars, Yellow
Bear. Hog Caterpillar, Grape Vine Sphinx, Blue Caterpil-

lar, Procris Americana, Leaf Rollers, Thrips, Aphis. Red
Spider, Vine Scale, Diseases, Mildew. Sun Scald.—IS Hlus.

DESCRIPTION OF (nearly Seventy) VARIETIES.

REVIEW OF VARIOUS SYSTEMS OF PRUNING AND
Training. Reversing the Arms, Single Arm System, Bow
System, Long Rod Spur System, Upright Canes, Thomery
System.—Index.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE $1-50

ORAftCE JUDD & CO.,
245 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y.
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HINTS TO HORSE-KEEPERS,
A COMPLETE

MANUAL FOR HORSEMEN.
BY THE LATE HEXF.T TVILLIAM HERBERT.

(FEAXK FOBESTEE.)

Beautifully Illustrated.

HOW TO BREED A HORSE.—
CHOICE OF STALLION".—National Yalne of the Horse—
The best class of Horsc3 the cheapest for all purposes—
"What constitutes excellence—Blood: what ie sires,
should be on the side of the Sire—Breed up. not down-
Diseases and Defects Hereditary—General Roles.

CHOICE OF THE MARE.—Size. Symmetry and Sound-
ness more important than Blood—Points of the Brood
Mare—Diseases Hereditary—Condition of the Mare—
Should have moderate "work when with Foal—Food and
care daring gestatioa— Health, and temper.

1TCTTAL ADAPTATION OF SIRE AN"D DAM.—First
consideration in Improvement of "cold" Blood—Rela-
tive size of Sire and Dam—Defects in either Parent-
How Remedied in Progeny—Bloods "which " hit.

"

CANADIAN" BLOOD.— The Canadian orisrinally the
French Norman—Characteristics—Hardihood—Speed

—

Mode of Improvement—Crossing with. Thorough-breds.
NOTiMAN BLOOD.—Oririn and History of the Percheron
Norman—A pure race—Characteristics and Points.

MODERN" ARAB BLOOD.—En 2:1ish and American Thor-
ough-breds derived from Oriental Blood— are now
BUperior to the Modern Arabs—Nolan Arab.

POXTE3 — DIFFERENT BREEDS,
CHARACTERISTICS AND rTILITT.—Origin—Different
Breeds—Shetlands and Scots—Galloways and Narraffan-
setts—Mustangs and Indians—Profit of raising Ponies.

HOW TO BREED MULES.
Value of Mules—Their History and Natural Historv—
The Mule and Hinnev—Thoroush-blood wasted in the
Dam for Mules—The Mule in the Cnited States—Large
size not Desirable—Varieties of the Ass—The kind of
Mares to be selected.

HOW TO BIT A HORSE.
Of whom to Buy it—Extraordinary Cheapness and Ex-
traordinary Excellence not consistent with each other

—

Points to be regarded—How to Examine the Eve—Broken
"Wind—Roaring—Whistling—Broken Knees—To examine
the Legs—Splents—Damaged Back Sinews—Spavins—
Ringbones—Curbs—How to tell the Age of a Horse.

HOW TO FEED A HORSE.
Consequences of Improper Feeding^—Different Food for
different conditions—Food for the Brood Mare—for the
Foal—For Working Horses—Green Food—Carrots—Corn
—Feeding Horses in Training—While Travelling—Sarn-
merins Horses—The Best Method—Management of Om-
nibus Horses in New Tort.

HOW TO STABLE ANT) GROOM A
HORSE.—Renuisites for a good Stable—The economy of
Proper Arrangements—Ventilation—Grooming; its ne-
ces^itv for nil descriptions of Horses—How Performed—
Clothing—Treatment when brought in from Work.

HOW TO BREAK, AXD USE A
HORSE.—"What is required in a well-broken Horse—His
education should commence when a Colt—Bitting—Put-
ting in Harness—How to Use a Horse—Travelling—Work-
ing—Pleasure Horses—Punishment.

HOW TO PHYSIC A HORSE —
SLMPLE REMEDIES FOR SOfPLE ATLMEXTS.—Canse3
of Ailments—Medicines to be given only by the order of
the Master—Depletion and Purging—Spasmodic Colic

—

Inflammation of the Bowels—Inflammation of the Lungs—How to Bleed—Balls and Purgatives—Costiveness—
Cough—Bronchitis—Distemper—Worms—Diseases of the
Feet—Scratches—Thrush—Broken Knees.

FARRIERY, ETC.
Castration — Docking and Kicking— Blood-lettlne: —
Treatment of Straps and Wounds—Galls of the Skin-
Cracked Heels—Clipping and Singeing—Administering
Medicines—Discuses of the Feet.

HOW TO SHOE A HORSE.
Unskillful Shoers—Anatomy of the Food Illustrated—
The Foot of a Colt—Preparation of the Foot—Removing
the Old Shoe—Paring the Foot—The Shoe—Fittine the
Shoe—Nailing—dumber of Nails—Diseases of the Foot.

BATCHER'S METHOD OF TRAIX-
IXG HORSES.—What Constitutes a "Well-trained Horse-
To make him come at your call—The Philosophv of
Training—Flexions of the -law—rlexion3 of the Neck-
Flexions of the Croup—Backing—The Paces—Leaping.

HOW TO RIDE A HORSE.
The Saddle—The Girths—The Stirrnps—Saddle-Cloths—
The Cropper— The Martingale— The Bridle—Spars-
Mount ing and Dismounting—The Seat—The Hands—
The Legs—The Paces—Hints for Special Cases—The Art
of Falling—Riding with Ladies.

LADrES' REOIXG—WRITTEN BY
ALADT.-Learnlii?toP.Wc—The Slil c-SMldle—The Girths
—The Stirrup—The Bridle—The Martingale—The Bit—
The Dress—Monotint nntl Dismounting—The Position—
The Hands—The Les; and "Whip—Accidents.

HOW TO DRIVE A HORSE.
The Art of Driving—Pleasure Driving—How to Hold tlio

Reins— Driving a Pair—Four-in-hand Driving—Driving
Working Horses—Plowing—Threc-a-breast.

RAREY'S SYSTEM OF HORSE-
TAMTNG.—Rarev's System a New Discoverv—Previous
System—Principles of this Svstem— Instructions for
practicing Harev's Method—To Stable the Horse—To
Approach the Horse—Tving up the Leg—Laving the
Horse Down—Finale—Vices and Bad Habits—Rearing—
Kicking—Baulking—Pulling on the iialter—Shving.

VETERINARY HOMOEOPATHY.
Principles of the System—Table of Remedies—General
Directions—Treatm'ent of a Sick Animal—Diet—Heme-
dies for Spccliic Cases—Glossary oC Diseases.

USmOi 425 p.—Sent by mall post-paid. $1.7;}.

ORANGE JUDD &. CO.,

2 45 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y.

The Miniature Fruit Garden^

Saunders' Domestic Poultry.

By S. M. Saunders.

Xevr Kditiou Revised and Enlarged. .

This Book contains Articles on the Preferable

Breeds of Farm-Yard Poultry, Their History

and Leading Characteristics, with Complete

Instructions for Breeding and Fattening, and
Preparing for Exhibition at Poultry Shows,

etc., etc., derived from the Author's Experi-

ence and Observation.

The work is compact, full of valuable hints

and information, and beautifully illustrated.

An appendix contains an account of Poultry

breeding on a large scale, as practiced in the

neighborhood of Paris, and is a very important

addition to the work.

Price, paper 40 cts., cloth 75 cts.

ORAWCE JUDO & CO., Publishers.

Money iu tYic Swamps.

PEAT ! PEAT ! PEAT !

FUEL - MANURE.
"WHERE TO FIND IT.

HOW TO MAKE AND USE IT.
i

ITS VALUE.

A NEW WORK ON PEAT,
THOROUGH AND PRACTICAL

;

By PnOF SAMUEL W. JOHNSON, o( Vale Collotre.

It (tlyea a fall history of PEAT, MUCK, etc., telling

Tvuutthey arc, where found, and how to estimate their value.

It describes the various methods of using Peat for ma-

nure, as an absorbent, as an ameliorator of the soil, etc.

and it is especially explicit in regard to the

USE OF PEAT AS FUEL,

describing minutely the various processes employed in pre-

paring it to born, from the simplest to the most complicated:

such as are in use In this country, and Europe. It Id Illus-

trated wlthmnny Engravings of machines, etc.

The work la Invaluable to those having Teat or Muck

swamps, or wishing to Invest In Peat Companies.

PENT POST-PAID. - - PUICE $1.23

ORANGE JUDD 6l CO.,
245 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y.

^^ymm
OR THE CULTURE OF

Pyramidal and JSstsh Fruit Trees.

BY THOMAS ItlVERS.

Nothing is more gratifying than the cultivation of

dwarf fruit trees, and this work tells how to do it success-

fully.

IKvarf Apples and Pears
are beautiful ornaments, besides being useful in givi i<j

abundant crops of fruit ; they can be grown in

Suiall &ardeB&s and City Yards,

and be readily removed. The work also gives the man-

ner of training upon walls and trellises.

Hoot EPraning

is fully explained, and methods of protection from frosts

arc given.

Dwarf Cherries and Plums
are treated of as are other dwarf trees. Directions are

also given for growing

Figs and Filberts.

This little work is full of suggestions to the cultivator,

and like all the writings of its venerable author, bears

the marks of long experience in the practice of fruit

growing.

SENT POST-PAID. - PRICE, $1.00

ORANGE JSJDD Sc CO., Publishers.

My Vineyard at Lakeview;
Or, Successful Grape Culture.

To anyone who wishes to grow grapes, whether a single

vine or a vineyard, this book is full of valuable teachings.

The author gives not only Ms success, hat what is of

quite as much importance, his failure. It toils just what

the beginner in grape culture wishes to know, with the

charm that always attends the relation of personal ex-

perience.

It is especially valuable as giving an account of the

processes actually followed in

Celebrated Grape Regions
in Western New York and on the shores and islands of

Lake Erie.

This book is noticed by a writer in the Horticulturist

for August last as follows :
" Two works very different iu

character and value have just beeu published and seem to

demand a passing notice. The better and le=s pretentious

of the two is
lMy Vineyard at Lnkcvicw,1 a charming

little book that professes to give the actual experience of

a western grape grower, detailing not only his success -.

but his blunders and failures. It is written in a pleasant

style, without any attempt at display, and contains much

advice that will prove useful to a beginner—the more use-

ful, because derived from the experience of a man who

had no leisure for fanciful experiments, but has been

obliged to make his vineyard support himself and hia

family."'

SENT POST-PATH. - PF.ICE $1.50.

ORANGE JUDD A CO.,

245 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y.
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Quirahy's Bee Keeping.

By M. QniNBY, Practical Bee-keeper. Fully

Illustrated. Entirely new. The result of 35

years' of successful experience—with direc-

tions for all contingencies that can ordinarily

occur; treating of Breeding, Movable-Comb

and other Hives, Pasturage, Fobbing, Feed-

ing, Swarming, Queens, Diseases, Anger, Ene-

mies, Wax, Transferring, Sagacity, Wintering,

Care of. Honey, Italian Bees, Purchasing, etc.

Bee-keepers will find this new work of Mr.

Quinby's fully up to the times in all practi-

cal matter.

Sent Post-paid. Price $1.50.

gratifying Opinions of tlio Press*

From the Christian Intelligencer.

"Quinby's Work is thevery best. Itlias long been regard-

ed as of the highest authority in the matters concerning

which it treats.''

From Moore's Rural Keio Yorker.

"This is a newly -written and illustrated edition of Mr.

Q.'s former work. That has proved of value to thousands

of Bee-keepers, and z7i£s, with its riper experience nnd added

knowledge, can not fail of giving better satisfaction. Thirty-

five years experience! -What beginner in bee-keeping

will not bring this to his aid ? We notice the author has no

Patent Hive to introduce, and expresses liis opinions freely

on the merits and demerits of the various hives seeking

popular favor."

From iha Vermont Farmer.
"The book is written in familiar style, with the endeavor

to be practical rather than scientiUc, thereby making It a

guide to the tyro in Apiarian knowledge, as well as a stand-

ard work of reference for the more experienced bee-keepers."

From the iV. T. Christian Advocate.

"All bee-keepers should have this manual, and others

may read it as a book of wonders."

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE $1.50.

ORANGE JUDD & CO., Publishers.

FLAX OTI/rUSEE.
A new ajtd very VALUABLE woek, consisting of full di-

rections, from selection of ground and seed to preparation

and marketing of crop, as given by a number of experienced

growers. Svo, paper. PRICE 50 Cents.

HOP CULTURE.
Practical Details fully given, from the Selection and

Preparation of the Soil, Settixo and Cultivation of the

Plants, to Piceixo, Dutixg, Pressing, and Marketing the

Crop. By Ten Experienced Cultivators. Illustrated with

over forty engravings. Edited by Peof.George Thuebee.

Svo, paper. PRICE 40 Cents.

TOBACCO OTLTJJEE.
This is by far the most useful and valuable work ever issued

on this subject. It contains full details for the Selecting

and Preparing of the Seed and Soil, Harvesting, Curing,

and Marketing the Crop, with Illustrative Engravings of

the operations. The work was prepared by Fotteteen

Experienced Tobacco Growers, residing in different

parts of the country. It also contains Xotcs on the Tobac-

co Worm, with Illustrations. Octavo, 43 pp., in neat paper

covers. PRICE 55 Cents.

ONIONS.

How to liaise them Profitably.

Practical Details, given very plainly by Seventeen Onion

Growws of long experience, residing in different parts of

the country. No more valuable work of its size was ever

issued. Octavo, 33 pp. Neat paper covers. Price 50 cents.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

245 Broadway and 4 1 Park Row, K. Y.

THIS .AJVTEItlC.A.N

HORTICULTURAL ANNUAL for 1861,

A New "Sear-Book,

CONTAINING

Hints About Work for Each Month,

Recent Progress in Agriculture, and

A Review of the IPast Teal-, together with

numerous very valuable contributed articles, aud conve-

nient Tables.

The Essay on Oraining, by Col. Waring, En-

gineer of the Drainage of the N. Y. Central Park, is by

far the most complete presentation of the subject which

has been made for many years in this country.

Some of the Newest and Best Potatoes,

with his own mode of culture, arc described by one of

the most successful cultivators of Westchester Comity,

N. Y., Wm. S. Carpenter.

The Culture of Sorghum, with the latest views

in regard to the production of Synip and Sugar, is dis-

cussed by Win. C'lough, Esq., Editor of the Sorgho

Journal.

How to Train tile Horse.—Mr. Headley's

Bints on Training and his Views in regard to his Mind

and Temper deserve the attention of every horse owner.

The Cnlturo of 'Wheat, is discussed practically

and philosophically, by Mr. Harris.

John Johnston's Practice in Fattening
Sheep, like every thing from his ripe experience, is

very valuable.

Essential Features of a Good Barn.—Dr.
F. M. Hexamer consults durability in the structure and

economy in farm labor, security of crops, health and

comfort of stock, in this admirable plan.

The above are but a few of the articles comprised in

this little volume—and which make it not only

A Record of Past Progress and Experience—bnt

A Hand-Book for the Present—and

A Crilidc for Hie Fssture.

This volume is the first of a scries which we expect to

issue annually, intending to make them a record of what

happens each year best worth knowing and remembering,

pertaining to Agriculture, in a convenient form for pres-

ervation and reference.

Price, fancy paper covers, 30 cts. ; cloth, 75 cents.

Sent Post-paid.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

245 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y.

A Year-Book for the Gardener, The

Fruit Grower and the Amateur.

NOW BEADY.

This is the first of a series of Annuals intended to give

a record of Horticultural progress.

it coxTArxs

An Almanac and Calendar for each Month,

giving Hints for Work in the various departments.

Useful Tables, giving amount of Seed to sow a

given space : number of Seeds to the ounce, etc.

How Horseradish is Grown for Market,
by Peter Henderson. An article worth the price of tha

work to the grower for market.

Growinc Grapo Vines from Cuttings

without Artificial Heat, by a simple process.

Home Decorations, Iw, Hanging Basket?,

etc Instructions for the making, planting and manage-

ment of these beatltif'll ornaments by A. Bridgenian.

The New Apples of 1S6G.—The new varieties

first brought to notice the past year; as also Southern

kinds first fruited at the North, by Doct. J. A. Warder.

New or Noteworthy Pears.—A valuable ar-

ticle, by P. Barry.

Native Grapes in 1S6G, from Notes furnished

by Charles Downing, Geo. W. Campbell, J. A. Warder,

A. S. Fuller, and other grape growers.

Small Fruits in 18GS.—Accounts of new varie-

ties and older ones not yet fully tested. By A. S. Fuller.

The Newer Garden Vegetables.—The result

of experiments with new culinary plants, by Fearing

Burr, Jr., J. J. H. Gregory, and others.

The Rarer Evergreens that have proved
Valuable.—By Thomas Mcehan.

The New Roses in 1SGG.—Brief descriptions

of the novelties, by John Saul.

New Redding aud other Plants of 1986.
—An account of how the recent importations have dono

the past year, by Peter Henderson.

The New Varieties of Gladiolus. -^Afi the

new ones noticed, by George Such.

Engravings of Fruits, Flowers, etc.—

A

useful list of those published in 1S6C.

Horticultural Rooks and Periodicals in

4866.—A list giving tide, publishers name and price.

Nurserymen, Seedsmen and Florists.—A

list Bf the most prominent Establishments.

With many other articles not here enumerated.

Fully Illu.sfcra.ted,

with Engravings made especially for the wosk.

Aneat volume of 130 pages. Price, fancy paper covers,

50 cents ; cloth, 75 cents. Sent Post-paid.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

245 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y.
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COPELAND'S COUNTRY LIFE.

\. OoMipeiiclinaM.

Agricultural Sc Horticultural

Practical J£no wlalge.

Embracing Descriptions, Hints, Suggestions and Bo-

tails of great value to everyone interested in Fruit, Flow-

ers, Vegetables, or Farm Crops. It contains 926 large

Octavo Pages, and 250 Engravings. Describing and

Illustrating nearly the whole range of topics of interest

to the FARMER, the GARDENER, the FRUIT CUL-

TURIST, and the AMATEUR.

It is adapted not only to those owning large and Ele-

gant Estates, but contains directions for the best arrange-

ment of the smallest Plots, down to the City Yard, the

Roof or Window Garden, or the simple Flower Stand.

It also gives an abstract of the Principles, Construction

and Management of Aquariums. Among numerous

other matters it treats of

X3rn.ini:nnj» Giving best methods, estimates of cost,

trenches, tiles, etc., thus enabling almost any one prop-

erly to perform this important work.

Cattle arc carefully noticed with reference to the

special merits of different breeds for dairying or fattening.

Sheep Management, including Breeding,

Feeding, Prices, Prollts, etc., receives attention, and
a very full treatise on the Merinos is given.

Grape Oultixro occupies a large space, em-
bracing the opinions of men in all parts of the country,

as to best sorts, planting, training, diseases, and gener-

al management for home use or marketing,

T^till Xji--;t ^ of Ornamental Trees and Shrubs,

Fruits. Flowers, Green and Hot-house Plants, etc.,

are given, with directions for management each month
in the year,

The Kitchen Onvden receives particular

attention, with reference to the best way to grow and
preserve each kind of Vegetable

In short, as its name indicates, the hook treats erf" almost

every subject that needs consideration by those living in tho

country, or having anything to do with tho cultivation

of tho soil.

SENT POST-PAID. - - - PRICE $5.00.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

245 Broadway and 4 1 Park Row, N. Y.

lew Book of FBowers.
By Joseph Breck, Practical Horticulturist.

Beautifully Illustrated.

This work, while preserving scientific accuracy, Is written

in a familiar style, and with the enthusiasm of a life-long

lover of flowers. Its teachings are eminently practical, and

coverall branches of out of door gardening.

The cultivation of bulbs, whether in-door3 or in the

open ground, is clearly described, and such instructions

are given as will insure success with these favorite plants.

Annuals.
All the finer annuals are described, and the peculiar

treatment necessary for each given in full.

Herbaceous Perennials*

This justly favorite class of plants is given here more

at length than in any workwith "which we are acquainted.

Kcddingr PlamS§.
The treatment of the popular kinds of bedding plants

is given, together with that of Dahlias, Chpysanthemums

and such as usuaUy fall under tho head of florist's flowers.

Flowering Shrubs.

A separate section is devoted to the hardy flowering

shrubs, including a very full chapter upon the

££o§c,

"We have no work which is so safe a guide to the novice

in gardening, or that imparts the necessary information

in a style so free from technicalities. Not the least

interesting part of the work is the author's personal ex-

perience, as he tells not ouly how he succeeded, but the

mistakes he committed. Thus far it is

"The Book of Flowers."

SENT TOST-PAID. PRICE, $1.75.

ORANGE JUDD & CO., Publishers.

WARDER'S
hedges and Evergreens-

This Is the onlv hook wholly devoted to the cultivation,

pnminff. and management of plants Bultable for American
hcd"ine. especially the Madura, or OSAGE ORANGE ;

illus-

trated with engravlncs of plants, implements, and processes;

to which is added a Treatise on Enerfireens, their varieties,

propagation, culture, etc. Dy J. A. Yyakdek. 12mo.291 np.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE $1.50

ORANGE .H DD & CO., PuMisUorg.

BUBST'S
(

American Flower-Carden " Directory.

Containin" Practical Directions for the Culture of Plants

in the Eiower<G&rden. Hot-House. Grcen-HouBO, Rooms or

Parlor-Wmdow^FOS EVERT MONTH IN TIIK TEAR,
with descriptions of most desirable,plants, soils, transplsnt-

In" erect lii" 'i Hot-House, a Cieen-Ilouso, laying out a

FEwer-Gnrden etc., etc. Rv Robert BtnsT, a practical

Nurseryman nnd Seed-Groweror Philadelphia. Cloth.l2nio.

SENT POST-PAID. - - - PRICE $1.50

ORANGE JT'OD & CO., Publishers.

BOaEitlEtt'S

Method of Manure Making.
COMPLETE AND CLEAR, IV ITS DIREC-

TIOXS.
Carries Convict ion of Its usefulness, and the correct-

ness of Its principle 1?

GIVES GREAT SATISFACTION.
Abundance of Good Manure depends simply upon

systematic and well applied labor.

ENGLISH AND GERMAN". PBXG& 25-cts.

ORANGE JUDD &, CO.,

245 Broadway and 4 1 Parle Row, N. Y-

E00KS E0R FARMERS arid OTHERS.

[Por sale at the Office of the Agriculturist, or they ivill be
forwarded by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.]

Allen's (L. F.) Rural Architecture ^ 1 50
Allen's (R. L.) American Farm Hook.

"*"
i 59

Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals
American Agricultural Annual, 1867.. pa., 50 cts.xloth 75
American Horticultural Annual, lS67..pa., 50 ct*. cloth 75
American .bird fancier go
American Pcmolosr, bv Dr. J. A. TTaVdef 3 00
American Rose Cuitnrlst ?n
American Weeds and Useful Plants 17-1
Architecture, by Cmnmings & Miller

~ ~ ~

~

10 00
Barry's Fruit Garden '"

" "
173

Bement's Poulterer's Companion •> 01)
Bement's Rabbit Fancier '. "30
Bommer's Method for Making; Manures... " " 25
Boussimrault's Rural Economy . 1 6(]

Brack's "New Book of Flowers 1 75
Brklgenian's Fruit Cultivator's Manual *"

75
Bridsceman's Florist's Guide 75
Buist's Flower Garden Directory. .". 1 50
Buist's Family Kitchen Gardener 1 00
Burr's Garden Vegetables 2 50
Burr's Vesetables^of America

"

5 00
Canary Birds cloth . 75
Carpenters and Joiners' Hand Book. .(Hollv) 75
Choil ton's Grape-Grower's G uide 75
Cobbett's American Gardener. 75
Cole's (S. W.) American Fruit Rook .'.. 75
Cole's Veterinarian '

7--,

Cotton Planters' Manual (Turner) '..'.'. '.'.'.
1 50

Country Life, by R. M. Copeland .'

5 00
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor ' 150
Dadd's (Geo. II.) American Cattle Doctor!..".!!! 1 50
Dana's Muck Manual 1 35
Dog and Gun (Hooper's) paper, SOc.... cloth!.' 60
Downing's Cottage Residences 3 00
Downing's Landscape Gardening r» 50
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America 3 00
Downing's Rural Essays 5 00
Draining for Profit and Health, by G. E. Waring, Jr..

!

1 50
Eastwood on Cranberry 75
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50
Flax Culture 50
Field's (Thomas TV.) Pear Culture 1 25
Flint (Charles L.) on Grasses 2 50
Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farming 2 50
French's Farm Drainage .'

1 50
Fuller's Forest Tree Cnlturist 1 50
Fuller's Grape Cnlturist 1 50
Fuller's Small Fruit Cnlturist 1 50
Fuller's Strawuerry Cnlturist 20
Gardening for Profit, by Peter Henderson 1 50
Grape Vine, by Prof. F. Mohr. 1 00
Gray's How Plants Grow 1 25
Gray'sManual of Botany and Lessons in one Vol 4 Ofi

Gregory on Squashes paper.. 30
Guenon on Milch Cows 75
Harris1 Insects Injurious to Vegetation, plain 4.00, col'd 5 00
Harris' Rural Annual. Bound, 8 Nos., in 2 Vols. Each 1 50
Hatfield's American House Carpenter 3 50
Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepers 1 75
High Farming "Without Manure 35
Hop Culture 40
How to Buy a Farm and "V," here to Find One 1 75
Husmann's Grapes & Wine 150
Jennings' Horse Training Made Easy 1 25
Jennings on Cattle 1 75
Jennings on Swine and Poultry 1 75
Jennings on the Horse and his Diseases 175
Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry 1 75
Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Cbemistrv 1 50
Johnson's (Prof. S. W.) Essays on Manures....". 1 25
Elippart's Land Drainage l 50
Langstroth on the Honey Bee 2 00
Leuchar's How to Build HoL-houses 1 50
Licbig's Familiar Letters on Chemistry.. 50
Liebig's Natural Laws of Husbandry 1 75
Manual of Agriculture by G. Emerson and C. L. Flint. 1 50
Mavhew's Illustrated Horse Doctor 3 £0
Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Management S 50
Maybew's Practical Book-Keeping for Farmers 90
Blanks for do. do. * 1 20
McMahon's American Gardener 2 50
Miles on the Horse's Foot „ 75
MorteH's American Shepherd 1 75
Mv Farm of Edgewood 1 in

My Vineyard at Lakevlew I 25
Norton's Scientific Agriculture 75
Onion Culture 20
Our Farm of Four Acres (bound) 60c (paper) 30
Pardee on Strawbcrrv Culture 75
Parlor Gardener, by C. J. Randolph 1 00
Parsons on the liose 1 50
Parkman'a Book of Roses S 00
Peat and Its Uses, by Prof. S. W. Johnson . . 1 25
Pedder's Land Measurer IH)

Quinby's Mysteries of Bee keeping ixew.) 1 50

Quincy. (Hon. Joslah) on Soiling Cattle... 1 25
Rabbit Fancier 33
Rand's Bulbs ... S 00
Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden V- tu

Rand's Garden Flowers 3 00
Randall's Sheen Husbandry 1 50

Randall's Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry 1 00
Rivers' Mlnla'.urc Fruit Garden 1 00

Richardson on the Dog paper SO cents cloth 60
Rural Affairs (bound). ...4 Vols each 1 50

Rural Annual (by Joseph Harris) 25

Rural Register (by J. J. Thomas).... ?0

Saunder'a Domestic Poultry I raw), .paper, -to c. .bound 75

Saxton's Farmers' Library. .8 Vols, cloth 8 50..morocco 9 50

Schenck's Gai'dener's Text Book — 75

Seribner's Readv Reckoner 30
Sllloway'a Modern Carpentry ., 2 00

Skillful HousowHe . 75

Stewart's (John) Stable Book 1 so

Si roue's Grape Culture 8 00
Ten Acres Enough.. 1 50
Tenny's Natural History, Zoology 8 00
Thompson's Food of Animals 1 00

Tobacco Culture — 'J5

Todd's fS, 10 roung Farmer's Manual 1 50
Vanx's Villas and Cottages s 00
villas and Farm Cottages, (Clcaveland and Backus).., 4 00

Warder's Hedges and Evergreens .

.

1 so

Watson's American Home Garden. 2 00
Wax Flowers (Art of Making).. .-- * w
Wet Daya at Edgewood .. 1 <s

Wethcrell on the .Manufacture ot Vluegar l so

Wheat Plant (John Elippart's) 150
Woodward's Country Homes l M
Woodward's Graperies •, 1 so

Woodward's Homes for the Million, paper. 73c. cloth.. 1 00

Vouatt and Spooner on the Horse 1 50

Youatt and Martin on Cattle 1 SO

Tountt 0.1 the Hog » 00

Vouurt on Sheep 1 «>

Toumans' Household Science 2 '«
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(Business Notices $2.50 per Agale Line of Space.)

THE

GREAT AMERICAN

TEA COMPANY
HAVE JUST RECEIVED

TWO FULL CARGOES
OF THE

FINEST CROP OF TEAS.

22,000 HALF CHESTS l>y ship Golden State.

12,000 HALF CHESTS by snip George Shottm.

In addition to these large cargoes of Black and Japan

Teas, the Company are constantly receiving large invoices

of the finest-quality of Green Teas from the Moyune dis-

tricts of China, which are unrivaled for fineness and delica-

cy of flavor, which they are selling at the following prices

:

OOLONG (Black), 50c, 00c., 70c, SOc, 90c, best $1 9 lb.

MIXED, (Green and Black), 50c, 60c, 70c, 80c, 90c, best $1

per pound.

ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), 50c, 60c, 70c, SOc, 90c,

SI, $1.10, best §1.50 per pound.

IMPERIAL (Green), 50c, 60c* 70c, SOc, 90c, $1, $1.10, best

$1.25 per pound.
YOUNG HYSON (Green), 50c, 00c, 70c, SOc, 90c, $1, $1.10,

best $1.25 per pound.

TJNCOLORED JAPAN, 90c, $1, $1.10, best $1.25 per pound.

GUNPOWDER, (Green), $1.25, best $1.50 per pound.

COFFEES ROASTED AMD GROUND DAILY.

GKOUND COFFEE, 20c, 25.C., 30c, 35c, l>esfc 40c. per pound.

Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-lronse keepers, ami Families who

use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article

by using our FRENCH BREAKFAST AND DINNER COF-

FEE, -which wo sell at the low price of SOc. per pound, and

warrant to give perfect satisfaction.

Consumers caai save fi-oxti 50 cents to SI pel*

pound (beside tiie Express charges,) by pur-
chasing their Teas of the

GREAT- AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
Mos. JSfl and 3» VESEY STREET.
Post Office Box, 5643, New York City.

AVc warrant all the goods wc sell to give entire satisfac-

tion. If they are not satisfactory, they can be teturned at

our expense within 00 days, and have the money refunded.

By our system- of supplying Clubs throughout the country,

consumers in all parts of the United States can receive their

Teas at the same price (with the small additional expense

of transportation), as though they bought them at our ware-

houses in this city.

Some parties inquire of ns how they shall proceed to get

up a club. The answer is simply this: Let cacli person

wishing to join in a club, say how much tea or coft'ee he
wants, and select the kind and price from our Price List, as

published in the papcrorin our circulars. "Write the names,

kinds, aud amounts plainly on a list, and when the club is

complete, send it to us by mail, aud we will put each party's

goods in separate packages, and mark the name upon them,

with the cost, so there need bono confusion in their distri-

bution—each party getting exactly what lie orders, and no
more. The cost of transportation, the members of the club

can divide equitably among themselves.

The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by
drafts on New York, by Post-Office money orders, or by
Express, as may suit the convenience of the club. Or, if the

amount ordered exceeds $30, we will, if desired, send the

goods by Express, to "collect on delivery."

Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to the

party getting up the Club. Our profits are 'small, but we will

be as liberal as we can afford. "We send no complimentary
package for a Club less than $30.

S. B.—All "villages and towns where a large
number reside, by Clubbing together, can re-
duce the cost of their Teas and Coffees abont
one-third (beside the Express charges,) by
sending directly to "The Great American
Tea Company." 1

BEWARE of all concerns that advertise themselves as

branches of our Establishment, or copy our name either

wholly or in part, as they are bogus or imitations. "We
have no branches, and do not, in any case, authorize the

use of our name.

Post-Oftice orders and Drafts, make payable to the order

of "Great American Tea Company." Direct letters and
orders to the

GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMP'Y,
Nos. 3 1 and 33 VESEY-ST.,

Post-Office Box, 5,643, New York City.

EVERY FARMER SHOULD

These Scales have been manufactured by the Original
Inventors for nearly 4:0 years, aud are regarded throughout
the country as the Standard ; they were referred to as such
by the Judges at the

Great Paris Exposition,
who awarded to them the

First Premiums, Two Medals.
Nearly tioo hundred different modifications, adapted to

every branch of business. Among which are •
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For weighing loaded wagon9, cart.?, live stock, produce,
&c. These Scales may be placed in the barn floor, in the
yard, or by tlie roadside, where they can be made available
for an entire neighborhood.

Portable Plaifoa'si* Scales,

9
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»

e

With and Without Wheels.
Convenient, accurate, and not liable to derangement.

No. 7 Platform, s

No. 8
No. 9

No. 10
No. my.....
No. 11

No. 11>£....

Union or Family Scales.

23 by SO inches.. ..Capacity, 2,000 lbs
23 bv 31 1,000 "
21 by 29 " "

1,400 "
20 by 28 " " 1,200 "

17 by 20 *' 11 900 "
16 bv 25 " " 000 "

15 bv 21 " .. " 100 "

We Invite special attention to this modification as being
particularly adapted to household use. This fact, and its

acknowledged accuracy, led to its adoption as one of the
premiums offered by tlie American Agriculturist.

Pamphlets with Illustrations and full descriptions of the
various modifications of our Scales, furnished upon applica-
tion by mail or otherwise.

PRINCIPAL WAREHOUSES:
FAIRBANKS & CO., 252 Broadway, New York.
FAIRBANKS, BROWN & CO., lis Mi!k-st.. Boston, Mass.
FAIRBANKS, GREEXLEAF & CO., 220 & 22S Lake-st.,

[Chicago, HI.

FAIRBANKS, MORSE & CO., 225 Walnut-st.. Cincinnati, O.

FAIRBANKS & EWING, Masonic Hall, Philadelphia, Fa.

GRAPE VINES at I0NA,
My stock comprises all of the leading kinds, but princi-

pally consists of

IOM, ISRAELLA and DELAWARE.
The performance of the Iona and Israella generally

throughout all of the vine-region of the country, leaves no
doubt in the minds of those best informed, that upon these
now rests chiefly the prospect of the eminent success of
grape culture in America for table and for wine.

The proof of the hardiness, vigor, earliness, and produc-
tiveness of the Iona, and of its adaptation to general culti-

vation throughout the whole grape region is most abundant.
See these proofs and other matters in adve^rtisemen t insidp

page (3S1).

C. W. GRANT,
IONA, near Peekskill,

"Westchester Co., X. Y.

PERRY'S ©RAPE VI1VES
are worthy of every Planter's and Dealer's particular atten-
tion. By the use of my improvement in rooting and trans-
ferring vines to the open ground without "in the least

cheeking their growth, or disturbing the roots or soil in
which that are growing, I am enabled to keep far ahead
of all others in the production of vines best suited for future
vigorous growth and productiveness.

"West TJoylbtox, Mass., Sept. 2, 1S6T.
Mm. F. L. PEmr.y, Dear Sir .-—I see by tlie last Agricultur-

ist that you quote a sentence from niv letter of April, in favor
of your vines sent me last spring. Had I written you at anv
time since the vines commenced*growing, I should have felt
justified in giving my views of them in much stronger and
emphatic praise.
My vines have grown splendidly. All but the Aliens have

grown from eight to twelve feet, with large strong canes,
and fine strong laterals.

I shall he disappointed if I do not get fruit from nearly all
next year. The Allen has grown only two feet, and a'll of
that during the past month. Mine is a light, gravelly Boll,
and I am entirely satisfied with the progress iriv vines" have
made.
Please send me Illustrated Catalogue as I wish a few more

vines and Pear Trees.
I am very truly yours, Horatio norcuTOK.

Prices from 5 to 20 per cent, lower than anv advertised in
this paper. Sent on application. Can furnish fine Trees of
Pears, standard and dwarf. Cherries, Plums, Peaches,
Quince?, and small fruits. Clubs furnished at liberal rates.
Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue 10 cents.
See advertisement last mouth, page 344. -

Address F. L. PEUIIY", Canandaigua, N. V.

GALTH AKS> ECONOMY.
PATENT LEAD ENCASED TIN PIPE,

liecommended bv tlie medical Facility
and approved bv WATEIi COMMIS-
SIONERS. COST'S LESS TITAN" LEAD
PIPE, AND IS .MUCH STPONGEII. Re-
cent improvements enable us to supplv
THIS pipe at a less price per foot than
common lead pipe.
To furnish the cost per foot, please give

the head or pressure of water and bore
of pipe. Pamphlets sent Fires on appli-

cation. Address THE COLTVELLS, SHAW & AYILLAKD
MANUFACTURING CO., Foot of West 2?th-pt., New York.

CRESYLIC SOAP.
A PERFECT DISINFECTANT

(Patented).
For Disinfecting, Deodorizing, and Purifying Cellars, Hos-

pitals, Tenement Houses, &e. Also, lor Exterminating
Roaches, BngB, and Insects of all kinds.

Manufactured solely by
JAMES BUCHAN & CO.,

1!XI Elizaheth-st., New York.

Fuller & Barnnia's New Tuck Creas'er

AND SELF GUIDE AND B.VSTEP. COMBINED".
This grandest of all improvements is by H. W. Fuller, the

original inventor of all Tuckers. 'While sewing a tuck, at

each stitch, two Angers "pinch tip " a crease for the next

tuck, the same as by hand, (instead of straining tlie cloth

over a sharp point, by a "notch," as heretofore) and CAN-
NOT CUT or STRAIN any kind of goods. The light spring

of the Self Guide and Baster smooths the cloth.holding it to-

gether without basting, and aids in guiding. JS'o measuring

or ma rkinff. Time saved, and amount of tucking increased

from TWO to THREE TIMES. Sold at most of the Sewing

Machine offices, and for all machines at the Gen. Office, 613

Broadway, ST. W. cor. of Bleecker, K. T., where all the

Sewing Machines are sold. With cut aud directions, $1 ; by

mail, $4.50. I. W. BARXUM,
Sole Agent for supplying the trade.

MARYLAND i.AU(I>S.—Cheap and
Near to Market. Good Chances for Men

OF ENERGY.— Persons wishing to purchase should send

for full particulars to SIMON J. MARTENET,
R. E. Agent, Publishers of Map of Maryland,

6 Sonth-st., Baltimore.

"THE SONG QUEEiV,"
A NEW BOOK FOR SINGING SCHOOLS.
Bound in board covers, 15 cents each, or $7.50 per dozen

;

stiff paper covers, 50 cents each, or $5 per doz. Address

H. K. PALMER, Crosby's Opera House, Chicago, 111 .

STAMMERING CUBED
Bv BATES' PATENT APPLIANCES For Pamphlets, &c,
address SIMPSON & CO., 277 West 23d-st., New York.
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'ACUHCUI/TOBE IS THE MOST JIEALTHFCL, MOST USEFUL, ANI» MOST NOBLE EMl'lOTMST Of 3I.\X.n-lVim««Ba.

oramce JUBB & co., i ESTABLISHED IS' 1842. j
slsopeh ahotm, in abtanck.

PUBLISHERS AND PROPRIETORS. >•
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THREE MEMBERS OF THE TEMPERANCE
[COPYTUGTTT SSOtHtED.]

SOCIETY.—FROM A PAINTING BY J. F. HERRING.

—

Engraved for the American Agriculturist.

We are sure Mr. Herring appreciated water

ill its clear, cool purity, in its invigorating fresh-

ness, in its health-giving, joy-giving, life-giving

freeness, in its abundance, showered upon us as

one of Heaven's richest boons, welling up from

subterranean depths ; making glad the pastures,

satisfying the cattle, reviving the faint, refresh-

ing the weary.—The group of heads before us

is a beautiful conception, and the picture re-

pays study from different points of view. The
artist's name for his production is the same
which we have given it above, and in this age

of excess and whiskey frauds we may well

ponder upon the superiority of this natural

beverage to all others, and perhaps join the

horses iu a draught. The characters exhibited

by the three animals are very different. The
nearest drank his sip from habit, was not thirsty,

and is a little cross. The next has filled himself

to satiety and enjoys it to the full ; while the

later comer, in the earnestness of thirst, is pump-
ing the big draughts down his throat with a real

gusto. We see in the first horse a hypochondriac

who has joined the temperance society, partly

to get some good if he can, partly to have

society, and to be able to talk, to carp and

criticise. He bears about him the marks

of former years of excess. The middle one

portrays the member who never committed an

excess in his life, and never will. He is a

member of the society by nature, genial, honest,

good, strong in the right, and by precept and

example wishes to keep others so. Black Hawk
is Young America on the right track, now wildly

enthusiastic as a temperance reformer, as he was

gay among the clicking glasses. Ho goes in for

water on his own account and on even body's

else, and withal is just as good, honest, and

exemplary as his friend by his side. Our

friends will agree with us that the above is a

successful reproduction of one of Herring's

most admired pictures. There are many artists

who can paint a horse's head with anatomical

accuracy, but there are very few who, like Her-

ring, can give the expression that indicates the

character of the animal. Every lover of the

horse can judge cpiite correctly of his dis-

position by looking at his face and eye.
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There is a chilly sound in the word November,

yet -to Americans it is a cheerful month. We read

Hood's lines, "No sun, no moon, no dawn, no

noon," and so on, through his description of an

English fog, to his conclusion, No vember, while we
rejoice in the bland noons of our '

' Indian Summer"
and in the mellow sunlight, dusky and softened by

the thin smoke which veils the distant hills. The

brown leaves are in windrows by the fences ; the

mornings are frosty, but bright and bracing, and the

sunsets have that ruddy glow which promises other

days as perfect as the one just passing. So the early

part of the month goes by, giving time for all nec-

essary labors before the days and nights are colder,

and the plastic and crumbly soil becomes stone,

and the storm clouds give us snow instead of show-

ers, and the ringing of the skates, and the shouts

of the skaters, come up from the ponds.

The labors and pleasures of the month are va-

rious, being in part a continuation of those of the

past month, but chiefly those of that preparation

for winter, which it is dangerous to postpone.

The harvests are gathered and secured. In part,

no doubt, they are already marketed, and paid for.

The country has been doing, of late years, much
more a " cash business" than used to he the case,

and it especially behooves producers promptly to

check the tendency to any other course. "Short

credits make long friends," and the payment on

the spot for value received is better still.

The winter brings with it pleasures to those pre-

pared for it, but suffering to the improvident, and

to those who, from sickness or no fault of their own,

are not provided to meet its rigors. If our hearts

rise in thankfulness to the All-Father for His mercies

to us, let our hands and hearts go out to His chil-

dren, our brethren, who are likely to suffer. He
trusts us with good things this year, and we should

I
be the almoners of His bounty, good stewards, kincV

tender, and judicious in sharing our surplus, if we

would enter into the joy of our Lord, be more wide-

ly useful, and more trusted by Him in the future.

Hints About Work,
Buildings.—It is of prime importance that the fair

weather of the early part of this month should be

employed to put the farm buildings and their sur-

roundings in good order for winter, and it is well

to be a little ahead with such work. Go carefully

over old buildings, tightening weather boards, re-

newing eaves-troughs and spouts. Clear surface

ditches, to keep water out of the barn-yards, and

away from the foundations. Roofs may be tem-

porarily patched without much, if any, nailing, by

simply driving shingles here and there between the

courses to carry water over actual holes. Old roofs

are often more damaged than benefited by mend-

ing, unless it is very thoroughly done. A little care-

less hammering and nail driving will split shingles

and start nails, and open more holes than it closes.

Roads that are to be used during the winter must

be put in order before frost; the stones picked off,

gravel or earth put on where they have washed,

good side drainage made,—on both sides, if pos-

sible,—the surface well rounded to turn water,

and to make easy turn-offs for the wash that fol-

lows the wheel tracks down the hills.

Bridges.—If the rains and freshets have moved
stones in the brooks and runs, and deposited an un-

usual amount of gravel anywhere, it will most like-

ly be where they are contracted to pass through

bridges or culverts. These should be carefully ex-

amined and cleaned out, for when ice forms, and an

unusual flow of water comes, serious damage may
result. It is more important that there should be

a chance for water to flow off rapidly in passing and

after passing a bridge, than that it should have easy

access ; a single stone will dam up a stream greatly.

Rowing.—Plow lands that will not be subject to

wash. The more plowing is done in the fall, the

more will the hurry of spring work be relieved,

and, as a general rnle, the better will the land be
prepared for the crops. Fall plowing kills weeds

;

it kills grubs ; it exposes the soil to the action of

the frost, and if manure beplowed in, which is best

if the land is prepared for root crops or corn, it be-

comes better incorporated with the soil. Clay lands

and heavy loams are especially benefited by fall

plowing ; the action of the frost, or rather thawing

and freezing, benefits such land as much as many
loads of manure. Plow such land in ridges, turning

two furrows together. Good loamy soils may be

plowed with flat or lap furrows. We prefer the

former, and sandy or light land, or rich and dark

mould, should be plowed flat.

Grain, Fields.—In plowing furrows to carry off

surface water, where this may be necessary, take

care that their direction is such that they will not

collect too much, wash deep gullies, and thus do

more harm than good.

Draining.—So long as we do not have real winter

weather, the work of underdraining may be pushed

forward. It is more important to keep well up

with the tile laying, for we may be caught by heavy

freezing rains and snow-storms, and so all work be

stopped suddenly.

Manure.—Bring in all muck sods, surface parings,

forest soil, and leaves, that you can, to be used in

composts, and lay up good even heaps of these ma-

terials,alternated with stable manure,in layers,using

at least twice as much vegetable mould in whatever

form you have it, as of the stable manure. The

compost, heaps should be of assorted materials, all,

of course, vegetable matter, like potato tops and

swamp grass, or other long litter, put together

with a sufficiency of manure to make the whole fer-

ment, or leaving the nitrogenous stable manure out,

and adding instead freshly dry-slaked lime, or wood
ashes, at the rate of about one bushel to the cart-

load. Composts of coarse, porous, materials, not

made with lime or ashes, should stand over a sunk-

en hogshead or other vat for containing liquid.

This should be pumped every few days over the

heap, and allowed to run back again to the vat,

which should be supplied with water if there is any

lack. In all composts, hog manure goes further

than that of the horse, which is much more pow-
erful in starting and maintaining fermentation than

that of milch cows and young cattle, but hardly

equal to that of fattening cattle or well fed oxen.

Fences.—We cannot too strongly present the evils

of bad fences. The freezing and thawing of winter

will almost surely develop the weak spots in old

lines of fences, and breachy cattle will be sure to

find them, if they are allowed either in the highway

or in the fields. Grain fields are a strong attraction.

The fences, therefore, should be looked to, weak

posts staked up or renewed, sound rails or boards

put in place of failing ones, and all secured against

cattle, wind, and frost.

Horses, if well fed, enjoy cold weather. Although

they show a natural preference for the sheltered

side of the barn-yard, they seldom manifest auy dis-

like to exposure to severe cold, unless they have

been blanketed, and habituated to warm stables.

When horses are warm, always blanket them, either

in stables or in the open air; take care that they

are exposed to no draughts. When cooled off, re-

move the blanket Carriage horses, which it is de-

sirable should have a shiny coat, may wear linen

covers buttoning round the breast, aud having a

crooper attached. Give good daily grooming,

plenty to eat, water regularly, provide good ventila-

tion, and let the sunlight into the stable.

Beeves,—Feed freely, but uniformly, all they will

eat with a relish, changing character of the feed

according to your judgment, if there be any failure

of appetite. Keep salt always before them or ac-

cessible. Prepare the feed in another apartment

from the one in which the cattle stand, and be punc-

tual to the minute in feeding. In increasing the

amount of grain or oil-meal, do it gradually, watch

ing the effect. Use the card and brush frequently,

and litter freely. Beeves need pure air aud clean

stables as much as horses; warmth is more im-

portant than light to them, as to all fattening stock.
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Cows, however, need light, clean, stables, with

good ventilation. Warmth is desirable also, as well

as great quiet. Give them an hour or two in a

sum:}- yard daily, if the weather be pleasant.

Young Stock.—Keep in warm sheds or stables,

with the range of yards exposed to the south and

east. Feed, water, and salt, regularly.

Sheep.—See "Walks and Talks" on sheep feeding.

Keep in dry, roomy, sheds and yards; give plen-

ty of litter, but accommodate them with some hard

ground. Feed in racks and troughs protected by

sheds. Increase the feed gradually. Oil-cake will

probably be found as economical as any feed, more
so than any other you can purchase. Sheep feeders

are satisfied if they get the manure clear, the 6heep

selling for their cost with the value of the feed added.

Hogs may be pushed forward as rapidly as possi-

ble, and marketed according to the feeder's best

judgment. Prices often rule much higher early in

the mouth than later, but the difference is ofteu

made up by the increase-in the manure pile. The
value of manure is in almost direct proportion to

the quality of the food of animals. That of fatten-

ing hogs is very rich.

Poultry.—See article on page 403. Keep in warm,

light, houses, and feed a little meat or scrapcake

daily, and hens will soon begin to lay.

Orelaard and Nursery.

In a mild November, planting may advantageous-

ly be done, but if the weather be very frosty, it is

better to postpone it until spring.

Seel-in trees received from the nursery after cold

weather sets in, rather than attempt to plant

tlu-m in half frozen ground.

Fruit in barrels should be kept as cool as possible

without freezing. Do not close up the cellar of

the fruit room, except there is danger of frost. A
detached cellar, or one under an out-building, is

much preferable for the storage of fruits or vege-

tables to that under the dwelling, as fruit, in ripen-

ing, gives off a quantity of unwholesome gas.

Cider should be made from good fruit only, as sug-

gested last month. Where vinegar is the object, so

much pauas need not be taken. See page 410.

Labels will need looking to, and the defaced ones

replaced. Go over the newly planted trees, and see

that the nursery labels are not wired on so tightly

as to injure the limb. Do not trust entirely to la-

bels, but have a record of every orchard.

Cions may be cut, labelled, and stored m saw-

dust in the cellar.

Stocks for root grafting are to be taken up, assort-

ed, tied in bundles, or packed in boxes, and put

away in the cellar.

Nursery Roks should have the plow run between
them. See that surface water will run off.

Plowing, Draining, and other preparatory work,

may be done as long as the ground is not frozen.

Fruit Garden.

Most of the general irections given under
" Orchard," apply here. Much may be done to

prepare for next spring's planting, and in many
favorable localities plants may be put out now.

Covering of tender raspberries with earth, mulch-

ing of strawberries, and such work of protecting, is

usually done too early, and the plants suffer from

being smothered. It is better to defer the opera-

tion until freezing weather.

Fruit should be kept cool. Grapes, if kept at a

low and even temperature, may be preserved for a

long time in an eatable condition.

Blackberries and Raspberries may be propagated

from cuttings of the roots. These should be pre-

pared before the ground freezes. Cut the roots in

pieces two or three inches long, and place them in

a box with alternate layers of soil. The box should

have holes in the bottom to allow any superfluous

moisture to pass off, and should be buried in a dry

spot below the reach of frost.

Grape Vines.—Prune when the leaves have fallen.

Those who wish to propagate vines from cuttings

should try the plan given on page 409. It is not

practical to give directions for pruning in these

briefnotes. There are now many excellent treatises

giving the philosophy and practice of grape culture.

Currant Cuttings may be set, if the ground is not
frozen; otherwise they may be tied in bundles, and
treated as noted for grape cuttings, on page 409.

Kitchen Garden.

It will be necessary to hurry up all unfinished

work, secure the crops that are still in the ground,
and put everything in order for winter.

Plowing and Spading can continue as long as the

ground is open. Land upon which the sod was
turned over early in the fall, may, if the sod has

sufficiently decayed, be cross-plowed.

Level inequalities as far as practicable, put down
drains where needed, and get through with as much
preparatory work as possible.

Roots should be dug before frost has injured the

tender ones, aud stored in pits, as noted last month,
or, where the quantity is small, in the cellar. Do
not cover the pits until there is danger of freezing.

Horseradish, salsify, and parsnips, being perfectly

hardy, may be left until the last.

Manure will be needed in large quantities in

spring, and the stock should be on the increase.

Accumulate not only stable manure, but brewers'

and sugar-house waste, muck, leaves, and every

available fertilizer. See that sinks and privies are

in condition to save all the soil.

Cover asparagus and rhubarb beds with several

inches of coarse manure or other litter; the crop

next spring will be enough earlier and better to pay.

Cold i<Vame.s,containing cabbage and lettuce plants,

will need to be covered on cold nights,but the sashes

must be removed in the day time, or the plants

will start to grow, and become tender. They will

endure a moderate freezing without harm.

Soil for Sot-beds.—Get ready a supply for use in

February, by mixing good loam with one third its

bulk of well rotted manure. Place it near the place

where the hot-beds are to be made, and cover with

boards or sods, to keep it in good order.

Celery.—Store in trenches a foot wide, and deep
enough to contain the plants. Pack the plants in

upright and close together without any soil between

them. When hard frosts occur, put on a covering

of leaves or straw.

Cabbages.—Invert as directed last month, and

cover with earth when freezing weather comes.

Rhubarb.—As long as the ground is open, new
plantations may be made ; cut the old roots with a

sharp spade into as many pieces as there are eyes,

and set three feet apart each way in rich soil.

Spinach.—In exposed places, or where the climate

is severe, it will be necessary to put on a covering

of leaves or straw to protect it.

FSower Garden and Lawn.

It is one of the advantages of a light soil that

work can be continued well towards winter. New
walks and borders may be made, and if the weather

continues suitable, deciduous trees and hardy

shrubs may be set. The grounds should always

present a neat appearance, and all decayed stems,

useless stakes, and other rubbish, be removed.

Bidbs.—Plant all the spring sorts that are still left

out. Take up Tuberoses, Tigrklias, Gladioluses, and

the like, before hard frosts. Japan Lilies are per-

fectly hardy, and need not be lifted ; these and the

other bulbs will bloom all the better if they have a

covering of coarse manure by freezing time.

Chrysanthemums.—See that they are not beaten

down by heavy storms, and note, while in flower,

those that it is desirable to propagate from next

spring. Those that have been potted for house

blooming, when past flowering, may be set in a

cool, dry, cellar, or turned out into the grounds.

Dahlias.—If the roots still remain in the ground,

take up as directed last month. Label, and handle
carefully, as the freshly dug roots are very brittle

Frames and Pits.—Half hardy plants, placed in

these, should at present only be covered at night.

See that the drainage is good, and that the pits are

mice-proof. Set poison if any get in.

Lawns will be benefited by a top dressing of well
rotted manure, to be applied as soon as convenient.

Leaves.—Accumulate a good stock of these from
lawn, roadsides, and the woods.

Roses. —Lay dowu the half hardy varieties, and
cover with sods placed grassy side upwards.

Climbers, such as Roses, Wistarias, and others

not remarkably hardy, should be taken down, and
covered with earth.

Perennials, even the hardy ones, will bloom all

the finer next year, if a forkful of littery manure is

put over them. Protect half hardy shrubs by lay-

ing cedar or other evergreen boughs over them.

Green and Slot-Houses.

The temperature of the house will demand the

attention of the gardener. The heat of the sun will

for a good part of the month enable him to do with-

out fire. Everything should be ready to start a fire

in case of a cold night or a sudden change. The
thermometer should be consulted. Plants merely

stored in the green-house, may get as cool as 40%
or even 35°, but if flowers are wanted, the tempera-

ture should not be less than 60°. • Collections of

tropical plants, of course, require more heat.

Bulbs.—Continue to pot, and keep in a cool place

until they have formed an abundance of roots.

Camellias.—Syringe frequently, and look out for

the first appearance of insects. Keep rather cool

unless early flowers are wanted.

Propagate stock for winter blooming, especially

of climbers for decorating the house. Tropceolums,

Lophospermums, Maurandias, etc., will grow quick-

ly and their flowers soon make a fine display.

Seeds.—Sow annuals for winter blooming, if not

already done. Candytuft, Sweet Alyssnm, and

Mignonette are always wanted for bouquets. Nem-
ophilas, Lobelias, and other annuals, soon flower.

Cold Grapery.

If any fruit remain upon the vines, look to it, and

remove any berries that show a tendency to decay.

Keep the atmosphere of the house as dry as pos-

sible, by closing entirely in damp weather.

Apiary in ]Vov.—Prepared by M. Quinby.

The cool weather of this month renders the bees

more stupid than they usually are in much colder

weather. Consequently, anything heretofore neg-

lected, should now be attended to. All empty

surplus boxes, or those containing so little honey

as not be worth removing for the table, should be

taken from the hive. Leave the combs whole, ex-

cept the edges that are near the glass, if in glass

boxes. These should be trimmed off, the glass

scoured clean, replaced, and the boxes set away,

holes down, making it impossible for the mice to

enter. Hives standing out for the winter should he

fully protected from mice by wire cloth, nailed on

with small tacks, over all passages, leaving room for

thebees or.ly. Ample ventilation must besecured.

Holes equal to two or three square inches must be

made—if possible, at the bottom. Mr. Coe says,

'•it should be in the center of the bottom board."

When covered with wire cloth, some device to pre-

vent dead bees from falling on, and covering it, is

needed. A box, two or three inches deep, of the

same size as the bottom of the hive, put under il,

is very good. The hole in one of its sides, covered

with wire, will do. Let it be on the back side, or

where the wind will not drive directly through.

Hives may be painted now. with the bees inside;

take a day cool enough to keep the bees at home.

Use several colors for the hives, such as nearly

white, light green, lead, yellow, etc., that each bee,

another year, may know its own hive at a glance,

and avoid mistakes by making visits out of place.
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A FEW WORDS FOR

EVERYBODY
WHO WOULD LIKE TO OBTAIN

Our Valuable Premiums.

More than $20,000 is expended every
year by the Publishers in procuring the best, most relia-

ble, and practical reading matter and beautiful and in-

structive engravings for this paper. The cost, of produc-

ing the American Agriculturist is divided among so great

a host of subscribers that it amounts to but a trifle to each

above the cost of the white paper on which it is printed.

Tens of thousands of persons, old and
young, in city and country, and in all the various trades

and professions,—owners of farms and those who never

have owned a foot of ground,—gardeners, fruit growers

and others,—have not only subscribed for the first time,

but continued to be subscribers for years thereafter, aud

remain so to-day. No better proof than this fact is need-

ed of its great value. The circulation to actual subscribers

is doubtless larger than that of any monthly journal in

the world.

Every paper contains from 30 to 50 beau-
tiful engravings, all of them by the best draughtsmen and

engravers, and many of them very costly. Special atten-

tion is called to the engravings in the volume for the pres-

ent year. All who are at all familiar with the difficulty

aud expense attendant upon the production of such pic-

tures will, we are sure, acknowledge that the subscribers

to the Agriculturist receive much for a little. And
while these engravings are in the highest style of the art,

they are so varied in character as to interest every mem-
ber of a family, even the youngest.

A great amount of interesting and In-
structive reading matter is provided for all.

Farmers find here thousands of hints
and suggestions about all kinds of farm work.

Mechanics And much that interests them
in the engravings and descriptions of implements and

machinery ; also in the directions for culture of their

garden lots, if they have them.

City Merchants And a large amount of
valuable information for the management of their country

places, or which at least helps to keep bright in their

minds the pleasing ideal of a beautiful place in the coun-

try, to which so many are looking forward when they
shall retire from business.

Country Merchants keep the paper in
thuir stores where customers can see it, and many of them
secure large clubs.

Children are delighted with the sketch-
es and beautiful engravings found in the Boys' and
Girls' Department.

Everybody finds something to please,
interest and instruct; and by the constant and thorough

exposure of humbugs in this paper, it is not too much to

say that thousands of dollars have been saved to the un-

wary from their being thus put Upon their guard.

Now Look at our Premiums.

DO YOU WANT
A finely assorted lot of Garden

Seeds, 40 kinds ; or a lot of Flower Seeds, 100 kinds, just

such as your wife or daughter would select ; or that most

useful article, Page's Patent Pump and Sprinkler, which

combines most of the advantages of a Hand "Watering

Pot, a Green-house Syringe, a light Force Pump, and

Garden Euginc ? You can have either one of these three

Premiums by sending to us 13 names with their subscrip-

tions for one year, at $1.50 each. Eleven subscriptions

at the same rates will secure for you a first-rate, E. Gold

Pen, with silver case, from one of the best manufactories

in the country; 14 subscriptions, at $1.50 each, give you

the F. Gold Pen, which is-larger, and by the same makers.

[£§?*" The right hand column of the Table gives the num-

ber ofnames required at the lowest club prices, ($1 a year),

to get any of the Premiums referred to

DO YOU WANT
A dozen best plated Tea Spoons,

or Table Spoons, or Knives and Forks? Do yon want a

set of Tea or Table Knives and Forks of Rodgers & Sons'

make, or an elegant Ice Pitcher, or Castor and Fruit

Basket? Look at the list and notice that for a compara-

tively small amount of labor yon can obtain any one or

all of these. Many b^ave received these Premiums, and

others are working for them. A lady who has already

secured a part of them writes us that she means to have

the rest. "We are all ready ; and for only 66 subscribers

at $1.50 each, we will give one of those beautiful, extra-

plated Tea Sets made by Lucius Hart & Co., and compris-

ing six pieces, viz. : Coffee Pot, two Tea Pots, a Cream-

er, Sugar, aud Slop Bowl, of uniform pattern, new sfyle

and embossed figure work.

DO YOU WANT
Something which shall at once

lessen the necessary labor of your family, and which will

be a pleasant siu-prisc at home when it reaches there ?

Look over the list of first quality Sewing Machines which

we offer as Premiums. Here, too, are the Washing Ma-

chines, and the best Clothes Wringers. Many a husband

and father has made glad hearts at home and brought

rest to weary hands by a little effort in bringing the

American Agriculturist to the notice of persons who

only needed that little effort to induce them to subscribe

for it.

DO YOU WANT
To provide for yourself and your

family a library of most useful Books,—the latest and

best for the Farm, Garden, and Household ;—Books which
will do more to interest your sons and daughters in Agri-

culture and Horticulture than could be done by any other

means ? Or do you want to secure a set of the Back

Volumes of the Agriculturist for the last eleven years, or

any part of the set,—each volume being most valuable

for its thousands of hints, suggestions, and items of in-

formation, and for the pleasure and instruction it will

give to your children? Look at the 37 Premiums, No.

50 to No. SO, and see how easily you can obtain such a

Library. See Book List, page 421,

DO YOU WANT
Music in your home ? Who does

not? Tou cau have it ; for among our Premiums yon

will find the beautiful little Musical Box;—the Melodeon,

for the Home Circle or for the Hall ; the Colibri Piano,

an instrument of remarkable power and sweetness ; and

the elegant Seven Octave, Rosewood Case, Steinway

Piano. Which will you take ?

DO YOU WANT
Any one of the Eighty-Six valu-

able Premiums on our List ? Then make vp your mind

to have it. Go out among your friends. Sit down beside

them and tell them what the Agriculturist is, and show

them a paper. We will give a specimen number to any

one who asks for it, iu order to obtain subscribers.

H

Table ofPremiums aud Terms, .%
For Volume 27—(1868). £g

Open to all—No Competition

No. Karnes of Premium Articles.

1— Garden Seerls for a Family (40 kinds) S5 oo!
ii—Flower Seeds for a Family (100 kinds). S5 00'
3—Nursery .Stock (Any kinds desired) $20 004

—

Iona Grape Vines (la of No. 11 $18 00'

5—Concord Grape Vines (100 of JS
7o . 1) . . ,%l-} 0016—Japan Lilies (Vi Bulbs) $6 00'

7—Sewing Machine ( Grover & Baker) $55 008—Sewing Machine (Howe Machine Co.L.SGO 00
9—Sewing Machine (Singer's Tailoring) ..$80 00

10 —Sewing Machine ( Florence) KG3 00
11—Selling Machine (Willcoxib Gihl/s) $55 00
13—Sewing Machine (Finkle <fc Lyon) §00 00
13—Sewing Machine ( Mlieeter tO Wilson) . . $55 00
14— Washing Machine (I'oti/'s) $14 00
IS— Clothes Wringer (Best— Universal) $10 00
16—7*a Set (Bart's best Silrer Plated) $50 00
17— Castor and Fruit Basket (do. (Jo.).... $30 00
IS—Ice or Water Pitcher (do. do.) $18 00
19— One Dozen Tea Spoons (do. do.) $6 00
20— One Dozen Table Spoons (do. do.) $12 00
HI— One Dozen Dining Forks (do. do.) $12 001
22

—

Tea Kn ires and Forks( Patterson Bros.)H20 00;

23— Table Knives and Forks (do. do.).. ..$24 00
34—Carving Knife and Fork (do. do.) SS 50
25—Musical L'ox\Shell Case) $15 COj
26—Melodeon, i-octare(G.A.Prlnce it Co.'s)

.

$67 00
27—Melodeon, 5-octare (do, do.) $112 oo!

US— Colibri Piano (Harlow. Doehler &• C'o.)$150 OOi
29—Piano, Splendid 1-ocl.i Sleiiiicayi&Sons)$S5f> 00
30—Ladies' Gold Watch (Beautiful) $100 00
31—Silver Watch (Valuable Time-Keeper) ..$S2 50
33—Double Barrel Gnu (Cooper d- iJo«rt)..$30 00
33—Repeating Shot Gun (Paper Kifte Co.). .$00 00
34—Spencer'sBn echloading IHrleiJIiintiugW,-, 00
35— Tool Chest (Patterson JJroi.) $44 50
36— Case of Mathematical Instruments $9 00
37— Case, of Mathematical instruments $15 00
35— Gold Pat, Sil.('asr.F,(W,trrend-Spa<lone)!H 50
39— Gold Pen and Silver Case, F. (do. do.) $5 50
40—Barometer ( Woodruff's Mercurial) $12 00
41—Barometer (Woodruff's Mercurial) $18 00
42—Buckei/e Mowing Machine, Ko. 2 $125 00
43—Allen's Patent Cnliuder Plow, etc $20 50
41 Pump and Sprinkler (Page's) $5 00
4:5—Famili/ Scales 1 Fairbanks' t£ Co.) $10 00
46—Building Blocks (Crandall) _

47—Pocket Lanterns, OneDozen $9 00
48—American Cyclopedia (Appletou's) $S0 00
49— Worcester'sGreat Illustrated Dictionarj/$12 00
50—Am/ Back Volume Agriculturist) . $1 75

Number
of Sub-
scribers
required
at I at

$1.30 1 $1.

37
87
97
90
65
45

240
270
320
270
240
270
240
70

51—Any Two Back Volumes do.
5.3

—

Any Three do. do. do.
53—Any Four do. do. do.
54

—

Any Fire do. do. do.
55

—

Any Six do. do. do.
5(i—Any Seven do. do. do.
57

—

Any Fight do. do. do.
5S—Ani/ Nine do. do. do.
59

—

Am/ Ten do. do. do.
60— Vol's. XVI to XXVI do.
GX—Any Back Volume Agriculturisi
6.3

—

Am/ Tico Back Volumes do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do-
do,
do.

63—Ami Three do.
Q4-—An'y Four do.
(i5—Any Five do.
66—-4uy Six do.
67

—

Any Seven do.
68—Any Eight do.
(*9—Any Nine do.
70—Any Ten do.
71- Vols. XVI to XXVI
72—Downing'* Landscape Garden'g
73

—

Cummings d- Miller's Architect.
74—A SIO Library (Your Cliolce)..

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

So

75—A S15 Library
76—A S30 Library
77—A S25 library
7S—A S30 Library
79—^1 §35 Library
SO—.1 §40 Library
KX—A S45 Library
83—.4 $50 Library
83—A $60 Library
Si—A S7 5 Libra?-)/
85—A SlOO Library

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
elo.

do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

s;: 50

$5 55

. $7 00

s4^ *8 7;

-'==$10 50
*£.<=$12 25
Sj^$14 00
"# $15 75O *17 50

$19 25
$2 5(1

._, |5 00

s3 $7 50
S S $10 00
S3 1 $12 50
HS $15 00

S-^ $17 50
813 $30 00
.-; S $32 50
<<*> $35 00

$27 50
=» $6 50,

$10 00
$1»00
$15 00
S50 oo'

II
|s

. 3 00
$30 00

$35 00

y 10 00
sir. 00
$50 (1(1

$00 On

$15 00
$100 CO

235
140
90
45
65
65
97

120
50
75
295
400

1150
1600
400
158
150
270
275
190
55
75
35
42
65
90

450
100
37
58
20
48
825
65
20
29
88
47
54
61
OS
74
80
86
92
24
S6
48
60
71
82
92

102
110
116
122
46

85
100
125
111
102
177
192
207
237
2S2
300

86—A Choice of Good Books (See Terms below.)

Only good articles.—AVe are careful not
to 2>lace upon our list anythingfor a Premium which is not

the lest, and, in all respects, what is claimed foi' it. All,

therefore, who secure premiums, may be sure that tliey arc

not running the risk of gettingpoor or indifferent goods.

Send iu the names or subscribers as fast

as you obtain them, not waiting to complete your list

;

and to save mistakes in accounts, send the exact subscrip-

tion money with each list ; aud every name designed

for a premium list, must be so marked when sent in.

Begin Now to raise your clubs. It is not
necessary that all the papers of Premium Clubs should

go to one office. You can get them anywhere.

Old and New Subscribers will be counted
in premium lists, but some should be new names, as it

is to obtain such that premiums are in part offered. The

extra copy, usually offered to clubs of ten or twenty, will

not be furnished when a premium is called for.

ft^
3 Every Premium article is new and of the very best

manufacture. No charge is made for packing or boxing

any of the articles in our Premium List. The forty-

four Premiums, Nos. 1, 2, G, and from 36 to 39,
and from 50 to S6 inclusive, will each be delivered

FREE of all charges, by mail or express, (at the Post-

Office or express office nearest recipient), to any place in

the United States or Territories, excepting those reached

only by the Overland Mail.— The other articles cost the

recipient only the freight after leaving the manufactory

of each, by any conveyance that may be specified.
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Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

show at a glance the transactions for the month ending
Oct. 17, 1S67, and also for the preceding month:

1. TRANSACTION'S AT THE NEW-YORK MATCKKTS.
Usceipts. Flour. Wlieat. Corn, llye. Barley. Oats.

27ilays(Msm'ih437.000 2,446,001) 1,750,000 1S9.000 805.000 1,210.000
S7 days tost ni'tli31S.OOO .820,000 3,291,000 36,500 53,000 570,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Corn. llye. Oats.

2? daysMis month, 441.000 1,802,000 2,011.000 350,000 2,916,000
CT.daysfeBJ month, 284,000 1,070,000 4,181,000 151,000 1,387,000

2. Exports from New York, Jan. 1 to Oct. 1G:

Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Rye, Oats. Barley.
1S67 498,920 004,557 6,C52,19S 219,722 106.715 8S6,66i
1S66 744,461 311,136 10,233,644 102.4S0 1,01S,105 106,416

3. Stock of grain in store atMew York :

18G7. Wheat, Corn, Bye, Barley, Oats, Malt,
hush. bush. bush. bush. bush. bush.

Oct. 15....167.608 067,061 7,300 33.703 S90.S97 57,017
Sept. 10... 120,532 1,154.803 500 9.376 135,737 61.508
Aug. IS... 90.174 803,734 32,785 12,376 200.340 4S.632
July 15...245.500 100,780 66,930 21.300 206.763 84,700
June 14...578,279 217,706 117,257 00,614! 379.805 16,311
May 15...731,330 201,002 1S6.801 145.706 603,191 10,461

4. Receipts of Breadstuffs at tide water at Albany,

May 1st to Ocloljer Sth.

Flour, "Wheat, Corn, Iiye, Barley, Oats,

bbls. bush. bush. bush. bush, bush.

1567 .. .160,300 2.201,800 11.937,000 310,600 485,400 4.0S0.500
1866 ...133,100 2,448,100 21,117,000 713,000 537,300 6,835,000

Gold has been as high as llG-a, since our last, closing

yesterday at 143" j Breadstuffs have been in much bet-

ter request for home use, shipment, and on speculation
;

and prices have advanced materially. The foreign inqui-

ry is unexpectedly active for flour, wheat, corn, and rye

;

and but for the very marked rise in ocean freights, an
unusually extensive anti-raid movement would have been
fairly begun by this time. As it is, despite the scarcity

and dearncss of freight room, the shipments are increas-

ing rapidly, enconraged by the highly favorable market
reports from England and the West of Europe. The
break in the Canal seriously checked receipts at the sea-

board, but these are now comparatively liberal .... Provis-

ions have been quiet, and depressed, in price Cotton
has fallen materially, but closes in favor of sellers, on a

reviving demand— Tobacco has been actively sought
after at full prices "Wool has been in light request, and
tending downward Hay, Hops, and Seeds, have been
in moderate demand, at about steady rates.

Cunr.KXT Wiiolesalk Pp.icks.

Sept. 16. Oct. 17.

Phice op Gold 144K 143><
Flour—Supef to Extra State? 8 25 <gal 20 f 00 ia'11 80
Super to Extra Southern.... 9 75 @13 75 1100 @16 50
Extra 'Western 9 70 @15 75 10 50 @1G S5
Extra Genesee 1125 ©13 50 U 50 @1450
Superfine Western 8 25 ©9 75 25 (S10 00
IiTE Fr.oup. 5 50 @ 7 75 7 50 O) 9 50
Corn Men 5 90 ® i; 75 6 50 @ 7 25
Wheat—AH kinds of While 2 50 @ 2 71 3 00 @ 3 30
All kinds of lied and Amber. 2 00 ® 2 50 2 15 @ 2 75
Corn— Yellow 120 ft 1 SI 143 <3 I 40
Mixed 1 1G @ 1 21 1 10 @ 1 42
OATS— Western G7 @ 63}^ S3K@ 84^
State 07 @ 6S 85 O —
IiYE.. 135 <3> 1 50 165 @ 1 76
Uarlkv - @ — 137(31156
Hat—Dale V 100 lb 70 @ 1 20 70 ® 1 45
Loose 75 @ 1 25 95 @ 1 50
Straw. S 100 lb 55 @ S5 60 a 90
COTTON-—Middlings, "f It. 25 @ 26 19 @ 21
Hops—Crop ol isi'.li, i< It. 40 @ 70 10 ® 65
Fbatheks—Live Geese, V a. so @ 90 75 @ 90
SKED-Clover, ¥> lb 12 @ 13 Viyi® 13'.

Timothy. V bushel ... 2 15 ... :; iki 2 511 i... 2 75
"

Flux, *) bushel ... 2 SO ffl 2 90 2 50 G} 2 CO
Sugar—Brown, i< lb 10^® 1S3£ 11!7@ 14

Molasses. Cuba. Pgal ...... 37 @ 56 36 ® 55
Coffee— Bio.(Uol.ipiicei"K> lb UK® 19 13 is. r^ 1

.

Tobacco, Kentucky, &c, tf lb. 5 ® 22 5X® 20
Seed Lent. "fit. ... 3', if., 05 3>S® 65
Wool—Domestic Fleece,* lb. 40 @ 65 S3 © 62

Domestic, pulled, V lb 30 ® 50 28 ® 50
California, unwashed, 13 ® 30 18 ® 80
Tallow. V lb 12 @ 12X 12 & V2<4
Oil Cake—V ton 54 no ©02 mi 52 00 ®59 00
I'uRK— Mess, ¥ barrel 21 Oil (.1.2185 210:1 (..22 05
Prinfo, V barrel 20 50 a, 21100 t. 20 :.fi

Beef—Plain mess ...1S011 ts24 00 11; on (s.-il on

Lard, 111 barrels, () lb 13' ...... 1 I \ l::' .
.. II'

Hutteii— Weslern, :
[1 lb 15 ® 28 18 ® So

State, P lb 25 @ 40 20 ® 45
CHXKSE G @ 15 9 © 17

Heaxs-iI l.iisli.l 425 ©4 70 3 25 ©4 50

Peas—Canada, ¥ bushel .... 1 25 © 1 45 1 40 @ 1 50
Kggs— Frcsh.'.P dozen 21 © 30 29 © 33
I'oultrv— Fowls, $ lb 15 @ 17 14 © 15

Turkeys, «1 lb 20 © 21 18 © 20
Potatoes—New,-fl bbl 175 fa 3 On 2 00 ...2 75
Apples— "fi barrel 150 ©4 60 2 00 ©4 00

Peaoitbs—V baskcl 75 ©175 100 ffl 225
Cranberries,?! barrel.. .

Nominal. 700 @HO0

New York I^ive Sloelt Markets.—
week exdino. Beeves. Count. Colons. Sheep. Swine.
Soptcmbern 0.171 CO 1,781 3G,806 28,591
September 24 7,807 18 I.69G 38,735 31,090
October 1 ,'.it.n 11 2,001 83/120
Octobers 8,363 37 l.lilll 26,050 65,298
October 15 ...5,896 33 1,639 33,783 22,499

Total inflve IVeeks. .. .35,087 222 8,7771 168,750 I7G,S

Average per Week 7,017 II l,77il 33,750 33,262

' Aglancc at the above table will show Unit there lia

been a very large increase In all kinds "f live stock des-

tined for slaughter, c"x"Cept-beef,*and the iamefs'prol

trne of the receipts of slaughtered meats and poultry.

The wonder is that prices have not seriously fallen off.

Beef Cattle.—The supply has been fully up to the

demand of the market, and prices have fluctuated but

very little, except during the first week of October, when
the receipts (reported on the Sth.) were very large, and
of a quality not to sustain the previous prices. They
came np again promptly with the smaller receipts of the

next week, the last that we report, and we may now put

them down about as follows : The very best steers, well

fattened, sell at 17c.®17f£c. per pound, estimated dressed

weight; excellent beef, 16c.
;
general average, a little

above 14c; poorest, (lc.@llc milch Cows.—The
market seems a little more active, especially for family

cows for citizens returning from the country, though
most of these pnrchase in the country. §90 to §100 is

paid for a really good cow, readily Calves.—Those
classed as prime sell at llc.@.ll%c. per pound, live

weight. Fat calves bring 12c.@12J4c, while grass fed ones

bring 9c.@10c, according to quality. " Hog dressed "

veal sells at 14c.@17c. A good many calves arc sold by
the head, some to farmers for raising, others to butchers

at prices all the way from $S to §25 each Sheep.—
The rush of sheep to this market has been unprecedent-

ed though hardly unexpected. Prices have come down
somewhat, but hardly in proportion. Extra sheep bring

this week, 6J£c:, good, fat sheep, 5V£c.@G., while the

poorer qualities range from 4c. to 5V4C. Common lambs
bring about 6c.@G%c, prime, 7c.©7^0.. Swine.—The
snpply has been most extraordinary, a great part 'of the

hogs being of very poor quality, entirely unfit for slaugh-

ter. Such brought only 5c. per pound on the 4th week
reported, when the receipts were so much in excess of

the demand that all grades fell off in price. The closing

quotations this week are about as follows ; Prime, heavy
hogs, 7 I/2C.@7%c., good, 7%c.@.'i%6., common to poor,

6^c.@7c. per pound, live weight. The cause is the short-

ness of the corn crop.

Containing a great variety of Items, including many
good Hints and Suggestions which we throw into smaller
type and condensed form, for tcant of space elsewliere.

13 Months in a Yearr
All new subscribers to the Agriculturist for 1SGS, whose

names are received during November, will receive, free of
charge, the December number, which will be beautifully

illustrated, and very valuable. Tltis will give 13 months
for a year's price. Tlie offer applies to all new subscribers,

singly, in, clubs, in premium lists, etc. Sufficient lime will

be allowedfor responses to tlusoffer to comefrom the Pacific

States and Territories, and other distantpoints. Alt new

names must be marked new to secure the extra number.

Mark All Subscriptions sent iu, as New or Old.

IIow to Remit :—Checks on New-
York Banks or Bankers are best for large stuns ;

make them payable to the order of Orange Judd & Co.

Post Office Money Orders may be obtain-
ed at nearly every county scat, in all the cities, and in

many of the large towns. We consider them perfectly

safe, and the best means of remitting fifty dollars or less,

as mauy hundreds have been sent to us without any fo«.

Begistercd Letters, under tlie new system,
which went into effect June 1st. are a very safe

means of sending small sums of money where P. O. Mon-
ey Orders cannot be easily obtained. Observe, the Reg-

Istrlpfee, as well as postage, must be pai'l ill stum}<* at

tbe ..ni.e where the letter is mailed, or it will be liable

to be sent 1.' lb.. l>."n! Letter Office, lieu and affix the

1 8 th for postage <r>,tl r. gistry, put in the money and
seal the /. tier in the presi nee of tin: /xistmasli r, unit Ink- his

Iptforit. Letters sent in this way tons are at our risk.

Specimen Numbers of tho Agriculturist,
t lards, ainl Showbills, as may be needed, will be supplied

to canvassers. These should In onomlcally used, as

..nil extracopyof the paper, with postage, (2c.,) which

must be pre-paid, costs abonl 12 cents.

Cheap lee-IIouse.— "P.. W. B.," Wind-
eor] ks, Conn, In former yeara we havegiven plans.

s.-leei a dry snot having pcrfocl nathral drainage, if possi-

ble, Throw out the earth not more than a foot deep,

over 11 feet square. Lay a foundation of brick, about is

inches high ; on this lay sills 14 feet long, 10 inches wide,
and 3 inches thick, halved and pinned together at the
ends ; on the sills set posts or uprights, 7 feet high on
the sides, and higher on the gables. For these use two-
inch spruce or hemlock planks, 10 inches wide, nailing
them to the sills, and also to the plates. Board up, nail-

ing to the uprights on both sides. Till in with tan bark,
dry sawdust, planing mill shavings, etc. Put on a roof
shingled or thatched, and board on the under side of the
rafters, filling with sawdust, if you please. There must
be a sliding shutter in the gable for ventilation, and
the earth thrown out of the cellar should be banked
around the foundation. There must be perfect drainage,

and if a drain is laid opening in the floorof the ice-house

it must be covered by a bed of gravel or a trap. The
outside boarding may be spruce boards, the inside two-
inch hemlock. Bank up against tlie foundation with earth

so that no draft of air shall have access. The door should

be in the gable end, some feet up from the ground, and
double ; or movable boards may be used instead of an
inuer door. The house will be 12 feet square on the i»-

side, and will keep ice enough for any ordinary family.

Postag-e.—To our published terms for tho
American Agriculturist, postage must in all cases ho
added when ordered to go out of the United States. For
Canada, send twelve cents besides the subscription money
with each subscriber. Iu the United States, three cents,

each quarter, or twelve cents, yearly, mnst bo prepaid at

tho post office where the paper is received.

Siihscripliou letters.—Write the Name,
Post Office, County, and State, plainly, and separately

from all remarks, questions, etc. Any communications
for the editors should be on a different part of the sheet,

or on another piece of paper.

Renew Siibseriptions Aow.—Many
of the subscriptions expire with the next number, Decem-
ber. It will secure prompt delivery for January. 1S6S, to

renew now; besides, it will aid us much in getting the

names all properly on our books in good seasou.

State and other Tairs.—Some represent-

ative of the Agriculturist has been present at most of

the important exhibitions held this autumn. While we
present brief notes ou several of these, our space does

not allow of extended reports. We visit these fairs to

gather information for the benefit of our readers in all

parts of the country ; this is used from time to time much
more to their advantage than it could be iu a single re-

port. Besides the brief sketches of those given this

month, we have been obliged to leave out several already

in type, including those of the Pennsylvania Horticultural

Society, Illinois and Pennsylvania State Fairs, and Fair

of the American Institute, New York,

Sundry Iliimoug's.—The list of humbug-
letters for the last month is quite long, but most of them
have been previously shown up in the Agriculturist, and
others arc so precisely similar that it would seem to be

impossible for any one to mistake their character. Follow
our advice, and do business, as far as possible, with those

only who are well known and reliable dealers Wright
Bros. & Co. are filling tho country with their circulars,

offering rare chances to obtain fiue watches valued at

from $45 to $1000 for only a $10 greenback, and a trifle

for a case and postage. Among other styles is a Silver

Hunting Chronometer, valued at $100, recommended as a

splendid article. With a pocketful of tickets we "drop

ped in " to their place, or rather, we climbed up, and

found their very small rooms on the top fioor, and ex-

amined some of their stock. It is tbe kind known
among dealers as bogus, and that word means the same all

over the country, thoughitmay not be in the dictionaries,

—that is. not what it is represented to be. We purchased

the Hunting Chronometer, valued at $'iim. as a curiosity.

It has a little silver in the ease, perhaps (wo dollars

worth; the movement is very showy, and it will tick a

few times if shaken very hard, and kept bottom upwards ;

turn it over, and it is dead as a hammer, and as a time-

keeper it. is utterly useless. The "American Watch,"

described as retailing at $35 to $46, with 2 oz. solid

silver hunting cases, we saw. and "the man" told tr-'

that both case and movement were made in this city;

it was stamped " Union Wan h Company! Now York."

There Is no such institution in tbe city, and no stich

watches were ever, made here. An importer in Maiden

Lane examined our $100 Duplex, and offered to Bell tho

same article, which he had in slock and showed lo us,

for $6.75 gold, or $9.60 greenbacks. The Union Watch

Company's Watch in Hunting Case, precisely like tho

one at. W. P.. & Co.'s, and which we were informed was

white metal, and not silver, was offered [or $4.25 green-

backs.. ..Wo warn our readers again, that those parlies

who are induced by private circulars and flckeG I" I )" iy
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watches or other articles, represented as worth several

times the price asked, will find their money gone and

themselves sold C. L. Yan Allen, who told us a while

ago that Jus name was A. D. Bowman, now assures us

that there is no such person. He is advertising, how-

ever, in the name of A. D. Bowman &Co. Mr. Van Allen

advertises also to sell rights to make " Eureka Oil," which

is represented as very cheap, not explosive, can he made

by everybody, etc. We received a letter from a chemist,

stating that this article is very dangerous, so we ob-

tained a sample bottle of the " Eureka Oil." It is simply

benzine with, perhaps, slight additions, and explodes as

readily as gunpowder. Any man who recommends the

manufacture of such stuff by unskilled hands, deserves

the gallows or the penitentiary for life. Don't touch it,

or the advertiser of it, in any way Kelley & Co/s

Grand Gift Concert is again postponed. Keep the tickets

as a warning to make no more such investments, which

not only reduce capital, but generally good nature

too "We have numerous inquiries about Concerts

for Soldiers' Widows and Orphans, Libraries, etc., where

tickets are sold and prizes drawn by some means "strict-

ly honest," aud " entirely legal," etc. We class them all

together, without any exception, as lotteries, and all lot-

teries as humbugs Beware of parties who take great

palm to assure the public that they are "licensed by
United States authority." All respectable business men
pay for IT. S. license, and mauy who are not respectable,

aud such license gives no authority to disregard State laws, as

has been decided over and over again The medical

humbugs are still extant, though we have not given them
much attention of late. The most recent demonstration

that we have seen is that of Dr. H. R Burner, whose four

page circular is a curiosity in its way. It informs us that

the "Union Combination Medical Association of Great

Britain " lias invested $275,000 "in the United States, to

aid and assist suffering humanity," which is a very hand-

some thing of them to do. They publish a certificate from

"the Executive Department, Washington, D. C," signed
" G. F. Attendon, General Surgeon." Now we would like

to know just what the "Executive Department" does

with a surgeon, though if it must have one, " Attendon "

is a good name for him. " Remember," says the circular,

" he, (Dr. Burner,) is not to be classed with the Traveling

Impostors of the land." Yery likely not, but as he "guar-

antees a cure in every case undertaken," we class him
with those belonging abroad. This Doctor B. is endorsed

by the "President" of the "Union Combination Medical

Association," "branch office, No, 200 Broadway." The
seeker after this office on Broadway would appropriately

bring up in St. Paul's Church-yard, which is where 200

would be, if there were such a number. The superstitious

might think this indicative of the fate of those who take

the " French Remedies," or try to prove the statement of

the circular that " the Doctor has a balm for every wound."

Personal Snquiries.—We have had of

late more thau the usual number of letters asking ques-

tions of interest only to the writer. We usually answer

as many of them as possible, but the absence of the editors

during the season of fairs, together with the interruption

caused by our removal, has made it necessary to leave

many unanswered. Every one must see that we cannot

occupy half a day in looking up information for his bene-

fit, and that many letters are for this reason unanswerable.

Safe I*ipe for Drinking Water.—
Lead poisoning from water brought in lead pipe is the

often unsuspected cause of disease and death. Galvan-

ized iron pipe, wood, and cement pipe, are expensive aud
inconvenient substitutes, so that people will risk their

lives and use lead. The Lead-encased Block Tin pipe is

even cheaper than lead, and we believe perfectly safe.

Our faith in it has led us recently to lay some 80 feet of

it, through which all our drinking water is drawn.

Shade in Pastures. — " Welchruan."

—

Certain trees, like Elms, Maples, Basswoods or Lindens.

Willows, etc., interfere with the growth of grass or any

crop, their roots being near the surface. Hickories, Oaks,

Pepperidges, and Beeches, send their roots deep, and grass

grows well in their shade. Still we would not cut down
the former class. Cows give milk better the more quiet

and comfortable they are, and cool shade contributes es-

sentially to their comfort. Cattle will soon fill themselves

if the pasturage is good* then they want shade to chew
their cuds under, and do proportionally better for it.

Horse witli hisFoot in his Month.
—Dr. G. W. Booth, of Harrison Co., Lid., relates the fol-

lowing singular occurrence in a letter to the Agriculturist :

" A neighbor, passing the stable, observed that one of my
riding horses was lying down, and appeared to be in dis-

stress. He came to the house and told me. We imme-
diately went, and found that he had his left hind foot fast

in his mouth, the outside caulk of the shoe buried in the )

roof. I ran to the blacksmith shop to get something to

pull off his shoe, and just as I got back to the stable door,

the horse made a violent effort, and jerked the foot out,

loosing one tooth, and tearing his mouth badly, and cut-

ting his foot just at the top of the hoof, so that he was
lame for several weeks. I had to shell his corn, and feed

him cut-feed for three weeks, till his tooth grew fast."

When to I»low for Corn.—W. S. K.

A rolling field of mellow soil, long in grass, is to be
broken up, and put in corn next spring. The com will

do quite as well if planted on a fresh turned sod. Grub
worms will suffer if the plowing be done late this fall.

What shall be done ? We think it depends on the answers

to two questions. Will the land wash if the winter is

open and we have hard rains? If so, let it lie in sod.

Will you have plenty of time to do the plowing next
spring, or will you be crowded with work ?

JBa-ingfiaag- up Sandy Laud,—" E. W.
C," Carroll Co., Ark. You say your sandy land has a

red clay subsoil. The means of renovation are then close

at hand, provided you can touch the clay with the plow.

All you have to do is to bi'ing it up and mingle it with
the surface. If the clay lies too deep, then try green ma-
nures. Sow rye now and plow it under in the spring,

then sow Indian corn and plow that under after about
three months. If you can not trust corn after the rye,

bow buckwheat. Lime alone would probably be of little

or no benefit, unless the clay comes up.

Broom-corn Seed

—

Value.—"J. W.,"
Westmoreland Co., Pa.—Good seed should weigh about

50 pounds to the bushel, and it may be used on the farm

to take the place of oats for sheep and poultry, and
ground, it is good feed for pigs and milch cows. Plump
seed will go as far as oats, and probably farther, but un-

ripe seed is very inferior. Chickens eat it as a variety,

but are not fond of it. The probable reason why there is

so poor a market for it is that the Quality is so variable.

A Well in a CfeuicBcsand. — Lafayette

Erskine, Oneida Co., N. Y., anticipates trouble in dig-

ging a well in a quicksand. His neighbors have used a

plank curbing, but this makes the water taste. What
can he do ? He can surely brick up inside a curbing of

plank, lay in the bricks in cement, but leaving the bot-

tom open and finally draw out the planks one at a time.

Will not our readers suggest better ways ?

Coal Tar and Oas Tar.—" H. N. S."

Substances composed in whole or in great part ofhydrogen

and carbon, such as bituminous coal, rosin, or even wood,
when exposed to high temperatures, are usually decom-

posed, becoming part gas, part tar and oils, and part a

thick or coaly residuum, according to the degree and con-

tinuance of the heat. The presence of water and of oxy-

gen causes other substances to be produced, wood vine-

gar, etc., and there is frequently nitrogen enough to

cause the formation of a notable quantity of ammonia.
The gas formed is a mixture of several gases ; the tar is

a very complex mixture, varying in its composition not

only with the substances heated, but with the tempera-

ture. Prom whatever source these tars come, they pos-

sess peculiar and similar properties. Among others, re-

markable anti septic qualities. So far as we are aware,

there has been very little difference found in the rela-

tive values of the various coal or gas tars for preserving

timber, painting, etc. , and we presume that tar from rosin

isriust as good as that from Cannel coal, for these pur-

poses. If not, we hope to be set right.

flow to Cret Rid of Briars.—Black-
berry bushes, both the high and the running kinds, wild

rose bushes, and other briars, are, when young, very pal-

atable to sheep, and if they are cut close in the winter

or in the spring, and sheep are turned on to the land be-

fore the thorns become stiff and woody, a single season

will nearly eradicate them. This will not do upon very

wet land, for the sheep will not thrive. On such ground
mowing in August must be resorted to in addition to the

winter or spring cutting.

Value of Bones.—W. P. E. Ground bones
are worth about $40 a ton. The uncrushed article bears

various prices. Shin bones and some other pieces are

used in the arts, and bring high prices. Such as are

thrown out from the kitchen bring what the boys can get

for them. We have paid twenty-five cents a barrel for

a great many barrels, delivered at the barn, and should

have considered them cheap at twice the price. We
would rather pay $10 a ton for old bones than be without

them. They are indispensable in planting fruit trees in

the older parts of the country, and are good for all crops.

A pile of them should be kept constantly under the shed,

and if a bone-mill is not handy, break them with a sledge
or stone nammer on rainy days. Such rainy days, we
think, will pay the farmer better than clear ones.

^Destruction of Horses.—In the annual
report of the Belt Railroad, in this city, it is stated that

279 horses out of 988 died during the year. The average

life of a horse in this service is said to be only 3*4 years.

The city is a great market for horses. The average price

paid by this company was about $156. For those sold in

a broken down condition, it received a trifle over $30 each.

Rotting; Stumps Speedily.—There is

an idea abroad that oil of vitriol poured upon a stump or

into an auger hole in one, will cause it to decay rapidly.

So far as we can ascertain there is no ground for such a

notion. Nitric acid, aqua fortis, as a highly corrosive

body containing much oxygen, would appear to be better

adapted to this* purpose, for decay is oxidation. The
surest way to promote the quick decay of stumps we
should think would be to gash the main roots with an ax
or bore holes into them, and also into the top of the

stump, which might be cut dishing with a few well di-

rected blows, in order that water might settle in the

holes and work into the heart of the tree. This will

surely cause more or less rapid decay, and substances

like the droppings of birds and little animals, or even

leaf-mould, would soon wash in, and expedite the process.

t*Baort-norns Homeward BBound.

—

Eight of these animals, from the herd of James O. Shel-

don, of Geneva, N. Y., were recently shipped from this

port to England. John Bull cannot resist the temptation

of fine cattle even in America. Third Duke of Geneva,

who heads the list, will be heard from across the water

"Chicken Cholera."—"S. V. 11 recom-

mends the following remedy, and has the good sense not

to call it infallible. " Take two eggs, a tablespoonful of

powdered alum, and a sufficient quantity of flour to make

a thin paste. Porce the fowl to take a portion of it,- if it

will not eat voluntarily. Powdered alum, mixed in the

food, is a good preventive. Feed no swill or sour messes.'"

Churning in Cold Weather.—Mrs.

Spicer, of Peoria Co., HI., gives the following sound di-

rections: "Procure a common thermometer, costing

from fifty cents to one dollar. Set the cream in a warm
place, and stir occasionally, until the thermometer indi-

cates a temperature of 64° ; rinse the churn in hot water,

put in the cream, and churn immediately. Do not let the

hot water stand in the churn, as the heat from it should

not raise the cream over 65°, or the butter will "come
soft.

11 We practised the above during the past winter,and

were not detained at the ' crank ' over ten or twelve min-

utes, on an average, securing good hard butter in every

case—while under the same circumstances in other re-

spects we have previously been from one to five hours

churning during the cold months.

Dogs.—It is estimated that 6,000 dogs are le-

gally drowned in this city annually. Vermont, one of

the best protected States in the Union, lost 500 sheep by

dogs last year in five counties.

Questions Proposed hy Readers
to Readers.—1. MUk-house. .—" What is the best

mode of building a MUk-house above-ground. One that

can be put up on a cheap plan by a common carpenter

or ingenious fanner himself?"

2. Spring-house.—" <J. W." asks for the best way of em-

ploying the water of a spring that would fill a three-quar-

ter-inch pipe in a fami dairy or milk-cellar, or in a house

built for the purpose over the spring?

3. Bake Oven.—A plan for a Pennsylvania " Out-oven"

is called for. That is, Ave presume, a brick oven large

enough for the wants of a large family.

Tlie European ISooJk for Insects.—
Is there any objection to the introduction of this bird into

this country? With all our warfare upon insects, they

are increasing. " Aliquis," of Michigan, writes :
" I think

that a remedy, (for insects,) is to be found in the English

rook. This bird may be considered entirely insectivorous.

The only exception I ever knew was in a severe and long

continued snow-storm, when some of them paid a visit to

a solitary wheat-stack. I am aware that they are badly

accused, and many a day I have kept watch with a gun to

keep them off the newly sowed grain, and many of

them I have dissected, but I never found anything but in-

sects in their crops. They are constantly in attendance on

newly stirred land, and hundreds may be seen following

the plow and harrow within two or three yards of the

plowman's heels. Indeed, if they were a grain-eating

bird, no grain could be raised in the neighborhood of

rookeries, where millions are congregated. I believe the
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intelligent part of Scotchmen do not believe they eat

grain, "and they won't touch carrion. I was told by a rela-

tion that, (it must now be 80 or 100 years ago,) he was one

of those employed to kill off the rooks, which they nearly

effectually accomplished, but ere many years they were

glad to get them back, the land having become entirely

overrun with grubs and wire-worms."

Fine Bulbs.—The stock of J. M. Thorbum

& Co. is this year very full and fine. We have no doubt

that of other dealers is fine also, but we happened to see

theirs just as it was opened, and were struck with the

great variety and the excellent quality of the bulbs.

Coal Ashes.—I. F. H. Will pay for carting

a short distance. They contain the mineral constituents

of the plants from which the coal was made, and as they

are usually found in cities and villages, small quantities

of potash and lime from the wood and charcoal used in

kindling. Judging from the rapid disappearance of kind-

lings in our kitchen, this must be an important item. We
. have often used them for top dressing for moist grass

lands. They are particularly good for muck lands and for

heavy clays, serving to make the soil more friable.

Compost of Forest Leaves.—"Craw-
ford." Gather the leaves in dry weather, use them as

litter for cattle or penned hogs, and compost them with

manure. If yon have not enough manure, pile leaves by

themselves with a small quantity of wood ashes or lime.

House Strains.—The best are glazed earth-

en pipes with socket collars, (each pipe fitting into" the

next,) with cement mortar filling arouud the joints wa-

ter tight. The pipe for an ordinary family should be the

smallest that comes, which is two inches in diameter.

Small pipes will keep themselves clean. They should

be laid not less than two feet deep. Large pipes give

space for filth to accumulate. All house drains should

be as small as will carry the water, and be laid In ce-

ment, so that all the water wall run through, and should

be uniformly inclined as much as one inch in 10 feet,

that the flow may be rapid, and wash out all sediment.

A lEeqnest Repeated-Advertisers are

always gratified by learning in what paper their notice

was seen by parties writing for circulars or sending or-

ders. We repeat the request that our readers will please

give information, when writing in answer to advertise-

ments in our columns.

Coal Tar for Fence Posts.—Immerse
them in coal tar, as far as they go in the ground, and

sand afterwards ; it will make them much more durable.

About Lime.—A. R., McVeytown, Pa.,asks:

"Does lime made from stone gathered on the surface of

the ground possess the same fertilizing properties as that

made from stone taken from the quarry ?" Undoubtedly,

if the stone found in the two places is the same. Some

limestone contains much silcx and other impurities, and

these may occur more abundantly in the surface stone

than in that taken from below. As far as the mere fact

of exposure goes, it can make no difference.

Cheap Lands in Virginia.—In Fau-

quier, Culpepper, and Albemarle Counties, are some of

the finest lands of the State. Here the desolations of the

war were severely felt, and the farmers are anxious to sell

a part of these lands to get money to work the balance.

This is a good field for the northern capitalist.

The Trapper's <S-uide.—This is a neat

octavo volume of 416 pages, illustrated with a large num-

ber of good engravings of the fm-bearing and game ani-

mals of America, together with articles of the hunter's

outfit. It ia written by Mr. S. Newhonsc, an expe-

rienced trapper, and published by the Oneida community.

Mr. X. ia the manufacturer of a very good style of Bteel

traps, ana " The Tripper's Guide "was originally writ-

ten to extend their sale by instructing in their use ; now

it is much enlarged. There i- so much in the book likely

to interest many of our readc :s that we place it upon our

list ; but must say that neither Mr. Newhouse or his edi-

tors have much of the spirit of truo sportsmen when they

recommend the practice of taking in traps animals which

the world over are recognized as " noble game," and en-

titled to a chance for their lives. Trappingdcer is heath-

enish. It is far worse -than taking trout in nets, which

is justly punished by heavy penalties in some of the States.

Plants Sained.-E. S. Resh, Pa. No. 1.

MltcheUa repens, or Partridge-berry ; it could only be cul-

tivated in a shadv place. No. 2 is our commonest blue

Violet, yiolacucuma...J. J. K., Alton, Maine. The

Cockspur Thorn, Crakegus Crus-gatti, one of the finest of

our native thorns. The Buckthorn is a widely different

plant. . . .E. H. Stiles, Lake Mills. Wis. The Pasqueflower,

Anemone Pulsatilla, not known east of Wisconsin; very

beautiful . . . .Mrs. A. A. McElwee, Ulster Co . X. T. Two

species of Trillium; the purple one is Trillium, erectum,

and the white one with purple stripes on the petals is

Trillium erythrocarpum . . .J H. Clendenin, Galiopolis,

Ohio. Thecommon English Plantain, Plantagolanceolata,

often called Rib-grass, though it is no grass at all; neither

is the one sent us "a grass." It is one of the Sedge Family,

of a species too young to determine. . .
.O.W.Fuller.Black-

stone, ilass. Xo. 1 is Velvet Grass, Hdcus lanatus; No.

2 is Reed Canary Grass, Phalaris arundinacea : neither of

them of any great value. . . .M. W. Philips, Chatawa, Miss.

Arrhenalhernum avenaceum, orOat Grass, both specimens

the Eame, though unlike in appearance, probably from

difference of situation. Xot valuable at the North.

Beantifnl Lobelias.—Messrs. B. K. Bliss

& Son have sent us specimens of some very fine hybrid

Lobelias. They are hybrids between Lobelia cardinals

and L. syphilitica, our two most showy native species

;

the flowers present every gradation of shade between the

intense scarlet of the one and the equally intense blue one

of the other. These hybrids have attracted much atten-

in England, and are a fine addition to our list of hardy

herbaceous perennials.

Pond Lilies.-P. L., New York, wishes to

know how to destroy " Pond Lilies that infest fresh wa-

ter ponds." If he means the white lily. (XympMa

odorata,) we cannot conceive how he can have too many.

If the yellow ones are in question. (Nympluza advena.) a

few would content us. To get rid of these or any other

water plants is an easy matter, if the pond can be drawn

off. and the bottom cleaned. The roots of the lilies are

large, and might be dredged up without much difficulty.

Osage OraBBge Seed. — Machine
Wanted.—A. D. Chase writes from the Chickasaw

Xation. that the old method ofgetting out Osage Orange

seed is very tedious, and asks if there is auy machine for

the purpose. We neverheardof one, and the demand for

such is likely to be so small that there is little induce-

ment for machinists to get up one. Some of the mills for

crushing grapes do thework without breaking the seeds,

and we should think that a mill like the " Improved Buck-

eye" might, with a little adjustment, do the work.

Ditching Plows.—We know of two which

give good promise ; neither is yet fairly offered to the

public, we believe, but both will be as soon as their

owners are satisfied that they cannot essentially improve

them, that they will do good work, and the de-

mand can be supplied. One of these plows, which is in-

tended for swampy or boggy land of a peaty character,

cuts the whole ditch at a single furrow, and lays the slice

at one side like a well. The other is for any land not

very stony, and will cut a ditch about three feet deep.

Substitute for Stable Manure in
Market Gardening.-" A. M. K.." Poultney, Vt.

Tou can probably, by exercising reasonable vigilance,

pick up many fertilizers which now go to waste in your

vicinity. The muck and ashes compost with guano would

be good, but no doubt yon can secure the contents of

privy vaults for the trouble of clearing them out, and

perhaps even be paid for doing it. Then, too, there is

probably a brewery, paper mill, tannery, or some similar

establishment near, in the wastes of which you may strike

a mine. The first and last have each peculiarly fertiliz-

ing wastes which must be used with care. Make friends

Willi the butcher for blood and offal useless to him, and

so before you buy much guano, exhaust home resources.

Soap Snds on Melon Vines.—Walter

S Knight, Ohio. Your fault doubtless was the deluging

the encumber and melon vines with soap snda once a

week, during the drouth, and doing little else. If you

had dug about the hills and thoroughly mellowed the

soil and then poured the water into one or two depres-

sions near each hill where it would gently soak away,

wetting the ground not so much on the surface as at a

depth below, the vines would probably have thriven.

Soapsuds from the tubs on washing day, has with it

much scum which will not follow the water into the

ground This should be raked, or stirred into the soil

in some way. or it will be very likely to form an incrus-

tation impervious to air and moisture upon the surface.

Bats.—Mr. Laugstroth, (see May number, p.

ITS.) catches rats easily after getting the first one. Alex.

II Hallcr says, he will find no difficulty in taking the first

rat, if ho will try a little of the oil of Rhodium on his

bait. We know this is very attractive to mauy animals.

American Poultry Society.—At a

recent meeting of this society, the following officers were

elected for the ensuing year. President. O C. Poole. Me
tuchin, X. J.; Vice President, S. M. Saunders, Xew York

;

Recording Secretary, J. H. Fry, Staten Island, X. Y.: Cor-

responding Secretary, A. M. Halsted, Rye, X. Y.: Trea-

surer. W. A. Fitch, 151 Xassau-street. New York : Auditor,

J. G. Finnic 11 Wall-street, New York. As will be seen

by advertisement, in another column, the first exhibition

is to be held the third week in November. Arrangements

are made for a very successful show.

Ice-Uonse in a Cellar.—R. M. M. This

arrangement is often more convenient than any other,

and fails generally from imperfect ventilation and drain-

age. If these matters are properly attended to. ice will

keep well in a cellar. The ventilation should be with the

air from the outside of the cellar. If otherwise, it would

make the atmosphere damp, and affect the temperature

in the rooms above. The drainage is the most difficult

thing to manage in a cellar. The side walls of an ice-

house here should be made with the same care as above-

ground. We recently saw a very ingenious device to turn

the drainage water to practical account. The bottom of

the ice-house was made tight, and a little sloping, with

gutters to conduct all the water into a trough in an ad-

joining room. The trough was made large enough to hold

a dozen milk-pans or more. It was exceedingly conven-

ient in keeping cream, butter, and other perishable ar-

ticles. The temperature of the room in which the trough

was kept was also very much reduced, which made it a

safer place for fruits and meats. We prefer an ice-house

wholly or in part above-ground where it can be had.

Where to Locate ?—Wants a Farm.
—We have large numbers of letters, of which the above is

the purport—some of them accompanied by a strong per-

sonal appeal. Advice as to where to locate is very

difficult to give, as so much depends upon individual

peculiarities, capabilities, prejudices, and previous occu-

pation. Were we to advise one who had never raised a

strawberry or a blackberry in his life, that Southern New

Jersey was a favorable locality for small fruits, he would

probably go there, fresh from rough farming, or from some

mechanical or mercantile occupation, try it a year or two.

fail, and then blame us for our advice. All this matter of

location for fruit and vegetable growing is mainly a ques-

tion of markets. A small sum expended in personal

exploration will be more satisfactory than any advice a

stranger can give. As to undertaking the buying or sell-

ing farms, that is not in our line ; either can be readily

accomplished through the medium of advertising.

Hop Culture.—A dozen or so ask us to

send them by letter a detailed statement of the methods

of hop culture. To meet this very want of information

concerning special crops, we offered liberal premiums for

practical essays on Hop, Tobacco, Oniqjj, and Flax cul-

ture. The best essays, several on each subject, we have

published in the pamphlet form, and offer them at a low-

price. The work on Hop Culture is 40 cents, and con-

tains, (as do the other essays.) fuller information than is

to be' found elsewhere. Wc could not afford to write out

the matter for as many dollars as we ask cents for the.

treatise. As to the sets, they are frequently advertised in

our columns, and we doubt not that any of the writers

of these essays would furnish them.

fcjypsmn.—C. G. Reed, Wayne Co., Pa. Gyp-

sum i's sulphate of lime. Agricultural plaster is ground

gypsum, more or less impure. It will keep indefinitely if

not subjected to the action of rains or water, for it is unal-

terable in the air at common temperatures, but soluble,

in water, 400 to BOO pounds of water being capable of dis-

solving one pound of gypsum. Gypsum contains a little

more than 20 per cent, of water, and this it loses if heat-

ed for a time, at a temperature much less than a red heat.

When ungroimd gypsum is thus heated, it crumbles to a

powder. Groundgypsum heated or "boiled," as it is

termed, becomes Plaster of Paris. It gradually absorbs

water from the air and becomes gypsum again. Plaster

of Paris then is damaged by keeping, though unhurt for

agricultural purposes.

" Do ron believe Toads. Fish, and
worms, rain Down ?»-Rnlph G. Pratt. Minn.

Tli. re is every reason to suppose that fish, worms, etc.,

are occasionally sneked up with water by the force of

water-spouts, and whirlwinds.. Ponds and river beds are

often emptied of water almost ill an instant, by a whirl-

wind passing over. The same power lias often lifted

men, women, and children, sometimes conveyed them

long distances, and set them down unharmed. After the

e of whirlwinds or hurricanes, fish are frequently

foumfslill alive on cither side, and perhaps miles away

from its track. Toads and worms might, and very likely

woidd be taken up and suspended a much longer time.
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The New Building, 245 Broadway.

This month we present a "Basket Item" of unusu-

ally large size—a view of our present quarters. Last
month's Agriculturist announced our intended removal,

and the present issue dates from 245 Broadway. At the

present time we feel like a hoy with a new pair of boots,

as we are undergoing the process of li breaking in."
1 "We

shall, however, soon be at home in the new place, which
is as far superior for our purposes to the old one, as that

was to the quarters occupied in the early days of the paper.

In the American, Agriculturist for October 1S60, seven
years ago last month, Mr. Judd wrote as follows :—" The
friends of this journal will be pleased to learn that we
have secured and removed into large and beautiful rooms,
in one of the most eligible positions in this city." This

was on the occupancy of 41 Park Row, as the office of

the Agriculturist.

He little thought, at that time, that a change would be
made so soon, but the increase of the business of the

Agriculturist has required new partners and an enlarged

working force, and now its necessities demand enlarged

room. Since the time the above quoted remark was
written, we have added an entirely distinct branch ol

business, that of book publishing, to that of the paper

;

this alone requires a large space, and removal became an
imperative matter. The new store is a fine brown-stone
building, directly opposite the old one, across City Hall

Park. Every one at all familiar with New York knows
that the Park is the center of the business part of the

city, that it is the point of arrival and departure for most
of the local travel. Indeed, so central is the situation that

the U. S. Government has selected it as the best site for

THE YICINITT OF CITY HALL PARK.

the new Post Office soon to be built. The diagram will

give an idea of the rela-tions of our new building to the

City Hall and new Post Office. Its situation is such as

to face the open space between these two edifices, and
is just below Murray-street, on Broadway. Our friends

from abroad will have no difficulty in finding us, while

the thousands of our city subscribers can reach us more
readily than they could when on Park Row.

It will be seen, from the view on the opposite page,

that the new store is five stories in bight; it has a front

of 25 feet, a depth of 114'i feet, with an L projection,

which gives us a wide entrance on Mnrruy-st., with a

spacious basement extending under the whole. The front

portion of the main floor is occupied as a sales-room for

our large stock of Agricultural and Horticultural works,

where we have ample room for this important and in-

creasing branch of business. Farther to the rear are the

subscription and other business desks, while the base-

ment is devoted to the important work of folding and
mailing the paper. The printers' room, engravers 1 room,
and editorial " sanctum " arc on an upper floor.

If the change to our new location has made this month's
issue a few days later than usual, wc trust that our friends

will overlook it. We are sure that they will be glad to

know that we have such ample facilities for serving them
all the better hereafter. We do not entirely give up the

old place, though II is leased to V>. K. Bliss & Son as a

seed store. We still retain there a desk for subscriptions,

and a counter for the sale of our books, to accommodate
those who find it more convenient to call there.

At our new home, we shall be glad to see all our old

friends, and to make hosts of now ones, and wc hope that

to our increasing thousands of readers, 245 Broadway will

become, as 41 Park Row has been, "familiar In their

mouths as household words."

Fair at Slalen Island.—The Richmond
County Agricultural Society had thelrhorsc trotting show
at the race-course of the Richmond Clnb, in Southficld.

Mr. R. W. Cammeron showed excellent Short-horn and
Jersey stock. Mr. Saunders had a number of coops of

poultry, including Brahmas, BorT Cochins, Hondans,
Crevecceurs, and Gray Dorkings of great excellence, also

Bremen Geese and Aylesbury Dncks. and other good
poultry was shown. The manager of the County Farm,
(poor-house.) made a fine display of vegetables, grain,

etc. The open selling of "pools " at the race-course was
permitted as on any other race day, and the show was
little besides a horse-race with plenty of liquor and its

accompaniments. We plead in behalf of the farmers of
Richmond County and their families for a festival free

from these corrupting associations.

•Viastice to the 3*artri«lg-e.—When the
cock partridge drums', standing upon a log, he does it by
beating his body with his wings, as we knew from per-

sonal observation, yet we carelessly allowed an old and
incorrect impression that he beat the log. to sway the
pen, in the November number, and were not a little

chagrined to discover the error too late to change it.

We ask Mr. Grouse's pardon, and are much obliged to

those friends who so promptly suggested that he had a
right to demand the amende honorable.

Xlae New Xorlk State Fail' at Bnf-
falo.—This was held from the 1st to the 4th of October,

and, notwithstanding the jealousy of other parts of the

State, and the location at the extreme west end of New
York, was a marked success. Some 40 or 50 acres were in-

closed for the exhibition, and ample provision was made
for the feeding and shelter of the animals, and for the dis-

play of fruits and vegetables. The show of fruit was not
what it ought to have been in Western New York, but
was creditable, especially in the department of grapes.

The Pleasant Valley Grape Growers" Association, from
Hammondsport, had fine samples of wine, both bottled

and in the original packages, and took the first premium.
They exhibited eleven samples of wine and twenty va-

rieties of grapes. The show of agricultural implements
was particularly large, as might have been expected, and
was some index of the rapid progress making i n improved
husbandry. Horse hoes and cultivators were of numerous
and excellent patterns, and among the prominent exhibit-

ors were F. F. Holbrook, of Boston, and Alden & Co.,

of Auburn. In Pennsylvania and the West, these have
long been popular, aud in New York and New England,
they must soon drive out the hand hoe. If stones and
stumps are in the way, they must be cleared out. The
reduction in the cost of raising corn by the use of these

implements is so great that no farmer can afford to do
without them. Gov. Holbrookes Universal Plow attracted

much attention. They are in various styles to admit of

different kinds of work. Each plow changes its mold-
board for stubble, for sod, and for subsoil plowing, and for

turning fiat and lap furrow slices. This saves both the
money and the time of the farmer. An admirable featnre

of the fair was the arrangement for addresses and discus-

sions. Too often the evenings of the fair days are lost.

Thousands of people come together to learn, and there is

no suitable opportunity for the interchange of experience.

The show ofjdeas is always the best part of an agricul-

tural fair. Maj. Brooks1 address upon the apple, and the

discussion thai; followed, were worth far more to the pub-
lic as an incentive to apple growing than the whole show
of apples upon the tables. The attendance upon the great

day of the fair. Thursday, were estimated at 35.000. and the

receipts for the whole four days were $£1,500, which is

said to be more than has been taken in any year since

1859, at Albany. This vindicates the wisdom of our Buf-

falo friends in insisting upon having the fair there. We
hope it paid them as well as the society.

Sheep in Oregon.—N. O. This promises
to be one of the best wool-growing States. Sheep are

very healthy, and the woo! is of excellent gualitv. Crosses

of the South Devon and Merino are abundant, and sell for

a little o\er a dollar a head. Sis: woolen lactones are

established, or under way, in the western part of the State.

Weight of Merino Fleeces.—In a re-

cent number of the Country Gentleman a report is given

of a public shearing this qning, under the auspices of the

Springfield, (Vermont;) Airrieuliur.il Society, which took

place April 05th. and is remarkable for the great weight

of cleansed wool reported as yielded by some of the ani-

mals. The sheep were all merinos or merino grades.

One two year-old ram, weighing llfi lbs,, Bheared 17 lbs.

Soz., which, cleansed, weighed 7lbs:SJ4oz. ; fleece 869

days old. Another, two years old, weighing 120 1 £ lbs.,

sheared18 Jibs. S oz.. which cleansed lbs. 13 oz.; 355 days

old. A four year-old, weighing 123 lbs., sheared 20 lbs.

8 oz., cleansed lbs. : 3»»5 days. Not less remarkable is

the weight of cleansed ewes' fleeces, bf which the heav-

iest three weighed B IhS; 14' \ 07... 5 lbs. V. OB., and 4 lbs.

11 oz. The average shrinking of rams' Deecos was 07.76 per

cent.; that of ewes' fleeces 51.39 percent. Why have wc not

reports of equally heavy fleeces where different breeds
and families are shorn in competition ? Part of the fleeces
were cleansed at one mill, but, on account of a misun-
derstanding between one of the committee and the pro-
prietor, they went to another factory to have the rest

cleansed. It would be interesting to know, in connec-
tion, which fleeces were washed at the first milL

The Agricultural College ofPenn-
sylvania.—The circular of this institution has been
sent to us, containing its programme and list-of officers.

We are glad to see in the faculty a number of men who
have a well established reputation, and as the college
seems to have made an effort to become a first class insti-

tution, we wish it all success. We are quite surprised to
read one thing, however. The circular says: "For the
benefit of the farming community, an Agricultural Jour-
nal, under the editorship of members of the College

Faculty, will be commenced in the course of the current

year. In the journal will be published the experiments
made at this college." Now we advise the ** Board of

Trustees'" to consider, in the first place, how much money
they have to lose in amateur publishing, and whether,
with the extensive courses laid down, their professors

have not quite enough to do without editing a paper. If

the professors have anything to say that is of value, there

is no lack of channels of communication by which they

can reach the public much more effectually than by any
publication like that proposed. We advise the trustees

to confine their " experiments" for the present to the

establishment of the college in the favor of the people of

Pennsylvania, before they experiment in journalism.

The 1>i-ongrh£ at the West has been
very severe. They are shipping stock hogs from Illinois

to Western Missouri, on account of the scarcity of corn.

The estimate of the Agricultural Bureau is that Illinois

will be 14 per cent short of the previous year, Indiana 17,

Kentucky 2S, and Ohio 30. These are the great corn-grow-

ing States, and the large crops of the Southern States will

hardly make good the deficiency. Corn was worth 20 cents

a bushel more in Cincinnati than in Nashville October

1st, and this difference in price led to large shipments.

Wheat on Wet Land, Drained.—
Wet clay lands, when drained, make the best wheat lands.

In mucky soils, the plant, especially the winter varieties,

would not probably do as well, as the surface would
sooner feel atmospheric changes. Spring wheat does well

on black prairie soils where winter wheat fails, and we
should not hesitate to try that variety on reclaimed swamp,
if thoroughly dry. The wheat should be sown early in the

spring, before the deep frost is out, even if you have to

get it in with a barrow. Early sowing is regarded as a
matter of the first importance by those who have thor-

oughly tried it.

JRye for Spring Feed.—The sowing of

rye early in the fall, for this purpose, is quite common at

the West, and can be introduced with advantage in all tho

dairy districts. The rye can be sown amon<r corn at the

last hoeing or cultivating, and still later, by plowing spe-

cially for the purpose. It starts very early, and gives tho

cows their first bite of green fodder in the spring.

HFew Jersey Slate Fair.—The State

Agricultural Society held its exhibition at its new grounds,

at Waverley, midway between Elizabeth and Newark.
We have rarely seen grounds better adapted to such pur-

poses. They are gently rolling, include a grove, a beau-

tiful lake, and a bill of considerable bight, upon which is

level land enough for the exhibition tents and buildings,

and where everybody can see the whole trotting course,

and all the rest of the show. The future exhibitions, if

well managed, ought to be among the most interesting

people's festivals of this part of the country. The show

wafi a very pleasant one to visit, but very small. The
Jerseys were the only breed of cattle present in any force,

and of these there were very fine specimens. The show
of poultry Included most excellent Rouen Bucks, Black

P«.lands. White Dorkings, very good Brahmas, Black

Spanish, aud Silver-spangled Uamburghs, and other va-

rieties above mediocrity. There was one hog and six

sheep. The horticultural tent. In charge of Mr. P. Quia,

was arranged with great taste, and contained a very fine

display of pears. Other fruits. Bowers, and vegetables

were good, and all were well labelled. The other depart-

ments of the exhibition contained, of course, much to in-

struct and Interest, and would compare favorably with a

good county fair in New England, New York, or Ohio.

We were interested in B Bnckeye Mowing Machine,

shown by the President, which ha- been in use ten years

on his farm, cutting, annually, over 100 acres, and hav-

ing, as he testified, required bur $5.86 for repairs. Of

oue thing we think tho public have a right to complain,

and that Is the almost entire absence of the names and
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addresses of exhibitors attached to the articles of most
interest to farmers. This forced some of the exhibitors

to withdraw their articles from competition, in order that

they might display theirnames. This is clone, we suppose,

to make the judges honest. "Well—they know their men
probably; other societies appoint as judges men they

think they can trust. At any rate, a great part of the in-

terest and value of the fair, both to the public and to ex-

hibitors, is thus lost by the suppression of the names even

of successful exhibitors. The practice is all wrong.

The Ohio Stale Fair, held at Dayton,
the same week, was in almost every respect a splendid

success. It came much nearer to our ideal of a State Fair

than anything we visited the present season. The
grounds were so near the city that almost every one could

walk, and most people preferred walking to the exactions

of the hackmen, who were only half as brazen as their

thrifty cousins of Madison. The grounds, belonging to

the Montgomery County Agricultural Society, were ample,

embracing forty-six acres, and were fitted up with every-

thing needed except water, which was so poorly distrib-

uted that multitudes suffered from thirst, and other mul-

titudes were driven to the drinking saloons. There were
10-1 sheep pens, 70 for swine, 209 stalls for horses, 45 for

mules and horses, 102 for cattle, and these were nearly all

full. The show was worthy of a great Agricultural State.

The poultry pens were not full, and the show was not

very good. The select breeds may not have had their

day, but they do not make much sensation at the fairs.

Horticultural Hall had a good display of fruit, though it

was not so full as we had anticipated. Apples were very

fair, what there were of them. These were mostly from the

northern part of the State, where this fruit is quite abun-

dant. In other parts, the crop has been injured by the

drouth. Grapes were more abundant than any other fruit,

and in these the fruit growers of the Lake Region bore

off the palm. There was a good show of vegetables, and
the potatoes, as was meet, took the front rank. L. D. Scott

&Co., of Huron, exhibited a large number of varieties,

and had 71 named sorts, which they offer for sale. This is

a little too much of a good thing. We are glad to see,

however, that our gardeners arc not content with the old

favorites, most of which are hopelessly diseased. The
display of agricultural implements was large, as might

have been expected in this great State. Mowingmachines
and reapers, horse hay rakes, plows and grain drills, cov-

ered a large area, and men who appreciated their excel-

lences were generally on hand to explain. Conspicuous

among these for its perfect finish was the Champion
mower and reaper, a self-raker, which passes the bundles

off of the apron of any desirable size. There were several

patterns of self-rakers upon the ground, and this is get-

ting to he a very necessary attachment to the reaper. It

saves greatly in labor, and is one step in the right direc-

tion. The machine will not meet the wants of the har-

vest field until it binds the bundles. Besides these, there

was an almost endless variety of contrivances for aiding

the housekeeper's work, washing machines and wringers,

fruit dryers and clothes dryers, all very ingenious and help-

ful to human muscles. The house will soon keep itself,

and go by steam, if Yankee wit can accomplish it. It

was a goodly sight to see the tens of thousands swarming
here, and enjoying the show beneath the shade of the

grand old trees. There could not have been less than

fifty thousand people in attendance, and the receipts were
over $20,000. The managers certainly know how to get

up a fair, and we congratulate them upon their success.

The Wisconsin State Fair was held

at Madison, the capital of the Slate, on the 23d, 24lh, 25th,

26th, and 27th of September. In location nothing can be

more charming than this city, on high land between two
crystal lakes, overlooking them both, and a wide sweep

of territory beyond. The view from the top of the State

University is one of the finest in the West. The fair

grounds are just on the edge of the city, perhaps a mile

from the center, and about the same distance from the

depot. The omnibus drivers charged fifty cents for this

brief distance, which we should have considered extor-

tion, if we had been obliged to pay it ; but, being blessed

with an excellent apparatus for locomotion, we fell hack

upon Nature1

s own, and went up to the show, indepen-

dent, with mild meditations upon human nature,

and without putting down the hackmen of Madison
among the "extortioners and unjust," where they, no
doubt, belong. The fair grounds were admirably arranged,

and the stables and pens for the accommodation of horses,

cattle, sheep, and swine, all that could he asked. The
fair ran quite too much to horse flesh. Premiums of $100

to $200 for fast horses, and only from $20 to §25 for cattle,

are out of proportion. We like to see Short-horns put

upon the same footing with Black Hawks, and swine and
sheep fairly encouraged. Large halls were put up for the

display of horticultural products, and for domestic goods
and the fine arts. The show of agricultural implements

was uncommonly good for so young a State. Among the

best things on exhibition in this department was a hinder,

attached to one of Marsh's reapers. It is the inveution

of S. D. Carpenter, ofMadison, and represents five years

of hard work to bring it to perfection. The straw is cut,

passed up on an endless apron to the back part of the

machine, where it falls into a hopper, and when a suffi-

cient quantity is gathered, it is bound with a wire, and
thrown out behind. It is a self-raker and binder, and in

addition to this, saves in the hopper several bushels of

seed daily, which is lost in the ordinary mode of gather-

ing. A pound of the annealed wire, costing twenty-five

cents, will bind about S00 bundles. As it takes about
eight men to rake and bind after a reaper, this machine
must save the farmer about $16 a day. If thrs machine
works as well as it promises, it cannot fail to make a rev-

olution in the harvest fields of the West, almost as great

as the introduction of the reaper itself. It ought to make
flour a good deal cheaper. The West is making rapid

strides in the improvement of agricultural implements,
and will soon drive the Eastern manufacturer out of its

markets. The receipts of the fair were about $10,000, and
were quite satisfactory to the managers.

Tlie Michig-an State Fair was held at

Detroit from the 10th to the 13th of October. The vicin-

ity of a large city, and the ease of access by rail and steam,

and the fine weather, conspired to make the attendance

large. Had there been better facilities for reaching the

ground from the city, the multitudes would have been
much greater. By water, old tugs and propellers of the

most moderate speed were emploj'ed, and by land, horse

railroads running halfway, and omnibuses the other half.

A little more enterprise would have put the rails up to

the grounds, and accommodated everybody. With all

the defects of arrangement and of material, there was a
grand show, and the people were paid for going. The
representation of horses eclipsed everything else upon
the ground, and shows the continuance of the horse fever.

There were 200 stalls for horses, and 300 animals in them
and outside. There were only 90 for cattle, and 144 for

sheep and swine, and many of these were empty. The
racing was quite too prominent, and attracted the prin-

cipal attention. Large numbers of light horses, whose
chief excellence was speed, were exhibited, and the fast

men had it on the track their own way. There were,
however, some good farm and carriage horses, by whose
legitimate use a farmer could make much more money
than by betting. In the cattle pens, the Devons were
well represented. Mr. Cole, of Batavia, N. Y., showed a
herd of them, and there were about fifty in all. Mr. Cole
took six of the prizes. There were several very fine

Short-horn bulls, and some showed their offspring in ad-

joining stalls, which was a very good feature. David Uhl,

of Ypsilanti ; n. A. Pillotson, of Marshall ; T. Dinsmore,
of Danville ; P. C. Bush, of West Jersey, were among the

exhibitors in this department. The Michigan State Agri-

cultural College showed a Galloway Bull, weighing 1,000

pounds, and several other good animals. The feature of

the cattle stalls, however, that attracted most attention,

was a lot of eighteen fat cattle, exhibited by Wm. Smith,

a west-end butcher of Detroit. They were gotten up for

the occasion, and were manifestly a butcher's ideal of

what a ripe beef ought to be. They were triumphant ani-

mals, and we all enjoyed the sight, and Mr. Smith as

much as any of us. They were grand to look upon, but
we thought a little too fat to cat, considering them from
the consumer's point of view. The same gentleman also

made a fine show of Suffolk pigs. The Chester Whites
were well represented, and there were specimens of the

Essex and the Berkshire. There were many more of the

long-wool varieties of sheep than we expected to see

—

Canada was on hand with her Cotswolds and Leicesters,

and the show of these animals was one of the best we
have ever met with. Even the Southdowns outnumbered
the fine wools. We ought not, perhaps, to iufer from
this that the fine wools are on the decline, but that mut-
ton sheep are better appreciated. The show of agricul-

tural implements was uncommonly good. In this depart-

ment alone there were 473 entries. The fruit was not at

all up to the mark, though there were some fine grapes,

and specimens of apples and pears. We have seen a bet-

ter show at County societies. In the hen coops there was
abundant evidence that (he hen fever has subsided. There
were a few good Brahmas, and these fowls seem to be at all

the fairs the most popular of all the Asiatic importations.

There were quite too many small shows, monkeys, cross-

eyed puppies, fat women, and things of that sort, to suit

the public convenience. The room was needed for some-
thing else, and the time and money spent on mal-forma-

tions were waited. The receipts at the gate were about

$10,000, and from other sources, we understood, nearly

enough would be realized to cover expenses.

The Kentucky State Fair was held
near Louisville, at the grounds of the Louisville and Jef-

ferson County Association, -about three miles from the

edge of the town. Some forty acres or more had been
enclosed with a fence, embracing among other fixtures an
old farm-house with its accompanying buildings. A few
of the primitive forest trees were still left, and other fruit

and ornamental trees adorned the grounds. A large amphi-
theater, capable of accommodating ten thousand or more
people, was admirably arranged for the display of horses
and other stock. The ring was well lined with tan hark,

and here the famous horsemen of Kentucky displayed

their not less famous steeds. This was the chief attrac-

tion of the fair, as might have been expected, and though
not at all to be compared with the displays before the

war, as we were informed, was still very fine, and well
worth the journey of a thousand miles tosec. There was
much less trial for speed than we had expected to see.

The judges occupied the center of the ring, and the com-
petitors for the premium drove or rode their horses round
the track, under the direction of the judges, until they
were satisfied. The object seemed to be to display the

action and all the good points of the horse as well as his

speed. The audience took a lively interest in the awards
made, and announced their approbation with loud acclaim

if they were pleased with the decision. The points of a

good horse are so well known and appreciated in this

State, that the audience almost invariably decided with
the judges. We like this association of the people with
the verdict of the judges. It is eminently fair, it fixes the
attention, and improves the taste of the multitudes who
come to the exhibition for the purpose of learning some-
thing useful. We understood that the merits of the neat
stock were decided upon in the same way, though we
were not present on the first day of the fair, when they
were exhibited. This confining of the show cattle to

a single day is not a good arrangement. The majority
who attend a fair can go only one day, and they want
to see every department well represented. Arrangements
should be made to keep all the animals upon the ground
until the last day. A few good Short-horns were exhib-
ited, but the display was not at all what the State ought
to have afforded. There were a few good pens of Long
and Middle Wool sheep. The show of swine was small.

The arrangements for exhibiting them were not good.

There was a great want of good pens, both for sheep and
swine. The show of fruit, though small, was of superior

quality. C. C. Cary, H. S. Duncan, and L. Young were
prominent among the exhibitors. Thefruit of Mr. Young
was not only very fair, but of high color,said to be secured
by enclosing the specimens in muslin, while ripening

upon the tree. This enhances their value for show, but
would hardly pay for market purposes. The peaches
were magnificent for size, and in quality superior to any
thing grown upon the sea-board, where the excessive
rains of the season have made all peaches deficient in

flavor. Specimens of the White Head Heath and of the
Grand Admirable, both clings, were about twelve inches
in circumference. There appeared to be a considerable

confusion in the names of the pears, but that difficulty

time will remedy, especially if the society follows the

very good practice of distributing standard books upon
fruit growing forpremiums. Although the arrangements
for reaching the fair by railroad were very good, the at-

tendance was quite limited, showing that the State has

not yet recovered from the effects of the war. There were
probably not more than five thousand people present on
the best day of the fair. But these were Kentuckians,

fine specimens of men and women, that would have made
any fair a success. When the next one comes off, may
we be there to see.

Nijni-Novgorod Fair—Moscow—General

Notes about Russia.

[Our readers will doubtless he interested in the follow-

ing extracts from Mr. Judd's home letters, the first dated

at Nijni-Novgorod, August 24th. This place is on the

Volga River, near the eastern boundary of JEurope, in lati-

tude 56° north, and longitude 4-1° east of Greenwich, or

11S° cast of New York.]

"If Americans generally knew how easily and
cheaply one can travel, more of them would visit the Old

World. The money that many families expend on ext~a

carriages, furniture, and dress, during a year or two, for

mere show, would pay the expenses of a trip across the

Atlantic, and a considerable distance into the continent.

If many of those who do come knew how comfortable

and convenient are the traveling facilities, they would
not stop merely at London, Paris, and Switzerland, but

would strike farther cast, and get a glimpse of the Orien-

tal people and customs. I am now nearly seven hundred

miles east-southeast of St. Petersburg, and have with me a
lady, and children of S, 11, and 13 years of age, and we have

come the lastTOOmiles with just as much ease as in travel-

ing the same distance anywhere in America, and with bet-

ter facilities for obtaining good food at the rail-road sta-

tions than we should find there Here we see a cendens-
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ed picture of eastern manners or customs. At this point,

or near here, for 500 of GOO years past, there has been an

annual fair, lasting; from four to sis weeks, at which the

people ofthe East and the West have met for the sale or ex-

change of their respective productions and manufactures.

The £reat Volga River, as you will see by the map, empties

Into the Caspian Sea, 1G00 miles below this point. That

sea has no outlet to the ocean for communication with

the outer world ; so the various peoples and tribes around

the Caspian Sea, as well as the Chinese, from the east,

and the Siberians, from the northeast, or northern Asia,

bring their products here, and meet the western people,

who bring; their goods from Western Russia, Germany,

France, and Great Britain. The sales amount to from

$70,000,000 to §100,000,000 worth annually. The River Oka,

from the west, here unites with the Volga, and the

locality of the fair is on the point of land between the

north shore of the Oka and the southwest or right bank
of the Volga. The city of Nijni-Novgorod is on a high

bluff, between the Volga and Oka, on the south side of

the latter. The rivers are full of boats of all descriptions

imaginable, many of which have been poled up the whole
length of the Volga. From the tower on the bluff, I can,

at one view, see thousands of these boats, many of them
landing or taking in merchandise. For three or four

miles up the right or west bank of the Volga, there are

immense piles of goods, covered with mats or skins.

I never before saw such quantities of merchandise

collected in one place; it is as iF you should remove
all the buildings in New York, and expose the contents

upon the banks of the rivers. The bales of cotton and
hogsheads of sugar, (beet sugar from Europe,) seem in-

numerable. The trading ground consists of hundreds,

perhaps thousands, of one-story bazaars, arranged along

regular streets, running at right angles. Each nation has

its own quarter, or streets, but during the hours of trade

the different peoples are of course much commingled.
Each nation adopts its own peculiar style in the construc-

tion and arrangement of the bazaars. In the Chinese
quarter, for example, all the bazaars are in the pagoda
form, and all the people coming here retain their peculiar

modes of dress. As we walked around the fair, our in-

telligent polyglot guide pointed out the different races,

and interpreted for us as we chaffered and made some
Email purchases as souvenirs of our visit. Here were
Siberians with minerals, precious stones, furs, etc.; there

were Chinese, with their stocks of Oolong and Souchong,
their ivory and wood work, cloths, silks, etc.; here were
Persians, with their richly wrought gold and silver fab-

rics ; there were Tartars, Kalmucks, and so on—an end-

less variety—Georgians, Circassians, Caucasians, Cos-
sacks, Arabs, Armenians, Syrians, Turks, Russians, Ger-

mans, French, English, etc., etc.,—making alt together

the most novel gathering in the world, I suppose. The
jargon of languages scarcely falls below what must have
been heard around the tower of Babel itself. These fairs

usually extend from July 23d to September 22d of each
year. The second class fare, (fully equal to the American
first class,) by railroad, from St. Petersburg to Moscow,
(400 miles,) is 13 Roubles ; and from Moscow to

Nijni-Novgorod, (373 miles,) 9J£ Roubles. A Rouble of

Russian paper money is at present worth about 6S or 70

cents of American gold, or a little less than $1 of United
States currency. The Rouble is divided into 100 Kopecks,
bo that the Russian Roubles and Kopecks correspond with
our dollars and cents, but 5 gold Roubles are just about
equal to 4 gold dollars, when the paper money of both
nations is on a par with gold."

"Moscow, Russia, August 26th Taken all in all, this

is the most interesting city we have visited. We have
been out to the 4 Sparrow Hills,

1 two or three miles west,
on to the high ground, where Napoleon's army, in 1S12,

caught their first glimpse of the city, after the long, te-

dious march of more than a thousand miles, the latter

part of it fighting their weary way over the vast plains of
Lithuania or Western Russia. No wonder the poor fel-

lows shouted in wild delight, 'Moscow! Moscow p Few
of them lived to carry home the vivid impression made
upon them by their first view of the goal of their toilsome
pilgrimage The view from these hills is grand, glo-
rious ! Spread out over a wide plain, which is encircled
by the serpentine Moskva River, lies the curious city of
400 churches, mostly with green roofs, and each sur-
mounted by from one to a dozen domes or minarets. Of
these domes I counted 506, visible from one point. A
large number of them arc covered with gold and silver,

and the reflection of the setting sun gives a resplendency
excelling my highest previous conceptions of even the
* new Jerusalem ' itsclfl... Near the center of the city is

the far famed Kremlin. This is a semi-circular space,
enclosed by a high wall, nearly 1J£ miles in length, sur-
mounted with curiously shaped towers, a hundred yards
or so apart, besides which there are five large gateways.
Within this wall are the three ancient palaces, the treas-
ury building, four gorgeous churches, the high tower of
Ivan Veliki, (John the Great.) at the foot of which is the
Great Bell or Tsar Kolokol, (Isar »f bells.) Within the

Kremlin, also, is the arsenal, around the outside walls of

which are arranged over 800 cannons, the trophies of war
—a larger part of them taken from or left behind by Na-
poleon; the Senate House, some smaller buildings, and
paved open spaces fill up the rest of the Kremlin. The
treasury buildingcontainsan immense amount of curious-

ly mingled gold and silver plate and precious stones,

presented by the sovereigns of many nations, the crowns,
and thrones, and regal insignia, not only of ancient and
modern Russia, but of captured and subjugated nations,

as Poland, Kasan, etc. The larger one of the three pal-

aces, built by the late Emperor Nicholas, excels even
the palaces of St. Petersburg and Paris, in the gorgeous
decorations of some of its larger rooms. Of the four

Kremlin churches, the Cathedral of the Assumption,
where all the emperors of Russia have been crowned, is

the most noted. Its walls, its ceilings, and even its in-

terior columns, are entirely covered with richly gilded
paintings, most of them full size portraits of prelates of the

church, saints, and scripture characters. Standing with-

in the great nave, one has peculiar sensations when he
finds himself thus gazed upon, from every point above
and around, by so many renowned personages, whose real

presence is so well represented by the artist's brush and
pencil. In the second church, St. Michael's Cathedral,

the main floor is largely occupied with the tombs of the
Emperors down to Peter the Great, since which time they
have been buried at St. Petersburg. In the third, the

Cathedral of the Annunciation, the Czars have long been
baptized and married. The floor is paved with jasper and
agate. In the fourth church, the Metropolitan, is manufac-
tured the holy oil which is distributed throughout the em-
pire, and which is used in the baptism of every child born
in the Greek or National Church. In this cathedral, also,

is shown a great number of robes, mitres, diadems, etc.,

wrought with costly pearls, diamonds, and other precious
stones of untold value. One robe alone contains over 50

pounds weight of these precious stones and gems. These
few items must sufiice to give yon a faint idea of the im-
mense treasures contained within the Kremlin. The
great bell is worthy of its name and fame. It is now raised

upon a circular stone wall, five feet high. Its proportions

are perfect, its hight over 20 feet, and I measured 68 feet

around its base. (To get a full idea of its size, drive down
a center stake, and with a cord, 11 feet long, as a radius,

mark out a circle 22 feet across. A 20-feet pole, set up in

the center, will help the conception of its great size.)

It weighs 444,000 pounds, or 222 tons ! A fragment, about
7 feet high and 6 feet wide, is broken out of the rim, and
stands down against the wall, so that by climbing upon
the wall, one can walk in through ' the crack of the bell,'

as it is called. The Ivan Veliki tower, from which one
has a good view of all the city, contains 40 bells, one of

them half the size of the great bell, and others of some-
what smaller proportions. The chiming of only six of

these, of medium size, produced painful emotions in our
heads, and gave a benumbing jar to the whole body
Some distance outside the Kremlin wall is another, the

old city wall, and beyond this, the city extends two to

three miles each way from the center. There is every-

where an odd commingling of spacious public and private

edifices, aud the mean abodes of the poor. Log struc-

tures, neatly framed and trimmed at the corners, how-
ever, are frequently seen within the cit3r. There is every-

where an ancient air and slowness of movement, with
beggars and people in rags unpleasantly frequent

—

quite different from the thrift and activity visible at St.

Petersburg."

"St. PETEnsEima, August 20th Of this city I have
already written somewhat. Returning here two clays

since, we have been around the public parks, and to

Peterhof, etc., and my first impressions of the city are

fully confirmed. Taking into account its inland posi-

tion, its high northern latitude, its comparatively recent

foundation, and the natural difficulties to be overcome in

its low alluvial soil, it is a marvel of enterprise, unequaled
elsewhere in the world ! The palaces and public build-

ings are spacious, and exhibit within a solid magnificence

hardly to be found elsewhere in Europe—not even in

Puris. With a continuance of the policy and plans of the

present Czar, Russia must continue to advance rapidly in

civilization and refinement. The education of the masses
now emerging from slavery and serfdom, and a shaking-

ofl'of the more superstitious or idolatrous rites and cere-

monies of the established church, are most needed, and
the tendency is in this direction. Great freedom of re-

ligious belief and worship is already granted, and educa-

tion is making rapid strides."

General Notes on Russia "Granitza, South-

western Russia, August 31st During the last two days,

we have come down from St. Petersburg, nearly 8G0 miles,

to this point, slopping only a night in Warsaw, as the

cholera is somewhat prevalent there. I am now awaiting

the tratu that will take us across the Austrian border, aud
out to Cracow, to visit the salt mines. .. .1 have traveled

over 2000 miles in Russia during the present month— with

all the ease, comfort, and convenience, and with a« much

personal freedom as I have ever fouud in America or

Western Europe, and any American can do the same. The
espionage of our passports and luggage has been merely
nominal, and at only two points—viz.: on entering Fin-
land, and on passing through Warsaw European Rus-
sia, throughout, is more level than I expected to find it.

In its general surface it corresponds with our Western
prairies, but is generally covered with forests where not
under cultivation. The trees are mainly white birch,

spruce, and pines, though other kinds are frequent-
ly met with. From St. Petersburg, via Moscow, to Nijni-

Novgorod, I estimate that about half the land visible

from the railroad is under cultivation. From St. Peters-

burg southwest, for the first 400 miles perhaps, one third

of the country is still in forests. Russian Poland is al-

most one vast fertile field. Wheat is the staple crop every-
where, though pasture lands abound on the route south-

east from St.Petersburg. Highly fertile soils are apparent-
ly of rare occurrence, and pine lands of a somewhat
sterile character are frequent

; yet, on the whole, I judge
that four or five times the present population could be
readily sustained with improved modes of tillage. There
are many indications of the introduction of a better class

of agricultural implements, and I believe American in-

ventors and manufacturers will find in Russia an excel-

lent opening, not only to improve their own financial in-

terests, but to benefit this country as well. The hand
sickle, everywhere seen in the harvest fields at this sea-

son, as well as the rude hay scythe, will readily yield to

the mowing and reaping machines ; and the same may be
said of the rude plow and other implements. The policy

of the government is liberal towards all foreign improve-
ments— The relics of serfdom are everywhere visible,

though rapidly dying out. As a rule, the small huts of
the serfs are gathered in clusters or villages around or

near the more stately dwellings of their former proprietors,

and the smaller or larger Greek church, with its green
roof and gilded dome, is close at hand. The liberated serfs

generally work for their former masters, a part of the

time at least, at mutually agreed upon wages, though

every one is at liberty to go and come at pleasure. Mu-
tual interest is at present the only bond that keeps these

people in their original localities. Each peasant is al-

lowed a plot of ground of his own. in fee simple, and
without any payment except the past services of himself

or ancestors, and each can purchase as much more as his

accumulated earnings and savings supply the means for.

Schools are opened in most of the serf villages. As far

as I can gather from observation and from frequent con-

versation with intelligent Russians, I judge that the po-

litical and educational condition of the Russian people is

being rapidly assimilated to that of our own country,

though, of course, still far behind us in the degree of ad-

vancement. A generation or two will do much to lessen the

difference. 1 look forward to the period as not far distant

when Russia will become, in many respects, the United
States of the Old World "

Tlie Use of Plaster on New Land.

The announcement in our August issue, in an

article on " Top Dressing Grass Land," that two
bushels of plaster produced over two tons of hay,

by accurate measurementmade at the State Agri-

cultural College of Michigan, took most of our

readers by surprise, and awakened in others a

strong feeling of incredulity. The sentiment

was not much softened by the statement that the

cuttings were made twice a year, and the experi-

ment extended over two seasons. AVe arc not

surprised at this, for we have used plaster by the

sea shore, without the slightest perceptible ef-

fect. This is the general testimony of sea shore

farmers. Probably, the soil gets gypsum, or its

equivalent, from the sea manures so commonly
used near the shore, or blown inland from the

sea itself, for sulphate of lime is contained in

sea water. In the grazing districts, remote from

the shore, on the contrary, plaster is highly val-

ued, and produces wonderful results, even when
applied at the rate of one bushel to the acre.

Michigan is greatly blessed in its supplies of

plaster. Besides the extensive deposit at Grand

Rapids, a new bed has recently been opened at

the town of Alabaster, in Josco County, on Sag-

inaw Bay. This deposit lms remarkable facil-

ities for quarrying and marketing. It lies im-

mediately upon the shore of one of the best har-

bors in the State; it has no overlying rock, and
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but little earth to be removed above it; it is

split into small masses, making a great saving

of labor and powder ; it is of remarkable rich-

ness and purity, and is practically inexhaustible.

Prof. S. P. Duffield, of Detroit, has analyzed it,

and gives the following results: Lime, 36.08;

Sulphuric Acid, 5425; "Water, 8.89; Impurities,

0.78. The use of plaster in this State is rapid-

ly on the increase, as its value becomes better

understood. About 14,000 tons from the mine

referred to were sold last year, and the sales

are much larger, thus far, the present season.

We have seen the idea advanced that the use

of plaster is likely to exhaust soils. There is

very little ground for this fear, though the use

of small quantities annually, without other ma-

nure, and without proper tillage, would tend

finally to exhaustion. In plaster we add only

two articles of plant food, namely, lime and

sulphuric acid. The effect of plaster upon the

soil is said to be stimulating, that is, it enables

larger crops to be secured, than could be

removed otherwise, without the use of

much manure. "With these large crops

much plant food is taken from the soil,

and in time this will tell against the land,

if it is not in some way made good by

manure. It is found that grazing lands

are for many years increased in produc-

tiveness by its use. The plaster brings

in clover, and stimulates the growth

of all the grasses. Exhausted lands

have been brought up to a high state

of productiveness by the use of plaster

and grazing alone. The roots of the

plants strike down into the soil with

greater vigor, and a good portion of the

inorganic matter of the soil, which would
constitute their ashes, if burned, is re-

turned to the land in the droppings

of the stock. Over a very large portion

of our country, remote from the sea, plaster

is no doubt the cheapest fertilizer that can

be applied to pastures. It is easily transported,

and a small application of two bushels to the

acre broadcast on the surface has usually all the

immediate effect of a much larger quantity.

fore it was plowed. All dead furrows are avoid-

ed, and time is saved in the turning of the team
at the ends of the lands. These plows are exhib-

ited in much larger numbers at the fairs, and

are coming rapidly into favor. They are made
of any desirable pattern, embrace most of

the good points of other plows, and have the

advantage of turning the furrow to the right or

to the left, according to the wish of the plowman.

The Manufacture of Fish Oil and Guano.

The use of fish as a fertilizer in this country

is of early origin. The Aborigines are said to

have understood their value and to have applied

them to the old fields where they raised their

limited crops of Indiau corn. The colonists

along the shore began to use them as soon as

their exhausted farms showed the need of fer-

tilizers. Large seines were owned by compa-

nies of shore farmers, and ever)' interval in the nets,

The Side-hill or Swivel Plow.

This implement, invented to avoid the diffi-

culty of turning furrows up hill, is likely to be

as great a boon to the plain as to the hill-side.

It affords great facilities to the farmers who have

uneven soil to cultivate. The plow turns on a

swivel at the bottom, and the mold-board may
be changed in a moment from one side of the

team to the other, and held tight to its place by

a hook. Any plowman can do this while the

team is turning round at the end of the furrow.

The plowing is begun at the bottom of the hill,

and the furrow is turned alternately to the left

and to the right, as the team moves back and

forth. All the furrows are turned down hill,

and the surface is left smooth as upon the plain.

In plowing level land in the ordinary way, we
have the disadvantage of making dead furrows

in the middle of each land plowed, and at the

diagonal lines where the team is turned. These

dead furrows yield scant}' crops, and are un-

pleasant obstructions to the mower and reaper,

besides marring the beauty of the meadows.

They may be mainly avoided by the use of a

swivel plow. With this, you begin at one side

of the field, and plow the whole length, turning

all the furrows in one direction. At the next

plowing you begin where you left off, reversing

the furrows, and leaving the field as level as be-

GKOUP OF MEXHADEN.

cultivation and gathering of their crops was im-

proved in fishing. The fish were applied to the

land broadcast, and either immediately plowed
in, or left to decompose upon the surface and to

be turned under in the fall. This was a very

wasteful process, but it produced such wonder-

ful effects upon the crops that even- farmer

within reach of the shore was eager to secure

fish. It was not, however, until a very recent

period that the attention of the fishermen was
turned to the value of the oil. Perhaps the

waning of the whale fishery and the increas-

ing price of the oil first suggested the idea of

extracting the oil from the fish commonly used

as fertilizers.

The Alausa menhaden., of Mitchell, known un-

der the various names of Bony-fish, White-fish,

Moss Bunker, and Menhaden, swarms along

our coasts from the Carolinas to Maine, in im-

mense shoals, numbering millions. The average

weight is about a pound, being lighter in the

spring and heavier in the fall, when they are

most valuable for the manufacturer's purpose.

Other fish are frequently caught in small num-
bers in the seines, such as blue-fish, mackerel,

bass, sturgeon, shark, and stingrays. Those

which are not valuable for food are thrown
into the common mass and pass through

the factoiy. As fish guano is rapidly coming

into use and is considered one of the best of our

fertilizers, it will be interesting to our readers to

learn something of the process of manufacture,

and of the statistics of the business. Let us

look in upon one of these establishments.

Here, on the Long Island Sound, are plain

substantial buildings, sheds, boilers, tanks,

railways, and the boats and seines necessary

for carrying on the business. The fishing is a

business by itself. The company furnish the

boats and seines, and take one-half of the catch

of fish as a compensation. The rest they pur-

chase at the market price, which is from $1.50

to §3.00 a thousand, according to the season.

As the yield of oil is four or five times greater

in the fall than in the spring, the fall catch is

much the more valuable to the manufacturer.

As the factories are usually established near
each other, the fishermen have the advantage of

competition and fair prices. This company em-
ploys four gangs of men with five boats to each.

The seines used are from six to seven hundred
feet long, and from eighty to ninety feet deep.

"With such a oreadth of net-work, it is easy to

surround a large shoal offish and capture them
in the midst of the Sound. The seines are con-

tracted at the bottom after the fish are surround-

ed, and all escape is prevented. When the fish

are drawn into a sufficiently small compass,
they are thrown into the boats with scoop

and the whole catch is carried to the

factory. Here the fish are transferred to

a carriage upon a rail track upon which
1hey are drawn directly to the tanks,

into which they are dropped for the pur-

pose of steaming. The tanks hold about

20.000 fish each. The fish are covered

S with water, and the steam is let on by a

SjL pipe at the bottom of the tank. After

cooking a of an hour, the water is drawn
jBjl off and the fish are put into cylindrical

curbs, made of i-inch boiler iron, lined

with stout wooden slats, and placed with-

in a hydraulic press of 1200 tons capa-

- city. A curb holding 3000 fish is depriv-

ed of its oil in about five minutes. The
average yield of oil is from 4, to 6 gallons

a thousand. The mingled oil and wa-
ter from the fish is conveyed by gutters

from the press into a large wooden tank,

where, after settling, the oil is skimmed off and
conveyed by a pipe into the bleaching tanks,

holding about 200 gallons each. Here it re-

mains about 24 hours exposed to sun and rain,

which makes it of a lighter color. It is then

drawn off into the casks in which it is sent to

market. At the bottom of the bleaching tanks

a substance remains called "gurry," which is

used for making a coarse kind of soap, chiefly

employed in factories for cleansing wool.

The refuse thrown out from the curb is press-

ed a second time, and is then carried to a shed

where it lies in a large heap until the fall or

winter, when it is barreled or bagged for mar-

ket. The barrels hold about 250 lbs. of the green

scrap, and are sold by this weight, though the}'

grow lighter by the evaporation of water.

This coinpam- also prepares a fine ground ar-

ticle by the following process. The green scrap

is taken immediately from the curb and thrown
into a picker making 1600 revolutions a minute,

where the flesh and bones are torn into very fine

shreds. It is then spread upon a platform a

hundred feet square, and exposed to the sun and

air until it is dry. By this process about forty

per cent, of the weight is evaporated, and the

mass is nearly pure flesh and bone. It is

then put into a mill and ground very fine.

This makes a concentrated fertilizer of great

value, admirable for drilling with the seed.

There are about one hundred of these fish oil

manufactories along the coast from Kewbern,

5T. O, to Mt. Pleasant Bay, Me., producing not

far from 30,000 barrels of oil, worth about a

half million of dollars, and about 20,000 tons of

guano, worth nearly as much more. It is a

thriving and increasing branch of our industry,

and as it is immediately helpful to good hus-

bandry, we wish it the best success.
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Flying Quadrupeds—Bats.

These little animals, which are more innocent

and friendly in their relations to mankind than

any other of the untamed species with which

we are acquainted, are unfortunately very com-

monly regarded with a sort of superstitious

dread, or, at least, strong antipathy. Xo one

can accuse them of

any evil deed. They
require, although

small ,a large amount

of food, and, living

entirely upon in-

sects, which they

take upon the wing,

are the means of de-

stroying vast num-
bers of the most an-

noying kinds. Thev
fly in the night, or

dusky twilight, and

so are especially the

foes of mosquitoes,

which the}' often fol-

low even within out-

dwellings. Bats be-

long to the class

Mammalia, because

their young are born

alive, and are suck-

led. Their anatomi-

cal structure is very

peculiar and inter-

esting, and they are

possessed of some most wonderful faculties,

especially an acuteness of the senses of smell,

feeling, and hearing, which renders the depri-

vation of sight, as it would seem, of compara-

tively little moment. They all have small, clear,

beadlike. eyes, with which they can see tolerably

well even in broad daylight. From observa-

tions made originally, we believe, by Spallan-

zani, it appears ^_^
that bats whose

eyes have been

put out will catch

insects, fly about,

avoiding obsta-

cles, and even fly

through narrow

spaces without

touching. This

remarkable facul-

ty is attributed by

some to the ex-

traordinary deli-

cacy of the nerves

in the membranes
which are used as

wings, by others

to their very acute

sense of smell and

of hearing. The
species which wo
figure is one of the
most common in

all parts of this

country, and is ap-

propriately called

the Little Brown Bat, (F
Our engraving was taken from one which was

arrested, a few nights sine, in its useful career

of fly catching, for the benefit of the readers of

the Agriculturist Observe its little body covered

with long, soft, brownish gray fur ; notice the

great development of the muscles of the chest,

used in flying; sop, also. Hint, the almost us

hind legs, if we may so call them, are the mer-

est sticks, with apparently neither muscles nor

joints, except the little five-toed feet. The for-

ward or upper extremities are the most remark-

able. Tracing the bony frame from the shoulder,

we follow a perfect arm-fione, (or humerus^ to

the elbow, from the elbow to the next joint

—

;i wrist," if you please—there are the two bones

tk little eeown bat.—

(

Yespertilio sitbulatus,
J

of the fore-arm. There, just at this wrist joint,

is the little thumb, projecting upward, and ter-

minating with a strong hook ; from this point,

the long, slender, regularly j ointed fingers spread

out, tapering to the minutest little threadlike

bones at the tips. The little bones correspond-

ing to the first and second fingers of our hand
are close together, forming the stiff upper rim

est net-work, like a spider's web. The ears are,

proportionally, veiy large, and directly in front

of each there is a long, stiff, point, called the an-

terior lobe of the ear, which seems to have been
placed there to prevent insects lodging in the
ears, should any escape the mouth in the rapid
flight of the bat. The eyes are very small and
bright, and deep set ; the nose rather broad at

the tip, and the nos-

trils peculiarly dilat-

ed. The mouth opens

wide, and displays

an efficient though
minute set of very

sharp, pointed, teeth.

"When taken, the

bats all bite fiercely.

The specimen from

which the drawing

was made measured

nine inches from tip

to tip of the wings,

and weighed only

86 grains—that is, it

would take more
than eighty similar

ones to weigh a

pound. When at

rest, bats fold their

" wings" very close-

ly, and suspend

themselves by their

little hooked thumbs.

In winter, they col-

lect in great clus-

ters in hollow trees, deserted buildings, or caves,

and thus hibernate. They have two young at

a birth, which cling to the mother in her flights.

The American Otter.—(Lutra Canadmsis.)

the A>rERicAS otter.— f lutAi Canadensis.)

of the wings, and fromthese the delicate, double,

nearly transparent, skin which forms the wings

extends to the next turner, ami the next, and

then it spreads out from the last, finger on each

le to the body, the legs, arid the tail. This

membrane is filled with a multitude of blood

vessels, which, as our artist has indicated, causes

the whole to appear to be covered with the fin-

The Otter produces the most valuable fur of

any animal now found in the older States of the

Union,and though

its range is wide,

extending, or hav-

ing formerly ex-

tended, through

all parts of the

Union east of the

great plains, j) j*

now becoming ex-

ceedingly scarce.

Among our native

furs the skins of

the beaver, ii fine,

are alone superior

to those of the ot-

ter. It is an ani-

mal of consider-

able size, wi lull-

ing often from -0

to 35 pounds, and

measuring three

to four feet in

length, exclusive

of the tail, which
is 16 to 18 iin h( s

long. The otter

lives altogether

upon fish, which it takes in Hie water with great

adroitness, It possesses great intelligence, and is

capable of very thorough domestication, and it is

probable that, likeits European congener, (Lutra

vulgaris,) it will breed in confinement, and that

the young may be trained to hunt for fish, and

to be of essential service in fishing. The otter of

ludia is used, na is learned from the journals of
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travelers, by fishermen much as dogs are in hunt-

ing. A peculiarity of the American otter is its

habit ofmaking smooth tracks upon steep banks,

down which it slides into the water. In the

summer time, clay banks are preferred to any
other, and in the winter they do not forego this

pleasant recreation, for they have their sliding

pastime upon the snow-banks as systematically

as the boys have their coasting parties. Traps

are usually placed at the foot of these slides, in

the water, or near the entrance of frequented

burrows which always open under water, at

ordinary stages. The fur of the otter is of two
kinds, one fine and dense, the other coarse and

glossy. The color is brown, varying somewhat,

being nearly black in summer, and in autumn
and winter quite dark and very glossy, the head
light colored, and the chin and throat often whit-

ish. Otters bring forth two young early in spring.

_ ^ t j| fc pip — r t*

More Barn-room Wanted.

Shifts are allowable in the early history of the

farm that ought not to be tolerated later. The
farmer in the clearing, or upon the prairie, has

everything pressing upon him at once, and must

meet his most imperious wants first. He must

have shelter for his family, and food for himself

and stock. The log-house and barn upon the

most limited scale will answer for a while, but

both are temporary expedients to be superseded

at the earliest moment by something better. The
new house and barn are not merely matters of

taste, but of economy. An ample barn for the

storage of crops and the shelter of stock should

be regarded as a necessary investment of capi-

tal in all farming in the Northern and Eastern

States. This is better understood in Pennsyl-

vania than in any other part of the country,

and the barn that bears the name of the State

is, in many respects, a model. It contemplates

the shelter of all stock, and the storage of all.

crops raised upon the farm ; and if it also pro-

vided shelter for manure, it would, with abun-

dant light and free ventilation, meet every want.

Such a barn upon every farm where mixed

husbandly is pursued would soon pay for itself.

It prevents the deterioration of crops and of

manure. The loss from this source is immense

in all parts of the country. Even in thrifty

New England, where a barn of some kind is

found upon every farm, a large part of the hay

and corn fodder is stored in stacks, and the open

yard is still often met with as the only recep-

tacle for manure. There is waste of labor in the

topping and securing of stacks, and waste of

fodder in all that part of the stack that is ex-

posed to the ground and to the weather, and,

judging from the fact that barn hay always brings

the higher price, there is deterioration through

the whole mass. In the "West there is much
more loss from this source, for there is much less

barn-room, and, in addition to this, great dam-
age from the. exposure of the grain crops to the

weather. The wheat crop for this year has been

gathered in excellent condition, for very little

rain fell in all the grain growing districts during

harvest. But this is an exceptional season. If

those districts had been visited with the rains

raid cloudy weather that have prevailed along
the seaboard, we think the grain crop would
have been damaged tc- th? amount of one-third

of its value. This sometimes happens, and
there is much more damaged than sound wheat
in the market. Ordinarily the wheat is left in

small shocks, with two bundles laid crosswise

for a cap, uutil the thrashing machine comes,
which may be within two weeks or two months

after cutting. If the weather is bad, the grain

moulds and sprouts, and the market is crowded
with damaged wheat. The straw also is injured

for feeding purposes. The loss to the country

from this source amounts annually to many
millions of dollars. If it could be saved, it

would pay all the taxes laid upon farmers.

Then, a good barn saves immensely in the

expense of keeping stock and in the conven-

ience of feeding them. It is a common estimate

that shelter saves one-third in fodder. This

estimate is certainly not too high for the north-

ern half of the Northern States. The consump-
tion of food to keep up animal heat in freezing

weather is very great, and this does not benefit

the farmer. He wants an increase of flesh and
fat, articles that a stack-jrard regimen rarely

gives. "With a plenty of grain, an animal will

thrive out of doors, but he does not thrive as he

would under shelter. It is too expensive, even

in the grain districts, to substitute corn for

boards. Without bams, also, the farmer is very

much at the mercy of the grain speculator.

"With them, he can store his hay and grain, and
sell when the market suits. The speculator

knows the situation, and visits the regions where

the barns are yet to be built. He knows the

farmer must sell, for he has no place to store

his grain. He generally prefers the tender

mercies of the speculator, whom he knows, to

the commission merchant in the city, whom he

does not know. He wants the cash in hand
and takes what he can get. As wheat often ad-

vances fifty per cent, in a season, the farmer

ought to be able to take advantage of the rise.

If grain could be kept more in first hands, it

would benefit consumers, for it would tend to

make uniform prices. Nobody but speculators

would suffer. In the plans of bams that we
frequently present in these pages, some of

them giving the results of years of study by
practical farmers to meet their own wants, our

readers will find many profitable suggestions.

What Shall the South Do for Manure ?

The great want of Southern Agriculture is

manure. It is the want of systematic agri-

culture everywhere. Some land gains fertility,

if left fallow, or from crops which may be turn-

ed under for manure, or if left in grass, which

forms a sward of matted roots that read-

ily decay when plowed under. For land too

poor for grass to make a good sward, and too

light to bear tillage without a crop, (clay land

will be improved b}- simple tillage,) manure is an

absolute necessity. Unskilled laborers must be

employed usually at coarse, common, field work;

hence there is a tendency to cultivate a few,

chiefly market, crops. This makes the demand
for manure the more imperative, and the call

from the Southern States is at present absolutely

painful; this is the universal need. The eager-

ness with which manures have been bought the

past season, in the hope of making or saving a

crop of corn, of cotton, or tobacco, has opened

wide the door for extensive frauds, ruinous to

many of the victimized planters. We are grati-

fied to learn that some of these purchasers of

fraudulent manures are combining to institute

suits against those who make and deal in them.

The question presents itself, then, with pe-

culiar force, " What shall the South do ?" The
problem has a simple solution, but the cure is

applicable at first over but a small area upon
each farm. It is, to make more manure. This

may be done. The labor of the place may be

profitably employes' during a considerable part

of the year, in taking care of, working over, and
increasing, the amount of manures and composts.
Keep hogs confined, The northern farmer saves

himself the expense of guano by keeping his

hogs always penned and supplied with all kinds
of weeds and litter, thus making tons of excel-

lent manure every year. Five tons of manure,
worth not less than $5 per ton, if Peruvian
guano is worth $80, may be made from one hog
in a year, provided a sufficiency of muck, straw,

or litter of any kind, be supplied. A fair pro-

portion of the manure thus made should be
saved for fertilizing ground for a large crop of

pumpkins or squashes, corn sowed in drills,

yams,or whatever else will grow rapidly and pro-

duce surely and freely, good feed for the hogs,

whose numbers should be each year increased,

until large" quantities of manure are made.
Control all the Poultry, at least so far as to

make them roost always in convenient places

where their manure may be saved and com-
posted with dry muck, gypsum, coal ashes, or

other good absorbent. Thus a fertilizer may bo
obtained in moderate quantities of exceeding

richness, admirable for exactly those purposes

for which Peruvian guano is employed.

Make dead animals into compost. Many an old

horse is actually worth more in the compost
heap than in the stable or pasture. One dollar

a hundred pounds is a low estimate of the value

of any living animal for manure alone. Every
farmer who is buying fertilizers can well afford

to pay that, and usually the carcasses may be had
for their removal. The way to handle them is to

cut them up, using axes and butchers' saws, into

pieces of, say 20 pounds weight, and then to com-
post them in layers with plenty of swamp muck,
crumbly peat, grass sods, or loanry soil. Do this

in an out of the way place, and while it is attrac-

tive to dogs, be on the lookout with a rifle and

add to the heap every dog that comes near.

Otherwise drive stakes around the place, making
a compost yard, inaccessible to those "vermin."

It is some little trouble, but will stand the finan-

cial test, and surely pay. "Within six months or

a year, the heap may be overhauled, mixed, the

hard bones thrown out, and these put into the

next heap, or into any manure, or compost

heap. The hardest will become soft in a year or

two, so that they may be mashed with a shovel.

Make poxidrettc, Hints are given in previous

numbers of the Agriculturist on the subject of

earth closets. Offer to the foremen of gangs

of hands, to those who keep the houses where

the hands are boarded and lodged, and to such

as have their own cabins, a moderate price

per barrel or per load for all the poudrette of

good quality which they will make, using a def-

inite quantitj'- of dry earth or muck. So far as

our observation extends, every particle of hu-

man soil is lost to the agriculture of the South,

and we hesitate not to say that were this saved

it would have ten times the value of all the high

priced fertilizers which the people of the

Southern Stales import from year to year.

How to Yoke Oxen.

The hints we drop now and then in regard to

the sounder philosophy in working oxen by the

head instead of by neck yokes, bring occasional

responses of corroborative views, one of which

we give below, from Mr. Josiah M-. Hubbard,

of Middletown, Conn. Until we can fairly try

the experiment ourselves, which may not be

for years, we wait patiently for a fair test of the

two systems on the same cattle. Mr. H. writes

:

"Your remarks concerning the defects in the
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usual apparatus for working oxen call to mind
the case of a German neighbor of mine in Kan-

sas, whose one pair of oxen were trained to

draw by the forehead. His apparatus was quite

simple, consisting of a padded stick placed

across the forehead of each ox just below the

horns, and kept in place by straps around them,

the ends of the stick extending a few inches

each way beyond the head. The draft was by

means of a rope on each- side of the animal,

passed through a hole in the end of the stick

and knotted in front, hitched to the whiffie-trees

and evener, and kept in place by a strap over the

back and another under the belly of the animal.

I do not recall his method of fastening his ani-

mals together, or of supporting the tongue when
worked on a wagon ; but I do recollect that his

animals worked with much more ease and free-

dom than oxen in the ordinary 3
roke ; and also

that their owner was veiy confident that they

could pull (or as he phrased it) ' push ' a much
heavier load than if yoked by the neck."

The Wheat and Chess Question.

The position taken by iutelligent agriculturists

IhaLsuch a thing as wheat turning to chess is im-

possible in the nature of things, hence not a ques-

tion to be argued (like the assertion that 2 aud 2

make 5,) is entirely unacceptable to many sensi-

ble farmers. The}7 think they have the evidence

of their senses that it does happen. "We are

firmly and kindly remonstrated with for taking

the position that we will not argue the point.

We know 2 + 2=4; aud so decline to discuss

the matter. However, one of our German
leaders, Mr. Geo. Kunz, has worked out this

problem much more correctly than many Amer-
ican farmers, who claim to have tried experi-

ments .which convinced them that the change
takes place. We invite attention to hisreasoning.

"As the wheat last winter was more or less

winter-killed, we could only count upon half a

crop ; but some farmers have from one-quarter to

one-hal f chess in their wheat, which causes a great

many to think that wheat is changed into chess.

After many years of experience, I can say that it

is an error, and, if held, of injury to the farmer.

He who asserts that wheat changes to chess,

is not anxious to have his seed free from chess.

The superficial observers who assert that wheat

turns to chess, (three-quarters of the farmers

belong to that class,) say they do not sow chess

;

they also say that chess changes into Tim-

othy, etc. If such is the case, why do wo pay

$3 and $3 per bushel for Timothy seed ? Why
not sow chess, for which we only pay 5 cts. per

bushel for thrashing? If wheat could produce

chess, it would long since have run out, and we
would have as many varieties of chess as of

wheat. "Why we have more chess when wheat

is winter-killed may easily be shown. Take
one bushel of wheat and mix with it one quail

of chess; the latter can hardly be detected.

Supposing the wheat is sown and produces 20

bushels, and chess also 20 quarts, it cannot be

detected any more than before ; but then, sup-

pose the wheal is winter-killed badly aud yields

only ."i bushels instead of 20, the chess is not

affected, gives every year a full crop, and in-

creases more Hum wheal ; therefore, more chess

could be seen after gathering the crop in the 5

bushels of wheal, thai) there could be seen in

(he 1 bushel before sowing. It' every farmer

would convince himself that chess docs not

ome from wheal, all disputes would cease up-

i m that point. Sow clean seed on clean soil, and

you will have no more chess; and if everybody

was to do so, in five or six years very Utile would
be found in the wheat fields of the country."

Canada Thistles and Railroads.

In our recent travels to attend the State Fairs,

we noticed almost everywhere iu the West, the

steady advance of this scourge. The West had
once clean fields ; but now, in many sections,

the pastures and meadows are as foul as in the

oldest part of the country. Most of the older rail-

roads are already well stocked with the Canada
thistle at their northern extremities, aud every

year carries them further south. The seed is

furnished with a tuft of down, which makes it

float in the air like a feather. Growing iu close

proximity to the railroad track, these winged

seeds are drawn into the current of air made
by the passing trains, aud every year distrib-

uted more widely over the country. The rail-

road embankment becomes thickly stocked with

them, and from this line they are distributed

overall the adjoining fields.

This is a great evil, and demands the imme-
diate attention of all our. State legislatures. If

it is left unchecked, the thistles will spread over

a wider territory eveiy 3
7ear, until they take

possession of the whole country. The cost of

every crop cultivated will be increased, pastures

will be diminished in value, and the quality of

hay will be depreciated. It is true, there is

some nutriment in thistles, and asses are said

to be fond of them, but these are not the wisest

of beasts ; and if they wore, they are not likely

to become popular stock in America. It is an

unmitigated curse iu cultivated fields, increasing

the cost of farm produce to all consumers. More
Canada thistles means dearer corn, wheat,

rye, oats, aud potatoes. They increase the

cost of living to every man in the country.

Railroads are a great blessing, but they have

no right to spread this pestilence over our fields.

Legislation is needed to compel the railroads

to keep their tracks clean. The State Commis-

sions, which have the oversight of these insti-

tutions, should be instructed to see that this pest

is kept under. If there were frequent mowings

to prevent the seeding of the plant, it would

soon disappear from the tracks. And while the

legislatures are considering the case of the rail-

roads, they may as well take in hand those

slovenly farmers who allow these weeds to over-

spread their fields without hiuderance. What
right has a man to make his farm a seed bed of

Canada thistles ? What right has he to make

himself a nuisance among his neighbors? The
harboring of this pest should subject the farmer

to fines and penalties. We must have legis-

lation, or Canada thistles will possess the land.

A National Dog Law.

Congress is soon to assemble, and (lie great

interest of the nation will be likely to receive

just so much attention from our legislators as

Ihc people compel them to bestow. There is

no money for Congressmen in this measure un-

less '..hey happen to be sheep owners, but a good

deal of money for their constituents. On ihe

contrary, our honorable Senators and Represen-

tatives, who affect dogs and sporting circles,

might find their taxes slightly increased. We
have shown, iu OUV past issues, the "aval ill i

sity of this law to the sheep interests of the na-

tion. England taxes her dog owners three dol-

lars tor each dog, and raises a revenue of $8,000,-

000 from this source. In England, mutton is a

great institution by reason of this very efficient

protection. If we want like protection, we must
legislate against dogs. Wool-growers' associa-

tions should take the lead in this matter,and make
their influence felt at "Washington. Agricul-
tural societies aud farmers' clubs should start

their petitions, and send them up by the cart-

load to the Capitol. Sheep owners who have
political influence should write to then- repre-

sentatives, urging the measure. By timely effort

we may secure what we need. "Wool and mut-
ton can have no secure basis until the relations of

sheep aud dogs are permanently reconstructed.

Fattening- Poultry for the Table or

for Market.

The difference between the flesh of a well-fat-

tened fowl and one that has not been cooped is

so great that we venture to say that no one
who really enjoys this excellent food, and raises

his own poultry, will allow those destined for

the table to run at large for some two or three

weeks, at least, before killing them. Young
birds grow finely with a free range and plenty

to eat, but we have never found rapidly grow-
ing fowls or turkeys to take on fat readily when
confined. They grow rapidly, perhaps, for a
while, but then are very apt to pine, aud often

even lose flesh. As soon as the rapid growth
peculiar to the first four or five months of

chickeuhood has been made, and the young-

birds begin to have a mature look, they may bo

put up in airy coops for fattening. The coops

should be such as can be kept clean easily, and
in which they will have some chance to move
about ; while all should be able to get at their

food, when fed, without crowding. The two
long sides, at least, should bo of slats, and the

bottom made of split poles, half round, about

three inches wide, put on round side up, and

with two-inch spaces between them. On such

a floor, the birds will keep cleaner than on any

other. Turkeys ought to be cooped upon the

ground, and the coops shifted every few days.

Geese should be iu close boxes, with plenty of

litter, which should be frequently changed, and

the geese allowed a run of half an hour, aud a

bath every morning. Ducks should be penned,

but let out daily to run to the pond, and take

their regular " ducking," aud eat a little grass.

As to food, it is a mistake to suppose be-

cause poultry usually prefer whole grain, espe-

cially corn, that it is best for them. Boiled

potatoes mashed, with the addition of about one-

sixth part Indian meal, make excellent feed for

all kinds of poultry. If the proportion of Indian

meal is increased, a little suet added, together

with stale bread or crusts, soaked soft, it will he

the more relished, and of much higher fattening

quality. Chickens and turkeys should have

some grass frequently, and occasionally some

meat scraps chopped line. Almost any raw
vegetables may be substituted for grass, like

cabbage leaves, beets, the inside parts of pump-

kins, etc., chopped quite fine. Geese ought to

have grass daily. Ducks do better, also, for sim-

ilar sreen food, but for the water fowls, meal is

unnecessary. The food for all may be greatly

varied,butground and cooked grain w ill go much

farther than the same fed whole or raw. Biro

confined for fattening, should be fed all that,

they will eat, as often as four times a day, and

fresh water should be always before them.

Every two or three days it is well to make one

meal actually red with Cayenne pepper, sprink-

led on in powder, and mixed with the food. A
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few drops of Chloride of Iron in the water,

occasionally, has a beneficial tonic effect.

In case there is the least suspicion of lice, we
advise to tab; out the fowls, and dust thern

thoroughly with the " Persian Insect Powder,"

holding them each by the legs, and sprinkling

it in among the feathers. We have found this

cheap, innoevious, and efficient, in removing lice

from nests s.nd sitting hens, and presume it

would be equally efficacious in other cases.

Thus treated, in general, all poultry will fat-

ten very fast. The fatness of a fowl may be as-

certained, generally, by feeling the rump, and

judging of its general plumpness and weight.

When killed for one's own table, it makes little

difference how it is done, provided it be well

done. The bird must be fasted 8 to 12 hours

;

the head may be chopped off, and the fowl

hung up to bleed, or the throat may be cut from

the outside, passing a narrow, sharp blade

through the neck crosswise, just below the

chaps. The blade being pressed backward, and

moved a little, will sever the veins. This is the

common New York market practice. It is poor

policy to wring the necks, for, though the most

agreeable way, there being no spirting and

splashing of blood, nevertheless the bleeding is

not so perfect, and the bird will not keep so

long. When killing for market, the neatest

way is to take a straight, sharp, knife, pass it

into the mouth, and cut across the back of the

throat on either side. This quickly severs the

large veius and arteries, and if the fowl be tied

by the legs, and hung on a peg, the feathers

even will not be much besmeared with blood.

When plucked, a fowl, so killed, shows no mark
of the knife. Pick dry, while still warm, then

dip in scalding water, just enough to shrink

the skin tight all over the body. This gives

a very plump look, and secures a better price

or quicker sale, while it is of no injury to the

keeping, unless the fat is melted.

Draining Facilitated and Cheapened.

The cost of underdraining lies chiefly in the

necessarily great amount of skilled labor re-

quired to do good work. If any common hand
could be economically employed to dig trench-

es, it would be a great saving. Many of us

have been forced to try the experiment, and

know if such labor is paid by the day, as it usu-

ally must be, the draining is very expensive.

Unless digging the trenches can be done by con-

tract, the work must be overseen by the proprie-

tor himself, or by a very trustworthy foreman.

When the digging is done by the rod, the fin-

ishing must be under the immediate inspec-

tion of the foreman, and to this end it should

be understood that the last inch or two of

the ditch should not be dug until he directs.

As soon as the bottom is graded ready for the

tiles, (which operation, as it requires care and
time, will not be done by common trench dig-

gers on a contract, without compensation by the

hour), the tiles must be laid and the trench

partly filled. The care requisite in the first

rilling of the ditch prevents the employment of
scoops or scrapers worked by horse-power;

tut as soon as about 18 inches have been filled

with clay or stiff loam, and rammed down hard,

some form of scraper will come into play.

More real farm drainage is done in the au-

tumn than at any other time of the year, and
the present season is a peculiarly favorable one
for this work. We of the seaboard have had
much wet, and that followed by an autumn, dry
in jts beginning, and yery Jikelv to be so in its

continuance, and so long as real winter weath-

er holds off, draining may profitably be done.

Some time since, at a time when subjects more
appropriate to the season crowded our columns,

we received a communication from Asa Engle,

of Gloucester Co.,N. J., containing useful hints

and a description of his own practice. He writes

:

" In return for valuable ideas from the Agri-

culturist, I suggest an idea or two that I have

proved to be advantageous in underdraining.

"My manner of laying tiles is to begin by

breaking a plastering lath in half, and laying it

in the bottom of the ditch. Then take whole

laths and place them side by side upon the

so as to break joints, laying the tiles immedi-

ately upon them. In this section drain tiles are

all made with flat bottoms. The laths cause the

tiles to settle on a line, and by the time the laths

decay , the tiles are so firmly bedded that they are

not likely to get out of place. After the tiles are

BITCH-FILLING SCRAPER.

laid, I shovel in a few inches of earth, treading

it down firmly as I proceed. I then take a

scraper or reversed " suow plow," made by
bolting two planks to the inside of an A harrow,

(see figure,) long enough to extend outside the

ditch on both sides. Ihitcu a quiet horse to each

end, and start the "plow" backward astride

of the ditch, having a rope attached to the point

by which to guide the machine and keep the

open space between the ends of the planks im-

mediately over the ditch. After passing a few

times back and forth, it will expedite matters

to take a horse and plow and loosen the

earth on the bank, as by this operation it

will have become somewhat packed."

Convenient Farm Hooks.

Fig. 1.—CLEVIS HOOK.

The difference between what "will do well

enough," and what is really convenient and

exactly adapted to its use, may be measured by

hours and days even of useless labors, and miles

of travel on many farms eveiy year. We were

struck with the simplicity of a hook for use as

a clevis attached to a harrow, cultivator, stone

boat, or any such thing. It is a strong flat hook,

(Pig. 1,) having a flat eye with a small hole for

a bolt with a large flat

head, to attach it to the

implement. The point

of the hook is drawn
out, bent back, and

welded fast, enclosing a harness ring of such a

size that, when it lies in the bend of the hook,

it cannot be brought out. - This is well seen in

the little engraving. When the hook is put on,

it is, of course, turned upward, and it will lie

seen that the ring of the whiffletree, or ox-chain,

will easily slip in, but of itself cannot slip out

again. This hook may be attached to many ar-

ticles, and used for sundry purposes, but is espe-

cially convenient for the use suggested, for it

takes a good deal of time to undo a clevis every

time the team is attached to, or taken from, the

harrows and other tools. Then, too, the clevis

is in, two independent parts, and often three,

(clevis, bolt, and ring,) either of which is liable

in careless hands to be lost or out of the way.
The almost universal custom of using hooks

upon the end of farm whiffletrecs indicates some
superiority to other contrivances for attaching

the traces. Still, going down rough roads, in

the woods, and on other uneven ground, there

is a liability of the traces

getting unhooked, accom-

panied, at times, by no
little danger. Figure 3

represents ail unpatented

hook which we have at-

tached to a new whiffle'

tree that is now on probation ; the hook, how-
ever, proves itself. As clearly shown in the

cut, the eye is large and open, the bend short,

the point coming back nearly opposite the mid-

dle of the eye, where it is bent at right angles

towards it, and left just so close to the eye that

a ring or trace-ejre of the usual size will slip,

when held at right angles, into the hook. It ap-

pears to be impossible for a trace to become de-

tached of itself from this simple contrivance.

' Fig.

!

WHIFFLETREE
HOOK.

Fences Across Streams.

Among the mauy minor perplexities which
in the aggregate are serious hinderances to the

farmer's peace of mind, are fences across streams.

When a brook is so large that a single length of

fence will not span it, and especially if at times

this 12-foot " creek " becomes a torrent, bearing

large trees and logs upon its turbid tide, then

the problem how to put a fence across becomes

a formidable one. Cattle must not pass it at

low water, and it must not be swept away at

any time. Mr. Matthew M. Campbell appeals

to the editors and readers of the Agriculturist

in his perplexities A large creek flows through

his farm, which will be greatly increased in value

to him if he can fence it across. He describes

the "Kentucky crossing," which is thus made

:

" One, two, or three, large logs are laid on the

bottom of the creek, and the ends made fast in

the banks on either side, and weighted down
with stones. Rails, with sharpened ends, are

then driven into the bottom of the creek above

the logs, and project above them from 12 to

18 inches. This, if three feet high, or less, is a

good fence so long as it can be kept from float-

ing." Another plan suggested is that of stretch-

ing a three-quarter inch iron rod across the

creek between two trees, and suspending there-

on a succession of light gates reaching down to

the water at ordinary stages. Yet another plan

is to stretch the rod across close to the surface

of the water, and hang battoned planks upon

the rod, just so that they will touch the water

at its lowest stage, but be floated when the

water is high enough to bring down much flood-

wood. We quite agree with our correspondent

that " neither hog, horse, nor cattle, would be

likely either to jump over, or dive under, such a

fence,"—but think it would be subject to a

strain, when the water is high, to which it

would assuredly succumb after a short time.

Some time since, an acquaintance, in follow-

ing a suggestion of ours, stretched a rod across

a small stream which annoyed him by carrying

off the poles which were placed across it as a

fence. To this rod, which was of about three-

quarter inch iron, as we judge, he suspended

three small trees, the smaller branches and

twigs of which had been cut off and the boughs

sharpened with a drawing knife. The trees

were hung so that a natural curve in them caus-

ed the limbs to point down strenm, and any that
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pointed directly against the current were cut

off. The result has been that at high water the

fence floats up more or less, and the swiftness

of the current keeps it entirely free from every-

thing except an occasional bush which gets en-

tangled, but does no damage. All large things

pass along unhindered, We propose, therefore,

.
'» V^ " —-.-.-"• '

:

A PENCE ACROSS A STREAM,

to Mr. Campbell to try hanging small trees or

branches of larger ones in the way we suggest.

The engraving shows a combination of the

hanging gates and trees, the latter being where

the current is swiftest, the stream deepest, and

where, almost certainly, the heavy drift will

come down. The rod is attached on one side to.

a tree, on the other it passes through one, and

is continued at an angle to a stump, where it is

fixed, making a very strong anchorage. Provi-

sion is also indicated for tightening up the rod in

.case it stretches or slackens, which is important.

«- .«» .-«. .

—

Cultivation of Corn.

A LESSON FROM NORTH CAROLINA.

We passed over a fine farm in Westchester

Co., N. Y., a few days since, in company
with its proprietor, a liberal minded farmer,

who showed with great satisfaction a fine field

of corn in which no hoe had been used this

season. It was remarkably free from weeds,

and that, rather than the condition of the corn,

(except on wet land), is the test of good culture

this season. The few weeds were good vigor-

ous specimens, however, showing that they

were such as the plow had not covered entirely

at the last plowing. Once passing through to

pull these weeds would be a small job, and then

the field would be clean. Our friend says he

MANNER OP PLOWING CORN.

learned during the war the practice which
we describe from a North Carolinian refugee.

The corn was planted in hills a little less than
four feet apart—the proper distance depends
upon the variety—and as soon as it was well up,
it was cultivated with Share's horse-hoe, in one
direction. Any good horse-hoe or cultivator

will do. This cleans the land well, but does
not destroy the weeds in the hills. After about
a fortnight, or as soon as the weeds began to

grow pretty well among the corn lulls, and the

brace roots began to show rows of Utile points

around the lower joints, boys were sent through

to pull out all the weeds in or near the hills.

This is work which would have to be done by

hand, were the corn hoed. The simple pull-

ing, without previous plowing, • and without

hoeing at the same time, is not a labor requiring

much skill, faithfulness being especially neces-

sary. As soon as this was done, the field was
plowed in the direc-

tion opposite to the

way the horse-hoe was
used, turning the fur-

rows towards the

corn, going four times

to each row, and thus

C_= turning all the ground

^Jj^^eSSS^ between the rows, and

leaving the land

ridged. The plow was
run pretty deep, and

nearly all the weeds
were thoroughly bur-

ied under a heavy

mass of mellow soil.

This is exactly the place where weeds are

wanted, and it is much better than to leave

them on the surface, where some seeds may ma-
ture, and where, if wet weather follows, many
will surely root again. The only chance for

weeds to live is if they are not thoroughly cov-

ered up, and in the field we passed through,

such were the only ones seen.

The accompanying diagram, shows a section

of two rows of com, plowed as described ; the

corn plants with the brace roots (i) thrown out

into the fresh turned soil, the main roots in the

undisturbed portion of the soil. The line, a,

a, indicates the general level of the ground.

The past wet summer has been one to put to

the severest test any method of killing weeds
among corn. The contrast between the field

we refer to, and another treated in the usual

way, is most notable. Last

year an experiment, to ascer-

tain the actual difference be-

tween the two systems, was
faithfully, but rather rough-

ly, made. Half a large piece,

which was all manured and
planted uniformly,was hand-

hoed (three times we pre-

sume) ; the other half was
treated as above described.

The result was that five

bushels per acre more corn

was harvested from the

ridge-plowed part of the

field than from that which
was hand-hoed ; the larger yield with least labor.

The good effects in dry weather are explained,

first, by the thorough removal of the weeds
close to the corn, then by the conversion of

those that are left standing into a green manur-
ing, as they rapidly decay, and finally, by the

broad mass of mellow' soil which the ridge pre-

sents for the brace roots, and for the ot Iters also,

to riot and revel in. The corn so quickly cov-

ers the ground after this that seedling weeds
starting upon the fresh turned furrows have

little chance of life, andnone of vigorous growth.

have been expended. Some of these work well

enough for a while, but we never saw one that,

from some derangement of its parts, was not,

after a few months' use, opened by hand in

the old fashioned way.

A correspondent, Doct. Henry Breiuer, Alle-

ghany Co., Pa., finding no gate to suit him, had
one constructed after a plan of his own, of

which he sends us a sketch. Having but one en-

trance from the road to his grounds, it was neces-

sary to make a gate that should answer for car-

riage, horse, or foot passengers, and one of which
either half could be opened independently.

The gate presents no improvement over the

ordinary double gate, except in its fastening,

which is simple, easily made, and apparently

efficient. It will be readilj understood from the

engraving, with but a brief description. A bolt

(a) of oak, J inch thick and two inches wide, runs

the whole length of the style of the gate, and
slides freely through staples. To the upper end
of the bolt is attached a lever (6) by which it is

raised. This lever works through a mortise in

the style of the gate, and a tenon on the end of

it enters a mortise in the bolt. To support the

lever a piece of wood is mortised into the upper

rail of the gate opposite the first pale, having

a mortise to receive the lever, which is held in

its place by a wooden pin. This is the only

fastening the lever needs. The lower ends of

the bolts are received in a mortise in a piece of

2-inch plank (e), 20 to 24 inches long, which is

spiked to two locust posts set in the ground at

the proper point. The plank is bevelled in two

directions and kept well oiled, so that when the

gate shuts, the bolts will readily slide over it

and drop into the mortise, which should be half

an inch wider than the bolts. The hole in the

plank should be over the space between the

posts to which it is spiked, to facilitate clearing

it from dirt. The gate is hung to swing either

A Double Entrance Gate.

An impracticable gate, one difficult to open
and equally troublesome to shut, is a very com-
mon thing, but its frequent occurrence makes it

none the less annoying. There are several

"self-opening" gates upon the construction of

which a great deal of ingenuity and machinery

DOUBLE ENTRANCE GATE.

way, and is easily uufastened by depressing the

handle of the lever ; it will fasten itself when it

swings to again. Doct. B. says if there is any

better fastening for a double gate he would like

to have it communicated to our readers.

How to Get the Boys to Stay on the Farm.

The exodus is not yet arrested. We have

been doing our best for ten years to make the

labors of the farm attractive and profitable, so

that the old homestead might at least retain one

of the sons, and remain in the family. The la-

bor has not been lost, for no business in the

country has maile more substantial and visible

progress during this period. AVe have our

State and County Fairs well organized and

doing a good work in all parts of the Northern

States; we have model farms and farmers,

better drainage, better implements, better till-

age, and larger crops, in part as a consequence
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of the good seed that has been sown in these

pages. Yet the outflow from the farm goes on,

and about as many boys are strapping their

trunks and saying good-bye to the farm, this

fall, as ever. Some few of the number have their

faces turned in the right direction, but many, we
know, are making a great mistake, and have
before them much less of thrift and happiness

than they could find in the calling of their fa-

thers. This restless spirit is owing somewhat,

doubtless, to the general diffusion of education

among the masses, to that love of adventure

which is a characteristic of the Yankee race, and
to the apparent profitableness of other callings.

-But with all due allowance for these things,

there are causes still at work upon the farm that

early alienate the affections of the boys, and
drive them to other pursuits. The boys catch

new ideas much more rapidly than their fathers,

and, with the impulsiveness of youth, want to

test them. They go to the fairs, and see the fine

stock, the new tools, the premium fruits aud
vegetables. They read the papers, if they have
them at home, and if they have not, they borrow
them. Agricultural papers are greatly multi-

plied, and no religious or political paper quite

does its duty without furnishing a column or

two, weekly, of agricultural matter for its read-

ers. People who read at all cannot very well

keep themselves in the dark in regard to the

changes that are coming over our husbandry.

If the father keeps up with the times, has agri-

cultural papers and books, reads, thinks, and
practices, he retains the confidence of his boys,

and can readily guide them. But if he is a man
of routine, and keeps in the ruts, the boys soon

become disgusted with farming. They do not

want to break their backs over the scythe, when
a mowing machine can do the work better, and
at a lithe of the expense. They want tedders,

horse-rakes, and horse hay-forks. They want
subsoil plows, tile drains, and barn cellars.

They want blood stock in the stable, and in the

sty. They want to move a little faster, and to

do business on a little larger scale. The boys
have the facts and the argument on their side,

and if 3'ou waut to retain them upon the farm,

you must keep up with the times, and make
farming a live business. The subsoil plow has

spoiled the ruts for this generation.

Another thing, the boys want an interest in

the business, aud the sooner 3-011 give them an
investment in the farm or its stock, the more
likely you will be to make farmers of them.

It is true, the law gives you a right to the avails

of their labors until they reach their majority.

It may be true that these services are no more
than a fair compensation for the expenses of

their childhood. The intercourse of parents and
children should not always be graduated by the

legal scale. You do-not want your son for a ser-

vant, but for a companion, and a support in your
declining years. You want to attach him by affec-

tion: and interest to- the soil that he cultivates.

Begin, then, early to identify- his interests with
your business, as ifhe was under no obligations to

you. If he fancies stock, give him what he likes,

and let the increase be his. Especially encour-
age him to plant orchards or vineyards of the

finest varieties of fruit. Teach him to bud,
graft, prune, ripen, and market, all the fruits of

your climate. Furnish him with all the books
and facilities that he needs to study and to prac-

tice pomology and horticulture. If properly en-

couraged, he will take an interest in these things

very early, and before he is old enough to think

of leaving your roof, his tastes will be formed,

and his course in life will be determined. His

heart will go down into the soil with the roots

of every fruit tree that he plants, and the or-

chards and gardens of the old homestead, or

of another close by, will be his paradise, from

which nothing but necessity can drive him.

Walks and Talks on the Farm—No. 47.

Sheep can be bought in this section for nearly

half what they could be sold for at this time last

year. And yet, low as wool is, it is worth nearly

as much as it was a year ago. Then the depres-

sion in the wool market was thought to be merely

temporary, and wool growers hoped for remun-

erative prices in the future. Now, however,

there is a general feeling that wool will rule low

for some years, and many farmers are selling

their sheep at any price that is offered. Butter

and cheese pay better than wool growing, aud

thousands will quit the business in disgust. Ob-

serving men predicted such a result during the

sheep fever, and were laughed at as old fogies.

If the best time to engage in a business is when
others are leaving it, the present is a good time

to buy sheep. It would be strange if the United

States, with its almost unlimited extent of terri-

tory, should not raise its' own wool, and if we
are to raise wool, we can "hardly expect to see a

time when sheep can be bought at lower rates.

The duty on wool is now as high as we can reas-

onably ask for, and if there is any business in

which we can compete with the cheap labor of

foreign countries, it is in wool-growing. There

is less labor required to raise a dollar's worth of

wool than to raise a dollar's worth of any other

farm product. It is not so much the cheap labor

of other countries that the wool-grower has to

fear, as the cheap land, and the low rates at

which so concentrated an article as wool can be

transported. And this competition with cheap

laud we cannot escape from. Those of us who
have farms that cost $100 to $150 per acre must

compete with the farmer on the prairie, who
paid only $1.25. If we cannot compete with him

in growing wool, we must grow something else,

the freight on which affords us sufficient protec-

tion. Buffalo skins are high, but I do not think,

when land is worth $100 an acre, we can raise

buffaloes, and feed them for four or five years

simply for the skins. If we wish to engage in

this kind of business, we must seek cheaper land.

I do not say that we cannot keep sheep on

land worth $100 an acre, simply for their wool,

for the probabilities are that the profits cannot

be very large. Take one of my three year old

Merino wethers that I sold the other day for $2.75,

and how much do 3'ou suppose it has cost to feed

him ? He sheared four pounds the first year,

and five poituds the next, and five pounds'this

3
rear—say fourteen pounds. I sold the first two

clips for 60 cents. The last clip is not sold, but

would not bring more than 40 cents. This sheep

therefore has brought me in, say $2.40 for the

first year, $3.00 for the second year, and $2.00

for the third year—$7.40 in all. The sheep sold

for $2.75, so that the gross receipts for three and

a half years' keep amount to $10.15. "Washing,

shearing, tying up the wool, and marketing the

three clips, would cost 50 cents, aud it will be

liberal to say that I have received $9.65 for feed

and attendance. Now, such a sheep would prob-

ably consume in three
3
rears and a half, a ton of

hay, or its equivalent. Of course he was not fed

exclusively on hay, and I only put it in this form

to enable us to get some idea of the amount of

food such a sheep would eat. An acre of good
clover would furnish food enough for half a dozen

of such sheep for a year—part mown and part

grazed. To keep a sheep three years and a half,

therefore, we should need as much food as seven

twelfths of an acre would produce in a year. In

other words, this sheep which has brought me
$9.65, has eaten food equal to what could be

obtained from a little over half an acre of good

clover. This makes a better show for the profit

of wool-growing than I expected, and when we
take into consideration the fact that the manure
will do nearly as much good as if the clover had
been plowed under, I am not sure that there is

any kind of stock which, for the care and labor

bestowed, will pay much better.

The time has arrived in our agriculture, how-
ever, when we must bestow more care and la-

bor in feeding stock, and enriching our land. I

think farmers are becoming convinced of this.

High prices are a great incentive to improve-

ment. We can all see that if our farms were in

condition, we could make monejr
. I was on a

farm, the other day, where the wheat crop went
371

! » bushels per acre, and being very clean anil

nice, was all sold to the neighbors for seed, at

$2.75 per bushel. Most of us, on land natural!}

just as good, only raise 15 bushels per acre, ami
that not of the best qualit}-. In a ride of some
twenty-five miles, through two of the best

towns in this count3r
, in search of some good

seed wheat, this was the only wheat I found that

was clean ! It may be that I did not happen to

fall iu with the right men. One farmer, who
has always been noted for careful culture, aud
who, I was told, would have clean seed if it was
to be found, had wheat no better than my own.
" I have had such dirty wheat," he said, and I

do not doubt it, for, on going to the barn, where
he had been cleaning some thirty or forty bush-

els for seed, there were lying on the floor five or

six bushels of stricken grains and foul stuff

that had been cleaned out. This was on one of

the best wheat farms in the State. Unfortunately

such cases are not rare. Where one farm has

improved during the past five 3
rears, ten have

run clown. Uncertainty in regard to future

prices, and the scarcity and inefficiency of la-

borers are among the chief causes of th ; s deplor-

able state of affairs. I did not see during the

whole ride a single dean piece of corn. Most of

the corn was cut up, and in every case the rows
could be traced by weeds running to seed, and
not unfrequently the whole land was covered

with weeds from six inches to three feet in

night. In a dry season, like* the present, it—is

not easy to understand how land could get so

foul, where even nothing more than ordinary

cultivation is emplo3'ed. Next spring, this land

will be sown with barle3r
, followed by wheat in

the fall. Is it to be wondered at that clean wheat
is so scarce? Many farmers plow their land

twice for wheat after the barley is off, and har-

row, roll, and cultivate their land veiy nicety, in

order to get it clean aud mellow. But this does

comparatively little good. The time to clean

land for wheat is while it is iu corn. If it can-

not be made thoroughly clean with one corn

crop, plant it two 3-ears in succession, and culti-

vate it every week or ten days from the time

the rows can be traced till the com is set. You
will then have clean wheat.

There are two objects in working laud. First,

to kill weeds, and second, to enrich it by pro-

moling decomposition, and rendering it capable

of absorbing ammonia from, the atmosphere.

These chemical changes require time. Ifyou have

two heaps of manure piled up last spring, and

one heap has been turned over three times during

four or five months, and the other has not been
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turned at all, the one would be well rotted, and

in fine condition to put on the land, while the

other would most likely be lumpy, with some

parts heated too much, and others not fermented

at all. Now then, if you should make a spas-

modic effort to get this last heap into good con-

dition, and should turn Hover a few days before

you wished to use it, three times or even sis

times, do you suppose the heap would be as

fine, and as well rotted, and as rich as the other"?

So far as enriching the land is concerned, stir-

ring it over three or four times in as many days,

does comparatively little good. Such treatment

may be necessary to get the land ready for the

seed, but by doing the work all at one time, you

lose one of the chief advantages of working the

laud. It should be understood that decomposi-

tion or oxidation in the soil or in a manure

heap is a kind of slow combustion. Now, any

good housewife who bakes in an old-fashioned

brick oven proceeds in strict accordance with

scientific principles. She turns the fire from

one side in the oven to the other, and thus ex-

poses the black embers to the air, and when

there are all aglow, she exposes another por-

tion. If she should neglect to do this till the

bread was all ready, and then should knock the

fire back and forth half a dozen times in as

many minutes, she would exhibit no more

sense than her husband, who is, with plows,

harrows, and cultivators, trying to get his laud

ready for wheat in a hurry. In heating the

oven, the fire heats the opposite side from that

on which the wood is placed, and so in the field

the effect of working the land is not felt wholly

on the first crop, but on those which follow.

Cultivating corn benefits the crop. This is not

all ; its effects will be felt for two or three years.

The Doctor says, he "never knew a man to sell

his farm who did not regret it." This is perhaps

staling it a little too strong. But being one of

the oldest pastors iu Western New York, he has

had good opportunities for observation. I think

men engaged in other pursuits, who buy farms,
%

expecting to find nothing but pleasure and pro-

fit iu agriculture, are generally very glad of an

opportunity to dispose of them. Such men sel-

dom regret selling. But with a farmer the case

is very different. He either sells because he

thinks he can buy a better or cheaper farm, or

because he is tired of farming, and proposes to

live in the city. In the latter case he is almost

certain to wish himself back again on the farm.

I heard of such a case the other day. A farmer

was offered last spring what he thought a high

price for his farm, and accepted the offer, think-

ing he could live comfortably in the city on the

interest of the money. After trying it six or

eight months, he offered the purchaser $1000 to

let him have the farm back agaiu, giving him
the summer crops and the wheat into the bar-

gain. A farmer who sells expecting to buy an-

other farm, finds it not so easy to suit himself as

he expected. If you must sell the better plan is

to know beforehand where you are going.

Like some of the other editors of I he Agri-

culturist, I have been enjoying a rather long

vacation the past summer. I look it at home
—in the "stump lot!" We have had aright

good time, pulling up slumps, piling old logs,

tearing up the bushes, and making lots of bon-

fires. We have cleared about twenty-five acres

of land tliat was chopped over fifteen or twenty
years ago, aud which has been allowed to run

pretty much to waste ever since. It had never

been plowed, and probably never seeded. The
drier portions afforded good sweet pasture, but

not much of it. The low, mucky parts were

occupied almost exclusively with tall, rank

weeds, sedge, rushes and logs. It was a rough

looking place to take a plow and team into, but

we managed to strike out a couple of furrows

and then worked on both sides of them, remov-

ing stumps, rotten logs, etc., and piling them in

heaps on the plowed land. I believe I knew

what a "rolling hitch" was before ; at all events

I do now ! But my performances did not es-

cape good-natured criticism from some of the

old settlers. It was said that I should bum up

all the land, and even the Deacon thinks the

new ditch I am digging through it, from the

creek, " will drain the creek instead of the land."

There may be some truth in this. But what of

it ? The only outlet for the water is the creek.

It can go no where else, and if when the creek

is high the water flows on to me, when it low-

ers it will flow off rapidly. It will not be as

stagnant as it was before the ditch was dug. I

have burnt some of the land—did it on purpose.

I had* three acres of the roughest land, where

it was almost impossible to turn over the tough

sod, and where the plow pulled up the old

sedge roots and much soil into heaps. I set fire

to the whole thing and the "burnt district" is

now the smoothest laud in the field. " But will

it not spoil the land ? " I think not. " Paring

and Burning " is an old practice for enriching

land. Hundreds of acres are burnt, or charred,

every year in England. At all events the land

produced nothing of any value before, and it

can scarcely be any worse now. I have sown

the drier portions of the field to wheat, sowing

Timothy seed with it, and the rest I have sown

with Timothy alone, at the rate of a peck pet-

acre. The work could doubtless have been

done better,' but at Ml events it is done. And if

I had let it lie as it was for another twenty

years, it is not probable that I should have done

it then to the entire satisfaction of every passer-

by. The whole, I think, has not cost me over

$10.00 an acre, and if the drier portions of the

land produce a fair crop of wheat, it will more

than pay the whole expense, and I am mistaken

if the low laud will not yield some tall Timothy.

This low land was in front of the house, and

was an eyesore. There were three or four

" knolls " in the field, but they were hid by

brush. Since we have pulled up the bushes

and cut down some of the young trees, this ris-

ing ground comes into view, and the whole field

seems to have risen up tenor fifteen feet! I

dare not tell an old farmer so, but between you

and me I think this effect as viewed from the

front piazza is worth at least $20 a year, or

more than the interest on the whole cost, A
fine view has a cheering, invigorating influence

on any man who can appreciate it. It gives

tone to the mind. A farmer, more thau most

meu, needs pluck, faith iu himself aud iu nature,

and above all patience. He must wait for re-

sults, and while doing so it is important thai

his surroundings should be as pleasant as he

can afford to make them. A cheerful, healthy

location, is of more value than a fine house.

" I thought you advocated small farms and

thorough cultivation," said a visitor some time

since, in a tone that implied a doubt as to my
consistency. "Thai field of corn," I replied,

"has been cultivated ten times. Is not that

thorough cultivation?" "Yes, but you have a

i farm." " That depends upon circumstances.

A ' truck ' grower near New York, who funis

ten acres enough, would call it large, while Mr.

Alexander, of Illinois, would call it a mere pad-

dock for young calves, to run and graze in." It is

a mistake, however, to class me with those who
indiscriminately advocate small farms. I have

never said that it was better to have a small farm

than a large one,provided you have sufficient cap-

ital and experience. The cost offences on a small

farm is far greater per acre than on a large one.

The amount of land occupied by them is pro-

portionally much greater. You cannot plow,

harrow, cultivate, mow, or reap, (with a ma-

chine.) to as great advantage. In cultivating

corn on a small field, you injure a greater pro-

portion in turning at the headlands thau you

would in a large field. One of my Dutchmen,
to whom I was paying $1.30 per day, said he

must have $1.75. I asked him how much he

got in the old country, and, after considerable

cross-questioning, he admitted that that he only

received $8.00 a month and board. Now, hith-

terto the price of many of our farm products,

such as wheat, corn, cheese, butter, and pork,

has been determined by the price in the Europ-

ean markets, and we have received for them

what they will sell for there, less the cost or

transportation, commission, insurance, dockage,

etc. Iu other words, we have to compete with

the cheap labor of Europe. How can we do

this? We have had cheap land, and we have

been able to grow crops without payiug much
attention to manure. This is still true of a con-

siderable extent of country in the Western States

at the present time. But as compared with the

States on the Atlantic, this advantage is in part

counterbalanced by the expense of transporta-

tion. Much of our land is now no richer or bet-

ter in any respect than that inEurope. We shall

have to manure as highly- as they do, pay at

least double the wages, and sell our produce iu

the same market. True, we have cheaper laud,

but this is in part counterbalanced by a higher

rate of interest for money. The only advantage

we have is that we make our labor more efficient

by the use of better tools, implements, and ma-

chinery, directed by active and intelligent men.

We cannot use machinery to its fullest ex-

tent and with the greatest economy on a small

farm. We shall have larger farms. The ten-

dency is already- apparent. We may deplore it,

and argue against it, but cannot stop it. For-

tunately we have a country almost bouudless,

and we can have large farms here, if anywhere.

It is certainly far better to have a small farm

highly cultivated than to have a large one half

tilled. But a large farm may be cultivated as

highly as a small one—aud at less expeuse per

acre. In England, as a rule, the largest farmers

are the best farmers. One of the most highly culti-

vated farmsl ever saw contained over 3000 acres,

aud I do not recollect ever seeing a farm of fifty

acres or less, that would at all compare with the

more liberally managed large farms. This is

very different from what it is here, and one main

reason is, a deficiency of working capital.

Peart, the butcher, who is a close observer,

aud has gone the rounds for a great many years,

thinks the permanent meadows iu this section

are rapidly deteriorating. "It will not do," he

says, "to keep them down so long. When Ren

jamiu bought his farm, it had been in grass for

fifteen years, aud the meadows produced a kind

of June grass with a little Timothy not over a

fool high, hardly worth mowing. I told him

the farm was not run down, only neglected. He
plowed it up, worked it well, put on plenty of

plaster, and now see what a lot of stuff he

raises! I know of several such cases, and you

will Hud, this year especially, that all the heavy

grass is on the meadows most recently seeded."
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HORT-HORN BULL "CONJURER," 5470. — FkOM A PHOTOGRAPH.

—

Engravedfor the American Agriculturist.

Short-horn Cattle.

Our engraving is from a photograph lately

taken of the magnificent Short-horn bull Con-
jurer, A. H. B., 5476, owned by Mr. Geo. F.

Wilson, of East Providence, R. I. He is a red
roan, was bred by Mr. T. L. Harison, of Motley,
St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., was three years old

Jan. 26th, and weighs now, in moderate flesh,

1960 lbs. His sire is Hotspur, 4030 ; dam, Curds,

by Barington, 1229, etc. Hotspur was by
Duke of Gloster, (11,382) 2763, one of the best

bulls ever imported, out of Daphue, by Harold.
"We have never before attempted to engrave

a Short-horn from a photograph. The one
from which the above is copied was sent to us.

It shows in a measure the distorted foreshorten-

ing so common in large photographs, yet has so

much of the grandeur and nobility of the ani-

mal in it that we have essayed to reproduce it

as accurately as possible. The bull is not coarse

in the head, and his muzzle is remarkably fine.

The visitor at our State and County Pairs,

is always attracted by some representatives of

the Short-horn breed. This can perhaps boast a
less antiquity than any other distinct race of
British cattle, and has, besides, more decidedly

artificial characteristics. The stock from which
the improved breed has sprung was that of the

counties of York, Lincoln, Northumberland,
and Durham. These cattle were famous for

their early maturity, large size, quick fattening,

and smallness of offal, and large yield of milk.

They became famous, and were taken to all parts

of the kingdom, while the breeders of that and

other regions were stimulated to still more

careful selection and judgment in breeding.

The aim with Short-horn breeders has ever

been to raise animals which would grow rapid-

ly, attain a large size, and fatten easily. It is,

therefore, preeminently a beef producing race.

Deep milkers are occasionally found among the

Short-horns, but the production of milk has

been ignored by eminent breeders, in perfecting

the beef points. Crosses of the Short-horns with

common stock or other breeds, are often very

large milkers, and almost always quick feeders.

The Short-horn bull is the noblest and most

majestic of his kind. The cow is the most,

queenly, the most perfect in form, and, consider-

ing her great size, the finest in bone ; and as

the race excells in "handling" qualities, it

has, naturally, more admirers than au}r other.

Animals of a very similar character to the

Short-horns, were introduced into this country

as early as 1783, but it was not until 1791 that

the first authentic importations were made.

Since that time, until the rinderpest laws were

passed, frequently, and, latterly, almost every

year, some of these animals have been imported.

Much of this stock has been carefully bred, and

the animals are as good as any of their race,

while some of it has run out to a great extent,

so that, though sprung from the best blood,

majy of the animals are really inferior.

The Short-horns are of large size, red, white,

or white and red, in color, the mixture being

most common and most prized. The head is

small, the muzzle moderately fine, the nose

nearly white, the horn waxy, small, and, in

cows, usually turned downward, or pointing

forward and toward each other. The brisket pro-

jects forward, is very deep, and almost free

from dewlap. The neck is fine, and free also

from superfluous skin. The chest has great

depth and width. The shoulder is very well

developed, and covered with muscle, and the

lines from the shoulder over the crops, back

and loin are very full and fine. The carcass is

round, the ribs extending far back, the hips

wide, pelvis large and broad, the tail at the roots

strong, but rapidly tapering, and veiy fine at the

brush. . The lines of the back and belly are

nearly straight. The hide is soft and mellow,

yielding and elastic to the touch, and the hair is

soft and abundant. The beef of the Short-horns

is not equal to that of several of the other breeds,

but they are very profitable animals to the

feeder, because they grow and fatten so rapidly,

and to the butcher and consumer, because they

have so little offal. The breeders have endeav-

ored constantly to increase the most valuable

parts, and to reduce those of the least value.
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The Hoop-petticoat Narcissus.

(Narcissus Bulbocodiu m.)

Among the bulbs enumerated iu the books

and catalogues, there are some that we very sel-

dom see in cultivation ; one of these is the little

y.ircmus Bulbocodium. The reason for its rare

occurrence may be that the dealers in their cata-

logues usually say " fine for pot culture," -which

leads to the inference that it will not do well out

of doors. It is true, it is an excellent bulb for

pots, but it will flower if treated like other

spring bulbs, where the climate is not very se-

vere. Our figure is taken from a plant

that we found last spring in the collection

of Mr. I. Buchanan. Mr. B. has a great

fancy for old things which have, for the

most part, gone out of fashion, and we
seldom visit his place without seeing

something that is novel because it is so old.

The engraving gives the leaves and

flowers of the natural size Tiie flower

is of a lively yellow, very delicate in

texture, and of a shape that is well ex-

pressed by its popular name. Those who
limit their list of spring bulbs to Hya-
cinths, Tulips, and Crocuses, are not

aware how much it may be extended.

Grape Cuttings in the Open Air.

Mr. Wm. Patrick, of Terre Haute,

Iud., furnished us for the Horticultural

Annual for 1S67, an account of his meth-

od of starting grape cuttiugs without the

aid of artificial heat. Several have ex-

perimented with this process, and have
been much pleased with the results. At
Mr. J M. M'CuIlough's', near Cincinnati,

we saw good plants of Norton's Virginia

—a variety notoriously difficult to start

even in the propagating house—success-

fully grown by this method. As the

present month is the one in which the

cuttings are to be prepared, we reproduce

here the substance of Mr. Patrick's article:

"Before the ground freezes, I make the

cuttings, from four to six inches long,

with one or two eyes on each. I prefer to

have two eyes, as such cuttings seem to

be better able to withstand the drouth we
are apt to have the last of May or the

first of Juue. The cuttings are tied in

bundles of about fifty each, and then-

lower ends are puddled by dipping them half

their length in mud made of loamy soil mixed

witli water to about the consistency of cream.

A cold frame has been previously prepared with

good sandy loam, but not rich. In this I place

the cuttings, top end down, and sprinkle in fine

earth, so as to fill all the spaces in and between

the bundles. The crevices all being filled, suf-

ficient earth is put over the cuttings to cover

them about four inches deep, and they are left

iu this condition until they have been rained

upon, and it begins to freeze. I then cover the

bed with a mulch of leaves or straw, and over

this put a shelter of boards. If I wish to plant

early in the spring, I remove the boards and

mulch, and place a sash over the bed, taking

care to leave an opening for ventilation ; water

is to be given as needed. In about live weeks

the cuttings will almost all be found to have

formed roots from oue to three inches long,

while the buds are just ready to burst.

11 The cuttings are now iu a condition in which

they require careful handling, and they should

not be allowed to dry. I usually 3et them, as

they are taken from the frame, in a bucket con-

taining some water, and in this way carry them
to the place where they are to be planted. In

planting, I set the cuttings so that the upper eye

is just below the surface, and press the soil firmly

around them. Treated in this manner they will

nearly all grow and make very strong vines.

" If there is no cold frame at hand, another

plan may be followed. The cuttings, being pre-

pared as above directed, are buried, lower end

up, and four inches deep, in some place sloping

towards the south, with the ends inclining to-

wards the south ; they are to be covered with a

two eyes each, and set with the upper bud just

at the surface of the ground. We should judge
from the appearance of the bed that the failures

were less than ten per cent.

hoop-petticoat narcissus.—(Narcissus Bitibocodium

mulch, in the same manner as described for

those in cold frames. The mulch is removed in

the spring and the earth exposed to the sun.

Cuttings treated in this way will not be quite so

early as those in frames, but I think they are

about as good. There is some danger that those

in frames may get too much advanced before

the ground is read}' to receive them.
" By either of the above plans, Delawares

can be grown, and make fine plants.

"Sometimes, when roots have not started on

the cuttings, I remove, with a sharp knife, a

small strip of bark, one or two inches long,

from opposite sides of the cutting at its lower

end. This is done just as they are planted, as

they should not be exposed to the air. Cuttings

so treated will usually throw out a mass of roots

along the edge of the cut, if the surface of the

wood is not injured, and make strong plants."

Mr. Knox is very successful with the Cm-
cord and such freely rooting kinds, by simply

setting out the cuttings in rows and heavily

mulching during winter to prevent the frosl

from throwing them out. The cuttings an

What Trees to Plant on the Roadside.

No better rule can be given than to choose the

best varieties that flourish in the neighboring
forests. The "White Elm, (Ulmus Americana,)
and the Sugar Maple, (Acer saecharinum,) are

more commonly planted in New England than
others, because they are very fine trees, and

bear removal well. They can be taken

from the forest without previous prepara-

tion, and with careful handling are quite

sure to live. But tap-rooted trees are quite

as sure to die, unless they are taken from
the nurseries, or have a previous root

pruning in the fprest. Nursery grown
trees are much more likely to live, and in

the end are generally cheaper if they are

in the immediate vicinity. They are

much better furnished with fine, fibrous

roots, and are already accustomed to the

sun. We would add to the list of trees

for the wayside the White Oak, (Quercus

alba,) the White-wood, (Liriodendroa

Thiiipifera,) the White Beech, (Fagits

Americana,) the Black Walnut, (Juglaus

nigra,) the Hickories, etc., and, where it

is possible to protect them, the Ever-

greens, especially the Spruces. The
White and Norway Spruces and the

Hemlock, where they can be kept from

the depredations of cattle, make a very

beautiful border to the highway. The
most of these trees flourish in the West,

besides others nearly or quite as desirable.

The Kentucky Coffee-tree, the Catalpa,

with its snowy white blossoms, the Sweet

..Gum or Bilsted, the deciduous Magnolias,

are admirable trees for the West. The

South has treasures peculiar to itself, as

well as many of the magnificent trees

that flourish in our northern climate.

What could be a more appropriate

adornment for the village street, or the

plantation avenue, than the Magnolia

grandiflora, or the live oaks, which

flourish iu their bottom lands, and are

every year destroyed by the new clearings

for cotton, as if they were rubbish ? The

South would be rich in ornamental trees

if it had nothing more than these, which are

worth a journey across a continent to see.

We by no means advise a restriction to the

trees we have named, but have simply indicated

them as available for the planter's purposes.

Variety is as desirable by the roadside as in the

park or pleasure ground. It is by no means a

difficult thing to make an arboretum of decid-

uous trees along the wayside. If a whole

neighborhood could be waked up to the enter-

prize, il would be quite desirable to attempt it.

There are more than a hundred desirable decid-

uous trees upon our nursery catalogues, many

of them foreign ones, quite as hard)' and beau-

tiful as our native trees, and no more expensive.

And if the nursery is to lie the source of supply,

it is better to have a variety. The Norway and

Sycamore Maples are quite as tine trees as our

native maples, and t lie oaks and elms of British

soil tlourish quite as well here as at home. It

would do much lor the intelligence and good

taste of a town to undertake an enterprise of

this kind. It would redeem many a waste by

the wayside. Tie- wilderness and solitary place
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would be glad for such labors. Future genera-

tions will rise up and call the planters blessed.

Apples for Vinegar.—The high revenue

tax upon whiskey has made a change in vine-

gar making. When whiskey was at a low
price, it was largely converted into vinegar, and
cider vinegar was a rarity. Now Pomona
claims her own again, and cider vinegar with

all its superior aroma is in demand. Some
apple growers find it more profitable to convert

the greater part of their crop into vinegar in

preference to barreling it as fruit.

Mr. J. D. 6. Nelson, of Indiana, stated at the

recent meeting of pomologists, at St. Louis,

that he never allowed windfalls to remain on
the ground in his orchard more than one day.

This not only prevented the increase of insects,

but the fruit being converted into vinegar

yielded him profitable returns. Whenever ap-

ples brought less than a dollar a bushel, he pre-

ferred to make vinegar rather than sell the fruit.

» « III i fr » w T «

Clapp's Favorite Pear.

This variety was at first extolled by some in a

manner that seemed extravagant, and by others

denounced as a nearly valueless addition to our

list of fruits. It has proved to be nearly, if not

quite, all its introducers claimed for it, and now
that the trees may be obtained at comparatively

moderate prices, we can commend it to those

who wish to increase the number of their choice

varieties. This pear originated in Dorchester,

Mass., and is supposed to be a cross between

All

1

CLAPP'S favorite pear,

the Bartlett and Flemish Beaut}'. The tree is a

fine grower and strongly resembles the Flemish

Beauty in habit. The fruit is of good size,

somewhat resembling the Bartlett in shape, be-

ing frequently broader at the neck than the one
from which our drawing was taken. The skin,

when fully ripe, is yellow, with a red shade on

the sunny side, making it a very showy fruit.

In quality it is much better than the Bartlett,

being very sweet, and perfumed, without the dis-

agreeable muskiness that variety so often has, and

besides it ripens about a week or ten days earlier.

A Raid Into Missouri,

The meeting of the Pomological Society, at

St. Louis, allowed those from the East to

see something of Missouri as a fruit growing

State. That many parts of the State present

superior advantages for vine culture has been

made known through the writings of Husmann,
Munch, and others, but probably few were pre-

pared to see other fruits in such perfection. We
speak not only of the specimens on exhibition,

but of the unselected fruit as we saw it in the

markets, and on the trees in the orchards.

A large party visited the fruit farm of E. R.

Mason, Esq., at Webster Grove, about nine

miles from St. Louis. The grapes were mainly in

excellent condition, though some vines, as well as

most of his apple and pear trees, had suffered

from the attacks of grasshoppers. Concord, Crev-

eling, Delaware, and other standard varieties,

were grown for market, but the chief interest

centered in his specimen vines of kinds less gen-

erally known. We noticed particularly fine

Alvey, Maxatawney, and Rogers' No. 4. The
last named variety is properly regarded by

Mr. Mason, as it is by most other growers,

as one from which much is to be expected.

The gentlemen who visited Mr. Mason gave

expression to their gratification at his

success in fruit culture, as well as to their

appreciation of the hospitality with which

they were entertained. Through the com-
bined courtesies of Mr. Husmann and the

Pacific R. R. Co., a party of nearly a hun-

dred visited Hermann, which has long

been known as one of the principal cen-

ters of grape culture in this country.

Hermann is about 80 miles from St.

Louis, among the bluffs of the Missouri

River, and seems to be a most favored

spot for fruit growing. Were it not

celebrated for its grapes, it would be for

its peaches, and were its peaches less fine,

we could sound the praises of its apples

and pears. There may be such peaches

elsewhere as grow at Hermann, but we
k have yet to see them. Mr. Husmaun's

|||,
vineyards and wine cellars were duly

IH^ inspected, nor were his orchards neglect-

ed
;

probably not since General Price

visited Hermann, has there been such a

raid upon its products. Mr. H.'s grape

crop was generally good, his favorites,

the Norton's Virginia and Concord, be-

ing the leading varieties. Here, as at

the other vineyards we visited, we made
notes for future use. «Mr. Rommel's vine-

wgff yard showed the finest crops of Norton
wm and Catawba that we saw, and here were
y also specimens of some new varieties. We

visited also the grounds of Melchior Poe-

schel, Poeschel & Scherer, and Mr. Lassal,

where the grape was being successfully

grown. A sail up the Missouri, then very

low and full of snags, of sixteen miles,

brought us to Bluffton, where a large tract of

land has been secured by the Bluffton Wine
Company. This company, of which Mr. Hus-

mann is President, is composed of some of the

responsible capitalists of the State, and has for

its object the development of grape growing on

eas)' term3 to actual settlers. It owns some of

the best grape lands in the State, which are

situated upon a singularly romantic portion of

the river. Already extensive propagating houses

are built, and the enterprise is being pushed

with, energy. Of course, at a new place like

this, matters were a little in the rough, but the

exertions of Mr. Sam. Miller, the Superintendent,

and Mr. Wesselhoft, the Agent, were equal to

the disposal and care of a large party.

The Ailanthus, Economically and Horti-

culturally Considered,

This journal has been one of the few, if not

the only one, that has defended the Ailanthus

from indiscriminate condemnation ; and we are

glad to find that evidence in favor of our position

is accumulating. We do not claim that it is the

best tree to grow everywhere, but do hold that

its merits—those of growing in the poorest soil,

and of tenacity of life, are qualities that give it a

real value in many places. Many j
rears ago the

steep hills near Cincinnati were sown with

Ailanthus by the direction of the late Nicholas

Longworth. The prime object was to prevent

the washing down of the hill-sides, which was

accomplished, but another purpose was served.

In a year of fuel famine, the growth afforded a

most welcome supply of firewood to the poorer

people who dwelt on the outskirts of the city,

and this without interfering with the original

object, as it is scarcely possible to kill an Ail-

anthus by cutting it down—it rather likes it.

Mr. J M. M'Cullough, nurseryman of Cin-

cinnati, informs us that he depended upon

the Ailanthus for fuel all one winter, and

states that it burns readily when green or dry,

with a bright cheerful flame, gives off a great

deal of heat, and never throws out sparks.

There is another use to which Mr. M'C. puts

the wood, which is worth knowing—he finds it

to make most excellent vineyard stakes. He
says :

" For grape stakes it should be cut when
of suitable size, and allowed to season, and

before setting, the part coming in contact

with the ground should be well charred.

When this is clone, its durability will compare

favorably with any other grape stakes in use."

A live Horticultural Society.

We found a society of this stamp at Fort

Wayne, Ind., and as it is managed very much
to our taste, we hold it up as a model. It has

about two hundred members, fruit growers and

farmers of Fort Wayne and vicinity They have

a reading-room, library, and lecture-room in the

Court-house, where meetings are held weekly

on Saturday afternoons. The exercises consist

of essays or reports on horticultural topics, fol-

lowed by discussions. A good collection of

books has already been placed in the library,

and steps have been taken to procure a collec-

tion of birds, insects, etc., natives of the coun-

try, that are injurious to the farmer and horti-

culturist. They will be nicely prepared, named,

classified, and arranged in cases, for the instruc-

tion of members. The President of this Society

is Hon. J. D. G. Nelson, and the Secretary is

H. J. Rudissell. The average attendance at the

meetings is about twenty-five, though in the

winter, when farmers are at leisure, it is much
larger. The influence of such a society, with its

frequent meetings and exhibitions, in cultivat-

ing the horticultural taste of a people, -must be

happy, and we heartily wish that every city and
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village in the country bad such an association.

Every fruit grower has his peculiar experience

and difficulties, and it would be a great help to

him to have eas}' access to the experience of his

fellow workers. In such an association much
knowledge would be thrown into common
stock, and made available for all. It only needs

about a dozen men or women in a village, with

a decided taste for horticulture, to start such a

society, and to make it go. A room for meet-

ings, and the exhibition of fruits, flowers, and

vegetables, will be the largest item of expense.

"We think it exceedingly desirable that there

should be weekly free exhibitions, at least during

the summer and fall, where the members could

show their best products in their greatest per-

fection. These would attract attention, excite

interest, and spread the knowledge of new hor-

ticultural products in the community. In the

winter, a course of lectures in the cities would

be very desirable. Such a society, once organ-

ized, would almost take care of itself.

A "New" Old Yiolet-iViola cormiia.)

It is curious to see how fashions rule in flori-

culture as well as in other matters. Over three-

quarters of a century ago, the old Botanical

Magazine figured an unpretending looking violet,

from the Pyrenees,— Viola cornuta. For the

past two or three years the advertising columns

of the English horticultural papers have been

eloquent in the praise of this old plant, each

it. It remained in bloom from June to October,

aud was in all respects satisfactory. There was

no day in which there was not a profusion of

modest mauve-colored flowers. The past sea-

son has, however, been an unusually moist one,

aud we cannot infer from this year's experience

what it would do in our very dry summers.

Gen. Negley, of Pittsburgh, informs us that he

has been much pleased with this violet, while

Peter Henderson, of New Jersey, does not give

it high praise. The individual flowers do not

amount to much, though we figure one that our

readers may see what they are like. The great

merit of the plant is its free blooming character,

and the modest tone of its flowers.

VtOTA COnNUTA.

seedsman claiming that his was the "Original

Jacobs." Knowing that, in the words of the ad-

vertisers, "no place could bo complete" wlih-

oul a bed of this plant, we tried it this summer,

aud, much to our surprise, were pleased with

Notes on Grapes and Grape Culture.

In our visits to numerous vineyards, East and

"West, such a mass of notes has accumulated that

we are obliged to omit those relating to the less

known and less promising varieties, and give

only such as will interest the general cultivator.

Creveling.—We hear uniformly good accounts

of this wherever it has fruited. Mr. Knox had

a very large crop ready for market earl}' in Sep-

tember. The finest specimens were at the vine-

yard of Mr. E. R. Mason, "Webster Grove, Mo.,

where the bunches were more compact than we
have seen them elsewhere. Mr. Husmann pre-

dicts that the Creveling will be one of our lead-

ing wine grapes. It is certainly one of the best,

healthiest, aud most prolific, early varieties.

Norton's Virginia.—This is pre-

eminently the red wine grape of all

those that have been fully tested,

though it requires a long season to

perfect it, aud it will be limited to

particular localities. Vine healthy,

bears abundantly, but not so great

a weight of fruit as some others.

Mr. Rommel, of Hermann, had

particularly fine specimens. The
fruit sold last year in St. Louis at

224 cts. per lb. for wine-making.

C'ynthiana.—In general appear-

ance this resembles Norton, but the

berry is larger and more juicy.

Good judges consider that it makes

a better wine than that variety.

Ives' Seedling.—Perhaps no grape

at present excites more attention

than this. It originated with Mr
Ives, an amateur, in Cincinnati,

some thirty years ago. Col "War-

ing, of Indian Hill, cultivated the

vine for fifteen 3-ears, allowing the

grapes to be picked before they

were ripe. By accident a bunch

was allowed to remain until fully

matured, and it so commended it-

self to him that he commenced
propagating it, and soon establish-

ed a vineyard. Since it became

well known, it has spread witli re-

markable rapidity, and a great

number of acres have been planted

with it. The vine propagates 1 a 3-

ily, is hardy, healthy, and very pro-

ductive. The grape has some re-

semblance to the Isabella, when ful-

ly ripe is intensely sweet, and some-

what foxy. Though a recent writer has expressed

his doubts about its making wine, the Ohio pi 0-

ple think differently, and esteem it highly as a

wine grape. We asked an old German vigueron

if he were to plant a vineyard of a hundred

acres what vines he should set, and he replied

"25 acres each of Delaware and Norton's Vir-

ginia, and the rest in Ives' Seedling."

Martha.—We saw this in bearing at both

Pittsburgh and Hermann, In growth aud

healthfulness of foliage it much resembles the

Concord, of which it is a seedling. It appears

to be a good bearer; bunch medium or small,

berry medium, round, pale yellow, intensely

sweet and rather foxy.

Sogers' No. 4.—Those who have experiment-

ed with the Rogers' Hybrids seem to be settling

upon a few numbers as being desirable vari-

eties, and where a preference is expressed for a

single number, in the majority of cases it is

for No. 4. It is a largo black berry, and makes

a good sized bunch; sweet, and of very good

quality. Should it prove healthy and hardy

over a wide range of country, it will become a

formidable rival to the now popular Concord,

as it is a more showy and a better fruit.

Zona.—This year, the record of this, the best

of our native grapes, is all favorable. Except

in some localities, where from the excessive

rains, grapes have generally failed, the Iona has

done well. The poorest specimens we have

seen were in Missouri. In our talks with west-

ern grape growers we found that- plantations of

young vines had generally done well, and wo
cheerfully accord to Doct. Grant great praise

for this contribution to American grapes. We
once told him that it was equal to the best Ca-

tawba we ever saw. We now say that it is bet-

ter than the best Catawba, as we have (without

his knowledge,) tried them side by side,—the

only test that any native grape need fear is a

comparison with a well-ripened Catawba.—As

to the vine, previous years have given an ad-

verse report. This year the reports are much
better. Our position has always been that the

standing of any fruit should not be governed

by its success or failure in a single locality.

Concord.—This has generally done well, and

while we cannot put it in the list of best grapes,

it has a hardiness and prolific character that

entitle it to commendation. If one wishes to

raise grapes by the ton, the Concord will more

generally give the weight than any other that

we know of. On a given space of ground, one

can almost as surely calculate on a certain yield

of Concord grapes ashe can of a yield of corn.

Concords at five cents a pound will pay.

PROPAGATING THE BlACKHERRY AND RASr-

berry.—Those who wish to increase their stock

of plants can do it much more rapidly by mak-

ing root cuttings than by wailing for the natural

formation of suckers, and besides obtain much

better plants. In February (page 61) of the

present volume we gave a detailed account of

the manner of preparing the roots, and now

wish to call timely attention to that article, as

the present is the proper season to prepare for a

slock of young plants next spring. So valuable

was the information contained in this article

considered by the owner of a now raspberry,

that he scut Mr. Fuller a hundred dollars' worth

of his plants as an acknowledgment of the

benefit ho had derived from it.

The Peach and its Varieties. — It was

only a few years ago that horticulturists were

brought to admit that the Nectarine was only a

variety of the peach. M. Carriere, editor of

the Revue llortieole, had already suggested that

the Almond was also a variety of the peach,

and he now slates that there arespecimens at the

Paris Museum which prove this to lie the fact
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Green-house Shrubs in Common Culture.

of

There is one class of house plants that we see

much less frequently than we did many years

ago—the larger green-house shrubs that are not

veiy particular as to their treatment, and which,

being kept from year to year, become as much

a part of the household as the furniture. It

used to be common to see large plants

Orange, Lemon, Oleander, Pittospornm,

Laurestinus, etc., in both city and country

houses. Our modern modes of heating

have done away with most of these. They

will endure rough treatment of almost ev-

ery kind, save drying up. Those who have

rooms that can be kept about 45°, without

the dry heat of a coal stove or furnace, ican

do very well with the above named, and

even with Camellias. Summer blooming

shrubs are easily managed bjr wintering

them in the cellar. Among the most satis-

factory shrubs of this kind are the Ole-

ander, Pomegranate and Crape Myrtle. The

Oleander, so well known and so easily rais-

ed, is more generally grown than either of

the others. In St. Louis it is a common
plant on the market stands. The Pome-

granate is fine, both in foliage and flower,

and though less common in cultivation than

the Oleander, is much more frequently

met with than the Crape Myrtle. Any one

who has visited New Orleans and other

Southern cities in summer must have no-

ticed the great profusion of this plant in

the door yards and on the verandas. It

will not stand the winter with us, but it

may be enjoyed here if given proper pro-

tection during that season. The Crape

Myrtle, Lagerstrmmia Indica, is a native of

Southern Asia ; it is not a Myrtle, as its

popular name would indicate, but belongs

to the Loosestrife Family (LytJtracem.) Its

foliage is very clean and neat in appearance,

and its flowers, which are borne in clus-

ters at the ends of the branches, are of a

lively rose color, with purple and white

varieties. The petals are six, each on a

long claw or stalk, with the broad part sin-

gularly crumpled in such a manner as to

give the flowers an exceedingly beautiful

appearance. The engraving shows a flowering

branch of the natural size, but of course lacks

the color which gives to the plant so lively an
appearance. In the Southern States it needs no
protection, but at the North it must be wintered

in the cellar and somewhat closely pruned. The
Coral Tree, Erythrina Cnsta-gaUi, is another

very shcftvy plant that only needs winter pro-

tection to make a grand show in the summer.
The Oleander, Crape Myrtle, Pomegranate, and
Coral Tree, may be put in the open ground in

summer, but they particularly commend them-
selves to those city dwellers who have no
"grounds," as they may be grown in tubs or

boxes, to decorate the veranda in summer, and
allowed to pass their season of rest in the cellar.

i ^ Q w i

Books and Papers as Premiums.

soon forgotten. But a live book, treating of

practical matters, lying upon the shelf or the

center table, is a perpetual fountain of pleasure.

The paper that comes weekly or monthly,

freighted with profitable suggestions, is a happy
reminder of our success, and an incentive to do

better next year. Much as our farmers need

money, they need knowledge more. Nothing

pays so well as the knowledge of the best way

4th, of quince roots ; 5th, of pear grafted upon
these quince roots. Should these last named
grafts bear fruit true to its kind, it will puzzle

those who claim that the stock has an influence

upon the graft, as the sap will have passed

through the tissues of four other trees before

these grafts were .reached, and in two instances

through inverted tissues. The experiment is

also interesting in showing that roots may adapt

themselves to circumstances, and being ex-

posed to the air, become to all intents and

purposes like branches. We hope that

M. Verlot will keep watch of this remark-

able tree and let us know more of the re-

sults of one of the most interesting experi-

ments ever made in practical horticulture.

The American Pomological Society.

We are glad to notice the increase of this

pleasant and profitable custom. In the arrange-

ment of the horticultural premiums, what could

be more appropriate than a " Warder " for the

best collection of apples, or the Agriculturist

for one year for the best show of butter, or

"Gardening for Profit" for the best collection

of vegetables? The money secured in success-

ful competition at the fairs is pocketed, and

crape myrtle.—(Lagerstrmnia Indica.)

of doing things. The societies that disseminate

the most knowledge by means of their exhibi-

tions and their premiums will have the most

zealous supporters, and do most for agricultural

improvement. In the arrangemenfc-of the pre-

mium lists for another year, let us have a liberal

sprinkling of agricultural books and papers.

A Curious Experiment in Grafting.

In the Revue Horticole, for Sept., M. Verlot

gives an account of an experiment in grafting

that is so novel that we think it will interest

our readers. Two pear trees on quince roots

were united by inarching, and the roots (quince)

of one of the trees left exposed to the air. Of

course, in order to reach the quince roots of the

tree thus exposed, the sap had to go from the

other tree and traverse the tissues of the one

grafted upon it in a reverse direction. This it

did, and the quince root then put out quince

shoots three to four inches long. Upon the

branches of this root, now for a year exposed to

the air, pear grafts have been placed. Two of

these grafts have succeeded, so that now this

curious tree consists: 1st, of a quince root;

2d, a Beurre d'Arenburg pear ; 3d, a Beurre de

Charneu pear that was inarched into No. 2

;

The meeting held at St. Louis, in Sep-

tember, was both a success and a failure.

Socially, it was a success, as it afforded an

opportunity for long separated pomologists

to meet and exchange greetings ; it afford-

ed eastern men a view of one of the fine

cities of the West, and gave them a taste

of western hospitality, but beyond these its

results were meagre. In no spirit of fault

finding, but with the desire to avoid a sim-

ilarly unsatisfactory result at the next

meeting, we would make a few suggestions.

Let there be no exhibition of fruit in con-

nection with the meeting ; it serves only

to distract attention. If any member has a

new fruit, let him bring it up at the meeting,

and exhibit specimens at the same time.

We can see quite as good fruit shows with-

out going so far. Essays, papers, or com-

munications upon particular points in po-

mology, should be referred to a publishing

committee, and, if acceptable, printed in

the transactions. An essa}', however able,

is at such times a bore. Let nurserymen

forget their avocation for once, and be po-

mologists. A good share of the time of

the last meeting was consumed in adver-

tising the small fruits, to such an extent

that pears were briefly mentioned, and

apples, the most important of all fruits,

omitted altogether. We should not so

much regret this had the discussion on small

fruits elicited anything new, but it was the same

talk that we have heard over and over again,

and merely went to show that certain fruits did

well in some places, and not in others. In view

of the unsatisfactory results of the St. Louis

meeting we would suggest that in future the

business be arranged long beforehand, and that

all branches of pomology be allowed an equal

share in the deliberations. Two and a half days

are all too short a time in which to discuss new .

fruits. In future, let us have no more essays, no

more advertising, and just a little pomology.

IticiKus Sanguineus.—The common Palma-

Christi, or Castor-oil Plant, is an exceedingly

ornamental object when well grown, but it is

far eclipsed by the varieties introduced within

a few years. Bicinus sanguineus, whether a

garden variety or a species, is a most stately

and pleasing plant. Its stems are of a dark red

color, and its long spikes of flowers and fruit

of a lighter red, while its leaves have a tropical

luxuriance that is quite charming. This, as

well as the other varieties, only attains its best

development in the long seasons of the Middle

and Southern States, though if started under

glass, it proves very satisfactory at the North.
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Ml KOT§IE»m
(3&~ -For o£/ier Household Items, see "Basket " pages.)

Household Ornaments.

Fig'. 1 shows a very neat card basket made of pa-

per. The material is cut iu pieces from half an

inch to au inch square, according to the size of the

basket wanted. Each piece is made into a double

roll, as shown at .1, the paper being kept rolled by
applying a little gum arabie. The rolls are then

1.—PAPER CARD BASKET.

gummed together by their sides, and set up end-

wise for the bottom of the basket. The sides are

built up in the same manner, laying one roll upon
another. By using paper of several colors, a pleas-

ing variety of figures maybe wrought intothesides.

Fig. 3 represents the manner of covering a box
with mosaic of colored straw. The straws are first

dyed of various bright hues, then carefully split

MOSAIC BOX COVER.

and pressed flat. A plain wooden box may be

marked with any patterns to please the fancy ; the

straws arc then cut of suitable lengths and gummed
on. This is very neat work for young people on

winter evenings. Many pleasing articles for sale

at Ladies' Fairs may be easily made in this way.

Leaves from the Diary of a Young House-

keeper.—No. XL
I'RIZE ESSAY BY MRS. LAURA E. LYMAN, STAMFORD, CT.

November 2d.—At intervals for two weeks past I

have been learning to work my Wheeler & Wilson.

My excellent neighbor has one of the same patent,

and whenever I have been puzzled, has helped me
out of my difficulties. I have already made Ed-

ward two shirts, and yesterday I cut out for him a

pair of pantaloons which are now nearly done. In

half an hour I stitched up seams that would have

occupied me with hand sewing nearly half a day;

the making of clothes after they are cut out and

tilted is reduced to almost nothing, and the relief

of mind it gives to know that in a short time a big

piece of work cau be accomplished even better than

by the old slow mode of stitching by hand, is im-

mense. I can appreciate the remark of a recent

writer, who says : "If a man has but three acres of

laud, he had better sell one and buy a sewiug ma-

chine." In a family of children it is quite indis-

pensable. Slavery to the needle need no longer be

the sad lot of woman, and many a wife and mother

can devote the time thus saved her by the ingenuity

of this wonderful invention, to the improvement of

her own mind, and the minds of her children, and to

the cultivation of soeiil and domestic enjoyments.

How many families seem to live only to work, work,

work! It is true that Adam was commanded to

earn his living by labor, and that lot is upon most

of ns, but who believes that when Adam came in

from his daily toil he did not enjoy the society of
" the fairest of her daughters, Eve," and try to re-

produce in some faint degree the happiness of their

lost Eden ; that he did not play with his twin boys,

Cain and Abel, and tell them wonderful tales of

the beauty of Nature, before thorns and. tin He

marred its perfection ? Every wife and mother
should strive to make home a happy place, sunny,

cheerful, attractive ; and the numerous labor-sav-

ing inventions of these modern times afford her

far more leisure than she formerly enjoyed, which
she ought to devote to that very sacred object,

family happiness.

I never made a pair of pantaloons before, but Ed-

ward got the pattern of a tailor, and with his best

pair as a model, and the advice of my neighbor,

I had but little difficulty. The best way to cut them
out is to fold the cloth double, if there is no nap to

it, as is the case with the Harris goods which I am
making up, and after having the patterns ironed out

smoothly, pin them all down upon the cloth before

using the shears at all. In this way one can cut to

the best advantage, and save the residue in as large

pieces as possible ; they are useful not only for

mending, but for slippers, caps, and gaiters. Moth-
er made all the boys' caps from pieces saved in this

way. Pockets are put in first, then the "dress"

of the pants finished, then the seams stitched up
and pressed, then the waistbands put on, aud last

and most difficult of all, the part around the foot

lined and hemmed. I find that pressing a long

time makes a great difference in the " finish " they

have. A " goose " would no doubt be the best thing

to press with, but a heavy flat-iron answers very

well, if it is used long enough.

November Wth.—There is au old-fashioned fire-

place in the sitting room, and Edward says we shall

have the luxury this winter of sitting before an

open hickory fire. So I have got down an old pair

of brass andirons that were stowed away in the attic

wheu Edward bought the place, aud Sue has rub-

bed them up with silver soap until they shine like

gold. " The wrist is parted from the hand," prob-

ably, that polished them last, aud they are most
refreshingly old style in their appearance, so sug-

gestive of big log fires, of glowing warmth and

radiant cheer in the happy olden time, before

Franklin ever thought of stoves. These last are a

wonderful convenience and great economizers of

fuel, and must continue to be iu universal demand,

but they are very dull as companions, aud hopeless-

ly black and uninteresting, while the open fire is a

fountain of light, and warmth, and cheerfulness, to

all in the house. Oue of our neighbors has thirty

cords of wood cut and rotting on the ground, yet

he and his family sit all the loug winter evenings

around a great, ugly, black, iron box, filled with

burning coal Surely they cannot know what fire-

side enjoyment is ! A recent writer inquires in a

very happy article about home happiuess, " who
ever heard of men fighting for a stove or a big-

black hole where heat comes up into the room?"

The thrilling appeal of Bozzaris to his Greeks,

" Fight for your altars and your fires," loses its

force iu these days of modern improvement.

Many, I know, must economize and cannot afford

au open fire, but those who prefer to go without

some other article of luxury and indulge iu this,

will find health of body and mind much promoted,

and their home enjoyment vastly increased.

We shall use our sitting room this winter much

more than we did last. It seems better to us, upon

talking the matter over, to use our house more ;

we have a very pleasant sitting room, and why

should we stay all day and all the evening iu the

same room? The custom is a very prevalent one

when a family occupy an ample house, to keep

all the rooms shut up and use only an ell, per-

haps, or some snug room in the rear of the house,

when the general comfort and health of the family

would be much increased if they permitted them-

selves to expatiate in an ampler space, and allowed

the hospitable firelight, to gleam through the front

windows not too closely curtained.

November S5(7i.—In the midst of preparations for

Thanksgiving, which is to-morrow, Edward pur-

chased a beers heart and a large hock, and I have

made up mince meat enough to last until spring.

Reserving what I wish for immediate use, the rest

is packed down iu a large jar, and covered over the

top with molasses, to exclude the air. and put away

down cellar.

Wo have been fattening a turkey fir two weeks

to grace the occasion. Sue is picking him now, I

have directed her to save the quills carefully, for I

vastly prefer a good turkey quill to all the steel

pens, aud eveu to Morton's celebrated gold ones.

Some skill is required in making a good quill pen,

but one soon learns.

We shall have a chicken pie for dinner, among
other thing's, and I shall try and make it digestible

as well as palatable. Rich pastry is always dys-

peptic, and I shall use as little lard as possible in

my crust, aud yet have it tender aud flaky. We
shall certainly feel more thankful with stomachs
filled with food that they can digest, aud which is

adapted to our bodily wants, than when they are

overloaded with a rich and indigestible mass, pleas-

ant in themouth, perhaps, but ruinous to digestion.

Edward bottled some cider two months ago, and

we shall indulge iu a glass of our own manufacture.

The grapes we preserved with so much care repay

all our trouble, aud some* f the clusters are almost

as beautiful and fresh as when they were taken from

the vine. This evening, Edward will carry to our
excellent pastor a basketful of good things—

a

chicken, some grapes, a glass of currant jelly, a

couple of mince pies, aud a dozen eggs. He min-

isters to us so graciously iu spiritual things that it

is a delight to send him these tokens of our appre-

ciation of his labors. Sue will take a basket of

"goodies"home to her mother and the children, to

make Thanksgiving a happy time for them. Some
day I may be poor and uuable to give, but while I

have the power I will enjoy the luxury of benefi-

cence.

November SOIh.—It is now a year since we com-
menced housekeeping, and I have this morning
beeu looking back over twelve mouths of busy,

industrious, aud successful life. Though I can see

points iu which my housekeeping can be improved,

and in which I am determined it shall be, I cannot

regard my first year's experience at all iu the light

of a failure. My success, such as it is, and certain-

ly I have some very tangible proofs of it, is attrib-

utable to three causes.

First: I am underuuspcakable obligations to my
excellent mother for having drilled her daughters,

almost from the cradle, in habits of ecouomy, neat-

ness, and dispatch. Her instructions were as in-

cessant as they were valuable. For iustance, if we
went down cellar for anything, as butter, she

would remind us to think if there were not some-

thing else we needed to bring up at the same time,

so as to save steps. When we took off our bon-

nets and cloaks, she insisted upon our putting

them at once in place ; when breakfast was over

she gave us half au hour as the time iu which the

dishes were to be washed, wiped, the kuives

scoured, and everything put away in good style;

and all the time we were at work, the principles

that should guide us in matters of economy aud

thrift were constantly reiterated in such homely,

but valuable proverbs as

" Once well done is twice done."

"A place for everything, and everything in itsplace"

"A time for everything, and everything in its lime."

" Waste comes to want."
" h',,/, ,, thing and in seven years it will come in use."

•'An;/ slut can clean, but it takes •• neat woman t.i

keep clean."-
t

Second : No young housekeeper was ever tiis-

tained in all her plans and wishes by a husband

more thoughtful, more provident, or more apt in

all matters about the house, than I have been. Ed-

ward's philosophy on this subject, is, 1 think, cmi-

ncntly sound. He says that the policy of good farm-

ing and bad housekeeping is one that is tight at the

bung and leaks at the tap, and that he has seen

farmers' wives that could " throw out with a spoon

as fast, as the man could throw in with a shovel."

Thinking thus, he is just as ready to assist mc to

make good butter a* he is to cut clover hay for the

cows in winter; for he says if is better to gain

five cents a pound on aceounl of superior quality

of the article scut to market, than to have auothcr

cow and make more, but poorer, butter.

Third: I believe I am au enthusiast iu house

keeping. I love it. The mental exercise of keep-

|ne ill the inte.r?sts of mv household, in my mine1
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and making' all the ends meet ; the skill to be

evinced in extracting the greatest amount of com-

fort from supplies on hand; the ability to make
every hour of my time tell upou the happiness of

those I love, or the growth of our fortunes—these

seem better to me, and happier, than all the fash-

ions of cities, the delights of theatres, the vanities

of dress, or the splendors of wealth.

The substantial results of my first year's indus-

try I can sum up as follows ; With Edward's rainy-

day assistance, I have made a mattress, and an

extremely neat and comfortable sitting room
lounge. My needle and sewing machine have done

my own sewing and made all my husband's and

my own new winter clothing. I have made three

hundred and twenty pounds of butter, and twelve

fifteen-pound cheeses. I have four dozen and a half

cans of preserved fruit. On the lower shelf of my
store closet there is a lar^g jar of tomato preserve,

a smaller one of strawberry, one of quince, a large

jar of quince and apple, and several quarts of man-

ufactured honey. A large paper bag I have filled

with dried corn, and another with dried apples. The

pigs we saved from infantile death stand in tny

sitting room in the form of one of Wheeler & Wil-

son's best. A rug so handsome that every one con-

siders it bought at the store, lies before our sitting-

room fire. Two quilts add warmth to Sue's bed,

and that of our hired man.

Have I been happy ? I've been too happily busy

to think whether I was enjoying myself or not,

but upon retrospect, I must pronounce it by far

the most delightful year of my life.

Leaves from My Journal.—No. IX.

TEIZB ESSAY BY MRS. B. H'CLELLAN, OF OHIO.

November.—The glory of the Dahlias has depart-

ed. They look as if mourning that their reign is

over. But they have well performed their part,

and given us some useful lessons. Now, some fine

day, let the bulbs be exposed to the sun and air

until well dried, and thcu put in the cellar for safe

keeping until another season of flowers. Roses

need not be covered yet. They bear the cold well.

Eveu the choice monthlies designed for the winter

sitting room, must not be hurried into close, warm,

quarters. They had better stand on the porch

awhile. But notice the Chrysanthemums. Now
is their time of triumph. Jack Frost cannot make
them bend to him. Among the early snows they

blossom still. What a bright "good morning" they

give us after one of these biting nights. What
mysterious principle of life is theirs ? So frail and
yet so strong ! Emblems of immortality. Thus
the good man's soul, when its surroundings die,

plumes its pinions for that clime where "ever-

lasting spring abides, and never fading flowers."

The cars furnish a good place for the study of

human nature. How involuntarily we sit in judg-

ment upon the characters of our fellow travelers !

How trifling an act will cause them to rise or fall

iu our esteem ! Is there some strange magnetic

influence by which we are attracted or repelled, or

is it only the offshoot of plain common sense ?

I was on board for a night trip. In the absence

of sleeping cars, the passengers had arranged them-

selves as best they could. Some had generously

appropriated two entire seats,-and with the aid of

coat, shawl, carpet bag, etc., seemed likely to pass

a comfortable night. Others sat crowded and erect.

One little company soon attracted my attention.

The man had evidently taken good care of number
one. Stretched at full length upon the seat he
was enjoying a serene snooze. Opposite sat his

wife and baby. How tired she looked as the hours

went on ! Occasionally she would snatch a nap, but
:i!l the while holding the little one in her arms,

—

with such a care at her heart she could not sleep

long. I had no patience with Lazybones, as I in-

wardly named him, and put it down in my own
mind that he ought not to have a wife or baby
either. At length, opening one eye dreamily, it

c haueed to fall upon them in the corner, when
presto, change ! He rose at once, gave one good
stretch to his cramped limbs, prepared upon part

of his seat a nice bed for baby, took it tenderly

from its mother's arms, and laid it down without
waking it Then, arranging coats and shawls with
dispatch, his weary wife sank down upon them with
such a trusting, grateful look that I knew her bur-

den was gone—and so it proved. Till broad day-

light she slept, apparently without one anxious

thought. And well she might. Did baby wake,—
strong arms were ready for it, and gently was it

soothed to rest. Faithful, untiring sentinel that he
was ! I really felt like shaking hands and begging
pardon for my harsh judgment at first. But con-

sidering that this would place me in an embarrass-

ing situation, I resolved to be more deliberate in

forming an opinion of the character of others, and
write this down to deepen the impression.

I have been turning a pair of sheets to-day. It

is good economy, as they will last a third longer.

After they become thin aud worn in the middle,
rip open the seam, sewing the opposite sides to-

gether. My good, prudent mother, taught me this,

aud I can never feel quite easy until it is doue.

Graham bread should be freely eaten through the
winter mouths. If rightly made it is both healthy
and palatable. It should not be stiff enough to

mould, but only so thick as to be conveniently stir-

red with a spoon. Set a sponge as for other bread.

After rising, add one half teacupful of molasses,

(some prefer it not so sweet,) and one teaspoonful

soda, to sponge sufficient for one loaf. Thicken
with flour as above. If kept moderately warm it

will soon be ready for baking. It is even better

when fresh sour milk can be had, to be stirred up
with that, (adding more soda,) and baked at once.

Composition Calce.—Three eggs, one-half teacup-
ful of butter, one aud a half of sugar, two and a half

of flour, one-half cupfulsweet milk, one teaspoonful
of cream of tartar, one-half teaspoonful of soda, a

little salt. This is sufficiently rich for almost any
occasion. Flavored and frosted it is a good loaf

cake. Baked in shallow pans it is nice for jelly

cake, or in patty paus for fancy cake. It is a con-

venient aud reliable rule for the housekeeper.

A favorite and simple cake is the raised cake.

Take one coffee cup of light bread dough, add one
egg, one cup of sugar, one-half cup of butter, a little

salt and nutmeg, one-half teaspoonful of soda, and
raisins, if desired. Mix all together with the hand
very smooth. Let it stand half an hour, and bake.

I have received some bracketts and a card rack
from Nellie, which are very pretty. They are made
of cigar boxes, [I am glad these, for once, can be
put to a respectable use,] cut with a knife into

fanciful shapes, and varnished. They can be ar-

ranged in clusters, or scattered about the walls

surmounted with a delicate vase of flowers, choice
shells, or anything ornamental. Her letter gives' a

description of a Sabbath School she had visited.

It is held iu a pleasant hall in town, secured for the
purpose. Bracketts adorn the walls, with vases
of flowers in their season. Wreaths and mottoes
of evergreen here and there—" Get wisdom ;" "He
shall gather the lambs in His arms ;" " Enter His
gates with thanksgiving ;" "Love.one another."
A recess iu one part of the room for the infant

class Above it this motto—"The Bird's Nest."
A fountain iu front of the desk. Three or four in-

struments accompany the voices in their songs of
praise. It is refreshing thus to see the beautiful

made to serve the good.

Dreary, desolate, chill, November. The verdure
has gone from the meadow, the trees have dolled

their royal robes, the skies are gray and leaden.

We shiver about, saying winter has not yet come,
aud knowing too well we are not prepared for its

coming. Youug people linger to chat upon the
streets, but with blue lips, and red noses, and chills

that curdle the blood. Benny runs in from his

play, and though stoutly protesting he is not cold

at all, his fingers are red as cherries, and he joins

the rest encircling the stove, no doubt to keep
that warm. True winter has not come. It is

not summer, neither is it spring. Can it be au-

tumn ? It is not sleighing, neither is it decent
wheeling. There is no pleasure in riding, none in

walking. Well, well, can nothing be said iu its

praise? Do neither moon nor stars appear? Ah,

nestled somewhere among its thirty revolving suns
is one dear day, so bright aud gladsome, that with
a halo of beauty, it illumes the rest, redeeming the
whole to the rights and honors of the sisterhood
of months Thanksgiving Day ! How timely its

coming, how beneficent its missiou ! How fitting

that with grateful hearts we enter into the courts
of the Lord, and " sing praises unto Him with the
timbrel and harp!" " Let everything that hath
breath praise the Lord." The native born New
Englander, though thousands of miles, it may be,

from the old homestead, welcomes and celebrates

its annual return. How busy are his thoughts with
the memories of childhood ! Father aud mother,
brothers and sisters, again surround the family
board. The portly turkey has the chief place of
honor, while at its right the chicken pie of ample
dimensions modestly bides its time. Vegetables
of all kinds send up their grateful incense, and
cranberry sauce, jellies, pickles and celery give va-

riety to the scene. But to the child the next course
has a more thrilling pleasure. Plum pudding now
has the place of the turkey, while circled about it

are choice flaky pies of every conceivable kind.
Willie has often before been put off with the smaller
half of one piece. Now look at his plate! He
thinks he will take some of each, and mother re-

plies he shall have just as much as he wants. Of
course he can't dispose of it all, but how sagely he
reasons that it might make him sick, aud he'll not
be such a fool as to spoil all the fun in that way.
Now hurrah for play! With pants tucked into

boots, with mittens and muffler, with sled aud
skates too, was there ever a boy so happy as he !

The youug people of the neighborhood come in for

the evening, aud gathering round the fireside crack
nuts and joke? together. Little Lucy, with the blue
eyes aud flaxen curls, whom Willie in his own mind
pronounces by far the handsomest lady (?) in the
room, he gallantly offers to draw home on his sled,

and thus ends the programme of Thanksgiving Day
years ago. We care not to draw a parallel between
it and that of the present. Its delights seem ever
new, and each return demands a richer and more
grateful offering for the mercies of auother year.

Now, surely, winter is just at hand. Flannel
wrappers aud drawers, woolen stockings, and sub-
stantial shoes and boots, must forthwith be put in-

to service. They cost something indeed—but not
so much as a cold aud cough that no doctor's skill

can arrest, not so much as a new made grave aruon<*

the snows, the vacant place at the tabie, aud the
broken hearts of the bereaved.

But now fares it with the poor and unfortunate ?

Cannot a few garments be spared from our comfort-

able stock ? Cannot words of tender sympathy
and encouragement be spoken, or useful hints, that

shall stimulate to truer economy, and more hopeful,

persevering labor.— "Inasmuch as ye have done it

unto one of these, ye have done it unto Me,"

An Oltl Housekeeper's Advice to

all young housekeepers in the country is to furnish

their rooms with good Ingrain carpets, (all wool).
Don't deceive yourself with the economical idea of

rag or hemp carpets. The clean floor is greatly pref-

erable. Those who arc averse to scrubbing could
have painted floors. The shade of newly planed pine
boards, it seems to me, would be appropriate for the
floor of the common room, dark colors showing the
dust, and giving a gloomy appearance to the room.
For the same reasons, select a carpet not too dark.

4xiaa.liam ISreatl.—To every quart of un-
bolted wheat meal add one cup: of molasses, aud
one tablespoonful of lard or butter. Make it up
with milk and yeast. When risen, work in a little

soda, make it into loaves, raise again, and b;ike.

©inger Drops. — Two tahlespoonfuls of

molasses, one of lard, half a cup of sour milk, one
teaspoonful of soda. Will be better with one egg.
but can be made without. Flour enough to make
a batter that will drop easily. Bake quickly.

Poor Man's CaBce= — One tablespoonful

of butter, one egg, one cup of sugar, one of sweet
milk or cream, one teaspoouful of soda and two of

cream of tartar, mixed dry iu two cups of flour.
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Which Premium Will You Take ?

The wide-awake boys and girls who read these columns
have probably looked over the list of valuable premiums
in the first part of the paper. The most energetic among
them have already commenced taking subscribers, that

they may secure that music-bos, or a watch, a gnu, a me-
lodeon, perhaps some aim as high as one of the pianos.

Such go-ahead characters need no encouragement from
us. In a few weeks their lists will be complete, and they
will have the satisfaction of owning some choice article

honorably earned by their own efforts, which will be far

better than to have asked father or some other friend for

the money. Some, however, are still looking and long-

ing, but have not yet mustered up courage to undertake
the work. They dislike to ask for subscriptions, they
say, because it looks like begging. That is a great mis-
take. Whoever induces another to subscribe for a good
paper does him a favor. The thousands of good hints

and suggestions, the beautiful engravings, the interesting

stories, and other good things which the Agriculturist

brings to its readers every month, will confer on each
a benefit worth many times the subscription price.

We ask no one to beg, but to offer the money's worth
and more. So take heart, young friends. There are

many in almost every neighborhood who will readily

subscribe if you will let them examine a number, and
point out to them its many attractive features. It always
Lives us great pleasure to send premiums to our young
friends, and we have remembered hundreds of them in

this way. Who will earn a piano within the nest three
mouths ? If yon should fail to find enough for that, the

melodcon or some other valuable premium will be reach-

ed—there will surely be good pay for all you accomplish.

A Faithful Sentinel.

Nearly 1700 years ago the city of Pompeii was buried
by ashes and lava thrown out from the volcano Vesuvius.

Since its discovery under the mound where it had lain so

long undisturbed, an immense number of interesting rel-

ics have been brought to light—household utensils,

works of art, tools of the trades, and remains of the

former inhabitants. Among the latter was a skeleton

that might be called a monument of fidelity. It was that

of a Roman sentinel stationed at the gate of the city.

Military law required him to remain at his post until or-

dered away, no matter what should come. He might
have properly said: "The eruption of a volcano is an
exception to all common law ; I have a right now to run

for my life." But no, that, he thought, would bring dis-

honor, and he preferred death. He stood firm, the ashes

falling thick around him ; deeper and deeper they gather-

ed, slowly burying him, yet he stirred not, and there he

found his tomb ! After seventeen centuries they found his

skeleton standing erect, clad in its rusty armor, the hel-

met on his empty skull, and his bony fingers still grasp-

ing his spear, his own monument to his faithfulness.

Our Old Boys and Girls.

It i- pleasing to notice the great number of men and
women who, on receiving the American Agriculturist,

open first to the Boys' and Girls' Department. This is

true of at least five-sixths of those we have noticed who

call at the office for their monthly numbers. Another in-

dication of the same fact is the large number of answejs
to problems that come from adnlts. We have published
puzzles made by Presidents of Colleges and Judges of
Courts, showing that they have not forgotten to be
young. It is in every way desirable to keep a young heart
as long as possible. Americans are probably the oldest

of civilized people. The proverb ' ; Care killed a cat"
(which, yon know, is said to have nine lives) is at least

partly realized here. The cares and perplexities of busi-
ness are suffered to take too much time and attention, and
people grow old fast. An hour a day of downright play
would lengthen the lives of most people and make the
life itself richer in enjoyment and in power. We invite

our friends who are old in years but young in feeling, and
those who desire to become so, to take a frolic occasion-
ally with the young folks in these columns. Tell them a
good story (let it be short), set them to puzzling over
some ingenious problem, show them how to make a new
toy—in short amuse them and yourselves at the same
time, and thus secure a welcome benefit all around.

A Boy with his Eyes Open.
Many years ago, a lad thirteen years old was sent to

school in a town on the coast of Ireland. Like other
boys he often roamed by the seashore, collected shells,

caught insects, picked up seaweed and gathered flowers,

but, unlike most, while others forgot or threw them away,
or only half observed them, he bore them in his thoughts,

compared one with another, kept and reconsidered

them, asked questions and looked at books, and so, by
degrees, acquired information and a habit of observation

which influenced the course of his whole life. Any boy
could have done the same, but none of his companions
did it, and so he only gained the distinction which such

a course persevered in is sure to bring. One day he

found a plant differing from any he had seen in all his

careful observation of the surrounding country. He
looked in botanical works, but could find no description of

it, so at last he sent it to a distinguished botanist to learn

its name. The gentleman not only cheerfully gave the

information, but complimented him on his sharp-sighted-

ness and close observation, which, of course, inspired

him to new effort. Although he was soon called to enter

business life, he continued to study nature with open
eyes, and was soon rewarded by discovering new species

of shells and plants. From one step to another he passed

on, until he became the distinguished naturalist, Dr.

W. H. Harvey, whose death is recorded in our recent

foreign exchanges, accompanied by a sketch of his life.

Iu the course of his studies he visited many parts of the

globe, discovered and described a great number of new
species, and enjoyed the highest respect of the scientific

world. Boys, and girls too, keep your eyes open. There
are thousands of undiscovered facts all over the world

waiting for some careful sighted observer to note them,

and by so doing to distinguish himself and benefit the race.

Kcw Puzzles to l>e Answered.
No. 2S6. Mathematical Problem. Contributed to the

American Agriculturist by A. J. Pierce.—A man has a

spring at the bottom of an irregular hill. To reach it, he

first descends by steps, each S inches high and 6 inches

wide ; then walks along a level plane 20 feet, then de-

scends an inclined plane 30 feet, depressing at an angle

of 10 degrees from the horizontal; then descends another
inclined plane 12JS feet in which at every 5 feet slope he
descends 3 feet. Required, 1st, the whole horizontal dis-

tance ; 2d, the perpendicular distance ; 3d, the distance
in a direct line

;
4th, the angle of depression.

No. 287. Illustrated Ilebm.—Xory good advice to all.

No. 285. Puzzle Picture.—The hare Is evidently afraid to venture from his hole. Look carefully at the picture, and

iml where the danger lies ; if successful, yoo can then enjoy seeing oth i >l your friends look foi It,

No. 2SS. Puzzle Picture.—Why should there be eleven

animals more of the same kind shown, in this pen?

Answers to Problems and Ptizzles.

The following are answers to the puzzles, etc.. in the

October number, page 373. No. 2S0. !" tied Rebus.—

A man intent on charily.

Above base fear or discontent.

Twist man and man sees nought amiss,

Nor sees a Judas iu a kiss.

No. 281. Illustrated Rebus—Baronet.'...No. 2S2. Riddle.

—A Watch. ...No. 283. Puasl Picture.—Oyster stew,

(Oysters two)....No. 284, Pu:r.l, Picture.—Si is sole,

(soul.) is bent on it. The following have sent in correcl

answers to puzzles, etc., in October and former numbers.

Abin. Lutz, Robert J. Philips, L. W. Bridgers, P. M.

Hunter, James Redmond, R. Baird, Wapsior, " Xubin,"

Benjamin Doe, (we don't know the article,) James W.
Grata, J.A.Dawson, Augustus C. Bcntsby, "A. B.C.,"

M. H. Kelsoy, R. L. Seidell, John Ober, Ezra Elumbcy,

Adam Snyder, Matthew Simpson.J. R, Wilkinson, School

Miss, Wilbur Buzzcll, s. M. llertzler, Frederic E. Willi)

E. and Ellen L. Raukin, Andrew Jack on, ' E W„"
"A. M.," "A. L. W. S.," OUieH. Silks, Emma Davl

" Wido-aslcep," W. H. Corter, Laura Dickson, Hu b I

Kay, Qcorgo H. Lawrence, Samuel Dwight Drnry, "Old

Dominion," Thomas W. Kaine. "G. II. C," L. M.

Wright, Mrs. George Bresner, E. T. Bell, J. Milton Sny-

der, Mary Vandegrist, Aaron B. Leach, Frank B Mars

ton, Cyrus T. Fox, C.Boicc, John Kiu-ry. B. Q. J

John McNcal, 11. J. Meixel, M. G. Mnil* i

"Papa." said a bright-eyed little girl one u iy, 'I bi

lieve mamma loves yon beiier'u she .In >< m .

' Papa

had his doubts upon the subject, but concluded it was

not best to deny tho charge. She meditated thoughtfully

about it for some time, evidently construing her father's

silence as unfavorable to hi

" Well," said she at last, "I'epose Its all right; you're

the biggest, nu.i it tabes more to love yon."
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Waiting", 1>nt not Watching*.

It will take that jar a long time to fill, my little man, at

the present rate. As long as it -will for Mr. Spend-easy

to get rich, or Mr. Fun-lover to grow learned. Things

are not apt to prosper in this world unless they are prop-

erly watched on all sides, and the out-go as well as the

income looked after. Evidently the boy is in no hurry
;

lie appears very com'

fortable—by his looks

Ave should say he had

oaten a very good din-

ner. Perhaps, though,

he is thinking of

something more im-

portant than his wa-

ter jar. Perhaps he is

in a day dream, im-

agining himself rid-

ing in some fine coach

he has watched pass-

ing his cottage home,

or a tall soldier with

gay clothes. "We can-

not read his thoughts,

but whatever they are,

our advice to him is

:

" Attend to the busi-

ness in hand ; let that

be well done first.
11

A hoy who does this

will gain a character

that will almost in-

jure success in what-

ever he undertakes.

Think of this when
there are chores to do,

or lessons to learn, or

an errand to attend

to. If tempted to turn

aside from the busi-

ness in hand, think of

t he water-jar that was
to long being filled.

About Bells.

Who invented bells ?

Perhaps Jubal and
Tubal Cain. These

brothers are mention-
ed in the Bible as

being the first musi-

cians, and the first

metal workers. "We

only know, however,

that bells were used

very early in the his-

tory of man. They
are mentioned by old

Hebrew writers as

being used by the

priests in religions

services. They have

been associated with

worship in almost all

countries, being used
mostly to call the peo-

ple together. Among
some sects bells re-

ceive a baptism with

much ceremony be-

fore being used for

the church service.

Names have longbeen
given to large bells

in some parts of En-
rope. The tones of bells -are associated with so many
events, marriages, deaths, alarms, rejoicings, etc.. it is

not strange that they should awaken superstitious feel-

ings and beliefs among the ignorant. In former times
they were rung when thunder storm? were approach-
ing, to frighten away the evil spirits that were supposed
to control the winds and the lightning.

Bells are made principally of copper and tin. Silver

nnd gold hnve been employed, and iron ha? al^o been cast

into bell form. They are also manufactured from steel,

but thus far those of "bell metal."' or copper and tin. are

most numerous. In this country there are no bpils of

very large size, compared with the monsters that have
been cast in Europe. The largest one here is said to be
that once used for a fire bell at the City Hall Park, !Ne\v

York. It weighs about 20,000 lbs. It is said that when
the bell previously used, weighing about 10,000 lbs. was
broken, a proposition to replace it was opposed in the

Common Council, because of the grest cost of so large a

one. Finally a member, by way of joke, moved that a

bell of 20,000 lbs. be cast. One and another voted for it

in sport, until the motion was earned ; the Mayor ap-

ptoved it, and the bell was made. It had a deep, mellow,
far reaching tone, being heard miles away, and in the

night its voice telling of danger was solemn and impres-

sive It was cracked sometime since, and has recently

been broken to pieces to be recast into four bells to weigh
5000 each. A bell weighing 29,400 lbs. hangs in the Xotre

WAITING, BUT
[COPYRIGHT SKCTJKKD.]

NOT AVATCHIN Gr.

—

Drawn ami Engraved for the American Agriculturist.

Dame Cathedral in Montreal. Several bells in Europe

weigh from 25,000 to 40,000 lbs. The Great Bell of Mos-
cow, the largest ever cast, is estimated to weigh 443,772

lbs. The metal alone is worth over $300,000. It was cast

in 1653, by order of Empress Anna, but was never hung.

While yet in the pit where it was cast, the foundry above

it was burned in the great conflagration of Moscow,
while hot, water was poured upon it and a large piece was
cracked ont. It remained there for many years, until, in

1837, the Emperor Nicholas caused it to be raised and

placed upon a granite pedestal. It has been consecrated

as a chapel ; the door is in the opening made by the piece

foiling out. Since the above was written, we have re-

ceived some further particulars about this bell from

Mr. Judd, who visited it.

A gentleman relates the following, which he witnessed

recently while traveling in a siage in New Jersey. A
man entered, followed by his wife and three children. It

was easy to see by the flushed face and nervous manner
of the lady that she had feeen greatly hurried to get her-
self-and children ready. Presently the fare* was asked
for, and the lady began looking for her purse. It seems
that the family were going in different directions at the
end of the stage ride, and they had divided their funds
accordingly. The purse could not he found. "I have
left it on the table in my room," said the lady meekly.

"Just like you,"
snarled ont the man,
"I do wish you'd be
more careful."

1 The
poor woman said

nothing, but her quiv-

ering lip spoke her
feelings, and awaken-
ed the sympathies of

all present. Meantime
theman was fumbling
for his pocket-book,

first in one pocket,

then another—three
times he " went
through " his clothes,

but no money could

be found. "I de-

clare," exclaimed he,

"if I haven't left my
money at home too !

So much for being in

a hurry." A quiet

twinkle took the
place of the tear that

had been struggling

in the eye of his wife,

and a hearty laugh

burst from the pas-

sengers, who greatly

enjoyed his discom-

fiture. The matter

was at last arranged

by a loan from a friend

who knew the par-

ties, and theywent on
their way with some-

thing to remember.

A Lesson in
Politeness.

An elderly gentle-

man recently entered

a street car in which
the writer was riding.

The seats were all oc-

cupied, and the new
comer after glancing

up and down the

sides and finding no
vacant place, took a

position to stand as

comfortably as pos-

sible. Jnstthenalad
about twelve years

old arose and insisted

on the gentleman tak-

ing his seat, which
the latter did, thank-

ing the boy for his

politeness. After rid-

ing a short distance,

the gentleman took

from his pocket a pas-

sage ticket and pre-

sented it to the boy,

who at first declined

it, but afterward took

it, more to please the gentleman than to save his fare. '"I

want to encourage the boy in his politeness," remarked

he, " by showing him that it is appreciated." -Sot long

after an elderly woman with a little girl, probably her

grand-daughter, entered the car. The old gentleman who
was sitting near the door, immediately arose and gav^

her his place, which she took as a matter of course., with-

out even saying "thank you." Presently a man sitting

next to this woman left the car, and she immediately

tried to pull her little girl into the vacant seat, although

the old gentleman who had so gallantly yielded his place

was now about to sit down again. " Madam." said he,

sternly, "that is so piggish, I will not allow it !" and

took the seat. The rebuke was severe, but well deserved.

The contrast of politeness and selfishness, and the asser-

tion of the claims of courtesy by the old gentleman, caused

a smile to 20 around the car, and furnished a good lesson.

It is in little things like this that real character is shown ;

he who is of kind disposition and refined feelings, will

manifest it in his conduct even in trifles.
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(Business Notices §2.50 per Agate Line of Space.)

HEALTH
FOR 1868.

THREE NUMBERS FREE!

Every person who values

good habits, temperance, fine

health, and who would secure

for his or her children beauty,

symmetry, fine vigorous con-

stitutions, should subscribe.

Ihe N. Y. Tribune says

:

The Herald of Health well

sustains the hiffh standard

it has held forth since the com-

mencement of the new series.

Dr. Dio Lewis, writes :

Dear Dr. HoTbrooh:—The

Herald op Health delights us.

The friends of Physiological

Christianity must make it in

circulation what you have

made it in scope and spirit

—

cosmopolitan. I am deeply

gratified with its broad, genial,

catholic spirit.

Moses Coit Tyler writes :

Everybody to whom I have

shown it, of late, expres-

ses astonishment and delight.

People say :
" Why, it's a

grand Magazine—racy, prac-

tical, liberal, strong, and full,

too, of all kinds of most im-

portant information !

"

Our Monthly has been a

great success in 1867. Those

who subscribe at once for 1868

will get October, November,

and December Numbers Free.

Those who send a Club of

Thirty Subscribers for 1868

and $60 will get a Wheeler &
Wilson Sewing Machine worth

$55 as a premium. $2 a

year ; samples 20 cents.

MILLER, WOOD & CO.,

15 Laight St., New York.

THE NORTHWESTERN

MUTUAL LIFE IMJRAICE CO.,
OFFICE No. 416 R1ASN STREET, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

HAS 18,000 MEMBEES AND $2,500,000 ASSETS
;

thus ranking nmons the 23 Xew York companies third in number of members, fifth In amount of insurance, and sixth in
amount of assets.

IT IS A PURELY :UTUAL C0MPA1TT:
that is, an ASSOCIATION" OF POLICY-HOLDERS, managed by men selected bt tuesiseltes. fkoji themselves, fok
THEsrsKLTES, Thus all officers and members arc alike interested, each one is a paexkee in the whole business, entitled

at any time to his share of ihe Company's funds, but by provisions of the charter is not liable beyond the premiums he has
already paid. It thus adapts its plans to the benefit of its members, adopts all real improvements, and aims to be

A. MOBEL LIFE HVSUIEA^TCE COMPACT.
It was one of the first to adopt the popular feature known in insurance circles as the XOX-FOEFEITIXG PLAX, and

now APPLIES IT TO ALL the POLICIES IT ISSUES.
It is the only Company that adopts the full benefit of the Xote System, -without doing a credit business or destroying

the cash principle ; and also gives the note privilege to the poor man, who needs it most and takes a small policy.

It is the only Compaxy (with one exceptiou) that makes the fibst payment on a ten premium policy secure its testh
of the policy as well as each other payment.
It is the only Company which gives a phopohtioxate amount of full-paid insurance after Two annual premiums

(if other premiums are not paid) on ordinary life and endowment policies.

It will Loax a Member a sum equivalent to the surrender value of his policy ; aad thus often helps a member in ex-

tremity to keep his policy in force. Policy-holders permitted to travel anywhere in the United States or in Europe, but
risks in the far South not sought.

Few appreciate the ADVANTAGE OF ITS LOCATION" at the West, where the money can be safely loaned at higher

rates than at the East.

$1,000 LOANED FOK 50 TEARS AT 6 PER CENT. PRODUCES $ 13,420 15.

$1,000
" " 50 " " 8 " " "

46,901 61.

$1,000
" " 50 " " 10 " " " 117.300 85.

And thinking men know that money can be loaned with care at the "West (where nearly all property is rapidly enhancing
in value) quite as safely, if not moee safely, than in older communities. Therefore, as the rate of mortality is also low
it the "West, its _ _"

MVIDEXDS MtrST BE fc.AISCJJE.

Dividends made annually, to commence three years after date of the policy, but to erjual in number the years of insur-

ance, and _
DISTRIBUTED TO POLICY-HOLDERS .ONLY,.

there being no Stockholders to absorb the Surplus or control the Company for selfish purposes. .

AGENTS WANTED AT THE EAST.
For a Policy or an Agency apply to ihe officers.

HEBER SMITH, Cen'l Agent.' S. S. DACCETT, Pres't.

A, W. KELLOCC, Sec'y.

Exposition Universelle,

Paris, 1867.

WHEELER & WILSON,
625 Broadway, New York.

AWARDED OVER EIGHTY-TWO COM-
PETITORS, THE HIGHEST PREMIUM,

FOE Till! PEKFECTICMT OF

SEWING MACHINES, and BUTTON-
HOLE MACHINES.

The only Gold Medal tor this Branch of Manufacture.

THE TEMPLE CHOIR.
A new collection of Church Music for Choirs and Singing

Schools. By THEO. F. SEWARD, assisted by Dr. LOW-
ELL MASON and WILLIAM B. BRADBUUY. This Is

the first time these two most popular musical authors

in the country have been united in one book. THE TEMPLE
CHOI II has a very full Singing School Department, with 150

Glees, Hounds, Part Song?, etc., over 500 tunes of all meters,

a lafge number of Anthems, Set Pieces, etc., for special oc-

casions, social use, etc. ; ami is altogether one of the most

complete collections of music ever published. Price, $1.50

each; $13.50 per dozen ; §100 per hundred. A single copy

will be sent for examination to any teacher of music, or

leader of a choir, post-paid, for one dollar.

Published by MASON BROTHERS,
590 Broadway, New York.

Clifton Springs, X. Y.. May 34th, I8G7.

Agent Florence Sewing Machine Co., Sir:—Having used

the Florence Sewing Machine In our family for the past two

years, we feci fully Justified in pronouncing it the best family

machine now In use. II. Cask.

Ofllce and Sales Room, 505 Broadway, New York.
Brooklyn Office, 431 Fulton-street.

THE ADVANCE,
The new national religious paper, has alreadv secured a

character and circulation worthy ot its name. Rev. W. AV.
Patton, D.D., is its editor-in-chief, and anion": its special and
its regular contributors are Rev. Jos. P. Thompson, Rev.
Horace Bushnell, Prof. Taylev Lewis. Rev. J. P. Gulliver,
Pres. <;. F. Masroun, Rev, John Todd. Prof. Edwards A.
Park. Rev. X. J. Burton, Pres. J. M, Sturtevanr, Rev. Lyman
Whiting, Rev. Leonard W™ Bacon, Rev. Isaac P. Lane-
worthy, Grace Greenwood, Sydney E, Holmes, Mrs. Julia P.
Ballard, etc., etc.

SPLENDID PREMIUMS !

Are offered for Clubs of any size. Canvassers receive TWO
DOLLARS in premiums for each subscriber. The Premium
List includes Solid Silver Her*', Ticknor d- Fu-hW Books,
Prang's CJirowo\ Anthony's S < > 7 . . and Views.
Ma-son d- Hamlin ft Organs, Gold and Silver " Elgin"
Watches, Sleek'a Pianos, Bradley'* Croquet Set*, WtUcosc
cfc Gibbs and Florence Sewing Machines, Webster's Dic-
tionaries. Craig's Microscopes, Lamb's Knitting Machines,
etc. Clubs are coming in from all parts of the country. Those
who start soonest do the best. Specimen copies sent free.

Address THE ADVANCE COMPANY,
25 Lombard Block, Chicago.

rb^"' «rlC irrisG AOA1NST AVeo^.
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Tin; Good, the Tkue and the Bealtitul."

Little Corporal
Is ncknowledgeri by Trc-s nnrt F«opIe nlmosC nnlvcr-

tally to bcTHEBEST PAPER for Boys anS
Girls ever 1 ubllahed in ibis country.

It is edited Ly ALFRED L. srWTLL. nnd
EMILY HUNTINGTON MILLER.

plied.Vol nrnea becin JnJv er Jnnunrv. E-i«'
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Address, ALFRED L, SEWT.LL, TVihltsW,
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A First Prize IVIrdal at the
PARIS EXPOSITION* has been awarded to the MASON A
HAMLIN CABINETORGANS, being UjeFLTTr-SISVENTH
highest premium awarded thorn within a few years.

Sixty styles of these Organs are made, varying from $T.i to

$1,000 cacti. Tlicy are believed to be not only UlQ best, but

considering their quality, durability, fto^tha cheapest In-

struments ol I tio class In the world.

Circulars with full particulars live to any address.

MASON & ilAMLTN",

596 Broadway N^w York; 1M Tremont-st.. Boston.

t*EE ADVERTISEMENT ON PAGE 43B—Valu-^ able l'laututlou for Sale, aud show It to ycut neighbor*
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A. new booh:.

THE GRAPE VINE.
A NEW WORK.

SMALL FRTJTT OuL-TTJRIST.

By FREDERICK MOHR,

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY AND iLEDICIXE.

Translated from the German, and accompanied with

Hints on the Propagation and General Treat-

ment of American Varieties.

By HORTICOLA.

This work is mainly devoted to the most elementary

matters. It explains the structure and mode of growth

J of the vine so clearly that no intelligent person who reads

it need he in doubt what to do with his vines. It has

"been well translated, and a chapter on the propagation of

American varieties has been substituted for the original

one ou multiplying the European grape. As anatomy is

the foundation of surgery, so is a knowledge of the struc-

ture of the vine to the vine dresser. In both cases it is

as important to know when and where to cut, and how.

CONTENTS.
Development and Structure of the

Grape Vine.

The Bfode ; The Branch ; Keasons
for Pruning ; Pruning.

Training on Trellises; Treatment
in Summer ; Plantations.

Tines Trained along the Garden
Walk.

Trellises on Walls; Tree Trellises.

Yines Trained to Trellises; Bron-
ner's Method.

Time Kequired for Covering a
Trellis.

Manuring the "Vine ; Age of Vine-
yard.

The Rising Sap in the Vine ; The
Grape Disease.

Treatment of Vines Injured by
Frost.

Implements ; Proper Time to Per-
form Work on the Vine.

Constituents of the Vine and their
Distribution.

Propagation of the Vine : By lay-
ers , By Cuttings ; By Graftlflg ; By Inarching

; By
Seeds.

Hybridization.

American Varieties—General Man-
agement ; Planting ;

Pruning
; Pinching ; Covering

in Fall.

S-3SIT POST-PAID. PRICE, $1.00.

ORANGE JUDO & Co.,

245 Broadway and 4 1 Park Row, N. Y.

By ANDREW S. FULLER.

PRACTICAL HORTICULTURIST, RIDOKWOOD. BBKGES CO., K. J.

A new work, and the only one devoted to Small Fruits.

Special treatises of this kind have the advantage that the

author can more thoroughly discuss his subject, and gc

into greater detail, than in a work embracing both large

and email fruits. The work covers the whole ground of

Propagation, Culture, Varieties, Packing for Harket, etc.

C0XTE>TS : LXTKODUCTIOn—I. BARBERRY—II. STRAW-

BERRY—HI. Raspeerp-y—IV. Blackberry—V. Dwakt

CHEERY—VI. CUKRANT—VII. GOOSEBERRY—VHI. COR-

NELIAS Cherry—IS. Cranberry—X. Huckleberry—

XI. SHErERDiA—XII. Preparation for Gathering

Fruit.

We predict that this work will bring Mr. Fuller many

enemies, as he has given his opinion about varieties

without reserve. On the other hand it will the more

Btrongly endear him to all true lovers of horticulture, as

these wish to have the merits of fruit given without refer-

ence to the persons who introduce them.

While very full on all the small fruits, the Currants and

Raspberries have been more carefully elaborated than

ever before, and in this important part of his hook, the

author has had the invaluable counsel of Charles

Downing. The chapter on gathering ami packing fruit

is a valuable one, and in it are figured all the baskets

and boxes now in common use. The book is very finely

and thoroughly illustrated, and makes an admirable

companion to his Grape Culturist.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE, S1.50

NEW TORE:

©KAPSCI JUDO & CO.,
245 BROADWAY and 41 PARK ROW.

DRAINING FOR PROFIT

AXD

DRAINING- FOE EEALTE

By GEO. E. "WARLNG, Jr.,

EKSISKER OF THE DKAISAGE 07 CEXTHAX PABK, NEWTOEK.

Jl lustra,tecl.

TABLE OF CONTENTS:

LAND TO BE DRAINED AND THE
REASONS WHY.—Indications of the need of draining.—
Sources of water.—Objections to too much water.—"Wet
BUb-SOil.

HOW DRAIN'S ACT AND HOW
THEY AFFECT THE SOIL.—Characteristics of well laid

tile drain.—Surface-water and rain water beneficial,

springs and soakage water injurious.—Cracking of stiff

Clays.—Evaporation and filtration.—Rain fall.—Evapor-
ation.—Temperature.— Drooght.— Poro3ity cr mellow-
ness.—Chemical action in the soil.

HOW TO GO TO WORK TO LAY
OUT A SYSTEM OF DRAFTS.—Amateur draining—
Maps.—Levelling instruments.—Outlets and location of

drains.—Main drains.— Spring water. — Fall. — Tiles.

—

Depth and distance apart.—Direction of laterals,—Col-

lars.—Discharge of water from drains.

HOW TO MAKE THE DRACSTS.—
Tools.—Marking the lines.

—
"Water courses.—Outlet.

—

Silt Basins.—Opening the ditches.—Grading.—Tile laying.

—Connections.—Covering thetile and filling in,—Collect-

ing the water of springs.—Amending the map.

HOW TO TAKE CARE OF DRAINS
AND DRAINED LAND.—Removing obstructions.—Mis-

take of substituting large tiles for small ones which have
become obstructed.—Heavy lands should not be tram-

pled while wet.

WHAT DRAINING COSTS.
Draining, expensive work.—Their permanence and last-

ing effects.—Cheapness versus economy—Details of cost.

—(1. Engineering and Superintendence—2. Digging the

ditches.—3- Grading the bottoms.

—

I. Tileand tile laying.

—5. Covering and filling.—G. Outlets and Silt Basins.)

WILL IT PAT ?

Increased crops required to pay cost of draining.—CCorn,
"Wheat, Rye, Oats, Potatoes, Barley, Hay, Cotton, Tobac-
co.)—Distances of profit.—Bene fit of draining ia facili-

tating farm work.

HOW TO MAKE DRAINING TttES.
Materials.—Preparation of earths.—Moulding tile ma-
chines.—Drying and rolling.—Burning.—Kilns.—General
arrangement of a tilery.

THE RECLAIMING OF SALT
MAHSHES.—Extent of marshes on the Atlantic Coast.—
The English Fens.—Harlacm Lake.—The exclusion of sea

water.—Removal of the causes of inundation from the

upland.—Removal or rain fall and water of filtration.

—

Embankments.—Muskrats,—Rivers and Creeks.—Outlet

of drainage.

MALARIAL DISEASES.
Fever and Ague.—Neuralgia.—Vicinity of New York.—
Dr. BartkMt ou Periodical Fever.—Dr. MetcalFs Report
to U. S. Sanitary Commission.—La Roche on the effects

of Malarial Fever.—Dr. Salisbury on the "Cause of Ma-
larial Fevers."—English experience.—Reports to the
British Parliament.—Cause of Malaria removed by
draining.

HOUSE AND TOWN DRAINAGE.
Sewerage.—The use of pipes.—The new outfall sewers In
London.—The use of steam pumps to secure outlets.

—

Utilization of sewage matters in ngricultnrc.—Effects of
Imperfect house drainage on health.—Typhoid fever.—
The Westminster fever in London.—Epidemic at the
Maplewood Young Ladies Institute in Pittsfield, Mass.—
Lambeth Square, London.—Back drainage,—Water sup-
ply.—General Board of ncalth, (England).

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE, $1.50.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,
245 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y.
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Just Published

A NITW WORK ON APPLES.

AMERICAN POMOLOGY.

APPLES.

Bt Doct. JOHN A. "WARDER,

PRESIDENT OHIO r-OJIOLOGICAL SOCIETY
J
VICE-PRESIDENT

AMERICAN" POMOLOGICAL SOCIETT, ETC.

293 Ellnstrstions.

To pomologist3 a work by Dr. Warder will need no

commendation. Though a citizen of Ohio, he is so sure

to he at any pomological gathering, he it East or West,

that the whole country claims him, and if any one has a

right to entitle his work American Pomology it is certain-

ly Dr. Warder. The present is the first instalment of a

work intended to cover the whole ground. In it the

author has attempted the difficult task of bringing apples

into something like order.

This volnme has about 750 pages, the first 375 of which

are devoted to the discussion of the general subjects of

propagation, nursery culture, selection and planting, cul-

tivation of orchards, care of fruit, insects, and the like;

the remainder is occupied with descriptions of apples.

With the richness of material at hand, the trouble was to

decide what to leave out. It will be found that while the

old and standard varieties are not neglected, the new and

promising sorts, especially those of the South and West,

have prominence. A list of selections for different lo-

calities by eminent orchardists is a valuable portion of

the volume, while the Analytical Index or Catalogue

Itaisomic, as the French would say, is the most extended

American fruit list ever published, and gives evidence of

a fearful amount of labor.

This differs from any fruit book heretofore published in

this country, in its complete classification of apples. The

author gives the principal European systems and mod-

estly puts forth his own to be tested by practice. He di-

vides apples into four classes, according to their forms.

Each of these classes is sub-divided by other obvious

characters, and it would seem that any apple described in

the book might be easily identified. We trust that this

will prove a great help to the pomologist.

Fruit-growers will welcome this book as a valuable and

long-wished for addition to penological lilcratnrc, and it

will be found equally useful to the novice and the experi-

enced orchardist. The work lias 203 illustrations, is

printed on good paper and well bound.

SENT POSTPAID, PRICE $3.00.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

243 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y.

a. new "work.

GARBEMNG FOR PROFIT,

IN THE MARKET AND FAMILY GARDEN,

BY PETEK HENDERSON.

Illustrated.

This is the first work on Market Gardening ever pub.

lished in this country. Its anther is well known as a

market gardener of eighteen years1 successful experience.

In this work he has recorded this experience, and given

without reservation the methods necessary to the profita-

ble culture of the commercial or

MARKET GrAJEHDEEV.

It Is a work for which there has long been a demand,

and one which will commend itself, not only to those

who £row vegetables for sale, but to the cultivator of the

FAMILT GAEBEN

To whom it presents methods qnite different from the

old ones generally practiced. It is an

ORIGINAL AND PURELY AMERICAN

work, and not made up, as books on gardening too often

are, by quotations from foreign, authors.

Everything i3 made perfectly plain, and the subject

treated in all its details, from the selection of the soil to

preparing the products for market. Frames, Hot-beds,

and Forcing Houses, the management of which is usually

eo troublesome to the novice, are fully described, and the

conditions of success and causes of failure clearly stated

The success of the market gardeners near New York

City is proverbial, and this is the only work that sets forth

the means by which this success has been attained. Val-

uable hints arc given to those who would raise Vegetables

at the South for northern markets.

The following synopsis of its contents will show the

ecopc of the work :

Men Fitted for the easiness of Gardening.
The Amount of Capital Required and
Working Force per Acre.

Profits of Market Gardening.
Location, Situation, and Laying Out.
Soils, Drainage, and Preparation.
Manures. Implements.
Uses and Management of Cold Frames.

. Formation and Management of Hot-beds
Forcing Pits or Green-houses.
Seeds and Seed Raising.
How, When, and Where to Sow Seeds.

Transplanting. Insects.

Packing of Vegetables for Shipping.
Preservation of Vegetables in Winter.
Vegetables, their Varieties and Cultivation.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE. $1.50.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

243 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y.

.SQUASHES;
HOW TO GROW THEM.

By JAMES J. H. GREGORY.

A most valuable little Treatise for Fanners and Gar-
deners. It tells about

Selecting the Soil.

How much Manure.
Preparing and Planting.

Hoeing and Cultivating.
Setting of the Fruit.

Ripening; Cathering.
Storing of the Crop.

Care During Winter.
Market Prices and Varieties.
When to Take Out Seed.

SENT POST-PAID, - Price, paper covers, 30 cts.

Either of the above-named books will be Ecnt post-

paid, on receipt of price, by the Publishers.

Also, many other new and valuable books for the

FARM, GARDEN, AND HOUSEHOLD.
Sexb fok a Catalogue.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,
245 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y.

GRAPE CULTURIST.
By ANDREW S. FULLER.

Tliis is the best Book published on Hardy Grape Culture.

COXTEXTS.

IXTRODUCTORY—BOTANICAL CHARACTER OF THE
Vine, Propagation by Seed.—4 Illustrations.

GROWING FROM SEED—GATHER WHEN FULLY RIPE.

PROPAGATION BY SINGLE BUDS.—MODE OF OFERA-
tion. Planting in Beds. Single Buds in Open Air, Starting

iu Hot-Beds, Form of Single Bud Cutting—o Illustrations.

CUTTINGS OF UNRIPE WOOD.-THOUSAXDS OF YIXES
are Annually Produced from Green Cuttings.—1 Illust.

PROPAGATING HOUSE- PERFECTION SHOULD BE
our Aim, Span Roofed Propagating House, Lean-to

Propagating House, Single Hoofed House, Flues.—2 lit.

CUTTIXGS IN OPEN AIR—TIME TO MARE CUTTINGS.
Selection of Cuttings, Form of Cuttings, Mullet Cuttings.

LAYERING THE VINE.—THIS IS ONE OF THE MOST
Certain and Convenient Methods lu Use.— I Illustration.

GRAFTING THE GRAPE.—THIS IS AN OLD Bt'T VERY
Uncertain Mode of Propagating the Grape, but Can bo

Used Successfully.—1 Illustrations.

HYBRIDIZING AND CP.OSSIXG.—TnESE ARE OPERA-
tions that Should Demand the Attention of Every One
Who Undertakes to Produce New Varieties, Mono of

Operation.- -3 Illustrations.

TRANSPLANTING—VINES WILL OFTEN REQUIRE ONE
Season of Nursery Culture tefore being rianted Id tho

Vineyard, Heeling-in.—3 Illustrations.

SOIL AND SITUATION.—MUCH DEPENDS UPON THEM.
Preparing the Soil, Manures aud their Operations

STEM APPENDAGES. — SPIXES, HAIRS, LATERALS,
Forms of Leaves. Tendrils, Buds.—7 Illustrations.

PLAXTIXG THE VINE.— A GREAT DIVERSITY OF
Opinion, My Own Rule, Root Pruning, Low to Plant.

GRAPE TRELLISES.-2 Illicstralions.

TIME TO PRUNE VINES.—PRUNING AND TRAINING.
Opposite Arms, Oblique Arms, A Flan for Poor Soils.

GARDEN CULTURE.-rOSITIOX OF BORDER. TRAIN-
log the Vines, Four Tiers of Arms, Double Stem. Trel-

lises iu Gardens. Training to Slakes. Girdling Hie Vine.

Removing the Leaves.—9 Illustrations.

GATHERING T1IF. FRUIT.-PRESERVING THE FRUIT.
Wine Making, Pruning Shears.— t Illustration.

INSECTS-ROSE CHAFER. GRAPE VINE FLEA REE-

tle. Spotted Peltdnota, Tree Beetle, Caterpillars, Yellow

Bear. Hog Caterpillar, Grape Vine Sphinx, nine Caterpil-

lar, Procris Americana, Leaf Rollers, Tlirips. Aphis, Red

Spider, Vine Scale. Diseases. Mildew. Sutl Scald.-lS Illus.

DESCRIPTION OF (nearly Seventy) VARIETIES.

REVIEW OF VARIOUS SYSTEMS OF PRUNING AND
Training. Reversing the Arms, Single Ann System. Bow

System. Long Rod Spur System, Upright Canes, Thomery

System.—Index.

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE $1.50

ORANCE JUDD & CO.,

245 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y
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Advertisements, to be sure of insertion, must be re-

ceived BEFORE the 5th of the preceding- month.

TEIS-MS— Ccash before insertion)

:

Ordinary rages. SI.50 per line- OpenPaflesS'iper line.

Business Xotices—S3.50 per line of space, each insertion.

Get up Clnbs
AND

BUY TIMES CHEAP.
Almost any man Trill join Tvith his neighbors in buying a

few choice grape vines.

For S3.00
I will send by mail, post-paid,

5 losia. Vines, 5 Concord Vines,
5 Hartford proline Visacs,

and one of each kind to the parti/ getting up the Club.

Wot S10.00
I will send by mail, post-paid,

10 lona Vines, 10 Concovd Vines,
10 Has**ford Prolific Vines,

and three of each kind to the party getting up the Club.

All the above will lie No. 1 vines, from my well-known

stock. Orders filled in rotation as received. Address

G. E. MEISSNER, Richmond, Statcu Island, N.Y.

Poultry Exhibition.
The American Poultry Society will hold their first Annual

Exhibition in New York City, during the third week in

November. For Circulars, Premium Lists, etc, address

A. M. HALSTED, Corresponding Sec'y,

OS Pearl-st., New York.

B. E. BOSS «&> SSOjX,
Seed and Horticultural "Warehouse, No. 41 Park Row, New

York, Late (Jihce of the American Agriculturist,
Offer for sale a well selected assortment of Garden, Field,

and Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Hoots, Small Fruits find
Flowering Shrubs, For particulars see our Catalogues, also
our advertisement in Oct. No. of Agriculturist.

§EE8> POTATOES
Of all the leading varieties, including Harison, Earlv Good-
rich, Se'iec, Gleasoii, Early Sovereign, Stevens, Jackson
"Whites, Garnet Chili, Cnzco. Also, Patterson's celebrated
English Seedlings, lor sale at the lowest market prices.

B. K. BLISS & SON".

MORTON'S VIRGINIA SEEDLING GRAPE
VINES, (layers), for sale. §150 per 1000. Terms cash

in advance, or collected hy Express on delivery.
GEORGE NESTEL, Mascontah, St. Clair Co.,

Illinois.

Waaated to Exchange.
A general supply of Nursery Stock wanted in exchange

for (irape Vines, principally Concord, Iona and Clinton.
Address, GRAPE, Box 3025, P. O., New York.

IT DON'T
SCRATCH YOU,

Or Tear Your Clothes.
Davison's Tliornless

"Blade Cap Raspberry-
is the best, as it is hardy, pro-

ductive, early, and sweet, and
it is a pleasure to cultivate it.

For origin, description, prices,

testimonials, &c, send for Cir-

cular. JOSEPH SINTON,
Angola, Erie Co., N. Y.

First Class Grape Tines.

-A. Specialty.
A large stock unsurpassed for quality, at the lowest rates

for which good vines can be grown. Cheaper than Inferior

vines at no price. All other varieties, equally well grown.
A Discount made to those ordering before January 1.

Send for Price Lists.

We shall be pleased to have parties call and examine stock.

HOI/TOST & ZtNDELL,
Havcrstraw, Rockland Co., N. Y.

Rittatinny Blackberry at the West.

Among the many testimonials received by the subscriber,
the following in regard to this splendid berry from a gentle-
man in Fulton Co., 111., may suffice :

—
"The Kittatinny plants got of you, spring of 'GG, fruited

Ibis season most abundantly,—one week earlier than my
Lawtons on the same grounds and location, and the smallest
branch withstood the winter without any injury whatever."
The subscriber and several others here have also fruited

It thoroughly and most satisfactorily the past season. Strong
Plants 820 per 100; §150 per 1,000. F. K. PHOENIX,

Bloomington, 111.

f ARGE IMPORTATION of ITALIAN-QUEENS.
-" I have just arrived with TOO Italian Queens. Terms of
sale will he advertised in the spring.

ADAM GUIMM, Jefferson, Wisconsin,

READS

Is Published WEEKLY at

CHIC^VOO, ILLINOIS.
E^~ The Fbajeie Farmee is a Family and Fireside Jour-

nal, devoted to the interests of Agriculture, Horticul-
ture, Markets and the Household.
E3" The Prairie Farmer will enter upon its Twenty-

eighth year of publication, January 1st, 1S6S.

23T* The Prairie Farmer is the oldest and most widely
circulated Rural Journal in the West.

Z32" The Prairie Faemes should be taken and read by
every family in the land

pf" The Prairie Farmer is a weekly paper of sixteen

large octavo pages and is printed on fine white paper

E3£~ The Prairie Farmkr is promptly mailed to its sub-

scribers evert week-th us keeping its readers fully posted

upon the current matters of interest of Horticulture, Agri-
culture and Jfarkels, &c, &c.

E2T* The Prairie Farmer is edited with great ability,

and it lias a large corps of special, practical and noted Con-
tributors.

C^r- The Prairie Farmer is a weekly publication, and
is furnished at the low price of Two Dollars per year.

EST" The Prairie Farmer will be sent to the end of De-
cember 3S65 to 2^'ew Subscribers who send in their names
during the months of November and December marked
"New" with Two Dollars, from the time the names are re-

ceived.
£^~ The Prairie Farmer Compaq will give liberal Pre-

miums to all who get up clubs—large or small.

£^~ Specimen copies sent to zny address, free. „^£]
For full particulars—Premium list, etc.—Address—

PRAIRIE FARMER COMPANY.
104 Clark St., Chicago, 111.

Factory at Mel-

rose, Mass. Gen-

eral Agents,

Messrs. WHEEL-
ER. PARSONS
& CO.,New York,

Messrs. BIGE-

LOW BROS. &
RENNARD, Bos-

ton, and for sale

by the trade gen-

erally. Every

movement war-

ranted.
The TRFMOXT WATCH CO. manufacture the only DUST-
PROOF Watch movement in this countrv. They have a
branch establishment in Switzerland, under The personal
superintendence of Mr. A. L. DENN1SON. (Die ORIGINA-
TOR of the American system of watch-making], where thev
produce their Balances and Escapements of a superior qual-
ity. The cheap skilled labor of Europe, working thus on the
AMERICAN SYSTEM, enables them to offer a superior
article at a low rate.

j?£AE£££! MARKS* ilURK!!!
Your Clothing with, the Patent

INDELIBLE PENCILS
"The Indelible Pencil is much more convenient than ink."—American Agriculturist.—" it will abolish the old plan of

using a pen with a bottle."—

A

7
. Y. Evenina Post.—"A de-

sirable, convenient and useful household article."

—

Spring-
field Republican.—" Invaluable*for marking linen."

—

Chicago
Tribune. Manufactured and sold at wholesale by

The Indelible Pencil Co., Northampton, Mass.
And sold bv Stationers, Druggists, Yankee Notion Dealers,

&c, «fec, throughout the countrv.
Prices: Single, 50 cents: Three for $1.09; per doz.

$3.00. Every Pencil Warranted.
Sent pre-paid by mail or express on receipt ot price.

New FisiBso ISoek.
$75 Worth, of Music for S3.

The best compositions of "Strauss," "Godfrev," " C.
Faust," "Gungl," &c. All the latest first-class Music.

THE CIRCLE OP BRILLIANTS,
A new Collection of Piano Music. 224 pages, large music
size, extra fine paper, containing 32 full sets of Waltzes, such
as " Mabel." "Guards." " Village Swallows." "Scheiden,"
"On Wings of Night." "Leap Year." "Peri,"' "Corn Flow-
er." "Dream on the Ocean," &c : 25 Galops,—"Bride of the
Wind," "Ida," "Helter Skelter," "Cataract." "Through
the Air," "Up and Down," "Ilnrlev Burlev," "Columba-
nuSj" &c. ; 20 Marches and Quicksteps.— " Tilillanollo," " Frei-
derichs," "Wedding," &C. ; 20 Piano Pieces, (Variations.
Transcriptions, &c.),—"Shower of Pearls,*" "Carnival of
Venice." "The Kiss,

1
' "Soldier's Chorus," "Dew Drop," &c:

40 Redowas, Mazurkas, Polkas, Shottisches, &c.,—" Dexter,"
"Plume," "Bine Bird Redowa."
Price, in boards, morocco back, S3; cloth sides, Turkey

Morocco backs and corners, $1; same, full gilt, $5. A first-

class Musical present. Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

ELI AS HOWE, 103 Co«rt-st., Boston, Mass.

-\f\r\ PER CENT. MADE BY ALL who wish
-LV-/W to sell my Small Fruits in their neighborhood.
Price Lists, Snow Btlls, &c, sent on application. Don't
purchase any kind of Small Fruits until vou read my
Advertisement in Sept. >io. of Agriculturist, headed
" Miami Black Cap Raspberry," and "' Strawberry
Plants." Address with stamp,

A. M. PURDY, South Bend, Ind.
Or, M, R. PUIIDY, Palmyra, N. Y.

All New Subscribers to the CULTIVATOR & COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN for 1S6S, received previous to December 31st,

1S6T, with the money, will deceive that paper "WEEKLY

FROM THE DATE OF T.EIUITTA^CE TO JA.XUAF.Y 1st, 1SGS.

THE CULTIVATOR & COUNTRY GENTLEMAN is

published iu large weekly Numbers of 1G to 20 pages each,

and designed to include EVERY DEPARTMENT of Agri-

culture, Stock-Raisiug, Horticulture and Domestic Economy.

The Publishers prefer using the following extracts from

well-informed sources, rather than to speak for themselves :

TJie Maine Farmer speaks of The Country Gentle-

man as "Standing at ths Head of the Agricultural

Press of the Country,"

The Scottish Farmer calls The Couxtry Gentleman'

"The Best of All tbe American Newspapers devoted

to matters of Rural Econoro}r."

The Gardeners' Mo/ithly says that The Country Gen-

tleman is "Conducted with a Degree of Talent equal to

any European journal, and superior to most of them."

The Canada Fizrmers* Advocate says :
" We are in receipt

of Agricultural publications from various parts of the world,

but for truthful accounts, well written practical articles,

and general management of the paper, we have seen non'e

at all to compare with TnE Cultivator & Country

Gentleman-

, published in the United States."

TERMS :

The Terms are lower than those of any other paper of

similar standing : One copy, §3.50 per year ; Four copies

S9 ; Eight copies, S1G.

SPECIMEN COPIES FREE OF CHARGE,
Prospectuses, &c, sent on application.

Address

JLVTHEB TUCKER & SOZV,
PUBLISHERS,

ALBANY, N. T.

ImportedItalian Qaseems, $2®.
Colonies of Black Bees, Imported Queen introduced, ?2""".

Italian Colony and Imported Queen _.--"- $35.
M. QG1NBY, St Johnsvilie, N. Y.

IVES' SEEDLING- GRAPE VINE
that never fails. The wine sells to Lontrworth's "Wine

House at $1.25 per pallon. 7.1,000 vines of superior trrowth for
sale at lowest prices. Send for its liistoryand Price List,
FREE. Also all leading kinds with nine new varieties from
Lonirworth's School of Vines, selected by Dr. John A. War.
der.Vith nursery stock Generally. JAS. F. MARTIN,

Jit. Washington, Hamilton Co., Ohio.

Asparagus Plants
FOR FAIL PLANTING.
Per 100. Perl.OCO. 5,000. 10.000-

2 year old plants, $1.50. $10.00. $10. $7b.

1 ' $1.00. $ 7.50. $30. $50.
HENDERSON & FLEMING.

Seedsmen and JIarket Gardeners, G? Nassau-st., New York.

ATTENTION ! ALL WANTING FARMS.—Scv:
cral thousand acres of superior farm nn<\ fruit land for

sale clieap, at Ghisshoro, IS miles south of Philadelphia, at
the "(unction of the "West Jersey and Cape May U. II. Inform-
ation sent free. Addrcs3 "W.M. AliROTT. Glassboro, N. J
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COPELAND'S COUNTRY LIFE.

00 BOOKS FOR FARMERS and OTHERS.

2?T f An 5" oft"^'<ook3 will be forwarded bymail.jxMS^atd, on receipt of price]

? 1 50
! 50
' ''0

-A- Oouijjeucliiuia

OP

Agricsiltua-al & Horticultural

Practical Knowledges

Embracing Descriptions, Hints, Suggestions and De-

tails of great value to even- one interested in Fruit, Flow-

ers, V.. - . onFarm Crops, It contains 92G large

Octow Pages, cm ! 250 EnrfrmOngs. Describing and

Illustrating nearly the whole range of topics, of interest

to the FARMER, the GARDENER, the FRUIT CTJL-

TURIST. and the AMATEUR.

It is adaptc 1 not only to those owning large and Ele-
gant Estates, but contains directions for the host arrange-
ment of the smallest riots, down tq the City Tanl, tho
Roof oj Window Garden, or the simple Flower Stand.
It also gives nu abstract or the Principles, Construction.
and Management of Apjuabiums. Among numero
other matters it treats of

Draining. Giving best methods, estimates of cost
trenches, tiles, etc., thus enabling almost any one propl
crly to perform this important work. *

Cattle are careflilly noticed with reference to the
special merits of different breeds ror dairying or fattening.

Breeding.Sheep Management, including
Feeding, Prices, Profits, etc., receives attention, and
a very lull Ireatise on the Merinos is given.

GS-riipe Colfcxre occupies a lar»e space em-
bracing the opinions of m. n in nil parts or the coantry
'" ' ,r|

- i'
1 og, training, diseases, ondigenerl

' '
'

;

!

T^ull Lists of Ornamental Trees and Shrubs
Fruits, Flowers, Green and Rot-house
are given, with directions for mdna montjJ
in the year.

The Kitchen G-swAen receive, pnrticnlnr
n'.tention, with reference to the best way to grow and

each kind of Vegetable.

'.•,• imlical ... IhcbooWn ' ', 'most
' rsulgect

,
. ..

conntry, or bavins nnythin3 t i do \yi !i the i ti

of the soil.

SENT P-0ST:PAID . . - PRICES5.00.

ORANGE JUDO & CO.,
845 Broadway and 41 Park Row, f(. Y.

New Book of Flowers.
By Joseph Breck, Practical Horticulturist.

Beautifully Illustrated.

This work, -while preserving scientific accuracy, is written
in a familiar style, and with the enthosiasm of a life-long
lover of flowers. Its teachings are eminently practical, and
cover all branches of out of door gardening.

Bulbs.
The cultivation of bnlbs, whether in-doors or in the

open ground, is clearly described, and such instructions
are given as will insure success with these favorite plants.

Annuals.
AH the finer annnals are described, and the peculiar

treatment necessary for each given in full.

Herbaceous Perennials.
This jastly favorite class of plants is given here more

at length than in any workwith which we are acquainted.

ISe.Miiig- PlanSs.
The treatment of the popular kinds of bedding plants

is given, together with that of Dahlias, Chrysanthemums
and such as usually fall under the head of florist's flowers.

Flowering Shrubs.
A separate section is devoted to the hardy flowering

shrubs, including a very full chapter upon the

Rose.
Wo have no work-which is -so safe a gnide to the novlea

in gardening, or that imparts the necessary information
in a style so free from technicalities. Not the least

interesting part of the work is the author's personal ex-

perience, as he tells not only how he succeeded, but the
mistakes he committed. Thus far it is

"The Book of Flowers."
SECT POST-PAID. PKICEi $U5b

PRANCE J3JDD &, CO ., Publishers.

WARDER'S
Hedges and Evergreens.

Tills is the only book wholly devoted to the cultivation?
pruning, and management of plants suitable for American
hedging, especially the Madura, or OSAGE ORANGE : illus-
trated with engravings of plants, implements, and processes-
Co which «s added a Treatue on Everarecns. their varieties!

SLM' POST-PAID. PiaCE *1.50
ORANGE JTJPO & CO., Publishers.

BUIST'S
American Fiower-Carden * Directory?
Containing Practical Directions for tho Culture of riants

in the Flower-Garden, llot-llousc. Green-House, Rooms or
Parlor-Window;, fill: EVERY" MONTH IN THE YEAH
with, descriptions < f most desirable plants, soils, transplant-
ing erecting a Hot-House, n Green-House, laying out a
I lower-Garden, etc., etc. By Robbbt BuisT. a practical
Nurseryman nnd Seed-Growerof Philadelphia, Cloth lSiiroSENT POST-PAID. - - PB1CE $1.51)OUABiGE JTDD & CO., Publishers.

Method of Manure Making
COMPLETE AlVD CLEAR, Si* ITS DIREC-

TIONS.
Curries Conviction of Its nsenilness, and thb correct-

ness of It i pr Iplcs

GIVES GREAT SATISFACTION.
Abunda'ncQ of Good Manure depends sunplj upon

systematic nnd well applied labor.
ENGL) U ami GERM \'\ PRICE, sr,-.-

'.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,
245 Broadway and 41 Park Row, M. Y.

Aj'™:? <L- f > Enrol Architecture

|!!en
;i;{4:;^SSo^!,^AnimaV

American Bird Fancier
15-"--Pa., 5) cts..cloth T3

American Pomology, by iir' Y a! WnwtorAmerican Rose Cufturls '
<lcr '

American Weeds and Vi'Hnl 'plant's
Architecture, by Cummings & Miller"Bement's Rabbit Fancier
Bommer's Method ofMaking Manures
Boiissingault's Rural Economy.™
n^ c

Jf
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HINTS TO HORSE-KEEPERS,
A COMPLETE

MANUAL FOR HORSEMEN.
BY THE LATE HENRY 'WILLIAM HERBERT.

(FKA5K FORESTER.)

Beautifully Illustrated.

HOW TO BREED A HORSE.—
CHOICE OF STALLION".—National Yalne of the Horse—
The best class of Horses the cheapest for all purposes—
"What constitutes excellence—Blood: "what it gives,
should be ou the side of the Sire—Breed up, not down-
Diseases and Defects Hereditary—General Kules.

CHOICE OF TITE MAKE.—Size, Symmetry and Sound-
ness more important than Blood—Points of the Brood
J Iare—Diseases Hereditary—Condition of the Mare

—

Should have moderate work when with Foal—Food and
care during gestation— Health and temper.

MUTUAL ADAPTATION OF SIT.E AND DAM.—First
consideration in Improvement of "cold" Blood—Rela-
tive size of Sire and Dam—Defects in either Parent-
How Remedied in Progeny—Bloods which " hit.

"

CANADIAN" BLOOD. — The Canadian originally the
French Norman—Characteristics—Hardihood—Speed

—

Mode of Improvement—Crossing with Thorough-breds.
NORMAN BLOOD.—Origin and History of the Percheroa
Norman—A pure race—Characteristics and Points.

MODERN ARAB BLOOD.—English and American Thor-
ough-breds derived from Oriental Blood— are now
superior to the Modern Arabs—Nolan Arab.

PONIES — DIFFERENT BREEDS,
CHARACTERISTICS AND UTILITY.—Origin—Different
Breeds—Shetlands and Scots—Galloways and Narragan-
eetts—Mustangs and Indians—Profit of raising Ponies.

HOW TO BREED MULES.
Yalne of Mules—Their History and Natural History—
The Mule and Ilinney—Thorough-blood wasted in the
Dam for Mules—The Mule in the United States—Large
size not Desirable—Varieties of the Ass—The kind of
Mares to be selected.

HOW TO BUT A HORSE.
Of whom to Buy it—Extraordinary Cheapness and Ex-
traordinary Excellence not consistent with each other-
Points to be regarded—How to Examine the Eve—Broken
"Wind—Roaring—Whistling—Broken Knees—To examine
the Legs—Splents—Damaged Back Sinews—Spavins-
Ringbones—Curbs—How to tell the Age of a Horse.

HOW TO FEED A HORSE.
Consequences of Improper Feeding—Different Food for
different conditions—Food for the"Brood Mare—for the
Foal—For Working Horses—GreenFood—Carrots—Corn—Feeding Horses in Training—While Travelling—Sum-
mering Horses—The Best Method—Management of Om-
nibus Horses in New York.

HOW TO STABLE AND GROOM A
HORSE.—Requisites for a good Stable—The economy of
Proper Arrangements—Ventilation—Grooming ; its ne-
cessity for all descriptions of Horses—How Performed—
Clothing—Treatment when brought in from "Work.

HOW TO BREAK, AOT) USE A
HORSE.—What is required in a well-broken Horse—His
education should commence when a Colt—Bitting—Put-
ting inHamess—How to Use a Horse—Travelling—Work-
ing—Pleasure Horses—Punishment.

HOW* TO PHYSIC A HORSE —
SLMPLE READIES FOR SIMPLE AILMENTS.—Causes
of Ailments—Medicines to be given onlv by the order of
the Master—Depletion and Purging—Spasmodic Colic-
Inflammation of the Bowels—Inflammation of the Lungs—How to Bleed—Balls and Purgatives—Costiveness—
Cough—Bronchitis—Distemper—"Worms—Diseases of the
Feet—Scratches—Thrush—Broken Knees.

FARRIERY, ETC.
Castration — Docking and Nicking — Blood-letting—
Treatment of Straws and "Wounds—Galls of the Skin-
Cracked Heels—Clipping and Singeing—Administering
Medicines—Diseases of the Feet.

HOW TO SHOE A HORSE.
Unskillful Shoers—Anatomy of the Food Hlustrated—
The Foot of a Colt—Preparation of the Foot—Remo\ ing
the Old Shoe—Paring the Foot—The Shoe—Fitting' the
Shoe—Nailing—Number of Nails—Diseases of the Foot.

BAUCHER'S METHOD OF TRAIN-
ING HORSES.—What Constitutes a Well-trained Horse-
To make him come at your call—The Philosophy of
Training—Flexions of the Jaw—Flexions of the Neck-
Flexions of the Croup—Backing—The Paces—Leaping.

HOW TO RIDE A HORSE.
The Saddle—The Girths—The Stirrups—Saddle-Cloths—
The Crupper—The Martingale— The Bridle—Spurs-
Mounting and Dismounting—The Scat—The Hands—
The Legs—The Paces—Hints for Special Cases—The Art
of Falling—Riding with Ladies.

LADLES' ELDING—WRITTEN BY
A LADY—Learning toRide—The Side-saddle—The Girths
—The Stirrup—The Bridle—The Martingale—The Bit—
The Dress—Mounting and Pismounting-^The Position

—

The Hands—The Leg and Whip—Accidents.

HOW TO DRIVE A HORSE.
The Art ofDriving—Pleasure Driving—How to Hold the
Reins—Driving a Pair—Four-in-hand Driving—Driving
"Working Horses—Plowing—Three-a-breast.

RAREY'S SYSTEM OF HORSE-
TAMING.—Rarey's System a New Discovery—Previous
System—Principles of this Svstem— Instructions for
practicing Rarey's Method—To Stable the Horse—To
Approach the Horse—Tving up the Leg—Laving the
Horse Down—Finale—Vices and Bad Habits—Rearing—
Kicking—Baulking—Pulling on the Halter—Shying.

VETERINARY HOMOEOPATHY.
Principles of the System—Table of Remedies—General
Directions—Treatment of a Sick Animal—Diet—Reme-
dies for Specific Cases—Glossary of Diseases.

13mo. 435 p.—Sent by mail post-paid. $1.75.

ORANGE JUDD &, CO.,

a**5 Broadway and 41 Park Row, H. Y.

NEW BOOKS. The Miniature Fruit Garden,,

Saunders' Domestic Poultry.
By S. M. Satjnders.

New Edition Revised and Enlarged.

Tbis Book contains Articles on the Preferable

Breeds of Farm-Yard Poultry, Their History

and Leading Characteristics, -with Complete

Instructions for Breeding and Fattening, and
Preparing for Exhibition at Poultry Shows,

etc., etc., derived from the Author's Experi-

ence and Observation.

The "work is compact, full of valuable hints

and information, and beautifully illustrated.

An appendix contains an account of Poultry

breeding on a large scale, as practiced in the

neighborhood of Paris, and is a yery important

addition to the work.

Price, paper 40 cts., cloth 75 cts.

ORANGE JUDD & CO., Publishers.

3Ioney in theNSTvamps.

FEAT ! FEAT S FEAT !

FUEL - MANURE.
WHERE TO FIND IT.

HOW TO MAKE AiVD USE IT.

ITS VALUE.

A NEW WORK ©N PEAT,
THOROUGH AND PRACTICAL

;

By PROF. SAMUEL TV. JOHNSOX, of Tale College.

It Rives a full history of FEAT, MUCK, etc., telling

what they are, where foancl, and how to estimate their value.

It describes the various methods of using Peat for ma-

nure, as au absorbent, as an ameliorator of the soil, etc.

and it is especially explicit in regard to the

USE OF PEAT AS FUEL,

describing minutely the various processes employed in pre-

paring it to burn, from the simplest to the most complicated:

bucIi as are in use ia this country, and Europe. It is illus-

trated withmany Engravings of machines, etc.

The work is invaluable to those having Peat or Muck;

swamps, or wishing to invest in Feat Companies.

SENT POST-PAID. - - PRICE 51-25

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,
245 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y.

OR THE CULTURE OF

Pyramidal and SSush Fruit Trees.

BY THOMAS IirVERS.

Nothing is more gratifying than the cultivation of

dwarf fruit trees, and tbis work tells how to do it success-

fully.

Dwarf Apples and Fears
are beautiful ornaments, besides being nseful in givi jg

abundant crops of fruit ; they can he grown in

Small tardea? s and City Yards,

and be readily removed. The work also gives ths man-

ner of training upon walls and trellises.

Root Pruning
is fully explained, and methods of protection from frost*

are given.

Dwarf Cherries and Plums
are treated of as are other dwarf trees. Directions aro

also given for growing

Figs and FaloevSs.

This little work is full of suggestions to the cultivator,

and like all the writings of its venerable author, bears

the marks of long experience in the practice of fruit

growing. •

SENT POST-PAID. - PRICE, $1.00

ORANGE JUDD & CO., Publishers.

My Vineyard at Lakeview;
Or, Successful Crape Culture.

To any on* who wishes to grow grapes, whether a single

Tine or a vineyard, this book is full of valuable teachings.

The author gives not only his success, but what is of

quite as much importance, his failure. It tells just what

the beginner in grape culture wishes to know, with the

charm that always attends the relation of personal ex-

perience.

It is especially valuable as giving an account of the

processes actually followed in

Celebrated Grape liegions
in Western New York and on the shores and islands of

Lake Erie.

This hook is noticed hy a writer in the Horticulturist

for August last as follows :
" Two works very different in

character and value have just been published and seem to

demand a passing notice. The better and less pretentious

of the two is 'My Vineyard at Lakcvicw,' a charming

little book that professes to give the actual experience of

a western grape grower, detailing not only his successes,

hut his blunders and failures. It is written in a pleasant

style, without any attempt at display, and contains much

advice that will prove useful to a beginner—the more use-

mi, because derived from the experience of a man who

had no leisure for fanciful experiments, but has been

obliged to make bis vineyard support himself and hie

family."

SENT POST-PAID. - PEICE $1.50.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

245 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y.
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You Don't Know How Cheap You
Can Buy Trees, Vines, Plants,
&c, uaitil you read Wliit-

Socfc's Horticultural
Advertiser,

TVTiicli also contains 30 to 40 pages of best Horticultural
reaoirjjr. Price 50 cents per Annum. Specimen copy 10 cts.

SERIES fjf

1 copy, one year, and 1 Concord Grape Vine $ 50
5 copies. " and 20 varieties of annual flower seed. .. 2.50
10 " " " 15 Concord and 5 lona Grape Vines. 5.00
20 " " '* 20 lona Grape Vines 10.00
30 " " " 30 Roses, Dashes assorted 15.00
40 " " " 40 assorted Ornamental Shrubs,&c. 20.00
50 " " " 100 Concord Grape Vines 25.00
60 " " " 75 lona Grape Vines 30.00

The above will all be first qualitv, packed and delivered
to Express free of charge. First two sent by mail, free.

The Horticulturist and The Advertiser, $2.50.

Any paper copying the above one issne, and sending copy
to me, will be paid its published rates in any kind of Horti-
cultural Stock. L. L. WHITIjOCK,

37 Park Row, New York City.

"It deserves to be styled toe magnificent."
[Cincinnati Medical Journal.

ATTENTION BOYS AND GIRLS

!

THE RSVERSiDE MACAZmE
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

The new volume for 1SOS, commencing with the January
number, will be more attractive than ever.

All the best writers of the past year, and hosts of new ones
/<»* the comtiig year.

New, fresh, and unique illustrations.

The terms will remain the same. §2.50 per year. Three
copies, $5.50. Five copies, $10. Ten copies, $20, and an
extra copy gratis.

CLUBBING.
Kiverside Magazine, ($2.50), and Putnam's Monthly,

($4.0 ), commencing January, 1S63, for $5.50. The Nursery,
for very young children, ($1.50). and the Kiverside Mag-
azine, ($2.50), for $3.00. The Galaxy, ($3.50), and River-
side Magazine, ($2.50). for $1.00. The Riverside Mag-
azine, ($230), and the Agriculturist, ($1.50), for $3.00.

OUR PIMGJHUJft JLHST
Ts unusually attractive. Any hoy or girl can earn a nice
present or a library of books, with little exertion.

Send for Circular, and a stamp for sample copy of the
Magazine.

HURD »te HOUGHTOX, Publishers,
459 Broomc-st., New Yorlt.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF STOCK.

The American Stock Journal
AND

FARMERS' AND STOCK BREEDERS'
ADVERTISER.

A First-class Monthly Journal, devoted to Fanning and
Stock Breeding. Each number contains 36 large double-
column pages, illustrated with numerous engravings. Only
$1 a year. Specimen copies free, for stamp, with list of
splendid Premiums to Agents.

HORSE AND CATTLE DOCTOR, FREE.
The publishers of the American Stock Journal have es-

tablished a Veterinary Department In the columns of the
Journal, which is placed under the charge of a distinguished
Veterinary Professor, whose duty it is to receive questions
as to the ailments or 1usuries of all kinds of stock, and to
answer in print, in connection with the question, how they
should be treated for a cure. These prescriptions are given
gratis, and thus every subscriber to the Journal has always
at his command a Veterinary Surgeon, free of charge.
Every Farmer and Stock Breeder slfould subscribe for it.

Sent Free, Three Mouths for Nothing.
Every new subscriber tor 18G3, received by tlio 1st of J:in-

luu'v, win receive Hie October. November, and December
numbers of 1SGT. free, makinsr over 500 large riouhle-eolumn
paces of reading matter In the IS numbers.* AU for the low
price ot $1.00. Address

N, P. BUYER & CO., Cum Tree, Chester Co., Fa.

^V FREE P-AJPER
TO THE CLOSE OF THIS YEAR.

AN EIGHT-PA GE WEEKL V NEWSPAPER
Reiigious and Literary.

This Journal is now in its EIGHTH vear of highly success-
ful publication. It is Edited, as heretofore, by

REV. <GE©K€tE R. CROoks, 1>.I>.
Assisted by the following Coxtkibutoks :

liEV. ABEL STEVENSL LLJJ.,
Kkv. JOHN MoCLLNTOCK, D.D., LL.D.. and others.
Fresh Sermons, by Eminent Pulpit orators.

Among whom are the

Ri$liog>s of Tlie Methodist Episco-
pal Churcn,

AND EEV. HENRY WARD BEECHER.
A ITEW STOET EVEKT WEEK FOR THE CHILDREN.

Terms to Mail Subscribers, Two Dollars and
Fifty Cents per Tear, in ncivance. Postage pre-
paid at the post office where received, Twentv Cents n.-r
year. Twenty Cents must he added by Canada subscribers
to prepay postage.
S3" Those whosubscribe now for 1SGS will receive the

paper for tlie remainder of this vear free.
Any one sending THREE SUBSCRIBERS and $7.50, will

receive a fourth copy free for one year.
J^~ Liberal Premiums or Cash "Commissions allowed to

canvassers. SPECIMEN" COPIES SENT FREE
Address THE PUBLISHERS OF THE METHODIST.

114 Nassau St., New York.

AGENTS WANTEK.
Tlie BEST WORK for CANVASSERS in the Market

Send for Descriptive Circular, which is sent free on ap-
plication.

MACKENZIE'S UNIVERSAL ENCYCLOPEDIA
MACKENZIE'S 10.000 RECIPES.

THE BEST BOOK OF THE KLND IN THE WORLD.
Edited by men of known ability, professors and physicians

in the best colleges in the country.
Everybody needs it, and it meets with a rapid sale
New edition ready October 15, 1867.
The best article upon

BEES AND THEIR MANAGEMENT.
Ever published, will be in the new edition, written by E

S. Tupper, of Iowa, the most successful Apiarian in the
West. Article upon

FARMING IMPLEMENTS,
Compiled from the report of

Hon. JOHN STANTON GOULD. President N. Y. State
Agricultural Society.

This article explains the best MOWERS, REAPERS, &c
&c, of the present day. 'Tis invaluable to FARMERS. ' This
is the book for

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS.
Liberal discounts made them. Article upon

DOMESTIC MEDICINE,
By the Professor of Hvsiene in the

UNIVERSITY' OF PENNSYLVANIA.
COOKING, PRESERVING, PHOTOGRAPHY, WINESAND LIQUORS, RINDERPEST,
Everything is to be lound in this work, and it has been

pronounced
"THE BEST SECULAR BOOK IN THE WORLD "

The Michigan Reporter says. Aug. 11:—"It is the most ex-
tensive and reliable work of the kind ever printed."
The Rural American, of New York, savs, Aug. 4, 1867: —

" It is the most important farming book ever issued."
T. ELLWOOD ZKLL & CO.. Publishers,

No. 17 and 19 S. SIXTH Street, Philadelphia.

Orthodoxy : Its Truths and Errors,
By JAMES FREEMAN CLARKE. D.D.

This book, pronounced "well worth careful perusal" by
Orthodox papers, should be read by candid inquirers after
truth, of every religious faith.

Bi»o, 512 pp. Price, $1.55.
Published by the American Unitarian Association 56

CHAtrNCET Street, Boston, Mass.. which also publishes
some forty religious works—doctrinal, devotional and prac-
tical,—the prices of which are at least one-third lower than
those of art ordinary publisher,
A full descriptive catalogue furnished on application, and

any book on tlie list sent free, on receipt of price.
A discount of twenty-fire per cent, made to clergymen of

every denomination. Tracts, illustrating the Unitarian
faith, givenfreely to all tcho apply.

Applications by mail to be addressed to
AMERICAN UNITARIAN ASSOCIATION, BOSTON, MASS.

DEMOKEST'S MONTHLY MAGAZINE, uni-
versal^ acknowledged the Model Parlor Magazine of

America; combining useful and entertaining Literature,
Music, Architecture, Household Matters. Reliable Fashions
Full size Patterns, etc., etc. A model of bcatitv, utility, and
artistic excellence. Every lady is delighted with It. Yearly,
S3.00, with a, valuable Premium to each subscriber. Useful,
valuable, and splendid Premiums for Clubs. Single copies,
30 cents, mailed free. Published bv

W. JEX.N INGS DEMUREST. US Broadway. X. Y.Anew Wheeler ,t Wilson Sewing Machine given for onlv
20 subscribers, at $3.00 each.

The Vanishing Picture Trick, 25 cents.
Photographs. Sample and Catalogue. 25 cents,
"fame. Train, and Doctor Hoises. 2 !'.. ..>!,-. :!<) cents.
Duncan's Mngonlo Monitor—Signs, Grins, "Workings." $"50
Pearl Cuff Buttons and Studs, Initialed, Set onlv $2 00.
Correct Letter Writing—Conversation, Behavior, Fti-

iincttr. I books 1 ">.r ill rem-. Comishi|. Made Kasv. Woo :m ,l

Win, Bridal Etiquette, 3 books, r, cents.—Books SO cents
each—500 l'nzz , •s-.-.oo Home Amusements— Fireside Games,
—Parlor Theatricals—Parlor Magician—Parlor Dialogues—
Parlor Pantomimes—Goods sent, nosl lee paid Books all
kinds. Dealers supplied. W.C. WEMYSS,TO Broadway, N.Y.

[»§ ME. DEMOREST'S MAMMOTH BULLETIN
i "-"- ''LATH of the fall and winter Fashions for Ladles,
with ten full-size Patterns of the principal Figures Price
*-"'?,, o',

11 "'''. 1 ''''''' Als" Mlm'- Demo-rest's Bulletin Plate
ol Children's Fashions, with ten full-size Patterns, tl.50.
Mailed free on receipt of pr 419 Broadway, New York.A splendid business for Agents.

ftLL WORKS ON "THE WATER CURE,"
-™- with prices. Illustrated Catalogue sent on receipt of
two stamps, by s. R. WELLS. Publisher, No. 389 Broadway,
New iork. Agents wanted.

3TEW PAI£Si©S£ GAMES.
The undersigned respertt'ullv announce the following .\ew

Parlor Games lor the Holidays of 1S6I

:

OLIVER TAVIST—A New and Elegant Parlor Game
for any number of Players, Based on the Celebrated Story
of the same name by Charles Dickens. 60 cents.
This new and superb parlor game differs from anv hitherto

published, and is extremely fascinating and interesting in
its method ot playing. It can be encased in by any number
of persons, and aflords an exhaustless fund cf entertainment
lor the Home Circle and the Social Parry. It consists of
sixty cards, twenty-six of them being illustrated with en-
gravings ot the leading characters, the whole enclosed, with
full directions, in a handsome Box, richly embossed in Blue
and Gold, and printed in Carmine.
SHAKESPEARIAN ORACLE.—A New Game of

Fortune. y0 cents.
"I am sir Oracle,

And when I ope my mouth let no dog bark."
Merchant of Venice, Act L Sc. I.

The character of this Game is sufficiently indicated bv its
title. It forms a unique and charming recreation, and is at
times wonderiul in its revelations. To persons of fine taste
its style and matter cannot fail to be highly pleasing and
satisfactory.

MIXED PICKLES A Very Merry Game for one
Person or Three. 80 cents.
This may be termed a merry solitaire; and though do skill

is required in playing it. it will serve as an amusing and con-
stantly-varying pastime for one or three persons. Anv num-
ber may at the same time act as lookers-on or listeners, be
interested in its developments, and convulsed with laughter
over its results.

MATCH AND CATCH A Merry Picture Game for
the Young Folks at Home. 30 cents.
Designed for the youngest of the young folks, and can be

played by those who cannot read—the playing being guided
by the pictures, which are fantastic and amusing It will
prove to be always attractive, and will keep a party of littlo
ones pleasantly employed for hours.
SQrUAILS.—The New English Game. 30 cents.We oner a people's edition of this new and nopnlar Eng-

lish Game, capable of affording as much entertainment as
the higher cost sets. The prices heretofore have ranged
from one dollar to five dollars. Full directions for plavin™-,
with Definitions ot" Terms employed, aecompanveach game
Also. New Editions of tlie following Popular Games: The

Most Laughable Thing ox Eaetii. Box 50 cts.. Env. 25
cts. Three MebbyMo. Box 50 cts.. Env. 25 cts. Ko3iic\L
EoxTEnsATiox Kaeds. Box 30 cts. Chopped-up Monkey.
Box 30 cts., Env. 15 cts. Of which upwards of One Hundred
Thousand have been sold.
Any or all of the above sent post-paid.

ADAMS & CO., Publishers, 25 Bromfield-si., Boston.

QUE SCH00LDAY VISITOR
is one of the very best, cheapest and handsomest Boys'

and Girls' Magazines in the world! Volume XII com-
mences January 1SGS, Form. Clubs now for
new Volume. PREMIUMS FOR EVERY-
BODY.—$1.95 a year. $1.00 to clubs- Specimen numbers
and full instructions to Agents, 10 cents. Agents want-
ed at every Post-Office and. Scliool District in
tlie United States. Address J. "W. DAUGHADAT&
CO., 424 Walnut-street, Philadelphia, Pa.

AGENTS WAISTTEB.
M'CLINTOCE'S AND STRONG'S RELIGIOUS CYCLO

P^DIA; a complete Theological Library, embracing ihn

Features of all Biblical and Theological Dictionaries ex-
tant. The most important and comprehensive work of tlie

character in the language. First Volume now ready.

AGENTS WANTED to canvass for this work in all

parts of the country. Ministers, Students, and Religious
Colporteurs can make liberal arrangements for agencies.
The work is sold by subscription only. For Circulars and
Terms address HARPER & BROTHERS,

Publishers, New York.

AGENTS WANTED.
The Book for the Million. "THE BOYS IN Bl.t'E- or

HEROES OF THE RANK AND FILE." By Mrs. A. H. HOOK
of the United States Sanitary Commission. It la nol a His-
tory of the War, or of any Campaign or General, but a full
and gallant record of the sacrifice and sufferings of the Rank
and File, who by their heroism conquered for us a glorious
and honorable peace.

E. B. TREAT & Co., Publishers. 654 Broadway, New York

AGENTS WAJVTKO hi every State,
County, and Township, tosell CRUDEN's CONCORD-

ANCE of the HOLY SCRIPTURES, containing 124.000
references, furnishing ready access to any passage desired.
This is a much needed work-

in every family, and oiH i

best sellitifj Books ever published. Agents are meeting with
most encouraging success.
For Circulars and full Information, address O. D. CASK

& cn„ Publishers, Hartford, Conn. : Cleveland, Ohio • or
Detroit, Mich.

Shnrt-IIand without u Master, by which tlie

art of taking down Sermons, Lectures, fpeeches,
I

etc, may be attained in a row horn's. Fifty-fourth, edition,
with bvrn.r.Mi'NT. Uiri' 3n cents. Send orders to

<>. a. KOOKBACH, 123 Nassau-st., N*e\i

EMOREST'S YOUNG AMERICA, tlu besi
Juvenile Magazine. Every boy and girl says so, and

every paivnt and teacher confirms ft. Yearly, $1.50, with a
good Microscope, having a glass cylinder for examining liv-

ing objects, or n two-blade Pearl Knife, as a premium, Spec-
imen rnpit's mailr-ii i'it.-. <<n i ,

. ;> . .

W. JENNINGS DEMOREST, RS Broadway, New York.

BEAR IX H1XE>
That on recelpl of the advertised price, i will mail to yonr
address any Book, Magazine, or cheap mbllcal tj

be advertised or Issued by any rasp Metier In the
United States, \ Catalogue will >> scnl ou reeeipl ofe
postage stamp. Address o. a. ROORBACH, 122 Nassau-st*

i^

postage ^i:uti

New York.

THE BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR I

The prospectus ol D greal work, "The
History ojtfie Great ftepwoUc, Considered from a Chris-
tian Standpoint," la now ready: ag ! U| ' d ei erywhere.
Apply at once to JBrougfttoti db iVyman, 13 Bible House,

New York,
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SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR 180S AND GET REMAINDER OP 1SB7 FREE.

TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL VOLUME, 1S68.

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO

Horticulture, Agriculture and Architecture.

400 Hoyal Octavo Pages An-
nually Ably Edited and
Splendidly Illustrated.

OUR TERMS FOR 1868 ARE AS
FOLLOWS :

One Copy one Year - - $ 2.50

Three Copies - - - 5.00

Ten Copies ... 15.00

"Vol. 1867, bound and post-

paid, and Nos. 1 868 - - $4.00

Vols. 1866 and 1867/bound
and post-paid, and Nos. 1 868. 5.50

Vols. 1865, .1866 and 1867,
bound and post-paid, and
Nos. 1868 ... - 7.00

PREMIUMS.
We -Bill send tlie American Agriculturist one year, or any book or periodical of the value of $1.50, to any person who

remits us Five Dollars for three new subscribers.

We will send Harpers' Weekly or Monthly or the Atlantic Monthly, one- year, or any books or periodicals of the value of

§4.00, to any person who remits us Fifteen Dollars for ten new subscribers.

We will send a $55.00 Wheeler db "Wilson or Howe Sewing Machine to any person who remits us $60.00 lor twenty-four

subscribers, at $3.50 each; or $00.00 for sixty subscribers at $1.50 each ; or $125.00 for one hundred subscribers at $1.35 each.

Parties desiring other premiums will please say what they wish ; we will state the number of subscribers necessary to

procure them.

F. W. WOODWARD, Publisher.

37 Park JRotv, New York.
;-.-•

ARCHITECTURE
g°\ Sc Rural Art, No. Two, post-paid S1.50
NEW DESIGNS for COUNTRY HOUSES.
GEO. E. WOODWARD, 191 Broaclway,N.Y.
All Books on Architecture. Catalogue Free

A WHEELER & WILSON SEWING MACHINE
for nothing. An extraordinary Premium of a new

Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machine for only 20 subscribers
to DEMOliEST'ii MONTHLY MAGAZINE.

.-\[
HEADQUARTERS

FOR

Original Ivittsitinny

BLACKBERRY PLANTS.

The very BEST Black-

berry extant.

We have also the "WILSON

EARLY, aud a good stock of

the bcor .Raspberries, Straw-

berries, Currants, Grapes, &e.

Price list gratis. Address

E. & J. C. "WILLIAMS,
Montclair, K. J.

NEW RASPBERRY,
Tlic AUTUMN BLACK.—A new Seedling of great

promise, producing a line crop of fruit in Jul v, and a bo'unti-
lnl one in the foil, continuing until winter. Plants, by mail,
$1 each. Send for descriptive Circular.

H. B. LUM, Sandusky, O.

Adirondac drape Nursery and Vineyard.

We offer at greatly reduced prices, a large stock of grape
Tines, one. two, aud three years. AH desirable varieties—
including the two new Hybrids, "Salem," and " Diana Ham-
burg." Quality of vines unsurpassed. Our autumn Price
List ;ind Descriptive Catalogue, or Wholesale Price List for
the trade, sent on application.
JOHN W BAILEY & CO., Pittsburgh, Clinton Co., N. Y.

DOOLITTLE RASPBERRY PLANTS—300,000
for sale, low. " OSBORNE & SONS.

Benton Harbor, Mich.

BLOOMINOTON NURSERY.
IGtll year, 10 Greeii-lionscs, 350 Acres Fruit,
Ornamental and Nursery Stock, General

Assortment.

1,000,000 Apple, 1 to 4 years, superb yearlings, 1000, $50.

150,000 Pear, Stand, and Dw'f. Dw'f. Apple, all sizes.

40,000 Cherry, largely Richmond or May, 100, $15 to $S5.

30,000 Pcacll, Hale's Early, &c., 1000, $135.

300,000 Grape, strong Concord layers, 1000, $85; Hart-
ford layers, 1000, $150; Ives, $150; Rogers, lona, &c.

5,000,000 Osage Orange, 1st class, 100,000. $200.

50,000 Currant, Gooseberry and Raspberry.
30,000 Klittatiimy Blackberry, warranted genu-

ine, strong, first class every way, 1000, $150. (See sepa-
rate advertisement.)

1,000,000 Apple Stock, extra, selected 1 year. 1000, $10.

50,000 Pear S tock, fine, 1 year, 1000, $15 ; Quince, Cherry,
30,000 Roses, all classes. Marshal Neil, fine plants, $9

perdoz.; Evergreens, immense stock, Tulips, Hyacinths,
and other Hardy Bulbs. Send 2 red stamps for New
Descriptive and Trade List.

F. K. PHOENIX, Bloomington, 111.

REID'S NURSERIES,
Elizabeth, New Jersey.

For sale at low prices, the following trees, wluch are first
class in every respect.
^0n,000 Standard and Dwarf Pears, 1, 2 & Syrs.old. extra fine.
WOO Standard and Dw'f Apples, 1, 2 & 3 vrs. old, "
SO.OOfi Standard and Dw'f Cherries, 1, 2 «fc 5 yrs. old, " "
fiO.OOO Peaches, - 1 year old, " "
20,000 Eittatinny Blackberries. 1 year old, "

Also, a large collection of entrants. Raspberries, Goose-
berries, Grapes, Asparagus, &c, &e. A large and complete
stock of Ornamental Trees. Shrubs, &C, &c.
An examination of the above stock by dealers and others

who wish to purchase in quantities, is respect lull}' solicited.
Catalogues just published with prices annexed. "forwarded

on application. DAVID D BUCHANAN,
Successor to Wm. Reid.

GRAPE VINES.
A large assortment of Strong, Healthy Vines, propagated

in open air. Also, Grape "Wood. Prices low. Send for Cir-
cular. S. J. ALUS, North East, Pa.

Early Goodrich and Harison Potatoes.

Warra?it&l-jjnre, for sale in lar^e or small quantities, by
JAMES THOR#7t)N, Byberry. Philadelphia, Pa.

Vol.1. The Farm and the Work Shop. Fullv illustrated,
handsomely bound. New edition, post-paid, $5.50.

Vol. 2. Just published. How to Make Farming Pay
Post-paid, $3.50. F. TV. lVOOHTVARD, Agricultural P.ook
Publisher, 37 Park Row, New York.

A new* work on the Cultivation of Forest Trees for profit.
Post-paid, $1.50. F. W. WOODWARD, Agricultural Book
Publisher, 37 Park Row, New York.

lb.

GRAPES.
It is a fact worthy of the attention of all who arc about to

plant vines, that the lona and Israella Grapes lave been
rapidly gaining in reputation despite of all adverse interests
and consequent efforts at disparagement, while all others
have been losing in comparison.
The few adverse reports of last season should have in-

cluded all other kinds also, for all of the same age sufTercd

equally, and none would diavc suffered at all under the
proper course of management as directed in ''The. Manual. 1 '

From all the great "West, (with exception only of part of
Missouri), as well as from all other quarters generally, Tve

have the same favorable reports, (from good plants under
fair treatment), while the quality of the fruit distances all

competitors for table and for wine. Israella is also an ex-

cellent wine-grape, as shown by trial.

I offer vines for garden and vineyard of excellent qnnliiy

at most favorable rates to purchasers.

For Price Lislsand account of performance as shown by
testimonials from all quarters, send stamp.

" Manual of the Vine," a full, thorough treatise, most pro-

fnsely illustrated, sent for fifty cents.

C. W. GRANT,
Ioiia, near Peekskill, Westchester Co , N. T

Spring Valley Nurseries,,
The best stock of grape vines I have ever grown, at verj

low prices for the quality of the plants.
Send for prices or Catalogue. J. F. DFXIOT,

Vine Grower, Sing Sing, N. T.

gg BUIST'S garmiOanijai7and
ALMANAC for 1868, is out. This is an indispensable

little work, and should be had by every cultivator of the

garden ; 50,000 copies were published for 1867, which did not
supply more than half the demand. Copies mailed gratis—
enclose red stamp for postage to

ROBERT BUIST, Jr.,

Seed "Warehouse 022 & 024 Market-st.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SMALL FRUITS EXTREMELY LOW,
B3?" AND CHARGES PREPAID EY EXPRESS. ^SS

Kittatinnt and PnrLADELPT(r.\. Raspberry, $3 per doz.

;

$20 per 100. Early Wilson P.lackberrv, $0 per doz. ; $15
per 100. Clarke Rasphern', §0 perdoz.; $G0 per 100. Da-
vidson's Tiiornless, S9 per doz.; $60 per 100. Crystal
Wjjitk Blackberry, line yielder, hardy, and extremely beau-
tiful and delicious, $9 per hid. MiA^ri Black Cap Rasp-
berry, $50 per 1000. Red Dutch Currants. $30 per 1000. See
Sept. JVb. of Agriculturist for other stock, and remember
these low prices are only for this fan trade* Prices "will be
higher next spring. Address PURDY & IIANCE, Sonth
Bend, Ind., or Ptirdy's Fruit Farm, Palmyra, -N. Y.

1 ^ftA ftftfft Superior Grape Vines, 1, 2 undo vc rtrsJ^VVjVVVo!^ 150 varieties. 2,500.000 Raspberry, Black-
berry and Strawberry plants, all varieties. Cheapest good
stock extant. Senclatamp^forPrice List. Grape, w.oodof all
kinds for sale. L.E.DAKE, Rochester Grape Nurseries, N.Y.

PLANT THE BEST VINES.
Being acquainted with most of the Grape Propagators in

this countiy, and having seen many of the stocks of vines
this season, I am prepurerl to .indare where the best can be
obtained, and sive reliable information about prices, quali-
ty, etc. Planters and dealers are invited to correspond with
me, stating the number they expect to want, etc.

M. B. BATEHAM,
Sec'y Lake Shore G?'ape Growers'' Assod'n, Paincsville, O,

NT KIND YOU WANT.—GRAPE VINES,
STRAWBERRIES, RASPBERRIES,BLACKBERRIES,

etc., in any quantity, sent by Mail or Express, as low as the
lowest. Cfose buyers, in or out of the trade, should SEND
NOW for Price List.

C. E. & J. S. FRITTS,
Atlantic Small Fruit Nurseries, Elwood, N. J.

GRIPE TIMES.
Our Catalogue of Grape Vines, embracing all the approv-

ed varieties, (mostly two years old), is now ready. Many of
the Concords have made ten feet of wood. Send stamp for
Price List. FERRIS & CAYWOOJ), Poughkccpsie. N. X-

VINES AT WHOLESALE
To Dealers. For sale tliis fall, in one lot, about S.ono very

choice vines. Layers and transplants 2 and 3 yearsold of

lona, Israella. Adirondafi, &<-., first-rale plants for the retail

trade. Also, a large quantity of Grape Wood for sale

Address .. _-\..f. TAIL Wuodsioek Kineyaaid,
Morrisanla, Westchester Co., N. Y.
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Great Reduction for Cash.
I vrill 6ell a limited number of my Grape Vines for cash

only, at a reduction of 10 per cent, from my regular rates,

as advertised here below.
Parties wishing to avail themselves of this opportunity to

purchase vines of the best quality at extremely low figures,

Bfiould not delay sending their orders at once, as the num-
ber which I propose to sell at the reduced rate is not large,

and will probably soon he all taken, and after these are sold

the full rates will be charged again. Order3 will be filled

in rotation as they are received.

My regular rates for the leading varieties are as follows:

CONCORD, No, 1, 23c. each ; S3 per doz. ; $6 per 50 ; $10 per
100; $75 per 1000; $700 per 10,000.

** No.2, 20c. each; $1.50 per doz.; $4.50per50; $3
per 100; $00 per 1000; $550 per 10,000.

1onta, Xo. 1, 50c. each; $5pcrdoz.; S12.50per50; $ MO per
100; $175 per 3000 ; $1,500 per 10,000.

" No. 2, 40c. each ; $4 per doz.; $3 per 50; $15 per 100;
$l-jr> per 1000 ; $l,ii00 per 10.000.

HARTFORD PROLIFIC, No. 1. 50c. each ; $4 per doz.; $10
per 50; $15 per 100; $140 per 1000.

" No. 2, o0c. each ; $3 per doz.; $7.50
per 50 ; $vi per 100.

CLINTON. No. 1, 25c. each ; £2 per doz. ; S3 per 50; $S per
100; $U5 per 1000; $(Ji0 per 10,000.

See my advertisement in the September and October Nos.

I will warrant my vines all true to name, and of the quality

represented, and if they are not satisfactory, they can be
shipped back at my expense, and I will return the money.
Do not delay, but order immediately.

Price List free to all applicants. Address
G. E. MIttSSNER, Richmond P. O., Staten Island, N. T.

lOITA GRAPE VINES
The American Agriculturist.
§."5.00 will pay for 10 No. 1 Iona Grape Vines, and

American Agriculturist for 1 year.

$10.01) will pay for 25 No. 1 Iona Grape Vines and
American Agriculturist for 1 year. Those ordering in lime

to remit lo the publishers in November, with cash, will re-

ceive December Agriculturist Fkee. Address

G. K. MEISSNEH, Richmond, Staten Island, N. T.

CHERRY LAWN FARM,
Our PRICE liIST of Small Frails, etc., sent to ail on

application.

Wilson Strawberry a Specialty.
D. H. BROWN", New Brunswick, N. J.

ktffcrffc (JOXCOllD LAYERS, Ko. 1,
van?trW fan, and Ko. 2, $00 per 1,000. Please

eendfor vrmle List. Address
LiKOKGE PJSBUY & SON, Georgetown, Conn.

100,000 IVES' SEEDLING and otlicr choice varieties

grape roots. Dr. J. li. 1'kllkvtu.e & Sons, Fruit, Floral,
and Ornamental Nurserymen. Mc. Washington, O.

SA3M:E^K©iS;ir

The mo-it economical Crate and Basket iu use. Neat,
strong, compact, and well ventilated.
Agents wanted in all the fruit growing districts.
For sale, the right to manufacture for the Western and

Southern States, ciecdlaus sent tree.

KLt* fl&rfldJillYACINTIIS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
VjfiWy^JPWW Snowdrops and other Dutch Bulbs, at
low rales, 1 .000 pounds fresh Fear, Apple, Cherry, Quince,
and Mahalco seed. Also stocks of all kinds. A'll at low
rates. Agents wanted. Catalogues now ready. 500,000
true Cane Cod Cranberry Plants for upland or meadow cul-
ture. '1 rne American Scarlet Maple Seedlings, 2 years, $2.00
pcrlOO; $15 per 1,000. ouo.<mo papers Flower and Garden
seeds, new growth, to the trade. B. M. WATSON, Old Colo-
ny Nurseries and Seed Establishment, Plymouth, Muss.

Dutch mid Cape Bulbs,
Our New Catalogue will be mailed, postpaid, to .ill nppll-

cauts enclosing 5 cents. CURTIS & COBB.
MS "Washington-street, Boston, Mass.

EW CATALOGUE OF BERRIES for Fall,
l8G7,nnd Spring, 1S68. 125 acres planted with 40 vari-

eties. Best sorts oilered at very lowest rates. Scud Stamp for
Copy to JOHN S. COLLINS, Moorestown, N. J.

PUKE FERTILIZERS.
Bone Dust Sl.nOpcrinn lbs., $60 per ton.
Peruvian Guano 1.&6.OQ " " " ?100 '* "

HENDERSON & FLEMING,
SEEDSMBK AND M.VUKKT GAUDlCNEnS,

C7 Nassau-st., New York.

C^1I>B-:BE.—To preserve sweet, use SPEAR'S
^PRESERVING solution as per directions on bottle—

this Solution will prevent fermentation, or stop fermentation
in chirr at any desired flavor—the only reliable method.
Sold by Drugflbts. L. P. WORRAlX, Gen'I Agent,

id lliulsuu-st., New York.

What Farmers and Planters Say about

Double Refined Poudrette
s
made by

The Lodi Manufacturing Co.

Extract from a letter received from Professor Martin, of

Hampden, Sidney College, Virginia, dated July 1st, 1867.

"The Double Refined Poudrette is operating like a charm
on my Crop, and attracting universal attention from all be-

holders. I am already satisfied that it is the cheapest and
surest renovator of our worn-out lands."

Salisbuet, N. C, Aug. 10th, 1S67.

James R. Det, Esq. :

Dear Sir : I can safely say that your Double Refined Pou-
drette is far superior to any other fertilizer for Cotton ; for

I have given it a fair trial this season.

Yours, JEHU FOSTER, JK.

Ellavtlle, Ga., Oct. 4th, 1SG7.

Dear Sir: I think your Double Refined Poudrette I pur-

chased of you last spring increased my Cotton crop 350 lbs.

per acre. I put it upon worn-out pine land at the rate of

200 lbs. per acre, drilled in with the seed.

Tours, &C, S. MONTGOMERY.

New-berk, N. C, Oct. 4th, 1S67.

James R. Det, Esq., Prest.

:

Dear Sir: I tried the experiment of planting three or
four rows of Cotton, each with a different fertilizer. That on
which the Double Refined Poudrette was used was the ear.

liest to come up, and continued to be the most thriving

plants. This has been a very bad season to test any fertil-

izer, but the Poudrette has shown what it can do in an un-

favorable season. Very respectfully yours,

BOBBINS, STYSON & CO.

Cambridge, N. Y., Oct. 7, 1867.

Sirs: I used Ground Bone, Iloyt's Super-Phosphate, and
your Double Refined Poudrette, and the Poudrette was best

of all. I sold to a number of farmers, and we all thiuk it

increased our corn crop one-quarter. "We used it on pota-

toes and it did equally well.

HORACE VALENTINE.

Sataxnah, Ga., Sept. 25th, 1SG7.

James R. Dey, Pres't.

:

Dear Sir : I used the Double Refined Poudrette bought of

you last spring, on corn. I think it increased the yield one-

half. I consider it an excellent manure.
Respectfully, T. HOLCOMBE.

High Shoals, Ga., Oct. 4th, 1SG7.

James R. Det, Esq. :

Sir: The Double Refined Poudrette I bought for two oth-

er parties in connection with myself; one of them used it on
Cotton and Corn, and thinks it answered finely—the other
put it on Cotton, on very poor ground, and thinks it doubled
his crop. I used it on Corn, it answered finely, and was
thought by the hands that cultivated the crop to be fully

equal to Rhodes' Super-Phosphate. I also used it on Cotton,
and I am clearly of opinion that it is the best and cheapest
fertilizer in use. I expect to order several tons this "winter.

Yours very respectfully, ISAAC POWELL.
For sale by the Company at $25 per ton of 2000 lbs. 400 to

COO lbs. will bring a good crop of wheat on poor soit

NITRO PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—This article Is equal to
Peruvian guano, made from floured Night Soil and Bone.
200 lbs. is an ample dressing for an acre of Wheat, Com, or
Cotton, and is cheaper than any Phosphate in market, taking
Its effects Into consideration. Price ?60 per ton.

For Information, Circulars, &c, address

LODI MANUFACTURING CO.,

66 Cortlandt-st., New York.

THE LODI MAXrFACTTRLAG CO.,
(Established in 1340

;)

Offer for sale a neio article of Double Refined
Poudrette, made from Ni™ht Soil, free from all
impurities, deodorized, dried, and ground fine.
Plowed or drilled in with wheat" or rye, at
the rate of 400 lbs. per acre, it will grow a
heavy crop. Price. $25 per ton. Address

LODI MANUFACTURING CO.,
66 Cortlandt-st., New York.

FISH GUANO.
The cheapest and best fertilizer In use, manufactured and

sold by the "Mystic Oil Company," Mystic Bridge, Conn.
It Is pressed very dry, put up in barrels, and sent to any
part of the United States for $30 per ton, in quantities

less than 25 tons. For 25 tons and upwards, $25 per ton. A
dried and line ground article is sold at $45 per ton for 10 to

25 tons, $10 per ton for 25 tons :uul upward, and for .$50 per

ton for le^ than 10 tons, delivered on board vessel or R. R.

at Mystic. Admirable for market gardening, grain, cotton,

and other crops. Orders may he addressed to WM. CL1FT,
Jr., 56 East 26th st., N. Y., or D. S. MILLS, Pres't., Mystic

Bridge, Conn.

Dangerous Explosions Impossible.

Baker's Patent. No Shell Compartment. Roller for all

purposes. Can be seen running our Engine. Private Dwell-
ing wanned and vcntilaU-d l>v «mr new Patent Steam Water
and Vapor Apparatuses. Full particulars and estimates of
cost funilsli.-i otl application.

BAKER, SMITH & CO., 37 Mercer-st, N) w York.

IMPROVED FOOT LATHES.—Elegant, durable,
cheap and portable, Jusl the thing for the Artisan or

Amateur. Send for descriptive circular.
S. K, BALDWIN, Laconla, N. II.

ICE TOOLS.
A full, illustrated Price List of tools used iu

gathering the ice crop of the coming winter

will be sent upon application.

Some of these were described in the January

issue of this paper.

ALL KINDS OF

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS,

ETC., ETC.

An Illustrated Catalogue, 224 pages, contain-

ing nearly 400 Illustrations, will be sent upon
receipt of $1—November, December and Janu-

ary Nos.

B. JBE. ALLEjSF & CO.,

189 &. 191 Water St.,

New Yoke.

HYDRAULIC RAMS,
DEEP WELLPUMPS,

FOKCE PUMPS,
AND

POWER PUMPS,
Manufactured by

Oo^vliig' <fc Co.,
SENECA FALLS, N. T.

Prindlc's Agricultural Caldron and
Farmers' Steam Boiler.

A General Coolant, Heatintr, and Steaming Apparatus f.ir

all purposes. Adapted lo Farmer?, Dairymen, Hotels, Dis-
tilling, Soap and Tallow Chandlers, etc., etc. JOHN W.
DOUGLASS, Agent, Dealer in As'l Implements, Fertilizers,
etc., isi Water-sr.., New York.

For E«ok S>ig,™iMg- and WstS! Lay-
ing- Machines,

Address G. L. SHELDON", Hartsville, Mass.

mim^
GR] F FIN Q8TQ^^PRI ETORS

CO RTiA N D T St. NEW-YORK

:' OF vi PilssaiC Carbon Works,"
139 Fi:oxt Stbekt, (Coenek Mai&hs Lank).

atANTEFACnrREKS OF

PURE BONE BUST,
Fresh Bone Superphosphate of Lime,

Animal Charcoal, Ivory Black, &c.
Orders for the above articles nianiitaet urrd at onr Works

on the Posffafo R di •, .v. ./.. should be addressed to

LISTEN BROTHERS, 159 l-'ront-sl.. New York.

WIND MILLS.
These nro Bclf-regnlatlng, noiseless, ami perfectly safo mo-

tive powers for farm work.
Illustrated and Descriptive Lists will be furnished on ap-

pllcatlon to i; ii- ALLEN «t CO.,

1S9 & 191 Watcr-St., New York.

A S3 lb. BOX OP
ELASTIC! MIKERAL CEMENT
Will repair an ordinary sized JLca-ky Shingle Itoof.

Priec, $3.00. ll. W. JOHNS,
Manufacturer of Rooting Materials, ra Willi iiu-st,, N. Y.
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HTJZMAN'SCIGAEA
ETTE HOLLER and \

"WRAPPER reduces
cost of Cigars and
Cigarettes to mere
cost of Tobacco.
Can use any Tobac-

co. Sample machine
"with 100 "Wrappers
sent for $1.00.

Agents "Wanted. Address
H. C WITT, 57 Cedar-st., New York.

Stereopticons and Magic Lanterns,
"With tlie Improved Lime Light, illuminating: brilliantly two
hundred square feet of canvas, and magnifying the views to
that size, at an expense of less than one dollar for a whole
evening's exhibition. Easily managed and pays well.

Illustrated priced catalogue of the apparatus, with list of
over two thousand artistically colored photographic views
on glass, of the War, Scripture History, Choice Statuary,
etc., etc., forwarded on implication. T. H. MCALLISTER,
Optician, (of late firm of McAllister & Bro., Phila.,) 49 Nas-
Bau-street, New York.

THE PERPETUAL (WATCH
CHARM) CALENDAR—size of a

two cent piece—with plain, masonic and
temperance emblems, needed by every-
body everywhere. Price by mall, elec-
troplate, plain, with enameled figures
and letters, 50 cents, gold, wilh emblem,
ditto, $1. 50. Address

E. MADEN, 161 Broadwaj\

Room 3, New York, P. O. Box, 5578.

Active Agents wanted everywhere-

ff £%£h FOR A BRICK MACHINE SIM-
_SL<lP^F pie; $160 with Tempering Box and Moulds,

warranted to make 15,000 brick per dav, of a superior qual-
ity. Address FRET & SHECKLER,

Bucjtus, O.

Swifts Patesat Farm Mail
For both HAND and POWER. Very efficient and durable.
Price low. Send for Circular. Manufactured by

LANE BROS., Washington, N. T.

^AB^JE'S €03PB*EI£ STRIP FEEU
^W" CUTTERS, the Best in the World. For Sale at
Wholesale or Retail by JOHN W. DOUGLASS, Dealer in
Agricultural Implements, etc., 1S1 Water-st., New York.

METZLER'S
Patented Leap-
ing Horse, best

In "use. Send
for Circular to

LEWIS P.

TIBBALS,
5

478 Broadway,
New Tork.

Thoroughbred Premium Chester

WhSte Pigs.

Progeny of Hogs that have taken State and United States
Premiums. For sale Singly or in Pairs (not akin), of any
age. Carefully boxed and shipped by Express to anypart of
the United States. Their safe arrival insured.
Our Pigs have always taken the highest premium whcre-

ever exhibited. They have all the good qualities desirable

in a Hog ; they are quiet, kept easily, have a good square
form, deep and wide chest, very heavy hams and shoulders,
broad in the back, short head and legs, and without excep-
tion always white; they readily fatten while young, or at

any age, and will grow to weigh from 500 to 800 lbs., at 14 or
lfi months old. They will make more pork in a given length
of time, with a-given quantity of food, than any other breed
of Hogs. We have had them to weigh 1.2S0 lbs. at 2L months
old.

We 'always have a large stock of Hogs on hand, of all

ages, from 1 to IS months old, and can fill orders at anytime.
We insure the safe arrival of the Pigs.

They are carefully boxed, with feed and trough ; the Ex-
press or Railroad Agents feed and water them.
For Circulars and Prices, address

Iff. P. BOYER & CO.,
Gum Tree, Cliester Co., Pa.

OASHMEKE GOATS!!!
I offer for sale a very superior and beautiful lot of CASH-MERE KIDS, of 1867; ready to ship early in November I

have bred my Hock of CASHM ERIi GOATS with great care
using selected males each year, since my purchase of the
"Davis importation" in 1355. "Box purity of blood and fine-
ness and value offleece, my flock is unsurpassed hv any in
America. RICHARD PETERS,

Atlanta, Ga.

Casiiniea-e I Cashmere I

We have just received direct from the district of Angora
in Asia Minor, a new importation of Angora (Shawl) Goals'
(known in this country as Cashmere), which we offer for
sale at moderate prices.
For Circulars and Prices, address N. P. BOTFR & COGum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

MARK THIS. — Our reputation for shipping
CHESTER WHITES of pure blood, and of fine quality

is established beyond a doubt. We have never shipped a Piq
that was condemned. We doubt if there is any other breed-
er in the country who can say the same. We guarantee
satisfaction. Circular sent free. JAMES YOUNG, Jr. &
CO., Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

1MPRO¥EB> STOCIS,, consisting of pure
Short-horns, with Herd Book Pedigrees, Alderneys, Dev-

on's, Ayrshires, Southdown and Cotswold Sheep, pure Ches-
ter Co. swine, ("premium stock), also choice breeds of poul-
try. Sent by Express to all parts of the United States. For
Circulars and Prices, address N. P. BOTER & CO.,

Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

^JWINE.—27 pages devoted to Breeding, Feed-
yj ihg, and the general management of swine, sent to any
address on receipt of 25 cents. Worth ten times its cost.
Every farmer should have it. Address JAMES YOUNG, Jr.,
Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

Premium CHESTER White Pigs,
Bred and for sale by GEO. B. HICKMAN, "West Chester,

Chester Co., fa, Q^~ Send for Circular and Price List.

s

Superior Berkshire Swine.
Old and Young, from recently imported stock.

Enquire of J. S. CLARK,
Tivoli, :N.Y.

ALDERNETS AND CHESTER WHITES for
sale uyG. W. FAKLEE, Cresskill, X. J., on Northern

R. R., one hour from Neu* York.

A BLOODED STALLION will be exchanged
for four pairs of working oxen : is warranted sound and

kind. Address E. T. PHILLIPS,
Plainfleld; New Jersey.

[JJLTRY of all desirable breeds, from
first-class stock constantly on hand. New Importations

arriving. Send ior circular. A. M. HALSTED, Rye, N. Y.

"[POULTRY OF ALL BEST BREEDS for sale by
-ST JOHN W. DOUGLASS, Dealer in Ag'l Implements,
Fertilizers, &c, 181 Water-st., New York.

IX TRIOS of pure Rouen ducks for sale at $S
per trio. Also, fme Brahma cocks.

A. W. MARSHALL, Metuchen, N. J.

MRS. SAUNDERS HAS A FEW BRAHMA
POOTRAS (February and March chickens, from an

Imported Cock,) to sell. Address Port Richmond, Staten
Island, New York.

ttEND STAMP for 16 Pages Description of a^ great variety of the finest Thoroughbred Imported A?ti-
mala and Fowls in America, L. B. SILVER, Salem, Ohio.

f>LOWS,^PLOW CASTINGS, Caldrons, Su^ar• Pans, Gin Gear. Agricultural Implements, and Plantation
Machinery. J. R. DECATUR, 197 Water-st, New York.

The American Faint—For Roofs.
Tin or Shingle, New, Old, or Leaky. Will not corrode met-

als, exposure has no etfect. Warranted pure. Furnished or
applied by CHARLES DIMON, 181 Pearl-st., New York.
Send for Circulars. P. O. Box 4094.

¥ALrABLf! PLANTATION FOR
SALE, near ALBANY", GA., one of the most healthy

locations in America, where consumptives regain their
health; the winters are delightfully mild

; yet a combina-
tion of breezes, peculiar to this section, makes the summer
dav and night singularly comfortable. White men can labor
on land as well as in any part of the North, sun-stroke never
occurs here, water is excellent, the Plantation has two sets
of buildings, and can be divided into two farms. The land
and location are the most desirable in all the South, in a dis-
trict where families from the North are safe in every re-
spect, and find plenty of good, kind neighbors. The hatch-
et is buried deep here, not to be disinterred. The writer is

from tli e far North, and has enjoyed perfect health here,
and has made more on this place this year raising cotton
and cane than can be made in 10 years in the North, with
the same ease. Sugar-cane is exceedingly profitable here.
Choice Fruits, the Peach, Fig, Pomegranate, etc., etc., are
abundant; see Aug. Agriculturist. This is the best place in
the world to keep cattle, they never need feeding and keep
fat nearly all the year. The beef is the best quality. An
abundance of butter is also obtained with no expense, with
as good a market for both, within 12 miles on a fine road, as
New York City. The Savannah Railroad Depot is 12 miles
from this Plantation, soon to be built within 2 miles. Pres-
ent fare from here to New York, by New York and Savan-
nah Steamers, three times a week, and Railroad to Albany,
Ga., §3 1 ; time. 4 days. 50 Cattle for sale with the place, at
$6 a head. Excellent and experienced laborers can be ob-
tained for $15 a month, without board. Religious Privileges
and society excellent. One Church, and Baptist and Meth-
odist Preaching close b//. This is a rare opportunity ; from
s'i'ii.o t© .$10,000 will be needed.
Call on L. C. SHAW, Express Agent, Albany, or, address

J. W. HUNTEEN, Albany, Ga.

ATTENTION I— ALL WANTING FARMS! — Cheap
Farm and Fruit Lauds, Village Lots, Water-Powers for man-
ufacturing, for sale at Bricksburg, Ocean Co., New Jersey,
44 miles from New York, on railroad to Philadelphia.

Soil, fine loam, superior for all crops. Country just rolling
enough for beauty and utility. Climate mild and proverbi-
ally healthy. Water soft and pure. No fever and ague. Sold
only to actual settlers on easy terms. Price per acre $25 and
upward. For circulars aud maps, address ROBT. CAMP-
BELL, President, No. 153 Broadway, New York. V. S.
HOLT, Agent, Bricksburg.

FOR SALE.—Farm of 254 Acres, with sood im-
provements, 18 miles from Baltimore, Md., fronting on

the Frederick Turnpike, above Ellicott's City. Will be sold
very loio, say 45 dollars per acre. Also, 500 Farms and
Country seats for sale. Apply to "Maryland and Virginia
Land Office," Northwest corner of St. Paul and Lexington
sts„ Baltimore, Md. E. LIVEZEY.

ANTEO —Farms and Village Property,
for which 20 per cent, cash and balance in good

farming lands in Iowa will be paid. 7000 acres to choose
from, in eight different counties, in the Des Moines Valley.
Address, giving particulars, A. S. WHITE, Goshen, Iud.

FAKMERS AND DAIRYMEN, if you want to
economize in feed, use the Eureka Cutting Box for

Straw and Fodder. It has taken more first premiums than
any other. Also, A New Tread Power on entirely a new
principle, which will meet the objections made to others
now in the field. All warranted in every particular.
Send for Circular. BLYMYERDAY & CO.,

Mansfield, Ohio.

W

Torrey's Patent "Weather Strips
Exclude Wind, Bain, Snow and Dust from Doors and

vt indows of every description.
They save in fuel one half, and preserve health by the pre-

vention of drafts, so productive of colds.
Cheap, simple, effective, durable, ornamental, and wax*-

ranted for five years.
E. S. & J. TORREY & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

_

12 Maiden Lane, New York.

CARPENTERSrSKK^
Practical Architectural Works, enclosing stamp.

A. J. BICRNELL, Publisher, TROY, N. Y.

RANKLIN TRACT.—20,000 acres on railroad,
New Jersey.—25 miles south of Philadelphia, good soil,

mild, healthful climate. Low prices ; in lots to suit buyers.
Some improved farms. Map and fall information sent free.
Address MORRIS & CO., Newfleld, Gloucester Co., N. J.

ENDL.ESS AMUSEMENT
FOR

BOYS AN© &IRL.S.
Crandall's Improveil Building Blocks, de-

scribed in April number of the American Agriculturist.
page 147, furnish a most attractive amusement for children
They are very simple in construction, -will stand years o
childrens* handling without breaking, and give renewed
pleasure daily.

CHURCHES,
DWELLINGS,

BABNS;
IWIIi£.S,

FENCES,
FURNITURE, etc.,

in almost endless variety, can be built with them, and when
finished, the structure remains firm so that it can be carried
about without falling to pieces.

For developing the ingenuity and taste of children they
are unequaled. Having given these blocks a practical trial

iu their own families, the publishers of the Agriculturist
were so well pleased with them, that they consented to
take the general agency for their Rale.

The Blocks are put up in neat boxes, each box contain-

ing a set, and a card giving various designs of buildings.

Price per Set : Plain, $2.00 : Painted, red, white, and blue,

No. 1, $3.00; No. 2, $2.00; No. 3, $1.50. A liberal discount
will be made to dealers. Address

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,
245 Broadway and 41 Park Row, M. Y.

A RARE CHANCE!
GENESEE FARMER.

BACK VOLUMES COMPLETE.
from 1858 to 1865 Inclusive.

A RARE CHANCE!
There are among the readers of the American Agriculturist *

1st.—Many old readers of the Genesee Farmer whose sets of
bac£ volumes and numbers are Incomplete.

—

WE CAN FILL. THEM.
A RARE CHANCE

!

2d.—Many who did not keep their numbers.

—

AVE CAN SUPPLY PILL SETS
from 1858 to 1805.

A RARE CHANCE!
3d.—Thousands of reading Farmers who know the value of

such sets as reference works. They may have the
Agriculturist from first to last, and if so, they will be
the more likely to want the Genesee Farmer.—

WE CAN SUPPLY IT.

A RARE CHANCE !

4th.—Others who do not know the great value of old vol-
umes of an agricultural journal of such sterling merit
as the Genesee Farmer, which stood second to none In
America, for soundness of doctrine and practical sense.

We Would toe Glael to Supply it to Tliem.

A RARE CHANCE!
The opportunity of obtaining so valuable a set of Back

Volumes, well bound, at so low a price, ought not to
be neglected.

Single Numbers, Post-Paid - 10

Unbound, Single Vols., Post-Paid $1.00

Sets, Eight Vols., Post-Paid 6.00

Bound, Single Vols., "
1.J0

" Sets, Eight Vols, " 9.80

ORANGE JUDD & Co.,

245 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y.
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Quinby's Bee Keeping.
By M. Qutxbt, Practical Bee-keeper. Fully

Illustrated. Entirely new. The result of 35

years* of successful experience—with direc-

tions for all contingencies that can ordinarily

occur; treating of Breeding, Movable-Comb

and other Hives, -Pasturage, Kobbing, Feed-

ing, Swarming, Queens, Diseases, Anger, Ene-

mies, "Wax, Transferring, Sagacity, "Wintering,

Care of Honey, Italian Bees, Purchasing, etc.

Bee-keepers will find this new work of Mr.

Quinby's fully up to the times in all practi-

cal matter.

Sent Post-paid. Price $1.50.

Gratifying Opinions of tlie Press.

From the Christian Intelligencer.

"Quinby's Work is the very best. It has long been regard-

ed as of the highest authority In the matters concerning

which H treats.
-
'

From Moore's Rural JS'ew Torker-

"Tlila 13 ,i newly written and illustrated edition of Mr.
Q.'i former worls. That has proved of value to thousands
of Bee-keepers, and tht3, with its riper experience and added
knowledge, can not fail of giving better satisfaction. Thirty-

f.ve years experience!—-What beginner in bee-keeping
will not bring this to his aid ? Wo notice the author has no
Tatent Hfvc to introduce, and expresses his opinions freely

on the merits and demerits of the various hives seeking
popular favor."

From the Vermont Farmer.
"The book 13 written In fuui'aar style, with the endeavor

to he practical rather than scientific, thereby making It a
Kulde to the tyro in Apiarian knowledge, as well as a stand-
ard work of reference for the more experienced bee-keepers."

From the W. T. Christian Advocate.

"All bee-keepers should have this manual, and others

may read it as a book of wonders."

SENT POST-PAID. PRICE $1.50.

ORANGE JUDD So CO., Publishers.

FLAX CULTURE.
A 2tew attd teht VALUABLE woek, consisting of full di-

rections, from selection of ground and seed to preparation

and marketing of crop, as given by a number of experienced
growers. Evo, paper. PRICE 50 Cents.

HOP CULTURE,
PnAcriCAL Details fully given, from the Selection and

Preparation of the Soil, Setting and Cultivation" of the

Plants, to Picking, Drying, Pressing, and MAKESTiNOthc
Crop. By Ten Experienced Cultivators. Illustrated with

over forty engravings. Edited by Pkof.Georqe Thurber.
Bvo, paper. PRICE 40 Cents.

TOBACCO CULTURE.
This Is by far tho most useful and valuablo work ever issued

on this subject. It contains full details for the Selecting

and Preparing of tho Seed and Soil, Harvesting, Curing,

and Marketing the Crop, with Illustrative Engravings of

the operations. .The work was prepared by Fourteen;
Experienced Todacco Growers, residing in different

parts of the country. It also contains Notes on the Tobac-

co Worm, with Illustrations. Octavo, 43 pp., lu neat paper
covers. PRICE 25 Cents.

ONIONS.
How to Raise them Profitably.

Practical Details, given very plainly by Seventeen Onlmi
Growers of long experience, residing indifferent parts of

the country. No more valuable work of its size was ever

iBSiied. Octavo, 30 pp. Neat paper covers. Price 20 cents.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

243 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y.

THE A.jVIEITS.ICjVH"

AGRICULTURAL ANNUAL for 1867,

A New Year-Book,

CONTAINING

AN A3LJSXANAC,

Hints About Work for Each Month,

Recent Progress fn Agriculture, and

A Review of the Fast Year, together with

numerous vert' valuable contributed articles, and conve-

nient Tables.

The Essay on draining, by Col. Waring, En-

gineer of the Drainage of the N. T. Central Park, is by

far the most complete presentation of the subject which

has been made for many years in this country.

Some of tSic Newest and Best Potatoes,
with his own mode of culture, are described by one of

the most successful cultivators of Westchester County,

N,T.,Wm. S. Carpenter.

The Culture of Sorghum, with the latest views

in regard to the production of Syrup and Sugar, is dis-

cussed by Wni. Clough, Esq., Editor of the Sorgho

Journal.

How to Train tlae Horse.—Mr. Headley's

Hints on Training and his Views in regard to his Mind
and Temper deserve the attention of every horse owner.

The Culture of Wheat, is discussed practically

and philosophically, by Mr. Harris.

John Johnston's Practice In Fattening
Sheep, like every thing from his ripe experience, is

very valuable.

Essential Features of a Good Barn.—Dr.
P. M. Hexamer consults durability in the structure and

economy in farm labor, security of crops, health and

comfort of stock, in this admirable plan.

The above are but a few of the articles comprised in

this little- volume—and which make it not only

A Record of Past Progress and Experience—but

A Hand-Book for the Present—and

A 4*uidc for the Future.

This volumo Is the first of a scries which we expect to

issue annually. Intending to make them a record of what

happens each year best worth knowing and remembering,

pertaining to Agriculture, in a convenient form for pres-

ervation and reference.

Price, fancy paper covers, fiO cts. ; cloth, 75 cents.

Sent Post-paid.

ORANGE JUDD A CO.,

245 Broadway and 4 1 Perk Row, N, Y-

HORTICULTURAL ANNUAL for 1867,

A Year-Book for the Gardener, The

Fruit Grower and the Amatenr.

NOW READY.
This iB the first of a series of Annuals intended to give

a record of Horticultural progress.

IT CONTAINS

An Almanac and Calendar for each Mooth,
giving Hints for Work in the various departments.

TIsefnl Tables, giving amount of Seed to sow a

given space ; number of Seeds to the ounce, etc.

Kow EXorseradish. 1st Grown for Market,
by Peter Henderson. An article worth the price of tha

work to the grower for market.

Growing Grape Tines from Cuttings
without Artificial Eleat, by a simple process.

Home ^Decorations, Irr, IlAKGnra Basket?,

etc. Instructions for the making, planting and manage-
ment of these beautiful ornaments by A. Bridgeman.

The New Apples of 1S6G.—The newvarieties
first brought to notice the past year ; as also Southern
kinds first fruited at the North, by Doct. J. A. Warder.

New or Noteworthy Fears.—A valuablo ar-

ticle, by P. Barry.

Native Grapes in IS 66, from Notes furnished

by Charles Downing, Geo. W. Campbell, J. A. Warder,

A. S. Fuller, and other grape growers.

Small Fruits in 1S66.—Accounts of new varie-

ties and older ones not yet fully tested. By A. S. Fuller.

The Newer Garden Vegetables.—The result

of experiments with new culinary plants, by Fearing

Burr, Jr., J. J. II. Gregory, and others.

The Rarer Evergreens that have proved
Valuable.—By Thomas Meehan.

The New Roses in 1S6G.—Brief descriptions

of the novelties, by John Saul

New Redding and other Plants of 5866.
—An account of how the recent importations have done

the past year, by Peter Henderson.

Tho New Varieties of Gladiolus.—AJi the

new ones noticed, by George Such.

Engravings of Fruits, Flowers, etc,—A
useful list of those published in 1S60.

Horticultural Rooks and Periodicals in
flSGG.—A list giving title, publishers name and price.

Nurserymen, Seedsmen and Florists.—A
list of tho most prominent. Establishments.

With many other articles not hero enumerated.

Fully Illu.strn.tod,

with Engravings made especially for the work.

A neat volume of 150 page?. Price, fancy paper covers,

50 cents; cloth, 73 cents. Sent Post-paid.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,

245 Broadway and 41 Park Row, N. Y.
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(Business Notices $2.50 per Agule Line of Space.)

ESTABLISHED 1S61.

THE

GREAT AMERICAN

TEA COMPANY
HAVE JUST RECEIVED

TWO FULL CARGOES
OF THE

FINEST NEW CROP TEAS.

S2,000 HALF CHESTS by ship Golden State.

12,000 HALF CHESTS *hy ship George Stiotton-.

In addition to these large cargoes of Black and Japan
Teas, the Company are constantly receiving large invoices

of the finest quality of Green Teas from the Moyune dis-

trict of China, which are unrivaled for.fineness and delica-

cy of flavor.

To give our readers an idea of the profits which have "been

made in the Tea trade, we will Etart with the American
houses, leaving out of the account entirely the profits of the

Chinese factors.

1st. The American house in China or Japan makes large

profits on their sales or shipments—and some of the richest

retired merchants in the country have made their immense
fortunes through their houses in China.

2d. The Banker makes large profits upon the foreign ex-

change used in the purchase of Teas.

3d. The Importer makes a profit of 30 to 50 per cent, in

many cases.

4th. On its arrival here it is sold by the cargo, and the

Purchaser sells it to the Speculator in invoices of 1000 to

2000 packages, at an average profit of about 10 per cent.

5th. The Speculator sells it to the Wholesale Tea Dealer
in lines at a profit of 10 to 15 per cent.

Gth. The "Wholesale Tea Dealer sells it to the Wholesale
Grocer in lots to suit his trade, at a profit of about 10 per
cent.

7th. The Wholesale Grocer sells it to the Ketail Dealer at

a profit of 15 to "25 per cent.

8th. The Retailer sells it to the Consumer for all thk
PROFIT HE CAN GET.
When you have added to these eight profits as many

brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages and wastes, and
add the original cost of the Tea, it will be perceived what
the consumer has to pay. And now we propose to show why
we can sell so very much lower than other dealers.

"We propose to do away with all these various profits and
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages and wastes, with
the exception of a small commission paid for purchasing to

our correspondents in China and Jap'an, one cartage, and a
small profit to ourselves—which, on our large sales, will

amply pay us.

liy our system of supplying Clubs throughout the country,
consumers in all partsof the United States can receive their

Teas at the same price (with the small additional expense
of transportation), as though they bought them at our ware-
houses in this city.

Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to get
up a Club. The answer is simply this: Let each person
wishing to join in a Club, say how much tea or coffee he
wants, and select the kind and price from our Price List, as
published in the paper or in our circulars. Write the names,
kinds, and amounts plainly on the list as seen in the Club
Order published below, and when the Club is complete send
it to us by mail, and we will fmt each party's goods in sep-

arate packages, and mark the name upon them, with the
cost, so there need be no confusion in their distribution-
each party getting exactly what he orders, and no more.
The cost of transportation the members can divide equitably
among themselves.

Parties sending Club or other orders for less than thirty
dollars had better send Post-office Drafts or money with
their orders, to save the expense of collections by- express;
hut larger orders we will forward by express, to collect on
delivery.

Hereafter wc will send a complimentary package to the'
party getting up tucClub. Our profits are small, but we will

be as liberal as we can ail'ord. We send no complimentary
package for Clubs less than $30.

Parties getting their Teas of us may confidently rely upon
getting lliem pure and fresh, as they come direct from the
Custom House stores to our "Warehouses.
We warrant all the goods we sell to give entire satisfac-

tion. If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned at
our expense within SO days, and have the money refunded.
The Company have selected the following kinds from their

stock, which they recommend to meet the wants of clubs.
They are sold at cargo^prices, the same as the Company sell

them in New York, as the list of prices will show.

PKICE LIST OF TEAS:

OOLONG (Black), 70c, SOc, 90c, best $1 # lb.

7UINED, (Green and Black), 70c, SOc, 90c, best %\ per lb.

ENGLISH BIIEAKFAST (Black), SOc, 90c, $1, $1.10, best
$1.20 per pound.

IMPERIAL (Green), 80c, 90c, $1, $1.10, best $1.25 per pound.

YOUNG HYSON (Green), SOc, 90c, $1, $1.10, best $1.25 per
pound.

TJNCOLORED JAPAN, 90c, $1, $1.10, best $1.25 per pound.
GUNPOWDER, (Green), $1.25, best $1.50 per pound.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.
GliOUND COFFEE, 20c„ 25c, 30c, 35c, best 40c per pound.

Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who
use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article

by using our FRENCH BREAKFAST AND DINNER COF-

FEE, which we sell at the low price of 30c per pound, and

warrant to give perfect satisfaction.

Consumers can save from 50c to $1 per pound by pur-

chasing their Teas of the

GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
Nos. 31 and 38 VESET STREET.

Post-Oflice Box, 5643, New York City.

CLUB ORDER.
Edwards, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., )

June 3, 1867. )"

The Great American Tka Coarp.vxr,

31 and 33 Yesey Street, New York.

Dear Sin: I herewith send you another order for Tea.

The last was duly received, and gives general satisfaction.

As long as you send us such good Tea, you may expect a

continuation of our patronage. Asa further evidence that

the subscribers were satisfied, you will observe that I send

you the names of all those that sent before who were nearly

out of Tea, with a large addition of new subscribers. Ac-
cept my thanks for the complimentary package. Ship this

as the other, and oblige.

Your ob't servant, DAYID C. McKEE.

4 lbs. Japan J. Havens.. at $1 25 $5 00
5 do. do do. ..at 100.... 5 00
1 lb. Gunpowder do. ..at 150 150
1 do. Japan S.Curtis.. at 1 25.... 1 25
2 as. Young Hvson , do. ..at 100.... 2 00
1 lb. Japan N.Shaw. .at 100.... 100
1 do. YoungHyson do, ..at 100.... 100
S lbs. do. R. AlcCargen..at 135 3 75
2 do. Green... ; do. ..at 125.... 2 50
4 do. do "Wm. EarraforcL.at 125.... 5 00
1 lb. Gunpowder A. II. Perkins.. at 150.... 150
2 lbs. Japan do. ..at 125 2 50
2 do. Coffee do. . . at 40 80
5 do. do D.C. McKec.at 40.... 200
3 do. Japan M. Griffin.. at 125 3 75
2 do. do do. ..at 1 00.... 2 00
6 do. Green H. Wooliver..at 100.... 3 00
2 do. Imperial W- Cleland..at 1 25.... 2 50

2 do. Japan , J. Cleland. .at 125 2 50

1 fi>. Imperial do. ..at 1 25.... 1 25
1 do. Green ,. .. . do. ..at 1 25.... 1 25

$51 05

N. B.-AU villages and towns wiiere a large
number reside, toy Clubbing together, can re-
duce tlie cost of tlieii* Teas and Coffees about
one-third (beside the Express charges,) by
sending direetly to "The Great American
Tea Company."
BEWAKE of all concerns that advertise themselves as

branches of our Establishment, or copy our name either

wholly or in part, as they are bogus or imitations. We
have no branches, and do not, in any case, authorize the

use of our name.
Post-Office orders and Drafts, make payable to the order

of " Great American Tea Company." Direct letters and

orders to the

GREAT AMERICAN TEA CGMP'Y,
Nos. 3 J and 33 VESEY-ST.,

Post-Offloe Box, 5,643, New York City.

Justly celebrated for perfect simplicitv, srreat strength, and
immense compressing power; is erAEANTEED. witli ei-zht

men and two horses, to self-temper the clav and make ^.oOu

to 3,5110 elegant bricks per hour. J. II. UEN1CK, Proprietor,
No. 71 Broadway, New York, Room 28.

CHARL.ES "WILDER,
MAS-rrFACTtjr.ER of "WOODRUFF'S JbrPEOVED

PORTABLE BAROMETERS.
Also, all kinds of Common and Fancy THERMOMETERS,
in Tin, Copper, Wood, Glass, Morocco and Ivory Cases.
Thermometers for Physicians, Chemists, Brewers, Dvers,
Manufacturers, Ynlcanizers and Daily use. Peterboeo, N.
H. Agents 1Va7ited. Send for Circular.

Rural Improvements.
"Robert Morris Copeland, author of Country Life, furnishes

plans and advice for laying out or improving public or pri-

vate crounds. Refers to John M. Forbes, Nathaniel Thayer,
Boston; Francis G. Shaw, New York ; Bufus Waterman,
Providence, It. I. Office, 40 Barristers' Hall, Boston, Mass.

Ives' Seedling Buds, 800,000!
Vines in quantity of Ives. Concord, (150.000), Delaware,

etc. Plants delivered free bv mail and Express, at retail

rates, cash advanced. Ives, 1 vear No. 1, $13; 2 vearsNo. 1,

^2.-. per 100. Concord, 1 year No. 1, $S ; 2 years No. 1, $12 per
100. Catalogue, Illustrated Circular, free.

M. H. LEWIS & CO., Sandusky, Ohio.

SHAPE VINES at I0NA.
My stock comprises all of the leading kinds, including

Ives* Seedling, but principally consists of

IOM, ISRAELLA and DELAWARE.
The performance Of the Iona and Israella generally

throughout all of the vine-region of the country, leaves no
doubt in the minds of those best informed, that upon these
now rests chiefly the prospect of the eminent success of
grape culture in America.

Attention to the record of the Iona during the past four
years will be instructive to all who desire to plant vines for

any purpose throughout the whole vine-growing region of
the country. (See statement of its performance, page 421.)

My stock of these kinds is very large, and of surpassing
quality. My unequaled facilities and the result of the past

years warrant the belief that I can make more advan-
tageous terms to buyers than can be done by any other
propagator. Price Listsent on application with stamp.

Prices for best vines for Garden or Vineyard, as low as can
be afforded, and some choice lots even lower.

C. W. GRANT,
IONA, near Peekskill,

Westchester Co., N. T.

WASHERS AND WRINGERS,

[j^^m
Cannot be surpassed or equaled by rtny other Wringer for

durability, till the expiration of the patent for the "COG
"WHEEL REGULATOR" or "STOP-GEAR." No Other

Wringer is licensed under this Patent

Manywho bell the 1'NIYFRSAL WRINGER keep also the

WASHING
MACHINE,

which is really as
great a L.wu.;: and
Clotues Savbk as
the Wringer,
h washes perfectly*

without ir, afing or
rubbing the clothes
at all, and with great
ease and rapidity.
On receipt of the

Retail price, from
places where no one
is selling, wc will
send either or both
machines from New

"~_im-«W- York.
Prices—Familv Washer, $14. No. 1% Wringer, $10. No.

2 Wringer, $8.53.

A suppiv of the Wringers and Washers Is always kept on
hand in Chicago. Cincinnati, Cleveland, JmicsvUle and St.

Louis, boxed ready for shipment, at about New York prices.

Larze discounts made to wholesale-pnrchasers.
Circulars, giving Wholesale and Retail prices, sent free.

£^T" These Machines are adopted by the American
Agriculturist as Premiums, and endorsed by its Editors as
the best in market—for recommendations see back numbers.

R. C. BROWNING. General Agent,
No, S3 Cortland t-st., New York.

(Opposite Merchant's Hotel.)

CKESYIiIC SOAP.
A PERFECT DISINFECTANT

(Patented).
For Dlslnfectins, Dcodorizins, and Purifying Cellars, Hos-

pitals, Tenement Houses, &C. Also, lor Exterminating
Roaches, Buss, and Insects of all kinds.

Manufactured solely by
JAMES BUCHAN & CO,

190 EUzabcth-st., New York.

JS^ST ST A O.UAISTER ! — A NEW
Quarter of Moore's lirRAL New Yorker, the Great

Rural and Family AVeeklv, begins Oct. 5, and the IS numbers
(Oct. to Jan.) will be sent, on trial, for only Fifty ^'ents.
Full price *3 a year. Vol. XIX begins in January. Try it a
Quarter or Year! „ _ .

Address, D. D. T. MOORE, Rochester, N. Y. .'

STAllERI^fi CUBED -4

By BATES' PATENT APPLIANCES. For Pamphlets, &e„
address SIMPSON & CO., 277 West 23d-st., New York.

MERKT TIMES AT HOME.—READ
the advertisement ofNew Parlor Gajies on page 423.
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Engraved/or the American Agriculturist.

One of the pests of European agriculture is

the rabbit, which breeds seven times in a year,

and as it produces eight at a birth, it is estimat-

ed that the progeny of a single pair would in

four years amount to the enormous number of
1,271,480. It is fortunate that they have so many
enemies, besides man, to keep them in check.

Rabbits and hares are much alike, but differ in

their habits—the hare is a solitary animal, and

makes its nest or " form " on the ground, while
the rabbit burrows and lives in large colonies.

Naturalists place all our animals that are usually

called rabbits among the the hares, of which we
have in our entire territory some twenty species.

Our common species is the Lepus syteaticus,

found throughout the greater part of the United
States. It retains its brown color all winter,

while the Northern Hare, Lepus Americanus,

which has a more northern range, is brown in

summer, and white in winter. Both hares and
rabbits are exceedingly timid, and for their safe-

ty from their enemies rely upon their llcetncss.

Our domestic rabbits are supposed to be varieties

of the European L. cuniculus. The above group

admirably represents characteristics common to

these animals—contentment when no danger is

suspected, and great timidity when alarmed.
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Hail winter, tlie resting time of vegetable life.

We gather strength in sleep, and by repose. So

do the animals, to which man is so close akin iu his

physical and even intellectual structure. Plants

also undergo internal changes which fit them for

the new life of the spring. The maple stem con-

tains little sugar during the season of growth, but

gains it from the changes which occur to the con-

tents of its cells during the period of rest. The
grasses and winter grains ripen their roots, so to

speak, and we presume that no vegetables which
maintain then-vitality through the cold season, ap-

proach the spring unchanged, but they are better

prepared to commence a new growth. The soil firmly

bound by the frost fetters is no exception to the

rule of improvement. Simple freeziug is very bene-

ficial, freezing and thawing still more so, and the

more thorough the exposure to the action of the

elements, the greater the advantages. Particles of

plant food, before unavailable, are brought into a

condition to be dissolved by water, and taken up
by the plants. Stiff clays are ameliorated, peaty

soils are made friable, and a volume might be writ-

ten on the good effects uf frost on the soil. It

makes up to the dwellers in the temperate and

frigid zones the lack of the inteuser action of warm
airs, moisture, fermentation, and decay upon the

soil and its constituents, occurring iu the tropics.

Rest is not a folding of the hands in idleness, that

is rust, or its equivalent. A change is more resting

than a cessation of labor. If the hands rest, let us

set the brain at work, and let the social qualities

find useful employment, for thus shall we be in-

vigorated in body and mind, and all the better pre-

pared for hard work when it comes. After all, the

rest of winter, to most farmers, is more in change

of work than in anything else. Work enough

may be done in the shortest day to give any man
good digestion, and to soften even a bed of straw.

The interest in Farmers' Club meetings, and in

other similar gatherings, will flag, if especial efforts

be not made by those who have the ordering of

them to make every meeting attractive by drawing

out from the members facts useful to all, imparting

some practically useful knowledge, giving away
seeds, grafts, roots, duplicate catalogues and circu-

lars, etc. Here let us drop a hint, which, in our

experience, has always worked well. If the secre-

tary, at each meeting, distributes all the articles of

the kinds enumerated that he has on hand to the

members present, be they many or few, saving none

for delinquent or absent ones, the meetings will be

much better attended.

The Retrospect.—The last month of the year is

upon us. Our volume closes with it, but we neither

shut our books, nor lay down our pens. The Sab-

bath of the year is for our readers, not for us, with

whom every month is like its fellows. Yet these

brief halts upon the march are pleasant, as we east

the eye back over the way we have come, and take

our bearings, and make ready to move forward into

the unknown but hopeful future. The year has

been one long to be remembered as presenting the

anomaly of a parching drought and most damaging

rains, sweeping hand in hand, as it were, across the

continent; yet our prosperity, as an agricultural peo-

ple, is great. Most of our products are sought for

at high prices, and we have niueh to sell. The dis-

eases which have threatened our stock, have passed

away, means of intercommunication have greatly

increased, so that access to markets, with remuner-

ative prices are offered even to the corn growers and

herdsmen of our out-most borders. The peaceful

conquests of labor and of the strifes of trade are

noticeable everywhere. Each section is being

bound to the other by cords of iron, and bonds of

commercial intercourse. The mutual dependence of

each portion of the country upon the other for real

prosperity, is every day more strongly apparent.

Mints Al>o5s! Work.
The winter evenings have come, and it is a matter

of the first importance that a portion of them
should be devoted to the cultivation of the mind.
The summer has necessarily been devoted to labor.

In the winter, Nature puts a barrier upon many of

our labors, and we should take advantage of the in-

terval to read upon topics that have been deferred

for want of time to discuss them. The mind need =

cultivation as much as the soil, and it is generally

the state of themind that makes farmingprofitab!,'

or otherwise. The brain is more and more show-
ing its power every year in economizing farm la-

bor, and uo man can afford to remain in ignorance

of the manifold appliances that help his industry

Keep the mind improving, and make all your f;rsn

operations a means of mental culture. Look back
over the past year, and see wherein you have made
bad plans, or failed to carry out good ones. De-

termine what practices have been profitable and
what ought to be abaudoned. Every year's opera-

tions ought to have its lessons for the thinking

fanner, and settle some principles.

Books.—These are becoming more and more nec-

essary upon the farm. The more a man knows,

the more he needs to know in every calling in life.

" A little learning is a dangerous thing." There has

been a great mental quickening upon the farm

within the past ten years, and multitudes of work-

ers have got smattering of the science of agri-

culture. They have got out of the ruts in which
they were comparatively safe, and have ventured

upou experiments. They need more light to

guide them; and to this end they must read the

writings of men farther advanced than themselves,

and thus avail themselves of their knowledge. The
books made by practical farmers, gardeners, and

fruit-growers, embody the experience of a life-time

and are invaluable to those who come after them.

The man who masters this experience saves himself

from'a multitude of losses, and puts himself in the

way to make large gains. " Draining for Profit" is

a book that ought to be in every farmer's hands.

Get the best books on your business, and study

them with a view to following such teachings as

are adapted to your soil and climate.

Periodicals. — These are indispensable now to

keep a man abreast of his times. No investment

pays better than a few dollars in the best agricul-

tural and horticultural journals. Farming is pro-

gressive like the other arts, and there is money
saved and gained in the hiuts which these papers

drop in their monthly or weekly visits.

Circulating Libraries, will furnish much that one

is not able to purchase for himself. These should

be established in every town, and provision made
for their regular increase. At least exchange books

and periodicals with your neighbors. Tbey are

great educators. Your children will read some-

thing, and you may as well direct their education

as to leave it to others. A home well supplied

with good books and papers is rarely deserted for

places of vicious resort.

Schools.—Keep your children in the best schools.

Make the free schools as good as they can be, but

if there are better, use them. There is no compen-

sation for the loss of the advantages of education.

Accounts.— Have everything settled up by the

close of this month, and ascertain definitely the re-

sult of the year's transactions. Know whether yon

have gained or lost, and how much. Farmers are

more negligent than any other class in this matter.

They have much barter with their neighbors, and

at the store or market town, and often accounts

run for years without any settlement. They do not

know how they stand with the world, and cannot

tell whether any crop they cultivate is a loss or gain

to them. This is bad farming, and often leads to

bad morality. Keep accounts and settle them once

a year, for your own sake as well as your neighbors'.

Begin the next year with a clean balance sheet.

Protertion. against Frost.—The cellar may be made

frost-proof originally, by good underpinning and

double glazed windows. If this has uot been done,

make a thick bank of earth, tan-bark, sea weed, ot
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straw. Tbe roots have cost quite too much labor

to be mined by frost. A well protected cellar

makes the whole house waruierand saves fuel. Pro-

tect water pipes and pumps, and if the pipes

chance to get frozen, wrap them in flaunel and pour

hot water upon them to thaw them ont. Save

plumbers' bills by timely attention.

Fodder.—This has cost money to raise and should

be carefully used. Feed regularly, and only so

much as an animal eats up clean. There is waste

in irregular, or over-feeding. If you fodder in the

yard let it be under a shed, with racks to put the hay

in. Stocks should be brought to the barn and fod-

dered there. It is wasteful to scatter hay upon

the ground. Much df it is trampled and lost.

Live Stock of all kinds should have the owners'

daily supervision. If others do the work, his eyes

should see that it is well done. Few hired men can

be trusted to do things constantly according to di-

rections. In the very cold weather there is a con-

stant temptation to consult his own ease rather

thin the comfort of the animals entrusted to his

care. Feed and water regularly, and shelter all cat-

1 le in barns or sheds. Pine boards are cheaper than

hay and grain.* Keep salt within reach of horses,

cattle, and sheep. A large lump of rock salt is best

for this purpose. If they can lick when they

please, they will not take it in excess. Attend to

ventilation in barns and stables, and give the ani-

mals the benefit of the sun for a while on clear

days. Keep all animals in a thriving condition.

Colls and Steers.—Improve the leisure of the sea-

son to break them in to work. The smooth snow

path makes light loads, and their strength should

not be much taxed at first.

Horses.—The horse above all animals wants care-

ful handling. See that the shoes are well put on,

and the caulks sharpened as icy weather approach-

es. "Warm blankets save fodder and promote

health. If the young folks go on a sleigh ride, in-

sist upon the horse blanket to keep company witli

the. robes for Tom and his sweetheart. There will

be bills enough to settle without a sick horse in the

stable to be doctored.

Working Oxen should be kept shod and caulked,

if used. Keep up the flesh by generous feeding. A
lean working ox is poor property.

C'oies.—Keep the stables clean and well bedded at

night. Sprinkle plaster or dried peat upon the

floors when cleaned out, to save the ammonia and

to avoid injury to the eyes of the cows. Ventilate

thoroughly, and from the top of the barn if possi-

ble. Give them an opportunity to exercise an hour

or two in the warmest part of the day. Keep the

horns ornamented with balls, if they are inclined

to be quarrelsome. Plan to have one or more far-

row, or new milch cows for winter. There is no

substitute for a plenty of good milk in the family.

Hogs ought to be well fattened by Christmas.

Pork is made much more economically in warm
than in freezing weather. Pay great attention to

the quarters of the animals. Good sties with plen-

ty of straw are cheaper than meal to keep up the

animal heat. The pig is cleanly in his habits, and

will keep himself clean if you give him a dry lodg-

ing place and straw. Corn meal is high this year,

and the. root crop is short, and pork will probably-

cost the Eastern fanner about all it eomes to.

Cooked food pays best.

Poultry \< one of the most attractive features of

the barn-yard, and when well cared for nothing

pays better. In fattening geese and ducks, give

them a pen for two weeks before killing. Hens and

turkeys we have thought fattened quite as well at

large. But they should be fed frequently with a va-

riety of food, and have all they can cat. Arrange

to have eggs in winter. A room on the south side

of a hill, with plenty of glass, is almost indispen-

sable. The birds must have animal food in some

form, broken shells, and dust to roll in. F.ggs in

winter always bring a high price in city markets.

Select for layers the early pullets of last spring.

For plans of poultry houses see back numbers.

Manure.—Attend to its manufacture early and

late, in summer and winter. Tour success In hus-

bandry depends mainly upon this article. It pays

even upon good lands by making them better, and
securing larger and more economical crops. Be
avaricious of fertilizers. It is often convenient to

draw muck and peat from the banks of ditches that

have been dug in the summer. "We have found it

quite practicable to dig muck in winter after the

surface is frozen hard enough to bear teams. Some
swamps are accessible at this time that cannot be
approached in summer. A farmer can never have
too much muck on baud, if he has an acre of
meadow that does not produce thr.ee tons of hay.

Wood-cutting and Lumber.—Now is the time to lay

in a stock of wood for the year. Well-seasoned

wood saves fuel, time, money, aud the temper of
the housewife. Much of the comfort of a family

depends upon the kitchen fire. Rails have also to

be provided upon many farms. Posts are wanted,

and joists, planks, and boards. Saw-mill logs are

much more easily carried upon sleds than upon
carts. Improve the first good snow to move them.

T/ie Ice Harvest.—Secure this as soon as the ice is

six inches thick. This sometimes eomes in Decem-
ber, and does not come again. If an ice-house is

wanting, build one. See plans of inexpensive ice-

houses, in back volumes. Ice is at once a luxury

and a necessary in summer. The dairy is better

managed with it, and many perishable articles can

be preserved that would otherwise be lost.

Tools.—Now that the season is ended, overhaul

all implements and vehicles. Repair damages, and

if new tools are wanted, secure them, to be ready

for next year's operations. If these have no abid-

ing place, build a tool-house without delay, and il-

lustrate that motto :
" A place for every thing, and

every thing in its place."

Seeds.—Get a complete assortment for next year.

Much of the success of farming depends upon this

item. For corn select sound ears, and those grow-
ing two ears upou a stalk. Keep the ears in a dry,

warm room, until thoroughly cured. Much poor

seed corn is planted every year, and people wonder
why it does not come up. Early seed potatoes

should be secured now. It often makes a difference

of half inprice whether a crop is marketed in July or

October. Burn up the old garden seeds and get a

new stock from some reliable seedsman. Our pres-

ent postage law brings a seed store to every man's

door, and he has no excuse for planting seed that

are most too good to throw away, hut not quite

good enough to some up. Doubtful seeds will not

pay when good ones can had for love or money.

Work in tl«e Horticultural Depart-
ment.

Now that cold weather has well-nigh put a stop

to out-of-door work, it is well to take a look ahead

and, before the present year has expired, give

thought to the labors of the one that is so soon to

open. It is a pleasant thing about horticulture

that it is always progressive, aud that perfection is

never attained in any department. That which we
now consider the perfect fruit or flower will, in

ten years, be looked upon as unworthy of cultiva-

tion. It is this succession of novelties, this striv-

ing after improvement, that lends such a charm to

horticultural pursuits. Each year's experience

teaches better ways of cultivation, and gives us

new knowledge of the things we cultivate. For-

tunate is he who makes use of each year's teach-

ings, and still more fortunate if he has the means

and the will to add to them the experience of oth-

ers. Now at this season, when one can be a student

without feeling that he is neglecting other matters,

it i- well to gather up the scattered hints that are

hidden in papers that were laid aside iu the busy

season, and to look at the recent books that have

been written in his particular department. It is

nut possible that men like Warder, Thomas, Ful-

ler, Henderson, and others, can write a book upon

matters to which their lives have been devoted.

without giving some information that maybe turn-

ed to practical account. Commending the horti-

culturist to his books and journals, wc give the few

items of out-door work that belong to the month.

Orchard and rVursery.

In the Southern States, and in favorable seasons
at the North, much of the work of plowing and
subsoiling, and making ready for spring planting,
may be done. Every favorable opportunity of this

kind should be seized upon. Planting an orchard
implies a promise to take care of it ; trees set last

fall should be occasionally looked to, to see that
they are safe from domestic animals.

Fences must be iu a condition to keep out horses,
cattle, and sheep, as well as those thoughtless
people who, when snow covers the ground, strike

a straight line for their destination w-ithout regard
to the damage they mav do.

Jiabbits are often destructive to young orchards,
and various preventives have been from time to
time proposed. The simplest of these, and the
one largely followed at the West, is to sprinkle the
trunks of the trees with blood, or, what answers the
same purpose, rub them with a piece of fresh liver.

Mice like to work under cover, and if dead weeds
or other litter lie close to the trees, they will be
very apt to hark them. Clear away all rubbish, and
after a snow fall, go around and press the snow
firmly arouud the trunks. Surrounding the base
of the trunk with a cylinder of tin or sheet iron may
be practised where there are not many trees. A
solid, smooth mound of earth, about a foot high
will protect them ; but when snow covers this, the

mice will work under it if it is not trampled hard.

Standing Water in the orchard must be prevented
by opening surface drains where they are needed.

Cions may he cut any time, provided the twigs

be not frozen. Choose good, well ripened shoots,

of last season's growth ; tie in bundles and label

with the greatest care. To insure against the loss

of the tag, it is well to mark one of the cions in

each bundle also. Whittle a flat place at the large

end of the twig, and then cut a number in Roman
numerals, which shall serve as a reference to a

memorandum. Saw-dust is better than sand for

preserving the cions ; keep in a cool place.

Catalogues shotild be consulted, and the list of

trees for spring planting made out. Our advice i*

to always buy of the nearest reliable nurseryman.

Manure may be applied to the orchard—not a lit-

tle near the tree, but over the whole surface.

Fruit iu store is to be kept at as low and even a

temperature as practicable, without freeziug.

Choice pears that have been well kept bring a good
price, especially as the holidays approach.

Nursery stock can now be propagated by root-

grafting. This work is done in-doors, in unpleasant

weather ; while the mild days are employed in

heading back and shaping the last season's growth

of young trees. Look to trees that were

Heeled-in for the winter, and see that no water

stands around them and that the banking of earth

is not washed away by heavy rams.

Fruit Garden.

The general directions for the orchard are for the

most part applicable here.

Protection of those plants that need it is usually

done, too soon ; when the ground becomes crusted

is time enough. Tender raspberries may be bent

down and covered with earth, and a mulch put over

the strawberry beds, as noted on page 450.

Snow, if it accumulates in the heads of dwarf

trees, should lie shaken out while it i- yet light

Grape Fines, if yet unpruned, may be attended : i

on mild days. Even the hardiest do all the better

if laid down and covered with earth. Make cnt-

tings and linry them, or callus them by the process

recommended last month on page 409,

Priming of dwarf trees may be done, provided no

large wounds are made.

Kitchen Garden.

Wherever the condition of the ground will allow

of tbe use of the plow and spade, a great deal may
be done to save valuable time in the spring. To
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this end all rubbish should be cleared up, and

everything made snug and neat.

Boots that are already iu pits should be covered

as the cold increases, and when winter fairly sets

iu, the pits should be banked over with about two

feet of soil, neatly rounded off, to shed rains. Hardy

roots, such as horse-radish, parsnips, and salsify,

may have some litter thrown over them, and thus

prolong the season during which they may be dug.

Celery, stored in trenches as heretofore directed,

will also need to be covered gradually, commenc-

ing with a few inches of leaves or litter, and as

the cold increases, adding a covering of earth.

Covering of standing crops of kale, shallots, spin-

ach, etc., will need to be done iu localities where

the winter is severe. Near the coast, salt hay is

used for this purpose, and is an excellent material,

but straw or leaves are more generally available.

Cabbages and other plants in cold frames will re-

quire constant attention, and are more likely to

suffer from heat than from cold. Give them air by

lifting the sash even iu freezing weather, and on

mild days remove the sashes altogether.

Seeds should be in a place secure from mice and

moisture as well as great extremes of temperature.

Have every parcel correctly marked with its con.

tents as well as date of growth. Destroy all seeds

of doubtful identity or vitality.

Tools may be overhauled and repaired, and every-

thing put in working order for spring.

Manure.—This is the key to successful gardening,

and its accumulation is one of the kinds of hoard-

ing that we advocate. In most large towns there

are waste fertilizers that are worth carting away.

Flower Ciardeii mul Lawn.

With the departure of the Chrysanthemums, the

borders are bare of flowers. Those who have been

thoughtful enough to iutroduce Rhododendrons,

Kalmias, and other evergreens for winter effect,

ean now enjoy their cheerful appearance.

Protection must be given to many tender shrubs.

Where the case admits of it, laying down and cov-

ering with earth is the readiest as well as one of the

best ways. Half hardy Roses, Clematises, "Wista-

rias, (iu very cold places,) and the like, winter nice-

ly under a covering of earth, provided the spot is

so well drained that water cannot settle about them.

Evergreen boughs, especially those of ths red cedar,

may be placed over low shrubs to protect them.

Lawns should have a good top dressing of rich

compost.

Evergreens, as well as dense clumps of shrubbery

and evergreen hedges, not of proper form, are very

apt to get bent out of shape if not broken down
by heavy accumulations of snow. Such accidents

should be prevented by removing the snow while

it is still light and can be readily shaken off.

Green and ISot-Hoiises.

The management of fires will require some judg-

ment, especially in a month in which a fine, mild

day is often succeeded by a very cold night. In the

greenhouse, the thermometer should not go below
'^S° at night, and reach 55° or GO in the day-time.

Give air wherever it is safe to do so.

Arrange the plants to the best advantage. Renew
sticks and labels, and have all in complete order.

Insects must be fought at the start. At the first

appearance of the green ffy, or aphis, make a smoke
with tobacco. The syringe will keep the red spider

in check. Page's Sprinkler is excellent for this.

Cacti, and all plants that are in a state of rest,

need but very little water, while growing ones
6hould uot be allowed to lag for the want of it.

Bulbs that were potted for house decoration may
be brought into a warm place, a few pots at a time,

to keep up a succession of flowers.

Hanging Baskets, so much in demand for the holi-

days, should be filled. Ivy is the ground work,
and it is better *o fill a basket with this alone
than to crowd a lot of unsuitable things into it.

Apiary in Dec.—Prepared by 3L Quinby.

Give the bees liberty to fly during the last warm
days, and when the weather is too cool to allow of

their flight, they may be put into winter quarters.

Stroug stocks should be selected for storing, espe-

cially if there are but few hives. Poor stocks do

not generate heat enough to prevent them from

perishing. If kept iu a room, which should be per-

fectly dark, it requires about 50 stocks to produce

sufficient heat. Smaller numbers may be kept in a

dry cellar, or be buried. In September, 1865, we
gave an article on buryiug hives, with an illustra-

tion. Very strong stocks will winter on the stand,

aud better iu the straw hive than in any other. In

any case, there should be proper ventilation.

Woodeu hives should be well protected by straw.

If the entrance to the hive is so large that mice can

get in, cover it with wire cloth, leaving room for

the passage of the bees. Now is a good time to

make hives, aud to study up the subject of bee cul-

ture. The works of Quinby aud Langstroth should

be in the hands of every apiarian, as they not only

give full direction for practice, but discuss the cu-

rious habits, aud remarkable physiology of the bee.

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

show at a glance the transactions for the month ending

Nov. IS, 1SG7, aud also for the preceding month

:

1. TKANSACTrONS AT TIIK XIGW-YOF.K MARKETS.

Receipts. Flour. IVIieat. Corn. Jtije. Barley. Oats.

26 da.vst/i is m ,
tli503.0n0 3.KIS.000 3,-IM.nOO 577.000 1,10.8.000 2,719.000

27 days last m'tliJ37.000 3,510,000 1.750,000 1S0.O00 S05.O00 1 ,210,000

Sales. Flour. Wheal. Corn, Bye. Oals. Barley.

2Gd!\vs(7;ism'tll,376.000 S.SU.OOO 2,520,000 1S9.000 2,S1S,500 S17.000

S? days (dirt m'tb,441,000 1,802,000 2,911,000 350,000 2,010,000 513,000

2. Comjyarison Willi same period at titiit time last year.

Receipts. Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Rye. Barley. Oats.

20 dtivs 1867. .. .503.000 3.59S.OO0 2.491.000 377.000 1,108.000 2,719,000

27 days 1800. . ..321,000 1,213,000 1,490,000 107,090 2,1S4,000 SJ9.000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Oats. Barley.

20 d.ivslSC7. -370.000 3,314.000 2.520.090 1S9.000 2.S1S.500 817.000

27 days I860 363,000 2,045,000 5,679,000 476,000 1,313,000 2,135,000

3. Exports from New York, Jan. 1 to Nov. 1G:

Flour. Wlieat. Com. Bye. Oats. Barley.

1867 G9S.623 3,252,969 6,900,4X1

1S66 811,063 340,735 10,556,000

319,195 111,970 SS0.S63
192,439 1,067,567 434,501

4. Slock of grain ill store at New York

:

1SG7. Wheat, Corn,
bush. hush.

Eye.
hush.

Barley,
bush.

Oats, Malt,
bush. hush.

Nov. 12. ..941,129 1,951,706
Oct. 15. .. .167.608 90;.C61
Sept. 10... 120,532 1,151,892

Ausr. 13... 91.174 S63.724
July 15...245.509 160.7SI)

June 14...578,279 217,796
May 15... 731,330 261,092

134,543
7,300
500

32,785
60.936

117,257
1S6.S04

301.053
32.793

9,376

12,370
21.390
69,6a

145,700

2,216.752 52,155

S9:),897 57.917

ia5,737 61.50S
200.319 4S.632
206.763 34.700
379,865 16,311
C0S.494 10,461

Receipts of Breadstufs at tide water at Albany,

May 1st to October Zlth:

Flour, "Wheat, Corn, live, Barley, Oats,

bbls. bush. bush. bush, bmh. bush.

1S67.
1SGG.

.280.500 5,939,100 ll.00!>,100

.213.900 G,S9:),(Jl)l) 23,135,9^0

035,100 2,332,500 5.^19,100

S57.500 3/310,000 7,736,400

Gold has been much depressed since our last. It has been
down to 13S>4, aud thereafter up to 141. It closed on Sat-

urday, Nov. 16th @, 139,7£ . . . .The breadstuff market has

been rather more active, but, under increased supplies,

and the decline in gold, prices have been quoted lower

generally. The home trade have been buying freely. The
export demand has also been good, particularly for low

grades of flour, and for spring wheat. Prices of wheat

closed in favor of buyers. Corn has not been much sought

after, save for home use. It has generally ruled at figures

above the limits of shippers, and comparatively few for-

eign orders have been executed. The market for it closed

weak and drooping. Rye and Barley have been held quite

firmly, and have been in fair request. Oats have been

mostly controlled by speculators, who hold about two-

thirds of the stock here, and under whose management
the market prices have been subject to frequent and ex-

treme fluctuations. The closing transactions on the 16th

inst. were of considerable magnitude, but mainly on spec-

ulative account at higher and rising prices Provi-

sions have been generally lower, and less inquired for,

though Lard, Bacon, and Butter attracted more attention

towards the close, and were quoted stronger in price

Cotton has been iu better supply and less active demand
at easier and drooping rates "Wool has been freely of-

fered at reduced figures, and toward the close has been

in rather better demand, especially fine fleece, largely on

speculation— Hay, Hops, and Tobacco have been in

good demand, and buoyant.

CURRENT WnOLESALK TRICES.
Oct. 17. Nov. IS.

Prick ov Gold 1£3>J 139%
Flour—Supur to Extra Stated 9 00 rail 30 $ 8 30 @:0 30
Super to Extra Southern H 00 ©16 50 9 65 ©15 75
Extra Western. io 50 ©10 83 9 25 ©15 50
Extra Genesee U 50 @U 50 10 40 ©13 50
Superfine 'Western. 9 25 ©10 00 S 30 ©9 20"

Itye Flour 7 M> © 9 50 7 00 © 9 15
Cor.Y MEAL... 6 50 ©7 25 6 15 (J5 7 15-W iibat—All kinds otAVhite. 3 00 © 3 30 2 85 © 3 05
All kinds.of Red and Amber. 2 15 ©2 75 2 15 @ 2 73
Coux— Yellow 1 43 © 1 40 1 37 © 1 40
Mixed.. 1 40 © 1 42 135 © 1 36K
Oats— Western S3K@ 84« 78 © 79>£
State 85 ~@ — 73 @ 79
Kyk 105 ©170 163 ©170
Barley 137 ©150 1 42K® 1 G2J£
Hay—Dale ^ 100 lb 70 © 1 45 80 © 1 50
Loose 95 © 1 50 90 © 1 50
Straw, ?) 100 lb 60 © 90 70 © 95
Cotton— Middlings, ^ lb..., 39 © 21 17^© 19>£
Hops—Crop oi'JSCG, ^ lb. 40- © 65 35 © 65
Feathers—Live Geese, ij* lb. 75 © 90 75 © S7M
Sked— Clover. f» lb 12M© 13>£ UK© 12>§
Timothv. i? bushel 2 50 © 2 75 2 50 © 2 75
Flax, $)' bushel 2 50 © 2 60 2 50 © 2 60
Sugar—Brown, # lb UK© 14 11J4© 13>£
Molasses. Cuba, ?» gal 30 © . 55 34 @ 50
Coffee— Bio.(Gold price)?) lb 13 © 1SK 12^® 18
Tobacco, Kentucky, &c?) lb. 5).<@ 20 6 @ 23
Seed Leaf, %) lb 3>^@ 65 3>£@ 65
Wool— DomesticFIoece,?) a. 38 @ 63 35 @ 60
Domestic, pulled, $ lb 2S @ 50 25 © 52
California, unwashed, 18 © 30 16 © 28
Tallow. ¥> n> 12 © 12# 1VA® 11#
Oil Cake—31 ton 52 00 ©59 00 51 00 ©59 00
Pork— Mess, ?» barrel 22 00 ©23 05 20 95 @21 10
Prime, %t barrel 20 00 ©20 50 IS 75 © 19 25
Beef—Plain mess 16 00 ©23 00 14 00 ©19 00
Lard, in barrels, f) lb . 13Vr,@ «K 32%@ 13%
Butter—Western, 9 lb IS @ 35 IS © 39
State. ?) lb 20 © 45 30 © 50
Ciieesk 9 © 17 8 @ 1GX
Beans—ft bushel. 3 25 ©4 50 2 50 ©4 50
Peas—Canada. ?) bushel 1 40 @ 1 50 1 40 © 1 50
Eggs—Fresh, ?) dozen 29 @ 33 SO © S3
Poultry— Fowls, %t lb 34 © 15 16 © 18
Turkeys, %^ib 38 © 20 22 © 23.

Potatoes—New, T*bbl 2 00 © 2 75 2 25 © 3 75
Apples—V barrel 2 00 @ 4 00 2 75 © 4 25
Cranberries, ?i barrel 7 00 ©1100 10 00® 11 00

ft'ew Yorlc JILiive ^toclc jSffarikets.

—

week ending. Beeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep. Sicine.

October 22 6,342 67 1,302 2S.0G3 26,449
October 29 7.t'03 56 1,095 2S,a5S 29.7S9
November 5 5,832 94 1.247 32,697 43,501
November 12 7,1S7 SI 1,173 33,231 36,107

Total in four Weeks....20,354 29S 4.S77 121,352 135,846

Average per Week <\5S3 74 1,219 30,333 33,851

While beeves have fallen off about 430 per week, as com-

pared with the previous month, the supply has still ex-

ceeded the demand. Sheep, too, have been less freely

offered, but swine more than make up for the deficiency.

In fact, meats of all kinds have been, and still continue

topbe, a drug upon the market. Cheap poultry is a strong

competitor*of beef, mutton, and pork.

Beef Cattle.— For tne last month but very few
really good cattle have come forward, owners holding
such for the holidays when fat beeves are in demand. la.

their places arc large numbers of thin steers, dry cows,

and old oxen, sent to market when out-door feed failed,

the expense of feeding hay and grain being heavy. The
majority of those who bought cattle in the high mar-
kets last spring, and grazed them during the sum-
mer, lost all the cost of pasturage, aud in many cases

more, the decline in price being fully equal to the gain in

weight. The market continues in a depressed condition,

with too much stale poultry, selling by the ton at 6 © 10

cts. per B>, to cause a quick demand for beef. On the 12th,

the date of our last cattle report, immense quantities of

soft turkeys and chickens were sold at 5 cts. per lb, the

weather being rainy. At the present time, 10 cts. per B>

net weight is the outside price for extra fat steers, while

good to prime arc selling at 13© 15 cts., aud common to

fair at 8 @ 12 cts., the average being about 13J£ cts

Milch Cows,—These are in quick demand, with a

scarcity of good milkers. Ordinary cows are little called

for, the high price of milk and increased expense of

keeping, causing buyers to select only good cows. For
such they pay $00 @. $110, and when something extra is

offered, $125 is frequently obtained. We noticed a largo

native cow, with perhaps one-fourth Durham blood, re-

puted to give 20 quarts per day, sold at $140, without the

calf, which of itself was worth $15. Ordinary to fair

cows are selling at $65 @ $S5 Calves.—Fat veals for

the butcher are scarce, and will sell readily at 124 @ 13

cts. per lb, live weight. Common to^fair calves are worth
S®- 11 cts. Some large and very fat-calves,.six months
old, were sold at $51 each Sheep.—These continue

to come forward faster than they can be sold. Instead of

going upon winter feed, they are rushed into market. The
decline of wool, too, is leading farmers to diminish their

flocks. They are % cent per 3b lower than last month,

fat sheep of 95 © 100 ft>s. selling at 5hi @ 5J4 cts. per fb,

live weight, while common to fair go off at4@5cts.
Choice lambs bring 7 cts., ordinary to good, ©. G\« cts.

per lb, weighed alive Sivine.—Hogs have been com-
ing in faster than at any time since the fall of 1SG3, but

prices are no lower than they were the last of December,
and the beginning of the present year; but fully }£ cent

lower than one month ago. The quality is improving,

most of the poor trash having been sent off. Prime hogs
arc now worth 7 @ 7J| cts., with fair at 0?^ cts., and com-
mon at 6@ 6J4 cts. per S>, live weight.
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HAEVES

GOOD WORK AND SURE PAY.

If any proof is needed that canvassing
for this paper pays, we can refer to the large number of

persons who have already sent us subscribers 1 names

enough for volume 27, (1SGS.) to secure valuable Pre-

miums, and many of whom are still at Avork, determined

to obtain more of them. Just now is the liar-

Test time for canvassers. "We count both new

and old subscribers' names on premium lists. With the

present number, about 100,000 subscriptions expire.

These subscribers may be found in almost every city and

town and village. While a large number will renew their

subscriptions as a matter of course, without waiting for

an invitation from any quarter, there will still be tens of

thousands who will need a reminder which they will

gladly receive, and subscribe as soon as their attention is

called to it. All that is needed to secure large clubs in

any town of considerable size, and many subscribers, too,

in the smaller places, is energy and civility. With

these, names enough can readily be obtained for one or

more of the valuable articles named in our Premium List

in the next column. (See October Agriculturist for de-

scription of articles, or send for a printed Premium List,

which will he forwarded free to all applicants.)

Don't be afraid to start a Club because

a small - ne has already been made up in your town. There

is room for more as long as there is a family to he found

without the paper. And remember, besides, that the

names of your club need not all be at your own Post-Of-

fice. Get them wherever they can ho got.

Your worlc will be well paid for in Pre-

miums. Look over the list, and see how small a number

of subscribers secures a very valuable and useful article.

Thousands of persons have received these Premiums.

Your name can be added to the number of successful

canvassers. Will you make money in this way ?

Read over again, and tliink and act upon
the suggestions in the "Few Words for Everybody," on

jagc BOS, November Agriculturist.

Notice tlie word at tlio bead of tlie illus-

trated column, on page 480 of this number, and the re-

marks which follow; and if you are an old subscriber,

whose subscription now expires, please send us your

name for the next year, and, if possible, several new

names, or a Premium Club, or at least one other name.

You can recommend tlie paper witli con-

fidence. No person, who has seen a copy, will deny that

our regular rates are very low for a paper so expensive lo

the publishers. You need not hesitate to promise much

for the future, for we give the assurance that it shall bo

worth far more than our readers have to pay for it.

AVo can Pay much more in Premiums
than in Cash.—Our purchases by Wholesale, our ar-

rangements with Manufacturers and Dealers for advertls-

[ing, etc., enable us to do this. It will be noticed that we

Lgive each premium article at the regular price which the

purchaser woitld pay for the same.

Every Premium on our list is to be se-

cured by sending us a definite number of subscribers.

There need bo no mistake, therefore, on this point; and

there can be no favoritism in the matter, since tlie same

number of subscribers for any particular premium is re-

tiuircd from every one who secures it.

Table ofPremiums and Terms,
For Volume 27—(1S6S).

Open to all—No Competition.

Ho, Karnes of Premium Articles.

1—Garden Seeds for a Family (4:0 kinds). %a
H—Flower Seedsfor a Family (100 kinds) $53—Nursery Stock (Am/ kinds desired) £>o4—Iona Grape Vinos (13 of Ko. 1) §185— Concord Grape Vines (100 ofSo. 1) . . . $12
G—Japan Lilies (12 Bulbs) §6
7

—

Sewing Machine ( Graver d- Baker) ?55
8—Sewing Machine (Howe Machine Co.). .§609—Sewing Machine (Singer's Tailoring) ..?S0
10—Sewing Machine (Florence) $63
11—Sewing Machine (Willcoxd- Gibbs) $55
12—Sewing Machine (Finkle it Lyon) 860
13—Saving Machine (Wheeler db lWfeore).,S55
H^-Washino Machine (Dotifs) .....$14
in— Clothes Wrinocr (Best—Universal} S10
16— Ten Set (Iran's best Silver Plated) $50
17— Castor and Fruit Basket (do* do.) $30
IS—Ice or Water Pitcher (do. do.) $18
19— One Dozen Tea Spoons (do. do.) $620— One Dozen Tablespoons (do. do.) $12
21— One Dozen Dining Forks (do. do.) $12
22— Tea Knives and Forks (Patterson Bros.)8Z0
23—Table Unities and Forks (do. *>.).. ..$24
24:

—

Carting Knife and Fork (do. do.) S323—Musical Box (Shell Case) $15
26—Melodeon, i-octavetG. A.Prince d-Co.'s) $6T
27

—

Melodeon. 5-octave (do, do.) $112
aS—Colibri Piano ( Harlow. Doehlcr d (7a.)$450
29

—

Piano, Splendid 1-oct.( Stein waydSons) §650
30—Ladies' Gold Watch (Beautiful). $100
St—Silver Watch (Valuable Time-Keeper) ..$32
3i—Double. Barrel Gun (Cooper d- Pond). .83033—Repeating Shot Gun r&oper Bifle Co.).MO
34

—

Spencer'sBreech-loading B'tle(.Hunting)$55
3c,— Tool Chest (Patterson Bros.) $14
36— Case of Mathematical Instruments $937— Case of JlatJtematical Instruments $15
38— eoldPen, Sil. Case,E,(Warrend-Spadone) 84
39— Gold Pen and Silver Case, F, (do. do.). $540—Barometer ( Woodruff's Mercurial) $12
4:1—Barometer (Woodruff's Mercurial) $1S42—Buckeye Mowing Machine, Ko. 2 $125
4:3—Allen's Patent Ctilinder Plow, etc $2044—Pump and Sprinkler (Page's) $5
4:>—Family Scab's (Fairbanks' it Co.) $1046—Burning Blocks (Crctndall) $247—Pocket Lanterns, One Dozen $948—American Cyclopedia (Appleton's) $S0
49— Wor cesler's Great Illustrated Dictionary^v)

«' Knmber
?Si' of Sub-
:.~!l scribers
' S required

i £l at I at

^--l
$1.50 1 $1.

00 66

00

50—Any Back Volume Agriculturist'
51 —Any Tu:o Back Volumes do.
•V3

—

Any Three do. do. do.
53—Aug Four do. do. do.
Si—Any Five do. do. do.
55

—

Any Six do. do. do.
56—A ny Seven do. do. do.57—Any Eight do. do. do.58—Any Kine do. do. do.
59

—

Any Ten do. do. do.
60-Vols. XVI to XXVI do. ,

61—Any Back Volume Agriculturist'
G'i—Any Two Back Volumes do.

do. do.
do. do. do.
do. do. do.
do. do. do.
do. do. do.
do. do. do.
do. do. do-
do, do. do.

71-Vols. XVI to XXVI do.
72—Dow ning's Landscape Garden'g
73—Cum miligs d- Miller's Architect.

I SIO Library (Your Choice)..

G3—Any Three do.
Gi—Any Four
tj^—Any Five
da—Any Six
t)7—Any Seven
OS—Any Fight
GO—Any Kine
7_U—A_ny Ten

$t
$3

^S S5
S< t • *'
S-t^ *8
s ~s$10
~ 5 c: $12
^s-°$14

$15
$17
$19

;£,

75—.4 SI5 Lib)
7G—A SiO Library
77—A S25 Library
78—.1 S30 Library
79-A S35 Library
80—A S40 Library
SI—A S45 Library
S-i—A §50 Library
S'i—A SCO Library
84—A S75 Library
85—.4 §100 Library

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

J J $12
^S $15
5^ svr

11 11
S« P

$27

S> so° $10

S . $10
SS $15
5£ $20

$25

£§ $&>
$10
$15
$50
$60
J75

$100

97
90
65
45

240
278
350
270
240
270
240
70
58

225
140
90
45
65
65
97

120
50
75
295
400
1150
1600
400

15S
150
270
275
190
55
75
35
42
65
90

450
100
37
5S
20
4S

S25
65
20
29
38
47
54
61
6S
74
SO
86
92
24
86
48
60
71
82
92
102
110
116
122
46
60
5S
85
106
125
144
162
177
192
207
237
282
S60

86

—

A Choice of Good Books (See Terms below.

Only good articles.—We are careful not
to place itpon our list anythingfor a Premium which is not

the best, and, in all respects, what is claimed for it. All,

therefore, who secure premiums, may besure ilutl they are

not run/ting the risk of getting ptoor or indifferent goods.

Specimen Numbers of tlie Agriculturist,

Cards, and Showbills, as may be needed, will be supplied

to canvassers. These should bo economically used, as

each extra copy of the paper, with postage, (2c.,) which

must be pre-paid, costs about 12 cents.

Begin Now to raise your clubs. It is not
necessary that all Hie papers of Premium Clubs should

go to one ofticc. You can got them anywhere.

Old and New Subscribers will be counted
in premium lists, but some should be new names, as it

is to obtain such that premiums are in part offered. The

extra copy, usually offered to clubs of leu or twenty, will

nql in- furnished when a premium is called for.

Q_j^~ Every Premium article is new and of the very best

manufacture. No charge is made for pocking or boxing

any of the articles in our Premium List. The forty,

four Premiums. Nos. 1, 2, 6, and from 36 to 39,
and from 50 to SO inclusive, will eacli be delivered

FREE of all charges, by mail or express, (at the Post-

Office or express office nearest recipient), to a>i-/ /'

(':: (TMfed States or Territories, excepting thos

only by the Overland Mail.—The other articles cost the

ncifu. .t only thefreight after U wins tli manufactory

of each, by any conveyance that may be specified.

^Sos. SO to 60 — Tolsimes of tlie
American Agriculturist (Unbound). — These
amount to a large and valuable Library on all matters

pertaining to the Farm, Garden, and Household, and con-

tain more varied information on these subjects than can
he obtained in books costing three times the money. We
have stereotype plates from the Sixteenth to the Twenty-
fifth Volume complete, and will have Volume 26 soon
after Dee. 1st. From these plates we print as needed.
The price of the volumes is $1.50 each, at the office, or

$1.75 if sent by mail, as they must be post-paid. They are

put up in clean numbers, with the Index to each volume.

They are profusely Illustrated, the Engravings

used iu them having alone cost about Twenty Thousand
Dollars ! Those obtaining premiums for from one to ten

volumes, can select any volumes desired, from XVI to

XXVI, inclusive. For ordinary use, the sets of numbers
unbound will answer quite well.—Many hundreds of

these volumes are token every year as premiums.

PSos.S^to 85—«3©i>» S^ISSBflABSIES.
—In these premiums, we offer a choice of Books for

the Farm, Garden, and Household. The per-

son entitled to any one of the premiums 74 to 83, may
select any books desired from the list below, to the

amount of the premiums, and the books will be forward-

ed, paid through to the nearest Post-Office, or Express

office, as we may find it most convenient to send them.

We need not enlarge upon these premiums ; every one

knows the value of good books. Twenty-five or Fifty

dollars' worth of books on subjects pertaining to the farm

will give the boys new ideas, set them to thinking and

observing, and thus enable them to make their heads

help their Itands. Any good book will, in the end, be of

far more value to a youth than to have an extra acre of

land, on coming to maturity. The thinking, reasoning,

observing man, will certainly make more off from 49

acres, than he would off from 50 acres without the men-
tal ability which reading will give him. Our premiums

will enable many a family to secure a larger or smaller- Li-

brary, jg* This is a good opportunity for the farmers

of a neighborhood to unite their efforts and get up an

Agricultural Library for general use.

BOOKS FOR FARMERS AND OTHERS.
[For sale at the office of the Agriculturist, or they will be

forwarded by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price. (GT" All

these are included in our Premiums, Kos. 71 to S6, above.)

Allen's (L. F.) Rural Architecture $1 50

Allen's (R. L.) American Farm Book 1 50
American Agricultural Annual. 1 SOT. paper. 50c.; cloth 75
Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals 1 00
American Horticultural Annual, 1S67, paper, 50c.; Cloth 75
American Bird Fancier SO
American Pomology—Apples—By Dr. John A. Warder. S 00
American Rose Culturist 30
American Weeds and Useful Plants 1 75

Architecture, by Cummings & Miller 10 00

Barry's Fruit Garden 1 75
Bement's Rabbit Fancier SO
Bomiuer's Method of Making Manure 25
Boussingault'S Rural Economy 1 60

Breek'SNew Book of Flowers 1 ia

liuist's Flower Garden Directory 1 50

Buist's Family Kitchen Gardener 1 00

Chorlton's Grape Grower's Guide 75

Cohbett's American Gardener 75

Cole's (S. AY.) American Fruit Book... 75

Cole's Veterinarian. .
To

Copeland's Country Life Svo„ cloth... 5 00

Cotton Planter's Manual, (Turner) 1 50

Dadd's (Geo. HO Modern Horse Doctor 150
Dadd'S American Cattle Doctor 1 50

Dana's Muck Manual 1
'-'">

Dog anilGnn (Hooper's) paper.SOc, cloth.. 60

Do'wning's Landscape Gardening (new Edition) 6 50

Draining for Front anil Health, by G. E. Waring. Jr.. 1 50

Eastwood on Cranberry 75

Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 .'0

Flax Culture : 50

Field's (Thomas W.) Pear Culture 1 &
French's Farm Drainage 1 no

Fuller's Grape Culturist. ( Revised Edition).. . 1 :<l

Fuller's Strawberry Culturist 50

Fuller's Small Fruit Culturist l 50

Gardening lor Profit, by Peter Henderson 1 50

Gvegoryon Smashes paper.. SO

Guenon on Milch Cows — . «5

Harris' Rural Annual. Bound. SXos.. in 2 % ols. Each 1:0
Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepers 175
Hop Culture , ;»
Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry i i5

Johnston's Elementaof Agricultural Chemistry 1 50

Lenchar's How to Build Hot-Houses 1 ."'O

Miles on the Horse's Foot 75

Mohron ihe Grape Vine
J
oo

My Vineyard at Lakevlew 'g
Norton's Scientific Agriculture is

Onion Culture j"
Our Farm of Four Acres (bound) 60c paper.. so

Pardee on Strawbcrrj culture ... 75

Peal and Its Oses.by Prof, S >\
. Johnson I 85

Pcdder's Land Measurer »o

Oulnby's Mysterlesof Bee Keeping (skw)
]
p0

Randall's Sfieep Husbandry J j~

natulan's Fine Wool sheep Husbandry l go

Rivers' Miniature Fruit Garden ••, •
1 og

Rchnrdson on tbo Dog, paper 80c • v
'"l'-

1 5g
Saunders1 Domestic Poultry (sew), paper, 40c., bound £
SeheneU's Gardener's TextBook £
Skillful Housewife .... -. . .'

jj
Stowart's (John) Stable Bools J™
Thompson's Food of Animals i g"

Tobacco Cnlturc , , rr.

,

: ,s E.) YoniiB I armor's Manual 1 50

Warder's Hodges anil Evergreens
J
»0

Y,' ,',,,,, N - • on tlicTIorsc JM
YoSatt and jfnrtln on Cattle ™
Yonntt on the Hog ,' Sj
Touattou Sheep * w
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THE AMERICAN
HORTICULTURAL ANNUAL for 1868.

The second number of this serial will be ready about

the holidays, and will contain a popular record of hortir

cultural progress during the past year, besides valuable

articles from

EMINENT HORTICULTURISTS.

Amoug those who contributed to its pages are

Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, Doctor John A. Warder,

Peter Henderson, S. B. Parsons,

Thomas Meehau, Jas. J. H. Gregory,

Josiah Hoopes, George Such,

Wm. S. Carpenter, Andrew S. Fuller,

Geo. W. Campbell, John Saul,

Doctor Van Keureu, James Vict.and other well-

known poniological and iioricultural writers.

The engravings which have been prepared expressly for

the work, are numerous, and of a character that will make

it the

MOST BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED

work of its kind ever published in this or any other coun-

try. Tables, Lists of Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists,

and other useful matters of reference.

Price, in fancy paper covers, 50 cts.; in cloth, 75 cts.

THE AMERICAN
AGRICULTURAL ANNUAL for 1868.

The volume will be ready toward the close of the pres-

ent month, and will contain much of interest to every

agriculturist. Besides the general record of agricultural

progress, it will contain a valuable article on

Factory Dairy Practice, by Gardner B. "Weeks,

Esq., Secretary of the American Dairymen's Association,

in which he discusses the reasons for the best practice

and the most approved apparatus, buildings, etc., fully

illustrated, and is equally interesting to the practical

dairyman and to the novice ;—an article on

Sewers and Eartli Closets in tlieir -relations to

Agriculture, by Col. Geo. E. Waring, Jr. ;—one upon

Winter "Wheat, describing, with engravings, new

and valuable varieties, by John Johnston ;—one upon

Scytlies and Cradles, by John W. Douglas, (fully

illustrated;) also articles on Horse Breaking- and on

Bitting Colts, by Sam. P. Headly, Esq., (illustrated.)

On Recent Progress in Agricultural Science, by

Prof. S. W. Johnson; on Commercial Fertilizers,,Veter-

inary Medicine 'and Jurisprudence, Farm Architecture,

Progress of Invention Affecting Agriculture, etc.

It is intended that the work shall be practical, excellent

in beauty of its illustrations, and in its adaptation to the

wants of American Farmers, superior to anything of the

kind heretofore published.

In its general features it will be like the Agricultural

Annual for 1867, containing an Almanac and Calendar,

aud there will be added a list of dealers in Agricultural

Implements, Seeds, etc. Price, fancy pa., 50c. ; clo., 75c.

Containing a great variety of Items, inducing many
good Hints and Suggestions which ice throw intosmalkr
type and condensed fo?>m, for want of space elsewhere,

Tlae End of the Volume.—With this

issue we close volume 26th of the American Agriculturist.

We have neither time nor inclination for valedictory ad-

dresses to our readers. We believe that we can, how-

ever, congratulate ourselves ou having not ouly done all

we agreed to, but more. Our prospectus promises only

thirty-two pages, and we have in every month given more
than that, and we believe that we have in good part ful-

filled our pledge to make the paper better than ever be-

fore. The nest number will begin volume 27—(how fast

we grow old !) and we enter upon it with increased facili-

ties for meeting our obligations to our readers. A new
building gives us the long needed room, and with an
abundant working force in the business, editorial and
mechanical departments, we are warranted in saying that

the coming volume will be better than any of its predeces-

sors. We feel that our old readers are well enough sat-

isfied to continue with us, and that many will express

their satisfaction by an early renewal of their subscrip-

tions, and also in making the Agriculturist known to their

friends. The publishers offer remarkable inducements to

personal effort, as will be seen by the premium lists on

another page. With all pleasant holiday greetings to old

and young, we turn our attention to preparing them a

brilliant and varied number for the new year.

A. 3iew Work upon Cotton Cul-
ture, by J. B. Lyman. This work has been prepared
to meet a growing want, and is a complete manual of cot-

tou growing, intended for those who are unfamiliar with
the production of this crop. It discusses climate, the
farm, stock, implements, preparation of soil, and planting,

cultivation, picking, ginning, baling, and marketing. A
calendar of monthly operations, a discussion of the extent
of the cotton lands, the varieties of the cotton plant, and
the insects and diseases that molest it, form the second
part of the work, which also includes valuable statistics

and suggestions. An additional chapter has been pre-

pared by J. R. Sypher, Esq., upon Cotton-Seed and its

"Uses, giving the details of manufacturing the oil ; the

whole forming a handsome, illustrated volume of about 275

pages. Beady this month. Price, by mail, $1.50.

Louisiana, Fair.—The State Fair at Baton
Rouge was postponed on account of the prevalence of

yellow fever, until after frosts should have stopped the.

disease, aud rendered the State salubrious. It is now an-

nounced for the the 23d of December aud days following.

The similar postponemeut of the Mechanical and Agricul-

tural Fair at New Orleans, to January 7th, will render it

possible for exhibitors to attend both fail's. A great ob-

ject which the managers of these fairs have in view is

the introduction of labor-saving machinery of all kinds,

especially such as under the old regime found litrle favor.

Substitutes for manual labor are the great need of the

South now. These States are almost entirely destitute of

those little conveniences found in the'North, such valu-

able auxiliaries to household economy—washing ma-
chines, wringers, improved churns, improved pumps, etc.

The popular idea among manufacturers that such things

would not sell was well founded when Dinah and Pompey,
"Uncle" and "Auntie." had to do the work. Now, the

case is different, and the easier Pliillis and Cato work,

and the more they can do, the less care and labor

come upon the heads of the household. We hope these

departments will soon be well filled, and there will be
abundant time for many of our readers, who have wares
to exhibit, if they start after reading this.

Castor* Beans and Itroom-CM'ii.-
Numerous inquiries have come from Tennessee and other

States concerning the cultivation of these articles. We
are glad to see our friends there turning their attention to

a varied husbandry, and shall always be glad to aid them.
The subjects mentioned have been put into competent
hands, and articles upon their culture will shortly appear.

Boston Fun.—Boston is the embodiment
of "down East. 1

' We like Boston, we like its people,

and above all we like its Horticultural Journals, as we arc

sure of a laugh at least once a month. Now, who would
suspect the staid and dignified Hovey's Magazine of pro-

voking a smile ?—But it does. In January last our Horti-

cultural Annual was published, and in September this

journal notices it. That is funny enough, but see what
it says :

" Much or the greater part of this has appeared
previously in our pages, but is here condensed for the use

of those who like the rapid path to knowledge and have
no time to obtain really valuable information."—Oh, Ho-
vey ! Tou didn't find that where the most* of your good
things come from—in the Gardener's Chronicle—did

yon ? This venerable magazine is getting so lively that its

young rival, the American Journal of Horticulture, is be-

coming funny also. It takes pains to inform us in Italics

as follows :
" The illustrations which we shall use will be

made for the subjects which they represent. They are paid

for by us, and tlve description given will be our own." As
this is in the announcement for 1S6S. the question natural-

ly occurs, were not former illustrations "inade for the

subjects which they represent? " and were they not "paid

for *" It is too much of a conundrum for us—we give it up.

A. Good Religious Newspaper.—In

addition to the Agriculturist, every family should have

the help which a good religions newspaper will give in

forming the character of the children, and keeping the

minds of the older ones alive to the progress and the

wants of the world. We cheerfully commend the Metho-

dist, published in this city, as a first class paper of its

denomination, wide awake, progressive, and conducted

with eminent literary ability.

Russian Sweet Potato.—Several of

our Western friends have been swindled by chaps selling

the seed of the "Russian Sweet Potato" at $2 a pack-

age. One of the seed papers and a few of the seeds have

been sent us. The directions for planting are signed by
"Frank Delaine, Gardner, Long Island." who gives as

references A. T. Stewart, S. S. Fitch. M. D.. and G.V. Big-

low, New York. The seeds are apparently millet. Why
cannot people exercise a little common sense about such
things and know that novelties do not first make their

appearance in the hands of peddlers ? New things are
alwaj-s talked about in the papers long before they be-

come common enough to be hawked about the country.

.flat liusliek Pianos.—Wo are pi eased to

notice that these pianos, which were selected for our pre-

mium list after careful examination, received the high-

est premiums at the late fair of the American Institute.

-\o Grafts, ISo Seeds.—We have more
than once expressed our inability to comply with re-

quests for grafts and seeds. We scarcely ever publish an
illustration of a new plant or fruit but we have several

applications for cuttings or seeds. It would give us

pleasure to comply with these requests were it in our

power, but it often happens that the things described are

entirely new, and we do not even possess a plant our-

selves. We mention the source from which our illustra-

tions are obtained, and applications should be made there.

Poultry Exhibition.—The first Annual
Exhibition of the American Poultry Society will be held

in this City, commencing Tuesday, Dec. 3d, instead of

during the last week in November, as previously an-

nounced. We understand arrangements have been made
to insure a large and interesting Exhibition. The Pre-

mium List, which is very attractive, and all other infor-

mation on the subject will be furnished by Mr. A. M. Hal-

Btod, Secretary, 68 Pearl-street, New York.

Tlie Pennsylvania Horticultural
Society.—Our report of the annual show of this society

was crowded out last mouth, and we can now only briefly

record its success, and congratulate the thoroughly alive

association on the completion of its new and beautiful

hall. The exhibition was very strong in specimen plants,

and we doubt if so fine a show could be made elsewhere

in the country. Grapes were well represented, and other

fruits moderately so. One of the most noticeable things

in the fruit line was a collection of apples from Franklin

Davis & Co., Richmond, Va. This comprised 163 kinds,

and took the first premium. The display of vegetables

was fine, as it always is here, where they have an equal

chance with Pineapples and other costly luxuries.

Sundry Humbugs*—There seems to be

little that is new in the humbug line, but many of the old

schemers that have been "shown up" in the columns of the

Agriculturist are still at work, sometimes in new places

and sometimes under different names, but with the same

old story, told in flattering and golden words to deceive

the unwary. Has any one of our readers, who, "just for

the fun of the thing.*' has tried his hand in some one of

these wonderfully sure and rapid ways of making money,

ever received satisfactory returns ? We have not been ad-

vised of such a circumstance in a correspondence amount-

ing to thousands of letters. The lottery scheme lead-, in

swindling humbugs, and everything with tickets to be

drawn should be avoided by all honest people. Clark,

Webster & Co., who have before appeared in the columns

of the Agriculturist^ are now sending out circulars, ad-

vising parties that one of their tickets has drawn a prize

valued at $200, and on paying an assessment of $10 the

prize will be forwarded. Singularly enough, all the prizes

drawn, so far as heard from, are valued at $200, and con-

sist of two hundred shares in the " Sand River Petro-
leum Company. 11 We are not informed as to when this

company was chartered, or who are the principal stock-

holders. It does not appear in the stock lists, but the

same article was given out a year or two ago by one J. D.

Miller, a humbug, at No. 526 Broadway. Any onesending

$10 for this drawn prize, will get in return, if anything,

about one-eighth of a cenCs worth ofprintedHHtper, and will

find that he has "Struck He" more explosive than

"Bowen's Eureka,11 which needs fire to "blow it up."

"Sand River" is "bust" when you get it. This will be a

fair representation of any oue of the swindling lottery

schemes, circulars of which are being sent all over the

country. "Gettysburg Asylum Association " is a lottery,

aud consequently a humbug, and should be avoided. One

wouldnot be excused for stealing money, though a part of

it might be given to the poor. As the holidays approach,

the watch and jewelry swindle circulars are on the incre a se.

We advise all our readers not to waste their money or insult

their friends by buying or presenting the bogus stuff tha*

is offered by these swindlers. See the November number

of the Agiicultwist for a fair exposition of all this class

of dealers. Temple, Richardson & Co., (bogus,) send

out circulars to advertising agents, containing advertise-

ments of many firms in this city of high standing, and

ask the price for inserting in different papers. On re-

ceiving a reply, the advertisement of Wright, Brothers &
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Co., dealers in bogus watches, is Bent instead of any of

those of the respectable firms whose names have been
used without authority. It is better to buy a ten dollar

watch or any other article that is worth the money, of a
dealer whom you know, than to send it to a villain ex-

pecting to get a hundred dollar article in return, and get

nothing, or a bogus thing of no value. A Chicago Dodge.
—"E. C. S," Franklin Co., Me., sends us a letter, which
ne, received from a Chicago sharper. Said sharper writes

(hat he has bought out the business of a firm in Ann
Arbor, and finds by their books that "E. C. S." has sent

money for an obscene publication, which had not been
forwarded. He asks for sixty-four cents to pay the post-

age, wben he will send the book. " E. C. S."- hopes you
may get it Mr. Chi-Carr-go. There are villains so wretched
as to send circulars to respectable people of both sexes

too vile to be mentioned in a public journal. In most
cases the overdose is its own antidote, but lest some in-

valid and unwary persons should catch at these straws,

we advise all to burn at sight every paper that savors of

quackery or villainy. Of this class are C. D. Murphy &
Co., L. J. Merton & Co.. Kuhu & Co., Reeves & Tuttle,

Hosea B. Carter, Charles Elmer. Many parties send hum-
bug tickets and notices of prizes drawn, etc., to us for

collection, offering liberal commissions, or half the pro-

ceeds for collection. Money could be made more rapidly

and more honorably by gathering rags in the streets than
by running after one of these villainous schemes, and we
include lotteries, gift sales and gift enterprises of every

kind. We have the assurance from hundreds, that

our exposures of humbugs during the year have saved
thousands of dollars, mostly to the poor, and themselves
from many regrets. Our efforts in this line will be con-

tinued, and we invite all our readers to assist us by send-

ing information, circulars, etc., with responsible names
(not for publication), and by calling attention to our ar-

ticles on this subject, and thus saving thousands more.

Letters Ouce More.—"We have requested
that those who send postage for a reply should send a
stamp and no more. We do not write letters for pay, and
when 50 cents or a dollar is sent, it is only a letter to re-

turn the change. Letter writing is done when it will not
interfere with other matter. "We answer all we can, but
some are quite unanswerable—such as those entirely

without the scope of this paper.

IFinc ^vSsiri^'oSds.—Ml*. John Hague, un-

English gardener who has made his home at Clinton,

Iowa, sent us some specimens of his French Marigolds.

For richness of color and regularity of form, they are

superior to anything we have seen. Mr. H. has made
them a specialty for ten years, and his flowers are an in-

teresting illustration of what can be done by careful cul-

tivation and selection, with a flower that, in its ordinary

form is not very highly prized.

Plants in Rooms.—"Reader." We have
answered this once before. Plunts, as many as can be
kept in a sleeping or sitting room, will not vitiate the

air as much as an extra person or a burning lamp. The
odor of some flowers is often unpleasant to sensitive per-

sons and invalids. So far as that goes, they are injurious.

We know a person who is made very sick by the smell of

cheese, another who cannot tolerate the odor of vinegar,

and two who cannot sit comfortably at a table where there

are green peas. These things are ' ; injurious" to these

parti nilar persons.

TVeliraslta Plums and Cherries.—
S. L. Bnlis, Mich. Wo do not know which particular

things Mr. R. O. Thompson describes, nor do we much
care. All these western cnrculio-proof plums are varieties

of the common wild plum, of which there are a plenty in

your State. The cherry, two feet high, is the sand cherry,

worthless as to Bruit, but pretty as a bush.

'I'ree Seeds.—We can answer some twenty
letters by saying that J. M. Thorburu & Co., 15 Johu si.,

New York, Issue each year a catalogue of tree seeds, and
that Thomas Meehan, Gcrmantown. Pcnn., also sells trco

Bcods, and makes a specialty of seeds of evergreens and
hedge plants.

** Nome Pumpkins" is the heading under
which Mr. 1<\ W. Livingston, of Illinois, sends a descrip-

tion of a specimen ofa young plant that was found with-

in;! sound pumpkin. The radicle is :i Inches long, has
seed leaves and a well developed plumule. It Is not a
very rare occurrence, and we haw several times noticed

it in pumpkins that had been loft for some weeks on ex-

hibition in our office, andwe have many times seen seeds

of oranges that hadgerminated within the fruit. Warmth,
moisture, and air, are the conditions that induce germi-

nation. We can readily see how the (lrst two may be

present, and from what we now know of the diffusion of

gases, it is easy to see that air is readily supplied. There
are some plants the seeds of which always germinate be-

fore the fruit is severed from its connection with them.

"Water Cress.—B. D. Overton. The cress

sent to market is generally cultivated. Running water

with a gravelly bottom is required, and the plantation is

made by putting in pieces of the plant, and securing them
in place by means of stones. It spreads rapidly, and will

take care of itself.

Strawherry Tree.-W. J. Brown. A
species of Enonymus, or Spindle-tree, is sometimes called

Strawberry-bush or strawberry-tree, from the color and
appearance of its fruit. No tree bears strazvberries.

Herbaceous Pereuuials. — S. C. P.

By these we mean those plants the roots of which live

from year to year, while the top dies down in winter.

The common Pieony, Columbines, Rhubarb, and Horse-

radish are familiar examples.

Halsaiu l«*ir.—M. A. Runyou. Tlieconcsare

not to be planted, but the small seeds contained between
the scales. Keep the seeds in the cones, and remove them
in spring, and sow as soon as the frost is out.

Fuchsias Wont Sloom.—"Subscriber,"

Tullytown.—The want of success in blooming Fuchsias

is a common complaint. There are very few varieties

that are winter bloomers. The best way to treat them is

to allow them to rest in the fall, in a cool cellar

where they will not freeze. They will need but very lit-

tle water, but should not get absolutely dry. In Febru-

ary or March, bring them to a warm room, and previous-

ly priming into shape, give water, and they will soon be-

gin to grow. When they once start, give them all the wa-
ter they need and all the light you can.

Sweating' Sni:?Il Greeii-IIousies.

—

Several ask by letter if a greenhouse cannot be warm-
ed by gas, kerosene, and gasoline stoves. Leaving out of

consideration the expense in case of gas, and the risk at-

tending the use of the other things, we say yes, provided

the stove has a flue to carry off the products of combus-
tion. Do not think that, because the combustion of these

is not attended with smoke, that nothing results from it.

Either of them, burned without ample provision for carry-

ing off the invisible gases thus produced, will be sure to

kill the plants. Putting a pan of water on the stove, as

one suggests, will be of no use as far as this goes.

Barn Cellars-—Uncle David says that, the

manure made in his barn cellar, by forty hogs, in six

months, is worth more than the hogs themselves. Study

it up, farmers, We have great confidence in what Uncle

David say?, for he is great on barns.

Ground Viuery,—\V. L. wishes those who
have tried the gronud vinery to give their experience. In

England, this manner of growing grapes is followed with
success. We gave in June, lStli;, an account of it with an
illustration.

Grape Trellis or Arbor. — u Sub-
scriber, ^ Archibald, Pa., proposes to build an arbor with

old gas pipe, and asks: "'"Will not the iron injure the

vines in severe winters ?" Not at all ; the iron is no colder

than the vine. It only feels so, because it is a better con-

ductor. Old telegraph wire will answer for your trellis,

provided it is not weakened by rust. Best to try it first

with a powerful strain.

Verj»alieu Pears.—Mr. .T. W. Davis, of

Hammondsport. N. Y., sent to our Grape Show some spec-

imens of this fine old pear. They were perfect—and
nothing can be better than this variety in its he^t estate—

aud recalled the time when this was the leading variety

at the East. No cracks and bitter rot at Pleasant Valley.

Pro|fta£'alin;v the Oleander.—W. B.

B., Elk River, Minn. This roots very readily. For your

purpose, the old way of putting cuttings of the past sea-

son's growth In a bottle of water will answer. Several

things are called myrtle, aud we do not know which one
yon mean.

Itarl»crry lor Hedges.—Mrs. M. A. B.,

Maes. This Bhrub makes a very attractive and effective

hedge, and would undoubtedly do well in your region, It.

should be thoroughly cultivated until it is well established.

«fitJu1»e.-~3. O. Chase, K. I. The Jujube is a

tree, growing in the Mediterranean' countries, and as

It is not hardy in the north of France, it would probably

not succeed with you. Formerly its acid fruit was used
in making the Jujube paste. The article now sold under
that name is made of sugar and cheap Gum Arabic,
(Gum Senegal,) flavored and colored. We are told that

the cheaper kinds are only sugar and gelatine.

Agricultural College, at Amhers;,
Itlass.—N. F. This institution opened in October with
34 scholars. The course of study extends over four years,

and promises to give a good literary and scientific educa-

tion at moderate cost. W. S. Clark is the President, and
will give you any further information you desire.

Large Meets*.—Joseph Bridge, of Detroit,

took the premium at the Michigan State Fair, for Turnip
Rooted Blood Beets, weighing 14'i pounds each, and for

Mangel wurzels, weighing IS to 22 pounds each. The
seed of the Mangels were sown June 5th.

Lak<» 3&ahopac.—Uucle David says that

the medical institution, located at this beautiful place,

is a real boon to the afflicted, being only the second
asylum of the kind in the world. He has been there

with one of his friends, and staid quite long enough to

satisfy himself that the establishment is of the right

kind, properly conducted, and calculated greatly to relieve,

and in many cases absolutely cure epileptic and paralytic,

diseases. We have great confidence in what Uncle David
says, aud besides that, we know that Doct. Echeverria

has a good reputation among medical men, aud is well

known as a writer upon the forms of disease to which
ho gives special attention.

Lilies iu B>. C.—Mrs. Brooks. The Marta-

gou and other lilies you mention should succeed with

yon. We can only accotmt for your failure bu supposing

that the bulbs had been too long out of the ground. They
will not bear a great deal of drying.

Planting' Corn iu a*>rills.—John John-
ston, of Geneva, has proved that this practice secures

about one-fourth more corn, and twice as much fodder as

when the corn is planted in rows both ways. About eigh-

teen acres are planted in a day, with two horses and a drill

.

Winter Muleh for Grass Lands.—
B. F. G. Nothing is so cheap as grass, and it is pretty

well settled by our best farmers that pastures and mead-

ows shonld not be fed closely in the fall. Give them

time to make their own covering. Coarse manure or

straw is good, but more expensive.

Breeding* Fowls.—K, G. The old birds as

well as the chickens should be fed frequently, or. what i>

better, let them have access to food and water constantly.

If allowed to feed themselves, they will cat a little at a

time, aud frequently, aud this is much better for them than

to cram their crops full. Give them corn on the cob or

in a platform bos, wh^re the weight of the hens will lift

the cover.nnd they cau help themselves.

Bucfcwlieat Slaort-calte.— B. F. (J.

Two cups of buttermilk, one teaspoon fill of soda-salcnitus,

a piece of shortening the size of a butternut, and buck-

wheat Hour to make a stiff batter. Bake in a moderately-

heated oven 20 minutes. This makes one tin full.

Tainted Barrels.—People will still salt

their meat in this kind of package, and spoil it for (bod.

Some think that they succeed in cleansing them by

thorough soaking, others char them, but the only

really infallible remedy is a new barrel. The cooper

will tell you he never knew it fail, aud he knows. Not

that a tainted task cannot be cleansed ; but we know no

way that will be surely successful. Who does ?

When to Take I'p Old Mead©-vr*.—
G. F. N. If a mowing field does not yield a ton of hay to

the aere. either plow and manure or top dress. It does

not pay to cut hay from it in its present condition.

"Wheat Crop of I^ngluud.—J, B. Lawes,

of Rothamsted, Bug., estimates it as twenty per cent,

short of the average.

Yeas*.—Pare mx gnod-sizeil potatoes, and boil

with them three handmls of hops; also put into an open

vessel one cup of sugar, half a cup of salt, half a cup of

ginger; pour the boiled hops and potatoes, while hot,

through a sieve, rubbing a little, making, when strained,

one dlon. When lukewarm, add one cup of good yeast,

and when a froth rises, pul all in a jug, and cork tight

Tula will keep good for three months. Use one cap for

five or six loaves. No Hour! Sent by Lota Steele
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Biark all subscriptions sent in as New or Old.

How to SSeniit :—CUecfcs on New-
York: Banlts or Bankers are best for large sums;

make tliem payable to the order of Orange Judd & Co.

Post-Office Honey Orders may be obtain-

ed at nearly every county seat, in all the cities, and iu

many of the large towns. We consider them perfectly

safe, and the best means of remitting fifty dollars or less,

as many hundreds have been sent to us without any loss.

Registered letters, under tlie new system,

which went into effect June 1st, are a very safe

means of sending small sums of money where P. 0. Mon-

ey Orders cannot be easily obtained. Observe, the Reg-

istry fee, as well as postage, must be paid in, stamps at

the office where the letter is mailed, or it will be liable

to be sent to the Dead Letter Office. Buy and affix the

stamps both for postage and registry, put in the money and

seal the letter in the presence of the jmtmmter, and tale his

receiptfor it. Letters sent in this way to us are at our risk.

Now increase Clubs begun early in

the autumn. This may be done at any time by sending

with each new name the club price. If any reader started

with the intention of getting a particular premium, and

he has obtained it, lie may still go on, and add to his

club at the same rates as before, and secure another pre-

mium. All names sent by one person, though at different

times, and from different places, are counted in the pre-

mium club if for the same volume of the paper, and if

each list of names is marked " for premium," when sent

in ; or the rates may be decreased. Tor example :
Any

one having sent 10 subscribers for $12, may afterwards

add 10 names more for $S, making a club of 20 sub-

scribers for §20, and so of other club rates.

Profitable Investments. — Good
Books.—The books which are to be found upon our

list, (see advertisements in this and other numbers,) are

such as pay tlie reader. They have been prepared with

great care, and by men who understand what they write

about. It is easy to convince any one that expenditure

in this direction must prove a profitable investment.

Take, for example, the work entitled " Gardening for

Profit." It was written by a practical, successful gar-

dener, who gives, in detail, the results of many years' ex-

perience in his business, and iu a clear, common sense

way which all can understand. The cost of this book,

$1.50, is a mere trifle when compared with the valuable

information received. Mr. Henderson, the author, is not

satisfied unless his gross receipts are $1000 from an acre

on the average, and this amount, he informs us, he

often receives. Take another, "Draining for Profit

and Health," a book which fully explains the sub-

ject of Land Drainage ; telling what land should be

drained ; bow to do it ; what it costs ; what it pays, etc.,

etc.,—a book costing only $1.50, and which ought to be

in every farmer's hands. Take the " Small Fruit Cultur-

ist," or the Lt Grape Culturist," costing $1.50 each ; or the

larger book, "American Pomology," for $3.00. No one

interested in Fruit Culture, cau read these works with-

out getting hiuts or information which he will value far

beyond their cost. Here, too, are works on the manage-

ment of Stock of all kinds, on Architecture, Chemistry,

Plants, Flowers, Trees, and many other subjects con-

nected with work on the Farm, and in the Garden and

Household. This is a kind of reading that not only puts

money in a man's pocket, but makes him and bis family

wiser, happier, and better. These are books that pay.

(tood Papers.—Money paid for a good fam-

ily paper is well invested. In what way could the

small sum of $1.50 be made to return so much as to in-

vest it in a periodical, as richly freighted with valuable

information, fresh every month, as is the American Agri-

culturist ?—designed for every member of the Household.

Bonn ill Volumes—Covers.—Now that

the last number of Volume 26 is out, we shall bind up a

supply of this volume in our regular style, neat black

cloth covers, with gilt title on back, complete index,

etc. Price, per volume, $2, at our store, or $2.50, if to

be sent by mail. We can furnish any of the previous

ten volumes, (1G to 25,) at the same rate , or we will

supply them -unbound for $1.50, at the store, 24 cents

extra if to be sent by mail. Volumes sent to the office

are bound in our uniform style for 75 cents each, and
missing numbers will be supplied at 12 cents each. We
keep the covers or "jackets" on hand, into which any
bookbinder can easil; insert the numbers. Price ofcovers,

50 cents each ; or 60 cents, if sent by mail

Save Your Index Slieet.—The Index
and Title page of this volume will be found in this num-
ber, put in loose to save cutting the threads. It is thus
all ready to be placed in front of the January, (1S67.) num-
ber in stitching or binding the volume,

NOW
Your subscription ends,

if it is one of those that

were given for Volume 26,

1867, as this number for

December is the last of

that volume. Our friends

can all tell whether this

is so; and if so, we
earnestly invite you all

To renew your sub-

scription at once, thus

securing a prompt deliv-

ery of the January num-
ber, the first of Volume
27. We have already re-

ceived thousands of new
subscribers, and we hope

also to retain the oldones.

NOW
It is as easy, no doubt,

for our readers to renew

subscriptions to-day as at

a later date, and it will

be a very great conve-

nience to us if they will

please attend to this the

First of this present

month of December.

There is a large amount

of work to be done in ar-

ranging names in the

entry and mail books,

and we wish to do this as

early as possible, so as to

send off the New-Year's
number in good season.

NOW
Please send In your own

names, and any others

that you may have se-

cured. We point to the

beautiful and valuable

volume closing with this

number as an indication

of what the next will be.

Here are between 400

and 500 large pages

crowded full of valuable

articles, illustrated by
hundreds of costly en-

gravings, and providing

reading for all the mem-
bers of the family.

The American Agriculturists

A Home Paper,

AND THE

BEST PAPER
FOR THE

GABDEN, and

HOUSEHOLD.

For S1.50
A TEAK.

4, Copies, . . . $5
10 Copies, . . . 13
30 or more Cop-

ies, . $1 each,

N O W
Is the Time to

RENEW.

A New Year's Present for tlie

Boys and Girls.—We ask all fathers and mothers to

notice that the American Agriculturist is a paper for the

Farm, Garden, and Household, and that it contains a

special and interesting Department for Children and

Youth. What more pleasing or useful present could a

father, mother, or other friend give to the boys and girls

than a copy of this paper, "with its beautiful engravings

and instructive articles ? Said a father to us, " My child-

ren watch eagerly eveiy month for the coming of the

Agriculturist, and 1 turver have to look that paper over before

putting it into their handsforfear it will contain something

I would not have them read." This would be aNew Tear's

gift received each month.

Clubs of Subscribers Meed not all
be at one I?ost-Offlee.—We wish to encourage the

getting up of large lists, and it costs much less to mail a

large number in one package than separately. This in-

duces us to make the reductions in our terms to clubs of

four or more names. But we are quite willing to receive

names from several post-offices, if sent by the same

canvasser ; for such names often become tie centers of

new clubs.

A Good Dictionary should be in every

household, and he kept where it is always readily accessi-

ble. Although not as costly as some of our premiums, we
consider it one of the most valuable, because ti is one of

the most useful. It can be obtained by procuring nineteen

subscribers to the Agriculturist, at the regular rates, or

sixty-five at the club rates. The dictionary we oiler is

Worcester's Large Illustrated, and this was selected

because it is the one we should choose for ourselves

if we were limited to a single dictionary. This Is one

of our popular premiums, and we should be glad to

send out a great many more of them.

Cnromo-iiitliograpliy.—This is a term

applied to a process of printing in colors which has with-

in a few years been brought to great perfection. We have

seen some specimens from the New York Chromo-litho-

graphic Company which in color and execution so closely

resemble oil paintings, that an unskilled person would

never suppose them to be produced by any process of

printing. We would suggest to the publishers that as

this process is intended to popularize works of art, they

give us subjects that are not so purely foreign as those

they have thus far brought out.

Send us tl»e Specimens.-Benjamin Mize
—locality not given—writes that "We have perfect wheat

and chess on the same head." This is just one of the

things that we have long wanted to see, and will thank

Mr. M. if he will allow us the opportunity of doing so.

Tlie Newsboys' JLodginug- House.
—If a New York newsboy should make his appearance

in a country village he would be as much of a curiosity

as an elephant. Ragged and dirty, yet bright and shrewd,

an infant in years, but old in experience—homeless, and

often friendless, he is altogether a character the like of

which is only found in large cities, and nowhere of the

genuine type save in New York. Several years ago, the

Children's Aid Society did a good thing in establishing a

lodging house, where these homeless boys could get a

good meal and a lodging for a small sum, and those who
wished to, could save their earnings. This has been it

most useful institution, and now the Society, feeling the

need of a permanent location, wish to procure a bui Iding.

We have not room for their appeal for aid in this work,

bnt we commend this charity to those who are looking

for some way in which to do good. Mr. C. L. Brace, at

the office of the Children's Aid Society, No. 8 East 4th

street, will give all information concerning it.

Bottling; Cider.—R. H. E., Lafayette, Iud.

Cider for bottling should be fermented at a low tempera-

ture, and racked off from the sediment after it is clear.

Hanging" Baskets.—"Minnie," Gram-

pion Hills. The hanging baskets sold in the city are

mainly of three kinds : those made of pottery, those of

wire, to be lined with moss, and what are called rustic

baskets, which are made of wooden bowls, ornamented

by tacking on bits of vines, knots, burs, cones, etc. A
deep wooden bowl, an old oyster keg cut down, a child's

toy pail, or some similar receptacle may be used—any-

thing that will hold enough earth. Those sold are gen-

erally too shallow. The vessel need not he water-tight

;

a little moss put over the cracks will make all right. The

outside may be " rusticated " by tacking on split twigs,

pieces of bark, vines, or whatever suits the fancy. These

may be left of their natural color, or painted brown aw!

varnished. Handles may be of willow or rattan.
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Abdominal Tumor in. a Horse.—Dr.

G. TV. Booth, of Harrison Co., Ind., unites: "If you will

allow me a space in your paper, I will relate a very sin-

gular case which, will probably interest farmers and horse-

men generally. It is that of a horse of Mr. J. C.

Lopp, of this place. This spring, while plowing forcorn,

Mr. Lopp noticed that his horse began to lose his appe-

tite, and grow thin, and soon noticed that he passed his

urine with difficulty. After trying the various diuretics

usually resorted to, ho called in several of the horse-wise

men of the neighborhood, and had their opinions as to

the nature of the disease, and its treatment. The horse

gradually grew worse, and in two or three weeks died. At
the post mortem, upon cutting him open, we found a

tumor lying in tho right side, to which were attached

the right kidney and liver. The tumor would have filled

a half bushel measure, and was composed of lobules from

the size of a walnut up to the size of a man's double fist,

attached by a pedicle to each other. When cut into, the

lobules presented the shining appearance of kidney struc-

ture, but were of a grayish color."

Cows Holding Up TJicir Milh:.—
C. E. Pond, Kansas. It seems as if there must be some
way of influencing a cow to give down her milk, but we
know of no specific remedy. The usual causes are, we
think, jealousy for her calf, and nervousness. A cow al-

ways used to kind treatment should not be jealous of her

milker. One which does not suckle her own calf at all

will not be jealous on its account. One of a nervous tem-

perament maybe quieted if fed or "messed" in a stall or

loose bos at the time of milking. A nervous cow
ought to be handled by a quiet, gentle person. Boister-

ousness in the yard or stable, and rough usage, will get

cows into all sorts of bad habits.

Ventilation of the Soil.—"S. B.," of

Long Island. The suggestion made is not new. Experi-

ments in artificial aeration of the soil have been made,
and by means of pipes, and the advantages, if not imper-

ceptible, found to be miremunerative. The passage of

wind over the surface, and the property of infinite diffu-

sion which air and its constituents, in common with all

gaseous bodies, possess, is equivalent to thorough ven-

tilation, as far down into the soil as good drainage exists.

Watering - Troughs on IHigh-
ways.—A common thing in New England—less fre-

quently found in the Middle States, and very rare at the

"West or (as the new phrase is) " Interior." Why is this ?

Asphaltnm Floors for ^tables.—
These may be made without fear of injury from frost,

if not laid in very cold weather.

Chess.—A. W. B., West Mericlen. The Ger-

man told you an old tradition. This, and all other ways
of converting wheat into chess, was tried by a committee

of the New York State Society, several years ago. Cut-

ting off the roots of wheat is about as likely to convert

it into chess as cutting a horse's tail is to make a

donkey of him.

Salt and liime.—Wc hold it as settled that

for most, if not all, manurial purposes, lime slaked with

a strong brine is decidedly superior to simply slaked

lime, with or without a separate application of salt.

Sorgrlmni and its Products. — An
account of recent investigations concerning the value

of Sorghum in sugar production, etc., by F. L. Stewart,

210 pages, 12mo., J. B. Lippincott, Phila. "We consider

it a valuable contribution to our literature on this sub-

ject. Price $1.50.

Facts about Peat.—As an article of fuel,

etc., by T. II. Leavitt, 3d Edition, 316 pages, l*2ino.,

published by Lee & Shepard, Boston. A neat work, ex-

hibiting commendable research, and of general interest.

Mr. Leavitt is practically familiar with his subject, and

the inventor of a condensing mill. For sale at tho

American Agriculturist Office. Price, $1.50.

A. Soldering? Iron, a bar of solder, and a

little pulverized rosin, will be found a good investment

for farmers. Many leaks can be stopped, much time

saved, and also many dimes. The art of soldering is an

easy one to acquire.

Farm Ifoiler and Sloamer.—li
J. II.

D.," Hampden Co., Mass, The apparatus, invented by

D K. Prindle, of East Bethany, N. Y., Is a neat and
effective apparatus for cooking food, steaming roots or

coarse fodder, boiling water in vats or tubs, for scalding

hogs, steaming timber, and many other purposes for

which, cither a caldron set on a furnace or on an arch, or

a low pressure steam boiler is employed. It has been

used, and has the approval of many of our best farmers.

Cost of Keeping Sheep at the
South.—In Union County, S. C, it is estimated at 2SJ4

cents a head to winter a flock, and the profits at two dol-

lars a head per year.

Feeding- Cabbages, Stumps and
All.—" J. L.," Westchester Co., N. T., says: "In feed-

ing cabbages, I have found the stumps cut in small pieces

nearly down to the roots and slightly steamed and mixed
with bran, very much relished and eaten clean.' 1

Plowing with. One Line and with
teft-liand. Plows.—Our pictures in the July num-
ber have been the subjects of so many and so differing

criticisms, that we are forced to think they are pretty near

right. Still the common usage, which is a very safe guide,

differs a little from our representations. Instead of attach-

ing the line from the head of the off horse to the head of

the nigh one, it is usually attached to the girth. J. D.

Smalley, of Stark Co., O., says the single rein should be

buckled into a ring in the bridle rein, and recommends
passing the rein through a ring attached by a short strap

to the crupper, in order to hold it up better.

Clotty milk in One Teat.—U F. C. C,"
Wisconsin, has a cow which gave clotty milk from one

teat at a time, different teats being affected. This is a

mild stage of garget, and the cow would probably be

cured by a dose of 1 lb. of epsom salts, and \» oz. of

ginger mised with molasses. If the cow manifests fc-

verishncss, add half an ounce of saltpeter, and be very

thorough about milking. If more than one teat is affected,

or if the bag is sore, milk several times a day, and wash-

ing it with warm water, knead it gently each time. Warm
grease is often applied with advantage after the wash-

ing. The farmers' remedy is Garget-root, or Poke-root, of

which a few ounces are given, shaved up with the feed. It

is laxative, and usually efficacious, but not always at hand.

"J.B.J.' 1 says: "Take a handful of Poke-root, chop it

fine, boil till tender, and give it to the cow in feed or

slops." lie his never known it to fail.

Oysters and Salmon at Salt BLiake-
—M. M. Oysters reach their perfection only in tide-wa-

ter streams and bays where they have a constant alter-

nation of salt and fresh water. We are not aware that

they will thrive under any other conditions. There is no
chance for them at Great Salt Lake. Salmon must have

access to the varied fare of the ocean in order to do their

best. They frequently add threefold to their weight on

their first visit to the sea. It is not at all probable that

they would do well in the streams of tho Great Basin.

But the artificial propagation of fish that do not require

these conditions can be carried on to any extent in those

waters. The hatching of fish eggs is represented by ex-

perts in the business to be much more snrc than the

hatching of the eggs of the domestic fowls. They are

easily transported. There is no conceivable limit to their

multiplication but the want of rivers, and food for them.

We were told that the whole expense of putting fifty mil-

lions of shad into the Connecticut River did not exceed

fifty dollars. Black bass, salmon, trout, pike, pickerel,

and white fish, arc desirable sorts to propagate in fresh-

water streams and lakes. Dr. Garlick's little work on fish

culture is the best that has fallen under our notice, but

this work is out of print. A new edition, with the latest

information, should be immediately issued.

Cheap Homos,—" J. "W." Under the Home-
stead Law, one hundred and sixty acres of land can be

obtained in Missouri for $1S. Improved farms can be

bought at from $."> to $10 per acre. Churches, schools, and

good society are not guaranteed.

The Early Goodrich Potato.—"R.
P." We have good reports of this seedling from all quar-

ters. It is very productive, not liable to rot, and of good

quality. It is a good time to lay in your seed now.

The Wheat Crop of the United
States i* estimated :it 825,000,000 ofbushels, tho largest

ever raised, and of good quality. There will be little

sproutod or musty grain in market.

The Crops in Europe.—There is a short

crop of wheat in France, Belgium, Spain, and Poland. A
good deal of wheat, flour, and com is already pent out

from tbisconntry. and breadstuff's will be one of our large

items of export for the year.

The Farmer's Home Journal is one

of the host of tho young agricultural papers of the West.

It is published at Lexington. Ky.. by our friend. .T. .T.

Miller, Esq. We wish him the largest success iu his labor*

Journal of the Farm.—The first num-
ber of a journal of 16 pages, with the above title, has
reached us. It is published by Baugh & Sons, Philadel-

phia, who say, " the proprietors wish it distinctly under-
stood that it is published for the express purpose of mak-
ing more generally known, and thereby increasing the
sale of Bough's Haw Bone Phosphate, of which they are
sole manufacturers." Now, there is no misunderstanding
this, and it is much more open and fair than those sheets
published in the interest ofsome particular establishment,
and which make believe all the time that they are not.

We are not informed how often the journal is to be is-

sued. If there is any virtue in Phosphate, the first issuo

contains enough of it to make its circulation grow rapid-

ly, but besides its "phosphatic diathesis, 1
' as the doctors

say, it presents much well-considered reading matter.

Cotton Culture and Manure.—A.
B. This crop has been very generally cultivated without
manure, and the product has been from one-third of a
bale to one bale per acre, according to the quality of the

soil. A subscriber expresses his surprise that we should
recommend so much as a ton offish guano to the acre for

this crop, costing perhaps fifty dollars delivered. Dr. N.
B. Cloud, of Alabama, demonstrated twenty years ago
that two and three bales even per acre could be raised

more economically than the same quantity on five or six

acres. It is mainly a question of manure and thorough,

cultivation. Wc are aware that two hundred pounds to

the acre is used, with a crop of oue-half to three-fouths of

a bale. It is much better husbandry to use more manure,

and get more cotton.

500 Loads of Well Weathered
Muck:.—A. Halctt, of Portage Co., Ohio, has 500 loads

of well weathered muck, and proposes to send to New
York for superphosphate of lime, at $G0 per ton, to com-
post with it. Don't do it. Spend your money for some-

thing nearer home. Perhaps you can buy stable manure
;

with one load of this, and three of the muck, you may
make fully three loads of manure, worth as much as good
yard manure next spring. Perhaps you can get bone dust,

or burnt bones, cheaply, if you can add 50 pounds to the

load of compost. The woolen waste of factories, the

wastes of soap boilers, of paper makers, horn turners, etc.,

are all valuable, and may often be used without a basis of

animal manure with the muck. Pen your hogs on the

muck, (under cover, if possible,) and throw out the con-

tents of the pen upon a compost heap, as often as it is

well worked over. Jlingle muck with the manure in the

barn-yard, so that it shall thoroughly pervade the whole.

Throw it under the horses and cattle in the stables, tak-

ing it out clean at least once a week. Any way to im-

pregnate it with the fermenting principle of annual ma-
nure, urine, or barn-yard lcachings will make good manure
of it. The compost will be all the better if bones, wood-
ashes, and other inorganic substances of manurial value

are added and thoroughly intermingled with it.

Selecting Seed Corn.—G. F. Choose
cars from the stalks that bear two or three, taking the

best. Ilang them up to dry in a room that has the full

benefit of the sun or a fire. If once thoroughly dried, it

is easily kept. Much labor is saved by having well cured

seed corn.

IVIoYring; Machines and John Bull.
—They cut grass well, John admits, but they also cut off

the heads of sitting pheasants and partridges. What can .

John do without his game? What is an estate worth if

it does not afford shooting for the aristocracy ? Mowers
and reapers are democratic institutions.

Tinejjnr from Sorglmm Juice.—
It can be made in a few weeks, treated as cider, without

evaporation. But it is better to boil it, so as to bring tho

impurities to the surface, and skim. The more it Is

exposed to the air the sooner it will become good vinegar.

The Harison Potato. —The reports

from this variety are wonderfully favorable. It has with-

stood both drouth and wet better than any other potato.

It has everywhere given good crops. Cut to single eyes

and planted singly, it has yielded fully 100 for one, and in

somo cases, no doubt, 200 for one. J. T. Mapes, of

Orange Co., reports an increase of ISO good market-

able potatoes, besides some small ones, for one planted.

Farm ins: in Colorado is said to be

making rapid progress, considering the obstacles they

have to contend with. In Puobla County, even- spot that

COD be watered ia plowed and cultivated. They bftVO al-

ready spent a hundred thousand dollars for dams and
ditches. About 600,000 acres are under cultivation in tho

whole territory. Not a vary attractive country, where

every foot of land has to be irrigated to produco a crop.
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Satire Woods*—In the prize list of the late

Nova Scotia Agricultural and Industrial Exhibition, we
find several unusual and very sensible premiums offered.

Among others is one for the best collection of native

•woods, prepared to show the bark, as well as longitudinal

and transverse sections, polished and plain. But very-

few are familiar with the appearance of our native woods,

other than the few kinds that have a commercial value.

Such a collection at any fair would be far more instruc-

tive than many things for which prizes are given.

Clearing Heavily lumbered. Land.
—Some of our readers are anxious for information about

new and good ways of clearing land, handling the timber,

and cultivating of the cleared forest.

3>itfHcralty wiaJa'JTiBe E>ralBis.—"Penn-
Eylvanian" writes that he has trouble with his drains.

The water finds its way from the surface into the drains

directly during hard rains. They are tile drains, laid four

feet deep, two rods apart, in stiff clay hard pan soil. He
finds, besides, that drains laid two and a half feet deep

auswer fully as well. Our correspondent has exactly the

soil in which well laid tile drains, four feet deep, would
pay best. His drains, we doubt not, were laid thus. The
ditch was dug, the tiles laid, sods placed upon the tiles

;

stones upon the sods followed, and finally it was filled up
with the soil. Such a drain is, of course, little or no bet-

ter than a two-foot one. The joints of the tiles should

have been protected with scraps of tin, leather, or regular

collars ; the clay, free from big hard lumps, should have
been thrown upon the tiles to the depth of a foot or six-

teen inches, and rammed down so hard that not a drop of

water could flow down into the tiles. It must all flow up,

as explained on page 418, (Sept.). N. B. Always run
the drains straight down hill.

Machines 4br Lifting; Stone©.—D. I.

A. Bolles1 machine is agood one, moving with two wheels.

Packer's is a more recent patent, aud has some improve-

ments. Either will lift stones weighing six tons or more,
and place them in a wall. Any first class agricultural

warehouse will put you iu the way to find them. The
price is $300 and upward.

Fattening" Food ibr Horses.—"W.
C. R." asks, " What are the merits of corn meal, ground
coarse, and then boiled or cooked into a sort of mush,
mixed with cut feed, as a food for fattening horses!'"

—"We know of nothing that will fatten a horse quicker

than corn meal on cut hay, unless it be the same with
the addition of a little oil-cake daily, which is most ex-

cellent. Cooking the meal is, no doubt, an improvement,
and it would probably be better yet to cook hay and all.

Indiana State Fair.—This came off at

Terre Haute, the first week in October, and was the most
successful fair ever held in the State. The grounds se-

lected for the exhibition were about forty acres, on the
National road, a mile or more east of the city. It was a
charming spot, shaded with black walnuts, sugar maples,
and oaks of magnificent proportions. The arrangements
were very good for the display of farm products, and the

show was a credit to the State. The fruits and vegetables
showed the effects of the drought, but there were enough
fine specimens to make a good show. The fair run quite
too much to horse-racing, and displeased many of the
sober-minded citizens, who could not quite see the pro-
priety of this part of the fair. Perhaps they will make
their influence felt more at the annual meeting, when the
arrangements are made for the next fair. The receipts

were about $21,000, and the expenses §15.000, which
makes a good show financially-.

"Vault Supplied, witli Coal Asltes.—
"If a shallow privy vault is well supplied with sifted coal

ashes, and the contents removed once a month, will that

be sufficient ?" Yes, if it be well worked over. If frozen,

it should be laid in a heap till spring, and then mixed.

Iowa State Fair.—This was held at Clin-
ton, and for so young a State, the show was creditable,

exceeding, we understand, all former State fairs. The
receipts very nearly reached §8.000. A leading feature of
the first day was the trial of cultivators. A field of corn
had been planted a few weeks previous that the compet-
itors might have a fair opportunity to show what work
their machines could do. It shows the strong hold which
the improved cultivators have taken upon the farming
public, that there were twenty competitors with walking
and riding machines for one horse or two. They all did
their work well, completely stirring the ground and
burying all weeds. Deere & Co., of Moline, HI., took
the first prize for sulky cultivator. The question of dis-

pensing wholly with the hand-hoe in the cultivation of
field crops, is quo in which all parts of the country have a

deep interest. The "West has solved the problem, and

we have now several styles of cultivators that will com-
pletely take care of a crop from the time it is planted un-

til it may safely be laid by. The inevitable result of this

improvement will be that field crops will be much more
frequently and faithfully cultivated, and that corn and
potatoes will be cheaper. The cattle were not out in

large numbers, and the sheep attracted little notice. The
hogs were good, especially the Chester Whites, which
seem to take the lead at all the State fairs. The display

of fruit and flowers was uncommonly good. Apples,

pears, and grapes were well represented. The dairy pro-

ducts were not what we had a right to expect. In the

Fine Art Hall there was a fine display in Natural History,

and Secretary Schaffer made broad his phylacteries with

the fowls of the air, insects, mammals and reptiles.

"We once heard murder treated as one of the fine arts,

and there is no impropriety perhaps in putting scorpions,

spiders, hen hawks, and rattlesnakes in the same cate-

gory. The multitudes had to go home in the rain, but

this failed to damp their ardor. They had a jolly good
time and are ready for the nest one of the same sort.

A Correction.—Some of our fine drawings
are from the facile pencil of Mr. W. J. Hayes, and in in-

dicating this fact, we have sometimes put "N. A." after

his name. As Mr. H. is not a member of the National

Academy, and does not wish to appear to assume titles

that do not belong to him, we cheerfully admit that the

mistake was our own. There is a growing feeling among
artists that " N. A. 1

' is a title of very little value.

Frisiti ppcserTimg I5onse in New
Yorfe.—At our Grape Show, Mr. \v\ S. Carpenter exhib-

ited specimens from a new fruit house which has been
erected under the Nyce patent. Peaches, early sorts, were
only tolerably well preserved, but early pears were in

very fine condition. Bartletts were as green as when
picked from the tree, and "Washington, a pear that ma-
tures in August, was in fine eating condition and of ex-

cellent quality. We understand that those interested in

this enterprise are well pleased with its success thus far.

•American Pomological Society.—
The Secretary, F. R. Elliot, of Cleveland, Ohio, has is-

sued a circular to members, asking each "to aid the

making up of the Society's biennial report by contribut-

ing immediately any information you have relative to

new seedlings, and the values of different fruits, diseases,

soils, etc., in your section of the country. You are also

invited to forward samples of any new seedling or un-
named fruits by express, to the address of the Secretary,

that he maymake comparison , drawings and descriptions.

Any fruits thus forwarded, the names of which are un-
known to him, will be again transmitted to pomologists
for the desired information. The American, United
States, and Merchants Union Express Companies have
generously offered to transport all sample packages of
fruit for this purpose fkee. Due credit will be given to

contributors."

Are ISickory Nuts Seeds ?—D. D., Min-
field, Ind., asks if there " is yet any decision as to whether
or not Hickory nuts are mailable as seeds" Some one
some time ago decided that they were Twt seeds. We
have forgotten now who it was that gave the opinion, but
it was some official vWio probably knows better than na-

ture does. It is a great pity that our friends living on the

prairies, where trees are needed, cannot get certain tree

seeds by mail, because they happen to be called nuts,

while potatoes are mailable in any quantities, yet they

are neither seeds, roots nor cuttings.

A Grape Growers' Meeting.—The
Grape Show, noticed elsewhere, brought together quite a

large number of pomologists, not only from the imme-
diate vicinity, but from considerable distances. Several

having expressed a desire to hold a discussion on grapes,

a meeting was called for Friday, October 25th, in the

spacious room on the second floor of the Agriculturist

building. The Hon. Marshall P. Wilder was chosen

chairman by acclamation, and Mr. James Hogg was elect-

ed secretary. Col. Wilder, on taking the chair, expressed

his gratification at meeting so many interested in grape cul-

ture. He was recently from the grape countries of Europe,

and felt confident that our own country would before

many years be not only a great grape-growing. buV'a wine
producing country. He believed that the value of a grape

should be estimated by its wine producing capabilities.

Doctor E. Van Keuren, of nammondsport, Steuben Co.,

gave an account of the Pleasant Valley region. "We have
already given a sketch of this grape region, and omit Dr.

V. K.'s description of the locality. There are three com-
panies organized for the purpose of cultivating the grape

aud making wine, and $500,000 are invested in this in-

dustry. Four-fifths of the crops are Catawba. Vines arc

always healthy, almest entirely free from rot, and very

slightly affected with mildew. The past season was very

dry, and fruit ripened well. Concord healthy, occasion-

ally rotting. Delaware hardy, and holds its foliage.

Diana sensitive to cold, rots in some places. Allen's Hy-
brid first fruited this year, and ripened well. No expe-

rience with Roger's Hybrids. Lydia promises well. Re-
becca good. Israeli a later than Hartford Prolific. Alvey
and Norton's Virginia are somewhat grown for wine, and
give a must of 90°. Iona has been extensively planted, is

a good grower, and ripens its fruit later than Delaware.

Gen. J. B. Negley, of Pittsburgh, Pa., representing Mr.
Knox. Pittsburgh is a favorable locality for the grape.

Have tried all varieties. Catawba does well, Concord and
Hartford Prolific, the most robust. Creveling hardy and
productive, but with a loose bunch. Delaware gives a good
crop once in three years. It is fickle, and requires good
culture. It ables to ripen its crop even when the vines

have been defoliated by mildew. Iona ripens unevenly,

and is no better than a good Catawba. Israella no better

than Isabella. Adirondac, a complete failure. Maxa-
tawney, Anna and Martha are the best white grapes.

Edinburgh and Alvey, the best for wiue. Several of

Rogers' Hybrids are very promising, differing in aroma
and character of flesh.

Mr. J. W. Bailey, of Pittsburgh, N. Y. His fruit set

ten days later than usual, otherwise the season had been
favorable. No mildew except on Allen's Hybrid. Adi-
rondac colored August 55th, and bore large crops, ono
vine had from 300 to 400 pounds. A frost about Septem-
ber 20th prevented their attaining their full flavor. Hart-

ford ripens perfectly, and the Delaware generally. Nono
of Rogers1 Hybrids are first quality, though some are

valuable at the North. Concord, though healthy and
vigorous, is too late, and entirely unsatisfactory.

Doctor C. W. Grant stated that in his locality the season

had been very unfavorable to fruit growing. The Iona
and Israella had done better than any others. Compari-
sons as to time of maturing should be made between
vines of equal age. The Israella was the first to ripen,

and the last to fall from the vines ; its must stood at 75°,

and upwards, that of Iona, S9° to 93°.

Remarks were also made by Messrs. Beach, Townsend,
Cornell, Bnshnell, Dr. Trimble, and several others, but

we are not able to give a more extended report.

Early Potatoes.—S. M. The Early Good-
rich and the Sebec are very popular varieties.

Grapes from California.—Probably
most of our readers are aware that the climate of Califor-

nia allows of the open air culture of those varieties of

European grape that with us can only be grown in glass

structures. We were much interested in the results of

an experiment of shipping a quantity of these grapes to

New York. They were sent by Mr. Wm. McP. Hill, of

Sonoma, Cal., on October 10th, arrived in New York on
October 30th, aud were opened on November 2d. Two
methods of packing were tried, each bunch was wrapped
in paper, one lot packed in chaff, and a corresponding lot

packed in sawdust. The Rose of Peru, a black and most
lusciously sweet grape, was in both cases nearly spoiled.

Muscat ofAlexandria came better in sawdust than in chaff,

but not particularly well in either. Flame colored Tokay
bore carriage better than the others, and those packed in

sawdust came in fine condition. The transportation of

grapes from California presents difficulties, which will

doubtless be overcome,and we hope to see the magnificent

clusters from its vineyards abundant in our eastern cities.

The SOaiiC Shore Grape-growers'
Meeting.—Engagements elsewhere prevented our at-

tending this meeting, and we are iudebted to George W.
Campbell, Delaware, Ohio, for the following summary.

The Annual Exhibition of the Lake Shore Grape-grow-

ers' Association, at Elyria, Lorain Co., Ohio, on the 15th,

16th, and 17tk of October, was well attended, the tables

well filled with specimens of grapes and wines, and the

show of grapes of unusual excellence in all the leading

varieties in cultivation. There were 146 entries for the

several premiums offered on grapes, and 1S7 plates of

grapes on exhibition. For the premiums on wines, there

were 23 entries, and 47 bottles exhibited. Catawba

s

were in great profusion, of very large size, finely col-

ored, and of quality never surpassed in this region. Not-

withstanding the rot in the early part of the season, the

crop will be large in the aggregate, aud it is expected the

wine of this season will be of the finest quality. Dela-

wares were also largely exhibited, and of size of bunches

and berries absolutely uucqualcd at any previous exhibi-

tion in Ohio. The quality this season is also unusually

good. Repeated tests of must from a quantity pressed at

Cleveland, for wine, gave, by Oechslc*s scale, the unpar-

alleled weight of 116°* The first premium for "the best

10 buuehes of one variety, quality to rule," was unani-

mously awarded to the Delaware ; the second to the Ca-

tawba; the Iona and Diana also competing. A magnifi-

ed single cane ef Delaware wa* exhibited, about 5 feet
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high, bearing 71 well developed and perfectly ripened

bunches. Ionas were not largely exhibited, and speci-

mens were generally rathe:- inferior; bunches loose and
straggling, and imperfectly ripened. A few fair bunches

from Lockport, N. Y., and from Erie Co., Ohio, were the

best on exhibition, tolerably well ripened, but not equal

to samples shown in former years. Reports in discussion

and from private sources indicated that this variety had
not generally met the expectations of planters. A few
handsome, compact clusters of Israc]la and Adirondac
were exhibited, about equal to those shown on farmer

occasions. Dianas of remarkable size and excellence,

with very heavy shouldered, compact bunches, beauti-

fully colored, were shown, both from the Lake Shore re-

gion, and also from Crooked Lake, X. T. The Detroit

grape was again on exhibition ; but it was difficult to see

any material difference between it and the Catawba,

though the specimens shown were a little smaller, and the

bunches a little more compact than the average of Cataw-

bas. The general impression seemed to be that it was
the Catawba, grown with some favorable advantages of

location or position. The Lydia was represented by
some fair specimens; bunches medium, compact; quality

good. Cuyahoga was also shown of rather better quality

than for two or three years past. Several plates of Re-
beccas from the vicinity of Cleveland were very hand-

some ; bunches large, compact, and fine. The sandy soil

of that region seems well adapted to the growth of this

variety. The Lorain grape was again on exhibition this

season ; a very handsome grape, closely resembling the

foreign white Chasselas, though its foliage is decidedly

native. Bunch medium to large; berry large, slightly

oval, semi-transparent; slightly pulpy, with pleasant

sub-acid flavor. A seedling, evidently from the Dela-

ware, originated at Dansville, jS". T., received the first

premium for best unnamed seedling native grape. It re-

sembles the Delaware in color and general appearance
;

berries about the same size, bunches smaller; more
pulpy; pleasant flavor, but quite strong, foxy odor. In

no respect superior to Delaware. In addition to the sin-

gle cane of Delaware before mentioned, very fine canes

of Catawba, Isabella, Concord. Diana, and some others,

were exhibited, indicating extraordinary productiveness,

with great size and beauty of bunches and berries. The
Walter was not on exhibition—its originator being, per-

haps, better satisfied with publishing 2>^ures exaggera-

ting it about /our times larger than any specimens yet ex-

hibited. Rogers1 Hybrids were not largely represented,

and the specimens were mostly rather indifferent. Some
fine No. 15, were on exhibition from Cleveland. No other

numbers were shown worthy of special notice. The
"Wines on exhibition were good samples of still and
sparkling, of various kinds, though generally not of any
remarkable excellence above those exhibited in former
years. Some Ives1 Seedling wine from Cincinnati re-

ceived special attention, and was really a fine, red wine
of high character. Some pure sparkl ing Delaware, bottled

during natural fermentation, and without the addition of

engar, was also regarded as very superior.

TUe Grape ExhibUiosi at SS5
Broadway.—The occupancy of the new office was
fitly *' solemnized " as the French say, by a magnificent

show of native grapes,—a display that would be fine at

tfhy season, but at tho late date of Oct. 2-ith was some-
thing remarkable.

As no general notice was given of our intention to hold

an exhibition, some explanation is due to the many
friends who were unable to participate in it. After our
October issue had gone to press, we received an applica-

tion from Mr. Knox for permission to show his grapes at

our new office, on Oct. 17th ; this was readily acceded to,

but the carpenters' work being delayed, the time was
postponed to the 24th. As it was too late to extend a
general invitation to grape-growers, we sent circulars by
mail to such as we thought might be able to get their fruit

here in time, and these were responded to by a sufficient

number to make up. in addition to Mr. Knox's collection,

one of the finest displays ever seen in the city. In addi-

tion to the fruit, there was a large exhibition of vines,

which gave an opportunity for comparing the products of

different nurseries. Although we did not ask for contri-

butions of wines, or other fruits than grapes, a few speci-

mens of each were brought in, and are noticed elsewhere.

In this exhibition no prizes were offered and no determi-

nations made by any other committee than the public.

Bach exhibitor was at liberty to advocate hi^ own fruits

or vines—a plan which seemed to be satisfactory to all

concerned. At the exhibitions of the Imperial Horticul-

tural Society of France there arc no prizes offered, and
the same thing is being advocated in England. From our
experience in October, we feel sure that it will bring out,

a larger number of contributors, and on the whole avoid

much dissatisfaction. At the late meeting of the Lake
Shore Grape-growers' Association, there were 2i) samples

of Catawba so nearly alike, that the committee excused

itself for its award on the plea that it must bo made to

somebody, and regretted that they had no more premiums
to give to others equally deserving with the recipient.

The exhibition was open for three days, and was each

day visited by thousands of interested spectators. On
the 25th. at the suggestion of several grape-growers, an

impromptu meeting was held for discussion. An abstract

of its proceedings will be found in another item. Sub-

joined is a list of entries in the order in which they were

taken by the entry clerk, and on page 450 will be found

notes upon many of the varieties.

J. Knox, Pittsburgh, Pa., by Gen. J. S. Ncglcy: Con-

cord, Hartford, Crcveling, Ives, Elsingbnrgh, Hcrbemont,

Martha. Anna. Taylor, Maxatawney, Clinton, Rogers 1 Hy-
brids Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 13, 14, 15, 19, 23, 30, 32, 33, 3-1, 36,

39,41,43,44, Salem, Rachel, Cuyahoga, Miner's Seed-

ling, Northern Muscadine, Mary Ann, North Carolina

Seedling, Oporto, Perkins, Cigar Box, Diana, To Kalon,

Union Village, Norton's Virginia, Logan, Adirondac,

Louisa, York Madeira. Isabella, Mottled, Catawba, Ioua,

Israella, Alvey, Rebecca, Delaware. Besides samples in

plates, many of the varieties were exhibited in o-lb.

boxes. Large fruiting canes of Concord, Delaware and

Hcrbemont were shown.—C. M. Beach, West Hartford,

Conn. : Iona, Israella.—Jas. A. Requa, Amenia, N. T.

:

Salem.—Clias. Siedhof, North Hobokcn: Weehawkeu,
Union Village, Jersey Black, Alvey.—Jno. W. Bailey &
Co., Pittsburgh, N. Y. : Adirondac—L. Phillips &
Son. Berlin Heights, 0. : 2 plates Iona.—B. F. Hopkins,

Brownhelm, O.: 1 box Iona.—B. Summers, Vermillion,

Erie Co., O. : 3 plates Iona.—J. H. Ricketts, Ncwburgh,

N. Y. : Iona, Clinton, Cuyahoga, Herbemont, Allen's

Hybrid, Israella, Rebecca, Crcveling.—Leandcr Clark,

Ncwburgh, N. Y. : Isabella, Montgomery, Delaware.

—

Charles Downing, Newburgh, N. Y. : Iona, Delaware, Is-

raella.—J. F. Lowry, Berlin Heights, O. : 2 plates Iona.

—C. W. Graut, Iona, near Peekskili, N. Y. : Several

plates Ioua, amounting in all to about 30 lbs., 5 plates

Israella. — n. Cornell, Newburgh, N. Y. : 2 plates

Iona.—Pleasant Valley Wine Co., llammoudsport, N.

Y., by E. Van Keuren,: Catawba, Diana, Delaware.—D.

S. Wagencr, Crooked Lake, near Hammondsport, N. Y.

:

Diana, and Catawba, in five-pound boxes, andloua.—Olm
Brothers, Springfield, Mass. : 2 Unnamed Seedlings.

—

Jacob Newkirk, Hudson City, N. J. : Raspberries.—Chas.

Arnold, Paris, Canada: Seedlings 1, 2, 16, 5 (white.)—

Geo.W. McDowell, Crooked Lake, N. Y.: Keuka.

—

Vines.

The following were exhibited and many of them sold :

—

Peter Do Pew & Son, Nyack, N. Y. : Iouas and Allen's

Hybrid; 1 year; the latter in pot.—F. F. Mcrceron,

Catawissa, Pa. : Crcveling, Concord, Delaware, Clinton,

Taylor, Franklin.—Richardson & Bellows, Geneva, N.

Y. : Ionas and Israellas, 1 year. — J. F. Martin, Mt.

Washington, O. : Ives' Seedling.—Lyman Basset, North

Haven, Conn. : Concord and Hartford Prolific.—L. L.

WhHIock, 37 Park Row, N. Y., had seventy entries of

vines, showing the manner in which he unites u
all nur-

series in one. 1
' We have not space for the list, but it in-

cludes both standard 6orts and novelties.—J. W. Han-
more, Newburgh, N. Y. : Salem, Iona, Israella, a large

and fine assortment of various grades.—J. F. Deliot,

Sing Sing, N. Y. : Iona, Israella, Adirondac, Delaware,

Crcveling, Rebecca, Allen's Hybrid, several numbers of

each sort. J. W. Bailey, Plat tsburg, N. Y. : Adirondac,

1, 2, and 3 year vines.—N. II. Lindley, Bridgeport, Conn.:

Salem, Rogers' No. 15, Rogers' No. 19, Ionas.—C. S. Ma-
son, West Hartford, Conn. : Iona Nos 1 and 2, Allen's

Hybrid, Israella, and very fine Iona wood.—A. F. Tait,

Morrisania, N. Y. : Iona and Adirondac transplants and
layers, Concord layers, Iona grafted, Concord, Israella,

Iona and Adirondac wood.—C W. Grant, Iona, N. Y.

;

Iona, 1 year.—Besides Grape-vines, L. L. Whitlock pre-

sented an interesting collection of young evergreens, and

Lyman Basset. New Haven, Conn., exhibited the Clarke

Raspberry, with canes 10 feet high, large in proportion,

and remarkably healthy, vigorous, and well-ripened.

Editorial Jottings in Europe.

11 Cn.vcow Salt Mtnes, Sept. 2 Avivid descrip-

tion of these wonderful mines, read in a school-book of

my boyhood days, produced a strong desire to visit them
that has never left me, ami which to-day, nearly forty

year-; afterward, has been gratified. At Trzebinia, about

200 miles south of Warsaw, on the route to Vienna, we
turned aside 27 miles to Cracow, whieh is in Austrian

Poland, and about 26Q miles northeast of Vienna. Cra-

cow is an old city, formerly containing S0.000 inhabitants,

but reduced to less than half that number since the dis-

memberment of Poland. There are many fine buildings,

the relic* of former days, but even-thing is in a decayln
;

condition. Tho people themselves look sad and dispir-

ited, and I coHld not but feel sorrowful for them as I

looked at the graves of Kosciusko. Sobicski. and of other

heroes, and recalled the valor of this people who stcm-

ni.-.l and broke the tide of Mohametanism, when its im-

monse armies seemed about to overflow all Europe. ...

The chief Salt Mines arc at Wieliczka, T miles southeast

of Cracow A party of fifteen of us, men, women, and
children, enveloped in long white frocks, and flannel

caps, and supplied with two dozen Bengal lights to illu-

minate the caverns, and accompanied by six guides car-

rying large lamps, descended first through the shaft

about 400 feet. Each one was seated in a rope sling, and
the sling ropes were arranged in two clusters, one above
the other, all the ropes being bound together above our
heads into one immense cable that was wound upon a
windlass turned by horse-power—a comical sight, resem-
bling two huge bunches of grapes, (or white ghosts) let

down by a string. Landing upon the firm salt bed we
quickly clambered out of our slings, and found ourselves

in a large artificial cavern, the walls of which were solid

rocks of pure salt, but of a dark color. From this point
we wandered some two miles or more, descending by
steps cut in the salt here and there, or through inclined

passages, until we were S00 or 900 feet below the surface,

and we could have gone down 1.S00 feet. Above, around,
and nnder our feet, there is nothing hut the rocks of salt

as hard and firmer than compact white chalk, but with-
out any cracks or seams, save here and there a slight bed
or layer of stone or clay. Immense rooms, halls, chap-

els, a dance hall, and altars, statues, obelisks, chande-

liers, etc., cut in salt instead of marble, were visited in

various parts of the mine, which extends nearly two miles

from east to west, and over % mile north and south.

Some of the passage ways, high enough to walk in, and
wide enough for small hand-cars on iron rails, were 20 to

50 rods in length. At one point we crossed a lake, per-

haps 100 feet in diameter, in a large boat—the only water,

or dampness even, that we met with. Our visit was very

opportune, as we were preceded by a large party of

wealthy gentlemen and ladies who had caused the pre-

paration of thousands of lighted lamps, candles, Chinese

lanterns, extensive fire-works, cannon, rockets, that

echoed and re-echoed through the caverns like a hundred

peals of deafening thnndcr. They had with them a large

brass band, which, on learning that a party of Ameri-

cans were approaching, struck up one of our national

airs, as we entered a large cavern. The effect upon
us was thrilling beyond measure. Those not too much
affected tried to join in

li My Country 'tis of thec, Sweet

laud of liberty, etc."—and this, S00 feet beneath the soil

'where Kosciusko fell.*"—away in Austrian Poland 1

Ton can imagine our emotions better than I can describe

them! After wandering for hours, and having seen

but a small part of the mines, but enough to satisfy us

fully, we returned to the surface in the same novel man-
ner as we had descended. The most timid ladies in our

company fully enjoyed the whole excursion, except-

ing the firing of the cannon These mines have been

worked for at least 000 years. The salt grows purer or

rnore transparent the further downward it is penetrated.

Li some places the workmen blast out large blocks, but

usually it is worked out the same as stone or marblo

from the quarries. Great pieces are undermined with tho

pick-axe, and then split off with wedges. These are

broken into cubic blocks of a foot, more or less. In ono

place we saw them hewing salt blocks into the shape of

barrels, and putting the staves and hoops around the

blocks. The chips of salt were beaten into a compact

mass in other barrels. The salt is a government monop-

oly, and the amount taken out depends upon the demand.

More than a million of zeutners of salt per year have

been quarried during many years past "

u
. ...VtEOTIA, Austria, Sept. 6th I have been pleas-

antly disappointed in this city. The buildings are gen-

erally in excellent stylo, and, except in the central part or

the old city— the streets are wide, and all are neat and

well kept. There is nn intelligent look in the counten-

ances of all the people, an elasticity of step, and an air

of business activity and thrift visible on all sides, such

ns I have not seen anywhere else in Central Europe. I

have not noticed a single beggar here, (always excepting

the hotel employees, who crowd around yon at your de-

parture, each with an outstretched hand for "poor
hoife," or "drink-money 1 '—though you have paid your

bill in full. " service"
1 included. t and nowhere else have I

seen so few people in poor dress, wearing apparel so

cheap, and other articles also—excepting the charges at.

the hotels, tho proprietors of which seem to be proud

of the reputation of charging higher than is done any-

where else in Europe...:! forgot to tell yon that for 200

miles of the route from Cracow here, we parsed through

a most charming agricultural region. In clean, thorough

culture, and in good crops and abundant fruit, I have sel-

dom seen a region superior to this. Fine pears were

offered by women at many of the stations, three, four, or

five for the krcutzer(or 'i cent:). Large orchards of

heavily leaded plum trees were frequent, and so abundant

was this fruit that you could get your bat full of EpiCDdid

_-iv.it plums for a penny or two. TheCurculio is evident-

ly a stranger to this region. I dorTt wondei at the thrift

of Vienna, when it is backed by such a rich farming re-

gion as tho long and wide Valley of tho March River."
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Convenient Horse Manger.

There have been many contrivances sug-

gested, and used indeed, to prevent horses

throwing their hay and other food out of their

mangers, to preserve the fodder from contami-

nation by the breath of the animals, and always

to maintain in the manger a sufficient supply,

but no excess. Such a contrivance, hampered

by uo patents, and easy to make, we present the

HOESE HAUGER.

readers of the Agriculturist. It strikes us as

convenient and practical, and a person with any
facility in the use of tools can construct one.

The engraving shows the manger, (A,) extend-

ing the width of the stall, but not of necessity

so large, two feet wide, and two feet deep, made
of two-inch plank, and iron bound. It has a
box, (F,) for feeding grain at one end, and above
the other a trunk, (B,) for hay, descends from
the floor above. This is the peculiar feature of

the arrangement. The hay-trunk is eighteen

inches wide, and a foot deep. It descends four

inches below the top of the manger, and the

end is slanting, as shown in the engraving. A
lid, hinged to the back and lowest part of the

trunk, shuts up iuto it, where it may be fastened

by a pin or button. When the lid is let down
it rests on the two bars, (d, e,) and the hay will

slide down within reach of the horse. The op-

ening between the front edge of the trunk aud
the open lid being only about five or six inches,

the horse can draw out but little bay at a time,

yet he can get at all that is thrown into the

trunk at one time. If the animal drops any
hay, the tendency is to drop it iuto his man-
ger, and not waste it. The trunk is made of

inch stuff, and iron bound about the bottom
and corners if necessary. The lid shuts in the

way it does to prevent the horse gnawing upon
it as he would otherwise be very likely to do.

—. =©» .-»

"Walks and Talks on the Farm.—No. 48.

Oue of the most interesting experiments I

have seen for some time was made last year

at the Michigan Agricultural College, by Pro-

lessors Miles and Sanrford Howard to ascertain

whether an animal eats less or more food in

proportion to live weight as it grows older, and
whether we get less or more increase from the

food consumed.

Three thoroughbred Essex pigs were weighed
when 11 days old. They then weighed 14'la

pounds, or 4.83 pounds each. They were then

allowed all the milk they would cat, and con-

sumed the first week 79.19 pounds. They then

weighed 25 a

|
a pounds, or an average of S'\ 2

pounds each. The next week they eat 106.94

pounds milk. At the end of the second week they

weighed 39 pound';, or 13 pounds each. Tho next

week the}' eat 129.94 pounds of milk, and at the

end of the week weighed 50 pounds, or 16.66

pounds each. The next week they eat 141.81

pounds milk, and at the end of the week weigh-

ed 64 pounds, or 21.33 pounds each. They
gained on an average 3.66 pounds each the first

week, 4.5 pounds the second week, 3.66 pounds
the third week, and 4.66 pounds the fourth

week.

The average amount of milk consumed for

each pound of live weight was : 1st week, 3.96

pounds; 2d week, 3.33 pounds; 3d week, 2.92

pounds; 4th week, 2.49 pounds. This is a very

remarkable falling off in the rate of consumption

in proportion to live locight, as the animal grows

older.

At this point the experiment terminated " for

want of suitable facilities for weighing the mixed

food." Shame to the State of Michigan, shame
to a nation of Farmers, that our oldest and best

Agricultural College should be compelled to stop

such an important experiment for want of a

pair of scales !

The gain for each 100 pounds live weight was

:

1st week, 75.86 pounds; 2d, 59.92 pounds; 3d,

28.20 pounds, and 4th, 28 pounds.

The amount of milk consumed to produce one

pound of increase of live weight was: 1st week,

7.20 pounds ; 2d, 7.92 pounds ; 3d, 11.81 pounds
;

and 4th, 10.13 pounds.

So far as these experiments go, they sustain

a principle which I have long supposed was
true, that, other things being equal, the more
you can get an animal to eat in proportion to

its live weight, the more it will gain in propor-

tion to the food consumed. If this is true, the

aim of breeders should be to produce animals

that are " great eaters "—and, of course, they

should also aim at the same time to reduce the

offal parts, so that nearly all the food shall be

turned into valuable meat.

For the first two weeks it took only 7!

| a

pounds of milk to produce one pound of in-

crease, and for the next two weeks, 11 pounds,

or 46'|a per cent. more. This is an enormous

falling off in the meat-producing power of the

food, and as the pigs grow larger there would

doubtless be less aud less increase from the food

consumed. And this is really the point which

we wish to ascertain experimentally.

The experiment terminated August 18th. The
best pig of the three was then five weeks and

four days old, aud weighed 24s
| 4 pounds. He

was then gaining at the rate of 28 per cent, per

week. Although no record was kept of the

amount of food consumed, the pig was weighed

at the end of the week, (August 25th,) and

weighed 29s

| 4 pounds. This is a gain for the

week of 20 per cent. He was not weighed the

next week, but was the week after, (September

8th.) He then weighed 453

|
4 pounds. This is

also a gain of a little over 20 per cent, per week.

Now, if be could be kept on growing at that

rate, be would weigh the next week, (Septem-

ber 15th,) about 57 pounds, and the next, (Sep-

tember 22d,) 71 pounds, aud the next week,

(September 29th,) 89 pounds. He would then

be between ten and eleven weeks old, and would
probably dress, if as fat as such a rapid-growing

pig must be, about 65 pounds. If we keep him
longer than this, the proportion of increase will

rapidly grow less. This very bog, at 5'\? months

old, weighed 154 pounds ; which, if we assume

that he weighed 89 pounds when 11 weeks old,

is a gain of only between 4 and 5 per cent, per

week.

Only give us a breed of pigs that will gain for

tea or eleven weeks, in proportion to live weight,

as rapidly as this one gained for eight weeks,

and nothing more could be desired, so far as the

supply of fresh pork is concerned. In London,
the pig most in demand by the butchers, and most
profitable for the farmers, is one dressing be-

tween GO and 70 pounds.

The real point I want to enforce is this. It

takes some 75 per cent, of all the food an ordi-

nary animal eats to keep him alive, and the in-

crease is derived from the other 25 pounds.

Now, if you can get him to eat 125 pounds, or

only one-fourth more, you double your increase;

if 150 pounds, you get three times the increase,

and with 175 pounds, four times, and with 200

pounds, five times, while j'our food is only doub-

led. Now, will not a little, well bred pig, eat

as much again in proportion to live weight as

he will at an older age, and will he not conse-

quently give more than double the increase in

proportion to the food consumed? And if this

is so, should not our aim be to get animals hav-

ing immense digestive powers embodied in a

small frame ? I believe breeders have never

turned their attention to this point.

In Mr. Lawes' experiments on the " Compar-
ative Fattening Qualities of the Different Breeds

of Sheep," the sheep that gained the most on
the same kind of food had the largest stomachs.

Thus, of 20 Cotswold sheep, the five that gained

the most were found, on killing them, to have
stomachs weighing on the average, 4 lbs. 14J oz.;

while the stomachs of the five that gained the

least averaged only 4 lbs. 43 oz.

Of the Leicesters' the four that gained the

most had stomachs averaging 4 lbs. l'fs oz.,

and the four that gained the least, 3 lbs. 2'] 5 oz.

Of the Hampshire Downs, the four that gained

the most had stomachs averaging 4 lbs. 8''|
3 oz.,

and the four that gained the least, 3 lbs. S 1
[3 oz.

Of the Sussex Downs, the four that gained

the most had stomachs weighing 3 lbs. 4 oz.,

and the four that gained the least, 21bs. II'IjOz.,

aud so it was in other cases which I have not

time to mention.

You say that this would naturally be so ; that

the sheep that gained the most were the largest

animals, and consequently had the largest stom-

achs. But while this is true of the sheep at the

termination of the experiment, it was not so

when the animals were put up to fatten. And
this is the real point, Thus, at the commence-
ment of the experiment, the five Cotswold sheep

that afterward gained the most weighed 122 lbs.

each, and the five that gained the least, 123 lbs.

At the end of the experiment the latter weighed

167 lbs. each, aud the former, 202 lbs. So much
for big stomachs! To anticipate another ob-

jection, I may add that the dressed weight of

the five that gained the most was 117 lbs. each,

and that of the five that gained the least, 93 lbs.

In Mr. Lawes' Pig Experiments, one of the

pigs, considered a fair representative of the oth-

ers, was killed at the commencement of the ex-

periment. His "fasted" live weight was 94

lbs. ; carcass, 62'| 2 lbs. The stomach of this pig

weighed 1 lb. 3.03 oz.

After the pigs had been fattened for ten weeks,

another pig of the same litter was killed. His

fasted live weight was 185 lbs.; carcass 140'|,

3

lbs. The stomach of this pig weighed 1 lb. 3.48

oz.—less than two-tenths of an ounce more
than the pig killed 10 weeks before. The older

pig weighed nearly as much again as the other,

(aud dressed 226 per cent, more,) and j-et the

stomach was no larger. Tou can draw your

own conclusion from the fact. To me it seems

to confirm the views I have endeavored to set

forth. (Continued on page 442.)
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Fruit-eating Bats—Flying Foxes.

In the last number of the American

Agriculturist, we introduced to our

readers a member of the very interest-

ing order of animals—flying mammals

—

or bats. From what i\c then wrote it

might well be supposed that all bats live

upon insects chiefly, and altogether up-

on animal food, but this is not the case,

though all occurring in this country do.

There are about forty species inhabiting

the warmer parts of Asia and Africa,

which live upon fruit, and do great

damage to the orchards, especially to

plantations of figs. These are generally

bats of very large size, and to impress

the fact that there are vegetarians even

among bats, as well as to show the man-
ner in which they close their skinny

pinions when in repose, we present au

engraving of the largest of the well-

known bats, the Flying Fox of India,

(Ptcropus rubricollis.) This animal meas-

ures five feet from tip to tip of its ex-

panded wings, and its head and body
together are about one foot in length.

Unlike the Vampire bat, which is not

more than half as large, it is not dan-

gerous to man or animals, except when
attacked, when it defends itself as well

as it can. The damage which flocks of

these animals might do may easily be

imagined when we consider the losses

which we experience from birds. The
Flying Foxes will work their way un-

der or through, nets, and unless trees are

enclosed in bamboo cages, they can
hardly be excluded. Their attacks are

made during the night also, which renders it

still more difficult to guard against them.

Their name is given them from their color,

and from the foxlike shape of their heads.

wi; -g-r > —t~mM .

The American Sable.—(il'istilla Americana.)

This beautiful animal, of which we give a

careful and well executed engraving, is entirely

different from the

Sable of Siberia,

the fur of which is

so highly prized.

Still, the American
Sable approaches

its namesake some-

what in the beauiy

of its coat, but is a

much larger ani-

mal. It is so close-

ly related to the

Pine Marten of Eu-

rope as to have been

regarded as identi-

cal by several nat-

uralists. The home
of this animal is in

the trees of densely

wooded regions

witere birds and

squirrels abound,

which constitute its

chief food, and to

which it is a very

destructive enemy.

It will pursue al-

most any of the smaller animals, and easily

overtake and kill them; the red squirrel and
some of tbe weasel tribe alone being agile

fltxng fox—(Pteropus rubricollis )

enough to escape. It climbs the highest trees

like a squirrel, attacks owls, crows, and other

birds in their nests, and sucks the eggs, or

devours the young. The Sable is about 20

inches long, exclusive of the tail, which is about

10 inches. The fur is tawny to dark brown,

in some cases approaching black—the darker

and brighter, the more valuable. Both the size

and color vary greatly. The head is light col-

bushy and club-shaped. The geograph-

ical range of the Sable is acios- the

continent, between the 40lh and GSlh

parallels of latitude, and throughout this

region it is diligently hunted. Trap-

pers establish what is called a " Sable

line," often 60 or 70 miles in length.

This is a series of traps, eight or ten to

the mile, made by driving stakes into

the ground to form three sides of a hol-

low square; over the fourth side, one

end of a log or trunk of a young tree is

suspended, being held up by a round
stick resting upon another which is bait-

ed with a bird, squirrel, or piece of veni-

son. The least disturbance of the bait

causes the sticks to roll, and the log to

fall. It often happens that wolverines,

fishers, and occasionally foxes, tear

open these traps, destroying bait and
game for miles along the " line." The
trapper passes continually back and
forth, spending some part of his time in

hunting other game, but visiting all his

sable traps as often as once in two
weeks. The fur is best between the last

of October and the first of April. The
female, as her time approaches, takes

possession of an abandoned bird's nest

in a hollow tree, or ousts the occupants,

and in this she brings forth six or eighv

j-oung. Were it not for the persistence

with which these animals are hunted,

they would be much more numerous;

as it is they hardly hold their own from

year to year in those parts where they

are abundant enough to pay for hunting

them, for they exhibit very little cun.

ning in avoiding traps, and it is hardly

probable that the natural timidity of the animal

will ever be so far overcome as to render it

obnoxious to agriculture in destroying birds.

Tim Bunker on Base Ball Clubs.

American sable—(Jfiislilla Americana.)

ored, and the throat and sides of the neck are

white. The head is long and pointed; the some-

whf.'. pointed r^i-s, broad and *i> '(, Ti.c inil ig

"Don't you think they are running on't into-

the ground ?" asked Seth Twiggs, as he stopped

at my garden fence, when I was gathering

squashes this mor-

ning. " I du declare

there'll be a slim

chance to get any-

body to work, if

things keeps on in

this way. "We shall

be as bad off as they

are among the In-

dians, where the

women do all the

drudgery, and the

men play all the

time they ain't fight-

in'. I hired Kiah

Frink and another

White Oaker to

come down and

help me husk, aud

they had to leave

right away arter

dinner to go to a

base ball match.

Tbey said they

wouldn't stop for

double wages, for

they could make

more money on the ball ground betting. They

knew which side was gwine to win. Pretty

State of things !" Sell} thought th.e case was so
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clear that he didn't wait for an answer,but walked

off in his usual cloud of smoke. This evening,

Mrs. Bunker took up the Hookertown Gazette,

and read, " Shadtown victorious ! the White

Oaks nowhere I ! The score stood 27 to 9. Great

interest has been taken in this match from the

well-known fact that both parties had been

training for it for a month past, and large sums

had been staked upon the result. It is said that

the White Oakers practiced by moonlight while

they were burning their coal pits, and the pick-

ed nine of the Shadtown Club hare made a busi-

ness of playing ball six days in a week for the

last month. Of course, they bore off the

honors."
" Honors !" exclaimed Sally, lifting her gold

bowed spectacles to the top of her forehead, and

looking over to me. " When we were young,

Timothy, it used to be an honor for a young

man to lay a straight furrow, or to mow a wide

swath. But now they've beat their plowshares

into ball clubs, and the loafers that can play

ball best cany off all the honors. It seems to

me, Timothy, that we are getting considerable

ahead of the days of prophecy. The plowshares

and pruning hooks is the Bible ideal of a per-

fect state of societ}r
. When grown up men ex-

change plowed fields and orchards for the ball

ground, and make a bat stick their coat of arms,

I think they are progressing the wrong way."

This set me to thinking about this base ball

business. For it has ceased to be a mere amuse-

ment, and, with some people, has got to be as

much of a business as catching fish or making
brooms. I believe in the division of labor and
in new kinds of business, but it is a question

whether this is going to add anything to the

common wealth or happiuess. I believe in ath-

letic sports and games of skill, and have no
doubt that there is a place for them in every

well-regulated society. Base ball, as we used

to play it when I was a boy at school, was a

very healthful recreation. It was a change

from sedentary habits that the boys needed. I

should think it might be a good thing for col-

lege boys and clerks in the city. But what do
people want of it whose lives are already full

of labor ? It can only add to their weariness,

and detract from the interest and pleasure that

every man should take in his daily toil. After

a man has spent three or four hours in a game,

he is pretty well used up for the day, and is in

rather poor trim for work next morning. Base
ball, as it is played now, is getting to be a great

nuisance.

It seriously interferes with the business of life.

Seth Twiggs' case is just what has happened to

me a dozen times this summer, and is hap-

pening all over the country. When I get a

gang of men into the hay field, and have the

hay all ready to go into the barn, I do not want
to have half of them cpiit at three o'clock in the

afternoon for a ball match. It breaks up all my
plans for the clay, and necessarily leaves a part

of my hay to stand out over night. Over in

Shadtown, they build ships, and when a man
gets a contract to drive his ship through in a

given time, it's a great vexation to have a part

of his force absent two or three days in a week,
to attend a ball match. Many kinds of mechani-
cal labor are done by contract, and it subjects a

contractor to very serious loss if he cannot de-

pend upon his laborers.

It is a great waste of time and money, and
few men can afford it. Most laboring men need
the avails of their six days' work for the sup-
port of their families and for the accumulation
of capital enough to carry on business for them-

selves. One day in the week is a serious loss

to them. But if a man joins a base ball club,

the loss of time is only a small item. He must
have a suit expressly to play ball in, costing,

say twenty-five dollars. Then, there must be a

club-room, nicely fitted up, where the members
meet for business, and on state occasions, when
they receive guests from abroad. Then they

must have their entertainments—which means
sprees. Then they must, of course, accept all

invitations to attend matches, no matter at how
great a distance. Come to foot up the invilia-

tion fees, taxes, traveling expenses, sprees, and
lost time, a young man finds himself three or

four hundred dollars out of pocket at the close

of the year. This may be all very agreeable

pastime, but how few can afford it even in the

city ! And if they could, there are still more se-

rious objections to it.

It lewis very naturally to bad company. I

know the young men that make up the ball

clubs of Hookertown, Shadtown, and the White
Oaks, and I have seen their guests. They are

not such men as I should want my John to asso-

ciate with. Some of them are what they call gen-

tlemen's sons, with plenty of money and no
business, which is very bad. Others have busi-

ness, and neglect it to play ball, wliich is still

worse. Some are average farmers and mechan-
ics, rather green at the play, not yet spoiled,

but in a fair way to be. Others are confirmed

loafers, rather seedy, and far on the downhill

road. They are vulgar and profane; but

pitch, bat, and catch splendidly, for the game
is their only business. It can't do a young man
much good to be brought in contact with such

characters. The manners and morals of the

ball ground are much more likely to mar than

to mend him. The tendency of the game, as

now managed, is toward idleness, gambling, and
dissipation. It makes good ball players, but

bad farmers and mechanics, bad husbands and
fathers. I am not ready to have the plow beams
whittled into ball clubs just yet.

Then it is rather a low aim in life. There is

something noble in making a first-rate farmer.

That means cheaper bread and meat for the na-

tion. To be a good mechanic is praiseworthy.

It means better homes for the people, and better

tools to do their work. But to be a first-rate

ball player, or to be one of a champion nine,

—what does it amount to ? If Shadtown beats

the White Oakers all hollow, who is the better

for it? General Trowbridge came through

Hookertown last week in his splendid turn-out,

and when opposite the widow Taft's, a little

noisy cur came out, and barked at his carriage,

as if he thought he could stop it. He succeeded,

and the general jumped out, and walloped the

cur soundly, and sent him yelling through the

gate. This brought the widow to the door in a

somewhat excited state ;

l: Wall, gineral, that's

a big victory for you ! You've whipt a one-

eyed cur." It strikes me that the base ball vic-

tories are about on a par with the general's.

Shadtown is triumphant, but. the White Oakers

still live. Yours, to command,
TDIOTHY BtJNKEB, Est}.

Hookertown, Oct. 25th, 1867.

great deal more indigestible woody fibre than

either clover hay or good meadow hay. Prof.

V. thinks it mi slit be more valuable if fed green.

The Kidney Vetch.—The Kidney Vetch,

{Anthyllii Vulneraria,) one of the wild plants

of England, having been proposed as a valuable

forage plant, was analysed by Prof Voelcker.

The plant was examined in the form of hay,

with the result that it was found to contain

scarcely half the amount of fatty matters, was

poorer in flesh-forming compounds, and had a

"Walks and Talks on the Farm.—No. 48.

{Contimiedfroynpage 440.)

We have a cheese factory in successful opera-

tion here in the wheat district, and another is

about to be established. This is what I have

always wished. I do not see why we cannot

make as good cheese here as is made in Her-

kimer County or the Western Reserve. We can

raise just as good grass, and more of it. With
plenty 'of wheat, barle}', and oat straw, corn

stalks, pea and bean haulm, and clover hay so

abundant that many farmers still plow it under

for manure, we can winter our cows much
cheaper than in the daily districts. On my farm

I can winter three times as much stock as I

keep through the summer. In the dairy dis-

tricts, where the farms are devoted almost ex-

clusively to grass, and where, consequently, the

cows must be wintered principally on hay, the

number of cows to be kept must be determined

by the ability of the farmer to carry them

through the winter.

The cost of feeding a coWon hay through the

winter must form a large item in the expense

of keeping a dairy, and yet it is strange that

nearly all our writers on dairying say little on

this point. They give us very minute directions

as to feeding the cows in the spring, after they

come in, but say nothing in regard to feeding

them during the winter. And yet it seems to

me the latter is, if anything, the more important

point. The cow needs to accumulate strength

during the winter to enable her to stand the

great strain on her constitution during calving,

as well as through the long period of milking.

A cow will eat 3 pounds of hay a day to each

100 pounds of her live weight. If she weighs-

800 pounds, she will eat 24 pounds of hay, or

168 pounds a week. If fed on hay alone from

December 1st to May 1st, (22 weeks,) she would

consume 3,696 pounds. A cow weighing 1000

pounds would eat in the same time 4,620 pounds,

or a little over 2'| 4 tons. Horsfall, the best author-

ity we have on feeding dairy cows, says it re-

quires 20 pounds of hay a da}^ for the mainte-

nance of a store cow. In other words, it takes

this amount merely to support tiie vital func-

tions—the cow will give no milk, nor increase

in weight. She will merely live. According to

this, it requires a little over a ton and a half of

hay to keep a cow from December to May, with-

out getting anything in return. When cows arc

fed three per cent, of their live weight, of good

hay, per day, we may reasonably expect more

or less milk, or an increase in flesh or fat.

If it takes 20 pounds of hay a day to keep a

cow alive, we should never forget that all our

profit comes from the food the cow consumes

over and above this amount. Mr. Horsfall had

a cow that, for the sake of the experiment, he fed

on hay alone. She was a rather small cow, but

noted for her usefulness as a good milker. At

the time of calving her third calf, November

12th, she was in rather high condition, and gave

17 quarts of milk a day. On the 1st of January,

at the commencement of the experiment, she

weighed 980 pounds, and was giving lo'| 2 quarts

of milk a day. She was allowed all the hay

she would eat, and consumed, on an average,

28 pounds per day. On March 5th, her yield

had fallen off to 9'
|
: quarts per day, and the cow

then weighed only 896 pounds—a loss of 84

pounds. On the average, during the experiment

of nine weeks, she gave 12'| 3 quarts per day.
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Another cow fed according to Mr. Horsfail's

system on steamed food, gave 18 quarts per day

at the time of calving, October 8th, and at the

commencement of the experiment, January 1st,

15'| 2 quarts per day. She then weighed 1093

pounds. She gave, on the average, 14 quarts per

day, and at the end of the experiment weighed

1176 pounds—again of 56 pounds.

Mr. Horsfall figures up the result as follows

:

No. 1. Average yield of milk per day 12'£ quarts @
I cents $3.50

Deduct loss of flesh, <)}i @ 1-3 cents.... 1.19

$•2.83

23 pounds of hay per day, Sh $17.14 per ton 1.6S

Profit per week $0.70

Mo, 2. Average yield of milk per day 14 quarts, @
4 cents $3.92

flain of flesh 6';i pounds, fl> 12 cents 73

$4.87

Hay, 63 pounds per week 54c.

^traw and oat shells 30c.

Mangel wurzel 24c. $1.0S

Rape-cake. 35 pounds ; Bran, 10SS

ponnds : Halt combs, 10'i p'nds;

Bean meal, 10!4 pounds 97 2.05

Profit per week $2.62

" The richer quality of the manure," Mr. H.

' well observes, " will probably compensate for

the extra labor, cooking, and attention bestow-

ed." The profits from the cow fed on hay are

TO cents per week, while from the cow fed on
rich food they are $2.02 per week. It is true, if

we take merely the cost of the food and the

value of the milk, the profit from the two cows
is nearly identical, or $1.83 from the hay-fed

cow, and $1.87 from the high-fed cow. And
there are man)- people who would figure in this

way. They would leave out of the question

the gain or loss of flesh.

The 9'| 3 pounds of flesh which the cow lost

per week either went to make milk or to sup-

port the animal. It was equivalent to a certain

amount of food. Thanks to the investigations

of Lawes and Gilbert, we know what this flesh

which an animal lost is composed of, or, at all

events, we know what the flesh which an ani-

mal gains is composed of, and we may well sup-

pose that within certain limits they are identical.

One hundred pounds increase of beef cattle is

composed of:

Water S4.6 pounds
Mineral matter 1.47 "

Nitrogenous compounds 7.69 "

Fat 66.2 "

Now it is very evident that 13 cents per pound
i^ rather a low estimate of the value of such

animal food.

The carcass of a half-fat ox is composed of—
Water 54.00 per cent.

Mineral matter 5.so "

Nitrogenous compounds 17.S " "

Fat..." 22.6 " "

Even the carcass of a " fat ox" contains 45.6

per cent, of water ; and such beef sells in New
York for 17 cents per pound, and I think it

would not be difficult to show that butchers and

consumers really pay us from 20 to 25 cents for

eveiy pound of increase we put on a well

bred, half-fat ox. What does a thin steer sell for

in New York, and what a fat.one V I have fre-

quently seen " extra " cattle quoted at 18 cents,

and "inferior" at 8 ets. But let us assume that

a "half-fat ox" brings 12 cents per lb. " estimat-

ed dressed weight for the four quarters," and
the '• fat ox " 17 cents. The " half-fat ox," anal-

ysed by Lawes aud Gilbert, weighed, alive, after

fasting, 1233 pounds; the carcass, 797"
, pounds.

Ai 12 cents per pound, he would bring $95.73.

The" fat ox," aualysed by Lawes aud Gilbert,

weighed, alive, after fasting, 1419 pounds, and
dressed 939'| a pounds. At 17 cents per lb. this

ox would bring $149.71.

Now, the difference between the two, in live

weight, is 187 pounds. One was kept fatting

till he had increased 187 pounds more thau the

other. Mr. Horsefall reckons this increase of

flesh at 13 cents per pound. What do the New
York butchers estimate it at ? At 13 cents per

pound, it comes to $32.44. But the butchers

will pay $95.73 for the one animal, and $149.71

for the other. In other words, they pay for this

187 pounds of increased live weight $53.98, or

over 283
|4 cents per pound.

This 9'| 3 pounds of flesh which the cow lost

each week would contain over 6 pounds of fat,

equivalent to over 7 pounds of butter. There is

no record of how much butter the 12'| = quarts

of milk contained, but it would be of full aver-

age quality if it gave a pound a day, and conse-

quently the whole of the butter obtained might

have come from the fat which had been stored

up in the cow previous to calving. But this 9'| 3

pounds of flesh, so called, would contain only

about 12 ounces of nitrogenous compounds,

while the milk obtained during the week con-

tained probably six or seven pounds. Nearly

the whole of this must have come from the food.

And this will account, in some measure, for the

well kuown fact that milch cows require a more
nitrogenous food than fattening animals.

But excuse me. Tou have been out in the

cold all day, aud I know that a warm stove and

a talk about "nitrogenous food" will put any

farmer to sleep.

The matter has, however, a very important

practical beariug, and a young farmer, at least,

should make himself acquainted with the sub-

ject. The old people may be excused. It is

just as easy to learn the difference between ni-

trogenous food and carbonaceous food as it is

to learn the difference between haw and gee.

But I will not use the terms any more than i3

necessary. In short, it may be said that theory

and practice both indicate that it is most eco-

nomical to feed milch cows high enough to en-

able them to give all the milk they can secrete,

and to lay on fat at the same time.

The drouth still continues in this section, and

fears are entertained that winter may set in

before we have rain enough to start the springs.

Should such be the case, we shall surely be

troubled to get water for the stock. Many
farmers now have to drive their cattle to the

canal or to the nearest stream ; and water for

the hogs has to be carried in barrels. It has

been vain to think of fall plowiug. Heavy

soil is as dry and as hard as a rock—and it is

this kind of land, rather thanthe saudy loams,s

that is most benefited by fall plowing. Wheat
has come up very unevenly. Where the ground

is loose and moist, tho wheat is too rank ; while

on the dry, lumpy "clay spots," much of it is

barely out of the ground. It has been splendid

weather for doing fall work—digging potatoes,

husking corn, etc. But the stalks are so dry

aud brittle, that it is almost impossible to tie up

the bundles. Pigs that are well fed grow rap-

idly this mild weather, but com is so high that

farmers are selling them before they are half or

quarter I'at. Buyers are picking them up at

about 5 cents per pound. One of my neighbors

was selling cider the other day, and was

asked if he had put any water in it. "Water,"

said he, "no, sir; not this year. Water i~ a

good deal scarcer than cider."

The Cotton Moth.—(Ophiusa xylina.')

Again the destructive larvae of this insect have
done great damage to the cotton crop.

Of late years their reappearance has been
more frequent, and at shorter intervals, al-

though not always over the entire cotton-grow-

ing region.

It is strange that so little has been published
of theirnature and habits ; and that of that little

still less has been at all correct. Here is a rep-

resentation of the parent moth, as nearly cor-

rect as it is possible to make wood cuts which
must be printed on ordinary paper by a power
press. Few ofthe beautiful and delicate markings
can be shown ; but in form, true proportions,

and general markings, the likeness is correct. So
of the larva, or Cotton-worm, and the chrysalis.

The insect has neverbeen even authoritatively

named.

Pabricius describes an entirely different insect

under the name of JSfoctua xylina.

Jay gives a pretty good description of the

true Cotton-moth, styling it Noetua xylina,

" which name," the late Dr. T. W. Harris re-

marks in a letter to the writer of this, "was a

good and proper name for the insect, as the

subject was understood by Mr. Jay, who did

not pretend to know much of the Lepidoptera.

Ophiusa xylina better accords with the present

state of the science." That name, first published

by myself, on the above authority, seems now to

he adopted. I will spare you any lengthy his-

tory of the previous appearances of the insects,

or any attempt at a scientific disquisition, and

confine myself to a familiar sketch of their

habits, and their effects upon the crop, probable

manner of hybernatiug, and possible means of

heading them off.

It is difficult, nay, well-nigh impossible, to

speak positively as to the wliere or tcJien of the

first appearance of an insect which spreads itself

over so vast an extent of country, aud possesses

such wonderful powers of migration for a thing

so frail.

This present year, I heard of them early in

June, as being then at work in a small crop of

Sea Island or Long-stapled Cotton on the farm of

Judge Jones, at Virginia Point, on the main-laud

opposite the city of Galveston—the extreme

southern portion of the main-land at that point.

Although doubts were expressed as to their

beiug the real "Simon pure," I found they were

so. They were few in number, and thinly

spread over a scattering crop of cotton. They

had been reported on the extreme southern

plantations at the mouth of the Brazos and of

Old Caney rivers, some 50 or 60 miles west and

south of Virginia Point, several days before.

They soon spread northward, utterly destroying

the crops in some localities, doing partial dam-

age to others, and in some places appearing

only in small numbers. In old times, the injury

would have beem deemed quite serious where-

ever they appeared, but now, all of the cotton

the worm spared will not be picked.

And this has been the invariable history of

their advent each season of their appearance.

They first show themselves to the extreme

south and south-west, and thence spread rapid-

ly into the interior.

The worm cauuot exist without a plentiful

supply of its only food. The egg is extremely

fragile, and deposited, I believe, invariably on

the leaf of the cotton plant. In no instance

have I been able to keep the chrysalis long be-

yond the time of the appearance of the perfect

insect. It is the Mot/t, then, that hybernates.
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The winters upon the Texas seaboard are

mild and of short duration. Very frequently

the cotton plant is in leaf all winter. I was

shown a prodigiously tall and strong stalk of

cottou, cut from a stool of the plant, which had

become perennial, or had at least held its own
for many winters, in the lovely Valley of the

Guadaloupe, not far from the village of Cueio,

throwing up these immense shoots each spring.

Now, under these circumstances, the life of

the moth would need to be

preserved but a very few

weeks, to enable it to per-

form its errand, in perpetu-

ating its species. The first

deposited eggs and the first

larvoe would be exposed to

many casualties; yet, a very

few escaping these, would
- '=>' vtorm.

soon pro(juce untold mil-

lions. I have never been able to preserve the moth
alive longer than from three to seven days.

But the period of the existence of all such in-

sects depends so greatly upon the degree of

moisture and heat of the atmosphere, their

supply of food, etc., that that is no criterion.

During the lifetime of the moth, in summer,

they may be seen in the evening, flitting from

blossom to blossom of the cotton plant, the cow-

pea, etc., feeding upon the nectar of the flowers.

The female deposits from four to six hundred

eggs, thinly scattered over the under side of the

leaves of the cotton plant. The egg is minute,

round, flattish, and of a whitish-green color.

The lanes arehatched forth in from two to five

days ; almost invariably in two days of moist,

warm weather. When hatched, they are very

minute. About the fifth and sixth days, they

begin to iucrease rapidly in size, and are vora-

ciously destructive. Prom the tenth to the fif-

teenth day, generally about the eleventh and

twelfth, they enter the chrysalis state. The
worm draws the edge of a leaf over itself, by

means of numerous silken threads, until com-

pletely enveloped, and there, if undisturbed, un-

dergoes its transformation. Fig. 1 represents a

full-grown worm. Fig. 2 is an outline of a

jnetb, to show its natural size, and fig. 3 a moth
enlarged to show its markings more distinctly.

A very few days are required by the worm of

the second or third crop to devour not only

every leaf, blossom bud, and blossom, but the

caly c leaves, also, at the base of the bolls, fully

ana partially grown ; when the lobes which hold

the cotton open entirely back, and allow the

cotton to drop on the merest touch.

From this sketch of the nature and habits of

these insects, it will be seen how difficult, if not

impossible, would be the task of destroying

them by the use of the finger and

thumb or scissors, as in the case

ol the tobacco worms, which are

of great size and few in number
comparatively. I have experi-

mented with every means that

has been suggested through an

active outdoor life; and the con-

clusion arrived at, is : Destrov „.. „
. „ Pig. "•—MOTH.

the moth, as you may, with fires

and lights, or pick off and kill the worm; if a

single cotton grower in a large district neg-

lects to do the same, your labor is in vain.

I7te plant must be rendered obnoxious to the

moth, so that she will not deposit her eggs upon
it. Then j-our indolent or indifferent neighbor

suffers for his neglect instead of yourself.

Investigations and experiments recently made,
at home and in Europe, to find a cure for Scab

and Foot-rot in sheep, led me to the discovery

that, of all known substances, the comparatively

recently discovered acid, known as Carbolic,

formed into a samponaceous compound, was
the most obnoxious to all insect life.

I brought home a moderate quantity of JTc-

DougaWs Sheep Dip, and first experimented with

that. It is, in fact, a Carbolic soft soap, into a

solution of which sheep are dipped, and thereby

cured of scab.

But I found that the insects in our clear,

warm, dry climate possess a strength, vitality,

and power of revivication, if I may use the ex-

pression, unknown to the same species in Eng-

land ; and that to destroy the scab insect, fleas

on dogs, etc., a much stronger solution had to

be used here than there, and under different

treatment.

But in the yet more recently discovered Cresy-

lic Acid we have the very thing that was wanted.

I will leave the manufacturers of this soap to

speak for themselves,—except as to our present

subject. I found that upon the cotton plants

sprinkled with a solution of this soap, no cotton

moth thereafter deposited an egg !

Is not this fact worthy of further experiment,

not only on the cotton plant, but upon all other

vegetable life threatened by insects,—the plum

_^ by the curculio
;

the apple and
pear by the can-

ker-worm ; the

grape and the

rose by the rose-

bug; all young
plants by aphi-

des, and, above

all, the wheat by
the fly? Soon
after the Cotton-

worm first ap-

peared, this sea-

son, I urged that

others should try

similar exper-

iments. Man}'

did so, and al-

most every experimenter made the same re-

port—"if the mixture is used in sufficient

strength to hill the worm, it also destroys the

leaf of the plant." Exactly. But there is no
necessity for trying to destroy the worm. Let
him go, if any are there, but prevent the moth
depositing any more eggs. Tours, T. A.

Fig. 3.—MOTH ENXABGED.

Poultry—Close Breeding, etc.

It is gratifying to observe the rapid increase

of a very healthy interest in poultry and poultry

breeding, which is manifesting itself almost all

over the country. An American Society has

been formed, which it is hoped will take high

ground, uniting the various clubs, societies, and
individual poultry breeders in various parts of

North America, and being by them used for ad-

vancing their own interests by exchange of birds,

information, etc. , besides the advantage in having

a certain uniformity of rules and standards.

Writing to the Agriculturist on this general sub-

ject, 3Ir. S. B. Heiyes, ofYork Co., Pa., remarks:

"A.greater interest than heretofore has re-

cently been manifested in poultry, because of

the great number of reliable persons who have

gone into importing and rearing valuable varie-

ties of poultry, both for ornament and use.

That the general interest is greater is plainly

seen from the crowds assembling around the

poultry coops at Cur County fairs, where a

greater and better variety of all domestic fowls

has been placed upon exhibition than our State

fairs could boast of a few years ago.

While this is the fact, there are a great many
truths which can be promulgated only by the

united action of individuals, as a society. The
majority of breeders are ignorant of the many
evils (and of the few good results) attending

close, or in-and-in, breeding. They start out

with a few noble specimens, and in a very few-

years their darling fowls have lost size and good
qualities; they become discouraged, and abandon
every effort to raise fine poultry. Proper in-

struction from well organized societies would
obviate this. 'Permit me to state two remark-

able phenomena, results of close breeding, that

were submitted to my consideration lately.

Jos. Shuman, near Tork Co., Pa., a gentleman

who raises nothing but Sumatra game, (having

procured his stock from Albertus Welsh, who
bought of Bennett's imported stock,) by contin-

ually breeding from the same strain has pro-

duced perfectly white Sumatras ; a change

from black to white. They are beautiful speci-

mens, with dark legs, and compact bodies con-

taining greater weight in small superficies than

any other breed with which I am familiar.

Samuel Dick, Esq., of the same County, from a

stock of Buff Shanghaes, which I have also

traced back to importation, has also produced

fine specimens of pure wJiite. May not the

White Leghorn have been produced by breeding

from the same strain of Black Spanish ? They
possess all their characteristics, and, if bred

closely, will produce black offspring, which I

know beyond a doubt. That good may result

from this practice, I do not deny, but that "like

will produce like," is not always true when we
overstep the bounds of nature.

It is conceded that all of our varieties of tur-

keys have sprung from the wild bird. Domesti-

cation and in-and-in breeding have given us

fowls differing widely from the original in color,

bearing, and size, and possessing traits unknown
in the original, as the custom of the White

Holland turkey to lay extensively in the fall."

Breeding of Swine,

The careless way in which swine are bred en-

tails upon them enfeebled constitutions, prone-

ness to disease, inability to make, the best use

of their feed, grow rapidly, fatten rapidly, and

make hard, firm flesh, with little offal. Close

attention to breeding and to health will quickly

develop in this plastic race an astonishing apti-

tude to take on fat, rapid change of form, ap-

proaching nearer and nearer whatever may be

taken as a standard, and a soundness of consti-

tution which is increasingly hereditary. We
have not a doubt that many of the ills from

which mankind suffer come directly or indirect-

ly from pork eating. Nevertheless, we believe

that reasonable attention to the health of swine

would result in so much greater healthfulness of

pork, that it might be eaten by persons able to

take so hearty food, with impunity. Jefferson

Co., N. Y., has long been noted for its fine hogs.

The State fairs have repeatedly witnessed fine

exhibitions coming from that County, and we
have almost come to regard any Jefferson Co.

farmer as authority on hogs. Mr. M. Pierson,

who dates thence, writes

:

1 was glad to see something in the Agricv.1-

turist in regard to breeding this indispensable,

yet most neglected, carelessly fed and bred, of

all domestic animals—the hog. Messrs. Bidwell

Bros., of Minnesota, speak well in their surges-
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tipns on the breeding of swine, in the August

No., p. 279, of the Agriculturist. But they do

not cover the whole ground. In the first place

we do not pay attention enough to the breed.

"We should get the best breed we can find, and

then be very particular Jiow we breed. The
great object is to get a hog that will make the

greatest weight on a given amount of food, in

a given lime, with the least offal. As the hog

is the only animal that is bred for flesh alone, it

should be so managed that it will pay to raise

and fatten them for breeding animals. We
should select those approaching nearest our ideal

of a perfect hog, and avoid in-and-in breeding.

In crossing or lining we should be careful to

correct defects in one, by selecting for its mate

another good in those particular points in which

the former fails, and always keep our breeders

after they have been tested and found to be

what we want as long as they will breed. And
always keep them fleshy, as flesh will become a

natural condition after a few generations, if

they are not allowed to run down. I believe

we may just as well have a breed that will

mature in eight or ten months and dress from 300

to 400 lbs., and this done too, on three-fourths

the food that it would require to attain the

same weight with our " old-fashioned hogs " in

eighteen or twenty months, and au inferior qual-

ity of pork at that. I am not a swine breeder,

but I know how it is done, and how it should

be done, for I have a neighbor who has put the

foregoing practical rules to the test for the past

ten years, and his pigs are easily made to dress

350 to -100 lbs. at nine months, as hundreds of

pork makers in this county can affirm. And I

have no doubt that this County alone is more
than ten thousand dollars betlcr off for his en-

terprise in this direction. He is rewarded by
having made a fortune in the business. Not
only this County but this State and many others,

as well as Canada, are yearly benefited by one

man conducting this business in a sensible

way, and as every other sensible farmer should."

[We can mention other good farmers who are

doing much in the same way, and are making
hog-raising forpork, profitable even at the East.

For ourselves we very well know that there is no
profit in raising hogs for pork alone, unless

prices of corn rule low, and those for pork, high.

It is not for their flesh alone that we raise hogs,

but for their service as manure makers, and this

should be borne in mind b}r the farmer.

—

Ed.]

Killing Time for Hogs and Beef.

The subject of killing domestic animals for

food comes directly home to every farmer and

farmer's wife in the country. Slaughtering is not

so pleasant to ihe farmer as the preliminary

labors of breeding, raising, and fattening, neither

are the labors it imposes upon the good-wife

so agreeable as preparing the fat spare-ribs and

sirloin roasting pieces for the table, yet both

are equally necessary.

It is very desirable to have cold weather for

the operation, and as our cold days are very

likely to come in threes or fours, there seldom

being more than four consecutive very cold days,

and usually but three, it is best to be ready, and

take the first clear cold day for the work, and

trust to the two following to freeze what meat

is to be kept fresh. In regard to pork, that is

almost all to be salted or smoked, this is not

very important, yet it is much more convenient

and pleasant to handle meat that is firm and

cold than that which is flabby.

The most convenient way for a farmer to handle

heavy hogs in slaughtering is to have a block

and tackle to swing the hog by while bleeding,

the rope being made fast to one hind leg below

the hock. By the same tackle he is lifted and

lowered into the tub of hot water in scalding for

the removal of the bristles. The dressing table

should be level with the tub, and as soon as one

hog is scalded and lifted out upon the table, the

rope may be attached to another. It will not be

necessary to use the tackle to lift the hogs out of

the tub, for this miy be done easily if two ropes,

held apart by three or four rungs, like a piece of

rope-ladder, are fastened to the table, and lie in

and across the tub, so that the hog will lie upon

them ; taking hold of the ends of the ropes two
men can lift and roll out a heavy hog easil}-.

In cutting up beef, it is important to remem-
ber that the object is not simply to get it all into

small pieces, but to have the pieces of such shape,

and so cut with relation to the bones, that the

meat will cook to the best advantage, cut up

well, appear well ou the table, and more than

all, be most palatable and nutritious. All this de-

pends much upon the cutting up of the carcass.

There are many approved ways of doing this,

and we cannot now discuss them, but may give

two general hints, which, if followed, will be

satisfactory to everybody. First, cut so that the

pieces, when brought to the table, may be cut

across the fibre, as squarely as possible. Second,

so divide the carcass that each part shall have

its due proportion of bone. This is difficult in-

deed, for the shins and knuckles will have much
bone and little meat, the end of the ribs too, aud

the piece including the great bones of the hip

and pelvis will be disproportionately bony, aud

pieces cut from the leg for smoked beef and

salting may properly be quite free from bone;

nevertheless, retail butchers know they must

ever try to make a fair division of the bone

among their customers, aud the result is much

more satisfactorily shaped pieces than if this

principle were not heeded.

•_— » i

Indian Corn—Fertilization—How to Gain

Two Ears to a Stalk.

A few weeks since a gentleman handed us

two neatly made sections of ears of Western

com, from the farm of Wm. F. Thompson, Lo-

gan County, 111. In themselves they were not

very extraordinary, but the sections were care-

full}' cut, and the corn being of a bright yellow

edged with white, in one, and clear yellow in the

other, contrasted beautifully with the red scales

on the outside of the cob, and with the clear

white within. "We have not a doubt that many
of the readers of the Agricultitristv;\\\ be struck

with the beauty of these rosette-like figures, and

be surprised to find out what they are, for there

are many among them familiar with the Dent

or Horsetoolh corn only a? it comes to market,

and with whom a 10-rowed or 12-rowcd variety

of corn is a rarity. The corn of the North- east-

ern States is the 8-rowed white or yellow flint,

the season generally being too short for the

Dent varieties. In the smaller figure, (0,)

at several points, the filament connecting

the kernel with the pith in the center of the

cob may be distinctly traced. In all, it might

have been dissected out, with a little care. At

the opposite end cf the kernel there is a little

elevated point at which another filament, the

silk, was attached. Through the silk, as is

well known, the fertilizing influence of the pol-

len, coming Irona me "spindles" or "tassels,"

at the tops of the corn stalks in the field, de-

scends to the kernels. Now, inasmuch as a

kernel is seldom fertilized by the pollen of the

stalk on which it grows, and, as the kernel is

thus the joint offspring of different corn plants,

variations of coior in the kernels of the same
ear often occur. There are, besides, other in-

fluences communicated which do not show
themselves in the color or shape of the grain.

A remarkable fact has lately been brought to

our attention by Mr. H. S. Bidwell, (Bidwell

Bro's.,) of St. Paul, who was recently traveling

in Tennessee, where he saw a field of common
corn, which usually yields an average of not

more than one good ear to the stalk, bearing

almost uniformly two, and often three ears.

The result, he informs us, had been brought

about in this way. It occurred to the farmer

that, as the kernel usualh- derived its origin, as

we have described, from two different plants, 1

5SPfev.-
~"'

Fig. 1.—SECTION OP 24-ROWED COEN.

saving the seed corn from stalks bearing two

ears was not enough ; he must see to it that the

kernel germs were fertilized by similar stalks.

So he planted every year a special patch for

seed, and carefully cut off all the spindles on

stalks where two or more ears were not set.

The result was an improvement year by year in

the quantity of corn, as well as in the manner in

which it grew. The principle has a wide appli-

cation in the improvement of the different kinds

of farm and garden produce. In the breeding

of animals, the qualities expected from the

male, and those which usually are inherited from

the dam, are to a degree understood, and the

application of similar principles in breeding

Fiu -SECTION OF 23-ROWBD COItN.

vegetables is certainly legitimate. The

above staled has so good .•\ foundation in s

reasoning, that we give it to our readers, an-

ticipating its publication in the "American

Agricultural Annual," which is now in press.
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The New Seedling Potatoes.—This has

been a season to test the new varieties of pota-

toes. The long continued rains have induced

rot, and the disease has prevailed to a much
greater extent than for several years. We
planted the Cnzco on gravelly loam, and had a

good crop, with no appearance of disease. A
neighbor planted the Peachblow on the same

kind of soil, and did not get his seed back again.

A. second neighbor, in an adjoining field, plant-

ed the same, and did not get enough to pay for

his labor. The disease was probably owing en-

tirely to the varieties of the potato planted.

The Cuzco is one of Goodrich's Seedlings which

we have planted for six years with uniform suc-

cess. The Garnet Chili and Pink-eyed Rusty

Coat are equally free from rot, yield well, and

are of fair qualitj'. The Early Goodrich and

the Harison are also sound, and very produc-

tive. The new seedlings are generally much
more free from rot than the old varieties, and

ought to be universally adopted. Millions of

dollars would have been saved to the country if

these seedlings had been planted this season.

Get your stock of seed potatoes early, while

they are plenty and comparatively cheap.

Smoking Meats in a Small Way.

Economical farmer folks and others are often

put to their wits to arrange for smoking the

small quantities of meat they require for their

own households, and to have at the same time

a safe place to keep such meats away from

flies. Barrels are occasionally used to smoke
meat in, and they do very well to give the flesh

the smell and flavor of smoke, but that is all.

Long exposure heats the meat, and often re-

peating the operation is apt to cause decay at

the centre, the smoke not penetrating, and the

warmth affecting the meat. We are inclined to

adopt, at least to make trial of, the following

suggestion, and propose it to our readers as

susceptible of such mod-
ifications as may be

deemed expedient. The
figure represents one of

the casks in which British

hardware is imported,

though any hogshead

will do. They are made

of heavy, hard wood,

thick and strong, and

very strongly hooped.

The heads are easily re-

moved, and the casks

may be made tight by
pitching the seams, if

not by simply tighten-

- -'—:'""" --~— • -
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APPARATUS FOB SMOKING MEATS.

ing the hoops. We mention these because
they are cheaply obtained in most of our
large cities. Take out one head of the cask,
and set in it a number of hooks, upon which
to hang the hams, shoulders, or sausages, cut
a hole in the top in which to insert a 3-inch
tin pipe, extending half way or more to the bot-

tom, and, replacing this head, take out the other.

If the position of the hoops is such that it can
be done, a door may be cut, as shown in the
engraving, through which the interior may be
reached conveniently. If we dig a channel in

the grouud some 8 or 10 feet in length, and lay a

course of 3-iuch drain tiles init, putting in a piece

of old stove pipe in which to make the smoke-

fire at one end, and turning the last tile up per-

pendicularly out of the ground at the other, the

smoke will be sufficiently cooled in its pas-

sage through the tiles, not to affect the meat.

Should the draft be too great or the smoke too

warm, a flat stone might be laid over the end

of the tile, and an inch above it, being support-

ed on stakes or bricks. Our cask may be set

over this; the smoke will

rise and fill it, the tin pipe

drawing it off when filled

down to its end. and provid-

ing a draught, which, if ex-

cessive, may be checked by
pressing the conical top on

tight. Should a door be cut IP!
it would be necessary to

have it close as snugly as

possible, and if one cannot conveniently be

made, the plan is still feasible, for by a block

and tackle the cask may be lifted and held up-

right, and meat put in or taken out.

The cask should be set in a cool shed, or

out-buildiug, with an earth floor, so that in

warm weather, when it wT ill remain some days

unopened, the earth may be brushed up around

the chine to keep flies and insects away more
effectually. During the warm weather an occa-

sional "smudge" would, we think, enable us

to keep well cured meat without difficulty.

• .a»— *-m

Tight Embankments in Draining—Secu-

rity against Muskrats.

say to within three feet of the surface—so that

there shall never be a body of water standimr

within that distance of the dam. It should be

a cardinal rule with all who are engaged in the

construction of such works, never to allow two
bodies of water, one on each side of the bank,

to be nearer than twenty-five yards of each oth-

er, and fifty yards would be better. Muskrats

do not bore through a bank, as is often supposed,

to make a_ passage from one body of water to

another, (they would find an easier roa'd over

The great obstacle to success in reclaiming

salt marshes is the muskrat, as every one knows
who has much experience in this business. You
can shut out the water very readily by making
your embankment high enough and thick

enough. Perfect security against the encroach-

ments of water is only a question of a little more

earth taken from the inside ditch. But while

you are glorying in the completeness of your

work, a family of muskrats locate generally

near the outlet or tide-gate, and commence
their mining operations. They burrow above

and below the tide-gate, and meeting in the mid-

dle the water immediately follows, and a breach

is made in your dyke, the first spring-tide. To
head them off various devices have been sug-

gested and tried ; concrete walls, filling a sec-

tion with clay and ramming, iron plates, planks,

and lastly, plates of burut clay. This last is

suggested by a correspondent who asks : "AYhy

could not the tile men make and sell suitable

tiles—a merchantable article, say 1 foot by 3 feet,

and a half-inch thick ? To facilitate the driving

of these brick plates into the mud, an iron driver

might be made with a blade a foot wide to cut

through the sods and the mud. Do you not think

these could be made cheaply, and that the}'

would answer even better than iron ?" No doubt

brick plank could be made and put in position,

but we do not see the need of them. For mak-
ing the dyke tight immediately around the tide-

gate, we doubt if anything can be found cheaper

and more effectual than good hemlock or chest-

nut plank. These will last fifty years or more,

and if the instincts of the muskrat be studied

a little, we may guard against his assaults.

Col. Waring, in his able work upon Draining

for Profit, says :
" The bed of the creek should

be filled in back of the dam for a distance of at

least fifty yards, to a bight greater than that at

which water will stand in the interior drains

—

EOTANKMEN'T.

the top;) but they delight in any elevated

mound in which they can make their homes
above the water level, and have its entrance be-

neath the surface, so that their land enemies can

not invade them. When they enter for this

purpose, only from one side of the dyke, they

will do no harm, but if another colony is at the

same time boring in from the other side, there

is great danger that their burrows will connect,

and thus form a channel for the admission of

water, and destroy the work. A disregard of

this requirement has caused thousands of acres

of salt marsh that had been enclosed by dykes

having a ditch on each side, (much the cheapest

way to make them,) to be abandoned, and it

has induced the invention of various costly de-

vices for the protection of embankments against

these attacks." These the author condemns.

We have, then, only to keep in mind this in-

stinct of the muskrat to make a dyke perfectly

secure. In fig. 1, we have a view of a dyke
and an inside ditch well adapted to ordinary

locations. The only change we would make in

it, suggested by our experience, is the enlarge-

ment of the border between the dyke and the

ditch. This is put at three feet. We should prefer

tweaty, for greater security against the musk-
rats, and for better drainage. The rats would
probably be content with the ditch border aud

would not touch the bank at all. The drainage

nearest the ditch is most perfect, and the mead-

ow would have the benefit of it, instead of the

bank which does not need it. The strip between

the bank and the ditch is as good as any part of

the reclaimed land, aud could be more conven-

iently mowed aud raked with machines if it

were twenty feet wide, than if it were only three.

It would cost a little more to make this broad

border, but it would be the cheaper in the end.

The greatest inconvenience we ever suffered

from muskrats was their attacks upon the ditch

borders and upon the tide-gate. The borders,

in some places, were honeycombed, and the

tide-gate was repeatedly eaten through until

we lined it with 3-ellow metal, which proved a

little too tough for them. But with all their

assaults, the gate that was put in, in November,

1855, is still doing good service. The idea of

resorting to iron plates, to dam out the sea wa-
ter from the Hackeusack meadows, is simply

ridiculous. That great improvement needs no

such costly outlay. The clay or tenacious mud
found just beneath the surface of a salt marsh

is usually as good a material as could be desired

for an embankment. For a fuller discussion of

this very important matter we refer our readers

to Col. Waring's work.
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Pear Culture on the Connecticut Coast.

A correspondent fromnear Stoninglon, Conn.,

sends us the following notes upon pears:

"Stoningtou, Mystic, and other places near

L. I. Sound, have felt very strongly the recent

impulse given to fruit-growing, and during the

last ten years much progress has been made,

especially in the cultivation of the pear. It is

rare to find out of the vicinity of Boston so

many private gardens so well stocked with good

fruit. The pear does even better near the

shore than the apple. In no one of the last ten

years has there been a general failure of the

crop. It has contributed not a little to the

success of pear culture thai the old pastures of

this early settled town arc quite well stocked

with pear trees. Many seedlings come up in

b3--places, and these, in many instances, have

been transplanted, and make the best of stocks

for grafting. "We have sometimes taken up

these seedlings, six or eight inches in diameter,

by the frozen ball method, and by gradually

grafting them with desirable fruit have got it

early and in great abundance.
" The Flemish Beauty, for the early part of the

period mentioned, was a first-rate variety. The
trees grew with sufficient rapidity, came early

into bearing, gave a fair russet pear with a red

cheek, and it was thought to be one of the best

for this region. But of late years it cracks so

badly that the fruit men are quite out of patience

with it and are grafting it with better sorts.

Il will have to be abandoned. The Beurre

Diel cracks to some extent, and is considered

doubtful. The Duchesse d'Angouleme does

well on the lighter soils, but is hardly worth

cultivating in heavy loams. The Bartlett sus-

tains its well-earned reputation. The Julienne,

on a dry, warm soil, is a first-rate summer pear,

bearing regular and abundant crops. The T3--

son is superb, beautiful in color, and tastes bet-

ter than it looks. The Paradise of Autumn is

of the most exquisite flavor, bears abundantly

every year, and has this remarkable quality that

the imperfect specimens are nearly deficient in

flavor. It is worthy of much more general

cultivation. The St. Ghislain is also about as

good as it can be, and bears regular and abund-

ant crops. It has a very sprightly, vinous, fla-

vor, that leaves nothing to be desired. The
Belle Lucrative is an early and abundant bearer

upon the quince, and good enough -for those

who like a rich, saccharine fruit. The Musk-

ingum is perhaps the most popular pear of this

region. Il comes in about a week or ten days

earlier than the Bartlett, is nearly as large, is a

much better fruit, and bears uniformly good

crops every year. The Vicar of Winkfield, al-

ways a good baking pear, is here, when well

grown, good enough for any man's table. We
have eaten it in January when it was quite

equal to the White Doyenne. The Blood-

good is very poor, or we have been exceedingly

unfortunate in the specimens produced. The
Dearborn's Seedling improves as the trees get

age, but at its best estate i< hardly up to its rep-

utation. The Olou Morceau very generally

cracks as badly as the While Doyenne. But we
saw a large basket of them at Mystic, this fall,

Ihc product of a single tree, worthy of their high-

est fame. Pear culture lias taken deep root

here, and will be likely lo spread into orchard

culture. The. crop is so generally reliable that

it could not fail to be largely profitable."

cious treatment, provided the freezing is not very

severe. The way to complete the wrork of the

frost is to bring the plant into a warm room, or,

still worse, to attempt to thaw it with warm wa-

ter. Leave it in a cool place where the thaw-

ing will be very gradual, and where the sun

will not reach it. Trees frozen in transporta-

tion are to be treated in a similar manner.

Place the box or parcel in a dark, cool cellar,

or, if it be not convenient to do that, cover it

thickly with straw or coarse hay, or bury it in

the earth—any way to avoid a sudden change.

The Papaw.

The Papaw, {Asimina triloba), called also the

Custard Apple, is widely distributed over the

Western and Southern States. Its favorite lo-

calities are the bottom lands, though it grows

readily on higher ground, and thousands of the

young seedlings are seen springing up in the

fresh clearings. The tree grows to the bight of

thirty feet, and begins to bear fruit quite early,

when it may be called a shrub. The fruit is

three or four inches long, and more resembles

the fig banana in shape and size than anything

we are acquainted with. It is less regular in its

form and more rounded at the ends. It is of a

greenish-yellow color when ripe, has a thin,

delicate skin, and a sweetish pulp, in which

are imbedded a dozen or more seeds, looking

like thin, brown beans. The engraving rep-

resents one of the na-

tural size. The leaf,

flower and fruit are il-

lustrated in Jan., 1864,

page 20. The fruit is

highly relished by some

even heard it eulogized

as the most delicious of all. But to most tastes

it is lacking in character. It is even more neu-

tral than fresh ripe figs, which many consider

insipid. It is abundantly offered for sale, with

other fall fruits, in the markets of Louisville and

other Western cities. We occasionally noticed

trees standing in the yards of that city, and near

the farm-house3 in Indiana, but we are not

aware that any systematic attempts have been

made for its cultivation, or that any departures

have taken place from the native type of the

forests. The original fruit is much more prom-

ising than many of those which have been so

long cultivated and are now so highly prized.

If it were taken in hand by the pomologists we
have no doubt it could be made to break into

rich and palatable varieties and become as pop-

ular as the banana, which is now quite as com-

mon and cheap in the New York market as

the pear. The tree is as ornamental as the

cherry, which it somewhat resembles in general

contour. Though a native of regions lying

south of forty degrees of North latitude, it

would probably bear removal aud become accli-

mated several degrees further north, and keep

company with the peach and the cherry. Could

the Horticultural Societies of the Western

States do better than lo offer a handsome pre-

mium for the first new variety of the Papaw?

PAPAW SEED

persons, and we have

Frozen Plants.—When plants in pois be-

come frozen, they may often be saved by judi-

Constitution of a Horticultural Society.

Numerous requests have been made tor a

form of constitution for a Horticultural Society.

The best, we have seen is that of the Warsaw,

111., llorl. Society, because it is the briefest.

We are indebted to Mr. P. Starr for a copy of

this constitution, lo which we have made some

slight amendments When a body of live hor-

ticulturists meet for the promotion of the cause,

they will, if animated by the right spirit,

prefer to be troubled with as little constitution

as possible. There are in every community
certain individuals who like to belong to soci-

eties for the opportunity it gives them to show
their powers in expounding the constitution.

We have known more than one society broken
up because it had too strong a constitution.

Another great trouble in all such societies is

the everlasting talker, who occupies time, but

never says anything. The hard work in all

such associations falls upon a few, and it is

well to put those in office who have horticul-

ture at heart, and will work for the»1ove of it.

Constitution. — Sec. 1. This Association

shall be known as " Horticultural Society."

Sec. 2. Its object shall be the advancement of

the science, of Pomology, and of the art of Hor-

ticulture, and the collection aud preservation of

statistics of fruit culture in County.

Sec. 3. Its members shall consist of annual

members, paying an annual fee of one dollar,

and of honorary members, who shall consist

only of persons of distinguished merit in horti-

culture or kindred sciences, who may, by vote,

be invited to participate in the privileges of the

Society. The wives of members shall be mem-
bers without fee. Membership shall cease with

the expiration of the year for which the fee is paid.

Sec. 4. Its officers shall consist of a Presi-

dent, Vice-President, and Secretary, who shall

also act as Treasurer; all of whom shall be

elected at the December meeting in each year,

and serve until their successors are elected.

These shall constitute the Executive Committee.

Sect. o. The Executive Committee shall have

charge of the property of the Society, have

power to call special meetings, and attend to any

executive business not otherwise provided for in

the By-Laws or by especial vote of the Society.

Sec. 6. This Society shall hold monthly

or other meetings as may be determined by By-

Laws or resolution.

Sec. 7. This Constitution may be amended at

any regular meeting by two-thirds vote of the

members present, notice having been given at

the preceding regular meeting.

Foreign Items.—We glean the following

notes from our recent French journals

:

Thomless Gooseberry. — The Billiard Goose-

berry, the fruit of good quality, the bush

rather a slow grower, but without thorns.

Japanese Maples, with much divided and

colored leaves, are figured in rival journal 1
,

which disagree about names. We have known
the same things for several years in the collec-

tion of Mr. James Hogg, of this city, who al-

ways has some rare Japanese or other planta

Gamdlia-flowered Double Peach.—This very

ornamental peach, which we figured two years

or more ago, frnits quite freely in France, and is

said to bear a cling-stone peach of good quality.

Forcing Lilacs.—For the Paris market alone

Lilacs are forced to bloom in winter by the hun-

dred thousand. Witli the necessary heal ami

not much light, the common lilac blooms w hue.
;

Vhseasonabh Flowering.—Near Lyons, and

in other parts of France, the unusually drj sen

son followed by rains, caused the apple, pear,

and plum trees to flower in great numbers

77,,' Sweet Potato as a Window Plant.—This

is recommended as a plant tor the dwelling, on

account of the fine green of its leaves. We have

seen il now and then in Use in this country.
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A MEMBER OF THE HUMANE
[COPYEIGHT SECCEED.]

SOCIETY. — Engraved, for the American Agriculturist, after a Painting by Sir Edwin Landseer.

The Newfoundland Dog.
3

We know it is heretical for an agricultural pa-

per no-w-a-days to see much that is good in dogs,

but we cannot help it, especially when one is

presented to our consideration like this in the

engraving, which is a portrait by Landseer, of

the full-blooded Newfoundland dog which re-

ceived the medal of the Humane Society of

Loudon, for saving the lives of several drown-

ing persons. It is certainly an astonishingly

faithful representation of a good Newfoundland.
This variety is usually classed with the Spaniels,

and is probably in some degree related to the

Esquimaux dogs. There are two quite distinct

families, the large and the small, and these have
indefinitely intermingled. All are marked by
a long bodj', broad chest, pointed head, large

and fully webbed feet, great intelligence, dignity

of demeanor, excessive fondness for water.

The coat is always shaggy or closely curling.

They are animals of great power and endurance,

and by the natives of the island whence they

come, were extensively used for hauling wood
from the back country to the shore ; a pack of

four or six traveling off with what would be a

good load for a horse. The Newfoundland
makes an excellent watch-dog, unless he has
been taught to make friends with everybody,

after which he is nearly worthless for this pur-

pose. Kept chained, he becomes yery alert,

and often unfriendly, though he seldom inflicts

serious injuries. These dogs are possessed of a

peculiar instinct, which lead3 them to bring out

of the water almost everything which falls into

it. Hence the endeavor to rescue drowning

persons, in which they have been successful in

numerous instances. In point of iutelligence

the Newfoundland ranks, among dogs, second

only to the Scotch Cooley or Shepherd dog.

They are the safest of dogs to have as play-

mates for children, and nothing can exceed the

gallant care and attention one will pay his

mistress or her children if allowed to walk

with them, or otherwise act as their protector.

In a careful enumeration of canine virtues,

we think all familiar with this noble breed will

accord to it almost every one. The attachment

of a Newfoundland to his master is great, but

it is remarkable that any person in real distress

need not call in vain upon the dog for aid that

he can give. In the water, with great sagacity

he holds up the drowning man's head and swims
to shore; men or children floundering and
freezing in deep snows are dragged out and

brought to notice ; in fact, wherever he finds a

human being is in distress he serves him if he

can. These noble dogs have repeatedly been

known to undergo great hardships in order to

bring succor to entire strangers. On their native

island, the dogs used to be hard worked during

the winter and turned loose in the spring in a

half-starved condition. Preferring mutton and
game to codfish heads and offal, they are natu-

rally inclined to the sports of the chase, and it is

said that flocks often suffer. No doubt a natural

proclivity thus strengthened is hard to correct

in subsequent generations, — still we do not

think that Newfoundland dogs are worse sheep-

killers than others. Dogs of the large breed of

Newfoundlands often stand 30 to 32 inches

high, while the smaller ones, sometimes called

St. John's dogs, measure only about two feet

—

a notable difference. In character they are

much alike. As a watch-dog the cross with the

Mastiff is greatly valued. When the Setter is

crossed with a dog of the smaller breed, an ani-

mal of great service to the sportsman as a re-

triever, is produced, the dog retaining that

faculty of the Newfoundland which leads it

to bring things out of the water, to fetch and

carry so naturally and handily—while it has

some of the lightness and agility of the Setter.

Upon the island of New Foundland little at-

tention has been paid to breeding these dogs,

and the best animals have been sold freely for

prices very small in comparison with what they

will readily bring in England or the United

States; the result is that the breed of the island

has not improved, and it is probable that better

dogs may be obtained elsewhere. The larger

breed is common upon the coast of Labrador,

and here fine specimens have been obtained.
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BLACK ALDSTi

—

(IU'X vertlcffl.ata. )

Our Showy-fruited Shrubs.

There are many shrubs that are quite as effec-

tive, (if not more so), in fruit as iu flower, and

whicb, upon llie shedding of their leaves prolong;

our enjoyment of them by the pleasing colors

of their berries. Leaving; the exotics out of the

question for the present, we find that our own
shrubs present us with a great range of color,

from the pure white of the Snowberry of the

West, through the rich purple of the Callicarpa

of the South, and the intense scarlet of the

Black Alder, to the black of the Viburnums.

Our present object is to call attention to one

that is so common everywhere that its value

as an ornamental plant has beeu overlooked. In

early winter we find, in many places, the swamps
in a blaze of scarlet, iu strong contrast to the

geueral dreariness of the landscape. This bril-

liant appearance is due to the fruit of the Black

Alder, Ilex rerticillata. By the older botanists

it was called Pri/ws verticillatus, but it is now
regarded as an Ilex or Holly, with deciduous

leaves. The shrub is very common, grows

from rive to ten feet high, and in cultivation can

easily be made to assume a symmetrical form.

The flowers are small, white, and not very

showy, both sterile and fertile ones being borne

on the same bush. The berries are bright scar-

let, very numerous, and contain six or eight

seeds. The above engraving gives the size and

shape of the leaves as well as of the berries.

''Solomon in all his Glory."

We are told that " Solomon in all his glory"

was not arrayed like one of the "Lilies of the

field." While writers have perplexed them-

selves in the endeavor to determine what par-

ticular plant is referred to as the lily of the

field, we think that the

figure has sufficient

force if we accept it as

applying to our garden

lilies, for some of these

have a gorgeousness and

a gloiy truly regal, and

they are " lilies of the

field " in some parts of

the world. We are at a

loss to account for the

comparative rarity of lil-

ies in our gardens, when
the majority of them

possess every element of

popularity. They pre-

sent a great variety in

coloring, bight, time of

flowering, and most of

them are quite hardy

and need not be replant-

ed for several years. It

is true that some of the

rarer sorts are expen-

sive ; the catalogues give

a wide range of prices,

from 15c. to $5.00 pet-

bulb. Those who do not

strive to possess every

new thing can forego the

more rare and costly

ones, and at an expense

of from 30 to 50c. pro-

cure sorts that will be

well worth the money,

and which will in a few

years multiply to such

an extent that one will soon have an abun-

dance of bulbs to give to less fortunate friends.

Our admiration was greatly excited over a box

of lilies sent us last summer by Sir. James Vick,

of Rochester, N. T., which presented some
shades of color we had not before seen. Mr. V.

not only deals in seeds and bulbs, but raises

them, not in a garden, but on a farm, and his

many acres, all aglow with the choicest flowers,

form one of the notable sights to be seen near

that most beautiful of inland cities—Rochester.

All the lily requires is to be planted in a good,

deep, rich, mellow soil, and be let alone, except

to supply a stake to support the taller kinds.

Most of the bulbs will, the first season, make two
that will flower the next year, and each of these

will again subdivide. Besides this, numerous
small bulbs or offsets will be formed, which, af-

ter growing a year or two, will give flowers.

When the clump becomes too crowded, the

bulbs may be lifted iu the fall or very earl}' iu

the spring, divided and replanted. This natur-

al multiplication is usually rapid enough for or-

dinary cultivators, but the florist who iias to

supply them by hundreds and thousands must
work faster. The lily bulb is covered with

scales overlapping one another, and each one

of these scales, which is in realitythe thickened

base of the leaf of the previous season, is capa-

ble, when placed under proper conditions, of

producing a new plant. The scales are care-

fully broken off from the bulb and planted in

sand or sandy earth in boxes, taking care to

leave at least a third of the upper part of the

scale above the surface. The boxes are kept in

a cool green-house, and not too moist, until a

small bulb, (and sometimes two), is found at the

base of each scale. When these bulbs push out

roots, they are potted in richer earth. The outer

scales are generally used for the purpose, and

the bulb is still left in a salable condition. Wo

tukk's cap lilt—{Lilium Zlartagon.)

enumerate a few of the desirable sorts, with the

remark that they may be planted as long as the

ground remains open in the autumn, and as

soon as the frost leaves it iu the spring.

White Lilt, Lilium candidum, one of the

oldest and commonest, as well as the best, of the

genus. Long ago chosen as an emblem of pu-

rity, it has in it those elements of beauty, that,

as old and as common as it is, have enabled it

for nearly two centuries to hold a place in our

gardens against all new comers. There are

double and striped-leaved varieties of this, but

they all appear like monsters when contrasted

with the simple dignity and purity of the

original. It grows about four feet in bight.

The Loxg-flowered Lilt, Lilium longi-

Jlorum, is also while flowered and fragrant, but

it has fewer and much louger flowers than the

foregoing, and grows only about 18 inches high.

The Turk's Cap Lilt, Lilium Jfartagon,

grows from 3 to 5 feet high, bears a great many
flowers, and perhaps varies more in color than

any other species,—from white to deep purple.

Our engraving is taken from a lilac coloredspec-

inicn, with dark purple spots, from Mr. Vick.

The Chaxcedonian Lilt, Lilium Chalce-

donieum, is another tall-growing species with

most brilliant scarlet flowers, the petals of

which are more strongly recurved than those of

the species shown in the engraving. Omitting

many other equally fine species, wc notice the-

Japan Lilies, Lilium speciosum, or L. lanci-

folium of the catalogues. These, which formerly

sold for §5 a bulb, can be had now for 50 cents

or less, and wc do not know how the same
amount can be expended in flowers to produce

more satisfaction. There are several varieties,

varying in their marking,and even a pure white

one. Most are, however, white, with more or

less abundant red or rose-colored spots. It is

difficult to convince one unacquainted with this
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lily that so beautiful a flower is as hardy as a

horseradish root. Lilium giganteum, L. Brownii,

and L. auratum, are among the high priced

bulbs. We must not forget to say a -word for

our native species, of which L. Canadense, L.

PliiladelpMcum, and L. superbum. are the most

common. If these be marked when in flower,

and the bulbs transferred to the garden when the

foliage has withered, they will repay the trouble.

A Self-closing Gate or "Stile."—
Iu last month's Agriculturist, (page 405,) is an

illustration of a self-closing double entrance

gate. A recent number of the (English) Jour-

nal of Horticulture gives a single gate, or, as it

«n

*>

Fig. 1.—GATE CLOSED.

is called there, a " Sommersetshire Stile;"

though a stile, properly speaking, is a set of

steps to pass over a fence or hedge. The con-

struction is quite simple, and there are probably

many places in which it would be found more

useful than a swinging gate, as it is self-closing

and self-fastening. Fig. 1 represents the gate

closed, and fig. 2 gives it half open and open

;

the letters refer to the same parts in both. Two
posts are set, united by a cross-piece below

;

one of the posts, b, has at its top a slit to receive

the cross-bar. a ; this bar at one end ]3asses in-

Fig. 2.—GATE OPEN.

to a mortise in the other post, and is fixed by a

pin upon which it moves, and the other end is

made long enough to be shaped into a project-

ing handle. A perpendicular piece, or pendant,

c, is attached to the cross-bar, a, by means of a

pivot, at e, and at the lower end it has a ring

which runs upon the iron rod, d. The action of

the different parts iu opening is shown in fig. 2.

In the description no dimensions are given,

nor are there any particulars beyond what are

here stated. It is thought of sufficient utility

in England to patent it. "We have no doubt

that some one here will patent this, as has

been done with several sliding gates and other

simple contrivances that we have published.

Covering Strawberries in Winter.

The object of covering strawberries at the

approach of winter is often misapprehended.

It sometimes happens that a novice covers his

plants and finds a large portion of them dead

in spring. He has overdone the thing, and

taken too much care of his favorites. The ob-

ject is not so much to keep frost from the plant,

as to protect both tops and roots from the disas-.

trous effects of alternate freezing and thawing.

Hence the covering should be put on with dis-

crimination, and while it may be quite thick

between the rows, it should not be more than

an inch or so in depth over the plants them-

selves. In all good cultivation the plants are

covered, and this serves the double purpose of

protecting them from injury by alternate heat

and cold, and when left on, as it should be, it

keeps down the weeds and prevents the fruit

from becoming soiled by contact with the earth.

As to the material to be used, that will depend

much upon the resources of the locality. Prob-

ably the worst materials are tan-bark and saw-

dust, not that they do not aflord sufficient pro-

tection, but because they soil the fruit quite as

mucli as if it were exposed to damage from the

earth. Near the coast, "salt hay " is much used,

and where it is obtainable, nothing can be bet-

ter. It is made from a wiry kind of grass, that

preserves its elasticity in a remarkable degree.

Perhaps the most generally used material is

straw. Oat straw, thrashed by the flail, is pre-

ferred by some cultivators, but any kind wiil

answer. With machine-thrashed straw it is well

to throw a sprinkling of earth over it to hold it

in place until the snows and frosts secure it.

Do the same when leaves are employed to cover

the plants ; these make an excellent mulch, as

do spent hops from the breweries. Pine straw

—fallen pine leaves—where they are abundant,

are capital for the purpose. Corn-stalks are

used in some parts of the West with success,

and lastly, nature's own covering—snow, if we
could but secure its permanency, is, as far as

winter protection goes, the best covering of all.

greatest care were taken in selecting for seed

only those fruits that presented the desired form

and other qualities in the strongest degree.

Two of the varieties most prominent just

now are Tilden's and Keyes'. Tilden's, which

is usually tine at the West, is not generally suc-

cessful at the East, where it is disposed to de-

part from the typical form. Keyes' is said to be,

in some parts of Massachusetts, "thirty days

earlier than any other variety," while Mr. Greg-

ory finds it at Marblehead, in the same State,

later than several others, and at the Michigan

Agricultural College, it stands third on the list

in regard to earliness. Prof. Prentiss, of the

above named institution, reports to the Prairie

Farmer the results of his experiments with

twenty-three varieties. He says': "Estimating

their value by their average qualities, the finest,

most desirable tomatoes now before the public,

are the Tilden, Bed Yalencia, Collins, and

Foard, these beiug mentioned in the order of

their merit; and to these four should be added

the old-fashioned Early Smooth Red,as being the

earliest good variety yet produced." Another

equally careful cultivator in another locality

would probably make a different list. We hope

that no more names will be added to our cata-

logues unless the varieties have some marked

qualities that have become so well fixed by a

course of careful breeding, so to speak, that

they may be in a measure permanent. Any one

who has a good sort, like the Early Smooth

Red, to start with, can, by selecting the earliest

good specimens from the most fruitful plants,

obtain an improved variety. By continuing to

do this from year to year, the superior quality

of plants from such seed will be so manifest that

he will have little need to run after new sorts.

Improvement in Tomatoes.

There are now before the public some twenty

or more kinds of tomatoes ; several of these

have been produced within a few years, and

have been put forth with great claims to supe-

rior quality, earliness, and productiveness. We
find that people try one or more of these new
kinds every year, and go back to the Early

Smooth Red. We cannot suppose that those

who " originate" these varieties are not hon-

est in their statements concerning the superior-

ity of their favorites. The readiness with which

the tomato varies is well known b}' all who
have had any experience in growing it, and the

trouble is that any particular sort does not have

its peculiarities sufficiently fixed by a number
of years' careful selection before it is put before

the public as a new variety. Carelessness in

saving seed, that is, in not selecting typical spec-

imens, is sufficient in some cases to destroy the

distinctive character in a single year. If a kind

with some marked peculiarity were propagated

from cuttings, there would not be such different

opinions concerning varieties, but with a plant

having so strong a tendency to variation, it is

hardly to be expected that it should remain true

when raised from the seed each year, unless the

Notes on Grapes and Grape Culture.

Our notes on grapes in Missouri and Ohio

must give way to those gathered at the Grape

Exhibition held at the office of the Agricul-

turist, on the 24th of October—an account of

which will be found in our "Basket" columns.

Rogers' Hybrid*.—Here are 20 varieties of

these grapes, all grown by Mr. Knox. We have

gone over them carefully, and our mouth burns

smartly after the operation. We never see these

grapes without regretting that so many of them

were ever offered for sale. Their general char-

acters are a small bunch and a large berry that

readily falls from the stem. A thick skin and

tough pulp are found in many, but to all these

defects there are some exceptions. Some of the

numbers wiil no doubt acquire a permanent

standing, while the majority may be classed as

too good to throw away, and not good enough

to keep. Of the earlier numbers, 4, 9, and 15

seem to us the best. No. 4 was noticed last

month, and we have nothing to add to qui

description. jSTo. 9 is a dark Catawba color,

smaller than No. 4, and much less showy. A
very sugary grape, but not tender enough to be

first class. No. 15, large berry and good-sized

bunch, nearly black; flesh very "meaty," and

resembles a Black Hamburgh as far as this qual-

ity goes. Not so sweet as No. 9. Of the later

numbers, 83, 39, 41, 43 and 44, are all large,

black, berries, and in character of flesh resemble

No. 15, but some are sweeter and more vinous.

From the specimens before us we should say

that 39 is better than the others. The bunches

from young vines are small, but if a large one

can be obtained this will become a favorite.

Salem.—Only small and indifferent bunches

were sent, and it is not fair to judge from these.
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It' what we have is a fair sample, we consider

it inferior to No. 39, but we wait another year

before forming a definite opiuiou of this.

Keuka—Exhibited by Geo. W. McDowell of

Crooked Lake, Steuben Co., N. Y. It is an

early black grape, and claimed to be a seedling.

Judging from the fruit alone, we cannot see in

what it differs from the Logan, which variety it

resembles in being very seedy. But little is

known of it outside of its place of origin.

Martha.—Mention was made of this in last

month's notes. We cannot agree with the high

estimate which some put upon this variety, but

we have no doul >t if will please a large class who
like a very sweet grape, without sprightliness.

The flesh of the Martha is peculiarly buttery,

and the skin very tender.

There are three grapes which much resemble

each other in general characters, that are es-

pecial favorites with us : the Herbemout, Edin-

burgh, and Alvey. They deserve to be better

known, as they are first class fruits in every

respect save that of size.

Set-be niorit.—A large, very compact bunch;

berry medium, black, with a fine bloom. Vine

too tender for general cultivation at the North.

Mr. Knox exhibited fine specimens and a cane

with the grapes upon it to show its abundant

bearing. It requires a still more favorable lo-

cality than his to reach its full development,

the specimens shown by him not being equal

in quality to those we tested in Missouri.

Edinburgh.—A looser bunch and smaller

berry than Herbemont. Vine quite hardy

;

fruit vet}- spirited aud vinous. Excellent for

amateur culture, but not sufficiently attractive

in appearance to be a market sort.

Alvey.—This is a larger berry than either of

the two foregoing. Ripens perfectly around

New York, and is, if possible, stiil better further

south. Mr. Fuller says, " too small for a table

grape," in which we cannot agree with him, as

the berries are larger than those of the Delaware.

Mr. Mead thinks itthe=ameastheLenoire, but if

we have the true Lenoire, the two are quite dis-

tinct. Tender, sweet, rich, sprightly, with a

very thin skin, on which account it can never

he a market grape, but for family use it hardly

has a superior.

lona.—Through the exertions of Dr. Grant,

a fine show was made of this variety, embrac-

ing specimens from Ohio, New York, aud Con-

necticut. Those from Ohio were the best ripened,

but suffered somewhat from long carriage. The
specimens exhibited by Mr. Beach, of Hartford,

Conn., were very handsome, but were picked

too soon, in anticipation of a frost. Our opin-

ion of the high character of this grape was ex-

pressed in our notes last month.

Adirondac.—No specimens were equal to

what we have seen in previous years. Those

from Mr. Bailey were fir from the standard, on

account of continued wet weather. It is a great

pity that so lino a grape is not more reliable.

Catawba.—Mr. Knox exhibited specimens of

a depth Ofcolor and beauty (if bio. mi hardly to

be excelled in the celebrated Lake Shore Region.

North Carolina.—A showy grape, somewhat

after the style of Hartford Prolific, but with

larger and better berries, aud nearly as earlj as

tbat variety. A good market sort.

Muscogee.—Exhibited by Mr. Richards, ol

Pordham, X. Y. A small fruit, of the Herbe-

mont cla*s. It, much resembles that variety in

quality, but ripens earlier. We have never seen

the fruit except from thegentleman abovenamed.

Weehawken.—A seedling by Doct. Siedhof

from a Crimean grape. The specimens were

shown under great disadvantage, as, from a mis-

understanding as to the time of the exhibition,

they had been packed a week. It is a white

grape, with all the characters of the European
varieties, very productive, and with Doct. S.,

healthy in a locality where mildew is abundant.

Unnamed Seedlings.—Olm Brothers, Spring-

field, Mass., sent two; one a grape much like

the Elsinburgh, and the other resembling the

Catawba. The last named has all the appear-

ance of a good Catawba, and is quite as good,

with a rather loose bunch, but it ripens per-

fectly before that variety is colored.

Mr. Arnold, of Paris, Canada, sent two of his

seedlings, obtained, as we understand, by hybrid-

izing the Clinton with exotic sorts. No. 5 is a

white, or rather green grape, inclining to am-
ber; a long bunch without shoulders; small

sized berry, sprightly in flavor, and of good
character. No. 2 is a compact bunch, usually

with a large shoulder ; berry of medium size,

black, with a fine bloom; flesh tender, very

juicy, and rather acid, but viuous. Mr. A.

states that the specimens are not in their best

condition, as thevines were nearly defoliated by

a hail storm before the fruit ripened. He has

certainly reason to be pleased with his success in

raising seedlings, and we look with interest to the

reports of their trial in localities further south.

The Profits of a Small Place,

A correspondent, M.S., in a New England

town, is so much pleased with the results of his

attempts at gardening that he desires to give

his experience for the encouragement of others.

We give his letter as a specimen of many we
receive of similar purport. It is not practicable

for us to publish many accounts of this kind,

but we are, as our readers know, as much in-

terested in the success of small gardens as in

that of large ones.

"About ten years ago I purchased a house

and a small parcel of ground about fifty rods

from the principal business street in N
;

said ground located on the east side of a steep

hill, dimension^ 235 ft. x 30 ft., surrounded on

the north aud west by a. bluff of rocks, 30 or 40

feet high. This laud was considered worth-

less by former owners. I fouud on it two old

apple trees, which bore only a few gnarly ap-

ples; these I had thoroughly scraped, washed

with soft soap, tops cut off, and grafted with

Baldwin apples.

I had the ground dug over to the depth of a

foot aud a half or two feet, the stones taken out

(small ones buried, larger put into wall,) aud the

land thoroughly supplied with manure. About
half of the ground was terraced and set out

with fruit trees, the rest devoted to vegetables.

As a result we have annually of vegetables,

—early peas, potatoes, green corn, cucumbers,

beets, tomatoes, pole beans,—from one to three

bushels each ; of asparagus, pie plant, onions,

carrots, parsnips, summer squashes, winter

squashes, rock turnips, cabbage, a supply for

family use ; of fruits we have, (on mi averogi i.

two bushels of strawberries and currants; from

two to five bushels of grapes; one bushel of

quinces; from four i<>si\ barrels of apples; mid

pears from twenty-five trees, bait' of them bear-

ing, the oldest yielding about half a bushel.

These embrace sixteen varieties, so arranged as

to ripenmonthly from August to March. We also

have a lira 1 supply of cherries and peaches.

A word in conclusion with regard to msj

aud profits, the former of which, in any under-

taking of this kind, is a bugbear to so many, be-

ing, as they say, so much greater than the prof-

it;. I would prove the contrary from my own
experience. 1st. The profits from a small pear

nursery, 20 x 30, pay the expense of fertilizing

and preparing the ground for planting. 2nd.

The benefit in point of health gained by garden

labor more than repays all necessary toil ; to

say nothing also of the pleasure which one feel-

in watching for the anticipated results of ail his

care and labor. 3rd. The expense of supply-

ing the tables from one's own garden is much
less than the cost of purchasing from the

market, which would average a dollar a day

during the greater part of the season."

» — «——»-»

Earth Worms in Flower Pots

Sometimes horticultural troubles seem to be

epidemic, and we have a succession of let-

ters all of the same purport, as is now the case

with reference to the common Earth or Angle-

worm in flower pots. There is a difference of

opinion in regard to the food of worms, some
claiming that they actually eat the roots of

plants, while others hold that they live upon
the decaying matter contained in the soil.

Whichever may be the case, there is no doubt

that they do much injury to potted plants; in

passiug through the soil in all directions they not

only perforate it with small channels, but they

so compact it that is difficult to water a plant

thoroughly, as the water will run off by the

worm holes before the mass becomes wetted

through. Worms should be kept from entering

the pots, and those already in them should be

removed. Those who, in taking up plants, use

common garden soil for potting, are quite apt

to introduce the trouble themselves. Potting

soil should be prepared beforehand aud fre-

quently worked over, during which operation

the worms may be seen and picked out. AYorms

frequently enter pots that are set outdoors

for the summer, or are plunged in the borders.

We have frequently cautioned against this in

our " Notes for the Month." The pots should

be set upon a layer of coal ashes, and when they

are plunged, a quantity of ashes should be

placed in the bottom of the hole made for the

reception of the pot. '

When a pot is infested by them, it is not very

difficult to remove them. We have found that

if the earth is allowed to get as dry as may be

without injury to the plant, the worms will usu-

ally collect together, probably attracted by the

moisture of one another, at the bottom or sides

of the pot. By turning the ball of earth out of

the pot they may be removed. This turning

out the earth from a pot seems to those who
have never practised it. a difficult operation as

well as one dangerous to the plant. It is very

easily done, and will not disturb the growth of

any but very recently potted plants; in which

case the roots have not sufficiently per-

meated the earth to hold it together in a ball.

Spread the fingers of the left handover the sur-

face of the earth, invert the pot, and hold it in

the right hand; then give the edge o( the pol a

slight downward rap upon the edge of a table,

shelf, or the like, and out will come the ball,

which must lie carefully received in the left

hand. A lew pickings in tlds way will SOOU

free the pots >~\' worm-. Where tie- trouble oc-

curs With plants in boxes or in tubs, some Othl t

means musl beresorted to. An infusion of soot

is very disagreeable to them, and will drive them

to the surface: this, to many plants, will act a?

a manure. Lime water will kill the worms; it

is made by slaking a lump of lime of the size of
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one's fist, and stirring it in a pailful of water.

"When the liquid has become perfectly clear, it

may be used in moderate quantity upon the

earth containing robust shrubs. "We have no

experience in its use upon tender plants, and

that must be a matter of experiment.

The Lizard' s-tail.

One of the most pleasing of our aquatic plants

is the Lizard's-tail, (Saururus cernuus.) It is

very common in wet places, from New York

westward and southward, where it forms large

masses of pale-green foliage against which are

^ I

lizard's-tail—{Saururus cernuus.)

contrasted the graceful spikes of white flowers,

which are interesting from the simplicity of their

structure; they have neither calyx or corolla,

but are made up entirely of stamens and pistils,

sheltered by a little bract or scale. These flow-

ers are very much crowded upon the stem, and

together make quite a show. They have a very

pleasing fragrance, and as they open gradually,

the period of flowering lasts for a long while.

The engraving is from a small specimen, but it

shows the shape of the leaves and the drooping

character of the flower spike, the peculiar form

of which, somewhat resembling a Lizard's tail

has given it its common name as well as its bo-

tanical one

—

Saururus. Those who have a pond

or stream of water on their grounds, should in-

troduce this plant to ornament the margins.

Judging of Fruits at Fairs.—•—

—

There are two sorts of fruit committees—

those who do their work faithfully and consci-

entiously, and those who merely look at the

fruit and make their award at once. We place

very little reliance upon fruit premiums at fairs,

unless we know who awarded them. A very

good instance of thoroughness in a committee,

though not exactly ou fruits, came under our

notice at the autumnal Exhibition of the Penn-

sylvania State Horticultural Society. The com-

mittee on vegetables had some fifteen varieties

of potatoes to decide upon ; instead of going

by the eye alone, samples of each were boiled

and thoroughly tested, each member of the

committee making his marks as to flavor, text-

ure, etc. It would be an excellent thing if an

uniform system of marking or "points" could be

established for fruit judges. It often happens

that the largest fruit is by no means the best

—

and an award made upon size alone would be

unfair, as others might excel it in form, color,

and flavor. What we need is a comparison

which shall take all the characters into account.

English pomologists are very

much exercised just now upon

the subject of grape judging, and

column after column appears in

their different journals, until one

is tired of so much talk upon a

simple question, which, after all,

is only this: Shall grapes be tast-

ed by judges, or shall the flavor

be inferred from the color? One
would think that some national

issue was at stake, so earnestly

are both sides advocated. One
writer suggests something like

what we would have adopted for

all fruits. For grapes he pro-

poses the following marks as

standard of perfection : Color

and bloom, 5 ; flavor, 5 ; size of

bunch, 2 ; form of bunch, 1 ; size

of berry, 2 ; total, 15. Accord-

ing to this scale a grape perfect

in every respect, would be mark-

ed 15. As perfection is seldom

attained in even' particular, each

quality is marked by itself and

the whole added up. Thus a

sample of grapes is submitted to

a committee. One member marks

in this way : Color and bloom, 4;

flavor, 2 J
; size of bunch, 1 ; shape

of bunch, i ; size of berry, 2

;

total, 10. If every member of

the committee makes the same

total, very well; if not, the vari-

ous totals are added together and

divided by the number composing the committee.

We hope to see something of this kind adopted

for all fruits. When awards are made for the

" best exhibited," we get very little idea of what

was the character of the fruit that took the prize.

Peat Mess and its Uses.

Almost every one is familiar with the peat bog,

usually a cold, low, wet place, covered with moss

of a very pale green color, and of a peculiar, spon-

gy, nature, and furnishing, besides the moss, a

number ofshrubs and other plants that are rarely

met with in other localities. The Peat Mosses

proper belong to the genus Sphagnum, of which

we have in the United States about 20 species,

some of them very local in their range, while

others extend from New England to the Gulf

States, and some of our most abundant ones are

found also in Europe. The figure shows one of

the commonest species, and gives an idea of the

general appearance of them all—the distinctions

between the species being founded on charac-

ters that would be noticed only by *.) is botani-

cal student. The long, weak stem ^s furnished

with clusters of short branches, which at the

top of the stem are crowded into a sort of head.

The branches are covered with leaves, which

are so very small that in our engraving they

appear like minute scales upon the branches.

Under a strong magnifier the leaves are inter-

esting objects, most of the cells of which they

are composed containing a spiral filament, which
gives them a very pretty marking. The spores,

or reproductive dust, are contained in small

globular capsules, about the size of a pin's head,

which at the time of their maturity open by a

lid and liberate the spores. A short distance

below the surface of the bog we find the moss

in a decaying state, gradually being converted

into peat. Sufficient has recently been said on the

subject of peat, the production of which is the

most important use of the moss, but it renders

no mean service to the horticulturist, and we
mention it on this account. Moss is one of those

minor aids to the horticulturist of which he sel-

dom knows the value until deprived of it. From
its spongy character it absorbs water readily,

and parts with it slowly. This, together with

the fact that it is one of the few vegetable sub-

stances that can be kept moist for a long time

without fermenting or decaying, renders it the

most valuable packing material we possess.

Indeed for surrounding the roots of living

plants during their transportation, there is noth-

ing that can replace it. Its softness and elas-

ticity make it an agreeable material to work

with. In Europe, the

moss rubbed to a coarse

powder is used to pack

those seeds which it is

desirable to prevent

from becoming too dry.

Some bog plants, such

as Sarracenius, and

some Orchids, are most

successfully grown in

pots filled with Spag-

num, and it is often

used over the " crocks "

that are placed in the

bottom of a flower pot

for drainage. Hya-

cinths and such bulbs

as are grown in water,

succeed admirably in

pots or baskets filled

with it. Nurserymen

and florists who live

near the bogs usually

collect the moss them-

selves, but large quan-

tities of it are sent from

New Jersey to those

portions of the West

where it does not grow.

We have no statistics

upon the subject, but

suspect that in the ag-

gregate the trade in this plant must amount to

a considerable sum. When first gathered the

moss is quite heavy, on account of the water it

holds, and if it is to be transported to any great

distance, it should be spread thinly and dried.

SPHAGNUM.

The Miner Plum.—Several have sent us

specimens of this fruit. It seems to be a seed-

ling of our common native plum, of rather larger

size than the wild fruit. It has a very thick

skin which is said to be curculio proof, though

its immunity from curculio is more probably

due to its late blooming. It is of fair flavor,

and is a showy fruit, which would, no doubt,

sell well in the market. We are glad to welcome

this improvement in one of our native fruits.
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What to Do with, a Person apparently

Drowned.

Many lives are annually lost by drowning, which

might be saved did those present at the recovery of

th°body know just what to do. These casualties

usually occur in places where medical aid is long in

reaching the patient, and he suffers often from neg-

lect, but perhaps more frequently from the rude,

though well-meant, endeavors of tbe spectators to

restore life. Tbe Royal National Life-boat Associ-

ation, of England, has published a series of brief

directions for the treatment of those apparently

drowned. These are compiled by some of the

most eminent medical men in England, and are dis-

tributed throughout the navy and at all the army

stations of that country. Now that the skating

season, a time at which accidents are very frequent,

is at hand, we think we shall do a timely service

Fig. 1.—MANSER OF INDUCING INSPIRATION

in reproducing tbe essential portions of these di-

rections with the accompanying illustrations.

In accidents of this kind, as well as in others, it is

important to keep spectators from crowding about

the patient and thus preventing free access of air.

I.'— Send immediately for medical assistance,

blankets, and dry clothing, but proceed to treat tbe

patient instantly on the spot, in the open air, with

the face downward, whether on shore or afloat;

exposing tbe face, neck, and chest to the wind, ex-

cept in severe weather; remove all tight cloth-

in- from the neck and chest, especially the braces.

The points to be aimed at are—first and immedi-

ately, the Restoration of Breathing ;
and second-

ly, tbe Promotion of Warmth and Circulation.

The efforts to restore breathing must be commenc-

ed immediately and energetically, and persevered

in for one or two hours, or until a medical man has

pronounced that life is extinct. Efforts to promote

Warmth ami Circulation, beyond removing the wet

clothes and drying the skin, must not be made un-

til the first appearance of natural breathing ;
for if

circulation be induced before breathing has recom-

menced, the restoration to life will be endangered.

with the face downwards, and one of the arms un-

der the forehead, in wbick position all fluids will

more readily escape

by the mouth, and the

tongue itself will fall

forward, leaving the

entrance into the

windpipe free. Assist

this operation by wip-

ing and cleansing the

mouth. If satisfac-

tory breathing com-

mences, use the treat-

ment described below

to promote warmth.

If there be only slight

breathing — or no

breathing—or if the

breathing fail, then—

To Excite Breathing

—Turn the patient

well and instantly on the side, supporting the head

and excite the nostrils with snuff, hartshorn, and

smelling salts, or

tickle the throat with

a feather, etc., if these

are at hand. Rub the

chest and face warm,

and dash cold water,

or cold and hot water

alternately, on them.

If there be no suc-

cess, lose not a mo-

ment, but instantly

—

To Imitate Breathing

—Replace the patieut

on the face, raising

and supporting the

chest well on a fold-

ed coat or other article

of dress. Turn the

body very gently on

the side and a little beyond, and then briskly on

the face, back again, repeating these measures

cautiously, efficiently, and perseveringly, about

fifteen times in the

can be procured, strip the body, and cover or gradu-

ally reclothe it, but taking care not to interfere

SILVESTER'S METHOD OF INDUCING INSPIRATION.

with the efforts being made to restore breathing.

III.—Should these efforts not prove successful

in from two to five minutes, proceed to imitate

breathing by Dr. Silvester's method, as follows :—

Place the patient on the back on a flat surface,

inclined a little upwards from the feet; support

the head and shoulders on a small, firm cushion,

or folded coat placed under the shoulder-blades.

Draw forward the patient's tongue, and keep it

projecting beyond the lips ; an elastic band over

the tongue and under tbe chin will answer this pur-

pose, or a piece of string or tape may be tied

around them, or by raising the lower jaw, the teeth

may be made to retain the tongue in that position.

Remove all tight clothing about the neck and chest.

To Imitate the Movements of Breathing.—Standing

at the patient's head, grasp the arms just above tho

elbows, and draw the arms gently and steadily up-

wards above the head, and keep them stretched up-

wards for two seconds. (By this means air is drawn

into the lungs.) Then turn down the patient's arms,

and press them gently and firmly for two seconds

a-ainst the sides of the chest. (By 'this means air

is pressed out of the lungs.) Repeat these measures

Fig

minute, or once ev

ery four or five sec-

onds, occasionally

varying the side.

By placing the pa-

tient on the chest,

the weight of the

body forces tbe air

out; when turned

on the side, this

pressure is remov-

ed, and air enters

tbe chest. On each

occasion that the

body is replaced on

the face, make uni-

form but efficient

pressure with brisk

movement, on the back, between and below the

shoulder-blados or bones on each side, remov-

ing the pressure im-

mediately before

turning the body on

the side. During the

whole of the opera-

tions let one person

attend solely to the

movements of the

head and of the arm

placed under it. Tho

first measure in-

creases tbe expira-

tion — the second

commences inspira-

tion. The result, is

Respiration or Na-

tural Breathins, ; and

if not too late, Life.

J?]* 2 —MANNER OF TNDTJOTN0 EXPIRATION. WtiiK the tlbOVO

TT To Restore BREATBTNG.- To Clear the I operations are being proceeded with, dry the hands

jiStel^S floor or ground I and feet, and™ as dry clothing or «M*»

4.—SILVESTER'S METHOD OF INDUCING EXPIRATION.

alternately, deliberately, and perseveringly, about

fifteen times in a minute, until a spontaneous effort

to respire is perceived ; then immediately cease, and

proceed to Induce Circulation and Warmth.

IV—Treatment after Natural Breathing

has been Restored.—2Y> Promote Warmth ami Cir-

culation.-Commence rubbing the limbs upwards,

with firm, -rasping prcssure,and energy, using liana-

kerchiefs, "flannels, etc. The friction must be con-

tinued under the blanket or over the dry clothing.

Promote the warmth of the body by hot flannels,

bottles, or bladders of hot water, heated bricks,

etc at the pit of the stomach, the armpits, between

the thighs, and at the soles of the feet. If tho pa-

tient has been carried to a house after respiration

has been restored, be careful to let the air play free-

ly about the room. On the restoration of life, a tea-

spoonful of warm water should be given
;
and then,

if the power of swallowing has returned, small quan-

titles of wine, warm brandy and water, or coffee,

should be administered. Tho patient should be

kept in bed, and a disposition to sleep encouraged.

General Obseryations.-TIic above treatment
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should be persevered in for some hours, as it is an

erroneous opinion that persons are irrecoverable

because life does not soon appear, persons having

been restored after persevering for many hours.

Cautions.—Avoid rough us:ige, and do not allow

the body to remain on the back unless the tongue

is secured. Under no circumstances hold the body

up by the feet. On no account place it in a warm
bath unless under medical direction, and even then it

should only be employed as a momentary excitant.

-»-* unburn » u ii

Extracts from Miss Collins' Prize Essay,

We housekeepers know that this is really the

busiest season of the year, but the work is so agree-

able and is interspers-

ed with so much that

is delightfully myste-

rious, we never think

of its being work at

all, and only regret we
have not each two
pairs of hands, that

we might accomplish

more. Christmas is

so near, and then

—

S?% well—Charlie is com-

ing home from Chica-

go, and Willie from

New York. They will

come so late, we must
have the tree all trini-

ty med, the presents

S hung, and the candles

ready to be lighted be-

Flg.'l. tree lighted wtth fore they arrive. What
SAS - a pity we cannot have

gas out hero in the country, and so have a Christ-

mas tree drop-light, like the one cousin Tom has

in Liverpool ! The most vivid imagination could

scarcely convert our little candles and lamps (I

beg their pardon for mentioning

it. May their shadows never be
less,) into the fifty bright jets

which illuminated their tree ; or

transform Jennie's doll, which
will hover with outstretched arms
over our tree, suspended from
the ceiling by a string around her

waist—a contrivance of Ralph's

—

into the silver Christ-child nest-

ling in the upper branches, "all Fig- 2.—drop.

radiant with light as with a flood of glory," as Tom
described it in his letter to Ralph. Father says if

the Petroleum Oil Gas

Co. gets to work, and

does . as well as he
thinks it will, we shall

have our house lighted

with the gas before au-

othcrChristmas. I don't

suppose father would
get us a drop with fifty

lights, but one with six
Fig. 3.—drop opened. r eight, as in figures 1

and 3, would bo very nice among our caudles and
lamps. Yes, eight, opened to the best advantage,

as shown in figure 1, would quite set off a tree.

Our new stove eame to-day. It is an Empire
Oas Burner, just like the one we have in the sitting-

room, only this has a door in front. Ralph always
makes such an ado about putting in the coal, be-

cause he has to lift off the urn from the top of the

stove, and get some one to hold up the inside lid,

while he empties the scuttle. This lid is opened
by means of a

damper just out-

side, which is al-

ways hot. I have
burned my fingers

many a time, and
my handkerchiefs Fi£- 4- FiS- 5-

too, and scorched my dress into the bargain, hold-

ing the damper for Ralph. It would stay open
itself when we first bought the stove a year or two

Fig. 9.

ago, but will not now. I will ravel Jennie's old

black worsted hood, and knit some holders dia-

mond-shaped or octagonal in form,

(figs, i and 5,) and embroider a

wreath or cluster of flowers in the

middle on canvas, (fig. 6) ; then

pull out the canvas threads, crochet

abright border and line them with

old silk. No ; it will be better to

let Jennie make them, and then

put them on the tree for mother. She was just

telling me she had finished stitching the straw-

berry seeds into the emeries, and want-

ed another job. She made most of the

emeries. I cut out the strong cotton

bags, and let her sew them up over a

similarly shaped woolen sack filled with

emery. She made the red silk sacks, and fast-

ened them on, ready for the green leaves and the

cord. She stitched in the seeds with

yellow saddler's silk. I think they are

very pretty, and she is delighted with

.them. (See figures 7, 8, 9, and 10.)

Mother has been making a jar of mince

meat to-day for the winter. Father said

he would remain at home this morning
and chop mince meat, if Ralph preferred to go for

the drain tiles, and so they are progressing famous-

ly. Sister Kate, who is somewhat of an invalid,

stoned the raisins, and chopped half of them, and

washed the currants. Mother cooked the meat yes-

terday. She is very particular to have it

put into boiling water, and to keep it

boiling briskly all the time, in order to

preserve all the juices in the meat. Mother

thinks the jar will last all winter. We
chop the apples, a few at a time, as we want to

make the pies, and mix well together

with cold water or clean snow. Ralph

says he believes every one in the house

had a hand iu the mince meat except Jen-

nie and grand-father ; but Katie says

grand-father did most of her chopping

for her, and she is sure Jennie had a hand

in the raisins pretty often. Mother uses Fig. 10.

considerable snow and ice water in cooking, al-

ways wetting the pie-crust with one or the other.

Leaves from the Diary of a Young House-

keeper.—No. XII.

PEIZE ESSAY BY MBS. LAUBA E. LYMAN, STAMFORD, CT.

December Wth.—We have had a busy week of it,

but our butchering is done, the pork salted down,

some of it packed in snow to be eaten fresh, the

lard put down, and sausage meat prepared. We do

not either of us believe much in the use of pork,

but where the animals are young, and killed soon

after they attain their growth, we think they are

less injurious than when they are allowed to live a

year iu a'low condition, and then suddenly fattened

for slaughter. Edward has been very careful of

their food, that it be wholesome and well cooked,

and has not permitted them to root iu the ground,

believing that the disease which has injured the

pork market so seriously is aggravated by their

eating earth-worms, of which they are very fond.

Iu rendering the lard, which was a matter that I

considered strictly in my department, I was very

careful to keep the fire at all times moderate, so as

to entirely prevent that scorching which so much
damages the flavor of this important ingredient in

cookery, and the most scrupulous cleanliness was
observed in every part of the process. When the

lard was partly cool, I dipped it into large earthen

jars or crocks, holding about four gallons, and set

it away in the pantry, carefully covered. It is as

white as' suow and cuts like butter. Edward
chopped my sausage meat and I put it into little

bags made of old clean domestic, which I rolled

until they were round, and then dipped them in hot

lard and set them into a firkin. These bags or rolls

are five inches in diameter, and ten or twelve in

length. I added some flour to the meat when I

spiced and salted it, so that I can cut these rolls

into slices and fry them without their breaking into

pieces. Mother tried putting sausage meat into

skins and making It into cakes, but at last settled

down upon this mode as at ouee the least trouble-

some and the most satisfactory of all. If during

the January thaw they should become mouldy
and threaten to spoil, I have but to put them into

a baking-pan and scald them thoroughly. I spiced

them with sage, summer savory, a little thyme and

black pepper. As a breakfast dish they are very

convenient, and quickly prepared for the table.

The pigs' heads and feet I made into head-cheese.

After scalding and scraping them carefully, I put
them all into a large pot, salted them, and let them
boil until they fell all to pieces. When partly cool

I picked the whole mass over carefully, excluding

the bones and everything unpalatable, and then

added pepper, sage, summer savory and vinegar,

until it was quite sour, and put it away to cool.

Cut in slices it makes a very good dish for supper
or lunch, and is a pleasant change from dried beef

and cold tongue. The longer I keep house the

more I am impressed with the desirableness of

abridging, as far as possible, the daily task of pre-

paring meals. This I am doing by baking in large

quantities, now it is cold weather, enough bread
at a time to last a week, and pies and cakes for two
or three. I try to have something always ready for

breakfast, so that meal can be prepared in the

shortest time possible, and while Sue is getting it

ready I make any preparations that may be neces-

sary for dinner, a tapioca pudding, perhaps, so that

Sue can do all the rest and leave me undisturbed

to work on my machine. This I find is a great

saving of time, and by being beforehand with my
cooking, I do not find it burdensome, and my
meals are always ready in season. The best way
of keeping bread is to put it wheu cool from bak-

ing into a tin box or trunk with a tight cover, and

set it in the cellar or in a cool closet. The bread

box should be frequently scalded and kept perfect-

ly sweet. Bread in this way may be made to last a

week without injury to its flavor. When it becomes
a little stale I toast it, and with butter melted in

warm milk and poured over it, it is very palatable,

and a quick breakfast dish.

December 15th.—My husband returned from town
the other day, where he had been with a load of

produce, and brought home among other things a

dozen yards of heavy gray flannel to be made up
into underclothing. He is a great believer in flan-

nel, particularly for farm laborers, to be worn next

the skin at all seasons of the year. When he was
iu the army, (for he served a year under Banks in

the Southwest,) he wore it constantly, and attrib-

utes his unbroken rtealtk iu a great degree to that

precaution. Since his return he has kept up the

excellent practice, and has persuaded me to adopt

it also, and I have never suffered so little from
colds as so far during this season. During these

long winter evenings Edward has been reading

aloud, and among other valuable practical sugges-

tions we have both been very much impressed by
an article on " The Health of Farmers and Farmers'

Wives," printed in the Patent Office Reports for

1S63. How much good Congress could do if it

would take this excellent article and print it in a

pamphlet form for general distribution ! It would
do so much more good than the electioneering

documents which are so profusely scattered at the

national expense. It seems to me that any well-in-

formed person alter reading this piece would adopt

flannel as the material to be worn next the skin for

the rest of his life. The remarks of the author, too,

about the discomfort and the danger to health that

attend the usual manner of washing, particularly in

winter, made such an impression upon Edward's

mind that he determined immediately to investigate

the claims of the different washing machines. When
we were at the fair we saw a number and observed

their operation. It seemed to us that the princi-

ple upon which Doty's washer proceeds is the best

;

his patent does not attempt what nearly all the

others do, to rub the clothes between fluted sur-

faces of wood, which must wear them more or less.

I told Edward I liked the Doty washer, and he

purchased one. We are delighted with it, and

wonder how we ever got along without it.
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wars 4 (Barns' mMmmSa
A. Curious Box,

A lew days since we were much, interested and not a

little puzzled in examining a bos procured at one of the

toy stores. It was so constructed that a drawer, occupy-

ing' the whole of the inside, could be pushed out from
either of the four sides. How one drawer could thus

cross another was the mystery. Upon taking it apart,

however, it was found, like most puzzles, to be very simple

when you once know how it is done. We here give en-

gravings representing the various parts. The arrows

show the direction in which one piece is to be introduced

to the other parts. Thus a square box, (5,) is to beplaced
in a box open at each end, (4). The skeleton box, (3.) is

to be placed in 2, then 5 and 4 can be slid into the

opening, and the box is complete. The parts need to be
made to exactly Jit, and will exercise your care with
tools as well as your ingenuity in making it.

CHris.mas Presents*

We trust the custom of making presents on Christmas

day will never cease. Our young friends are all of the

same mind, without doubt. Many of them are already

imagining the good things they will receive, and planning
pleasant surprises for their friends. The shop-keepers

are laying in their stock of toys, books, games, etc., with
which to supply the demand for presents, and Santa Clans

is making up his famous pack for the great occasion.

What to give is often a perplexing question. A gift will

be all the more valued, if it is appropriate. We should

hardly think of selecting a Bible as a present to a minis-

ter, though it is often thoughtlessly done. It is to be

supposed that one of his profession is already supplied

with that book. Belter add a new Encyclopedia, or some
recent historical works to bis library ; or better still make
up a purse and let him select the articles he most needs.

A periodical like the Agriculturist, or some favorite mag-
azine for a year, is almost alwaysa pleasing gift. It will

remind the recipient of your

affection each time it comes
to hand. In general, select

useful articles for presents.

Even children are better

pleased with such things,

especially if they arc also

ornamental, than with toys

which will soon be broken

or cast aside as tiresome.

Perhaps a clothes wringer

or washing machine would

please mother much better

than a gold ring, while father

would prize a new umbrella

or some other serviceable

article. Consult both the

wants and the tastes of your

friend, in selecting a gift.

Especially should the poor

be remembered during the

holiday season. In noway
can we better commemorate
the event which brought

Heaven's great gift to men.
.See that the heart of every

poor widow and orphan is

made glad by abundant boun-

ty. Their smiles and grati-

tude will give greater satis-

faction than the reception of

costly presents, and a bless-

ing is promised to those

who remember the friend-

less. May a Merry Christ-

mas gladden the hearts and brighten the lives of all our
large Agriculturist family from Maine to California.

An !guoraut Engineer.
What would be thought of an engineer who was igno-

rant of the number of wheels and springs in his engine,

which he had run for fifteen years or more, and of the

uses of many of them ? You would expect that the ap-

paratus would soon be out of order, and that a fearful

explosion or other calamity would occur, bringing the

whole machinery into ruin. Well, then,

my young friend of fifteen years old, there

is no more wonderful piece of machinery

than the one you are to have the care of

as long as you live—your own body. How
many pieces in the frame-work? How
many springs ? What goes on inside of

the works ? How are they to be kept in

good running order? What will injure

the stomach ? What will hurt the brain ?

What will increase the power of the mus-

cles, and how may the nerves be kept

steady ? For want of such knowledge hun-

dreds of calamities are daily taking place.

There is a man who says he is dyspeptic.

He is thin, sallow, and miserable ; every

thing he eats disagrees with him. His

machinery runs badly—it must be mended,

or it will soon cease running. When a

boy he used to stuff himself with good

things, not only at meal times, but when-

ever he could find any thing that tasted good. He
overworked his machinery. There goes a man limp-

ing with rheumatism. His springs are rusty. He did not

know how to use them properly. Another is red, bloated,

nervous, unsteady in his walk, dim of sight, and ready to

break down all over. He has spoiled his machinery with

alcohol. It would be as wise to pour oil of vitriol among
the wheels ofa watch, to brighten them, as to try to sharp-

en up the faculties of man by stimulants. Whatever book
you read or neglect, (always excepting the Bible), do not

fail to buy or borrow one on Physiology. Learn the parts

of your body, their uses, how to take care of them, and

put your knowledge into practice. Don't be an ignorant

engineer, when your engine is so precious*

ARitle by Wind-Power.
At the Fair of the American Institute just closed in this

city, a new apparatus was exhibited, for conveying pas-

sengers and freight, called the Pueiunatic Railway. A
large tube, seven feet in diameter, was laid across the

room from one gallery to another, a distance of about one

hundred feet. Tracks were laid on the bottom of this

tube, and a car placed on these, large enough to hold

twelve persons. We joined a company of passengers,

and presently found ourselves passing through the tube

at considerable speed, and then back again to the en-

trance. There was no smoke, nor steam, nor machinery

in connection with the car. The power which moved the

vehicle, however, was produced by a steam engine in

another part of the building. By means of shafts and

belts, connected with the engine, a large wheel, in front
of one end of the tube, was made to turn rapidly. This
wheel was made something on the plan of a boy's wind-
mill. The blades were set diagonally, so that, when
turned in one direction, it drew the air out of the tube.

When this was done, the air in front of the car being
partly exhausted, the air behind it pressed against the car,

and so forced it along. The principle was the same as
that by which any thing is pumped or sucked through a
tube. When the motion of the wheel was reversed, the
ail* forced into the tube against the car, caused it to move
in a contrary direction, and so the vehicle was driven
back and forth. The inventors claim that this plan will

work through very long tubes, and that in this way pas-

sengers may be rapidly and cheaply carried from place to
place. If the invention succeeds, some of you may live
to be blown through from New York to Washington.

^'ew Puzzle* to !*c Answered,

No. 380. Labyrinth.—Find your way from the entrance to the fortune in the center, without crossing a line.

very cheering truth.

Semi ISexr Puzzles.
We are always pleased to receive neiv puzzles, and to

publish them if they are of sufficient merit. Where en-

gravings are necessary, make a drawing if you can, but

thatis not indispensable, if the description is clear. Do
not be discouraged if your contributions do not appear.

The mental exercise required to originate a good problem
will of itself be worth making a trial. We do not want
puzzles you have seen published elsewhere, or which are

old in your neighborhood.

Hundreds of such have been
rejected. Always send the

answers with the puzzles.

The kind of puzzles is left

to your own fancy. A good

mathematician can amnse
and instruct our readers

with interesting problems.

Practical oues are preferred.

Whatever will cull out

thought, and also amuso,

will find a welcome place.

Answers to Prob-
lems and Puzzles.
The following arc answer;*

to the puzzles, etc.. in the

November number, page 415.

No. 235. PWttU Picture.—X

fox is watching tor the hare.

Hi- outline maybe traced by

following the lowerbranches

on the right band side of the

picture No. 286. Muifu-

matical ProNetn*—UU B2.04

ft.: 2d, Hi.il ft.; 3d, 64.25ft.;

4th, 15°4' very nearly. . . No.

•JS7. Illustrated Hi bust.— Dear

thisinmind ; withstand mis-

fortune and misfortune will

Btaynotwith you. .. No. 2St*.

pazzk Pad/re. — Because

every pound should con-

tain at least twelve ounce*.
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Such a journey ! Frank was chief engineer, after the

train was built. George superintended that, and Susie,

who is now tired out by her labors and her ride, helped,

by bringing the pot-lid and the sieve, when we were all

wondering where to get wheels for our locomotive.

" "We'll call it the Grand Trunk Rail-Road/ 1

said Robert,

who remembers what he reads, and has been studying

about the. Pacific Rail-Road. At last we had it all fixed.

There were two first class carriages, made of chairs from

the parlor; a second class,

which the great arm-chair

furnished; a roll of Tribunes

answered for a stove-pipe

—

" it's a first-rate ' blower,"'

said George. Then we set

Dolly where she could see ns

start, and, waving her good-

bye, off we went full steam

for California. Now you who
have traveled thousands of

miles on real rail-roads will

smile at our make-believe,

but I don't think yon ever

had half the fun that we did

on our journey. "We could

have just such weather and
just such sceneiy as we
pleased. Sometimes we made
the snow block up the track,

Find then had a grand time

choveling out, snowballing,

shaking off the snow from

our clothes, and .going ahead

all right again. Then we run

down a heri of buffaloes, but

-lid not get off the track;

find occasionally we passed

through a long tunnel, by
drawing the curtains over

the windows and making it

very dark. If j'ou want the

pleasure without the pains

of traveling, just try our plan

once, and if you know how
to make it work, you will

agree that there is no road

like it in the world. Fannie.

Oai-ifesaldS.

Few names in modern his-

tory rank above this illns-

trious hero of Italy. "With-

out titled rank or money, by
the power of his own charac-

ter, he shakes the thrones of

Europe. He was born in Nice,

Italy, July 4th, 1S0G, and was
educated as a sailor by his

father, who followed that

calling. He was remarkable

for his affection for his pa-

rents, his sincerity to his

companions, and his gener-

osity and bravely to those

needing help. "Whentwenty-
eight years eld, a visit to

Rome so impressed him with

hatred of tyranny, that he

joined those who sought to

revolutionize the govern-

ment, and was, in conse-

quence, ere long exiled from
his native land. After vari-

ous wanderings he went to South America, where he was
soon engaged in aiding the Republic of Uruguay in achiev-

ing her independence of Brazil. In this war he was severely

wounded and made prisoner, but escaped, and continued

to render great service to those whose cause he had es-

poused. "While there he married a South American
woman of great energy, who became his companion in

all his dangers by sea and land. In a subsequent war
with Buenos Ayres, by his skill and bravery he saved

Montevideo from capture. In 1S43 Garibaldi returned to

Europe, and was soon in command among the republi-

cans in Italy, who had expelled the Pope and were striv-

ing to establish a new government. "With the greatest

heroism he fought the French and Austiians who joined

to restore the ancient dynasty, until he was overpowered
by numbers, and compelled to flee in disguise. During
these disasters his wife died, and he was left almost

heartbroken. Banished again from Italy, he came to

New York, and supported himself by making candles in

a factory on Staten Island, Nest he resumed his former

occupation as sailor, made several voyages in the Pacific,

and finally returned in command of a Peruvian hark.

Then being invited to return to his native city, Nice, he

lived there in retirement until the breaking out of the

war with Austria, in which he engaged with his usual

resolution and spirit, and contributed largely to the suc-

cess of the Italian arms, and the establishment of Victor

Emanuel upon the throne. Now we find him moving
again for the deliverance of the Roman States from the

government of the Pope, and the eyes of the world are

upon him. "Whatever may be his success in this enter-

T H E Engraved/or the American Agriculturist.

prise, his fame Is secure, and his name will be remem-
bered as one of the most unselfish and heroic of patriots.

Little Tot.

A correspondent to the American Agriculturist writes

:

" I once knew a little fellow whose real name was 'Oba-

diah,' hut who, having a decided objection to that name,

insisted on being called ' Tot.' He had a wise little head

full of queer thoughts, and used, when a very little fellow,

to ask very odd questions. He was about five years old

when I one day took him out to ride. "We had a very

pleasant drive over a quiet country road, and ' Tot ' who
was a city child, little accustomed to country life or

scenes, sat drinking in the beauty of the landscape with-

out a word until he broke out with an abrupt * Hello P
' Well, Totty,' said I. ' I say, do'os slieepses hairs grow
on trees ?' He had noticed tufts of wool which had been
left by some passing flock of sheep, on the thorns of a

hedge opposite us. I explained the matter to him and
told him what windfalls these bits of woo! were to the

little birds who wove from them warm linings for their

nests. Tot said no more, but appeared very thoughtful. I
had business to transact in a neighboring town, and it was
quite dark before we returned. It was a beautiful night,
and the heavens shone with stars. 'I say,* exclaimed
Totty, pointing his chubby hand upward as he uttered
his favorite phrase, ' I say, Uncle James, I knows what
stars is.* 'You are a wise infant, Tot,' I replied. 'Per-
haps you will condescend to enlighten your uncle on
the subject?' 'I knows what stars is,' repeated Tot,
disdaining to notice what I said. "Cause you seethe

great big sun he goes clean
across the sky and some of
him sticks to the rough
places like the sheepses hairs

sticks to the tree, and ' con-
cluded Totty triumphantly,
' them's stars, themis.' Tot
has signed the pledge. He
can just write enough to
write his name, but he in-

sisted on signing with the

rest of the famil}-, and sign
he did. One of the farm
hands, (for Tot now lives in

the country), who had signed
it, went on a journey into

the lowlands along the lake

shore where the farm is situ-

ated. "While returning he
became very thirsty and call-

ed for a glass of water at a
house by the wayside. He
was told that the water in

the well had been spoiled by
a large piece of meat which
had accidentally fallen into it

but that he was welcome to

a glass of cider. Being very

thirsty indeed, he so far for-

got himself as to drink it.

When he returned home he
related the circumstance.

"When he had finished, Tot,

with his eyes filled with tears

came up to Ms knee and
said: 'I say, Phil., how far

was you from the lake ?' ' A
full ten mile,' said Philip,

looking a little conscience-

stricken. ' "Well, Phil.,' said

the child, with a tremor in

his voice, * I'd have walked
there and back again "fore

I'd a broken the pledge.'

"

A BullyRebiilced.
The Springfield Republi-

can relates the following as

having occurred in a railroad

car in Massachusetts. As
the train was ahont starting,

a well dressed, gentlemanly

appearing, but very black

man came in and took a va-

cant seat beside a white man.
The latter at once sprang up
and, with an oath,exclaimed,
" Bo yon suppose I am go-

ing to sit by a nigger?"

Then pushing rudely past he
Bought another place in the

seat with a young student

who was just returning home
from his university. He had
no sooner taken his new
place than the young man

sprang up, saying, "Do you-suppose I will sit with you ?"

and went and sat down by the colored man. " Would
you rather sit by a nigger than a white man ?" shouted
the enraged individual whose company he had left. "I
prefer to sit with a gentleman," replied the student.

"Doyou say I'm not a gentleman ?" quickly asked the

other. 4 Gentlemen do not use profane language, neither

do they insult people on account of their color," was the

answer. " Ton shall be taken care of, yon impudent
young jackanapes," said the first speaker shaking his

fist menacingly. " I will take care of him," quietly re-

marked the colored man, who until this time, had re-

mained silent. The tone of voice was so full of mean-
ing, and the powerful frame of the speaker so full of

muscle, that the bully at once sneaked quietly into his

seat, to digest as best he might his inglorious defeat and
the unconcealed scorn of his fellow-travelers. It is to be
hoped that he learned the lesson that to be a gentleman
one must do something more than merely assume
the name; actions speak much louder thau words.
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Herald ©f Health
for 1868.

S Numbers Free.

The objects of this Journal are

:

TO PREVENT DISEASE

TO RESTORE HEALTH.
It aims to effect this by teaching

II©W T© UVE.
It presents the laws of Health, and the proper way to ob-

serve them, points oat the manner in which they are most

liable to be broken, suggests the means of recovering from

the penalties of their violation ; iu short, gives attention to

all topics affecting the

PHYSICAL CONDITION.
It numbers among its contributors some of the

Most Eminent Writers.
Among these are

HORACE GREELEY,
HENTRY WARD LSEECIIER,

DIO LEWIS,
MOSES COIT TYLER,

DR. H. W. BELLOWS,
ALICE and PHCEBE CARY,

MRS. &LEASON,
PROF. IiUFUS K. BROWSTE,

anrt many others.

Every number contains facts, hints, and suggestions that

"will, if properly followed,

Save Many Years Subscription
INT

DOCTORS' BILLS.
The press and individuals throughout the entire country

have given the most cordial testimony in favor of the worth
of the

HERALD OF HEALTH.

The Xew Tork Tribune says:

The riKHALD of Health well sustains the high standard

which it lias held forth since the commencement of the new
Eeries. In fullllliug its task as a "preacher of righteousness"

In the department of Physical Culture, it enjoys the aid of

numerous sound thinkers and able writers, whose contri-

butions give popular interest and, in many cases, perma-
nent value to Its contents.

flox. Gerhitt Smitfi writes:

"I value this periodical very highly. "Were it thickly scat-

tered over the whole land, what a power it would prove!

"Professor Tyler's 'Athletic Club* is worth more than
the price of each number it appears in. By the way, he is

one of the most brilliant and racy of all our writers.

A Life Saved by Reading The Herald of Health —
" Springfield, O., December 21, I860. Miller, Wood & Co.
— Gents: I would inform you that I have not received my
Herald for November, and as I have preserved them
through all its changes for about eighteen years, I wish to

have it.

" I was a poor dyspeptic, pronounced by my physician to

be in the last stage of consumption—had night sweats, a vio-

lent cough, was given up as incurable, and I made my will,

supposing I would die in a few weeks. I settled with my
physicians and everybody else,- and was expecting that a few
days would close up my earthly career. At that time I got

your publications, and without any other information I

treated myself as well as I could from reading those works,

nnd in less than six months my health was quite good, and
In twelve months I had good health, and have had, with

but slight exceptions, ever since. I am now in my 67th

year, and I farm, and tiki husk corn day after day this fall

with young men and made a full hand, and I found I could

lead the most of them. I credit the above works with my
good health, though I have Quite a library of books on the

system you advocate In your Journal. 1 expect to read it

while it advocates its present principles.

A. MOOREIIOUKE."

Those who subscribe nt onco for ISfiS will got October,

Koyember, and December Numbers Free. Those who

send a Club of Thirty Subscribers for 1SGS and $G0 will get

a Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machine worth $55 as a premi-

um. $'! a year; samples 29 cents.

MILLEE, WOOD & CO.,

15 Laiglit St., New York.

The Great Farmers' Newspaper.

THE
NEW-YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

is printed on a large sheet, making eight pages of six broad

columns each. It contains all the important News published

In The Daily Tribune, except of merely local interest;

also. Literary and Scientific Intelligence; Reviews of New
Books; Letters from our large corns of correspondents; the

latest news by Telegraph from all parts of the 'World; a

Summary of all important intelligence in this city and else-

where ; a Synopsis of the proceedings of Congress and State

Legislature when in session; Foreign News received by

steamer; Full Reports of the Proceedings of the Farmers'

Club of the American Institute; Talks about Fruit, and oth-

er Horticultural and Agricultural information essential to

country residents; Stock, Financial, Cattle, Dry Goods and
General Market Reports; making it, botli for variety and
completeness, altogether the most valuable, interesting, and
instructive "Weekly Newspaper published in the world.

The Full Reports of the American Institute Farmers' Club,

and the various Agricultural Reports, in each number, are

richly worth a year's subscription.

TERMS

:

Single copy, 1 year—52 numbers $?.00

Clubs of five 9.03

Ten copies or over, to names of subscribers, each 1.70

Twenty copies, to names of subscribers 31.00

Ten copies, to one address 16.00

Twenty copies, to one address 30.00

An extra copy will be sent for each club of ten.

THE NEW-YORK SEMI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE,

Published every TUESDAY and FRIDAY, contains iu addi-

tion to all enumerated above, the

BEST AND LATEST POPULAR
NOVELS,

by living authors, carefully selected from the ENGLISH
MAGAZINES. Nowhere else can so much current intelli-

gence and permanent literary matter be had at so cheap a

rate as in THE SEMI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE. Those who
believe in the principles and approve of the character of

The Tribune can increase its power and influence by join-

ing with their neighbors in forming clubs to subscribe for

The Semi-Weekly Edition. It will in that way be supplied

to them at the lowest price for which such a paper can be

printed.

1 copy, 1 year—104 numbers $4.00

2 copies, do. do. 7.00

5 copies, or over, for each copy S.OO

Persons remitting for 10 copies $30 will receive an extra

copy for six months.

"Persons remitting for 13 copies $45, will receive an extra

copy one year.

For $100 we will send thirty-tour copies and The Daily
Tribune.

THE NEW-YORK DAILY TRIBUNE
Is published every morning (Sunday's excepted) at $10 per

year; $5 for six mouths.

PORTRAIT OF HORACE GREELEY.
On receipt of ?'3 for The Weekly, 5-1 for Tim Semi-Week-

ly, or $10 for Tub Daily Tribune, we will send a copy of

Ritchie s fine Steel-engraved Portrait of Horacr Greeley
to any person who asks for it at the time of subscribing.

TO ADVERTISERS.
All who want to sell Lands. Farms. Machinery, Inventions,

Trees, l'hint?, Seeds, Tools. Books, or itnythiDg required by

the Rre:it Agricultural nnd Manufacturing Public, from

Maine to California, will do well to advertise in The Nkw-
TOKK Tf.IBCXE.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING.
Daily Tr.inrNM! 0.1 cents a line.

TVkekly TnmuN'K $1.50 a line.

Semi-Wkeki.y TianvNK 23 cents a line.

Terms, cash in advance.

Drafts on New- York, or Post-Ofllcc orders, payable to the

order of Tire Tmiivxit, bclnc. safer, are preferable to any
otliur mode of remittance. Address

THE TRIBUNE, New-York.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST!

IF TOU WANT A FIRST-CLASS
AGRICULTURAL PAPER,
HORTICULTURAL. PAPER,

WOOL GROWERS' PAPER,
STOCK GROWERS' PAPER,

FAMILY PAPER,
LITERARY PAPER,

YOUNG PEOPLE'S PAPER,
GENERAL NEWS-PAPER,

—(ANU ALL OF THESE COMBINED IS OXE,)

—

THEN SUBSCRIBE FOR
MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER,

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
Established in 1S50,—which is the Leading andLanrest-Circu-
latins 14TJRAL, FAMILY, LITERARY and GENERAL
NEWSPAPER on the Continent—most conclusive evidence
that it is THE BEST PAPER OF ITS CLASS!

THE RURAL IS ABLY EDITED,
PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED,

NEATLY PRINTED.
IT IS PRACTICAL,

IT IS SCIENTIFIC^
IT IS USEFUL.

MORAL IN TONE,
PURE IN SENTIMENT,

HIGHLY ENTERTAINING.
TnE Rural is unequalcd iu Value and Variety of Con-

tents, and unique in Appearance. It embraces a greater

variety of Agricultural, Horticultural, Scientific, Educa-
tional, Literary and News Matter, interspersed with many
Engravings, than any other journal—rendering it by far the

most complete combination of Practical, Instructive,
Entertaining and Timely Journalistic Heading in Amer-
ica. Its ample pages comprise Departments devoted to or

including

Agriculture, Choice Literature,
Horticulture, Science nnd Art,
Sheep Husbandry, Education,
Grazing, Dairying 1

,
Youth's Reading,

Rural Architecture, General News,
Domestic Economy, Commerce, Markets,

With Illustrations, Tales, Essays, Music, Poetry,

Rebuses, Enigmas, cCr., &c.

THE RURAL EMPLOYS TnE BEST TaLENT
IX ALL DEPARTMENTS,

Practical, Scientific and Literary.

Among its Editors, Contributors and Correspond-
ents are many of the most experienced and successful

Farmers, Planters, Wool Growers, Horticulturists, Garden-

ers, Scholars, &c„—including eminent Soil Cultivators,

Breeders and Graziers, Scientists, Literatenrs, LL. D.*s, D.

D.'s, M. D.'s, Presidents and Professors of Colleges, and oth-

ers of note and decided ability. For example, iis Sheep
Husbandry Department is Edited by the Hon. IIenkt S.

Eandall, LL. D., (author of " The Practical Shepherd"
" Sheep Husbandry in the South,'* &c, and Pres't. of the Na-

tional Wool Growers' Association,) the best authority on

the subject in this country.

Whether located In Town or Country

YOU WAXT THE RURAL,
YOUR FAMILY WANT IT,

YOUR NEIGHBORS "WANT IT,
For it is adapted to the wants of all, and has thousands of

readers In Chics and Villages in addition to its Immense
circulation among the Rural Population of the whole Coun-

try,—East and West, North and South.

THE RURAL NEW-YORKER
Is a National Journal, having enthusiastic friends

and admirers in every State and Territory of the Union, and
also in Canada, Europe, Ac. And while "Excelsior" Is its

glorious Motto, and "Progress and TmprovemetiV* its laud-

able objects, it will fully maintain its position as tlie most

Popular and Meritorious Weekly in Us Sphere of Journal-

ism. In Judging of its price, &c, remember that Moore's
Ritual Is not a monthly, but a Large and Beautiful Weekly.

FORM, STYLE, TERMS, «&c.

Trra Rural comprises Eight Double Quarto rages,—pub-
lished in superior style, wiih CoppoM&ced Type, Good Pa-

per, and many Appropriate and Costly Engravings, (it being

the most profusely Illustrated Weekly In Us sphere of Jour-

nalism.) A Title Pago, Index, &c, given at close of each

Volume, complete for binding.

TERMS—Only S3 a Year; Five Copies for
$U; Seven for $19; Ten for Q25, &c A new Quarter com-

monces Oct. 5, and Volume XIX in January. Now Is (ho
Time lo Subscribe and form Clubs. The most

liberal Inducements t» Local Agents, Clubs, &c but no

traveling agents are employed. Spi ow-BIlls, Pre-

mium Msts, &c , sbnt Fuse—or wo will send the IS num-

bers of this (Oct. to Jan.) or any preceding Quarter of this

year, on trial, or us specimens, for only Titty CANTS,

Address D. I>. T. MOORE, Publisher,
CNION BVILDINtS, ROCRESTfiU, N. Y.
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THE CKESYLIC A.CI1> CO.'S

S O A p» s

AND SAPONACEOUS COMPOUNDS

MANUFACTURED AND S O L 33

UNDER A LICENSE, BY

JAMES B XJ C H A N & C O .

,

190 Elizabeth Street, 2i~eic York,

AND FOR SALE BY DRTJG-G-ISTS, GROCERS, SEEDSMEN AND DEALERS.

The value of these compounds, and for winch

Letters-Patent have been granted, is fully es-

tablished as

DISINFECTANTS, ANTISEPTICS,
and Destroyers of Insect and Fun-
gus Eife wherever found.

Although the peculiar powers of this acid are

of comparatively recent discovery, they are so

marked and powerful as to have led at once to

their general use, both in Europe and America.

The difficulty at first experienced was, to

form such compounds with the acid as should

be convenient for use, permanent in their effects,

and cheap enough to lead to their every day

employment, in the

Dwelling 52ou.se, the Hospital! and
Jail, the Ship and the Railroad
Car, the Stable, the Sheep-
fold and the Cow-house,
the Field and Garden.

It was found that this was best and almost

solely attained by forming

Soaps & Saponaeeons Compounds.
Those offered for use in the

Dwelling-house, include

Laundry, Family and Soft Soaps.

These are not only more powerfully detergent

or cleansing than any others in use ; but

completely disinfect everything washed with

them, and . render woolens safe from the

attacks of moths and other insects. Bedding

and other clothing used by the sick, even

from the most infectious diseases, as Small-

pox, virulent fevers, &c, are completely disin-

fected by its use; so that they may be immedi-

ately used, and with entire safety, by the well

in health.

Tables, bedsteads, cupboards, floors, walls,

sinks are purified, cleansed, and protected from
house-flies, cockroaches, ants, and other insects.

It ma}' be used on the psrson, even of chil-

dren, protecting them greatly from infectious

diseases, and from insect annoyances, scald-

head, <fcc.

The slight odor of Cresylic acid perceptible

when the soap is used, is quickly dissipated by
the air.

In Jails, Hospitals. Barracks, on
Ship-board, iu Crowded Tene-

ments liable to typhoid and other ferers, the

use of these soaps should be made obligatory.

For the Stable, the Sheep-fold, the

Cow-house, the Pig-pen, Poultry-
house, &c.

Compounds of the more crude Carbolic acid

were employed. But, in this clear and warm
climate it was found that there is a vitality and

vigor in insect life which required the more ac-

tive, yet less acrid Cresylic acid to overcome.

The Slaell Bar Soap, for washing

horses, cows, pigs, dogs, &c, to rid of and pro-

tect them from vermin, flies, &c, is in a conve-

nient and cheap form. Flies, which so in-

cessantly torment horses and cattle in stables

and dairies, will not disturb them, if washed
over twice a week with this soap. Using it like

any other bar soap ; but leave a light lather to

dry on, rubbing it well iu.

The Death to Screw-worm, is the

best of all remedies for that pest of the Stock-

breeder iu the South; and for washing galls,

sores, whether mere scratches or of the most
gangrenous and offensive character, for grease,

cracked hoofs, &c, in horses ; mange in dogs,

&c. It may be used on the person with entire

safety ; and will cure any of the more ordi-

nary diseases of the skin, as Ring-worm,
&c. ; spread as a plaster, and protected from
the air by a covering of oiled silk, &c. Remov-
ing twice a day ; washing well, using the com-
pound as a soap, and replacing the plaster.

The Sheep-dip immediately cures scab in

sheep, and destroys all vermin on these sensi-

tive animals, and prevents their return. It is

constantly asserted by those who use this Dip
for their sheep, that the increase in quantity and
improvement in the quality of the wool, is more
than equal to the cost and trouble.

The Foot-rot Ointment is a quick and
infallible cure for that disease.

The Plant Protector, if dissolved in

water and occasionally sprinkled over trees and
plants, will completely protect them from de-

structive insects.

Different persons in the South experimented

with a solution of this compound on the cotton

plant, infested by the caterpillar, so destructive

to that plant; and state "that, although the

worms already on the plant, and which could

not be reached by sprinkling from a common
watering-pot, lived and matured; not another

egg was deposited on the plants thus treated."

From these and experiences in Europe, it is in-

ferred that trees, roses, grape-vines, and other

plants, including wheat, threatened by the fly

and midge, well syringed with this solution,

would be protected from the deposit of the

eggs of insects of any kind upon the plants or

in the fruit

Every experiment with watery and other

mixtures or compounds, excepting the sapona-

ceous, proved utter failures. If made strong

enough to affect the insect, they seriously dam-

aged the plant; and the effects, so far as they

were obnoxious to the insect, were quickly dis-

sipated. Not so with the soap mixtures. The
effect continues for weeks, even en plants in the

open air.

A very weak solution used m the ordinary

syringing of plant houses, would entirely pre-

vent insects.

"Wheat washed in a solution of the Pro-
tector, before being sown, is pronounced safe

from Smut

—

a fungus, similar in its origin

to the Mildew on the Grape.
If the stems and limbs of trees and plants, in-

fested by any of the species of Scale or M Ter-

rapin Bug," arc coated with a mixture of a

creamy solution of the Protectors, and the

Cresylic Acid Co.'s Granulated
Powder, laid on with a brush, the insect

could no longer exist.

Rabbits, Mice, Squirrels, &c, will not
touch young trees which have had a cloth,

saturated with the compound, rubbed over the

stem. "Which may be done very quickly with

a rag in each hand.

And the Cutting-Ant cf "Western Texas
will not ascend a tree, around which a strip of

sheep-skin is tied, and occasionally wetted with

a solution of this compound.

During the summer months, in the warmer
parts of this continent, it is almost impossible

to preserve Hides from being eaten by certain

worms and hard-shelied bugs. Dealers and

others use a compound known as "Hide poi-

son " ; dangerous in the extreme, if not care-

fully handled.

The Cresylic Acid Company's

HIDE PRESERVER
is even more effective, being at same time a

powerful antiseptic, is perfectly safe to use, and

costs much less.

All of these compounds are harmless to ani-

mal life, and may be handled with entire safety.
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JAMES BUCHAN &
s

190 ELIZABETH STREET,
NEW-YORK,

MAXTTFACTUBE AXD SELL

THE CRESYL1C ACID COMPANY'S

S A POX A CEO US COMPOUNDS
DSSINFECTiNG SOAPS,

Soft Soap.—Dane, for floors, ships' decks,

etc., in 5 lb. canisters, §1.25; 101b. do., $2.25;

in 50 lb. kegs, at §10; and in 200 lb. barrels,

§35.

For all the purposes intended, these have
double the cleansing powers of ordinary soaps.

ISO. 1 Soap.—In bars. For ail common
uses in the house and laundry, for floors, closets,

clothing', linens, -woolens, bedding, etc., which
it thoroughly disinfects and renders obnoxious
to all insects.

In 24 lb. boxes, at 13 cents per lb. ; and in

60 lb. boxes, at 12 i cents.

Laiiiidt.v.—A finer soap, for similar pur-

poses, and for the bath, etc

In 60 lb. boxes, 14 cents per lb.; in 241b.

boxes, and in 10 paper boxes, containing 6 lbs.

each, packed in a case, 15 cents per lb.

Laundry -women should not object to the pe-

culiar and not unpleasant smell of the soap.

This very odor protects them from any possi-

bility of catching disease from foul or infected

clothing; and disappears -when the clothes are

dried.

These soaps possess a Bleaching- quality

which none others do; and without the slightest

damage to the fibre of the cloth.

The Black Bar-soap, for destroying

vermin on horses, cows, pigs, dogs, etc., and to

protect them from flies, in neat cakes enveloped

in tiu foil, in a cheap and convenient form, in

boxes containing 20 cakes, §2.

The Death to Screw-worm.—A soft

and very effective ointment, or may be used as

a soap; will destroy all insect life or render the

locality most obnoxious to them, and forms the

best of all -washes and ointments for foul and pu-

trid Or other sores. The altering and marking

of young stock may be done with safety even in

the extreme south, at any season of the year, by
immediately anointing with this preparation.

To that pest of the Southern Slock-breeder,

the Screic-worm, it is certain death, and i-; llie

cheapest and safest remedy ever applied. It

not only destroys the -worm, but cleanses and
quickly heals up the offensive sores made by
them. In ordinary cases, a piece of the oint-

ment, as large as the first joint of the finder,

pushed into the wound, will effect an immediate

cure. But, in serious cases, best to inject a so-

lution two or three times, and then insert the

ointment. It is rare that a second application

will ever have to be made. Sheep, which rarely

recover the attack of the worm under the ordi-

nary treatment of Calomel, various Liniments,

etc., are quickly cured by this application.

Sold in canisters containing one pound, at 50
cents, or three pounds, at §1.

The Sheep Dip is sold in canisters of 5

pounds, at $1.25; 10 pounds, at $3.25; 50 pound '

kegs, at $10; and in barrels, containing 200
pounds, at §35.

The proportions for dipping large and
heavily-fleeced sheep, are one pound of (lie com-

j

position, to five gallons of water for five sheep.

"\y*hen a number exceeding fifty are dipped, the

bath must be replenished after 25 sheep are

dipped, with five pounds of the composition dis-

solved in one gallon of boiling water, added to

24 gallons of water. But for the average of

sheep in the United States, and especially if re-

cently shorn, it will be found that this quantity,

in these proportions, will suffice for nearly, if

not quite, double the number. The liquid is

placed in au oblong vessel, of sufficient size to

immerse two sheep at a time conveniently. The
animals are carefully dipped, so that every part

is immersed, protecting only the ears, nose and

mouth from contact with the liquid. Each sheep

should remain a full minute in the bath, and

then stand on the drainer, or sloping platform

alongside the bath-tub, until all the liquid that

will, has drained off. Do not turn out during

a rain, immediately after dipping. The hands

and arms may be freely put in the bath, as it

will injure neither skin nor clothes. But, if the

sun is shining brightly, it is best to protect the

arms by a loose sleeve or other wrapping;

otherwise some smarting may be felt. If the

smarting is severe, the bath had best be some-

what diluted with water; and especially for

weakly sheep or lambs. Wheu Scab is actually

present, a little of the pure Dip, or better still,

of the Death to Screic-ivorm should be rubbed
on the spots or diseased parts. If first rubbed

not too harshly, with a corn-cob, so much the

better. There is no danger of reinfection, even

in pastures or lots known to be infected .-with

the scab insect. If the lots, pastures, &c, are

limited in extent, and badly infested with the

Scab-insects, wash over with the Dip, the stems
of trees, posts, &c, against which the sheep

have been in the habit of rubbing themselves;

as the insects will live there for a long time,

ready to attack again these sheep not thorough-

ly protected by dipping.

A profitable business could be done by

PROFESSIONAL DIPPERS,
charging so much per head, and who could do
the work more thoroughly, and at a less actual

cost than could be done by tbose less practised.

Missis. Buchan & Co. will lie glad to treat

with parties who desire to engage in the busi-

ness.

Foot-rot Ointment thoroughly cures

and prevents the return of this dangerous dis-

ease. Let the animals to be treated, stand for

five minutes or so, in the ordinary solution of

sheep-dip ; which will soften and cleanse the

hoofs. Pare and cut away all of the diseased

portion ; but expose no more fresh surface tiian

can be avoided. Anoint well with the oint-

ment, and especially every diseased part, rub-

bing a little into tlie liair as high as tin- i

Keep the animals in a dry, clean pasture or lot

for a few days, and a cute will not only be af-

fected, but the animal guarded from reinfection

for a considerable period.

Sold in canisters of 3 pounds, at §1.

The PlasU-lProtector is sold in lb.

canisters at 50 els. ; 3 lb. do., §1.00 ; 5 lb. do.

§1.25; 10 lb. do., §2.25; 50 lb. kegs, §10.00,

and in barrels, containing 200 lbs., at §35.

The strength of the solution must be deter-

mined by the age and condition of the trees and
plants to which it is to be applied. For strong

growing plants and trees, out of doors, 5 pounds

to 50, or even 100 gallons of water -will suffice.

To sprinkle over a crop of wheat, or to be

forced in a spray, over and through the growing

cotton plants, a still weaker solution would
probably have the desired effect of driving off

the parent insects.

T3iC 53ide Preserver.—This article, dis-

solved in sufficient boiling water, adding cold

water until about the consistency of rich milk,

or say five pounds to 30 gallons of water, will,

if green or dried hides are coated on both sides

with it, completely prevent the attacks of insects.

And will cure green hides more thoroughly and

in less time than by salt or any other antiseptic.

Sold in canisters of 5 pounds, at §1.25 ; 10

pounds, at §2.25 ; 50-pound kegs, at §10 ; and

in barrels containing 200 pounds, at §35.

Soaps for the ToiSct and Bath, and for

Surgical Tses, are in course of manu-
facture, and will soon be offered.

The CresySie Acid Company,

No. 6S Cedar St., New York,

JIANTFACTrRE ASD SELL

GRANULATED DISINFECTING POWDER.
A powerful disinfectant and purifier ; and at same time

obnoxious to nil insect and fungus life.

Cleanly, odor pleasant, convenient for use, effects con-

tinuous and lasting.

Sprinkled over the floor before nailing down carpets,

matting, or oil-cloth, it absorbs foul smells, contributes to

health, and kills or drives oft* all insects.

Strewn over the yard, in stables, sinks, watur-closets,

&c., it purifies and deodorizes.

Placed in and about the poultry yard and in the nesta,

the little pests which usually harrass the poultry can no
longer exist.

If scattered lightly over the stalls, when dressed up,

each morning', foul odors are absorbed and causes of dis-

ease destroyed amongst live stock ; and hoof-ail, foot-rot,

&c., prevented.

Strewn over seed-beds in the garden or field, it gives

complete protection to young plants, from insects.

A little of this powder placed in saucers around the

sick-room, will purify and disinfect the air. without

offending tlio sick by its odor

—

And. if put in the vessels used, will prevent unpleas-

ant smi"-11=. and all infection from that most fruitful of

canscs, the ercreM of the sick.

A few pound? placed in the ovfftn will chock decay and

the consequent offensive odors, for two weeks or more
And if the entire vacant space under, and around, and
above the body he filled in with this powder, all decom-
position will bo arrested for months.

Sold in neat packages at SOC : in largo boxes with slid-

ing tops at .-; I .*.\". And in barrels for stable use. Ac.

InsectaProof Paper
ining chests to contain tors, woolens, &&; and

, pantries, &c, infested by or exposed to ants,

cockroaches, or other insects. For spreading under car-

pet.- for their more perfect preservation. Being manu-
factured.
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Advertisements, to be sure of insertion, must be re-

ceived BEFOXE the 5th of the preceding month.

TERMS— Ccash before insertion) :

Ordinary Pages, S1.50 per line. Open Pages-S3per line.

Business Notices—-S3.:>0 per line of space, each insertion.

Stoat Present for the Holidays.
THE YANKEE BLADE

Is a Patent Sewing Kipper.
Eraser for the Desk.
Letter Opener.
Paper Cntter.

Nail Cleaner and Trimmer.
Is £ood for all these uses. As a Ripper it will take out a

seam faster than a Sewing Machine can make it. 30 cents

each, by mail, 4 for SI, 2-30 per dozen.

V!. A. TITCH, 151 Kassau-st., New Tork.

THE BEST
OKffiASS AT¥J» MEEOIMEOIVS.

PRIS'CE & CO.'S ! !

AddressWHITING BROS., 814 Broadway, N. Y.
Also, SPLENDID PIANOS

at loio 2irices. Price Lists free.

GENTS WANTED!—Male or Female, in all

parts of the United States, to sell "Abbott's Lives of
the Presidents," one of the best books for Agents ever pub-
lished in tins country. The work is finely illustrated, com-
plete in one volume, reatlv fnr subscribers, and sells splen-
didly. Address B. B. KUSSF.LL & CO., Boston. M;iss.

LL WANTING FARMS—Good soil, mild cli-

mate. Similes south of Philadelphia. Pi-ice only $25
per acre. Also improved farms; hundreds are settling ;

information sent free. Address C. K. LA.NDIS, Vineland,
New Jersey.

The Ladies' Christian Monitor
Commences its Seventh January 1SC8.
Terms $1.00 per annum. Specimen numbers sent free.
Address MHS. M. M. B. GOODWIN. Indianapolis, Ind.

rANTED, AGENTS to sell Boanlninn's Patent
Lamp-wick Inserter, and Cast Handle Knife. Samples

Rent post-paid on receipt of 40 cents for knife, and 10 cents
for Inserter. W. Y. A. BOAP.D.UAN, New Haven, Conn.

Puller & BarnumN New Tiaclt Crcaser and
Self-Guide and ilaster combined, for all Sewing-Machines,
%i. No. 043 Broadway, New Tork.

COMCOItB VJL\ES.
A Rare Chance.

I offer of mv larse and well selected stock of vines, the
best quality of Plants.
20,000 No. 1 "Concord, $7.50 per 100; $55 per 1000 ; %V& per 5.000

50.000 i o. 2 " $0-50 per 100; $43 per 1000; $'.'00 per 5.000

The above are offered at these rates for cash for immedi-
ate delivery only. Address

(J. E. MEISSNER, Kichmond P. O., Staten Island, N. T.

B. K. BXiISS 8l SOH,
Seed, and ££orticnltisral ^Vai-elionse

Nos.41 Parlt Row, and 151 7Sassaa-st., N. Y.
Late Office of American Agriculturist,

Also, 231 Main-st., Springfield, Mass.,

would inform their Patrons that the Fourteenth Edition of
their Celebrated Seed Catalogue and Guide to
tine Flower and Kitchen Gartlcn is now in press,
and will be published in January. It will contain about
One Hundred and twenty-fire pages of closely printed mat-
ter, beautifully illustrated wii h One Hundred Engravings
of Ftowers-.md Vegetables, &nA a descriptive list o I upwards
of 3,500 varieties of Garden, Field, and Flower Seeds,
with special directions for their culture. Mailed post-paid
to all applicants upon receipt of 25 cents. Regular custom-
ers supplied without charge. Orders addressed either to
New York or Springfield, 'as above, will be prompth* at-

tended to. B. K BLISS & SON.

JJEBOME PATZK,
Ma?j 25th, 1S67.

E. F. BAKER, ESQ.,

Beak Sin,—"We take pleasure in statins that your HOOF
LINIMENT has cured the Running Horse ** Fleetwing,"

of Quarter Cracks. He ran Two and Three-Quarter Miles

yesterday, and Three Miles again to-day, carrying One
Hundred and Twenty-eight Pounds, without starting his

feet to Crack in the least, and we now consider it a PER-
FECT CURE.

GEORGE C. WALDEN,
Trainer for Forbes & Jerome.

Manufactured only by
E. F. BAKER & CO.,

141 Maiden-Lane, New Tork.

Sold by Druggists, Saddlers. Ilorse-Shoers and Feed Stores
everywhere.

SCHOOL DESKS
i2J Of first quality, and new stvles.

SUPERIOR PHILOSOPHICAL INSTRUMENTS
on hand, and made to order, at the

LOWEST PRICES.
For cuts and prices, direct to

N. C. BOARDMAN.
No. 21 Jolm-st., New York.

" ENOW THYSELF."

FOE

Devoted to Ethnology, Physiology, Phrenology,

Physiognomy, Psychology, Sociology, Biography, Edu-
cation, Art, Literature, with Measures to Reform, Ele-

vate and Improve Mankind Physically, Mentally and
Spiritually. It is a standard authoritjr in all matters
pertaining to Phrenology and the Science of Man. Ed-
ited by S. R. Wells. Published monthly, at $3 a year,

30 cents a number. A new volume begins now.

Address S. B. WELLS, 339 Broadway. New York.* 1868.

DOTY'S
WASHING

MACHINE
Washes perfectly without the least injury to clothes, and
with irreat case to the operator. It is the first and only
Clothes Washer which has proved a GREAT SUCCESS, and
sells rapiillv wherever introduced. This, with the UNI-
VERSAL CLOTHES WRINGER (the best) does away with
the wash tub and rubbing board, and saves clothes, time,
and money. Descriptive circulars sent free.

To introduce these machines, we will send cither or both
to places where no one is selling, and will pay the freight
charoes, on receipt of the retail price. Family Washer, $14,
Universal Wringer. ** Extra," §9. Also, the new Lightkino
Meat Chopper, §7.

Send for Wholesale Terms Circular.

R. C. BROWNING, General Agent
No. 33 Cortlandt-st., New York.

(Opposite Merchants1

Hotel.)

HEALTH AXO JGCOXOMY.
PATENT LEAD ENCASED BLOCK TIN
PIPE. Recommended bv the medical
facnltv and approved hv WATER COM-
MISSIONERS. COSTS LESS THAN
LEAD PIPE, AND IS MUCH STUONG-
IER. Recent improvements enable us to
'supply THIS pipe at a less price per foot
than common lead pipe.
To furnish the cost per foot, plensegive

the head or pressure of water and bore
of pipe. Pamphlets sent free on appli-

cation. Address THE COLWELLS, SHAW & WJLLARD
MANUFACTURING CO., Foot of West 27th-st., or 105
Beekman-st., corner of Pearl, New York.

franklin
i:RilJ©Si: ia©HI«

Justly celebrated for perfect simplicity, great strength, and
immense compressing power, is guaranteed, with eight
men and two horses, to self-temper the clay and make 3,000
to 3,500 elegant bricks per hour. J H. RENICK, Proprietor,
No. 71 Broadway, New York, Room 2S.

Torroy's Patent Weather Strip§
Exclude Wind, Fain, Snow and Dust from Doors and

Windows of every description.
They save in fuel one half, and preserve health by the pre-

vention of drafts, so productive of colds.
Cheap, simple, effective, durable, ornamental, and war-

ranted for five years.
E. S. & J.'TORREY & CO.. Sole Manufacturers.

72 Maiden Lane, New York.

IT DON'T
SCRATCH YOU,

Or Tear Your Clothes.
Davison's Tliornlcss

Blaclt Cap Raspberry
is the best, as it is hardy, pro-

ductive, early, and sweet, and
it is a pleasure to cultivate it.

For origin, description, prices,

testimonials, &c, send for Cir-

cular. JOSEPH S1NTON,
Angola, Erie Co., N. T.

LOOK AT THIS!

$1.50

14
48

588

TVIIil, PilT FOR
MONTHLY

THE

3
34

HEW ENGLAND TAEMER
.

from this date to January 1, 18691
Months for only One Dollar and Fifty

Cents—in advance.

Pages of reading in each number, hand-
somely illustrated, and largely com-
posed of original contributions.

Pages of valuable and interesting Agri-
cultural and Horticultural reading in
the volume for 18G7.

and upward extremely Liberal Pre-
miums offered for new subscribers,

new name for our list will entitle you
to a premium.

cent stamp pays for specimen and cir-

cular.

Merchants* Row, Boston, the place of
publication, and all letters should be
addressed to

R. P. EATON & CO.,
Publishers JV. E. Farmer.

E^ Any paper copying the above and calling attention
to it shall receive the numbers for 136S without charge.

We quote the following from the Semi-Weekly Times of

Nov. 5, 1S67, believing it will be of interest to thousands who
want all the Horticultural stock they can buy for the

money they have to spare for that purpose.

Whitlock's Horticultural Advertiser,

This is a 12mo. pamphlet of seventy-four pages, gotten up
in an attractive style, by L. L. Whitlock. No. 37 Park Row,
New York City, who proposes to act as a judicious and
trusty "middle-man" between farmers and gardeners and
those who raise trees, vines and shrubs for sale. This is a

new arrangement to supply the million with choice vines

and trees at low prices. The Horticultural Advertiser is

Whitlock's medium of communication. Producers offer

their stock of trees and vines to him at exceedingly low
prices—perhaps twice as low as they will sell to customers

direct. Those in want of trees or vines send their orders to

him, and thus receive all the adyantage of the low prices by

simply paying Whitlock asraall per centage. As the ad-

vantage is all on the side of farmers and gardeners, let us

look into the practical operation of the system, that the

doubting may understand how to take still greater advan-

tage of the facilities for procuring trees. A farmer, for ex-

ample, near Rochester, N. Y„ wants $500 worth of fruit

trees. He desires to superintend digging them himself.

Producers hold the same trees at ©1,000: but by writing to

New York and paying the middle-man $25, the farmer saves

$500. This Is a liberal advertisement of the agency : but the

information imparted to the million by disclosing these hon-

est tricks of the trade seems to be a sufficient excuse for

telling those who want trees and vines how to obtain them

cheaply and at the same time procure as good ones as If

they were to get them by retail. Besides this, the Horticul-

tural Advertiser contains much valuable information on the

subject of horticulture and .pomology. (See Adv.)
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STRAWBERRIES.
PLANT THE BEST.

1L:.

.%

JtJCUNDA—Oar No. ?0O.
At the very head of the list of Strawberries—as vastly su-

perior to any and all others— containing in itself almost

every strawberry excellence, we place this wonderful variety.

"We claim for it, and have abundance of testimonials to

sustain the claim :

1st.—That the plant is healthy, hardy, and of vigorous

growth.
2d.—It is remarkably capable of resisting frosts, cold

winds, and drought.

3d.—It never fails to producenn immense crop of the finest

fruit.

'1th.—It is Bisexual, and needs no fertilizer.

5th.—It continues a long time in bearing—the fruit in-

creasing in beauty and brilliancy of color to the last.

6th The fruit is of enormous size, ten and twelve berries

often filling a pint measure.

7th.—It is of great beauty,—perfect in form, and brilliant

in color.

8th.—It is excellent in flavor.

9th.—Its shipping and keeping qualities are most remarka-

ble To test it in these respects, berries gathered on our

Farm, at Pittsburgh, on Monday, and shipped the same day
to New York,—over 100 miles—were kept uutil Friday and
Saturday, and then sold for a higher price than other varie-

ties would bring, grown in the neighborhood, and taken
fresh into the market.

10th.— II; commands the highest price In the best markets,—
bringing last season In New York, GO cents per pint holding
leu berries.

11th.—It requires no special treatment— is the least expen-
sive to gather, and is greatly the most profitable strawberry
wc grow.

12tb.—It has been thoroughly tested—S years on our Farm—
and lias greatly the advantage In tills respect over newer or
recent \y Imported varieties.

We subjoin a few testimonials, and for others refer to our
Catalogue.

".(The plant la as thrifty, vigorous, and hardy, as any I

know of ; the stout, stocky fruit-stems bearing up a weight
of fruit I never saw equaled."

A. W. IIaiikison, Sec. Pa. Hort. Soc.

"I consider It the most remarkable fruit of its class that

has ever come under my observation."

De. Juo. A. Warder, Prest. Ohio Pom. Soc.

"Could corroborate all that others have said of its great

beauty, size, and excellence of flavor."

M. K. IVyteiiam, Sec. Ohio Pom. Soc.

A most remarkable point of value in this variety Is the

great number of extra large berries, I saw great Quantities

ten to twelve of which filled a pint."

Gbo. M. Heeler, Late Sec. Ind. l'iort. Soc.

"The Prince among Strawberries. The fruit, is enormous-
ly large, and the plant wonderfully productive. Frull very
solid, and the richest and most highly flavored of any straw-
berry l over tasted."

J< 'ii - tr. JasfKnrg.

"Air. Knox's Farm at Pittsburgh Is the headquarters of
this variety. The Bhow "t this fruit upon his grounds was
this year something wonderful to see. To say thai ih

was large, would not express II It was Immense. We never
before saw berries run 80 uniformly luge."

Editor imertcan Agricultwteu

- "The largest Strawberries seen in tula market durlug the

present season, and probably the finest ever sent here for

sale in quantity, were some monstrous Jucundas, sent bytue
Rev. J. KNOX, of Pittsburgh, Pa. They were extremely
large—12 to 15 berries filling a box—of a bright color, and so
firm, after their journey of 400 miles, that they might readily

be shipped as much farther."

JYeuJ York Tribune.

For further information in reference to this most wonder-
ful Strawberry, send 10 cents for a Catalogue.

The past season being very favorable with us, wc have
grown a large stock of superior plants of this variety, the

greater portion of which we intend planting, and would
plant all, if we had the ground to spare.

Wc offer strong plants at the following prices:

12 for S 1.00
50 " 3.50
100 " 6.00
200 " 10.00

1,000 " 50.00
At the price per dozen and single hundred, we will send

plants by mail when desired. Larger quantities by Express,

the purchaser paying Express charges.

Orders will be entered as received, and filled in rotation,

at proper season. An acknowledgment, and a circular with

brief instructions for cnltivation will be sent at once, to all

parties from whom we receive orders accompanied with the

cash.

3VEW Ea3XTIOTV-
We will issue about the 1st of January next, a New Edition

of our Small Fruit Catalogue, containing descrip-

tions of all Grapes, Strawberries, Raspberries,
Blackberries, Gooseberries, Currants, &c„ of

any merit. Also, Illustrations of the Martha and Ives
Grapes, Jucunda and Fillmore Strawberries, Hor-
net and Philadelphia Easpberries, Kittatiiiny
and Wilson's Early Blackberries, Cherry and
"White Grape Currants, &c; considerations that should
influence the purchaser in the choice of Nursery Stock

;

select lists, both by mail and Express; the secret of our
success in plant, vine, and fruit growing; prices of Stock
for Spring of 1SG3 ; and much valuable information in refer-

ence to Small Fruit Culture.

We will enclose in the above Catalogue, a directed en-

velope, and an Order List, giving the plainest instructions

how to order, and forward to all applicants enclosing 10

cents. As it is desirable to know soon as possible how large

an Edition to issue, applicants will please send their names
with full address at once.

J. KIVOX,
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

JAMES VI CK,
IMPORTER AND GROWER OF

FLOAVER and VEGETABLE SEEDS,

ROCHESTER, ]V. IT.

"Vick's Illustrated Catalogue of Seeds and
Floral Guide, for 18G8, is now in press, and will be
ready to send out on the first of January next. It will con-

tain about One Hundred pages, devoted to full and plain

descriptions of the choicest Flowers and Vegetables, with
directions for preparing the ground, sowing seed, and after

culture, with other invaluable information to the gardener
and lover of flowers.

My Catalogue and Floral Guide will be illus-

trated with more than a hundred fine wood engravings, and
a beautiful Colored Flower Plate, will be well
printed on the finest paper, and make one of the most beau-
tiful, as well as the most instructive work of the kind pub-

lished.

Sent to all who desire, bjr mall, post-paid, for ten cents,

which is not half the eost. Address

JAMISS YICK,
Kochestcr, TV. Y.

|JZ^~ Catalogue of Hardy Bulbs published on the first

of August.

AGRICULTURAL AND HORTI-
CULTURAL DIRECTORY.

Tun I'r.ATittR Farmkr Axxtjat,, DtBHOTORY A2TD ADVKK-
tiser will bo issued About the 25th of December.

It will be a book of nt least 150 pages, with an edition of
not less than 10,000 copies, and be distributed to as many In-
dividuals, mostly farmers in the Northwest.
The (Hrectoryis intended to embrace a complete list of

Agricultural Implement Manufacturers and Dealers, Seed
Merchants and Growers, Nurserymen and Fruit Dealers.
Alt who desire to bo recorded In the book will please send
In (heir names, kind of business, ami post-office address, nt
tin* earliest date possible, accompanied with r>D cents. This
will also entitle the person sending to a copy of the work
when out. Address

PRAIUIE FARMER COMPANY, Chicago, 111.

Established 1842.

Send for Our New Retail Catalogue
or

Genuine Wctkcrsficld Garden Seeds,
growth of LSfffc Packets, 0z., Pound, Quart, or Bosuel pack-

nt by Mail or Express to all parts ol the U. 3,

M\f:i-:tvr GaKDRKSBS SUPPLIED at the lOWGSt rates.

R. i>. ll \wu:v. Soi d Grin er and Dealer,
Office and Warohouae, {Tfc and 193 North Main-st.,

i" irii'ord, Conn., near Wothcreflcld

TAKE YOUR CHOICE!
One Hollar commission will be allowed to ANT person

sending the names of two new subscribers with the money
for one year.

A Copy of flic Observer for one year will be sent
to ANT person sending us four new subscribers and four-
teen dollars.

A $55 Serving Machine, either "Wheeler & Wilson
or Grover & Baker, will be sent to axt person sending us
the Names of Eighteen" New Scescribees to the NEW
YORK OBSERVER, with the money (S63.) for one year in

advance.

Sample Copies and Circulars scut free*
Terms, §3.50 a year, iu advance.

S5BNEX E. 3IOKSE, Jrs& CO.,

37 Paris: Row, New Tork.

~i Scientific

American.
The best Me-

chanical Paper
in the World.
Mechanics, Man-

nfactnrers,niTen-
—-tois. Farmers.—On

the Is E J innary the
SCIENTIFIC AMERI-

i

CAN, which has been
i= .published over Twen-

ty Years, commences
a new volume.
Every number contains several splendid Engravings of all

the latest and best Improvements in Machinerv. Farm Im-
plements, and Household Utensils. Also, articles on Pop-
I'Lar Science and Industry, oi the ntmost value to every
Manufacturer, Engineer, Mechanic, Chemist, and Farmer
in tue eountrv.
INVENTORS and PATENTEES will find a compleie ac-

count of all Patents issued Weekly from the Patent Office.
THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is acknowledged to be

the best and cheapest Mechanical Paper in the world.
Every number contains most valuable and interesting read-
ing, prepared by the best known scientific writers. A single
vear's subscription, costing but $3, will make an Imperial
Volume oi" 832 pases. New Volume just beginning. Now is

the time to subscribe.
Terms, $3 a year, $1.50 six months. Address

MTJXIV & CO., PubUshers,
No. 37 Park Row, New York.

^ATENT AGENCY

OFFICES.
Established in 1&1G.

Messrs. 1UIM & CO.,

Editors of the Sceestipio
Amebioax,

Solicitous of Aueri-
0.\s and eueopeax 1*at-

ENTS,

With a Branch Office at

Washington.1

During the past Twenty years Mc>?tv. Mi:\N a.- < o. have
acted as Attorneys for more than :50,00C inventors, and statis-

tics show that nearly ONE-TIILRD of all the applications for
patents annually made in the United States are solic ed
through the Scientific American P cy. AH busi-
ness connected with the examination of Inventions, Pre-
paring Specifications, Drawings, Caveat-. Assignments of
Patents, Prosecuting [Selected Cases, Interferences, Re-is-
sues and Extensions of Patents, and Opinions of the In-

fringement and Validity of Patents, will receive the
careful attention.
Patents secured in England, France, Belgium, Austria,

Russia, Prussia, and all other foreign countries where Patent
Laws exist. A Pamphlet of "Advice How to Secure Let-
ters Patent," Including the Patent Laws ofthe United States,
furnished free. All commnnlcal Ions confidential.

Address MTONN & CO.,
No. 37 Parle Row, Stow York.

JUST PUB1ISHED, 1

,

TOE INVENTORS' AND AIECHANICS'

GUIDE.

A New Boot upon Mechanics, Patents, and Now Inven-
tions. Containing the 17. S. Patent Laws, Rules and Direc-
tions for doing business at the Patent Office; 112 diagrams
of the besl mechanical movements, with d scriptlons: the
Condensing Steam Knglne, with engraving and description;
How to Invent; How to Obtain Pntents; flints upon the
Value of Patents; Howto Sell Patents; Forms for Assign-
ments: Information upon the Rights of Inventors, assign-
ees and Joint Owners; Instructions as to Interferences. Re-
Issues, Extensions, Caveats : to Iter v i n great variety of
useful information In regard to patents, n sw tnvcntii

i

scientific subject3>wltli scientific tables, and manv Illustra-
tions, i! 8 nag< s. This is a most valuable work. Price only
•^;» cents. Addri • MUNM & I

No. 37 Parle Row, KTcw York.

HffMIE DELAWARE LITERARY INSTITUTE,
-D- FRANKLIN, X. Y.. has full equ ffera :i

thorough busbies
til O. W. JONES, v. -I . P Im Ipnl.

THE MODE] I
Sag VZIN] -

rs MONTHLY utilities,
and attractions of all the othei i. with
the onl] reliable fashions, yearly $3.00, with a beautiful
Premium, Oulv 20 snbscribi n Wheeler &
'

ili \.i b*css

. W, JENNINGS DBMOREST, 173 Broadway, New Toik,
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SUBSCRIBE SOW FOB. 1SGS ASD GET REMAINDER OP 183T FREE.

TICULT0RI8T.
T^VENTY-THIED .AJVNTXAJL. VOLUME, ISeS.

A JIOA'THLY MAGAZIXE DEYOTED TO

Horticulture, Agriculture and Architecture,

400 Royal Octavo Pages A)i-

n natty Ably Edited and
Splendidly Illusti-ated.

OUR TERMS FOR 1808 ARE AS
FOLLOWS :

One Copy one 'Year $ 2.50

Three Copies ... 5.00

Ten Copies ... 15.00

Vol. 1867, bound and post-

paid, and Ncs. 1868 - - $4.00

Vols. 1866 and 1867, bound
and post-paid, find Nos. 1 868. 5.50

Vols. 1865, 1866 and 1867,
bound and post-paid, and
Nos. 1868 .... 7.00

PREMIUMS.
We •will send the American Agriculturist one year, or any boot or periodical of the value of $1.50, to any person who

remits us Five Dollars for three new subscribers.
We will send Harpers1 Weekly or Monthly or the Atlantic Monthly one year, or any books or periodicals of the value of

S4.00, to any person who remits us Fifteen Dollars for ten new subscribers.
AVc will send a $55.00 Wheeler tfc Wilsoti or Howe Sewing Machine to any person who remits us $00.00 lor twenty-four

subscribers, at $2.50 each ; or $90.00 for sixty subscribers at §1.50 each ; or $125.00 for one hundred subscribers at £1.25 each.
i'arties desiring other premiums will please say what they wisli ; we will state the number of subscribers necessary to

procure them.

F. W. WOODWARD, Publisher.

37 Sarli Soic, jSFew Toi'Ji.

~SEVf, PRACTICAL, DISTINCT AND FULLY ILLUSTRATED STANDARD BOOKS ON

Published by GEO. E. WOODWAED, Architect, 191 Broadway, New York.

Woodward's Country Homes, 150 Designs and Plans, sent by mail, post-paid, $1,50.

Woodward's Architecture No. One. Cottages and Farm Houses, post-paid, 1.50.

Woodward's Architecture No. Two. Country & Suburban Houses, post-paid, 1.50.

Wheeler's Rural Homes—Houses for Country Life. Revised Edition, post-paid, 2.00.

Wheeler's Homes for the People—The Villa, Mansion & Cottage, post-paid, 3.00.

Jacques's Manual of the House, 126 designs— For Suburb & Country, post-paid, 1.50.

Cumming's Architectural Details to Scale. 714 designs, Quarto, cost-paid, 10.00

1868. HOW TO GET

A SE7OTG MACHINE
WITHOUT ITS COSTING YOU ANY MOSEY.

AN EASY, PLEASANT, ANT> CERTAIN WAY.
The publishers of "ARTHUR'S HOME MAGAZINE." and

that elegant and attractive periodical, "THE CHILDREN'S
HOUR," edited by T. S. Abthtjk, mate the following ex-
ceedingly liberal offers:—
For twenty subscribers to "The Home Magazine," (Terms

%t a year), and forty subscribers to " The Children's Hour,"
(Terms $1.33 a rear), we mil send a WILCOX & GIBBS, or
a WHEELER & WILSON SEWING MACHINE, worth $5(3,
manufacturers' cash price.
For thirty subscribers to Children's Hour and twenty-five

to Home Magazine, we will send a sewing machine.
For $50 we will send ten Home Magazines, twenty Chil-

dren's Hours, and a sewing machine, as above.
The subscribers need not all be sent at one time, nor from

the same office.

J#7 Specimen numbers of Home Magazine, 15 cents.
Specimen numbers of Children's Hour, 10 cents. Circulars
accompany them, giving full particulars, and containing
besides other and very attractive premium offers.
The Home Magazine is too well known to require special

mention, and The Children's Hour is pronounced the purest,
most beautiful and attractive juvenile magazine published
in this or anv other country.
23F~ i>o not be deterred from making an effort for fear it

may be labor lost. Get all the subscribers you can. and if
the number falls short, then write to us, and we will let you
know what additional sum of money to send in order to se-
cure a machine. We will always make this sum as small as
possible. It wnl range between $10 and $20. Remember
that the cash price of the machine is $55.

Address T. S. ARTHUR 6i SON,
809 and 811 Chestnut-st., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Western Rural.

317 JL TF$*JF^FStjy 3IACHEl"ES have been given away
for Clubs of Subscribers to The Western Rural. For only

25 subscribers a CHOICE is given between the TVfeeder
<i Wilson, the TVillcox & Gibfcs, and the Howe
Machines, with many other desirable premiums for large
and small clubs.

The Wbstebn Koal is an EEXtrsTHATED Double Quar-
to Agricultural, Horticultural and Family Weekly,
now in its Fifth Volume, and ha* already retched the
largest circulation of any Agricultural Journal ivest of
New York! Published at Chicago and Detroit—distinct
editiQns. Agents say ic is the best paper to canvass for they
ever tried.

Terms, $2.50 per year, $2.00 iu Clubs of four or more.
For Specimen Copies. Premium List. Posters, efe., address

H. N. F. X.ETVTS, Publisher Western Rural, at Chicago,
111., or Detroit, Mich.
*»* New subscribers for l&B&receioe the remaining num-

Itersfor 1S67 FREE,from the time names are. received.

©EMORESTS YOUNG AMERICA.—The best
Juvenile Magazine. A combination of Fan, Frolic,

Games, Puzzles, and Literary Gems adapted to juvenile
minds. Every child, parent and teacher is delighted with
Young America. Yearly $130. with a Brass Mounted Mi-
croscope, or a good Pocket Knife, as a premium. Specimen
copies 10 cents, mailed free. Address

W. JENNINGS DEMOREST, 473 Broadway, New York.

Short-Haml without a Master, by which the
art of tailing down Sermons, Lectures. Speeches, Trials,
etc., mav be attained in a few hours. Fiftv-iourth edition,
with Supplement. Price 25 cents. Send orders to

O. A. ROORBAgH, 133 Nassau-6t„ New York.

THE METHODIST,
A.\" EIGHT-PAGE WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

RELIGIOUS, LITERARY, AND SECULAR,
This Journal commences its IXth Volume on the 1st Jan-

uary 1S6S, and Mill, among other highly interesting matter,
publish a Weekly Sermon by

Eminent Living Pulpit Orators,
Among whom are the

ISisiiops of The Methodist Episco-
pal Church,

AM)
REV. HENRY WARD BEECHEK.

We have also made arrangements for publishing the Ser-
mons of the

REV. NEWMAN HALL,
delivered during his tour in this country. The Sermons bv
this distinguished Pulpit Orator and friend of the United
States have been heard with pleasure by thousands, and
have been reported verbatim for "Tins Methodist."
TVrms to Mail Subscribers* Two Dollars anti

Fifty Cents per Year, in advance. Postage pre-
paid at the post-office, where received. Twenty Cents per
year. Twenty Cents must be added by Canada 'subscribers
to prenay postage.
B3F* Those who subscribe now for 1S0S will receive the

paper for the remainder of this year free.
Any one sending TilliEE SUBSCRIBERS and $7.50, ...

receive a fourth copy free for one year.
Subscriptions received at any time during the year.
C^*" Liberal Premiums or Cash Commissions allowed to

canvassers. SPECIMEN COPIES SENT FREE.

Address THE PUBLISHERS OF THE METHODIST.
11* NASSAU STREET.

NEW YORK.

FARMERS should read The Phrenological
Jouenal, and be posted on the "Progress and Im-

provements" making in moral, intellectual, and social sci-
ence. Onlv $3 a vear. Send stamp for premium lists to
S. R. WELLS, 3S9 Broadway, New York.

—i^e^.—
Sfeir York Express.

13 & 15 Park Row.
THE EVENING EXPRESS. SEMI-WEEKLY EXPRESS
AND THE WEEKLY EXPRESS FO!I 1868, WILL BE
PUBLISHED TPON THE FOLLOWING TERMS :

THE EVENING EXPRESS.
Mail subscribers one year, $0.50.

THE SEMI-WEEKLY* EXIRESS.
1 copv 1 vear (104 issues), £4.00 1 10 copies 1 year
2 copies i vear 7.00 25 copies 1 year, to one
5 copies 1 "year 15.00 | address 50.00

"WEEKLY EXPRESS.
1 copv 1 vear (52 issues) .. 52.00 1

10 copies I year 15.00

3 copies l vear a.oo 20 copies 1 year 23.00

5 copies 1 year S.00 | 50 copies 1 Tear 50.00

We particularly call the special attention of Farmers and
Merchants in all parts of the country to our local market and
business reports, which are very complete. The Eemi-W -.-

lv and Weekly editions will have all the news of the week,
tip to the hour of going to press.
The Express, in its Politics, is for the Countrv. and the

whole Country—for the Government, more than the mere
Administrators of authority—lor the Constitution, more than
those who, however exalted they may be in place and pow-
er, seek to violate its provisions. It upholds and honors a
Union of Equal States, with equal privileges, and with
equal and exact justice to all its citizens. I r is for the ting
altogether, and the Union, ami for the existing Const: .

in its spirit, letter, and purpose.
Upon the great future rests the entire hopes of the peonle.

The nation is now burdened with debt and taxes, and it will
be the policv of the Express to reduce these as rapi ;

possible, and to restore prosperity to the whole country.
North and South. The Publishers invite support and encour-
agement from all those who. while wishing for one of the
best Newspapers in the country, also wish to have a sound
Constitutional journal.
Specimens of the Express sent free, upon applioatio

any address, and as man?/ as may be wanted.
To Clergymen the Weekly will be sent for One Dollar and

fifty cents per annum.
In response to many of our subscribers we have made ar-

rangements to club the Riyerside Magazine, and Phreno-
logical Journal with the Express, on the following terms,
viz :

Riyerside Magazine and Weekly Express for one year. .3X0
PhrenologicalJournal and " " " " 3.50

Riverside Magazine and Semi-WeeklyExpress 1 vear 5.00
Phrenological Journal and " " " " 5.?0

83T" Remit by Draft, Post-OSice monev order, or Regis-
tered letter, to J. & E: BPOOKS.

Nos. 13 & 15 T-: ir tJjw, New York.
^W Subscribers are in all cases requested to send their

money to the office direct. "We have no agents, and none
should be waited for, to call. Send for Calendar, year 1SG8.

IERCE EGAN'S EXCITING NARRATIVE
of Ins Adventures among the BRIGANDS OF ITALY

is now being published.in

FRANK LESLIES

With No. 120 is given awav a magnificent picture. S2 bv2S,
entitled STOP THIEF ; OR, THE MONKEY'S GRIP.
For sale by all Booksellers.

PIGEON-TAIL PUZZLE.—Composed of nearly
a score of pieces, each Tex Times More Tt'istiffki*

than a Corkscrew. When together this qneer arrange-
ment occupies but a few inches", but when apart it Fills
a Quart Measure. In a box, with directions, rent post-

paid for 50 cents. £^~ See our list of Splexmd Nbw G as -

in November Agriculturist. ADAMS & CO., 25 Brom
street, Boston.
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" Unquestionably the best sustained work of the

kind in the world"

HARPER'S MAGAZINE.

Tne most popular Monthly in the world.—JYew York
Observer.
We can account for its success only by tin- simple fact that

It meets preciselv the popular taste, fnrnishins a pleasing
and instructive variety of reading for all.—Zibn's Herald,
Boston.

' A complete Pictorial History of the Times.'

Harper's Weekly.
AN ILLUSTRATED NEWSPAPER.

The model newspaper of our country.—y. Y. Evening
Po*i.
This paper furnishes the best illustrations. Our future his-

torians will enrich, themselves out of Harper's Weekly,—
JK Y. Erangelist.
The articles upon public Questions which appear m Hak-

peh's Weekly iroiu week to week form a remarkable series

of brief political essays.—Xorth American Review.

"A Repository of Fashion, Pleasure, and
Instruction."

Harper's Bazar.

Hakpbb's Bazae, besides being the leadiug Fashion Jour-
nal in this countrv, also presents the very best specimens of
Household Literature. No subject of domestic interest is

excluded from its columns.

Terms for Harper's Periodicals.

Harper's Magazine, One Year $1.09
Harper's Weekly, One Tear 4.00

Harper's Bazar, One Year 4.00

Harper's Bazar, Harper's Weekly, and Harper's
Magazine, to one address, for one year, $10.00,

An Extra Cop >f of either the Magazine. Weekly, or
Bazar rill be supplied gratis for every Club of Five Sub-
scribers <zf £4.00 each, in one remittance; or. Six Copies
for $20.00.

OUR "SWEETHEART" would thank you
for The Phrenological Journal. In it she would

find the means by which to judge character correctly.

THE GREAT FAIiIlY^PAPER,
THE FIRESIDE COMPA.\I©X,

IS A GIAXT AMONG THE WEEKLIES.
IT CONTAINS

THE BEST STORIES,
THE BEST SKETCHES,

THE BEST ILLUSTRATIONS,
THE BEST ADVENTURES,
THE BEST POETRY,
THE BEST JOKES,

THE BEST EDITORIALS,
THE BEST EVERYTHING.

The BEST AUTHORS write for the PIKRSTDE COMPAN-
ION, and all the BEST PEOPLE will lie DELIGHTED TO
READ IT. For aale by all newsdealers, price 6 cents; sub-
scription price, £> per rear.

GEO. MUNKO i CO., No. 13T Wiliiara-st., New York

QUR SCH00LDAY VISITOR

Is one of the very best, cheapest and handsomest Boys*
and Girls* Magazines in the world! Volume XII com-
mences January, 18t»8. Form Clubs now for
UCW Volume. PREMIX*31S FOK EVERY-
BUDY.-?U'j a year. $1.00 to clubs. Specimen numbers
auU full instructions to Agents, 10 cents. Agents want-
ed at every Post-Office autl School District in
flic United States. Address J. W. DAUGHADAY &

:\ Walnut-street, Philadelphia. Pa.

MERCHANTS should read The Phrenologi-
cal JoubXaL to learn liow to select trusty clerks.

PIEKCE EGAN'S exciting NAKRATIVE
of his Adventures among the BRIGANDS OF

ITALY, s now being published in

FRANK LESLIES'

TTith No. 120 i? uiTen away a tnacnincrnt picture,
22 by 28.Jentitled STOP THIEF : OR, THE MONKEY'S
GRIP. For salo by all Booksellers.

LAWYERS should read Tue 1'uuknolooical
Joi h.nal, tliat they may read tlleuls and culprits.

GOODRICH'S

History of the United States,
Be-tteittes, and brovuht down to the Peesest

TritK (lSb'7).

BY WM. H. SEAYEY, A. M.,

Principal of the GirW High and Normal School, Boston.

This edition of Goodrich's " History of the United States"
has been prepared from the latest and most trustworthy au-
thorities. It has been attempted, by brevity of statement
and 3n economical arrangement of matter, to bring the story
of our history through the war of the rebellion, without
making it so radagre as to be-' useless or swelling the book to
an inconvenient size. To do this.it has been necessary to
re-write nearlv the whole work, which, (exclusive of an Ap-
pendix of 23 pages). ftl«Xrtding maps, portraits, and many
other Illustration^, u -

. tological tables, and tables
of analysis, is comprised in SS0 pages l2mo.

The book may be usetfc as three separate histories, or each
may be made xo assist the other.

The whole forms a c^eftiflv prepared work, an-auged so
as to facilitate the labor of "the teacher, ami nx the facts
stated in the mind of me pupil by various little aids to the
meraorv, the importance of which the practical teacher can
well understand.

The book is illustrated bvsrPERion stAfs. The design has
been to show by them the location of every place in the
United States mentioned in the history. Much care has also
been taken to give acceptable poeteaits of the most emi-
nent historical personages.

From D. B. Hagar, Principal State Normal
School, Salem, Mass.

I consider it a text-book of extraordinary merit. Its style
is clear, compact and interesting; its matter is judiciously
selected and Arranged; its illustrations are numerous, ap-
propriate, and well executed : its tables of historical analys-
is, chronological reviews and contemporary chronologies,
are of great practical value, and its typographical appear-
ance is nigh ly attractive.

BS^H Tie take pleasure in announcing the publication of
the above, and solicit correspondence with Schoo ' Committees
and Teachers with regard to the introduction of the same
into schools under their charge.

BREWER & TTLESTON, Publishers,

131 Washington-st., Boston.May, 1S6;

V.liitlock's Horticultural Advertiser.

§ «*

3

Containing Premium List, Prices of Trees,
&€., in 300 Nurseries.

"^BECHAXECS should read The Phrenological
ItA Joubyax, and learn how to select boys to learn trades.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF STOCK.

The American Stock Journal
AND

FARMERS' AND STOCK BREEDERS'
ADVERTISER.

A First-class Monthly Journal, devoted to Farming and
Stock Breeding. Each number contains 36 lar<re doable-
column pages, illustrated with numerous engravings. Onlr
*l a year. Specimen copies free, for stamp, with list of
splendid Premiums to Agents.

HORSE AND CATTLE DOCTOR, FREE.
The publishers of the American Stock Journal have es-

tablished a Veterinary Department in the columns of the
Journal, which is placed under the charge of a distinguished
Veterinary Professor, whose duty it is to receive questions
as to the ailments or injuries of all kinds of stock, and to
answer in print, in connection with the question, bow they
should be treated for a cure. These prescriptions arc given
gratis, and thus every subscriber to the Journal 1ms always
at bis command a Veterinarv Surgeon, free or' rhurje.
Every Fanner and Stock Breeder should subscribe for It.

Sent Free, Three Months for Nothing.
Every new subscriber (br 1888, received by the 1st of Jan-

uary, will receive Hie October, November, and December
numbers of ib67, free, making over 500 large doable-column
pages of reading matter in the lo numbers. All lor the low
price of *t.00. Address

N. P. BUYER & CO.. Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

WALLACES
AMERICAN STUD BOOK

Now Road) to Subscribers.

Price $10.

W. A. TOWNSEND & ADAMS,
Publishers,

434 Broome-st., New York.

IEDITORS should read Toe Phrenological
-A Jovk.s'al and le;im how lo make purlect mjwspapera.

OTOTfoimg Folks
Will contain early in the volume for 1S0S the first part oi

Charles Dickexs's New Story, "A Holiday Romance,"
written expressly for this Magazine, and elegantly
trated by Jons Gilbert. Besides this, the volume will con
tain a large variety of the best and most entertaining read-
ing, specially adapted to the capacities and tastes of voting
folks. Profuselv illustrated. Music in everv number." Cap-
ital Puzzles, Charades. Rebuses, &e. Send 20 cents for Spec-
imen Number with Prospectus for 1S6S. Tekms: >:.'" ;t

vear. Liberal discount to Clubs.
TICKNOR & FIELDS, Publishers, St si -

\rOUR WIFE will thank you for The Phrbno-
logical Jourxal—with its suggestions for Ira

children. Only ?5 a year by post. Address S. R. "Wells, N.T.

Good Pay for Doing Good.

Magnificent Premiums.
A good active man or woman wanted in every neighbor-

hood to canvass for the weekly Pbatbte Farmer. The
oldest and best Agricultural, Horticultural and *•-.

Paper published in the great Northwest. Price ou-!y£2.!.'i

per year. Splendid PEEinujiS given to agents, and gratu-

ities to all new Subscribers.

Address for full particulars,

THE PRAIRIE FARMER CO.. Chicago, 111.

W'ANTED—AGENTS—
FOR DR. GEO. II. DADD'S AMERICAN HORSE AND

CATTLE DOCTOR.
This work, as its name indicates, is a full and reliable

treatise on all the Diseases of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, aud
Hogs, and embraces Breeding, Rearing, Management, Im-
provement, and Preservation of Live Stock. It is, there-

fore, a Complete Stock Manual, and as such is without a
rival worthy the name. This work Is gaining an immense
popularity, and must eventually crowd out all others. Ter-
ritory open in all parts of the country, on our usual liberal

terms. R. W. CARROLL & CO., Publishers, Cincinnati, O.

IONA GRAPE VINES
The American Agriculturist.
§5.00 will pay for 10 Xo. 1 Iona Grape Vines, and

American Agriculturist for 1 year.

$10.00 will pay for 25 No. 1 Iona Grape Vines and
American Agriculturist for 1 year. Address

G. E. MEISSNER, Richmond, Stateu Island, N. Y.

The Vanishing Picture Trick, 25 cents.
Photographs, Sample and Catalogue. 25 cents.
Tame, Train, and Doctor Horses, 2 Books. SO cents.
Duncan's Masonic Monitor—Signs, Grips, "Worki-nav." -

Pearl Cuff Buttons and Studs, Initialed, Set oniv §2.60.
Correct Letter Writing—Conversation. Behavior, Eti-

quette, 4 books For 60 cents. Courtship Made Easy, Woo and
Win, Bridal Etiquette, 3 book*. 15 cents.—Books 30 cents
each—500 Puzz'es—500 Home Amusements—Fireside Games,
—Parlor Theatricals—Parlor Magician—Parlor Dialogues-
Parlor Pantomimes—Goods sent, postage paid—Books all
kinds. Dealers supplied. W.C. \VEMYSS,3T5 Broadway, N.T.

\rOUR DAUGHTER would tbank you for The
Phrenological Jocrxal—with its instructions on

health and beauty. Only $3 a year. Address S.R. Wells,N.Y.

THE HOLIDAY JOURNAL
Of Parlor Plays, Magic Sports, Fireside Games, Pleasing

Experiments, Practical Jokes, Queer Problems, Puzzles.
Riddles. Charades. Rebuses, Enigmas, Anagrams, Transpos-
itions. Conundrums. &c. SENT FREE. Address ADAMS
& CO., Publishers, Boston.

" The Teacher of Penmanship

"

tells "how to tcrite" "how to flourish" and "how to
draw." Subscribers for 1S6S receive the October, November
and December numbers, for 1867,free. Valuable and attrac-
vo premiums offered to subscribers and those who r:ii--_'tive premiums «

Clubs. Oniv ?l i...
sample numlu : s, to

., . v ,.. inula uunicu iu suiim.iii.iui.'' .inn >!H'J->, » nu ininj
clubs. Oniv ?i p..-i voir. :>>'n>! : i :- in |.;,\-postage for

tubers, to L. S. THOMPSON, Sandnsky, Ohio.

BEAR IX JVUXO
That on receipt of the advertised price, I will mail to your
address am- Book. Magazine, or cheap publication that may
be advertised or Issued b\ any respectable publisher!
United States, A Catalogue will be sen I on n

restamp. Address 0. A. ROORBACH,
Now York.

v A Kl iv\ 1 _Cj1{1>. LOGUE of Now and
Practical Architectural Works, euclosina stamp.

a. J. Bit knell. Publisher, TltOT, N. V.

SCHOOL TEACHERS should read Thh Phrb-
nolooical Jut una l, ami k-arn to classify their stu-

dents, Also to govern them wisely. $3 a year.

Stercoptieons aud Magic Lanterns.
With the Improved Lime Light, Illuminating brilliantly two
hundred square (eel of canvas, and magnifying the views lo
that size, at an expense of less than one dollar for a whole
evening's exhibition. Easily managed and pays well.

Illostrated priced catalogue of the apparatns, m Itli !

over two Uiousand artistically colored photographic \ le\i a

on glass, of the War. Scripture History. Choice Statuary,
-.. forwarded on application. T. 1L McALLlsi if:,

Optician, (or late flrmoi McAllister A Bro.t Plilla.,) 49 Kas-
sau*stn et, New York.

YOUK SON would be grwitly benefited by
reading Tits Pukkkolooioal Jovbkax. He woul'd

learn how lo make the most of himself. $3 a year.
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TWENTY REASONS

FOK BUTTING A

Mason k Hamlin

CABINET ORGAN,
1. It is the best investment you can make; safer and

hringinir greater returns than money loaned at interest or
invested in bonds or lands.

2. It will render home attractive, and save more expensive
anct.less beneficial amusements.

S. Its music will cultivate good feeling, and have the best
influence.

4. It will enable your sons and daughters to learn to play,
and so give tliem a valuable accomplisbment.

5. It will give them facilities to qualify themselves as
teachers of music, wbich is as good as a trade or profession.
Thousands of ladies are now pleasantly supporting them-
selves by teaching music, which they learned merely as an
accomplishment. If your daughter has some aptness for
music you would better give her a good instrument now,
and encourage her to learn to play on it than to give her
thousands of dollars some years hence.

0. It will be a pleasure and comfort to yourself during the
long winter evenings.

7. It will last a life-time, and you will value it more and
more highly.

8. It is easier to learn to play on than a piano-forte, and
costs much less.

9. The Mason & Hamlin Cabinet Organs are THE BEST
instruments of this class in the world.

10. This is proved by the testimony of the best judges.
They have been awarded highest premiums at OVER SEV-
ENTH industrial competitions, including the FrKST PRIZE
MEDAJL at the WORLD'S EXPOSITION at PARIS, this
year. In their circulars M. & H. print the testimony ojmore
than three hundred of the best musicians in the country
that their instruments excel all others. When one who
wishes to sell you an instrument claims that it is recommend-
ed as the best by hundreds of the most distinguished organ-
ists, ask him to shmo you their testimony. If it has ever been
given, he will have it in print.

11. Compare the instruments made by M. & H. side by
side witli any others; compare them critically and thor-
oughly, tone by tone, and yon can not fail to see superiority
in many respects.

12. These instruments are the only ones having the cele-
brated Automatic Bellows Swell, the most important
improvement in reed instruments for twenty years.

13. They are the only instruments having Patent Self-
Adjustikg Reed Valves, and the various other patented
improvements of Mason & Hamlin.

14. They are the only reed instruments having clothed
mortices.

11 Compare the exteriors and observe that the instru-
ments of M. & H. have the best quality of ivory; ivory
fronts to the keys; real ebony and not merely colored black
keys; desks made in the most substantial manner of throe
separate pieces of wood, glned together, and not liable to
break, &c, &c. This thoroughness of -workmanship, and use
of only best material, runs through the whole instrument.

1G. The thoroughness of construction of these instru-
ments gives them the GREATEST DDTJAJBILITr. They
are not liable to get out of order.

17. They will improve by ag
ity of tone.

getting even better in quai-

ls. THEY ARE THE CHEAPEST INSTRUMENTS OF
THE CLASS; not the lowest priced, indeed, though the dif-

ference in price between these and inferior instruments is

not great. It costs a little more to do the very best work,
but is cheapest in the end.

19. It is not safe to trust to the judgment of dealers, who
are tempted to think those instruments are; the best on which
they can make the greatest profits- M. & H. have fixed their
prices so low that they cannot afford to pay the large com-
missions given to dealers by makers of inferior work.

20. Every instrument made by Mason & Hamlin is fully
warranted. If it proves defective you can suffer no loss,
as their guarantee is above question.

Send for a Circular, which will be sent gratuitously, con-
taining full descriptions and illustrations of the different
styles and prices, which vary from $75 to $1,000 and upward,
each; also with testimony in full from the distinguished or-
ganists of the country to the superiority of these instruments.

MA.S01N" &, I-XA-MLXiX,
596 Broadway, New York:

I S4 Tremont St,, Boston.

THE

'AlXi

CLOTHES
HAS BEEN AWARDED THE

FIRST PREMIUM
AT THE FOLLOWING FAIRS:

NEW YORK 1862... ;1863....1867
PENNSYLVANIA 1868....1864....1867
OHIO 1865. .. .1867
MICHIGAN 1SG4....186G....1S6?
INDIANA 1864....1865.... 1867
WISCONSIN 1865.... 1S66.... 1867
MISSOURI 1S66....1867
NEW HAMPSHIRE 1S66....1867
DEL. & MIX—luter-State 1S67
NEW JERSEY 1S67
VERMONT 1866
IOWA 1S63....1S64....1866
MINNESOTA 1866
KENTUCKY 1865.... 1866
ILLINOIS 1863....1864....1865
NEW ENGLAND 1SC6
MECHANICS' INSTITUTE, Boston 1865
CONN. RIVER VALLEY 1S64....1S67
CI I AM PLAIN VALLEY • 1864
AMERICAN INSTITUTE, New York 1863.. ..1865

The " UNIVERSAL" is the only Wringer ever awarded a
FIRST PREMIUM at the great Fair of the

AMERICAN INSTITUTE.
The above is the largest FIRST-CLASS PREMIUM LIST
ever obtained by any article whatever of American manu-
facture, and more than FIVE TIMES greater than that, ob-
tained by anv other Family Wringer. These premiums were
all taken on the UNIVERSAL FAMILY CLOTHES WRING-
ER at the times specified.
We do not attempt to mislead the public by advertising

an old list of premiums, without date, by the "M. W. M.
Co., manufacturers of," &c, taken mostly on Power Wring-
ers—combined Wringers and Washers, "and other articles
not now in the market for family use—as is done by some of
our would-be competitors.

OYER 3
OF THE

• (UNIVERSAL CLOTHES WRINGERS
have been sold, which is more than the sale of all other
Wringers combined, and the late improvements on the
"UNIVERSAL," have greatly increased the sale. Sold to
Dealers, Jobbers, and the Trade everywhere.
The celebrated "DOTY CLOTHES" WASHER ;" also, the

new " LIGHTNING MEAT-CHOPPER" always on hand for
sale. Terms' Circular tree.

R, C. BROWNING, General Agent,
(Opposite Merchants' Hotel.) No. 32 Cortlandt-st., N. T.

METZLER'S

Patented Leap-

ins Horse, test

in use. Send
for Circular to

LEWIS P.

TIBBALS,
47S Broadway,
New York.

4fe AGENTS.—N. B. The N. Y. Manfg Co.,W 37 Park Row, N. Y., are still supplying Agents with
the newest, and best selling articles. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Descriptive Catalogue free. No stamps required.

HE PERPETUAL (WATCH
CHARM) CALENDAR-size of a

two cent piece—with plain, masonic and
temperance emblems, needed by every-
body everywhere. Price by mail, elec-
troplate,* plain, with enameled figures
and letters, 50 ceuts, gold, with emblem,
ditto, §1. 50. Address

E. MADEN, 161 Broadway,

Room 3, New York, P. O. Box, 5j7S.

Active Agents wanted everywhere.

iLERGYMEN would fiud much matter in The
J PUKExoLoaiCAL Joukxal to be found nowhere else.

BAKER'S CHOCOLATEAM COCOA.

PARIS EXPOSITION, 1867.

W. BAKER & CO.'S
American, French, Homceopatliio

and

VANILLA CHOCOLATE,
PREPARED COCOA,
BfiOHA,

Cocoa Paste, Uomceonalhio
Cocoa, Cocoa Shells,
Cracked Cocoa, §c.

THESE Manufactures, to which FIIiST premiums
have been awarded bv the elder Institutes and

Fairs of the Union, and at the PARIS EXPOSITION
OF 1SS7, are an excellent diet for children, invalids
and persons in health, allay rather than induce the
nervous excitement attendant upon the use of tea
or coffee, and are recommended by the most eminent
physicians.

For sale by the principal Grocers in, the United States.

ER & CO.,
Mass.

Leaf, Flower and Fruit
of (ho Cocoa, with a

pod opened.

S>oi"clieste3?,

The American Institute Fair, I §67,
Awarded

THE BAILEY WASHING and WRING-
.-= . r: ING MACHINE CO.,

The HIGHEST PREMIUM for

CL.OTIIES WHINGERS."
Also

NEW YOKE STATE FAIK, a Silver Medal, - - 1SG7-
MICHIGAN " " a First Premium, - - 1807-
WISCONSIN " " " "... 1807.
KENTUCKY " " •• " '.

. 1S67.NEW ENGLAND UNION Five " "
1867.

NEW ENGLAND UNION, a Gold Medal, - - - 1865.

The "Novelty" Wringer has the Patent Flange Cog
Wheels on both ends of the rolls, which allows them to
separate freely at either end. The "Novelty" has hut one
pressure screw, which always ensures an eqiial pressure the.
whole length of the rolls.
The "Novelty " is fastened to a Tub by the

PATENT CURVED CLAMP,
Which has an equal bearing on a tub the whole length of the
Wringer, while all other Wringers arc merely fastened to a
single stave at each end.
The " Excelsior " Wringer is especially adapted to Set

Tuba (City use). It is every way the same as the "Novelty,"
besides having Bailey's Patent Oscillating Conductor Board,
which turns the water into a tub on either 6ide of the
Wringer, as desired.

N. B. PHELPS & CO., General Agents,
17 Cortlandt-st., New York.

Sold by Dealers In Hardware, House Furnishing Goods
and General Merchandise everywhere.

ART1FICAL EARS FOR THE DEAF.—Can be
concealed. Send to E. HASLAM, 2GG Broadway, New

York, for a Descriptive Pamphlet.

HE NOVELTY MICROSCOPE.—Excels in its
variety of uses. Is unique in its mode of viewing live

insects. Is usable on engraving
t

flowers, seeds, minerals,
cloth, (in special manner), provisions, drugs, wool, the skin,
etc. Mailed for $2.15. Wholesale terms liberal. AddresB
JOHN HALL, Bergen, Hndson Co., N. J., or a* .7 Nassau-st.,
Room 27, Rear, New York.

DAVIS' PATENT PIONEEtt

Cake, Pudding, and Sauce Miser.
Send for Circular. H. G. SUPLEE, 4S2 Broadway, N. Y.

THE ATTENTION OF FARMERS and the trade
is invited to our new Patent,

K«v©BviBig' B>isug>l!nrag:BiB ClBiami.
Full particulars in our is-me. Send for Circular. FHIL'A
WOODEN HOLLOW WAKE MF'G CO., 482 Broadway. N.Y

A New Patent Trellis
For Tomatoes, Strawberries, Flowers, &c.

Simple, desirable, and ornamental. For illustrated Circu-
lar, address WILLIAM W. WILCOX. Middlelown, Conn.

HE SUBSCRIBER OFFERS FOR SALE tbe
patent for an Ice Hoist or Elevator for filling Ire-

houses, patented in Mav last and further improved by letters

since, and published in the Scientific American. It being a
simple device and woiicimr to a charm. Said sale maybe for

the whole United States. HENRY LITTLE, MicUUetown.N.Y.
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Combined Square, Plumb.

liCvcl and Bei'
The Scientific American says: "This instrument is in-

tended to supersede a number of separate tools used in the
shop of the mechanic. It is usedasa spirit level, try-square,
clinometer, bevel protractor, etc., and is suitable for the
machinist, wood-worker, draftsman, and surveyor.

The instrument is a rectangular metallic frame or box, on the sides of which are secured graded semicircles. In the top
la ecated the tube ot" a spirit level. Pivoted at the center uear the bottom is a steel frame with heart-shaped apertures in
Its side to permit the figures on thescaie to be seen when the frame is set at any amrle. A thumb-screw with a slidimr block
secures the pivoted frame in any position desired. The whole instrument is capable of being carried in the pocket, and
Doing wholly of metal-steel and brass-will not be easily broken.
The machinist will tlnd it handy in linishimr up six square nuts, in setting the planer bead to cut bevels, and in various

other operations. The pattern maker can record the ansrles of his work by its means so that the. finisher can work exact
to the original design or pattern. The carpenter and joiner can employ it in laying out their work and also in fitting it. It

ftl80 a handy article for the use of engineers, surveyors, and others who mav be employed in running lines or locating
For particulars, address XV. S. IBATCHELDER & CO., Sole'Agciits, PtUsbuigll, Pa.

'

clain

Seasonable IsnpleBnents.
Horse-Powers, Threshers, and Winnowers, (Wheeler's and

Emory's Patent), Fanning Mills, Grain .Mills, Hay, Straw,
and Stalk Cutters, Uoot Cutters, Wood Sawing Machines,
Pilndle's Steamer and Farmers' lloiler, Clift's Aeratln"
Churn. Sausage Meat Cutters and Stullers lor family and
butchers' use, etc.
Live stock of all improved breeds, for sale bv

JOHN w. Douglass, lsi Water-st, New York.

Gale's Copper Strip Feed Cutter
Is self feeding, works equally well on Hav, Straw, and Cora
Stalks, Price for ordinary sizes at your nearest P.. II. sta-
tion, Sit to $18. Capacity from 1 to 3 bushels per minute.

It your merchant will not sell von one, and warrant it to
give yon better satisfaction than any other, Uo be paid for
after trial,) wv. wtt.i.. Send lor Illustrated Circular, &'c.

PEEKSIC1LI. PLOW WOP.KS IVek.-l;ill, N. T.
G. E. HUTCHINSON, Cleveland. Ohio.
GALE & CIIAP1N, Chieopec Falls. Mass.

ICE TOOLS.—A full, illustrated Price List of
tools used in gathering (tie ice crop of the coming winter

will be sent upon application.
Some of these were described in the January issue of this

paper. P.. II. ALLE.^ct CO., New York.

AN ILLUSTRATFD CATALOGUE, 224 pa«-es,
containing nearly 100 illustrations of all kinds of Agri-

cultural Implements,etc..etc, will be sent upon receipt of SI.
P.. H. ALLEN & CO., ISO & 191 Water st.|

New York.

TNOERSOLL'S PATENT HAY AND COTTON
APKESSKS, lor sale at MANUFACTURERS1 PRICES by JOHN
w. DOUGLASS. Dealer in Agricultural Implements and
Machinery, 1S1 Water St., New York.

B"EST ~VUENCrrBURFTSTONE MILLS.
All sizes at greatly reduced prices.

J. R. DECATUB, 137 Water st„ New York,
Dealer in Agricultural Implements, Fertilizers, &c.

The American Taint—For Moots.
Tin or Shingle, New. Old, or Leaky. Will not corrode met-

als, exposure lias no eifoct. Warranted pure. Furnished or
applied by CHAKLES DIMO.X, 1st Pearl „!., New York.
Send lor Circulars. P. O. Box 4001.

W°0D SAWING MACHINES, Horse Power,** Cotton Planters. Cider and Wine Screws. For Illus-
trated Circular, Price Lists, &o„ address

,
I. W. MOUNT, Medina, N. Y.

Swift's Patent Farm Mill
For both HANI) and POWER. Very efficient and durable.
Price low. Seud for Ch'cular. Manufactured by

lane BROS., Washington, ST. Y.

IMPROVED FOOT LATIIES.--Elo.ffmt, durable,
cheap and portable. J nst the thing for the Artisan or

Amateur. Send for deseriplh e circular.
S. K. I'.AI.DWIN. I.aeonla, N. II.

Tliin70!)I MAMTACTUKEYG CO.,

(Established in ism.)

Offer for salo n new article ot Double Refined
l'orulr<tlt\ made from Night Soil, free from all
Impurities, deodorized, dried, and ground line.

Flowed or drilled in with wheat or rye, at
the late of loo lbs. per acrc.it w''l grow a
heavy crop. Prico, $4i per ton. Address

LlllH MANUFACTURING CO.,
00 Cortlaliilt-st., New York.

To Peach Growers !

aoo Bushels Peach Stones for Sale bv
A. E. BAKTLETT, Kalamazoo, Michigan.

AlIEr.TCAN" IXSTITtTTE FAITt, Oct. 2G, 1SG7, AWAEDET)
HENKY SEYMOUR & CO., New York,

The only Premium Medal for the best SHEEP SHEARS,
Pruning and Hedge Shears. These SHEEP SHEARS are
warranted to be far superior to " Wilkinson's" in durability
and finish. Sold by all Hardware and Agricultural Houses.

INCERSOLL'S COTTOM AND
WOOL PRESSES.

INOERSOLUS JIA Y AND STRA W PRESSES.
INGEHSOI.ES RAO AND PAJ'ER RRESSES.
INGERSOLL'S HIDE AND HAIR PRESSES.
BOTH HAND AND JIORSE-POWER PRESSES,

for bailing all kinds of material, on hand and made to order.
Also, a practical machine forsawing down trees. Price $25.
For price-list and full information, call on or address the
manufacturers. INGEP.SOLL & DOUGHERTY, Green-
point, (Brooklyn), N. Y.

Factory at Mel-

rose, Mass. Gen-

eral Agents,

Messrs. WHEEL-
ER, PARSONS

\ & CO.,New York,

j
Messrs. BIGE-

ILOW BROS. &
' KENNARD, Bos-

ton, and for salo

by the trade gen-

erally. Every

movement war-

ranted.
The TREMONT WATCH CO. manufacture tlto only DUST-
PKOOF Watch movement in this country. They have a
branch establishment in Switzerland, under the personal
superintendence of Mr. A. L. DENNISON. (the ORIGINA-
TOR ot the American system ot watch-maktng), where they
produce their Balances and Escapements of a superior qual-
ity. The cheap skilled labor ofEurope, working thus on the
AMERICAN' SYSTEM, enables them to oiler a superior
article at a low rate.

IT HOLDS OVER ELEVEN GALLONS.—
What? Why, The Sugar Trough Gourd on exhibition

at the Agriculturist Office. Is It hard and strong? strong
as a bucket ami will last a lifetime. Are they all as large?
No. about half. Can I have some seed ? Yes, for 35 cents
you can have 'J."> seeds, and a Catalogue telling how lo man.
nsc them, and giving a price list and description of 50 varie-
ties ot choice vegetable ami Qower seeds. TUden Tomato,
lo cents. Keyes' Early Tomato, 10 cents; the two, warranted
pare. 15 cents. All seeds warranted to reach purchasers.
Catalogues free. Address WALDO F. BROWN,

Lock Box 10, Oxford, Butler Co., Ohio.

Important to Nurserymen.
Sea Mom, the beat article for PocMno Ti s, vines, straw-

berry Plants, etc.. In i|Uanlil!cs to suit. Sample packages
sent free by mail for 20 cents. Address

G. E. MEISSNER, Richmond P. O.,

Staton Island, N. Y.

CABBAGE SEED,
IMPROVE© BRIWSWSCK.

Tlie Earliest, Shortest Stemmed, and very
best Drmnlieacl yet offered. The Boston Market
Gardeners all use it in preference to any other, and to show
how highly it is esteemed in this marke't, we will state that
it sold readily at $r>.00 per ounce the past season, and all
were well satisfied that it is the best variety for cither early
or late planting ; every plant produces a iroodliead, when
fully grown, weighing from 20 to 30 lbs., and requiring only
ordinary cultivation; the quality is excellent. Mr. John
Stone, of Marblehead, Mass., theo'rignatorof the well-known
Stone Mason Drumhead, allows us to state that he considers
it far superior to any Drumhead lie has ever seen ; he has
raised good sized heads the past season in S-*> days from plant-
ing the seed. We warrant our stock the purest in the coun-
try. For sale in 25 or 50 cent packages.
we have also to offer a small quantity of the Early Boston

Market Tomato Seed, the best variety for market or family
use, price 10 cents per package. By enclosing the amount
of your order, we will forward the seed free bv mail; send
early, as our stock is limited. Send for Circulars, and Cata-
logues of Seeds. A. SCHLt-'GEL & CO..

Seed "Warehouse, No. 10 South Market-st^
Boston, Muss.

B3?
5" Correspondence in English or German. _je2

Get op Clubs

BUY VINES CHEAP.
Almost any man will join with his neighbors in buying a

few choice grape vines.

For S5.00
I will seud by mail, post-paid,

5 lona Vines, 5 Concord Vines,
5 Hartford Prolific Vines,

and one of each kind to the 2Wt>J getting np the Club.

For S10.00
I will send by mail, post-paid,

10 lona Vines, 10 Concord Vines,
10 Hartford Prolific Vines,

and three of each kind to the party getting up the Club.

All the above will be No. 1 vines, from my well-known
stock". Orders filled in rotation ns received. Address

G. E. MEISSNEII, Richmond, Staten Island, N. T.

Office OF "Passaic Carbon "Works,"
159 FRONT Street, (Coknhr Maiden' LaxsI.

LISTER BROTHERS,
MAJnjFACTTJKEES OF

PURE BONE BUST,
Fresh Bone Superphosphate of Lime,

Animal Charcoal, Irory Black, &c.
Orders for the above articles manufactured at ovir Worts

on the Passaic l?i>-er, N. J., should he addressed to
LISTEU BKOTHEUS, 153 Frontst,, New York.

FISH GUANO.
The cheapest and best fertiliser in use, manufactured" and

sold by the "Mystic Oil Company," Mystic Bridge, Conn.

It is pressed very dry, put up in barrels, and sent lo any
part of the United States for $30 per ton, in quantities

less than 2,1 tons. For 05 tons and upwards, $25 per ton, A
dried and line ground article is sold at $43 per (on for 10 to

25 tons, §10 per ton for 25 tons and upward, and [or $50 per

ton for less than 10 tons, delivered on hoard vessel or R. R,

at Mystic. An analysis just made of tin1 fine grouud by

Prof. Johnson, of Yale College, shows tliat ii contains 6.7G

per cent, of phosphoric acid, ami 10.09 per cent, of ammonia,

or about two-thirds the quantity contained in Peruvian

guano. This indicates a much higher value than the retail

price. Admirable for market gardening, grain, cotton,

nnd other crops. Orders maybe addressed to \VM. CLIFT,
Jr., 50 East2Gtli St., N. T., or D. S. Mil. I S, Pr< s't., Mystic

Bridge, Conn.

O SEED GROWERS.—The advertiser^ seed
dealers, solicit rorrcspi'inU'iu'i' from N .

> i'i>>r,-rsxv\\\\

a view in making purchases of them. Please name seeds
grown and prices. Address with references, "SKE0SMJSN,"
Richmond, va.

Grape TCood True to Name
WANTED,

or the following varieties in exchange For vinos, Ivsa' Seed-
ling, Norton's Virginia, Rcntz, Delaware,Diana, Hartford Pro*
line, Rogers' Hybrids. Israella, Will plve In exchange for the
above, lona, A.dlroutine, Crevellng, Delaware, Concord, and
Hartford. Karl;/ corrcspoi nee solicited. State variety
nnd number of eyes, and of whom purchased. Dealers and
all planting vines should examine my price lisl before buy-
Ing. Sent upon application. Address

F. L. PURRT, Canandalgua, X. T.

HARUISHVS PATENT BEE-FEEDER is sim-
ple, convenient, and durable., it maybe attached to

any hive, and used al any l

as well as the warmest we
without any Interference f

the tilvoor robbers.—Re

of the year (In the coldest
ithcr), with perfect success, aud
om bees—either those belonging

l,. i.. Langs! roi It Is pleased with
It ; Mrs. E. s. Tnnps strongly recommends 11 ; Col. Jos, Lef-

fel says. " many dollars worthofbecs maj l)e mved annu-
ally by its use*': all bee-keepers, who have seen it, like it.

Six feedt rs sent to any address on recelnl iaddress "n rcccipl
EDWARD uai;i:im>\.

Springfield, OHIO.
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. [December,

EXHIBITION OF

DITCHING, BUCK, PIPE, AND TILE HIRES.
PEREMPTORY, CASH; AUCTION SAT^E.

LEAL ESTATE,

WILL BE SOLD AT AUCTION DECEMBER 12, PRECISELY AT 10 1-2 O'CLOCK,

ON THEIR RIVER PROPERTY, TO CLOSE UP THE BUSINESS OF

CROSSMAN BROTHERS, OF WOODBRIDGE, MIDDLESEX COUNTY, NEW JERSEY.

One good farm of G3 acres, "With one good residence and

two tenant houses thereon; together with out buildings,

crops, carriages, furniture, 24 horses, 20 head of cattle, and

various implements connected with farming, mining, and

manufacturing business. Also, a quantity of fire brick;

400,0(10 common brick: several thousand feet of first quality

and damaged drain pipe ; several thousand tons of lire clay,

suitable for No. 1 fire brick, stove linings, stone ware, drain

pipe, alum manufactories, foundry purposes, &c, &c. Five

pipe machines that make drainpipe from 2 inches to 22 inch-

es diameter ; three clay tempering wheels and circular pits,

well paved with blocks of wood set endwise ; two substan-

tial common brick machines, (and soak pits), capable of

grinding and moulding ordinary clays, at the rate of 2,000 to

3,000 brick per hour, with two horses and six men. Also a

water-power flour and grist mill, with two run of stone;

turbine water-wheel and new machinery lately fitted up.

This mill is located on the property where the business of

the company, and the surrounding clay, mining, and manu-

facturing business, and the facilities for freighting graiu to

the mill by water, give advantages over distant mills for an

excellent custom trade. Also.

TWELVE HUNDREB SHARES

OF

& £5 O E A. O H
f

""

IN STOCK OF

The Crossman Clay and Manufacturing

Company,

whose capital stock is §150,000, free from all assessments.

The real estate consists of factories, houses, wharf, railroad,

connecting all with ship channel; 177 acres of land of

which X to K is underlaid with beds of a variety of such

valuable fire clays as are unequaled in quality and value any-

where, excepting in the Woodbridge Clay Mines. Careful

estimates show that an acre of our Are clay land produces

over half a million dollars' worth of manufactures, or even

double the amount in some places. Two responsible mem-

bers of our company offer to manufacture the more valuable

goods at 25 per cent, of their value, and for 50 per cent, of

the value of the cheaper goods.

The price of "Woodbridge clays constantly and slowly in-

creases, and the price of clay lands rapidly increases. Be-

fore clay is freighted, its price is greater than coal after the

freight is paid. Consequently good fire clay property is

among the best real estate investments of the country.

In addition to the unequaled manufacturing and transpor-

tation advantages that this property possesses, another very

Important and valuable peculiarity of these clay beds is,

that they overlie each other up to the surface dirt for a

depth of 10 feet to 40 feet thickness. The small quantity of

surface dirt is cheaply removed to uncover the fire clay, and

leveled off into brick yards, capable of producing next year

from 5,000,000 to 10,000,000 bricks. to be made from the surface

clays. Our other factories and other clay strata produce an

equal value of fire brick, drain pipe, etc.

The business of manufacturing these upper strata is profit-

able ; it also uncovers valuable fire clay to be cheaply trans-

ported and manufactured into fire brick. In other places

upper strata are removed and piled up in the banks at heavy

expense, to become a nuisance in obstructing the drainage

and proper working of the beds of fire clay, and making the

clay costly. The whole present process of stripping, min-

ing, transporting, and manufacturing fire clay, is clumsy,

discreditable, and costly, to the loss of all consumers, and all

connected with it, excepting that the manufacturers and
owners of Woodbridge fire clays become wealthy in spite of

the present awkward, anti-progressive system.

Many manufacturers of fire brick aud drain pipe adhere so

firmly to the old-fashioned systems they learned when
young, as constituting "experience," and are so opposed
to increase of knowledge, under the fear of affecting prices,

as not to admit strangers or suspected competitors in then-

works to see brick made by hand, (or worse made,) or to see

drain pipe clumsily and badly made in plunger machines in-

vented and used a lifetime ago. Again, such parties will ig-

nore the inexorable laws of trade, of supply and demand,
and vainly endeavor to sustain prices and remove competi-

tion by combinations. Again, as will happen in all trades,

the most crafty operate against the majority of their honor-

able competitors and the consumer in fixing prices, by influ-

encing with commissions, and otherwise, such masons, super-

intendents, captains, or officers, that act for brick consum-
ers, each consumer seeming to think his employees will not

accept outside favors, or be influenced by them. While
these systems of acquiring wealth prevail in different de-

grees among clay manufacturers, there are true and great

progress and improvements being made by mechanics and
inventors of genius in their workshops and In other arts.

While the sewiug machine and watch manufacturers arc

rapidly producing their valuable goods by machinery, those

classes that must work in the dirt and mud are left behind
the age to dig ditches with such spades as Ames made years

ago; with such plunger pipe and tile machines as were
used a lifetime ago, and are still advocated in treatises on

drainage, and make brick with machines no better than
Hall's expired brick machine patents, and often with such
machines as ruin all that use them. It is as important- to se-

cure genius for the unpleasant duties of perfecting inven-

tions to work in dirt and mud, as in the more pleasant du-

ties of perfecting other arts in the workshop. But in such

dirt and clay business where physical strength rather than
genius has been employed, principally radical improvements
have slept, while the whole country and evert/ b?'anch of
business suffers thereby. Every branch of trade needs good
crops; and still one may ride a thousand miles in some sea-

sons and see one-half the crops thinned out and Injured

by wet lands capable of being underdrained. Hoping to do
our share toward practical improvement for the benefit of

ourselves and others, we have purchased three patents of

the most radical practical improvements of the age, in the

ditching, pipe, and tile business ; also the agency of Sword's

brick machine for certain districts. They are all from tho

same workshop of H. Brewer, in Tecnmseh, Michigan. We
also secured the assistance of two of the inventors of these

unequaled machines. They are undoubtedly the best inven-

tors of their day in their line for practical results. These
inventors have become acting members of the Crossman

Clay and Manufacturing Co. All parties will cheerfully be

granted free access to our works, (as yet in a rude state,) to

examine our principles: the use and sale of the ditching,

tile and brick machines, for the benefit of our company and

others; and we do not yet see why these patents and ma-
chines will not alone be as much benefit to our company and
the country, as any sewing machine or mowing machine, or

any great improvement benefits any company and the coun-

try. As yet we place the drainage of lands, increase of crops,

and decreased price of brick building material, before all

other improvements, to benefit all classes. These inventors*

machines are of the original and not imitation invention

class, that cease when no more Ideas can be borrowed. If

they live, the company will directly and indirectly receive

farther benefits, that cannot now be foreshadowed.

In addition to the great benefit to the company of the sale

of pipe and tile machines that belong directly to the compa-
ny, and the indirect help by co-operating with the ditching
machine, we have located our regular business on the most-
valuable clay beds known in this country. Our whole com-
bination of stripping, mining, carting, manufacturing, aud
shipping advantages of clay goods, has been practically

tested one by one for eight years, and our present incom-
plete business was built up from nothing meantime. To se-

cure the benefits of the future better development of legiti-

mate business, the company get the clay property at far less

cost than it would bring at auction if the improvements
had not been placed on it. This company can manufacture
cheaper than all others, it can compete in all markets, but
cannot be driven out of all markets; and the company
could any time make a profit by selling it at auction, as there

is not a fire brick maker in the country that could safely let

his competitor get it. This alone practically puts the stock

above par at the outset, aside from all benefits from sales of

machines and our combination of all advantages. Any reli-

able dealers and consumers that become stockholders di-

rectly or indirectly on account of themselves or friends, will

naturally have influence and preference over others in the

buying and selling our goods in distant markets. We believe

we shall in future make goods of quality and price to place

our customers beyond the reach of injurious competition.

We believe it will be the Interest of buyers of firebrick,

drain pipe and tile, and common brick, to take an interest

in our company and buy direct from the factory and clay

property; also the interest of individuals, clubs, and com-
mittees, to take interest with us in starting combined brick

and tile yards in country places where clay lands make
drainage necessary. By selecting proper men, machinery,

and by industry, competence can be attained from clays

now lying idle—a gain not appreciated in many places. A
Sword's brick machine, and one Tiffany tile machine could,

together, make a handsome business in many places where
one alone would be less remunerative. Such a tile maker
would have no competitors if he secured the agency of In-

graham's ditching machine, as digging cheap and good ditch-

es Is equivalent to cheap tile. As an investment for capital-

ists, this fire clay property, constantly increasing in value,

possesses advantages over any other investment yet seen by
us or any one else that lias yet examined it so far as is yet

known. To develop the business, to give consumers, buy-

ers, and investors, a chance, and to exhibit the machinery on

the same day to public inspection in these days of locating

enterprises behind the Alleghanies and Rocky Mountains,

we shall have an auction of from $50,000 to §75,000 of our
personal stock and much other personal property. $50,000 of

the stock for working capital of the company will beheld
for sale to secure desirable associates, and, perhaps, sold at

the same auction. From one-half to three-fourths of the re-

maining capital will be principally held by us, the inventors

aud workers of the company. Not one cent has been or

will be spent for influence or personal assistance. The com-

pany has more than the full benefit of our former labor and

development. Every article put up must be absolutely and

rapidly sold by an energetic auctioneer, to enable parties to

decide whether or not to bid without delay. The Steamer

Magenta will leave Barclay street, New York City, at 7 A.

M., Dec. llth, land at our wharf, and remain long enough to

examine everything thoroughly. Also, at the same time and

place, Dec. 12th. We do not compete with customers buy-

ing clay of us. Tickets out, 30 cents. Excursion tickets to

return, 50 cents. For sale at the Astor House. Meals pro-

vided on board by giving notice at the Astor House the pre-

vious day.

Applications to manufacture machines solicited from ma-

chinists.

Wanted a young man of superior ability to assist in the

office and ont-door work of introducing our machinery, and
starting tile yards in various sections.

CROSSMAN BROTHERS,
WOODSR1DCE,

MIDDLESEX CO., NETV JERSEY.
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TiiE MAHOPAC MOUSE
For the Relief and Cure of Epileptics

and Paralytics.

This Medical Institution for the treatment of Epilepsy

Paralysis, and other nervous diseases, is situated on] the

shores of the beautiful Lake Mahopac, and in one of the

healthiest locations of the State. The House is fitted up

with every convenience, including peas and modern im-

provements, for the best comforts of the patients—and also

provided with arrangements to administer the different

kinds of baths, a room for gymnastic exercise, a billiard

table, &c, and everything necessary to the successful treat-

ment of the patients. Casesof Dipsoinaniaor other nervous

derangements induced by intemperance, are also admitted

Into the Institution. For further information address

DR. M. GONZALEZ ECHEVEHR1A, Medical Superin-

tendent. Lake Mahopac, I'litnam Co., N. v.

Duff's Mercantile College of Pittsburgh, Pa,

Incorporated bv Legislative charter. The only College

of the kind In America, in which the theory and practice of

Merchants, Manufacturers, National Bank. Private Bankers
and Steamers accounts are perfected and taught by experi-

enced business accountants, upon principles sanctioned hy

businessmen for twenty-seven years-embodied m 1H Ft h

I'.oOK-KICI.PI G, published by Harper & Brothers, New
York: A large dotfble quarto, 10 page descriptive circular

Is mailed free by p. DUFF & SON, Principals.

To Agricwltsiral Societies.
Diplomas for prizes, of beautiful and appropriate designs,

plain or In colors, can lie had in any quantities ol

THE M A.IOJi & KNAPP Engraving, M'fg. & Lith. Co.,
71 Broadway, New York.

wDOMOREGAN MANOR."
The estate of the late CrTARMS Carroll, of Carrollton.

We have for sale as Agents, the Farms of said estate, for

many years held by tenantry. They are in area from 100 to

S00 acres ; will be sold at from $ii to s?r> per acre, and on very
laverahle terms. The well-known fertility and healthlulness

of this estate, Us access by Turnpike and Railroad lroin Bal-

timore, 10 miles distant, render location there very desirable.

Address for particulars
r ^ TEMPLEMAN & co„

Baltimore, Maryland.

ORANGE ORCHARDS AND TIMBER TRACT.
— Fm- aale a magn.fi.cent Tract on the St. Johns' River,

East Florida, Health v, beautiful, and accessible. One of
Hie finest Timber Tracts in the South, and containing hund-
dreds of natural Orange Trees, and with every tiling else in

climate, soil, and position required for the lushest success
111 that culture. The most safe, easy, agreeable, and profit-

aide, crop in the world. Address H. U.DAVIS.
" Agriculturist" Office, New York.

J7<RANKLIN TRACT.—20,000 acres on railroad,
- Now Jersey.—25 miles south of Philadelphia, good soil,

mild, healthful climate. Low prices ; in lots to suit buyers.
Some improved farms. Map and full information sent free.

Address MORRIS & CO., Newfteld, Gloucester Co., N. J.

20, or 34-ACRE FRUIT FARM FOR Sale!

9 MOO. $6,500. SMWp:
SUTT0Nf Beverly, N. J.

&mwBm®mm
use. Neat,Tiie most economical Crate and Bn

strong, compact, and well ventilated.
Agents wanted In all iho fruit growing districts.
For sale, the right to manufacture for the Western and

Southern States, circulars bknt free.

1 dMtf) POUMDS FRESH PEAR,
.fl . 9W IPW APPLE, CHERRY, QUINCE, and
Miihul«-i> Seed. Also stocks of all kinds. All at low
rates. Agents wanted. Catalogues now ready. 500,000
trno Cane Cod Cranberry Plants for upland or meadow cul-
ture, 'l rue American Scarlet Maple Seedlings, 2 years, $2.00
per 100; $15 per l,(i0l). 500,0110 papers Flower and Harden
seeds, new growth, to the trade. B. M. WATSON, Old Colo-
ny Nurseries and Seed Establishment, Plymouth, Mass.

C1LARICE !—The best hardy RASPBERRY, much
•'better than the Philadelphia, 850 per 100. Sent post-paid

by mail on receipt, of 50c. Also Wilson's Karlv and Kittatln-
nv Blackberries, and other small fruits.

MAHIjON MOON', Morrisville, Bucks Co., Pa.

44 Earl of Sefton" Piffs for Sale.
Bred from stock imported bv General Daniel Tyler, In

1865, and warranted pure. Also, "Softons " crossed with
pure "Chester Whites," Bhowlne great Improvement on the
''Chester white" breed. The author of "Mv Farm of Edge-
wood" in his "Kural Studies" recently published, calls the
Seirons a "trim, sound, long-bodied breed—easy keepers,
and giving, with proper care, delicious rashcra ol bacon."
For further informal ion apply person:illv or bv letter to

WILLIAM PARKER, RedSank, Monmouth Co., N. J.

Premium CHESTER White Pfes,
Urprt -md for suh

Chester Co.,l>a ;--•" Si

GEO. I!. HtCKMAN. West Chester
1 for Clrrnlar and Price List.

PICS,-

-

l

j pars of Suffolk pics, crossed upon a
VV« tchostcr Ihorol'tlio purost stock. Will bo sent

i\h requested. Also, ". hoar pigs of sumo stock. Address
liKO. Q..SII liLES, Box 790, New York Post Office.

C::i'".\ ECCGTJR, Bluek Spanish, Gold-ami Silver
Hamh ii:i. White and Grey Dorking, Sebright fowls

Rouen Due:., from Imported Btoctt. Also While, Leghorn.
I'll"' entire Stock for Blllo imdndlmr the Imported fowls.
Exhibition bird . BEN.T. HAINES, Elisabeth, N. ,j.

(CENI'S! L6Pages Description of a great^ variety of the llnest'Thoroughbred Imported Animals
and Fowls in America. L. li. BILvEB, Salem, Ohio.

Powltry Exhibition.
The American Poultry Society will hold their first Annual

Exhibition in New York City, daring the first week In

December. For Circulars, Premium Lists, etc., address

A. M. HALSTED, Corresponding Sec'y,

03 Pearl-st., New York.

FANCY POULTRY FOR SALE.—Grey Dorkings
and Brahmas at $4 per pair, or SO per trio. Silver-laced

Sebright Bantams and Black Spanish Cucks at ¥5 each,

dress E. N. BISSELL,
Ad-

Ricbville, Vermont.

iTIOR SALE. - ALDERNEY HEIFER CALF,
H. Thoroughbred. Address

JOHN BENNETT, Snnman, Kipley Co., Ind.

a,
The performance of

Thoroughbred Premium Chester

White Pigs.

Progeny of Hogs that have taken State and united states

Premiums. Tor sale Singly or in Pairs (not akin), of any

age. Carefully boxed and shipped by Express to nnypart of

the United States, 'flteir safe arrival insured.

For Circulars and Prices, address

N. P. BOYER & CO.,
Gum Tree, Clicstcv Co., Pa.

2S at I0MA,
My stock comprises all oi' the leading kinds, including

Ives' Seedling, bnt principally consists oi

ISRAELLA and. DELAWARE.
the Iona and Israella generally

throughout all of the vine- region of the country, leaves no

doubt in the minds of those "best informed, that upon these

now rests chiefly the prospect of the eminent success of

grape culture in America.
Attention to the record of the Iona during the past four

years will be instructive to all who desire to plant vines for

any purpose throughout the whole vine-growing region of

the country. (See statement of its performance, page 4241)

My stock of these kinds is very large, and of surpassing

quality. My unequaled facilities and the result of the past

years warrant the belief that I can make more advan-

tageous terms to.buyers than can be done by any other

propagator. Price List sent on application with stamp.

Prices for best vines for Garden or Vineyard, very
greatly red weed, and lower grades still move
so ; See new price-list and pamphlet.

C. W. ORAlSrT,
IONA, near Peeksklll,

Westchester Co., N. T.

BOOKS E0E WINTER EVENINGS.

FOR FARMERS AND OTHERS,
PUBLISHED BY

O^ANGI JUOD &, GO.,
245 Broadway, New York.

Improve the loiss' Winter Eveisisia;* by
reading the new Books for the Farm,
Garden, and Household.
Either of the Books mentioned in the following list

will be sent, post-paid, on receipt of the price.

A VALABULE HOME LIBRARY.

BACH
OP TIIE

fl

The publishers of the American Agriculturist, having

preserved the electrotype plates of the back volumes of

that paper, from the Sixteenth to the Twenty-sixth Vol-

ume complete, can supply any or all Of these as may be

desired. These volumes contain more varied and inter-

esting information on all matters pertaining to the Farm,

Garden, and, Household, than ran he obtained in books,

costing three times asmnch money. They are profusely

illustrated with the best of engravings, and in addition

to the large amount of instructive reading matter for the

older members of the Household, they contain a Special

Department for the Boys and Girls. They, therefore, con-

stitute in themselves a

Mlosi vaSmalfl^ ^iln'ary for tlir

I?armor's B-'aisaifly or for any
offltrr SKome*

The price Of these volumes, unbound, is $1.50 each, at

the ofuce, or $1.75, if sent by mail, as they must be post-

paid. The price of the same volumes, in neat cloth bind-

ing, .with gilt title on the back, la $3.00, at the office, or

$2.50, if Bent by mail.

Address; Oiianob Jttdd & Co., Publishers, SM5 Broad-

way, New York City.

BOOKS FOR FARMERS and OTHERS.

1 50
1 50
l on

so
3 til)

so

in in

so
2".

1 (ill

[Published and for sale by Orange Judil & Co., 245 Broad-
way, New York. Any of these books will be forwarded by
mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.]

Allen's (T,. F.) Kural Architecture ^

Allen's (ILL.) American Farm Hook
Allen's (R. L.) Diseases of Domestic Animals
American Agricultural Annual, 1867. .pa., 50 cts.xloth
American Horticultural Annual, lSG7..pa., 50 cts..cloth
American Bird Fancier
American Pomology, by Dr. J. A. "Warder
American Rose Culturist
American "Weeds and Useful Plants
Architecture, by Cummings & Miller
Bement's Babbit Fancier
Bommer's Method ofMaking Manures
Boiissingault's Rural Economy
1*.reek's New Book of Flowers 1 75
Buist's Flower Gnrden Directory 1 50
Buiat's Family Kitchen Gardener 1 00
Choi-) ton's Grape-Grower's Guide 75
Cobbetrs American Gardener 7f>

Cole's (S. "W.) American Fruit Book
Cole's Veterinarian
Cotton Planter's Manual (Turner)

,

Country Life, by R. M. Copelaud
Dadd's (Geo. H.) Modern Horse Doctor ,

Daricl's American Cattle Doctor.
t

Dana's Muck Manual
Dolc and Gun (Hooper's) paper, 30c....clot!i ..

Dowiiing's Landscape Gardening 6 50
Draining for Profit and Health, by G. E. Waring, Jr... 1 50
Eastwood on Cranberry 75
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide. 1 50
Field's (Thomas W.) Pear Culture 1 25
Flax Culture 50
French's Farm Drainage ..

. l 50
Fuller's Grape Culturist l 50
Fuller's Small Fruit Culturist 1 50
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist 20
Gardening for Profit, by Peter Henderson l 50
Grape Vine, by Prof. F. Mohr 1 00
Gregory on Squashes.. paper.. 30
Guenon on Milch Cows . 75
Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepers 1 75

40
, 1 73
. 1 50

1 50

75

1 50
5 on
1 50
1 50
l an
GO

1 25

Hop Culture.
Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry
Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry
Leuchar's How to Build Hot-houses
Miles on the Horse's Foot
My Vineyard at Lakeview
Norton's Scientific Agriculture m
Onion Culture 20
Our Farm of Four Acres paper, 30c... cloth.. GO
Pardee on Strawberrv Culture . 75
Peat and Its Uses, by Prof. S. YV. Johnson 1 25
Pedder's Land Measurer CO
Quinby's Mvsteries of Bee keeping 1 50
Randall's Sheen Husbandry 150
Randall's Fine "Wool Sheep Husbandry 1 00
Richardson on the Doa: paner 30 cents clolli I I

Rivers' Miniature Fruit Garden 1 00
Rural Annual, bv Joseph Harris 25
Rural Annual (Harris) S Nos., bound, 2 Vols Each 1 50
Saunders' Domestic Poultry paper, 40 c.. hound 75
Schenck's Gardener's Text Book 75
Skillful Housewife 75
Stewart's (John) Stable Book i 50
Thompson's Food of Animals 1 00
Tobacco Culture 25
Todd's (S. E.) Young Farmer's Manual 1 50
Warder's Hedges and Evergreens 1 50
Yonatt and Snooner on the Horse l 50
Vouatt and Ataitin on Cattle 1 ?0
Youatt on the Hog 1 00
Youa tt on Sheep l 00

O. .T. &Co. keep iu Stoclcthc following Boole*:

Art of Saw Filing.. ..(Holly) 75
Parry's Fruit Garden i 73
Bement's Poulterer's Companion 2 ffl

Eridgcnian's Young Gardener's Assistant 2 50
Brandt's Age of Horses, (English or German) 50
Burr's Vegetables oi America 5 00
Carpenter's and Joiner's Hand Book (Holly) 75
Dead Shot; or Sportsman's Complete Guide ; Engrav-

ings from Frank Forester 1 75
Dowiiing's Cottage Residences 3 00
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America S 00
Dowiiing's Rural Essays 5 00
Flint (Charles L.) on Grasses 2 50
Flint's Milch Cows and Dairv Farming 2 50
Frank Forester's Horse and Horsemanship, 8vo., gilt

backs, 2 vols 20 00
Frank Forester's Field Sports, Svo„ tinted paper, gilt-

hacks, 2 vols 7 50
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing, Svo„ gilt back, J00

engravings 5 50
Frank Forester's Complete Manual for Young Sports-

men, Crown Bvo., gilt hack 3 00
Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist 1 50
Gray's How Plants Grow 1 25
Gray'sManual of Botany ami Lessons ill one Vol 4 Oft

Haraztliy's Grape Culture and Winf Making.., 500
Harris 1

insects injurious to Vegetation, plan) i.00, cord .". no
Hatfleld's American House Carpenter s 50
Husni aim's Grapes & Wine 1 50
Jennings' Horse Training Made Easy l 25
leu 11 lugs on Gallic '.

1 ;-,

Jennings on Sheep, Swine, and Poultry t 75
Jennings on the Horse and his Diseases 1 ;'.

Johnson's (Prof. S. W.) Essays on Manures 125
Kathrlna. By Timothy Titcomb 1 50
Langscrotli on i in- Honoy Bee .. "

1 1

Mayhow's IllUBtrated Horse Doctor
Mayhew*s Illustrated Horse Management .. 3 50
Mayhew's Practical Book-Keeping for Farmers '.m

Blanks for do. do. 120
McM rth Oil's American Gardener
Morrell's American Shepherd, ,

My Farm of Edgewood i W
Parkin an's BOOK Of ROSCS 8 00
Parsons 011 the Rose. i 50
Qnlnev, (Elnn, Joslah) on Soiling Cattle .... 1 23

Hand's BuWa 800
Rand's Flowers lor Parlor and Garden S 10
Rand's Garden Flowers 3 00
Register of Kural Afl"alrs....(bound)...4 Vol ohNl t .

1 ;
11

1
:ii Studies 1 w

Scrlbner'a Ready Reckoner and Log Book
Sllloway's Modern Carpentry '

Strong's Grape Culture 3 00
Ten Acres Snotuxli.. 1 E.O

The DOtt; Bv Dinks, Mavhew, and ftutChlllPOn.- !

by Frank Forester, Crown 8VO 3 00
Tucker's Register of Rural Affairs . SO
Vaux'a Villas and Cottages 3 00
Watson's American Home Gardni 2 00
Woodward's Annual, 1867 Paper. 75c, Cloth, J 00
Woodward's Country Homes 1 50
Woodward's Graperies, etc 1 SO
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(Business Notices $2.50 per Agate Line of Space.)

ESTABLISHED 1861.

THE

GREAT AMERICAN

HAVE JUST RECEIVED

TWO FULL CARQQEB
OF THE

FINEST NEW CEOF TEAS.

22,000 HALF CHESTS by ship Golden State.

12,000 HALF CHESTS by ship George Shotton.

In addition to these large cargoes of Black and Japan
Teas, the Company are constantly receiving large invoices

of the finest quality of Green Teas from the Moyuue dis-

trict of China, -which are unrivaled for liueness and delica-

cy of flavor.

To give our readers an idea of tlie profits which have been

made in the Tea trade, we will start with the American
houses, leaving out of the account entirely the profits of the

Chinese factors.

1st. The American house in China or Japan makes large

profits on their sales or shipments—and some of the richest

retired merchants in the country have made their immense
fortunes through their houses in China.

2d. The Banker makes large profits upon the foreign ex-

change used in the purchase of Teas.

3d. The Importer makes a profit of 30 to 50 per cent, in

many cases.

4tll. On its arrival here it is sold by the cargo, and the

Purchaser sells it to the Speculator in invoices of 1000 to

2000 packages, at an average profit of ab?ut 10 per cent.

5th. The Speculator sells it to the "Wholesale Tea Dealer
in lines at a profit of 10 to 15 per cent.

6th. The "Wholesale" Tea Dealer sells it to the Wholesale
Grocer in lots to suit his tradG, at a profit of about 10 per
cent.

7th. The "Wholesale Grocer sells it to the lietail Dealer at

a profit of 15 to 25 per cent. •

8th. The Retailer sells it to the Consumer for all tite

PKOFIT UK C.OT GET.
When you have added to these eight profits as many

brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages rid wastes, and
add the original cost of the Tea, it will be perceived what
the consumer lias to pay. And now we propose to show why
•we can sell so very much lower than other dealers.

"We propose to do away with all these various profits and
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages and wastes, with

the exception of a small commission paid for purchasing to

our correspondents in China and Japan, one cartage, and a

small profit to ourselves—which, on our large sales, will

amply pay us.

By our system of supplying Clubs throughout the country,

consumers in all parts of the United States can receive their

Teas at the same price (with the small additional expense

of transportation), as though thej' bought tlicmat our ware-
bouses in this cily.

Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to get

up a Club. The answer is simply this: Let cacli person

wishing to join in a Club, say how mnch tea or cofl'ee he
"wants, and select the kind ami price from our Price List, as

published in the paper or in our circulars. Write the names,

kinds, and amounts plainly on the list as seen in the Club

Order published below, and when the Club is complete send

it to us by mail, and we will put each party's goods in sep-

arate packages, and mark the name upon them, with the

cost, so there need be no confusion in their distribution

—

each party getting exactly what he orders, and no more.
The cost of transportation the members can divide equitably

among themselves.

Parties sending Club or other orders for less than thirty

dollars had better send Post-ofliee Drafts or money with

their orders, to save the expense of collections by express;

but larger orders wc will forward by express, to collect on
delivery.

Dcreaftcr we will send a complimentary package to the

party getting up the Club. Our profits are small, but we will

be us liberal as we can afferd. "We send no complimentary
package for Clubs less than §30.

Parties getting their Teas of us may confidently rely upon
getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from the

Custom House stores to our Warehouses.

We warrant all the goods wc sell to give entire satisfac-

tion. If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned at

onr expor.S'j wilhin 30 days, and have the money refunded.

The Conipanyhave selected the following kinds from their

stock, which they recommend to meet the wants of clubs.

They are sold at cargo prices, the same as the Company sell

them in New York, as the list of prices will show.

PRICE LIST OF TEAS:

OOLONG (Black), 70c, 80a, 90c, best $1 %» lb.

MtXEp, (Green and Black), 70c, 80c, 90c, best $1 per ft.

ENGLISH BKEAEFAST (Black), SOc, 90c, $1, §1.10, best

$1.20 per pound.
IMPERIAL (Green), 80c, 90c, $1, $1.10, best $1.25 per pound.

YOUNG HYSON (Green), 80c, 90c, §1, $1.10, best §1.25 per
pound.

TTNCOLORED JAPAN, 90c, $1, $1.10, best $1.25 per pound.
GUNPOWDER, (Green), $1.25, best $1.50 per pound.

COFFEES ROASTED AN9 GROUND DAILY.
GROUND COFFEE, 20c, 25c, 30c, 35c, best 40c per pound.

Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who
use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article

by using our FRENCH BREAKFAST AND DINNER COF-
FEE, which we sell at the low price of 30c per pound, and
warrant to give perfect satisfaction.

Consumers can save from 50c to $1 per pound by pur-
chasing their Teas of the

GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
Nos. SI and 33 VESEY STREET.

Post-Office Box, 5643, New Tork City.

EVIDENCE AFTER A YEAR'S TRIAL.
Treasury Department,

Fourth Auditor's Office, Washington, Dec 1, 1866.

Inclosed herewith I send you our regular list for Decem-
ber. It is now twelve months since we began the use of your
Teas and Coffees, and I am pleased in being able to say that

the satisfaction derived from the use of said articles by the

members of this club, instead of being confined to Individ-

ual instances, is universal and, I think I may safely say,

without exception. Thanking you for the many favors re-

ceived at your hands, I am, sirs, very respectfully, your
obedient servant,

L. CASS CARPENTER.

Saxonville, Mass., May 6th, 1S67.

To the Great American Tea Company,
31 and 33 Vesey Street, New York.

Gents:—The order I sent you on 23d April for Teas ;ame
safe to hand on the 1st May, and the amount, 39.15 was for-

warded by M. U. Express. Every one seems delighted with
the quality of your Teas. The information spread like a
prairie on fire, from house to house, that Teas of excellent

quality and delicious flavor were to be had for $1, and $1.25

per lb., as the enclosed order speaks more in praise of your
teas than I am capable of, knowing that only fourteen days
has elapsed between the first order and the second.

Many thanks for tiic complimentary package, and you
will please forward this my second order for $02.30 soon as
convenient,

I remahi, yonrs respectfully,

JOHN HEMINGWAY,
Saxonville, Mass.

CLTJB ORDER.'

"Edwards, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.,

)

June 3, 1807. i

The Geeat American Tea Company,
31 and 33 Vesey Street, New York.

Dear Sin: I herewith send you another order for Tea.

The last was duly received, and gives general satisfaction.

As long as you send us such good Tea, you may expect a
continuation of our patronage. As a further evidence that

the subscribers were satisfied, you will observe that I send
you the names of all those that sent before who were nearly

out of Tea, with a large addition of new subscribers. Ac-
cept my thanks for the complimentary package. Ship this

as the other, and oblige.

Your ob't servant, DAVID C McEJsE.

4 tts. Japan J. Havens
;") no. do do. . .at 1 CO.. . 5 00
1 in do. . .at 1 so.. . 1 50
1 do. Japan S. Curtis. at; l 25.

.

. 1 25
« lbs Young Hvson... do. . at 1 00.. . 2 00
1 it. Japan N. Shaw. at; 1 00.. . 1 00
1 do. do. . .at. l oo.. . 1 00
H lbs at
t do. Green do. .at, 1 25.. . V 50

4 do do . . TVm. lsarratbrd. .at
1 lb. Gunpowder ....A.'H. Perkins. .at 1 50.. . 1 50
y lbs. Japan do. . . .at. 1 25.. . 2 50
St do, Coit'ec do. at. 40.. . 80
5 fin do D. C. McKee. at 10.. . 2 CO
H do, Japan SI. Griffin. at 1 25.. . 3 75
y do.

do.
do. .'. do. . .at

at.

1 00 .

1 00..

. 2 00
3 . S 00
2 do Imperial TV. Cleland. at 1 25.. . 2 50
2 do. Japan J. Cleland. .at 1 23.

.

. 2 50

1 do. do. .at 125.. . 1 25

$51 05

iV. B.—All -villages and towns ^vlicrc a large
number icsitle, by Clubbing togctaicr, can re-
duce t!ic cost of their T."as and Coffees about
one-third (beside the Express charges,) by
sending directly to "The Great American
Tea Company. 1'

EEWAIiE of all concerns that advertise themselves as

branches of our Establishment, or copy our name either

wholly or in part, as they are bogus or imitations. We
have no branches, and do not, in any case, authorize the

use of our name.
Post-Office orders and Drafts, make payable to the order

of " Great American Tea Company." Direct letters and
orders to the (as below, no more, no less).

: Great American Tea Company, i

Nos. 3 1 and 33 VESEY-ST.,
i Post-Office Box, 5,643, New Tork City.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
From the American Agriculturist.

The Great American- Tea Company.—To Queries :—
Before admitting their advertisement, we learned that a
large number of our clerks and others had for several months
been buying their Tea and Cofl'ee from this Company, with-
out its being known who they were, and that they had been
highly pleased with their purchases, both as to quality and
price, andVere all recommending their friends to the same
course. As we have published the advertisement for many
months, and received no complaints, we conclude "then?
is no humbug about the establishment."

Comisaea'caal EHitei-pa'Hse*—Among" the
many thintrs for which Xr>w Tork. Merchants are famnns. is

the magnitude of their enterprises, and the far-reaching
character of their ventures. The operations of the present
day throw those of a few years back quite into the shade,
and often equal those of a similar kind in the commercial
marts of the Old "World. The recent large purchases of Tea
by The Great American Tea Company have taken the
trade by surprise, and are rather a novelty in this market.
The taking up of two cargoes withiu, a week, comprising
12,331 packages Black, and 22.S19 do. Jrpan, for immediate
consumption, at a cost of about a mVP m and a half of dol-
lars, indicates the extensive nature i :',ie Company's busi-
ness, and deserves a passing notice «„ our hands. The con-
sumption of Tea in this Country is largely on the increase.

—

Shipping and Commercial List, ]¥. T., May 15, 1S67.

* TWO JIQOTHS FREE
UNTIL JANVAKT FIRST.

plGUTlNG AGAINST 'W"r0vtniid for

The Good, the Trub and ths Beal-ti

Is nclinowlcrlqrcit by press nnrl Tonpli- nlmnst im:v«r-
_ Ehlly to licTHfi BEST PAPER for Boys and

Girls evfer published in lliis country,

itiacililcd-by ALFRED L. SEWELT., nntl

EMILY HUNTINUTOX MILLER.
Volumes "besrin July or Jnmrirv. Ba< 'i Xns. supplied.

Terms, O:io Dollar a. year; Samplu copy k-u cents.

GREJ^tiNliUCEMENtS are offered ij those I

\ who wish to raise clubs. 1

». fa W

c
2-8 3

fe
Address, ALFRED L. SEWKLL, Publisher,

Chicago, 111.

° 1? 2.

^ o *" *

&! = £,©

& ? 00

§EE ADVERTISEMENT OF PLANTATION
in lYovember 2Yo„ the Freedman'a Bureau have now

Endqged wages So' and $7 a month. Planting will be more
proli table man imi- n-.ji.ure, iw« i.„ n... ,,,„,-,

"

IV

LATEST AND HOST POPULAR "WORK.
Sales at the rate of 500 Copies per day, making a total of

28,000 Copies in about a month.

KAT3RINA; Her Life and Mine: in a Poem. By J. G.
Holland, author of "Bitter Sweet." One vol., 12nio.
Price $1.50; full gilt, §3.50.

The " N". Y. Independent" says: "It is sweet with purity
and noble with aspiration. It is thoughtful and earnest,
and most sincere. Its reverence for woman is religious.
Less delightful and rare than 'Bitter Sweet,' it is perhaps
more even and assured."
Copies sent post-paid on receipt of price, or one given to

each new subscriber to Hours at Homic, ($3 per annum).
SCKIBXER & CO., G51 Broadway, New York.

mPUDIOTIAM -A- large, live, eight page monthly,
UnfilO I IAIVi religious, and family paper, con-

taing facts, incidents, talcs, sketches, music, poetry, exposi-
tions, stories, and pictures for the young, large print for the
old, something for saints and sinners, one and all. No sec-

tarianism, controversy, politics, pull's, pills, or patent medi-
cines admitted. Only CO cents a year, in advance. Ten
copies $5. Send 10 cents for three specimens, before you
forget it. Vol. Ill, commences Jan. 3, IPCS. Subscribers re-

ceived before Dec. 20, have Nov. and Dec. papers Iree.

One Hundred new, stirring T«-Jiets for SI. Address
all oralis to H. L. HASTINGS,

Sceipttjkal Tract Eepositoey, 19 Lixdall Stkeet,
iBoston., Mass.,

in the rear of the Post-Oificc.

North Wesferia Farmer.
Acknowledged to be the leading Farm Journal in the

West, and the finest Rural Magazine in America. Only $1.50

a year and a premium worth 50 cents to each subset:

A-'-ents wanted everywhere. Immense inducements in ihe

TOy of premiums. ^^^L^'^ianapoV̂ j,,,,,

THE VERY HIGHEST PRIZE.
TLie Cross of the Legioaof Honor,

Was conferred on the representative of the

Grover & Baker Sewing Machines,
At the Exposition Universale, Paris, 1867,

Thus attesting their great superiority over all other Sow
ins Machines. Salesrooms, 495 Broadway; ^ewYorlc.

Another Grand Triumph.
At the Fair of the American Institute just- closed, the

Florence Seicinq Machine has asain carried otr the honors,

it having heen 'awarded the First Frtze, over all competi-

tors Tins triumph following close upon llie.iwardoi thewoM
Metial (the highest prize) at the Fair of the Median, "< Asso-

ciation at Lowell, (the great Fair of New England), in octo-

her. establishes hevond question the superiority ot tne

Florence, as a family Sewing Machine. Send lor a Circular,

503 Brondwav. New Tork.
Brooklyn Office, 431 Fulton-street.
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